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[a, Pontia Cardamines ; b, Pieris Cratægi ; c , Pontia Rapæ ; d , Pontia Napi ; e, Pontia Brassicae ; f, Gonopteryx Rhamni; g, Colias Hyale. ]

CURIOSITIES OF BRITISH NATURAL so striking is the contrast. Well might the Greeks,

HISTORY. elegant even in their mythology, apply the term Psyche

BUTTERFLIES.
to the soul - and to the butterfly, the latter being the

mystical emblem of the former.

Ir, having never seen or heard of a butterfly , one were All know what a caterpillar is,—there are few who

to meet our gaze , as on winnowing wings it danced are not familiar with the caterpillars of many of the

through the summer air from flower to flower, should more common butterflies, so destructive to the escu

we conceive it possible that it had ever been a crawl- lent vegetables of the kitchen-garden ; but still some

ing and voracious worm , and then a torpid being en- points in their structure and economy may not be so

veloped like a mummy in a case ,—whence it sprung generally understood .

forth in newness of life, light-winged, and graceful in The caterpillars of the butterfly tribe have hard

every movement, and arrayed with beauty ? And horny jaws; a body consisting of segments, to the

though we know this to be the fact, when we look at number of twelve, exclusive of the head. They are

the sluggish leaf-eating caterpillar, and contrast it with furnished with legs of two kinds: of these, the first

what it will be, when on broad wings it traverses gar- three pairs, attached to the three first segments of the

den and meadow, extracting from the flowers their body respectively, are true, or persistent, being the

Dectar for food, we feel involuntary emotions of wonder, rudiments of the legs of the perfect insect ; these are

No. 755 .
Vol. XIII.-B
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horny. The other legs, termed pro-legs, or tem - 1it begins to bend its back, bringing the head near the

porary legs, are soft, short, and conical ; they vary attached feet ; and, after continuing for some time in

in number in different species; the Jarva or cater- this attitude, it straightens itself , and repeats the same

pillar of the common cabbage butterfly has five pairs : action . In about twenty -four hours the outer skin

these feet are furnished with a set of minute, slender, begins to split down the back, and the fissure is en

horny hooks, alternately longer and shorter, by means larged by the swelling and pressure of the chrysalis.

of which the animal is enabled to lay a very firm hold till at length the head and lower portion of the sus

on the leaves plants or other objects, and also to pended being become disengaged, the skin shrivelling

move along with tolerable dispatch . It is to be up into a bundle surrounding the tail . This, however,

observed , that when five pairs of these limbs are pre- has to be thrown off, and at the same time the chry

sent, none are found on the fourth , fifth , tenth, or salis lias to avoid disengaging itself from its mooring

eleventh segments,but a pair respectively on the sixth , of silken threads from which it hangs: for, be it re

seventh, eighth, ninth, and twelfth segments. In membered, it was by its hind -legs that it attached itself

some caterpillars there are only two pairs of these To effect this, instinct-guided, it seizes on a portion of

limbs - one pair on the last segment, one on the ninth ; this shrivelled skin between two segments of its budy

such are the geometrical larvæ. holding it as with a pair of pincers,and thus, destituie

Many caterpillars are covered with long stiff hairs, of limbs, supports itself, till it withdraws the tail from

others with short harslı fur or bristles ; some are the old useless skin which sheathed it ; it then , still

furnished with tufts ; other are naked . clinging, elongates the rings of its tail as much as

A very important organ possessed by the larvæ of possible,and scizes a higher portion of the skin , and

butterflies and moths is the spinneret for the produc- in this manner, climbing backwards as it were upon

tion of silken threads , by means of which some merely its exuviæ , it repeatsthemanœuvre till the extremity of

suspend themselves during the pupa stage, while the tail presses the silk , to which it immediately adheres

others envelop themselves as in a shroud. Many bymeansof a number of hooks provided for thepurpose.

caterpillars , moreover, weave tents of network or houses Still these exuviæ encumber it , and hang in contact

for themselves in hawthorn , apple, and pear trees, in with it ; curving its tail in such a manner as partly to

which , on returning from their foraging excursions, embrace the shrivelled skin , it whirls rapidly round,

they cluster by hundreds. The spinneret is scated jerking violently , and at length succeeds in disengaging

beneath the horny lower lip, or labium , as entomologists it from its fastenings and throwing it to the ground.

term it , and the two first legs ; and appears in the form Other caterpillars attach themselves closely to ihe wall

of a conical protuberance, whence two long tortuous or other object by bands of silk round the body, as well.

tubes ex nd down the body the larva : these tubes as by a little cone of silk at their extremity ; and some

separate the silk froin the juicesof the body in the envelop themselves completely. In a short time the

form of a gumıny Auid, which, as it is drawn through chrysalis hardens ( for at first it is very soft ), and shows

the aperture of ihe spinneret, hardens into a thread : through the outer case the wings, antennæ, eyes, and

such is the silk of the silkworm . legs of the perfect insect. It now passes into a sort

On its exclusion from the egg the caterpillar is of of torpid state, till the time arrives for the exit of the

very small size ; its growth ,however, soon commences, perfect butterfly from its case .

and is as rapid as its appetite is voracious. As, how The duration of the pupa or chrysalis stage of exist

ever, it is clothed in an outer skin which is not exten ence varies in different species , and even in the same,

sible , this investment, like the armour of the lobster, being retarded by cold and abbreviated by warmth - a

must be repeatedly changed. Beneath the oldouter wise provision, as it respects the safety of the matured

skin , or epidermis ,which soon begins to be loosened, a insect. The butterfly , when ready for exclusion, bursts

new one is formed ; a rent takes place, from the swells the skin of the chrysalis, now to be thrown off, which

ing out of the animal, down the back of the old covers the thorax, and emerges, feeble and languid,

skin, and this rent gradually increases, till the animal, with wings crumpled up into small bundles. Soon,

with a brighter epidermis, frees itself from its dis- however, the body acquires strength ; the fluids circu

carded weeds, and appears of larger dimensions. late through the nervures of the wings : these gradu

During this process, which is often repeated, the cater- ally unfold, and the creature quivers ther , as it feels

pillar is sluggish and inactive, and refuses food ; but its growing powers: at length, in the perfection of

when the process is over, it recovers its former vo- strength and beauty, it leaves its sordid mummy-case

racity . Duringall this time the caterpillar is laying behind ,-soars alott, seeks the flowers of the garden ,

up an accumulation of fat to serve the wants of the and cominences a new existence .

system during the time of its torpid pupa state, which Such is a sketch of the progress of the caterpillar

it is now preparing for. Beneath the last cuticle from the egg to the butterfly ; from

assumed, the vital energies of the system have de
~ The worm , a thing that crept

veloped wings, antennæ , a slender proboscis, and all
Ou the bare earth , -ilen wrought a tomb and slept,"

the parts of the perfect butterfly, or moth, that is to

be . This last cuticle, or epidermis, is , however, yet to to the hovering “ Psyche."

be cast off, and another is formed to clothe the pupa The rest of the story is soon told ; bright things must

( or chrysalis, as the pupa of the butterfly is often fade: the butterfly enjoys a brief summer, deposits its

termed) , which in its turn is to be broken open for the cggs on the plantswhich instinct teaches it are the ap

exit of the perfect insect. Previously, however, to the propriate nourishment of the future caterpillar, and

pupa stage being assumed, it secures itself by means passes out of existence.

of ' its silk in a position varying according to the The group of butterflies before us consists of - a, the

species. Suppose it merely suspends itself by the orange-lip butterfly (Pontia Cardamines ); b, the black

tail : in this case the first care of the caterpillar is to veined white or hawthorn butterfly ( Pieris Crategi) ;

cover the spot to which it is about to suspend itself c , the small white butterfly ( Pontia Rapæ ); d , the

with successive layers of silken threads, which readily green -veined white butterfly (Pontia Napi); e, the

adhere, till at last a little silken cone is produced, into common cabbage butterfly (Pontia Brassicæ ) ; f, the

which the caterpillar pushes its hinder pair of pro-legs brimstone butterfly (Gonopteryx Rhamni) ; g, the pale

(those on the last seginent), which become entangled, clouded yellow butterfly (Colias Hyale ) .

and so fixed, amidst thethreads; it then perinits itself The orange-tip butteifly is tolerably common in our

to hang down with the head lowest. In a short time island, frequenting the borders of woods and lanes
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winding through a woodland but cultivated district of ichneumon (Ichneumon glomeratus, Linn . ), which

It usually appears about the end of May ; seldom in by means of a fine ovipositor deposits its eggs within

April . The sexes are very dissimilar. The caterpillar the caterpillar's body, where they soon hatch , the larvæ

is green , with a white streak along each side : it feeds feeding upon their victim , yet directed by instinct to

upon various cruciferous plants, especially those of the avoid the vital organs. In due time the caterpillar

genus Cardamine. The large or primary wingsof the crawls to some wall , as if about to undergo its pupa

butterfly are white, dusky at the base, with a small stage ; but at this period the larvæ of the ichneumon

black crescent-mark in the centre, and a black tip . are ready, and gnawing their way out, destroy the

In the male, the outer half of the wing is tinged with miserable being on whose substance they have fed, and,

orange. In both , the hinder wings are marbled beneath clustering together near the withering body of their sup

with pale green; above they present faint tracings of porter, enfold themselves in tiny cocoons of a golden

the saine. Extent of wing averaging an inch and a yellow. The walls of our garden bear ample testimony

half. The black -veined white or hawthorn butterfly to the parasitic habits of this ichneumon , and to the

is very partially distributed in our island, occurring multitude of caterpillars that perish in the manner

principally in the southern counties : it has been taken described.

in theNew Forest, near Chelsea, in Coombe Wood , and The cabbage butterfly appears in April and May :

in various places in Berkshire. It is by no means un- thewings are white above, with a large patch of black

common on the Continent. In size it equals the com on the tip of the anterior pair : in the male, a black spot

mon cabbage butterfly ; but the wings are semi-trans- near the middle of the anterior edge of the secondary

parent, with black nervures, and a black list round the wings ; the female, besides this, has two others about

onter edge. The caterpillars of this species are gre- the middle of the upper wings, and a patch at their

garious, feeding on the leaves of the hawthorn, and hinder margin. The under surface of the wings in

weaving a network of silk as a temporary residence, clines to yellow , the lower being finely powdered with

into which they crowd . They are partially hairy, black, black ; the upper wings have two conspicuous black

and striped with reddish brown on each side . spots. The caterpillar is green, with a narrow line of

Pallas once saw such vast flights of this butterfly in yellow along the back, and another on each side of the

the vicinity of Winofka, that he at first mistook them abdomen ; the body is thickly covered with tuber
for flakes of snow, culous points of a black colour, each having a hair in

The small white butterfly bears, excepting in size, the centre,

a close resemblance to the cominon cabbage species, The briinstone butterfly is one of the earliest that

from which, however, it is very distinct, as is proved make their appearance, and may be seen on the wing

by their respective caterpillars. It is a very common flitting along ihe lanes and copscs in the month of

species, appearing about the beginning of May : a March, when a bright sunny inorning gives hope of

second flight takes place in August. This species is the " year confirmed. ” As the spring advances, it

one of the pests of the garden, laying its eggs on cab- becomes more common, and a second flight comes forth

bage3, cauliflowers, & c. The larvæ , or caterpillars, in August. This species is far more abundant in the

are of a light bluish green, with a pale line above the southern than the northern counties of our island,

back , and a whitish streak, somewhat speckled with although in certain localities of the north it is tolerably

yellow , along each side of the abdomen. It buries common . On the Continent it is very generally

itself deeply between the leaves of the plants, and in spread.

the very heart of the cauliflower. The small white The male is of a pure sulphur yellow above, and in

butterfly, is rather variable in its markings. The both sexes a small spot of orange occupies the centre

colour of the wings above is white, with a slight tinge of each wing. The female is greenish yellow above ;

of yellow ; the primary wings have a dusky spot at the the under side is paler than the upper .

tip; and there are two spots in the female - one in the The caterpillar is elongated, naked, and of a light

male. in the centre : the binder wings have a black green colour, with numerous black scaly dots on the

inark on their anterior border . The anterior wings back, and a pale line along each side of the abdomen .

beneath have two black spots and a yellow tip ; the It feeds on the buckthorn and the berry- bearing alder,

hinder wings beneath are rather of a bright yellow, two species of Rhamnus : the chrysalis is short and

powdered with black, with a narrow streak of orange- angular.

yellow on the anterior edge at the base. The pale clouded yellow butterfly is rare, and found

The green -veined white butterfly is extremely com - chiefly on the sea -coast in the counties of Kent, Sussex ,

mon, appearing first in May, a second flight occurring and Suffolk . A pale variety occurs in the vicinity of

also in July . It frequents gardens, laying its eggs on Dover. Seldom has it been found far from the sea . It

cabbages and other culinary vegetables. In colouring is a fine species: the male is usually of a rich sulphur

it is subject to some differences; the general tinge yellow, the female nearly white : the upper wings are

white inclining to yellow ; the tip of the primary wing marked near the middle with a black spot, and at their

is dusky, and there are two central black dots in the extremity have a deep black border, almost divided by

female, one in the male ; a smail black dot on the a series of yellow spots into two. The under wings

hinder wings near the anterior edge. Under surface have a large orange spot in the centre : beneath, the

of hinder wings and tip of primaries sulphur yellow, upper wings are whitish yellow, orange-stained at the

the nervures being strongly marked with green ; two tip, with a black ring-spot enclosing a yellow centre

black spots on the upper wings near the hinder near the middle, and with a row of small dusky marks

margin.' The caterpillar is dull green, paler along the at sone distance from the outer margin. The lower

sides, with yellow stigmata, and covered with white wings bencath are dull orange with a large and a small

Farts, which are tufted with short hairs : chrysalis silvery spot in the centre surrounded with rusl-red,

greenish yellow. and a curved row of small black spots. Fringe of the

The common cabbage butterfly scarcely needs de- wings roseate. The caterpillar is green with two

scription, so well is it known, as is also its caterpillar, white lines on both sides ; cach segment is marked

the ravages of which in the kitchen -garden are most with two irregular transverse series of black spots.

annoying. Brocoli, cauliflower, cabbage , turnip, are lts food is not precisely ascertained .

all infested by it ; at the same time it is itself destroyed

in abundanceby birds which feed upon it or carry it to

their young ; and it is the favourite victim of a species

B 2
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(Perugino: - The figures from a picture in the Museum at Bologna .]

ESSAYS ON THE LIVES OF REMARKABLE | bria, called Citta-della-Pieve, and he was known for

PAINTERS.-No. XX . * the first thirty years of his life as Pietro della Pieve ;

after he had settled at Perugia, and had obtained there
PIETRO PERUGINO : 1446-1524 .

the rights of citizenship, he was called Pietro di Pe
FRANCESCO FRANCIA : 1450–1517 .

rugia, or IL PERUGINO, by which name he is best

The fame of Perugino rests more on his having been known .

the master and instructor of Raphael, than on his own
The territory of Umbria in Italy comprises that

works or worth . Yet he was a great and remarkable mountainous region of the Ecclesiastical States now

man in his own day : interesting in ours as therepre- called the Duchy of Spoleto. Perugia, Foligno, Assisi,

sentative of a certain school of art immediately pre- and Spoletowere among its principal towns ; and the

ceding that of Raphael. Francesco Francia has left whole country, with its retired valleys and isolated

behind him a name perhaps less known and celebrated, cities, was distinguished in the middle ages as the pe

but far more revered.

Pietro Vannucci was born at a little town in Um- reflected the habits and feelings of the people, andhere

culiar seat of religious enthusiasm . Art, as usual ,

* By an oversight in the last number of these essays, XVIII. Gentile da Fabriano, the beloved friend of Angelico da

was repeated instead of XIX .
Fiesole, exercised a particular influence. No less
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than thirteen or fourteen Umbrian painters, who pure and gentle feeling guided his pencil ; and in the

flourished between the time of Gentile and that of desire to learn , in the fixed determination to improve

Raphael, are mentioned in Passavant’s ‘ Life of Ra- and to excel, his good sense and his calculating spirit

phael. This mystical and spiritual direction of art stood him in good stead. There was a famous convent

extended itself to Bologna, and found a worthy inter- near Florence, in which the monks - not lazy nor ig

preter in Francesco Francia. We shall , however, speak norant, as monks are usually described - carried on

first of Perugino. several arts successfully,particularly the art of painting

We know little of the early life and education of on glass . Perugino was employed to paint soine fres

Perugino ; his parents were respectable, butpoor. His coes in their convent, and also to make designs for the

first instructor is supposed tohave been Nicolo Alunno. glass-painters: in return ,he learned how to prepare and

At this time (about 1470) Florence was considered as to apply many coloursnot yetin general use ; and the

the head -quarters of art and artists; and the young lucid and vigorous tints to which his eye became ac

painter, at the age of five and twenty, undertooka customed in their workshop certainly influenced his

journey to Florence as the most certain path to excel style of colouring. He gradually rose in estimation ;

lence and fame. painted a vast number of pictures and frescoes for the

Vasari tells us that Pietro was excited to industry by churches and chapels of Florence, and particularly an

being constantly told of the great rewards and honours altar-piece of great beauty for the famous convent of

which the professors of painting had earned in ancient Vallombrosa. In this herepresented the Assumption

and in modern times, and also by the pressure of po- of the Virgin, who is soaring to heaven in the midst of

verty. He left Perugia in a state of absolute want, a choir of angels, while a company of saints beneath

and reached Florence, where he pursued his studies for look upwardswith adoration and astonishment. This

many months with unwearied diligence, but so poor excellent picture is preserved in the Academy of the

meanwhile that he had not even a bed to sleep on . Fine Arts at Florence, and near it is the portrait of the

He studied in the chapel of Masaccio in the Carmine, Abbot of Vallombrosa, by whose order it was painted .

which has been already mentioned ; received some in- Ten years after Perugino had first entered Florence a

struction in drawing and modelling from Andrea Ver- poor nameless youth , he was called to Rome by Pope

rocchio ; andwasa friend and fellow -pupil of Leonardo Sixtus IV . to assist with most of the distinguished

da Vinci. They are thusmentioned together in a con- | painters of that tirne in painting the famousSistine

temporary poem written by Giovanni Šanti, the father Chapel. All thefrescoes of Perugino except two were

of the great Raphael : afterwards effaced to make room for Michael Angelo's

Last Judgment. Those which remain show that the

· Duegiovin par d' etate e par d'amori,

Lionardo da Vinci e' I Perusino
style of Perugino at this time was decidedly Floren

Pier della Pieve, che son divin Pittori.”
tine, and quite distinct from his earlier and later

works. They represent the Baptism of Christ in the

1, 6. " Two youths, equal in years, equalin affection, river Jordan, and Christ delivering the Keys to St.

Lionardo da Vinci and the Perugian
Peter. While at Rome he also painted a room in the

Peter della Pieve, both divine painters."
palace of Prince Colonna. When he returned to

But though“ par d'etate e par d ' amori,” they cer- Perugia he resumed the feeling and manner of his

tainly were not equal in gifts. Perugino dwindles earlier years, combined with better drawing and colour

into insignificance when we think of the triumphanting, and his best pictures were painted between 1490

and universal powers of Leonardo : but this is antici- and 1502 ; his principal work, however, was the hall of

pating. the College dei Cambio at Perugia, most richly and

There can be no doubt that Perugino possessed elaborately painted with frescoes, which still exist. The

genius and feeling, but of a confined order; it was as personages introduced exhibit a strange mixture of the

if the brightness of his genius kept up a continual sacred and profane : John the Baptist and other saints,

struggle with the meanness of his soul, and in the end. Isaiah , Moses, Daniel, David, and other prophets, are

wasoverpowered and held down bythe growing weak- figured on the walls with Fabius Maximus, Socrates,

ness and debasement ; yet when young in his art a Pythagoras, Pericles, Horatius Cocles, and other Greek

[From the Entombment, in the l'alazzo Pitti .]
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He was

and Roman worthies. Other pictures painted in In almost every collection on the Continent there are

Perugia are remarkable for the simplicity, grace, and works of Perugino, for he was so popular in liis life

dignity of his Virgins, the infantine sweetness of the time, that his pictures were as merchandise, and sold all

children and cherubs, and the earnest, ardent expression over Italy . His scholars were very numerous, but the

in the heads of his saints. fame of all the rest is swallowed up in that of his

Perugino, in the very beginning of the sixteenth great disciple RAPHAEL. Bernardino di Perugia , called

century, was certainly the most popular painter of his Pinturicchio, was rather an ası istant than a pupil:

time; a circumstance which,considering thatRaphael, he has left some excellent works.

Francia, and Leonardo da Vinci were all working at Pietro Perugino died in 1524. He survived Raphae.

the same time, would surprise us did wenotknow that four years, and he may be said, during the last twenty .

contemporary popularity is not generally the recom- five years of liis life, to have survived himself.

pense of the most distinguished genius : in fact Perugino

has produced some of the weakest and worst, as well

as some of the most exquisite pictures in the world . ELASTIC CEMENT.

He undertook an immense number of works, and

employed his scholars and assistants to execute them There have been within the last few years many at

from his designs. A passion , of which perhaps the tempts made to produce a glue or cement which shall

seeds were sown in his early days of poverty and be inore coherentthan even woody fibres in their na

misery, had taken possession of his soul. tural state. The subject is a curious one, and shows

no longer excited to labour by a spirit of piety or that our current ideas, respecting the cohesion or

the generous ambition to excel, but by a base and strength of wood, require a little modification. How

insatiable thirst for gain : all his late pictures, from ever solid a piece of wood may appear to the eye, it is

the year 1505 to his death, betray the influence of nevertheless a mere bundle of minute fibres and ves

this mean passion. Heaimed atnothingbeyond me- sels, each one complete andindependent in itself, yet

chanical dexterity, and to earn his money with as little all combined into a solid mass. The power which

expense of time and trouble as possible ;he became more holds them side by side, or in intimale contact, is

and more feeble, mannered, and monotonous, continually great ; but weare wrong in supposing it greater than

repeating the same figures, actions, and heads, till his thatwhich an artificial cement between two surfaces

very admirers were wearied ; and on his last visit to would exert. If a piece of lead , such as a bullet, be

Florence, Michael Angelo, who had never done him cut in two, and the two cut surfaces be rubbed against

justice, pronounced him , with contempt, “ Goffo nell' each other, they will shortly become so smooth that

arte,” that is , a mere bungler ; for which affront Pietro they will cohere, and each piece will support the other

summoned him before the magistrates, but came off without further assistance. In this case the friction

with little honour. He was no longer what he had works out all the air from between the surfaces, and

been . Such was his love of money, or such his mistrust smooths down all the asperities, so that the cohesive at

of his family, that when moving from place to place he traction, which forms one of the mechanical proper

carried his beloved gold with him ; and being on one ties of matter, has opportunity to exert itself, and to

occasion robbed of a large sum , he fell ill, andwas like reunite the severed pieces. The same might, perhaps,

to die of grief. It seems, however, hardly consistent be the case with a piece of wood severed into two,

with the mean and avaricious spirit imputed to him , that were it not that the tibrous nature of the wood pre

having married a beautiful girl of Perugia, he took vents the complete expulsion of air,and also prevents

great delight in seeing her arrayed, at homeandabroad, the two surfaces from being rubbed to so homogene

in the most costly garments, and sometimes dressed ous a state as the two surfaces of lead . If, however, a

her with his own hands. To the reproach of avarice- very thin layer of some other substance be introduced,

too well founded - somewriters have added thatof irre- so as to expel air and to adhere to each surface sepa

ligion : nay, two centuries after his death they showed rately, the two surfaces will themselves unite ; and it

the spotwhere he was buried in unconsecrated ground remains to be seen whether or notthis artificial joining

under a few trees, near Fontignano, he having refused is as retentive and strong as the natural coherence of

to receive the last sacraments : this accusation has been the woody fibre.

refuted ; and in truth there is such a divine beauty in Such a cement as we here allude to is glue; and

some of the best pictures of Perugino, such exquisite there has been proof given recently that a glue or

purity and tenderness in his Madonnas,such an expres- cement so used may exceed in cohering power the

sion of enthusiastic faith and devotion in some of the woody fibres themselves. It is generally from some

heads, that it would be painful to believe that there kind of animal substance that cement for wood is pre

was no corresponding feeling in his heart. In one or pared ; differing in this respect, as in others, from the

two of his pictures he has reached a degree of sublimity cement used for stone.

worthy of him who was the master of Raphael, but the Before speaking further of the new retentive cement,

instances are few . to which allusion was just made, we will briefly notice

In our National Gallery there isa little Madonna the nature and preparation of common glue, the gene

and Child by Perugino. The Virgin is seen half-length ral representativesof this class of cements.

holding the infantChrist, who is standing in front and Glue inay be obtained from the hides, hoofs , and

grasps in his little hand one of the tresses of her long horns ofanimals ; the ears of oxen , calves, and sheep ;

fair hair ; the young St. John is seen half-length on the the parings of parchment ; the refuse scrapings of

left, looking up with joined hands. It is an early pic- leather-yards; and indeed from almost any kind of
ture painted before his first residence at Florence, and animal matter containing gelatine. However diffe

before he had made his first essays in oil : it is very rent “ calves-foot jelly ” and “ isinglass " may seem to

feeble and finical in the execution , but very sweet and be from coarse glue, yet they are at one end of the

simple in the expression. same scale of substances which has glue at the other :

In the Louvre at Paris there is a curious allegorical they are all varieties more or less pure of gelatine.

picture by Perugino,representing the Combat of Love Although glue can , however, be prepared from a va

and Chastity ; many figures in a landscape. It seems a riety of different sources, it is in practice procured

late prodnction -- feeble and tasteless ; and the subject almost entirely from the refuse of leather and parch

is precisely one least adapted to the painter's style and ment dressing ; for horns and hoofs are more profitably

powers. sold by the tanner to others than glue-makers. Of all
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the glue made in England, a very large portion is more fields occupied almost wholly by small crections

produced at Bermondsey, in the vicinity ofthe great of framework three or four feet in height. These

leather -dressing establishments of that district. In fields are attached to glue-manufactories, and the small

some cases the glue-manufacturer contracts for the erections are piles of drying.frames, each frame filled

purchase of all the scraps and offal resulting from the with slices or cakes of glue exposed to the action of the

dressing of leather in one or more establishments ; and air, and a roof being over each group to shelter them

these contracts exemplify the value which attaches to from the rain . The cakes of glue are turned over two

apparently worthless things, when once they can be or three times a day, in order that the two sides may be

brought to rank among the materials of manufactures. dried equally. Cold, heat, damp, fog, wind , a thunder

Rough and ragged edges of skins, scrapings from storm , indeed any sudden change in the weather, has

skins, and scrapings from parchment, constitute the a very visible effect in the quality of the glue ; and the

chief sources whence glue is prepared ; and in some drying becomes therefore one of the most important

cases these refuse fragments - not only useless to the parts of the manufacture.

leather -dresser, but agreat nuisance ifhe had to keep Such is the general nature of the production of

them-are worth more than a thousand pounds a year common glue ; and the degree of tenacity which it

to the owner of one establishment, for sale to the glue- possesses as a cement for wood is pretty well known.

manufacturers. There has, however, within a year or two past , been a

The extraction of the gelatinous matter from the kind of cement invented , which although resembling

fragments is effected principally by boiling. The frag- glue in so far as it is a cement for wood, yet differs

mnents are freed from dirt, blood , and other impurities, from it considerably in the mode of formation and the

by being steeped in lime and water, and then rinsed in degree of tenacity.

a clear stream. In the large glue manufactories there The cement of which we here speak was patented

are covered sheds containing stages one above another, by Mr. Jeffery in 1812. The object of the patent was

each stage containing rails or racks in which the frag- stated to be " for a new method of preparing masts,

ments of hide are hung for several months in the year, spars, and other wood , for ship-building, and other

to dry. purposes ;" the “ new method ” having relation to the

The boiling is effected in shallow vessels, each pro- cement with which various pieces of wood are joined
vided with a false bottom a few inches above the true together. In the specification of his patent, Mr.

one, and pierced with holes . Into this boiler the frag- Jeffery describes his new cement to be made in the

ments are placed, the false bottom preventing them following manner. When a very elastic glue is

from being burned by the heat of the fire. Soft water desired, the patentee dissolves one pound of caoutchouc,

is employed, and the boiling is continued until the or india-rubber, in four gallons of crude naphtha,

water becomes thickened by the gelatine extracted frequently stirring the solution,until the caoutchouc

from the fragments. The tenacity of the extract is is well dissolved, which will be in about ten or twelve

tested from time to time, by taking out small portions, days. To this mixture is added gum or shell-lac, in

and allowing them to cool in the open air. When the proportion of two parts to one of the naphtha.

completed, the gelatinous liquid is drawn off into a The composition is then put into an iron vessel, to

second vessel, where it is kept in a liquid state for which heat is applied, the ingredients being well

some time by being surrounded with hot water ; dur- stirred until they have become thoroughly amal

ing which tinie any sedimentary impurities are depo- gamated. It is then drawn off by means of a tap, on

siled ; and these impurities, by a further boiling, are to slabs, where it is allowed to cool ; after which it is
made to yield up any gelatine that they may yet cut into pieces ready for use . When a less elastic glue

retain.
is required, it is composed of one part of naphtha to

The liquid gelatine is transferred from the settling | iwo parts of gum or shell-lac. Previous to using, the

vessels into cooling boxes, where it assumes the solid glueor cement is heated in an iron pot to the teinpe

form . These boxes, which are made of deal , have a rature of about two hundred and fifty degrees.

square forın , but are somewhat narrower at the bottom One great object proposed in this invention was to

than at the top. The liquid is filtered through cloths produce a glue which should be at the same tiine

while passing into the boxes, as a means of cleansing elastic and insoluble in water. To test the strength of

it ; and the process is conducted in a dry and cool the glue, various experiments were made at Wool

apartment. “In a greater or shorter space of time, wich, under the direction of the Board of Ordnance ;

varying from twelve to twenty hours, according to the accounts of which were published in the public

season , the glue solidifies, or at least assumes the con - journals at the time. One of the experiments insti

sistence of a stiff jelly . The boxes are then taken to a tuted was the following :-Two pieces of African teak,

cool and airy apartment, where they are inverted, and a species of wood difficult to be joined together by

the mass of jelly deposited on a moistened table or glue on account of its oily na !ure, had a coating of the

board. Each ofthese masses is too thick to harden compositionapplied to them in a boiling state. In a

while in this form , and is therefore cut up into thinner short time afterwards bolts and screws were attached

cakes, as a means of letting the air act more readily to each end , the joined wood was placed in the testing

upon it. This is done somewhat in the way that large frame, and the power of Bramah's hydraulic engine

masses ofsoap are cutup in the soap-factories, viz . , by applied . No result was obtained till a pressure of

means of a wire ; the wire is stretched in a frame, and nineteen tons was applied, when the chain broke with

is guided by rollers , so as to cut the masses into parallel out the slightest strain being susceptible where the

slices or cakes, all of equal thickness. The thickness joining took place. larger chain , of an inch and a

of these cakes may be judged pretty nearly from that half in diameter, was then applied , and was broken

of the pieces sold in the shops.' The glue-maker then with a strain of lwenty -one tons, the joint in the wood

avails himself of a large number of nets spread over remaining apparently asfirmi as at first. Thus show

frames, and in these frames the cakes of glue are care- ing in both cases that the cement joint was actually

fully laid . All the frames, as they are filled, are more coherent than the iron of the chain .

placed in successive stages in the open air, an interval In another experiment, four pieces of hard wood

of an inch or two being left between the successive were joined together, weighing in one piece forty-four

frames in the pile. Any one who has passed along the hundredweight, and carried to the top ofthe shears in
Greenwich Railway may have seen, at a distance of the dock -yard, a height of seventy -six feet. From

about a mile from the London Bridge terminus, oneor this elevation the mass of wood was precipitated on
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the hard granite wharf wall below, without any of the being denied to her rank . All wear gowns and cotillons as they

joints yielding in the smallest degree. please. Noblewomen distinguished by the size of the sleeves

These two experiments tested the new cement in and variety of colours, while other females wear black only ;

respect to strain and concussion ; and it was next Widows have veils, and the clothing high to the throat, and over

resolved, by the authorities of the Admiralty andthe all aspenser. In mourning for parent or husband , they have
Men wearOrdnance,to try its efficacy against the power of also robes trimmed with hair or swan's down.

cannon balls. A number of planks of oakeightinches mourning only on the day of burial. It is easyto recognise um

thick , and others of fir sixteen inches square, were footsteps, and the domestics male or female again come after.
married women in the street; they follow closely their mothers'

joined together with the cement, so as to represent a Frenchwomen have generally the waist slightỉy formed, and

portion of the side of a first-rate ship ofwar,about using as they do hoops and other artifices to increase the circum

eight feet in height, and eight in breadth ; without ference below, their appearance becomes more elegant still . The

anything else in the shape of bolt or security to assist cotillon is of great value. As to the gown which is worn over

the composition . This mass of wood was set up as a all , it is usually of coarse serge or ordinary stuff, since thewomen

target in Woolwich marshes; and opposite to it were
at church kneel down anywhere and sit upon the ground. The

placed three new thirty -two pounder guns, at a bosom and shoulders are slightly veiled with gauze. The head,

distance of four hundred yards. Three shots were neck , and armıs, are ornamented with jewels; the head -dress

fired ; upon which it was found that although the differswidely from thatof Italy, ason the top of the head are

wood' was much rent, yet in only one joint had the breadthof the forehead." They commonly wear black hair

, since

ornaments and tufts of hair which apparently increase the

cement givenway, the other joints having resisted it sets off the paleness of the cheeks, and this paleness when not

this extraordinary amount of force. occasioned by malady is looked on as a charm . The French

In other experiments the cement was exposed to females are seemingly full of devotion, but in fact very free.

the action of an internal force, tending to burst or Each chooses to be treated as worthy esteem , and there is none,

explode it, in order that there might be as great a whatever her conduct, who dves, not find something to say

variety of tests as possible. A hole six inches and a against that of her neighbours. They are very insolent, alů the

quarter in diameter was bored inthe centre of the cause is theirhusbands' over confidence , and allowing them to
mass of wood used as a target in the last-named ex govern not only their households but themselves. They con

periment ; and in this hole was placed a thirty-two verse publicly with those they meet in the streets, and also go

pounder shell
. The shell being exploded by amatch, alone to church and market, remaining absent three or four

the wood became torn tosplinters,andyet many of hours withouttheir husbands askingwhither they are gone. Very

the joints remained uninjured. On anotheroccasion, avarice ;it is said that gold is omnipotentwith all the womenin

in the autumn of 1842, while the Ordnance officers the world, but with Frenchwomen silver suffices .-- From the

were making experiments on some new concussion Foreign Quarterly Review .

shells, Mr. Jeffery’s cement underwent a further trial .

A massive block of wood , about five feet long by two

feet six inches broad, wasformed byjoiningtogether it is ! Thewindow -panes are covered with ice; the morning
Christmas on the Frontiers of Lapland . — How cold, how gloomy

piecesabout fifteen inches square each, the new ce
ment being the only means ofjunction. This block twilight extends itshand to the evening twilight, and the dark

of wood was then bored to the centre, exactly in the has a few bright moments; the sun sheds still a few feeble beams,
In Nordland, however, the mid -day

middle of the joining, and a five and a half inch shell then hequickly disappears, and it becomes dark . Farther up in

inserted, for the purpose of tearing the wood to pieces . the country, people know nothing more of day — the night endures

On a port-fire being ignited, the shell soon exploded , for months. They say in the north, that “ nature sleeps," but this

tearing the solid wood in all directions into nuinerous sleep resembles death ; like death , it is cold and ghastly, and

fragments, but in no part separating the pieces where would obscure the heart of man, did not another light descend at

the joining with the cement was made. the same time, if it did not open to the heart a warmer bosom

It appears from the nature of the above experiments and animate it with its life. In Sweden they know this very

that the elasticity of the cement is one of its most re- well, and whilst everything sleeps and dies in nature, all is set in

narkable properties, for mere strength would not motion in allhearts and homes for the celebration of a festival.

enable it to resist a fall of seventy or eighty feetif Yeknowit well, ye industrious daughters ofhome, ye whostrain

there were not elasticity toaccommodate it to the your hands and eyes by lamplight quite late into the night to

flexure or yielding of the wood . The inventor, in the who bite yournails inorder to puzzleout what in all theworld ”
prepare presents. You know it well, you sons of the house, you

specification of his patent, states his cement to have you shall choose for Christmas presents. Thou knowest it well ,

the advantage of being insoluble in water ; but we do thou fair child, who hast no other anxiety than lest the Christman

not know whether any extensive experiments have should lose his way and pass by the door. You know it well ,

been introduced to illustrate this property, nor you fathers and mothers, with empty purses and full hearts ; ye

whether any practical application in ship-building or aunts and cousins of the great and immortal race of needlewomen

engineering has resulted from the Woolwich ex
and workers in wool-ye welcome and unwelcome uncles and

periments.
male cousins, ye know it well, this time of mysterious counte

nances and treacherous laughter! In the houses of the rich , fat

Description of Paris in 1579, by a Venetian Ambassador. roasts are prepared and dried fish ; sausages pour forth their fat,

From the salubrity of the climate, the natives would live long, and tarts puff themselves up ; nor is there any hut so poor as not

if they did not ruin their stomachs with over-eating, spending on to have at this time a sucking pig squeaking in it , which must

food and babiliments without rule or measure . Male dress so endeavour, for the greater part, to grow fat with its own good

various in form , that to describe it were impossible. A hat humour. It is quite otherwise with the elements at this season .

whose broad brim falls on the shoulders, or a “ beret" which bardly | The cold reigns despotically ; it holds all life fettered in nature ;

covers the top of the head ; a cloak which descends to the ankle, restrains the heaving of the sea's bosom ; destroys every sprouting

or barely reaches the loins; the manner of wearing these habits grass-blade ; forbids the birds to sing and the gnats to sport ; and

not less curious than the habits themselves . One sleeve but only its minister, the powerful north wind, rolls freely forth into

toned , the other open , and the cloak pendant from one shoulder ; grey space, and takes heed that everything keeps itself immoveable

and the change of costume usual among men , necessitating an and silent. The sparrows only — those optimists of the air-remain

extraordinary expense in woollen stuff and cloths of silk and merry, and appear by their twittering to announce better times.

gold ; since no man is esteemed rich if he has not twenty or thirty At length comes the darkest moment of the year, the midnight

suits of different kinds, so that he may change daily. The women hour of nature , and suddenly light streams forth from all habi.

have a mode of dress more modest and less variable. The noble tations, and emulates the stars of heaven . The church opens its

lady wears a hood of black velvet, or a coiffe, wrought in ribbons bosom full of brightness and thanksgiving, and the children

of silk or gold, or in jewels, and has a mask on her face. The shout full of gladness, “ It is Christmas! It is Christmas!" Earta

citizen's wife wears a cioth hood , the mask and silken head -gear sends her hallelujah ou high ! - Frederiku Bremer ,
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(Hudibras and Ralph .]

HUDIBRAS.-No. I.

assertion was tested in repeated recitations of passages

not the most familiar . He was the man of one book.

About twenty years ago, two barristers of the Such a knowledge of Hudibras, however, indeed

circuit, one of whom now occupies a high judicial | anyreal knowledge, is extremely rare . There is pro

situation, after having dined with the judges and the bably no author who is so popular and so little under

rest of their professional brethren, strolled a mile or stood . His couplets form apophthegms which are in

two out of the country -town to enjoy the repose and every one's mouth, yet not one in a thousand has

quiet of the calm summer's evening after the turmoil attempted to read his great poem , nor probably one in

of the day's exertions. On their return they were five hundred, even of those, who have gone through and

overtaken by a labouring man , to whom they inade a attained a comprehension of the purpose of the whole.

passing remark on the fineness of the evening , to which Bythe many it is considered a coarse though powerful

he replied, “ Yes, sirs, satire, a low invective against the anthor's political oppo

nents, written in a burlesque doggrel style. A reader

“ The moon pulls off ber veil of light

That bides her face by day from sight

takes up the poem for the first time: he finds the style

(Mysterious veil , of brightness made,
quaint; the rhymes droll and ingenious, though irre

That's both her lustre and her shade ),
gular ; the rhythm faulty, with the occasional use of

And in the lanthorn of the night
a word or an image not now to be mentioned " to ears

With shining horns hangs out her light. "
polite ; " that there is little or no story, the adventures

judicrous, the characters grotesque and apparently in

" Hey-day !'' said one , "you quote Hudibras ! Pray congruous; that the wit is so profuse as to dazzle, and

do you know any moreof it ? " "Yes, sir , ” replied so allusive as to require more previous study of the

the man ; " I have but few books, and Hudibras is the most discursive kind than men usually possess for its

one I most admire. I know it all by heart." His | due comprehension ; and that the dialogues are long

No. 756.
VOL . XIII .-C
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winded , and so involved as to require great attention | afford opportunities of mutually elucidating passages

to follow . The book is laid down , not again to be of the poem and the history of the times, while they

taken up, except again by accident, and this is called will be further adorned with pictorial illustrations from

having read Hudibras. Even the taking it up for a the pencil of Harvey and the graver of Jackson . We

first time is done generally rather in deference to the shall thus, we trust, though our extracts must neces

great arbiters of literary fame, not only of our own, sarily be concise, awaken attention to a proper appre

but of foreign nations, than from a liking for the task : ciation of the true beauties of this extraordinary poem .

a man of any education must not be entirely ignorant Butler opens his poem with a rapid sketch of the

of Hudibras. By the great vulgar and the small, from state of society,

Pepys, who bought the work because he was told it - When civil dulgeon first grew high,

was witty, though he could not find it out, to the de Aud men fell out they knew not why ,

vourers of the outpourings of the Minerva Press,

Hudibras is quoted and praised, in utter ignorance of

its true worth.
And pulpit, drum ecclesiastic ,

Was beat with fist instead of a stick ;"

But it has not been only by superficial readers
that Hudibras has been misconstrued, as at least we proceeds to describe his hero, who embodies charac

humbly presume to think. By his critics and his teristics far too multifariousto suit any individual, but

industrious editor Dr. ZacharyGrey it has been un- exactly fitting the various modifications of the party ,

hesitatingly assumed to be amere attack and bitter -endowing him with wit and scholastic subilety suffi

satire on the Puritan party, and its author has been cient to endow a college, yet holdinghimup to the

blamed or defended for embodying the character of most unsparing ridicule for their misapplication :

one of his early patrons, Sir Samuel Luke, or Sir “ A wighthe was, whose very sight would

Henry Rosewell, in that of Hudibras; and Ralph,and
Entitle him , Mirror of Knighthood ;

Talgo) , and Crowdero, and Trulla, are all traced to
That never bow'd his stubborn knee

supposed individual originals. We believe all the To any thing but chivalry ;

Nor put up blow, but that which laid

Jabour thus employed to have been wholly thrown
Riglit worshipful on shoulder-blade."

away. Butler'smind was far too large and creative to

reduce him to the necessity of borrowing orcopying steruness and spiritual pride ofthe party,are here disThe adoption of aristocratic distinctions, and the

any particular person, nor do any of his characters

bear such marks of individuality as to induce us to tinctly depicted. Of his mental qualifications, the de

suppose them drawn froin living originals. Any tails occupy one hundred and seventy lines, attributing

wooden -legged fiddler might have sat for Crowdero, to him all the pedantic learning, together with its

as any , sporting butcher,' as we should now say; ostentatious display, which characterise thewritings of

might have stood forTalgol ; and even in Sidrophel, many of thepolemical disputants of thetime, andwhich

who is certainly the best identified as Lilly, there is will be noticed on future occasions. Of his personal

no personality, nothing unfitting for a conjuror of even appearance we must give nearly the whole, in order to

the present day : nothing but thewords oracts that introduce him thoroughly to our readers. Having,

might characterise a class. Butler was no doubt a with the assistance of our engraving, once made an

royalist and a Church -of-Englandman ; in Hudibras acquaintance with him and his redoubtedsquire, we

and Ralph he has no doubtembodied the Presbyterian can with the greater ease remark upon iheir in

and Independent parties; but though his subject was tellectual qualities while pursuing their adventures or

thus rendered local and transitory, the wide grasp of his considering their debates :

intellect, the justness and impartiality of his general “ His tawny beard was th ' equal grace

views, have rendered the satire he applied to them ap Both of his wisdom and his face ;

plicable to folly, meanness, selfishness, hypocrisy, con
In cut and dye so like a tile,

ceitedness, scholastic pedantry - to, in fact, all the worst

A sudden view it would beguile ;

rank growth of the human mind, through all time and
The upper part thereof was whey,

in all situations. It is this that has made him so pro
The nether orange mix'd with gray.

This hairy meteor did denounce
verbial. His couplets, with the terseness and sting of

The fall of sceptres and of crowns.
epigrams, are found to fit now as well as they did then ;

but he heaps them one over the other in boundless pro

fusion , while we, bis borrowers, find one sufficient for
His back, or rather burthen, show'd,

most of our purposes.
As if it stoop 'd with its own load ;

Nor is it to be taken for granted that Butler was the

indiscriminating satirist of what was then called the
To poise this equally, he bore

Puritan party , is true that, passing from one ex
A paunch of the same bulk before ;

treme to the other, from the pompand imposing cere
Which still he had a special care

mony of the old Roman Catholic church, the Puritans
To keep well cramm’d with thrifty fare ;

had been gradually approximating to the coldest ,
As white-pot, buttermilk, and curds,

Such as a country -house aflords ;
barest, and most unimaginative utilitarianism ; and With other victual, which anon

Butler felt, like Göthe, that " it is the beautiful which We farther sball dilate upon ,

needs encouragement, for all require it , and but few When of his hose we come to treat ,

can create it ;" and he therefore attacked unsparingly The cupboard where he kept his meat.

these defects of their general character: but he lias
“ His doublet was of sturdy buli,

shown himself by no means unaware of the follies of
And tho ' not sword yet cudgel proof ;

their opponents, and has dwelt chiefly on those matters
Wherehy 'twas fitter for his use

of dissent or dispute depending on form or mere meta
Who fear'd no blows but such as bruise .

“ His breeches were of rugged woollen ,

physical abstraction, rather than on any of those more And bad been at the siege of Bullen ;
material subjects of discussion on which he knew there

To old King Harry, so well known ,
was abundant room to differ conscientiously. Some writers held they were his own.

In a few papers on this great poem we shall en Thro ' they were lin’dwith many a piece

deavour to establish some of these points ; whilst the Of ammunition bread and cheese,

vast variety of allusions to and descriptions of the And fat black puddings, proper food

manners, tastes, customs, and doctrines of the day will For warriors that delight in blood.
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For, as we said,he always chose

To carry victual in his hose,

That often tempted rats and mice

The ammunition to surprise :

And when he put a band but in

The one or t'other magazine,

They stoutly in defence on't stood ,

And from the wounded foe drew blood ;

Aud 'till th ' were storm'd and beaten out,

Ne'er left the fortiti d redoubt.

It doth behove us to say something

Oi that which bore our valiant Bumpkin .

The beast was sturdy, large, and tall,

With mouth of meal and eyes of wall ;

I would say eye, for li ' hat but one,

As most agree, though some say none.

He was well stay'd , and in his gait

Preservd a grave, majestic state .

At spur or switch no more he skipt,

Or mended pace, than Spaniaru whit:

And yet so fiery, he would bound

As if he griev'l to touch the ground :

That Cæsar's horse, who, as fame goes,

Had corus upon his feet and tjes,

Was not by half so tender hoofd,

Nor trod upon the ground so soft.

But as that beast would kueel and stoop

(Some write ) to take his rider up,

So Hudibras his (' tis well know ! )

Would often do to set him dol .

We shall not need to say what lack

Of leather was upon his back ;

For that was hidden under pail,

And breech of knight, gallá full as bad .

His strutting ribs ou both sides showd

Like furrows he himselt had plough'd ;

For underveath the skirt of pannel,

' Twixt every two there was a channel.

His draggling tail lung in the dirt,

Which on his rider he would Dirt,

Still as his tender side he prick iul

With arm'd heel, or with unarm'u kickd ;

For Hudibras wore but one spur.

“ His puissant sword unto his side,

Near his undaunted heart was tied ;

With basket hilt, that would hold broth ,

And serve for fight and dinner both .

In it be melted lead for bullets,

To shoot at foes, and sometimes pullets ;

To whom he bore so fell a grutch ,

He ne er gave quarter t' any such.

The trenchant blade, Toledo trusty ,

For want of fighting was grown rusty,

And ate into itself, for lack

Of somebody to hew and hack .

The peaceful scabbard, where it dwelt ,

The rancour of its edge had felt :

For of the lower end two handful

It had devoured, ' twas so manful;

And so much scorn d to lurk in case ,

As if it durst not show its face.

In many desperate attempts,

Of warrants,exigents, coutempts,

It had appear'd with courage bolder

Than Serjeaut Bum invading shoulder .

Oft bad he ta'en possession,

And pris'ners too, or made them run .

“ This sword a dagger had, his page,

That was but litile for his age :

And therefore waited on him so ,

As dwarfs upou knights -errant do.

It was a serviceable dudgeon,

Either for fighting or fordrudging.

When it liad stabb'd , or broke a head,

It would scrape trenchers, or chip bread ;

Toast cheese or bacon , tho' it were

To bait a mouse -trap 'twould not care.

'Twould make clean shoes, and in the earth

Set leeks and onions, and so forth .

It had been 'prentice to a brewer,

Where this and more it did endure ;

But left the trade, as many more

Have lately done on the same score .

“ In thi holsters at bis saddle -bow

Two aged pistols he did stow,

Among the surplus of such meat

As in his hose he could not get.

These would inveigle rats with th' scent,

To forage when the cocks were bent ;

And sometimes catch 'em with a snap,

As cleverly as th ' ablest trap .

They were upon hard duty still,

Aud every night stood centinel,

To guard the magazine i ' th ' hose

From two-legg`d and from four-legg'd foes.

“ Thus clad and fortified, Sir Knight

From peaceful home set forth to fight ;

But first, with nimble active force

He got on th ' outside of his horse,

For having but one stirrup tied

This sadůle, on the further side,

It was so short, h ' had much ado

To reach it with his desp'rate toe.

And after many strains and beaves,

He got up to the saddle eaves ;

From whence he vaulted into th ' seat

With so much vigour, strength, and heat,

That he had almost tumbled over

With his own weight, but did recover

By laying hold of tail and mane ;

Which oft he used instead of rein .

“ But now we talk of mounting steed,

Before we further do proceed,

“ A squire he had whose name was Ralph,

That in th ' adventure went his half ,

Though writers, for more stately toue,

Do call him Kalpho, tis all one :

And when we can with metre sale,

We'll call him so ; if not, plain Ralph ;

(For rhyme the rudder is of verses ,

With which, like ships, they steer their courses).

An equal stock of wit and valour

He bad laid in ; by birth a tailor.

The mighty Tyrian queen , that gaiu'd

With subtle shreds a tract of land,

Did leave it with a castle fair

To his great ancestor , her heir :

From him descended cross - legged knights,

Fam'd for their faith, and warlike tights

Against the bloody canuibal,

Whom they destroy'd , both great and small.

This sturdy squire, he had, as well

As the bold Trojan kuiglit, seen hell,

Not with a counterfeited pass

Of golden bough, but truc gold lace .

His knowledge was not far behind

The knight's , but of another kind ,

Aud he another way came by 't ;

Some call it gifts, and somenew light:

A liberal art that costs no pains

Of study , industry, or brains.

His wit was sent him for a token,

But in the carriage crack'il and broken ,

Like commendation ninepence, crook’d ,

With — to and from my love, it look’d . ".

Practical Philosophy in a small way. — Many persons may have

noticed the great rapidity with which the sacks of malt are raised

to the tops of the lotty London brewhouses, and may, without

knowing wherefore , have observed that they shoot upwards like

an arrow , notwithstanding that being drawn from various parts

of the waggon, they must often start with a tendency to swing

about. This, and all other causes of irregular movement or vi

bration, are counteracted by the man in the cart , who gives the

sack a slight twirl as it leaveshis hand , which rilles it as eflec

tually as if it were discharged from a twisted barrel. This is ,

perhaps, as pretty an example of science applied to humble mat

ters as will casily be met with . - Garlener's Chronicle.

C 2
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[Remains of Caligula's Lighthouse .)

ROMAN LIGHTHOUSE AT BOULOGNE.
the country of the Morini, a tribe of the Belgæ, and

was known to the Romansby the name of Gesoriacum ,

BOULOGNE is now perhaps the town in France best according to the testimonyof Mela, a geographer who

known to Englishmen, not even excepting Paris. The flourished in the time of the emperorClaudius. The

facility of intercourse between it and ourown shores manner in which Mela speaks of 'it implies that it was

carries to it so large a number of visitors, that a notice of Gallic origin ; and it was in his time the place of

of the more remarkable objects of interest it contains greatest note on that coast. Some writers, and among

cannot but be acceptable. In Number 426 we gave an them Montfaucon, Cluverius, Sanson , and Le Quien,

account of the Museum , and in Number 612 a notice of have endeavoured to show that Boulogne was also the

the Napoleon Column ; but there is yet one circum- Portus Itius, from which Julius Cæsar embarked for

stance in its ancient history, namely, that of its having Britain in his first (according to Strabo) and second

been , more than a thousand years since, the chief port expeditions to that island ; but their opinion is re

for the embarkation of the Romans during their jected by D'Anville, who agrees with Du Cange, and

intercourse with our island , and one of the principal with our own antiquary Camden, in fixing the Portus

places with which the commerce of that period was Itius at Witsand or Wissan , a small town near Cap de

carried on, that is curious from its showing the Griz Nez. Gesoriacum became, under the Romans,

similarity of its relation to our own country at so re- the chief port of embarkation for Britain :here, D'An

mote a period. In order to ensure as much safety ville thinks, was the tower erected by Caligula, when

as was practicable in their intercourse, the Romans he marched to the coast of Gaul in order to invade

constructed lighthouses at different points . Britain ; and the emperor Claudius, according to

“ When the poor fishermen of Rutupiæ (Rich- Suetonius, embarked here for that island . The port in

borough),” says the author of Old England,' “ steered Britain with which a communication was chieflymain

his oyster-laden bark to Gesoriacum ( Boulogne ), the tained was Rutupiæ, now Richborough, near Sand

pharos of Dover lent its light to make his path across wich . About the time of the emperor Constantine, the

the Channel less perilous and lonely. At Boulogne name of Bononia was substituted for that of Gesoria

there was a corresponding lighthouse of Roman work ; cum , and the latter is not used by Ammianus Marcel

an octagonal tower, with twelve stages or floors, rising linus, Eutropius, and other writers of a later period .

to the height of one hundred and twenty- five feet. In the Notitia Provinciarum Galliarum , subjoined to

This tower is said to have been the work of Caligula : the Itinerary of Antoninus, mention is made of the

it once stood a bowshot from the sea ; but in the Civitas Bononensium as distinct from the Civitas Mo

course of sixteen centuries the cliff was undermined, rinorum , which indicates that the country of the

and it fell in 1644. The pharos of Dover has had a Morini had been divided between two communities, of

somewhat longer date, from the nature of its position . one ofwhich Bononia was the capital.

No reverence for the past has assisted to preserve what When, in the latter part of the third century, Carau

remains of one of the most interesting memorials of sius was proclaimed emperor by the legions in Britain,

that dominion which had such important influences in he possessed himself of Bononia, which appears to have

the civilization of England." The completeness of the been one of the Roman naval stations, for Carausius,

destruction may be judged of from the view given , before his rcvolt, had been directed to fit out from it a

though the incontestable evidences of its former ex fleet to clear the sea of pirates. This town was in con

istence and strength yet remain in the massive ruins. sequence besieged by the Cæsar Constantius Chlorus,

Boulogne was a place of great antiquity: it was in 1 father of Constantine the Great. The siege, vbich
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ended in the capture of the town, was the occasion of | under water, but that it travels faster in that medium

serious detriment to it . In the fifth century Bononia than in air ; yet such is the case .

is said to have been unsuccessfully attacked by Attila, The · Philosophical Transactions' contain many ac

king of the Huns; and in the ninth century it was laid counts of experiments made with a view to determine

waste by the Northmen, who landed just by. From the action of water in this respect. Mr. Anderson,

the discovery of a ring to which the cables of vessels about ninety years ago, tried in the first case how far

were fastened, it is thought that the sea flowed up as persons under water could hear sounds produced in

far as the present upper town of Boulogne, in which the air ; and in the next place, whether persons above

case Gesoriacum must have been at the bottom of a water could hear sounds produced in the water. He

small bay . caused three people to dive at once into water, and

Several Roman antiquities have been discovered at remain for a few seconds about two feet below the

Boulogne ; among these are medals and tombs. During surface ; he then spoke to them as loud ashe was able,

1823, 1826, and 1827, several tombs were discovered. and on their coming up they said they had heard him ,

Those discovered in 1823 were close to the sea ; those but that his voice sounded very low. He then caused

discovered in 1826 and 1827 were a little ont of the them to dive to a depth of twelve feet below the

town , on the right of the road to Paris. The coffins in surface, and fired a gun immediately above the water;

these last-mentioned tombs were ranged in regular on coming up, they said they had heard it , but that the

order, and the bones ( some of which bore the marks of sound was exceedingly faint. The converse of many

deep wounds) were in good preservation . Several of these experiments was next tried. A diver con

wells, a Roman road, and the foundations of what was trived to “ halloo ” under water, and produced a sound

considered to be a votive altar, were discovered at the which was heard faintly above .

same place ; also many vases of different forms, and a The Abbé Nollet descended to various depths be

great number ofmedals. Similar discoveries had been neath the water, for the purpose of determining

made before. On a cliff near the entrance of the port whether he could hear the sound of a bell rung above

there stood a tower, of which the remains are repre- water ; the sound was faint, but always audible to him .

sented in the cut at the head of our article, from a Franklin , on one occasion, plunged his head below

sketch recently taken , which tower D'Anville con- water, and caused a person to strike two stones to

siders to be one built by Caligula , as mentioned above. gether beneath the surface ; at more than half a mile

It was an octagon, and cach side is said to have been distance he heard the blows distinctly.

about twenty -four or twenty -five French (equal to In the year 1826 this subject was experimentally

twenty-five and a half or twenty -six and a half Eng- tested in a remarkable manner on the Lake of Geneva,

lish ) feet ( at the base, we presume), and it rose tothe by M. Colladon. One point which he wished to de

height of one hundred and twenty -five feet. It had termine was, the duration and quality of sound in

twelve stages or floors, and the diaineter of the tower water. He found that the sound of a bell struck

appears to have diminished three feet at each stage, so under water, and heard at some distance, had no

as to form so many external galleries of a foot and a resemblance to that of a bell struck in the open air.

half in width, going all round the tower. On the top Instead of a prolonged sound, there is heard under

of the tower lights were placed, so that it served as a water a short and sharp noise, which M. Colladon

lighthouse to vessels navigating the Channel. The says he can compare to nothing better than to that of

tower was built in a manner somewhat similar to that two knife -blades struck against each other ; and on

of the Palais des Thermes, a Roman edifice at Paris. retiring from the bell, the sound always preserves this

It is built with iron grey-stone, three tiers together, character, diminishing only in intensity,

succeeded by a double tier of a yellow stone of a M. Colladon provided a curious kind of apparatus

softer texture, and on this a double tier of very hard for making these investigations. It consisted of a thin

and red bricks. At the time of its erection it stood tin cylinder about eight or nine feet long, and eight
more than a bowshot from the sea, but the cliff was so inches in diameter, closed at one end and open at the

much excavated by the waves, and fell in so far, that other. This was plunged into the water, leaving the

the tower was at last undermined and overthrown in open end above the surface ; and the ear, applied to

the year 16H . It had been repaired by Charlemagne this end, could hear any sonorous effects which might

in the early part of the ninth century ; and when the be the object of examination. With such a contri

English were in possession of Boulogne they sur vance, M. Colladon , applying his ear to the open end

rounded this tower with a wall and towers, so as to of the tube, while the closed end was immersed in the

convert it into a donjon , or keep of a fortress . These water of the lake of Geneva , could hear the sound of

walls and towers shared the fate of the original Roman a bell struck under water, when the bell was so far

work in being overthrown by the advance of the sea . distant as two thousand, six thousand, and in one

The tower was named in the middle ages Turris orduns instance, fourteen thousand metres (about nine miles) .

(supposed to be a corruption of ardens, burning ) or This latter distance was across the whole breadthof
ordensis ; and is still spoken of as the Tour d'Ordre. the lake, from Rolle to Thonon. The spot was par

There were in the middle of the last century some ticularly well calculated for such an experiment, the

ruins of the Roman walls, built of the same materials water being very deep, without a trace of any current,

as the above-mentioned towers.
and of the most transparentpurity. The signals were

made by the inflammation of gunpowder, which being

ON THE PRODUCTION OF SOUND UNDER
performed by the same blow of the hammer by which

the bell was struck , all loss of time was effectually
WATER.

avoided . The lapse of time, in those experiments

EXPERIMENTs of a remarkable kind have at different whose object was to determine the velocity of sound in

limes been made on the power of water to transmit water, was reckoned by a quarter-second stop-watch,

sound, and on the comparison between it and the air and was computed from the appearance of the Aash to
as a medium for sound. Under ordinary circum- the arrival of the sound .

stances, we know but very little of the conveyance of M. Colladon found that the power of hearing sounds

sound under water ; our sound -producing instruments produced in the water, when the head of the listener

and our auditory apparatus being equally exposed to was out of the water, and no tube employed, depended

the open air. It would perhaps excite surprise in greatly on whether he was nearly over the spot where

many to be told that sound can not only be conveyed the bell was placed . At a distance of two hundred
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metres he heard the bellvery distinctly, while at four the distance was increased . The results, however,

or five hundred metres distance he could not hear the were not on the whole so satisfactory as those of M.

slightest sound, even when the car was almost close to Colladon .

the water. When, on the contrary, the head was im- Mr. Bonnycastle then entered upon the experiments

mersed for a few seconds beneath the water, or the which were the main objects of his attention, and for

hearing -tube was employed , the sound could be heard which the American Government had thought fitting

distinctly at from ten to twenty times this distance. to assist him . These were, to determine whether the

The employment of the tube had a remarkable effect depth of the sea could be found by the echo of a sound

in bringing the sound to the ear of the experimenter. from its sandy bottom . It is known that in the open

M. Colladon remarks : - " The agitation produced by air the interval which elapses between the production

the waves does not alter the duration nor the velocity of a sound and the return of its echo depends exactly

of sound, when a tube is used for hearing. The last on the distance of the echoing surface,and these quan

of the three experiments mentioned above ( i . e . two tities have been determined with very great exactness :

thousand, six thousand, and fourteen thousand metres ) thus, if a sound is echoed from a wall, and returns to

was made in stormy weather. The wind, which at the sound -producing instrument exactly one second

first was weak, increased to such a degree, that several after it was produced, then the wall is known to be

anchors were necessary to hold the vessel. Notwith- about five hundred and sixty - five feet distant. It was

standing the noise ofthewaves, I could still distinguish an analogous mode of calculation which Mr. Bonny

pretty well the sound of cach stroke, and the duration casıle sought to obtain in the sea . The ship was

of its transmission was not altered ." moored at a considerable distance from the land ; the

To ascertain the effect of screens or obstacles on the hearing tube was placed vertically in the water ; the

intensity of the sound , M. Colladon chose two stations, petard was lowered ; and the observers prepared them

at no great distance apart, and so situated that the selves to listen for the echo. When the petard was

straight line which joined them grazed the extremity fired, two distinct blows were heard , at an interval of

of a thick wall which rose above the level of the water. about one-third of a second apart ; the two shocks

lle then caused a bell to be struck regularly, in the were also heard at the ship, and at the same interval

water, with strokes of equal intensity ; and on listening | apart. If the one was the echo of the other, then the

to the sound with the tube alternately on either side echoing surface must have been about one hundred

of the line which grazed the extremity of the wall, he and sixty fathomsdistant ; whereas on sounding, the

found that there was a marked difference in intensity, bottom was found at five hundred and fifty fathoms.

according as this extremity was or was not interposed on the following day the experiment was repeated

between the bell and the tube—the screen sensibly very close to the shore , when the interval of one-third

diminishing the intensity of the sound. of a second was still perceived between the shocks :

Several years afterwards, viz. in 1837, Professor this showed that the second could not have been an

Bonnycastle, of the United States, performed some echo of the first from the bottom of the sea ;and Mr.

experiments, at the instance of the American Govern- Bonnycastle considers that he has failed in his object,

ment, in furtherance of the inquiry into the trans- at least so far as present modes of experiment are

mission of sound in water. The American Govern- concerned.

ment placed at his disposal the brig . Washington ,' in Still more recently, M. Colladon has stated that he

which he prosecuted his inquiries. He provided a has renewed his experiments, with a view to follow out

small petard (a species of small cannon ), about five the attempts made by Mr. Bonnycastle. In a letter to

inches long by two and a half in diameter, with ad- M. Arago, a year or two ago, he gives several new

justments suitable for discharging it under water. As results which he had obtained by his apparatus, which

a sound-receiver, he provided a tube of tinned iron, led hiin strongly to think that a useful mode ofmain

eight feet long by an inch and a quarter in diameter, taining correspondence by submarine transmission of

terminated at one extremity by a trumpet -shaped sound may one day come into use. On one occasion ,

mouth twenty inches in diameter. He also had a M. Colladon had placed at his disposal a bell belong

cylindrical tube, similar to that employed by Colladon , ing to one of the churches at Geneva, weighing five

closed at one end,and capable of being immersed to hundred kilogrammes (eleven hundred pounds) .

half its length in the water. He provided likewise a This bell was suspended to an apparatus placed on a

very delicate chronometer or time-measurer, capable vessel , by means of which it was casy to sink the bell

of measuring fractional parts of a second of time. The in the water and draw it up again . It was sunk to the

ship’s bell was removed from its place, and adjusted depth of three metres (about ten feet), in a place

so as to be rung under water.
where the water was about fifteen metres deep ; and

With these instruments Mr. Bonnycastle sought to to strike the bell he used a hammer weigbing ten kilo

determine how far șistant a sound could be heard, grammes, fixed to a long iron handle, the upper art

when produced under water, and listened to with the of which was above the water and was bent at right

aid of either of the two tubes . He found that the angles. With this apparatus be made many experi

trumpet-shaped tube, being open at both ends, ad- ments, and found that he could hear the sound of the

mitted water into its interior, which effectually bell under water distinctly at a distance of thirty -five

interfered with the success of the experiments. With thousand metres (considerably above twenty miles ).

the cylindrical tube, he heard the sound of the bell at M. Colladon states that the noise of a chain moving

a distance of a quarter of a mile, butat the distance under water is so distinctly perceptible, that it may be

of a mile the sound was wholly inaudible, thus present- known when a vessel , three thousand or four thousand

ing a marked contrast to the results obtained by M. metres distant, raises her anchor ; and he hints that

Colladon ; a contrast due, probably, to the existence of this may be found advantageous in time of war .

a current in the one case, but not in the other. He Should the transmission of sound under water be

then modified the trumpet-shaped instrument, so that hereafter applied to a useful purpose , it will be owing

the mouth should be at right angles with the stem , and mainly to the circumstance that the intensity of sound

thus directed towards the bell ;and he also covered dies awayless rapidly in water than on land .
The

the mouth with thin metallic plate. These alterations possibility of applying this method to the determination

beingmade, he found that the trumpet-tube conveyed of the depth ofthesea, seems to be aproblem yet to be

the sound much more distinctly than the cylindrical , solved; for the experiments
hitherto made have not

the difference being more and more marked as afforded satisfactory results.
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THE GLACIERS OF THE ALPS. gree, but especially in summer, there are torrents of

water flowing out from beneath the glaciers, occasioned

Witrythe last few years the subject of Glaciers has by the partialmelting ofthe ice, either by solar heat

engaged the attention of scientific men to a very or by the internal heat of the earth . These streains

marked degree . The principal appearances presented give origin tothe Rhine, the Rhône,the Danube, tlie

by these vast masses of ice among ihe Alps, as well as Po, and many other important rivers ; and in iheir

certain facts, concerning their movements and the progress through thebody of the ice , they scoop out

effects which they produce, have been long familiar to large and Joftycaverns, which often present very re

scientific travellers in Switzerland. But M. Agassiz markable and picturesque appearances ..

of Neuchâtel having broached a theory of a very bold The glaciersdescend slowly a little every year, vary ;

and original kind, to accountfortheir formation,a ing in distance according to thedeclivity of the ground

new zest has been given to the subject, and expeditions and the warmth of the season. The ice appears to ad

are now made every summer from all thecountries in here pretty closely to the sides and bottoms of the val

Europe to the Alps, by persons desirous of testing the leys during winter ;butwhen the warmth of summer

new views by actual observation . Ilow some of these heats the soil all around, and thaws the ice at its sur

tourists fare while on these expeditions, we briefly face and edges, the liberation of the glacier ensues,

noticed in a recent number (747). We shall now en- aided by the action of the currents flowing beneath,

deavour, without hazarding any opinion whatever as and by the friction of masses of ice and of stone. It

to the soundness or unsoundnessof M. Agassiz's theory, vften happens that the vast field of ice slips down very

to state the broad features of the
object so far as we slowly till it comesquite close to the green cultivated

can in a popular form . patches of ground aitached to the cottages of the rea

Saussure, one of the most successful of Alpine tra- sants. In the valley of Chamouni, Ebel found that the

vellers, gives an imaginary bird's-eyeview of part of glaciersadvanceabout fourteen feet in a year ; in that of

that rangeas a means of showing the nature and po- | Grindelwald the glaciers move rather faster, being at

sition of the glaciers. He says that, if a spectator the rate of twenty -five feet in the year. Besides this

could be imagined at such a height as to embrace descent, it isfound that the glaciers are subject to other

within his view a large group of the Alps, he would minute changes. If the glaciers are observed for a

see a mass of mountains intersected by numerous val- few years in succession, it is found that they recede

Leys, and composed ofseveralparallelchains, the occasionally in position, so as to keep a kind of balance

highest in the middle, and the others decreasing gra- in position for a long period.

dually as they recede. The central and highest chain One of the most remarkable points connected with

would appear to him bristled with craggy rocks, co the glaciers is the existence of ranges of stones in cer

vered throughout the year with snow and ice in all tain definite positions with respect to their length. Along

those places that are not absolutely vertical; but on the edges of some of the glaciers, where they spring

both sides of the chain he would see deep and verdant from or adjoin the rocky soil, are masses of stones ac

valleys, well watered and covered with villages. When cumulated in the form of long parapets, walls, or

he looked more in detail, he would see that the central dykes, to which the name of moraines is applied . Some

range is composed of lofty peaks and smaller chains, glaciers have a moraine on each side , some have a mo

covered with snow on their tops, but having all their raine on one side only , while others are without them .

slopes that are not very much inclined covered with These moraines sometimes attain a height of more than

ice, while the intervals between them form elevated a hundred feet. Not only in the glaciers themselves,

valleys filled with immense masses of ice, extending but in various other parts of the high mountain - valleys

down into the deep andinhabited valleys which bor- these moraines, or vast walls of loose stones, are found.

der on the great chain . The chain nearest to the centre Besides the moraines at the margins, there are long

wouid present to the observer similar appearances, but and high ridges formed of fragınents ofrocks , boulders,

on a more limited scale , beyond which he would see sand, and earth , on the middle of the glaciers, and

very little more snow or ice. at a considerable distance from the margins, but

The masses of ice here alluded to are the glaciers. parallel to them . In some cases these ridges are

They occupy two different positions: in one case they ihirty or forty feet in height, and several of them oc

are on the sloping sides of lofty mountains; and in the cur on one glacier.

other they ocenpy the depressions of elevated valleys . These being some of the chief features presented by

Of these glaciers there have been reckoned about four the Alpine glaciers, we may now notice the customary

hundred between Mont Blancand the Tyrol;and they mode ofexplaining them , previous to the publication

vary in size from three to fifteen miles in length, from of M.Agassiz's opinions.
one to three miles in breadth , and from one hundred On many of the Alpine elevations snow falls for the

to six hundred feet in depth or thickness. The surface greater part of the year. This snow accumulates in

of these glaciers is very unequal. Sometimes, when immense masses, which are precipitated in the form

the ground on which they lie is but slightly inclined, of avalanches from the ridges into the upper valleys .

the surface of the glaciers, though rough and granu - By spring-time these masses have become heaped up

lated , is tolerably even , presenting but few crevices ; into an enormous aggregate ; and during the summer

but if the bed be inclined so much as thirty or forty the heal of the sun melts a good deal of the snow ,

degrees, the ice breaks into fragments, and these frag- and produces streams and torrents which form the

ments get displaced and heaped together in the most sources of considerable rivers ; but as the mass is more

fantastic form , having among and between them than can become wholly melted , the remainder is

chasms of a hundred feet or more in depth. In some frozen into the icy field which wecall a glacier . The

instances the surface of the glacier is purely white ; nature of this ice is very different from that of the

but this only occurs in the upper valleys, where few compact and transparent ice of ponds and lakes ; for

rocky fragments can fall into it. In the lower valleys, the rains which occasionally fall, and the water result

and on the gently sloping sides of mountains, the gla- ing from the partial melting of the snow during the

cier is generally covered with large blocks of stone, or suinmer, percolate the mass, and, while confined par

with mud andsand resulting from the abrasion of those tially within it , become frozen in the ensuing winter.

blocks. The overlying stones give rise to very fan- The water, in filtering through the mass, being unable

tastic appearances. to expel all the air lodged in the interstices, this air.

During all parts of the year in a greater or less dc- together with that which is freed during the subsequent
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congelation, collects into bubbles of various forms and coming warmer and the ice receding farther towards

sizes, and destroys the transparency and cohesiveness the pole .
of the ice .

In Switzerland, at a height of nine thousand feet

The descent of the glaciers has been thus explained : among the Alps, there is a kind of boundary or limit,

-During the winter, when the half-snowy, half-icy below which there are repeated instances of moraines

glacier becomes hardened and fixed to the ground, or ridges of loose stones, grooved and scratched rocks,

fresh accumulations of snow are formed at its upper and polished rocks ; whereas above this boundary the

extremity , derived from all the mountain -peaks in the peaks do not exhibit these appearances. M. Agassiz

vicinity ; and this mass, which increases enormously hence concludes that this height marked the upper

by the spring, pressing on the upper part of the level of the ocean of ice which once filled all theval

glacier, forces it irresistibly downwards into the val- | leys of the Alps, and that this ice, having upon it , and

leys. Sometimes this descent, though slow , is so beside it, and beneath it, fragments of rock , and melt

forcible, that the glacier has been carried not only into ing as the hemisphere became warmer, furrowed,

a valley , but quite across it, and has even ascended scratched , and polished the surfaces of the rockswhich

some distance on the opposite side. it met with in the descent, the ice itself sometimes

The formation of themoraines is thus explained producing the mechanical effect, and at other times

When the rocks bordering the glaciers are themselves ihe stones which it bore along with it. According to

bare of snow or ice, in consequence of the rapidity of the nature of the rock which composed the valley and

the slope, and are stratified , they are easily disin- the flanks of the mountain , so would it be acted on

tegrated by the alternate action of wet and frost, heat more or less by this kind of friction .

and cold , and the fragments thus detached roll down There are immense blocks of stone on and among

to the side edges of the glacier, where the greater part the Jura mountains of Savoy, placed at such an eleva

are stopped, while some isolated blocks are urged tion as has puzzled geologists to explain how they got

further towards the middle. The general inclination there. M. Agassiz assumes that when the whole

of the glacier and its downward motion are the means Alpine district, except the higher peaks, was enveloped

of collecting a quantity of these fragments at the in ice, fragments of rock became broken off fiom

lower edge of the glacier, so that in some cases the these peaks, and falling upon the ice , were by it trans

whole glacier is surrounded by a moraine. The
ported, in proportion as it melted or gave way, to con

parallel ridges of stones on the glacier itself have been siderable distances, where they obtained lodgment on

accounted for thus : -- The glacier, slipping down gra- solid ground in various positions. There are in Scot

duallyupon the inclined bed of the valley, recedes from land some curious parallel terraces on either side of

the sides, carrying part of the lateral moraine along two or three glens 'near the Caledonian Canal, the

with and upon it. This retreat always leaves a con- terraces being strictly on a level, and following the

siderable space, particularly in the wider valleys, be- windings of the glen with great uniformity. These

tween the foot of the mountains and the edge of the terraces have obtained the name of the “ parallel roads

glaciers, which space during the succeeding winter of Glenroy.” Soinehave thought that in early times

becomes filled up with fresh snow , which becomes these were roadsartificially formed ; in later times it

again converted into ice , and on which a new moraine has been supposed that they are the sedimentary de

is collected . This recedes like the first, and soon, posits on the banks of what were once lakes;butthe

whereby the surface of the glacier becomes covered
“ glacial theory” of M. Agassiz has recently been

with parallel ridges of stones.
brought to bear upon them , and it is supposed that

M.Agassiz, as a means of explaining these and a these valleyswere once filled with ice, the parallel

great many other phenomena observable in mountain roads being consequencesof the descent of the glaciers

valleys, directs attention back to a remote period when , at a later period, when the ice was about to dis

as he supposes, a large part of what is now Europe appear.
was one sheet of ice ; and he then conjectures that the

To follow out the details of this remarkable theory

present Alpine glaciers are merely the remains of is notour object : but as the " glacial theory ” is now

thatice. În many parts of Europe there are rocks becoming a matter of prominent interest in scientific

exhibiting singular furrows in their surfaces in a works, and as men of sciencehave to a certain extent

parallel direction ,and other rockswhose surfaces have divided themselves into .glacialists ' and non -gia

been polished by some kind of friction . No circum- cialists ,' according as they do or do not agree in

stances at present observable seem to afford an ex
planation of these effects, and thereforesome writers opinion with M.Agassiz,wehave thought it right to

have referred themtosome sort of currentacting ata givena slight idea of whatthe term means, and what

is the subject under consideration . It will be con

former period ; but M. Agassiz thinks that, whether venient, then , for those who may meet with discus

occurring in the Alps, inFrance, in Scotland, or in sions on the subject, to bear in mind that the “ glacial

Sweden (for they have been observed inall these theory ” supposes atime to have existed whenmany of

places ), these furrows and abrasions have been occa
the countries of Europe were enveloped in ice nearly

sioned by the movement of ice at some remote to the tops of the highest mountains; that this ice

period.

M. Agassiz aseumes, as the basis of his views, that warmer ; that fragments of rock became transporied
melted as the northern hemisphere gradually became

at one time the polar ice extended as far towards the by the ice to great distances; that the ice and the

equator in the north as it now does in the south hemi- fragments furrowed ,scratched, or smoothed the rocks

sphere; and thinks that all the effects connected with
over which they passed ; that all the lower valleys and

glaciers, & c. may be deduced from such a state of plains have become so warm that the ice has dis

things. There is a beltofstones running across the appeared from them ; that the higher valleys and the

centre of Russia at about 50 ° lat . ; and many persons sides ofmountains in the Alps still exhibit remnanis

have supposed that these must have been broughtthere of this ice in the form of glaciers ; and that the

by a current or food of some kind from the north. boulders and other masses of stone observable in par

But M. Agassiz thinks they once marked the southern ticular situations have been brought thither while ice

margin of an immense glacier or sea of ice, extending wasyet in or near those parts.

thence northward . There is another belt of stones

farther north ; and these ,he thinks, formed the glacier

limit at a later period, when the hemisphere was be
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[Greensted Church .]

is this same

CHURCH AT GREENSTED
, ESSEX.

wooden chapel” which is supposed to

form the nave of Greensted Church. The inhabitants
( From a Correspondent.)

of the village have always had a tradition that the

GREENSTED is a little secluded village about a mile corpse of a king rested in it, and the appearance of the

from Ongar and twenty froin London . Consisting building vouches for its great antiquity.

of a few scattered farm -houses and cottages, and Greensted adjoins Ongar ; and that the ancient road

without a public-house of any kind, it would not be from London into Suffolk ran_through Old Ford,

easy perhaps to find a quieter spot within the same Abridge, Stapleford, Greensted, Dunmow , and Clare,

distance ; nor, in its way, a pleasanter. Lying out of is evident as well from the remains of it that are still

the main road, however, neither its prettygreenlanes visible, as from tradition . Stanford Rivers, the parish

nor its old church appear sufficiently attractive to in- adjoining Greensted on the London side, is thought to

duce the visits of many strangers. Yet its church is a be so named from the stone ford which was there

remarkable structure. It is held by many to be a made across the Roden for the convenience of the

genuine Anglo -Saxon wooden building ; at least its traffic along that road . We are told by the register

nave is so held . Of late, it is the fashion to call such above mentioned that the wooden chapel remained

buildings Norman. Greensted Church is, however, afterwards in memory of that transaction ;so that it

associated with an occurrence very characteristic of | might in process of time, with proper additions made

the Anglo-Saxon period , and we shall therefore con- to it, be converted into a parish church . And of the

sider it Anglo -Saxon . antiquity of Greensted as a parish there is plenty of

Itwill be remembered that in one of the early in- evidence ; thus we find by Newcourt that Simon

cursions of the Danes into England ( A.D. 870 ), Ed- Feverell succeeded John Lodet as rector of Grinsted

mund , king of East Anglia, was taken prisoner by juxta Ongar in 1328. He says likewise that Richard

them, and, refusing toabjure the Christian religion, de Lucy very properly divided the parishes of Grinsted

put to a cruel death. He was a favourite of the people, and Ongar,and built the church at Ongar, in the reign

but especially of the priests ; and camenaturally there- of Henry II . But it has never, we believe, been

fore to be spoken of as a martyr, and his remains to be questioned, says Mr. Letheuillier, that the nave of

held in estimation as those of a saint. In the reign of the present church is the identical wooden building

Ethelred the Unready, the Danes, emboldened by the erected as a shrine for Edmund's corpse just eight

cowardice or feeble policy of the king, who only sought hundred and thirty years ago.

to buy them off from day to day, and made tyrannous The building is as simple in its construction as we

by the diminished opposition everywhere offered to might expect from the object for which it was erected

them , ravaged the country in all directions, until at --a rural chapelry in a large parish. It is formed of

Jength, in the year 2010, " that dismal period ,” as Mr. the trunks of oaks about a foot and a half in diameter,

Sharon Turner calls it , “ their triumph was completed split in half and roughly hewn at each end , to let them

in the surrender of sixteen counties of England and into a sill at the bottom , and into a plank at the top,

the payment of 48,000 / .” In this year the bones of where they are fastened with wooden pegs. This is

St. Edmund were removed from Ailwin to London, to the whole of the original fabric which yet remains

prevent their falling into the hands of the Danes.* entire, though much corroded and worn by time and

They appear to have remained in London about three long exposure to the weather. It is twenty -nine feet

years, when they were carried back to Bedriceworth | ninc inches long by fourteen feet wide, and five feet

Bury St. Edmund's). A MS. cited by Dugdale in six inches high on the sides which supported the

the Monasticon ,' and entitled • Registrum cænobii S. primitive roof . The oaken trunks are arranged as

Edmundi,' informsus that on its return to Bury, “ his closely side by side as their irregular edges wi

body was lodged (hospitabatur) at Aungre, where a mit. On the south side there are sixteen of them ,and

wooden chapel remains as a memorial to this day. ” It two doorposts, with an opening for the entrance ; on

The following particulars, with the admeasurement of the the north side there are twenty-one, and two vacancies

church, are mostly taken from a descriptiou contributed to the filled up with plaster. The ends were similar, but the

Society of Antiquaries by S. Letbeuillier, Esq ., and published eastern has been removed and the church enlarged by

in their ' Vetusta Monumenta ,' 1747 . the addition of a brick chancel ; the western end re

No. 757.
Vol. XII.-- D
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mains, but is hidden by a wooden tower that has been | During many months of the year, snow is alınost con

erected against it. On the south side there is a stantly falling in the higher regions of the Alps ; and

wouden porch, and both sides have been strengthened by degrees the accumulation becomes so great that

by brick buttiesses. the inclined sides of the mountains are not able to re

The old wood appears little more decayed now than tain it ; it becomes urged onwards by its own weight,

when Mr. Letheuillier described it, nearly a century and precipitated into the underlying valley , burying

since, as much corroded and worn by time. It is so forests, villages, cattle, and, too often, human beings

blackened with age that it is not easy to tell what kind beneath it There are different kinds of avalanches or

of wood it really is. Mr. Letheuillier, as we have seen, snow -falls according to the season of the year. The

says it is oak , and his account is generally received ; drift avalanche, occurring in the early part of win

we have heard very good judges affirm it to be chest- ter, results from a heavy snow -storm falling during a

nut, but, although we examined it closely, we were calm , and afterwards acted on by the wind. The

unable to decide the point without cutting the wood, snow is driven from one acclivity to another, in

and that we were unwilling to do. The brick chan- creasing its size as it proceeds, and at length the whole

cel which has been added to its east end appears body falls into the valley below ; but as the snow is in

younger than the nave ; it probably , judging from the a liglit or driſt state, it does not produce so much mis

carved mouldings of the blurt-pointed arch of the chief as the rolling avalanche, which occurs towards

doorway,* belongs to the later Norman period. Alto- the end of winter. When the immense mass of winter

gether, the church, though rudely venerable in ap- snow becomes slightly thawed in the spring, the par

pearance,has so substantial a look as almost to promise, tially melted surface acquires a damp or clammy state ,

it carefully attended to, to last another eight cen which makes the whole cohere into a more compact

turies. mass than the snow previously presented. The snow

We know of few churches near London more de- aggregates into balls or masses, which enlarge by con

serving of a visit ; few that have such strong claims in stant additions as they descend ; and at length it ac

themselves ; and none that have been so little injured quires such an enormous bulk and such a great vclocity

by modern improvements,or so little defaced by recent of movement, that it bears down everything before it,

einbellishments. And , like all old churches and few and either crushes or overturns trees, houses, and rocks .

new, it seems to accord most felicitously with the spot In 1719 a whole village was covered by one avalanche,

on which it is placed . There is nothing about ihe and even removed from its site, and all with perfect

church or the scene to weaken the strong feeling sure stillness so far as the movement of the snow was con

to be excited by the sight of so remarkable a relic of a cerned : a hundred persons were afterwards dug out

remarkable period. Nor need the imaginative visitor of the snow, of whom about half still survived . Nu

fcar that his ruminations will be interrupted by inqui- merous other cases have been recorded of entire vil

sitive intruders or troublesome guides. Hemay let lages being overwhelmed; and there is a well-known

his memory recal , or his fancy picture, the uncouth narrative of a family who existed for a very long period

pageant of that day, when our Saxon ancestors in their enveloped in the snow of an avalanche.

quaint costumes crowded from every adjacent hamlet Another kind of avalanche, known by the distinctive

to gaze upon the reliques of their king, martyr, and name of the sliding, occurs in the spring. When the

saint ; and nought will disturb the vision or break the surface -snow has been thawed on the lower and less

deep silence, unless it be the song of the lark or the steep declivities, the layers of snow nearest the ground

call of the thrush , or the distant sound of a flaii. become saturated with water, and thus the whole be

The scenery too about Greensted is much pleasanter comes loosened, giving rise to a gradual sliding move

than Essex scenery is usually considered . Stanford ment , which brings the mass to the bottom , butwithout

Rivers and Navestock on one side, with Ongar on the working so much mischief as the roiling masses. The

other, offer some walks of much beauty,and there are ice avalanche is simply the falling of fragmentsof ice

green lanes all about the neighbourhood, such as it is from the lower ends of the glaciers, loosened by the

a delight to meet with . summer heat.

Our engraving is from an original sketch, and re The manner in which a flood of water, called in the

presents the present appearance of the church . Alpine districts a debacle, may be occasioned by a

glacier , will next claim our notice.

THE FLOODS AND AVALANCHES OF THE If there be a narrow gorge between two mountains,

ALPS.
and descending to a lower valley beneath, it frequently

happens that a glacier occupies this gorge, and de

The sudden inundations of snow , or of ice, and of scends by degrees till it completely crosses the lower

water, to which the Swiss villages are liable from the valley. If , further, there be a river flowing through

neighbouring mountains, are so intimately connected this lower valley, the glacier may so completely stop

with the formation and the movement of glaciers, that its path as to form a dam , behind which the waters of

they cannot be understood without reference thereto ; the river will rise and form into a lake. This was pre

and we will therefore refer to our recent paperon the cisely the circumstance which occurred in Switzerland

nature of glaciers ( No. 756) as a means ofillustrating in 1818, when a fearful consequence followed. The

the details contained in the present article. details have been given by M. Esher de la Linth, in

It was stated in the former paper that the Alpine the Philosophical Journal, and in one of the sketches

glaciers occupy either the higher valleys or else the by Captain Basil Hall, who visited the spot imme

sloping sides of the loftier mountains; and that their diately after the catastrophe. From these two sources

gradualdescent- be its cause what itmay - frequently we willtranscribe the chief details.

brings them down into the greater or lower valleys, The Val de Bagnes, ncar Martigny, is a steep,

even so far as to urge them part of the way up the narrow , rugged valley or rocky glen, running for about

opposite slope. The manner in which this slow move- thirty or forty miles in an east and west direction

ment of glaciers may give rise to catastrophes, we sliall among the mountains which separate Switzerland from
presently explain ; but we may first notice the ara- Piedmont. The mountains have numerous glaciers

lunches, or falls snow , to which the valleys are ex- | in their gorges or upper valleys, and at one spot a

posed . glacier was so circumstanced as to protrude into the

* In the plate in the ' Vetusta ' this is inaccurately represented valley beneath . This valley has flowing along its

as a round arch. bottoin the river Dranse, a tributary to the Rhône,
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some distance above the junction of the latter with the might be prevented froin rising above a certain level

Lake of Genera. The banks of this river are in most in the lake, if a gallery or tunnel could be cut through

places precipitous; but wherever there is a little spot the barrier of ice at such a height above the level of

at all capable of being cultivated, there the hardy and the lake at that time as would enable the work to be

industrious Switzer establishes himself, and builds one finished before the water should rise to that point.

of the pretty cottages which have become such fa- This required not only very nice calculation, but a

vourites among our painters and tourists ; so that oc- great degree of vigour and activity in the execution.

casionally along the banks of the river there are little The drift or gallery which M. Venetz proposed to bore

green patches to relieve the otherwise rugged scene. through the barrier was made to slope downwards, in

To connect these spots together, slender and rude such a way that when the water rose to its upperend

bridges are thrown across the glen ,which has the river it should flow so rapidly through that it might act like

floring beneath, and thus the mountaineers connect a saw, and, by cutting down the ice, permit the water

themselves into something like a social community. from the lake gradually to descend, till it was nearly

At a short distance from the upper end of this valley emptied, and the mass of water be prevented from be

is the spot where the glacier intrudes its icy foot into coming an overmatch for the retaining wall of ice and

the channel where the river flows. The glacier itself snow .

has not taken up this position, but blocks of ice and These bold and ingenious operations were begun on

masses of snow , derived from it,have been precipitated the 10th of May and finished on the 13th of June.

from time to time, so that the stream has been for a The gallery was sixty- eight feet long (being the thick

long period more or less impeded . So long back as ness of the barrier at the spot chosen for the perfora

the year 1595 the valley was completely shut up by the tion ) , and during its formation the workmen were ex

descent of immense masses of ice . The water rose to posed to the constant risk of being crushed to pieces

an enormous height behind this barrier ; and on the by the falling blocks of ice , or of being buried under

evening of Sunday, the 4th of June, in that year, the the glacier itself. In the mean time the surface of the

icy barrier having become weakened both by the lake had risen sixty-two feet, but as it had not yet

pressure of the water and the heat of the sun , it gave reached the upper orifice of the gallery, M. Venetz,

way. The accumulated waters at once descended the having secured a thorough opening through the barrier,

valley with irresistible fury, carrying along with them set to work to cut down the floor of the tunnel till it

masses of rock of enormous magnitude, tearing up met the rising waters, whichthen began to flow rapidly

everything that obstructed their progress, desolating through the passage. The floor of the gallery went on

the plains and valleys,and destroying thewhole town wearing away, as had been anticipated, so fast that by

of Martigny. Many of the inhabitants lost their lives, the next day the lake had diminished in depth one

and the rest were reduced to the most abject poverty. foot ; and this evidence of the power of the engineer

After this sad event the ice and snow continued to began to inspire hope in the terrified inhabitants. On

fall into the valley at this spot from the glacier above, the following day tlic lake had subsided ten feet; and

as before ; and at length they accumulated to such a on the 16th, or only three days after the water had , be

mass as to resist the heat of the sun in summer,so that gun to flow through the tunnel, it had sunk forty -five

a further accumulation took place. The glacier itself, feet . But there was soon to be an end to the hopeful

to ,continued to travel downwards, so that by the year anticipation .

1818 the bed of the stream was blocked up by a conical As soon as the water flowed from the lower end of

mass of ice and snow more than a hundred feet in the gallery the velocity of the cascade melted the ice,

height. For some time the river contrived to find its and thus wore away the gallery at its mouth . The

Fay under or through the crevices in this barrier ; water which had penetrated the crevices of the glacier

but at length, owing to fresh portions of mingled ice - caused enormous fragments of ice to fall from the

rocks and snow being cast down from the sides of the lower side of it , so that owing to these causes the body

glacier, the various channels or tunnels which the river of the glacier, which formed the retaining wall of the

had excavated became choked up. As soon as this lake, was so much diminished in thickness , that the

took place, the waters , having no outlet, began to form floor of the gallery was reduced from six hundred feet

a lake, which gradually increased to half a league in to eight feet in length. As soon as the cascade had

length, about seven hundred feet broad at the top, one cut through the cone of ice, it attacked the shore of the

hundred at the bottom , average depth two hundred neighbouring mountain, and undermined the glacier

fret, and was estimated to contain eight hundred mil- by washing away the loose materials forming the bed
lions cubic feet of water. of the stream on which this mass of ice had been piled

Such was the state of things in April, 1818, and it is up ; and having carried it off by degrees, the water

supposed that no harm would have resulted had the next forced an opening between the glacier and the

barrier been formed of rocky materials ; for in that foot of the mountain. As soon as this happened the

case, as soon as the water in the lake had risen to the water ruslied out, the ice gave way with a tremendous

top of the barrier it would have flowed over the edge, crash, the lake emptied itself in half an hour, and the

arid merely formed a cascade. But as the barrier was sca of water which it contained was precipitated into

formed of ice and snow principally, its permanence the valley with a rapidity and violence truly terrible.

could not be so justly looked for; and the experienced The fury of this raging flood was first stayed by a

Striss, fully awakened to their danger, saw that, unless narrow gorge, over which a bridge was thrown at a

they adopted some very prompt and energetic mea- height of ninety feet. But it soon carried away the

surre, the weight of the accumulated waters would bridge, and spread itself over a wider part of the

soon become too great for the weight of the dam of valley, then through another gorge, again through a

ice, and the whole reservoir would at once be dashed wider part of the valley, and so on, till it reached the

down the ravine, to the destruction of all the villages, Rhône at Martigny, carrying away with it forests,

fields, bridges, and mills, which, although built on suf- rocks, houses, barns, and cultivated lands.

ficiently elevated spots to escape common overflows, Captain Basil Hall arrived at Martigny seven weeks

would be swept away by such a one as this. after the catastrophe, and thus speaks of what met his

Under these circumstances, a bold and enterprising view, even in that place, where the fury of the flood

engineer of Martigny, M. Venetz, set about devising a had nearly spent itself :- " Many of the houses had

plan which, though it could not prevent the evil, been swept away, and all the remaining habitations

might possibly lessen it. He conceived that the water I gave token of having been invaded by the flood , which

D 2
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even at the lower extremity of the town, where the Population of the United States to the Square Mile. In 1790,

valley is widest , had risen to the height of ten feet. Rhode Island , the most densely peopled state, had 51.5 inha

All the hedges, garden walls, and other boundary -lines bitants to a square mile. In 1800, Connecticut had the largest

and landmarks of every description, were of course
mumber (52.7 ) of inhabitants to a squaremile ; in 1810, Rhode

Sinceobliterated under one uniform mass of detritus, which Island again ,the proportion being 57 :4 to a square mile .

had levelled all distinctions in a truly sweeping and 2820,Massachusetts basbeen the most populous state, in re

democratic confusion . In every house, without ex. having been 69 in 1820,81 in 1830, and 98 in 18-10,

ference to its size, the number of inhabitants to a square mile

West

ception, there lay a stratum of alluvial matter several moreland has only 74 inhabitants to a square mile, but then

feet in thickness, so deposited that passages had to be this is to be accounted for by the physical peculiarities of the

cut through it along the streets, as we see roads cut in country. No fertile English county contains sofew as 100 per

the snow after a storm . On that side of every build- sous to a square mile ; Lincolnshire , which is the most ibinly

ing which faced up the valley, and consequently populated, has 138 inhabitants to a square mile. In 1790, the

against which the stream was directed, there had been number of inhabitants to a square mile in the whole ofthe states

collected a pile of large stones under all, then a layer was 3:9 ; 5: 3 in 1800, 7-2 in 1810 , 9.6 in 1820, 12.8 in 1830 ,

of trees, with their tattered branches lying one way, and 13 5 in 1840,while at the same time, by the admission of

and their roots the other ; next came à net-work of new states into the Union, the territory had been constantly ex

timber-beams of houses, broken doors ,fragments of tending. With only 200 persons to each square mile ( in Eng

mill-wheels, shafts ofcarts, handlesof ploughs, and all landwe have above 300 to a squaremile ),the population ofthis

immense territory would be above 251 millions!-Companion to

the wreck and ruin of the numerous villages which the Almanac for1844.

the debacle had first torn to pieces and then swept

down the valley in one undistinguishable mass. The

lower part of the bark had been completely stripped
The Type of the Spaniards. In the character of the Iberiaus

off allthe trees still standing, each one being charged sometraits may be recoguised ,which even to this day mark the

on the side next the torrent with a singular accumula- Spaniard . The grave dress, the temperance and sobriety, the

tion of rubbish , consisting chiefly of uprooted trees and unyielding spirit, the extreme indolence, the perseverancein

guerilla warfare, and the remarkable absence of the highest

those wooden portions of the buildings which were military qualities, ascribed by the Greek and Roman writers to
bolted together. I ought to mention also, that froin the ancient Iberiaus,are all ‘more or less characteristic of the

every house, and behind every tree , circumstanced as Spaniards of modern times. The courtesy and gallantry of the

I have described, there extended down the valley a Spaniard to women has also come down to lim from his Iberian

long tail or train of diluvial rubbish, deposited in the ancestors : in the eyes of the Greeks, it was an argument of ai!

swell, or, as a sailor would say, in the eddy, under the imperfect civilization, that among the Iberians the bridegroom

lee of these obstacles. All over the plain large gave, instead of receiving, a dowry; that daughters sometimes

boulders, or erratic blocks, lay thickly strewed .”
inherited to the exclusion of sous, and, thus becoming the heads

of the family, gare portions to their brothers, that they might be

Pavement of Paris.- Paris exhibits a mixture of stove, bitu- | ference between the people of the south of Europe and those of

provided with suitable wives . In another point, the great dif

men , and wood pavements. The principal streets of the city the Teutonic stock was remarked also in Iberia : the Iberians

were first paved so early as 118t, by order of the king ; but in
were ignorant, but not simple -hearted ; on the contrary , they

many of the quarters the streets were unpaved so late as 1640. were cunning and mischievous, with habits of robbery almost

Beckinanu gives a curious accouut of the police regulations con- indomitable , foud of brigandage, though incapable of the great

cerning the cleansing of the streets, from which we may inter that combinations of war. These , in soine degree, are qualities

road -ways were in a very miry state ; indeed , modern Paris has
common to almost all barbariaus ; but they offer a strong cou

not had high credit for the condition of its streets . Sir Henry
trast to the character of the Germans, whose words spoke what

Parnell, in his « Treatise on Roads,' remarked that the best kind

of Paris paving was thus made :-A layer of broken stoves was corded , that their ascendeury was maintained by no other arms
was in their hearts, and of whose most powerful tribe it is re

first laid down ; then the old paving-stones were laid as a sub than those of justice.- Arnoll's Rome, vol . iii .

pavement; and, lastly, a new layer of dressed stones for the sur

face -pavenient ; forming altogether a very durable road -way.

Bitumen pavements have been laid down to a greater extent in The Orange-Groves of Mexico.— The orange- trees were covered

Paris than in London. The great Place de la Concorde, many with their golden fruit and fragrant blossom : the forest -trees,

of the promenades on the Boulevards, the foot-paths of the Pont bending over, formed a natural arch, which the sun could not

Royal and the Pont Carousel, one side of the Pont Neuf foot- pierce . We laid ourselves down on the soft grass, coutrasting

way , and other public places in Paris, have been paved with this day with the preceding. The air was soft and balmy, and

one or other of the dillerent asphaltic bitumens. — Companion to actually heavy with the fragrauce of the orange blossom and
Almanac.

starry jasmine. All around the orcband ran streams of the most

delicious clear waters, trickliug with sweet music , and now and

Trees of Port Phillip. In point of beauty, it must be con then a little cardinal, like a bright red ruby, would perch pon

fessed that the green-wood tree of the Australian forests, though the trees . We pulled bouquets of orange-blossom , jasmive,

often rising to a noble height, and as picturesque in its outlines lilies, dark red roses, and lemon leaves, and wished we could

and attitudes as any that bears a leal, nevertheless stands far have transported them to you, to those lauds where winter is vow

below
any individual of our English woods. Not that its limbs wrapping the world in his white winding -sheet. The gardener

are less giant-like or less boldly thrown into the air, but there is or coffee- planter-such a gardener ! - Don Juan by name, with

wanting the rich burden of foliage which a colder climate heaps an immense black beard , Mexican hat, and military saslı of

with such profusion on the bending branches ; and we miss the crimson silk , came to offer us some orangeade; aul, having sent

shade that spreads around each stem, and difl'uses the grateful to the house for sugar and tumblers, pulled the oranges from the

coolness we were wout to enjoy . In comparison with the trees, and drew the water froin a clear tank oversbailed by blos

plumage of the oak or elm , theirs is a scanty sprinkling of droop- soming branches, and cold as though it had been icel. There

ing attenuated leaves ; a crop so thiu.sown as to seem as if certainly is no tree more beautiful than the orange, with its

dwarfed in its early growth by some blight, and to have re . golden fruit, shining green leares, and lovely white blossom

mained ever since in a state of premature decay. Moreover, to with so delicious a fragrance. We felt this morning as it Alta

increase their disadvantages, the hues with which they greet the camulco was an earthly paradise. . . . But wheu the moon rose

eye exclude every tint of a bright description, a dull green serenely and without a cloud , and a soft breeze, fragrant with

being the prevailing shade of shrub as well as tree. This it is orange-blossom , blew gently over the trees, I felt as if we could

that tinges every landscape with a degree of monotony and sau . have rode on for ever,without fatigue, and in a state of the most

ness that could not fail to convey a gloomy impression, did we perfect enjoyment. It was hard to say whether the first suſt

not see the prospect invariably lighted up by a brilliant sun . breatlı of inorning, or the languishing and yet more fragraut airs

shine , and diversified by natural features of thehighest beauty. of evening, are more etichanting. - Vadame Calderon de la

Sum.ner at Port Phillip, by the Hon. R. D. Murray . Baria .
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[View of Toulouse .)

TOULOUSE. peninsula, enclosed between the Garonne, close to the

town, on the west, and the canal at a little distance on

TOULOUSE, a city inFrance , was formerly the capital the north and east. On the south side, but at some

of the province of Languedoc, and is now the chief distance, are the heights of Pech -David ; and on the

town of the department of HauteGaronne, 363 miles east, beyond the canal, and between it and the little

in a direct line southby west of Paris,or 438 miles by river Lers (which flows parallel to the canal, and falls

the road through Orléans, Châteauroux, Limoges, into the Garonne below 'it), are theheights ofMont

Cahors, and Montauban ; in 43° 35' N. lat. and 1 ° 26' Rave , on wbich the fiercest part of the battle of Tou

E. long. louse, in 1814, took place.

Thenotices of this town in ancient writers are more The town and the suburb of St. Cyprien, which is on

numerous than ofmost towns in Gaul, and relate to an | the opposite bank of the river, are enclosed by walls,

earlier period : the name was written by the Latin erected in the middle ages, and are united by a bridge

authors and in inscriptions Tolosa and Tholosa. By a of seven arches, the Pont Neuf, about eight hundred

similar variation to this last the namehas been written and sixty feet long, erected under LouisXIV ., from

in later times Toulouse aud Thoulouse, but the h is the designs of Souffron, which crosses the river in the

now generally omitted. In the time of the Gauls this middle of the bend. The river is lined with handsome

city, which belonged to the Volcæ Tectosages, a Celtic quays. The walls (which have nine gates) appear to

nation, contained an enormous treasure in gold and have been , in 1814, tolerably entire, and “ so thick as

silver, which was seized by the Romans under Cæpio, to admit sixteen and twenty-four pounder guns ; " but

B.c. 106. As the treasure had been deposited in con- later authorities describe them as gradually disappear

secrated places, the seizure of it was regarded as sacri- ing in the progress of improvement. Besides St.

lege ; and themisfortunes which afterwards overtook Cyprien, there are several faubourgs, or suburbs :

the perpetrators occasioned “ the gold of Toulouse ” Bazacle, on the north -west, close to the river ; Arnaud

" aurum Tholosanum ”) to become a proverbial expres- Bernard, on the north ; Matabiau, on the north -east ;

sion for treasure which brought ruin upon its owners. St. Etienne and Guillémérie, on the east ; and St.

Aulus Gellius, Noctes Atticae, III . ix . ) Toulouse was Michel, on the south : the faubourgs Arnaud-Bernard ,

afterwards subject to the Romans, the Visigoths, and Matabiau, and St. Etienne extend to the Canal du Midi;

the Franks, and in the middle ages had counis of its and Guillemérie lies beyond the canal, adjacent to St.

own , who were potentates of great importance in the Etienne. On the south -east side of the town, between

south of France. The last historical event of import- St. Etienne and St. Michel, is the Esplanade, a circular

ance connected with it was the battle fougbt, 10th space surrounded by trees, planted so as to form four

April, 1814, between the allied army underthe Duke concentric circles, and having six avenues radiating

of Wellington, and the French under Marshal Soult. from it, each with four rows of trees, forming three

The English were victorious, and Soult was obliged to alleys. The streets of the town itself were, till of late

evacuate the town . years, narrow and crooked ; the squares irregular ia

Toulouse is situated on the right or east bank of the form , the houses built of brick , and few of the edifices

Garonne, which , flowing from the south , bends west- of a handsome appearance ; but improvement has

Ward, forming a crescent, on the concave side of which latterly been very rapid. The town is still , however,

the town stands. As the Canal du Midi, or Canal de as it were in a state of transition : “ its streets, com

Languedoc, which unites the Garonne with the Medi- monly narrow and crooked , become still more irregu

terranean, opens into the river a short distance below lar, as, in taking care to give them a better direction ,

the town, and bas its course for some distance parallel old houses are replaced by others arranged upon a

to the river, the site of the town and its suburbs is a new line ; so that , with some exceptions, the streets
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Choir .

Nave .

present only houses, some protruding and some reced- | There are bell- foundries and copper-mills; a very large

ing.” (Malic-Brun .) They are paved with round stones, manufactory of sickles,files, and other hardwares ;
very fatiguing for foot passengers. The old houses and a number of establishinents for different branches

are generally covered with stucco. “ The squares are of the iron -manufacture ; printing -offices, oil-mills,

still unfinished, but they show what they will be when brandy distilleries, breweries, dye-houses, tan-yards,

completed ” (Ibid.) : the Place Royale, Place St. rope-walks, flour-mills ; manufactories of wax, wax

George, and Place Angoulême are the handsomest. candles, paper-hangings, oil-cloth, musical strings,

Ten or more fountains, and a hundred “ bornes fon- morocco leather, cotton and woollen yarn, blankets,

taines ," or fountains issuing from walls, serve to cleanse cotton counterpanes, printed cottons, hats, straw -hats,

and refresh the streets . Many of these fountains owe carthenware, porcelain; and a governmentstuff-manu

their erection to M. Montbel, formerly mayor of the factory. Trade is carried on with Spain, with the ports

city, and afterwards one of the ministers who signed of Bordeaux and Marseille, and with the interior : the

the unlucky • ordonnancez ' of Charles X.: especially Spanish trade is the most important. The chief export

he erected one of white marble in the Place Royale, is of wheat and flour, the produce of the surrounding

adorned with bas - reliefs of events in the Spanish cam- country, which was eminent for its productiveness in

paign of 1823. corn as early as in the time of Cæsar. Toulouse is

The principal public buildings are the cathedral, the celebrated also for its ducks'-liver pies, of which a

capitol or Hôtel de Ville, the ex-archiepiscopal palace, great number are sent to other parts of France.

and the church of theGrands Augustins,now occupied There are two great markets in the year for flowers

as a museum . The nave and portal of the cathedral and salt pork ; and eight fairs, including four of eight

are more ancient than the choir, and are described by days each and two of three days : one of the eight-day

Malte-Brun as belonging to “ an old heavy Gothic fairs is an important fair for wool and woollen cloth.

church :" the choir , crected in the sixteenth century Toulouse is the chief town of the department ; it is

as part of a new edifice designed to replace the older the scat ofa Cour Royale , whose jurisdiction compre

one, but which has never been finished, is described hends the departments of Arriège, Haute Garonne,

by the same author as one of the mosć beautiful in Tarn, and Tarn et Garonne, and of an Académie Uni

France. In receiving the judgment of Malte-Brun, versitaire, which has authority over the samedepart

regard must be had to the difference of architectural ments : it is the head -quarters of the tenth military

taste in England and France. The choir is not in a division , comprehending the departments of Aude,

line with the nave, so that the whole structure has a Pyrenées Orientales, Arriège, Haute Garonne, Hautes

very irregular figure, somewhat like this . In the Pyrenées, Gers, and Tarn etGaronne. It has an assize

tower of the cathedral is “ the bell of Car- court , a chamberof commerce, a tribunal of commerce,

daillac,” weighing 50,000 lbs. French . a tribunal de première instance, or subordinate court

The town-hall or capitol is almost entirely of justice, a mint, and several fiscal government

a modern building, erected on the site of offices. There are a royal cannon foundry,an arsenal,

a more ancient one. It has a front of and an artillery school.

about 380 feet long by 128 high, and is of most im The archbishopric of Toulouse originated as a bi

posing appearance. The court is shown in which the shopric in the third century : St. Saturninus, the first

Duke of Montmorency is said to have been beheaded , bishop, is said to have suffered martyrdom , A.D. 250 :

A.D. 1632, and which must therefore be a remain of it did not attain to its metropolitan rank till the four

the older building. A gallery termed “ Galerie des teenth century. It is now united with the archbishop

Illustres” is set apart for busts ofthose persons, natives ric of Narbonne, to which its bishops wer e anciently

of the city or connected with it , whom the town has suffragans: the style of the prelate is Archbishop of

thought worthy of the honour of a place. The ex- Toulouse and Narbonne. The diocese includes the

palace of the archbishop, now occupied by the prefect department of Haute Garonne, and the archbishop's

of the department, is the handsomest modern building suffragans are the bishops of Montauban , Pamiers, and

after the capitol. The museum in the cloister and Carcassone.

church of the Grands Augustins contains a number of Toulouse is distinguished by the attention of the

antiquities which have been collected in the depart- townsmen to literature. It possesses a number of esta

ment. Besides these edifices may be noticed the blishments for public instruction : its schools include

theatre ; the new court -houses for the Cour Royale and two thousand students, and there are several learned

thic tribunal de première instance ; the veterinary societics which distribute prizes. The most eminent

school; the church of La Dorade, built on the site of of these is the Académie des Jeux Floraux, which dis

an ancient heathen temple, and that of St. Saturnin, tributes prizes for the best poems: the prizes, which

the interior of which is very impressive ; the vast hos- are golden flowers,are open to the competition of all

pitals of the Hôtel Dieu and St. Joseph -de-la-Grave ; France. This society originated in the middle ages,

ihe mill of Bazacle ; the abattoirs ; and the bridge and probably in or before the thirteenth century, certainly

bas-relief at the junction of theCanal du Midi and the not later than the fourteenth , and appears to have been

Canal de Brienne. This latter canal, which is very an association of trouvères, or troubadours. The

short, connects the Garonne at the mill of Bazacle, poetical contests held by the society, and known as the

adjacent to the town wall , with the Canal du Midi . Jeux Floraux , are thought to have been revived from

In thic Iic de Tonnis, a small island in the Garonne the neglect into which they had fallen , by Clémence

opposite the town , and indeed forming part of it ( for Isaure, a young lady of family, who devoted her pro

the island is covered with buildings), are the ruins of perty to form a perpetual cndowment for these

the Castle of Narbonnais, the former residents of the games,” or annual poetical contests, which are still

counts of Toulouse. Toulouse has scarcely any remains kept up. There is an antient statueof Clémencein

of Roman buildings. Thereare a large public garden ; the Galerie des Illustres, but theepoch at which she

a botanic garden , rich especially in plants from the lived is not ascertained. There are an academy of

Pyrenees and in exotics, where courses of instruction inscriptions, sciences, and belles-lettres; an academy

in botany are given ; and a publicwalk , Cours Dillon,' of painting, sculpture,and architecture; a royalcol

in the Faubourg St. Cyprien , on the bank of the Ga- lege or high school, a seminary for the priesthood, a

secondary school of medicine and surgery, a school of

The population ofthecommunc of Toulouse in 1826 arts and trades,a drawing -school; a royal riding,

was 55,319; in 1831, 59,630 ; and in 1836 , 77,372. music, and singing school ; courses of instruction in

ronne .
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geometry and practical mechanics ; on experimental poses, particularly where lightness of weight or of

philosophy, chemistry, and midwifery, at the Hôtel colour is desirable, or where an artificial colour is to

Dieu ; and societies of medicine, of tlie fine arts, and be given to it by staining. It makes excellent pack

of agriculture. There are two public libraries, one of ing cases, because nails may be driven into it without

31,000, the other of 24,000 volumes: one of these its splitting. It is used by the turner and the cabinet

(attached to the college) has the prayer-book (les maker, and a great many toys and small articles are

Heures) of Charlemagne, written in golden letters on made of it. The boards and rollers around which

vellum, given by that prince to the abbey of St. Sernin, pieces of silk are wrapped in merchants' warehouses

A.D. 778. There are (or were lately) eleven printing , and in shops are made of this wood, which is peculiarly

offices, twenty -three booksellers' shops : two political suitable for this purpose from its lightness, lessening

journals, and nine devoted to literature and the sciences, the expense of carriage. The principal use of the

are published. There are a botanic garden , a depart- white poplar wood in Britain is for flooring -boards;

mental nursery, and an observatory , where courses of but for this purpose it requires to be seasoned two or

instruction on astronomy are given. three years before using. When felled at the point of

There are a society ofmaternal charity, a Protestant maturity (at the age of about forty or fifty years, if

Bible Society, and a society for granting loans on se- growing on the banks of a river; or sixty or seventy

curity without interest ; two hospitals, an orphan years, it growing in a dry situation , the wood is good

asylum , and six maisons de secours, or houses for the for most kinds of building purposes, especially on

relief of the destitute. farms, where it is very suitable for the large folding

The arrondissement of Toulouse has an area of 612 doors for barns, as it is light and does not warp. It is

square miles, and comprehends 138 communes : the also used as a substitute for the wood of the lime-tree

population , in 1931, was 139,927 ; in 1836, 159,064. by musical-instrument makers. In Scotland it is

The arrondissement is divided into twelve cantons or sometimes used in mill-work, and by the cabinet

districts, each under a justice of the peace. maker and turner ; and it is frequently used by the

cooper for making wooden dishes and casks . In

USES OF THE POPLAR-TREE.
Sweden the leaves are eaten by cattle , and are con

sidered wholesome.

THERE is perhaps no tree better distinguished from The Black Poplar is a very large tree, with an ample

others, even by those who possess but little knowledge head , composed of numerous branches and terminal

on the subject, than the poplar. Its great heightas shoots. The bark is ash-coloured , and becomes rough

compared with its diameter singles itout from inost and deeply furrowed by age. This tree is found nearly

other trees, and has a very curious effect in the group- in the same countries as the white poplar, but it is

ing of a landscape . rather less common in the colder parts of Europe. In

This tree is a native of Europe, o ? North America, a natural state ihe leaves and young shoots are eaten

and of someparts of Asia and North Africa. It is of by cattle.

rapid growth, and is everywhere remarkable for a The timber of the black poplar is applied to most of

degree of tremulous motion in the leaves when agi- the purposes connected with ihe use of white poplar.

tated by the least breath of wind ; this arises from the Its most general use on the Continent is for packing,

great length of the petioles, in proportion to the size cases, more especially for the transport of boitled

and weightof the leaves to which they are attached. wines. The wood is yellow, soft, and, being more

There are different varieties of the poplar, two or three fibrous than that of any other species of poplar, it splits

of which we may notice iu succession, in reference to very readily. It is a good deal employed by joiners

their useful qualities. and cabinet-makers, as being soft and easy to work .

The White Poplar forms a tree from eighty to one The wood never splinters, and was said by Evelyn to

hundred feet in height, generally with a clear trunk to be “ incomparable for all sorts of white wooden vessels,

a considerable height, and a spreading head thinly as trays, bowls, and other turner's ware ." It is used

clothed with foliage. Many facts have been recorded for making clogs, and for the solesas well as heels of

illustrative of its rapid growth . Evelyn mentions one wooden shoes. It is employed by the cartwright; and

of these trees at Sion, “ which, being lopped in it was ranked by Vitruvius among building -timber.

February, 1651 , did, by the end of October, 1652, pro- When planted thickly, and cut down for rafters, poles,

duce branches as big as a man's wrist, and seventeen and rails, few trees inake a quicker return . In Russia

feet in height.” . Branches of the white poplar, nine the bark is employed in the preparation of morocco

feet long, planted on the banks of a stream someyards leather; and when it is pulverized it is eaten by sheep ;

from the current, have been known in twelve years to in England it is used , like oak-bark, for tanning

produce trunks ten inches in diameter. It has been leather. The bark of the old trunk, being very thick,

siated that one of these trees, planted in a field, and light , and corky, is employed by fishermen to support

surrounded by a fence at twenty -five feet distance from their nets, and is sometimes used as cork for bottles.

it on every side , formed by its suckers in twenty years The buds, macerated in boiling water, and after

a circular clump of wood fifty feet in diameter ; and wards bruised in a mortar and pressed, yield a fat

consequently that thirty or forty trees would cover an substance which burns like wax and exhales a fine

acre with a thick wood in the same space of time. odour. The balsamic sap with which the buds are

The white poplar, or , as it is sometimes called , the covered forms the basis of an ointment which was

Abele, was known to the Romans. As a road-side tree much prized in former times. The young shoots,

it has been much planted in modern times in Holland, especiallywhen the plants are kept low, inay be used

Flanders, France, and Germany. In the forests of as a substitute for the willow in basket-making.

France it is in some places so abundant as to form the When the tree is pollarded and lopped every three or

prevailing tree over extensive tracts of country ; and four years , it produces a great quantity of fuel, which

it furnishes fuel for the adjoining towns, moreespeci- can be used green . The shoots with the leaves on are

ally for bakers' ovens, those of Paris being alınost en- formed into brooms. The cottony substance or flock

tirely heated by the wood of this tree, which is then which surrounds the seeds has been used in Gerinany

called bois blanc (white wood) . and France as wadding ; and it has also been manu

As a timber-tree the white poplar does not hold a factured into cloth, hats, and paper ; but the expense

prominent rank. The wood is very white, and is used of collecting it, and the want of length and elasticity

in France and Germany for a variety of minor pur-) in the fibre, occasioned the manufacture to be given
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up. In Kamtschatka and in Norway the inhabitants , a medicated wine is prepared from the buds, which

are sometimes under the necessity of drying the inner is diuretic, and considered serviceable in the scurvy .

bark and grinding it , in order to mix it with their Pallas states that the grouse and other birds of that

oatmeal. The flowers of this tree are said to be much family that feed on the buds of this poplar during

sought after by bees. winter have their flesh imbued with a grateful balsamic

The Lombardy poplaris the tall slender variety which flavour.

forms the most distinctive instance of the species . It Oneofthe most remarkable varieties is the Trembling

grows extensively in Lombardy,whence it derived its Poplar, more commonly known as the Aspen. The

name; and has becomea favourite throughout Europe trembling to which its leaves are subjected when the

for the fine effect which it produces in the grouping slightest breath of wind blows is owing to the manner

of an ornamental plantation. Mr. Loudon (whose in- in which they are connected to the stalks. The allu

defatigable and valuable labours have been recently sions to this tree in our poets and novelists are so nu

terminated by death) gives numerous cuts to illustrate merous, that many will occur to the minds of most

the effect of the Lombardy poplar upon landscape readers ; but we shall here only mention a few of the

scenery. uses of the tree.

The wood of this tree is inferior to that of the black In the natural state the bark forms the principal

poplar, but is still serviccable for many purposes. food of beavers, in those countries where the animal

When Arthur Young, the agriculturist, travelled in abounds; and deer, goats, and other quadrupedsare

Italy, he found that the Lombardy poplar grew to fonder of the spray and buds of this than of any other

the height of forty feet in eight years, and that in tree. The young shoots and leaves, produced in the

ve years it was fit to be cut down for buildingpur- form of suckers from the roots, are greedily eaten by

poses. Rafters, small beams, boards, & c ., brushed cattle and sheep. The wood is white and tender, and

over with coal-tar and brick -dust laid on hot, have stood is employed by turners ; by coopers, for herring -casks,

sixteen years without the least decay . In twenty milk -pails, & r ; by sculptors and engravers ; by join

years the tree produces a trunk two feet in diameter. ers and cabinet-makers ; and the makers of various

All the vessels in which grapes were carried home minor articles, such as clogs, butchers' trays, pack

from the vineyards were formerly made of Lombardy saddles, & c. In France, sabots are made of the wood ,

poplar planks about two inches thick ; but they are and also the bars and pins which serve to retain the

now formed of the wood of the black poplar.. These bottoms of casks; under-pinnings for Aooring, laths,

kind of vessels last thirty or forty years; and in con- rounds of ladders, and wooden vessels of different

sequence of the lightness of the wood, they are easily kinds. The leaves are employed in France, Germany,

manageable, however large they may be : one of them and Sweden as food for catlle, sheep, and goats, either

is generally placed on a four-wheeled cart, and holds in a green or dried state ; andtheyare cut every two
fifteen cwt . of grapes.

years for that purpose during summer. The powdered

Mr. Murray mentions a curions phenomenon con- bark, given in doses of half a pound each , is useful for

nected with the Lombardy poplar, which is probably some of the diseases of horses. In Russia the bark is

attributable to its great height : - “ I had frequently used in domestic medicine for scorbutic cases. In

observed, in avenues of trees, that the entire space the Highlands of Scotland the bark of the young trees

engrossed by their shady foliage was completely is sometimes made into torches. As fuel, the wood is

saturated with moisture ; and that during the pre- of inferior quality ; but on account of its giving out

valence of a fog, when the ground beneath was its heat with great rapidity, it is deemed fitted for

completely parched, the wet which fell from their heating ovens and close stoves.

branches more resembled a gentle shower than any

thing else ; and in investigating the phenomenon,

which I am disposed to consider entirely electrical, I Memory of Bees.-- I was living in a town where I knew some

think the elm exbibits this feature more remarkably few bees were kept, and I chanced to have some coarse comb,

than any other tree of the forest. I never, however, from which the honey had drained ; so , instead of being greedy ;

was more astonished than I was in the month of Sep- and squeezing out all I could get, I determined to give a feed

tember, 1828, on witnessing a very striking example all round to such bees as chose to accept my invitation to dinner.

of this description. I had taken an early walk on the This invitation I gave by opening the window, and setting the

road leading from Stafford to Lichfield , a dense fog honey on the sill. In about half an hour some foragers found it

prevailed, but the road was dry and dusty,while it was
out; they helped themselves, and carried back the good news

to the sisters in the hive. In the course of the morning my

quite otherwise with a line of a few Lombardy poplars ;

for from them it rained so plentifully, and so fast, that they are grateful creatures , that theydid not meddle with me,

room literally swarmed with bees, and I need not tell you, as

anyone of them might have been used as an admirable but asI satat my books, repaid me for my treat with their

shower -bath ; and the constant stream ofwater supplied sweet music. In the afternoon they were satisfied, at least for

by the aggregate would (properly directed ) have the day, and dropped off, one by one, without committing any

sufficed to turn an ordinary mill.” This was probably excess. There is nothing strange in all this, but now comes the

occasioned by a cloud of vapour, driven towards the wonderful part of the story : 1, myself , got up next morning,

trees, being condensed by contact with thcir foliage. some time before bees are usually stirring, and, as I went to my

There are several varieties of the poplar in America. window ( it was in September) to see the first rays ofthe sun in

One of these, called by the somewhat circuitous name
the eastern sky, I was much surprised, and not a little delighted,

of the Various -shaped -leaved Poplar-tree, is a native to see a number of bees, who had remembered and been grateful

of North America, producing a soft light yellowish for their dinner the day before,waiting for me to let them in to

wood, applied to some few purposes in the arts. An

As some of the honey was left, you cannot

other, called the Balsam poplar, yieldsa balsam, from doubt, but that I complied with their wish,which was clear

which its name is derived. This balsam is procured opened thewindow ; the room was soon filled ; they cleared the

enough to me, though they had no tongne to express it . I

from the buds, and used formerly to be sent from combs ofhoney, and then went orderly away. They haunted

Canada and other parts of North America in shells, my windows for several mornings after, though I bad nomore

under the nameof " baume focot ;" having been col- honey to givethem . This is , I think, a pretty strong instance of

lected from the trees in spring, when, in consequence memory in bees . - Cotton's Bee - Book.

of the heat, it is dissolved, and collects into drops on

the points of the buds. It is of a smooth and even

texture, and is soluble in spirits of wine . In Siberia
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(Anglo- Saxon Drawing . – From St. AEthelwold's ' Benedictional.')

THE FINE ARTS AMONG THE ANGLO
Anglo-Saxon cloister there was probably little worldly

SAXONS. fame; of rivalry there was less. The artist, in the

brief intervals of his studies and his devotions, laboured
Although the examples are not very numerous, we at some work for several years, which was to him a

have proof that the taste cultivated in the cloisters of glory and a consolation . He was worthily employed,

the Anglo-Saxons was occasionally capable of efforts and happily, because his pencil embodied the images

which would not have been unworthy of that period which were ever present to his contemplation . He

and that country to which we assign the revival of the did not labour for wealth amidst struggling competi

arts. We are too much accustomed to think that tors. Dante says of the first great Italian artists-

there was no art in Europe, and very little learning,

during what we are pleased to call the dark ages. “Cimabue thought

But in the centuries so designated there were , in our To lord it over painting's field ; and now

own country, divines, historians, poets, whose acquire The cry is Giotto's, and his name eclips d .

ments might be an object of honourable rivalry to
Thus bath one Guido from the other snatch'd

The letter'd prize : and he, perhaps, is boru ,

many of those who are accustomed to sneer at their
Who shall drive either from their nest. The noise

scientific ignorance and their devotional credulity. At
Of worldly fame is but a blast of wind,

the time when Italian art was in the most debased
That blows from diverse points, and shifts its name,

condition, there was a monk in England ( and there Shifting the point it blows from ."

may have been many more such whose labours have

perished ) who, in as the higher qualities of design , There is an Anglo-Saxon collection of drawings in

mighthave rivalled the great painters who are held, existence, undoubtedly produced in the tenth century,

three centuries later, to have been almost the creators whose excellence is such that the artist mighthave

ofmodern art. In the most successful labours of the pretended “ to lord it over painting's field " even

No. 758.
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amongst the Cimabues and Giottos. His name is times seen reason to conjecture, that the arts were in a

supposed to have been Godemann ; but even that is more flourishing state in various countries distant from

doubtful. To him , whoever he was, might now be Italy than there ; to say nothing of Greece, from which,

addressed the subsequent lines of Dante it is probable, the inhabitants of those countries, like

the Italians themselves, directly or indirectly , and per« Shalt thou more

Live in the mouths of mankind, if thy flesh haps at distant periods, originally derived instruction

Part shrivell’d from thee, than if thou hadst died in those matters . That the art of miniature painting,

Before the coral and the pap were left : especially , was better known and more successfully

Or e'er some thousand years have past ? ” practised in France in the thirteenth century, and

probably long before, than in Italy, has always ap

But he has vindicated the general claims of his country- peared to me clear,from the well known passage in the

men to take their rank, in times which men falsely call eleventh canto of Dante's 'Purgatorio, where the

barbarous, amidst those who have worthily elevated poet thus addresses Oderigo d'Agubbio, a miniature

the grosser conceptions of mankind into the ideal, painter, said to have been the friend of Cimabue:

showing that art had a wider and a purer sphere than
O dissi liu , non se tu Oderisi ,

the mere imitation of natural objects. The Benedic
L ' onor d'Agubbio, e l ' onor di quell ' arte

tional of St. Eihelwold, an illuminated manuscript of Che alluminar è chiamata a Parisi ?'

the tenth century, in the library of the Dukeof Devon

shire, is the work to which we allude. It is fully
( * Art thou not Oderigi ? art not thou

Agobbio's glory, glory of that art
described by Mr. Gage, in the twenty-fourth volume

Which they of Paris call the limner's skill ? ')
of the Archæologia ; and the Antiquarian Society,

greatly to their lionour, caused to be beautifully em- | “ But to return to St. Ethelwold's manuscript. The

graved in their • Transactions' thirty plates of the next thing I would mention is the justness of the ge
miniatures with which this remarkable work is neral proportions of the figures, especially those larger

adorned. This manuscript was the ancient Benedic- standing figures of Confessors, female Saints, and

tional of the See of Winchester; and it is stated at the Apostles, which occupy the first seven pages of the

commencement of the work, that “ A prelate whom book . The two groups, entitled Chorus Virginum ,are

the Lord had caused to be head of the Church of particularly admirable in this respect, as well as for the

Winchester, the great Æthelwold, commanded a casy gracefulness of the attitudes of some of them , and

certain monk subject to him to write the present book : the cast of the draperies ; so that, had the faces more

he ordered also to be made in it many arches elegantly beauty and variety of expression, and were the hands

decorated and filled up with various ornamental less like one another in their positions, and better

pictures, expressed in divers beautiful colours and drawn , little would remain to be desired. This defi

gold.” At the end of this introduction, or dedication, ciency of beauty in the heads, amounting, I fear I must

the writer subscribes his name Godemann . This admit, to positive ugliness, appears to have been in a

monk of St. Swithin's subsequently became Abbot of great measure occasioned by the difficulty which the

Thorney. Mr. Gage says, “ Although it is likely that artist encountered in his attempts to finish them with

this superb volume, filled with beautiful miniatures, body-colours ; as may be seen by comparing these

and ornaments of the richest design , was finished heads with those drawn only in outline in the last mi

before Godemann had the government of the Abbey of niature in the book ; if, indeed , the colouring was not

Thorney, we are sure of one thing, that it was executed in great part performed by a different person from

in this country between the years 963, when Ethel- him who drew the outlines ; and , I would add,that the

wold received the episcopal mitre, and 984, when he fault is more apparent, throughout the volume, in the
died . That Godemann was the illuminator of large than in the smaller figures. Indeed, the litile

the manuscript, as well as the writer of it, I see no angels, holding scrolls, or sacred volumes, especially

reason to doubt. Illumination was part of the art of the two last, have so much gracefulness and animation ,

calligraphy; and, generally speaking, the miniature are so beautifully draped, and so well adapted in their

painting and the writing in the early manuscript are attitudes to the spaces they occupy, that I hardly know

to be presumed the work of the same hand . ” To how to praise them sufficiently.

furnish a general idea, though certainly an insufficient “ Wherever the naked parts of the figure are shown,

one, of the remarkable merit of the miniatures of this there we have most evidence of the incompetence of

book , we present a copy of the fifth plate, as en- the artist ; and consequently the figures of the

graved in the Archæologia . It is the second of two Apostles, whose feet and ankles appear uncovered, are

miniatures entitled . • Chorus Virginum . ' It is fortu- less agreeable than those of the above female Saint.

nately unnecessary that we should attempt ourselves But, as you are aware, this unskilfulness in the art of

any critical remarks on the rare merits of this early drawing the naked parts of the human figure is not the

work of Anglo-Saxon art; for in the paper in the fault of the painter, but of the period ; and indeed, it

Archæologia ’ is inserted a communication from the was not until three centuries after the date of this

late Mr. Ottley , whose familiar acquaintance with the manuscript, that any notable advancement was made

works of the early masters, both in painting and en- in this difficult part of the art.

graving, and the general correctness of his judgment , * The draperies of the figures throughout the volume,

have established for him a high reputation. We ex- with scarce any exception, are well cast ; though the

tract from his letter a passage which points out not smaller folds are often too strongly marked in propor

only the beauties, but defects of this work, and of tion to the larger ones ; which, with the want of any

Anglo-Saxon art in general; and further notices the decided masses of light and shadow distinguishing

superiority of the best productions of this our early those sides of objects which are turned towards the

school, both in colour and drawing to the works of light from such as are notso, prevents their producing

its European contemporaries :
the agreeable effect which they otherwise would do :

“ In the thirteenth century, as every one knows, the but this ,again ,is more the fault of the time than of the

art of painting and sculpture in Italy received new artist. The colouring throughout these Illuminations

life at the hands of Niccola Pisano, Giunta, Cimabue, is rich, withont being gaudy. It is possible that in the

and Giotto ; from which timethey steadily progressed , tenth century some of the gay colours, in the use of

till the happy era of Giulius II . and Leo X. But, for which the miniature painters of more modern times

some centuries preceding the thirteenth , I have some- | indulged so freely, were but little known. If I am
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wrong in this supposition, we must accord to the illu It must , however, be borne in mind that since the

minator of this manuscript the praise of having pos- length of a step increases as the length of the leg.

sessed a more chastened taste than many of suc- whilst the duration of the step only increases as the

cessors . " square root of that length, the time occupied by tall per

It would be absurd to pretend that the work attri- sons in taking a step isnot so great in proportion as that

buted to Godemann is an average specimen of Anglo- occupied by shorter persons ; otherwise a child would

Saxon art. The illuminations, forexample, are very be able to walk as fast as the tallest man . For instance,

su perior to those of the sacred poem known as Cæd- let us suppose the lengths of the legs of a man and

mon's Metrical Paraphrase of Scripture History, pre- child to be respectively three and two feet: the lengths

served in the Bodleian Library at Oxford . In these of these steps will be as three to two, but the durations

the human figure is badly drawn ; and there is perhaps of the steps will be as the square root of three to the

inore of invention in the initial letters than in the square root of two, or as 3 to 2:45 nearly ; that is,

larger compositions.
the child will take a much longer time than the man

for a step in proportion to the lengths of their steps .

LOCOMOTION OF ANIMALS . - No. V.
It appears from this that the respective rates of walk

ing of the man and child , which are proportional to

It was stated in the last number that in walking the their lengths of step divided by their times, will be

leg swings by the force of gravity , like the pendulum very nearly as five to four, so that the man will walk

ofa clock , and that no muscular effort is required for five miles whilst the child walks four. These results

that purpose. Now many persons may naturally ask are true in all cases of ordinary quick walking, but this

how has this been discovered , or in what manner can may be varied by calling into action extraordinary

it be proved , and what are the results of this principle muscular power, which, however, as we have already

in the locomotion of the human race ? These are ihe stated, can be sustained only for a very short period.

points which we propose at once to examine. An at When we speak of the length of a pendulum , suchas

ientive observer of persons in the act of walking may that of a clock, it mustnot be understood to mean the

easily detect that the timeof each step is constant in the whole length of the body of which it is composed,but

same person when moving at the same rate ; and he the distance from its axis of motion to its centre of os

will see how very quickly the steps of children are cillation.

taken, when compared with those of grown persons. By the term centre of oscillation we are to understand

A child and a man never take their steps in the same a point in the vibrating body, in which, if the whole

time when they are walking at their natural paces. mass were concentrated, and attached to the same axis

These circumstances have recently attracted the at- of motion, it would vibrate in the sametime as the

tention of Messrs. W. and E. Weber, one of them a body actually does in its natural state. The lengths of

celebraied anatomist, and the other a distinguished pendulums may be found experimentally by counting

natural philosopher. the number of oscillations which they make in a given

In order to ascertain whether in walking the legs time ; for it is found that the lengths oftwo pendulums

oỉ human beings are moved by means of their muscles, are respectively in the inverse ratio of the squares of the

or by any other extraneous force, they made the fol- number of oscillations made by them in the same time.

lowing experiments on dead bodies :- In the first ex. If a pendulum be composed of a prismatic rod of uni

periment, ihe lower extremity of a person , removed form density , suspended by one end, its centre of os

at the hip -joint, was suspended by a short string , so cillation will be two-thirds of its length from its axis of

that it might move as if it were in its natural position. notion.

An impulse having been given , they found that the In the human leg the centre of oscillation is found

limb oscillated backwards and forwards nearly in the experimentally by counting the number of the oscilla

same time as that of a living person of the same tions which it makes in a given time when suffered to

length , when walking at the top of his speed . In swing freely . It is thus found to be nearly at the

the second experiment, they cut through all the same distance from the hip- joint, which is its axis of

muscles of the thigh , and left the thigh-bone ad- molion, as if it were a prismatic rod, that is , nearly

hering to the hip -joint. In this case the leg oscillated two-thirds of its length mcasured from the hip -joint to

rather more frequently than in the preceding one. In the sole of the foot ; or, more accurately , as the length

a third experiment, ihey caused the leg to oscillate of the leg so measuredmultiplied by 0.587, the product

without cutting its muscles, and they then compared of which is rather less than two- thirds the whole

the durations of the movements in the above -mentioned lengih .

cases with the motions of legs of equal length in living As a consequence of the similarity of the motion of

persons. By these means they found that the legs of the leg in walking to the swinging of a pendulum , and

ide latter performed their movements in very nearly of its depending on the same cause, namely, the force

the same time as those of the dead, not differing from of gravity, we may observe, that a man will find him

each other more than from one to two hundredths self able to walk at a sensibly quicker rate in high

of a second in each oscillation . Having thus found | northern latitudes than at or near the equator. It is

that death did not sensibly alter the time of the move well known that a pendulum of given length makes a

inents of the legs, they concluded that the muscles did greater number of oscillations the further it is carried

not affect them during life. In following out these from the equator, for that number varies as thesquare

researches, Messrs. Weber found that the duration of root of the force of gravity which continually increases

the movement of the legs depended on their lengths, from the equator to the pole ; and, since we have seen

and that the longest leg required the greatest time in that there is little if any muscular exertion in the act

its pendulous inovement; also that the times of their of walking, so far at least as relates to the backward

oscillations varied as the square roots of their lengths, and forward motion of the legs, we may fairly con

precisely like the pendulum of a clock. We have clude that gravity will produce the saine effect on

also found by experiment that the length of each step is them as on any other oscillating body similarly cir

proportionate to the length of the legs. In the quickest cumstanced .

walking the length of each step is rather more, and Thus we perceive how dependent our movements

in moderate walking rather less,than the length of the are on the quantity of force exerted by gravity on the

extended lez, ineasured from the hip - joint to the body , and how admirably the human organs are con

stituted to act in accordance with the physical state ofground .

E 2
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the earth ; and we shall become more sensible of this , the consideration of which would lead to details

fact when we reflect that if the earth’s force of gravity unsuited to a popular treatise.* This position, wherein

on the body had been double, a man would scarcely the legs form with the ground a right-angled triangle,

be able (as now constituted ) to support his own recurs at the beginning of every step . The walker

weight, and the legs would be only able to force the being now in the position preparatory to making a

trunk forwards very slowly, whilst the swinging leg step, namely, that in which the extremities of the two

would move through its arc of oscillation in a much legs form with the ground a right-angled triangle, and

less period of timethan it nowdoes, and arrive at its the right leg in advance of the left, letus follow him

destination to receive the trunk long before the standing through thestep, and mark its several stages. The

leg would propel the latter to its destined position . On left leg is first raised from the ground , and the knee

the surface of the sun , the force of gravity being and ankle joints are bent, in order to shorten the leg

more than twenty -seven times greater than on thatof and allow it to swing freely in the air. It then swings

the earth, a man, says Sir J. Herschel, would be forwards, and, passing the right leg, is placed on the

crushed by the weight of his own head ; again , on the ground in a new position ,' as far in advance of the

planet Jupiter, the strongest man could scarcely standing leg as it was previously bebind it : during

support his own weight. On the surface of Mars, on this period the centreofgravity advances in an almost

the contrary, the power of the muscles would be horizontal line, and the supporting leg , which at the

three times, on the Moon six times, and on the smaller beginning of the step was bent at the knee and ankle

planets twenty times greater than on the Earth ; con- joints, is gradually extended until it is in a position

sequently on one of the latter, a man would be able precisely similar to that of the other leg at starting .

to spring twenty yards high, and sustain no greater it has been already mentioned that in this action the

shock by his fall than he does on the earth by leap: supporting leg not only bears the whole weight of the

ng a yard. These facts serve to illustrate the wonderful body, but pushes the centre of gravity upwards and

manner in which the muscular power of man is adapted forwards, in consequence of which the trunk is thrown

to his movements on the earth's surface, and to in advance of the base of support , and would fall

counteract the force of gravity. Having now shown downwards, but the left leg arriving, immediately

in what manner the time of a step and its length are under the advanced position of the truuk, receives its

regulated in walking, we will proceed to investigate weight and prevents its falling ; when the trunk is thus

the positions of the two legs during the period of a caught by the forward leg, the latter slightly bends at

step. Let us suppose that a person is in the position the joints, so that the shock caused by the foot with its

of figure 1, in which it will be observed that thehead of burden reaching the ground becomes alınost imper

ceptible .. The left leg having now taken a position in

advance of the right, and beenplaced in a state fit to

support the whole of the trunk , the right leg is free to

move in a similar manner ; and thus in walking the

two legs interchange their offices alternately. If we

examine the action of the supporting leg , we shall

find that it exerts two forces, one of which pusles

the centre of gravity upwards, and is exactly equal

to and counteracted by the weight of the body ;

the other urges the centre forwards, and is equal to the

suin of the resistances, such as that of the forward leg

when placed on the ground, the air , the friction of the

body, &c. , which act in an opposite direction , and tend

to drive the body back , so that the movement of the

centre of gravity is very nearly uniform , at least its

mean motion may be considered as actually so. It

may appear to some rather paradoxical that ihe force

whichdrives the body forwards in a uniform motion

should equal those which drive it backwards, yet the

necessity of this becomes apparent when we reflect that

if the force employed at every step to urge the body

forwards were greater than that which impedes its pro

gress, there would be in walking a constant accumula

Fig . 1 .
tion of force in a forward direction , which would impel

the trunk faster than the legs, and the latter could not

the thigh -bone at a is vertically over the foot of the same
keep pace with the trunk without great muscular

leg b, and thatthe hinder leg is extendedto its utmost labour, which would soon produce exhaustion, and the

length immediately before it is lifted from theground. walker would consequentlybe obligedtostop, or else

Now in this position the whole weightof the body is would quickly fall to the ground on bis face. This

supported by the forward leg, because the centre of evil is prevented by the above -mentioned mechanical

gravity of the whole body, which lies nearly in the condition ,namely, thatthe forces which drive the centre

line joining u withthe head ofthe other thigh -bone, of gravity of the bodyforwards in walking, are equal

is thrown a little on the side of the leg a 6,sothat to those which drive it back .

the vertical line through the centre of gravity may fall

within the base of support, the sole of the foot. In this Dr. Todd's "Cyclopædia of Anatomy and Physiology,' Art .

* Those who wish to pursue this subject farther may consult

figure b c is the length of a single step, and since the Motion .

squares ofa b and b c are equal to the square of a c, we † How great and painful the shock would be were the joints

find that the sum of the squares of the elevation of the not to bend, may be imagined by those who have in walking un

ventre of gravity of the body above the horizontal intentionally descended a step whilst they fancied themselves on

plane, and of the length of the step, is equal to the level ground; in this case the leg is placed on the ground in a

square of the length of the extended leg. Itisright rigid state, and causes a severe shock to the body, more especially

to mention that, strictly speaking, this expression
to the spinal coluinu .

would be slightly modified by certain circumstances,

d .
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( Stock Exchange, Capel Court.)

THE STOCK EXCHANGE. the liability of the sureties ceases ; but, as each

member of the house is re -elected every year, if in the

(Extracted from London ,' No. CXLIV . )
course of the preceding twelvemonththere is anything

TOWARDS the close of the last century the increased discreditable in his conduct, he is not re -elected. If a

scale of transactions in the Funds, and the new loans member becomes a defaulter, he ceases to be a meinber ;

which were continually being raised, induced the prin- though, after inquiry, he may be re -admitted on paying

cipal frequenters of the stock -market to subscribe for a certain composition ; but he must be re -admitted, if

the erection of a building for their accommodation. at all, hy vote of the committee. When a member

Capel Court, on the east side of Bartholomew Lane, becomes unable to pay his creditors, there are certain

once the residence of Sir William Capel, Lord Mayor official assignees who receive all the money due to him

in 1504, was fixed upon as a convenient situation for and divide it amongst his creditors. No man can be

the purpose. The first stone was laid on the 18th of re-admitted unless he pays 68.8d. in the pound, from

May, 1801, and contains an inscription, which states, resources of his own, over and above what has been

for the information of remote posterity, that the national collected from his debtors. As some of the practices

debtwas then upwards of five hundred millions. This of the Stock Exchange are contrary to law, and cannot

building, which is the present Stock Exchange, was be enforced in the courts, the members are only to be

opened in March, 1802. Theentrance to Capel Court held to them by a sense of honour, and such restraints

is nearly opposite the door at the eastend of the Bank, in the way of exposure and degradation as the govern

leading to the room in that building called the ing committee maybe authorised to apply by the ge

Rotunda . neral body of members. Cases of dishonourable or

No one is allowed to transact business at the Stock disgraceful conduct are punished by expulsion. The

Exchange unless he is a member. If a stranger un names of defaulters are posted on the " black board ,”

luckily wanders into the place, he is quickly hustled and, in the language of ihe Stock Exchange, they are

out. There are about three hundred and fifty firms of then technically called “ lame ducks.” In short, the

stock -brokers in London, whose places of business are committee have the power of effectually destroying the

situated in the streets, courts, and alleys within five credit of a member whose transactions are of a dis

minutes' walk of the Royal Exchange. To these we honourable nature. They investigate the conduct of

must add thirty or forty bullion , bill, and discount members whenever called upon by other parties, and

brokers. All the more respectable of these money- give their award according to the evidence.

dealers are members of the Stock Exchange, and the The two leading classes of men who have dealings

total number of members is at present about six hun- on the Stock Exchange are the jobbers and the

dred and fifty. The admission takes place by ballot, | brokers, though the business peculiar to each is not

and the committee of the Stock Exchange, which con- unfrequently transacted byone person. Some members

sists of twenty-four members, is elected in the same deal for the most part in English stocks, others in

toa nner. Every new member of the “ House," as it is foreign, and many confine their attention principally to

called, must be introduced by three respectable members, shares in mines, railways, canals, joint-stock banks,and

each of whom enters into security in 3001. for two years. other public companies ;some call themselves discount

At the end of two years, when the respectability of the brokers and money-dealers, and transact business to a

party is supposed to be fairly ascertained and known, large extent in commercial securities - that is, in bills
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drawn by merchants and tradesmen on mercantile | The directors of a railway company, whose receipts

transactions. Bargains are made in the presence of are 12,0001. or 14,0001. per week,instead of locking up

a third party, and the terms are simply entered in a this sum every week in their strong-box, as a premium

pocket-book; but they are checked next day, and the for the ingenuity of London thieves, authorise a broker

jobber's clerk ( their clerks are members also of the to lend it on proper securities. Persons who pay

house) pays or receives the money, and sees that the large duties to government at fixed periods, and are in

securities are correct . There are but three or four receipt of these duties from the time of their last pay

dealers in Exchequer Bills. and the greater number ment, make something of the gradually accumulating

of these securities pass through their hands. The sum by lending it for a week or two. A person whose

majority of the menibers of the Stock Exchange em- capital is intended to be laid out in mortgage on real

ploy their capital in any way which offers the slightest property finds it advantageous to lend it out until he

chance of profit , and keep it in convertible securities, meets with a suitable offer. The great bankers have

so that it can be changed from hand to hand almost at constantly large sums which are not required for their

a moment's notice. The brokers are employed to exe- till , and they direct their brokers to lend this surplus

cute the orders of bankers,merchants, capitalists, and cash on the Stock Exchange. One banker lends about

private individuals; and the jobbers on 'Change are 400,0001. to the jobbers on every settling -day, Bankers

the parties with whom they deal. When the broker are also borrowers at times, as well as lenders. The

appears in the market, he is surrounded by the jobbers. Bank of England sometimes, and also the East India

One ofthe “ cries ” of the Stock Exchange is “ Borrow Company, employ their brokers to raise money on the

money? borrow money ? " a singular one to general ap- Stock Exchange. Some members of the Stock Ex

prehension ; but it mustbe understood that the credit change call themselves, appropriately enough, “ mana

of the borrower must either be first-rate or his security gers of balances. ” Whatever the market rate of

of the most satisfactory nature ; and that it is not the interestmay be, it is more advantageous to a capitalist

principal who goes into this market, but his broker. to employ his resources at the smallest rate of profit

" Have you money to lend to -day?" is a question asked rather than that it should remain idle. Sometimes the

with a nonchalance which would astonish the simple jobber, at the close of the day, will lend his money at

man who goes to a friend ” with such a question in 1 per cent . rather than not employ it at all . Butthe

his mouth . " Yes," may be the reply. “ I want extraordinary fluctuations in the rate of interest , even

10,0001. or 20,0001.” “ On what security ? " —for that is in the course of a single day, are a sufficient temptation

the vital question ; and that point being settled, the to the money-lender to resort to the Stock Exchange.

transaction goes on smoothly and quickly enough. During the shutting of the stocks money is invariably

Another mode of doing business is to conceal the object scarce; but as soon as the dividends become payable,

of the borrower or lender, who asks, What are Ex- it is again abundant. At other times, on one day the

chequer ?" The answer may be, “ Forty to forty-two . " rate of interest will be 10 per cent . , and the next day

That is, the party addressed will buy 10001.at 40s., and only 2. The rate of interest offered in the morning

sell 10001. at 42s. The jobbers cluster around the will also frequently differ from that which can be

broker, who perhaps says, “ I must have a price in obtained in the afternoon. Instances have occurred

50001... If it suits them they will say, Five with me, in which everybody has been anxious to lend money

five with me, five with me," making fifteen ; or they in the morning at 4 per cent . , when about twoo'clock

will say each, “ Ten with me;" and it is the broker's money has become so scarce that it could with diffi

business to get these parties pledged to buy of him at culty be borrowed at 10 per cent . For example, if

40, or to sell to him at 42, they not knowing whether the price of Consols be low, persons who are desirous

he is a buyer or seller. The broker then declares his of raising money will give a high rate of interest rather

purpose , saying , for example “ Gentlemen , I sell to than sell stock . Again, an individual wants to borrow

you 20,0001. at 40 ;" and the sum is then apportioned 100,0001. on Consols, but they happen to be in great

among them. If the money were wanted only for a demand, and the jobber may borrow on them at 2 per

month, and the Exchequer market remained the same cent. , and lend the very saine money on another de

during that time, the buyer would have to give 42 in scription ofGovernment security at 5 per cent. The

the market for what he sold at 40, being the difference constant recurrence of these opportunities of turning

between the buying and the selling price ; besides capital is of course the life and soul of the Stock

which he would have to pay the broker 1s . per cent. Exchange.

commission on the sale , and ls. per cent. on the pur The profit of the jobber, after he has concluded a

chase again on the bills, which would make altogether | bargain, dependsupon the state of the market, which

4s. per cent. If the object of the broker be to buy may be depressed by extensive sales, or by the compe

Consols, the jobber offers to buy his 20,0001. at 96, or tition of buyers. These jobbers are middle men, who

to sell him that amount at 96k, without being at all are always ready either to buy or sell at a minute '

aware which he is engaging himself to do. The notice, and hence a broker, in dealing for his principal,

same person may not know on any particular day who wants to borrow money, has no need to hunt after

whether he will be a borrower or lender . If he has another broker,who has money, of another principal

sold stock and has not repurchased, about one or two to lend, but each resorts to the jobber, who is both a

o'clock in the day he would be a lender of money ; borrower and lender. The following information as

but if he has bought_stock, and not sold, he to the extent of the transactions of a firm of stock

would be a borrower. Immense sums are lent on brokers, or, perhaps, more properly speaking, of

condition of being recalled at the short notice of a money-dealers, or, to use the technical phrase,

few hours. These loans are often for so short a nagers of balances,” is official, and may be fully relied

period , that the uninitiated, who have no other
on :- “ Our business, in addition to that of mere stock

idea of borrowing than that which the old proverb brokers, extends to the dealing in money , that is,

supplies, that “ He who goes a -borrowing goes a- borrowing of bankers, capitalists, and others, their

sorrowing," would wonder that any man should borrow surplus or unemployed moneys, for the purpose of

10,0001. or 20,0001. for a day, or at most a fortnight, lending again at advanced rates, the difference of rate

and which is liable to be called for at the shortest being our remuneration for the trouble and risk

notice. The facilities which the Stock Exchange attendant thereon . By the general facility thus

affords for the easy flow of capital in any direction afforded, from our being almost always ready either to

where profit is to be secured will explain the mystery. I borrow or lend , we have become, as it were, a channel

ma
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directly or indirectly for a great portion of the loans Compourd for sins they are inclin'd to,

bet vreen Lombard -etreet and the Stock Exchange ;
By damning those they have no mind to .

and the magnitude of our money-dealings will be at
Still so perverse and opposite,

once understood when I state that we have both had As if they worshipp'd God for spite.

and made loans to upwards of 200,0001. at a time with
The self-same thing they will abhor

One way, and long another for .
one house ; that the payments and receipts through

Free -will they one way disavow ;

our banking account on each side amount to eighteen Another, nothing else allow .

or twenty millions per annum , but our loan transac All piety consists therein

tions far exceed that sum , and extend to the vast In them , in other men all sin .

amount of from thirty to forty millions a year. Our Rather than fail , they will defy

Joans for the year ending October, 1841, exceeded That which they love most tenderly ;

thirty millions, being an average of three millions a Quarrel with minc'd -pies, and disparage

month, or 100,0001. a day ; and generally, upon four
Their best and dearest friend plum -porridge;

or five days in every month, the loans have amounted
Fat pig, and goose itself, oppose,

to 150, 2, 3, 4, 5, and even 700,000l. in a single day. "
And blaspheme custard thro' the nose."

While such a contest was raging, it was inevitable

that even good and wise men should differ as to the
HUDIBRAS.-No. II .

courses they would pursue. The enthusiastic would

The period from the accession of James I. to the de- promote change in the hope of improvement; the cau

position of James II. was one of progressive revolution tious would resist it in the fear of injuring the good

in England, both in church and state. Elizabeth was they possessed ; the rash on both sides were for pro

the last of our monarchs who was able to exercise any- ceeding to extremities at all hazards; while the selfish

thing like arbitrary power, and while the legitimate and the timid, the knaves and the fools, followed the

influence of the middle classes was gradually but surely paths dictated by their interest, their fears, their hopez,

increasing, the pretensions to kingly power became or their prejudices. Hudibras and Ralph are ingenious

under James I. and Charles I. the more extravagant, compounds of the whole. Butler was a Conservative;

and the exercise of these powers even more absurdly and had probably always been so. Hewas not of those

rexatious and annoying than really oppressive. There State Converts' he has himself described , “ that never

was unquestionably a growing earnestness among left rebellion until it left him ;" and his having been a

the people in all matters connected with religion ; in- clerk to a Presbyterian justice by no means indicates

stead of endeavouring to satisfy this feeling, and con- that he had ever adopted his employer's principles or

ductit in a proper direction, James in the year 1617 was guilty of any ingratitude in ridiculing them . He

published his famous Book of Sports, ordaining what has done this most unsparingly, it is true, but in his

pastiines ought to be used on “ Sundays, after evening Remains,' vol. ii . , p . 470, Thoughts on various Sub

prayers ended , and upon holidays,” bear and bull bait- jects, we have his more serious opinion, that “ All

ing3 and bowls being the only sports interdicted, and reformations of religion seldom extend further than

these onlyupon such days. That this measure should the mere opinions of men . The amendment of their

have revolted many of the serious-minded, whether lives and conversations are equally unregarded by all

churchmen or dissenters , was what might naturally churches, how much soever they differ in doctrine and

have been expected, but it was not till its re- issue by discipline. And though all the reformation our

Charles, in 1633, that itdeveloped all the injurious effects Saviour preached to the world was only repentance

it had produced on the cause of royalty. During the and amendment of life, without taking any notice at

interval it , of course , did not escape unattacked or un- all of men's opinions and judgments ; yet all the Chris

defended : polemical disputes on this and many similar tian churches take the contrary course, and believe

matters, such as stage-plays and dress, became vehicles religion more concerned in ourerroneous opinions, than

for the bitterest personal invectives,and libels, such as all the most inhuman and impious actions in the

those for which Prynne and others of his party were so world.”

severely punished,may well explain the irritated feel In Hudibras and Ralph he has delineated with in

ings of the time, imitable wit and force the characteristic defects of the

" When hard words, jealousies, and fears, sectarian party - defects, however, from many of which

Set folks together by the ears :"
his own side was not altogether exempt. For in

stance

-words of a more important character than those of

the feeble supposition of Dr. Grey, who imagines that
“ He was in logic a great critic,

Butler alluded to “ the cant words used by Presby Profoundly skill'd in analytic ;

terians and Sectaries of those times, such as Gospel
He could distinguish and divide

A bair 'twixt south and south -west side ;

walking, Gospel-preaching, Soul-saving.” & c.; nor On either which he would dispute,

does Butler imply, nor was it the case, that the “ hard
Conſute, change hands, and still confule ;

words ” were all on the side of the Presbyterian party . He'd undertake to prove, by force

Unfortunately, the “ soft answer that turneth away Of argument, a man's no horse ;

vrach " was neglected alike by all . He'd prove a buzzard is no fowi,

It was the issuing of this Book of Sports that pro And that a lord may be an owl,

duced or exaggerated the peculiarities of the non -con A calf an alderman, a goose a justice,

formists in opposing those customary observances
Avd rooks committee-men and trustees.

alluded to in the account of Hudibras's religion , which He'll run in debt by disputation,

is said to have been “ Presbyterian true blue : "
And pay with ratiocination .

All this by syllogism , true

“ A sect, whose chief devotion lies In mood and figure, he would do . "

Ju odd perverse antipathies :

In falling out with that or this,
Such acquirements were certainly not confined to

And finding somewhat still amiss :
Hudibras's party, nor cven to his time. They were

More peevish, cross, and splenetic, the treasures of the earlier schoolmen, inherited by thie

Than dog distract, or monkey sick . learned of all parties, and adopted alike by James

That with more care keep holiday himself , by the Abbots, by Bramhall the opponent of

The wrong, than others the right way : Hobbes, and others of the orthodox party. The litera
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same.

ture of the age was indeed essentially metaphysical, The Khans of Syria . – Old Maundrell quaintly remarks, “ It

and Audibras only resembled a crowd of others in that must be here noted , that in travelling this country a man does

“ He could reduce all things to acts,
not meet with a market -town and inns every night, as in Eng

And knew their natures by abstracts ;
land ; ' still , at certain intervals of his journey, the weary way.

Where entity and quiddity,
farer is always sureof falling in with one ofthese buildings, whose

The ghosts of defunct bodies, fly ;

protecting walls at least serve to screen him from the scorching

Where truth in person does appear,
heat of the sun during the day, and from the heavy dews at

Like words congeal'd in northern air .
night. Sometimes, on a much -frequented road, an enterprising

He knew what's what, and that's as high
culator will establish himself at one of these khans, and retail

As metaphysic wit can fly .

to the weary traveller a cup of coffee or a few refreshing whiffs

of the bubbling narghili; but far oftener not even this scanty

He could raise scruples, dark and nice,

fare is to be found ; and he who journeys in the East must often

content himself, after fastening the barley -bag on his horse's nose ,
And after solve them in a trice ;

to cast himself down on a rug, eat a handfulof dates, and court

As if divinity had catch'd

The itch, on purposeto be scratch'd

gentle sleep with the soothing chibouque, until the dawn of a

succeeding day enables him to resume his journey. To the

Or like a mountebank, did wound

And stab herself with doubts profound,

soi-disant traveller the rugged road , the slow pace of the camel

or tired steed, the sandy heat of the desert, or the hard floor of

Only to show with how small pain

The sores of faith are cur'd again ;
the • khan,' would present few attractions; only the real travel

Altho' by woful proof we find

ler can enjoy a few such occasional privations. — Colonel Napier's

Reminiscences of Syria .
They alway: ‘leave a scar behind : "

the last part of the extract containing a truth of uni Causes of the Decline of Athens.- To the decline of Athens

versal application .
peculiar causes contributed , which I may date from the begin

[ To be continued .) ning of the Peloponnesian war. The country being in possession

of the enemy, a ruralpopulation was crowded into the city ,and

Bees for the Poor.---Many people think the poor may be either thrown out of employment or engaged in pursuits that

helped most by giving them small allotments of land. I think changed and did not improve their character . Then was the old

this may do much : and I will , whenever I am able, help on farmer glad to earn bis few obols in the Heliæa ; the stout

this plan. But much difficulty is often found in getting land,and yeoman became the sentinel of the garrison, or the sans-culotte of

I do not think it is so certain or so safe a way of doing good as ihe Piræus. Then came the plague, with all its demoralizing

by giving a poor man a stock of bees, and then showing him how effects ; then the calamities of the war, and the intestine com

to take care of them , and to profit by them , for digging is thirsty motions at its close . The wrongs suffered by the people during

work, and the beer-shop often stands hard by the allotment; so, the interregnum of the oligarchy, and still more by the tyranny

although the labourer, after his daily toil , may go by himself to imposed by the Lacedæmonians, roused the vindictive feelings

his plot of ground, yet he is very likely to find one or two gar of their nature, and kept alive a restless mistrust and jealousy

deners, thirsty like himself, to walk toward home with him , but against all men whom , by reason of their wealth , station, or

before they get there to drop into the beer-shop ; and, wbenonce talents, they suspected to be desirous of innovation . Peace and

there, snugly seated in the chimney corner, neither I nor, what is the Commonwealth were restored , but Athens was no longer the

worse, their poor wives, can tell when they willget out of it . But To recruit her population, thinned by the ravages of

a row of bees keeps a man at home ; all his spare moments may war, she had been compelled to naturalize a multitude of slaves

be well filled by tending them , by watching their wondrous ways, and foreigners, whose admixture corrupted her blood, her man

and by loving them . In winter he may work in his own ners, and her language. A love of shows, festivals, and idle

chimney corner, at making hives both for himself and to sell . pleasures impaired the courage and industry of the people. This

This he will find almost as profitable as his bees, for well-made led to the visuse of military service, and employment of mer

hives always meet a really sale. Again, his beehives are close cenary troops ; the citizens remaining at home to receive fees

to his cottage door ; hewill learn to like their sweet music better and largesses. The Athenian never possessed the stern virtue of

than the dry squeaking of a pot-house fiddle , and he may listen the ancient Roman ; still , he once has a proud spirit and a high

to it in the free open air, with his wife and children about him . sense of national honour. Now his pride was lowered, his ener

They will be to him a countless family. He will be sure to gies enfeebled ; and, at the time to which I am carrying the

love them if he cares for them , and they will love him too, and reader , Athens tottered to her fall ; Phocion despaired of bis

repay all his pains. - Cotton's Bee - Book . countrymen, and Demosthenes was unable to preserve them.

Kennedy's Demosthenes.

Chinese Ship -Builling.There is another device of the Chinese

which is worthy of imitation, and considering the increased se Causes which led to the belief in Alchemy. The conduet of the

curity it offers to floating property , and the additional safety of scientific alchemists of the chirteenth, fourteenth , and fifteenth

the lives of navigators, it is surprising that it has not been adopted centuries presents a problem of very difficult solution. When

by Americans and Europeans - viz., the division of the holds of we consider that a gas, a fluid , and a solid may consist of the

ships by water-tight partitions. The Chinese divide the holds of very same ingredients in different proportions ; and a virulent

their sea vessels into about a dozen distinct compartments with poison may differ from the most wholesome food only in the

strong plank, and the seams are caulked with a cementcomposed difference of quantity of the very same elements ; that gold and

of lime , oil , and the scrapings of bamboo. This composition silver, and lead and mercury, and indeed all themetals, may be

renders them impervious to water, and is greatly preferable to extracted from transparent crystals, which scarcely differ in their

pitch , tar, and tallow , since it is said to be incombustible. This appearance from a piece of common salt or a bit of sugar

division of their vessels seems to have been well experienced, for cauly; and that diamond is nothing more than charcoal - we

the practice is universal throughout the empire. Hence it some need not greatly wonder at the extravagant expectation that the

times happents that one merchant has his goods safely conveyed precious metals and the noblest gemsmightbe produced from

in one division, while those of another sufler considerable da . the basest materials. These expectations, too , must have been

mage from a leak in the compartment in which they were placed . often excited by the startling results of their daily experiments.

A ship may strike against a rock, and yet pot sink ; for the water The most ignorant compounder of simples could not fail to

entering by the fracture willbe confined to the divisions where witness the magical transformations of chemical action ; and

the injury occurs . To the adoption of a similar plan in Eu every new product must have added to the probability that the

ropean or American merchantmen, besides the opposition of po- tempting doublets of gold and silver might be thrown from the

pular prejudice and the increased expense, an objection might dice-box with which he was gambling. But when the precious

arise from the reduction it would occasion in the quantity of metals were found in lead and copper by the action of powerful

freight, and the increased difficulty of stowing bulky articles. It re-agents, it was natural to suppose that they had been actually

remains to be considered how far these objections ought to prevail formed during the process; and men of well regulated minds
against the greater security of the vessel, crew, and cargo. At even might have thus been led to embark in new adventures to

any rate , sueh objections do not apply to ships of war, in which procure a more copious supply, without any insult being offered

to carry very heavy burdens is not an object of consideration. to sober reason or any injury inflicted on sound morality .-

Ewbank's Hydraulic Machinery. Sir D. Brewster's Martyrs of Science
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A DAY AT THE YORKSHIRE WORSTED- FACTORIES.

BE

NA

[Jacouard Weaving-Shed.- Akroyd's Worsted - Factory .]

Our present " Visit” will partake somewhat of a ram- worsted fabrics (or others in which either silk or cot

bling character. It has on a few occasions happened ton is combined with worsted ) are prepared for sale,

that, asa means of affording a little information con- not included in the above list; such are those called

cerning any particular branch of manufacture , we • Challis ,' • Mousseline-de-laines,'_ ' Fancy Waistcoat

have found it desirable to extend our observations ings,' • Paramattas, ' • Shalloons,' · Duroys, Taminets,'

beyond the walls of one factory, and to glance round Calimancoes,' & c. If all the kinds were enumerated ,

the circumstances and arrangements which give to an it would probably be found that in some instances the

entire district the character of one great workshop. fabrics have gone or are going out of date, and that in

It is often only thus that the bearings and mutual de- other instances two names refer to the same material ;

pendence of different trades can be properly appre- thus, ' plainback ' is a manufacturer's appellation for a

ciated . The “ Day at a Leeds Woollen -factory ” bas kind of worsted stuff known by some other name by

enabled us to glance at the general operations con- retail purchasers. There are two kinds of goods, in

nected with themanufacture of felted or fulled wool ; whichworsted is mixed with silk , that afford remark

and we will now see what the West Riding of York- able instances of the tendency in manufactures to

shire exhibits in respect to the manufacture of worsted become located in particular districts; Poplins' being

goods ; using the term worsted as applying to all wool an Irish manufacture, and · Bom bazeens ' a Norwich

whichis not fulled after being woven. product, and neither of them being made to any con

It is very probable thatmany of the woven fabrics siderable extent elsewhere.

now made into dresses, and called by various fanciful The rapid extension of the worsted manufacture in

names, although really made only of worsted, or of this country is very remarkable. So long as efforts

Worsted mixed with cotton, may not be generally, were made by English wool-growers to com pel the use

known as coming under the denomination of worsted of English wool in cloth -making - efforts which the

goods. The trade-list of a large worsted - factory legislature for many years sanctioned by legal enact

at Halifax contains the following enumeration : ments — the worsted fabrics made were chiefly of a

34 Lastings,34 Fancy Lastings,3-4 Crapes,3-4 Serge, coarse and heavy kind, such as Camlets ;' , but when

3-4 Orleans, 6-4 Orleans,Cassinets, 3-4 Twills, 3-4 Lin - the wool-trade was allowed to flow into its natural

ings, 44 Dobbies, 6-4 Dobbies, 6-4 French Figures, channels, by the removal of restrictions , the value of

Alpaca, 3-4 Parisians, 6-4 Parisians, 3-4 Damasks, all the different kinds of wool became appreciated, and

64 Damasks,3-4Camlets, 4-4 Camlets,5-4 Camlets, each one wasappropriated to purposes for which it

6-4 Camlets, 5-4 Plainback, 6-4 Plainback , 74 Plain- seemed best fitted ; foreign wool became mostly in

back, 6-4 Merino, Say Plainback, 5-4 Says, 3-4 Prin- demand for woollen -cloth , the wool of one kind of

cettes . Now all these goods are made either of English sheep continued in demand for hosiery and

worsted alone or of worsted mixed with cotton ; none heavy worsted goods, a fine long wool from a new

of them having undergone that peculiar process of breed of English sheep became sought after as ama

fulling whiebforms the chief characteristic of woollen terial for fine worsted goods, and thewool of the Cash

goods. There are also numerous forms in which mere and Angora goats became imported for simi

No. 759.
Vol. XIII .- F
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women .

lar purposes. A glance at our exports will show how , and that also they are not able to keep any horses

Jargely the production and sale of worsted goods have whereupon to ride or set their wools farther from

been increased under the operation of these circum- them in other places, unless some remedy inay be

stances; for the exportation of worsted stuffs, which in provided."

1821 amounted to 828,824 pieces, rose by the year At a later period Flemish clothiers were invited

1841 to 1,718,617 pieces ; while the mixed goods of over, many of whom are supposed to have settled

worsted and cotton , which in 1821 were exported to at Halifax ; and there is said to be, even to the

the extent of 407,716 yards, rose by 1841 to 3,628,874 present day, a strong resemblance between the dialect

yards.
of the labouring classes thereand at Friesland in Hol

Formerly, the manufacture of cloth for sale had land,-a resemblance which has given rise to the fol

been exclusively confined to cities, and corporate and lowing rather odd distich :

market towns, the inhabitants of the villages and

hamlets making little more than sufficed for the use
“ Gooid brade, botter, and cheese,

Is gooid Halifax, and gooid Friese . "of their respective families. But the towns could

now no longer exercise their domination over trades The introduction of these Flemish clothiers into

to its former extent ; and a numerous body of in- England is detailed by Fuller, in his Church History '

dustrious men were gradually rising into importance ( 1655 ) , in a very quaint manner. He justifies his enter

who resided out of the towns, — “ foreigners," as they ing on such topics in a work apparently unsuited for

are termed in the statutes, or persons dwelling in them, on the plea that they “ reductively belong to the

the small towns of husbandry.” Many of them were • Church History,' seeing many poore people, both

husbandmen or graziers, who made their own wool young and old, formerly charging their parishes, were

into cloth, with the assistance of their wives and ihereby enabled to maintain themselves.” After ex

families. The sorting of wool was performed by pressing strong contempt for the skill of the clothiers

The cloths made out of the towns were before Edward III.'s time, as “ knowing no more what

generally of a coarse description ; and, if we may to do with their wooll than the sheep that weare it, as

believe various authorities, the country clothiers were to any artificial and curious drapery, their best cloth

not very strict in maintaining the assize, which fixed being no better than freeze, such their coarseness for

the length and breadth of each piece. Thecondition want of skill in their making ;) Fuller proceeds to

of some of these manufacturers was humble enough. state that on the marriage of King Edward to the

Many of them were only enabled to buy their wool in daughter of the Earl of Hainault, the intercourse be

small quantities, as eight pennyworth and twelvetween England and the Netherlands being thereby

pennyworth at a time, ” and therefore could not make greatly increased, the king had facilities for introduc

their purchases of the wool-grower. A statute, passed ing Flemish clothiers into England. Fuller, on what

in 1551 and 1552, which prohibited wool being bought authority he does not say, states that the Flemish

except by the persons intending to use it themselves clothiers used their workmen and apprentices " rather

in the manufacture of cloth, did away with the inter- like heathens than Christians, yea, rather like horses

mediate dealers in wool, whose existence was of than men, early up and late in bed , and all day hard

essential importance to the small clothiers; but it was work, and harder fare (a few herrings and mouldy

eventually found necessary to make some relaxations cheese ).” He then contrasts the bright prospect which

on their account, so that wool might be bought by opened on these ill-used operatives : - “ But , oh ! how

dealers and sold again in the open market. The happy should they be, if they would but come over to

clothiers of Halifax were relieved from this incon- England , bringing their mystery with them, which

venience in 1555, by an Act enabling the inhabitants would provide them welcome in all places. Here they

of that town “ to buy wool, and retail it to poor folk should feed on fat beef and mutton, till nothing but

to work, but not to ihe rich and wealthy, nor to sell their fulnesse should stint their stomachs ; yea, they

again.” The preamble of this statute describes, with should feed on the labours of their own hands, enjoy

considerable minuteness, the circumstances of the ing a proportionable profit of their gains to themselves;

humbler class of country clothiers, and supplies their beds should begood , and their bed - fellows better,

details of some interest of the manner in which they seeing that the richest yeomenin England would not

carried on their trade. It recites that “ the parish of disdain to marry their daughters to them ,and such

Halifax and other places thereunto adjoining, being English beauties, that the most curious foreigners

planted in the great wastes and moors, where the could not but commend them ." The result of this im

fertility of ground is not apt to bring forth any corn migration he narrates in no less glowing colours :

or good grass, but in rare places, and by exceeding Happy the yeoman's house in which one of these

and great industry of the inhabitants ; and the same Dutchmen did enter, bringing industry and wealth

inhabitants altogether do live by cloth -making, and along with them . Such as came in strangers within

the great part of them neither getieth corn , nor is able doors, soon after went out as bridegrooms and returned

to keep a horse to carry wools, noryet to buy much sons- in -law , having married the daughtersof their

wool at once , but hath ever used only to repair to the landlords who first entertained them ; yea, those yeo

town of Halifax , and some other nigh thereunto, and men in whose houses they harboured, soon proceeded

there to buy upon the wool-driver, somea stone, some gentlemen, gaining them estates to themselves, arms

two, and somethree or four,according to their ability, and worship to their estates."

and to carry the same to their houses, some three, Whether or not this golden picture is to be accepted

four, five, and six miles off, upon their heads and with implicit faith , it is certain that the use of English

backs, and so to make and convert the same either wool in home manufactures became from that time

into yarn or cloth , and to sell the same, and so to buy more and more extensive, Halifax being at first the

more wool of the wool -driver; by means of which centre of the Yorkshire product, and the division not

industry the barren grounds in those parts be now being then so much marked as now between worsted

much inhabited, and above five hundred households and woollen goods.

there newly increased within this forty years past , If we station ourselves at Bradford , as a centre, we

which now are like to be undone and driven to beggary, shall find that our position is in the heart of the cloth

by reason of the late statute made that taketh away ing districts ; a number of busy towns and villages,

the wool-driver, so that they cannot now have their almost too numerous to specify, lying on all sides of us,

wool by such small portions as they were wont to have ; and all occupied chicfly by cloth and stuff makers.
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Bradford lies at the junction of three fine valleys, , pears, on approaching it, to stand in a deep valley. I'lie

having the important towns of Leeds, Wakefield, road from Bradford is a succession of hill and valley ;

Dewsbury, Huddersfield, Halifax, and Keighley and a traveller sees nothing of Halifax until he sur

almost equidistant from it . This is one of the many mounts the hill at its eastern margin , when the whole

towns which , when approached just after dark on a town becomes suddenly mapped out before him in a

winter's evening, present that curious species of illu- valley beneath, with factory chimneys shooting up in

mination resulting from the countless windows of every direction . A river runs through the town at the

large factories. Five, six , seven stories of such win - bottom of the hollow , and is so hemmed in by factories

dows are to be seen , extending to great width , and on both sides, that we can scarcely see either the width

each throwing out its glare from the gas-lights within of the stream or the colour of its waters . At Halifax

the long rooms or galleries of the factory. Those who, we find the two great divisions of woollen and worsted

by residing in an agricultural county, or even in manufactures more equally divided than at any other

London, are not accustomed to such a sight, can of the clothing towns. There are woollen cloth ma

scarcely form an idea of the singular effect which nufacturers, woollen and worsted printers,woolstaplers,

these symmetrical specks of light produce when worsted spinners, stuff manufacturers having factories

viewed in the aggregate from a distance . The recent in the town, and stuff manufacturers who only attend

extension of the worsted manufacture has done great the Piece-Hall on market-days. This Piece-Hall is

things for Bradford ; it may now be deemed the centre the finest in the kingdom . It is a large freestone

of the worsted trade, inasmuch as there is more edifice, occupying an area of ten thousand square

worsted yarn spunhere than at any other town in the yards, and divided into three hundred and fifteen

kingdom . Not only, indeed, do many of the worsted apartments, where the goods are exposed for sale.

and stuff manufacturers of other towns in the West There have been frequently fifty thousand pounds

Riding procure their yarn from Bradford , but even worth of woollen and worsted goods exposed here for

the shawl-weavers of Paisley do the same ; and we sale at once ; but it is understood that the factory

believe that many of the bombazeen - weavers of system of production is gradually lessening the

Norwich are beginning to act on the same plan. The amount of sales effected at the Hall . The kind of

abundance of cheap coal, the vicinity of numerous worsted stuff called shalloon has been a great staple at

towns where worsted yarn is required ,and easy com- Halifax, it having been computed someyears ago that

munication with nearly all the great towns in the ten thousand pieces of this material were annually

kingdom , are probably the causes to which we may made there , mostly for Turkey and the Levant.

attribute the formation of this flourishing state of Iluddersfield is about as far from Halifax as Halifax

things. There are at present more than one hundred is from Bradford, and is, like it, a busy clothing town ,

firms at Bradford carrying on the occupation of and the centre of a cluster of clothing villages. It is

worsted -spinners; some combining with it that of at Huddersfield that wemay look, more perhaps than

stuff-manufacturers. This congregation of worsted at any town except Bradford, for evidence illustrating

spinners requires that a large andconstant supply of the recent spread of the worsted manufacture. Al

cool should be at hand ; and thus wool-staplers or though there is a large number of firms there engaged

wool-dealers have settled at Bradford. Then, again , in the woollen cloth manufacture , just as at Leeds, and

the large supply of wool thus procured having made although the Piece -Hall affords a market to a great

Bradford a kind of market, the spinners from other extent of clothing district around , yet · fancy goods

towns have gone thither to make their purchases; this may be deemed the chief feature presented by the

in its turn has induced other woolstaplers to locate Huddersfield manufactories at present. These fancy

there ; until at length by these successive steps Brad- goods are such as are termed waistcoatings, ' and the

ford has become the great wool-marketof England, to like, or fabrics of worsted , worsted and cotton, or

which attention is always directed by those concerned worsted and silk , in which there is a pattern of some

in the price, quality, supply, and demand of wool . kind or other worked by the loom , different coloured

These woolstaplers make very large purchases of wool, yarns being employed . There is an astonishing num

not only_froin the English sheep-farmers, but from ber of firms at Huddersfield engaged in this kind of

Prince Esterhazy and from_other extensive wool- fancy-worsted work, besides a still larger number,

growers all over the world. There is a ‘ Stuff -Hall' in residing chiefly at Honley and other towns and vil

the town, consisting of a spacious building one hun lages in the vicinity, who only attend Huddersfield

dred and forty -four feet long by thirty -six broad, and market on Tuesdays . When it is considered that

two stories in height, in which manufactured stuff Huddersfield was very insignificant both in trade and

goods are exposed for sale on market-days. population until the beginning of the last century, its

If we next go in a north -west direction from Brad- present position appears the more striking, and is

ford to Keighley, we pass through numerous clothing principally to be traced, like that of Halifax, to its

villages scattered along the ten miles of road , and adinirable local advantages. The Piece -Hall is a re

cometo a town of rising importance, which serves as markable building, being an extensive circular range,

a centre to many of these villages. There is a con two stories high , with a diametrical range one story

siderable number ofworsted mills in Keighley parish , high, dividing the internal area into two semicircles.

and numerous hand-loom weavers, working on wool- The light is wholly admitted from within, there being

lens, linseys, and worsteds. Keighley, however, does no windows on the outside ; and it thus partakes

not rank with Bradford or Halifax ; for instead of somewhat of the character of the caravanserais of the

having a cloth or piece hall of itsown, its productions East. The hall is subdivided into streets, which streets

are sent to one or other of those two towns for sale at consist of rows of stalls , such as in the two cloth

the piece -halls, and often pass through the hands of the halls atLeeds; and six hundred country manufac

Leeds merchants to the foreign customers. turers requently attend here on market-day.

Turning to the south -west of Bradford, we find If we go westward from Huddersfield to Saddle

Halifax, at a distance of seven or eight miles, a town worth, Rochdale, or any of the towns and villages in

more closely connected with clothing manufactures in that vicinity, we find manufactures to be in a curious

early times than any other in Yorkshire . Its situation position with respect to the two great staples, wool and

and appearance are very remarkable. It is placed on cotton. Lancashire may be termed a cotton county,

the western declivity of a gentle eminence ; butbeing Yorkshire a woollen county ; and the towns here

surrounded by hills of considerable elevation, it ap- named, being near the borders of the two counties,

F 2
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present a mingled assemblage of these two departments of a tendency to roam , has caused the same family to

of productive industry. Thus at Saddleworth there remain in the same spot for one generation after an

are cotton manufacturers, cotton spinners, cotton waste other. Whether we have rightly explained the cause,

dealers, and others, connected with the one depart- it is certain that this recurrence of names among the

ment ; and woollen cloth manufacturers, woollen cloth manufacturers is very observable . If we take that

printers, woollen millers, wool-staplers, cloth -dressers, curious record of personal statistics, a ' Directory of

and flannel manufacturers, connected with the other. Yorkshire, we shall have the means of testing this.

At Rochdale, again, there are the two kinds ; but here From such a volume, published a few years ago, it

a remarkable difference is observable, for which it will be perceived that there is hardly a town in the

does not seem very easy to account. Although Roch - clothing district which has not got its Akroyd, Ack

dale is not far from Saddleworth, and both have cotton royd , or Akeroyd ,among the woollen or worsted manu

factories of various kinds, yet in respect to wool, Saddle- facturers, the name being spelt in all three different

worth is almost wholly limited to woollen cloth, while ways. Among the woollen manufacturers at Hudders

Rochdale is chiefly distinguished for flannels and field are seven Croslands, six Crowthers, seven Haighs,

baizes. So singularly has this last-named manufacture six Schofields, eleven Shaws, eleven Sykeses, and so

settled at Rochdale, that there are nearly a hundred forth . At Saddleworth it is yet more remarkable ; for

and fifty " manufacturers of flannel and baize" in the here there are recorded, as distinct manufacturers of

town ; and it has become the centre whence all the woollen cloth, six Bottomleys, fifteen Bradburys, seven

home and foreign markets are supplied with Yorkshire teen Broadbents, thirteen Buckleys, seven Kenworthys,

flannels . eight Rhodes, eleven Schofields, eleven Shaws, eleven

Eastward of Huddersfield we meet with two towns Whiteheads, and nine Wrigleys. Similar repetitions

which present yet another feature of the clothing dis- of the names Ashworth, Butterworth, Clegg, Schofield,

trict , víz. the manufacture of blankets. These articles, and Whitworth occur among the flannelmanufacturers

in many details of their manufacture, are distinct from at Rochdale ; as also those of Bailey, Blakeley , Brear

the fannels of Rochdale, the stuffs of Halifax, the ley, Day, Hirst, Newsome, Senior, and Sheard, among

fancy-goods of Huddersfield , or the cloths of Leeds ; the drugget manufacturers of Dewsbury ; and of other

and their production and sale have gradually centred names among the blanket manufacturersof Dewsbury

at a particular spot. Dewsbury and Heckmondwike and Heckmondwike. It is not unworthy of remark

are the two towns here alluded to, both lying in the that these recurrences of similar names are not nearly

road from Halifax to Wakefield . Nearly all the manu so much observable among the worsted as the woollen

facturers in these two towns are engaged in the manufacturers, the latter having been more associated

blanket-trade ; and there is also a ' Blanket-Hall’ at than the former with the domestic system ofmanufac

the latter place, where the Leeds merchants make their turing.

purchases for the home and foreign markets. Whatever be the kind of worsted fabric about to be

When we have touched at Wakefield, and gone manufactured , and that there are many such , our list

thence northward to Leeds,we shall have made the on a former page will sufficiently indicate — the wool is

tour of the very remarkable “ clothing district ” of the first brought into the state of worsted yarn ; and we

West Riding. Wakefield, considered as a clothing may now shortly describe the mode in which this is

town, has fallen from its once high position : it has effected, so far as that differs from the spinning of the

been superseded by other towns. Leeds, Halifax, and woollen yarn described in our November Supplement.

Wakefield were once the three great centres : the two The wool employed for worsted is always longer

former still retain their eminence ; while Wakefield than for {felted woollens, and generally coarser; and

has given way, and Bradford and Huddersfield have the processes which it undergoes, so far from being

risen to distinction . In Leland's time we are told that calculated to make the individual fibres lock into each

“ Wakefield standeth now al by clothying ;' and at a other by the little serrations on their surfaces, are in

later period woollen cloth, stuff goods, and worsted tended to facilitate the production of a fine, even , and

yarn were the main products of the place ; but now, smoothly spun thread . Indeed it is one object of the

although there are still woollen and stuff manufac- processes preparatory to the spinning to impair the

turers in the town, the number of them bears but a felting property of the wool .

small proportion to those in the other towns we have Thewool is very carefully washed before being fitted

named. The wool-market, too, is gradually leaving for worsted work . The washing is effected with soap

Wakefield for Bradford . Wakefield, on the other hand, and water, the greater part of the moisture being after

has greatly risen as an emporium for the corn and wards pressed out by rollers. The wool, after washing,

malt trade, and also as a cattle and sheep market ; so is carried to a drying -room , where it is spread out on

that the prosperity of the town has not declined, it the floor to dry. In most modern factories or mills

has merely taken a different direction . where wool is thus prepared, matters are so arranged

We have thought it desirable to give this rapid that the drying-room shall be immediately over the

sketch of the clothing district generally ; for the boiler-room belonging to the steam -engine; so that

worsted manufacture, taken in its widest sense, cannot the heat of this lower room , which would otherwise be

be understood without noticing the subdivisions to wasted , is usefully employed in imparting warmth to

which it is subjected , and the tendency which each the drying- room . When the wool is dried, it is passed

branch has to centre itself in some particular spot. through a machine called a plucker, consisting of a

There is a feature observable, too, in this district, which pair of spiked rollers fed by an endless apron . By the

we do not remember to have seen noticed by anywriter ; revolving spikes of this machine the fibres of the wool

that is, the prevalence of particular names amongthe are cleansed and straightened, preparatory to the next

manufacturers. The domestic system of manufac- process. This ' plucker ’ is generally attended, or

turing, which was for many generations the one fol- tented,' to use a factory phrase, by a boy of twelve or

lowed in Yorkshire, led naturally to children being fourteen years of age, whose business is to lay the tufts

brought up to the same occupation as that pursued by of wool pretty evenly on the endless web or apron

their parents. There were many parts of the process which acts as a feeding -cloth .

which boys could perform , and these boys thus learned The wool is next ready for carding, or combing , ac

by degrees the trade of their parents, especially when cording to the fineness and quality of the worsted to

all this was done under the father's roof . added to be made from it . The process of combing the woolis

This, a certain fixity of habits and tastes, the absence sometimes performed with apparatus so simple, that
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the workman can carry it on at his own house ; while | very just idea of the operation and use of this instru

at other times it involves the complexity of factory ment in the worsted manufacture. The very name

machinery. A very large quantity of the wool used shows its origin, application , and use." . This process

around Halifax and Bradford is hand -combed; indeed, of hand-combing is very laborious, and is generally

all the wool- combing machines yet invented are said carried on in roomswhich are close and hot, arising

to have failed in respect to the working of fine worsted, from the presence of stoves for heating the combs. If

although they are well adapted for the coarser qua- the combs were cold when used, the woolly filaments

lities. The hand-comb consists chiefly of a piece of would not acquire the necessary pliancy and ductility,

wood shaped something like the letter T. 'Í'hrough and the teeth of the comb are therefore heated in a

the head or transverse part of it, which is generally stove. The stove usually consists of a flat iron plate,

about three inches broad, a number of very long sharp heated by fire or by steam , and surmounted by another

teeth are thrust. These teeth, which are made of plate to confine the heat ; and into the small space left

well-tempered steel,are finely tapered, and are gene- between the two plates the teeth of the comb' are in

rally arranged in three rows, about thirty in each , troduced . A considerable quantity of oil is employed

placed nearly at rightangles to the face of the wood. in the combing process, and this renders the process

The angle of the comb is represented by the perpendi- rather a dirty one. There is a kind of knotted por

cular part of the T, as in the annexed cut, wherebtion of all the fibres left uncombed, on account of the

are the teeth, c the head or stock into which they are teeth of the comb not being able to reach it : and

fixed, and d the handle. In using this instrument,the this, under the name of noyl or noil, is afterwards

wool is carefully hung upon the teeth , in such a man- carded and spun into coarse woollen yarn .

ner as to project overthe front of the head , and when Dr. Cartwright, whose mechanical inventions have

sufficiently filled and firmly fixed, another comb of the been recorded in the recently published . Memoirs' of

that ingenious man , invented a machine for combing

wool ; and since his time many others have been in

vented, of which one consists mainly of two large

wheels, ten feet in diameter, having teeth at their pe

ripheries so placed as to comb out the wool. When

ever such machines are used, the wool leaves them in

the form of a continuous sliver or riband .

Considerable change has recently been introduced

into the worsted trade by the substitution of carding

for combing the wool. In this instance the fibres of

wool are straightened and laid parallel, somewhat in

same kind is drawn through the wool, so as to unravel the same wayas the cotton in cotton -carding. By this

and lay all the fibres singoth and even . Mr. Luccock, mode of proceeding, the noyl of long fleece-wooland a

while describing this process, aptly remarks: “ If we great deal of skin -wool, which used to be employed

consider the full comb as the human head, disgraced only in blanket and coarse woollen work , can now be

by a quantity of neglected, long, and dishevelled hair, worked up into coarse worsted yarn ; and the price

which we reduce to its elegant order, we shall have a has been so lessened by the change, that nearly all

d

b

(Drawing the Worsted into lirers .)
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coarse worsted yarn is now produced by carding. Mr. I from that einployed in the weft. It has been made a

Bischoff, in his ' History of theWool-Trade, ' mentions matter of calculation among the spinners at the factory

a circumstance connected with the origin of this im- above noticed, that they spin enough ' weft' yarn every

provement, which shows the imperfect state of our day to reach from London to New Zealand. ' In one of

present patent-laws : — " The application of the cotton the lower warehouses of the factory, we saw vast piles

process was patented by Mr. William Lister of Halifax. of the yarn thus prepared ,made up into bundles, and

A somewhat similar plan was also about the same time ready to be used by the weavers within the same factory,

adopted by Messrs. Haddens of Aberdeen ; both parties or for sale to other manufacturers. There are dye

considered their individual patents invaded, and even- works belonging to the firm in another part of Halifax,

tually brought actions against each other, the result of where the worsted is dyed before or after weaving,

which was, that both were thrown open to the public according to the nature of the fabric ;and there is also

on the same day, whereby the patenteeswere never aprocessof warp-scouring effected in a certain stage

able to realize the fruits of their industry .” The pro- of the manufacture.

cess of carding is one of those that have led to the vast Some parts ofthe processes connected with the spin

increase in the production of worsted goods within the ning require that the worsted skiall be in a damp state.

last few years ; for wool to be hand-combed must have This is effected in a curious manner. In one of the

not less than six inches length of fibre, whereas card rooms of the factory are a number of tin boxes, per

ing can be applied to the noyl and all the short fibres. forated on all sides. ' The wool is put into these boxes,

The system of sheep-farming, too, recently followed, and the boxes themselves are placed in a large chest

has had the effect of giving to the English fleece very connected with the receiver of an air-pump. The air is

long wool, so that all the wool now grown in England exhausted from the chest, which necessarily involves

can be spun into worsted yarnof one kind or other ;

while the woollen-cloth manufacturer is well content

to have his supply of felting wool from foreign sources

--circumstances which, combined, have placed the

wool-trade on a more healthy footing perhaps than at

any former period .

The chain of processes whereby the fibres of wool

are wrought up into worsted yarn, occupies a medium

place between the preparation of cotton yarn and

of woollen yarn ; it partakes of both , and is yet some

what different from either. A very brief sketch of

these processes will here suffice, after what has been

given in former numbers.

In the large establishment of Messrs. Akroyd , at

Halifax - one, indeed, among several establishments

owned by the same firm in and near that town --we

witnessed the process of worsted manufacture, not

from the commencement,but from the state of sliver . '

The worsted prepared being generally for the finer

fabrics, the hand-combing process is still the one ge .

nerally employed ; and this beingwhat we may term a

domestic process, or a species of handicraft, may be

carried on at the houses of the workmen . The number

of workmen so employed in and around Halifax and

Bradford is very large , the firm above mentioned

giving employment, in brisk times, to several hundreds

of them .

Thewool comes to the factory in narrow bundles or
(Warp -Scouring .)

tops, ' about eighteen inches long, and weighing

about a pound and a half or two pounds each . These the exhaustion of the air from between the fibres of

' tops ' are taken to one of the upper rooms of the fac- wool contained in the perforated boxes. Water is next

tory, filled with the machines for drawing and other- admitted, and then the air is re -admitted, by which the

wise preparing the worsted; such as are represented in water is instantly forced between all the fibres, so as to

the cuton the preceding page. Each top is first opened , saturate every individual fibre equably and completely .

and the wool laid upon an endless band , which carries All the processes incident to the arrangement of

it between drawing-rollers, whereby it is elongated, the yarn for the loom are carried on in the usual

ranged parallel, and conveyed into a cylindrical can way ; such as the warping,' the beaming,' and the

as a delicate kind of riband . This riband is transferred drawing- in of the warp, and the winding' of the

from one machine to another, and drawn between weft. It is, however, worthy of remark , thatmodern

rollers so repeatedly, that, like the rod of metal in wire- improvements have been introduced for spinning weft

drawing, it becomes gradually reduced in thickness, on the very ' spools' which are afterwards to be used

until itassumes the form offine cord, or ‘ roving,' in the shutiles, so as to get rid of the after -process of

ready for the spinning -frames. . winding. '

The spinning is effected in a different rangeof work We next descend to the 'weaving -shed,' — a building

shops, but by machines analogous in principle to those not only the most remarkable connected with the fac

employed in other branches of textile manufacture. tory, but one which is particularly calculated to illus

The quality of the yarn produced, and the mode of spin- trate the rapid progressmade in the worsted manufac

ning it, depend of course on the purpose to which it is ture within the last few years . Here we find sight hun

to be applied. Thus, for mousseline-de-laine,' or for dred and forty power-looms in one room , all working

challis,' a fine and soft worsted yarn is required ; at once in the production of merinos, damasks, cam

whereas for ' camlet, ' and other stout goods, a stronger lets, lastings, Paramattas, Orleans, Parisians, cassinets,

and thicker yarn is essential . The warp, too, of almost and the host of worsted or stuff goods now made. But

all kinds of goods is made from yarn rather different this is not the only observable feature. There are cotton

tire
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texture known to the weaver. In some there are no

fewer than thirty-two heddles,' or systems of strings

by which the warp -threads are drawn up to admit the

shuttle, and yet all are worked by steam-power ; one

person, generally a female, being required merely to

tend the machine and make a few adjustments, the

steam -engine doing all the work . In other instances

the exquisite “ Jacquard ” machine, one of the most

complete of all mechanical inventions, is fitted to the

top of the loom , where it regulates the raising of the

warp-threads so as to lead to the production of figures

having almost an exhaustless variety of size and

form .

We have in two or three former papers had to speak

of the Jacquard machine as being in use in textile

manufactures ; but we have notdescribed the mode in

which the cards are made . These cards are slips of

pasteboard(or sometimes of tin ) from one to two feet in

length , and two or three inches wide, each card per

forated with a great number of holes about a quarter

of an inch in diameter. For the production of any

particular pattern there must be as many cards as

ihere are weſt threads in the pattern ; for instance , if

the pattern consisted of a flower, the full space of

which occupied two hundred weft threads, or required

that number of weft threads to represent it, then there

must be two hundred cards prepared for that one

pattern, all of the same size, and all pierced with holes.

But the holes thus pierced are not alike in numher in

the different cards ; in some there may be twenty

holes, in some fifty, and in others a number greater or

( Drawing in the Worsted Warp for Weaving.)
smaller than either of these ; and the determination of

these numbers is a very singular part of the arrange

factories in Lancashire and Cheshire which can boast ment. The pattern is drawn on a piece of paper in

of a yet larger number of power-looms, amounting in tersected by black cross-lines, to represent ihe warp

some instances to fifteen hundred ; but in such cases and weft threads. A man or boy has before him a row

the weaving is nearly always of a simple kind , consist of strings to represent some of the warp threads, and

ing of plain fabrics, such as calico or twills, figured into and among these he passes a cross-thread to re

devices, if introduced at all , being very sparingly present one row of weft, passing it above and below

effected by the power -loom . In worsted weaving, according to the pattern . By this means he divides

however, the application of the power-loom has been his initative warp -threads into two parcels, analogous

most remarkable ; and there is an observation on this to the raised and depressed portions of the real warp

point in Mr. Bischoff's History' which may be appro- when in the loom ; and these two portions are so far

priately introduced here. After speaking of the use represented on the punched cards, that the raised

of the Jacquard machine in silk weaving, Mr. B. warp threads are connected with the holes in the

remarks : - " Until the introduction of this machine, cards, while the depressed threads are connected with

the production of the superior figured silks depended blanks or uncut parts of the card . The boy's row of

wholly on the skill of the weaver, and that to a degree threads are attached to an ingenious machine, whereby

which few attained ; the necessity of extreme careful- several punches are passed through holes in a leaden

ness and skill is now considerably diminished ; in plate, the number and disposition of the holes depend

olher words, the production of the most costly fabrics ing on the pattern ; and a piece of cardboard being

is laid open to a large number of operatives. The then placed beneath these punches, a machine some

Jacquard engine may be attached to almost any loom , thing like a cylinder -press presses all the punches

and is generally owned by themanufacturer , and is fur- upon the cardboard, and punches the holes . The best

nished to the weaver with the warp. These looms were description we have seen of the process of Jacquard

introduced into Yorkshire in the weaving of figured card-making is by Mr. Porter, in his · Treatise on the

and flowered stuffs, by the late Mr. James Akroyd, Silk Manufacture ;' but we have not room to give

of Halifax. The manufacture of moreens was also details at greater length : suffice it to say, that the

brought there by him and his brother, Mr. Jonathan disposition of the holes in each card depends prin

Akroyd ; they next imitated the article of cotton cipally on the nature and size of the pattern in the

jeans, in worsted , with success, to which they gave direction of the weft ; that the number of cards de

the name of plainbacks,' out of which has sprung pends on the pattern in the direction of the warp ;

that iminense and valuable branch of ' merinos. They that the cards for one pattern frequently amount to

also introduced the mode of weaving stuff damasks, four, six, or eight bundred ; that all are connected in

and were the first to use the Jacquard engine in York- an endless chain when attached to the loom , and that

shire.” The allusion here to the custom followed be- each set of cards will be available for one pattern only.

tween the manufacturer and the Jacquard-weaver Adjoining the card-making room , at the factory, is a

relates to hand-loom weaving only , power-weaving room where the pattern cards are preserved, each set

being conducted wholly and necessarily on the factory tied up in a bundle , and numbered for future use.

system . In the magnificent room where these eight An instance was once afforded at this establishment,

hundred and forty power-looms are at work ( for it probably as a trial of skill in fancy worsted weaving,

may be called magnificent in relation to the mind , in which the enormous number of eleven thousand

the mechanism , and the capital there represented ), cards were used in producing one pattern . What has

are looms producing almost every variety of complex been the highest number ever employed with the
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Jacquard we do not know ; but in some few instances weaving, called “ Khybereen ' (has the fame attached

complete pictures have been thus produced ; and we to the Khyber Pass of Afghanistan had anything to do

have seen, at an exhibition of works of art in the with the invention of this name ? ), consists wholly of

Mechanics’ Institution at Leeds, a beautifully distinct worsted , of which the warp contains threads of two

fac-simile of the willof Louis XVI . entirely woven by colours alternately, and weſt of a third colour, thus
theJacquard machine. forming a kind of combination of ' stripe' and ' shot '

To return to the weaving-shed . The large size of in the pattern . Another kind is a peculiar sort of

many of the looms for weaving fancy goods, especially camlet, or stout worsted, for making into the poncho,'

those in which the Jacquard apparatus is employed, or South American cloak, of which specimens are to

gives to this room an extremely busyappearance,much be seen in the smart shops of some of our London

more so,indeed, than that presented by the power-loom tailors.

weaving -galleries in the cotton manufacture, where We have before observed that there is one point

the loomsare very much smaller. Although this room which marks clearly the distinction between woollen

is more than two hundred and fifty feet long by one and worsted goods, viz., the rubbing, or friction, or

hundred and fifty broad, yet there is only just space beating to which the former are subjected after weav

enough to pass along the avenues which separate the ing ;whethertherubbing by which the little knotson

looms; while the clatter resulting from the movement friese or frize are produced, or the beating which the

of nearly a thousand shuttles, as many battens or lays , fulling -stocks give to woollen cloth in the process of

and many tbousands of wheels, levers, and other kinds felting or fulling. In other respects the progress of

manufactures and other circumstances are leading to

the introduction of materials and processes intermediate

between the two. Thus the changes in the growth of

English fleece, the introduction of the Australian

fleece, the introduction of a remarkable and beautiful

kind of black wool called Alpaca, the admixture of a

silky kind of goat's hair with the harsher fibre of

sheep's wool, the removal of the restrictions to the in

terchange of different kinds of wool between England

and other countries, the invention of wool-carding and

wool-combing machines — all have led to the produc

tion of goods quite unknown to our earlier manufac

turers. But there is one material employed to which

we hardly know where to assign a place, although it

seemis certainly to belong to woollens. This is shoddy,

or woollen rags, torn up fibre from fibre, and made io

do double duty by entering into the composition of

new cloth . Sir George Head, in his . Home Tour

through the Manufacturing Districts,' gives a hu

morous account of the operations at a shoddy -mill, of

which there are several in the clothing district . “ How

to make a new coat from old rags” is not exactly the

problem to be solved ; for the fabric produced is only

used for drugget, padding, and other inferior pur

poses. The rags are collected from all quarters, at

home and abroad, and are consigned to dealers at

Leeds, Halifax, and other places. Whether they are

washed previously (a somewhat necessary process,

as it would appear) we do not know , but they

are carried to a mill and devilled ,' that is, dis

Jacquard - Card Making .) sected to utter fragments by the spikes in the

of machinery ,is most deafening. Some of the worsted machine called a devil. They are then, or after

fabrics now woven by these loomsare as much as ten some further preparation ,mixed with a portion of new

quarters wide ; while others, much smaller as to di- wool, and carded, spun , woven, &c . with some coarse

mensions, are far more complex in respect to pattern.
fabrics. In a body of evidence given before the

It is curious to mark the changes which time, fashion , House of Lords on the wool trade in 1828, it was

and a love of cheapness induce in the quality of the stated that at that time a kind of cheap cloth , called

woven fabrics produced . Allusion was made inastroud,' made from woollen rags, was exported to

former paragraph to the introduction of a particular the North American Indians, the tribes on the shores

variety of worsted goods called • merinos. But a of the Mississippi, and the natives round to the west of

more recent change has been the substitution of cotton Cape Horn. The cheap goods are often made of mix

for a covsiderable proportion of theworsted originally tures of Scotch wool, English skin-wool ( i.e. wool

introduced in stuff goods. For instance, there are two taken from the dead sheep, which is not considered

kinds of stuff now made, called · Orleans ' and · Pa- equal to sheared wool ), the waste from factories, and

ramatta ’ (why so named , it would probably be difficult shoddy, all inferior ingedients ; and of this mixture

to say ), apparently formed of worsted; but the weft the articles made are the cheapest druggets, carpets,

only is of worsted, the warp being cotton. The pro- and paddings. We believe, however, that within the

duction of cotton--warped worsted goods is now perhaps last few years there has been a tendency to exclude

the greatest feature at Bradford and Halifax, so the use of woollen rags in the manufacture, they

largely have fabrics of this kind come into use. 'An- being now used rather for manure than for anything

other new material which we saw under process of else .
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( The Presentation in the Temple, after F. Francia .]

ESSAYS ON THE LIVES OF REMARKABLE | painter of the early Bologna school, FRANCESCO RAI

PAINTERS.-No. XXI.

Hewas born in 1450 ; being just four years younger

FRANCESCO RAIBOLINI , called IL FRANCIA. than his contemporary Perugino . Like many other

THERE existed throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth painters of that age, already mentioned , he was edu

centuries a succession of painters in Bologna, known cated for a goldsmith, and learned to design and model

in the history of Italian art as the early Bolognese correctly. Francesco's master in the arts of working

school, to distinguish it from the later school, which the in gold and niello * was a certain Francia, whose name,

Carracci founded in the same city — a school altogether in affectionate gratitude to his memory, he afterwards

dissimilar in spirit and feeling. The chief characte- adopted, signed it on his pictures, and is better known

ristic of the former was the fervent piety and devotion by it than by his own family name. Up to theage vf

of its professors . In the sentiment of their works they forty, Francesco Francia pursued his avocation of

resembled the Umbrian school,but the manner of exe- goldsmith, and became celebrated for the excellence of

cution is different. One of these early painters, Lippo his workmanship in chasing gold and silver, and the

( or Filippo) di Dalmasio, was so celebrated for the exquisite beauty and taste of his niellos. He also ex

beauty of his Madonnas, that he obtained the name of celled in engraving dies forcoins, and medals, and was

Lippo dalle Madonne. He greatly resembled the Frate appointed superintendent ofthe mint in his native city

Angelico in life and character, but was inferior as an ofBologna, which office he held till his death .

artist. To his heads of the Virgin he gave an expres We are not told how the attention of Francia was

sion of saintly beauty, purity, and tenderness, which first directed to the art of painting. It is said that the

txo bundred years later excited the admiration and sight of a beautiful picture by Perugino awakened the

emulation ofGuido. Lippo died about 1409. Passing * Forau accountof the art of working in niello, and the in

over some other names, we come to that of the greatest / vention to which it led, see ante, vol . xii., p . 437 .

No 760. VOL. XIII .-- G
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dormant talent; that he learned drawing from Marco of the aged St. Anne is simply dignified andmaternal.

Zoppo, one of the numerous pupils of Squarcione, and at thefoot of the throne stands the little St. John , hold

that for many months he entertained in his house cer - ing in his armsthe cross of reeds and the scroll in

tain artists who initiated him into theuse of colours,&c . scribed “ Ecce Agnus Dei ( Behold the Lamb of God ! )” .

However this may be, his earliest picture is dated On each side of the throne are two saints. To the

1490, when he was in his fortieth year. It exists at right of the Virgin stands St. Paul holding a sword , the

present in the gallery at Bologna, and represents his instrumentof his martyrdom ; and St. Sebastian bound

favourite subject, so often repeated , a Madonna and to a pillar and pierced with arrows. On the left , St. Law

Child, enthroned, and surrounded by saints and martyrs. rence with the emblematical gridiron and palm -branch ,

This picture, which, if it be a first production, may and another saint, probably St. Frediano. The heads

well be termed wonderful as well as beautiful, excited of these saints want elevation of form , the brow in all

so much admiration , that Giovanni Bentivoglio, then being rather low and narrow ; but the prevailing ex

lord of Bologna, desired him to paint an altar- piece pression is simple, affectionate, devout, ' full of faith

for his family chapel in the church of San Giacomo. and hope. The background is formed of two open

This second essay of his powers excited in the strongest arches adorned with sculpture, the blue sky beyond :

degree the enthusiasm of his fellow -citizens. The peo- and lower down , between St. Paul and St. Sebastian , is

ple of Bologna were distinguished among the other seen a glimpse of a beautiful landscape. The drape

states of Italy for their patronage of native talent; they ries are grand and ample ; the colouring rich and

now exulted in having produced an artist who might warm ; the execution most finished in every part. . On

vie with those of Florence, or Perugia, or Venice . the cornice of the raised throne or pedestal is inscribed

The vocation of Francia was henceforth determined : FRANCIA AURIFEX Bononiensis B. (i.€. painted by

he abandoned his former employment of goldsmith and Francia , goldsmith of Bologna ), but no date. It mea

niello -worker, and became a painter by choice and by sures six feet and a half high by six feet wide.

profession . During the next ten years he improved pro Over this square picture was placed the lunette, or

gressively in composition and in colour, still retaining arch, which now hangs on the opposite side of the

the siinple and beautiful sentiment which had from the room . It represents the subject called in Italian a

first distinguished his works. His earliest pictures are Pietà- the Dead Redeemer supported on the knees of

in oil ; but his success encouraged himn to attempt the Virgin mother. An angel clothed in green

fresco, and in this style, which required a grandeur of drapery supports the drooping head of the Saviour ;

conception, and a breadth and rapidity of execution for another angel in red kneels at his feet. Grief in the

which his laborious and diminutive works in gold and face of the sorrowing mother - in the countenances of

nieilo could never have prepared his mind or hand , he the angels reverential sorrow and pity-are most ad

appears to have succeeded at once. He was first em- mirably expressed.

ployed by Bentivoglio to decorate one of the chambers Thisaltar-piece was painted by Francia about the

in his palace with the story of Judith and Holophernes; year 1500, for the Marchesa Buonvisi of Lucca, and

and he afterwards executed in the chapel of St. Cecilia placed in the chapel of the Buonvisi family in the

a series of frescoes from the legend of that saint. " The church of San Frediano. It remained there iill lately

composition, " says Kugler, " is extremely simple, with purchased by the Duke of Lucca , who sent it with

outany superfluous figures ; the action dramatic and other pictures to be disposed of in England. The two

well conceived. We have here the most noble figures, pieces were valued at 4000l. ; after some negotiation

the most beautiful and graceful heads, a pure taste in our government obtained them for the National

the drapery, and masterly backgrounds.” It should |Gallery at the price of 35001.

seem that nothing more than the merits here enume Theworks of Francia were, until lately, confined to

rated is required to constitute perfection : unhappily the churches of Bologna and other cities of Lombardy;

these fine specimens of Francia's art are falling into now they are to be found in all the great collections of

ruin and decay .
Europe, that of the Louvre excepted, which does not

The style of Francia at his best period isvery dis- contain a single specimen . The Bologna Gallery con

tinct from that of Perugino, whom he resembles how- tains six, the Berlin Museuin three of his pictures.*

ever so far as to show that the features of the latter In the Florentine Gallery is an admirable portrait of a

were the first objects of his emulation and imitation . man holding a letter in his hand. In the Imperial

In the works of Perugino there is a melancholy verg - Gallery at Vienna there is a most exquisite altar

ing frequently on sourness and harshness, or fading piece, ' the same size and style as the one in the

into insipidity. Francia in his richer and deeper National Gallery,but stillmore beautiful and poetical ;

colouring, his ampler forms, and the cheerful, hope- and the Gallery at Munich contains a picture by him ,

ful, affectionate expression in his heads, reminds us of perhaps the most charming he ever painted. It re

the Venatian school. presents the Infant Saviour lying on the grass amid

His celebrity in a short period had extended through roses and flowers ; the Virgin stands before him ,

the whole of Lombardy . Not only his native city , but looking down with clasped hands, and in anecstasy of

Parma, Modena, Cesena, and Ferrara, were emu- love and devotion , on her divine son : the figures are

lous to possess his works. Even Tuscany, so rich in rather less than life. A small but very beautiful

painters of her own, had heard of Francia. The beau- picture by Francia , a Madonna and Child , is in the

uful altar-piece which has enriched our National possession ofMr. Frankland Lewis.

Gallery since the year 1811 , was painted at the desire It is pleasant to be assured that the life and character

of a nobieinan of Lucca. of Francia were in harmony with his genius. Vasari

It is composed of two separate pictures. The larger describes him as a man of comely aspect, of exemplary

compartment contains eight figures rather less than morals, of amiable and cheerful manners : in conver

life . In the centre on a raised throne are seated the sation so witty, so wise, and so agreeable, that in dis

Virgin and her mother St. Anne. The Virgin is at- course with him the saddest man would have felt his

tired in a red tunic and a dark blue mantle which is melancholy dissipated , his cares forgotten ; adding that

drawn over the head . She holds in her lap the Infant he was loved and venerated not only by his family and

Christ, to whom St. Anne is presenting a peach. The fellow -citizens, but by strangers' and the princes in

expression of the Virgin is exceedingly pure, calm , whose service he was employed. A most interesting

and saintly, yet without the seraph -like refinement * One of these (No. 253) is a repetition of the Pietà in our

which we see in some of Raphael's Madonnas: the head | National Gallery,
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circumstance in the life of Francia was his friend- | low tract within the sand- hills, that the rivers flowing

ship and correspondence with the youthful Raphael, towards the sea are liable to overflow the country on

who was thirty -four years younger than himself. either side, and form swamps and shallow lakes. “Be

There is extant a letter which Raphael addressed to sides the canals made purposely as media either for

Francia in the year 1508. In this letter, which is ex- inland navigation or for draining, there are others

pressed with exceeding kindness and deference, whose origin is curious. There is in many of the

Raphael excuses himself for not having painted his lower districts turf from twelve to twenty feet in

own portrait for his friend, and promises to send it thickness ; and when this has been cut for fuel, it

soon ; he presents him with his design for the Nativity, | leaves trenches which, when filled with water, become

and requests to have in return Francia's design for a sort of canal or lake. These sheets of water are

the Judith ,* to be placed among his most precious called Plasseu , or Plashes, by the Dutch ; and being

treasures ; he alludes, but discreetly, to the grief all on one level and united by canals, they becomena

which Francia must have felt when his patron Ben- vigable ; but as many of these plashes when united

tivoglio was exiled from Bologna by Pope Julius II . , form a considerable lake, which bas waves, and injures

and he concludes affectionately, " continue to love me the adjacent lands, it is the desire of the Dutch to

as I love you, with all myheart.” Raphael afterwards, have them drained and cultivated. For this purpose

according to his promise, sent his portrait to his friend, these lakes are surrounded by dykes, to keep out any

and Francia addressed to him a very pretty sonnet, in accession of water; on the outside of which a “ ring

thich he styles him, as if prophetically, the “ painter sloot,” or surrounding drain, is made, of dimensions

above all painters :” sufficient to be a navigable canal . The water is then

“ Tu solo il Pittor sei de' Pittori ." raised from the interior by means of a windmill to the

About the year 1516 Raphael sent to Bologna his drained land then is in a fit state for cultivation, and
ringsloot, along which it passes into the sea ; and the

famouspicture ofthe St. Cecilia surrounded by other obtains the name of a “ polder.”

Saints, which had been commanded by a lady of the

liouse of Bentivoglio, to decorate the church of St. thesea, that the dykes for preventing irruptions, and
So large a portion of Holland is below the level of

Cecilia, the same church in which Francia had painted the canal locks for facilitating the exit of rivers, form

the frescoes already mentioned . Raphael in a modest

and affectionate letter recommended thepicture to the draining and other hydraulic operations were in the
a subject of important and paramount interest. The

care of his friend Francia, entreating bim to be last century intrusted to certain government bodies,

present when the case was opened, to repair any injury cach of whom took certain districts, such as Rhinland ,

it might have received in the carriage, and to correct | Amstelland, Goyland, Delftland, and Shieland. Since

auythingwhich seemed to him faulty in the execution. thenchanges have been made in the nature of the juris

Francia zealously fulfilled his wishes ; and whenhe diction , but equalcare is stillbestowed on the subject.

beheld this masterpiece of the divinest of painters, The numerous branches which form the mouths of

burst into transports of admiration and delight, placing the Rhine, and the alluvial deposits which they leave,

it far above all that he had himself accomplished. As may be said almost to form a great part of Holland ;

he died a short time afterwards, it was said that he had and the arrangements of the canals greatly dependon

sickened of envy and despair on seeing himself thus the directions which these branches take. When the

exrelled , and, in his native city, bis best works Rhine reaches Holland, at a place between Eminerich

eclipeed by a young rival. Vasari tells this story as and Arnheim , it becomes divided into two. The

a tradition of his own time, but it rests onno other greater inass takes a westerly direction ,and, under the

evidence,† and is so contrary to all we know of the
name of the Waal, pursues its way towards the sea .

gentle and generous spirit of Francia, and so incon- After passing Nimeguenit receives the waters of the

sistent withthe sentiments which for many years he Meuse, or the Maas,and then spreads out into an in

had cherished and avowed for Raphael , that we may I ternal sea, called Holland's Diep ; whence it passes by

set it aside as unworthy of all belief. The date of Dort and Rotterdam . The northern branch of the

Francia's death has been a matter of dispute, but it Rhine
becomes split into manyminor branches, one of

appears certain from state documentslately discovered whichpasses byZutphen into the Zuydersee ; another

at Bologna, that he died Master ofthe Mint in that joins theMeuse near Rotterdam ; and a third, forming

city, on the 6th of January, 1517, being then in bis the most important part,proceeds onward to Utrecht.

sixty-eighth year. His son Giacomo became an esteemed Here another subdivision occurs : one sub-branch,

painter in his father's style : in the Berlin Gallery called the Amstel,flows from Utrecht through Am

ibere are six pictures by his hand ; and one by.Giulio sterdam to the Zuydersee ; while the other, which still

Francia, a cousin and pupil of the elder Francia. retains the name of the Rhine, once more suffers a

subdivision, the northern branch flowing into the Lake

THE DYKES AND CANALS OF HOLLAND .
of Haarlem, and the other Aows into the sea at Kat

wyk . Thus the noble river becomes split into a

The proverbial industry of the Dutch has been in system of arteries percolating the country in all direc

great measure brought forth by the extraordinary tions, and feeding the inland lakes.

position wbich their country occupies with respect to It is supposed that the great northerly branch of

the sea, and the consequent necessity of cutting canals the Rhineoriginally flowed into the Lake of Haarlem ,

and building dykes to regulate the exit of rivers and and thence past Amsterdam into the Zuydersee ; and

the exclusion of the sea. that the western course into the German Ocean is an

Holland is one continuous plain , having nothing like artificial cutting. But whether or not the channel of

a mountain in it , exhibiting only along the shore a Katwyk was a natural one, it is recorded that this

range of low sand -hills, occasionally broken to admit channel becaine choked up in the year 841, by sand

ibe exit of therivers. Smmediately behind these low being driven directly across its mouth. After that, the

hills is a tract of country so little elevated , that the great- northern branch of the river flowed past Leyden into

est precautions have to be made to prevent the irrup- Haarlem Lake. Within a few years, however, a canal

tion of the sea . It also results from the position of this has been cut to Katwyk, small as to actual length, but

* This drawing is said to exist in the collection of the Arch- exhibiting very extensive works; the object of which

duke Charles at Viema. See Passavant. is to maintain a western outlet for the Rhine without

† His expression is, “ mine alcuni credions (as some believe) ". | flowing into Haarlem Lake. The author of the

G 2
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• Family Tour in South Holland,' after speaking of out as theonly spot foran effectual system of drainage.

the various branches of the Rhine, describes the Kat- From that time repeated plans were formed by en

wyk branch as follows : gineers for making a good outlet at Katwyk, and in

“ The province of Holland in general, however, and most of these the draining of Haarlem Lake was in

the district of Rhinland in particular, are most deeply cluded as one of the operations . At length , in 1804, a

concerned in the smallest or Leyden branch, as by the plan was finally agreed on by the government for the

proper management of this stream only is that part construction of the canal, which was completed in

of the country preserved from one sweeping inunda- 1807, after many difficulties had been encountered.

tion . The main works for this purpose are at Katwyk, The canal is described as consisting mainly of two

where, by very simple but effectual contrivances of parts, one from Leyden to the sand-banks, and the

flood -gates, the waters of the Rhine are let out into other from the sand-banks to the sea. The levels are

the sea, and those of the sea shut out from the land . so planned that the canal may be made the means of

The distance from Leyden is about ten miles, through partially emptying Haarlem Lake, as well as draining

five of which, nearest to the sea, a broad and deep Rhinland, for this bas always been one object in view.

canal has been cut, across which a triple set of double The Haarlem Lake, to which allusion is here made,

gates have been thrown, the first having two pair, the lies between Leyden and Amsterdam ; and as it is

second four pair, and the last seven pair, with stone not necessary to inland navigation, the ground which

piers of excellent masonry between them . Against it occupies would be much more valuable for cultiva

ihese last gates the tide rises twelve feet, and to take tion : hence the anxiety of the Dutch to drain it. The

off the pressure, an equal depth is preserved in the lake ns a little to the north - east of Leyden, and

great dam within them. When the Rhine has accu passes northward to the town of Haarlem , where a

mulated behind the other gates to a certain height, contraction of the width separates it by a strait from a

the whole of the gates are thrown open at low-water, sort of narrow lake or broad river called the Y, the

the rush of which completely scours the passage of Ye, the Tai, or the Tye ( for it is spelt in all those dif

sand , which, before the adoption of these gates, used ferent ways) . The Y proceeds eastward for a short

constantly to choke up the channel of the Rhine; and distance, passes Ainsterdam , and falls into theZuyder

the waters, thus impeded, frequently inundated the see, a large but shallow sea which opens into the

country, and had more than once threatened Leyden German Ocean near Texel. There seems good reason

with destruction. It has been calculated that these to believe that all these inland seas were produced in

seven gaies, when thrown open , are capable of dis- some way or other by the Rhine, and thatthey may in

charging a volume of water not less than one hundred fact be deemed one of its mouths. The writer whom

thousa ad cubic feet in a second of time.” From this we have before quoted remarks :- “ A great part of

description it would appear that the level of the water Friesland and Rhinland is still a turbary (or peat

in the Rhine near Katwyk is lower than high-water moss), and so are the shores of the Zuydersee (or Zuyder.

level, but higher than low-water level in the sea. z.ee, as it is often spelt). One may easily imagine

Further details concerning the Katwyk Canal were that when once this light and spongy kind of earth

given in a paper read before the Institute of Civil was lifted up by the water underneath, the recoil of

Engineers a year or two ago. From this paper it ap- the waves of the sea on one side, and the impeded cur.

pears that the district called Rhinland, between rent of the river acting upon it, would easily carry off

Leyden and the sea, was six centuries ago about on a whole masses into the ocean . "

level with the medium tide in the open sea ; and that Within the last few years paragraphs have occasion .

each polder,' or cultivated spot, was separately pro- ally found their way into the public journals respecting

tected from the spring-tides by an embankment the preparation for draining the Lake of Haarlem.

Since that period a change is said to have occurred in Although the canal of Katwyk was in part intended to

the relative levels of the Rhinland and the surround effect this object, it would appear, from more recent

ing waters, rither by the sinking of the land or the proceedings, that this result has not yet been obtained.

elevation of the sea, whereby the Zuydersee is above It is one consequence of the extreme shallowness of

the level of the Rhinland district. A consequence of Haarlem Lake and the Zuydersee, that ships cannot

this is that the northern branch of the Rhine and the navigate them with safety for the purposes of com

Zuydersee itself have such a tendency to overflow the merce; and hence à canal ofmagnificent dimensions

land, that water-machines moved by windinills are has been constructed for effecting that which we might

everywhere in request for draining the land. The from a glance at a inap think that these twoseas would

district of Rhinland contains about 317,500 English effect. In order to get from Amsterdam to the Ger

acres, of which 137,077 are occupied by polders, or dis- man Ocean by sea, a ship must go a little eastward to

tricts ein banked .and drained by windmills ; 38,155 by the Zuydersee, thence northward, nearly to the ex

lakes and peat-boys already laid dry ; 81,575 by higher tremity of that sea, and thence past the island of Texel

land and sand-banks, and 60,692 by lakes, canals, into the sea . But it happens that the water of this

ditches, & c. The drainage of this district is effected sea is so shallow near Ainsterdam , that heavily laden

by two hundred and sixty -eight windmills, working ships cannot approach the city. Hence the Grand

scoop -wheels, or Archimedean screws. Ever since the Ship Canal was projected about twenty years ago, and

choking up of the Katwyk mouth by sand six cen- forms one of the finest specimens of canal engineering.

turies ago, atteinpts have been from tiine to time The object of this is to connect Amsterdam with the

made to form an outlet for the waters. By about the open sea without going into the Zuydersee at all ; and

year 1400 the repairs of the embankments had be- as ships of large size were to be accommodated , the

come so expensive, that the landowners abandoned dimensions of the canal are of most unusual magni

their estates rather than pay the cost of preserving tude. It is fifty miles long, fifty -six feet wide at the

them . In 1573, when the city of Leyden was besieged bottom, a hundred and twenty-four at the top, and

by the Spaniards, every attempt was made to cause an twenty feet deep. It is supplied with water from the

influx of the waters, as a means of annoying the in- sea at high tide, and is provided with two tide-locks at

vading army ; but this project was dearly purchased, the ends, two sluices with flood - gates, and eighteen

for the expense of afterwards renewing ihe works drawbridges. The dimensions are so great that two

would have been so great, that matters were left as frigates can pass each other in the canal. The canal

they were for a long period. In 1627 attention was terminates northward at the southernmost margin of

again directed to the subject, and Katwyk was pointed the mouth of the Zuyderseo.
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[ Anglo -Saxon Coffin and Grave.Clothes . From a Picture of the Raising of Lazarus, in Cotton MS.)

USAGES BEFORE INTERMENT AND FUNE- beenobserved of his former Reports, it also is “ admir
administrative ability which it displays, and, as has

REAL CEREMONIES.

able in all respects for excellence of composition,

One of our finest old writers (Jeremy Taylor, in his soundness of judgment, and all that indicates the pos

· Holy Dying'), speaking of the duties of the living in session of every species of talent." *

respect to the dead, observes : — “ When thou hast wept Passing by for the present the ample evidence in

awhile, compose the body to burial; whichthat it be the Report 'relative to the bad effects of interments

done gravely , decently, and charitably, we have the within large towns, we come to the section devoted to

example of all nations to engageus, and of all ages of an account of the injuries to the health of survivors

the world to warrant; so that it is against common occasioned by the delay of interments, and which, un

honesty and public fame and reputation not to do this less the practice were altered, would exist, if burial

office . Something is to be given to custom , were entirely prohibited amidst the dwellings ofthe

something to fame, to nature and to civilities, and to living. Taking London, for example, it is found that

the honour of deceased friends ; for that man is es a large proportion of the labouring classes have butą

teemed to die miserable for whom no friend or rela- single room : “ it is their bed-room , their kitchen , their

tion sheds a tear or pays a solemn sigh . washhouse, their sitting-room , their dining -room ; and

What we do to the dead, or to the living for their when they do not follow any out-door occupation, it is

sakes, is gratitude,and virtue for virtue's sake, and the frequently their work-room and their shop. In this

noblest portion of humanity.” Another of our old one room they are born, and live, and sleep, and die

writers (Hooker), in reference to the same subject, re- amidst other inmates.” Mr. Liddle, the medical officer

marks that all men have accounted it " a very extreme of a district in Whitechapel inhabited by dock-la

destitution ” not to have paid to them , after death, at bourers , navigators,' bricklayers' labourers, and

least as much respect as is mentioned in the burial of the others of the working classes, thus describes the situa

widow's son, “ the carrying him forth upon a bier and tion of one of these families on the occurrence of a

accompanying him to the earth .". Whatever tendsto death • - " Thecorpse is kept in the room wherethe

lessen the reverentialregard for the dead, so natural to inmates sleep and have their meals. Sometimes the

every person of right feeling, and spoken of so elo- corpse iş stretched on the bed, and the bed and

quently by the great writers above quoted , is a matter clothes are taken off, and the wife and family lie

which concerns the public morality, and as such calls on the floor. Sometimes a board is got, on which the

for the interference of the legislator : it is a symptom of corpse is stretched, and that is sustained on tressels or

brutishness and ignorance which cannot be too soon on chairs. Sometimes it is stretched out on chairs.

eradicated . These and other fearful results of bad When children , they are frequently laid out on the

social arrangements, which bave latterly forced them- table. The poor Irish, if they can afford it , form a

selves upon public attention, or been all at once dragged canopy of white calico over the corpse, and buy candles

into the light of day, while no one was dreaming of to burn by it, and place a black cross at the head

their existence, are of the utmost concern to the com- of the corpse. Sunday is the day usually chosen for
mon welfare . A Report by Mr. Chadwick, on the the day of burial ; but if a man die on the Wed

Practice ofInterment in Large Towns,' leadsus to nesday, the burial willnot take place till the Sunday

believe that a callous indifference and want of respect week following. ” The practice of late interments seems

for the dead has already made great progress; but the to be general amongst every class in the metropolis.

first step towards its correction is a knowledge of its In the north of England, and in the ruraldistricts gene

existence, the extent to which it prevails, and the cir- rally, the time between dissolution and burial is much

cumstances in which it originates. The present, like shorter. An undertaker residing in the Whitechapel

all Mr. Chadwick’s Reports, is remarkable for the * Lord Brougham
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room .

district states that sometimes the remains of the dead / ventible or removeable, are those which the present

are kept three weeks, all the ordinary occupations of inquiry brings to light. Disrespect for the human

a family going on the whole time in the same single form under suffering, indifference or carelessness at

Theconsequences are too shocking and revolt- death — or at that destruction which follows as an

ing for publication in a work intended for general effect of suffering — is rarely found amongst the un

readers. While the widow is out making arrange- educated, unconnected with a callousness to others

ments for the funeral, the children are commonly left pain , and a recklessness about life itself. A known

alone with the corpse. There can be no doubt what effect on uneducated survivors of the frequency of

ever as to the propriety of burial beyond the limits death amongst youth or persons in the vigour of life, is

of towns, but the effects of the practice of retaining the to create a reckless avidity for immediale enjoyment.

bodies so long before interment are spoken of by Some examples of the demoralization attendant on

medical witnesses as far more pernicious. Instances such circumstances cannot but be apparent in the

are given whereone member of a family after another course of this inquiry into other practices connected

Jias been hurried to an untimely grave in consequence with interment.”

of exposure to the miasroa ofdecomposition in a A clergyman, who testifies from personal knowledge

highly concentrated form . Where a death occurs, the to the justness of Mr. Chadwick's views on the present

survivors, exhausted in body by watching, and depressed practice relating to the interment of the dead amongst

by grief, are peculiarly susceptible of disease . ihe labouring classes, remarks :- " With the upper

Mr. Chadwick shows that of the deaths which take classes a corpse excites feelings ofawe and respect ;

place in the metropolis, more than one-half are the with the lower orders, in these districts (a wretchedly

deaths of the labouring classes , of whom four out of crowded parish ), it is often treated with as little cere

five families have each but one room . In the case , mony as the carcass in a butcher's shop . Nothing can

then , of upwards of 20,000 deaths annually in London, exceed their desire for an imposing funeral - nothing

there occurs the retention of the corpse amidst the fa- can surpass their efforts to obtain it; but the deceased's

mily in the shocking manner already described ; and remains share none of the reverence which this anx

of some 4000 deaths from epidemics in the metropolis, iety for the becoming burial would seem to indicate.

there is , besides the same distressing scene, peculiar The inconsistency is entirely, or at least a great part,
danger, and perhaps permanent injury to the sur to be attributed to a single circumstance - that the

vivors. The mental pain and moral evils generally body is never absent from their sight- eating, drink

attendant on the practice of the long retention of the ing, or sleeping, it is still by their side ; mixed up

body in the roomsin use, and amidst the living, is, if with all the ordinary functions of daily life, till it be

possible, still more deplorable than the evils of phy- comes as familiar to them as when it lived and moved

sical contagion . Mr. Chadwick remarks :- " When in the family circle. From familiarity it is a short step

the dissolution has taken place under circumstances to desecration. The body, stretched out upon two

such as those described, it is not a few minutes' look chairs, is pulled about by the children , made to serve

after the last duties are performed, and the body is as a resting-place for any article that is in the way,

composed in death and left in repose, that is given to and is not seldom the hiding-place for thebeer-bottle or

this class of survivors, but the spectacle is protracted the gin if any visitor arrives inopportunely. Viewed as

hour after hour, through the day and niglit, and day an outrage upon human feeling, this is bad enough ;

after day, and night after night, thus aggravating the but who doesnot see that when the respect for the

mental pain under varied circumstances, and increas - dead, that is , for the human form in its most awful

ing the dangers of permanent bodily injury. The stage, is gone, the whole mass of social sympathies must

sufferings of the survivors, especially of the widow of be weakened - perhaps blighted and destroyed ? "

the labouring classes, are often protracted to a fatal Mr. Chadwick shows that the progress of this dread

extent. To the very young children , the greatest dan- ſul demoralization, which must otherwise go on with

ger is of infection in cases of death from contagious the increased crowding of an increasing population , is

and infectious disorders. To the elder children and capable of being stayed by legislative means, which

members of the family and inmates, the moral evil would extend a benign and elevating influence amongst

created by the retention of the body in their presence the survivors on the occurrence of a death in a family.

beyond the short time during which sorrow and de- The nature of the measures proposed must be noticed

pression of spirits may be said to be natural to them , at another time.

is , that familiarity soon succeeds and respect disap
pears. . . . The mental effects on the elder children or

members of the family , of the retention of the body in
ON POPPY-OIL AND OPIUM.

the living -room , day after day and during meal-times, That the exciting and destructive substance opium

til familiarity is induced,-retained,as the body should be derived from the same source as the bland

commonly is , during all this time in the soriles of dis- and useful poppy-oil, is only one among many similar

ease, the progress of change and decomposition dis- instances which the vegetable kingdom affords ; but it

figuring the remains and adding disgust to familiarity, is not on that account less worthy of our notice.

-are attested to be of the most demoralizing cha- What opium is , and what are the extraordinary effects

racter. "
which it produces on the human frame, have been

Mr. Chadwick points out the influence of these cir- sufficiently noticed in No. 162; what are the com

cumstances on the character : - “ Astonishment is fre- mercial and political circumstances connected with the

quently excited by the cases which abound in our smuggling of opium from India into China have been

penal records indicative of the prevalence of habits of glanced at in No. 509, and are repeatedly coming

savage brutality and carelessness of life amongst the under public notice in some quarter or other ; but the

labouring population ; but crimes, like sores, will connection between opium and poppy-oil as the pro

commonly be found to be the result of other influ- duce of the same piant forms a different subject .

ences than are externally manifest ; and the reasons Mr. J. Young, in apaper on poppy-oil , in one of the

for such astonishment will be diminished in proportion scientific journals a few years ago, states that the cul

as those circumstances are examined which influence tivation of the poppy for the benefit of its oil as an

the minds and habits of the population more power- article of food andfor other useful purposes, has been

fully than precepis or book-education . Among those long carried on to a great extent in France, Germany,

demoralizing circumstances which appear to be pre- and the Netherlands. Although it was long since
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known that the seed of the poppy and the oil obtained the oil of Provence, which on account of its purity,

from it do not possess narcotic properties,and that it mildness, and fine flavour is celebrated all over

was baked into cakes and used as an article of food by Europe, is exported to Italy in large quantities, and

the ancients, yet there has beenmuch contention re was formerly exported to many distant countries ; but

specting the propriety of using it. In France, about since the hard winters of 1789 and the following years,

the beginning of the seventeenth century, the opposi- so many olive-trees have been frozen, and during the

tion to the general use of poppy-oil as an article of Revolution so few planted, that Aix (which was the

food became so violent, that thelieutenant -general of principal .seat of its traffic) has now entirely lost its

the police of Paris ordered the medical faculty of that first and most lucrative branch of commerce . Tliese

city to make the strictest examination concerning this circumstances have greatly tended to increase the use

point; and they reported, that as there is nothing of poppy-oil.

narcotic or prejudicial to health in the oil , the use of The mode of culture and preparationof the poppy

it might be permitted . But this decision proved to depends on the purpose to which it is to be applied , or

be unsatisfactory ; and popular clamour determined the part of the plant which is to be brought to use.

the court to pass a decree, in the year 1718, prohibiting | The opium is a milky juice obtained by incision ; the

the sale of poppy-oil, whether mixed or unmixed . The oil is expressed from the seeds contained in thecap

sale of the article, however, wasclandestinely encou- sule ; while the capsule itself - the globular shell io

raged, and gradually increased until the year 1735, which the name of “ poppy-head ” is frequently ap

when the court issued a severer decree, enjoining the plied—is extensively used in medicine.

superintendents to mix a certain quantity of the ex The routine of proceedings in the province of

tract of turpentine with every cask containing eleven Bahar in India, where opium is the chief product re

hundred pounds weight of this oil, probably with a quired, has been thus described :—The field being well

view to check its supposed injurious effects. prepared by the plough and harrow , and reduced to

in the year just named the consumption of this oil an exact level superficies, is then divided into qua

in Paris alone amounted to ten thousand casks ; but drangular areas of seven feet long and five feet in

as the secret demand for it increased every year till breadth, leaving two feet of interval , which is raised

1773, a Society of Agriculture, in the last-named year, five or six inches, and excavated into an aqueduct for

undertook to examine all that had been alleged for and conveying water into every area ; for which purpose

against the general use of this oil . Experiments were there is a well prepared in every cultivated field. The

repeated in the presence of the most distinguished seeds are sown in October or November. The plants

chemists ; and the Society presented a petition to the are allowed to grow six or eight inches distant from

minister of police, setting forth the great advantages each other, and are plentifully supplied with water.

that would accrue both to commerce and agriculture When the young plants are six or eight inches high ,

by reversing the prohibition . This society again made they are watered more sparingly ; but the cultivator

several experiments in the year 1776 , and finally con- strews all over the areas a nutrient compost of ashes,

firmed the decree of the faculty in 1717, declaring that dung, and nitrous earth scraped from ihe highways

the oil of poppies was not injurious to health ; that it and from old mud walls. When the plants are on the

did not contain a narcotic power, and that it might be point of flowering, they are watered profusely, to in

recommended to general use with the utmost safety . crease the juice . When the capsules are half grown ,

From that time the cultivation of the poppy has not no more water is given . The cultivators then begin

met with any formidable opposition , and has increased to collect the opium in the following manner :-At

to such a degree both in France and in the Nether- sunset they make two longitudinal double incisions

lands, that great quantities have been exported thence, upon each half-ripe capsule, passing from below up

independent of the quantity retained for home use ; wards, taking care not to penetrate into the interior

and in seasons of scarcity it has been found of the most cavity of the capsule . The incisions are repeated

essential service in all cases where the use of oil was every evening, until each capsule has received six or

required . In the northern parts of France it was used eight wounds :and after each incision the dews of the

by soapboilers as a substitute for other oils,which were succeeding night facilitate the exudation of the juice.

extremely dear ; and in some part of the Netherlands Care and selection are required in these operations ;

the oil-cakes are used as fattening food for cattle . for if the capsule be allowed to ripen too much , it will

Mr. Young observes : - " It is well known that maw- yield hardly any juice ; and if the incision were made

seed , obtained from a variety ofthe poppy, has long in the heat of the day, the exudation would not occur

been used in this country for feeding birds. I have a in a proper manner.

canary that has been fed upon white poppy-seeds for Early in each morning after an incision has been

manymonths ; and I supplied a person with this seed made, old women, boys, and girls collect the juice by

who breeds canary-birds for sale ; he gives them scraping it off the wounds with a small iron scoop, and

noibing else to eat, and observes that they thrive as deposit the whole in an earthen pot, where it is worked

well as when fed upon common seed . According to by the hand in open sunshine, until it acquires a

Dr. Alston , the poppy-secd is used as food in some thicker consistence. It is then formed into cakes of a

places, as well as the expressed oil, which he says is as globular shape, about four pounds in weight, and laid

innocent and wholesome as olive - oil . And Mr. Kerr in little earthen basins to be further dried, the cakes

relates that the seeds of the poppy are sold in the being covered over eitherwith tobacco leaves or with the

market and are reckoned delicious eating ; they are leaves of the poppy ; and there they are kept till dry .

used in emulsions,and enter into the cooling prescrip- These masses then constitute the opium of commerce.

tions of the Hindostan physicians. This is corrobo- The Indian opium is , as here described, sold in round

rated by Mr. A. W. Davis. According to bin,the ish masses, covered by leaves ; while the Turkish

seeds are valuable for the oil they contain ; and as an opium is in flatter pieces,also covered by leaves.

article of food are in great request with the natives; Such is the general inode of cultivating thepoppy in

and when used in this way the oil is scarcely to be India, where the opium , or inspissated juice ofthe cap

distinguished from olive -oil, which is often adulterated sule, is the chief object held in view. Where the culti

with it. I have seen large quantities of poppy-seed vation of this plant , as in Europe, is directed more to

exposed for sale in the bazaar of Calcutta. We are the production of seeds for oil than to that of opium ,

told, by Mr. C. A. Fisher, in his · Letters written the arrangements, as described by Mr. Young, are

during a Journey to Montpellier in the year 1804 ,' that nearly as follows:
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Mr. Youngstates that he made an experiment to The medicinal uses of the plant are very numerous.

determine which is the best mode of sowing the seed. The capsules, or poppy -heads, are frequently used to

He adopted three differentmodes: in the first of which form an extract, anda decoction which is employed as

he sowed broad-cast, upon beds three feet wide, with a fomentation. The syrup of poppies is a medicine

an alley between ,and thinned out to the distance of very muchemployed ; and there are many others, such

four or five inches; in the second instance he sowed as Godfrey's Cordial and soothing ' medicines, whose

in beds three feet wide, in rows — six rows to a bed, chief object is to lull the sense of pain , in which the

and six inches between the plants ; in the third in- narcotic principle of the plant is brought into action .

stance he sowed on the spaces between rows of early But the mode in which medicines of this kind are

potatoes, four feet wide, with two rows of pop- often made and used has been proved to be very mis

pies in each space , twelve inches between the rows of chievous, sufficient care not being observed in appor

poppies, eight inches between the poppyplants, and tioning the strength of the medicine to the strength of

three feet between each double row of poppies, occu- the patient. Forthis reason , among others, it is rather

pied by one row of early potatoes. In the first method a dangerous domestic 'medicine in any of its forms,

the seed produced only one capsule ; in the second, since it requires the skill of an experienced person to

two ; and in the last, from three to seven or eight. On determine when and how it may be safely used.

this point he observes : - “ The seed of the poppy

comes to maturity after the extraction of the opium ;

and when it is considered that it yields more than a
Rapid Manufacture of Honey .-- How much honey a swarm of

third part of its weightof vil, andthata cropofearly and goodness of the weather .If the swarm be very large, and
bees will gain in a day, depends on the largeness of the swarm ,

potatoes equal tothirty -six bolls per acre can be raised the weather very good, and they are no way disturbed bybreak

by the sameculture on the same space ofground,with ing down the ladders, they will gain twenty-eight pounds in

a crop of opium equal to fifty -six pounds, there is fourteen days, or little more. My father once bad a swarm of

scarcely any plan that can be devised which would bees, which had stood only seven days, and being desirous of

prove equally profitable to the cultivator, or more be- knowing how much they had gained , in heaving them up be

neficial io the community. One acre of poppies culti- broke down all their works. To prevent the honey from being

vated in wide drills will produce in a good season one lost, he tookthe comb, honey, and bees together into a brass pan .

thousand pounds ofseed,which will givebyexpression Afterstraining it off, besideswhat was lost,he had fourteen
three hundred and seventy - five pounds of oil.” pounds of clear maiden honey.-Cotton's Bee- Book.

After the opium harvest is over, the seeds are ready

for gathering about the end of August. This is done Machine at Tresávean Mine ( Cornwall). Thisis a machine

by drawing the entire plants out of the ground, bind- for facilitating the ascent and descent of miners, by which foar

ing a sufficient number together, andplacing them hundred and vinety persons are daily relieved from the arduous

against each other in themanner of corn -sheaves, labour of going by ladders to the depth of 290 fathoms, or 1740

letting the whole remain in the fields a few daysuntil feet , and of ascending by the same means: after eight hours of

perfectlydry. Thesheaves are then laid upon a large importance of this ingenious application of mechanical and steam
severe muscular exertion underground, every one must feel the

cloth, the capsules bruised, and the seeds taken out ;
powers. The engine employed is of thirty -six inches cylinder,

after which the seeds are passed through a sieve .
double acting, six feet stroke, equal beam . The outer end of the

As soon after the collection of the seed as may be beam is connected by a sweep -rod and crauk to a shaft on which

convenient, the oil is extracted from them ; for if this are fixed two small pinion wheels, which drive two others of five

be long delayed the oil yielded is smaller in quantity, times their diameter; thus the engine makes five strokes to one

inferior in quality, and badly coloured. The mill, the revolution of the large wheels. In one of the arms of each of the

press, and the bags are all used perfectly clean . The larger wheels, at a distance of six feet from the centre, is a pin ,

first oil is destined for the use of families, and this is to which a rod is connected ; each rod consequently makes a

cold-drawn, ' as any degree of warmth injures the fla- strokeof twelve feet at every revolution of the wheel. These

vour. After as much is extracted in this manner as rods, which are of Norway wood, eight inches square, are con

possible, a considerable quantity ofinferior quality is tinued to the depth above stated, and to these are attached plat
forms quite large enough for one person to stand on, at every six

obtained by heating the cakes and pressing them a
second time . The oil which is first procured is of a ing ofa round bar of iron three-quarters of an inch in diameter,

feet. Four feet above each platform there is a handle, consist

pale colour, ispeculiarly bland and soft
, and has a fla- and two feet long,fixed vertically in the rod , which is laidhold

vour approaching that of almond-oil . It is used for of by the personon his stepping from one platform to another,

salads and other domestic purposes, either alone or and by holding it he maintains his footing on the platform when

mixed with olive-oil . When olive oil is stale or rancid, the rods are in motion with perfect ease and safety. A man

it may be considerably improved by admixture with takes his stand on one of these platforms, and is at once lowered

recently made poppy -oil. The cold - drawn oil , for do or raised, as the case may be, twelve feet, when he steps to the

mestic use, is allowed to remain five or six weeks be- platform on the other rod, and immediately is carried over another

forebeingused, that it maydeposit in a sedimenta equal space. Thespeed of theengineis fifteen strokesper

kind of milky substance that is mixed with it. It is minute,by which each rod makes three strokes,ortravels thirty-six
feet. The rate of descending and ascending is therefore seventy

then poured into another vessel, and left partially ex
two feet in the minute. The time spent by the miner in climbing

posed to the air for a time.
from the depth of 1740 feet was upwards of an hour ; now, with

The second-drawn oil is of a deeper colour, and is outany more fatigue than be would have in making about one

applicable to all the purposes of the more common hundred and forty steps upon level ground, he is brought to the

oils, artists using the finer sorts of it as a drying oil . surface in twenty -four minutes, or carried to an equal depth .

It preserves the colour of some kinds of paint better This machine was erected by Mr. Michael Loam ,a Cornish

than the other oils, and is free from their disagreeable engineer ; butthe miners are principally indebted for it to the

smell. benevolent exertions of a few individuals, who, in the most noble

Holland was supplied with this oil for a considerable manner, offered, through oneofthe countyinstitutions, a pre

time froin France,and it was sold there underthe mium of5001,to the first mine which shouldadoptsomeplan

name of olive-oil,'or mixed with itin considerable for relieving theminersfrom climbing. From one hundred and

abundance. About the year 1799it wasstatedthatthe thirty to one hundredand forty men can descend, andthesame

poppywascultivatedin Holland solely for its oil and mineassures us, that not only has the health of themenbeen

number ascend, at the same time. The principal agent at the

oil-cake, which yielded a profit of about8l. sterling visibly improved since the introduction of themachine,but they

per acre, afterpaying expenses, the oil selling at from bave cheerfully completed one-fifth more work without an in.

five to six shillings per gallon. crease of wages. - Great Western ( Bristol) Advertiser.
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[ 1 , Papilio Machaon ; 2 , Apatura Iris ; 3, Hipparchia Megara ; 4, Vanessa Polychloros; 5, Vanessa Urtica ; 6, Vanessa Atalanta ; 7 , Vanessa lo .]

CURIOSITIES OF BRITISH NATURAL have observed , is formed for mastication and seizing. It

HISTORY consists of a labrum , or upper lip ; a labium , or under

lip ; two mandibles, or jaws; two maxillæ , or under
BUTTERFLIES . - No. II .

jaws ; and a tongue. To the maxillæ , or under jaws,

In our previous notice of the present group of are attached a pair of feelers called maxillary palpi;

insects we ventured upon a few observations relative and a similar are also attached to the labium , or under

to their caterpillar condition, and the changes through lip, and called labial palpi. Each of the parts enume

which they pass in their progress from the egg to a rated requires further explanation . The labrum , or

state of maturity. We may not unappropriately follow upper lip, is usually a movable organ terminating the

out the subjectby adverting to some points of interest face, so to speak, anteriorly, and its use appears to be

in the organization of the perfect butterfly. We need to keep the food in its proper place during theaction

scarcely say that, according to the nature of their food, of the mandibles upon it. The labium, or lower lip,

the structure of the mouth is expressly modified. No is opposed to the upper lip and serves a similar pur

one can fail to observe the great difference between pose ; acting conjointly with it. The labial palpi have

the mouth of the Beetle and the Butterfly : in the usually two joints,exclusive of their basal attachment,

former the mouth is mandibulate, that is, formed for and therefore consist of three portions, like the finger ;

gnawing and seizing; in the latter it is haustellate, they serve as feelers of the food . Between the upper

converted into a proboscis for suction . Yet in both, it and under lip are the two pairs of jaws, acting horizon

would appear that the same constituent parts exist, tally ; namely,the mandibles and maxillæ . The upper,

varied as they may be in shape and use.
or mandibles, are used for manducation . When viewed

In order to render the subjectclear, let us first ex- from above or beneath, they generally present a figure

plain the parts of a mandibulate mouth, which, as we more or less approaching to a triangle, but are exter

No. 761 .
VOL . XIII.-H
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nally convex , internally concave, ine concare surface | most minute barbs (like those along the plumelets of

being mostly furnished with serrated processes or of a feather) , they form an intermediate tube of a

teeth . Let our reader examine the mouth of one of square shape. Thus, then, we have three tubes, the

the beetle race, while reading these details . central leading to the gullet. This curious proboscis

As insects with the jaws formed on the principle when not in use is coiled up and concealed ; but it can

described vary in their food, so do these upper jaws be unfolded, and inserted into the nectary of the

vary in their details, as do the teeth of quadrupeds. flowers, the liquid honey contained therein being im

In some (the Cerambicidæ , Tenebrio, & c .) which bibed through the central tube, which, as we have

gnaw vegetable food , there is something in the form of said , leads to the gullet, or commencement of the

the upper jaws analogous to the incisor teeth of @sophagus.

Rodents, as ihe hare. As the butterfly cannot exhaust the air in this cen

In carnivorous insects, as Cicindela, Carabus, Sta- tral tube, as animals breathing through their lungs

philinus, the upper jaws remind us of the formidable would exhaust a pipe continued from the mouth, and

canines ofthe tiger, or the sharp beak of the falcon , so suck up liquid, we must necessarily suppose the

and are often arined with acute serrations or an array operation in the case of the butterfly to be performed

of spcar-like points. In some which feed upon liard in a very different way ; and it cannot be doubted that

vegetable matter the upper jaws are stout, short, and the lateral tubes, by the action of the spiral fibres

strong, and have a lobe at or near their base, and a surrounding them , have the power of producing a

broad crushing or grinding surface, reminding us of vacuum in the middle passage, so as to effect the rise

the molar teeth of the Ruminant or Pachydermatous of the nectar.

orders of quadrupeds. These filamentous maxillæ are developed at the ex

In some insects themandibles are destitute of tecth ; pense of the other parts of the mouth , which, though

in these cases, if the mandibles be long and sharp, the minute and undeveloped, may nevertheless be demon .

insect feeds upon soft animal substances, as worms; strated . These are, more or less rudimentary,mandi

but sometimes this sort of jaw is furnished with a bles, a labrum , a labium , and labial and maxillary

minute orifice near the apex, and in this case the in- palpi; the latter indeed are large, and easily distin

sect pierces its prey, and sucks the juices through a guishable, in the form of two plumose appendages, one

tube perforating the mandible itself. on each side of the base of the proboscis . How

Another modification is seen in the upper jaws of the different the leaf-cutting mouth of the voracious cater

stay-beetle (Lucanus Cervus) . The jaws are iinmense, pillar from the nectar-sucking proboscis of the bright

and resemble the antlers of the stag . As this beetle winged butterfly. The one, like the phytophagous

is not carnivorous (as might be presumed from such beetle , is furnished with hard horny jaws, formed for

a structure ), and as the jaws are equally unfitted for the crushing the substance of plants and herbage ; in the

mastication of vegetable matter, the question arises- other, by a marvellous change, we find a slender,

to what are they adapted ? It has been suggested to tubular, elongated proboscis, fitted only for robbing

us by a naturalist who has studied the habits of this the flowers of their honeyed treasures.

species, that these mandibles are used for piercing and From these preliminary remarks, we pass to the

lacerating leaves and twigs, thereby causing a flow of species figured at the head of this article .

sap, upon which the beetle habitually feeds. 1. The Swallow -tail Butterfly (Papilio Machaon) .

We next come to the under jaws, or maxillæ, which This beautiful species, though by no means so rare as

are placed beneath the mandibles, and move nearly its ally the P. Podalirius (which indeed can scarcely be

parallel to them . Exclusive of the maxillary palpus, or called a British butterfly), is yet by no means generally

feeler, they consist each of an upper lobe composed of abundant. It has never been observed in Scotland,

two or three joints ,and a lower lobe or division , the true and seldom in the northern counties of England . In

under jaw , which is generally sharp, somewhat resem- Cambridgeshire it is stated to be tolerably common

bling the mandible, but furnished with numerousspires within the fenny districts, and ithas been observed in

or bristles on its internal aspect. These parts vary Sussex, Essex, Hampshire , Middlesex, and Kent. On

greatly in different groups ; but the maxillary palpus the Continent it is not unfrequent, and is abundant in

is seldom wanting. The upper lobe, or section between Syria and Egypt, as well as in several parts of France,

the palpus and the true under jaw, is frequently absent Italy, &c. It does not appear on the wing in our

or rudiinentary. The under jaws appear to be used island till the beginning of June. We believe that it

principally for turning the food about while the man- has not hitherto been noticed in Ireland.

dibles are at work uponit.
Of all our indigenous butterflies this is the largest ;

The tongue ( lingua) is situated within the labium , the female , which, as usual, exceeds the male in size,

or under lip , and sometimes emerges from it ; in many not unfrequently measuring three inches and a half in

cases it constitutes an organ for collecting food , which expanse of wings. Its flight is powerful. The general

it transmits to the gullet. In these instances it is colour of the wings is black, powdered with yello :v,

peculiarly modified and developed . and relieved by bold yellow markings, which colour

So far have we described a mandibulate mouth, as indeed is spread over the basal balf ofthe hinder wings.

we find it in beetles ; but let us turn to the haustellate From the posterior margin of these projects an acute

month of the butterfly, and great will be our astonish- slip, which may be compared to the outer tail-feathers

ment at the difference. of the swallow , and at each inner corner is an ocel

In this reveller among flowers, the honey of which lated spot of red , with an anterior crescent of light

it sucks from the nectary , the maxillæ , or lower jaws, blue ; the whole nearly surrounded by a ring of black.

are most wonderfully modified — they are no longer The body is black , covered with yellow hairs, which

liard pincers, but form slender elongated tubes, and form a conspicuous line on each side of the thorax .

together constitute a long slender proboscis, resembling The caterpillar is of moderate size, smooth, of

the fine tendril of a vine. Each maxilla is lengthened greenish colour, cach segment being banded with a

into a long annulated cartilaginous filament, governed black line spotted with red . Umbelliferous plants,

by two layers of spiral muscular fibres, and is more as fennel, carroi , &c. , constitute its food ; in some dis :

over hollowed longitudinally. The sides which oppose tricts in France where it is abundant, it is notorious for

each other are channelled like a split reed , sú that the ravages it makes on the latter vegetable .

when the edges of each tubular filament are put 2. The Purple Emperor, or Jlighfiyer Apatura

together, and interlocked by means of a inultitude of Iris).
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I : is only in the oak -woods of the more southern | very young, in the branches of various trees, as the

counties of our island that this splendid butterfly ap. willow, elm , and cherry, for their protection , but dis

pears, and that not in abundance ; it has been styled perse after they have once or twice changed their

* the purple emperor of the British oak ; ' and if skin .

beauty, strength of wing, fearlessness, and a lofty, The Great Tortoiseshell Butterfly is closely related

bold , and vigorous flight entitle it to pre -eminence, it to the Small Tortoiseshell (V. Urticæ ) , one of the most

certainly stands at the head of our native butterflies. common of our British species, and of which the cater

It seldorn makes its appearance before the month of pillar, of a blackish colour, with yellow stripes, is found

July, and may then be seen during the middle of the in abundance on the nettle .

day, while the sun glows with meridian effulgence, 5. The Small Tortoiseshell Butterfly (Vanessa Ur

soaring on rapid wings high over the summits of the ticæ) . A description of this butterfly ,to which we have

tallest oaks, on the topmost twigs of which it settles just alluded, and which is so common and so well

for repose towards the approach of evening . No known, is scarcely necessary. It is abundant not only

species of butterfly is captured with so much difficulty in England, but on the adjoining continent, and is con

a net at the end of a rod thirty feet long being neces- spicuous for its beauty and the lightness with which

sary for the chase ), unless indeed it should chance to it flits from flower to flower. Two broods occur every

setile on the ground , when it perunits the closest ap- year -- one early in spring, the other in autumn. It

proach. This, however , is a rare occurrence ; on the closely resembles the preceding species, but is much

contrary, it often mounts beyond the power of eye- smaller, and has the base of the hinder wings black .

sight. This account refers more particularly to the Every nettle-bed abounds with its caterpillars, which

males, for the females are far more rarely seen on the are spiny .

wing, but keep to the tops of the oaks, and con In Italy this butterfly continues on the wing during

sequently are far less frequently captured than the the winter, in fine weather; and in our island numbeis,

other sex. as it would appear, pass that scason in a torpid con

The wings of this species are firm in texture ; their dition, issuing from their retreats in February or March,

general colour above is dark brown, changing in cer- when the sun breaks forth cheerfully, soon perhaps to

tain lights into rich purplish blue of metallic lustre, be be-clouded . Hence the expression of Linnæus

and relieved by marks of white . On the hinder wings respecting this species- “ fallax veris indicium ” (a

near the inner angle is a small black spot surrounded deceitful harbinger of spring).

by red ; under surface of wings rust brown, varied 6. The Red Admiral ( Vanessa Atalanta ) . Beauti

with white and black ; an ocellated spot on both . The ful is this butterfly, with its velvet-black wings broadly

raterpillar is pale green , with horns reddish at the tip. banded with red , and relieved by white and blue. In

It feeds on the oak, willow , and ash . all parts of our island it is very common ,aswell as over

3. The Orange Argus, or Wall Butterfly (Hipparchia Europe, and the districts of Africa bordering the Me

Megæra ). diterranean ; it is also found in the United States of

This butterfly is by no means uncommon, and is America. This insect, says the clever writer of the

very generally spread, appearing from May to August ; 1 : Journal of a Naturalist,' rarely “ appears until late

it flits lightly and rapidly from one resting place to in September, and then so fresh and perfect in its

another, expanding its wings to the sun. plumage as to manifest its recent production from

The fore-wings are orange-yellow , inclining to the chrysalis. In some years they abound , and one

brown, marbled and banded along the edges with dark may see twenty of these beautiful creatures expanding

brown. Near the outer angle an ocellated spot of and closing their brilliant wings under the fruit -trees

white with a black ring. Hinder wings with a row of on our walls, or basking on the disc of some autumnal

spots , from three to five in number, in a crescentic flower.” “ Many of our butterflies are produced by

line near the outer margin ; the edge banded with successive batches supplying the places of those which

brown. The caterpillar is hairy, of a light green , a have been destroyed, and here it is difficult to mark

wbitish line running along each side. the duration of an individual; others, as the Nettle,

4. The Great Tortoiseshell Butterfly ( Vanessa poly- Peacock , and Wood- Tortoise, in many instancessurvive
chloros ). the winter hidden in some recess or sheltered apart

It is principally in the southern counties of our ment, appearing in spring - time worn and shabby. But

island that this butterfly makes its appearance, and V. Atalanta appears only in the autumn, not as a pre

usually about the middle of July. On the Continent served creature, but as a recent production ; and hence
it is conimon, more particularly in the more southern we can ascertain the duration of its life to be com

districts. It is rapid on the wing, and often settles on prised only within the period of September to the end

dry pathways and the trunks of trees, delighting in the of October ; by which timeits food in our gardens has

fervent rays of the sun . The wings are angulated, disappeared . Some sheltered wall garnished with the

and often measure upwards of two inches and a half in bloom of ivy may prolong its existence a little longer,

extent ; their colour above is dark orange -red, with a but the cold and dampness of the season soon destroy

narrow vandyked edging of blue, and a second of it, and hence is the life of this creature, the most beau

black ; the fore -wings are marked anteriorly with ab- tiful of our lepidopterous tribes, of very brief dura

breviated bands of black, and spots of the same colour tion.

about the centre ; the hinder wings have a large spot The caterpillar of the red admiral (or Admirable of

of black near the middle of the anterior margin. On some writers ) is solitary, spinous, and greenish , with a

the under side the basal half of the wings is dark lateral line of yellow spots. It feeds on the nettle, and

brown , the remainder yellowish grey finely marked draws the leaf close round it to protect it both from

with undulating lines ofbrown, and an obscure row of the weather and the ichneumon fly : when the leaf is

bluish crescents towards the tip. On the anterior exhausted, it changes its skin , shifts to another, and

wings three pale spots are observable near the webs that together as before. When it has grown so

fore-margin, and one near the middle of the hinder large that one leaf will not cover and feed it , it creeps

pair. to the top of the nettle, webbing up the leaves , within

The caterpillar of this species is gregarious, spiny, which it lies feeding till the time for assuming the

and of a brownish tint , with a lateral stripe of orange; chrysalis state draws nigh. In August it fastens itself

the spines are slightly branched and yellowish. Col- by the tail within the web under the nettle - tops, changes

lected in groups, the caterpillars weave webs, while to a chrysalis, and in fourteen days emerges a perfect

1 2
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butterfly, known by the broad scarlet band across the now and then to sun its wings,and again starting off on

anterior wings, and the broad red border of the hinder its aërial excursion . The caterpillars are found on

wings. the nettle, and are gregarious ; they are beset with

7. The Peacock’s-Eye ( Vanessa Io) . The colour of spines, and are of a black colour with white spots, and

this well -known species is deep brownish red inclining the hinder legsferruginous. They enclose themselves

to purple, with a large eyelike spot on each wing in a web , drawing the leaves close around them , and

above : beneath (as in the figure ) the wings are dark having changed their skin, remove to another quarter,

shining brown , traversed by fine undulating lines of and again form a new domicile ; and so on till nearly

black .
ready to assuine the chrysalis state ; they then forsake

In the south and midland counties of England this the web, and feed separately : the chrysalis is greenish

beautiful species is very common,but it is more rare yellow , with ten dents, and bifid behind. In about

in the north, and seldom seen in Scotland . It usually three weeks the butterfly issues forth, disporting amidst

appears in July, flitting about hedgerows,along shaded the flowers of our meads and woodlands.

lanes, and about the borders of copses, alighting every

29

[ Procession of Freemasons Orphans at Freemusons' Hall . - From Stuthard .]

ANCIENT AND MODERN CHARITIES.
very numerous, but frequently assumean air of exclu

siveness that is more curious than really objectionable

THERE are some curious matters connected with cha- Thus we have institutions for the orphans of Clergy

ritable bequests which are deserving of notice, in some men, for those of natives of Wiltshire, Westmoreland,

cases for the oddness of the bequest itself, and in others Yorkshire, and perhaps some other counties, for those

as illustrative of ancient manners or customs, or as of bakers, publicans, &c. , and for those of Freemasons,

explanatory of obsolete or local appellations. We of which the exhibition of the children at the annual

shall mention a few of these ; but it may be previously dinner is represented above.

worth while to state, that, according to the last Report Some bequests made for the advantage of the public

of the Charity Commissioners, the present amount in particular places have become obsolete in conse

of income arising from charities in England and quence of modern improvements. For example, John

Wales is 1,209,3951., a large sum , the greater part of Wardall, in 1656, left a tenement to the Grocers'

which is applied to the endowment of almshouses for Company in London, for the purpose of making a

the lodging and maintenance of the aged or infirm yearly payment of 41. to the churchwardens of St.

poor, or for stated distributions of money, clothing, or Botolph's,Billingsgate, in order to provide a lantern

food to those who are in want of such assistance in of iron and glass, with a candle, that passengers might

particular districts. Theincome arising from bequests go with more security to and from the water -side all

for purposes of education amounts to 312,5441., of night long. The lantern was to be fixed at the north

which the income of endowed grammar -schools is east corner of the church of St. Botolph, and 20s. was

152,0471., of schools not classical 141,3851., and of to be paid to the sexton for taking care of the lantern .

bequests for general purposes of education 19,1121. For a similar purpose John Cooke, in 1662, left 20s. a

In addition to the above sums, the amount raised for year for a lantern, with a candle which was to be " of

somewhat similar purposes by voluntarycontribution eight in the pound at least,” to be hungout at the

is very large . InLondon alone, the establishments for corner of St. Michael's Lane, next Thames Street, from

the education and support of orphan children , one of nine o'clock at night to fouror five in the morning.

the most unexceptionable forms of benevolence, are In the parish of Biddenham , in Bedfordshire, there
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is an ancient annual payment of 5l. outof an estate | scene of confusion and riot took place. The cock -fight

formerly belonging to the family of Boteler, which and the payment of the cock -pennywere both abolished

has since become the property of Viscount Hampden . when the rentof the school-land increased so as to af

The sum is regularly paid on St. Thomas's Day to the ford a sufficient remuneration to the master without

overseers of the poor, and is applicable by the terms of such payment.

the original gift,or by long -established usage, to the The danger of losing themselves, to which travellers

purchase of a bull, which is killed, and the Aesh dis- were formerly exposed from the want of good roads,

tributed among the poor of the parish . For many even in the neighbourhood of a large town li Oxford,

years past theannualfund being 'insufficient to pur- is shown by John Cary's bequest of 10s, to the corpora

chase à bull, the deficiency has been made good out tion of NewWoodstock to be paid on Lady-day yearly

of the rents of land which belonged to Mrs. Elizabeth to the clerk or sexton of the town, or such other person

Boteler, and which she left for charitableuses to the poor as should be appointed to ring at night the eight

of Biddenham parish . , Some years ago it was proposed o'clock bell, for the guidance and direction of travel

by the vicar that the 51. a year should be laid out in lers; and in case they should refuse or neglect to ring

buying meat, but the poor insisted on having their the bell in manner aforesaid, then the said 10s. should

bull, and theusage is accordinglykept up. The price cease to be paid to the mayor and commonalty, and

of the bull has varied of late years from 91. to 141. should remain to the use of John Cary, his heirs, and

The churchwardens, overseers, and principal inhabit- assigns, till some person should be appointed to ring

ants assist at the distribution of the meat, the larger the said bell whoshould duly ring it.

portions being given to those who have the largest There lived at Barnes in Surrey, one Edward Rose, who

families. died on the 18th of December, 1652 : in order to perpe

Lysons, in his ' Environsof London ,' vol. iii., p. 341, tuate the odourof that sweetname of Rose, after direct

speaking of some lands which were bequeathedby two ing his bodyto be buried in the churchyardof Barnes, he

maiden gentlewomen to the parish ofPaddington, for bequeathed 51. for making aframe or partition of wood

the purchase of bread, cheese, and beer, to be dis- in the churchyard where he had appointed his burying

*ributed among the inhabitants on the Sunday before place, and ordered three rose-trees or more to be set

Christmas Day, states, that they are now let for 211. or planted about the place where he should be so in

per annum, and that “the bread was formerly thrown terred. He then bequeathed 201. to be laid out in the

from thechurch -steeple to be scrambled for, and part purchase of an acre of land for the use of the poor of

of it is still distributed in that way.” the parish of Barnes ; but at the same time stipulated

In the township of Setmurthy, in Cumberland, the thatout ofthe proceeds of this acre of land , his rose

maintenance of the schoolmaster consisted chiefly of trees should be preserved, or others planted in their

his whittle- gait, as it was called, which means, that he places, from time to time, as they should decay. The

was entitled to use his knife ( for forks were not then rents are laid out in purchasing bread for the poor,

in use) at the tables of certain of the inhabitants of the but Rose's rose-trees seem to have been suffered to

parish or township . Whittle is an old English name die off.

for a knife. Chaucer, speaking of the Miller, says, Griffith Amerideth was anxious for the decent inter

" A Sheffield thwhytle bare he in his hose . ”
ment of the bodies of criminals who should be exe

cuted at Ringswell in Devonshire. Ringswell is

In the north of England the word is still in use, and situated near the village of Heavitree, and was the

whittling is synonymous with cutting. Twenty of the usual place of execution for criminals adjudged to

inhabitants of Setmurthy, in 1723, entered into an suffer death for offences committed in the county of

agreement to pay certain annual sums to the school- Devon or city of Exeter. Griffith Amerideth, by his

master, and to keep him a certain number of weeks will, dated January 3, 1556 , directed that the profits of

The total amount paid to him was 361., the his lands and tenements in Sidford, Silbury, and Sal

money payments being 36s. The whittle -gait, in its combe, being of the value of 38s. or thereabouts,

practical application ,haslong been given up, but the should bereceived by the mayorof the city ofExeter

amount was collected by the overseers from the owners and his successors, the profits to be bestowed for ever

of the several tenements which were liable according towards the buying of shrouds for prisoners which

to the agreement, and was paid over to the school should suffer at Ringswell, and for the maintenance of

master ; but about forty years ago the overseers ceased the wall which should be made, and should compass

to make the collection, and the whittle-gait, as we be- the ground that should be hallowed there for the

lieve it is still called, has since been collected by the burial of the prisoners ; and also for the maintenance

schoolmaster himself. But schoolmasterswerenot the of the chapel, if any should be built there.

only persons in the north of England who were en From a feeling probably akin to that which actuated

titled to whittle -gait. In a note in Mr. Park's copy of Amerideth, Robert Dowe gave 501. on the 8th of May,

Bourneand Brand's Popular Antiquities,it isstated 1705, in his lifetime, to the end that the vicar and

that “ Crossthwaite Church , in the vale of Keswick ,in churchwardens of St. Sepulchre's, London , should, for *

Cumberland, hath five chapels belonging to it. The ever, previously to every execution at Newgate, cause

minister's stipend is 5l. per annum , and goose-grass, or a bell to be tolled , and certain words to be delivered

the right of commoning his geese ; a whittle-gait, orthe tothe prisoners ordered forexecution, in the form and

valuable privilege of using his knife for a week at a manner specified in the terms of his gift, as setforth

time at any table in the parish ; and lastly,a hardened in the oldwill-book. An annual sum of 11. 6s. 8d. in

Sark, or a shirt of coarse linen .” respect of this gift is charged upon the parish estate

Another modeof remunerating schoolmasters in the in West Smithfield . It is paid to the sexton, who em

north of England arose out of the brutal game of cock- ploys a person to go to Newgate on the night previous

fighting, which schoolmasters even in those rude parts to every execution, where he offers to perform the

of England have now ceased to encourage. This kind prescribed duty, which, however , is always declined,

of remuneration was called cock-penny . In the free as all needful services of that kind are performed

school of the parish of Crossthwaite in Cumberland ,all within the prison.

children born in the parish are admitted and educated Richard Hudson, who seems to have been the pro

free of expense. Cock -pennies used to be paid to the prietor, perhaps the landlord , of the Swan Inrı , Hol

master by the boys at Shrovetide, at which time there born Bridge, London, manifested a more cheerful dis

was a cock -fight close to the school, when a great position than the two testators just mentioned . By his

each .
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will, dated Oct. 19, 1558, he gave out of the rents of seems evidence that such avenues, or at least rows of

the Swan 41. per annum ; 31. 138. 4d. to be distributed elms, were prevalent in the Anglo-Saxon times ; for

among the poor of the parish of St. Sepulchre, London, there are more than forty places in England mentioned

and the remaining 6s. 8d. to be spentin “ a recreation in Domesday -Book, in which the word “ elm " is a com

or drinking by the vicar and churchwardens,' who ponent part of the name, such as Barn Elms, Nine

were appointed to distribute the donation. Elms, &c.

In the parish of Aldridge in Staffordshire custom The elm -timber required for the keels of ships being

formerly existed for the rector, on every Christmas- of very large diinensions, we are prepared to expect

day, to give to every person in his parish who would that many giant trees of this kind have at times been

then come to his house as much bread, beef, mustard, the objects of individual description ; and such is,

and vinegar as he could eat. This custom has been indeed , the case . In that valuable storehouse for such

discontinued for many years, and instead of it the information, Loudon's ' Arboretum ,' as well as in

rector gives six -pence to every housekeeper in Ald- other works on forest -trees, we meet with many curious

ridge who demands it ; to every housekeeper in Barr details on this point. In the number alreadymen

who makes a similar demand he gives cight-pence . tioned we have enumerated some examples, and shall

Themoney so given is called “ Custom -Money." The only add here one or two more of the most remarkable.

origin of the custom is unknown . On the Brighton road stands a trec called the Crawley

At the extremity of Stammergate in Ripon, York- Elm , whose trunk measures the enormous size of sixty

shire, stands “ The Hospital of St. Mary Magdalen," one feet in circumference at the base. The trunk is hol

which consists of a building containing six separate low throughout,and has a door fastened by lock and key:

apartments on one floor, for the samenumber of poor but on certain festive occasions the neighbours meet

women, called Sisters, with a garden in front, a small and regale themselves within the tree, which will con

field adjoining, and a chapel at a little distance, on the veniently hold a dozen persons at a time. A child is

opposite side of the strect. The members of the in- even said to have been born in this tree , and the mother

stitution are a master, a chaplain, and six sisters . By to have lived there for several days. Two centuries

an inquisition on the state of the hospital, taken in the ago there was an elm at Hampstead, withinside whose

tenth year of Edward II . , it was found that there trunk was a winding staircase thirty -three feet high,

ought to be , according to the form of the foundation, with a turret at the top capable of holding twenty per

two chaplains in the hospital to perform divine ser sons. In the county of Kildare stood an elm which,

vice ; but during the whole time of Nicholas de till the year 1762, was deemed the finest in the world.

Molyns, then master, the chauntry of one chaplain was The diameter of the head, taken from the extremities

withdrawn by him ; that strangers, mendicant clergy, of the lower branches, exceeded thirty -four yards ; but

or other indigent persons happening to travel that in the end of that year the two principal arnis fell

way, ought to have a bed and provisions for one night, from the trunk in one night, apparently from their

but at that time none had that benefit, but went away own weight, as the weather was perfectly calm . The

vacuâ mami (empty -handed) ; that every year, on Sr. timber contained in these branches sold for five

Mary Magdalen's Day, a farthing loaf (the quarter of guineas. In this situation the tree continued till the

wheat being then worth five shillings) and a herring winter of 1776, when a violent storm tore up thewhole

should be given to every poor person that came; but by the roots, with a great mass ofsoil and rock adhering

during the time of Nicholas de Molyns that charity to them . Some time previous to this, the trunk had been

was withdrawn, and in place of it he gave poor people carefully measured, and was found to be thirty-eight

who came on that day a saltseller ( salsarium ) of feet and a half in circumference. It had been bollow

beans or meal , but the greater .part of the poor got for some years.

nothing. The wood of the elm is of a brownish colour, and is

hard and fine-grained . In ship -building it is used for

USES OF THE ELM - TREE .
forming the blocks and dead -eyes' and other woodci.

furniture of rigging, being particularly suitable for

The English elm is characterized by Mr. Selby as these purposes from its hard and adhesive nature, and

a tree which “ not only formsthe avenues of the indisposition to crack or split when exposed to sun or

finest public walks and drives in the vicinity of towns weather. The most important use of it, howerer, is

and cities, and enters largely into the proportion of the for the kcels of ships. The wood for this purpose is

trees which surround the residences and adorn the brought to the form of a quadrangular beam , higher

parks of our nobility and gentry, but is also the com- than wide, and with a “ scantling,' or scale of general

mon and prevailing hedgerow timber in many districts, dimensions, depending on the size of the ship . If the

among which we need only to particularize the valleys length of keel is not very great, the whole is made

of the Thames and the Severn ."
from one piece ; but if this be impracticable, two or

The employment of the elm as an avenue-trec is more pieces are scarfed at the end, and strongly bolled

perhaps scarcely to be included among its “ uses ,” in and clinched together, being further strengthened and

the common acceptation of the term ; but the custom supported by a lower piece called the ' false-keel.

is so generally prevalentas to deserve a few words of Elm is frequently used for the naves of wheels : in

remark. The elm owes its selection for this purpose London it forms the usual wood for coffins. It has been

probably to its tall regular growth, the branches being from time immemorial used for water -pipes or trouglis,

subordinate to its straight continuous trunk, and to its for conveying the water of the salt -springs to the large

magnitude and majestic growth. Different writers, boxes or pans where the watery particles are evapo

however, such as Gilpin and Loudon , have expressed rated by the heat of the sun or by fire , and the salt

different opinions on these matters ; and the rules of deposited. It has been surmised that the term “ wych

taste are not sufficiently defined to settle why such and elm , originally applied to many kinds of elm , is due

such trees are deemed beautiful. Mr. Loudon, how to the use of elm for this purpose, as theAnglo -Saxou

ever, attributes the fitness of the elm for an avenue- word wych innplies a salt-spring (whence Droitwicki,

trce to the following qualities :-- Rapidity of growth, Nantwich, and other places where salt is procured..

straightness of trunk, facility for topping, denseness of The wood of elms that have been frequenily pruned

foliage, hardness, longevity , and requiring very little becomes knotted ; and such wood, when polished, is

care or pruning. In treating of this tree, in No.633, very ornamental.' To obtain it the trees in France are

we liave alluded to some of these avenues, and there sometimes kept topped, and headed down crery three
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or four years. The variety called the ' twisted elm'ſ renders it very fitting for floor-timbers of vessels. A

is also much esteemed in this respect, as are also the contributor to the 'Gardener's Magazine' states that

monstrosities, or knobs, found occasionally on all the this timber “ is good for the naves, poles, and shafts of

species of elm , and which, when cut into thin slices gigs and other carriages ; and from its noisplintering,

and polished, are used largely by cabinet -makers as a as the oak and ash do in time of battle , for swingle

veneer. A mode is described of preparing the wood trees of great gun- carriages. It is also used for dyers '

of ihe elm for cabinet-makers, and giving it the colour and printers' rollers , the wood by constant use wear

of mahogany. This consists in sawing the wood into ing smooth. Cartwrights employ it for shafts, naves,

thin planks,and then boiling it for an hour or more, till beds, rails, and standards for wheelbarrows ; and the

all the sap is extracted . The planks are afterwards handles of spades, forks, and other agricultural imple

wiped dry with coarse cloths, and laid in piles alter- ments .”

nately with layersof deal laths placed across the boards If we were disposed to term a superstitious employ

at regular disiances ; about ten or twelve boards being ment ofthe Scotch elm one of its “ uses,” then there is

thus placed one upon another , and a heavy weight a curious example of such a use occasionally exhibited.

being placed on the topmost. In this way the boards In many parts of the country the wych -elm , or ‘ witch

dry without warping, and are afterwards washed in hazel, ' as it is still often called, is considered a pre

aquafortis,when they are ready for the dye. This dye servative against witches; probably from the coin

consists of two drachms of powdered dragon's -blood, cidence between the words wych and witch ; and in

one drachm of powdered alkanet-root, and half a drachm some of the midland counties, even to the present day,

of aloes ; these ingredients being steeped half a pint a little cavity is made in the churn, to receive a small

of spirits of wine. The tincture is applied with a portion of witch -haze!, without which the dairy

sponge twoor three times, according to the depth of maids imagine that they would not be able to obtain

colour required ; and the wood, thus dycd, is prepared butter .

for the usual process of polishing. There is a species called the American elm , of

As fuel the wood of the elm is rather inferior to that which the bark is said to be easily detached during

of beech ; as it is likewise in respect to charcoal. I eight months of the year ; and when so detached, it is

The ashes of the elm are rich in alkali ; this tree oc- soaked in water, rendered supple by pounding, and

cupying, in this respect, the tenth place in a list of employed in the northern states of America in the

seventy - three trees. The leaves and young shoots were forin of shreds or ribands, for weaving into seats for

lised by the Romans to feed cattle, and they are still common chairs, as rushes are in England. Another

90 employed in many parts of France. They have in American kind, called the Red elm ,yields leaves and

some places been given to silkworms; and in both branch -bark, which wlien macerated in water give a

France and Norway they are boiled to serve as food for thick and abundant mucilage, used as a refreshing

pigs. In some parts of Russia the leaves are said to drink for colds and for emollient plasters .

iu be used as tea. The bark is sometimes applied as

a ) astringent medicine ; and the inner bark, like that

of the lime, is employed for making nets and ropes. hive is the consideration ofthe bees' pasturage. When there is

The Pasturage of Bees. · Next to the situation of the bee

Both the outer and inner bark and the leaves are said plenty of the white Dutch clover, sometimes called honeysuckle,

19 yield a substance which serves for glue. Young it is sure to be a good honey year. The real clover is too deep

drer are veryfond of the bark ; and in Norway it is for the proboscis of the common bee, and is therefore not so use

kiln-dried and ground with corn to make flour for ful to them as is generally thought. Many lists have been made
bread. of bee - flowers, and of such as should be planted round the

Most of the above details relate to the common or apiary. Mignionette, and borage and rosemary,and bugloss, and

English elm . A few words may now be said concern
lavender, the crocus for the early spring, and the ivy flowers for

ing the Scotch or mountain elm , called also the the late autumn,might help to furnish a very pretty bee -garden ;

* wycli " elm .
and the lime and liquid umber, the horse-chestnut, and the

The Scotch elm has not so upright a stem as the sallow, would be the best trees to plant around. Dr. Bevan

English, and it soon divides into long, widely-spread- used as an edging for garden-walks and flower beds, instead of

makes a very good suggestion, that lemon -thyme should be

ing, somewbat drooping branches, forming a large box, thrift, or daisies. That any material good, however, can be

spreading tree. Gerard says that from the leaves
doue to a large colony by the few plants that, under the most

somewhat resembling those of the hazel, the Hamp- favourable circumstances, can be sown around a bee -house, is , of

shire people were in his time accustomed to call the course, out of the question. The bee is too much of a roamer

wych or Scotch elm “ witch -hasell ; ” and he adds, to take pleasure in trim gardens. It is the will tracts of heath

" Old men affirm that when long -bows were in use , and furze, the broad acres of bean -fields and buck -wheat, the

there were very many made of the wood of this tree ; lime avenues, the hedgerow Bowers, and the clover meadows that

forwhich purpose it ismentioned in the English theyoung andweak bees to have food asnear as possible totheir
urnish his haunts and fill his cell . Still it may be useful for

statòtes by this name of witch -hasell."
berof this kind of elm has been long considered, home; and to those who wish to watch their habits,a plot of

bee-tlowers is indispensable.- Quarterly Review .
in Scotland and Ireland, as next in value to that of the

oak, and it has accordingly been extensively introduced

into artificial plantations. The Kiwi.— A bird of such anomalous structure as the Kiwi,

In the time of Gerard the wood of the wych or differing as it does from all other birds, although most nearly

Scotch elm was not only made into bows, but its related to the Struthious order, and having habits peculiar to

bark , which is so tough ihat it will strip or peel off itself, hal attracted mymost eager attention. It is now rapidly

from the wood from one end of a bough to the other becoming extinct. If it be true that, as the natives assert , tlie

without breaking, was made into ropes. The wood / kiwi is found on Little Barrier Island, which is uninhabited ,and

was not considered so good for naves as the wood of is situated aboutnine miles from the main — this fact would give

the common elm , which then, as now, was considered rise to curious geological speculations. How did a bird which

superior in toughness and in strength , though the crocked appendages, each about an inch and a half long, and

cannot fly - for its wings, so to speak, are nothing but small

former cleaves better. Scotch elm timber is exten- terminating in a claw — comeacross the sea to that island ? It

sively used by the ship -builder, the boat-builder, the would appear that no other answer can be given than that tie

block and pump-maker, the cartwright, the cabinet- island was formerly connected with the main. The kiwi , or

maker, and the coachmaker. The tree when grown kiwi-kiwi, as it is called by the natives, inhabits the deepest re

up has generally a slight bending in the stem , which cesses of the forest. Here , where gigantic trees are interwoveu
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almost impenetrably with climbers, and where in the indenta. I country where some of the simplest callings were as yet un

tions of the mountains are formed small open and swampy spots, known, and where silver money had been coined for the first

covered by bulrushes and tufts of a high carex, or a liliaceous time only five years before the first Punic war. Were the

plant, the Hamelinia veratroides, is its favourite resort. Here it manners of Rome then as pure as those writers would ima

hides itself in the hollows of trees during the day, being a truly gine, who consider an agricultural people to be placed in so

nocturnal bird . It generally lives in pairs, male and female, much healthier a moral condition than a commercial or manu

one pair occupying a certain district.As soon as night sets in , it facturing one ? Undoubtedly the Roman character, before the

leaves these hiding-places in search of food : this consists of the second Punic war, was full of nobleness ; but it is idle to con

larvæ of coleopterous and lepidopterous insects,which it scratches nect its excellence with the preference given to agriculture, rather

out with its powerful feet, or turns up withits long slender beak. than to trade. The Roman people wereas yet in the youth of

But insects seem not to be its only food, as seeds have been their existence ; and their minds enjoyed a youthful freshness.

found in its stomach. Little is known as to the nidification and They had not lost the feelings of admiration and veneration;

incubation of the kiwi; but I have ascertained the following feelings which knowledge and experience, inasmuch as their

particulars from the natives : - They say that it burrows with its field is an evil world, surely lessen ; feelings whose destruction

feet, and hollows out to a greater extent excavations already is the worst degradation of human nature.- Arnold's Rome,

existing under the roots of trees ; and in them , ou a single layer vol. iii.

of grass, it lays one egg of a greenish colour, and as large as a

turkey's egg. They also assertthat the male and the female hatch New Zealand Superstitions. - Man, according to the notions of

alternately. Their notion as to the period of incubation is rather the natives, is endowed with an immortal, incorporeal spirit,

curious, as they say that the birds sit for several months upon which at his death departs from the body, and goes as a falling

the egg . During the night, the shrill cry of the kiwi is often star to the nether world, the entrance to which is down the face

heard ; the male utters the sound hoire, hoire, hoire ; the females, of a rocky cliff at the Cape Maria van Diemen. An ancient

ho , ho, ho. By imitating these notes, the natives decoy the kiwi, trec stands there, upon the branches of which the spirit descends,

and catch them with the help of a dog, or bewilder them by sud- The natives hold this place in great awe and veneration; and

denly displaying a torch made of the resinous hauri -pine, by even Christian natives who accompanied me would not go near

which plan they catch them alive. A violent struggle generally it. But the spell has been partially broken by a missionary

ensues between the dog and the bird , in which the kiwi uses its cutting off the branch of the tree on which the spirit was sup

powerful legs with great effect. It is said to be very swift in posed to alight. In the interior the natives still adhere to their

running, although its feet do not seem better adapted for that ancient notions. The lower world is the common dwelling-place

purpose than that of the common fowl. Formerly, the kiwi of spirits, but it is not the only one. Before the spirit of an

served the natives for food ; it is very fat at some seasons, and hereditary chief descends into it, it goes into Heaven ; there his

its flesh is said to be well-tasted ; its skin , which is remarkably left eye remains, and becomes a star. In the lower world the

strong and tough, especially along the back, was sewn together, spirits live as men do on earth ; but they cannot leave it, and

and formed highly valued mats. Never having seen one of influence the actions and the fate of those who are alive, com

these mats, I readily concluded that the bird itself had become municating with them through the medium of the priest, who

very scarce. I possess, however, fish -hooks, to which the feathers hears them . Their voice has a whistling sound, which others

of the kiwi are attached as artificial flies ; and to that purpose besides thepriests sometimes perceive, when they walk out in

they are well adapted .-- Dieffenbach's Travels in New Zealand. the dark . If travellers come into the neighbourhood of the ini

fernal regions, they throw down a piece of fern or of the slikav

Bees in Surinam.—On the 16th I was visited by a neighbour- palm, to let the spirits know whether the wanderers areinhabit

ing gentleman,whom I conducted up myladder; but he had dreams to the priest orchief

, who announces their communica

ants of the open land or of forest. The spirits often speak in

nosooner entered myaërial dwelling than he leaped downfrom tions in themoons; and these often lead to important resolu

the top to the ground, roaring like amadmanwithagonyand tions. The belief in dreamsisuniversal, and the commands

pain , after which he instantly plunged his head into the river;

but, looking up, I soon discovered the cause of hisdistress to be given in that way are implicitly obeyed , and often influence

an immense nest of wild bees, or Wassee Wasser, in the thatch their most important actions. — Dieffenbach's Travels in New

Zealand .
immediately above my head, as I stood within my door, when I

immediately tookto my heels, as he had done, and ordered them

to be destroyed by my slaves without delay . A tar -mop was A Christian Community . The St. Kilda community mayin

now brought, and the devastation just going to commence, when many respects be regarded as asmall republic, in which the in

an old negro stepped up and offered to receive any punishment dividualmembers share most of their worldly goods in common ;

I should decree, if even one of these bees should sting me in and, with the exception of the minister, no one seems to differ

person . “ Massa," said he, “ they would have stung you long from his neighbour in rank, fortune, or condition. Indeed a

ere now had you been a stranger to them ; but they, being your peculiar jealousy is alleged to exist on this head, no man being

tenants, that is, gradually allowed to build upon your premises, encouraged to go in advance of those about him in anything,

they assuredly know you and yours, and will never hurt either which of course must be a draw back on improvement. How

you or them .” I instantly assented to the proposition, and tying ever, many kind and Christian features are engrafted on the

the old man to a tree , ordered my boy Quaco to ascend the system , such as widows and orphans, or others unable to main

ladder quite naked, which he did, and was not stung . I then tain themselves, being supported by the community, in equal

ventured to follow ; and declare, upon my honour, that even proportions. They are frequently very ill off during stormy

after shaking the nest, which made the inhabitants buzz about weather, or those periods of the year in which the rocks are de

my ears, not a single one attempted to sting me. I next released serted by their winged inhabitants . Their slight supply of oats

the old negro, and rewarded him with a gallon of rum and four and barley would scarcely suffice for the sustenance of life ; and ,

shillings for the discovery. The swarm of bees I since kept un such is the injurious effect of the spray in winter, even on their

hurt, as mybodyguard,and they have made my overseers take hardiest vegetation , that savoys and German (or curly) greens,

a desperate leap formy amusement, as I generally sent them up which withus are improved by the winter's cold , almost inva

any ladder on some frivolous message, when I wished to punish riably perish soon after the close of the autumn. This, how

them for injustice and cruelty, which was not seldom . - Cotton's ever, is not owing to the rigour of the climate, bat to the salt
Bee - Book . ness of the spray which the boisterous winds of winter carry

up from the turmoil of the raging shores, and spread upon

Commerce among the Ancient Romans. -I know of only one the surrounding vegetation . This the minister has endeavoured

fact which seems to indicate the existence of a commercial spirit to prevent by having recently raised a stone dyke of ten feet

amongst the Romans at the period with which we are now en- high around a small enclosure in which his cabbages lie

gaged (the third century A.c.). The commercial spirit of the engconced. In other respects, in truth, the climate is extremely

Romans had no time to develop itself ; the invasion of Hanni- mild, the ice which is formed, even during the coldest night in

balwas fatal to the security, and much more to the acquisition, winter, being scarcely thicker tban a penny, and usually melting

of capital ; and after the struggle was over, society had under- away, if the sun is at all visible, in the course of the ensuing

gone a change, which fixed the attention of the people on other day. - Wilson's Voyage round the Coasts of Scotland .
objects . Trade therefore contributed but little to the greatness

of Rome ; indeed, it is ridiculous to speak of the trade of a
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( Ancient Tower at Newport, U. S.)

ANCIENT BUILDING IN NORTH AMERICA . I height; its diameter outside is twenty-three feet, and

inside eighteen feet nine inches. It is circular, and is

The readers of Cooper's novels will without doubt supported upon eight arches resting on thick columns

remember a scene near the beginning of his ' Red about ten feet high; the height of the centres of the

Rover,'which is represented as occurring at Newport, arches from the ground is twelve feet six inches. The

in Rhode Island, in a small ruined tower or circular foundation extends to the depth of four or five feet.

building standing on rude pillars connected byarches, The coluinns are peculiar, having only half capitals,

which he says might have been constructed in the in- which seem to have been simply rounded slabs of

fancy of the colony as a place of defence, but which stone, of which the part projecting on the inside had

the townspeople were of opinion had been formerly a been cut away ; hollows are formed in the interior of

mill. The Royal Society of Northern Antiquarians the walls at soine little height above the arches, as

established at Copenhagen have recently published though intendedto receive the ends of beams and

some views of this ancient structure, from one of rafters to support a floor, which formerly was there,

which, somewhat enlarged, our woodcut is taken ; to- according to the testimony of some of the older in

gether with a description sent from Boston by Dr. habitants of Newport, and which is supposed in the

Webb of that place,whois inclined to think it a ge- scenedescribed by Cooper. The building is pierced

nuine relicof the ancient Scandinavians, the ante- by two windows,oneof which isseen in the woodcut.

Columbian discoverers of America. Proofs of the The tradition of the town is, that it had once a circular

early occupation of the western shores of that con- roof, and that it had been used successively as a wind

tinent by those intrepid mariners have been zealously mill, a place for stowing hay, and a powder-magazine.

accumulated bythe Society, and much of the docu Professor Rafn, the secretary of the Society of

mentary evidenceof their discoveries at the close of Northern Antiquarians, in a notice of this building,

the tenth century carefully edited and published , and argues, from the complete absence in America of any

an abstract of which we have given in No. 733, The work of similar nature to that under consideration,

building in question is placed upon the most likely and from the resemblancewhich itbears to someother

spot in Vinland for the settlement of a maritime buildings of the Scandinavians in Europe, that this

people. must be a genuine relic of the ante -Columbian colo

Dr. Webb describes the building as situated near mists; and he reasonably enough accounts for the ab

the summit of the hill upon which the upper part or sence ofmanysuch remains bythecircumstance that

rearofthetown of Newportstands; he states that it thecountry abounded in wood, a material which was

is builtof rough pieces of greywacke stone, laid in inthose ages, and is even now,preferred for building

courses, strongly cemented bya mortar of sandand throughout the extensive regions inhabitedby the
Tavelof excellent quality, which nearly equals the Scandinavians,whosewooden houses and churches are

stone itself in bardness ; andthatit appears to have mentioned by all travellers in Norwayand Lapland;

been at some former period covered with a stucco of whilethe many remainsofstone buildings by the same

similar character to the cementwith which the stone people found inGreenland, whichmusthave been

is held together. It is nearly twenty-five feet in nearly contemporary with the ante -Columbian occupa

No. 762.
VOL. XIII .-1
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tion of America, only show that stone was the only | Gypsum , Plaster ofParis, and one of thetwovarieties

available material for building in that arctic country, of Alabaster,areall Sulphates of Lime. We will shortly

where the little wood used is stated in the ancient notice the differences beiween them , the sources whence

chronicles of Iceland to have been imported from they are obtained, and the principal purposes to whichi

America (Vinland), or found on the opposite shore of they are applied in the arts. One of the excellent

Baffin's Bay ,where drift-wood is said to accumulate papers in Mr. Aikin's “ Illustrations” of arts and ma

much more than on the coast occupied by the colonists nufactures will afford valuable aid to this object.

from Denmark. When sulphateof lime is in a compact and crystal

Professor Rafn remarks, on the architecture of the line state, it is called gypsum , or alabaster, or selenite,

building, that it is in the ante-Gothic style, which was according to the subforms which it assumes ; but

common in the north and west of Europe from the when it occurs as a soft chalky stone, which by the

cighth to the twelfth centuries ; the circular form , the application of heat gives out its water of crystallization

low columns, their thickness in proportion to their and becomes a very fine white powder, it is called

distance from each other, and the entire want of orna- plaster of Paris, or rather, the soft stone still retains

ment, all point out this epoch. He gives plates of the name of gypsum , while this other name is ap

three churches in Denmark , in corroboration of his plied to thepowder produced from it.

opinion : the first is that of Vestervig in Jutland , Gypsum is found in the formation called the London

founded in 1110, in honour of St. Theodgar; the se- clay, but not in such quantities as to be available for

cond is that of the cryptunder the cathedral of Viborg, commercial purposes. Mr. Aikin says that he has

of near the same date; the third is the church of Bier- frequently observed gypsum in situations where it is

nede, near Sorö in Siæland , built in the middle of the not generally looked for. For instance, when the

same century. In all these, the low columns and deep cutting for the Highgate archway was made, the

arches, with the circular arrangement, are quite in clods of earth as they were dug presented the ordinary

the style of the American edifice, although the latter uniform appearance of clay ; but after exposure for a

has less ornament of any kind. He cites, moreover, year or more to the air and the rain , they had become

four churches in Biornholm, and one at Thorsager in rough with projecting crystals of gypsum , from an

Jutland , all of the circular form ; as well as some eighth to a quarter ofan inch in length, formed doubt

ruins of circular buildings in Greenland, near the less by the action of the rain on the clay, which , by dis

churches of Igalikko, Kakortok, and Iglorsoït, which solving the gypsum , enabled it to separate from the

are conjectured to have been baptisteries; and this other ingredients by crystallization.

Professor Rafn supposes might have been the destina At Montmartre near Paris are gypsum -quarries of

tion of the Newport structure, for he considers the great celebrity, not only for the mineral which they

windows and holes in the body of the building to have yield, but for the imbedded fossils which enabled

been additions, made in it by the recent colonists, when Cuvier to make such vast progress in the study of

they converted it to a mill, a magazine, and a hay- fossil geology. The Paris basin, or bed of clay on

loft. which the city is built, is considered to be somewhat

The first certain mention of this curious relic is in similar to the material of the London basin , but with

the will ofGovernor Arnold, dated in 1678, in which a larger proportion of calcareous matter. The lime or

he bequeaths his “stone-built windmill ” with other gypsum , too, has separated itself more completely from

property . This was just forty years after the island the clay than in London, and hence yields inasses more

had been settled. In a journal kept by Peter Easton , fitted for quarrying. There are three or four of these

one of the first inhabitants, who appears to have mi- beds in the Paris district, of which one is more cele

nutely recorded all the occurrences of the settlement, brated than the rest for yielding the gypsum after

the building of the first mill in the colony is noted, wards converted into plaster of Paris—whence the

under the year 1663, in half-a-dozen words ; but Dr. name.

Webb is of opinion that if this building were the one In various parts of England gypsum is found in

intended,it would hardly havebeen so summarily dis- small clusters of crystals imbedded in clay. The

missed ; doubtless concluding that a stone edifice of so Weald clay contains the Petworth marble ; a brown

much inore imposing structure than any other of clay found near Purbeck has in it quarry
of gypsuin

the colony would have demanded a more specific actually worked ; and the Oxford clay near Shotover
mention.

Hill contains crystals of gypsum. It is in the new red

After what has been stated on this matter, it must sandstone, however, that the greatest quantity occurs,

appear doubtful whether or not this is a genuine relic frequently in connection either with brine -springs or

of the ancientScandinavian colony ; there is assuredly with beds of rock-salt . The whole of the midland

not evidence enough of its authenticity to produce a counties are more or less supplied with this mineral,

conviction of the existence of such a colony in those varying greatly in quality in different places, and

who do not receive the evidence of the Icelandic Sagas therefore fitted for very different purposes. In the

before alluded to ; but if these Sagas be admitted as more eastern counties the gypsum comes nearer to the

conclusive of itsexistence, whichwefeeltheir circum- surface than in the western , and aretherefore more

stantiality fully deserves, then the bụilding we have easily quarried. Near Newark in Nottinghamshire

described maybe added to the other evidences found is found a kind of gypsum which produces finer plas

in America, such as arrow -heads, bracelets, fibulæ, ter of Paris than anyother either here or abroad. The

bronze ornaments, and even a Runic inscription, un- Paris gypsum , which used to be preferred for plaster

fortunately undecypherable, as corroborative of the casting, is found to be less white and more earthy than

events detailed in those curious historical documents . the Newark kind ; and hence the Parisian artists them

selves have come to make use of the latter. Several

TIIE SOURCES AND USES OF GYPSUM.
quarries exist near Newark, at which a large number

of persons are employed.

The names Gypsum , Sulphate ofLime, Plaster of Paris, The uses to which gypsum is applied are very varied.

and Alabaster refer to four substances which, however In early times the pure and crystalline specimens, if

different they may appear, or to however different of large size, were used as a substitute for glass in

purposes applied, are pretty much the same . They windows, This may appear strange ; but å well

it is true, subject to certain chemical modifications formed crystal of gypsum is of a rliomboidal shape,

before one can assume the form of the other ; but still I and is capable of being split into very thin laminæ,

a

are,
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which laminæ , being semi-transparent, may be used as the carthenware itself. The very finest specimens

substitutes for glass . found in Derbyshire are, however, otherwise appro

The Montmartre gypsum , and many varieties found priated ; they are reserved for ornamental purposes,

in England, are used extensively in the preparation being formed by carving and turning into vascs, small

of mortar or cement for building purposes. Such statues, and other figures, of which great numbers are

varieties generally contain a portion of carbonate of manufactured at Derby. This is one of the two kinds

lime, in addition to the sulphate which forms the gyp- of alabaster, which produce such delicate little orna

sum . In order to prepare this kind of gypsum for ments, having a softness of appearance and a delicate

the purposes of cement, it is necessary to apply heat whiteness which scarcely any other material can

enough to drive off the water of crystallization and equal. Carbonate of lime forms the harder kind of

part of the carbonic acid ; and this is done at Mont- alabaster; while sulphate of lime, or gypsum , is soft,

martre in the following manner :. :-The gypsum is fragile, and of such delicate and sensitive colour that

quarried in lumps about the size of a large clenched stains are easily produced and with difficulty removed :

hand, and weighing from two to three pounds each . hence the practice of preserving alabaster specimens

It is stored up for use under a shed , as great import- under glass covers. For further details respecting

ance is attached to the gypsum going quite dry into alabaster ornaments, we may refer to a paper in No.

the kiln , in order that the proportion of fuel may be 425 .

duly regulated. The kiln is a space ten feet long, The employment of gypsum for figures and casts is,

bounded on the two sides and one end by walls, of next to alabaster, the most delicate and pure. The

which the latter is the highest ; the whole being built operation depends on the following grounds :-When

in the open air, but protected from rain. Within this gypsum has been deprived of its water by exposureto

space four or five longitudinal walls are built upof the heat, and has been reduced to a fine powder, it is ca.

most regularly shaped lumps of gypsum to the height pable, by mixture with water, of being brought to the

of the outer side-walls, the intervals filled up with consistence of a pulp ; this pulp in a short time sets,

billet-wood and faggots, and arches of gypsum are built or becomes solid, a very sensible degree of heat being

over them with sufficient attention to accuracy of con- given out by the mixture during the act of consolida

struction that they shall not fall in when the fuel is tion ; if, therefore, the pulp be poured into a mould , it

consumed ; an aperture about six inches' space is left assumes on consolidating the figure of the cavity into

adjoining the end wall, to produce a sufficient draught which it had been poured.

through the kiln . Over ihe whole of the arches or While speaking of the Newark gypsum used for

vaulted space, thin alternate layers of charcoal or dry figure -casting, Mr. Aikin mentions a gypsum -burner

wood and pieces of gypsum are placed tothe height of who was celebrated somefew yearsago for theextra

cighteen or twenty inches. The kiln being thus com- ordinary care with which he prepared the gypsum .

pleted, fire is applied at the front of the flues, and the “To such perfection in his art had this person at

heat is maintained by further supplies of billet-wood, tained, that different parcels of his plaster would not

for from twenty -four to about forty hours, according vary ten seconds in their time of setting during a pe

to the quantity of gypsum and the quality of the fuel, riod of five years or more. The gypsum was procured

till the calcination is finished . from Newark, and by special agreement it was quar

The gypsum so burned is often separated into three ried in dry weather, and stacked under covered sheds

different qualities, to be applied to different purposes. previous to being shipped for London. It was con

The superfine consists of the picked stones, which yeyed from the ship to Mr. Rogers's premises in

when broken present a perfectly white appearance, decked barges, and every possible care was taken to

free from any marl, earth , or other impure matter, and prevent it from becoming wet. It was next sorted

if any exist it is cut away, the stone again calcined, into three qualities. The first, or coarsest, was of a

and finally ground to the state of the finest powder ; brown colour, and consisted of the outer part of each

this is used for busts, statues,and the finest and most lump or block ; the second was of a dingy or dirty

delicate castings. The second quality is not fine white, and occupied the intermediate part of the

enough for these purposes, but is still fitied for casting block ; the third, being the best or finest, was the cen

the generality of ornaments. The lowest or coarsest tral part.” The calcining was effected in ovens, as at

quality is used for plastering or “ stucco” of various Montmartre, but with especial care to the production

kinds. of the most perfect kind of powder.

The cement made of calcined gypsum mixed with The mechanical processes of figure -casting - includ

sand is much used as a mortar for stone-work in ing the making of the mould, the difference between

Paris. When employed as a covering for floors, it is waste moulds and safe moulds, the mixing ofthe liquid

thus prepared :-it is first dried at a very gentle heat, plaster, and the making of the cast - having been de

then pulverized either in hand-mortars or in mills, scribed in No. 419, need not be entered on here.

and lastly boiled. This boiling is not the kind of pro Gypsum´is a very frequent ingredient in the water

cess usually understoodby this term , but consists in of springs and rivers, and such waters belong to the

putting the powder by itself in an iron pot over the class of hard water ; they have a flat taste, and are

fire. The particles which are at the bottom are of unfitted for washing on account of their curdling the

course soonest heated, and their water of crystalliza- soap. Water containing gypsum modifies the tints of

tion is converted into steam , which bubbles up through animal and vegetable colours, and therefore dyers,

the mass of powder, and givesto the whole the ap- bleachers, and the makers of colours have very dif

pearance of boiling. When the water is all thus ferent degrees of success according as the water they

driven off, thegypsum is in a fit state for use as a employ does or does not contain gypsum . The same

plaster for floors . ingredients employed in dyeing silk in London will

The gypsum found in Derbyshire is for the most not produce so brilliant a húe as at Lyons, because the

part applied to purposes very different from the above . water employed at the former is more likely to be

The coarser varieties are employed in the neighbour- tainted with gypsum .

hood of Derby for floors of cottages and farm -houses ; Gypsum is a valuable manure. A practical writer

but the better kinds are sent by canal to the Stafford in the Penny Cyclopædia,' after speaking of its use

shire potteries, where it is employed in making the on the Continent, observes:- " In England the result

moulds for forming some of the beiter kinds of earth- of experiments with gypsum has not always been so

enware, and , in a smaller degree, as one ingredient in favourable, and the use of that manure has not been so

I 2
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generally adopted. In some instances the benefit was posed of so many various and discordant materials, and which

evident; in others not even perceptible. The doubt had no other bond than the personal character of their leader.

thus thrown on its efficacy has caused it to be neg- As a statesman, he was at once manly,disinterested, and serisible ;

lected . In our opinion , the condemnation of it is not a real reformer of abuses in his domestic policy, and in his

founded on solid grounds. It is allowed that in cold measures, with respect to foreign enemies, keeping the just limit

wet soils its effects, as also that of bones, are not very however, with covetousness by the Carthaginians, and with
between weakness and blind obstinacy. He stands reproached ,

encouraging; nor in very poor soils ; but in good
cruelty by the Romans. The first charge is sustained by no

loams containing a due proportion of humus, and facts that have been transmitted to us; and it is a curious cir

on all light and dry soils which are not very poor, or cumstance, that the very same vice was long imputed by party

have had a due portion of manure, its effects are violence to the great Dukeof Marlborough, and that the impu

striking. We have ourselves experienced the benefits tation has been lately proved by his biographer to have been

ofgypsum ,not only on clover, but on peas, tares,and utterly calumnious. Of cruelty, accoriling to modern princi

beans, where the soil was in good heart and well ples, he cannot be acquitted .-- Arnold's Rome, vol. iii.

drained . The portions of a field sown with gypsum

were decidedly superior in vigour and luxuriance of

growth to those where it had not been used. So far Frontier Settling in America .-- Take the following case as an

we can bear testimony to its use .” illustration of the process that is continually going on on the

frontier :-Aman removes to the west; he purchases a piece of

ground, builds a house, and devotes himself to the clearing and

tillage of his forest acres. Ere long he has rescued a farm from

Lancashire Oat-Cakes. The Rev. J. Ray, A.M., F.R.S., in the wilderness, and has reared a family upon it. He then divides

his list of North -country words, has the following in explanation his land among his sons, if there be enough for a farm to each of

of the word “ Bannock_Anoat-cake kneaded with water only , them ; if not,each receives moneyenough to buy one, as he

and baked in the embers. In Lancashire, and other parts of the comes to age. Some may settle on lands bestowed on them by

north, they make several sorts of oaten bread, which they call by their father; others, preferring a change, may dispose of their

several names; as, 1. Thar-cakes, the same with bannocks, viz . portion, and proceed ,most commonly unmarried, to the frontier

cakes made ofvatmeal as it comes from the mill, and fair water, country ," as it is called, that is, to those parts of the west where

without yeast or leaven, and so baked. 2. Clap-bread ; thin the public lands are not yet sold . There he chooses out as much

hard oat cakes. 3. Kitchiness-bread ; thin soft oat-cakes, made as he can conveniently pay for, receiving a title to it from the

of thin batter. 4. Riddle-cakes ; thick sour cakes, from which district land-office, and proceeds to make for bimself a home.

differs little that which they call band -hoven bread, having but This is likely to be in the spring . Having selected a spot for bis

little leaven, and being kneaded stiffer . 5. Jannock ; baten dwelling, generally near some spring, or where water may be had

bread made up in loaves.
by digging a well, he goes round, and makes the acquaintance

of his neighbours residing within the distance, it may be, of

several miles. A day is fixed for building him a house,upon

Harmony of Colours.--It is of some importance that the laws which those neighbours come, and render him such efficient

of harmonious colouring should not be neglected even in so help, that in a single day he will find a log-house constructed ,

simple a matter as the painting of sticks for the support of flowers. and perhaps covered with clap -boards, and having apertures cut

Where the habit of a plant is such as to require artificial sup out for the doors, windows, and chimney. He makes his floor

port, the object which gives that support should as much as
at once of rough boards riven from the abundant timber of the

possible be kept out of sight ; and the bright greens so frequently, surrounding forest, constructs his doors, and erects a chimney

indeed almostuniversally, used forthis purpose, are thereforeof Occupying himself,whileinterrupted in out-door work by rainy

jectionable. Mrs. Loudon , in one of her works on gardening, re weather, in completing his house, he finds it in a few weeks

commends that pinks,carnations,dahlias, and other plants betied tolerably comfortable ;and, during fair weather, he clears the

10 stickspainted in neutral tint, or the colourofash poles. These underwoodfrom some ten or fifteen acres,kills the large trees by

colours are of a quietunobtrusive character, and the flowers notching them roundso as to arrest the rise of the sap, andsows
consequently display themselves to greateradvantage. Flower- He can easily make,buy,or hire a plough, a barrow , and a hoe

the ground with Indian corn , or maize, as it is called in Europe.

pots are also frequently painted in colours which oflend the eye,

because the colours generally used for this purpose are too glaring, stakes.. At length, after prolonging his stay until his crop isor two. If he find time, he surrounds his field with a fence of

and therefore tend to draw the attention of the spectator from the beyond the risk of serious injury from squirrels and birds, of

plant; besides disturbing that harmony which is calculated as

much to gratify the eye as “ concord of sweet sounds” the culti- from weeds, he shuts up his house,commitsit to thecare of

vated ear.- From a Correspondent. some neighbour, living one or two miles off, and returns to his

paternal home, which may be from fifty to three hundred miles

distant from his new settlement. There he stays until the month

of September, then marries, and with his young wife, a waggon

Character of Hannibal. - If the characters of men be estimated and pair of horses to carry their effects, a few cattle or sheep, or

according to the steadiness with which they have followed the none, according to circumstances, sets out to settle for life in the

true principle of actiou, we cannot 'assign a high place to Han- wilderness. On arriving at his farm , he sows wheat or rye

nibal . But if patriotism were indeedthe greatest of virtues, and among his standing Indian corn , then gathers in this last, and

a resolute devotion to the interests of his country were all the prepares for the winter. His wife shares all the cares incident

duty that a public man can be expected to fulfil, he would then to this humble beginning. Accustomed to every kind of house

deserve the most lavish praise. Nothing can be more unjust hold work , she strives by the diligence of her fingers to avoid the

than the ridicule with which Juvenal has treated his motives, as necessity of going to the merchant who has opened his store at

if he had been actuated merely by romantic desire of glory. On some village among the trees, perhaps some miles off, and there

the contrary, his whole conduct displays the loftiest genius and laying out the little money they may have left. With economy

the boldest spirit of enterprise, happily subdued and directed and health they gradually become prosperous. The primitive

by a cool judgment, to the furtherance of the honour and inte - log -house gives place to a far better mansion , constructed of

rests of his country; and his sacrifice of selfish pride and passion, hewn logs or of boards, or of brick or stone. Extensive and

whe: after the battle of Zama he urged the acceptance of peace, well-fenced fields spread around, ample barns stored with grain ,

and lived to support the disgrace of Carthage with the patient stalls filled with horses and cattle, flocks of sheep, and herds of

hope of one day repairing it, affords a strong coutrast to the hogs, all attest the increasing wealth of the owners. Their chil .

cowardly despair with which some of the best of the Romans de dren grow up perhaps to pursue the same course, of, as their

prived their country of their services by suicide. Of the extent inclinations may lead, to choose some other occupation, or to

of his abilities, the history of his life is the best evidence : as a enter one of the learned professions. - Rev. Robl. Bard's Religion

general, his conduct remains uncharged with a single error. in the United States.

His knowledge of human nature and his ascendency over men's

minds are shown by the miuterrupted authority which he exer

cised alike in his prosperity and adversity over an army com
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the satire is actually applied to vices or follies of the

most general kind , in which all sects are involved, and

of which all men might be participant. The ridicule

is in effect thrown unsparingly on hypocrisy and pre

tence of whatever kind. With the exception of a very

few lines upon some of the more prominent, and to a

churchman the more obnoxious, tenets of their sects,

the characters of Hudibras and Ralph display nothing

necessarily peculiar. Royalists might have been, and

many were, pedants and believers in astrology, subtle

hair-splitting disputants, and greedy seekers of their

own selfish purposes, cowards and boasters, with as

little improbability as republicans or non -conformists.

A striking example of this dexterous appropriation to

his adversaries of a general and widely -spread custom

is afforded in the burlesque invocation with which he

preludes the first adventure of his pair of heroes.

After alluding very generally to the customary

usage

“ We should , as learned poels use,

Invoke th' assistance of some Muse ;

However critics count it sillier

Than jugglers talking to familiar ; "

he proceeds to ridicule the practice of prefacing works

with commendatory verses and portraits ofthe authors ;

a practice, however, adopted by Shakspere and Milton,

thoughdoubtless imitated by many to whom the world

afforded no echo of the laudations so bestowed , and

takes as the representatives of the class, three writers

[ The Bear at the Stake.j from the ranksof the Dissenters, one of whom at least,

HUDIBRAS.-No. III .
Withers,* was infinitely superior to the Durfeys,

Shadwells, and others of Butler's contemporaries :

[ Continued from page 32.]

“ Thou that with ale, or viler liquors,

The wordy war of which we have spoken grew hotter Didst inspire Withers, Prynne, and Vickars,

and more inveterate. The results were such as might And force them, though it was in spite

have been expected. Both parties, angry and un Of nature and their stars, to write ;

conciliating, were possessed with the same feeling
Who, as we find in sullen writs,

attributed to the hero in canto ii . , part ii . : And cross-grain'd works of modern wits,

« Quoth Hudibras, ' It is in vain,
With vanity, opinion, want,

The wonder of the ignorant,
I see,to argue ' gainst the grain ;

The praises of the author, penned
Or, like the stars, incline men to

B' himself, or wit-insuring friend,
What they 're averse themselves to do :

The itch of picture in the front,

For when disputes are weary'd out,

'Tis int'rest still resolves the doubt.
With bays and wicked rhyme upon't,

But since no reason can confute ye,
( All that is left o ' th ' forked hill )

To make men sensible without skill ;
I'll try to force you to your duty. "

Canst make a poet, spiteof Fate,

All men were now prepared to And teach all people to translate,

“ Prove their doctrine orthodox Though out of languages in which

By apostolic blows and knocks ;” Theyunderstand no part of speech :

Assist me but this once, I 'mplore,
and

And I shall trouble thee no more."

“ Then did Sir Knight abandon dwelling,

And out he rode a colonelling ." Ralph, the squire, is described as an uneducated

In what we have hitherto said, we have endeavoured man, but a believer in the mystical reveries of Jacob

incidentally to show that Butler in Hudibras depicted
Behmen :

a class, and that he no more described a particular in “ As learn'd as the wild Irish are ;

dividual in the man than he did inthe horse he placed Or Sir Agrippa, t for profound

under him,* though no doubt Sir Samuel Luke affords And solid lying much renown'd ,"

a few points of resemblance. A great poet does not in alchemy, astrology, and the Rosicrusian lore : and

condescend to write in riddles . Had he intended a
as understanding

portrait, the features would have been too distinctively

marked to have been misunderstood . Indeed a most
“ the speech of birds,

remarkable characteristic of the poem is, that though
As well as they themselves do words."

examples are selected from the non -conformist party, The remainder of his character, like that of Hudi

bras, is made up rather from the features of a sort than
Our artist, while he bas delineated as perfect a jade as ever

entered a knacker's yard or a poet's imagination,has deviated in of an individual. He is implied, rather than stated ,

a trifling matter from the poem :
to have been an Anabaptist, though the doctrinal

points of the sect are notalways adhered to by Ralph,
“ His draggling tail hung in the dirt,

but one of the tenets of the 'sect was that God made
Which on his rider he would flirt. "

This he has curtailed ; but whether the defect be in the artist * More correctly Wither, or Wyther : he had been a majur

of the author, we must leave to our readers more learned in in the parliamentary army.

borse - flesh than we are to decide. For ourselves, the half -starved + Cornelius Agrippa, alchemist, astrologer, and physician, a

ragged - looking tail seems the more characteristic.. learned man , but a great quack , who died in 1535.
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his will known to them by special inspiration . This Can end the quarrel,and compose

was ridiculed by their opponents as the New Light: The bloody duel without blows.

Are not our liberties, our lives,
“ By means of this , with hem and cough ,

The laws, religion, and our wives,
Prolongers to enlighten'd snufl',

He could deep mysteries unriddle
Enough at once to lie at stake

For cov'nant and the cause's cake ?
As easily as thread a needle.

For as of vagabonds we say,
But in that quarrel dogs and bears ,

As well as we, must veuture theirs ?
That they are ne'er beside their way ;

This feud , by Jesuits invented,
Whate'er men speak by this New Light,

By evil counsels is fomented ;
Still they are sure to be i' tli ' right.

'Tis a dark lanthorn of the spirit,
There is a Machiavelian plot

Which none see by but those who bear it ;
(Thoughevery nose olfact it not),

A light that falls down from on high,
A deep design in 't to divide

The well affected that confide,
For spiritual trades to cozen by ;

An ignis fatuus that bewitches, By setting brother against brother,

Ardleads men into pools and ditches, To claw and worry one another.

Have we not enemies plus satis,
To make them dip themselves, and sound

For Christendom in dirty pond ; That cane et angue pejus hate us ?

To dive, like wild fowl, for salvation, And shall we turn our fangs and claws

And fish to catch regeneration.
Upon our own selves without cause ?

This light inspires and plays upon
That some occult design doth lie

The nose of saint like bagpipe drone,
In blood Cynarctomachy,

And speaks through hollow empty soul,
Is plain enough to him that knows

How saints lead brothers by the nose.As through a trunk, or whisp'ring hole,

Such language as no mortal ear I wish myself a pseudo -prophet,

But sure some mischief will come of it,
But spiritual caves-droppers can hear :

So Phæbus, or some friendly Muse, Unless by providential wit

Into small poets songinfuse,
Or force we averruncate it.

Which they at second -hand rehearse For what design, what interest

Thro' reedor bagpipe, verse for verse . "
Can beast have to encounter beast ?

They fight for no espoused cause,

Faith, privilege, fundamental laws ;

“ Thus was thi' accomplish'd squire endued Nor for a thorough reformation,

With gifts and knowledge, per lous sbrewd. Nor covenant, nor protestation ,

Never did trusty squire withi knight, Nor liberty of consciences,

Or kuight with squire, e'erjump more right. Nor Lords' nor Commous' ord'uances ;

Their arms and equipage did fit, Nor for the church, nor for church lands,

As well as virtues, parts, and wit. To get them in their owu no hands ;

Their valours, too, were of a rate, Nor evil counsellors to bring

And out they sallied at the gate.” To justice that seduce the king;

Nor for the worship of us men,
Their first adventure is encountering a rabble as

Though we have done as much for them . "
scinbled at a bear -baiting, which is described with

great minuteness and humour, and a sly hit is given at He goes on to trace the mysterious and irreligious

ine sombre character of English amusements, which origin of “ this lewd anti-Christian game :" but Ralph

has been often since noticed by foreigners : is an Independent as well as an Anabaptist.

“ To this town people did repair
« • To this,' quoth Ralpho, ' verily,

On days of market or of fair ;
The point seems very plain to me :

And to crack'd fiddle and hoarse tabor, It is an anti-Christian game,

In merriment did druulge and iubour : Unlawful both in thing and namc.

But now a sportmore formidable
First, for the name : the word bear-baiting

Had rak'd together village rabble ;
Is carnal, and of man's creating ;

' Twas an old way of recreating,
For certainly there 's no such word

By learned butchers called bear-baiting."
In all the scripture on record :

The knight's ire, increased no doubt by his remem
Therefore unlawful,and a sin ;

brance of the Book of Sports,' is excited , and he Andso is, secondly, the thing.

resolves to put it down :
A vile assembly 'tis, that cau

No more be provd by scripture than
“ Thither the knight his course did steer,

Provincial, Classic, National,

To keep the peace 'twixt dog and bear ; Mere human creature - cobwebs all,

As he believ'd he was bound to do
Thirdly, it is idolatrous :

In conscience and commission too .
For wben men run a -whoring thus,

And therefore thus bespoke the squire:
With their inventions, whatsoe'er

• We that are wisely mounted higher
The thing be, whether dog or bear,

Than constables in curule wit,
It is idolatrous and Pagan,

When on tribunal bench we sit,
No less than worshipping of Dagon.

Like speculators should foresee, “ Quoth Hudibras, I smell a rat :

From Pharos of authority,
Ralpho, thou dost prevaricate ;

Portended mischief farther than
For though the thesis which thou lay'st

Low proletarian tything -men ; Be true, ad amussim , as thou say'st

And therefore being informed by bruit ( For that bear -baiting should appear,

That dog and bear are to dispute ; Jure divino, lawfuller

For so of late men fighting name, Than Synods are, thou dost deny,
Because they often prove the same ; Totidem verbis, so do I) :

(For where the first does bap to be, Yet there 's a fallacy in this ;

The last does coincilere), For if by sly homæosis,

Quantum in nobis, have thought good Thou wouldst sophistically imply

To save th ' expense of Christian blood, Both are unlawful, I deny.'

And try if we by mediation " " Aud I ,' quoth Ralpho, ' do not doule

Os treaty and accommodation But bear-baiting may be made out,
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In gospel times, as lawful as is more fully developed . The following statements are

Provincial or parochial classis ; given in an abridged form from the pamphlet in
And that both are so near of kin ,

question :
And like in all , as well as sin ,

Mr. Hill first enumerated the improvements already
That put 'em in a bag and shake 'em,

effected, the chief of which are as follows :-1. The
Yourself o'th' sudden would mistake 'em ,

uniform and low rate of one penny has been adopted
And not know which is which, unless

You measure by their wickedness : as the general rate of postage throughout the United

For 'tis not hard † imagine whether Kingdom . 2. Day -mails have been established on most

O'th ' two are worst, though I name neither." of the principal lines from London , none of which ex

This opinion is controverted by the knight,but they the planhaving, nevertheless, originated with a gentle
isted previously to Mr. Hill's recommendation thereof ;

agree at length to interfere to prevent the sport, the

canto concludes, and
man whose claim 10 public gratitude for successful

exertions in the cause of Post-office reform is well

“ Th ' adventure of the Bear and Fiddle known,-Mr. Wallace, M.P. for Greenock . 3. On

Is sung, but breaks off in the middle. "
foreign and colonial letters the inland rates, as recom

We have, however, given rather a long specimen of mended by Mr.Hill, have been greatly reduced; and
the knight's eloquence, in order to introduce the cha- in divers cases the sea-rates also lowered . 4. The use

racter of a pedant, which is here so admirably exem- of money-orders has been very greatly extended by
plified, published among Butler's • Genuine Remains the adoption of Mr. Hill's recommendation to the

in Verse andProse,' edited by Mr. R.Thyer, in two Treasury for lowering the money-order fees.

volumes, which, though less known, and comparatively With respect to the results of these improvements ,

scarce, contain such an abundance of wit and keen ob- Mr. Hill stated that, in considering them , “ It will be

servation, as to deserve a more extended publicity than necessary to take into account the extreme depression

they have obtained. of trade which existed when the penny rate was esta

“ A Pedant isa dwarf scholar,that never outgrows the mode blished, and has continued to prevail ever since ; the

and fashion of the school where he should have been taught. very imperfect manner in which the plan has been

He wears his little learning unmadeup, puts it on , before it was carried into effect ; the want ofdue economy in the

half finished ; without pressing or smoothing. He studies and Post-office ; the well-known dislike to the measure en

uses words with thegreatest respect possible, merely for their tertained by many of those personsto whom its execu

own sakes, like an honest man, without any regard of interest, tion has been entrusted, and the influence such dislike

as they are useful and serviceable to things, and among those be must necessarily have had on its success. He then

is kindest to strangers ( like a civil gentleman ) that are far from showed that, even under these disadvantages, the

their own country and most unknown. He collects old sayings number of chargeable letters delivered in the United

and endsof verses as antiquaries do old coins, and is asglad to Kingdom had increased from 75 millions in 1838 10

produce them upon alloccasions. Hehas sentences ready lying 207 millions in 1842(the third year ofpenny postage).

by him for all purposes, though to no one, and talks of authors Also that at the commencement of 1843 the chargeable

as familiarly as his fellow -collegiates.
acquaintancewith those he never saw before,and pretend to in- letters were at the rate of 219 millions per annum ,or

timate knowledge of those he has only hearil of. He is well nearly threefold the former amount. While the in

stored with terms of art, but does not know how to use them ; crease in the Post-office expenses, though including

like a country fellowwho carries his gloves in his hands,not his much which in his opinion is wholly unnecessary, is,

hands in his gloves. He handles arts and sciences like those that when the accounts are cleared of certain extraneous

can play a liti le upon an instrument, but do not know whether charges, actually less for the three years subsequent to
it be in tune or riot. He converses by the book , and does not the reduction of the rate than for the three years pre

talk, but quote. If he can but screw in something that an vious thereto. The gross revenue of the Post-office in

ancient writer said , he believes it to be much better than if he 1842 he showed to have been 1,578,0001., or two -thirds

had sometbing of himself to the purpose. His brain is not able of that in 1837, which in the Post-office Committee

to concoct what it takes in, and therefore brings things up as

they were swallowed , that is , crude and undigested, in whole
was adopted as a standard ; and the net revenue in

sentences ; not assimilated sense, which he rather affects; for bis 1842 to have been 600,0001.

want of judgment,like want of health, renders his appetite,predence respecting the results of penny postage: The
The following are other portions of Mr. Hill's evi

and they always prove as far froin the purpose. He admires illicit conveyance of letters is in effeci suppressed, at

canting above sense. He is worse than one that is utterly ignor- least as regards inland conveyance, except when , owing

ant, as a cock that sees a little fights worse than one that is stark to imperfection in the Post-office arrangements, the

blind. He speaks a different dialect from other men, and much law is broken to save time. The almost total removal

affects forced expressions, forgetting that hard words, as well as of an habitual disregard of a positive law, habitual

evil ones, corrupt good manners. He can do nothing, like a con- among all classes of society , must be regarded

jurer, out of the circle of liis art, nor in it without canting."
benefit of high social importance. Causes tending to

suppress correspondence have been removed . Com

RESULTS OF PENNY POSTAGE. mercial transactions relating even to very small

amounts are managed through the post ; small orders

In the parliamentary session of last year a Committee are constantly so transmitted, and small remittances

was appointed to inquire into the state of the Post- sent and acknowledged. Printers send their proofs

office, with a view of adopting such measures as might without hesitation ; the commercial traveller has no

seem best for fully and fairly carrying into effect difficulty in writing to his principal; and private indi

Mr. Rowland Hill's plans of Post -office improvement. viduals, companies, and associations distribute widely

The labours of the Committee were cut short by the those circulars, always importantand often essential to

termination of the session, and they found it imprac- the accomplishment of their objects. The poor now

ficable to make a Report. Even the evidence of Mr. egin to enjoy their share of the convenience. No

Rowland Hill was not fully obtained in consequencc longer debarred from the expected letter by the charge

of the late period of the session at which the Com- with which it is laden , or driven to redeem it by

mittee was appointed. Mr. Rowland Hill has, how- pledging or sacrificing their little goods, they are per

ever, just published a pamphlet entitled The State mitted to correspond at a cost so moderate, that it is

and Prospects of Penny Postage, in which his views bornewith case and cheerfulness, and thus they find

on this niost important and interesting question arc access to affectionate intercourse with their distant

a
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friends, and to that information often so important for the same gross revenue as in 1837, and that to effect

the bettering of their condition, sometimesalmost ne- this a fivefold increase of letters would suffice. Of

cessary for the preservation of health, and even of course this calculation, which had no reference to im

life. Remarkable cases have come to my knowledge mediate consequences, was founded upon the supposi

of most iinportant advantages being enjoyed by:indi- tion , yet unrealised, that the plan was to be adopted

viduals among the poor, for which they were imme- in its integrity . It rested also upon the circumstances

diately indebted to the low rate of postage. In short, of the country remaining in their ordinary state, and

it is a fact as gratifying as it is well ascertained, that neither did nor could anticipate the season of calamity

it is in districts inhabited by the poor that the increase which has ensued. In 1842, however, the gross re

of letters is the greatest." venue was fully two-thirds the former amount, and it

As a specimen of the letters which Mr. Hill had re- is steadily increasing. Again , there is now no doubt

ceived describing the commercial and social advan- that little more than a fourfold increase of letters will

tages of cheap postage, he read the following from Pro- suffice. That -such is the fact will be shown by the

fessor Henslow : - " To the importance of the penny following statement:-The gross revenue of 1842 was

postage to those who cultivate science I can bear most | 1,578,0001., which must be increased by 48 per cent.

unequivocal testimony, as I am continually receiving in order to raise it to an equality with the gross re

and transmitting a variety of specimens, living and venue of 1837, which in the Committee was taken as a

dead, by post. Among then you will laugh to hear standard . The number of letters delivered in the

that I have received three living carnivorous slugs, United Kingdom, in 1842,wasabout 209 millions, which

which arrived safe in a pill -box. This very day I have increased by 48 per cent.becomes 309 millions, or little

received from a stranger ( by post) a parcel of young more than four times the number of chargeable letters

wheat-plants attacked by the larvæ of some fly '; and delivered in the United Kingdom before the reduction

these having arrived in a living state, I can as readily of the rate, In January, 1843 (the date of the last re

hand them over to an entomologist for his inspection turn), the number of letters delivered was at the rate

and remarks. That the penny postage is an important of about 221 millions per annum , or alınost exactly

addition to the comforts of the poor labourer, I can three times the former number. Finally, I calculated

also testify. From my residence in a neighbourhood that in consequence of the simple and economical

where scarcely any labourer can read, much less write, arrangements proposed , the fivefold increase in the

I am often employed by thein as an amanuensis, and number of letters would involve an addition of not

have frequently heard ihem express their satisfaction more than 300,0001. per annum to the expenses of the

at the facility they enjoy of now corresponding with Post-office, consequently that the net revenue would

distant relatives. As the rising generation are learn- fall from about 1,600,0001. to about 1,300,0001. ; and I

ing to write, a most material addition to the circulation gave a table ( Post-ofice Reform , 3rd edit. p . 67) show

of letters may be expected from among this class of ing that the net revenue which might be anticipated

the population ; indeed, I know that the pens of some from a threefold increase of letters was 580,0001. It

of my village-school children are already put into re- appears that from a somewhat less than threefold in

quisition by their parents. A somewhat improved crease in 1842, the net revenue was 600,0001., even

arrangement in the transmission of letters to our under the present costly management."

villages, and which might easily be accomplished, Mr. Hill next showed that the oft- repeated states

would greatly accelerate the development of country ment, that on the establishment of a penny rate a

letter- writers. of the vast domestic comfort which largesum of government postage was for the first time

the penny postage has added to homes like my own, carried to the creditof the Post-office, was founded on a

situate in retired villages, I need say nothing." | mistaken view of the case, arising chiefly from ignorance

Mr. Hill also referred to a letter from " Mr, John of the fact, that under the old system several of the Go

Travers, the wholesale grocer, stating that sincethe vernment offices paid the whole of their postage, while

reduction of postage his correspondence is quadru. very few had entire exemption ; all payments being

pled , that his credits are shortened, that his pay- then of course at the higher rates. Further, that the

ments are quicker and more punctual, and his orders annual postage expenses of the three principal depart

more numerous; and also to a letter from Messrs. ments, viz. Customs, Excise, and Stamps and Taxes,

Pickford and Company, the well-known carriers, by were formerly as much as 60,0001., whereas they were

which it appears that while their postage for the now only about 40001. Next, as to security of cor

year ending March, 1839 , was on 30,000 letters, respondence, Mr. Hill showed that according to a rea

that for the year ending March, 1843, was on about sonable estimate of the increase in the number of

240,000 ; and that considering the number of en- money -letters (an estimate much below that to be in

' closures now containedinone letter, they estimate the ferred from the Post-office estimate of London money

increase asreally from 30,000 to 720,000. Mr. Hill men- letters), there was good reason for believing that the

tioned also that “ Mr. Stokes, the honorary secretary security is at present quite as great as under the old

to the Parker Society ( a society that contains among system; and this, notwithstanding the abandonment of

its members nearly all the dignitaries of the Church, gratuitous registration and the non -adoption of several

and many other influential_men, among whom is the precautionarymeasures which he had recommended .

present Chancellor of the Exchequer ), states that the He afterwards laid before the Committee a general

Society could not have come into existence but for the statement of measures of improvementnot yeteffected,

penny postage. It is for reprinting the works of the but which he had recommended while at the Trea

early English Reformers. There are seven thousand sury, several of them essential parts of his original

subscribers. It pays yearly from 2001. to 300l. postage: plan ; preceding the enumeration by reading portions

It also pays duty on three thousand reams of paper." of his official correspondence with the Chancellor of

Indeed, the important commercial and social advan- the Exchequer, strongly and repeatedly pressingthese

tages of penny postage wore too obvious to need proof; measures on his attention .

they were fully admitted ; and Mr. Hill's tender of the Mr. Hill's unexpected removal from the superin

testimony of disinterested persons to the sameeffect tendence of his own plan has left the management of
was declined by the Committee as unnecessary. it in the hands of parties who are in some respects

Under the important head of Post-office revenue, averse to it. His views respecting the present rurk

Mr. Hill gave the following details to the Postage ing of the plan aregiven in the pamphlet.

Committee : - “ I calculated on eventually obtaining
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[ Auction -Room at Christie's . - From a Print by Gilray.}

AUCTIONS IN LONDON.
to the biddings of the company for a longer time than

would suffice for the burning of one inch of candle;

If we take up the morning's newspaper, and glance as soon as this rude kind of measure had existedto

over the lists of sales by auction therein contained, in that extent, the then highest bidder was declared to

order to form some rude estimate of their number, and be the purchaser . ” * Ifwenow step into Christie's or

the amount of property concerned in them — if we then some other eminent auctioneer's rooms, on ordinary

extend our calculations to a month, instead of a day- sale-days, and mark the rapidity and importance of the

and then again to an entire year, we shall arrive at a business transacted, we cannot but smile at the re

somewhat startling view of the magnitude of this membrance of the inch of candle, and feel something

branch of the affairs of the Metropolis, and look back of a sense of the ludicrous as we think of the period of

with astonishment at the state of things in the City time that was not to be exceeded in the sale of a lot,

two centuries ago, as evidenced in the charter granted and of that which is actually occupied in selling it in a

to the mayor and citizens by Charles I. We there modern auction -room .

find created the new office of Outroper, or common The truth seems to be, that before the present cen

crier for the sale of all household stuff, apparel, leases tury auctions were rather an incident of trade than an

of houses, goods, chattels, and so on, belonging to per essential feature ; and that they were confined in a

sons who shall be willing to sell the same by public great measure to the sale of books, pictures, and what

and open claim , commonly called outcry, and which formed an important item in the expenditure of a

officer alone, within the boundaries of the City, the fashionable of the last century - articles of virtù, with

Liberties, and Southwark, was so privileged. It is dif- antiquities and curiosities of all kinds, among which

ficultnow to imagine a London with one auctioneer, yet old china enjoyed especial attention . The allusions of

such it seems there was in the seventeenth century. our comic dramatists to the auctions and auction

Even the name auction'we thus learn is of compara- hunters of the day, buying anything and everything,

tively modern date among us; and which, as well as whether wanted or no, since " it was so cheap,” will be

the thing, comes originally from the Romans, who, in mostreaders' recollection. But when the habit of

during their warlike prosperities, established the cus- selling by auction began to prevail among our mer

tom of selling military spoils, with no more ceremony chants and other men of business, its progress was

than that ofmerely sticking a spear in the ground, very rapid, and, in consequence, a host of unanticipated

under which the sales immediately took place ;and as evils sprung up to keep it company, and to give our

each bidder increased his bidding on the one before legislators employment. In 1818, a Select Committee

kim , the descriptive appellation of auctio, anincrease, of the House of Commons was appointed to in

was given to them . quire into the subject, and after examining various

The peculiar mode of selling formerly in use in this witnesses, they came to the conclusion that great

country offers a scarcely less forcible illustration of frauds were constantly being committed, through the

what auctions were, as contrasted with what they are ; modes of sale then preyalent, Some persons, it

we allude to the sale by the candle," an expression appears, made a business of getting up articles

derived from the old custom of employing candles dur- of inferior manufacture, to be thus disposed of,

ing an auction to measure time, it being declared under fictitious representations as to ownership, and

that no one lot of goods should continue to be offered ** Penny Cyclopædia,' art , Auction .'

No. 763.
VOL. XIII . - K
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by attaching to their worthless productions the names regarded with such a degree of importance ; since we

of the most respectable makers, who not unfrequently know that in England, at present, one pennyworth

found it necessary to resort to the auction -rooms in will supply the domestic wants of a family for a con

order to expose personally the fraud attempted upon siderable period. But when we come to regard it in

them and the public . A curious evil complained of connection with the feeding of cattle, the curing of fishi,

by the committee was that of daring combinations by and other extensive modes of consumption , and at the

a set of men who attended real sales , and by various same time remember how absolutely indispensable it is

means drove respectable purchasers away, then bought at almost all our meals, especially those of the poorer

in what was offered at their own prices, and after- classes, we cannot fail to see its importance, and to

wards privately sold the same, under a form of public appreciate the effects of any restriction in the free pur

auctiori, called knock - out sales . The gentry here de- chase and sale of it . We will notice briefly the position

scribed are not altogether extinct as yet, as a stranger, of the salt-trade in Hungary, in Tuscany,and in British

who attends some of the less respectable of the London India, as examples of the modes in which this com

auction-rooms, is painfully reminded, by the annoy- modity is made the subject of government monopoly.

ance to which the lower class of brokers and Jews sub In Hungary a monopoly of the sale of salt is oneof

ject him . Nay, in some of the most public thorough- the royal privileges, acknowledged as such by the

fares we have even living examples of some of the nation, and enjoyed by the crown for a long succession

other practices referred toby the committee. There of years. In the year 1800 the price was fixed by the

still exist mock auctions, with their mock bidders and government at half a florin ( one shilling) per centner;

mock valuables ready to imposeupon the first stranger but the long and exhausting wars with France led the

who shall be ignorant or credulous enough tostep in government to raise the price to three florinsand

with his real money. From such nests of swindlers, a half in Transylvania , and seven and a half in Hun

whom our ordinary laws appear to be inadequate to gary. The salt is a very hard rock-salt, dug with

put down, and for whom , therefore, it is much to be pickaxes from the royal mines, and brought to market

wished there were extraordinary — from this to the in cubical masses weighing about fifty -eight pounds

rooms shown in our engraving the transition is indeed cach . The miner receives two kreutzers and a half

great, the contrast remarkable. It is not simply (twopence) for working out one of these masses.

the almost European reputation which the house in Mr. ' Turnbull, in his work on Austria, states that

question has long enjoyed, for a business house , con - government salt-venders are established in almost

ducted upon honourable and enlightened principles, overy town and village . Any vein of rock -salt being

that entitles the name of Christie to respectful men- found on an estate , becomes at once the property of

tion ; butthat name has individual literary associations the crown, and can only be worked by its agents. In

connected with it of a noticeable character. The the maritime provinces of Ischia and Dalmatia there

eldest son of him who raised the firm to its lofty posi- are works belonging to individuals for producing salt

tion , and who subsequently was himself its principal, from sca-water ; but these are under the strict sur

was the late James Christie, Esq . , no less distinguished veillance of the government officers . •Only a certain

as the scholar and the gentleman than as the auc- number of Salines, or works, may be established , in

tioneer. His first literary production was a disqui- pursuance of licencesannually granted ; only a certain

sition upon Etruscan vases, a subject suggested to quantity of salt may be made, and this must be sold

him through his intimacy with the collection of the to the government itself, at a regulated price. In

famous Townley Marbles. Works of a similar cha- places very distant from the sources of supply, certain

racter followed at different times ; and, without enter- quantities of foreign salt are permitted to bcimported

ing into particulars, it will be sufficient to transcribe from abroad ; but theagents of the government must

the opinion of the author of a memoir in the ' Gentle- alone be the importers and the venders; so that the

man's Magazine,' that “ the originality of his disco- whole sale and management of the article, in every

veries is not less conspicuous than the taste and talent shape , is in the hands of the officers of the crown.

with which he explains them .”. To which we may The selling price is regulated somewhat as follows:

add, from the same eloquent tribute to his memory, a fixed sum is calculated as the expense of production ;

that it will not seem surprising to find that such a. another fixed sum is taken in regard of profit; and to

man “ raised the business he followed to the dignity of these twoitems is added the actualexpense of carriage,

a profession . In pictures, in sculpture, in virtù , his which, on so bulky an article, and with roads so bad as

taste was undisputed, and his judgment deferred to, those of Hungary, is very heavy ; so that the price

as founded on the purest models and the most accre- varies greatly according to the distance from the mines.

dited standard. If to these advantages we add that At the mines it can be sold for tenpence the centner

fine moral feeling and that inherent love of truth of one hundred and twenty -three pounds, whereas in

which formed the basis of liis character, and which distant parts it costs the consumer fourteen or fifteen

would never permit him for any advantage to himself shillings.

or others to violate their obligations, we maythen This system leads to the smuggling of salt into

have some means of judging how in his hands busi- Hungary from Wallachia. Mr. Paget says : - " I have

ness became an honourable calling, and how that been shown the salt-smugglers' paths on the frontiers

which to many is only secular, by him was dignified of Wallachia, where they often come over with whole

into a virtuous application of time and talents.” This, troops of laden horses. I have heard from the country

the best of auctioneers, if we may credit the portrait magistrates that it was ridiculous to attempt to opposc

heredrawn of him , died in 1831. The subject of auc- them ; that they had the sympathy of the peasantry

tions is , however, tou interesting to be completed within with them , and were not only able to bribe the border

our present limits, and it will therefore be resumed in guard, butthat they cameinsuch numbers, andso
a future number. well armed, that they did not dare even to make a

show of resisting them . I doubt if there is one great

proprietor in the south of Hungary who uses govern

THE SALT- TRADE OF FOREIGN COUNTRIES. ment salt, except in such quantity as decency requires
to blind officers who do not wish to see.

It is remarkable that in many countries the sale of of Hungary, bordering on Transylvania the more

salt still continues a government monopoly . The com- tender-conscienced declared they would not use Turk

modity may at first thought seem too trifling to be | islı salt on any account; but I found that that was

In that part
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because itwas cheaperto smuggle it from Transylvania, | mode of proceeding. Lord Clive formed a plan

where it is only half the price it is in Hungary .” whereby the trade would be advantageous to the Com

In many other countries of Europe salt is similarly pany, and at the same time free from many of the

monopolized by the government, for thesake of profit. abuses to which it had before been exposed : -all pri

Even in Tuscany,which is among the most liberally vate dealers were recalled from the interior ; a society

governed of the Italian states, this system is followed was formed for the exclusive purchase and sale of salt

with great strictness. Dr. Bowring, in one of his at certain specified markets ; the shares in this society

Commercial Reports, states that the salt is procured were distributed among the Company's servants ; a

from brine-springs, principally near Volterra ; and he committee was appointed to manage the affairs of the

describes the mode of manufacture. Captain Basil sociсty, and the society was bound to pay the Company

Hall, in one of his sketches, quotes a statement made a duty of 35 per cent . on the selling price of the salt.

to him by an inhabitant of Tuscany, illustrative of the Very soon afterwards this plan was again altered, and

absurd extent to which the systein is carried : - “ Not it was ordered that salt should be sold by the society

only are the ordinary steps taken to prevent the in- only at Calcutta, and at a price not exceeding a cer

trusion of competitors in the open market, but such is tain limit ; the salt was sold to native merchants at

the drear of a rivalmanufacture, it is actually against Calcutta, who were limited as to the quantity pur

Jaw to draw a bucket of water ; so that when my chasable ; and they sold it to others at an advanced

children were once directed to be washed in salt water, price (also strictly limited ), by whom it was retailed

I was obliged to apply for a regular commission from throughout the country ; the government duty being

the Custom -house before my servant would venture to at the same timeraised to 50 per cent.

bring a couple of gallons fromthe shore. One sum The East India Directors in London disapproved,

mer's day, when my sous were bathing on a shallow however, of this society altogether, and ordered it to

part of the coast, they were surprised to observe a thin , be abolished ; compensating the shareholders at the

but extensive, coating of salt on the surface of the same time for their loss. The trade was then thrown

sand, caused, no doubt, by the sun's rays having evapo- open to private merchants, under restrictions to pre

rated the water. The boys wondered that so valuable vent monopoly and oppression. In 1772 a new plan

an article, as they had been taught to consider salt , came into operation, whereby the salt was to be ma

should be left on the beach to melt in the rain , or to nufactured from the brine-springs by the Company ;

be washed back again into the surf. Thinking no and that the Collaries, Golahs, or Coolalis ( for the

evil, of course, they collected a towel-full and brought word is spelt in all these ways by different writers), or

it to me, who was as much surprised as the lads. But manufactories, should be farmed out for five years, the

while we were standing around this newly -discovered farmers delivering the salt at a stipulated price, and

treasure , and speculating on the strange fact of its the Company selling to the dealers at an advanced

being allowed to run to waste, one of the Italian but also stipulated price . Five years afterwards this

servants, who happened to be passing, saw the contents plan was so far altered, that the person who farmed

of the towel . Turning as white as the salt itself, he the salt manufactory was allowed to sell the salt to

exclaimed, “ In the name of the Virgin , how could whom he pleased . In 1780 another modification

you be so imprudent as to pick up salt from the sea- took place, 'in wlich the salt was manufactured for

shore ? Don't you know that you are subject to a the Company by agents, who liad a per centage on

heavy fine for infringing the laws of the country ? the proceeds; and the salt was sold at a price to be

Even now , continued the greatly alarmed domestic, regulated by the government at the commencement

' it is my duty to give information to government; of every season. In 1787 the salt was ordered to be

otherwise, if it becomes known, Ishall be punished .' sold by public auction , instead of at a fixed price ;

The salt was, by general consent, buried in a hole in the salt districts were divided into five agencies, each

the garden, as a means of avoiding troublesome conse- of which was superintended by a paid European

quences." agent. This system, with certain minor changes, con

In the British provinces of India, in or contiguous tinued in operation till the renewal of the Company's

to Bengal, the manufacture and sale of salt have for charter a few years ago.

many years been wholly in the hands of the East India The district underthe operation of these rules was

Company, who have derived a large revenue from it. chiefly in or near the delta of the Ganges, called the

During the discussions which arose preparatory to the Sunderbunds, south and east of Calcutta. The salt

renewal of the Company's charter, and among the vo was manufactured by a very poor class of natives called

luminous documents relating thereto, the nature of Molungers, who received a stipulated price for a given

this trade became fully inquired into. We believe weight of salt manufactured ; and as they were always

that in themain the trade still remains in the hands in extreme poverty, the payment was made in ad

of the Company ; but as changes of detail have proba- vance. The agreement was thus made -On a certain

bly taken place, we will speak of the trade as it was a day the labourers and the officers assembled in a par

few years ago. ticular place . Each labourer had a “ hath chittee ,' or

It was only by gradual steps that the Company ac- book in which his running account was kept ; and the

quired this monopoly. Inthe infancy oftheirpower, money advanced was given to him , examined by him ,

She agents of the Company acquired from the Mogul and entered in the * hath chittee.” They then de

emperors an exemption from all duties " on whatever parted to the Golahs, where they manufactured the

goods and merchandise their agents might bring or prescribed quantity of salt ; and at the end of the sea

carry, by land or by water, in the ports, quarters,and son the Company's agent assembled them all together,

borders of the provinces . ” By degrees theagents ofthe examinedtheir accounts, and the quantity of salt pro

Companygot their exemption to extend to every kind of duced by them ;and if the whole of the money had not

goods bought and sold by them ; and thusthe Company been advanced to them , they now received the remain

were able to sell at a higher profit than other parties. der. It was supposed that in 1831 upwards of a hun

“ Dustucks." or " permits," were granted to the privi- dred thousand Molungees were employed in this

leged parties, and a system of great extortion sprang manner, principally in a veryunncalthy part ofBengal.

up under the influence of these privileges. By the The Company, having thús obtained their supply of

year 1765 the tradein saltbythe government agents, salt, put it np periodically for public sale in lots at

under this system , became so oppressive to the natives , Calcutta, at intervals of about a inonth ; each lot vary

that the Coinpany found it necessary to change the ling from five hundred to one thousand maunds (the

K 2
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maund being equal to about eighty-two pounds). The creatures of a superior order divides itself into several dis

price varied from about three hundred and fifty to tinguishable stages; and the greater the number of faculties and

four hundred and fifty rupees per hundred maunds, instincts,the longer is the period setapart for the process of develop

averaging about 128. 9d. per cwt. Nearly all the ment. The lion has a longer infancythanthe sheep, and the saga

purchasers were wealthy Hindoos residing at Cal- cious elephant than either. The human being, lord of this lower

cutta ; and they were allowed to remove the salt from tracted ascent; nove of the creatures thathe rules have aninfancyworld, is conducted to this supremacy through a yet more pro

the Company'swarehouses at their convenience.
so helpless or so lasting ; noné furnish themselves so slowly with

The price which the natives of India paid for the the knowledge teedful for self-subsistence; as if to him time

salt ( which is there a commodity very earnestly sought were no object, and no elaboration of growth were too great for

after) was greatly enhanced by thenumber of bands his futurity.- Rev. J. Martineau.

through which it passed . The salt -dealers were of

various kinds, each receiving a share of the profit

which determined the ultimate price of the salt . The bounds Caita on thesoutharethe Doko,apigmyand perſeculy
A Race of Pigmies.-Beyond the extensive wilderness which

firstor highest were called Dhuratias. They pur wild race,not exceeding four feet in height, of a dark olive com

chased atthe public sales inlarge quantities, and plexion ,and in habits even more closelyapproximated to “ the

either sold out imniediately at a profit,or kept their beasts that perish " than the bushmen ofSouthern Africa. They

commodity until a favourable state of the market have neither idols nor temples nor sacred trees; but possess a

occurred ; paying to the Company a rental so long as glimmering idea of a Supreme Being, to whom in misfortune

the salt remained in the Company's warehouses. The such as any of their relativesbeing slain by the kidnapper- they

next were second -class Dhuratias, men of limited capital pray standing on their heads, with their feet resting against a

whotraded somewhat on the principle of stock -jobbing tree : “ Yere, if indeed thou art;why dost thou suffer us tobe

in the Funds. They liad not money to pay for their killed ? We are only eating ants, and ask neither food nor

purchases at the sales, but paid only a deposit, and raiment: Thou hast raised us up. Why dost thou cast us

endeavoured to sell before the time arrivedforpaying down?". Many natives ofCaffa and Enarea, who have visited

theCompany. They sometimes lost bythebargain, these pigmies in theirnative wilds, for evil, describe the road

since theymust sell in time to get money to pay for for the most parts univhabiteil, and swarming with wildbeasts,
from the former kingdom to pass through forests and mountains

their purchase. The Baugahswere dealers possessed elephantsand buffaloes especially. From Bonga, distantabout

of sufficient capital to pay for their purchases at once, 50 or 60 miles , it is ten days' journey to Tuftee, the Owo river

and send the salt into the interior, where they sold it being crossed midway bý a rude wooden bridge, 60 yarıls

retail in their own warehouses. The second and third in breadth. Seven easy stages beyond Tufſtee is Kooloo, whence

class Baugahs were merchants who differed from the the Doko country may be reached in one day. The climate is

former in allowing a system of credit, enhancing the warm and the seasons extremely wet, the rains commencing in

price accordingly . A lower grade of dealers were the May, and continuing without the slightest intermission until

Assamees, who bought salt of the Baugah merchants, February. The country inhabited by the Doko is clothed with

and sold it in smaller quantities to the Moodies and to a dense forest of bamboo, in the depths of which the people con

large families. The Moodies were the lowest class of struct their ryle wigwams of beut canes and grass. They have

dealers,whosupplied the smallest quantities to the hertils ; are not hunters,donot cultivate the soil, butsubsist en
no king, no laws, no arts, no arms; possess neither focks nor

poorest persons.

Thischain of dealers necessarily drove up the price —both ofwhich lasttheylick like the bear from off their armsand
tirelyupon fruits, roots, mice, serpents, reptiles, ants, and honey

to a high point, and the Company was often urged to hands. They beguile serpents by whistling, and , having for

changethe plan of proceeding ; but the Company's them piecemealwith their long nails,devour them raw ; but

monopoly ( no persons being allowed to make salt but although the forests abound with elephants, buffaloes, lions, and

the Company's agents) was only in part the cause of leopards, they have no means of entrapping them. A large tree

this, since the buyers of small quantities of goods, called Loko is found, amongstmany other species, attaining an

especially in theinterior of a country, usually haveto extraordinary height, the roots ofwhich ,when scraped, are red ,

pay largely for the number of hands through which and serve for food. The yebo and meytee are the principal fruits;

the commodities pass. As to the monopoly itself,the and to obtain these, women as well as men ascend the trees like

Committee of the House of Commonson India affairs, monkeys, and in their quarrels and scrambles not unfrequently

in 1832, stated the revenue from salt (1,500,0001. perfectly naked, and havethick pouting lips, diminutive eyes, and
throw each other dowu from the branches. Both sexes go per

annum) to be too large to be given up, but recom
flat noses. The hair is not woolly , and in the females reaches to

mended an attempt to be made to import salt into the shoulders. Themen have no beard . The nails,neverpared,

India from other countries, the sale still remaining in grow, both on the hands and feet, like eagle's talous, and are em

the hands of the Company. ployed in digging for ants. The people are ignorant of the use

of fire . They perforate the ears in infancy with a pointed bam

Gradations of Animal Life. — Change of some kind is the law boo, so as to leave nothir.g sare the external cartilage, but they

of the universe: everything which God does is progressive: and neither tatioo por pierce the nose ; and the only orvament woru

the present question is, whether any of his progressions, having is a necklace composed of the spinal process of a serpent. Pro

reference to human beings, appear to run on into infinitude ? | lific, and breeding like wild beasts, the redundant population

Now, in seeking for an answer to this question, we are encoun forms the wealth of the dealer in human flesh . Great annual

tered by an apparent law of the organised, or, at all events, of slave-hunts are undertaken from Dumbaro, Caffa,and Kouloo ;

the sentient creation, of a truly remarkable character; a law and the dense forests of bamboo, the creaking of which is repre

which, though discernible only in fragments,and interrupted by sented to be loud and incessant, often prove the scene of fierce

seeming exceptions, holds with suficient consistency to disclose and bloody struggles between rival tribes. Wide tracts hav

the general method of nature - viz. that in proportion to the ing been encirclerl , the band of ruvers, converging, impel the

excellence and dignity of any form of existence, is it long in denizens to the centre. Holding a gáy cloth before their persons,

coming to maturity ; that the cycles of things are great in pro- they dance and sing in a peculiar manner; and the defenceless

portion to their worth. It is needless to say, that there is no pigmies, aware from sad experience that all who attempt to

other criterion of the worth of a being than the magnitude of its escape will be ruthlessly hunted down, and perhaps slain, tamely

capacities and the number of its functions. In glancing our approach, and suffer themselves to be blindfolded.' One hundred

eye up the chain ofanimalraces, however difficult it may beto ar- merchants can thus kidnap a thousand Dokos; and although

range them symmetrically in an ascending series, the outlines long prone to their old habits of digging for ants,and searching

of this law are surely sufficiently obvious. The creatures which, for mice, serpents, or lizards, the captives rarely attempt to

by universal consent, would be placed at the lower end of the escape. Their docility and usefulness, added to very limited

scale, seem to come into life perfect at once, or, if they grow , to wants, rendering them in high demand, none are ever sold out

grow only in quantity : as if, of an existence so inferior,no part of the countries bordering on the Gochob, and none, therefore,

could be spared as preface to the rest . The perfect formationof findtheir wayto Shoa. — Major Harris's Highlands of Ethiopia
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(Bilbao.

PROVINCE OF BISCAY. a short course, originating commonlytwentyor thirty

miles, and perhaps nevermore than forty miles, from

The lordship or province of Biscay, Biscaya, or Viz- the coast, so that'here the basin of this gulf extends

caya , one of the Basque provinces in Spain , is bounded only a short distance inland . The commerce carried

on the north by the Bay of Biscay, and its inland limits on bymeansof these rivers is therefore inconsiderable,

are the provinces of Alvá, Old Castile, Guipuzcoa, and and the harbours in this part of Spain are compara

New Castile. The territory is occupied by mountains, tively but little resorted to, owing to the height of the

with numerous narrow valleys and well-cultivated mountaitis which divide thein from the plains in the

plains between them , which give the country a singu- interior of the peninsula, and the difficulty and ex

larly pleasing aspect, both for the agriculturist and for pensiveness of the transport of heavy commodities.

the loverof the picturesque. Some of the inountains From the inland provinces only wool is brought to the

appear like several hills heaped upon one another, ports of Santander ånd Bilbáo ; the produce of tlie

such as that of Gorveya, which is reckoned to require coast itself is not considerable, and consists chiefly of

five hours' walking to reach the top. On its summit fruits. With the exception of the arable land and the

is a large plain, which furnishes abundant pasture to bare summits of the highest mountains, the province

cattle during the summer months. Near Durango is covered with natural or artificial woods of wild holly,

there are other mountains, or rather large masses of arbutus, and oak . Where the soil is not deep enough

calcareous rocks,naked, and of very difficult ascent. for raising large trees, it is covered with argumas, or

Near the bar at Portugalete is the lofty Serrantes , an fürze, and several species of erica, or heath. The

immense natural pyramid, which points out to sailors lower parts of themountains are planted with oak and

the entrance of the port, and which Bowles considers chestnut. Apple-trees grow in every part of the pro

to be an extinct volcano. There are other mountains, vince, almost without cultivation . Cherry-ireeś grow

which terminate in bare points of calcareous rocks, yet tothe size of a large elm , and the peaches are among

have a very easy slope, are well cultivated, and the bestin the Peninsula. There are several species

covered with neat farms. There are some round low of pears, two of currants, and several varieties of figs

hills, which are inhabited, and well cultivated to the and walnuts. Strawberries are indigenous in Biscay ;

summit. those that grow wild in the woods are not very large,

The soil rests in general upon rock of different but when cultivated in the neighbourhood of Bilbao

kinds, some of which rises above it in immense masses they are of the best in Europe. The kitchen vege

of sandstone, calcareous rocks, or pure mårble. The tables are excellent and plentiful, particularly onions,

marble is nearly black , with white spots and veins. which are very large and street. In the territory of

Several torrents descend from the mountains, which Bilbao, Orduña, and the Encartaciones, very good

in the rainy season have a full stream , but in summer muscat and white table grapes are cultivated ; and

are almost dry. The coast is very abrupt and deeply likewise the common grape, of which the Biscayans

cut in different points, through which the sea penetrates make their chacolí, or wine. Some of the vines are

to à considerable distance inland , forming rias and high , and planted by the side of the road or near the

ports for fishing-boats and small trading-vessels. The farms; but the greatest part of them are lowvines,

principalof these ports äre, from east to west, Hea, rising between threeand four feet above the ground.

Bermeo, Plencia, and Portugalete. The rivers which | The chacoli is one of the products which gives most

run into the Bay of Biscay on the shore of Spain have profit ; butas the municipal authority fixes the price
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for sale, and absolutely prohibits the introduction of the northern provinces of Spain , are found those old

any other wine while it lasts , the farmer only attends edifices called Solares, from the founders of which the

to the quantity, and not to the quality of the liquor he ancient nobility descend. These buildings are of very

makes. Bowles says, that if the grape were allowed simple construction, flanked by strong towers: at pre

to ripen, and the wine to ferment completely, chacoli sent very few of them exist. The greatest part of them

would be a sparkling wine little inferior to cham- have been destroyed in times of civil discord, and

pagne. others have been altered to suit the convenience and

The soil of Biscay is in general clayey, and although comfort of the owner, rather than please his vanity.

from time immemorial the farmers have mixed it with The owners of these houses are called Parientes Ma.

calcareous earth to render it lighter and more fertile, yores, and are by all their relations considered as the

it is only by great labour that it is rendered produc- heads of their respective families. Some of these

tive. In October the earth in the plain is dug up in familics were the founders of the churches, have re

large clods and left till the spring in that state, when ceived the tithes, and appointed the ministers to serve

it is broken to pieces and planted with Indian corn , in them , froni a timewhich was said to be immemorial

pumpkins, and scarlet-runners. This crop is gathered five centuries ago. Beyond this privilege, and the in

in October, when wheatis sown ; after cutting which, fluence which their riches may give them , they possess

in the following August, the soil is left bare, and pro- no other, nor are they considered as superiors by any

duces only grass for thecattle . The labour on the low other independentalthough poorer farmer. Theearly

hills is different. in July and August, the turf is dug education which the people give to their children at

up and formed intoheaps, which, being hollowed , are home is more calculated to harden their bodies than

filled with dry brushwood and burnt. The ashes and to develop their mental faculties ; but at a later period

burnt earth are then strewed about. The three first they send them to colleges, where they receive the

years the soil produces abundant crops ofwheat, in the necessary instruction . The daughters, even of the

fourth year they sow it with rye, and in the fifth with richest persons,are employed in all the nienial labours

fax ; afterwards, it is left for pasture -ground . of the household, and pride themselves on their skill in

All the province abounds with game. The par- these matiers. Bowles says, that when he visited that

tridges and quails are exquisite. There are also wild country he imagined himself transferred to the patri

doves, snipes, and woodcocks. The chimbo,a very archal age ; and adds, “ Whoever seeks native sim

delicate bird of passage, arrives at Biscay in August, plicity, health, and real happiness, will undoubtedly
and remains there till the end of October. Hares are

find ihese blessings in these mountains ; it is in them

not very abundant; but deer and wild rabbits are that he will find in general a people, if not opulent,

plentiful. Wolves are very rare, and it is still a greater really contented , true patriots, and not servilely sub

rarity to find a bear, but foxes are plentiful everywhere . mitting to the powerful. Every one possesses some

The oxen of Biscay are small, but strong, and give a thing ; and, in general , it is considered disgraceful to

very juicy and well-flavoured meat. There are also be a beggar." Although things have greatly altered

goats and a few sheep. The sea and rivers abound in since Bowles's time (1780 ), it is not rare to find families

delicate fish ,not inferior in flavour to that of Asturias who still preserve the simplicity of manners here

and Galicia. described.

Biscay is very rich in minerals : the most common The climate of Biscay is in general damp and cold,

is iron, which is found in almost every part of the pro- but so salubrious, says Bowles, that if it were not for

vince. The most productive of thesemines are those the diseases which the people contract from excessive

called Veneras, about five miles from Bilbao. The eating during their festivals, physicians would be

richest mine, and that which contains the most malle- almost useless. Although they drink in proportion,

able metal, is that of Somorostro. Everybody is al- it is a very rare thing to see a Biscayan drunk .

lowed to dig out the ore, to take any quantity he pleases, Bilbao is the capital of the lordship of Biscaya. It

and to transport it where he pleases, without paying is situated in a spacious and fertile plain , on the east

any duty . A hundred pounds of ore produce from or right bank of the river Nerva or Nervion , called by

thirty to thirty- five pounds of iron . the inhabitants Ibaizabal, nine miles east-south-east of

The population of Biscay is reckoned at one hundred Portugalete. The plain of Bilbao is surrounded by

and thirty-three thousand, distributed in one city, lwenty high mountains, from which numerous torrents de

towns, seventy anteiglesias, and ten valleys or repub- scend in the rainy season . This circumstance for

lics. The only city in the province is Orduña, and the merly exposed the town to frequent inundations; but

principal villa ortown is Bilbao, the capital of the pro- the inconvenience has been of late avoided by widen

vince ; but the whole province appears one large town ing the canal, and constructing dams and other works.

composed of isolated farms, a certain number ofwhich the plain is very well cultivated , and covered with

forms a parish with a church in the centre. The houses numerous neat country-houses.

are in general two stories high ; the ground floor is Bilbao contains four parishes, five convents of nuns,

used for the cattle, cellaring, and the implements of two of monks, an hospital, and about eight hundred

agriculture ; the first floor is occupied by the family ; houses, substantially built, generally three stories high .

and in the second the grain and fruits are preserved . The hospital is a magnificent stone building, contain

Every house has an oven , a kitchen -garden, an orchard , ing six hundred beds, a chapel, and an apothecary's

and a certain portion of arable land and woodland. In hall, with a competent number of officers in every

former times, the houses were built of stone to the first department. The sick are visited twice a -day by the

floor, and the second of wood ; but at present they are four physicians and two surgeons of the town. А

all of stone, floored with wood. It is the greatest rarity committee of respectable citizens superintend the

to see a ruined house , while new ones are often built. whole. The hospital has been built and is supported

The greatest part of the farms are cultivated by their by voluntary contributions, and every poor invalid of

owners, who are called echejaunac, that is, lords of the Bilbao has admittance into it cost-free.

house, in possession of whose family they have been There is also a Casa de Misericordia, or charity

from time immemorial, as every family considers it a house, supported by voluntary contributions, and su

disgrace to sell the patrimonialhouse. Ingeneral, the perintended by acommittee of respectable individuals,

name of the family expresses the situation or some to provide with food , clothing, shelter, and instruction

other circumstance of the house; hence the names foundlings and orphans, or otherwise destitute chil

Echaluze, Goicochea, Goyeneche, &c. In this, as in all dren . There is a manufactory of common earthen
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ware connected with the establishment in which the

children work . They are besides instructed , at the
FRANKINCENSE AND MYRRH.

expense of the house, in some business which may be the manner in which Frankincense and Myrrh are

the means of procuring them an honest livelihood. mentioned in the Bible, associated with gold and pre

The streets are all well paved with square flat stones cious stones as costly productions,plainly indicates the

on both sides, and with sinall round stones in the mid- importance with which they were regarded. From

de. No carriage of any sort is allowed in them , by the book of Genesis onward throughout the greater

which means the pavement is much longer kept in part of the Bible there are these allusions ; principally

repair. The water of the river is conducted through in connection with the duties of the priestly office.

pipes to the most elevated partof the different streets, Myrrh is more frequently alluded to as a delightful

from which it flowsthrough them in abundance, wash- scent than as employed in religious observances .

ing away all the dirt, which it carries to the river. Frankincense is an odoriferous aromatic gum or

The market-place, situated at the eastern extremity of resin, formerly burnt as an incense in temples, and

the town, is always abundantly supplied. The slaugh- now used in pharmacy . It distils from incisions made

ter-house, where the meat is also sold , is a fine build in an Asiatic tree during the heats of summer. Both

ing of the Tuscan order, situated in the middle of the the place whence it is procured and the tree which

town. Possessing an abundant supply of water from produces it have long been deemed uncertain. It has

a fountain constantly flowing, and being open on all generally been considered that Arabia Felix is the

sides so as to permit a free current of air, there is country of its growth , but some have named the Holy

nothing in it to offend either the sight or the smell. Land, and others have stated it to have been found in

On the right bank of the river there is a wide and the East Indies. When, however, we consider that a

pleasant promenade planted with lime-trees and oak, warm climate extends throughout the southern parts

and lined with many houses, gardens, and warehouses of Asia, we may naturally conclude that a tree which

Numerous wharfs and strong moles are built on both will growin one place may also be cultivated in many

banks at different places down the river to Portugal- others . Pliny was evidently at fault as to the kind of

ete. There are three bridges over the river at Bilbao: tree which produces it ; and it is only in modern times

one, very old, of stone ; another of wood, of modern that it has been ascertained to be what is now termed

construction, very solid and landsome, with one arch ; the Boswellia Serrata, growing in Arabia, but still

and the third is a suspension bridge of recent construc- more luxuriantly in the East Indies.

tion . The tide ascends as high as the town, but only The perfumeis divided into two kinds, the one called

small vessels under sixty or seventy tons can sail so far olibanum, and the other frankincense. Olibanum is in

up the river, except with a very full tide ; the greatest white bits or tears of a yellowish colour, with a bitter

part of them remain at Olaveaga, two miles from the disagreeable taste, and when chewed it promotes the

town . flow of saliva. When laid on coals , or a red -hot iron ,

Bilbao is the seat of the government of the province, it flames and burns with a strong odour. The drops

and of the consulado, or tribunal of commerce. That receive different names according as they are single, or

body has endowed schools for the gratuitous instruc- joined together in pairs, or if ofan unusually large size,

tion of the youth of the town in architecture, mathema. or if several adhere to the bark from which they had

tics, navigation, drawing, and the French and English exuded , or if powder has been rubbed from off ihem .

languages. There is a school where poor children This substance was formerly used as an ingredient in

are instructed gratuitously in reading and writing, and various chemical preparations, for curing numerous

another for teaching the Latin language, both sup- diseases. Externally it was applied to strengthen the

ported by the ayuntamiento, or common council. brain and to heal wounds. It was also used to assuage

The people of Bilbao are kind and hospitable ; their the toothache.

society is pleasing and casily accessible to strangers. Frankincense, as distinguished from olibanum , is

The women of the lower class, who are employed as softer, more resinous, and less active as a medical

carriers and in other manly occupations, are so robust agent than the other. It is imported commercially in

that they may be frequently seen after a day of labori- the form of little globules or masses, of a brownish or
ous employment dancing as cheerfully as on a holiday. yellowish colour on the outside, but internally, whitish,

They are clean and neatly dressed, and in general go and variegated with whitish specks. It has a bitterish ,

barefooted. To gratify the inclination of the common acid, and unpleasant taste, and a faint odour. It is
people for dancing, the town pays three men , who used in some medicinal preparations, but, like oliba

play on the tambourine and the provincial wind- num, it is not nearly so much employed in that way as
instruments at the public dances. There is a public in former times. Bark of incense, being the bark of

building for playing at ball and two for tennis, ofboth thetree through which it hasexuded, and manna of in
which exercises the people are exceedingly fond. cense, being a powder resulting from the friction of

There are five very pleasant fountains, a capacious and the drops against each other, are sold in a distinct state,

handsome playhouse,several coffee-houses, and many as possessing many of the properties of the sap itself.
shops and warehouses, abundantly supplied with all It is in relation to incense -burning among ihe Jews

articles of foreign merchandise, which, owing to the that frankincense derives its chief importance. Among

moderate duties and the intelligence of the people in the notes to the 30th chapter of Exodus, in the Pic

mercantile concerns, may be obtained as cheap as in torial Bible ,' is the following in allusion to this sub

the countries where they are inanufactured. The po - ject : - “ There is nothing more ancient on the subject

pulation of Bilbao is 15,000. The inhabitants are em- of incense and perfume than what this chapter con

ployed in agriculture, commerce, and the manufactur- tains . Of incense there is no mention in the offerings

ing of iron . There are also manufactures of paper, and sacrifices of the patriarchs ; and it is equally truc

hats, soap, leather, carthenware, and cigars. The that in the early history of most religions we find no

principal articles of exportation are wool and whcat mention of incense. Theophrastus says, that anciently

io foreign countries, and iron to other parts of the men offered no incense or odours to the gods, but only

Peninsula. herbs, which they plucked and presented upon the

Bilbao was twice besieged , in 1837, by the Carlists, altar as an offering taken from the carth . Ovid, also ,

and has since been fortified . speaking of the timeof Janus, describes the sacrifices

as being then without incense and without blood . This

is all, however, with reference to Eastern Europe ; but
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aromatic offerings were known to the Arabians, Egyp- i made under favourable and accidental circumstances,

tians, and Hebrews, long before those timeswhich were which have sometimes succeeded , and very often like

ancient to the Greeks and Romans. These have always wise have miscarried."

thought themselves bound to offer to God partof that This Abyssinian myrrh is exported from the country

which was most preciousamong themselves, and hence at a small island in the Red Sea, but the quantity is

incense was probably offered almost as soon as known. very small compared with that from Arabia. The na

As Arabia was famous for its aromatics, which Egypt tives use the gum, leaves, and bark for yarious dis

never produced, there is nothing iniprobable in the eases ; and they also use the wood of the tree for

idea of Calmet,who, in his cominent on this chapter, timber, from which it results that a smaller quantity

thinks that the custom of offering perfumes on the altar of the gum - resin is exported than would otherwise be

commenced in Arabia . The Israelites were at this the case. In order to have myrrh of the first or most

time in that country, and itis not impossiblethat the perfect sort, the Abyssinians choose a young vigorous

Arabians themselyesmay have taken the idea froin the tree, whose bark is without moss or other parasitic

Hebrews, of whose customs they must have obtained piant : Above the first large branches they make a

soine knowledge. Offerings of incense were, however, deep wound with an axe, and the myrrh which flows

very anciently in use among the Egyptians, but there through this wound is the finest kind, but small in

is nothing to show whether the custom was in use quantity. This operation is performed soine timeafter

among them at the period before us; weshould rather the rains bave ceased, that is, from April to June ; and

think that it was, for the art of ihe perfumer,' ac- the myrrh exudes in July and August. The sap ,

cording to which the incense was to becompounded, when once accustomed to issue through the gash, con

is not an art which any of the Israelites could have tinues so to do spontaneously at the return of every

known unless they had learned it in Egypt. Plutarch season ; but the iropical rains, which are very violent

says that the Egyptians offered incenseto the sun- and continue nearly half the year, wash so much dirt

resin in the morning, myrrh at noon, and about sunset and lodge so much water in the gash, that in the se

an aromatic compound which they called Kypi. This cond year the tree begins to rot and turn foul in that

statement is corroborated by the incense altars which part, and the myrrh becomes thenceof an inferior and

appearin Egyptian paintings.” A representation is lower priced quality. Themyrrh produced from

given in the work here quoted, of the probable form gashes near the roots, and in the trunks of old trees,

of the altar of incense used by the early Jews, It was is also of inferior quality . The worst kind is gathered

about half a yard square, and a yard high, with a flat from old wounds or gashes formerly made in old trees,

top on which to place the vessel for containing the or it consists ofmyrrh which has hung unnoticed on

incense. the tree for a . wbole year .

When incense is spoken of by the early writers, Bruce says :- “ It may be remarked, that when we

frankincense, in one or other of its forms,wasgenerally buy fresh or new myrrh, it has always a very strong,

alluded to . The connection between it and myrrh, rancid, oily smell ; and when thrown into water, glo

however, was so close, that we may almost deem ihem bules of an oily matter swim upon the surface. This

of equal importance in relation to the religious cere- greasiness is not from the myrrh; it is owing to the

monies. Myrrh probably occupied a medium place savages using goat-skins anointed with butter (to make

between an incense and a spice, having the qualities of them supple),wherein to put their myrrh at gather

both. This, like frankincense, is a kind of gum-resin , ing ; and in these skins it remains and is brought to

issuing by incision from the trunk and larger branches inarket.”

of a tree growing in Arabia, Egypt, and Abyssinia. Myrrh has a fragrant odour and a bitter aromatic

Bruce, the celebrated traveller, communicated to the taste. It is usually sold in two forms - coagulata, or

Royal Society a paper on the subject of myrrh, from nails, and stacte, or drops ; the latter being the most

which we can collect the results of his experience. pure and valuable. The stacte are translucent, of a

He says :-- " The ancients, and particularly Dioscorides, reddish yellow colour, brittle, and easily pulverized.

have spoken of myrrh in such a inanner as to leave us It does not imelt when heated, and is not very inflam

no alternative but to suppose either that they have de- mable. It is partially soluble in water, alcohol, and

scribed a drugwhich they had never seen , or that the æther. By various modes of treating it, an extract, an

drug seen and described by them is absolutely un- essential oil , and a tincture are prepared. An " oil of

known to modern naturalists and physicians. The myrrh ” is prepared by, enclosing some powdered

Arabs, however, who form the link of the chain be- myrrh in the whiteof ahard-boiled egg, and setting

tween the Greek physicians and ours, in whose country it ina moist cellar : the albumen becomes liquid, and

the myrrh was produced, and whose language gave it imbibes nearly all the smell and taste of the myrrh.

its name, have left us undeniable evidence that what Myrrh enters into the composition of many medicinal

weknow by the name of myrrh isinnothing different preparations, for both external and internal applica

from the myrrh of the ancients, growing in the same tion, but its value in this respect has been rather

countries from which it was brought formerly to lessened than increased by the researches of modern

Greece, that is, from the east coast of Arabia Felix, practitioners ; not that it is found wanting in efficacy,

bordering on the Indian Ocean, and that low land in but that other substances, more easily procurable, are

Abyssinia, on the south -east of the Red Sea, included at the same time more efficacious.

nearly between the twelfth and thirteenth degrees of It is said in the Pictorial Bible : — " It has been re

north latitude, limited on the west by ameridian pass- cently ascertained that the myrrh is obtained from a

ing through the island ofMassowa, and on the east by species of balsamodendron which is very much allied to

another passing through Cape Guardafui. This coun the balsamodendron kata, and its resin is now called

try the Greeks knew by the nameof the Troglodytria. balsamodendron myrrha. It is a native of Arabia,

The myrrh of the Troglodyieswas always preferred to where it forms stunted groves, whichareintermingled

that of Arabia, and it has maintained this preference with species of acacia, moringa, &c. " It is probable

to our day. That part of Abyssinia being half over- that the same circumstances which , in Bruce's time,

run and settled - half wasted and abandoned --bya bar- prevented the Abyssinian myrrh from being so much

barous nation from the southward, very little com- known in other countries as ihat from Arabia , may be

merce or correspondence has since been carried on still in operation, and that, commercially, if not bota

between the Arabians and that coast, unless by some nically, Arabia may be deemed the country whence

desperate adventures of Mohammedan merchants, myrrh is procured .
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A DAY AT THE BUTTERLEY IRON -WORKS, DERBYSHIRE.

[ The Foundry, or Cast-House, at the Butterley Works.]

AMONG the various manufacturing establishments engine, every stage of the process is here conducted.

which our country exhibits, there are few so important, Step by step is the value of the metal increased by the

so interesting to a stranger, and conducted on a scale labour and skill bestowed upon it ; and the meansare

of such great magnitude, as the more distinguished afforded for seeing it in all its various states. The

Iron-WORKS. Whether we go into South Wales, Butterley Iron -Works, to which we here allude, are

Shropshire, or South Staffordshire, into Derbyshire, situated in the eastern part of Derbyshire, near the

or the West Riding of Yorkshire, or into the dis- confines of Nottinghamshire, and about four or five

trict of Scotland lying eastward of Glasgow , we find miles eastward of the Ambergate station on the North

these smoking, fiery , ever-active works ; where the Midland Railway. There are in fact two works, the

precious metal iron (inore precious by far than gold or “ Butterley ” and the “ Codnor Park ;" but as they

silver in relation to the prosperity of a country) is are intimately connected, and owned by the same

extracted from the crude ore found beneath the soil . Company, we here speak of them as one.

Jf the geological character of these districts be ex On proceeding from the Ambergate station towards

amined, it will be found that the iron-ore itself, and the the works, we pass through the village of Ripley, in

coal which is necessary for smelting it, are found lying habited for the most part by persons employed at the

in beds or seams near each other ; and that in some Works in various capacities ; and immediately on

of the British mines not only may coal and iron -ore be leaving the village the flame and smoke of the blast

dug outof the same pit, but they are actuallycombined furnaces pointout the locality of theIron -Works. This

in the same seam or bed . ever-enduring flame is one of the most remarkable

The establishment, which, by the obliging permission features of all such works, and is in Staffordshire espe

of the proprietors, we are enabled to describe on the cially observable, from the large number of furnaces

present occasion, is one of the most complete of its there congregated. An iron-furnace is a most un

kind, and is well fitted for illustrating all the various tiring laboratory : it works night and day, Sunday and

points connected with the iron manufacture. From week-day , never stopping an instant for months, or

ihe mining of the crude iron-ore, extracted from the perhaps years together ; it is always nearly full of

Earth at adepth of five or six hundredfeet below the fiercely burning materials, and is replenished at the

surface, to the production of a highly finished steam- top as fast as the product is drawn out at the bottom ;

No. 764.
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and its top being generally open to the air, a vivid body , on a plate of metal of any size ; lathes for turning

of fame is almost continuously shooting upwards, shafts, pillars, and all other articles of metal having a

visible for many miles in every direction. circular section ; other lathes for cutting screws of

When within the gates of the Butterley Works, we almost every diameter and size of thread ; drills for

find an area ofmany acres filled with various buildings piercing holes in metal, whether an eighth of an inch

incidental to the manufacture of iron . Of these the or three or four inches in diameter, whether through

most important are three large blast-furnaces, with all a mere sheet or through a thick plate ; boring-ma

the arrangements for producing either the hot blast or chines for finishing circular surfaces which have been

the cold blast . Those who have not seen a smelting- roughly produced by casting ; filing -machines, for

furnace ( for they are called indifferently . blast ’ or giving to small pieces of metal the form and sinooth

' smelting ' furnaces) have but little idea of their ap- ness which are usually given by hand-files ;—these are

pearance. Theyare huge and clumsy erections, forty some of the various machines with which the engineer

or fifty feet in height, and formed so as to possess great ing shops are provided , by whose aid the workmen are

strength and great power of resisting heat. In soine enabled to fashion all the parts of a steam-engine or

instances they are conical, like a glass-house ; in others , other piece of apparatus. Another fine rooin , recently

such as have recently been erected near Glasgow, they built, is occupied by pattern-makers, who form in wood

are nearly cylindrical. At the Butterley Works they exact patterns and counterparts of all the articles

lave a square horizontal section , and partake in their which are to be cast in the foundry or made by the

general appearance and construction much of the cha- engineers. A lofty building, of a rougher and more

racter of Egyptian buildings, especially in the opening ponderous character, is the erecting -shop, where all

which forms the lower mouth of the furnace. The the steam -engines and other machines made are

furnaces are about forty -five feet in height: they put together in a complete form , to see that every

are built of stone quarried in the neighbourhood, part performs its wonted office ; the cranes for lift

and are lined internally with fire-bricks and cementing are of vast power, and there are other arrange

capable of resisting heat. ments for testing the strength and fitness of the va

When we walk round these furnaces, we find that rious pieces of metal. In an open space of ground

they are all three bounded on the eastern side by an between some of these buildings, the larger structures

embankment nearly as high as the furnaces them- of cast-iron are put together and adjusted before being

selves ; and on ascending this embankment by a flight sent from the works. All the arches, suspension

of steps, the surface of the embankment presents itself bridges, roofs, and other structures now so frequently

as a nearly level road , terminating at the furnaces at made of cast-iron, are always put up in a more or less

one end, and at the mines and collieries at the other. complete form at the works of the manufacturer

This arrangement, as we shall hereafter explain, before delivery ; and a large open space is necessarily

affords great facilities for filling the furnaces. Near required for this purpose. In the open area above

this embankment is a lengthened area occupied by an alluded to there are railways laid down, crancs erected ,

enormous heap of ironstone undergoing the prepara- and all the appliances for raising and adjusting the

tory process of roasting ; some thousands of tons being ponderous masses of cast- iron which enter into the

thus strewed over the place. formation of such structures, many such masses often

When we descend from this elevation to the level of weighing from ten to twenty tons. Among the en

the works,and pass round to the frontofone of the fur- gineering-works thus made and adjusted at Butterley

naces, we find all the busy and remarkable arrangements have been - Vauxhall Bridge, a fine railway bridge at

for casting the melted iron into sand moulds. A very Selby, another near Nottingham , bridges and castings

large roofed shed extends in frontof the mouth of each for the Caledonian Canal, for Dublin Harbour, for

furnace; and the floor of this shed or foundry has in it | Leith Harbour, for the East and West India Docks,

various earthen pits in which to make large castings ; and others of analogous character.

together with cranes for raising and shifting ponderous When on the level of the embankment which com

vessels filled with the melted iron . If these places be mences near the top of the blast-furnaces, wefind a

visited about four in the afternoon, or perhaps still line of railway extending eastward . This railway is

more at four in the morning, atwhich hours the fur- in connection with others, branching off at various

naces are emptied of their liquid metal, the glare of points, and in different directions ; the length and

light thrown around from the mouth of the furnace, number of these branches being such that there are

on the swarthy persons of the workmen, as well as on nearly twenty miles of railway on the whole works be

the dark roof and walls, together with the current of longing to the Company. As soon as we get beyond the

white hot liquid metal as it flows to the moulds, pre- precincts of the Butterley Works, we find a pleasant

sents a very striking scene. If one of our distinguished open country before us, dotted here and there, how

painters in oil (for plain black and white cannoi repre- ever, with collieries and the mouths of iron -mines.

sent such a scene) would condescend to visit an iron. All the open district between the two works, and to a

foundry at such a time, and transfer to his canvass what great distance on either side and beyond, are in the

meets the eye, he might produce a picture in which hands of the Company; and as the seams of coal and

the play of light and shade would be remarkable iron -stone extend' beneath the whole district, there

enough, and might at thesame time convey an idea of have been numerous pits sunk for the extraction of

the warm work to which furnace -men are exposed. these valuable materials. These may, in fact, be con

Beyond and around the furnaces and their foundries sidered as so many distinct establishments ; each col

are various other buildings pertaining to the manu- liery being under a distinct manager, who has under

facture of pig and cast iron (the Company's wrought his care several pits or shafts, a large number of steam

iron is made not at Butterley, but at Codnor Park) ; engincs, a body of miners, and all the arrangements

and the greater part of the remainder are occupied by for conveying the produce from the Works. Each

cngineers and machine-makers. The Butterley Com - colliery or establishment of this kind has a distinct

pany, as before observed , carry on this department, as name by which it is known. One of these , for example,

well as the manufacture of iron. In some of the lower the “Butterley Park Colliery,” being the one nearest

buildings are powerful machines of various kinds for to the Butterley Works, has twelve iron -stone pits or

working up iron and othermetalinto various parts for shafts, five coal-pits, a steam -engine of 70 horse -power,

steam - engines and other pieces of mechanism . Plan- for pumping the water from the mincs, and eleven

ing -machines, for producing a perfectly level surface other steam -engines of smaller power, for raising the
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mniaers and the materials from the pits. All the other , the Codnor Park Works, a distance of about three

collieries scattered over the Company's property re miles, or may follow any of the branch railways right

senable in their general features this one. Tlie mode or left to the various collieries. The Cromford Canal,

of descending the shafts is very convenient and expe- passing through or close by a considerable portion of

ditious. The shafts are lined cylindrically with brick- the district, affords great facilities for the transfer of

work , and there is an iron platform which nearly fits materials and goods. After passing the Company's

each , and which travels from top to bottom nearly as canal-wharf at a spot called ' Golden Valley , and a

a piston would in a cylinder. We descended one in brick -work, which forms part of their busy circle of

which the platform , containing four persons, was sus operations, we pass over a bridge which has beneath it

pended by a flat rope made of iron -wire (one of the a railway laid along an inclined plane, terminating at

improvements of modern times), and a steam -engine the lower end in a wharf on the banks of the canal,and

lowered us all with swiftness and regularity to the at the upper end in a very extensive coke-work belong

bottom , a depth of five or six hundred feet. The ing to the Company. This is another interesting feature

various galleries of the mine, extending horizontally in the district ; for wherever there is coal fitted for

from the bottom of the shaft, were arched passages of making coke, a new branch of trade may be esta

the usual character, but tolerably clean and free from blished, deriving great importance from the extensive

water ; and miners were there at work , cleaving and use of coke in locomotive engines. The employment

blasting the iron -ore, and the coal afterwardsto be of coke in smelting iron is, as we shall explain further

used in the manufacture of iron . The various laby- on , not now so general as it has been ; but the Com

rinthine passages belonging to the different collieries pany, after supplying their own wants, have established

form a net-work, extending beneath an area of about a large sale of coke from this spot. The appearance of

sixsquare miles in extent. the coke-work is altogether singular. On ascending

When on the railway above,wemay proceed onward the inclined plane, à range of about a hundred

nearly in a straight line froin the Butterley Works to ! coke-ovens is seen, lying somewhat in horse-shoe

NUESTO

(Cokc-Overs.?

form . Each oven is a brick structure eight or ten feet respect to the railway, insomuch that the minerals

high, having a flat roof with an opening at which to cannot be thrown into the furnace in the same way.

introduce the coal, and another opening in front at the railway bringing the minerals from Golden Valley

which to remove the coke. All being arranged con- and from the collieries is about at mid -height of the

tiguous, there is a railway running along the roofs of furnace ; and from this level the coal , ore, and lime

all of them , at a distance of two or three feet from the stone are lifted to the level of the charging-hole; in

ebarging-holes. There is a colliery close to the ovens ; two of the instances they are raised on a platform

so that the coal is no sooner drawn up to the mouth of elevated by a kind of piston moving in a cylinder ;

the pit, than it is wheeled along the railway, and while in the other case they are propelled up a very

emptied into any one of the ovens. In these ovens steep inclined railway to the mouth of the furnace.

the coal is kindled without access of air, and is de- Contiguous to these furnaces is an enormous pile of

prived of its bituminous and more inflammable ingre- ironstone, containing probably twenty thousand tons.

dients by the usual process of coking. When the coke either already roasted or undergoing the process of

is removed from the ovens , and ready to be taken roasting, preparatory to that of smelting.

away from the works, it is placed in carriages on the The interior part of the works is occupied chiefly by

railway, and, by an ingenious arrangement of ropes, is buildings incidental to the making of wrought-iron ;

allowed to descend the inclined plane to the canal by the nature of which weshall notice presently.

its own weight, drawing up at the same time a train After this general glance at what we may term the

of empty carriages to be refilled . topography of the various establishments forming the

Thesc are some of the matters which come under Works, weshall be in a condition to trace briefly the

observation on the way from Butterley to Codnor orderof processes carried on therein ,so far as to show

Park ; and on arriving at the latter,we find that it thebroad features of the iron manufacture. The

presents a large and busily occupied area, full of niceties and technical difficulties of the subject will

emoke and bustle. Iron is made at Codnor Park , as of course not be touched on here.

well as at Butterley, there being three blast-furnaces In the first place, then, it will be necessary to show

at each place ; but the iron is in most cases applied to from what iron is made, and how it is found. Is it

a different use. At Butterley the greater part of the found pure or earthy, heavy or light, moist or dry ? Is

castings are made, as well as all the engineering ; it found in small pieces or in large layers, deep in the

while at Codnor Park wrought-iron is the chief ground or near the surface ? Such questions are very

product. Thefurnaces at Codnor Park are placed likely to occur, and deserve a clear answer. The metal

on a different level from those at Butterley, with is found combined with various earthy substances in
L 2
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a stonydark -coloured ore called ironstone, which ore Codnor Park or to Butterley, to be broken into smaller

differs in different districts, some containing a larger pieces before being introduced into the furnaces.

per centage than others of pure iron , some containing But something more is necessary than ore and lime ;

clay but no lime, some lime but no clay, some hold there must be fuel to generate a heat sufficient to effect

ing a small quantity of coal, while others have none ; the separation. This fuel is either coal or coke, and

but nearly all containing water, silex or flint , sulphur, used io be charcoal. The changes from one to the

and carbonic acid . The ore occurs in beds of vary- other of these three kinds of fuel have marked im

ing thickness; some of those at Butterley are from portant epochs in the history of the iron manufacture.

four to five feet thick , and as the beds are generally Before the coal-mines weremuch used , and when our

inclined to the horizon, there are parts where they forests supplied materials for the fuel used not only for

' basset or crop' out at the surface, while at other domestic purposes but in manufactures, iron was

parts the bed may be many hundred feet below the smelted with charcoal, as it is indeed at the present

surface . There are generally a great many beds or day in many foreign countries. Iron smelted with

seams one beneath another, separated by beds of other charcoal is, from the purity of the fuel, of very fine

mineral; and in all such cases every bed has a local quality ; but our national manufacture would have

name applied to it. Thus, in the Butterley Park been almost utterly extinguished long ago, from the

Colliery, the several seains of ironstone receive the exhaustion of the supply of wood, had not the use of

somewhat odd names of the “ tan -yard ,' the ' cement,' coal been introduced. The einployment of coal , how

the black ,' the ' blue,' the old man,' the whetstone,' ever, was not available in its native or raw state, since

the ' wallis,' the ' nodule,' the ' stripe, ' the kittle,' the sulphur and other foreign ingredients contained in

and the ' green meadow .'
coal would greatly injure the quality of the iron . It

Wewill suppose that any of these kinds of ironstone became necessary therefore to convert the coal into

have been mined by gunpowder, brought up to the coke ; and hence arose the construction of vast coking

top of the pits, wheeled along the railway, and depo- heaps or “ hearths' at iron -works. At some works the

sited near ihe blast-furnaces at either of the two works. coke is made in ovens, as described in a former para

The next question is — how to extract the metal from graph ; while in South Wales and Staffordshire it has

the ore. The other ingredients being almost utterly been the custom to place the coal in the open air, in

valueless, the object of the smelter's attention is to get heaps containing thirty or forty tonseach , and allow it

as much iron as possible from the ore ; and his plan is, to burn in a smothered or confined manner, covering

first to drive off those impurities which will escape in the heap externally with ashes and earth to keep in

the gaseous form , and then to act on the more refrac- the heat - a process which adds much to the vivid

tory ingredients. glare of the district at night.

The process of roasting the ore is for the purpose of But the hot-blast bids fair to lessen and perhaps to

effecting the first of these two changes, as well as for supersede this wasteful mode of making coke, by

bringing it into a state more readily acted on in the affording the means of smelting with coal in its un

furnace. It is thus that the huge heaps which we coked state . This most important invention we can

have before alludled to, accumulate near the furnaces ; not well understand till alter noticing the general

all the stony masses being slowly burned or roasted in operations of a blast-furnace, to which we will at once

the open air before being thrown into the furnace. In therefore proceed.

some districts the roasting is effected in furnaces, the A blast-furnace of the usual construction has inter

new ore being supplied at the top as fast as the roasted nally a square receptacle at the bottom, called the

ore is extracted at the bottom . " But we believe that hearth , measuring about a yard in each direction .

at most of the larger works the roasting is effected in above this is a cavity of varying shape, extending to

the open air ; there is a layer of coal laid in a large the top, and in which the minerals are placed ; the

level piece of ground, then a layer of ironstone in hearth being the receptacle for the melted iron as it

pieces of moderate size ; then another layer of coal , flows from the ore. The proportion of the ingredients

and so on to the height of several feet, an external introduced varies according to circumstances ; among

thatching or coat of small coal being laid over all . A others, by the introduction of the hot-blast. For

fire is kindled at one end , and works its way slowly one of the kinds of iron now making at Butterley (and

to every part of the mass, roasting the ore as it pro- which may be taken as an illustrative example), two

ceeds. tons thirteen hundredweight of roasted ore, two tons

The ' raw -inine' or ' green -mine' ( for the workmen five hundredweight of coal, and one ton of limestone,

apply the term 'mine' to what we have called ore or are put into the furnace for the production of one ton

ironstone), being thus converted into 'burnt-mine,' it of iron. The materials, as we before observed, are

is ready for the blast-furnace, to have the earthen in- brought to the furnaces by railway from the pits.

gredients removed from it . This is done by a process They are transferred to a most ingeniously constructed

which illustrates what by chemists is called affinity .' carriage, where there is an iron vessel suspended at

Lime and clay have a greater affinity for each other, or one end of a long balance or steelyard, which can be

a greater tendency to combine together, than either of so weighted as to balance with any given quantity of

them with iron ; and the smelter takes advantage of mineral in the vessel . The vessel is a cylinder with a

this circumstance to separate the metal from its ac- loose conical bottom , apex upwards, and this bottom

companying impurities. If the ore be an argillaceous is capable of being lowered so far as to let the contenis

or clayey ironstone (which is generally the case), he of the vessel escape. A given weight of coal is put

adds limestone to it , if it be a calcareous or lime iron into the ressel, and a man wheels along the carriage to

stone (which in some places occurs ), he adds clay. the mouth of the furnace, which is about six feet

Thus, the ironstone of the Forest of Dean in Glouces- square, and which exhibits a vast and fiercely heated

tershire contains lime, and requires clay as a flux or body of fame from the mass of burning materials be

separator ; while the ironstone of Derbyshire contains neath . The carriage is wheeled on until the vessel

clay, and requires limeas a flux. The Butterley Com- passes into the furnace itself, and the man turns a

pany have very extensive lime quarries westward of handle whereby the conical bottom is lowered, and the

their iron works, where the limestone is quarried in coals precipitated in a circular stream into the fur

jarge blocks, and either burned into lime for sale , or nace ; after which the carriage is withdrawn, and a

conveyed by theCro :nford canal to the wharf at Golden charge of ore and limestone similarly introduced.

Valley, whence it is conveyed by railway cither to | This mode of charging is a great improvement on the
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common method, where the materials are thrown in the above operations that constitutes the hot- blast sys

from a hand-barrow in such a way as to fall unequally tem . The cold -blast has a tendency to chill the mass

of melted materials on which it is projected, and it was

Jong suspected that great waste of fuel resulted thereby.

It remained for Mr. Neilson, however, of the Clyde

Iron-Works, to introduce an efficient remedy. About

fourteen years ago he took out a patent for warming

the air before it was introduced into the furnace, con

ceiving that the quantity of fuel so expended would be

amply compensated by theefficiencyof that employed

in the furnace itself. The invention made its way

through many difficulties, and it gradually came into

use throughout the iron -works of Scotland, and in

many of those in England and Wales, under licence

from the holders of the patent . The patent expired in

the autumn of last year , and the use of this method is

gradually extending,not only in this country, but on

the Continent. At first the air was heated to about

300 °, but as there seemed no reason why it should not

produce better effects if heated yet higher, the tem

perature has been gradually increased to 600 °, or equal

to the temperature of melting lead . The principle is

simply as follows : - Near the furnace is a stove-room ,

so arranged as to heata series of iron pipes to any re

quired degree of temperature. The pipes may be of

[ Filling Pla t -Furnace.
any shape thought most desirable (at Butterley they

have a rectangular section, measuring about nine inches

in the furnace, falling to one side rather than to an- by four) ; and the air passes through them on its way to

other.
the furnace, deriving heat ( usually about 600° Fahr.)

The charges or fillings keep on uninterruptedly as it passes. One of the good effects of this system is,

three or four times in an hourfor day and night,never that it is found coal may be used in smelting, instead

suffering further stoppage until the furnace is to be of coke, whereby a great saving is effected ; and there

* blown-out,' either for repairs or through depression of fore in such worksas those at Butterley, where coke

trade. As the mass within sinks as fast as it melts, so used to be employed, coal is now used in the raw state,

is the supply kept up byaddition at the top, so that a just as broughtfrom the mine.

furnace of such a size as thos : at Butterley usually The liquid iron resulting from the action of the ſur

contains about a hundred and twenty tons of burning nace is allowed to accumulate for twelvehours, at which

materials at all times.
time it is tapped, or allowed to flow out. There is a

We next come to notice the blast, by which the re- small hole at the bottom of the furnace, which is filled

quisite intensity of heat is maintained . So enormous with clay after each tapping, and is broken open when

is the mass of burning materials, and so great the heat the next tapping is necessary. In addition to this there

required for the separation of the iron from the ore, is an opening somewhat higher, at which the scoriæ , or

that any of the ordinary modes of supplying air or floating impurities, flow off from the surface of the

draught would be inefficient: there must be a constant metal : the colour, consistence, and general appearance

and powerful current irresistibly forced on by a of this slag, denote to the smelter the mode in which

powerful engine ; and this current is called the blast . the process is going on . The slag flows into cast-iron

There are three apertures in the lower partof each boxes, and is thenceremoved to beusedfor roads, rough

furnace, on three sides of the hearth or receptacle, and walls, and other coarse purposes. The iron is generally

in these apertures are inserted tubes calledtwyeres or cast into rough oblong pieces called pigs, in the fol.

tueers, analogous to the nose of a bellows. These twy- lowing manner :-In front of the furnace is a flat

eres are connected with a large reservoir or regulator carthen space covered with sand, and in the sand are

filled with compressed air, the compressed air so stored made depressions or channels by a pattern , the coun

being forced into the regulator by a powerful steam- terpart of the pig: Down the middle of this space is

engine, acting on the principle ofa forcing-pump. If one long channel, called the sow , from which branch

the air were forced by the engine at once into the fur- off a hundred or more lateral channels or pigs, which ,

nace, it would produce an intermitting, irregular blast, in the odu language of the workmen , “ suck the metal

almost powerlessat one instant, and excessively strong from the sow ." All being ready, the clay stopperto the

in the next ; an alternation which would greatly injure hole in the furnace is broken away, and tlie wbite-hot

the operation of the furnace. A regulator is therefore liquid metal pours forth in a stream , and is conducted

provided ( analogous to the fly-wheel of a machine ), bya trough to the sow , from whence it branches late

by which an equable supply of air is forced into the rally into the pig -moulds. One by one these moulds

furnace. The blast-regulator at Butterley is an enor- become filled with the glistening liquid, until at length

mous cylinder of iron , thirty feet in height by nine in the whole present a most vivid and remarkable ap

diameter, and therefore capable of containing nearly pearance . The masses, orpigs, soon solidify, and are

two thousand cubical feet of air. The success of the removed from the mouldswhile in a hot state ; and the

smelting process greatly dependson the manner in hole, or tap, is securely closed up preparatory to another

which this blast reaches the mass of burning materials , similar train of processes .

and there are various minor adjustments whereby this Sometimes the metal, instead of flowing into rig

can be regulated . In the furnaces at Butterley the moulds, flows into a larger mould for forming some

hinder end of each twyere has a hole covered with a ponderous piece of cast-iron ; but more frequently it

piece of talc, through which the fire can be seen ; and ( is , for the latter purpose, received in ladles or large

from the whiteness of the heat the smelter judges how vessels, and from thence poured into moulds. We

the process is going on .
may illustrate this by noticing what came under our

Now, it is the substitution of hot air for cold air in own view . A part of ihe supply of melted metal was re
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ceived in pig-moulds ; while the remainder flowed liquid metal is poured in at one end. In casting,

into a very large iron vessel sunk in a hole in the large cylinders for steam -engines and other purposes,

sand. When filled , this vessel was raised Ly a power- the forination of the mould and core is a inatter of

ful crane, swung round to another part of the foundry , much importance; each being formed of brick -work

where moulds for pipes had been prepared, tilted up, built up cylindrically, and of such dimensions that the

and the melted metal allowed to flow into the pipe- larger may inclose the former, leaving a space be

moulds. In some cases a vessel of white -hot liquid tween them equal to the intended thickness of the

iron , weighing from one to five tons, is transferred metal cylinder. The outer surface of the inner cylinder,

from one crane to another, and thus conveyed to the or core, and the inner surface of the outer cylinder,

end of the foundry, at a considerable distance from or mould, are wrought very smooth and regular; and

the furnace. In other cases, where more convenient, both cylinders being adjusted in a pit, melted metal is

the pigs of iron are re-melted in smaller furnaces, poured into the vacuity between them . Thus is the

called cupola -furnaces, and thence poured into moulds. cylinder formed. The process of boring, to which such

Themode of casting metal pipes, just alluded to, cylinders,as well as cannon and other articles requiring

will illustrate many different varieties of iron -found- a smooth interior, are afterwards subjected, is not, as

ing. There is formed, in the first place, a core or the name seems to imply, the boring or making a

central pattern of cast-iron , with alternate grooves and bole, but a planing, scraping, or cutting away of the

ridges extending from end to end . Round this is inner surface, till it becomes regular and smooth from

wrapped a covering of hay or straw rope, and this end to end .

rope is plastered with a layer of wet loam or clay, In all large specimens of casting, such as bed -plates

worked until the exterior surface becomes cylindrical, for marine engines, arches for bridges,beams for roofs, .

and corresponding in diameter with the internal di- plates for large cisterns and tanks, turn -tables for

mensions of the pipe to be made . From this mode of railways, framework for engines and machines of va

formation it follows that there are hollow channels or rious kinds, and such like, the mould is made in sand

gutters beneath the straw-rope, and these serve for the on the floor of the casting-house, froin moulds or pat

exit ofheated air in the subsequent processes. The terns previously constructed in accordance with the

core, when formed, is sprinkled with powdered char- working drawings, and the liquid metal is poured into

coal, and placed in a heated oven to harden . Mean- these moulds at once from the blast-furnace, or from

while, the mould for giving the external form of the the ponderous vessels, or from a cupola -furnace, ac

pipe is being prepared. A model,or pattern, is made, cording to the circumstances of the case.

corresponding exactlywith the exterior of the pipe to Thus far the operations belong to what is termed

be made ; and with this pattern a mould, or cavity, is iron founding or casting, and they constitute a series

formed in a smooth bed of sand , in two halves. Then, full of interest, both to the intelligent inquirer as well

when the core is placed and supported concentrically as to the mere spectator. But the production of

in this mould , there is a.cylindrical space between the wrought- iron , involving the operations of the forgeand

two, equal to the thickness of the intended pipe. the mill, constitutes a distinct series,atwhich we must

Holes for the admission of the melied metal, and next takea rapid glance.

others for the exit of the heated air, are provided, and All wrought-iron is made from pigs, ' and is there

themetal is poured in from the ladles or vessels be- fore equally dependent with cast-iron on the operations

fore alluded to . It will be plain , on a little considera- of the blasi-furnace . The pig-iron is of various qua

tion , that the exterior of the core must give the in - lities, according to the purposes to which it is to be

terior form to the pipe, while the interior of the mould applied ; and we will suppose it to be such as is fitted

must give the exterior form to the pipe. to make railway-bars, or sheet-iron, or any other kind

of wrought-iron. The masses undergo the process of

refining as preparatory to the other operations of the

forge . The carbon and the oxygen contained in the

pigs of iron appear to be necessary to the process of

founding, but to interfere with the production of mal

leable iron ; and the process of refining, as well as the

next one, of puddling, seems intended to drive off the

greater part of these ingredients . The furnace em

ployed for refining the iron is generally a low struc

ture, having a hearth, or bottom , of fire -bricks, and

the sides of cast- iron, made hollow to allow a stream

of water to pass constantly through, as a means of

preventing them from being burnt away, by the

intense heat within . There are doors at the sides

for the introduction of the metal and fuel, and a

brick chimney over. The pigs of iron are placed

on the hearth of a low cast-iron furnace, and covered

with coke and slag ; they are then exposed to an

intense lieat , excited by blast-pipes, until the metal

becomes thoroughly melted. An aperture in the lower

part of the hearth is then opened, and the wbite liquid

metal flows into a fiat mould of cast-iron , where it

is almost instantly chilled by means of cold water.

These long slabs of refined iron are next broken in

pieces, and put into the puddling -furnace, where the

brittle texture is exchanged for one much more mal

(Castinz Pipes.] leable and ductile. The puddling-furnace is one in

which the flame and hezi are reverberated from an

In casting pipes of larger diameter, the core and arched roof, and made to strike down on the metal.

mould are built up vertically in apit asdeep, as the The brokenfragments of refined iron are placed upon

pipes are long ; and mattersare so arranged that the l a hearth or floor, and a fire kindled by the side in such
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a situation that the flame passes over an intervening thickened, and separates into pasty lumps. These

bridge, and is then reflected down upon the metal. lumps areso turned over and combined by the puddler,

Thismode of applying heat has the effect ofdriving by means of his rods, or bars, that he forms the whole

off the remaining carbon and slag. As soon as the iron contents of the furnace into five or six masses, called

begins to melt, the ' puddler watches the progress of balls or blooms, averaging probably sixty or sevenly

the operation through a hole in the front of the fur- pounds weight each.

nace, and by means of a long bar stirs the pieces of Then ensues a series of operations in which the fiery

iron, till all are equally acted on by the heat. When once ball of iron passes from one workman to another with

the whole is melted, the puddler keeps the mass con- great rapidity, and gives a vivid and very bustling

stantly stirred , changing his bars every few minutes appearance to the forge-house. One of the blooms,

to prevent them from melting. This operation , which or masses, is taken out of the puddling-furnace by

exposes the workman to a great heat, is continued means of a kind of tongs, and is quickly passed to the

until the iron , by giving off an elastic fluid, becomes shingling-hammer. This ponderous machine, which

[Puddling.Furnace and Shingling-Laminer )

at the Codnor Park Works weighs five tons, and leability which it did not before possess ; and in the

requires a steam -engine of twenty horse-power to case of iron of very superior quality, the same process

work it, is simply a hammer worked up and down is conducted a second time. In every pair of rolls

several times in a minute. The bloom is placed under

this hammer, and is speedily wrought into shape,

the workman turning it round so that it shall receive

blows on all its sides, until at length it is hammered

into a square or rather oblong piece. Then,-before

this piece has time to cool , it is passed to the puddle

rolls, which consist of a pair of very large, hard, and

heavy rollers working against each other , and having

grooves on their surfaces. A man takes up the mass

of iron , and places one end between the rollers ; it is

instantly seized by them while revolving, and passed

between them , receiving at the same timean elongated

form from the groove through which it passes.

Another man behind seizes it with tongs as soon as it

is protruded, and transfers it back to the first man ,

who passes it through a smaller groove, and so on

until the iron presents the form of a rough flattish bar,

two or three yards in length .

The iron is not yet in a finished or saleable state ;

it still retains some of its former brittleness, and

bas another heating process to undergo. The rough

bars are cut into pieces, piled together in groups

of five or six each,and placed in the balling -furnace

(a name which will probably appear to be a very

inappropriate one), shaped a good deal like thie
( Rolling Bar- Iron .)

puddling -furnace. Here the bars are heated to a

welding-heat, and when taken out they are passed the grooves diminish in size from end to end , so that,

through rollers acting in the same way as the puddle- as in the process of wire-drawing, the rod of iron

rolls, but having grooves of a flat, square, triangular, or becomes smaller and smaller at every successive draw

circular form , according to the shape to be given to the ing between the rolls. The two men , each with his

bars; or it may be that the grooves are such aswill pro- tongs, manage the gradually elongating and still

duce railway bars. By thismodeof welding fiveor six heated piece of iron , passing it to and fro, the one

bars together, the iron acquires a toughness and mal- I inserting it between the rolls, and the other seizing it
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as it protrudes and passing it back to his fellow work- | much intercourse with others, and this isolation gives

man. Sheets of iron are made precisely in the samne to them many characteristic features. They have

way, the rolls being of such a size, and having a flat seldom shown a tendency to join in the ouibreaks

surface, such as will lead to the production of a which have from time to time disturbed the manu

broad thin sheet, instead of a bar or rod. facturing districts, and there seems to exist between

The bars and sheets of iron thus produced have little the employers and the employed a kind of mutual

more to undergo before they leave the Works. To confidence, productive of many good consequences.

reduce the bars to proper lengths, and the sheels to Nearly all the houses inhabited by the workmen belong

proper lengths and widths, they are subjected to the to the Company, excepting, perhaps, those at Ripley.

action of powerful shears, which cut the iron with a At the spot formerly spoken of, called Golden Valley,

facility well calculated to astonish those who witness there is a village entirely occupied by the workmen;

the process for the first time. The lower blade of and nearer to Codnor Park there is another, presenting

cach pair of shears is fixed, while the upper blade is many interesting features. It is called, appropriately

moved slowly up and down by the power of a steam- enough, Ironvill, and presents, with all due loyalty,

engine ; and thebar or sheet to be cut is held by hand its “ King William Street,” “ Victoria Row, ” “ Albert

on thelower blade, so that the upper onemay act upon Row," & c. The houses are neatly built of brick ; and

it . In the case of railway bars,which must fit very are of such a character that a four -roomed house, with

accurately end to end , and which must be very exact a rreat little garden either before or behind, is let at

in length , this mode of cutting would not be precise about 4l. a year.

enough . The bars are in this case placed on a bench, In the mode of paying the workmen , precautions are

to which a gauge is attached, and the iron is cut by taken against abuses, which are too apt to occur where

means of circular saws about a yard in diameter. the employers do not keep a watchful eye. Most of

The business of the iron -maker here ceases . He the operations in an iron -work are conducted by

has made bars and sheets of iron ; and these now pass piece -work ,” thatis, the men are paid according to

into the hands of others, who fashion from them the the quantity of their produce. Where four or more

countless articles of everyday-life, from a nail to a menare employed on the same mass of iron, one man is

generally master over the rest, and receivespayment for

the whole, givingto each man the amountofhis earnings.

In such a case it is required by the Company that

the wages shall not be paid in a public-house, and that

the payment shall be in money ; the reason for the

former rule is obvious, and the latter is to avoid the

evils and injustice of the “ truck -system ." As an

incentive to frugality, a Savings Bank has been

established at the works, where the Company allow

four per cent . on all deposits from the workmen.

There is also a sick-fund established, through which ,

by a small monthly subscription , the workmen ensure

medical attendance, medicines, and a monthly allowance
in money, when ill.

The little folks, too, are not neglected. It is a

standing rule of the Company that no apprentice

shall be received until he can read, write, and perform

the earlier processes of arithmetic ; and as this rule

would press heavily on those who have not the means

of acquiring education, the proprietors have built a

large, commodious, and even elegant school, at Iron

ville , for the education of the workmen's children ;

and it is, we believe, in contemplation to build achurch

[ Cutting Boiler - Plates.) there likewise—the school being at present licensed

steain -engine. It will thus be seen that the Works for the Church of England service on Sundays.

which we have described exhibit all the successive The school-house has two school-rooms ; one for

stages of these processes. The quarries whence the boys, and the other for girls. There are about a

limestone is wrought, the mines which yield the iron- hundred of each sex attend the school, under the

stone and the coal, the canal and railways which superintendence of a master and mistress, engaged

transfer these minerals from one place to another, expressly for the purpose. The usual and most

the ovens where the coal is coked , ' the ridges where useful branches of education are taught, and , in

the ironstone is roasted, the furnaces where the ore is addition , vocal music is taught on the system of Mr.

smelted , the casting, into pigs,' the founding into Hullah. In every large group of children there must

large pieces for engineering, the refining, puddling, of course be a considerable number who cannot make

shingling, and rolling, whereby cast-iron is changed the least approach to correct singing ; but there are in

intowrought, and the working up of these materials this school manywho go through concerted pieces with

into steam -engines and other finished machines—all an accuracy whichwould do credit to children oflarger

are to be seen at the various works of the Butterley growth ;" some of them , too, being able to sing off a

Company, and form a series both instructive and piece of moderately difficult music at sight. To hear

interesting à song adapted to the tune of Auber's “ Prayer"

A few words may here be added concerning what in Masaniello, and such a glee as Webbe's “ When

we mayterm the social or moral machinery of the winds breathe soft,” sung, in three or four parts, by a

place. Where the operations are extended over so little group of incipient miners or smelters -- some in

wide an area, and partake of so varied a character, the blue pinafores, and some in whitey -brown, and accom

number of persons employed must be very great. We panied by their sisters ( for both schools join occasion

believe tbat in busy times it amounts to nearly two ally in thesinging-lessons)—isas novel as it is pleasan ,

thousand As there are no large towns near , these as creditable to those who teach as it is welcome and

workpeople form a sort of community, having not beneficial to those who are taught.

3
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. " , fryanis Paphia ; 2, " elitæa Athalia ; 3, Polyommatns Argus ; 4, Hipparchia Pamphilus ; 5, Melitæa Cinsia ; 6, Nemeobius Luciua ;

7, Lycuna Phloeus.]

CURIOSITIES OF BRITISH NATURAL and in numerous insects they are defended by a pencil

HISTORY of hairs in order to prevent the intrusion of dust or

other particles. These spiracles generally lead to two
BUTTERFLJES .-No. III .

main internal branches running longitudinally, and

In our last paper on the Butterflies of our island we termed Tracheæ, whence multitudes of tubes are given

inade some observations on their haustellate mouth, off, dividing and subdividing ad infinitum , penetrating

the structure of which weendeavoured to explain as every part, and ramifying through all the viscera.

succinctly as possible, comparing it with the mandibu- These tubes appear generally to be simple, but some

late structure of the mouth as exhibited by coleopterous times assume a beaded appearance, and sometimes

insects. In -both instances we showed how the varia- numbers of them are dilated at certain intervals into

tions in the form and arrangementof the parts com- sacculi, or reservoirs, partly perhaps for the preserva

posing the mouth, whether those parts be modified into tion of air, and partly, as is the case with the sacculi in

hard jaws or a slender tubular proboscis, were admi- birds, to lighten the specific gravity of the body. These

rably in unison with the nature of the food on which tubes, however, are not confined to the body, they are

the animal was destined to subsist. But it may be continued into the wings, constituting the nervures,

asked — Is the mouth only an organ for receiving and which are in fact air-tubes , and in such insects as fold

conveying food to the digestive apparatus? Do not up the wings, beetles for instance, most naturalists ,

insects also breathe through the mouth ? and if not, how we believe, consider thatit is by forcibly impelling the

is respiration performed? Insects do not breathe air into these tubes that the expansion of the wings for

through the mouth, whether mandibulate or haustel- flight is effected . Thus then , insects, it may be said ,

late ; respiration is in fact carriedon in a manner very arepermeatedby air , and to this circumstance their

different from that which obtains amongthe vertebrate vigour and energy are greatly owing ; for every part of

classes. They have no lungs, like quadrupeds, birds, their organization and the nutritive fluids are under

and reptiles ; nor gills, like fishes.' Insects breathe operation of oxygen ; and as fast as the fluids (or blood )

through a series of pores disposed in regular succession become deteriorated , so fast is it renovated .

along the sides of the chest and body. These minute If the multitude of these air- vessels surprises us , no

orifices are termed spiracles or stigmata . In many less does their structure. As far as observation has

instances these spiracles,which may often be seen with hitherto gone, the tracheæ at least are found to con

thenakedeye, are capable of being closed and opened ; sist not of a simple membranous tissue forming a

in some, however, they are always open and circular ; 1 cylinder, but of twoexquisitely fine membranes, between

No.765 .
Vol . XIII.-- M
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which a spiral thread is interposed, so as to form by vessel, he states, is divided in the chaffer into eight

its close gyrations a cylinder like the worm - spring of compartments, by a series of semilunar valves, so con

wire used in bell-hanging. The object of this wonder- structed as to allow of the advance of the fluid upon the

ful contrivance is to give firmness to the tubes without contraction of the vessel from the tail upwards to the

interfering with their flexibility, to prevent their col- head , but notof its retrograding. At the anterior part

lapse without their being rigid or coriaceous. of the vessel the fluid issues through a perforation into

The external signs of respiration are not always to the general cavity of the body, and meanders in streams

be perceived in insects : in some, however, as the bee, between the various tissues; but as at each contrac

the great dragon - fly, and the large green grasshopper, tion , or systole, the vessel exhausts itself, there must be

it is indicated by the alternate expansion and contrac some means for keeping up a continual supply. It

tion of the abdomen, which M.Chabrier has described appears that each chamber has a valvular orifice on

in detail. In the grasshopper M. Vauquelin found the each side, communicating with the cavity of the body,

inspirations to be fifty -five times in a minute . It is and the valves are so ordered as to permit the influx

most probable that insects have the power of directing of blood , but not the efflux ; hence, as the vessel dilates

currents of air to any given part ; and it would appear after each contraction, a quantity of blood is sucked

that the noise of many insects, as of bees, flies, & c. in , which, as it cannot return by the same openings,

is produced by the forcible expiration of air. Messrs. must go forwards, from the structure of the internal

Kirby and Spence consider that the vocal spiracles of semilunar valves, and thus is it kept in perpetual

the Hymenoptera and Diptera are those behind the circulation - so that though, exclusive of this long res.

wings. sel or heart, there is no vascular system , yet regular

With the function of respiration the circulation of movements and currents of the fluid bathing the viscera,

the blood is intimately connected. In most animals the muscles, the air-tubes and other organs, are main

we discover a more or less perfect system of blood- tained . Both the contraction and dilatation ofthis kind

vessels, namely, arteries and veins ; but in insects a of heart begin from the posterior chamber, and so up

complete vascular system cannot be detected : yet we wards in rotation. The number of contractions varies;

would not assert that blood -vessels are altogether they have been counted at from twenty to a hundred

wanting ; indeed , a dorsal vesse) extending down the per minute. Such is an outline of the account given

back is very apparent, exhibiting a series of pulsations | by Strauss Durkheim ; we need scarcely say that the

towards the head, and in transparent caterpillars this extent and divisions of this vessel differ in various

vessel and its pulsatory movements may be seen with species. More recently (1824 ), Professor Carus has
the naked eye .

published his observations on the circulation , as inves

We may here observe, that the chyle, or nutritive tigated by himself in certain very transparent insccts ;

portion of the digested food, appears to percolate and in addition to the meandering streams, evidently

through the walls of the alimentary canal, filling up not confined by vessels, he considers that there is also

every space internally, and bathing the fine air -tubes, a vascular circulation ; that besides the main current

by the influence of the air of which it becomes altered discharged from the anterior orifice of the heart,

in character, and analogous to the blood of other ani- “ another portion of the blood is conveyed by two

inals .-Such , at least , is the general theory. lateral trunks, which pass down each side of the body

Now to revert to the dorsal vessel : - This vessel con- in a serpentine course, and convey it into the lower

tains a fluid which, according to Lyonnet, appears extremity of the dorsal vessel, with which they are

colourless, but when collected in drops is found to be continuous.” Dr. Roget, in his ‘ Bridgewater Treatise,'

of a yellow tint,more or less deep. A powerful micro- figures this kind of circulation in the Sembla viridis,

scope shows it to be filled with globules of inconceiv- from a delineation by Carus, in the . Acta Acad . Cars.

able minuteness ; when this fluid is mixed with water, Leop. Carol. Nat. Cur., ' vol . xv . , pt. ii., p. 9. It ap

the globules lose their transparency and coagulate in pears that these lateral vessels give off others, in the

small clammy masses, which after evaporation become form of loops, supplying the antennæ , the tail, the

hard and brittle, like gum. The nature, then, of this legs, and the wings, which again return the blood to

fluid , and the regular pulsation of this vessel, favour the lateral vessels, and these again merge into the

the idea of the latter being a kind of heart. dorsal heart. A similar circulation is asserted to exist

Swammerdam, indeed, asserts that he has seen tubes in the Ephemera marginata, figured and described in

issuing from this dorsal vessel, which he has succeeded Dr. Goring and Mr. Pritchard's ' Microscopic Illus

in filling with a coloured fluid ; but Cuvier and most trations, and fully detailed and illustrated by an en

writers have stated that it is not only closed at each graving on a large scaleby Bowerbank in the Ento

end , but that there are no tubes leading to it or issuing mological Magazine,' i. 239 , pl . 2.

from it, as is proved by the most elaborate researches. In butterflies the circulation is not easily made out,

Lyonnet,who traced thenervesand ramifications of the owing to the opacity of their epidermis,and the full

bronchial tubes of nexpressible minuteness, could not , covering of hairs, plumes, and scales with which the

after the most painful investigations, detect either wings and body are invested. Yet from their activity

veins or arteries connected with this vessel , but re- and alertness , and the vigour of themuscles necessary

garded it as open at the anterior end . to the exertionsof their fanlike wings, we may rea

Marcel de Serres states that the vessel can be re- sonably suppose it of as perfect a grade as in most or

moved without causing the immediate death of the in- any insects.

sect ; and many physiologists have been inclined to Of these interesting creatures, children of summer,

regard it as a secretory organ, but of what kind it was a beautiful group is at the head of this article : we

impossible to conjecture. This opinion we think un- shall give a brief description of them seriatim .

tenable. 1. The Silver -washed Fritillary (Argynnis Paphia ).

According to Meckel, it is furnished with longitu- This beautiful butterfly, sometimes called the Great

dinal inuscular fibres; but Strauss Durkheim found it, Fritillary, is generally spread over our island,appear

in the chaffer at least, to consist of an outer membrane ing in June about the sides of woods, and flitting on

and an inner lining of circular muscular fibres. rapid wings. The upper surface of the wings is of a

Strauss Durkheim's description of this dorsal vessel bright orange-brown, with three rows of black mar

is very curious,and seems in some measure to recon - ginal spots, and with several black marks near the

cile the conflicting views which have arisen from the centre. The anterior wings are paler beneath , and

observations of other microscopic anatomists. This ' the hinder wings beneath are brassy green, with four
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transverse fasciæ ofsilvery white. The wings are as they pass through the winter before assuming the

ample. The caterpillar is solitary, feeding on the pupa state , this habit of clustering together, within a

wild viola canina, the netile, & c. : it is tawny, with a snug tent, is the more requisite. They feed on various

yellow dorsal line, and beset with hairy spires; two plants, as thespeedwell, hawkweed,mouse-ear, &c .

dark lines run along the sides. 6. The Duke ofBurgundy Fritillary ( Nemeobius

2. The Pearl-bordered Likeness (Melitæa Athalia ). | Lucina ), small Fritillary.

This species, also termed the Heath Fritillary, is not This species is rare in our island, or rather, perhaps,

uncommon in the more southern parts of England, local in its distribution , being chiefly confined to the

and in Devonshire. It appears in June, and is found south -eastern counties, appearing about the middle of

in the open glades of woods, and about heathy com- May. It is said to be frequent near Cambridge. The

mons. It is subject to several variations of colouring, wings are dark brown, theanterior pair having three

a circumstance which has led to some confusion of transverse bars of irregular pale yellow spots. the

names. One variety is the Papilio Pyronia of Hübner. marginal series being dotted in the centre with black.

The ordinary colouring is orange above, with undu- The binder wings are almost similarly variegated.

latory lines of black. The fore -wings beneath are Underneath the wings are pale brownish yellow, the

pale yellowish, with a few transverse lines of black at anterior pair having light spots interspersed with black

the anterior margin . The hinder wings below, with in the centre, and a row of light spots, with a dusky

several black -edged spots near the base, and a curved mark in the centre of each, along the margin ; the

band of whitish across the centre, and edged with nar- hinder wings are similarly ornamented, but have two

row lines of black ; the fringed margin of the wing is bands of oval spots of a whitish tint, those forming the

yellowish. The caterpillar feeds on the plantain and outer row being edged with black .

also on the common heath . It is spiny, of a black The caterpillar is stated to be oval, and depressed

colour, and spotted with white. To this species is re- in figure, of a pale olive brown,with a black spot on

ferable the Papilio Maturna of someauthors. each segment,and with the head and legs ferruginous.

3. The Silver-studded Blue Butterfly( Polyommatus It is said to feed on the primrose and cowslip.

Argus), Blue Argus. This elegant little butterfly is 7. The common Copper Butterfly (Lycæna Phlæas ).

not uncommon in the midland and southern districts In ever part of our island, and on the adjacent con

of England, fitting about in June, over clover fields tinent, this pretty butterfly is tolerably abundant ; it

and ground wherethe brooni grows abundantly, on extends to Asia,and occurs also in North America.

which herbs the caterpillar feeds. The male and fe- It is light, quick , and active in its movements ; and

male differ much in colouring, the former having the makes itsappearance in June, July, and August. ' The

upper surface of the wings of a deep blue, passing into anterior wings, which are not indented at the edge, are

black round the hinder margin, and bounded by a of a rich copper colour, spotted with black, and broadly

fringe of white. The wings beneath are bluish grey, Inargined with the same. The hinder wings are

withnumerous ocellated spots, the hinder wings hav- brownish black, with a copper band posteriorly, spotted

ing on their posterior margin an orange band, con- along themargin with black. Under surface of the

taining silvery spots, margined by black crescents. wings paler. This species is subject to considerable

The wings of the female above are of a dull brownish variations of colour.

black, the anterior pair having a tawny margin . The caterpillar of this butterfly is described as being

The caterpillar is green , with a brown line along the of a green colour, with a yellow stripe down the back ;

back ; oblique marks of brown,edged with white, along it is said to feed on the sorrel , it appears to have been
the sides ; and black head and feet. but recently ascertained .

4. The small Heath Butterfly (Hipparchia Pam We need scarcely observe that the varied colours

philus) , Golden Heath -Eye. of the wings of butterflies are produced by the minute

This species is common throughout the whole of our plumes or scales with which they are covered , and

island , frequenting short-grassed hills, upland pas- which , beneath a microscope, present very beautiful

tures, and dry heathygrounds, and appearing in June ; objects. These scales are of very different forms,and

a second flight occurs in September. variously arranged, but mostly in an imbricated style,

The wings above are of a pale orange or ochre with more or less regularity. They are inserted into

yellow, witha fringe oflong white hairs ; underneath , themembraneby a short footstalk or root, but their

the fore -wings are clouded with ash colour, and have attachment is comparatively slight, whence they are

near the tip an ocellated spot of black with a white brushed off by a touch. Not only are they often richly

centre. The hinder wings below are clouded with coloured , but they are marked with striæ, and often

greenish brown and grey , with two or three indistinct crossed by finer lines, and these striæ by the re

ocellated spots. flexion of the light at different angles produce vary

The caterpillar is small and greenish, with the back ing tints of brilliant or metallic effulgence. Sone

dusky, and a white lateral line. It feeds on various idea of the almost endless variety of form and mark

upland grasses. ings which the scales of butterflies and moths assume,

5. The Glanville Fritillary (Melitæa Cinxia) . may be conceived when we state that Lyonnet nearly

On the adjacent continent this species is abundant, fills six quarto plates with crowded delineations of the

appearing in June ; but in England it must be consi- scales of one species of moth, viz . the Bombyx Cossus.

dered as of rare occurrence, though it is found in the Such is their minuteness, that they appear to the naked

Isle of Wight, on the hills about Dover, and along those eye like a fine powder, and their numbers on the wings

of our southern coast. Its colour above is orange-red , of a large butterfly almost defy calculation. Leeu

marbled and spottedabove with black and yellowish ; wenhoek counted upwards of400,000onthewings of

a row of black points runs parallel with theposterior a silk -moth ,and it is calculated that in one square
margin of the hinder wings. The colour of the wings inch of surface of a butterfly's wing the number of

is paler below than above.
scales will amount to about 100,740. When these

The caterpillar is black, dotted with white, and with scales are rubbed off, the wings are found to consist

the head and pro -legsred ; it is gregarious in its habits ; of an elastic, transparent, and very thin membrane;and

numbers collect together, and drawing around them when examined by means of a microscope, it will be

the leaves of the plant on which they are feeding, cover found marked with indented lines, exhibiting the

the whole with, a web of silk : as it is not till late in the arrangement of the scaly covering.

autumn that they emerge from the egg, and moreover
M 2
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LOCOMOTION OF ANIMALS.-No. VI . val ends, and the other, namely, that in which the body

is supported by both legs, begins, and terminates with

Walking:-By thosewhohavestudied the theoryof the raising of the otherleg:The time that the body

walking, it has been found convenient to divide the is supported by both legs diminishes continually as the

time of a step into two portions, namely, that in which velocity is increased, and when it vanishes altogether,

one leg, and ihat in which both legs rest on the ground; as in quickest walking, we arrive at the common

at least thisarrangement hasbeen adopted by Borelli, limit of the quickest pace in walking and theslowest

Weber, and Bishop. In walking it is necessary that in running. Thus the two states in which the body

thereshould be at least one foot always on the ground, is supported either by one or both legs alternate

and there is no instant in which the body is not sup- in such a manner that one begins at the instant the

ported either by one or both legs. In running, the other terminates : and it is found by experiment that

case is different, as we shall hereafter see. only in very slow walking is the time wherein both

The period wherein both legs are on the ground is legs are on the ground equal to half that in which one

shorter than that in which the trunk is supported by only supports the body.

one leg only. During the timethe body issupported We willnow endeavourto illustrate the preceding

by one leg the other leg swings from behind forwards; remarks by means of a diagram. In Fig . 1 , wbich

and, being again placed on the ground, the first inter- may be conceived to be a horizontal plane, letussuppose

Fig . 1 .

b d á b' c ' d ab " d"a

C

the upper series of lines to represent the left leg , the it reaches the last position, number 1 , which corre

lower seriesthe right, the straight lines the leg resting sponds with the number 1 of the other leg, as above de

on the ground , the curved the leg swinging,and the scribed . This excellent figure is necessarily compli

letters a, b, & c. to denotethe different periods of move- cated owing to the number of positions depicted; but
ment in walking. During a both legs are resting on is easily understood if studied with the attention it

the ground, and at the beginning of b the left leg deserves.

rises from the ground, and swings forward until c In very slow walking, the centre of gravity is borne

commences, when both legs are again on the ground . along in a more elevated position thanin quick walk

During d the right leg in its turn rises and swings ing ; indeed, whatever tends to elevate the centre of

from behind forwards, whilst the trunk is supported gravity , tends also to decrease the velocity of walking ;

on the left leg, represented by the upper straight for the length of the hindmost leg, which is nearly the

line. At a' both legs are again in contact with the same in all paces, is equal to the square root of the sum

earth ; at b' the left leg again rises in its turn, and of the squares of the height of the centre of gravity from

swings as before; and thus the two legs alternate the ground, and of the length of the step; and conse

their offices in succession . We observe that the period quently, the shorter the step, the greater is the height

a, in which both legs are on the ground, is about half of that centre, and vice versa. T'his is observable in

of b, during which the left leg is oscillating, and the corpulent persons , and in porters bearing burdens on
figure is consequently an illustration of very slow the head and shoulders ; the scientific law being thus

walking, agreeably to what has been already mentioned . confirmed by experience.

It should also be remarked that b, the period of swing In slowest walking, the swinging leg passes through

a less curve than in quick walking. In Fig . 3 we ob

ing, is the middle of the space , 6, 5, which together serve theleg is placed on the ground in advance ofthe

vertical line passing through the head of the thigh

constitute a single step. In fig. 2 an outline of the bone ; and as a vertical line passing through the centre

human skeleton is represented in twelve positions as of gravity falls behindthebaseof support, the posterior

designed by Professor Weber, on a scale of one-tenth leg cannot be lifted from the ground until the swinging

the natural size of man . The simultaneous relative leg has partiallyswung back again into a vertical posi

positions of the head, trunk, and legs are preserved tion. During this period, both legs being on the ground,

at each of these twelve instants, as viewed through a the time of the step is a maximum , because the dura

revolving optical instrument like a stroboscope, which tion of a step consists of the time employed by the

has been adapted for this purpose by Stampfer. By swinging leg in describing its curve, and the time

means of this instrument the consecutive positions of wherein both legs are on the ground,both which quan

the trunk and legs may be taken at very minute inter- tities increase as the velocity diminishes. In this case

vals of time, a subject of great importance to the the straight lines, a , Fig. 1 , have the greatest relative

sculptor and painter of animals, but which under length with respect to the curved lines, b.

ordinary circumstances could not be accomplished. In quickest walking, the advanced foot reaches the

In Fig. 2 the numbers 1 , 2, 3 show the right leg on ground in the vertical line which passes through the

the ground, and the left leg swinging in advance of it, head of the thigh-bone, as in Fig. 4. Here the centre

just before it reaches theearth at the end of the step, of gravity being entirely supported by the forward leg ,

seen at number 4. The numbers 5, 6 , and 7, wbich the hinder leg is in a condition to rise from the ground

are omitted to prevent confusion, are the successive the instant the other reaches it, and the time wherein

positions of the two legs resting on the ground before both legs are simultaneously on the ground becomes

the next step commences with raising the right leg : evanescent. If the joints of the legs did not possess,

during this period the centre of gravitymoves forward, as we have seen , a considerable freedom of motion,

and the right leg, when raised, is as it were left behind , we should not be enabled to vary our speed as we now

and is found in the position of number 8. Numbers do; because, as the length of the step increases, the

9, 10, and 11 show the successive positions of the right height of the centre of gravity decreases; and to acconi

leg swinging behind the left ; and 12, 13, 14, its posi- plish the latter, the forward leg must be much more

tions when it overtakes and passes the left leg, until I bent when it reaches the ground than in slow walking,
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as seen in Figs. 3 and 4, the velocity of the man in in walking the body is always supported, either by

It is also in consequenceof the powerwepossess of be threefeet in length, the centrifugal force would be

bending the legs,thatweareenabled to move the come equal to thatof gravity when the velocity in

centre of gravity nearly horizontally ; and thereby to walkingbecameequal to that which a heavybody

move with a much greater velocity than we could do acquires in falling through half the length ofthe leg,

if our limbswereinflexible ; for a man with inflexible or onefootanda half,whichisvery nearlyten feet in

wooden legs is restricted from walking beyond a velo- a second, or sevenmiles in an hour. This,then, is

city within very sınall limits, however greatmaybe theextreme limit of velocity whicha mancouldreach

For example, when a man is with wooden legs, or with legs whose joints have been

Walking with woodenlegs, as in Fig . 5,thecentre of rendered useless by disease , butin reality he cannot

gravity describes small arcs of a circle,of which each move with anything like this speed, because hemust

leg is alternately the radius. Now,accordingtoDr. place his swingingleg on the ground asmuchbefore

Young,ifthe velocity could be sufficiently great to the verticalthrough his centre of gravity as the other

create a centrifugal force exceeding that of gravity, leg is behind it, and therefore his steps must be very

each leg would be raised from the ground immediately short, and taken at a greatermechanical disadvantage

alter touching it,which would constituterunning;for than in the slowest walking ofordinary persons.În

his
muscular

power.
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Fig. 3. forming any abrupt angles during its elevation and

depression, as seen in Fig. 6, where the actual path re

Fig. 6.

sulting from the flexibility of the limb is delineated ;

whilst in Fig. 5a we see the abrupt manner in which

the centre of gravity moves, and the curvesbegin and

terminate ; and we can readily imagine the jars to

which thetrunk would be subject in locomotion , if the

legs were destitute of joints at the knee and ankle.

The greatest velocity with which a person can walk

(unless by an enormous expenditure of muscular

action, which could not be maintained ) is when the

time of a step is equal to half the duration of the mo

tion of theswinging leg ; that is, the time which elapses

from the raising of that leg until it is again placed on

the ground, having described half its arc of oscillation,

the hind leg during the same time pushing the trunk

sufficiently forward, so that the centre of gravity may

be vertically over the base of support, as in Fig. 4.

Hence, if we suppose the leg capable of describing its

Fig. 4 .
arc freely in 730 parts of a second, the least time of

the step will be 730 divided by 2, or • 375 of a second .

When the swinging leg is first raised from the ground,

the trunk propels thehead of the thigh-bone horizon

tally forwards, and communicates a retrograde motion

to the lower extremity of the leg, in the direction of the

tangent of the curve in which the leg oscillates. This

retrograde force tends to retard the movement of the

leg forward, and would materially lengthen the time

of a step, but ihc leg being at the same time bent, and

consequently shortened, to allow it to swing freely

abovethe ground, its movement is thereby as much

accelerated as the retrograde action tends to retard it,

and the result is that the leg swings in the same time

as if these accelerating and retarding influences did

not exist. The velocity in walking, then, in the same

person , depends on the time taken in making each

step, and on the length of the steps ; and both of these

are again dependent on theheight at which the centre

of gravity, or the heads of the thigh-bones , are carried

above the ground, for as the height of the latter dimi

nishes , the length of the step is increased, and the

time of the step is decreased, and vice versâ. The ve

locity of walking in different individuals depends

greatly on the relative proportions of their framework,

and on the vigour of their muscular system ; but it

must be borne in mind that it is always the hind leg

which has the work to accomplish, and by throwing it

Fig . 5.
into the required position, and regulating its exten

sion, the speed may be adjusted to the figure of the

individual. It is indeed owing to the diinensions of

the several organs concerned in locomotion, and to the

habit of the individual in applying them, that each

person has a step peculiar to himself, so that the very

sound produced by the contact of the foot with the

Fig . 5a . ground is sufficient to enable us to recognise the ap

proach of individuals with whom we are familiar, long

before we see them . Compared with numerous species

of the lower animals, the velocity of man in walking is

very inferior. The best constituted persons are inca

pable of acquiring a speed of little more than five

miles in an hour; and even at this rate of motion they

are quickly exhausted . Our expenditure of muscular

consequence of the flexibility of the legs, the path power for the accomplishment of every step is very

taken by the centre of gravity undulates without great, even when walking on a perfectly horizontal
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path ; but it becomes much greater when ascending in- | 1096 , when William , then Archbishop of Rouen, pro

clined surfaces, suchas climbing the sides of hills and hibited the wearing of the beard . The bath -keepers,

mountains . Under these circumstances the speed is who pretended to much medical knowledge, by pre

diminished , and the muscular power is expended in paring medicated baths suited to different diseases and

raising the body upwards. During this period, the constitutions, and also by previously preparing the

number of respirations, as well as the number of pul- body by laxatives and venesection, shared with the bar

sations of the heart in a second , augments, and a bers for a long period the practice of the healing art.

feeling of languor and fatigue communicates to the Meanwhile the mists of the middle ages were gradu

pedestrian the conviction that he has done as much ally dispersing, and surgery, illumined by the science

work as his system will sustain without danger of over- of anatomy, began its progress towards a new and

fatigue, and too great a prostration of strength - a con brilliant position .

dition from which it often takes a long time to re The profession of the barber, in the course of time,

cruit . On the other hand , a due exercise of muscular combined the art of the chirurgeon with the craft of

action in walking isnecessary,as we have already seen, the perruquier. In France the barbiers-chirurgiens

to the healthy and vigorous play of the several organs were separated from the barbiers-perruquiers in the

of the human body. time of Louis XIV. , and made a distinct corporation .

The barbers of London were first incorporated by King

Edward IV. , 1461 , and at that time were the only per
BARBERS AND SURGEONS.

sons who exercised the art of surgery. But this con

We are but too apt to overlook the slow and silent solidation of the two crafts could not be permanent.

operation of the great principles upon which what is The gradual increase of wealth and luxury created a
now known as the science of political economy are demand for superior skill in every department of me

founded , although they are sufficiently curious and dical and surgical science, and the consequence was,

obvious,even in matters which might be deemed too that persons of superior attainments began to apply

high or too low to be thought within their influence. themselves more to actual observation, and the acqui

They prevail unconsciously in the progress of society sition of practical knowledge by a more careful study

from a low to a high state of civilization ; and the of the human body, and surgery was more enriched by

painted pole and decayed teeth which formerly desig- the single discoveries of close observers than by all

nated and ornamented the barber's shop , offer an ex- the preceding centuries of theory. These persons

cmplification of the results of a division and union of formed themselves into a voluntary association which

employments, interesting enough to justify a short they called the Company of Surgeons of London . The

noticeof their history. efforts of this association eventually effected the sepa

It is a remarkable fact that the curative art, an art ration of the two crafts. By an Act passed in the 32nd of

so highly beneficial and even necessary to the well- Henry VIII . these two companies were united andmade

being of mankind, should for a very lengthened period one body corporate by the name of the Barbers and Sur

have existed entirely or chiefly in a merely auxiliary geons of London, but it is remarkable that this nominal

state. Without going into any historical proofs, we incorporation was their virtual separation, for the bar

may state that in the earliesttimes it was auxiliary to bers were not to practise surgery further than the draw

the priesthood. In the middle ages it was practised ing of teeth, and the surgeons were strictly prohibited

by females of the highest classes, and, perliaps as a from exercising the feator craft of shaving. This dis

remnant of these ages in our own country, to a com- junct alliance continued till the year 1745, when, by an

paratively recent time, few villages were without their | Act passed in the 18th of Geo . II., the barbers and sur

Lady Bountiful, who by their simples and specifics geons were disunited and made two distinct corpora

alleviated or aggravated, as it might happen, the ail- tions. Prior to this, however,many of the barbers,
ments of the confiding rustics. potwithstanding the legal prohibition, continued the

The union of the barberwith the surgeon is not practice of phlebotomyand the curing of wounds. The

very distinctly traced. The Egyptian priests, it would lute or guitar, as in former times, formed part of the

appear, shaved, and in the legislation of Moses (Levi- furniture of the shop, which down to the reign of

ticus, chap. xiv .) concerning leprosy, the treatment of Queen Anne was frequented by a class of persons

which disease was intrusted to thepriests, he directs, somewhat above the common level of the people. The

on the recovery of a leper, that the head, eyebrows,and musical instruments were for the entertainment of the

beard should be shaved. This could hardly be done customers, and answered the purpose of the news

by the patient himself . Civilization, however, gradu- paper, which in aftertimes became the great attraction

ally rendered the medical an independent, instead of of a barber's shop. The barbers for a long period were

anauxiliary art . Amongst the Greeks and Romans distinguished bya professional idiosyncrasy, which has

there were eminent medical practitioners ; but in the been noticed bySteele inone of the papers of the

East, where science dawned, but never attained its ze- Tatler. ' In speaking of Salter, commonly called Don

nith, the medical profession was, and yet is, commonly Saltero,a noted and eccentric barber, fiddler, and col

united with that of thebath-keeperand thebarber. In lector of curiosities, he asks, “ Whence it should pro

the middle ages of Europe it again merged into the ceed that, of all the lower order, barbers should go

priesthood , and monks and friars, with a few Jews, the further in hitting the ridiculous than any other set of

disciples of the Arabians, were the general possessors men ? Watermen brawl, coblers sing ; but why must

of the healing art. But here superstition produced the abarber be for ever a politician, a musician, an ana

same effect, for a time, that civilization would have tomist, a poet, and a physician ?? But these profes

more beneficially effected. sional peculiarities gradually disappeared, and the

In 1163 the Council of Tours prohibited the clergy barbers lostcaste. In proportion as the profession of

from performing any operations in which there was the surgeon rose into eminence and renown, that of

loss of blood. Surgery was also banished from the the barber sunk into insignificance and obscurity .
universities, under the pretext that the church held in Anterior to this degradation , thetwo crafts of the barber

abhorrence all kinds of bloodshed. This separation and the peruke-maker were conjoined, and during the

was the more readily effected in consequence of the reign of Ann, and subsequently, when periwigs were

barbersaùd bath -keepershaving assumed the practice in vogue,that ofthe latter was in a flourishing state ;
of surgery. but when, by the actual and complete separation of

In France the Company of Barbers was formed in the Larbers from the surgeons, the former declined in
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importance and respectability, many of the wigmakers French revolution, which brought into vogue crops

relinquished the feat of shaving, and established them- and Brutuses. Hair -powder was also going out of

selves as perruquiers, hairdressers, and perfumers. use, being relinquished by some to avoid the tax of a
Mr. Creech , in his statisticalaccount of Edinburgh, guinea per annum , levied on those who wore it ; by

records a similar revolution in the Society of Barbers, others, to escape from the ridicule and odium of being

which affords an instance of the rapid progress of re - pointed at and called guinea pigs and aristocrats ; and

finement, or perhaps the increase of luxury, in the by a third party from political motives.

metropolis of Scotland . " In 1763 there was no such These changes in the fashions occasioned great dis

profession known as a perfumer ; barbers and wig- tress among the barbers, especially those ofthe lower

makers were numerous, and were in the order of class. In 1792 the shops of those whose only employ

decent burgesses : hairdressers were few , and hardly mentwas shaving and cutting hair were of the meanest

permitted to dress hair on Sundays, and many of them description ; the pole , which, being no longer indi

voluntarily declined it.. In 1783perfumers had splen- cative of their calling, had been for some time thrown

did shops in every principal street. Some of them aside, was succeeded by a lantern, about a foot and a

advertised the keeping of bears, to kill occasionally for half square, made of oiled paper, on which was in

greasing ladies' and gentlemen's hair, as superior to scribed, in black or blue leiters, “ Easy shaving, "

any other animal fat. Hairdressers were more than “ Shave for a penny,” or “ The noted shaving -shop .”

tripled in number, and their busiest day was on These lanterns, which were suspended by a string

Sunday. There was a professor who advertised a fastened to a wooden or iron rod projecting over the

hairdressing academy, and gave lectures on that noble door or window, swung and twirled in the wind, and

and useful art. What is here statedof Edinburgh is, at night, being illumined by a small candle, emitted a

with few exceptions, applicable to London . In1766 dull,hazy light, distinguishableenoughamid the ge

there were in the English metropolis a great number neral gloom , which could scarcely be said to be even

of petty barbers'shops, which in defiance of the laws partially dissipated by the gliminering of the parish

then existing were open on Sundays, “ their busiest lamps.

day ,” and to which many persons resorted, not only to [ To be continued .]

be shaved, but to be bled, for which they paid three

pence, and frequently had their arms lamed . It was
The Kingfisher. - In No. 724 an account was given ( from the

also common at this period for barbers to send their Penny Cyclopædia') of the nest of this bird, and of the dir

young apprentices into the Fleet, Marshalsea, Bride- ferent opinions held concerning it. A correspondent, the gardener

well, and other prisons during divine service, to shave of a gentleman near Buntingford , in Hertfordshire, evidently an

the poor prisoners gratis,that they might improve acute and careful observer, has since sent us theresultof his

their hands before they practised on their masters' investigation, which we give in nearly his own words : - " A pair

customers. Barbers' men, commonly called flying of kingfishers bred close to my garden last season, and not being

barbers, were likewise to be seen, even down to a sº much acquainted with them as I wished to be, I paid partico

much laterperiod, running about on the Sunday lar attention to theirhabits.Their nest was in a perpendicular

and powderedwigs of those who, possessing only one of and at the end was a circular hole eight inches in diameter,

mornings with wig -boxcs,containing the newly curled bank, ten feet high , of a somewhatsandy soil. They made the

these ornamental coverings of the head, could not send where they deposited their eggs. I often visited the place, and

them to be dressed until late on Saturday night. used to look into the hole, which was not sufficiently large to

Bleeding, notwithstanding the legal prohibition, con- admit my hand, and was in a veryfilthy state . Being anxious

tinued to be practised by many of the petty barbers to get the young, I did not disturb them until I thought they

till 1780. The shops of these professors presented a were ready to fly. I then took a garden trowel, and made the

mean, dirty, and unsightly appearance ; besides the hole large enough to admit my hand, taking notice of the

parti-coloured pole* projecting from the door, there passage as I went on . The bottom was covered with fish -bones

gers,either of pewter or blueandwhite delf, filled vexed at losing the birds,and anxious to see them again, I often

was in the lower part of the window a row of porrin to the depth of one inch, quite dry. When I reached the end,

with coagulatedblood ; whilesome of the upper panes castmy eyestowards thesput. About ten days afterwards !

were adorned with a fanciful arrangement of rotten
was gratified to see the old birds begin a fresh hole, which I

teeth ; and those artists who united to their vocation thought I would not be so tardy in visiting. They made the

the art of dressing and renovating wigs, added thesign hole very quickly, using their bills as a picker, and scratching

of an old grizzly peruke stuck on a wooden , feature- like a rat. I think Montagu is wrong as regards their building

less block .
in rats ' holes, as there were some close by, but they seemed to

Soon after this period , phlebotomy and shaving were prefer a hole made by themselves (I say building, but they have

completely disunited , and blood -letting, cupping, and not any pest). In a fortnight after the hole was completel, I

the extracting of teeth became a distinct occupation. went and opened it so as to getmyhand in, when I found

The bone-setters, another class of practitioners,who several fish , somewholeand hers partly eaten. The fish were

occupied themselves solely with the art ofreplacing fisher to swallow . It has been stated that thebirdshave neverof the sort called stoneroach, and much too large for the king

dislocated orfractured bones, might now be considered beenseen carrying any food in their bills to their young, and

asextinct. Here science had united the profession to that the birds swallow their prey and eject it again . This I

that of the surgeon, who had studied anatoiny. Wigs, believe to be a mistake, as I have frequently seen the birds with

which, from their varieties and general adoption, had their food in their bills, and finding those fish in the hole is a

for a long time been a source of emolument to the further confirmation of the fact. In this hole I found six eggs,

perruquiers, and given employment to a great many of the same size, shape, and colour as described (in No. 724, i.e.,

petty barbers and their apprentices in weaving of hair, perfectly white and transparent, of a short oval form , weighing

were now going rapidly out of fashion ; and their com- about a dram "). As soon as the old birds found their eggs

plete extermination , excepting a few instances,and taken, they immediately began a third hole, four feet from the

those worn as forensic costume, was effected by the last. In a few days I visited them again, made the hole large
so as to get at them , and here I caught the old bird sitting upon

* The barber's polehadith origin in the staff which was usually one egg, making seven altogether, as there is little doubt but

put into the hand of the patient while under the operation of that this one was part of thenumber she intended tolay in the

bleeding ; and which ; wylien not in use, had the fillet that bound second hole. The bird was in a filthy state, as was likewise the

the arm entwined round it. The painted pole, though of much hole. Whole fish , in a putrid state, were likewise found here.

larger dimensions, represents such staff with its fillet wound I do not think any pains were taken in making a nest of the

wpirally round it. bones, as they were scattered all about the hole alike ."
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(Hulme Hall , Lancashire.-- Front View .]

OLD ENGLISH TIMBER HOUSES. Englandby the Romans, but in the troubled times

which followed their departure it seems to have fallen

In England, previous to the reign of Henry VII., into disuse, and so continued till the reign of Henry

houses were commonly built with a framework of VII . , though churches and castles, and occasionally
timber filled up with plaster. Even the humble cot- houses, were built of stone. The mansions of the

tagehad its timber supports and smoky rafters,' though nobility were nearly all castles, with solid stone walls

clay and turf might be used to fill up the spaces between and massy gates, and those of the classes next below

the timbers, and thatch covered the rafters. Not only the nobility were castellated and fortified, at least

single houses in the country, but streets in villages, all such mansions as were not within walled towns.

towns, and cities were formed of this kind of timber The churches alone were safe ; and, under the encou

and plaster -work. In districts where stone was abun- ragement of kingsand nobles, and wealthy churchmen ,

dant, stone houses were occasionally built, butthey ecclesiastical architecture reached a degree of per

were far from common . Leland , writing of Evesham, fection which has not been surpassed in any age or

in Worcestershire, immediately after the destruction of country.

its great abbey in the reign ofHenry VIII . , says , “ It Little attention appears to have been paid to the

is meetly large, and well builded with timber. There external appearance of these half-timber houses in the

be divers pretty streets in the town." In London , disturbed and warlike times which preceded the reign

indeed, where , from the large number and contiguity of Henry VII.; but from that period a great change

of the houses, fires were more frequent and extensive took place . The wars of the rival houses of York and

than elsewhere, an order was issued as early as the Lancaster were at an end . The terrors and anxieties

first year of the reign of Richard I., which directed which had accompanied those wars were no longer felt.

that the lowest story should be built of stone , and the Peace came upon the land like a calm after a succession

roof covered with slates or tiles. In other cities and of destructive storms, and the people's hearts, which

towns, however, where no such regulation existed , the had so long been “ brimful of fear, " were now as brim

entire skeleton of the house continued to be made of ful of thankfulness and joy. Then there were games

wood. There are still numerous remains of this street and sports in town and country, processions and masks,

arebitecture in the more ancient towns of England, and the glorious old drama of England. Singing

such as Exeter, Bristol, Chester, and Coventry, where in parts was practised throughout the whole country,

specimens may be seen worthy of the study of the and madrigals and glees and songs resounded not only

painter, as well as the architect : it has not been entirely in palaces and halls, but in villages and farms, and the

swept away by the flat uniformity of brick walls even lonely cottage .

from the streets of London : specimens of it, but old This was, comparatively at least , a happy time, and

and dingy, and not by any means in the best style, through six successive reigns of peace the domestic

may still be seen in Bishopsgate Street, Shoreditch, architecture of England continued to be cultivated,

Wych Street, near Middle Row, Holborn , and else- and, as far as regardsexternalappearance, reached its

where. In some towns, as Exeter for instance, large highest state of perfection. The homes of England

and lofty houses still continue to be occasionally built became as fair to look upon without, as they were

with a timber framework and plaster walls. happy within .

The art of building with brick was introduced into In the reign of Henry VII . some of the nobility and

No. 766 .
Vol . XIII .-N
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wealthy classes began to build their houses with brick ; house, and breaking with their deep shadows themono

but tiinber continued in use with the great body of tony of the flat sides . In the larger houses there are

the people, rich as well as poor. Not only houses in sometimes turrets, and generally there are stacks of

the country, but streets in villages and towns were

formedof timber in the indigenous old style, but with

especial regard to beauty of appearance.

This style of domestic architecture, which in its earlier

state is called the Tudor style, and in its later state

the Elizabethan style, may perhaps be appropriately

called the style of the sixteenth century, commencing

as it did at ihe latter end of the fifteenth century and

terminating in the early part of the seventeenth. In

its chief characteristics it is essentially Gothic, resem

bling that of the ecclesiastical buildings, but some

parts are altered and others added to suit the difference

between church architecture and house architecture.

In the gables with their crowning pinnacles, in the

porches, the doors, and the general forms of the mul

lioned windows, the resemblance is obvious ; but chim
( Carved timber Gable at Ockwells , Berkshire .]

neys, which are not required for the church, are ornamented chimneys which look like turrets, each

characteristic of the house,and the overhanging of the shaft being usually ofa different pattern. The projec.

floors and projection of the windows are still more tions throughout are bold ,and the shadows deep ; and

striking characteristic differences. As the walls were the variety of form in the outline is almost infinite,

formed of nothing more substantial than timbers and displaying great variety of invention and consummate

plaster, the overhanging of the stories was perhaps skill. Either in town or country the general effect is

chiefly required to protect the walls from the weather. extremely picturesque. In towns, indeed, the streets

For the overhanging of the first - floor story there was were often narrow, and, from the overhanging of the

another reason which especially applied to streets. stories, dark ; but the passengers were sheltered from

Commodities of all kinds were exposed for sale in the sun and shower. In other respects the houses were

open fronts of the shops, and were protected from the not crowded ; trees and gardens were intermixed, and

weather by the overhanging story: Less than half a the carved and painted gables, overhanging floors and

century ago there still remained a silversmith's shop on galleries, and projecting windows and porches,must

Ludgate Hill which had a projecting story and open have had an effect in the highest degree varied and

front, the plate and jewellery being offered to view in pleasing. In the country, the beautiful accordance of

separate glazed frames. The convenience of the pas- this style of building with rural scenery may be seen in

sengers also would doubtless be attended to in those the groups of cottages at Hadzor village, near Droit

times when umbrellas had not been brought into use. wich .

Ladies might go a -shopping even on a wet day, and Mansions and manor-houses of timber architecture

walk the length of whole streets under a complete were built in great numbers throughout England du

covering of overhanging stories. See a representation ring the whole of the sixteenth century. Many have

of old houses in Chester, in the • Penny Magazine,' been suffered to fall into decay, and more have been

No. 256 . pulled down to be replaced by modern houses of brick

In these half -timber houses the framework of all the and stone, flat, monotonous, and commonplace. But

walls consists of horizontal beams resting on upright many of the old mansions still remain, some of which

timbers, which are sometimes very close to each other; are as large as palaces, and as magnificent as they are

where the upright timbers are more distant, diagonal picturesque. It is delightful to come suddenly upon

timbers extend from the top of one to the bottom of one of them , standing with its gables and projecting

the other, and so on alternately. Sometimes the dia- windows and varied richness of decoration , among the

gonal timbers are curved or angular, or are otherwise trees which surround it.

varied in form . The floors , as we have said , generally Hulme Hall, of which we have given a representa

overhang each other, and the roof is often continued over tion , was one of these ancient timber manor houses.

the top of the framework , so as to form a protection from It was situated at a short distance from Manchester,

the weather at the top as well as the bottom . The roof, on the bank of the Irwell . The manor in the time of

which was commonly high and sharp, soas to throw EdwardI. belonged to the family of De Rossindale.

the wet off rapidly, was mostly relieved by dormer In the reign of Henry VI. it had passed to the family

windows. The gables, which are extremely diversified of Prestwick, in which it remained till 1660, when it

and rich in their ornaments, are generally sharp in the was purchased by Sir Richard Moseley. In 1751 it

inclination of their sides, corresponding with the steep- was boughtby George Lloyd , Esq., who, in 1764, sold

ness of the roofs; and the gable-boards, the horizontal it to the Duke of Bridgewater, in whose family it still

foot-board, and the triangular centre are often elabo- remains. The manor-house bad been long in a state

rately carved and ornamented, and the apex sur- of decay, and was let out to different tenants. It has

mounted by a richly decorated pinnacle. been very recently pulled down, our drawing having

Galleries and balconies of open carved -work were also been taken by T. F. Marshall just previous to its de

frequent. The windows of the principal apartments molition.

were large and square, divided into compartments by Nearly all the old timber - houses which remain be

mullions and transoms, which were not so massive as long to the sixteenth century : the style underwent

those of houses built ofstone, but more rich in their tra- considerable change during that period ; in the reign

cery: Oriels or bay-windows are rarely wanting either of Henry VIII. by Holbein, who introduced several

in the side walls or gables. The oriels are sometimes continental variations, and in the reign of Elizabetlı

single, and sometimes compound, rising one above an- by the introduction of Italian designs and ornaments

other from story to story. The doors are deeply recessed, by John of Padua. John Thorp was the most cele

with weather-inouldings above them in high relief. brated architect of this period, and the names are

There are often porches to the entrances with small known of ninc or ten others who were eminent.

gable tops, corresponding with the larger galles of the Of the larger timber - inansions yet remaining there
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are several which are well worthy of mention . Ince greatly extended, and the demand for its services in

Ilall , near Wigan , is very large and lofty, the frame- creased, by the jinprovements and diversity of its in

work bighly curious, and the general effect magnifi- struments, there being now upwards of a hundred

cent . Bramall Hall, two miles from Stockport, is also varieties, more than half of which were unknown a

very large . The great hall is thirty -six feet square, century ago. To the variety and mechanical ingenuity

with a spiral staircase of solid blocks of oak . Formerly and perfection of these implements, joined to profes

a long and lofty gallery extended the whole length of sional dexterity, much of the alleviation of human

the front, surmounting the roofs, and terminating at suffering is to be attributed . Thus the arts are always

each end in a deep gable. A similar gallery still re- tinctured by the spirit of the age, and artists will be

mains at Moreton Hall, near Congleton. The Oaks, in skilful in proportion as the age is intelligent and re

the village of West Bromwich, near Birmingham , is dis- fined . A high state of civilization invariably creates a

tinguished by the number and variety of its gables, by its demand for excellence in the various productions both

central tower and high ornamented chimneys. Meer of nature and of art, and consequently for the exercise

Hall, three miles from Droitwich, has two large end of the utmost skill and ingenuity on the part of every

gables, with five smaller gables between them . The description of artists . Ilalf a century ago dentists —

frame-work of the upper stories is exceedingly curious. if we except the extracting barbers — werc scarcely

There are many others of large size and beautiful known ; but the desire for personal embellishment

workmanship, and all of them are as rich in carving and comfort on the part of the wealthy, and the equally

and ornament within , as they are picturesque on the strong desire ofobtaining wealth, or, at least, ofbetter

exterior, of which alone we have treated in this short ing their condition , on the part of some of the pro

sketch. fessors of surgery, brought into existence a class of

practitioners calling themselves surgeon-dentists ; and

BARBERS, AND SURGEONS. the same desire of obtaining personal case and gratifi

cation, by an exchange of money for artistical skill ,
(Continued from page 83.) .

caused many medical professors to devote themselves

The profession of the barber hadnow lost nearly all almost entirely to the study of someparticular branch

its exchangeable value; it no longer included tlie of medicine or surgery , and hence arose oculists,
curing of wounds, the letting of blood, or the drawing aurists, chiropedists, & c. These subdivisions have

of teeth , but was reduced to its primary elements of been the occasion of great improvements in surgery,

shaving and hair -cutting ; and as most of those in the by allowing the attention , the judgment, and the

middle rank ofsociety had become their own operators manual dexterity of individuals to be directed and

in the art of shaving , the employment of the merc applied to some particular department of the science.

barber was mostly afforded by the working classes, Hence so great has been the iniprovementin the art

which, indeed , is the case at the present time ; and it of the dentist , and so greatly increased the demand for

is remarkable that the shops of the penny and halfpenny its productions, that its practitioners are now divided

shavers are again distinguished by the elevation of the into two classes — surgeon -dentists and mechanical

parti-coloured pole,although it is no longer significant dentists.

of the practice in which its prototype was used. Another remarkable contrast . - the result of the

Butan improvementin the taste, a refinement in the separation of the surgeons from the barbers -- appears

habits and manners of society in general, created a in the splendid museum which the talents of Jolin

desire and demand for beauty and embellishment in Hunter, and the researches, exertions, and liberal ex

all the various useful and fanciful arts, and called into penditure of the President and Council, have collected

existence, among others, a class of superior artists in within the walls of the present College of Surgeons,

the manufacture ofornamental hair . These persons, when compared with the museum in the Hall of the

combining with their own art that of the hair-dresser Barber -surgeons, the account of which, as recorded by

and perfumer, opened splendid shops, in the windows Maitland , can scarcely beread without a smile.

of which were exhibited --not the dull, dirty -looking, The art or feat of barbery , as now practised, con

" noseless blocks, " surmounted with powdered wigs, sisting of the simple operation of shaving, is not

but waxen busts of more than natural beauty, elegantly susceptible of thatimprovement which results from

though partially draped , and adorned with hair redo- the division of labour ; but formerly it included the

lent of essences and curls, which, whatever their cutting and dressing or trimming the beard (as well

colour, seemed to beighten the complexion into the as the hair), and the various modes in which it was

most brilliant hues. These, together with ornamented worn required considerable skill and different opera

combs, brushes, and bouiles of essences, perfumes, cos- tions on ihe part of the practitioner to suit the taste of

metics, and other articles of the toilet , presented a the times. We learn from Shakspere, in his Mid

showy and attractive appearance, and formed a strik- summer Night's Dream ,' that in his time some wore

ing contrast between “ The easy slaving -shop ” and strings in their beards; and in the humorous descrip

“The emporium of elegance and fashion .' tion given by John Taylor, the water- poet, of the beards

While these mutations were taking place among the in his time, we learn the variety and fancy of their

barbers, the profession of the surgeon, freed from its forms, some of which are really curious. In his

encumbrance, was rising into high repute. The super- enumeration of what he terms the “ strange and

stition of the early ages, and the popular prejudice of variable cutof men's beards,” in which

later times, which prevailed againsi anatomical mani

pulations of the dead body, had been gradually over
“i some take as vain a pride

As almost in all other things beside,"
comc. Schools of anatomy were established in France,

to which the surgeons of this and other countries re- he informs us

sorted for the purpose of prosecuting their studies in

dissection and improving their knowledge of the

“ Some seem as they were starched stiff and fine,

Like to the bristles of some angry swine ;

animal economy . And some to set their love's desire on edge,

In England great improvements were made on the Are cut and prun'd like to a quick -eet hedge;

science by John Hunter, who was master of the ana Some like a spade, some like a fork, some square,

tomy of the human body, and ainbitious of making his Some round , some mow'd like stubble , some stark bare ;

pupils as skilful as himself
. From his time surgery Some sharp, stiletto -fashion , dagger- like,

made rapid advances, and the sphere of its utility was Thit may , with whispering, a man's eyes outpike;

N 2
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ago . In

Some with a hammer cut, or Roman T ,
the course of a few summers, he brings it, without injury or com

Their beards extravagantreform'd must be ;
pulsion , into that form and proportion which could not with

Some with the quadrate, some triangle fashion ;
safety have been imposed upon it in shorter time. The reformers

Some circular, some oval in translation ;
of France applied no such gentle solicitations, and could not

Some perpendicular in longitude, wait for the effects of any such preparatory measures or volun

Some like a thicket for their crassitude :
tary developments. They forcibly broke over its lofty boughs,

That heights, depths, breadths, triform , square, oval, round, and endeavoured to straighten its crooked joints by violence :

And rules geometrical in beards are found .”
they tortured it into symmetry in vain , and shed its life -blood

on the earth, in the middle of its scattered branches.- Lord
Starching the beard and curling thewhiskers appear Jeffrey.

to have been very modish about two centuries

the · Life of Mrs. Elizabeth Thomas,' entitled ' Pylades

and Corinna,' printed in 1731, wehavethefollowing Ayr, Renfrew, Lanark,and Galloway, of various sizes, fromDunlop Cheese . — Dunlop cheese is male in the counties of

account of Mr. Richard Shute, her grandfather, a

Turkey merchant : “ That he was very nice in the twentyto sixty pounds. After the milk is brought to a certain

degree of heat (abouta hundred degrees of the thermometer upon
mode of that age, his valet being some hours every an average, though in summer ninety will be sufficient, and, on

morning in starching his beard and curling his the contrary, during the winter, a higher degree will be re

whiskers ; during which time, a gentleman ,whom he quisite ), it is mixed with the cream which had been skimmed,

maintained as a companion, always read to him upon and kept cool. The milk is then poured into a large vessel,

some useful subject." " This custom is also alluded to where the rennet is added to it, and the whole is closely covered

in the following lines of Hudibras, whose mistress, in up for ten or twelve minutes. If the rennet is good it will then

speaking of his beard , says have effected a coagulation of the milk , which is gently stirred ;

the whey then begins immediately to separate, and is taken off as

“ Though yours be sorely lugg'd and torn , it gathers, until the curd becomes tolerably solid . It is now put

It does your visage more adorn into a strainer, the cover of which is pressed down with any con

Than if'twere prun'd, and starchd, andlanderd, venient weight. After it has thus stood for some time, and is

And cut square by the Russian standard ." tolerably dry, it is returned into the first vessel or dish , where it

The “ Russian standard ” is an allusion to the long furnished with three or four blades, fixed on prongs from theis cut into very small pieces by means of a cheese -knife that is

and broad beards worn by the Russian nobility and handle, that cut in a horizontal direction. It is thus turned up

gentry, till the time of the Czar Peter the Great, who and cut, every ten or fifteen minutes, and also pressed with the

compelled them to part with these ornaments, not only band, until all the whey is extracted . The curd is now once

by laying a heavy tax upon them , but by the harsher more cutas small as possible, and salted, care being taken to

methods of ordering them tobe plucked out by the mixitminutely with the mass. Lastly, it is put into a cheesit
roots or shaved with a bluntrazor. (See the Northern or cheesart, a stout dish with iron hoops, which has a cover that
Worthies,' 1728.) goes exactly into it; a cloth being placed between the curd and

From this slight sketch it will, we think, be obvious the vessel. It this state, it is submitted to the action ofthe

that no art admitting indefinite improvements, and cloths,until it is supposed to have completely parted with the
cheese - press, whence it is occasionally taken and wrappedin dry

capable of exercising the highest attributes of the whey. It is then laid aside for one or two days, when it is again

mind, can be kept in subservience to another pro- examined ; and, if there is any appearance of whey remaining,

fession , nor in union with one, like that of the bar- the pressure and application of cloths are repeated. As soou as

ber, that is merely mechanical. Mankind, as increas- it is ascertained that the whey is extracted , the cheese is gene

ing intelligence enables them to judge, prefer, at rally kept for a few days in the farmer's kitchen, in order to dry

whatever price, the highest excellence in any profes - it, before it is placed in the store, where a smaller degree of heat

sion that can be attained, knowing that in fact such is admitted . While there, it is turned three or four times a day,
excellence is in reality the cheapest . The numerous until it begins to harden on the outside; when it is removed to

When thesubdivisions we have noticed are a proofof the efforts the store, and turned twice aweek afterwards.

and labour necessary in each department toensure sale, which are rather injurious than beneficial; nothing further
cheese is cured, various modes are adopted in preparing it for

the highest degree of knowledge and skill ;andeven beingrequisite, besides turning it, than to rub it occasionally

the barber, as a class, has elevated himselfintothe with a coarse cloth , especially after harvest, because at that time

adorner, instead of the disfigurer, of the human form . it has a tendency to breed mites. In some dairies, the cream is

carefully separated from the milk ; while in others, the milk is

not all allowed to cool , but thickened as taken from the cow ; it
Nature the Architect of Society. - Human society is not like a being thought that “if the milk is allowed to stand until the

piece of mechanism which may be safely taken to pieces, and
cream separates from it, the cream can never again be comput together by thehands of an ordinary artist. It is the work pletely blended with it, orretained in the curd whenset,and

ofnature, and not of man ; and has received, from the handsof the cheese will seem to be considerably poorer.”
We have

its Author, an organization that cannot be destroyed without given this long account; for the Ayreshire dairy -people think

danger to its existence, and certain properties and powersthat thatthere is a great dealof mystery attending all these manipu.

cannot be altered or suspended by those who may have been lations;but the only mystery consists in the cheese being

intrusted with its management. By studying these properties, bouestly made ofthe milk, cream , and all ; in particular, atten

and directing those powers, it may be modifiedand altered to a tion being paid to the temperature of the milk when the rennet is

very considerable extent. But they must be allowed to develop added, and thatmost accurately ascertained bythe dairymaid's

themselves by their internal energy, and to familiarise them thermometer, the top of the finger; and , finally, in the cheese

selveswith their new channel of exertion. A child cannot be being dried in acool place,without any painting, or sweating,
stretched out by engines to the stature of a man , nor a mau

compelled, in a morning, to excel in all the exercises of an or rubbing with grease or oil.--Agricultural Gazette.

athlete. Those into whose hands the destinies of a great nation

are committed , should bestow on its reformation at least as much Mental Blindness.—Talk to a blind man -- he knows he wants

patient observance and as much tender precaution as are dis- the sense of sight, and willingly makes the proper allowances,

played by a skilful gardener in his treatment of a sickly plant. Butthere are certain internal senses which a man may want, and

He props up those branches that are weak or overloaded , and yet be whollyignorant that he wants them. It is most unpleasant

gradually prunes and reduces those that are too luxuriant; he to converse with such persons on subjects of taste, philosophy, or

cuts away whatis absolutely rotten and distempered ; he stirs religion. Of course there is no reasoning with them , for they

the earth about the root, and sprinkles it with water, and waits do not possess the facts on which the reasoning must be grounded .

for the coming spring : he trains the young branches to the Nothing is possible but a naked dissent, which implies a sort of

right hand or to the left; and leads it, by a gradual and spon- unsocial contempt; or, what a man of kind disposition is very

taneous progress, to expand or exalt itsell, season after season , iu likely to fall into, a heartless tacit acquiescence, which borders

the direction which he had previously determined ; and thus, in too nearly on duplicity.-- Coleridge.
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(Fra Bartolomeo .]

ESSAYS ON THE LIVES OF REMARKABLE of Padua, and rendered still more a fashion by the

PAINTERS.-No. XXII. influence and popularity of Andrea Mantegna, already

Fra BARTOLOMEO,called also BACCIO DELLA PORTA pidly corrupting the simple and pious taste,which had

old, and Michel Àngelo, then a young man ) , was ra

and IL FRATE : b. 1469 ; d . 1517.

hitherto prevailed in art, even while imparting to it a

BEFOREwe enter on the golden age of painting - that more universal direction, and a finer feeling for beauty

splendid æra which crowded into a brief quarter of a and sublimity in the abstract. At the same time, and

century (between 1505 and 1530) the greatest names encouraged for their own purposes by the Medici

and most consummate productions of the art - we family, there prevailed with this pagan taste in litera

must speak of one more painter justly celebrated . ture and art à general laxity of morals, a licence of

Perugino, Francia, of whom we have spoken at length, conduct, and a disregard of all sacred things, such as

and FRABARTOLOMEO, of whom we are now to speak, had never, even in the darkest ages of barbarism , been

were still living at this period ; but they belonged to a known in Italy . The papal chair was during that pe

previous age, and were informed , as we shall show, by riod filled by two popes, the perfidious and cruel

a wholly different spirit. They contributed in some Sixtus IV . , and the yetmore detestable Alexander VI .

degree to the perfection of their great contemporaries (the infamous Borgia). Florence, meantime, under

and successors, but they owed the sentiment which the sway of Lorenzo and his sons, became one of the

inspired their own works to influences quite distinct. most magnificent, but also one of the most dissolute of

The last of these elder painters of the first Italian cities.

school was Fra BARTOLOMEO. The natural taste and character of Bartolomeo

He was born in the little town of Savignano, in the placed him far froin this luxurious and licentious

territory of Prato, near Florence. Of his family little court; but he had acquired great reputation by the

is known, and of his younger years nothing, but that, exquisite beauty and tenderness of his Madonnas, and

having shown a disposition to the art of design, he was he was employed by the Dominicans of the convent of

placedunder the tuitionof Cosimo Roselli, a verygood St. Mark to paint a fresco in their church, represent

Florentine painter ; and that while receiving his in- ing the Last Judgment. At this time Savonarola, an

structions he resided with some relations who dwelt eloquent friar in the convent, was preaching against

near one of the gates of the city (La Porta San Piero) . the disorders of the times, the luxury of the nobles,

Hence for the first thirty years of his life he was the usurpation of the Medici , and the vices of the

known amonghis companions bythe name of Baccio popes, with a fearless fervour and eloquence which

della Porta ; Baccio being the Tuscan diminutive of his hearers and himself mistook for direct inspiration

Bartolomeo. While studying in the atelier of Cosimo from heaven. The influence of this extraordinary

Roselli, Baceio formed a friendship with Mariotto Al- man increased daily ; and among his most devoted

bertinelli, a young painter about his own age. It was admirers and disciples was Bartolomeo. In a fit of

on both sides an attachmentalmost fraternal. They perplexity and remorse, caused by an eloquent sermon

painted together, sometimes on the same picture, and of Savonarola, he joined with many others in making

in style and sentiment were so similar that it has be- a sacrifice of all the books and pictures which related

come difficult to distinguish their works. Baccio was, to heathen poetry and art on which they could lay

however, more particularly distinguished by his feeling their hands: into this funeral pyre, which was kindled

for softness and harmony of colour,and the tender and in sight of the people inone ofthe principal streets of

devout expression of his religious pictures. From his Florence, Bartolomeo flung all those of his designs,

earliest years he appears to have been a religious en- drawings, and studies which represented either pro

thusiast, and this turn of mind not only characterised fane subjects or the human figure undraped, and

all the productions ofhis pencil, but involved him in he almost wholly abandoned thepractice of his art

a singular manner withsome of the most remarkable for the society of bis friend and spiritual pastor.

events and characters of his time. But the talents, the enthusiasm , the popularity of

Lorenzo de' Medici, called Lorenzo the Magnificent, Savonarolahad marked him for destruction. He was

was then master of the liberties of Florence. The re- excommunicated by the pope for heresy, denounced

vival of classical learning, the study of the antique by the Medici, and at length forsaken by the fickle

sculptures (diffused,as we have related, by the school people who had followed, obeyed, almost adored him
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as a saint. Bartolomeo happened to be lodged in the sion against premature interment. When a respecte

convent of St. Mark when it was attacked by the able artizan dies, liis funeral is generally attended by

rabble and a party of nobles. The partisans of Savo- neighbours, and fellow -workmen as well as relations,

narola were massacred, and Savonarola himself carried the number ofmourners being usually from five to eight

off to torture and to death. Our pious and excellent couple ; and as the convenience of these parties must

painter was not remarkable for courage. Terrified by be consulted, it consequently happens, that if the death

the tumult and horrors around him , he hid himselť, takes place on a Wednesday, thefuneral is deferred to

vowing, if he escaped the danger, to dedicate himself to the Sunday -week following. But, undoubtedly, the

a religious lifc . Withina fewweeks the unhappy strongest cause of delay isthedifficulty of raising

Savonarola, after suffering the torture, was publicly money for the expenses of interment, when, as is most

burned in the Grand Piazza of Florence, and Bar- frequently the case,the resources of the family harc

tolomco, struck with horror at the fate of his friend - been exhausted by the cessation of wages and the ex

a horror which seemed to paralyse_ all his faculties penses of illness. This difficulty is so great with the

---took the vows and became a Dominican friar, very poor, that cases have occurred in the metropolis

leaving to his friend Albertinelli the task of com- of ihe bodies of children being found, and on tie

pleting those of his frescoes and pictures which were inquest it has been proved that the deaths were natu

left unfinished.
ral , but that the bodies had been abandoned rather

He passed four years of his life without touching a than the friends of the deceased would apply for paro

pencil , in the austere seclusion of his convent.
Atchial aid .

the end of this period the entreaties and commands A very interesting portion of Mr.Chadwick's Report

of his Superior induced Bartolomeo to resume the is that which relates to the Burial Societies established

practice of his art, and froin this time he is known by the working classes, for which subscriptions are

as Fra Bartolomeo di San Marco, and by many writers readily obtained, when they cannot be induced to sub

he is styled simply 1l Frate (the Friar ); in Italy he is scribe either for their own relief in sickness, or for

scarcely known by any other designation .
the education of their children, or for any other obiect.

Timid by nature, and tormented by religious In the town of Preston there are six large societies, in

scruples, he at first returned to his easel with languor which nearly thirty thousand men , women, and children

and reluctance ; but an incident occurred which re are enrolled ; and the principal club comprchends

awakened all his genius and enthusiasm . Young fifteen thousand one hundred and sixty-four members,

Raphael, then in his twenty-first year, and already and expends above 10001. a year, raised in weekly con

celebrated , arrived in Florence. He visited the Frate tributions, from a half-penny to a penny and three

in his cell, and between these kindred spirits a friend half-pence and twopence perweek . InLondon there

ship ensued which ended only with death, and to which are about one hundred of these Burial Clubs, com

we partly owe the finest works of both. Raphael, prising from one hundred to eight hundred members

who was a perfect master of perspective, instructed cach .

his friend in the more complicated rules of the science , In 'most cases, the concocters of these schemes

and Fra Bartolomeo in relurn initiated Raphael into are an undertaker and a publican. They are conducted

some of his methods of colouring. on the most erroneous principles : members ofdifferent

It was not, however, in the merely mechanical pro- ages contribute the same sum ; and the society is often

cesses of art that these two great painters owed most to dissolved by the younger members (if they have a

each other. It is evident, on examining his works, majority ) sharing the stock, when they find that the

that Fra Bartolomeo's greatest improvementdates from rapid deaths of more aged persons threaten to lead to

his acquaintance with Raphael; that his pictures from a similar termination. The meetings of thesesocieties

thistime display more energy of expression, are held at public -houses, and lead to habits ofdrinking.

intellectual grace, while Raphael iinitated his friend in It is calculated that the business of the Burial Societies

the softer blending of his colours, and learned from at Walsall is not transacted without an expenditure of

him the art of arranging draperies in an ampler and 12001.a year in “ drink.”

nobler style than he had hitherto practised ; in fact , he But ihe evil does not stop here ; for it is only

had just at this time caught the sentiment and manner a short time since some cases were brought to

of Bartolomeo so completely,that the only great work light in courts of justice, in which the deathsof tlie

he executed at Florence (the Madonna del Baldachino children were traced to the parenis, the induccinent to

in the Palazzo Pitti) might be at the first glance mis- the commission of the horrible and unnatural crime

taken for a composition of the Frate. Richardson, an being the readiness with which the allowances were

excellent writer and first -rate authority, observes, that obtained from burial clubs, in several of which the

" at this time Fra Bartolomeo seems to have been the children had been entered. In one case a man had

greater man, and might have been the Raphael, had insured such allowances in nineteen different clubs.

not Fortune been determined in favour of the other.” Mr. Chadwick remarks, that in life insurances the

It is not, however, Fortune alone which determines legislature has endeavoured to arrest the dangerous

these things ; and of Raphael we might say, as Con- tendency of insuring beyond the interest ; and he

stance said of her son, that “ at his birth, Nature and suggests that, in the case of burial societies, a short

Fortune joined to make him great:" but this is digress- provision might be made prohibiting payments beyond

ing, andwe shall return to the personal history of the the actual cost of interment, and directing the return

Frate in our next Number. of the subscriptions where they have been given 10

( To be continued .) more than one club. This would, however, bedirectly

at variance with the interest of the undertaker, the

master-spirit in these associations, and who, on the

EXPENSE OF FUNERALS. death of a mechanic, endeavours, in the first instance,

to ascertain of how many societies the deceased was a
The circumstances which usually lead to the long re- member, and then arranges the funeral accordingly ; so

tention of the dead before burial, according to Mr. that instead of the family of the deceased being bene

Chadwick's Report, arise amongst the poor chiefly fited by his foresight, his savings are expended by the

from the expense of funerals ; in some instances from undertaker for his own profit; and the most vulgar

a natural reluctance to part with the remains of the feelings are gratified by all the costly and senseless

deceased ; and occasionally from a feeling of apprehen- paraphernalia of a " Leautiful ” funeral, as persons

a more
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cren in the class above them are in the habit of term- | vault, in a distant part of the country, by a long caral

ing these tasteless exhibitions.
cade moving by very slow stages ; and ' liere the rail

The lowest average price of funerals amongst the ways have diminished the expense, in some cases, to

working classes is about 41. for adults, including a good the extentof 5001. Out of 51. expended for the common

strong elm coffin , bearersto carry the corpse to the funeral of an adult artizan in London, about 15s. will

grave, pall , and “ fittings” for mourners. For children be for the burial dues ; and of this 15s. the clergyman

the average cost is 30s. ; but these charges do not in- will receive about 3s .

clude ground and burial fees. For a tradesman of the To persons of the condition of the widows of officers

lowest class,a class in a condition not much beyond in the army or navy, or of the legal profession,or of

that of a mechanic, the expense varies from 101. to 12l. ; | persons of the rank of gentry who have but limited

and for a child would be about 51. Amongst the middle incomes, the expenses of funerals often subject them

classes an ordinary funeral , burial fees included, varies to severe privations for the rest of their lives . These

from 501. to 701. In providing on these occasions expenses are often incurred equally against the

" xhat is customary ,” the undertakers have methodized wishes of the deceased and of the survivors, and

a system , from which it is difficult to depart, although originate in the circumstance that the funeral arrange

in their hands the solemnity is conducted with most inents and the determination of what is “ proper,” and

egregious violations of common sense, of which they what customs shall be maintained, fall to those who

themselves are not aware, nor are the public ; but the have a direct interest in a profuse expenditure. One

following question , addressed to an intelligent under case is mentioned of a clergyman's widow who was left

taker, fully brings out the absurdity of the custom in narrow circumstances,and conceiving it her duty to

which they have succeeded in establishing : - “ Are you have a respectable funeral, she gave general orders to

aware,” it was asked , “ that the array of funerals com- that effect; but in the vocabulary of the undertaker

monly made by undertakers is strictly the heraldic respectability means expensiveness, and the expenses

array of a baronial funeral , the two men who stand at of her husband's funeral cost the widow 1101. A case

the door being supposed to be the two porters of the ismentioned ( in the circular of a respectable under

castle, with their slaves, in black ; the man who heads taker) of a widow who stated that her husband's

the procession, wearing a scarf, being a representative funeral cost upwards of 1001. (all the money she pos

of a herald-at-arms; the man who carries a plume of sessed ), and on being asked how she could incur such

feathers on his head being an esquire ,who bears the an expense, her reply was, that she ordered the under

shield and casque with its plume of feathers ; the pall- taker to provide what was respectable, and to avoid

bearers, with batons, being represeniatives of knights- expense. An executor who had ordered a coffin and

companions-at-arms; the men walking with wands service of the “ most simple description ," conformably

being supposed to represent gentlemen -ushers, with to the intentions of the deceased, expecting the coffin

theirwands ?” To this question theanswer of course to ccst not more than 5l., having, under peculiar cir

was, “ No, I am not aware of it . ” It is these non cumstances, occasion to call for the bill previously to

essential parts of the ceremony which render funeral the interment, found , to his surprise , that instead of

expenses so heavy, and which, amongst the middle 51., thecharge for the coffin amounted to nearly 201.

classes, frequently lead to the impoverishment of the
What, ” he says, " could be done ? we could not turn

survivors. The cost of the mutes (" the two porters of the body out of the coffin : I would have paid double

the castle “ ) varies froin 18s. to 30s. each ; and when rather than have disturbed the peace of the house on

they are attired in silk scarfs or “ fittings,” including that occasion. ” The circumstancesattending a death

hat-bands and gloves, the sum of five guineas is encourage extortionate charges, and are no less favour

charged ; and half this sum for the person who walks able to complete impunity ; and another reason for the

with a scarf. The charge for the feathers borne on the success of the system of expensive funerals arises from

head before the hearse , and the “ fittings" of the man their being so frequently paidout of trust -funds of the

who carries them , is about three guineas and a half ; higher and middle classes. It is high time that our

and for each of the men who bear batons about a funeral customs were subjected to a strict scrutiny,

guinea ; and each man bearing a wand about the same and efforts made by the intelligent portion of thie

sum . There are , besides, charges for “ velvets ” at- public to get rid of the superfluous sort of mockery

tached to the hearse, including feathers, and feathers which is imposed upon them , under the plea of its

to the horses,the cost ofwhich varies from ten to fifteen being “ customary,” by a class whose taste it seems

guineas ; and from one to four guineas is charged for absurd in the lastdegree to follow .

ihe pall. A silk scarf of three yards and a half, and a Mr. Chadwick estimates the total expenscs of funerals

silk hat-band and black kid gloves, are in many in- in England and Wales at 4,871,4931. annually, and this

stances given to the clergyman who performs the sum is probably under the real amount. The average

funeral service; the same to the clerk ; and in order cost of funerals of persons of every rank in London is

to increase his gains, the undertaker bestows a perqui- 151., and the total sum annually expended is above

site of the same nature on the sexton ; though it is 626,0001. Still more valuable are the inferences

usual to compound the matter by giving to clergy- he draws in connection with the inequality in the

man, clerk, and sexton money instead. The number number of deaths in different districts. Thus amongst

of men employed at a “ respectable" ſuneral is about the poorer classes, living in wretched habitations, as

twenty ; for if the coffin be a leaden one, it requires those comprised in Bethnal Green and Whitechapel ,

about eight men to bear it. In the case of funerals of there is one burial to every 31 inhabitants , whilst in

persons of "moderate respectability,” the number of the contiguous district of Hackney there is only one

attendants would be about fourteen . The expense in burial to every 56 of the inhabitants yearly. Had the

the former case would be about 1001. , and in the latter annual mortality amongst the population in the high,

about 601. About 501. would be a low average for the open , and naturally-drained district of Hackney been

ordinary expense of tradesmen's funerals; and of the the same proportionate amount of mortality as that in

children of this class , below the age of ten, about 141. the contiguous, but low, ill -drained, ill-cleansed , and

Ofpersons of the condition of a gentleman, 1501. would ill -ventilated district of Bethnal-Green and White

be a low average ; and for a child of this class about chapel, instead of 759 deaths per annum , Hackney

301. The funeralexpenses of persons of rank and title would have upwards of 1138 deaths, and anexpense

vary from 5001. to 15001., but a large part of this cost | 54181. more for funerals during the year. If the same

is incurred in the removal of the body to the family | rate of mortality prevailed in the county of Hereford

of
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23 in Liverpool , there would be 1488 more deaths The question of how the evils connected with the

annually, and an additional expenditure of 21,3901. present system of interments are to be diminished , we

per annum in burials. Again , the excess of deaths in must still reserve for another number.

the metropolis above the healthy standard of Islington

or Herefordshire, of one in 55, is 11,266, and the

expense of burial of this excessive number is 168,9901. Shepherds in New South Ilales . - The duties of a shepherd in

per annum . Without taking into account the expenses New South Wales are exceedingly simple. A flock usually

of the corresponding excess of sickness, but reckoning consists of from four hundred to five hundred ewes, or from six

only the excess of 168,9901. spent on funerals, we find hundred to a thousand dry sheep ; three flocks being folded at

that thissum raised annually would in thirty years fold in the moruing,notlater than an hour after suurise, to keep
one station . The shepherdis required to take his sheep from the

liquidate the principal and interest, at5percent., of a sight of them on the pastures throughout theday, and to bring

loan of 2,856,1681., towards house-draining and the them back at sunset to the fold . They are then counted over

structural improvements and arrangements by which and left in chargeof the night watchman ,wbose duty it is to

the excess might be prevented. To the charge of the take care ofthe flocks in the folds until the morning, when each

excessive deaths must be added the charge of the births tlock is again counted and delivered over to the shepherd. In

which take place to make up the ravages of mortality the lambing season , on well-managed establishments, the ewes

in themost depressed districts. Theexcess of births abont to lamb are withdrawn from the flock and kept separate,

from this cause in London is estimated by Mr. Chadwick under the care either of the watchman or of some other person

at 8000 a year. A sum of 50,0001. a year would be appointed for the purpose, for a few days, until the lambs are

At shearing time thesaved to the population of Liverpool (at the rate of strong enough to travel with the flock.

expenses for funerals in London) were the burials in Hocks are broughtin rotation to the home station to bewashed

that town reduced to the same proportionas inthe andshorn. Itisthen the shepherd's business( unless he be also

a sbearer) to follow his sheep and take care that they are kept as

parish of Hackney; and such a sum would , in thirty freeaspossible from any kind of dirt, until the fleece is ina fit

years, pay off theinterest and principal on a loan of state to shear, which, in general, is the case about the third or

845,0651. sterling for structural arrangements. Mr. fourth day after the washing. From this accountof the ordinary

Chadwick, in effect, urges plans which would lead to duty of a shepherd in New South Wales, it will be seen that

a diminution in many instances of one-third of the almost any one is capable of taking charge of a flock . Sheep

deaths, and consequently of one-third in the number are subject to very few diseases ; and with the treatment of these

of burials; and then he shows thatwithout diminishing either the master or the overseer will be conversant. In such

in the slightest degree the solemnity of sepulture, the casestheshepherdhas only to follow diligently the directions he

expense of the other two-thirds of the present average may receive from those uuder whose superintendence he is placed,

number of funerals could be reduced probably fiftyper of acting for himself. In fact a weaver or button -maker, after a
and if possessed ofcommon intelligence he will soon be capable

cent . , thin saving from both sources being greater than

woulu remedy the annual share of the expense of the in New South Wales than the man who, having been brought
few months' experience, will generally prove a better shepherd

chief structural sanitary arrangements, supposing every up as a shepherd in England , may have acquired habits and

house in an unhealthy district to be deficient. There prejudices exceedingly difficult to shake off, however unsuitable

would be “ the amount saved by the reduction of the to the new position in which he is placed . In proof of this, it

funeral expenditure, giving the health and longevity, may be noticed that some of the best superintendents of sheep in

and all the moral and social savings, plus the mere the colony are natives of London , Manchester, or Birmingham ,

pecuniary saving ; these remoter savings being in and that few professed English or Scotch shepherds are entrusted

themselves unquestionably far greater than can be with the care even of a single flock. The duty of a watchman

represented by the pecuniary items directly econo
is as easy as that of a shepherd ; he sleeps by the fold in awatch

mised." box, trusting to his dogs to awaken him in case of the approach

Mr. Chadwick's analysis of theclass of persons in and out, and shifts the hurdles. Nor is the life of a shepherd
of a native dog, or any other cause of alarm ; be counts them in

the metropolis engaged in the performance of services at all irksometo those who havebeen accustomed to sedentary

connected with the burial of the dead shows that, not- occupations. On the contrary, such persons have, in various

withstanding the immense aggregate expenditure, the instances, become strongly attached to it,which will not seem

business is not in a sound state. The number of surprising when it is considered that it is a life of very great ease

persons whose sole business is that of undertakers, and freedom from care . Indeed , it is commonly remarked of

whose names are enumerated in the Post -Office the shepherds that they are inore bealthy and seem much more

Directory,' is 275 ; but it appears that the real service cheerful and contented than any other class of farm servants.

is performed chiefly by about sixty furnishing under- The wages of a shepherd or watchman have been of late abou:

takers, who competewith each other in furnishing the 301.a year, on an average, with from seven to ten pounds om

supplies at a moderate rate to a multitude ofinferior meat, ten pounds of flour, two ouuces of tea, and one pound of

tradesmen, probably exceedingonethousand, amongst sugar, per week ; orin the placeof tea and sugar, milk. 201,

a year is, however, as much as, at the present low price of wool,
whom the excessive profits arising from extortionate

charges are thus irregularly distributed. Many of the a man of frugal habits may lay by a considerable sum yearly,
can be given, with profit to the sheep -owner: and out of this sum

journeymen who form the superfluous retinue of at more particularly should he learn to shear, by which he may

tendants at a “ respectable ” funeral, place the insignia put a few pounds into his pocket every summer, in addition to

of undertakers in their window for the sake of the his wages ; and still more so, should he , by care and good ma

profits of one or two funerals a year. Some of the sagernent, get charge of a breeding flock, and obtain a prize for

most respectable undertakers have eight or ten funerals rearing a large number oflambs. Again, if he be the father of

a day, and some have two or three ; but there are eight a family, with two or three sous, from twelve to fifteen or seven

or nine undertakers waiting for the chance ofevery teen years old, hemay, after a short time,take charge of asta.

private funeral; and as the majority have a much tion ; the sons going outwith the flocks, while he acts as watch

smaller number than the minority, they arethe more during the day,which may be employed in improving his cot
man, in which capacity he will have many hours unoccupied

severely driven to charge their expenses on a small tage and making his home comfortable. He may also cultivate

number of funerals . One man who called himself an
a garden, or even a small field of corn , whilst his wife would

undertaker, by reason of his being enıployed as “ bearer" find full employment in domestic matters,the rearing of poultry,

at funerals, and who, from accident or management, & c.; and should their be daughters of sufficient age, they will

contrived to get into his hands the business of two be sure to obtain good situations as servants in respectablefami

or three funerals in a year, has been heard to say lies.- Hon. 1 ). Dundas Murray's Summer at Pori Philip .

that he had gotas much profit out of the funeral of an

artizan as would provide him with a new suit of clothes.
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M.L.CLARKS.

[Group from the Picture of the Madonna at Lucca.]

ESSAYS ON THE LIVES OF REMARKABLE which Raphael replied significantly, “ May it please

PAINTERS . - No. XXIII. your Eminences, the holy apostle here represented is

FRA BARTOLOMEO ( concluded, from page 94 ).

blushing in heaven, as he certainly would do were he

now present, to behold the church he founded on earth

About the year 1513 , Bartolomeo obtained leave of governed by such as you !"

the Superior of his convent to visit Rome. He had On returning to Florence, Fra Bartolomeo resumed

beard so much of the grand works on which Raphael his pencil, and showed that his journey to Rome had

and Michael Angelo were employed by Leo X., that not been in vain . His finest works, the St. Mark , now

he could no longer repress the wish to behold and in the Pitti Palace, and the famous Madonna diMiseri

judge with his own eyes these wonderful produc - cordia at Lucca, were executed after his return.

tions. He was also engaged to paint in the church Every picture subsequently painted displayed in

of St. Sylvester on Monte Cavallo: but the air of creasing vigour, and he wasstill in the fullpossession

Rome did not agree with him . He indeed renewed of his powers when he was seized with a fever and

his friendship with Raphael, and they spent many hours dysentery, caused , it is said,byeating too many figs, and

and days in each other's society ; but Raphael had by died in his convent, October 8 , 1517, being then in his

this time so far outrun him in every kind of excellence, forty -eighth year.

and what be saw around him in the Vatican and in the The personal character of Fra Bartolomeo is im

Sistine Chapel so far surpassed his previous conceptions, pressed on all his works. He was deficient, as we have

that admiration and astonishment seemed to swallow seen , in physicalcourage and energy; but, in his dis

up the feeling of emulation. There was no envy in his position , enthusiastic,devout, and affectionate. Tender

gentle and pious mind, but he could not paint, he could ness and a soft regular beauty characterize his female

not apply himself, a cloud fell upon his spirits, which heads ; his saints have a mild and serious dignity. He

wasattributed partly to indisposition ; and hereturned is very seldomgrand or sublime in conception,or ener

to Florence, leaving at Rome onlytwo unfinished pic- getic in movenient and expression ; the pervading senti

tures, figures of St. Peter and St.Paul, which Raphael ment in all his best pictures is holiness. He particularly

undertook to finish for him, and, in themidst of his excelled in the figuresofboy-angels,which he introduced

own great and multifarious works, found time to com- into most of his groups, sometimes playing on musical

plete. It is said that while Raphael was painting on instruments, seated at the feet of the Virgin,or bearing

the head of St. Peter, two of his friends, who were car a canopy over her head , but, however employed,

Jinals, and not remarkable for the sanctity of their always full of infantine grace and candour. "He is

lives, stood conversing with him , and thought either to also famed for the rich architecture he introduced into

compliment bim, or perhaps rousehim to contradiction, his pictures,and for the grand and flowing style of his

he criticising thework of Bartolomeo; one of them draperies. It was his opinion that every object should

sbserved that the colouring was much too red . To be painted , if possible, from nature ; and for the better

No. 767. VOL. XIII.-0
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study and arrangement of the drapery, he invented The pix is a box, chest , or casket, in which a number

those wooden figures with joints ( called lay -figures) of new coins are deposited ; and the trial of the pix is

which are now to be found in the studio of every an examination into the weight and quality of the

painter, and which have been of incalculable service coins so deposited, with a view to the determination

in art. whether or not the coined money issued to the public

His picturesare not commonlymet with . Lucca, is fair and equitable. The reason why this examina

Florence, and Vienna possess the three finest. tion is made is, because the coinage is not actually

The first of these, at Lucca, is perhaps the most im- made by the government, but by the authoritiesof the

portant of all his works. It is called the Madonna Mint, under a peculiar arrangement whereby the

deila Misericordia, and represents the Virgin , a grand workmen are paid rather by what is termed ' piece

and beautiful figure , standing with outstretched arms, work ,' than by the week or year ; and the work so

pleading for mercy for mankind; around her are produced has to be tested by the government to see

groups of suppliants, who look up to her as she looks ihat it corresponds with the recognised standard. It

up to heaven , where, throned in judgment, is seen her is true that the examination is now in effect little more

divine Son . Wilkie, in one of his letters from Italy than mere form ; but still the principle involved is an

(1827 ), dwells upon the beauty of this noble picture, important one, and might be made more stringent if

and says that it combines the merits of Raphael and necessary.

Titian - of Rembrandt and Rubens ! “ Here," he The constitution of the Mint is such that each officer

says , a monk in the retirement of his cloister, shut has a certain degree of responsibility from which he

out from the taunts and the criticism of the world, cannot be discharged ; and on the occasion of a new

seems to have anticipated in his early time all that his coinage, this responsibility extends through an extra

art could arrive at in its most advanced maturity ; and ordinary number of persons, each of whom must have

this he has been able to do without the usual blandish- a kind of acknowledgment or quittance, stating that

ments of the more recent periods, and with all the his portion of the duty has been properly rendered.

higher qualities peculiar to the age in which he The Master of the Mint, for instance, is bound to coin

lived ." * into sterling money the gold and silver bullion which

This is very high praise, particularly from such a shall be sent to him for that purpose under certain

man as Wilkie. The mere outline engraving in Ro- regulations; and rigorous precautions are taken to see

sini’s ‘ Storia della Pittura ' will show the beauty of the that the coined money corresponds with the bullion

composition ; and the testiinony of Wilkie with regard from which it is coined ; but as no human skill could

to the magical colouring is sufficient. ensure perfect accuracy in size and weight among

The St.Mark in the Pitti Palace is a single figure, numerous coins, the Master is allowed a ' remedy ' or

seated , and holding his Gospel in his hand. It is so margin. Under the operation of this remedy of the

remarkable for its grandeur and simplicity, as to have Mint,' if the coins deviate from correctness only to a

been frequently compared with the remains of Grecian certain prescribed extent, the Master is considered to

art. For this picture a grand -duke of Tuscany (Fer- have performed his part, and receives his 'quietus ' or

dinand II . ) paid 12001., nearly two hundred years ago, quittance; but if this remedy or amount of error is

which , according to the present value of money, would exceeded, he must recoin the pieces at his own cost.

be equal to about 30001. The ‘remedy.' for gold coins has varied from one

In the Imperial Gallery at Vienna is the Presenta- third to one-sixteenth of a carat ; that is, standard gold

tion in the Temple, a picture of wonderful dignity and is supposed to be divided into twenty -four equal parts

beauty, and well known by the fine engravings which called carats, of whichtwenty-two must be pure gold

exist of it. The figures are rather less than life. and the rest alloy ; and if the standard deviates from

In the Louvre at Paris are two very fine pictures : this more than (at present) one-sixteenth of a carat of

a Madonna enthroned, with several figures, life-size, pure gold in one pound weight troy of coins,the

which was painted as an altar -piece for his own con- Master has exceeded his remedy. For silver coins

vent of St. Mark, and afterwards sent as a present to the remedy is one pennyweight (either in fineness or

Francis I .; the other an Annunciation. in weight) in one pound weight. In proportion as

In the Grosvenor Gallery there is a divine little pic- the work becomes more accurate, the remedy is les

ture, in which the Inïant Christ is represented reclin- sened, else it might be made a source of profit to the

ing on the lap of the Virgin, and holding the cross Mint at the expense of the country,

which the young St. John, stretching forth bis arins, Without entering further upon the arrangements of

appears anxious to take from him . the Mint, we will explain how the trial of the pis '

The Berlin gallery contains only one of his pictures; is brought to bear upon the remedy’allowed to the

the Dresden gallery not one. His works are best Master of the Mint.

studied in his native city of Florence, to which they The first undoubted instance known of this cere

are chiefly confined. mony in England occurred in the 32nd of Henry III . ,

Fra Bartolomeo had several scholars, none of whom when the mayor and citizens of London were com

were distinguished except a nun of the monastery of manded to choose twelve discreet citizens and twelve

St. Catherine, known as Suor Plautilla, who very suc- skilful members of the Goldsmiths Company. These

cessfully imitated his style, and has left some beautiful twenty-four persons were to go before the Barons of

pictures. the Exchequer, and having been sworn , were to ex

amine the money of therealm ,and see that it was

THE TRIAL OF THE PIX .
made of good silver according to law ; but it does not

MANY of our readers may within the last few weeks appear that this, like the trial of the pix, ' was to

have seen a notice in thepublic journals respecting forfeit for any error, becauseoldaswell as new coins
exonerate the Master of the Mint, or to make him

the trial of the pix, a ceremony which is conducted

under the authority of the Lord Chancellor and the
were examined . It scems rather to have been a

Chancellor of the Exchequer, in relation to the coin general examination ,with a view of ascertaining the

age. As this ceremony takes place from time to actualcondition of the coinage at a particular period .

time, and is of rather a curious character, wewill In the 18th of Edward III. , however, the trial took

briefly describe its origin and nature.
place in a more exact manner, and for a purpose evi

dently analogous to that observable in modern times.
* · Life of Sir David Wilkie,' vol . ii . , p . 451 . The order of proceedings is laid down with curious
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minuteness :- “ So soon as the moneys are coyned and into the weigłt and fineness of the coins produced .

complcare, the warden to reccave yt as the Master The first of these is called the pixing, and is carried

receaveih it from the monyers ” ( the persons who on within the Mint, the object being to determine,for

conduct the niechanical operation of coining in the the security of the Master and superior officers, whether

Mint are and have long been termed moneyers ), " and the moneyers have rightly conducted their part of the

putt yt in one chest shut with two keys . And before operations ; while the other is the trial of the pix,

ihe inoneys bee payd to the marchant, at the request of before alluded to, carried on at Westminster, and

the said 'master, the warden shall make tryall of yt, | intended to show whether the Mint, as an entire esta

and if yt shall not bee so good as yt is undertaken, yt blishment represented by the Master, has conducted

shal bee retorned to the said Master to bee remolten” | its operations fairly and equitably towards the country

(coins were at that time made by casting, not, as at at large, as represented by the Government.

present, by stamping ) “ at his owne proper costs, and The gold and silver coins, after formation , are tied

being afterwarde approved for good, the warden to up in parcels called journeys,' or ‘ journey -weighis,'

take out of every C pound weit ijs. starlinge, and of a journey of gold weighing 15 lbs., and of silver Golbs.

every five pound weit ofgold one peece, which peece shall troy. But before being thus tied up , one pound in

Lee kepte in one chest with two keys, and sealed with tale is taken promiscuously froin each parce) , and

two seales, th ’ one to remayne with the king's deputie, weighed by the king's assay -master in a balance of

and the other with the master. The said box to be exquisite accuracy. He declares the minus or plus

opened once every three months before the councell upon cach pound, which is recorded by himself and

of the kinge, thewarden ,and the master, and the said two other orlicers; and if this minus or plus exceeds

inoneys to bee assaid before them , and being found the remedy' allowed to the moneyers, they have to

good and convenable, the said master to have letters recoin the money ; or, even if the remedy be not ex

pattents for his discharge ; and being found otherwyse, ceeded on a whole pound troy , if there be doubt whether

themaster to pay the kinge orhis deputye that which the coins be equal among themselves, a few are sepa

shall apperteyne, and all the doinges and knowledg- rately weighed by the comptroller as a test, and ordered

ments shal bee kepte in the same chest. And the to be recoined if beyond ihe remedy. Supposing the

foresaid master shall never bee held nor challenged by weight to be satisfactory, two pieces are taken from

any body, nor by the authority of the kinge, alwayes each of these pound weights of coins — the one for the

excepte thi assays of the money shall bee found de- king's assay-master to assay, in order to prove that the

ſective." '
Company of Moneyers (who form a kind of sub -cor

In the subsequent reigns assays or trials were made poration within the Mint) have in no way deteriorated

at irregular periods. In the 8th of Edward IV . , it the quality of the silver or gold ; while the other is

was ordered that the warden , the changer, the assayer, sealed in a packet, put into the pix or box, and locked

and the comptroller of the Mint should at all times up with three keys, kept respectively in the hands of

oversee the gold and silver coinage ; and that, after the Master, the Warden, and the Comptroller of the

the coinage had been examined and found good, and Mint, until the trial of the pix is to take place at West

before it wasdelivered for circulation , these officers minster. When the king's assay-master has proved

should take from every ten pounds weight of gold the the piece delivered to him to be of the right standard

value of a noble or more, and of every hundred pounds (which in this case is taken as the averageof the whole

weight of silver two shillings or more, for the assays at journey-weight), he authorizes the money to be deli

Westminster, which were to be held every three vered to the owners of the bullion from which it has

months. Sir RichardMartyn, Warden of the Mint in been coined . Thcmoney itself is lockedup in the

the reign of Queen Elizabeth , drew up an account of strong-room of the Mint while the assay on the selected

the regulations accompanying every new coinage ; in pieces is being made.

which, after speaking of the coining, he gocs on to Thus far ihe examination has been merely the

state :- " Before enie deliverance be maide of the piring, carried on by the officers of the Mint for their

bolle somıne, a portion of it, which remaneth to the own security . The trial of the pix takes place after

quene, shal bee put in a boxe, whereof the assaye shal wards. This trial, according to Mr. Ruding, is con

bee inaede from time to time before such of the coun- ducted as follows :

cell as the quene shall appoyotte, viz . of eurie vij. Ib. Upon a memorial being presented by the Master of

weight of gold one peace at the lesst of cuerie scuerall the Mint, praying that the trial shall take place, the

coyne of gold, and after that ratte of all the monies of question is broughtby the Chancellor of the Exchequer

gold : and of euerie journie of silver conteyning xxx . before the sovereign in council ; and a summons is then

lb. wt. tooe peaces at the least of euerie seuerall coyne issued to certain members of the Privy Council, to meet

of silver, and so after that ratte of all the silver. And at one of the government-offices in the forenoon of a

when the seid portions of gold and silver be taken and certain day. A precept is likewise directed by the

put into a boxe for to make the assaics as aforeseide, Lord Chancellor to the wardens of the Goldsmiths'

They shal bee ensealed with the seale of the scid warden Company, requiring them to nominate and set down

and master, and the boxe shal bee shutt with ij. keies, the names of a competent number of sufficient and able

the one shal bee towards the warden, the other to the freemen of their company, skilful to determine and

master. ” The pieces thus deposited were afterwards describe the defects of the coins (if any should be

to be tested by a ceremony analogous to the present found), to form a jury to meet the privy -councillors.

' trial of the pix. ' The number of these selected goldsmithis is usually

At different times in pastages the ' trial' has been twenty - five, of whom the assay -master of the Company

held in the Court of Excliequer and in the Council is always one.

Chamber. The persons, too, who have conducted or When the court is formed , the clerk of the Gold

presided on this occasion have varied from time to smiths' Company returns the precept, together with

time- the Members of the King's Council , the Barons the list of names; the names are called over, and

of the Exchequer, a Committee of Lords and Com- twelve personis are sworn. The President of the Court

Inons, the Commissioners of the Great Seal, the Lords then gives his charge to the jury. Formerly this

Cominissioners of the Treasury , --all have, at different charge was so worded that the jury was required to

times, been the controlling authority. examine “ by fire, by water,by touch, or by weight,

The modern practice comprises two cxaminations or by all or by some of them , in the most just manner,

02
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whether the moneys were made according to the
RAILWAY RAMBLES.

indenture and standard trial-pieces, and within the

remedy ;" but in later times the charge has probably
THE MOLE, SURREY.

varied somewhat according to the person who filled

the office of president. Whenthe charge is concluded, S spring ap

the pix containing the coins is delivered to the jury, proaches, we are

and ihe court adjourns. reminded that it is

The jury retire to aroom appointed for that pur time to recom

pose, and are provided with the pix, the weights of mence our rambles ;

the Exchequer and of the Mint, and a balance of great and in doing so we

sensibility. We do not know whether any changes intend not to con

have recently been made in the balance used on these fine ourselves so

occasions ; but some years back the balance employed strictly as hereto

would turn with six grains, when each scale was loaded fore to the limit of

with 48 lbs . 8 oz . The jury being seated, the foreman a day'sjourney. At

reads the indenture or warrant under which the Master present, however,

of the Mint has acted, stating the conditions under we shall not in

which he was to be considered as having fulfilled his crease their length

office. The pix is then opened, and the packets of very considerably ;

money taken out. Each packet contains coins from nor go far from home

the journeys,' or parcels of coined gold or silver, for our subjects. There

and is sealed by the Warden, Master, and Comptroller
is so much that is beautiful

of the Mint. When the seals of each packet are broken, in our home counties, that

the foreman of the jury reads the indorsement, and the we shall find sufficient to reward us

packet is examined, to see whether the contents agree yet awhile, even if we do not leare

with the indorsement. them. True, there are no

When all the packets are opened and found to be “ Mountains, on whose barren breast

right, the moneys contained in them are mixed together The lab’ring clouds do often rest, "
in wooden bowls, and afterwards weighed, and the
weight registered. The indenture under which the nor mountain -torrents, nor rushing waterfalls, nor

Master has acted specifies that he is to make coin many other mighty things; but thereare

agreeing with certain ' trial-pieces ' as to fineness or
“ Russet lawns and fallows gray,

standard ; and the jury therefore examine how far this
Where the nibbling tlocks do stray ;

has been carried out . A sufficient quantity is cut from
Meadows trim , with daisies pied ;

Shallow brooks, and rivers wide ;"
one of the trial-pieces; and by melting, and the various

processes of assaying, the jury determine whether there to say nothing of our woodland scenes, with their

is the same proportion of fine gold or fine silver to “ shadows brown that Sylvan loves :" in a word, there

alloy in the new coins as in the trial-pieces. The assay- are most of the amenities, if there be few of the sub

ing is very carefully made, and the results are as care- limities ofnature. And then there are the places,

fully registered. some of which we have already visited , where our

When the examination is finished, the jury return great men , “ better none,” have dwelt, or by the power

their verdict, wherein they state the manner in which of their genius rendered memorable. We love all

the coins have been found to vary from the weight and such associations, and although our limits will only

fineness required by the indenture, and whether and allow us to glance at them, weshall not intentionally

how much the variations exceed or fall short of the pass any by unnoticed.

* remedies ' which are allowed ; and according to the It has been often remarked that the various pic

terms of the verdict the Master's quietus is either turesque features of a country are seen to mostadvan

granted or withheld . tage in their diversified combinations by following the

For example, at a trial of the pix at which Mr. windings of some of its principal rivers; and there is

Ruding was present, the gold coins in the pix -box much truth in the observation, especially if the higher

amounted by tale to 89141. 138. 6d. , and by weight to grounds on either side of the river be occasionally

190 lb. 9 oz . 8 dwt. According to the proportions ascended . Indeed, the remark may be taken in a

mentioned in the Master's indenture, the coins in more general sense, for it is alınost equally true of

question ought to have weighed 190 lb. 9 oz. 9 dwt. the economic features of a district; the more import

15 gr.; so that they were deficient 1 dwt. 15 gr.; but tant towns and villages being ordinarily situated along

the remedy on 190 lb. 9 oz . 9 dwt. '15 gr. was 1 lb. the banks or in the near vicinity of a river ; so that,

3 oz. 18 dwt., so that they were far within the remedy, if it be not too literally observed, it would hardly

and the result was deemed satisfactory. One pound be too much to consider that a fair knowledge of the

weight of the gold coins was then assayed, and com- leading characteristics of a district may be readiest

pared with the standard of the trial-pieces; and the obtained in some such manner.

result was in this case likewise satisfactory: Let us now take a fine spring morning , and see

In a trial of the pix in 1818 the gold coins accumu- whether we cannot find in a ramble down the Mole

lated in the pix-box amounted to 80701. 10s. enough to repay us for the time we devote to it : not

that we intend, however, to tie ourselves strictly to its

banks ;

Economy of Fuel. - In the coldest weather of the present win
“ we ’ ll loosely wear the chain

That binds us, pleasant river, to thy side."

ter ( 1843 ), the required degree of temperature and ventilation

at the Model Prison at Pentonville was maintained at a cost of Surrey is not fainous for its rivers : the Mole and

less than one half-penny per cell for twenty-four hours, although the Wey, which are the principal, both have their

the cost of fuel was at Londou prices. — Parliamentary Re- source in other counties. The Mole rises in Sussex ,

port .
but is of little importance till it enters Surrey . It has

been said to derive its name from its burrowing pro

pensities ; but of these we shall speak when we reach
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the spot where it has been said to dig its way : it more by another stream from Worth in Sussex, and sooni

likely received its name from its extremely tortuous after by a very beautiful one which issues from the

course, which may have been thought to bear some re- foot of the hill near Merstham church in Surrey. Thus

semblance to that of a mole. It is no dashing stream , strengthened, it leaves the clean dull town of Reigate

like those of the mountain districts ; it is rather quiet, on the north, and pursues its wild way towards the

sober, and contemplative: it has been called "sullen" Thames. The rambler who may be tempted to follow

and " silent” by the poets — for poets have sung of it ; its windings, may conveniently join it either at Reigate

indeed, we areaboutto make the acquaintance of no or at Horley ; there being a station at each of these

commonplace river, but one that has been honoured places on the Brighton railway. At Reigate there is

by the muse of Milton, Drayton, Pope, Thomson , and also a station belonging to the South -eastern Railway,

many of lesser fame; mentioned by grave writers, which turns off at that place to Dover. There is little

and altogether is of name in the world ; though it must in Reigate to detain the casual visitor — of its castle

be admitted that its fame has been acquired -as hap- nothing now remains ; the Baron's Cave, as it is called,

pens sometimes with men as well as rivers—by the may indeed be just worth looking into ; and there is a

supposed possession of qualities that do not belong to pretty park . The town has that listless look so com

it . Yet whether deserved or not, its famehas given it mon now in towns that depended much on posting and

a standing that makes all who approach it do so with coach traffic , and which have been destroyed by the

an unusual degree of respect. Even Manning, in his proximity of a railway. Those who knew it a dozen

huge History of Surrey , ventures a little beyond his years ago will be glad to escape from the melancholy

usual style when he comes to speak of its source. its present dullness generates.

" It is almost as difficult , " he tells us, “ to say which Let us then bend our steps down again to our river ;

is the head of the Mole, as it is of the Nile .” We and we need not fear but the cheerful aspect of those

shall not attempt to solve this difficulty, but content broad meadows, the clear waters reflecting so gaily the

ourselves with saying that the Mole is formed by the bright glance of the sun , and the glad notes of the sky

union of several small streams that rise on the borders larks, will effectually dissipate any obtrusive thoughts.

of Sussex. The main branch appears to be that which | There is a quiet cheerful look about the place we have

bas its source at Rusper, about two miles from Hor- now reached -I - a sort of Cuyp -like quiet— that is

sham Common, and enters Surrey at Charlwood, a very pleasant. The banks of the river are low, and

little below which it is joined by another stream that farm -houses and cottages, with a few tenements of a

rises in Tilgate Forest, Sussex. But although theMole somewhat more ambitious character, are distributed

has its source in Sussex, it is a most insignificant about the valley, or formed into little straggling hain

stream for some distance after has left that county. | lets, each with its rustic church and lofty trees , while

It belongs to Surrey, and, with the exception of the here and there a water -mill gives an appearance of

Wey (to which and to its associations we hope soon to life to the whole, and by its sound affords an agreeable

introduce our readers), is the only river of importance relief to the ear. Following our river, we soon arrive

it contains. at Leigh, where is a farm -house known as Swain's,

There is little in the first few miles of its course that in which there is a tradition that Ben Jonson once

is remarkable : at Horley it turns a mill and begins to resided ; and a room is still called his study. The Mole

look a little like a river : Horley church, past which is apt in winter to overflow these parts, and at such

it Aows, like many of the Surrey churches, is an inter- times the fords, of which there are several, are inn

esting building. À mile or two farther on it is joined | passable. Posts are fixed at some of them , inarked

(Betchworth Castle. ]
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with a scale of feet, by the height of the water up carp must Jie under those old roots ! what chub too

which the traveller is guided. Perhaps some of our may! and we happen to know that both here and in

readers are acquainted with Bewick's engravings; if the mill-pond just outside the boundary of the park

ihey liave seen them , they will not have forgotten the they used to be in plenty, and not sınall either. Hof

" tail-pieces ' with which hehas so plentifully adorned land, in his ·Angler's Manual,' says the Mole is too

his works on natural history-little bits of scenery, slow a river to furnish trout ; we think he might have

rustic adventures, seraps of all sorts illustrative of found a few hereabouts ; and at Leatherhead some as

rural life: to those who know them , we can give no fine as ever turned up a side in his favourite Hamp

better idea of the character of the country in this shire Stour or Ullswater Lake.

neighbourhood, than that it reminds one, at every half In our initial letter we have given a scrap of scenery

dozen steps, of some of them . from Beichworth Park ,

Wonun (or Wonham ), along whose grounds our

river runs, presents some charming diversities of
[ To be continued . ]

scene ; indeed we here perhaps for the first time catch

a fair view of the Mole's real character. The park LATE HOURS OF BUSINESS IN DRAPERS'

bas some fine trees, and the house is an important SHOPS.

object. But with a passing glance at these , and at
Moor Place , which looks as if it deserved a closer in Soue time ago an Association of Assistant-Drapers in

spection, we proceed , for much lies before us.There London offered a prize of twenty guineas for thebest

is a fine aristocratic appearance about Brockham , the Essay on the nature and extent of the “ Evils which

next place we need notice ; andthe park has many of are produced bylateHours of Business, and on the

those features that make English park-scenery always Benefitswhich would attendtheir abridgment.” About

so interesting. But if we intend to keep beside our fifty essays were submitted to competent adjudicators,

streain, it must be at a venture, for sce ! here is a ditch and several of them were deemed highly meritorious;

both broad and deep to be gotover, and there a notice but the prize was awarded to the one written by Mr.

_ “ Whoever trespasses in these woods will be pro- assistant-draper. The Hon. and Rev.BaptistNoel, in
Thomas Davies, who was himself but recently an

secuted .” Let the rambler choose his own way ;

whether through the wood and across the fields, or
a preface to ihe essay, which has been published, justly

around and by the road , either is pleasant; and either remarks," That a young man who, until a recent

will bring us out by Brochliam -green , where the
period, had to endure all the disadvantages arising

pru
dent pedestrian will do well to avail himself of the from such an employment, should have produced a

hospitality of the civil landlady of the Royal Oak,who work the general style of which would do credit to an

will presently dress him some hing such as it is hard if author of liberal education and of some experience

he bas not gained an appetite to relish,and give him in writing, pleads eloquently with every genero113

“ some barley wine,” as old Izaak Walton has it, the mind, that the class to which he once belonged should

good liquor our honest forefathers did use to drink of; not be debarred from theopportunities of self-improve

the drink which preserved their health,andmadethem ment which mechanics, and even field -labourers, can

live so long, and do so many good deeds."
command .” A perusal of Mr. Davies's essay satisfies

We must not stay long though. Betchworth Park us that the praise which Mr. BaptistNoel has awarded

is before us, and a stroll ihrough that would repay our
to it is no more than it deserved : it is a remarkable

journey. The Mole is now a river of respectable size, specimen of good style and just thoughts from one not

and exceedingly picturesque. In the park is a large professedly literary:

number of stately trees, oaks, elms, walnuts, and beeches ;
The facis which Mr. Davies details are briefly these

the river runs through it, and Box Hill towers on our
The young men who serve in the shops are engaged

right. Betchworth Park is, we think,in many respects in business variously from the hours of six, seven , or

the most beautiful of any within a like distance from eight o'clock in the morning, to nine, ten, eleven , or

London. Soon after we enter it from Brockham we twelve o'clock in the evening; these variations being

see before us the ruins of Betchworth Castle, asshown according to the season, the character of the shop,and

in the preceding page. They are raised some height the custom of the neighbourhood. That is, theyare

above ilie river, on a mound whose side is covered with occupied for a longer time each day in the surrimer

a youngplantation . The ruinsare picturesque, and than in the winter, in all shops ;while thoseshops

the greywalls, contrasted with the rich tone of the ivy whichare frequented chiefly by the iniddle or working

that lias crept over a good part of them , stand out finely classes are kept open later than those which are fre

against the deep blue sky. But those who associate quented by the upper classes. A further difference

with the phrase “ ruined castle," the idea of such fabrics also exists according to the kind of strect in which the

as may be found in our border counties, will be dis- shop may be situated . Thus in busy thoroughfares

appointed here. Betchworth Castle is really a man
they are generally kept open later than in more retired

sion, not at a ! warlike in its appearance , that has

streets . The best shops in the best neighbourhoods

apparently fallen into ruin as much through neglect are generally opened at seven o'clock in the morning

as time and violence; and there is little in its history in some few cases at six o'clock ) , at which tourà

that is more exciting than may be found in the records certain number of the young men come down to make

of the transfers of estates as families decay or tastes preparations for business in their several departments.

change. Yet, as there are not many ruins in Surrey, At eighto'clock(or in some cases at half-past seven )

this is not to be despised ; every care appears to the others,who may be called the seniors, come down,

betaken by its present proprietors to prolong its when the former party are allowed to retire for half

cxistence. an hour for the purpose of dressing. After their re

The Mule in its course through the park is half con- appearance there is no further release from the engage

cealed in many places by the dense foliage on its ments of the shop (excepting for those wonderfully

bauks, chiefly of a profusion of alders with fantastic short periodsoftime in which assistant-drapers manage

roots and curiously intertwisted branches,while it is to consume the necessary quantity of food at meals* },

further diversified with an abundance of little islets,

miniatures of the aits so fainiliar on the Thames. There labourer has half an hour allowed him for breakfast, and an
* Mr. Davies observes, that “ while the mechanic or day.

is many a spot along here that is perfectly tantalizing hour for dinner, out of his twelve hours of labour, the assistaut

to tlic angler who cannot stay to cast a line. What fine I draper has no fixed time allowed for either. Five or tea minutes
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until the whole business of the day is over; and every | consequences 10 healih of such a life are obvious ;

article , from a piece of silk to a roll of riband or a and the moral evils are not less painful to contemplaic.

paper of pins,has been carefully put into its appointed “ Forbidden all relaxation and amusement, denied all

place. Sometimes, when, owing to the weather or aliment for their minds, and separated from whatever

some other cause, there have been but few customers is endeared to their hearts , many sink into a dejection

during the day, this re-arrangement is completed by which the knowledge that they may at any moment be

the time of shutting the shop, which in the present case discharged, if the sales which they effect do not satisfy

is from eight o'clock to nine in the winter, and from their employers, confirms and de pens. Of course in

nine to ten in the summer. But on busy days, and the absence of reading, of intellectual conversation

during nearly the whole of the spring and former part and of all other instruction, their faculties wither away

of the summer, it is often found to be impossible to wliile a desperate longing to throw off the eternal yoker

leave the shop within one, two, or three hours after it of unvarying, unmitigated , profitless, and thankless

has been closed . So that during a large part of the toil—a passionate thirst for someenjoyment - for which

year it is a common thing for these young men to be no friendships, no good society, no wholesome amuse

pent up in the shop from six or seven o'clock in the ment, no holidays, no change of scene, no affectionate

morning until ten or eleven at night. This is a de-, intercourse with any living beings, no prospect of a

scription of the present mode of carrying on business home (for few shops will employ married men ), affords

as it appears in the most favourable aspect. The far any alleviation, hurry nuinbers, against interest and

larger number of shops, which are frequented chiefly against conscience, in the face of ulterior mischiefs

by the middle and working classes, are kept open until which glare upon them like spectres from the obscure

nine or ten o'clock in thewinter, and ten or eleven in future , to plunge into the haunts of vice, and to put

the summer . So that it frequently happens that the on its manacles." *

young men are employed from seven o'clock in the We are told that in this business , in London, it is

morning until twelve at night; that is, for a period customary to discharge an assistant without an instant's

of seventeen hours out of the twenty -four ! On Satur- warning. A trade in which those employed are so

days the time for closing (as if in mockery of a pre- little protected against the passion or caprice of the

paration for the Sabbath ') is in all cases later. * In employers is certainly not in a sound state . While the

inany shops the young men are often unable to retire competition for business is no doubt excessive amongst

to rest until one or two o'clock in the Sunday morning." the master-drapers, the struggle to obtain employment

During these long hours of business it would be is still more so amongst their assistants. So many are

considered an unpardonable offence in any youngman seduced by inexperience into the belief that within the

either to sit down or take up a book , should he happen glittering shopswhich meetthe gaze inall the great

to be unoccupied for a few minutes. He spends the thoroughfares of the metropolis all is as fair as the

long day in a vitiated atmosphere,which at night is stilll outside view ; and so many youths in remote country

more deteriorated by the gas-lights, “ all day on themove, towns dream of London as a very haven of delight,

yet never in exercise; always engaged in whatwearies and are discontented until they reach this goal of their

the body, but never in that which invigorates . " Nor hopes . Now, would it not be better that a large pro

should it be forgotten that the assistant-draper is ex- portion of these young men, instead of committing

posed to considerable anxiety. He bas not only to themselves to a life such as Mr. Davies has described,

show his customers the articles which they demand, should endeavour to seek a bolder sphere for their

but is expected to make them buy. " In some cases, enterprise in our colonial possessions? There they

it is at the peril of losing his situation that he fails to might assume the dignity of men ; and the exercise of

persuade the customer to buy ; in nearly all cases, the their energies of itself would be a source of happiness ,

frequent repetition of such failures is sure to produce while by perseverance and industry they would at

such a catastrophe.” At ten at night, perhaps the the same time be acquiring property and indepen

assistant-draper escapes from the pernicious atmos- dence in healthful pursuits. Something may, how

phere which he has breathed for so many hours , and ever, still be done by moral means, and also on econo

for the first time in the day feels that his lot has soine mical grounds, to improve the condition of the draper's

alleviations ; but the sunshine no longer diffuses its assistants. Public opinion is gradually becoming more!

genial warmth and cheerfulness; the houses of friends conscientious in its action ; and when once an abuse

are closed at such an hour,and he is therefore excluded is dragged into the light of day, some mitigation of

from cultivated and virtuous society ; and it is too late to its evils cannot well be avoided. Persons of strictly.

attend scientific or literary institutions, even were the Christian principles will feel that they are doing an

mind not sufficiently wearied with the labours of the injustice to their fellow -creatures by resorting to shops

day: It appears that outof seven hundred members ať late hours, and giving their countenance to a sys

of the London Mechanics’ Institute there is only one tem which is productive of so much evil ; and they will

draper ; and Mr. Davies shows that this class have no, not fail to give the preference to those establishments

opportunity of acquiring knowledge : beyond that which attempt, perhaps at some loss in the first in

superficial information which may be obtained by stance, to allow to those in their employment advan

sleepyglancesatthe newspaper: " and again , heremarks, tages whichare not denied to many classes of a more

that “ they who have the strongest taste for literature humble station . Such considerate employers would

have recourse only to the lighter kinds; and even while be sought after by the best assistants, and they would

thus engaged, they often fall asleep with the book in be able to make their choice from the best-conducted

their hands.". A weakening of the mental faculties, young men in the trade . This is one of the economi

and contracted and prejudiced minds, are the result of cal advantages which would attend an alteration of

suis deprivation of opportunities of acquiring know- the present hours; but othergeneral advantages of

ledge, and exercising the intellectual faculties. The abridging the present intolerable length of the hours

of business would be felt by the employers, as well

is the usual timespent at breakfastor tea ; and dinner is hur as by theirassistants. First, as to theassistants them

vieily snatchedas it can be during some momentary intermission selves :

of business. The idea of perfect mastication , or of sitting a little “ Short hours would materially tend to

while after meals, would be regarded as preposterous. We may secure to them health, cheerfulness, loug life, and

safely assertthat, in nineteen shops out of twenty, the average knowledge . In some cases they would strengthen the

time spentat the three meals, breakfast, dinner, and tea, is not * Preface to Mr. Davies's Essay, by the Hon . and Rev

more than half an hour.“
Biptist Noel,
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habits of religion and morality; in all they would de- used when writing, and gave me a sweet song in requital for

stroy some of the most powerful inducements to vice my kindness. All these proofs of domestication other robins

and to ungodliness. The assertion, that they would may perhaps have exhibited, but I am going to mention some

be more vicious if they were earlier dismissed from circumstances respecting him which I apprehendare not 80

their duties, is equally contrarytotheory andto fact. which my house afforded him during thewinter, and set out,
When spring returned, he dispensed with the shelter

Now aforced ignorance tempts them tovice,and they like Cælebs, in search of awife.This comforthewasnotlong

seek vicious gratifications as the only ones withintheir in finding, and his first care seemed to betointroduce her tomy

reach ; but then they would have access to instruction : notice. When I went into the garden, he showed that he bad no

at present they are impelled to intemperance, because wish to dropmyacquaintance, but rather to render it subservient

they feel exhausted and depressed ; then they would to the alleviation of some of his domestic cares. He came close

retain the vigour of mind and body which would lessen to my foot, and when I held out my hand he alighted upon it ,

the craving for such stimulants.... The shop- expecting to find the cheese-crums with which I was wont to

keeper, in giving the evening to his young men, would feed him . I took the hint,provided a small box, which I

( save it for himself ; and thus, securing the opportu- replenished from time to time with such food as I knew le

nities of mental culture, andof repose in the bosom liked, and to which Robin, coming from the most distant part

of his family from the toils of money -making, would of the garden or adjoining plantation,when he saw me, applied

be a wiser and a happier man . His assistants, more
with the most perfect confidence. I have said that he wished to

healthy, cheerful, and zealous,would work better for introduce his chosen mate to my notice. He brought her as

him during the day ; he would save his gas at night, of mine, never conquered her tears so far as to alight on my
near to me as possible, but Robina , a name given to her by a friend

and, to compensate for the loss of a few nocturnal cus- hand.
She frequently, however, sat on a tree or bush bard

tomers, he would probably gain some better day-light by, and was fed by Robin, who carried crums to her out

ones, Next, as to the public :- " Almost all of my little box. It appears that the females of these birds

purchases may be made more safely by daylight, when choose the situation of the nest, for some seasons it was at so

the texture of the goods can be examined and the great a distance from myhabitation ,that a long time elapsed

colours more distinctly seen . Few respectable families before we discovered the place. Robiu, however,had no desire

would refuse their servants time during the day to to conceal it from us, and seemed as much delighted to feed his

purchase what they need. It is better for mothers in young as he had been to feed his mate from my hand ; and

the working classes to be at homewith their husbands whenthe young were fledged and left the nest, he brought them

in theevening than to reserve those hoursforshop, their flights, that he mightavail himself more fully of my
nearer and nearer to my dwelling, as they were able to extend

ping. And, of all the persons concerned, millinersand bounty in supplying them with the means of feeding them . I

dressmakers should most desire the change ; because, may mention here,that his nest having one season been close

while others work late, their destructive labours will upon the river, á terrier which happened to follow me so

go unmitigated ; but if all other classes are dismissed frightened the brood at the moment they had essayed to fly, that

at an earlier hour, public feeling willnot long suffer they got entangled among long grass, and one of them fluttered

them to be worn out in early youth by protracted into the river, and was with some difficulty saved by mefrom

drowning. The distress and anxiety shown by the parent bird

We learn from the last Report of the Metropolitan upon this occasion was very striking, but the most remarkable

Drapers' Association that in London the evening part of the story remains still to be told . Happening to pass that

trade has materially decreased :" many of the most way some days after, accompanied by the same dog, he metme

respectable housesnow close their establishments at perching on the brauch ofa tree exactly opposite to myface,

at a little distance from the place where his young were, and,

seven o'clock in the evening, though this improve- he screeched and showed signs of distress, the language of which

ment is still unhappily far from being general. In was as plain as if he could have articulated it, ' Why have you

most of the large towns similar efforts have been made allowed this dog to come here again to put my progeny in

to obtain a diminution of the long hours ofbusiness . We jeopardy ?' This anxiety and distress was equally great upon

may add , that in London, in particular, this movement another occasion ,when, having brought his young to be fed from

has been characterised by a high moral tone, and that a window, one of them got between the sashes when drawnup,

neither clamour nor intimidation have been used . A and was not without difliculty relieved from its perilous situa

great social benefit is desired, and it has been sought tion. Such, however,was his reliance on our good offices,that

for by the only means in which such benefits are to be he never resented such occurrences, but placed them entirely to

obtained .
the chapter of accidents . I remember one morning that having

gone out in my night-cap, which was not my custom , Robin

Anecdotes of a Robin Redbreast . — The following anecdotes have kept at some distauce, not satisfied aboutmy identity : he hesi

been sent to us by a clergyman, who vouches for the correctness tated , but ventured nearer and nearer till , his doubts being re

of every oneof them : - " The bird referred to passed a greatpart moved,he alighted on myshoulder. There was one summer

of five winters in my parlour, and had entered upon the sixth in which Robina had chosen her vest at a distance unusually

whenhe disappeared, having most probably fallen a prey tohis great from my house, for I never saw mylittle favourite during

merciless enemy the cat, from whose clutches, notwithstanding the whole course of it ; month after month passed away, and I

bis fine eye and vigilant habits, it was wonderful he escaped so up for lost. Walking in my garden one day, accom .

long. The first winter during which Robin took shelter under panied by a friend, I observed a robin, and said, “ If myrobin

my roof proved a severe one, and afforded me an opportunity of were alive, I should say that is he . ' Accordingly, I do sooner

becoming pretty well acquainted with my new guest. He soon stopped and extended my hand than he alighted upon it. This

came to know who kept the key of the pantry, and wheneverthat bappened exactly seven months from the time I had last seen

key was turned he was on the alert, and hopped in fearlessly to him , and afforded a most astonishing proof of memory in so

receive from the mistress of the family some cheese-crums, of small an organized being. This faculty, however, was not dis

which he was particularly fond. He very early became ac- played in a solitary instance, but was conspicuous at the com

quaintedwith the entrance to the kitchen , and the stair which mencement of every succeeding winter. His way to the parlour

connected it with the parlour; and if a fine day occurred , he
was familiar to him , and as soon as he entered it, all his old

seldom failed to go out, but always returned before night. His baunts and habits were resumed, and be resorted to his little

favourite place of rest was the fold ofa festooned window -curtain, basket in the window-curtain at night, just as it he had been

which for his accommodation was never dropped , and in which but one day in place of seven or eight months absent. I shall

I had a little basket placed, in which he took great delight,and only add that on different occasions whenabout to leave home,

always occupied it in the night time. From the attention which Robin has perched on the arm of the gig, as if to request per

I paid to him, he became very familiar with me, and seemed to mission to be of the party. When he made his appearance at

enjoy getting as near to me as possible, insomuch that he was
the commencement of the sixth winter, his welcome was of the

frequently perched upon the corner of a portable desk which I most cordial kind, and his loss proportionally regretted."
Philornis.

* Preface, by the Hon . and Rev. Baptist Noel .

toil . " *

gave him
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(Auction Mart . )

AUCTIONS IN LONDON.-No. II.
alley was what we may call the local home of the

great South -Sea Bubble. And a terrible picture of it

The numerous divisions into which the general busi- is preserved to us in Swift's writings, where , likening

ness of Selling by Auction has separated in the metro- the alley itself to a gulf in those very seas from whence

polis, afford noticeable illustration of extraordinary such unsummed treasures were to be obtained, he

magnitude. The connoisseur in pictures and prints, says

goes his rounds regularly through one series of rooms, “ Subscribers here by thousands float,

where little else ever meets his eyes ; the book -collector And jostle one another down ;

has his special haunts where the diffusion of know
Each paddling in his leaky boat,

ledge through the agency of folio, quarto, octavo, and
And here they fish for gold, and drown

duodecimo is alone cared for ; the book -publisher has Now buried in the depths below ,

not unfrequently his private •Trade Sale, where, after Now mounted up to heaven again,

an excellent dinner given to them at some first- rate They reel and stagger to and fro,

hotel , the booksellers discuss, over their wine and At their wit's end, like drunken men.

dessert, the commercial merit of the last new volume Meantime, secureon Garraway cliffs,

of poems, fiction, or history ; furniture occupies the
A savage race, by shipwrecks fed,

principal attention of a third class of auctioneers , Lie waiting for the foundered skift's,

carriages and horses of a fourth ; whilst, greatest of all,
And strip the bodies of the dead . "

there are some — the mighty ones of the calling - who The alley has experienced little outward change

hardly condescend to guide any less importantpro- since the period herereferred to; the old shops have

perty than estates, leasehold, copyhold, or freehold, here and there put on new faces, but the thoroughfare

through all the eventful stagesof "Going,' " Going, is as narrowas ever; Garraway's still flourishes in a

“Going,' to the final 'Gone," so expressively signified kind of immortal youth ,though distinguishedby more

by the abruptconclusivetap of the potenthammer. legitimately commercial objects than that of accommo

Another and stillmore striking, because more pal- dating lookers-on ,while, in typical language, they

pable evidence of the greatness of ourmetropolitan “ strip the bodies of the dead; " it is now, with oneex

auctions, presents an exactly opposite characteristic : ception (the Mart), the place where the greatest num

al“Garraway's,' and at the Mart, Bartholomew Lane, ber of important metropolitan sales occur. The sale

the twomost famous auction -places in London ,it is the rooms on the upperfloorofthe building present no

concentration of business that arrests thestranger's at- thing remarkable, but the coffee-room below hasa

tention, he is astonished there atthe immense number, most primitiveand peculiar aspect. Not all the win

amount,and varietyof sales of propertyof allkinds dows of the extensive rangethat surrounds the greater

that take place in them . Let us avail ourselves of a part of the long, low , broad room , serve todomore

brief glance at thetwo. And first wewillstep into than just give sufficient light tothe preparer of the

Change Alley,dark ,narrow , and fullof short turnings, dainty sandwiches, or to the enjoyers of thesame, who

semed on each side with dingy-looking shops ordun- are walking aboutplate in hand, or standingopposite

geon offices, butnotthe less a region of thorough the immensefire, with its pairs of Titan -like coffee

romance,ifindeed the realities enacted here did not pots, restingona kind ofbattlementin front. And

surpass the wildest dreamsof man's imagination ; this I be it observed,theyare proud here of the reputation

VOL. XIII .-PNo.768 .
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of Garraway's, and fully conscious of the responsibilities | engaged , and writes his name in the compartment set
that reputation has conferred on the successors of the apart to such room . Before we ascend the staircase ,

illustrious founder, even in the humble matterofsand- there are one or two other features of the ground floor

wiches, than which nothing can bebetter, unlessit demanding notice. The side doors leading upward to

be indeed the glass of porter thatshould always ac- thequaint-looking galleries alreadymentioned lead also

company them . downwards to an humble coffee -room , a kindof tap in the

TheAuction Mart is a very different looking place . basement, and where, if you grope about long enough,

Of its exterior we need notspeak ,since the cutde- youwill find sundry offices and a poulterer's shop in

scribes it sufficiently. On entering,we find ourselves full business, though without the aid of candles it

in a handsome and large saloon,with a noble stair- would evidently be impossibleto tell flesh from fow ]
case ascending in front from the farther end, offices in such a place in the lightest day . But the more ex

on either side partially covered with printed bills of traordinary part of the business is that these cellar

sales by auction, houses to let, and similar matters, offices should have been so much in request during the

and ahove which appear curious little dark gal- temporary flush of the Mart's prosperity as to letfor

leries, to which we ascend by doors just within the sums that we feel reluctant to mention , though ob

entrance. These doors and galleries are connected with tained from excellent authority; we have been in

sundry small offices, occupied mostly by solicitors and formed that they were let , at the period in question , at

brokers, although originally intended for auctioneers. rents of 701. and 801. a-year each ! The coffee -room

But that wasan idea belonging to the palmy time of proper is entered by a door in the saloon under the

the Auction Mart, when it was calculated that great great staircase, and forms a large room where refresh

profits would accrue to the proprietors from the erection ments of all kinds are provided for the use of the

of the building. This took place in 1808, and for a time visitors to the mart, including of course all persons
the most sanguine anticipations were exceeded ; on the that think proper to come. As we ascend tlie stair

26th of December, 1809, a single 501. share was worth case, an inscription in the window informs us that

1651. 10s.; now the same is worth about 251. , and the “ The sales commence immediately on ringing the bell. "

price has been as low as 171. This unfortunate result, The rooms are admirably adapted for their purpose,

however, appears to have been mainly owing to an un- and at once handsomely and conveniently fiitedup.

necessary expenditure; the building alone,independent A series of low mahogany tables with benches extends

of fittings ur, furniture, &c. , cost 42,0001., or as much, through the centre of the room, and up to (at one

we understand , as the neighbouring Mansion -house. end) the enclosed and raised space like a judge's bench,

Then these fittings up were, in some respects at least, which forms the auctioneer'e' sacred domain, and in

on an absurdly extravagant scale ; a part of the wall at the middle of which, raised on high, stand his chair

the top of the great staircase, forming a long horizon- and desk. Everything indeed wears such a com

tal strip of windows, was filled up by three pieces of fortable aspect, that one could fancy the days of Queen

plate-glass , costing each about 601.; and which were Anne had returned again ; we look round almost ex

afterwards broken by some accident-- a slight settle- pecting to see some dowager enter with a lap-dog under

ment of the wall, we believe. The joint-stock now her arm , or some mincing beau with his “ clouded

comprises one thousand and eighty shares of 501. each , cane . ” The picture-rooms are on the upper story, and

two hundred of which are in the possession of the admirably lighted from above. With so many advan

trustees of the building, to provide for repairs and tages, direct and indirect, attending sales in the Mart,

similar contingencies. The directors are among the it is not to be wondered at that nearly all the most

most eminent of the London anctioneers. eminent auctioneers hold sales frequently in its rooms,

Even as we pause in the hall to look around us, the and that some sell there only. All the property sold

systematic arrangements for the management of the by order of the Courts of Chancery in any public sale

business of the mart, that meet the eye, convey a room in London is also especially directed to be sold at

forcible impression of the extent of that business. the Mart. It is of course impossible to give any useful

First, there are tables of general information, where, statistical view of the amount of the transactions here

for instance, we learn if any property recently adver- within any given time, for this among other reasons

tised for sale by auction has been previously disposed that an immense amount of property, after being

of by private contract, or if any announced sales have exposed for sale and having failed to reach an ade

becn postponed or countermanded. Next the eye falls quate price, is bought in, and then disposed of

upon the tables that show us the sales of to -day, and privately.

in what part of the building they will be carried on . There are various other points that might be men

Lastly, in the centre, raised on high, is a small six- tioned in connection with the Mart , such, for instance,

sided frame, each side headed with the name of one of as its various arrangements for the collection and

the days of the week ; consequently, if you want to see registration of information that may be useful to those

what sales occur on the next Friday, you look at the who attend it ; but a feature of more general interest

“ Friday" side. But that is not all." Each side is di- is that referred to under the head “ Arbitrations” in

vided again horizontally into seven portions, marked the little printed pamphlet issued by the directors

A , B , C , & c., referring to the seven principal rooms when the establishinent first commenced operations ;

of the Mart,in which auctionstakeplace;sothatwe and withan extract from the pages of that publication

see at once not only on what days of the week, but we conclude (reserving for another opportunity a notice

also in what rooms sales will take place. Thus, next of the most interesting of London auctions, Taiter

Friday, we perceive one gentleman is going to sell sall's ). The passage in question states :—“The con

various leasehold estates in the room B, upper floor ; venience which the Auction Mart possesses, from its

another, pictures and effects in the neighbouring room contiguity to the principal theatres of commerce, may

D ; a third , pinks, piccotees, and carnations in the be embraced for every purpose which will not intrude

room C, on the first or principal floor. The arrange upon the decorum indispensable to be observed in a

ments preliminary to this announcement are very building devoted to business of importance. Solicitors,

simple. The auctioneer goes to the secretary, is shown arbitrators, committees, meetings of creditors, and

the book for the ensuing week , constructed on a similar others of a general and public kind , will find accom

principle to the frame above described, turns to the modation adapted to their respective pursuits ; and it

page which refers to the dayhe has selected, and there is particularly wished that the Mart should be consi

chooscs the room he likes best of those not already I dered as a respectable resort, not only upon such affairs
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as are immediately connected with the institution , but | months; they took a litile of the gum into their

upon any other concerns which require private and mouths, and allowed it to remain there till dissolved.

tranquil discussion. " The leaves of the cherry are a favourite food with many

animals ; and they are also used in flavouring liqueurs

and custards.

THE PRODUCE OF THE CHERRY. It is, however, for the fruit and its produce that the

tree is most valued . So greatly is the fruit relished in

The cherry is remarkable for the number of favourite most countries, that both holidays and government

bererages prepared froin it. But there are also other regulations are made with express reference to it.

products which give it a claim to our attention.
Thus, in some parts of Cambridgeshire, on a particular

The cherry -tree, in a wild state, is found in all the Monday at the season when the cherries are ripe,num

countries of central Europe, as well asin manyparts bers of people gofor a holiday to thecherry-orchards,

of Russia and Norway ; likewise in some parts of and pay sixpence for permission to eat as much fruit as

Africa and Asia. Indeed it has been supposed bysome they like. At other places a similar practice exists ,

writers that Asia is the birth - place of this tree ; though without reference to any particular day. In Lambeth

otbers dispute the opinion . The cultivated cherry is there was a place of public entertainment called the

supposed to have been introduced into England by the Cherry Gardens, probably so called from having the

Romans ; and it is also conjectured that Kent was the fruit consumed on the spot during the season. A

county where a cherry-orchard was first planted , and rural fête takes place in France at the time of the

where the fruit has ever since been reared in high per- ripening of the cherry. There are in Western Ger

ſection . In France the tree has been so much prized, many avenues of cherry -trees many days' journey

23 supplying food to the poor, that a law was passed in in extent, from Strasburg to Munich.
These ave

1669, commanding the preservation of all cherry-trees nues were planted under the auspices of the respec

in the royal forests. “ The consequence of this was," tive governments, not only for shading travellers,

says Mr. Loudon, “ that the forests became so full of but for their refreshment also ; for all persons are

fruit-trees, that there was no longer room for the allowed to partake of the cherries , on condition ofnot

underwood ; when , as usual, going to the other ex- injuring the trees ; but the main crop of fruit when

treme, all the fruil-trees were cut down,except such ripe is gathered by the respective proprietors of the

young ones as were included among the number of land on which it grows. There is a pleasing example

sandard saplings required by the law to be left to secure furnished in those countries of a sense of honour on

a supply of timber. This measure, Bosc remarks, the part of thosewho are thus generously cared for by

was a great calamity for the poor, who,during several the government: if a proprietor wishes to preserve

inunths of the year, lived either directly or indirectly the fruit of any particular tree to himself , he ties a

on the produce of the mérisier (cherry-tree ). Soup wisp of straw to a conspicuous part of one of the

made of the fruit, with a little bread and a little butter, branches; and this symbol is always respected by the

was the common nourishment of the wood - cutters and passing traveller, who avoids this tree while helping

the charcoal-burners of the forest during the winter. himself to fruit.

At present, he says (writing in 1819 ), the fruit is The fruit of the cherry, unless eaten as it comes from

wanting, and they have nothing to supply its place. the tree, is almost always used in the preparation of

The few cherries which they can gather from the re some kind of drink ; but in some cases it is prepared

maining trees are eaten on the spot or sold to make in another form . In France, the soft-flesh cherries

liqueurs ." are dried by exposure to the sun, or in a moderately

The different kinds of cherry have, as may be sup- heated oven . They are preserved in a somewhat

posed, different degrees of fitness for useful applica- similar way in some parts of Germany and Russia ;

tion. With respect to the wood, that of the wild cherry and occasionally preserves, marmalades, lozenges, and

(Cerasus Campestris) is most valued. It is firm , strong, other kinds of confectionary are made from them .

close-grained, and of a reddish colour; and yet soft and From the kernels an oil may be obtained , which is used

easily worked . Being susceptible of receiving a fine as a substitute for bitter almonds in creams, sugar

polish , it is used as a veneer for various articles of plums, and other preparations.

cabinet furniture, as well as for musical instruments , In the northern parts of Germany, the use of Kirsch

and for turnery-ware, especially in France, where wasser (cherry-water) is very prevalent. The drink

mahogany is not so much used for such purposes as in is pleasant and innocuous, and is provided at public

England. The colour is increased in brilliancy and gardens, somewhat analogous to our tea -gardens: when

depih of hue by steeping it for a day or two in lime- the labours of the day are over, a working-man takes

water, and polishing it immediately after the steeping : his wife and children to oneof these gardens on fine

this process is said to prevent the tints from fading by summer evenings, where they join in little amusements

the action of the sun. In some parts of France, where going forward , partake of the favourite kirschwasser

the tree grows very plentifully, the wood is used for (which is sold at a very low price ), and return home at

various purposes by the common carpenter ; and in an early hour.

other parts of the same country it is used for wine In Gill's Technological Repository ,' the following is

casks, which are believed to imbibe from the wood a given as the mode ofmakingkirschwasser in the Black

quality favourable to the flavour of the wine. In some Forest : - “ When the cherries are ripe, they are

modes of growth, the tree yields strong straight shoots gathered carefully one by one with the hand, rejecting

yhich make excellent hop-poles, vine-poles,and hoops those which are over-ripe, those which have separated

for casks. When used for firc-wood, it must have from the stalk, and those which are in any degree rot

been recently cut down, as it acquires by age a rotten- ten or damaged . A large quantity being thus col

ness which makes it smoulder like tinder, rather than lected, they are freed froin the stalks, and crushed in

burn like wood . vicker basket made a little concave, and placed over

The bark of the cherry-tree is composed of four a tub rather smaller than the basket ; and the juice,

layers, two hard and fibrous, and two soft and spongy , expressed by the bruising, falls into the tub. One

Two ofthese yield a yellow dye,and also a substitute fourth part of the pulpy residue is mixedwith the

for cinchona in medicine. The tree yields also a gum , juice, placed in a cask, covered, and allowed to fer

whicb, according to Hasselquist , sustained alive on one When the fermentation is complete, tlie cask is

o casion a hundred men during a siege for nearly two uncovered , and the fermented liquid is drawn off by

P ?

a

ment.
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a cock at the bottom into a basin . From thence it is of liqueurs prepared from the cherry ; the one simple

conveyed to an alembic, or still, which,as a means of and watery,the other rich and highly flavoured.

preserving the purity of the flavour in the liquor, is in Mr. Loudon, while speaking of maraschino, savs,

the best manufactories made of tin ; and the distilla- “ The kind of cherry preferred for this purpose is a

tion goes on till a certain recognised strength is pro- small acid fruit, called marasca , which abounds in

duced. When properly made, it leaves the still in the the north of Italy, at Trieste, and in Dalmatia . That

most limpid and colourless state , and is preserved in of Zara, in Dalmatia, is considered the best . All the

stone vessels or bottles to prevent it from receiving fruit employed in making the Dalmatian maraschino

any tinge. Of the qualities of this liquor, it is said is cultivated within iwenty miles of this city, at the

that when the kirschwasser is well made it has no foot of the mountain Clyssa, between Spalatro and Al

acrid or empyreumatic flavour ; and when old, it is not missa , on the side of a bill planted with vines. The

only pleasant to drink,but it possessesalso the valuable chief difference between the preparation of this liqueur

property of helping the digestion, and warming the and kirschwasser consists in mixing the mass of bruised

stomach by its spirit. Physicians recommend this cherries with honey ; and honey or fine sugar is added

liqueur in indigestion, and as a preservative against to the spirit after it is distilled. The genuine maras

certain maladies. Experiments, a thousand times re- chino is as difficult to be met with as genuine Tokay ;

peated, have proved that fruitsare preserved in brandy ; the greater part of that which is sold as such being 110

whereas they are decomposed and mollified in the thing more than kirschwasser mixed with water and

kirschwasser. The valuable qualities which it is known boney, or water and sugar. The marasca cherry bas

this liqueur possesses, beyond contradiction , increase been cultivated in France with a view to the manufac

the interest which every one must feel in seeing that torv of this liqueur in that country ; and it has been

it is prepared with every possible care, not only to free said thatit may bemade just as good fromthe com

it from the ill taste which it is well known it too often mon wild black cherry. It is also said that in Dal.

possesses, but also (and which is more important) from matia the leaves of the tree are made use of in order

the deleterious principle which it contains when not to give the peculiar aroma which is so much esteemed

carefully made.' in the maraschino ; and that this perfume may be in

In a communication to one of the volumes of the creased to any extentdesired , by mixing the leaves of

Gardener's Magazine,' a mode is described of making the cerasus mahuleb, the perfumed cherry, with the

kirschwasser “as good as the Swiss kirschwasser,” The fruit of the marasca, or even the common gean (black

instructions are , to bruise the fruit , kernels, and pulp cherry) before distillation . "
in a wooden tub or mortar, and add io every twenty

pints of bruised fruit five pints of water, and two pints

of gooseberry brandy ; the liquor is squeezed from the Labour.-An acre of land that bears here twenty bushels of

mixture, andthe distillation then goes on : but a little wheat, another in Ainerica which, with the saine husbandry,

confusion in the description leaves it doubtful whether would do the like, are, without doubt, of the same natural in
all, some,or none of the residue is put into the still trinsic value ( utility ). But yet, the benefit that mankind

with the liquor. receives from the one in a year is worth tive pounds, and from

Among the other liquors prepared from cherries, the other possibly not worth a peliny , if all theprofit an Indian

cherry -brandy is perhaps the best known in England. received from it were to be valued and sold bere; at least, I

Blackcherries are used for this pu pose. A bottle is may truly say, not roboth , Tis labour, then , which puts the

half filled with them , filled up with brandy or spirits, I be worth anything. " T'is to that weowe the greatest part of all
greatest part of valueupou land, without which it would scarcely

and allowed to remain a month or two, when it is its useful products : for all thatthe straw , bran, bread, ofthat

considered fit for use. Sugar is generally used to
acre of wheat is more worth than the product of an acre of as

sweeten it .
good land which lies waste, is all the effect of labour. Fortis

In Russia cherry -wine is made by crushing sixty or not barely the ploughman's pains, the reaper's and thresher's

seventy pounds of cherries in a tub, so that thestones toil, and the baker's sweat that are to be counted into the bread

become broken with the pulp ; and then adding a we eat ; the labour of those who broke the oxen , who digged and

pound or two of honey, a small quantity of brandy or wrought the iron and stones , who felled and framed the timber

wine , and a little yeast. When this mixture has been al- about the plongh, mill, oven , or any other utensils, which are a

lowed to ferinent, it is cleared of the yeast and poured vast number, requisite to this coin, from its being seed to he

inio kegs or bottles, and then placed in a cool cellar. sown to its being made bread, must all be charged on the

Wine and brandy are sometimes ornitted ,and a greater the earth furnishing only the most worthless materials as in

account of labour and received as an effect of that : nature and

quantity of boney used in lieu of them . themselves. " Twould be a strange catalogue of things that in .

Rutufia and Maraschino are two other beverages pre- dustryprovided and made use of about every loaf of bread ,le
pared from cherries. The former is made at Grenoble fore it came to our use , if we could trace them . Iron, wood,

from a large black cherry ; and indeed both of them leather, barks, timber, stone, bricks, coals, lime, cloth, dyeing,

may serve to illustrate the nature of the drinks which druçs, pitch, tar, masts, ropes, and all the materials made use of

the French call by the general name of liqueurs. These in the ship that brought away the commodities made use of by

liqueurs are palatable spirituous drinks, composed of any of the workmen to any part of the work; all which 'twoulu

water, alcohol, sugar, and some aromatic infusion ex be almost impossible, at least too long, to reckon up . - Locke on

tracted from fruits or seed . According to the propor Civil Government.

tions in which these several ingredients are combined ,

the liqueur puts on one of three forms — a ratafia or eau ,

an oil, or a crême. Thus, in anise -water, eau -de -noyau, The Jungle . — The term jungle is very ill-understood by Euro

cherry -ratafia, apricot-ratafia, & c., the sugar, the alco- pean readers, who generally associate it with uninhabited forests

hol, and the aromatic extract are in small proportions and almost impenetrable thickets;whereas all the desert and

with respect to the water. When the sugar and the uncultivated partsof India, whether covered with wood or

alcohol are in somewhat larger proportion in the wallah is a term indiscriminately applied to a wild cat or to a
merely suffered to run waste, are styled jungles ; and jungle

jiqueur, it assumes the name of an oil, such as the oil gentleman who has been quartered for a considerable period in

of aniseed. When the preparation is of the highest
some desolate part of the country. Persons who are attached to

and finest quality, it becomes a crême, or superfine very small stations in remote places, or who reside in solitary

liqueur, such as maraschino, Dantzic water, & c. So houses surrounded only by the habitations of the natives, are said

far as respects our present subject, then, ratafia and to be living inthe jungles. --Bliss Rueris's Scen-s in ilirdostun .

maraschino may be considered two different qualities
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(Group of Crow , Sioux , and Pawnee Indians , in the Costumes of their Tribes, reclining in front of a Crow Wigwam . ]

VILLAGES OF NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS. trees, for war-clubs, and scrapers for graining the

robes. Their sinews are used for strings and backs to

The above cut is from an original drawing by Mr. their bows, for thread to string their beads and sew

Cathin, a native of the United States, who has proba- their dresses. The feet of the animals are boiled , with

bly seen more of the native tribes of North America their hoofs, for glue, with which they fasten their

than any other white man . His very interesting arrow -points and use for various purposes. The hair

North American Museum , which was recently exhi- from the head and shoulders, which is long, is twisted

bited in London , was collected during an intercourse and braided into halters, and the tail is used for a fly

of upwardsof seven years with nearly fifty different brush ."

tribes. A more complete view of the life and habits The Oneidas, Iroquois, Senecas, and Onondagas ,

of a people was never before presented to the eye. We who inhabited that portion of the continent which is

have already (Nos. 181 and 183) given an account of now covered with cities and thriving settlements, are

the general state of the native tribes of America when now little more than historical names, as these power

the country was first settled by Europeans, and have ful tribes have disappeared . Civilization swept them

noticed the present circumstances of some of the away, because it communicated to them only its vices

tribes. Nothing apparently can arrest the destruction and diseases. Even within the last six years a very

of uncivilized races of men when their territory is in- | interesting tribe, the Mandans, has become extinct

vaded by the civilized . The ploughman and the hun- through the ravages of the small -pox . WhenMr. Cat

ter have interests so different, that either the one or lin visited them they had two villages about two miles

the other must prevail ; and all experience has shown from each other, containing about one thousand souls

that when the cultivator has once taken his stand, there each . When the disease was first introduced among

he will maintain his conquest over the soil . Mr. Cat them , the Mandans were surrounded by several war

lin informs us that out of the400,000 red men in North parties of the Sioux, and they were therefore confined

America three-fourths are dependent for food on the closely to their villages. The disorder was so malig

herds of buffalo on the western side of the Alleghanies, nant that many died a few hours after being attacked.

and he expresses an opinion that in eight or ten years The accounts given to Mr. Catlin state, that so slight

these animals will have become so scarce that it will were the hopes of the poor people when once attacked ,

be difficult for the tribes to find the means of subsist- that “nearly half of them destroyed themselves with

ence. Indeed so various are the uses of the buffalo to their knives or guns, or by leaping head -foremost from

the Indians, that any great diminution in the number of a thirty -foot ledge of rocks in front of their village."

these animalsmust have considerable effect upon their | The chief, a man who possessed in an eminent degree

babits, and render it necessary for them to devise new all the virtues of the savage, recovered from the attack.

means of supplying many of their wants. Mr. Catlin “ He sat in his wigwam and watched every one of his

says : — " The robes of the animals are worn by the family die about him , his wives and his little children ;

Indians, instead of blankets ; their skins, when tanned, when he walked round the village and wept over the

are used as coverings for their lodges and for their beds ; final destruction of his tribe, -his warriors all laid low.

undressed , they are used for constructing canoes, for Returning to his lodge, he laid his family in a pile and

saddles, bridles, halters, lassos, and thongs. The horns covered them with several robes; and , wrapping

are shaped into ladles and spoons; the brains are used one round himself, went out upon a hill at a little dis

for dressingthe skins ; their bones are used for saddle- tance, where he remained several days, determinedto
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starve himself to death . Here he remained till the height, wbich were inclined at an angle of forty-five

sixth day, when he had just strength enough to creep degrees, leaving an aperture at the apex of three or

back to his village and enter his own wigwam . Then four feet wide for a chimney and a skylight. The

lying down by the side of his family, he perished of roof is supported by timbers in the interior of the

hunger, on the ninth day after he had first left it .” lodge. Outside, the roof is covered with a mat of

To return, however, to the subject of the cut. “ The willow boughs of half a foot or more in thickness, on

Crows," Mr. Catlin says, “ make the most beautiful which earth is spread to the depth of two or three feet,

lodges ofany of the North American tribes.” The ex- which is covered with a clay that soon hardens and

terior consists of buffalo hides sewed together, and becomes impervious to water. The top of the lodge is

sometimes dressed as white as linen . They are pic- the grand lounge of the whole family in pleasant

turesquely ornamented with porcupine quills, fringed weather. But only an eye -witness can describe the

with scalp -locks, and gaily painted . Perhaps there is on scenes which an Indian village presents. Mr. Catlin ,

one side a picture of the Great Spirit and on the op- speaking of this Mandan village, says- “ The groups of

posite side one of the Evil Spirit. In some as many as lodges around me present a very curious appearance.

forty men can dine, and the height of those of the On the tops are to be seen groups standing and re

better sort is twenty-five feet. It is supported by about clining ; stern warriors, like statues, standing in dig.

thirty poles of pine-wood. The Sioux construct their nified groups, wrapped in their painted robes, with

lodges in a similar manner. The manner in which the their heads decked and plumed with quills of the war

wigwams of a whole village, consisting perhaps of six eagle, extending their long arms to the east or the west,

hundred habitations, are siinultaneously struck is a to the scenes of their battles, which they are recounting

very singular scene. The chief sends his runners or over to each other. In another direction are wooing

criers through the village to give a notice of his inten- lovers, the swain playing on his simple lute. On other

tion to march in a few hours, and the hourfixed upon . lodges, and beyond them , groups are engaged in games

In the meantime preparations are making, and as soon of the mocassin’or the plaiter. Some are to be

as the lodge of the chief is seen flapping in the wind , seen manufacturing robes and dresses , and others,

from some of the poles having been taken down , the fatigued with amusements or occupations, have

example is followed instantly. In a few moments the stretched their limbs to enjoy the luxury of sleep

chief's lodge is levelled with the ground , and imme- while basking in the sun. Besides the groups of the

diately all the other wigwams are struck . The horses living, there are on the roofs of the lodges buffaloes'

and dogs are then loaded in the following manner: skulls, skin canoes, pots and pottery, sledges ; and,

“ The poles of a lodge are divided into two bundles, suspended on poles, erected some twenty feet above

and the small ends of each are fastened upon the the doors of their wigwams, are displayed in a pleasant

shoulders of a horse, leaving the butt ends to drag on day the scalps of warriors preserved as trophies. In

the ground on either side. Just behind the horse a other parts are raised on poles the warriors' pure and

brace or pole is tied across, which keeps the poles in whitened shields and quivers, with medicine-bags

their proper places. The lodge or tent, which is rolled attached ; and here and there a sacrifice of red cloth

up, and also numerous other articles of household and or other costly stuff offered up to theGreat Spirit over

domestic furniture, are placed on the poles behind the door of some benignant chief." Contiguous to the

the horse and upon his back, and on the top of all village are a hundred scaffolds, each consisting of four

two, three, and even sometimes four women and chil- upright posts , on which their dead are placed in their

dren . Each one of these horses has a conductress, who best costume.

sometimes walks before and leads him with a tremen The Comanchees maketheirwigwams of longprairie

dous pack upon her back. In this way five or six hun- grass thatched over poles, which are fastened in the

dred wigwams, with all their furniture, may be seen ground and bent in at the top, giving them from adis

drawn out for miles, creeping over the grass-covered iance the appearance of bee-hives. Where the buffaloes

plain ; and three times that number of men, on good are numerous, skins are the materials employed; and

horses, strolling in front or on the flank, and in some in all cases the difference of style or material is the re
tribes in the rear. At least five times that number of sult of natural causes, just as formerly in the woodland

dogy fall into the rank, and follow in the train and parts of England timber dwellings prevailed, while in

company of the women ; and every cur of them who is the champaign other materials were used ; and as the

large enough, and not too cunning to be enslaved, is traveller in a long day's journey will pass through dis

encumbered with a sort of sledge on which he drags his tricts where the cottages ( the truest criterion ) are in

load - a
-a part of the household goods and furniture of one tract thatched , in the next perhaps covered with

the lodge to which he belongs. tiles, in another with blue slate , and in a fourth with a

One of the Mandan villages which Mr. Catlin visited slate of quite another kind.

was admirably selected on an angle of land forty or

fifty feet above the bed of a river, so that the base of

the angle towards the town was the only part requiring
MONEY -TOKENS AND SIEGE -PIECES.

protection , the two sides being flanked by the river, The real value of money, considered merely as a repre

with its banks of nearly solid rock. The base was de- sentative of all other marketable values, involves con

fended by a stockade of timbers of a foot or more in siderations of much difficulty in reference to certain

diameter,andeighteen feet high, at sufficient distances points in political economy, principally from the pre

to admit of the defenders discharging their weapons | valence of an idea that money and wealth are the same

between them . The ditch, of three or four feet in thing—that money is the object which all desire, instead

depih , was on the inward side of the village. The ofmerely themeans for obtaining that object. Without

lodges were closely grouped together, with just room touching on these nice and complicated inquiries, how

enough to walk or ride between them . They were all ever, there are a few details which may serve to illus

of a circular form , and from forty to sixty feet in dia trate the value of money, simply as a incdium of ex

meter, and within were neat and comfortable. The change, by showing the inconvenience resulting from

walls were firmly constructed with timbers of eight or a deficiency of it, even when poverty is not the cause

wine inches in diameter, and six feet high , standing of this deficiency.

closely together, and supported on the outside by an So long as we have metallic coins varying in value

embankment ofmud. Then resting on thesetimbers from one pound to onefarthing,we can regulate the

were as many more, cach about twenty -five feet in quantities of the commodities purchased with greal
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nicety, by paying in coins of greater or less value. But something to supply the deficiency; and, accordingly,

if the coins issued by the government were of but few they adopted the practice of coining farthing-tokens in

denominations -jf, for example, there were none of lead . In 1613 a proclaination was issued ordering the

lower value than a shilling , we should soon find retail cessation of this custom . It commenced with an

trade thrown into the utmost confusion , and indeed acknowledgment, that “ in times past some toleration

almost annihilated, even if therewere an ample supply had existed in the realm of tokens of lead , commonly

of larger coins ; because, if a purchaser had no coin so known by the name of farthing -tokens, to pass between

small in value as the quantity of the article which he vintners, tapsters, chandlers, bakers, and other like

wished to purchase, he would have to buy on credit , tradesinen , and their customers ; whereby such small

or purchase more than he wanted, or arrange with portions and quantities of things vendible, as the

some third party to make joint purchases. The state necessity and use, especially of the poorer sort of

of things in Ireland at the commencement of George people, oftentimes required , might be conveniently

the Second's reign will illustrate this point. At that bought and sold, without enforcement to buy more

period the scarcity of silver coins was so great, that ware than would serve for their use and occasion ."

Thuse who employed workmen of any kind continued But it was objected , that as these tokens had not

to employ them until theirwages amounted to a double general currency throughout the country, poor pur.

pistole or a moidore (which were the gold coins most chasers were, to a great extent, at the mercy of the

prevalent at that time in Ireland ). These coins were shopkeepers. It was estimated that there were in

paid to a body of workmen, who then adjourned to an London three thousand persons who issued leaden farth

alelouse or a brandy-shop , and divided the money ing-tokens, to the average amount of 51. a year each.

anongst themselves as they best could. As it was To remedy the evil , the king granted a licence to Lord

impossible to effect this division without silver, they Harrington, for three years, to coin copper farthing's

had to pay a premium , amounting to tenpence or a for general use throughout the kingdom , it being

slilling, for changing one of the gold coins for silver, optional to the public to make use of these coins or

besides spending another portion of their money at the not. The people entertained some distrust of these

alehouse.
new farthings, and took them very slowly, although

Whenever such a state of things occurs , the shop- facilitieswereoffered for exchanging silver for farih

keepers and manufacturers have always been desirous ings in different parts of England. There was a profit

of issuing money -tokens, that is, pieces of copper or of to be gained by Lord Harrington by the issue of the

silver, stamped with soine device, and exchangeable at farthings, and this probably tended to create a dislike

their shops as fractional parts of larger coins, so as to to the scheme. In 1616 it was again found that the

serve all the purposes of money. It is always deemed tradesmen issued their own tokens, and great com

dangerous to allow the privilege of coinage to pass out plaints and frequent proclamations were made.

of the hands of the government; and the prevalence of In the reign of Charles the Second , various persons,

this custom shows how annoying a deficiency of small in nearly all the cities and towns throughout Ireland,

coinage is felt to be . were in the habit of striking brass and copper tokens

In the reign of Henry VIII. private tokens were in great number, with such stamps as they pleased;

used to supply the want of silver coins; and the Earl these they vended for a penny each inexchange, under

ofSurrey,Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, was obliged to pretence that, when they were called in or decried, the

sue to be recalled , on account of the obstruction to his persons who uttered them would receive them back

proceedings by reason of the deficiency of circulating again at the rates for which they had been issued. So

medium . By the reign of Elizabeth , the use of private gross was the fraud thuseffected, that the issuers

tokens for money, which were stamped by inferior received nearly twenty shillings in good silver coin

tradesmen , such as grocers, vintners, chandlers, and for as many tokens as did not cost them more than

hakers, had grown to such an extent as to be a subject twenty pence ; and before the time came for these

offrequentcomplaint. They were made of lead , tin , tokens to be exchanged, the issuers kept out of the

latten (a mixed metal of copper and zinc ), and even of way, and the poor people suffered the loss. A procla

leather. Of these coarse materials were formed farth- mation was therefore issued, prohibiting the making

ing and halfpence ,which brought discreditonthe of such tokens, or the circulation of them ,if made.

general coinage of the country, and at the same time Both in England and in Ireland, however, there was

inflicted a loss on the poor, since these tokens could so much profit to be made in variousways by the issue

unly be received at the shop from whence they had of money-tokens, that the government experienced the

been first issued. It seemed to be a deficiency in the utmost difficulty in suppressing the system . A farth

smaller coins, such as halfpence and farthings, that led ing-office was established in London , where facilities

to the issue of these tokens ; and proposals were made were afforded for obtaining legal farthings; and severe

to the government to strike legal farthings. It was punishments were threatened to those who used tokens .

first suggested to form them of mixed silver and copper so that at length ,as the people generally had no reason

-then ofsilver only - then of copper only ; and an to distrust legal farthings if issued by the government

order was issued prohibiting the circulation of trades- in a proper manner, the issuers gradually relinquished

inen's tokens . But it does not appear that the plans a system which had its origin in convenience, and was

of the governmentwere carried out,forno farthings kept up afterwards byfraud.

were issued . A sort of inedium measure was however But in Ireland the march of improvement was, as it

alopied, whereby important cities orcorporations were has always been,more tardy. The government, instead

allowed to issue tokens, although individuals could not. of issuing halfpence and farthings, gave a patent for so

Thus, the queengrantedalicenceto the city of Bristol doing to Sir ThomasArmstrong,whomadeita source

to coin tokens, which were made of copper, with a of profit ; he was authorized to enter any house or any

ship on one side, and C B on the other. They were ship in search of counterfeit coins; and his coins were

current in and near that city, for the purchase of small declared a legal tender, and bound to be taken to the
articles.

value of five shillings in every hundred pounds. This

By the time of James the First the inconvenience system appears to have continued for some time, and

resulting froma deficiency ofsınall coinage was again to have been made a sourceof patronage. In the time

much ſelt. Privatetraders,finding themselves unable of George II., as we have before observed , silverwas

carry on their business without smaller money than so scarce in Ireland as to lead to great losses on the

the legil coins , were driven by necessity to provide part of the working inen ; in many cases they really
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had not silver or copper to purchase their small wares, became irreconcilable, both parties endeavoured to

although they might have a gold coin, and were forced secure money for carrying on the contest . The par

to pay an extra price for their commodities as a meansof liament,besides eight per cent. for all money sent into

obtaining change. The smaller coins of copper were also them , offered to receive family plate at its full value,

scarce ; and manufacturers were often obliged to pay with an additional one shilling per ounce for the work

their men with tallies , or tokens, in card , signed upon manship that had been bestowed on the articles; and

the back, to be afterwardsexchanged for money ; while at the same time made an ordinance for assessing all

at the same time counterfeit coins, called raps, were in those who should not contribute according to their

circulation, made of such bad metal that what passed ability. The king sent forth a counter-proclamation,

for a balfpenny was not worth half a farthing. A calling on his subjects to assist him , and threatening

Mr. Wood received a patent for coining halfpence and with the kingly power all those who sent in plate to

farthings for fourteen years, hy which it was estimated the parliament." Whether it was that the parliament

that he would clear about 60001. a year. This plan was offered high terms, or that the general exasperation

attacked most fiercely by Dean Swift, even from the against the king was great, the quantity of plate sent

pulpit, and the passions of the people became thereby in was immense, and gave rise to many satirical

so roused, that, after many investigations and pro- remarks, of which the following formed part of a

clamations, the government induced Mr. Wood to poem published at the time:

abandon his patent altogether. The scarcity of small “ And now ,my Lord, since you haye London left,

change still continued ; and the issue of copper and Where merchants' wives dive cheap, and as cheap sup,

silver tokens for small sums took place extensively. Where fools themselves have of their plate bereft,

Mr. Maculla, a brazier of Dublin , suggested a plan And sigh and drink in the coarse pewter cuſ ) ,

for issuing tokens for the whole kingdom ; Dean Swift Where's not a silver spoon left, not that given then

(who was then extremely popular in Ireland ) promul When the first cockney was made Christian :

gated another ; and all, as it would appear, because No, not a bodkin , pincase ; all they send ,

the government would not allow to Ireland the privi. Or carry all , whatever they can hap on,

lege of having a mint of her own .
E'en to the pretty picktooth, whose each end

Without going farther into details, it may be suf
Oft purged the relics of continual capon .

ficient to have thus explained the general causes which

Nothing must stay behind, nothing must tarry,

No, not the ring by which dear Joan took Harry."
led to the issuing of money-tokens. It has always been

occasioned by a deficient supply of small coins , or else
Meanwhile the universities and many private indi

by a dislike on the part of the people to the circum
viduals came forward to assist the king with plate.

stances under which coins have been issued. During The heads of most of the colleges sent him word that

the last war, when so much specie was drained from they had a good deal of plate which was at his service.

the kingdom in various ways, iradesmen's tokens were The plate was sent to the king at Nortinghain, and he

issued in a great many English towns, each having sent secret orders to the officers of the Mint to repair

currency within a very limited circle ; but since that thither to coin the plate;but the parliament forestalled

period ihe coinages have been sufficiently frequent to him , and forbade ihe officers to obey him ; so that the

keep up a supply of small change ; and thus the same king had to use the plate in small pieces, or to rudely

coin is equally current in every part of the kingdom ,
coin it into any form most convenient. After the

one of the great advantages attending a national cur- batile of Edge Hill, the colleges sent to the king

rency.
nearly all their remaining plate , for a similar purpose .

Siege-pieces are only another name for a particular A proclamation was issued by the king's government

kind of money-token, which was prevalent during the in Ireland, calling on the inhabitants of Dublin to send

troubles of the Commonwealth. 'When the king was in plate ata certain rate perounce ; this they did to a

driven about from town to town, and besieged in one considerable extent, and the plate so produced was

castle after another, his treasury soon became ex- hastily formed into rude coins, stamped either with

hausted, and his faithful adherentsgaveup their gold the current value or with the weight. Repeated in

and silver plate, to be made into substitutes for coin. stances are recorded as having occurred about that

These small pieces were called siege-pieces, or money period , of the English nobility having given up their

of necessity, and were formed with a rudeness corre- family plate to the king ; and when this occurred at

sponding with the baste in which they were issued . the times of his greatest difficulty, he had neither tine

Theywere in many cases simply rudemasses of plate, nor convenience for converting it into coined money,

clipped off, stamped with some hastily-formed device, and therefore had it merely cut into pieces, and rudely

and even retaining in certain instances the mouldings stamped into what obtained the name of siege-pieces.

of the salvers from which they had been cut. Some of

these pieces are stamped with the name of the castle
Log-houses in Kamtchatka . A jourta of this sort is generally

wherein they were struck, but there are various others
a frame of timber put into a square hoie, four or five feet deep;

which only bear an imperfect representation of the andwithin the framea quantity of stakes are set close together,

place. The frequent removals of the king to various The stakes are left round on the outside,but hewed within,am

inclining a litile inwards, and the earth thrown against them .

parts of the kingdom obliged him to establish several the top is framed over in the samemanner, and is arched and

mints, at the cities and towns of London , York , Oxford , supported by stanchions. In the centre of the roof is a square

Worcester, Edinburgh, Dublin , Exeter, Cork, Chester, bole that serves the double purpose of a door and a chimney, the

Carlisle, Aberystwith, Colchester, Newark ,Pontefract, inhabitants passing in or out by means of a piece of timber

Shrewsbury, Scarborough,and other places.
placed against the edge of the hole, with notches cut in it to

It was about the year 1642 that this system com- receive the feet-a miserable substitute for a Jadder. The top

menced, when Charles I., by seizing a quantity of and sides are covered without with a quantity of earth , and

bullion which had been deposited in the Mint by some
sodded . At one end there is a large hole with a stopper to it ,

Spanish merchants, and by a debiisement of the silver which is opened when the oren is heating, to force the smoke out

coin to one -fourth of its value, had hastened the arrival at the door. When once heated, and the stopper closer!, jourt25

of his own troubles and difficulties. In January of smoke, that is excessive,they would becomfortable winter dwell,

are warmer than most wooden houses, and were it not for the

that year the royal family were so straitened' for ings. ' They are maile of various sizes and descriptions; and

money, that the queen was obliged to coin or sell her some of them that have floors are really decent, and bear some

household plate for the supply of common necessaries . thing the appearance of a house under ground .--- Dobell's Trarels

When the breach between the king and the parliament in Kamtchatka and Siberia.
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[ Fortress of Gwalior .!

GWALIOR, OR GUALIOR .
the largest, the strongest, and the most magnificent.

On looking up from the city at the precipitous mass

The city and fortress of Gwalior, in Hindustan , are and the defences which crown the brow of the rock,

about seventy-five miles south from the city of Agra, the appearance is described as of surpassing gran
in 26° 18' N. lat., 78° 5' E. long. deur. Before the introduction of European warfare

The city of Gwalior, which stands at the foot of the the fortress was deemed impregnable; and even now ,

lofty mass of rock on which the fortress of Gwalior is with all the appliances of shells and rockets and en

situated, is the capital of the Gwalior state, and the gineering skill , the conquest would be difficult, and

conrt residence of the Maharaja Jyajee Rao Sindia , the would probably require much time. Notwithstand

sovereign of that state . The city is not walled, but at ing its strength , however,the fortress has been several

the entrances of the parallel streets, which run up to times taken and re-taken by the Mohammedans and

the side of the rocky hill, there are stone gateways, the Hindoos, sometimes by slow siege, at other times

with strong gates, sufficient to afford a short means of by treachery, by corruption of the garrison, and simi

defence against an irregular attack. The houses are lar means.

built with stone, of which the neighbourhood affords In 1780 the fortress of Gwalior was taken from the

an abundant supply. The general appearance of the Mahrattas, who then held it, by Colonel Popham, or

streets, however, is somewhat mean, and the public rather, by Major Bruce and the escalading party whom

buildings are not distinguished for architectural he led . The successful result of the enterprise was as

beauty. Trees are intermixed among the houses and extraordinary as the spiritof romantic daring with

minarets, as is usual in Indian towns. The number which it was executed. Colonel Popham was en

of inhabitants is about thirty thousand. camped at Ryepoor, eight miles from Gwalior. He

The fortress of Gwalior is high above the city, on was informed by the Rana of Gohud, from whom the

the sammit of the hillof rock at the base of which fortress had been taken by the Mahrattas,that some ban

thecity stands. The rock rises precipitously from the ditti who infested the neighbourhood had once climbed

plain,and is perfectly isolated, but an amphitheatre of therockand got into the fortress. Heengagedsomeof

hills, atthe distance of from one to three miles , partly them to make the attempt again ; they again succeeded,

surrounds it . The rock is long, narrow, and Jofty. and ascertained that the guard,after going the rounds,

The length at the bottom is above three miles, at the were accustomed to lie down to sleep. Major William

top nearly two miles; the width at the top is irregular, Bruce, the brother of Bruce the Abyssinian traveller,

but seldomexceeds three hundredyards. The entire then undertook to scalethe walls of the fortress with

height is about three hundred and" fifty feet, and the a party of sepoy grenadiers. Colonel Popham had

whole rock is precipitous, but the upper part, which ladders both of wood and rope made with the utmost

is about two hundred feethigh , is nearly perpendicu- secrecy,and shoes of woollen lined with cotton for

lar, for the mostpart bynature,but partly by scarping the scaling-party, to makethe ascent as noiselessas

the rock. The area at the top is nearly level, and is possible.

covered with numerous buildings and with cultivated At eleven o'clock on the night of the 3rd of August,

ground. There are wells and reservoirs for water, 1780, Major Bruce set forward with Lieutenant

and all things needful to enable the garrison to sustain Cameron , the engineer, and twenty sepoy grenadiers,

a siege. The only means of access to the fortress is and, marching by unfrequented ways, they reached

by steps up the side of the rock ; the exterior part of Gwalior a little before daybreak. Colonel Popham

the steps is defended by a wall and bastions, and the followed with two battalions. Bruce, on arriving at

ascent is further protected by stone gateways . A the foot of the rock , saw lights, and heard the guards

stone parapet extends round the brow of the rock on cough, which was the Mahratta mode of signifying

every side. “ All 's well.” When the lights disappeared the

Of all the hill fortresses of India that of Gwalior is , wooden ladders were placed , and one of the robbers,

No.769.
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having climbed over the wall, returned with the wel- | to the amount of fifty thousand square miles, which is

come news that the guards had laid down to sleep . almost as much as the area of England , exclusive of

Bruce, Cameron, and the sepoys now mounted from Wales. By a treaty of alliance, February 27, 1804,

crag to crag, by means of the wooden ladders ; and Dowlut Rao Sindia engaged to receive a British

Cameron having gone up and fastened the rope-ladders auxiliary force in those dominions which he was

to the battlements, Bruce andthe sepoys ascended, got allowed to retain , which were still of great extent.

over the wall without being discovered, and squatted The territory of Gohud was afterwards ceded to him ,

down behind it. Three of the sepoys, however, were so as we have before stated . He kept aloof from the

inconsiderate as to fire on three of the garrison who Mahrattawar of 1818 , and thus preserved his terri

were lying near them . The three men were shot dead ; tories . He died on March 21 , -1827 . Janko Rao

the noise alarmed the garrison , and they rushed to the Sindia was elected by the widow as successor to her

spot in great numbers, but as they were ignorant of late husband. He died last year, and his widow has

the force of the assailing party, they were kept in elected Jyajee Rao Sindia, who was the nearest relative

check by the brisk fire of the sepoys till Popham him- of Janko Rao, and is now the reigning Maharaja of

self got up with a reinforcement . The garrison then Gwalior. Being yet too young to act for himself,

retreated to the inner buildings, and , after discharging Mama Sahib was appointed regent by the widow (the

a few rockets, fled precipitately through the gate; Maharanee, or Mahabaee, as she is styled), with the

while the principal officers, thus deserted , assembled concurrence of the British authorities; but the regent

in one of the houses, and hung out a white flag : was driven away, and the Dada Khasgee Walla, 2 rich

Popham immediately sent an officer with assurances of and powerful Brahmin, was appointed in his peace .

quarter and protection ; and thus, in about two hours, This proceeding, hostile to British interests and op

this apparently in pregnable fortress was taken by a posed to British superintendence, led to the two late

small escalading party of British and sepoys, without sanguinary battles at Maharajpoor and Punniah .

the lossof a single man, and with only twenty wounded .

Gwalior was formerly the capital of the small state

of Gohud, but during the contentions between the PLANTATIONS ON DRIFTING SANDS.

Mogul government and the Mahrattas the Rana of

Gohud was rarely allowed the use of his own city and The attention of agriculturists has been frequently

fortress, and was generally compelled to pay tribute directed to the best mode of fixing the layers of drifi

to one or the other. After the British obtained posses- ing sand which sometimes occur in districts bordering

sion of it by Colonel Popham's escalade, it was given on the sea , or exposed to wind from particular quar

up to the Rana of Gohud, on certain conditions of re ters. If these sandy spots were merely barren and

muneration for our protection ; but failing to fulfil still, doing neither good nor harm, the matter would

those conditions, the Rana was left to defend himself have been of less importance ; but shifting sands are

against the Mahrattas as well as he could . Madajee liable from their very nature to bring great destruc

Sindia obtained possession of the fortress after a siege tion to neighbouring towns and villages .

of many months, and then only by corrupting a part of Suffolk and Norfolk have been at different times

the garrison. The territory of Gohud, with its capital subject to sand -floods of this description from sand

and fortress, was in the possession of Holkar when hills lying not far from the coast . The general pro

the Mahratta war broke out in 1803 . After his gress of these floods has been somewhat as follows

final subjugation, the British authorities, by the treaty Violent winds break through the turf that covers these

of Muttra, November 23, 1805, transferred Gohud hills, and then the sand, lying loose and naked, is soon

and its capital to Dowlut Rao Sindia, in whose family carried down upon the plains, where it covers and

they still remain, forming a portion of the state of buries the grass, and in a very little time destroys the

Gwalior, whose sovereign is styled Maharaja (great | light turf ; then, mixing itself with the sand under

prince) of Gwalior. neath, it becomes one bed of dry matter. A large body

The Mahratta family of Sindia (or Scindia) is of of sand being thus got together, nothing stops its pro

comparatively modern origin . Ranojee Sindia, the gress, but at every storm it rolls over more and more

first who distinguished himself, was a potail, or head- ground ; so that in a few years it extends itself to a

man of a Hindoo village, when he was appointed by vast distance, especially where the ground over which

the Paishwa Badjee Rao to the humble office of his it passes is of the same sandy nature, and only covered

slipper-bearer. He was a shrewd and enterprising with a thin turf. In some parts of Suffolk the ground

man, and in 1743 had risen to the highest rank of encourages this change so greatly, that a bed of sand

Mahratta chiefs, and had obtained the hereditary thus loosened from a neighbouring hill, and covering

government of about one half of the large province of only a few acres at first, will ultimately deluge a large

Malwa. After his death , Madajee Sindia, one of his area, not being arrested by rising ground or any other

sons, became the most powerful of the Mahratta chiefs impediments.

-- so powerful, indeed, that he became, to use the In the sixth volume of the Transactions of the

words of Sir John Malcolm , “ the actualsovereign of | Royal Irish Academy is a paper by the Rev.W. Hamil

Hindustan from the Sutleje to Agra, the conqueror of ton, on the effects of the westerly winds of Ireland in

the princes of Rajpootana, the coinmander of an army causing sands to shift, and to bury houses and villages

composed of sixteen battalions of regular infantry, beneath them . On many parts of the Irish coasts

five hundred pieces of cannon, and one hundred thou- houses and villages have been actually dugout of sand

sand horse, the possessor of two-thirds of Malwa and hills, cach one having, like a miniature Pompeji or

some of the finest provinces in the Deccan.” Madajee Herculaneum , been overwhelmed by an enemywhich

Sindia died in 1794, and , leaving no sons, was succeeded it could not resist. A case is mentioned in which the

by Dowlut Rao Sindia, who was the grandson of ruinsofavillagewere to be seen in the county ofAntrim ,

Tukajee Sindia, Madajce's brother . In the Mahratta in 1783, the inhabitants having been all driven away

war which broke out in 1803, Dowlut Rao Sindia and by the gradual influx of sand . A similar instance was

the Rajah of Berarwere the chief princes implicated ; observable in the countyof Donegal in 1787. In an

and after a series of brilliant actions, by Lord Lake in other instance Mr. Hamilton, while taking an excur

Upper India and by Major -GeneralWellesley in sion through Donegal, haa greatdifficulty in finding

Central India, the Mahratta forces were completely the house of a guide to whom he had been directed.

defeated , and Sindia was compelled to cede territory | “ After much search,” he states, “ Iperceived its roof
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just emerging from the sands. Theowner told me that having a small handle, which a man can use in his

his house was not long built, and had at first a consi- right hand, at the same time taking hold of the grass

derable tract of pasture- ground between it and the sea- with his left. Other persons carry these plants to the

shore; but that, of late, he was every year obliged, drifting sand , where they are planted in a hole or cut

with great labour, to dig it out ofthe encroaching sands, from eight to twelve inches deep, made with a large

and purposed shortly to remove it to the opposite shore narrow -pointed spade. A handful of the arundo is put

of a lake called Mullochdearg, which lay behind the into each of these cuts, the cuts or holes being about

house, in despair of being able to maintain its present a foot apart. When properly fixed in the drifting

situation . " sand , the roots begin to grow and spread under the

The same writer describes a spot in which the bound- surface, in the course of a month after planting. This

ary between two estates was only marked by a heap of grass is relished by cattle in summer, but it is of

iron scoriæ amid shifting sands ; the scoriæ pointing greater value when preserved in the ground for win

out the spot where a smith's forge had existed before tering cattle . Neither wind, rain, nor frost will de

the sands had driven away the smith and buried his stroy it, butthe old grass naturally decays towards the

furge. In another case an elegant mansion had become latter end of spring and the beginning of summer, as

almost buried. This mansion was situated in the the new crop grows. White and red clover will grow

peninsula of Rossgull in Donegal, and had been in- spontaneously among this grass in the course of a few

habited by the family of the Boynes. The approach years, provided it is well secured.

to the house was from a level green on the shore, The pinaster, or cluster- pine, has been used with

through a succession of embattled courts and hanging great success as a tree for fixing drifting sands. This

terraces, rising one above another ; and the rear of the is a tree which seldom thrives except in a deep sand

house was bounded by gardens and parks well laid or sandy loam ; and hence its fitness for this purpose.

out. Such was the house in its prime ; and Mr. On the estate of Westwich House, in Norfolk, a mag

Hamilton then notices the state in which he found it , nificentdouble avenue of pinasters has been formed ,

after the approach of sand-floods. “ At present every five miles in length , in a bleak situation, and in a

object in this place presents to view peculiar charac- sandy soilresting on a subsoil of coarse hard gravel.

ters of desolation. The gardens are totally denuded It was in France that the plan of planting this tree on

of trees and shrubs by the fury of the western winds ; shifting sands was adopted about the year 1789. There

their walls, unable to sustain the mass of overbearing are very extensive downs or sand-hills between Dun

sanda, have bent before the accumulated pressure, and, kirk and Nieuport, between Calais and Boulogne,and

overthrown in numberless places, have given free pas. between ihe rivers Adour and Gironde. In the Gulf

sage to this restless enemy of all fertility . The courts, of Gascony the downsare composed of drifting sands,

the flights of steps, the terraces, are all involved in covering three hundred square miles. This immense

equal ruin, and their limits only discoverable by tops tract has been compared to a sea,which, when agitated

of embattled walls, visible amid hills of sand ." The to fury by a tempest, had been suddenly fixed and

mansion itself, yielding to the unconquerable fury ofthe changed to sand. Before the attempts to fix the sand,

tempest, approaches fast to destruction . The freighted the district offered nothing to the eyebut a monotonous

whirlwind, howling through every avenue and crevice , repetition of white wavy mountains, perfectly destitute

bears incessantly along its drifted burden , which has of vegetation . In times of violent storms of wind , the

already filled the lower apartments of the building, and surface of these downs was entirely changed ; the sandy

begins now to rise above the once elevated thresholds. hills often becoming valleys, and the reverse. The

Fields, fences , villages, involved in common deso- sand, on these occasions, was often carried up into the

lation, are reduced to one undistinguishable scene interior of the country, covering cultivated fields, vil

of sterile uniformity ; and twelve hundred acres of lages, and even entire forests . This took place so gra

land are said thus to have been buried, within a short dually (by the sand sweeping along the surface and

period, in irrecoverable ruin ." thus raising it, or falling from the air in a shower of

It is obvious that if any means could be devised of particles) , that nothing was destroyed ; the sand gra

giving a fixity to the sand, whereby it would not be dually rose among crops as if they were inundated

acted on by the wind, much of the evil above described with water ; and the herbage and the tops of trees ap

would be avoided . One writer has suggested that a peared quite green and healthy, even to the moment

way of stopping the progress of thedriftingsand ( sup- of their being overwhelmed with thesand, which is so

posing the motion to have once commenced) would be very fine as to resemble that used in hour-glasses.

by planting hedges of furze one over another : as these It was in such a district that M. Bremoutier began ,

become levelled, they will by degrees stop or divert the in 1789, his attempts to fix the drifting sands by plant

progress ; and cases have been known where the spread ing pinaster-trees. The mode adopted is mainly as

of the sand has been checked by this means after a follows :-on the surface are sown seeds of the common

rise of twenty feet had taken place. broom, mingled with those of the pinaster ; com

The driſt sands of the Outer Hebrides have in some mencing on the side next the sea, or on that from

places been consolidated and covered with verdure in which the wind generally prevails, and sowing in nar

the following manner, described in the 'Quarterly row zones, in a direction at right angles to thatof the

Journal of Agriculture.' Square pieces of turf, cut wind ; the first sown zone being protected by a line of

from solid sward , are laid upon the drifting surface at hurdles, this zone protecting the second, the second

stated intervals apart ; bearing nearer togetherin the third ,and so on , till the whole breadth of the

steep places, and farther apart in places of less de- downs is covered with plantation. From four to five

clivity, while in very steep places theyareplacedclose pounds of broom -seed ,and from one to two pounds of

together. These turfs prevent the sand from drifting , pinaster-seed, are sown per acre, and immediately co

even in the intervals between them . Mr. Macleod, of vered with branches of pines, or of other trees, with

the island of Harris, has adopted other method, by the leaves on , brought from the nearest woods, these

which he has brought into useful permanent pasture branches being intended to shelter and protect the

upwards of a hundred and twentyacres of useless seed, and to retainthe sand. Thebranches are laid

drifting sand . The operation is performed in the down in a regular manner in the direction of the

month ofSeptember, by the aid of thearundoarenaria, wind, and overlapping one another, so as to produce a

or bentgrass. These plants are cut about two inches sort of thatching to the surface ; and , in places very

below the surface with a small thin-edged space, I much exposed, rods are laid acrossthe branches, and

!
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firmly hooked down . In six weeks or two months sides infinite others, have been propagated and planted

the broom -seeds haveproduced branches six inches in throughoutyour vast dominions at the instigation and

height, and which attain three or four times that height by the sole direction of this work , because your

in the course of the first season. The pinasters do not Majesty has been pleased to own it publicly for my

rise above three or four inches the first year ; and it is encouragement.” The discourse was written in answer

seven or eight years before they completely overtop the to certain inquiries sent by the Commissioners of the

broom , which often attains on the French downs a Navy to the Royal Society, and was the first book

height of fifteen or eighteen feet. At the age of ten printed by order of that Society. It is filled with

or twelve years, the pinasters have in a great measure learning, for Evelyn was enthusiastically attached to

suffocated the broom , and they are then thinned, the his subject, and had been for years in the habit of col

branches cut off being used for the purpose of thatch- lecting everything he met with in his reading that

ing downs not yet recovered, and the trunks and roots could do honour to his favourite trees. But though

cut into pieces and burned to make tar and charcoal . there is an air of pedantry and something of formality

In abouttwenty years the trees rise to twenty or thirty about it, the book is an agreeable one toread, and has

feet in height ; and in that stage they produce resin, not yet lost its value as a guide to the forester. Evelyn

which forms a valuable product for ten or twelve years was a model of an English gentleman of that period,

longer. After this the trees are cut down, the trunks and though connected with the court of the profligate

burned for tar and charcoal, the branches employed in Charles II.,he retained to the last uninjured the manly

thatching other moors, and the seeds giving birth to a virtues of his character. Jlis Diary,' first published

new race of plants. about twenty- five years ago, is exceedingly interesting

Such is the nature of the excellent plan adopted by as a picture of the manners of his time, and it exhibits

M. Bremoutier, whereby not only were the shifting his many excellencies in an unobtrusive manner.

sands fixed, but timber, charcoal, tar, and resin were Though attached in no ordinary degree to a country

produced froma district before not only useless, but life, he was active in his duties as a citizen ; indeed

much worse than useless to the neighbouring villages. his conduct during theGreatPlague might almost be

In 1811a commission appointed by the French govern- called heroic. Upon the declaration of warwith the

mnent reported that about twelve thousand five hun- Dutch, Charles appointed Evelyn a commissioner for

dred acres of downs had been covered with thriving taking care of the sick and wounded and prisoners

plantations ; they also reported that it was found that arising therefrom . A short time before the appear

a thatching or covering of any kind of vegetable ance of the plague in London , Evelyn's charge bad

herbage, such as straw , rushes, reeds, sea -weed, & c ., been removed to the Savoy ; and during that fearful

might be used instead of branches, and was even pre- visitation neither the entreaties of his friends nor his

ferable. Another improvement, which had been tried own danger could induce him to quit the scene of his

and found very successful , was the substitution of duties. But having sent his wife and family to Wotton,

a fence of boards for that of wattled hurdles, as more he determined to stay himself, trusting, ashe says, “ in

completely excluding the wind . The plantations thus the providence and goodness of God . " The anxiety

created out of a sandy waste , together with others in his situation must have produced was increased to a

the Landes of Bordeaux, and between that city and most painful extent by the court having neglected at

Bayonne, are called pignadas, and now constitute the this trying time to furnish him with the necessary

principal riches of the inhabitants, who are almost en funds to relieve the miseries of his charge. “ One

tirely supported by the preparation of resin and tar fortnight," he says in a letter written at this time,

from the pinaster -trees raised in what were once “ has made me feel the utmost of miseries that can

sandy downs. befall a person in my station and with my affec

tions. To bave twenty -five thousand prisoners and fil

RAMBLES FROM RAILWAYS.
teen hundred sick and wounded men to take care of,

The River MOLE.—No. II .
without one penny of money and above 20001. indebted."

" Our prisoners beg of us as a mercy toknock them on

After quitting Betchworth the pedestrian will take the head, for we have no bread to relieve the dying

the path by the mill to Dorking ; or he may, if he creatures. I beseech your honour let us not be re

please, step aside a little to Deepden, where is a fine puted barbarians.” At another time he says he and

house with some good pictures,and around it many Sir William D'Oily have lost all their “ servants, offi

walks such as it is a pity to lose. Dorking is a long, cers, and most necessary attendants, and have nothing

neat , and quiet town, famous for its poultry, butter, left us to expose but our persons, which are every mo

and other good things; and if we had time, and this ment at the mercy of a raging pestilence.” He was

were the place to describe it , would be worth a more in London too during the Great Fire which followed

careful survey. We believe it is quite unmatched, for the pestilence, and his letters give the most vivid de

the number and variety of pleasant rambles it offers, scription of itperhaps extant. "Evelyn was the friend

by any other town within the samedistance of London. of Jeremy Taylor and of Cowley, the latter of whom

Such walks, for instance, as those about Deepden, of addressed his Garden ' to him . Evelyn was greatly

which we , have spoken; along the top of the fine range attached to gardens and gardening, and had written

of downs towards Guildford ; Leith Hill, the stroll much on thesubject. Cowley addresses him in that

towards which is very agreeable, while the view from felicitous prose none else ever wrote so well : " I know

its summit is on a clear day a treat of no ordinary nobody that possesses more private happiness than you

kind; the vale of Mickelham , along which we shall do in your garden ; and yetno man who makes his

wander presently; and then there isWotton , the birth happiness more public by a free communication of il

place and, for the last years of his life , the residence of to others. All that I myself am able yet to do, is only

the excellent John Evelyn ,in allusion to whose ' Sylva , to recommend to mankind the search of that felicity,

or a Discourse of Forest-Trees,' it has been said, by which you instruct them how to find and to enjoy .

D'Israeli, “ The present navy of Great Britain has

been constructed with the oaks which the genius of
“ Happy art thou whom God does bless

Evelyn planted ." Nor will this appear hyperbolical,
With the full choice of thine own happiness . "

if we notice what he says in the dedication of one of Evelyn's wife was a very superior woman ; his Diary

the later editions to Charles II.: - “ I need not acquaint bearsabundant testimony tohermanyexcellencies
.

your Majesty how many millions of timber-trees, be- Cowleymakes a pleasant allusion to her in the lines
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fabulous
accountof its sinking

into the earth and re

( Leatherhead Church .]

succeeding those above quoted : he reminds his friend |Mole coming to White ( i.e. Box) Hill hides itself, or is

that in his “ virtuous wife " he has " pleasures more re rather swallowed up, at the foot of the hill there ; and

fined and sweet ;
for that reason the place is called the Swallow : but

" The fairest garden in her looks,
about two miles below it bubbles up and rises again ;

And in ber mind the wisest books." so that the inhabitants of this tract, no less than the

Spaniards, may boast of having a bridge that feeds

There is a homely companionable vein in our older several flocks of sheep.” Izaak Walton, who overlooked

writers, quite delightful to meet with . But we have little that had been said about rivers, quotes this with

talked so long of Evely , we cannot stay to describe some relish , and it is repeated by most of our older

the house. Both it and the grounds possess many writers who have occasion to mention the Mole. Nor

relics of its celebrated possessor. was the error soon removed from our descriptive

Before we leave the neighbourhood of Dorking we works. We find it in Chamberlayne's . Present State

must ascend its boasted eminence, Box Hili; so named of Great Britain ,' 1743. As might be expected, the

from the number of box -trees that grow upon it : in poets gladly availed themselves of so poetical a cir

old maps it is marked White Hill. Some years ago cumstance , thus Milton, in one of his juvenile poems

the box -trees then growing upon it were nearly all cut (that entitled •Ata Vacation Exercise in the College ' ),

down, but there is a goodly plantation of them there speaks of the

now, and they appear very flourishing. The view from
“ Sullen Mole, that runneth underneath ; "

its summit is a most extensive one,there being little to

interrupt it in anydirection. You may trace the a line which Pope evidently copied in his • Windsor

course of the Mole for milesfrom it . Over thedowns Forest ( and D’Israeli might have given it a place

towards Croydon is a rich and pleasing prospect ;that among his ‘Poetical Imitations') — he calls it the

on the south towards Sussex is more varied, and from “ Sullen Mole, that hides his diving flood."

the greater quantity of wood perhaps more attractive;
while on the south -west Dorking liesat your feet, Drayton, in that curious rhyming repertory of out-of

stretching away towardsthe wide valley formedbythe the-way localinformation, the ·Poly-Olbion' (Song 17,

Guildford downsandthe range of hills of which Leith p. 265, & c.,ed . 1622 ), hasgiven a very fancifulaccount

Hillisthe most prominent. Sheltered by these hills of the matter
. He is describing the course of the

and with the rich valley behind it, its appearance is Thames, and when he has brought him to Hampton,

unusually beautiful, as it is seen through the softening
he says

haze of the mid -day sun. Asevening draws on , and “ 'Gainst Hampton -court he meets the soft and gentle Mole,"

the hillsdeepen into gloom , while the light blue smoke ayd is a little inclined to dally awhile with her, which

ascending from a thousand chimneys half conceals the Thameand Isis , the parents of Thames, see with soine

town,and the sun is slowly sinking behindandgilding displeasure,as they areanxious for him to hasten on

the ridge of distant hills, it is more sombre, but takes to unite with Medway :

a firmer hold on the mind .

In theoutset ofouraccount we said that the Mole
“ But Tames would hardly on ; oft turning back, to show

had receivedmany notices from the poetsfora quality
From his much -loved Mole how loth hewas to go.

it was only imaginedtopossess . We alluded tothe

The Mother of the Mole, old Holmesdale, likewise beares

The affection of her childe as ill as they do theirs."

of Box Hillit was said to disappear, this seems to bemeeting;butMoleis not to be easily slayed ; andat

proper place to notice it . Camden says, “ The I length
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“ Old Holmesdale raised hills to keep the straggler in , in his Memoirs, used ofien , when in India , to speak

That of her daughter's stay she need no more to doubt : with great delight of this, " The happy valley ," as he

( Yet never was there help, but love could find it out ) . was accustomed to designate it. Norbury Park, the seat

Mole digs herself a path , by working day and night of Mr W. Lock , the friend of Fuseli , so often reierred

( According to her name, to show her nature right), to in Fuseli's Life , is in Mickelham . The Mole flows

And underneath the earth for three miles' space doth creep ." through its beautiful grounds : the house is a fine

Yet , after all , Thames is forced on ; although we are structure ; its walls were painted by Barrett, the suc

glad to find, a little lower, that something like poetical cessful rival, in the estimation of his contemporaries,
justice is rendered to our Mole : for when of Wilson , with views chiefly of the Lakes, but which

6. Tames did understand what pains the Mole did take " appear to harmonize with the natural scenery by which

for his behoof, he showed his sympathy, and in some

they are surrounded . In the Park is an abundance

measure endeavoured to requite her attachment; for of fine timber : formerly there is said to have been so

" ['p towards the place, where first his much -loved Mole was seen , 1001. at a tything of 4d. a tree. They were nearly all

iany walnut-trees on the estate, as to have produced

He ever since doth flow towards delightful Sheen .”
cut down, however, by a Mr. Chapman, when he pur

In a note to his account of the disappearance of the chased the estate . Nickelham Church is evidently of

Mole, Drayton says, “ The Mole runs into the earth great antiquity: it has a large square towerwith double

about a mile from Darking in Surrey, and after some buttresses at the corners ; at one side of the tower is a

two miles sees the light again, which to be certain bath window with a round -headed arch with dentals, and in

been affirmed by inhabitants thereabout reporting .” | the body of the church are some others of curious

And then proceeds to show by plenteous classical cita- form : búi it is to be regretted that, at some reparation

tions, that ihere are rivers in Greece and Sicily which of the edifice, they have been so altered and painted,

flow underground in a similar manner. De Foe , in that it is not easy to tell how much of them is genuine.

his ‘ Tour through Great Britain ,' is said by Bray to There are several interesting monuments about the

have first pointed out the error of Camden . But he church, and, altogether, it will repay examination. A

waswrong in denying the statement entirely ; it seldom little farther on , a neat school has just been erected on

happens that these accounts, however exaggerated, are the hill-side ; it is designed with ahappy feeling (as an

altogether without foundation. The statement of Mr. artist would say) for the capabilities of the situation,

Bray, the editor of Manning's History of Surrey ( in and will not fail to remind the traveller of the secluded

vol . ii., pp. 649-666, &c. of that work) , is to the effect kirk - houses on the fell -sides in the northern counties.

that the Mole does not disappear at once and then Although the Mole here runs pretty inuch through

burst forth at once ; but in a dry summer, in various private grounds, it may be followed by the pedestrian,

places between Burford-bridge, in Mickelham , and and is so beautiful all the way to Leatherhead, that it

Thorncroft-bridge, it is absorbed and lost in the porous should not be left, or only to look at some places that

bed through which it runs, leaving in many places may be passed. Here, as in Betchworth Park, it bas

the naked gravel and in others forming a stagnant many little islets ; and the river, altogether, will recall

pool. Mr. Bray says he has often seen it dry at Bur- the Thames in its pleasanter parts to the memory:

ford -bridge, though in floods the river has nearly run After leaving Norbury Park, we soon reach Thorn

over the bridge. There is no reason to suppose that croft, and shortly descry the lofty tower of Leatherhead

it forms an underground current; there is, however, Church, with the irregular roofs of the town beyond it.

a spring by Thorncroft-bridge,at a small distance from Leatherhead Church is an ancient struciure, having

the river, from which a constant strcam issues and runs been rebuilt about 1346 , when the present tower was

into it ; there are also two hollows in Burford Park , added. It bears evidentmarks ofhaving been built at

in the bottom of which the current of the Mole may, various periods, being formed partly of brick , partly

it is said, be traced. A careful plan of the Mole from of a sandstone that is fast decaying, and partly of flints

Box Hill to Leatherhead is given by Mr. Bray, in and rubble. It has a variety of projecting roofs and

which the parts that become dry are shown, and the porches, that have been added to the original edifice

‘ Swallows' between these places marked. A little be- as convenience rather than design suggested; the effect,

low the places which become dry, other streams run however, is not the less picturesque for the absence of

into the bed of the river, and it appears to flow on as formality. The whole was modernized in 1701. The

usual : these circumstances combined, no doubt gave interior is very neat and clean in its appearance. It

rise to the report. There is some interest in tracing abounds with noticeable monuments both within and

these “ vulgar errors,” and we hope our readers will without.

not think we have dwelt too long on this . Leatherhead is a quiet town ; little appears to disturb

Leaving Box Hill on our right, we soon reach Bur- it — the ostler at the Swan seems the only person

ford -bridge, of which mention is made above. The moved even by the stage as it passes through its long

vale here is called Mickelbam , and is one of the love street. It is situated on very irregular ground, and has

liest anywhere to be found. It would indeed be no therefore less stiffness than many country towns. It is

easy thing to select a more beautifulramble than that a very old place, being mentioned in Domesday Book ;

by the side of the Mole as it winds through this valley. yet although it bears evident traces of antiquity, there

The downs are close on either hand, and, although of is little in it to attract attention — nor are there any

no great height, afford prettily varied slopes, and are buildings of historical interest, unless the Mansion

more wooded than the downs usually are. All along house in South-street may be said to possess it, which

the valley there is a pleasing admixture of soft swell- bas the somewhat unenviable distinction of having been

ing downs and cultivated land, parks with magnificent the residence of Judge Jeffries. His daughter died

trees and lordly mansions, happy-looking country- here ; her burial is recorded in the parish register to

houses, so snugly wrapped up in their coatings of have taken place on Dec. 2nd, 1688.
But even

evergreens, yet so gay in their heaps of brilliant flow- Jeffries's house isnot in its original condition : it was

ers, with one or two antique though rural churches, rebuilt in 1710. There is a public-house near the

and many a picturesque cluster of cottages. Mr. bridge that is supposed to be the same whose alewife

Sharp (conversation Sharp, as he is called) had a is celebrated by the poet Skelton. The Mole at

• Retreat in Mickelham , and many a gathering of Leatherhead spreads out to a considerable width, and

the most gifted men of the age occurred within its is crossed by an excellent bridge of fourteen arches,

walls . Sir James Mackintosh, as we are informed seven of them being in Fetcham parish . Leatherhead
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trout are very famous, and thetravellerwho wishes to test |These twigs are collected in small faggots and sent to

their excellence may, if he be a brother of the angle, Venice.

throw a line here - or mine hostess of the Swan will , The balm of Gilead, or Mecca balsam , has been at

in the proper season, supply those who may prefer the various times and in various countries recommended

fish without the labour .
as a cure for almost all the “ ills that flesh.is heir to.”

( To be continued .]
Some have applied it as a vulnerary, to cure wounds ;

some as a stomachic ; some for fevers ; others for

BALMS AND BALSAMS.
rheumatism. As an antiseptic it has been celebrated

from very early times, and is for that reason employed

The word balsam , like many other words in common in embalming . When the plague makes its appear

ise,has a double signification . It is applied to a kind ance in Egypt, those who can afford so costly an anti

of garden-plant very common in this country, andit dote take a small quantity of the balm daily. Its

is also applied to a viscid juice or sap employed in the principal use in the East, however, is as a cosmetic by

East for perfumery and for medicalpurposes. Nay, the ladies of rank. After a warm bath , the face and

there is even a third mode of employing the word ; for other parts of the person are anointed with the

while the true balsam is a juice exuding from trees, balsam ; and the sameprocess is continued every third

there are also artificial balsams formed by mixing day during a month . Oil of almonds and other cos

various ingredients into a paste or unctuous substance. métics are then rubbed over the skin, to give the

Thegeneral character ofa true or natural balsam is, finishing bloom for which thebalm wasa preparative.

that it is a fragrant, oily, viscid , inflammable juice, Lady Mary Wortley Montague tried some of this balm

exuding from various trees and plants, insoluble in on her face ; she paid a price for it by three days' pain

water, incapable of putrefaction,and exerting a pre- and irritation to which it subjected her, but found ibat

servative power over animal substances. This last- it gave to the complexion an artificial bloom for which

namedpropertygaverise tothe expression embalming, the ladies of Constantinople prized it.
as applied to dead bodies undergoing the preservative Capivi Balsam , or Balsam of Copaiba, is another of

process.
the natural balsams procured from plants. This is

The Balm of Gilead (not the composition of Solo- obtained from the Copaifera officinalis, a tall and ele

mons, of Liverpool, which merely assumed the popular gant tree, growing in Braziland several other parts

name) is one of the most noted of the balsams (for of South America. To procure the balsam , several

'balm' and · balsam ' are indiscriminately applied to incisions, formed sometimes with an auger, are made

these substances ). It is a resinous matter exuding in the tree near the ground, penetrating through the

from the bark of an Oriental tree found in Abyssinia bark into the substance of the wood ; the balsam flows

and Arabia. There is one kind called balm of Gilead, out of these holes in such abundance, that sometimes,

and another called balsam of Mecca, between which in three hours, twelve pounds have been obtained. The

some comparison has arisen, from ignorance whether balsam is colourless when flowing from the tree ; after

or not they are identical ; but for the purpose of ge- awhile it becomes of an amber colour, and consider

neral description we may deem them so. The plant ably viscid , but retains its transparency. The smell is

producing this balm grows to a heightof fourteen feet, fragrant and powerful ; the taste is bitter, heating, and

Hourishing in a hotclimate and in a barren stony soil. aromatic, and it stains paper in the same manner as

The wood is white, light, and of open texture, covered oil . It is almost insoluble in water ; but it may be

with a smooth bark ; this bark resembles in colour that dissolved in fixed and volatile oils, and in spirits of

of a standard cherry -tree, and emits a very fragrant wine. With the latter liquid it makes a strong pene

odour. The leaves somewhat resemble those of rue, trating tincture . It maybe separated by distillation

and the flowers those of the acacia. The fruit consists into two component ingredients ; an insipid resin , and

of small oval berries, containing a yellowish fluid a highly fragrant oil , the latter retainingall the essen

similar to honey, and exhaling a perfume.
tial properties of the original balsam .

The balm flows from incisions in the tree , which are The capivi balsam has considerable medicinalvalue ;

made with an axe during the months of July, August, though, as in many other cases, they have been exag

and September, at a time when the sap is circulating gerated. Many distressing diseases are alleviated, if

with great activity. Each day's produce is received in not cured , by its agency ; and it appears to be an im

small earthen bottles, and thence poured into one of portant item in the Pharmacopæia.

larger dimensions ; but the quantity obtained is very The Balsam of Peru is a third variety, belonging

einall
, and its collection is tedious and troublesome, more or less closely to the other two . It is a gummy

for the total exudation is usually but three or four liquid which exudes from the Myroxylon Peruvianum,

drops in a day, nor does the most productive tree afford a large tree growing in Peru, Mexico, Brazil , and

above sixty ; this scarcity is one reason why the balm other parts of South America. The ancient Mexican

is sold at so high a priceas it commands in the East. kings are said to have cultivated this tree in their

Theodour soon after collection is strong and pungent, gardens for the sake of the balsam , which flows from

occasioning a sensation like that ofvolatile salts ; its the bark whenever the latter is wounded, especially at

intensity decays, and indeed wholly disappears, if the the end of the rainy season . It exudes very sparingly,

balm be not carefully preserved. Ithas a rough, acid, and soon concretes into afragrant brittle resin. There

pungent taste , and a light yellowish colour. It dis- are two kinds, the black and the white, the latter of

solves readily in water . It acquires a deeper tinge of which is more valuable and fragrant than the former.

Fellow by time, and thickens to the consistence of The common sort is of a dark colour approaching to

honey. The high price of this substance leadstoa black ; thesmell highìy fragrant; the taste aromatic,

system of adulteration on the part of those who sell it ; rather bitter, and very acrid ; and the consistence

oil of sesamuin, turpentine, honey, wax, and other in- always thick and viscid - the white variety assuming a

gredients being mixed with it to increase its weight. more solid form . It is scarcely soluble in water, but

The balm obtained from the plant in the above man- completely so in spirits of wine, and yields on distilla

per is called opobalsamum ; but the same plant yields tion a fragrant reddish oil. Peruvian balsam is exten

two other forms of the substance, one called carpo- sively employed in medicine as a stimulant, both

balsamum , prepared by expressing a pungent and internally and externally.A tincture is made by dis

odorous juice from the fruit,and another, called xylo- solving the balsam in spirits of wine, and it enters

bulsamum , prepared from a decoction of the twigs. into severalof the artificial or compound balsamic pre
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inou .

parations . It is frequently given in the form of an is made in the hand with a clean cutting knife, and

emulsion mixed with water and white of egg . the parts are brought together and bound up with a

The Balsam of Tolu is another variety. This is the rag dipped in any balsam , and left undisturbed for

product of the Toluifera balsamum , a tree growing in some days, it is matter of common remark that the

the province of Tolu in South America. The balsam is wound will generally heal without any suppuration, by

obtained,as in the other instances, by making incisions simple adhesion of the divided parts.

in the bark of the trees. It is of a reddish yellow

colour and pellucid ; its consistence when fresh is ex

tremely tenacious, but by age it becomes brittle . In The Fair at Reval. - The Jahrmarkt, or annual fair, is now

hot weather pieces ofthe balsam have a tendency to going forward in Reval. This is held in a most picturesque spot,

coalesce and adhere to the bottom of any vessel in beneath the old elm - trees before the church of St. Nicholas ; the

which they are kept. It yields an extremely fragrant low wide-roofed booths surmounted with their different insignia,

and grateful smell, but only a slight taste . It readily with wares of all colours floating around them , and merchants of

imparts its flavour to watery liquids, though almost all complexious swarming before them , while the venerable trees

insoluble in them . Eight ounces of this balsam boiled aud time-worn edifice look down in sober grandeur on all this

inthree pints of water make a very fragrant decoction , sideration in Reval removed tohis booth in thefair

, andoli

short -lived bloom . In old times, every inerchant of any con

used in this country for medicinal purposes. A tinc

customers were welcomed to old goods; and though the one was

ture is also prepared by dissolving an ounce and a pot less dear, nor the other less difficult, yet both buyer and

half of the balsam in a pint of rectified spirits of wine. seller equally enjoyed the gaiety of the time,and were satisfied

When this balsam is burned, it yields a remarkably with this social gain. But now Reval mankind is becvining

aromatic penetrating smoke; and on this account it soberer, and by tacit consent it has been agreed that as no supe

was often an ingredient in those fumigations which riority in the goods nor accession in the demand accompanies

were formerly so much employed with a view either of this change of place, it is as well to leave the merchandise in its

purifying an infected atmosphere or of diffusing a place on the counter, instead of tlaunting it forth beneath the old

grateful perfume. It is used in medicine chiefly as a trecs iu the church -yard. The Jahrmarkt is therefore gradually

stimulant. being abandoned to the travelling merchants from countries

There are the balsamum rachasira, the balsamum widely severed , who peregrinate from one mart to another, and,

Carpathicum , the balsamum Canadense, and others,
save the same sovereigh, own no social element or bond in com

Here were Russians with their Siberian furs, and Bul.

whichpartake of the general character of those above garians with their Turkish clothes, and Tula merchants with

described ; all being produced by exudation from the their cutlery --all infinitely more interesting to the foreigner than

trunks of trees , and all being more or less aromatic the wares they displayed . And before his booth lolled the

and stimulant. There is another, more important than sleepy Tartar,with Hat face and high cheek-bones, and litele

these, called storar . This is a resinous drug, obtained eyes which opened and shut on his customers with a languor and

in greatest perfection from trees growing in Asiatic expression orien absent from orbs of twice the dimensions and

Turkey. It issues in the fluid state from incisions beside him paced the grave Armenian, with long nose and nigh

made in the bark of the trunk or branches. It has a peaked forehead, and searching glauce - neither comprehendiug

most pleasing fragrant ordour. Two kinds of this the other, and both accosting me in Russian scarce superior to
mine owi) .

balsam or resin have been commonly distinguished
in

Whence does the Sudarina come ?" " Ya Angli

the shops, viz. the pure and the common storax . The chanka,” .“ I am an English woman ," I replied ; an aruwal

first of these is usually obtained in irregular compaet than agreeable to make, and,thinking to increase his respect,
abroad, like that of a patriciau name at home, nerer otherwise

masses, free from impurities, of a yellowish or reddish added , and my home is two thousand wersts ofl."

brown appearance, and interspersed with whitish drops, nicharo ," “ That's nothing," said the Armenian ,with a smile not

It is extremely fragrant, and melts readily. The masses unmixed with dis taiu ; “ my wifeand children live six thousand

generally are iermed « storax in the lump,' while the wersts bence." Nor is this by any means an extreme case — the

whitish drops or tears are called ' storax in the tear.' Petersburg post penetrates to inland homes fourteen thousand

The common storax is imported in large masses, very wersts removed from the monarch's residence. - Letters from the

light, and bears but little external resemblance to the Baltic .

purer ; it is, in fact, composed of dirty sawdust inixed

up with the resinous matter. Common storax , infused Mines of Polosi. --The mountain of Potosi , when viewed from

in water, imparts to the menstruum a good yellow the city beights, with the bill in its front , called the younger

colour, a slight odour, and a slight balsamic taste. Potosi, enclosed to the eye within the circumference of the great

Among some of the ancients, storax was a familiar cone without, is in shape likean extended tent, and if the mind of

remedy in catarrhs, coughs, asthmas, and other com
the observer can separate the sum of moral evil it has inflicted on

the world from the bare view , no sterile object in pature can be

plaints. The name of storar, or liquid storar, has also

been applied to an exudation from a North American mation , the numerous metalliſerous tints with which the cone is
more truly magnificent. Leaving out of the question its confor

tree ; it is obtained from incisions made in the trunk : patched and coloured, green , orange, yellow, grey , and rose

wbile a liquid called liquidambar is obtained by boiling colour, according to the hues ofthe ores which have been scat

the bark or branches in water. The liquid storax tered from the mouths of the mines, are singular and beautiful

used formerly to be much used for external applica. in ellect. The vumber of the mines is reckoned by some

tions, but it has fallen into comparative disuse. Spaniards at five thousand. This is an exaggeration at first ap

Artificial balms or balsamsare numerous, and are pearance, but it must be understood by the reader that it refers

either avowed imitations of the natural products or to portious of mines called • Estacas ,' or individual shares, consist

asserted to possess similar qualities. Friar's balsam , ing of so many square' varas' ( yards orfeet) which each proprietar

or Jesuit's drops, and the Balsamum Vitæ, or “ Bal bolds by virtue of what is called . denouncement,' as prescribed

laws of the mines." W batever
sam of Life,” introduced by Hoffman, are among the in the old Spanish code, or

most noted of them ; but of these compounds it is not may have been the quantity ofthese Estacas once at work,not

more than a hundred were in activity when I was at Potosi, and
our purpose to treat .

probably not one half that number until General Miller became

It hasbeen remarked with respect to the medicinal | the governor, when affairs begau to wear a brighter aspect, and

use of all these kinds of balsam :- “ Of all the proper- the country to recover a little from its distresses . This was

ties which have been attributed to the internal use of seen to be the case in all the different branches of employ.

balsams, none is more ancient and commonly preva- Previous to the Revolution the river before alluded to turned the

lent than that of healing or vulnerary .” This idea ap- barbaron ly constructed machinery of ninety ingenios,' or

pears to have arisen from the observations of their use stamping-mills, for breaking the ores, --Captain Andrews's Jour,

when externally applied to a recent wound. If a gash ney jrom Buenda Ayres to Potosi.

6 Eto
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A DAY AT THE FITZALAN STEEL AND FILE-WORKS, SHEFFIELD .

[ Stect- Casting . – Furnaces, Crucibles, Mould , Ingots, &c . ]

“ From what country and in what form is steel pro- | very little carbon ; steel contains rather more; cast

cured ?" We should probably be correct in surmis- iron contains a variable quantity according to the pur

ing that this question has occurred to many who are poses to which it is to be applied, but always a greater

familiar enough with the appearance and the use of proportion than steel and a less proportion than plum

steel. Whether this valuable metal is a simple sub- bago (or, as it is misnamed, " black -lead ” ). A mere

stance, forming narrow veins in hard rock ; whether difference in the relative proportion of the two ingre

it occupies thick layers or beds beneath the earth's sur dients, therefore, will not suffice to explain the differ

face, like coal and rock -salt; whether it is found ence between iron and steel. Steel, in its composition,

in rounded lumps or crude masses, scattered irregu- occupies a middle place between malleable iron and

larly in mining districts; whether it is formed chemi- cast-iron; but its qualities are very different from

callyfroma mixture of several different substances, by either, and these qualities appear to be due to the

the aid of heat and liquefaction , and with all the appli- manner in which the two ingredients combine. Some

ances of retorts, crucibles, and furnaces ; whether it times the combination presents a granulated texture,

contains iron , or is iron, and how ( if it be iron ) the sometimes fibrous, sometimes crystalline, sometimes

change from one form to the other is brought about; smooth and glittering, at other times rough and dull .

whether there are any steel-mines, and, if so, where Even scientific and practical men best qualified to

they are situated - all these are points which are by no master the subject have not yet shown why and how

means so generally understood as they deserve to be ; these changes take place ; and it will therefore be out

and it will not be a misappropriation of time if we of place for us here to attempt any minute explana

devote a “ Day" to the subject. tion . It will suffice for the present object to state the

Steel is a combination of iron and carbon. Black- matter thus — that all our steel is made from bar -iron ,

lead, of which drawing-pencils are made, is also com- which iron had been previously made from the ore by

posed principally of iron and carbon. Cast-iron, too, the processes of smelting, forging, & c., as described in

is a compound containing pure iron and carbon . The our last Supplement; that the change from iron to

striking differences between these three substances steel is brought about by a long and careful series of

arisein a twofold manner : - from the relative propor - processes, in thecourseof which carbon is absorbed

tion between the two ingredients, and from the manner by the iron; and that the steel so produced derives dif

in which the union is broughtabout. Thus, malleable ferent qualities according to the subsequent processes

iron , such as is formed into bars and wire, contains a which it undergoes.

No. 770.
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It may appear strange, and indeed has about it some- | taken for it . Hence has arisen the custom of stamp

thing very remarkable, that notwithstanding the im- ing somesymbol on the end of each bar , by which the

mensity of our iron manufacture, all our finest steel is quality of the metal shall be known. Thus, CCND

made from iron brought from abroad ; that this iron is is the symbol of the Russian iron brought from the

procured from one single district, brought to one single mines of Prince Demidoff, a quality highly valued for

English port, and consigned to the hands of one single many purposes ; hoop - L ' (that is , a letter L encom

firm . There appears reason to believe that this will passed by a hoop) is the still more celebrated and

not continue to be the case to so great an extent as it valued Swedish Oregrund iron : while others are de

has been ; but it is at present sufficiently near the signated the double bullet,' the ' gridiron ,' the .stein

truth to require at the outset a little explanation. buck,' the ' C and Crown ,' & c., according to the symbol

There is among the iron-mines of Sweden one which stamped upon the bars.

yields iron better fitted for making steel than any We have found, then , that English steel is to a groat

other yet discovered, at least in an available form ; and degree made from foreign iron , brought to the port of

English steel-makers have found this iron so valuable Hull; and we have to trace it from thence. ' Some

for their purpose, that they have been content to give small portion goes to London, some to Newcastle, some

a very high price for it, rather than employ English to Birmingham ; but all these are fragmentary and

iron. ' The iron -mines of Sweden, taken collectively, trifling compared with what goes to Sheffield . Here

are governed in a peculiar manner, which imparts the we find the centre of the steel trade, ramifying into a

character of a very strict monopoly to the sale of multiplicity of branches almost endless. Sheffield is

Swedish iron in England. Each forge has its par- as completely the metropolis of steel as Manchester is

ticular mark stamped on the bars of iron it produces, of cotton or Leeds of woollens. There is not a cor

which is correctly copied into a register, with the name ner of the world where a British ship is allowed to

of the place where the establishment is situated—the enter but could exhibit some specimens or other of

names of the proprietors of the work — the commis- Sheffield steel goods. The rivers of Sheffield, if they

sioner or agent for the sale of iron - the assortment could speak, would tell how busily they are employed

cach makes, and to what country it is generally in setting in motion the machinery for bringing steel

shipped — the quantity annually made by each work to some one or other of its numerous forms; while the

the quantity which each work delivers to the govern- thoughts of the inhabitants, thenames of many of the

ment (which is about one per cent. on the quantity of streets, the arrangement of the buildings, and the cor

the iron produced )—the determination of the quality porate usages of the town - all point to steel as being

of the iron of each work-the place and province in indeed a precious metal to Sheffield.

which the works are situated — the place from whence There are in this busy town several large establish

the iron is generally shipped-and how many forge- ments called Steel-Works, where the bar-iron is con

hammers there are at each work . verted into steel and brought to a form fitted for the

Among the mines thus regulated is that of Danne- numerous workers in that metal. Some of these, ac

mora, which supplies England with iron for making cording to the technical phraseology of the town, are

steel. It is situated about thirty miles from Upsala, tilts, someare ‘ mills,' some are converting-works,'

and has now been worked for nearly four centuries while a few comprise all the varieties within them

without failing in the abundance of its rich supply . selves. To understand this, it will be necessary to

The mine first belonged to the King of Sweden , remark that manufactures are extremely subdivided

then to the Archbishop of Upsala ; butnow it belongs at Sheffield, as at Birmingham ; skill in one branch or

to several private individuals, who work it separately sub-branch of manufacture having been deemed a suf

on their own account. The ore differs in quality in ficient reason for confining attention thereto, to the

different parts of the mine ; some yielding 25 per exclusion of others.

cent. of cast- iron , and some as much as 75 per cent. The cutlery trade generally of Sheffield will not

The ore is blasted with gunpowder, and, after being come under our notice in the present article, else we

Iroken in small pieces, is roasted . The smelting is should have to speak of this subdivision more fully ;

effected in conical-shaped furnaces ; the fuel employed but it will be sufficient, in reference to steel, to state

being charcoal. The cast or pig'iron obtained is as that some works or manufacturers are wholly occupied

white as silver, completely crystallized, and very brittle; in converting, or making the crudestform of steel ;

and to convert this into malleable iron, it is heated in others in tilting, or giving a further development to

a bed of charcoal, and hammered out into bars, which the steel ; others in casting, or giving to steel a still

are found to have a fibrous tcxture and a very tough higher quality by pouring it into ingots or moulds in a

quality. "The quantity of iron which this mine yields liquid state ; and otiiers in milling or rolling, whereby

everyyear,” saysMr. Scrivenor, from whose interesting the steel is broughtinto the form either ofbars or of

• History of the Iron Trade ' these details are chiefly sheets ; while in some few cases the converting, the

taken , • amounts to about four thousand tons ; the tilting, the casting, and the rolling are all carried on

whole of it is sent to England, to the house of Messrs. in one establishment.

Sykes of Hull , where it is known by the name of Ore Among the Works last alluded to, we have been

grund iron , taking its name from the port at which favoured with access to the Fitzalan Steel -Works

it is shipped. The first or best marks are hoop-L' of Messrs. Marriott and Atkinson, which , besides ex

which sells at 401. a ton , and OOCL ,which sells at 391. hibiting the various processes of steel-making, are

a ton ; while the best Russian mark , the CCND, sel- well fitted to illustrate our subject, inasmuch as the

dom fetches a higher price than 201. a ton. The cause file manufacture (one of the most important in 'which

of the superiority ofthe Dannemora iron has never steel is employed) is there conducted on a large scale .

been explained. Some chemists ascribe it to the pre These Works are situated at Attercliffe, an eastern

sence of manganese : Berzelius attributed it to the suburb of Sheffield. Thewhole neighbourhood is sin

presence of the metal of silica ; while others suppose gularly favoured as to facilities for manufactures.

it to arise from the nature of the process employed.” Sheffield is in a hollow , nearly surrounded by hills ;

There is allusion above to 'marks,' which may need and several small rivers flow between these hills into

a little explanation . Each kind of iron has a reputa: the hollow , thus affording moving-power for a large

tion of its own, great or small , as the case may be ; and number of water-wheels. Attercliffe is situated at a

the more highly it is esteemed, the more earnest' are part of the district where all these streams have be

the makers in wishing that no other should be mis- come one, and where also a canal opens a communica
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tion between Sheffield and the port of Hull, so that burning away, and thereby leaves it in a condition 10

there is both motive-power and transit-power at com act upon the iron. One of the bars is so placed in the

mand . trough that it can be drawn out occasionally without

The Fitzalan Works occupy a quadrangular space disturbing the others ; and from the inspection of this

surrounded by buildings, on the north bank of the bar the workman tests the progress of the operation.

Sheffield Canal. When within the entrance- gates we Steel for coach -springs requires less of this action, or a

find a quadrangle having a large tank or reservoir lower degree of conversion , and is therefore exposed

near the centre, and around it are the various work to a lower heat than any other ; steel for numerous

shops for conducting the manufacturing processes. common articles of manufacture requires a higher con

On the right hand are the converting ' furnaces,where version ; steel which is afterwards to be “ sheared ' or

the iron is first made to assume the form of steel; hammered for knife-blades and other purposes, still

opposite are the ' tilting ' and shearing ' houses, the higher; steel for files requires a yet higher degree of

' rolling-mill,' the casting-house,' the .engine-house,' conversion ; and steel which is afterwards to be cast in

and other buildings pertaining more or less to the a fluid state requires the highest of all . The business

manufacture ; on the left are the file -forges,' where of the steel-converter, therefore, is one ofsome nicety,

pieces of steel are brought into the rough form for demanding the exercise of care and judgment.

files; while on the north or entrance side of the qua We have said that it is one of the peculiarities of

drangle are ranges of shops in which these pieces go Sheffield to subdivide the several stages in manufac

through the numerous stages of progress incidental to ture, and to appropriate each stage to one set ofmanu

the production of a file. Southward of the group of facturers. This system may be illustrated by the case

buildings is a wharf on the banks of the canal, where now under notice. There are many manufacturers in

barges bring the iron from Hull and other places, and Sheffield who keep converting -furnaces only; they

whence the finished goods are dispatched by similar receive the iron in bars, pass these bars through the

conveyance. On the opposite banks of the canal are process of conversion, and then their department is

little patches of garden-ground, held by the proprietors ended . The Works which we are describing, being

of the Works, and let out to their workmen on the among the few that exhibit the successive stages, are

allotment system ;-a plan now acted on in many very convenient for our object ; but to get an idea of

inanufacturing towns, and always with good results; the general character of Sheffield industry, it will be

for it gives to the workmena healthy occupation dur- necessary to bear in mind that the operations ofthe

ing a few leisure hours, and at the same time cements converting-furnace are considered to be one branch of

the connection between them and their employers. manufacture, distinct from and not necessarily asso

The arrangements of the various buildingsdepend ciated with others.

on the nature of the processes carried on, and these The bars of iron when removed from the converting

therefore we will proceed to notice in the order in furnace are in that state which procures for them the

which they naturally occur. The making and per- name of blister -steel. They have absorbed only about

fecting of steel form the main or general object, one per cent. of carbon , yet their quality is greatly

while the fabrication of this steel into files con- changed. The steel, in this form , is not regarded as a

stitutes one application of the material, afterwards to naterial for manufactures, except for coarse goods ; it
be noticed . is carried to a further stage before it has the necessary

The 'converting -furnaces' are the scene of the first compactness and completeness for use in finer work,

stage in steel-making. The object in view is to satu- since the blisters, even if no other defects existed.

raie iron bars with carbon to such an extent as to would unfit it for all but coarse purposes. It obtains
change their quality from iron to steel . The bars so the name of common steel when, after being again

saturated are of various widths, and are partly Swedish heated, it is hammered with a very ponderous ham

and partly English, according to the purposes towhich mer, whereby a tougher quality is imparted to it. The

the steel is to be applied. These bars, when adjusted most customary process to which it is next subjected is

to convenient lengths, are packed or piled up in the shearing - a name worthy to be classed among those

converting - furnaces in a singular manner. Each con- | which illustrate the odd nomenclature of manufac

verting-furnace, viewed outwardly, has somewhat the tures. When we see ' shear-steel ' stamped on table

shape of a glass -house, being a sort of conical covering knives, we may not inaptly imagine that it is steel

to an oven of very large size. The oven contains two which has been cut with a pair of shears ; but the con

oblong receptacles or troughs, each measuring nearly nection is more remote. This steel, soon after its intro

{wenty feet in length, about a yard deep and the same duction , being found suitable for making shears, it

in width . They are so placed with respect to each obtained the name of shear-steel ; and by another step in

other, thata strong,body of flame may play around thesame road, the process came at length tobecalled
both of them , and raise to a high heat whatever may shearing — a name about as consistent as it would be to

be placed in them.
apply the term shoeing to the process of tanning a calf

On the bottom of each trough is placed a layer of skin, on the ground that it makes leather fit for shoes.

coarsely powdered charcoal ; then a layer of iron bars, The process of shearing steel is somewhat analogous

placed side by side, as many as the width will admit; to the welding of iron . It consists in heating several

then another layer of charcoal; then a layer of iron pieces, and hammering them one upon another, until

bars; and so on till the trough is filled, at which time all form one mass, greatly more dense, compact, and

it contains more than thirty alternations of iron and tough than the blister-steel from which it was made.

charcoal. The surface is covered with a clayey sub- This department of the manufacture introduces us to

stance called wheelswarf, derived from the abrasion or a part of the Works where some new features of ar

Wear of the numerous grindstones used at Sheffield, rangement demand our notice. The tilt-house or the

made into a kind of cement or putty. A fire is kindled shear -house is a building constructed with especial re

with Sheffield coal (which is found to be excellently ference to strength and resistance of vibration. On

adapted for this purpose ), and kept up fiercely for entering this building wesee on the left hand furnaces

many days. During this time the iron is in a red -hot for bringing the pieces of blister-steel to a proper heat

or perhaps a white-hot state ; the charcoal is also for welding or shearing ; while before usare three ham

highly heated ; and the iron seems gradually to absorb mers of enormous size and remarkable construction .

a portion of charcoal into the very heart of the bar. The centre one of these hammers is the shear-hammer,

The coating of wheelswarf prevents the charcoal from employed in the operation now under notice ; while

R 2
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( Shear and Tilt -Hammers.)

tne other two are tilt-hammers, for a process which according to a technical phrase, that is, to be partially

will be noticed further on . Eachhammer consists of heated, preparatory to amoreintense heating. The

a mass of iron with a steel face, fixed at the end of a group is taken out of this first furnace, and transferred

ponderous mass of wood bound with iron hoops ; and to another, where a fierce fire brings it to a white heat.

all these three handles are connected with a revolving The workman attends carefully to the state of the steel

shaft or drum worked by a steam -engine. There is while in the furnace,as great nicety is required in the

mechanism attached to this end, whereby the huge degree and equalization of the heat attained. When

hammer is worked up and downwith great rapidity, sufficiently heated ,the group (still held by the handle)

much in the same way as hammers are used by hand . is taken out of the fire and placed under the largest

Sofar the arrangements seem clear enough ; but itis or shear-hammer, whereitis beaten on all four sides

not until we consider the vibratory and shaking action until all the pieces become thoroughly amalgamated or

of a hammer weighing twenty cwt. in rapid motion , welded one to another, and the result appears in the

that we can rightly understand thenecessity for enor- formof a barof steel two orthree inches square. Each

mous strength inthe building. Any ordinary struc- hammer has akind of blast-pipe, to blow dust and dirt

ture would be shaken to pieces under this visitation ; from the anvil beneath. In some cases the bar is cut

andhence a foundation has to be laid to a surprising in two, heated again , and again welded, whereby the

depth, to prevent this result. In the first placethe process is carriedstill further. According to the de

drum or revolving shaft for the three hammersweighs greeto which it is welded or sheared, the steel is

thirty-six tons, and the bearings for this rest upon a called double-shear, single-shear,' or half-shear.

mass of stone-work twentyfeet deep,formed of ten During the heating in the furnace, preparatory to the

cubical stones weighing seven tons each . Then ,as the hammering, thegroup of pieces requires a degree of

anvil or flat mass of steel on which the blows of each attention whereby the workman is exposed to a very

hammer fall, must bear up against this immense con intense heat.

cussion, it is placed on a mass of stone weighing seven The shear-steel made by this process, whenclosely

tons, and this again issupported by a tree orå trunk examined ,is found to have lost all the flawsand blisters

of timber thrust upright many yards deepinthe which distinguished itas blister-steel, to have acquired

ground, and bound round with ironhoops .Altogether, a uniformity ofcharacter throughout,and to be greatly

therefore, there is a vast deal of underground work to more malleable and tenacious than it was before.

fit this tilt-house for the purposes to which it is applied. There is, however , yet to be described a kind of steel

In this building, then , the steel is sheared and tilted . more important than eitherof those hitherto described,

The bars of blister-steel are brokenup into pieces and one to which the beauty of modern steel goods

about a foot long . These are heatedin a furnace is in great part indebted: we allude to cast-steel.

or torge, and when at a white heat they are brought As the heat employed in melting steel is the greatest

under the operation of the large tilt-hammer, by which which the manufacturing artsof any country exhibit

they are beaten out to thirty inches in length. To the furnaces, the crucibles, and all the apparatus em ;

change these pieces into shear-steel, half a dozen of ployed must be so formed as to endure this heat;and

them are put one upon another in a pile, and fixed wemust therefore notice theseappliances before we

firmly at one end in a groove or long handle. The can understand the process itself .

group thus connected is placed in a furnace to " soak, ' The crucibles or melting -pots are rather less than
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two feet in height, and have a somewhat sugar- loaf | There is a grate beneath, through which a power

shape. They are made of Stourbridge clay, wrought ful draught ascends to the fuel ; and there is a flue

to the greatest possible degree of uniformity and at one end to carry off the smoke and heated gases.

smoothness . To give this uniformity, the clay, after Neither bellows nor blast-engine is used ; theintense

being mixed with water and well worked up, is spread heat being wholly excited and maintained by the

out in a thin layer on the floor ofa room under the judicious admission of air from a vaulted chainber

casting-house. Two men, with naked feet, tread or beneath. The walls of these small furnaces are ex

trample on the clay uninterruptedly for five or six posed to such a destructive temperature, that the

hours,—walking, or jumping, or dancing, or shuffling selection of the material with which they are lined

becomes a matter ofmuchimportance. This material

obtains the name of ganister. It is a kind of stone

found near Sheffield, and is used in the first instance

as road -metal; after which, when ground to dust by

wheels and horses' feet, it is collected and made into a

plaster or lining for the furnaces.

Let usnow see what passes in one of these cast

houses. Each crucible -full of metal requires about

four hours to effect its perfect fusion ; and there are

three successive meltings in twelve hours. Each fur

nace is supplied with coke to a certain height ; and

ihe two pots or crucibles are adjusted within it, side

by side. “ More coke is then thrown in, until both pots

are entirely surrounded by it. Here they are left to

be acted upon by the fire , until they are brought to a

dazzling white heat. The cover of the furnace is

opened , and a long funnel made of sheet-iron is let

down into each pot, having its open end at a con

venient height above. The steel, broken up into

small fragments, and amounting to thirty or forty

pounds for each pot, is thrown into the funnel, and

allowed to fall down into the pot. The funnel is then

removed, thecover put upon the pot, coke added so

as to enclose it completely, and the lid of the furnace

put on . From timeto time, during the ensuing period

of four hours, the lid is removed, and the progress of

the melting watched, more and more coke being

added when necessary ; so that ultimately there are

from four to five tons of coke used in melting one

ton of steel.

( for it is hard to know which to call it) over and over As the time approaches for the casting, the men

again from side to side, and from end to end, until make preparationswhich sufficiently indicate the sort

every, particle of clay has been trodden repeatedly. of “ Fire-King" ordeal to which they are about to be

It might seem strange why somekindof mill should exposed. They cover their legs and body with coarse

not be employed in this operation ; but those who are sacking or leather, saturated with water from a trough

most likely to understand the matter state that no other at hand, and prepare to fill the ingot-moulds with the

method equals this for bringing the clay to a perfect melted steel. These moulds are formed of metal, so

uniformity of substance, and expelling all air-bubbles. shaped as to give oblong bars or ingots weighing from

When the clay is prepared, it is made into crucibles thirty-six pounds to two hundred pounds each, ac
weighing about twenty-six pounds each ,byfashioning cording to circumstances. Each mould is divided

it in a mould having a core to give the internal form . into two halves, which halves are bound closely to

The crucibles, as they are made, are placed in a vault gether when the casting is about to take place. The

where both air and warmth can come to them ; and mould is first coated on the inside with a kind of oily

when dried by this means, they are placed, on the composition, closed up tightly, and placed vertically

night before they are to be used, on an annealing in a hole in the stone floor of the cast-house, with

grate, where they are covered with cinders, and al- the upper end open. One of the men draws off the

lowed to remain till the next day. These operations lid of a furnace , and the white-hot coke is removed

of crucible-making are continued uninterruptedly ; for from about the pot which is about to be emptied.

notwithstanding the care and trouble bestowed, each A man then takes a long instrument acting like pin

crucible will only last one day. At these Works about cers or tongs, hovers over the furnace in a manner

a hundred and fifty are madeand worn out every week. which is almost fearful for a spectator to witness,

The cast-house consists of two rooms or , compart- puts the tongs down into the furnace, grasps one of

inents, both paved with stone, and each containing six the pots firmly, and draws it up ; having during this

melting -furnaces. These furnaces are very different time his face directly over a furnace so intensely

from others which we have had to mention ; for they heated as to convert steel into a liquid, and drawing

exhibit to the eye nothing buta hole in the floor about up, in this hazardous position , a white-hot crucible

eighteen inches square . There are six of these holes weighing with its contents sixty pounds. He rests

in a row in each shop ; and so long as they are covered the glowing mass with its lower end on the floor; an

by iron covers or lids, there is nothing particular other man strikesoff some of the adhering slag with a

to be seen ; but when one of these lids is removed a long iron bar; a third man grasps the crucible with

fearfully intense heat is shot upwards from beneath. an instrument held horizontally ; the first man loosens

Each bóle is the mouth of a furnace ; and each furnace his hold, and with his tongs takes off the cover of the

is a cell measuring about four feet deepby eighteen the crucible; the third man lifts up the mass (no

inches square, being merely large enough to contain trifling weight when held horizontally at the end of a

two crucibles with the requisite quantity of fuel. bar), goes to the ingot -mould, and pours the liquid
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steel into it ; while a fourth man , standing before him , The tilting of steel is another curious process, the

clears the liquid stream from any impurities as it object of which is to close the pores of the steel, and to

flows , by means of a long rod . Thus all four have render it as dense and compact as possible. All steel

their prescribed office ; and no description can give an for the best articles is tilted before being applied to

adequate idea of the scene which is presented. The use, whether it be shear' or 'cast. The tilting is one of

terrible yawning mouth over which the first man ho- the operationscarried on in the building described in a

vers, the glowing mass which he draws forth , the in- former paragraph as being constructed with such great

tense whiteness of the liquid steel as it flows into the strength. There are two swingsor suspended cradles

mould, the profusion of delicate greenish sparks which in the tilt -house, one near each tilt-hammer. In these

shoot forth during the pouring - all form a spectacle swings the men sit while holding the bars of steel to be

which, when once seen, will not be soon forgotten. tilted ; since they can move their bodies to and fro ( to

The part of this operation which exposes the work- bring every part of each barunder the operation of the

man to the greatest heat is that of drawing the pot hammer ) more easily when they thus sit, paddling along

from the furnace ; but the part requiring most skill is with their feet, than if they stood or walked . The

that of ' teeming,' or pouring into the niould, since it | bars of steel are heated to a certain temperature in an

is necessary that the liquid stream should fall directly adjoining furnace, and are then brought under the

down the centre of the mould, without striking against action of the tilt-hainmer, where a deafening clatter is

the sides more than can be avoided. The eyes of the kept up for some minutes, accompanied by a vibration

men are weakened by the intense glare to which they all around, which would shake to pieces any but a

are exposed, but does not appear that the general building of great strength.

health suffers in any marked degree ; yet a stranger It is one ofthe peculiarities of Sheffield that tilting

may well marvel how any human frame could bear is a trade by itself. Ina map of the town wemay see

such a trial for years together. * marked Mr. So-and -so's Tilt ;" for with the usual

Immediately after each pot is emptied, it is returned brevity of technical language, the whole building, with

again to the furnace, again brought to a white heat, its hammers and furnaces, is called a tilt. These tilts

again filled with pieces of steel,and again exposed to are mostly situatedon the banks ofsome one or other

four hours' heating . After this has occurred three of the rivers which flow through Sheffield ; and it is

times, or one entire day, the melting -pot has rendered impossible to mistake them when once in their neigh

its services, and is then cast aside to be replaced by bourhood . There is one, for instance, close to the Lady

another. With regard to the steel thus melted, cer- Bridge, where from morning till night there is an in

tain important changes have taken place within the cessant thumping, which shakes the very roadway

last few years.
It has often been conjectured that itself. These tilters, or proprietors of tilt-works, re

the Swedish iron derives some of its valuable pro - ceive steel in the form of bars, from any parties,and

perties from the presence of a small quantity of man- pass it under the tilt-hammers ; after which their occu

ganese; and within the last few years manganese pation is ended . At a few of the Works, such as those

has been introduced as a material to be added to which form the subject of this paper, the tilting is com .

the bar-steel in the melting-pot, in order to impart to bined with the other branches ; but it may, neverthe

the cast-steel certain valuable qualities which it did less, be deemed a distinct branch.

not possess before this improvement was introduced We must now transfer our attention to that portion

such as a facility for being worked up into certain ar- of the works which is appropriated to the File-manufac

ticles of cutlery. The history of the invention is rather ture.

complicated, and involves some of those unpleasant These tools, simple and unimportant as they may

features of which our patent-laws exhibit too many seem , and probably do seem, to those who never enter

examples. The invention was, we believe, placed in an artisan's workshop, are among the most note-worthy

a practical form and patented by a Mr. Heath ; but articles made of steel. They are the working-tools by

through certain technical flaws in the specification, the which every other kind of working-tool is in some

method has becomethrown open to all : Sheffield has degree fashioned. Whether a man is making a watch

been greatly benefited , but the inventor has not. or a steam - engine, a knife or a plough, a pin or a

There is now a large quantity of carburet of manganese coach, he would be brought to a stand if he had not

used weekly by the steel-melters of Sheffield ; and the files at his command. It may be a file with a hundred

use of cast-steel for table -knives and other articles of serrations to an inch , or with six or eight ; it may have

cutlery has been one of the results of the invention . straight cuts like most files, or angular holes like a

The matter is not one for discussion here ; but it seems rasp , it may be two inches long, or a yard long ; it

a pity that an invention which benefits a whole town may be round, or half-round, or triangular,or square,

should not benefit the inventor. or flat; blunt or pointed , straight or curved ;—but a

If the cast-steel is for the purpose of making saws, file of some sort or other will be found in almost every

the ingots are rather flat, so as to be conveniently workshop .

rolled into sheets at the rolling-mill ; but if for other The first place to which we have to follow the file

purposes, they are generally about as thick as they are makers is the forge. On the eastern side of the quad

wide. The rolling of steel into sheets or into bars is rangle of the Works is a range of sixteen arches or

so precisely analogous to that observable in the iron- compartments, all opening one into the other. Each

manufacture, that the same description suffices for compartment is fitted up with all the appliances for

both . The rolls are very ponderous, weighing as forging files. There is on one side a forge-fire, with a

much as five hundred pounds each ; and when they hearth on which to place the fuel, and bellows placed

are about to be used, the steel, whether shear or behind, much in the same way as a common smith's

cast ,' is heated in an adjoining furnace, and passed re- forge, but with more attention to neatness and order.

peatedly between the rolls while yet red -hot, by which The workman's bench, if we may use such a term ,is a

it assumes the form either of bars of any required large block of hard stone, weighing about three tons,

shape or of sheets. and placed firmly on the earthen floor of the smithy or

* To illustrate the dangers of the occupation, we may state forge. On this are fixed one or more steel anvils,

that the man represented in theact of teeming,' in our frontis- adapted by their size and shape to supportthe pieces

piece, has, since the sketch was taken, nearly lost his eye-sight, of bar- steel while being forged into the form of files.

from a sudden shower ofsparks occasioned by a too great damp- There are also hammers of various sizes and peculiar

ness of the mould into which he was pouring the liquid steel . shapes, and other small implements necessary to the
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The men

operation . The forges are arranged along an arched The files are then annealed or " lighted,' in order to

avenue so that all are airy and free from any great bring the steel to a state of softness fitted for the cut

intensity of heat, except at the precise spots where ting of the teeth. This is done by placing them on a

heat is required. A file ought to be made of the very kind of brick hearth in a furnace, and exposing them

best steel, and is so , unless — like the razors mentioned for several hours to a temperature determined by ex

by Peter Pindar, or the gross of green spectacles im- perience ; then, without removing them, they and the

mortalized in the Vicar of Wakefield' — they aremerely oven are allowed to cool very slowly , by which the

** made to sell . ” If a file be too soft, the whole toothed steel becomesannealed to a softness suitable to the sub

surface would be crushed down when applied to use ; sequent operations .

if too hard , the teeth would fly or break off at every Next succeeds the process of grinding, whereby the

stroke ; so that very great care and skill are required files (or blanks,' as they are yet termed) are ground

in the manufacture , and a firm which has once down to a true and regular surface, whether that be

acquired a reputation for good files is extremely soli- flat or curved. In one part of the Works is a build

citous not to damage it by the sale of even one that is ing where several grindstones of various sizes are

defective . ranged in a row, all turned by the steam-engine

The bars of steel are selected according to the size which works the tilt -hammers. Each grindstone is

and shape of the files to be made, and when cut into occupied by one man, who sits astride over a horse '

pieces, each piece is placed among the burning fuel on or beam behind it, and leans over the grindstone,

one of the forges, and quickly brought to the required applying the file to the surface of the revolving stone

temperature. Except for the smallest files, there are in such a manner as to grind the former toa true

two men employed ateach forge — a striker and a forger, and correct form . The process is wet and dirty, from

one of whom manages the fire, heats the steel, and acts the mixture of fragments of stone and steel with the

as a general assistant; while the other is the superior water used in wetting the stone ; and the attitude in

which the grinder works renders the process rather a

laborious one.

Then ensues the very important and curious opera

tion of cutting the files, one which has hitherto defied

the powers of machinery in an extraordinary manner.

In one of the buildings of the works is a long room in

which file -cutters areranged round the sides in front

of the windows, as in the next sketch, each one having

a small bench before him with a simple apparatus for

fastening down the file while being cut.

range themselves according to the kind of file which

they are cutting, each man confining himself pretty

nearly to one size of tooth, and all placing themselves

in the gradation of these sizes .

The file being slightly strapped down, the cutter

takes a sharp tool orchisel in the left hand and a ham

iner in the right. This tool is a very hard, sharp , and

tough piece of steel, having an edge fittedto produce

therequired kind of tooth, and a head to receive the

blow of the hammer. The hammers employed (the

heaviest of which weigh about nine pounds each ) have

the handle placed ina remarkable manner with re

spect to the head , being adapted at such an angle,

that the cutter can, while making the blow, pull the

hammer in some degree towards him , and thus give

a peculiarity to the shape of the tooth. If the file is

a fat one, or has one or more flat surfaces, the cutter

places the small steel tool on it at a particular

angle, and with one hammer -blow cuts an indenta

tion. He then, by a minute and almost imperceptible

movement, changes the place of the tool , and makes

another cut parallel to, and a short distance from , the

first ; then a third, a fourth , and so on to the end of

the file, shifting the file slightly in its fastening as he

workman , who hammers the file into shape, and is proceeds. Generally the file is cut doubly, one set of

responsible for its quality. There are various notches, cuts crossing the other at an angle more or less acute.

ridges, curvatures, and gauges, on and about his small In this case he reverses the position in which heholds

steel anvils, whichenable him to work the piece of steel the cutting tool , and proceeds as before. If the file be

into the proper form for a file ,including the narrow round or half-round,or have acurved surface of any

handle or .tang . The rate of working is such , that kind , he still uses a straight-edged cutting-tool ; but

at the whole of the sixteen • hearths' about fifty thou- as this can only make a short indentation, he has to go

sand dozens of files are made in a year. Each man round the file by degrees, making several rows or

accustoms himself to the making of one particular ranges of cuts contiguous one to another.

size of file, so that in passing along the range of forges, Such is the art of file -cutting ; and it contains many

from one end to the other, we begin at thesmallest points worthy of remark. In the first place, the angle

files, and go on gradually to the largest. From the at which the cuts are made depends greatly on the

thickness and softness of the heated metal, there is purpose towhich the file is to be applied, and is made

very little rebound to the hammer, and this renders an especial object of the cutter's attention . In the

the work of the striker rather laborious, especially for next place, the cut is not a mere indentation , made

large files, where a hammer of nearly twenty pounds without reference to form ; it is a triangular groove of

weight is used. particular shape, the production of which requires a

en
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most discriminating tact in the management both of good deal on the manner in which it is done. In onc

the hammer and of thecutting-tool. Then again, the of the buildings is a long tank or trough, containing

strict parallelism of the several cuts can only be a saline liquid, and behind this are six hearths for

brought about by practised accuracy of hand and eye, heating the files. When each file has been heated to a

since there is no guide, gauge, or other contrivance certain temperature, it is plunged suddenly into the

for regulating the distance. In a round file, too, the

several rows or cuts are brought side by side in such

an exact manner, that it is difficult to conceive them

to be formed singly and by hand. As an instance of

what skill and long practice can effect in this respect,

we have before us a file about ten inches long, fiat on

one side and round on the other ; the flat side is cut

with a hundred and twenty teeth to an inch, so that

there are about twelve hundred teeth on that side ;

the round side has such an extent of curvature, that it

required eighteen rows of cuts to compass it ; each

little cut on this side is not much above a twentieth of

an inch in length ; and the number is thus so great ,

that for the whole file there are twenty-two thousand

cuts , each made with a separate blow of the hammer,

and the cutting-tool being shifted after each blow !

It may well be asked — why is not this done by a

inachine? Machines in greatnumber have been sug

gested , in France, in England, and in the United

States : someby mere theorists, some by practical men ;

some have never extended beyond the drawn plans,

while some have actually been set to work. Yet for

some reason or other all these have failed to maintain

their position : they have been tried, commented on ,

admired, and rejected. Not long ago a very ingeni

ous machine, invented by a gentleman of high mecha

nical skill, was talked of highly in respect to its fitness

for this purpose . Butwe believe that at the present

time the whole of the files made at Sheffield ( the head

quarters of the trade) are cut by hand . The grounds

of this want of success involve matters too technical

for us to enter upon here ; but we believe that one

dificulty lies in this point - that if one part of the file liquid, and while yet warm is stiaightened by a small

happens to be in the slightest degree softer ornarrower apparatus at hand. A mixture of alegrounds, salt, and

than the rest, any maehine eniployed would make a other substances is also employed during this process,

deeper cut there than elsewhere; whereas a workman The files are then scrubbed clean by women with

who has been employed in the trade from a boy (and sand and water; and lastly pass into the hands of the

noneothers,itissaid, can acquire the requisiteskill) foreman, who tests every file singly in a way which

can feel instantly when he arrives atanyvariation in brings both the hearing andthe touchinto exercise.

the quality or conditionof the steel, and at once adapts He strikes thefile gently on a piece of hard steel, and
the weight of his blow to it. also rubs it gently from end to end ; from the sound

When the files are cut, they are brought into the he judges whether the internal qualityofthe steel is

warehouse to be stamped with the corporate mark of good ; and from the tremulous movement or friction

the firm . They are next hardened, thesteel having he judges whether it is tempered to the degree of

beenbeforepurposely rendered soft for the facilityof hardness required ; nay, it is said that, even if deaf,an

cutting. This hardening involves details of some experienced man could tell this by the tremulous mo

nicety , and the proper working of the file depends a | tion given to his fingers and wrist.
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005
[ Old Timber Houses at Coventry .]

ANCIENT COVENTRY.
whichwould be produced, when, on occasions of pomp

or festivity, a flag or pendent streamed from every gable

Coventry as it is, though, from the appearance of pinnacle, and green boughs waved on every balcony.

its overhanging timber houses and narrow streets, it On entering the city, the appearance of the streets

mightseem tohave undergone little change beyond at once indicates its high antiquity. The prosperity of

thatwhich time produces, isavery differentplace from the place appears in the beginning to have been chiefly

Coventry as it was. It is still, indeed , entitled to be owing to Leofric, fifth Earl of Mercia, who founded a

called a city, and has a county of its own, seven miles in monastery there, and bestowed manyprivileges on the

length and twenty miles in circumference; but it is town,of which he wasthe lord. Earl Leofric's wife

no longer “ the third city in the realm ,” “ the Chamber was the celebrated Lady Godiva. The old legend of

of Princes,” the favoured city of kings and nobles, her riding naked through the city seems to rest on no

resorted to for the magnificence of its ecclesiastical good authority. Leofric died in 1057, and the strange

establishments and the splendour of its annual shows. and improbable story is not mentioned in any known

The lofty embattled wall which surrounded the city, writer earlier than Matthew of Westminster, whe

with its towers and gates, has been levelled to the was living in 1307, 250 years afterwards. The lord

ground ; its great priory and its cathedral, with their ship afterwards became vested in the Earls of Chester,

splendid architecture and sumptuous decorations, have the Earls of Leicester, and, in the reign of Edward

been swept away ; its monastery of Grey Friars, and II ., in the Earls of Cornwall, when, being thus

its monastery of White Friars, are gone with all annexed to one of the royal titles, Coventry became an

their trumpery ;" its lofty cross, of beautiful Gothic especial object of royal favour. Edward the Black

architecture, is no longer there. The visitors, on Prince often resided there.

horseback and on foot, who crowded the city and put The wall was begun in 1355, by authority of a

to proof the accommodation of its great inns, are no licence granted twenty-seven years before by Edward

longer seen . Still there are remains of the architec - III . The thickness was nine feet ; there were thirty

tural glories of Coventry exhibited in its ancient two towers suitable for defence erected at different

churches, its Guild -hall, and that old timber architec- points, and there were twelve gates. The circum

ture which, as the city has never suffered the cala - ference was three miles. It was nearly forty years

mity of a great fire, still constitutes a larger partof before the wall was entirely completed . The wall was

the streets of Coventry than of almost any otherof the pulled down by order of Charles II., in consequence

ancient towns of England. Leland, writing in the of Coventry having set at defiance Charles I. and his

reign of Henry VIII., says, “There be many fair army when he appeared before the gates and de

streets, well builded of timber; there be divers fair manded admission . In pulling down the wall, the

suburbs without the walls.” Old, dingy, and neglected, first breach was made July 22, 1662, and by the

the houses are not now, indeed, so fair as then, when aid of five hundred men, in rather more than three

they were comparatively new and fresh, when the weeks, the wall, with the towers, was levelled, but

plaster was carefully whitened, and the timbers were most of the gates were left standing, and one or two

painted, as well to make them durable as handsome. of the smaller gates yet remain .

The picturesque formsof the timber frame-work still In 1397 Richard II . selected Coventry for the great

remain, but imagination is left to fill up the effect | trial by combat between the Duke of Hereford (after

No. 771 .
Vol. XIII.-S
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wards Henry IV .) and the Duke of Norfolk . Gosford Christi. (See · Penny Magazine,' No. 671, vol.ii . , New

Green was the spot chosen for setting out the lists, and Series .) The order was suppressed in 1538.

a magnificent display there was, according to the pic The Carmelites, or White Friars, had also a monastery

turesque description given by Holinshed. At the and church in Coventry . The order was suppressed

moment of the commencement of the combat, Richard in 1538, and the monastery and its possessions granted

put a stop to it, and banished both the combatants, to SirRalph Sadler in 1545. Remains of themonastery

Hereford for a term of years and Norfolk for life. now form part of the House of Industry. The church,

(See Shakspere's ‘ Richard II.,' Act 1. ) Holinshed's which adjoined the city wall , without Newgate, is

description of the lists and the proceedings is given in entirely gone.

Knight's • Pictorial Shakspere,' at the end of Act I. The Cross, in Coventry, which was of such celebrity,

That lofty and beautiful piece of work, the steeple occupied the place of a former cross of less pretension,

of St. Michael's church, was begun in 1373, and which was erected in 1423, and taken down in 1510.

finished in 1395 . The cost was chiefly borne by The new structure was erected a few years after

William and Adam Botoner, each of whom was several wards. It was ofGothic architecture, andof exquisite

times Mayor of Coventry. The square tower is 136 workmanship. The form was six -square ; each side

feet high, and supports, on eight arches springing was seven feet at the base ; the entire height was fifty

from the pinnacles, an octagon 324 feet high, from the seven feet. It was divided into three stories, and had

inside of which the spire , fluted and embossed, rises to seventeen niches with statues. The pillars and arches

the height of 139 feet 9 inches. The entire height is were adorned with figures and other carved-work.

therefore 308 feet. It is altogether as striking in its The whole was painted and gilded , and on occasions of

general character as it is delicately symmetrical in its display flags waved from every pinnacle, displaying

proportions and chaste in its ornaments. The body of the arms of England, of the founder, of the different

the church is supposed to have been erected in the guilds, & c. It was repaired in 1629, at an expense of

reign of Henry VI . The whole of the exterior has an 3231., and again in 1669, at an expense of 2761. From

air ofgrandeur. In the interior the centre is divided this time, however, it seems to have been neglecied,

from the aisles by clustered columns supporting lofty and gradually fell into decay and ruin. The last frag.

arches. The ceiling is of oak, ribbed and carved. ments were taken away in 1771.

Trinity church, though it suffers by comparison with Another of the glories of ancient Coventry was St.

its neighbour St. Michael's, is yet a handsome struc- Mary's Hall,which fortunately yet remains. Coventry,

ture . The form is that of a cross. A square tower, in its “ high_and palmy state,” was termed “ The

99 feet high , rises from the centre, and is surmounted Chamber of Princes ;" and St. Mary's Hall, not only

by a spire 132 feet high. It was appropriated to the for the beauty of its workmanship and the splendour

Prior ofCoventry in the 44th year of Henry III. and variety of its decorations, but for the numberof

St. John's church is also ancient, but still smaller royal and noble persons who have sat within its walls,

than Trinity. and partaken of the liberality of the mayor and citizens

The Priory, which was founded by Earl Leofric, in of Coventry, may be supposed to have contributed in

the reign of Edward the Confessor, about 1043, was an especialmanner to procure for the city that honour

for twenty-four monks of the order of St. Benedict, able title . The great hall is a noble room, twenty-one

with the privilege of choosing an abbot from among yards long and ten yards wide. The windowson every

themselves , but after a short time the title of abbot side are filled with painted figures and arms’of kings,

was changed for that of prior. The priory was sur- queens, and nobles, bishops, mayors of Coventry, and

rendered to the commissioners of Henry VIII. in others. The hall also contains a piece of tapestry thirty

1538, and was soon afterwards ordered to be taken down . feet long by ten feet high, extremely interesting, dis

It stood on the south side the river Sherburn. It playing Henry VI. and his courtiers, Queen Margaret

appears to have been alarge pile of buildings. In 1404 andher ladies,and a variety of figures of saints, Christian

Henry IV . held a parliament in the great chamber of knights, allegorical figures of justice, &c. , the whole

the Priory. arranged in twoseries of three compartments each.

The Cathedral stood near the churches of St. Michael St. Mary's Hallwas originally built in the early part

and Trinity, in a space called the Hill Close. It is of thereign of Henry VI. for the accommodation of

said to havebeen a splendid edifice, built on the model the guilds ofthe city of Coventry. As these guilds were

of Lichfield Cathedral. The two churchesand the cathe- sanctioned and proiected by the mayor and aldermen,

dral, standing thus near eachother, and seen without the hall was not onlyused by the different companies for

interruption from the area in which they were erected , purposes of business or festivity, but was applied to the

musthave formed a group as unusual as it was magni- samepurposes by the corporation, and on the suppres

ficent. The Cathedral was taken down at the same time sion of the guilds it became the public hall of thecity.

as the Priory. Many earnest applications were made Another of the characteristics of ancient Coventry

to Henry to spare the Cathedral, but in vain. deserves to be mentioned , as displaying the vast num

The Bishop's Palace,which stood at thenorth -east ber of persons who resorted to it'in its prosperous days

corner of St. Michael's churchyard , was sold in 1647. its great and sumptuous inns," as they are described

The Grey Friars, or FriarsMinors, are supposed to by Harrison, " able to lodge two hundred or three

have settled in Coventry about 1234. They obtained hundred persons and their horses at ease, and thereto,

liberal contributions, and erected a monastery and with a very short warning, make such provision for

church on the south side of Coventry , on land allotted their diet as to him that is unacquainted withal may

them out of the manor of Cheylesmore, Edwardthe seem to be incredible. And itis a world to see how

Black Prince allowing them “ to take so muchstone each ownerofthem contendeth with other for goodness

out of his quarry in the park of Cheylesmore, as they of entertainment of their guests, asabout fineness and

should have occasion to use for their building and change of linen, furniture of bedding, beauty of rooms,

walls.”. Thereare no remains of the habitable partof service at the table, costliness of plate, strength of

the buildings; but a fine steeple with a spire springing drink , variety of wines, or well using of horses.”

from an octagon, which belonged to the church , are In those days the visits of kings and queens

still in existence. TheGrey Friarswere the institutors frequent – Edward III. and his son theBlackPrince,

of the far-famed Coventry pageants, and the performers Henry IV .,HenryVI. and QueenMargaret,Richard

ofthe Mysteries which annually attracted such a con- III., Henry VII ., Henry VIII., Elizabeth — as well as

course of persons to Coventryon the day of Corpus | those of nobles and other dignified and rich persons.

66
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USES OF THE HAZEL.
those invisible steams and exhalations, as, by its spon•

taneous bending from a horizontal posture,to discover

The hazel may be ranked among those trees which not only mines, subterraneoustreasure, and springs of

render more service as articles of food than as sources water, but criminals guilty of murder, &c. made out

of timber ; but it is nevertheless useful in various so solemnly, and the effects thereof, by the attestation

other ways ; and an abstractof these uses, from the of magistrates and divers other learned and credible

descriptions by Mr. Loudon and other writers, may not persons (who have critically examined matters of fact ),

be uninteresting. is certainly next to a miracle, and requires a strong

Generally speaking, thehazel is a shrub or low tree, faith. Leť the curious, therefore, consult the philo

but onevariety is a timber-tree of middle size . The sophical treatise of Dr. Vallemont(Physique occulte, ou

kind which produces the common hazel-nut grows to Traité de la Baguet divinatoire), which will at least en

ileheight of about twenty feet. The barkis ash- tertain them with a world of surprisingthings.” It is

coloured, and sometimes cloven on the trunk ; but on partly evident from the curious language adopted by

the branches it is of a clear bright brown, frequently Evelyn that he was half inclined to doubt the truth of

spotted with white. The leaves are roundish , stalked, these “ surprising things;" but the general tone of

and alternate, darkish green on the upper surface and feeling at the timewas decidedly in favour of this kind

Lghter beneath. The rate of growth, under favour- of belief. The belief that certain gifted persons pos

able circumstances, is from one and a half to two feet sessed the power of discovering hidden water or metals

in the first two or three years after planting ; after by means of a divining -rod is as old as the time of the

which, if trained to a single stem, the tree grows more Romans; but this potent wand was not always made of

slowly, attaining the height of twelve feet in ten years, hazel, or even of wood ; it was sometiinesmadeof brass

and never growing much higher unless drawn up by or other metal. A technical name, rhabdomancy, was

other trees. It grows well under the shade of other coined in the fifteenth century to express this art, the

trees, but not under their drip . word implying “ divination by a staff or rod ." Persons

This tree is a native of all the temperate climates of made a trade by this imposture, and called themselves

Europe and Asia, and is found in every part of Great rhabdologists or rhabdomists. The prophet or diviner

Britain , sometimes at so great an altitude as sixteen took a hazel-rod, which was either curved or forked,

hundred feet. On the Alps the nut-trees are found at and held it by the two ends so that its curvature should

an altitude of nearly four thousand feet. Evelyn states be inclined outwards. If the person who held the rod

that the hazel “ affects cold , barren , dry, and sandy possessed the power of rhabdomancy, and approached

grounds ; mountainous and even rocky soils produce any metallic vein or other magnetic substance, or

tiem ; they prosper where quarries of freestone lie came near them , a slow rotatory motion of the rod en

underneath, as at Hazelbury in Wiltshire, Hazeling- sued in different directions , according to particular

field in Cambridgeshire, Hazelmerein Surrey, and circumstances. In other cases the rod was peeled , and

other places ; butmore plentifully if the ground be then laid on the palm of the hand, with the butt end of

somewhat moist, dankish, and mossy, as in the fresher the twig on the pulse of the wrist ; and the divinor

boitoms and sides of hills, holts , and in hedge-rows." moved slowly along till the rod pointed to the desired

In Kent the hazel thrives best in a calcareous loam place; the rhabdomist feeling, at thesame time, either

on chalk or rock ; but in Scotland it is found on a violent acceleration or retardation of the pulse, and a

granite, basalt, and freestone. sudden sensation of great heat or great cold .

There are many passages in the early writers indi Sir Walter Scott makes use of this superstition in

cating that the hazel was familiarly known. We read reference to Dousterswivel's pretended search for gold.

in the thirtieth chapter of Genesis, that “ Jacob took Several instances of the use of the hazel divining-rod

hin rods of green poplar,and of hazel and chesnut- are recorded in the earlier volumes of the 'Gentle

tree, and pilled white strakes in them , and made the man's Magazine,' relating to the former half of the

white appear which was in the rods." The hazel-nut last century. In the seventeenth century the follow

was known both to the Greeks and Romans, the latter ing description of the mode of proceeding was given :

especially making frequent mention of it . The hazel “ The finding of gold which isunder the earth , as of

was said ' by Virgil to be considered by the Romans as all other mines of metal, is almost miraculous. They

injurious to vines, on account of its spreading roois; cut up a ground-hazel of a twelvemonth's growth,

and as the goat was equally injurious by browsing on which divides above into a fork, holding the one

the youngshoots, the keepers of the Roman vineyards branch intheright hand and theother in the left, not

sought to remove both these evils by sacrificing the held too slightly or too strictly. When passing over a

goat to Bacchus and roasting its entrails on hazel spits. mine, orany other place where gold or silver is hidden ,

The common hazel-nut and the filbert-nut are pro- it will discover the same by bowing down violently, a

duced from two varieties of the tree ; the former was common experiment in Germany, not proceeding froin

by the Romans called nux Avellano, from the town of any incantation, but a natural sympathy, as iron is

Avellino in Naples, where they have always been pro- attracted by the loadstone."

dured in great abundance ; while the filbert was called There were a few other modes in which the haze!

the nur Pontica, from being found at Pontus. In later acted a part in superstitious observances. The ashes

times the troubadours and old French romance -writers of the shells of the hazel-nut, applied to the back of a

celebrated the hazel-bush and the hazel -nut in many child's head, were supposed to turn the child's eyes from:
of their songs.

grey to black . One old herbalist says : — " Some due

But the most remarkable feature in the past history hold that these nuts , and not wallnuts, with figs and rue,

of the hazel is that connected with the superstitious was Mithridates' medicine, effectuall against poysons.

* uzes" of the tree and its fruit. This superstition has The oyle of the nuts is effectuallfor the samepurposes.

been very widely spread . There is a passage in Evelyn If a snake be stroke with a hazel wand, it doth sooner

which shows the popular belief in his time. After stunne it than with any other strike ; because it is so

enumerating some of the uses of the hazel in the arts, pliant that it will winde closer about it ; so that, being

he adds : - “ Lastly, for riding -switches and divinatory deprived of their motion, they must need die with

pods, for the detecting and finding out of minerals (at paine and want; and it is no hard matter, în like

least if that tradition be no imposture ), it is verywon- manner, to kill amad dog that shall be strook withan

derful, by wbatever occult virtue the forked stick ( so hazel sticke, such as men use to walk or ride withall. ”

cut and ' skilfully held) becomes impregnated with But we will proceed to uses more practical and un

S 2
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water. 1

equivocal. The hazel-tree, in its wild state, affords | annual average exportof nuts from Tarragonais from

protection to various small birds by its numerous twenty-five to thirty thousand bags, of four bags to

branches. Considered as a timber-tree, the wood is the ton. The cost was, free on board, in autumn, 1830,

never of sufficient size for building purposes ; but it is 17s.6d. a bag. The entries of nuts for home consump

used in cabinet-making, and forvarious smaller and tion amount to from 100,000 to 125,000 bushels a year;

more delicate productions. It is tender, pliant, of a the duty of 2s. a bushel producing from 10,0001. tó

whitish red colour, and of a close, even, and full grain ; 12,5001. clear.” Evelyn says that in his time hazel-nuts,

but it does not take a very bright polish . The roots, though considered unwholesome to those who were

when of sufficient size , afford curiously veined pieces, asthmatic, were “ thought to be fattening; and, when

which are used in veneering cabinets. The great use full ripe, thefilberts especially, if peeled in warm water,

of the hazel, however, is for undergrowth. Being ex as they blanch almonds, make a pudding very little

tremely tough and flexible, the root-shoots are used for if at all inferior to what our ladiesmake of almonds."

making crates, hurdles, props, wattles, walking-sticks , The kernels have a mild farinaceous, oily taste, agree

fishing-rods, whip-liandles, ties for faggots, springs to able to most palates . A kind of chocolate has been

catch birds, for fastening down thatch, and for withes prepared from them ; and they have been sometimes

and bands for various purposes. A strong fence is made into bread . The expressed oil of hazel-nuts,

made by driving stakes into the ground and wattling called nut-oil, is little inferior to that of almonds; it

the space between them with bazel- rods. Evelyn, is best made in the middle of winter, as the nut yields

while speaking of the hazel, says : - " The use of the little oil if made sooner ; and if made later, the oil

hazel is for poles, spars, hoops, forks, angling -rods, is apt to become rancid , but there is not much of it

faggots, cudgels, coals, and springs to catch birds ; made in this country.

and it makes one of the best coals , once used for gun

powder, being very fine and light, till they found alder

to be more fit. There isno wood which purifies wine Hungarian Yeast. — The yeast prepared by the Hungarians

sooner than the chips of hazel. Also for withs and will keep for a whole twelvemonth . During the summer sea

bands ; upon which, I remember, Pliny thinks it a son they boil a certain quantity of wheaten bran and hops in

pretty speculation that a wood should be strongerto hastaken place they throw ina sufficient portion of bran to
The decoction is not long in fermenting: and when this

bindwithall, being bruised and divided , than when form the whole into a thick paste ,which they work into balls

: iwhole and entire." After detailing other uses, he goes they are afterwards dried by a slow heat
. When wanted for

on to say : - “ But even after all, the most signal honours use they are broken, and boiling water is poured upon them :

it was ever employed in, and which might deservedly having stood a proper time, it is decanted, and in a fit state for

exalt this humble and common plant above all the leaveving bread. The Romans prepared their yeast much in the

trees of the wood, is that of hurdles (especially the same way - taking wine in a state of fermentation, and working

flexible white, the red and brittle ), not for that it is up a given quantum of the flour of millet with it ; the paste thus

generally used for the folding of our innocent sheep, obtained was made into balls and dried . It often happens tha

an emblem of the church , but for making the walls of the yeast, the leavened dough, or the dough itself, will become

one of the first Christian oratories in the world, and acid in summer, and acidulate the bread : this may be reme

particularly in this island , that venerable and sacred died by throwing some fingersful of carbonate of magnesia in

the yeast or paste.
fabric at Glastonbury , founded by St. Joseph of Ari

mathea ; which is storied to have been first composed

but of a few small hazel-rods interwoven about certain Commercial Navy of Eastern Africa. In approaching the

stakes driven into the ground ; and walls of this kind, land (at Patta ), we were forcibly struck by the contrast in the

instead of laths and punchions, superinduced with a coasting-trade carried on bere, and the cheerless absence of it

coarse mortar made of loam and straw, doe to this day which we had observed in parts that we had lately visited,where

enclose divers humble cottages, sheds, and outhouse's man seeks to thrive solely by the sale of his fellow -creatures,

in the country ; and it is strong andlasting for such andimpiously (I conceive the word not ill applied ) neglects the

cultivation of the soil which nature has so liberally endowed .
purposes, whole or cleft, and I have seen ample en

In all directions the large boats, or , as they are called, dowe,
closures of courts and gardens so secured."

Hazel-rods, cut as nearlyas possible of equal size, and coasting their way alongshore. Their extraordinary build did

were seen, principally freighted with the produce of the land,

varnished, form an admirable material for constructing not fail to attract our attention. They are generally sixty fert

rustic garden -seats and flower-baskets. Mr. Loudon long and fourteen broad, their head terminating in a long point,

gives two wood-cuts to show what may be effected in and their stern in one not much shorter; and as they are built

this respect . An agreeable variety may be produced by like a wedge, so, on grounding and being left by the tide, or

using the rods alternately peeled and unpeeled ; or by hauled up on purpose,they require to be shored in that position

mixing them with rods of some other kind of wood. by logs, which they always carry. Their planking is more fre

Unpeeled hazel-rods are, however, both handsomer quently secured to the ribs by Cairo lashings than by nails or

and more durable than similar rodsof any otherkind bolts; and withsome the seats or beamsprojected a shortdis

of tree ; and a variety may be produced in them by square sail, of canvas ormatting, has a yard above and below, with
tance through the side, like those of Delagoa boats. Their buge

choosing them with bark of different shades,or even braces, and three or four bow -lines ;and, notwithstanding their

staining them with a decoction of logwood or some

other dye. Hazel-rods thus selected may be arranged the wind than most vessels. They are always well manned ,and

uucouth appearance, they are very swift, and sail much closer to

in any fancy pattern for an arbour or otherpurpose ; generally pull with sixteen vars orpaddles, unless when in shoal

and a Mr. Matthews, a carpenter residing at Trimley in water ; they then prefer the employment of long slender poles

Berkshire, has carried this curious kind of art so far used against the ground for propelling their canoes. In the

as to produce a landscape, by the laterlacing and inge- management of these poles they show great dexterity, and it

nious arrangement of differently coloured hazel-rods. requires much practice to equal them . The dows, when large,

The nuts, or fruit, are deemed the most important have sometimes a small canopiedspace near the stern, on which,

part of the hazel -tree. Mr. M‘Culloch states :- “ Be- when prosecuting their voyage, the turbaned old chief is often

sides those raised at home, we import nuts from dif- seen standing and issuing his commands. Not a single instance

ferentparts ofFrance, Portugal, and Spain, butprin- carved on either bow or stern. These ressels are employed in
have I known of one without an ornamental circle painted or

cipally from the last. The Spanish nuts held in the the coasting-trade, in which grain is theprincipal article; and

highest estimation, though called Barcelona nuts, are likewise communicating between the islands of Zanzibar and

not really shipped at that city , but at Tarragona, a Pemba and the main. -Captain T. Boteler's Voyage of Discovery

little more to the south . Mr. Inglis says that the to Africa and Arabia .
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[ Court-yard of Tattersall's.]

Familiar as the name of Tattersall's, however, is,

AUCTIONS IN LONDON.–No. IJI . there are no doubt thousands, even in London, who

(Concluded from p. 107.)
know not its locality. Let us state , then, that its en

trance will be found at the south -eastern corner of St.

Tge general features of an auction-room are of course George's Hospital(opposite Hyde Park gates); and

pretty much the same in London as in every other part aswe pass through it downward, for the wayslopes,

ofthecountry, butthere is one very striking exception we see before us the “ Turf,” a tap-room for the

- Tattersall's ; and which accordingly we proceed to throngs of grooms, jockeys, and poorer horse-dealers

describe somewhat in detail. The name of Tattersall and horse -fanciers. On our left we find the new Sub

is familiar and respected throughout Europe ; and the scription Room , fitted up in the interior with desks,

circumstance implies, what the known history of the and ornamented with a portrait of Eclipse. Here the

establishment confirms, that, apart fromthe magnitude wealthier and more aristocratic classes, who in a great

andgeneral probity of its transactions, there have been measure, dispense law and fashion, and opinion in all

exhibited some peculiar characteristics on the part of that concerns horse -breeding, racing, and betting,

its founders and managers which have honourably congregate in exclusive privacy, and on particular

distinguished them from the mere horse-dealing fra- occasions a stirring scene is presented both within

ternity. Now whether we look in the brief records and without the walls of this building. “ Let us sup

that tell of the history of the founder, or wander pose that the two thousand guineas stakes have been

through the place itsell — now emphatically known as run for, and the winner is up as a favourite for the

Tattersall's, we are not left long in doubt as to the Derby. It is a day for re-modelling or for making

nature of those characteristics . Richard Tattersall a book .' There is' flutter and bustle and excitement

was training-groom to the second and last Duke of ever in the penetralia of the Subscription -room , but

Kingston, brother of Lady Mary Wortley Montague, the hubbub in the court defies description . All are

and husband of the notorious duchess, in whose service eager , excited in earnest, even savage. Short and

he remained till his noble employer's death in 1773. sharp aretheir exclamations, and in a language which

He then appears to have opened his auction -mart ;but the disciples of Irving might have been excused, had

the foundation of his fortune was laid by the sale to they mistaken it for one of the unknown tongues.

bim of the racehorse Highflyer, for the enormous sum · Hedging ,' ' levanting,' a hundred ponies to one,'

of 25001. ; and, it is supposed, on credit, an evidence of and a triple bob-major rung on all the devil-may-care

the high character for integrity he must have already names of the whole list of horses entered for the Derby .

acquired. Of his personal qualities , perhaps the esta- This is the augury of coming events, but what passes

blishment is the best testimony ; what Tattersall's is when the struggle is over, the victory won ? Why,

now , it seems to have essentially been from the very out in the words of an older and better song, there's

set, a place where men of honour might congregate nobody knows,' at least nobody but the initiated. On

without breathing, or at all events in but a greatly the awful settling day' the doors are shut on the pro

lessened degree, the pestilential vapour that usually but fanum vulgus, and the betters pay, receive, or make

too often surrounds the stable ; where men of taste themselves scarceamong themsešves. It is quite use

might enjoy the glimpses afforded of the most beautiful less for any one who has not the entrée to attempt to

specimens of an exquisitely beautiful race, without catch a notion of what passes ; but scandal-mongers

being perpetually disgusted with the worst of all things do say that a peculiar set of philosophers, great ob

-that of the jockey or horse -dealer. servers of life, may be noticed on such days hovering
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in the neighbourhood — the sheriff's officers for the other modes of adventure, that of a sweepstakes had

county of Middlesex ." * come into vogue ; and the opportunity it gave to deep

Let us now pass into the court-yard, the great busi- calculators to secure themselves from loss by hedging

ness place of Tattersall's, the Auction Mart so re- their bets, greatly multiplied the bettors, and gave un

nowned through all the breadth and length of horse- common animation to the sweepstakes made. In one

loving, horse-breeding, horse -racing Europe ; and of these, Captain Vernon (Holcroft's master) had en

which from all parts sends hither its representatives , tered a colt or filly ; and as the prize to be obtained

when the more important sales are going on, and , with was great, the whole stable wason the alert. It was

a confidence justified by the known character of the prophesied that the race would be a severe one ; for

house, commissions the proprietor himself to procure though the horses had none of them run before, they

for the nobles and gentry of the Continent fresh sup were all of the highest breed , that is, their sires and

plies for their studsof the finest English horses. Our dams were in the first lists of fame. As was foreseen ,

view shows the general aspect of the court-yard. the contest was indeed a severe one ; for it could not

That domed structure in the centre gives elegance to be decided—it was a dead heat ; but our colt was by no

an humble but important appendage - a pump. The means among the first. Yet so adroit was Captain

fox, we presume, belongs to the poetry of Tattersall's, Vernon in hedging his bets, that if one of the two

suggesting, as it does, breezy rides over hill and dale colts that made it a dead heat had beaten, our master

and far -stretching moorlands. The bust above, of would on that occasion havewon ten thousand pounds;

George IV . , refers to more specific facts of which the as it was he lost nothing, nor would in any case
establishment can boast ; it is a type of the lofty pa- | have lost anything. " Such was the commencement

tronage that has been acceded to the house from its of the system that has been since attended in the hum

carliest days. The bust represents the first gentleman bler walks of life with the most pernicious conse

of Europe, as he has been called absurdly enough, in quences. How irresistible is the temptation to embark

his eighteenth year, when the prince was a constant in a scheme which promises, under certain circum

attendant at Tattersall's. Since then no important stances and these every one hopes to command - may

name in sporting annals but could be found among be seen in the pot-house clubs that overspread the

the list of visitors. Around three sides of the court- country, and which infest the metropolis to a degree

yard extends a covered -way ; at the extremity of one that is positively fearful. Even youth itself is not

side stands theauctioneer's rostrum , overlooking the secure from the immorality of the system ; " a house in

whole area. The stable , where the horses to be sold West Smithfield announces ' a Juvenile Derby Sweep,

are kept in the interim , is close at hand, and excites at 10s. 6d. each .'” But is all this necessary to horse

attention by its size and admirable arrangements for racing ? If that cannot be answered in the negative,

light and ventilation . The ranges of ordinary stabling the next query will be, and it may come in a legal

are also admirable specimens o what has been done in shape—is horse- racing itself necessary to the develope

modern times to secure the health and comfort of their ment of all that is valuable in that beautiful animal?

stately inhabitants. The public days are the Mondays The writer in London' thinks the gambling is unne

in each week through the year, with the addition of cessary, and points out the means of repression . The

Thursdays in the height of the season . The horses of Subscription-room at Tattersall's is frequented by the

the chief sale, that of the Monday, arrive on the Friday élite of the amateurs of the turf : it seis the fashion.

previous. When the settling time arrives, great are If its members were to pass a resolution and enforce it ,

the bustle and excitement that prevail throughout that no systematic gambling was to be allowed among
Tattersall's . Vehicles of all kinds dash to and fro in them — that the book-makers' were to be told to

incessant motion , or linger altogether inactive in rows betake themselves to Crockford's and Jonathan's, the

about the neighbourhood, while their masters are proper resort of gentlemen of their profession—the

bidding for a good hunter or a pair of carriage-horses. example would in no long time spread, through the

A more motley assemblage than the buyers or lookers- medium of the motley squad which throngs the Auction

on at such times it would be impossible to find. Mart, to catch a glimpse of the subscribers, and learn to

Noblemen and ambitious costermongers, bishops and imitate their deportment. Racing would become the

blacklegs, horse -breeders, grooms, jockeys, iningling pursuit of admirers of the horse exclusively - for the

promiscuously with the man of retired and studious gambler cares not for thehorse more than for his dice,

habits fond of riding and breeding the wherewithal to or scrip and omnium . There is enough of pleasurable

ride, tradesmen about to set up their little pleasure- employment— of excitementin the breeding,acquisition

chaise or business -cart, and commercial travellers,whose and training of fine horses, and the uncertain contests

calling has inoculated them with a passion for dabbling of the course, without the spice of gambling. The

in horse-flesh , and who, in their inns on the road , talk patrons of the turf can keep it, what it has always

with great gusto and decision of all that pertains to been, a source of pleasure to themselves, a means of

Tattersall's, on the strength of some occasional half- improving the national breeds ofhorses for all purposes,

hour's experience in the court-yard. an annual festival to the whole people of England, and

Whatever the advantages attending the maintenance prevent it from continuing what it has been allowed in

of races , which are said to be the very corner-stone of a great measure to become, a source of demoralization

the system of English improvements in horse-rearing, to thousands. If they, by their example, will but

and therefore of all such establishments as the one in diffuse a healthy distaste for gambling through the bulk

question, there can be no doubt that there are such se- of sportsmen, the police will deal with the flash Derby

riousaccompanying evils , as may wellmake ita question houses ; but so long as they allow undetected black

whether entire abolition of the pastime, national though legs, trading book -makers, buyers and sellers of

it be, will not be the preferable course, if those evils can chances , to associate with and be in common estima

not be got rid of. The worst is the betting-book -making tion confounded with themselves, there is no possibility

system , which the writer from whom we have trans- of checking the mischief." We hope all this may yet

cribed a preceding passage thinks originated only in prove practicable ; but in the mean time cannot but

the last century. Ilolcroft relates the anecdote which ask - Is it certain that the great body of the patronsof

led to this conclusion ;"who says, referring to the year the turf possess or desire for themselves such healthy

1761 or 1762 :-" In addition to matches, plates,and distastes?" a very indispensable preliminary to their

* London , No. CXLVIII.— Tattersall's,' an amusing conveying them to others.

paper, to which we must express our obligatious.
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THE PRESERVATION OF TIMBER.
substance radiates parallel with the surface of the tim

ber ; and this is now considered to be the first stage of

Many animals are occasionally afflicted with diseases growth of the fungus-seed , the filamentous matter

of an extraordinary kind, arising from the growth of being the spawn. As this spawn gathers strengili , its

vegetable substances within them ; the vital organs filaments insinuate into the crevices of the wood ; and

being by degrees so eaten away or impaired as to ter- these filaments being exceedingly fine, they readily

minate the existence of the animal . A vegetable fun- pass down and between the tubes from which the wood

gus has been found attacking a species ofWest Indian is organized, forcing them asunder,and completely de

wasp, and another has been detected in the silkworm ; stroying the cohesion of the tissue. When the filaments

the animal in each case being almost eaten away by of many fungi interlace, the radiating appearance can

the growth of the vegetable within it . The peculiar no longer be remarked : but a thick, tough, leathery,

effects designated mildew, smut, &c. are in like man- white stratum is formed wherever there is room for

ner the results of fungous growth ; and such is like- its development, and from this a fresh supply of the

wise the case in respect to dry -rot, that premature de destructive filament is emitted, which will gradually

cay of timber which for so many years has attracted rot the whole mass of timber.

the attention of practical men . The vegetable fungus may fairly be supposed to ob

The dry-rot in timber appears like a disease which, tain a lodgment in the timber by the settlement or

by decomposing the fibres , deprives the wood of all subsidence of the seeds of the fungus. Tlie fine im

strength, and in a space of timemore or less extensive palpable powder that issues from the common “ puff

reduces it to a mass of dry dust. This disease does not ball” will give some idea of the myriads of minute

seem to have attracted much notice until the middle of seeds which it encloses ; and if we suppose a similar

the last century ; and even long after then the matter countless host of seeds to result from the fungus tribe,

was not regarded as of serious importance. At length, it is not difficult to conceive how these may, by being

however, the premature decay of many of the royal wafted through the air, fall on the soil near where a

ships attracted general notice, and inquiries were in- tree is growing, and become absorbed with the sap.

stituted in various quarters as to the cause of it . In The seeds, it is supposed, are carried up the longi

1810 the Queen Charlotte , a first -rate ship of war, was tudinal tubes in a growing tree by the rising of the

found to bave the ends and joints of the beamscovered sap ; but so long as the vital principle in the sap of

with a mouldy, fibrous, and reticulated crust, consti- the tree remains in activity, the vegetation of the pa

tuting dry -rot. Theories and proposals emanated rasite does not commence.' Indeed it appears that the

from all quarters,everyonesuggesting a mode of cure sap must be brought into a kind of putrefactive or fer

or of prevention, but all failing, because the nature of menting state before the germination of the seed be

the disease was not at that time properly understood. gins ; and hence if the dry-rot is seen in a living tree,

At first it was not known whether common rot and dry- it is only in some decayed or diseased part.

Tot were the same ; but in more recent times the points Theproduction of dry- rot in timber being thus con

of difference between them have been clearly shown. sidered to be the germination of fungus-seeds in wood

If a post of wood be driven into the ground, sea- sap while in a fermenting or decomposing state , the

soned or unseasoned, it will speedily begin to decay prevention and cure seem to lie in the removal of the

just at the surface of the ground, or, as it were, ferment : for it does not appear probable that we

between the earth and the air. If driven into the could prevent the seeds themselves from being carried

earth through water, as in a pond , the decay will com- up into the living tree. Under this view of the case,

inence at the surface of the water, or , as it is techni. there have been three classes of expedients adopted for

cally expressed, “ between wind and water ;" whilst the prevention of dry -rot:—first, drying or seasoning

all that is above water and all that is constantly in the secondly, immersion in earth , sand , or water ; thirdly,

water, as well as the part in the earth, will remain impregnation with a foreign substance which will re

sound. In these cases the rot begins cxternally and sist putrefaction .

progresses inwards. But if the same post be well It has been conceived that if the sap or juice of wood

charred, or covered over with a thick coating of paint be thoroughly dried , it will not form a medium in

or varnish, no such effect will be produced externally, which seeds will germinate, and hence the very com

the coating being sufficient to protect it against the mon and well-undersiood practice of ' seasoning. '

action of the weather. If, however, the post happen Time will effect this seasoning, if the atmosphere be

to be a green and unseasoned piece of wood , in no dry, and the wood be exposed to the free action of a

great length of time it will, even though tarred or current of air ; but if the wood be exposed to alterna

painted, be found in a decaying state internally, whilst tions of heat and moisture, the sap does not dry, nor

ibe outer surface appears uninjured, although in course can the germination of the fungus be prevented. It

of time this too becomes affected. The wood swells, used to be the custom to let ships of war remain two

changes its colour, and emits gases which have a or three years on the stocks, while in the frame, to

mouldy ormusty smell . In themore advanced stages season ; but it is now known that that method was

of the decay cracks appear in transverse directions; wrong, since the rain which lodged in the bottom of

and, lastly, it becomes pulverulent and forms vegetable the hull, being only partially and slowly removed, en

earth . couraged the growih of the fungus. It is mainly on

Thus the common rot is an external disease extend this account that our royal dockyards are now provided

ing inwards ; while the dry- rot is an internal disease with excellent roofs over the building-slips, so that a

extending outwards : and it is plain that the causes of ship on the stocks may be shielded froin rain overhead,

decay must be sought for in different directions. As while at the same time there is free access of air on all

to dry-rot, it became generally understood to result sides. The stacks of timber in the dockyards, too, in

from the growth of a species of fungus or mushroom stead of being placed as formerly on the ground, are

within the pores of the wood ; but it was not till within raised on iron or stone supports, so as to let air circu

2 comparatively recent period that it became satisfac- late beneath as well as around them .

torily proved how the growth occurred . Some said Sometimes timber is seasoned by charring or scorch

that the dry-rot is a fungus; others that it is the effect ing its surface, which dries up the sap ; but this in

of a fungus; and the latter seems now to be deemed some degree injures the timber, and gives it a property

the correctopinion. The first indication of dry-rot of imbibing additional moisture. Kiln-drying, too,

consists in small white points, from which a filamentous | which is sometimes adopted, is not so advantageous to
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rot .

the timber itself as natural drying in the open air. An , tillation of tar has been named as a fitting substance

attempt was made some years ago to combine with the for effecting the impregnation ,

kiln -drying process another, by which the pores which Theprocess of Kyanizing involves something more

had become dry were filled up with some resinous or of a chemical principle. Dr. Birkbeck, in a lecture

oily substance;but it did not succeed , andevery mo- !.which hegaveon the subject, spoke thus of the steps

dification of kiln-drying seems to have failed . In | whereby Mr. Kyan arrived at his results : — “ Aware of

former times there existed a very prevalent opinion, the established affinity of corrosive sublimate for albu

that if a tree were felled in the winter there would be men , he applied the former substance to solutions of

no sap in the pores, and that dry-rot would not ensue. animal matter, both acetous and saccharine, in which

Hence many ordonnances and enactments were made albumen was a component, with a view to preserve

in France and England, regulating the season when them in a quiescent and incorruptible state ; and ob

oak -trees might be felled,and directing that“ the wind tained a confirmation of his opinions by the fact, that

at the north” and the " wane of the moon ” should be during a period of three years the acetous solution

deemed favourable times for felling . But there is no openly exposed to atmospheric air had not become

decisive proof that this principle is worth much as re- putrid, nor had the saccharine decoction yielded to the

spects the prevention of dry -rot. vinous or acetous stages of fermentation, but were in

Steeping in fresh water, in earth, and in sand, have a high stage of preservation. He conceived, therefore,

all been recommended as means of preventing dry-rot. that corrosive sublimate, by combination with albumen ,

In the first of these modes the water appears to dissolve was a protection against the natural changes of vege

or liquefy the juices of the wood, and thus prepare table matter ; and thence inferred that, albumen form

them for drying in the open air. It is said that all the ing a part of wood , the latter would be protected by

timber used in constructing ships at Brest is steeped converting that albumen into a compound of corrosive

for a long time in water before being used, and that sublimate and albumen . ” This wasthe basis on which

the ships constructed of itare always free from dry- Mr. Kyan's arrangements were made.

It is found that if the butt' end of a log of Sir William Burnett, physician -general to the navy,

timber be placed towards the current in a running took outa patent about five years ago for a method in

stream, the juices become dissolved and washed out which chloride of zinc is the active agent. His plan is,

more readily than if the other end be presented towards to provide a tank partly filled with a solution of the

the current,-a circumstance which seems to indicate chloride, and to steep the wood (or canvas, cordage,

something like a valvular structure in the pores of or sailcloth ) in the solution . Wood is steeped from ten

wood . Although the effect of immersion in running to twenty -one days, according to the thickness of the

water was known or suspected long ago, yet it has only pieces. Before being used for ship-building, or for

within a few years been applied in the British navy. building or repairing houses, it is recommended that

A mast of a ship which had been at the bottom of a the wood be coated at all the parts where joints are to

pond fifty years was found perfectly sound and good : be made, such as joist-ends, & c., with a paint made of

a frigate, previously infected with dry-rot, sank in oxide of zinc ground up with oil .

Malta harbour, and, after lying there several months, In Uzielli's patent, of more recent date, the timber

she was found on being raised to be totally freed from is placed upright on one end, and a flexible water

the dry-rot : some logs of timber at Pembroke Dock- proof bag is adapted to its upper extremity. Into this

yard, previously infected, were cleansed and rendered | bag is poured a solution of common salt,which, per

healthy by immersion in water : and lastly, an infected colating through the pores, is intended to drive the

ship, purposely sunk in Plymouth Sound, was restored sap before it, both sap and solution dropping from the

to a healthy state by immersion in the water for eigh- pores at the lower end. This is evidently only amodi

teen months. These facts drew the attention of the fication of the salt-water process of earlier times .

Admiralty to the subject; and sea -water is now deemed Other chemical substances are used instead of salt to

a valuable means of increasing the durability of timber give hardness, flexibility, elasticity, colour, fragrance,

for ships. It is supposed to act by destroying the and other qualities to the wood ; but the salt solution

vitality of the fungi which may be lodged in the pores; is the only one relating to preservation.

but whether it prevents the fermenting or putrefactive In Payne's process the object is to give to the wood

action of the sap seems not yet to be quite determined. a kind of stony or granulated texture, by impelling

The last method we have to mention, viz . impreg- into the pores, by exhaustion and pressure, solutions

nation, is the one to which attention is most directed which there form solid compounds.

in the present day. This consists in extracting the sap Perhaps the nature of some of these processes may

from the wood, and supplying its place witn substances be best explained by giving an abstract ofa paper read

which will not allow the fructification of the fungi. before the Institute of Civil Engineers last year, on the

There have been a constant series of inventions having preparation of the sleepers for the Hull and Selby

this object in view for more than half a century past. Railway. There were two cylindrical tanks of wrought

Mackonochie, in 1803, impregnated timber in the fol- iron, seventy feet long by six in diameter, together

lowing manner :-He placed the wood in a steam -tight with a reservoir, two force-pumps , and an air-pump.

chamber, and subjected it to the action of steam , by The timber was placed in the tanks, and the air ex

which the air and gases were expelled both froin the hausted bymeans of the air-pump: A solution of cor

chamber and from the timber. Then, by condensing rosive sublimate was prepared, having a certain definite

the steam , and repeating the process until the whole weight of the sublimate to a given quantity of water;

of the elastic fluids were withdrawn from the wood, andthis solution was admitied into thetanks. The

and the non -elastic converted into vapour, the wood force-pumps were then used, to force the solution into

became freed from them . The wood was then plunged the pores of the wood, so that every pore became satu

into oil, and the atmospheric pressure was allowed to rated with it . So long as air remains in the pores,

act on it , whereby the oil was forced into the pores of will resist the entrance of liquids, and hence the neces

the wood. Other substances instead of oil have been sity for the use of an air -pump. With eighteen or

proposed for this purpose. One inventor proposed to twenty loads of timber in each tank, eight men were

gaturate the wood with a solution of green vitriol , and occupied five hours in the exhaustion and pressure.

then precipitate the vitriol by means of lime-water. It was found that the solution had penetrated to the

Another succeeded in impregnating wood throughout very heart of the wood. One pound of corrosive sub

with asphaltum . The kreosote resulting from the dis- limate prepared about seventy cubic feet of timber.

it
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[Sphidses, or Hawk -moths. 1, 1, 1 , Acheronta atroros ; 2, 2, Smerinthus ocellatus ; 3.3 , Sphinx Ligustri; 4, 4,4 , Smeranthus Populi;
5, 5, 5, Sphecia apiformis ; 6 , 6 , Macroglossa Stellatarum ; 7, Trochilium cyuipiforme.)

CURIOSITIES OF BRITISH NATURAL | ment of existence, till the dawning day drives them

HISTORY. to their wonted lurking-places.

When, however, we say that the moths are nocturnal
British Moths.

in their habits, we must add that this law has its excep

The beauty and the delicacy of their plumage, its ful- tions;for we find one family to consist of species

ness, and the marbled arrangement and blending of which are active only on the approach of evening and

varied tints of grey,brown, black, and different tones early in the morning,-a few being as diurnal as the

of yellow , render the moths of our island not inferior butterfly, and fitting in broad day from flower to

in attractiveness to the more gaily painted butterflies flower in quest of honeyed food. We allude to the

that court the bright sunbeamsof summer. family of Sphinxes, or Hawk-moths.

lo general, the moths, as we well know , are noctur The Hawk -moths ( Sphingidæ ) are remarkable for

nal in their habits. Like the owl, which so much their size, and the extent of their wings, which are

resembles many of them in style of plumage, they extremely vigorous and well adapted for rapid Aight.

remain concealed in their retreats during the day, Their progression through the air resembles that of a

quietly reposing till the growing darkness calls them hawk (hence the term Hawk-moth), or rather perhaps

forth to visit the dewy flowers, and revel in the enjoy -I that of some of the humming-birds. Mr. Darwin says,

No.772 .
VOL. XIII.-- T
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“ The humming -birds seem particularly fond of shady | raging at the time with violence, the excessive morta

and retired spots ; whenever I saw these little crea- lity was popularly attributed. The squeaking noise

tures buzzing round a flower with their wings vibrat- which this insect utters it is difficult to account for;

ing so rapidly as to be scarcely visible , I was reminded Réaumur attributes it to the friction of the proboscis

of the Sphinx-moths; their movements are indeed in against the palpi. M. de Johet, however, found that

many respects very similar.” Among other names the when deprived of these organs the moth was still

Creoles in Cayenne and the Antilles term the hum- capable of uttering the noise, especially when the

ming -birds Bourdons, in allusion to the humming of wings were quivered, and he supposes it to arise froin

their wings ; and the Sphinx -moths have received for their action upon the air contained beneath the scales

thesame reason the name of Papillons-Bourdons. of the thorax. M. Lorey conceived the noise to result

These moths have near the base of the external edge from the rushing of the air through two tracheæ at

of the lower wings a stiff or scaly bristle in the form of the base of the abdomen . Other opinions have been

a little spine, which passes into a sort of hook on the published , but none which give a satisfactory explana

under surface of the first pair of wings, so as to main- tion. The insect, as ascertained by Mr. Raddon, is able

tain them during repose in a horizontal or inclined to produce the sound before quitting the pupa-case.

position ; but this character occurs in other moths. Another singularity connected with this insect is the

The hinder wings are small. The antennæ are pris- circumstance of its attacking beehives, despoiling them

matic, and terminated by a minute feather or thread. of the honey, and scattering the rightful inhabitants in

The caterpillar is naked, cylindrical, always with six- every direction .

teen feet, and mostly with a dorsal horn or taper ap It is indeed very strange that, without sting or

pendage near the extremity of the body; the sides of shield, and with no advantage except that of size

ihe body are almost invariably marked with oblique and courage, this moth should be capable, singly and

siripes. The remarkable attitude which the cater- unassisted , of contending successfully with a horde of

pillars of the Hawk-moths often assume, resembling sting-armed insects, and driving them from their for

ihat of the fabulous sphinx of the ancients, suggested tress.

to Linnæus the scientific term ( genus Sphinx, Linn .; The Death's-Head Hawk -moth varies from four to

family Sphingidæ , Auct. ) by which they are still deno- five inches in the expanse of its wings. The upper

minated . In order to undergo their transformation pair are brown varied with black . The disc is marked

and assume the pupa state these caterpillars descend to with undulating lines of black and ferruginous patches,

the ground . The pupa is naked and conical, and and powdered with white. Hind -wings fulvous

often furnished with a detached horn extended beneath orange, with a narrow central and a broader indented

the breast, containing the spiral proboscis, which in bar running parallel with the hinder margin . Head

some species is of extraordinary length. Some Hawk- and thorax brownish black, the latter with a large pale

moths, however, have it short, and in the pupa of those skull-like mark on the back .

species this horn is wanting . We may here observe, The caterpillar is at first dirty red, but afterwards

that there is an interesting connection between the becomes yellowish green, granulated with minute black

length of the tongue, or spiral proboscis, and the tubercles on the back ; there are seven oblique stripes

rapidity of flight, which merits attention . Such on the sides, each stripe being blue anteriorly, white

species as have this organ of great length, hover over posteriorly, and purple in thecentre . It mostly feeds

tubular flowers, extracting the honey from the deep by night, concealing itself in the day under leaves or

nectary, which they are thus enabled to reach ; and clods on the earth ; the flowers and leaves of the potato

here again we are reminded of the humming-bird with and jasmine, and also the leaves of the woody night

its long suctorial tongue. shade, thorn -apple, &c. ,constitute its food . The moth

The caterpillars of some species are capable of appears at the end of September or beginning of

clongating and contracting the three anterior segments October.

of the body in a very curious manner, as we observe in 2. The eyed Hawk -moth ( Smerinthus ocellatus),

the proboscis of the elephant. These caterpillars un- Sphinx ocellatus, Linn .

dergo their transformation in a cocoon within a folded This beautiful species is widely distributed through

Jeaf on the ground ; the majority, however, descend to England, but is rare in Scotland; on the Continent it

a considerable distance into ihe earth, and form an oval is abundant. It makes its appearance in May; it

cell, where they assume the pupa state , to issue forth a varies in the expanse of its wings from two inches

perfect insect . and three-quarters to three inches and three-quarters.

With respect to great rapidity of flight and elonga- The fore-wings are of a pale rosy ash , variegated with

tion of the proboscis, one remarkable species, the pale chocolate brown and undulated marks of dusky.

Death's -head Hawk-moth, forms an exception . Con- | The hind -wings are of a rose pink, shaded off to gey

sequently it cannot be considered as typical of this on the margin, and marked near the inner angle with

family ; yet such has a talented zoclogist regarded it, a large black spot, with a pale blue ocellus, the middle

and why ? Because it carries on its thorax the sign being of a slaty black . The caterpillar is of a very

and seal of the symbol which nature designed it to be, pale green, with minute black tubercles, and eight

in impressing upon it the figure of the human skull , oblique pale bars along the sides. The lateral spiracles

the emblemof death and the grave ; whilst thethreaten- areinarked by rosy brown. It feedson the willow and

ing attitudes of the caterpillar,and the depth atwhich sallow , and occasionally on the apple, sloe,& c. The

it buries itself in order to becomea chrysalis, as if seek- chrysalis form is assumed in September, and the moth

ing Hades, add claims to its becoming the ill -omened appears in May.

representative of the family ! 3. The Privet Hawk-moth ( Sphinx Ligustri).

1. The Death's- Head Hawk -moth, or Bee Tiger This elegant motli is by no means uncommon, vary.

Hawk-moth (Acheronta atropos),Sphinx atropos, Linn. ing in the expansion of the wings from three inches

This magnificent species appears to be distributed and a half to nearly five inches.Thefore-wings are of

over our island ,and Europe generally ; its singularly an ashy colour tinged with roseate, and shaded and

marked thorax and the sound it emitshave rendered it marbled with dusky brown. The hind -wings are of a

an object of terror with the superstitious, andto the pale rose -colour, darker at the base, with three black

evil influence of these dreaded' Hawk-moths, which bands ;the sides of thethoraxare ashy white,the

happened to make their appearance in great numbers back black . The caterpillar feeds on the privet, lilac;

in Brittany during theprevalence of an epidemic elder,ash , & c. Its colour is green, with the caudal
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piforme),Sphinx chrysorrhæa

, Donov
.

Il bas been taken in the woods
of Kent

and Surrey
;

and about
London and Cheltenham

; in Bedfordshire

horn black above and yellow beneath. On each side of and Shropshire. It is of a blue-black colour ; on the

the head is a black mark. The spiracles are orange, and head is a white stripe, anú the collar and palpi are

there are seven oblique stripes on the sides, of purple yellow. The thorax has a yellow stripe on each side,

and white. Towards the middle of September ihe and the breast a yellow spot'; the abdomen has a yel

caterpillar buries itself in the earth, and changes into low mark at the base, and three yellow bands, the last

a dark brown chrysalis. The moth appears in June or of which is double in the male. The wings, which are

July. transparent, like those of a gall -fly, have the veins

4. The Poplar Hawk-moth (Smerinthus Populi), and margins brown, glossed with blue and fulvous,

Sphinx Populi, Linn . and a transverse, lunate , central spot of orange mar

This species is very common, occurring in England gined with black on the outside. Legs yellow.

and the south of Scotland. Its expansion of wings is The caterpillar is whitish, with a brown head, and is

often more than four inches. The upper wings are of found under the bark of the oak and birch . The in

adelicate lilac grey, with undulations of brown . The sect appears in June.

base of thehinder wings is broadly ferruginous. The

body pale lilac grey. The males havethemarkings of

the wings deeper than the females. The caterpillar is

pale green, sprinkled with minute white tubercles : the
E :lucation in Germany and America.The two most strongly

spiracles and membranous feet are reddish ; oblique contrasted cases which can be found are probably those of Ger

lateral lines pale yellow . The food of the cater- many and theUnited States. In the Uuited States, it is well

pillar consists of the leaves of the willow-poplar and known, a provision of university education is made as ample as

aspen : the moth appears from the end of June to the that of schools for an earlier stage; yet no one pretends that a

middle of August, and sometimes as late as September. highly finished education is to be looked for in that country.

5. The Hornet-moth (Sphecia apiformis ). The cause is obvious. In a young nation, the great common

This small but very beautiful moth is of a brown- objects of life are entered upon earlier, and every preparatory
Seats of

ish black : the head and palpi are orange coloured , process is gone through in a more superficial manner.

the thorax has a large orange patch on each side learning are numerous andfully attended, both in Germanyand

in front, and two ochre patches onthe disc behind. America, andthey testify in each to a pervading desire of know

ledge. Here the agreement ends. The German student may,
The abdomen is ringed with orange and black . The without being singular, remain within the walls of his college

wings are narrowly edged with ochre brown ; but till timesilvers his hairs; or he has even been known to pass

everywhere else transparent, like the wings of a wasp eighteen years among his books,without crossing the threshold

or hornet. of his study. The young American , meanwhile, satisfied at

The caterpillar is thick and whitish ; and feeds upon the end of three years thathe knows as much as his neighbours,

the wood of the trunks of willow and aspen irees, to settles in a home, engages in farming or coinmerce,and plunges
which it often occasions great damage. The pupa is into what alone he considers the business of life .Each of these

elongated and of a dark chesnut colour; this stage is pursues his appropriate objects : each is right in his own way :

assumed in April , and the perfect insect is produced but thedifference of pursuit indicates a wider difference of sen

at the end of June. timent between the two countries than the abundance of the

means of learning in each indicates a resemblance. The ob

6. The Humming.bird Moth (Macroglossa stella
server must therefore mark not only what and how many are

tarum .)
the seats of learning, but who frequent them ; whether there are

Of this interesting species three broods appear every many, past the season of youth, who make study the business of

year, namely, in April, June, and September, and their lives ; or whether all are of that class who regard study

specimens have been taken as late as Christmas ; merely as a part of the preparation which they are ordained to

1 indeed it is probable that some occasionallylive makefor the accomplishment ofthecommonest aimsof life.

through the winter. “ This interesting species," says Hecan scarcelytakehis evening's walk in theprecincts of a

Alt.Curtis,“ in the wingedstate frequents gardens, universitywithout observing a difference so wide as this. The

Aying in the sunny weather between the hours of ten great importance of the fact lies in this , that increase of know

and twelve in themorning, andthose of twoandfour ledge is necessary to the secure enlargementoffreedom. Ger

in the afternoon. Itsfood is the nectareous juiceof manymaynot, it is true,require learningin her youth for poli

tube-bearing flowers .
but because learning has become the taste, the

This it extracts with amazing characteristic honour of the nation ; but this knowledge will in

address by the assistance of its exserted spiral tongue, fallibly work out,sooner or later, her political regeneration,

inimitably poising itself all the while on rapidly America requiresknowledge in her sons because her political

It is delightfulindeedto anentomological eyeto be two countries will probably approximategraduallytowardsa

hold and contemplate the dexterity exhibited by this sympathy which is at presentout of the question. As America

charming insect whilstit sails, all gaiety and grace, becomes more fully peopled,a literature will grow up within

foundthe tallsprigof a larkspur,orother flower, her,and study will assumeitsplace amongthechief objectsof

probing to the very bottom every single tube,neglect- life.
The great ideaswhich aretheemploymentofthebest

ing none,and trying no one twice .” Fortunately the minds of Germanymust work their way out into action ; and

especiesisby no means of rare occurrence in nearly theinselves, more and more largely,with thosetowhichshe has

new and immediately practical kinds of knowledge will mingle

every part of the kingdom , so that opportunities of
observing it are not uncommon.

been , in times past, devoted . The two countries may thus fall

Theexpansion ofthewingsof this moth is nearly human government and humanlearning, and the grand ideaof

into a sympathetic correspondence on the mighty subjects of

foto vaches;they are of a dusky brown colour, with liberty may be made more manifest in the one,and disciplined

naved transversebarsof black. The hinder 'wings and enriched in the other.- MissMartineau's How toObserve

are orange colou red . The body is varied with yellow Norals and Manners .'

The caterpillar is dark green , with a dusky line

down the back, and a white laterallongitudinal line.

2. TheGolden- tail Hawk-moth (Trochilium cyni

and black .

Legs
yellow.

T 2
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ANIMAL MOTION.-N0. VII. swing before the other has finished swinging. The

forces which are employed in running, like those of
Running . - The object of calling into action the lo- walking, consist of extension , gravity,and resistance.

comotive organs as we employ them in running, is to We are not able to propel the centre of gravity

acquire a greater velocity than can be attained in horizontally in running, though the undulations are

walking. On investigation it is found that the same found by observation to be less than in walking ; for it

motions of the body recur after each double step, as in is clear that, as soon as both legs are lifted from the

walking. In running, the time of action is divided ground, it must fall during some portion of the time it

into two periods,in one of which the body is supported is unsupported, and so form a series of curves. If the

on one leg, and in the other it is not supported on legs were inflexible , the centre of gravity would de

either, and this constitutes the principal difference scribe a series of curves as in Fig. 2. The movements

between running and walking ; for in the latter the

body is always supported either by one or both legs. Fig . 2 .

Let us now consider the motionsof the legs in run

ning, as we have before done in walking, and for that

purpose let us tracetheir action fromthe beginning to

ihe end of a step . When the hinder leg, on which the

trunk was supported, having been extended to its

greatest length, is raised from the ground and begins to

swing forward, we observe that the foremost leg has

not yet reached the ground, so that both legs are found of the body in walking and running more nearly

swinging at the sametime during a portion of thestep. resemble each other according as the times wherein both

When the foremost leg reaches the ground, which it legs are on the ground, in the former case, and both

does in a vertical position, the trunk is supported on legs are in the air, in the latter, are diminished; and

it, and the hinder leg continues to oscillate forwards, the limit to which each of these motions continually

whilst the supporting leg,having turned on the ball of approaches is , when the body is never without sup

the foot as on a pivot, becomes stretched to its extreme port, but that support is never more than one leg.

length, and is in its turn raised from the earth before As the resistance of the air to the motion of the body

the swinging leg has reached it ; and when the latter is is greater in running than in walking, the trunk is

placed on the ground and is fully elongated, so as to be more inclined in the path of motion, to keep it in a

on the point of rising again , a double step has been state of equilibrium .

accomplished, the single step evidently ending at the In order to find the amount of the vertical undula

moment when the other leg reached the corresponding tions of the body in running, the Messrs. Weber

position. The effect of both legs swingingsimulta- viewed the runner through a telescope adapted for the

neously, though for a very short period, is, that in run- purpose. They estimated the undulations of the body

ning the duration of the step is less than the time of to be from three-fourths of an inch to one inch and á

the half-oscillation of the leg , whilst in quickest walk- quarter, andthe time of a step to be from one-fifth to

ing it just exactly equals it, and in slow walking it is one-fourth of a second ; of this time the body swings

greater than this semi-oscillation . These effects will, freely in the air one-tenth, and fallsone-fifteenth of a

perhaps, be made more intelligible by the annexed second. If we calculate the space through which the

Fig. I, where a represents slow walking, the straight body falls in the same time, by the law of falling

bodies, it will be found that the centre of gravity
Fig. 1 .

descends about eight-tenths of aninch .

It has been seen in No. VI ., Fig. 1 , that in walking,

the period during which the trunk is supported is

7 longer than that in which the leg whilst swinging is

supported by the trunk . Now , in running, the reverse

takes place, and the timein which the leg is resting

on the ground is shorter than that in which it hangs

suspended from the trunk .

We willnow illustrate these periods by a diagram .

portions of the line being the times when both legs In Fig. 3, let the upper line represent the motion of

are on the ground ; b represents quickest walking, the left, and the under line that of the right leg , in the

wherein each leg succeedsthe other in swinging without act of running, the curved portions being the periods

interruption ; and crunning, wherein one leg begins to of the leg swinging in the air, and the straight the

Fig. 3.

H

1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1

periods of its resting on the ground ,which periods are , ing, are sensibly longer than the straight lines ; and if

defined by the cross lines. The figures 1,0, denote that we remember that the resting leg rises from the earth

one or neither of the legs is on the ground. The line before the other touches it, we at once see that it could

between the first spaces 1 and 0, at the left end of the not be otherwise ; and it also follows, from the same

figure, indicates the beginning of a step corresponding reason, that the straight lines showing the portion of

with the description already given, that is, the instant the step when the leg is on the ground, must be equi

when the left leg is raised from the ground , and before distant from the extremities of the curves respectively

the right has reached it. opposite to them .

Weobserve that the chords of the curved lines, In running, the square of the length of the extended

which represent the periods whilst the legs are swirg - l leg is equal to the sum of the squares of the horizontal
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space described by the centre of gravity, during the it being nearly equal in both cases to the duration of

time the one leg rests on the ground, and of the height a semi-oscillation of the leg.

of the centre of gravity from the plane of motion, at

the end of that time.
Fig . 5 .

When the forward swinging leg reaches the ground

at the end of each step, it must be in a condition to re

ceive the falling trunk, and be prepared to project it

from the ground, to swing again in the air ; for this

purpose , the centre of gravity must be in the vertical

line passing through the head of the thigh- bone and

foot ; for if the centre fell behind this line, the runner

would fall backwards ; and if before it, he would

fall forwards. Such being the law which is found

to regulate the attitude of the body and leg in running,

it isa matter of considerable importance that artists

should understand this principle, together withall the

other laws by which the locomotion ofman and animals is

governed. It was in consequence of his being ignorant

of, or not attending tothese laws, that some ofFlaxman's

figures were drawn so unlike the reality, which is the

more to be regretted because his drawings of the

human figure are considered as studies by young

artists. We give an illustration of this in Fig . 4,which

Fig. 4.
Running requires a vastly greater expenditure of

muscular force than walking, and cannot be long

maintained without completely exhausting the strength .

It appears that a man namedJackson very lately

ran a mile in four minutes and fifty -four seconds, so

that hepassed over rather more than eighteen feet in

a second, or at the rate of 12 : 3 miles in an hour, a

velocity very rarely exceeded.

Leaping, Springing, or Jumping.- In leaping, the

object to be attained is differentfrom that of running.

In the latter we aim at taking the longest step in the

leastpossible time, but in the former we want to take

the longest possible steps without regard to their

duration, and the longer the step the greater will be

the time in taking it. In leaping with both legs at the

same time, as in Fig . 6 and Fig. 7, there must be

Figs. 6 8.7.

all

represents a man in the act of running, where the

line a e d , which passes through the centre of gravity,

lies far behind the foot (b ), the base of support, and

being therefore unsupported, the man would fall back

wards. In fact, no person can be in the position of

Flaxman's figure whilst in the act of running without

falling to the ground. The same fault is observable

in ( Pig. 5) another of Fiaxman's designs, intended

to represent a man just on the point of running :

the line through the centre of gravity falls behind

the foremost foot, and consequently if the hinder leg

be raised, the man must inevitably tumble back

wards.

In running, the length of a step increases inuch

more rapidly than the time of it decreases, and hence

pe chiefly gain by passing over a greater space in a

given time. Messrs. Weber found that when the time

of the step was 0.301, the length was about one foot,

and when the time was diminished to 01.268, the

leagth of step was about five feet, so that with a de

crease of only thirty-three thousandths of a second the

velocity increased by more than a five-fold proportion .

In fact the time of a step in running differs scarcely a pause between each step, and this is not resorted to

in a perceptible manner from that of quickest walking, ! as a mode of progression, but rather to accomplisti a
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single step of great length ; for the expenditure of peculiar manner in which the step is made, and is

muscular action is so enormous, that a succession of iherefore not so susceptible of accurate demonstration

steps with both legs, alternately resting on the ground as those of walking and running.

and lifted from it together, is rarely had recourse to , The laws which regulate the locomotion of man

except for such purposes as leaping across rivulets, admit of mathematical analysis, and those of walking

or narrow chasms, descending abrupt surfaces, &c. and running are found to be as fixed as those which

When the object in view is to maintain a mean uni- govern the solar system. The reader who wishes to

form progressive motion by leaping, the legs inter- pursue this subject will find the mathematical details

change their offices alternately as in running. The in the valuable work of Messrs.Weber, already re

step in leaping , like that in running, may be divided ferred to , or the result of their labours condensed in

into two periods, during the first of which one leg the article •Motion ,' in Todd's .Cyclopædia of Ana

rests on the ground , supports the body, and propels it tomy and Physiology. '

upwards and forwards; and during the second period,

both legs swing in the air simultaneously. The undu

dations of the centre of gravity are greater in leaping THE PRODUCE OF THE APPLE AND PEAR.

than in walking or running in consequence of the In some of our former numbers there have been slight

body being projected higher into the air, whereby the notices of apples and apple - growing ; such as the

swinging leg is enabled to pass beyond the vertical sketch of the apple-harvest in Normandy, in No. 511.

line through the centre of gravity, and to perform the But there are a few additional matters, which may be

whole of its arc of oscillation before it is placed on the here grouped together, respecting the various uses

ground ; whereas in running it is arrested at the in- which the apple and pear trees, considered in their

stant when it arrives at the vertical position ; and this complete state, render . Weplace the two in conjunc

constitutes the principal difference between the two tion , because they are intimately related in their

motions. botanical features.

If we begin the step , as in running, at the moment The apple-tree, considered in respect to its timber,

when the hinder leg, being fully stretched, projects is not of great importance, though the wood is hard

the trunk upwards and forwards, and itself quits the and fine-grained. Probably the pieces in which it can

ground, we find the other leg still swinging, which it be obtained are not large enough to be extensively

continues to do for a much longer time than in run- useful . The bark affords a yellow die ; the leaves of

ning ; after the latter has reached the earth, it rotates some of the species are eaten by horses, cows, sheer,

round the ball of the foot, and from being in an ob- and goats ; verjuice, a substitute for vinegar, is made

Jique position in front of the body, it comes into a from the sourest kind of crab -apple. It is said that

similar one behind it, the two extreme oblique posi- pomatum was first made of apple-pulp, hog's lard , and

tions forming equalangles with the vertical. The first- rose-water, and that it derived its name from pomme,

mentioned leg has been all this time swinging, and so the French name for apple.

continues after the other has left the ground, and at It is, however, as an edible fruit, and as a material

length it comes to the earth obliquely , and rotates into for cider, that the apple is most known and valued .

the position with which we commenced our description . Apple-jelly is used as a medium for preserving Sibe

As the swinging leg is suffered to perform an entire rian crabs and other fruits. In Norfolk , dried apples,

oscillation , it follows that the duration of the step is under the name of beaufins, are much esteemed. The

greater in leaping than in running, but in consequence apples are dried slowly in bakers' ovens after the bread

of the greater length of the step, the velocity in the has been drawn , being occasionally taken out and

former is not so much less than in the latter as might pressed with the hand to flatten them : they are ren

have been expected. For example, let us suppose the dered thereby perfectly soft, of a rich brown colour,

length of the step in running, as is found by experi- and are sent up to London , where they may generally

ment, to be five feet, and the time of the step to be be seen in the shops of the dried - fruit sellers. A some

0 " . 268, also the length of the step in leaping to be what similar preserve, or marmalade, is made in

6.485 feet, the corresponding time of which is 0 " : 404, France, and known by the name of raisiné composé .

then the velocity in running will be to the velocity of This favourite Parisian sweetmeat is made by boiling

5 . 6.485 must, or new wine, down to one half , skimming it con

leaping as to or as 1 to 0.718. Thus tinually as fresh scum rises , and straining off the
0.268 0.481 '

liquor. A number of apples are then pared, cut into

we observe the velocity of leaping to be less than that quarters, and put into the liquor. The mixture is

of running, both being estimated at the greatest simmered gently, and stirred with a long wooden

speed ; but then in leaping, the steps, being taken in spoon , till the apples become thoroughly dissolved in

greater time, do not excite the pulsations of the heart, the liquor ; and the resulting jelly, or marmalade,

or increase the number of respiratory movements forms a very agreeable and wholesome fcod, or rather

so much as in running ; and persons when fatigued confection. In some parts of France, after the must

with running find that if they wish to relieve the has been boiled, skimmed , and strained , and before

respiratory and arterial systems without materially the apples are added, it is allowed to settle for twenty

slackening their speed , they can accomplish this ob- four hours in a cool place ;a saline scum rises, cen

ject by converting the running into a leaping move- taining tartaric acid, resulting from a lower degree of

ment, better than by converting the quick into a slow ripeness in the grapes from which the must had been

running produced, and requiring to be removed before the

It is found much safer to descend the sides of steep apples are put into the liquor. The best raisiné com

hills with rapidity, by means of small leaps than by posé, made in Burgundy, has a sweetness slightly

running, because in the former the foot may be placed favoured with acidity, somewhat like a mixture of

on and pressed against the ground in advance of the honey and lemon . It is very extensively eaten in

trunk, and so arrest its motion and prevent the body France, as a substitute for butter, spread upon bread ,

from falling to the ground , which cannot be done in in the samemanner as marmalade is in England and

running. Scotland. In Italy it is used to flavour maccaroni and

The movement in leaping, being of all the foregoing other dishes. Sometimes a spurious kind is made by

motions most under our control, is varied by the substituting honey-water for the wine.
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The liquors made from the fruit of the apple are The series of operations connected with the manu

much esteemed in every country where the fruit ripens facture of cider on a large scale in the counties just

favourably. Apple-water is a refreshing drink in cases named, have been described in No.210.

of lever and inflammation. An apology for cider is The pear -tree so far differs from the apple that its

made in some parts of France, by simply adding water wood is employed for many purposes in the arts. The

and sugar to apple-juice. The North Americans distil wood of the wild pear is heavy, strong , compact, fine

a spirit from cider called cider-brandy ; they also make grained, and slightly tinged with red. It takes readily

a drink called pomona-wine , by adding a gallon of a deep and permanent black dye, and is in that state so

brandy to six gallons of new cider after being racked much like ebony as tobe scarcely distinguishable from

off : when kept for several months, it is said to form a it. When dyed or stained black, it is much used as a

good substitute for wine . Indeed the United States veneer for fat picture frames, being laid upon a

present many examples of the attention paid to the foundationof deal or some other cheap wood. Gerard,

apple and its preparation into food and drinks; for the when speaking of this wood, said that it “ likewise

apples are there made into preserved apples, apple- serveth to be cut into many kindes of mouldes ; not

butter, apple -sauce, dried apples, cider, pomona-wine, only such prints as those figures are made of (by which

and other preparations ; and the ceremony, or social he probably meant engraved wood-blocks), but also

" frolic,” of apple-paring, by which the fruit is brought many sorts of pretty toies, for coifes,brest-plates, and

into the proper state to be acted on , forms a kind of such like, used among our English gentlewomen .”

harvest-home, ofwhich a lively description by an eye- The “ brest-plates ” here alluded were probably ana

witness may be found in our No. 359. logous to the whalebones and steels of modern corsets.

In Ireland cider is made from various kinds of The pear -wood, from being hard, homogeneous, easy to

apples mixed together; and as many of these are of a cut, and not likely to crack or to warp when dry, is

sour kind , the cider has more acidity than that made fitted for the use of the wood-engraver; but box -wood

in England, and appears to be valued on this account. is superior, and is used in its stead . It is used for

In Scotland the making of cider is hardly known. In many purposes by turners and pattern -makers. It

Normandy cider has been made from very early times ; forms excellent fuel and charcoal.

the kind produced is sweet, but is more heady, and As with the apple, so with the pear, the fruit is the

less fitted for keeping, than English cider. In Ame- portion of the tree which is most valued . Mr.

rica cider is chiefly made and drunk in the northern Loudon , * quoting principally from the • Nouveaux

provinces,-such as New England . In this latter Cours d’Agriculture,' gives the following details as to

country the fruit is suffered to remain on the tree till the modes of preparing pears for the table on the Con

thoroughly ripe, and is then gathered by hand; or if tinent : - In France and Belgium it is very customary

the trees are shaken , care is observed to lay Russian to dry pears in ovens, in which state they form an

mats on the ground for receiving the apples, to prevent article of commerce both domestic and foreign , and

them from being bruised ; and after the apples have will keep good for a whole year. They are also dried

been ground to a pulp, they are allowed to remain a in this manner in Russia ; and when stewed they are

week or ten days in that state before pressing. eaten as part of a dessert, or as a substitute for pies

In England the chief counties for cider-making are and puddings. Pears are dried in France in two dif

Herefordshire, Worcestershire , and Devonshire; and ferent ways. The first of these, for family use , is

so great is the importance attached to the manufacture effected by putting them unpared into an oven after

in these counties, that the peasantry have some curious the bread is drawn, either on the bricks or on raised

customs indicative of theirrespect for the apple-tree. frames of tin or boards. The pears are put into the

In Devonshire, it is said that the orchard-farmers some oven two or three times, according to their size and

times, on Christmas Eve, take a large bowl of cider the heat of the oven ; and care is taken not to have

with a toast in it ; and carrying it to the orchard, salute the heat so great as to burn them , nor to allow them

the apple-trees with much ceremony, sprinkling the to remain in solong as to become hard. Sweet mellow

branches with the cider, and singing somesuch a chorus pears of a middle size are the best fitted for this pur

as thus: pose ; and when properly prepared they may be kept

in bags in a dry place for severalyears. The second

“ Here's to thee, old apple-tree, mode of preparing the pears has relation to those sold

Whence thou mayst bud, and whence thou mayst blow ; in boxes in the grocers'shops. The pears are gathered

And whence thou mayst bear apples enow.
before quite ripe, and with attention to the preservation

Hats full ! Caps full !

Bushel - bushel - sacks full !
of the stalk. They are then parboiled in alittle water,

peeled , and placed on dishes with the stalks upper

And my pockets full too !
most .

Huzza !" In this state a kind of syrup runs from them ,

which is carefully poured off and set by. They are

Brand, in his · Popular Antiquities,' gives descriptions next placed on raised frames, putinto an oven after

of other customsof the kind, of which the following the bread has been drawn, and left there twelve hours.

will suffice asan example : - The farmer and his men Being then taken out, they are steeped in the syrup,

go out into the orchard after supper on the eve of which for this purpose has had sugar,cinnamon, mace,

Twelfth Night, with a large milk -pan full of cider, and a little brandy added to it. The pears, when taken

having apples pressed into it ; out of this each person out of the syrup, are again placed in the oven ,which

in company takes an earthen cup full of liquor, and, is heated to a somewhat lower degree than before.

passing along under the trees , neglects those which These operations of alternately steeping and drying

are not good bearers, but stops at the most fruitful are repeated three times, and are finished by putting

trees, and sings to them ;

“ Health to thee, good apple -tree,

* In mentioning the name of this eminent and lamented

gentleman, we wish to acknowledge the assistance which bis

Well to bear, pocketfulls, hatfalls, numerous agricultural and botanical works, especially the

Peckfulls, busliel-bagfulls" -- * Arboretum Britannicum ,' have rendered us in preparing

slight sketches from time to time on those subjects ; works by

after which he drinks part of the cider, and throws the which,while benefiting readers at large, he undermined his own

rest at the favourite trees. health and strength.
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the pears for the fourth time into an oven, where they may be economically pounded a second time, when

are left till quite dry. These processes, if properly they will afford a second product of juice.”

conducted, give to the pears a clear pale brown colour,

and a finehalf-transparent fleshy texture. They are

then arranged in boxes lined with white paper, and
La Vendée in 1793. - Only two great roads traversed this se

are thus brought to market. They will keep good for questered region ,running nearly parallel,at a distance of more

three years, but areconsideredin the fineststate than seventy miles from each other. The country, thougb ra

during the first year.
ther thickly peopled, contained, as may be supposed, few large

The juice of the pear is made into perry much in towns and the inhabitants, devoted almost entirely to rural

occupations, enjoyed a great deal of leisure. The noblesse or

the same manner as that of the apple is madeinto cider. gentry of the country werevery generally resident on their es

The description ofthe mode of making cider on a tates,where they lived in a style of simplicity and homeliness

large scale, in No. 210, will suffice likewise for perry ; which had long disappeared from every other part of the king

but it may be well to state the manner in which the dom. No grand parks, fine gardens, or ornamented villas ; but

process may be conducted on a small scale for family spaciousclumsy châteaux,surrounded with farm offices, and cot

use, as described by Professor Donovan, in Lardner's tages for the labourers. Their manners and way of life, too ,

• Cyclopædia .'
partook of the same primitive rusticity. There was great cor

froma moderatelylarge garden may be economically trains of them in their hunting expeditions,which occupied so

This writer states that the superabundant apples diality, and even much familiarity, in the intercourse ofthe

converted to this use, and without a great dealof great a part of their time. Every man had his fowling-piece

,
trouble . A tub is to be procured, made of strong and was a marksmanof fame or pretensions. The peasants re

staves, and firmly put together, so as to bear the sorted familiarly to their landlords for advice, both legal and

strokes of a heavy pounder or crusher : the diameter medical ; and they repaid the visits in their daily rambles
, and

may be about eighteen inches, and the height the same. eutered with interestinto all the details of their agricultural

The pounder is made of any hard wood, and shaped operations. From all this there resulted a certain innocence and

something like a loaf of sugar, with a handle inserted kindliness of character, joined with great bardihood and gaiety.

at its apex . A common square clothes- press will do Though not very well educated, the population were exceedingly

very well to give the requisite degree of pressure. devout; though theirs was a kind of superstitious and tradi

With these simple implements the process is con
tional devotion, it must be owned, rather than an enlightened or

ducted thus :—The apples are thrown intothe pound- rational faith. They had the greatest veneration for crucifixes

ing-tub a few at a time (for if manybe operated on at and images of their saints,and had no idea of any dutymore

once, the crushing will be imperfectly effected ),and ligion . They were singularly attached also to their curées,who
imperious than that of attending on all the solemnities of re

pounded well, which, if thepounderbeheavy, willbe werealmostall born and bredin the country, spoke their patois,

done in a few strokes. A few others are then thrown and shared in all their pastimes and occupatious. When a

in, andsimilarly pounded ; and so on till the quantity hunting-matchwas to take place, the clergyman announced it

collected impedes the further crushing, and the pulp from the pulpit after prayers, and then took his fowling -piece

is then transferred to any other wooden vessel. " The and accompanied liis congregation to the thicket. – Edinburgh

pulp being thus produced, the next point is to express
Review .

ihe juice from it. For this purpose it is put into a

canvas bag, placed in a tin tray in the press, and the The Wandering Jew . This is a vulgar error of considerable

press worked till all the juice is forced out: if the antiquity. Dr. Percy tells us that it obtained full credit in this

screw be urged suddenly, the juice will be thick and part of the world before the year 1228, as we learn from Matthew

muddy ; but if gradual and well adjusted , it will be Paris. In that year it seems there came an Armenian archbishop

clear and transparent. A small pipe leads from the into England to visit the shrines and reliques preserved in our

front of the tray into a vessel beneath, and through churches; who, being entertained at the Monastery of St.Albans,

thispipe the juice passes after being pressed out of the rest a monk, who sat near bim ,inquired if he hadever
was asked several questions relating to his country, & c. Among

seen or heard of the famous person tiamed Joseph, who was so

The juice thus procured may be conveniently fer- much talked of, who was present at our Lord's crucifixion and

mentedin a cask set upright on one of its ends, having conversed withhim, and who was still alive in confirmation of

the bung-hole ( if any) well corkedup, and another the Christian Faith." Thearchbishop answered, that the fact

hole bored in the head. Through this hole the apple- was true ; and afterwards one of his train, who was well known

juice is admitted into the cask, where it may be left to to a servant of the abbots, interpreting his master's words,

ferment at the natural ten ,perature of the air,should told them in French,that his lordknew the person they spokeof

this be not under60° in the shade, or near a firein very well; that he dined at his table but a little while before he

cold weather. After some hours the fermentation left the East ; that he had been Pontius Pilate's porter,by name

commences, the head of yeast risesupthroughthe door of the Judgment Hall,struck himwith his fist on the back,
Cartaphilus: who, when they were dragging Jesus out of the

cork -hole, and the rim ofthe cask prevents the yeast saying, “Go faster ,Jesus, go faster ; why dost thou linger ?"

from flowing over. The fermenting of the juice is not Upon which Jesus looked at him
with afrown, and said, “ 1,in

designed to give an alcoholic quality, but to exchange deed, am going ; butthou shalt tarry till I come.” Soon after

some of the sweetness ofthe apple for the sharp brisk- he was converted and baptized by the nameof Joseph. He lives

ness of the carbonic acid generated by the fermenta- , for ever, but at the end of every hundred years falls into an in

tion . Cider is consideredin its best state when the curable illness,and atlength into a fit of extasy, out of whichi,

three qualities of sweetness, sharpness, and acidity are when he recovers, he returns to the same state of youth he was in

so equally balanced that noone of the three predomi- when Jesus suffered,being then aboutthirty years of age. Here

nates. As soon as the cider has ceased to ferment, a
members all the circumstances of the death and resurrection of

hole is bored with a gimlet near the bottom of the Christ, the Saints that arose with him, the composing of the

cask, and the liquor flows out into another cask , which Apostle's Creed, their preaching anddispersion ;and is himself

is then well bunged up. After remainingthus two or Paris's account, whowas himself a monk of St. Albans, and was
a very grave and holy person. This is the substance of Matthew

three weeks, it may either be bottled off or kept in living at the same time this Armenian archbishop made the

draught for use. “ 'This apparatus, ” says Mr. Donovan , above relation . Since his time several impostors have appeared

“ will be found capable ofdoing a greater quantity of at intervals under the nameand character of the Wandering

work than might be anticipated. One man employed Jew . — Brand's Antiquities, new edition by Sir H. Ellis.

in pounding the fruit, while another presses and otlier

wise assists, will produce ten gallons of juice in ihe

day . . . After the apples have been pressed, they

the press .
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[ Old House at Warwick .]

WARWICK
south. It was erected by the executors of Richard

Beauchamp, Earl of Warwick, according to the direc

WARWICK, the county town ofWarwickshire, is situated tions of his will. It was begun in 1443, but was not

on a rocky eminence, on the north -west bank of the finished till 1464. The total expense was 24811., a sum

Avon, butnearly a quarterof a mile distant from the probably equal to not less than 40,0001.of our present

river, Warwick Castle and the grounds belongingto it money. The exterior is a fine specimen of the later

being interposed . Warwick Castle has already been pointed style, in good preservation. The interior is

described (see Penny Magazine, No. 22, vol. i . p. I highly but elegantly ornamented ; the ceiling is of

177). Warwick is not a large town, but is clean, well stone, richly carved ; the floor is of black and white

paved, and well lighted with gas, and has altogether marble ; the great east window is filled with painted

an air of neatness and respectability. Most of the glass, displaying figures, coats of arms, devices, &c.;

houses are of comparatively modern construction, a the other windows are not painted, except in the

great fire which occurred in 1694 having swept away tracery, which is somewhat damaged . The monument

more than one half of the old town. Of the ancient of the founder, for the reception of which the chapel

timber houses which remain, the one represented was especially built, is near the centre of the principal

above affords an instance of the picturesque manner apartment, which is fifty-eight feet long bytwenty-five

in which the diagonal timbers are frequently arranged. feet wide. The monument is an altar-tomb of grey

On approaching Warwick by the road from Leam- marble, on the slab of which lies the figure of the earl,

ington, which crosses the Avon by a handsome stone of the size of life, in brass gilt, and resting on a brass

bridge, the lofty towers and battlements of Warwick table . All the parts of the tomb are highly ornamented :

Castle, the spire of the church of St. Nicholas, and the it is a monument of great elegance and stateliness.

towerof St. Mary's, are seen, and present the most This Richard de Beauchamp, Earl ofWarwick, whose

picturesque view which can be obtained of the castle remains lie beneath the tomb, succeeded to the title on

and town conjointly. the death of his father Thomas, the eleventh earl , in

Warwick is included in two parishes, St. Mary's and 1401. Hedistinguished himself by taking the standard

St. Nicholas's,and has two parish churches . of Owen Glendower in battle, and fought against the

St.Mary's church , originally built at theexpense of Percies at the battle of Shrewsbury. In 1425 he was

the Earls ofWarwick ,and completed in 1394, was for appointed regent of France, during the Duke of Bed

merly collegiate, but the constitution was changed at ford's absence in England . In 1428 he wassummoned

the dissolution by Henry VIII . A great part of the home, to become governor to Henry VI . , then in the

milding was destroyed by the conflagration of 1694. seventh year of his age, which office he retained till

The nave and transept were rebuilt, and completed in 1437, when he succeeded the Duke of York as regent

1704 ; the architecture is a mixture of Gothic and of France. He died at Rouen in 1439. His body was

Roman, incongruous it is true, but not destitute of brought to England in a stone coffin, and placed near

magnificence of effect. The choir, the chancel, and the the monument of his father till his own chapel and

Beauchamp chapel are ancient, and in much better tomb were sufficiently advanced to be fit for its recep

taste. The choir has a stone ceiling of elaborate work- tion, which was in 1460.

manship. The chancel is a beautiful specimen of per There are several other monuments in the Beau

pendicular architecture ;the east front, in particular, champ Chapel : one of the most splendid is that of the

is rich in effect, from the elegance ofthedetails, though Earl of Leicester, the favourite ofQueen Elizabeth.

the arrangement is simple. The Beauchamp chapel The living of St. Mary is a vicarage, of the clear

properly St.Mary's chapel) adjoins the chancel on the annual value of 3001., with a glebe-house. It is in the

No.773.
Vol . XIII --U
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rural deanery of Warwick, and archdeaconry and dio- | verted it into an hospital for twelve impotent men ,

cese of Worcester. and one master, who was to be a professor of divinity.

The church of St. Nicholas was built in 1780. The The endowment at the time was valued at 2001. a year,

spire is low, and the church has no claim topraise for but now worth more than 20001. a year. The number

its architecture, which is Gothic. The interior is neat, ofbrethren hasbeen increased to twenty-two, and the

but not spacious. The living is a vicarage, of the clear allowances augmented . Preference is given to soldiers

annual value of 2181., with a glebe-house. It is in the who have been disabled in the public service. The

rural deanery of Warwick, and archdeaconry and dio- ancient buildings have been altered to suit the increase

cese of Worcester. in the number of the inmates and the change in the

The Court House, or Town Hall, a respectable stone value of the endowment. There is a Dispensary for

building, was erected about 1730, at the expense of supplying the sick poor with medical and surgical

the corporation, for which, as a misappropriation of advice and remedies.

the corporation funds, the authorities were sum A freegrammar -school was founded at Warwickby

moned by the Court of Chancery, and their powers Henry VIII . , and endowed with property which be

suspended till 1738. The County Hall is a handsome longed to the dissolved establishments. The school is

building, with a stone front and Corinthian columns. open to all boys of the town, but an entrance fee of

The interior is spacious; and there is a largebut plain 11. 11s. 6d. is required,and a half-yearly payment of58.

stone building adjoining the Hall for the accommoda Warwick is a municipal and parliamentary borough.

tion of the judges at the assizes. The County Gaol The boundaries of the municipal borough areco-ex

adjoins the County Hall on the north . It is a modern tensive with those of the parishes of St. Mary and St.

building, surrounded by a strong wall twenty -three Nicholas ; they extend beyond the town from a mile to

feet high. On the opposite side of the street, not far five miles in different directions, and include an area

from the gaol, is the County Bridewell, which is also of 5360 acres. The population of the borough in 1831

modern . The Market-house is a substantial stone was 9109 ; in 1841 it was9775. The population of the

building. The open part below is appropriated to those town and suburbsin 1831, was 9000 ; in 1841, it was

whoattend the market. The rooms above are used as about9650. The borough was formerly governed by

the Museum of the Warwickshire Natural History and twelve aldermen, of whom the mayor was one . By

Archæological Society, which is probably superior to the Municipal Reform Act in 1835, it was divided into

any collection of the kind in a town of similar size. two wards, with six aldermen and eighteen councillors .

Leicester's Hospital , an ancient structure, was ori As a parliamentaryborough ,Warwick has returned

ginally the hall of the two guilds of Warwick, the two members to the House of Commons ever since the

Guild of the Holy Trinity and the Guild of St. George reign of Edward I. The populationof the parlia

the Martyr, whichwere founded in the reign of Richard mentary borough in 1841 was 9124. The number of

II . , and afterwards united into one. After the disso voters on the list in 1839-40 was 977. The elections

lution of this fraternity by Henry VIII . , the building for the southern division of the county are held at

became the property of the Earl of Leicester, who con- | Warwick.

[Beauchamp Chapel.]
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Load in Tons that can be drawn

per hour.

.

171

The assizes and quarter -sessions for the county are proportioned to its actual value in the market. Any one who

held at Warwick , Quarter-sessions for the borough has been engaged in the construction of a railway in England

are also held, and there is a Court of Record for per- stances must aid in the economical performance of the work.

sonal actions under 401.
Manufactures of worsted, cotton, and lace are carried Another most important thing for producing this desirable endis

the fact that travellers in the United States are well satisfied if

on to some extent. Many of the tradesmen haveshops carried at the rate of 15 miles perhour,while we in England feel

at Leamington as well as at Warwick. The Warwick greatly aggrieved if we do not accomplish25 miles per hour,

andNapton Canal, which is connected with the Bir- and in some cases even that rate of rapidity fails to satisfy. To

mingham and London Canal, passesnear the town. accomplish the slower rate, it is not necessary toreduce the

The market, which is on Saturday, is well supplied line so nearly to a level as where greater speed is required, and

and well attended ; and there are twelve fairs yearly , consequeutly much of the expense ofexcavating and embanking,

chiefly for cattle ; also a statute fair for the hiring of indispensable in England, is avoided. This slower rate, again,

servants, and a cheese -fair. There is one weekly news- makes it practicable to use with safety curves of much shorter

paper, the Warwick Advertiser.
radius than are admissible at higher velocities. The economy

Warwick is an ancient town, but does notappear to resulting from this comparatively low speed, and the manner in

have been a Romanstation. IntheSaxon times it was inadmissible,will be made plain by inspection of the following

which it admit of gradients and curves that would otherwise be

favoured with the patronage of Ethelfleda, daughter table,which rests upon the observations of Mr.NicholasWood,

of King Alfred, and at this time the keep or dungeon andfrom whose valuablework on railroadsitistaken:

was constructed. The castle was built in the reign of

Edwardthe Confessor, and became “a special strong Rate of speed in Miles by a Locomotive Engine of

bold for the midland part of the kingdom . After the ordinary power.

Norman Conquest, the castle was enlarged and the for
10 250

tifications strengthened. This castle was given by the
12 } 184

Conqueror to Henry de Newburgh , whomhe created
15 138

106

Earl of Warwick. In Domesday-Book the town is
20 83

called a borough, and is stated to contain 361 houses,
22

65

of which 130 belonged to the king, 112 to certain 25 50

barons, and 19to burgesses, who enjoyed them " with 271
38

soc and sac (with entire possession ), and all customsas 30 28

in thedaysofEdward theConfessor.” Several reli- Thus an engine that at 15 miles perhour would draw 138 tons

gious establishments arose aboutthistime. The paving weight,wouldat25 miles perhourdrawno morethan 50 tons ;
of the town and the building of the wallscommenced and by adding another 5 milesper hour to the speed, its capa

in the latter part of the reignof Edward I. Theexe- bility would be lessened to 28 tons. It must beevident that if
cution of Piers Gaveston , the favourite of Edward II., power is exhausted by the speed attained , the same effect must

on Blacklow Hill, under the direction of Guy, Earl of be produced in order to overcome a difference of level, and it

Warwick , and Thomas, Earl of Lancaster, is described has been ascertained that to master an acclivity of 1 foot in

in Penny Magazine,' vol. i . , p. 177 .
each 300 feet of distance requires a tractive force twice as great

The appearance of the town in the reign of Henry as isrequired tomove the same load atthe same speed along a

VIII. isthus described by Leland :-“ The townstands dead level railroad. . Where the acclivity amounts to l'in

on a main rocky bill, rising from east to west. The
150, the force is required to be three times as great as on a

beauty and gloryofit is in its two streets, whereof the 1 in 25 -a force five times as great as on a level. If, then, the

level ; a rise of 1 in 100 requires four times, and a rise of

High -streetgoes from east to west, having aright locomotive engines employedin America are of the same horse

goudlycross in the middle of it, and the othercrosseth poweras those employed in England, a greater portion of that

the middle of it,making aquadrivium ,and goeth from power will be expended inovercoming the greater difference of

north to south .” The High -street is stilla spacious and level, and the greater amount of friction caused by the smaller

handsome street, but the cross is no longer there. The radii of curves ;and the deficiency of power thus caused can only

walls too which surrounded the town have disappeared, be made good by travelling at a less rate of speed. Another

except a fragment or two.

cause of comparative cheapness of construction is the very low

The corporation received its first charter in 1572 price of timber, and the great extent to which it is applied in

(1 Philip and Mary). Another was granted by Charles lieuofmasonry in the construction of bridges andviaducts.

II ., in 1694, and was confirmed and modified by supported upon piles,the whole structure consisting of a very

Considerable portions of some of the American railways are

another in the reign of William III . simple and cheap, though strong framework or scaffolding.

During thecivil war of Charles I. the town and Wood isalso used very extensively instead ofstone for support-

castle was held by Robert, Lord Brooke, for the parlia- ing the rails;andon many lines the rails themselves consist of

ment. The castle was garrisoned, and was besieged beams oftimber, the upper surfaces of which are covered with

by the royalists, and several skirmishes took place. thin iron plates, for the sake of obtaining an iron surface atthe

Lord Brooke showed his determination to die rather least possible cost. In many cases great economy is effected in

than surrender by hanging out a Bible and a winding- the locomotiveexpenditureby theuse ofwood, instead ofcoke, for

sheet on the tower of the castle. After a fortnight, fuel in the locomotive engines. On this subject of comparative

the royal army was obliged to retreat. The last event cheapness, it may further be stated, that nearly all the railroads

of importance which occurred to the town was the hitherto executed, or which are in progress of construction in the

great fire of 1694, which has already been mentioned.
United States, consist of only one line of rails, with sidings, or

' turn - outs,' at intervals.

Considering the different condition of the two countries as

respects the possession of capital, it must be apparentthat had the

Railroads in England and America . The comparatively citizens of the United States aimed at the same high degree of

small cost at which the greater part of the railways in the perfection in railway works as has been attained in England, a

United States have been constructed, is the result of a variety very few only of the various lines now in use in America could

of circumstances concurring to that end. In the first place, have been completed . The degree of commercialactivity which

the projectors are spared all the expenses attendant upon par- these works have tended so powerfully to produce, sufficiently

liamentary contests; there are not any adverse interests to be attests the wisdom of the course pursued , and may at no very

bought off, nor any exorbitant claims for land to be satisfied. distant period prove instrumental in providing mealis for more

The presence of a railroad in any district is felt to bring with it perfect undertakings, should such be demanded.

advantages to the owners and occupiers of the soil, so great as to

make it their interest to promote the undertaking by a cession of

the land which is required, either as a free giſt, or upon terms

U2
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[Claremont.)

RAMBLES FROM RAILWAYS.
county, andwhich always have so stiff, and lordly, and

exclusive a look . It stands by the river-side, and is aTHE RIVER MOLE.—No. III.

neat little building. The village consists merely of a
[ Concluded from p. 119.]

few scattered houses. At Stoke we part from the

From Leatherhead there is a by-road over Platsome downs by which the scenery has hitherto been so agree

Green, keeping the river a little on the left, to Stoke ably diversified. Our river now runs by Cobham Park,

d'Abernon ; and there is another leaving the river on soon after quitting which it works another of those

the right across a corner of Fetcham Common : they picturesque water-mills of which we have already

meet at Stoke by the old water-mill ; both are pleasant-- passed so many along its banks. As this is the last we

indeed , in that respect, there is little to choosebetween shall meet with deserving regard, we give an engraving
them . Our river we must no longer expect to follow of it below.

closely, its way, during most of the remainder of its

course, lying through private enclosures.

We ought to have mentioned sooner that the banks

of our river are everywhere adorned with a profusion

of flowers; and in spring abound to a remarkable

degree with cowslips, a flower that is found in unusual

plenty throughout Surrey. Nor must we omit to

notice, that in many of the villages a graceful May

day custom prevails connectedtherewith . During the

last few days of April, the village children go about

themeadows, and collecting all the cowslips they can

find, form them into garlands, chaplets, &c., and on

May-morning they assemble, and uniting in bands,

carry their garlands, arranged commonly on two hoops

crossed vertically and fixed on poles, about the neigh

bourhood ; and very pretty they look. They have

nosegays of other flowers also, but cowslips (or paigles,

as they call them ) are the chief ; and with these their

bonnets and caps are also trimmed. We have seen

some of these little processions that looked as charm

ing as those troops of Italian children carrying flowers,

which Mr. Uwins paints so delightfully . We have not

seen this Surrey custom noticed anywhere ; in Hone's
(Mill at Cobham .)

" Every-day Book' there is an account of one something

similar, in the neighbourhood of Northamptom . We Cobham is quite a model of a sequestered country

do not know whether the practice is falling off, but it hamlet, and must be very refreshing in its quietness

is not extinct-- last May -day we saw many ofthese little to the many anglers who escape to it from the noise of

companies at as short a distance from London as Car- London. It containssome good houses, and, altogether,

shalton and Beddington ; certainly there is no other has a weighty look. In the churchyard there is a

relic of May-day near London of anything like so grace - noble yew-tree, hollow from age, but still vigorous,

ful a form . The cottages too are for the nonce deco- and of large size. Cobham proper lics away from the

rated with similar ornaments. great Portsinouth road , which runs througha sort of

Stoke church is one of those little churches situated offset from Cobham , called Cobham -street ; -a place

within a park , of which there are so many in every that, prior to the opening of the South -western Rail
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way, bad a lively bustling appearance, very different day as a landscape gardener as well as an architect.

from that it now wears. The Mole aboutCobham , as we It is in that syle of " Classic " of which so many speci

have hinted , is much frequented by anglers, and has a mens were produced about that time. It is said to

promising look to a practised eye. Two bridges here have cost above a hundred thousand pounds. Lord

cross it : the original bridge at Cobham was erected Clive was not a favourite with the peasantry of the

byMatilda, queen of Henry I., who assigned a piece surrounding neighbourhood. Strange tales were cir

of land in Cobham for its support. The cause of its culated respecting his wealth, and exaggeratedrumours

erection was somewhat remarkable and characteristic of his Indian cruelties, and he was regarded with a

of the age. One of her maidens being drowned in feeling almost of horror by them .

attempting to cross the ford here, the queen caused After the death of Lord Clive, Claremont passed

a bridge to be erected over the placefor the repose through several hands, and was finally bought by the

of her soul. It lasted till 1782, when it was removed, government for the Prince Leopold and the Princess

being too small for the increased traffic. Matilda Charlotte. Her death occurred here, and produced a

appears to have had an inclination for bridge -making, general gloom to which English history hardly de

as, in addition to this at Cobham, the old one across the scribes a parallel. In the gardens, a summer -house

Lea at Stratford-le -Bow (which remained till within the to which ihe princess was very partial has been con

last five or six years), and, we believe, one or two others, verted by the prince into a mausoleum , and dedicated

were erected by her . to her memory. Claremont, as is well known, is a

Passing through Cobham -street, a by -road may be favourite retreat of Her who has so happily succeeded

taken which will afford us frequent glimpses of our its late possessor in the affection of the nation . Since

companion, althoughwe can now no longer keep close the accession of Leopold to the throne of Belgium , the

beside it. The road is an agreeable one, and by South- visits of Victoria almost alone give life to the deserted

wood wemay join the river again, and proceed with mansion .

out much hindrance along its banks until we reach From Claremont we pass through Esher, a respect

Esher Place. There is, however, another pleasant able but dull town, to Esher Place, which Thon.son

way by which, although we must part from ourriver sings of as “Esher's groves

awhile, we may still avoid the high road. This is, to “ in sweetest solitude embrac'd

take a road near Cobham mill, orone by the church, By the soft windings of the silent Mole."

andthenceby Fair-mile farm , and across Esher Com- The grounds of Esher Place are very beautiful, and

mon to Claremont. This shall be our course :
vistas are so arranged and garden seats so placed as to

“ A common overgrown with fern , and rough
call attention to the loveliest prospects. At Esher

With prickly gorse, that shapeless and deform’d,
Place Wolsey had a palace, a seat attached to the

And dangerous to the touch , has yet its bloom ,
Bishopric of Winchester ; and here it was that he re

And decks itself with ornaments of gold,

Yields no unpleasing ramble ”
tired after losing Henry's favour, and when he had

been so ruthlessly despoiled of hisother possessions by

says Cowper: and to us there is always something that rapaciousmonarch. His residence at Esherwas

exhilarating in the fresh breezy air of an English com- marked by deep mortifications, and it is quite painful

mon, with its strings of rosy-cheeked, ragged children ; to read his earnest and importunate supplications for

its flocks of noisy geese ; its two or three scraggy mercy . This is altogether a humiliating period of his

horses and scrubby donkeys; its tall furze bushes, life. Just before his fall his style of living was of

with their rich golden garniture that almost seems to almost unequalled magnificence ; here he was obliged

glow from the contrast with the snowy whiteness of to borrow beds, linen , and evendishes; was straitened

the linen hung across them to dry . Add to these , the almost for the necessaries of life, and was only en

wind-mill, the snug public -house,with its old tree and abled, by the contributions of his chaplains, and of the

swinging sign; the cottages huddled up in a corner, followers who remained constant to him in his ad

opposite the pond,orJoosely scattered where the first versity, to pay the wages due to his inferior servants.

enclosers ” reared their mud huts ; a gipsy encamp His faults lie gently on him !

ment, if the common be a wide one ; and, if it be a

summer evening,the cricketers ;-and you have pretty

much what combine to make up " a Common, ” all

England over. Yet, althongh alike, it is with a dif

ference, and a common is alwaysan object of pleasure

to a pedestrian, unless there be the name only and not

the thing . Anenclosed common is an eyesore to every

lover of English scenery.

Esher Common is without some of these features,

but it has others that perhaps make amends; we must

not, bowever, linger over it: here is Claremont before

us, with its associations so blended with the national

feelings and its various attractions. From Esher

Common we enter the park, rich in

“ Old Patrician trees and Plebeian underwood ,”

and abounding with game. The original mansion was

built by Vanbrugh, the architect of Blenheim , and

afterwards enlarged by the Earl of Clare (better

known as the Duke of Newcastle ), from whom it took

its name. Dr. Garth published a poem on the occa

sion , entitled Claremont,' which is not destined, we

believe, to be immortal. Claremont afterwards be

came the property of one or two other parties, and was

at length purchased by Lord Clive, “ the Conqueror of

India ,” who had Vanbrugh's house pulled down, and

the present one erected by Browne, celebrated in his (Wolsey's Tower.
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« This cardinal,
the flowering time of the tree ; and afterwards, as the

Though from an humble stock , undoubtedly weather becomes hotter, incisions are made through

Was fashion'd to much honour."
the bark, to assist the passage of the juice . The best

The only remnant of Wolsey's palace is what is called gum is brought over in oblong or roundish lumps,

Wolsey's Tower, in the preceding page. It stands by seldom larger than a walnut, nearly transparent, white

the side of theMole, and is a red brick building,bearing or palish yellow, wrinkled, and of a shining fracture ;

in its general appearance, and also in its details, a it is so brittle as easily to be reduced to a fine powder,

strong resemblance to the older parts of Hampton and is also perfectly insipid and inodorous.

Court : both , it will be remembered, were erected by The solvent power of gum -Arabic in water, and the

Wolsey at about the same period. The tower is partly adhesive liquid which it forms when so dissolved , are

overgrown by ivy, but is in good preservation . among the qualities which impart considerable value to

While the visitor is pondering on the character and it . It may be recovered again in the solid form in

fortunes of that extraordinary man, and trying, per- remarkable way; for if it be dissolved in either hot or

chance, to recall to his imagination the strange times- cold water, and then exposed to a gentle evaporation,

big with so many mighty events - in which he lived ; a the watery parts will pass off gradually, and leave the

train of carriages will, perhaps,dash along the railway gum in a solid state, fit to be redissolved as before,

viaduct that is carried just beyond the tower, and bring without any of its properties being changed : there are

home to his mind with a startling vividness the won- but very few vegetable substances which resemble it

drous changes that have come over our land since the in this respect. When in the dry and solid state, the

fallen Cardinal here in bitterness of heart poured forth gum will remain unaltered for any length of time; and

those affecting meditations on the mutability of all sub- the watery solution is one of the least changeable of all

lunary things. vegetable liquids.

Soon after passing under the railway, the river This gum is employed for a number of valuable

separates into two branches :the one runs by Ember purposes in the arts and in medicine. It may be used

Court and near Thames Ditton, so favourite a re- either to suspend in water a number of substances

sort of Thames anglers ; the other flows towards which could not otherwise be keptequally diffused in

Moulsey Hurst, notorious in past days as the scene this liquid, or as a means of cementing together a

of many prize pugilistic encounters. The banks of variety of articles of light work. For the last-named

the Mole are here low and marshy, and there is little purpose it is peculiarly valuable, because a clean

more that is attractive in its course till its union colourless cement, perfectly easy of application, inay

with the Thames nearly opposite Hampton Court. be prepared from the gum in a few minutes. It is

Near its termination, we pass through the pretty rustic also used in very large quantities by the calico -printers ,

village of East Moulsey (or Molesey, as it was formerly to mix the colours and the ingredients in block-print

spelt), which takes its name from our river. Here ing ; and it forms the basis of crayons, of the cakes of

it works a large factory - like and most unpicturesque water-colours, and of several liquid colours, of which

mill . The termination of the Mole is a noble one . common writing-ink is a familiar example.

From its mouth the Thames, with Hampton Court on There appear to be nutritive qualities in gum

the opposite bank, form a picture of surpassing beauty ; Arabic ; for in the countries where it is found it forms

that magnificent palace is nowhere seen to greater ad- an inportant article of food, either by itself or mixed

vantage. with rice or milk. An instance is on record in which

Here, then, we part from our silent companion . The the travellers of a large caravan, having consumed all

railway station stands invitingly near, but the rambler their provisions by the time their journey was half

will prefer, if there be time, to cross the old wooden over, kept themselves alive by eating the gum-Arabic

bridge to Hampton Court, and from thence stroll which they were bringing as merchandize.

through the stately avenues of Bushy Park to Rich A few medicinal preparations contain gum-Arabic

mond, from which place he may - after a passing as one of their ingredients. It has a soothing eflect

glance at the always new prospect from its hill from its mucilaginous character, and is employed

embark on board the Richmond steamer, and thus sometimes to protect the system from the effect of

appropriately conclude bis river excursion . any acrid and stimulating substance. In many in

stances it is employed not so much to produce any

medicinal effect, as to enable other substances to mix

ON GUM, ITS SOURCES AND USES.
together. Thus, it will give to balsams, resins, and

The remarkable and useful substances which obtain fixed oils the power of mixing with water, and thus

the cominon name of gum , are a kind of mucilaginous, forming liquid medicines.

or more frequently resinous, juice which exudes through Taking all these uses together, the demand for gum

the pores of certain plants, chiefly of tropical climates, Arabic is very considerable. There are more than

through natural clefts or artificial incisions, and hardens thirteen thousand cwts. imported into England yearly,

on the surface . A brief notice of three or four of these or nearly a million and ahalf of pounds. It sells at from

may be given .
thirty to two hundred shillings per cwt., according to

Gum -Arabic, or gum-Senegal, is a very pure kind of quality and to the relation between supply and de

gum, which exudes from a tree growing abundantly on mand .

the sandy soil of Egypt and Arabia, and in several Gum -mastich, another very useful product, differs

other parts of Africa. The purest quality is brought from gum-Arabic in partaking more of aresinous

in caravans to Cairo by the Arabs of the country near nature . It is an exudation from the pistachio lentiscus,

Mount Sinai, who sew it up in skin bags, and transport a tree growing in the south and south -easternparts of

it on the backs of camels. The kind found in Western Europe. The juice is obtained most abundantly, ac

Africa obtains the nameof the country, Senegal,which cording to Tournefort, by making transverse incisions

produces it ; it is in larger masses, and of a yellowish in the bark of the tree about the beginning of August,

or amber colour, but does not sensibly differ from the from which the mastich -guin exudes in drops, which

Egyptian gum in its chief properties . The gum exudes run down and concrete on the ground, and are thence

spontaneously in a liquid state from the trunk and collected for sale or use. The time chosen for making

boughs of the tree, and hardens by contact with the these incisions is quite early in August, when the

air and the heat of the sun ; it begins to flow about weather is very dry ; and on ihe day after the cutting

December, immediately after the rainy season , near the mastich begins to appear in drops,which continue to
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exude till the latter end of September. The tree is also , under the name of copal varnish, is very extensively

raised in more northern parts of Europe; but no mastich used by coach-makers and other artisans .

has been obtained from it under such circumstances, Gum -Sandarach, or the Sandıracha Arabum, is a

probably because the weather is too cold to permit its resinous juice which oozes out of the trunk and thick

formation. It is said to derive the name mastich from branches of several kinds of juniper,in warm countries,

masticare, " to chew ;" because it is thus used in the and particularly on the coasts of Africa, by incisions

island of Scio,and by the Turks, especially the women, made during the heats of summer. The juice con

forsweeteningthe breath and strengthening the gums cretes into semi-pellucid, pale, yellowish tears or glo

and teeth ; and by producing a copious excretion of bules, somewhat resembling mastich ,but rather larger.

saliva, it is useful in somecomplaints. The gum-resin thus formed hasa light agreeable sınell,

Gum -mastich, in the commercial form in which it but very little taste. It will not dissolve in water, but

reaches us, is in small, yellowish, transparent, brittle does so in spirit and in essential oils. The small or

grains or tears. A piece recently broken is quite common juniper yields very little sandarach ; but its

transparent, butby exposure to theair it becomes on fruit yields oils, waters, salts, spirits, and extracts of

the surface rather powdery, and hence semi-trans- some repute in medicine.

parent. Unlike gum -Arabic, it is wholly insoluble in Like most of the other gums, sandarach is an in

water. It has a light agreeable odour, especially when gredient in varnish. One sort of varvish is made by

rubbed or heated. When distilled with water, it yields dissolving this gum in oil of turpentine . The gum is

a small portion of a limpid essential oil , very fragrant also used, when reduced to an impalpable powder, as

in smell , and moderatelypungentin taste. pounce, to prevent paper from imbibing ink .

Mastich is used in small quantities as an astringent Gum -sandarach has been much employed in some

in various complaints ; given either in substance, di- foreign countries for medicinal purposes ; but not to a

vided by different materials, or dissolved in spirits and great extent in England.

mixed with syrup, or dissolved in water by the inter

vention of gum -Arabic . The wood of the tree is ad PALISSY.
mitted into the Materia Medica of some foreign coun

tries, being used in the preparationof medicines. THERE are certain destinies in the history of letters to

Jewellers sometimes mix mastich with turpentine which posterity appears to take delight in rendering

and ivory-black, and lay it under their diamonds to posthumous justice. Burns, Savage, Chatterton, Oi

give them a lustre. But the most extensive employ- way, have received in our own times the sympathy so

ment of thisgum in the arts in this country is probably sparingly bestowed by their contemporaries ; and the

in the manufacture of mastich varnish, a highly valued French poet Gilbert, though known only by a single

varnish for oil-paintings and other purposes. The elegy and his tragical end, bears a name consecrated

mode ofmaking depends on the quantity manufactured by the veneration of his country: DeFoe has been

at a time; but the following is given as one method redeemed from the ignominyof the pillory by the ad

of making iton a smallscale:- Five ouncesofpowdered miration ofevery public in Europe; and werepoor

mastich are put into a bottle with a pound of spirit of Oliver Goldsmith to rise from the grave, the debts,

turpentine, and kept in a warm bath till the mastich whose evil influence rusted the powers of his mind

is dissolved ; after which it is strained for use, and is during his lifetime, would be readily defrayed by his

laid on the picture orotherarticlebymeans of a brush. admirers.

The same varnish , somewhat modified by other ingre But this sort of posthumous influence is usually at

dients, is used as a vehicle or liquid for colours in tained by writers of poetry and romance, whose spirit

painting. seems evermore vital, in the grasp maintained by their

Gum -copal is a third variety, sharing with the two works upon the human mind. Towards the departed

formermany qualities in common , but more nearly men of science we remain cold and ungrateful. The

resembling mastich than gum-Arabic. It is imported march of experiment is so rapidly progressive , that

partly from North America and partly from the East every half-century effaces the marvels of its antecedent;

Indies, and is a natural exudation from a large tree, and newer discoveries blot out the memory of those to

hardening when exposed to the air. whom we are so largely indebted. At most, we esti

The best copal is a hard, brittle,resinous substance, mate their achievements according to their insulated

in rounded lumps of moderatesize, easily reducible to value. The difficulty and temporaryvalue of the dis

fine powder, beautifully transparent;but often, like covery is not takenintoaccount. We overlook their

amber, containing parts of insectsand other small ex- toilsome days, their sleepless nights, their sacrificesof

traneous bodies impacted in its substance. The colour health and property ; and measure our tribute of lau

ofcopal is a light lemon yellow , varying to orange; relsorthe palms of martyrdom with athrifty and

but when dissolved and spread thinlyover any surface, graceless hand. For though no subsequentfictioncan

the colour is scarcely perceptible,appearing only as a dislodge from our affections Robinson Crusoe,'or

fine, hard, smooth, transparent glazing . These three : TheVicar of Wakefield ,'or * Tamo'Shanter , the

qualities —hardness, transparency, and absence of lustre of such names as Davy and Farraday has

colour - peculiarly fit this substance to be employed as “ paled the ineffectual fires ” of many whose lives were

a material for varnish.
devoted, and not infructuously, to the advancement of

Copal dissolves less readily than most other sub- science.

stances of this kind. Not only does it not dissolve in It is a source of bitter reflection on the capricious

water ; but even alcohol, which so readily dissolves ness of fame, to peruse the biography of these early

most of the others, does not act on copal unless cam- struggles in a career now so smooth ; and though

phor is used. Analcoholic solution ofcopalismade posthumous laurels afforda sufficiently hollow com

be dissolving half an ounce ofcamphor in a pint of pensation for a life of toil,privation, and misery, the

alcohol; adding four ounces of copalin smallfrag - giver,ifnotthe receiver,ofsuchhonours, isbenefited

ments ; putting the whole into a glass vessel, and hold by the tribute.

ing it over alamp till the solution is complete. Copal Listen to the history of Bernard Palissy ; a name but

may be dissolved in oil of turpentine by the interven- little honoured in his own countr"?, and in England

tion of some other of the essential oils,particularly all butunknown; though that of the father of several

oil of spike and oil of lavender.When united with highly important discoveries, andavaluable link in

dryinglinseed-oil,copalyields an oilvarnishwhich, thepowerful chain of European philosophy.
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Palissy belonged to the great epoch of the revival of “ I was, however, at that time of my life so simple,"

the arts ; yet, though an artist,lived a beggar and died says he, in his narrative of his experiments, " that the

a captive . While Francis I. was despatching messen moment I had hit upon the real enamel, I set about

gers to Italy to engage the services of Benvenuto Cel- making the pottery -ware to which it was to beapplied ;

lini, Andrea del Sarto, and Leonardo da Vinci, a man and, after losing eight months in the task , Ihad next

of genius was starving in his own town of Saintes, to to construct a furnace similar to those of the glass

whom the fosterhood of his patronage would have af houses, in which it was to be baked. No onecan con

forded means of bringing to perfection certain arts of ceive the trouble it cost me, for I had to do all by the

his invention, which have since afforded, and still af- single labour of my hands — to sift themortar, and even

ford , an important branch of commerce to France. draw the water with which it was to be mixed . I had

But Palissy was a native artist ; Palissy was undistin not so much as the help of a single man in fetching

guished by the stamp, then essential , of an Italian ori the bricks ; my own back bore all!

gin or education. To foreigners were assigned the “ My first baking prospered pretty well. But when

creation and embellishments of the new palaces ; and it came to the second, after the enamel had been

to Palissy, obscurity and neglect. Born in some vil spread over the pottery, I was unable to produce the

lage, thename of which is unknown, in the diocese of heat necessary for the fusion. Six days and nights did

Agen, about the year 1500, he followed the humble I remain feeding and watching the furnace, half dis

calling of aland -surveyor, to which, as he advanced in tracted , and almost stupefied by theintense heat and

years, he added that of painting on glass. my own bitter disappointment. At last it occurred to

At that period the art of porcelain-making was un me that the composition contained an insufficient pro

known . The discovery of Herculaneum and Pompeii portion of the substance which had produced fusion in

have enabled us to determine the progress made by the former instance ; and I accordingly set about

the ancients in the arts of pottery; and in the begin grinding and pounding, though still obliged to keep

ning of the sixteenth century the only manufactory of up the fire of the oven, so that I had treble labour on

crockery which could pretend to the name of porcelain
my hands.

was at Faënza in Italy ; whither it is said to have been “ The former pieces being now spoiled, I was forced

transported from China, by certain Venetian mer to go out and purchase new pots to be covered by the

chants. From this manufactory was derived the fresh composition ; and on my return , I had the misery

name of faiënce or fayence, still used in France. of discovering that my stock of wood was exhausted!

It happened that, in a visit to Agen , Palissy, the What was to be done ? I rushed into my garden, and

painter on glass, obtained a sight of a specimen of tore up the trellices ; and these being insufficient, was

faënza, or of Oriental porcelain, which inspired him obliged to sacrifice the dressers, stools,tables, and board

with thehope of discovering some sort of white enamel, ing of my house ! All these were successively thrust

by which earthenware might be encrusted ; and from into the furnace, in the hope of melting the enamel!".

that moment he devoted fifteen years of his life to the The reader will probably recall to mind theaccount

pursuit of this single object. It appears a simple me- givenby Benvenuto Cellini in his Memoirs, of having

thod to have proceeded at once to Faënza, and become contributed all his pewter dishes and household

a workman in the famous pottery . But means for so utensils to the metal prepared for his noble statue of

long a journey were probably wanting to the poor vil Perseus, which proved slow and difficult of fusion.

lage geometer ; and he accordingly gave to the enter But the Italian protégé of princes makes a vaunt of

prise all that was in his power, every moment of his his sacrifice, whereas the meek Palissy couches his

days, and every faculty of his mind . statement in the terms of a confession .

As a painter on glass, the art of mixing andfixing “ Scorched by the heat of the furnace,” says he, " and

colours was well known to him ; but the difficulty reduced to a skeleton by thetranspiration arising from

of transferring these to pottery -ware and covering this prodigious heat, I had now a new vexation in

them by a transparent silicious varnish seems to have store for me. My family having indiscreetly circu

baffled his most persevering endeavours. Scarcely lated the report of my taking up and burning the

able to provide for the maintenance of his wife and flooring of my house, I was considered insane by my

family, he had the greatest difficulty in procuring neighbours, andmyprecarious credit totally destroyed.

colours and pottery to effect his experiments. Half | If had then died, I should have left behind me the

his time was lost in grinding and pounding materials, name of a madman who had ruined his family by a

and the vain attempt to construct the necessary ovens : frantic speculation . But though sick and dispiriied,

at length he contrived to interest the owner of a I cheered myself with the certainty that the discovery

pottery, who undertook to bake for him hisexperi of which I had been so long in pursuit was effected ;

mental pieces ; but partly from ignorance, partly from and that henceforward I had only to persevere in my

ill-will, the attempt was inexpertly made ; and , ruined labours. The difficulty of maintaining my family for

in fortune, health, and spirits, at the close of twelve five or six months longer , till a satisfactory result

years of incessant labour, Palissy was compelled by could be obtained, was the first consideration , but in

the wants of his family to abandon his pursuit, and order to hasten the period, I hired a potter to assist

resume his more thriving calling as an engineer. me in my work, furnishing him with models and

Having obtained from the district a commission for materials.

the draining of certain salt -marshes, he executed his “ A cruel drawback it was, that I was unable to

task with credit and profit. No sooner, however, had maintain this man in mydismantled home ; for I was

he obtained the means of continuing his attempts, than forced to run up a bill for his board ata neighbour

he returned with greater diligence than ever to his ing tavern . Nay, when, at the end of six months, he

enamelling, and despatched thenew samples of his had made me the various articles of crockery accord

skill to be baked in the furnaceof a glasshouse . ing to my designs, so that nothing remained to be done

And now, for the first time, the composition he had but to cover them with my enamel, and submit them

invented proved fusible. Out of three hundred speci to the furnace, being forced to dismiss my workman, I

mens of various experiments submitted at the same had no means of paying him his wages, except by

time to the action of the furnace, a single one pre giving him my clothes, which I accordingly did ; and

sented, on cooling, a hard, white, vitreous, brilliant iny person was now as thoroughly dismantled as my

surface ; and the joy of poor Palissy in the discovery house ! "

may be easily conceived . ( To be continurd .)
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+

( Sir Hudibras addressing the Mub .]

HUDIBRAS.-No. IV .
when he is acquainted with the persons and transactions

The second canto, according to the argument prefixed , at which it is levelled.” He adds that in all previous

contains
editions it had been generally supposed “ that those

“ The catalogue and character

renowned champions Crowdero, Orsin , Talgo),Mag

Of th' enemy's best men of war ;

nano, Cerdon, Colon , and the brave heroine Trulla,

Whom , in a bold harangue, the Knight

were only imaginary persons, from whence many have

Defies, and challenges to fight :

concluded these adventures to be romantic and fabu

H' encounters Talgol, routs the Bear,

lous, instead of true history," as he undertakes to

And takes the Fiddler prisoner ;
prove them to be ; and gives, on the authority of Sir

Couveys him to enchanted castle,
Roger L'Estrange, " who, being personally acquainted

And shuts him up in wooden Bastile."
with the poet, undoubtedly received the secret from

This is literally all the action detailed in the eleven him ," what he considers the facts of this history.

hundred and seventy -nine lines of the canto, and which

This secret and these facts consist in telling us that

is filled instead with satire of the purest, the truest, and Crowdero was one Jackson, a miliner in the Strand ;

the most discursive kind. Butler's error, considered that Orson was JoshuaGostling, the keeper of thebears

artistically, was in selectingtootrivial a subjectasthe at Paris Garden ; thatTalgol was a butcher in New

medium of conveying his thoughts to the world . He gate Market, who afterwards obtaineda captain s

not only did this, but he took a side,

commission for his rebellious bravery at Naseby," &c.

" And to party gave up what was meant for mankind . "

But what does this information furnish ? A fiddler , a

bear -ward and his bear, a butcher with his dog, an

Friends and foes have alike joined in punishing him ostler, a travelling tinkerwith his doxy, and a cobbler,

for this ,by refusing, or at least neglecting, to see much are, wemay almostsay,the necessary constituents of a

beyond this. Churchmen have said, “ See the character bear-baiting mob, and whatis there in the poemcha

of the men of the great rebellion !" and contend for its racteristic of an individual ? Did the “ butcher in

personages and adventures as for true history ; dis- Newgate Market” make the speech commencing

senters have objected to it as vulgar ribaldry. The
"thou vermin wretched

learned Dr. ZacharyGrey ,in the preface to his edition
As e'er in measled pork was batched :

of Hudibras, says, " The reader, ' tis hoped, will better Thou tail of worship, that dost grow

apprehend and relish the satire couched in this poem
On rump of justice, as of cow " ?

No. 774 .

Vol . XIII.-- X
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If not, the secret amounts to no more than that there
The dire Pharsalian plain, where battle

was a “ butcher in Newgate Market ” who went to a
Was to be wag d 'twixt puissant cattle ,

bear-bait ; and the same of the rest-a fact we can And fierce auxiliary men

readily admit, and also that the author knew this That came to aid their brethren :

important fact. But as to its increasing our relish of Who now began to take the field ,

As Knight from ridge of steed beheld,the satire, that we altogether deny. Indeed, with

For as our modern wits behold
regard to the butcher, the speech is so little in unison

Mounted a pick -back on the old,
with what had been previously stated, that Dr. Grey

Much further off, much further heis compelled to suppose that probably Talgol might
Raised on his aged beast could see . ”

then be a cavalier,” “ notwithstanding Sir Roger This last allusion is to the question then warmly con

L'Estrange ( his only authority) hag asserted to the tested as to the superiority ofancientor modern learn

contrary .'

We are extremely anxious,perhaps unnecessarily so, ing, in which Boyle, Temple, Swift, and manyothers
took an active part.

to clear the poem from the exaggerated importance

attributed to its political tendency. That Butler was “ I'th' head of all this warlike rabble,

a hearty and even passionate royalist and churchman Crowdero marched, expert and able.

we may adinit - too good a one, we have no doubt, to Instead of trumpet and of drum ,

That makes the warrior's stomach come,
have acknowledged for a moment that by such cha

Whose noise whets valour sharp, like beerracters as he has here exhibited the downfall of the

By thunder turn'd to vinegar ;
hierarchy and monarchy had been effected, and the

(For if a trumpet sound, or drum beat,
gallant cavaliers combated and defeated. He be

Who has not a month's mind to combat !)

lieved in no such degrading impossibility, but he
A squeaking engine he applied ,

placed in the mouths, or on the shoulders, of low and
Unto his neck on north - east side,

ridiculous imaginary personages, the culled absurdities Just where the hangman does dispose,

of doctrine, peculiarities of expression , and the culpable To special friends, the knot of noose :

actions, of any of the parties or sects * opposed to his For 'tis great grace when statesmen straight

own, perhaps even some personal features of indivi Dispatch a friend, let others wait. "

duals, interspersing the whole with his own never- With the addition that

failing wit, and honest exposure of and scorn for “ His grisly beard was long and thick,

mere pretence, wherever existing.
With which he strung his fiddlestick ; "

Bear-baiting was by no means apeculiarly puritani- and that at a bull-baiting in Staffordshire

cal amusement, but rather the contrary. It had been

patronised by monarchs, and supported by thearisto “ his leg, then broke,

Čracy. Mr. J. P. Collier, in his · Memoirs of Edward Had got a deputy of oak,”

Alleyn , the founder of Dulwich College, ' informs us, we have the whole of the materials found sufficient for

that when he wished to, indeed when he did , retire identifying Crowdero with Jackson the milliner in the

from thestage, “ he was compelled by virtue of his Strand, who lost his leg in the service of the Round
office of Master of the Games,” which he held from the heads and then became a fiddler. The succeeding

king, “ to superintend the affairs of the Bear Garden . ” figure is the “ marshal to the champion Bear:"

By the patent of his office “ he was authorised to take “ This leader was of knowledge great,

up’any bears, bulls, or dogs, in any part of the king
Either for charge , or for retreat.

dom , for the service of his majesty, on payment of what
He knew when to fall on pell-mell,

might be considered a reasonable price. This power To fall back and retreat as well .

was deputed,and Mr. Collier has given a curious case So lawyers, lest the bear defendant,

of dispute arising from the attempt to take a gentle And plaintiff dog, should make an end on't,

man'sdog in Cheshire,but who charged thedeputy dog Do stave and tail with writs of error,

providers " for hismajesty's service with theft, and the Reverse of judgment, and demurrer,

To let them breathe awhile, and then
justices only refrained from committing them by their

Cry whoop, and setthem on again .“ seeing the great seal of England, and their deputa
As Romulus a wolf did rear,

tions." Butthese rude sports had a strongerhold upon

So he was dry -nursed by a bear,

the popular feelings than the vanities, as they were That fed him with the purchased prey

called , of dress, or dancing, or music, or church rituals.
Of many a fierce and bloody fray ;

Many a one could subdue his respect for plum -por
Bred up, where discipline most rare is,

ridge who could not refrain from enjoying a bout
In military Garden Paris.

at single-stick , or attending a bear or bull-bait, or For soldiers heretofore did grow

partaking in a game of cricket. Of course, such per In gardens, just as weedsdo now ;

sons were not religious leaders, but they were often Until some splay -foot politicians

hearty followers.
Notwithstanding what Dr. Grey T' Apollo offer'd uppetitions,

has said of the characters of the heroes on this oc For licensing a new invention

Th’ad found out of an antique engiue,
casion , we think an unprejudiced person will dis

To root out all the weeds that grow
cover but few puritanical features in their descrip

In public gardens at a blow,tion , with the exception of Cerdon the cobbler,
And leave th' herbs standing. Quoth Sir Sun,

who is said to be a preacher, and of course as such
My friends, that is not to be done.

niust have been a dissenter . The characters indeed
Not done ? quo' statesmen ; yes an't please ye,

are merely sketches — it is the illustrations that gem When 'tis once known, you ' ll say 'tis easy .
the frame-work in such rich profusion that constitute Why then let 's know it, quoth Apollo :
the real attraction of the poem .

We'll beat a drum , and they 'll all follow .

The Knight and Squire are represented as proceed A drum ! ( quoth Phæbus) troth that 's true,

ing A pretty invention quaint and new.

But tho' of voice and instrument“ Until they reach'd the fatal champain

Which th' enemy did then encamp on ; We are th' undoubted president;

We such loud music don't profess,
* Within a few lines of the end of page 61 , this word has

The Devil 's master of that office,
been transformed into sort ; the passage should read the

Where it must pass , if 't be a drum,
features of a sect rather thanan individual . "

He ' ll sign it with Cler. Parl, Dom. Com .
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To him apply yourselves, and he
of his furnace, and the influence of the rain and frost

Will soon dispatch you for his fee . on his ill-constructed works, the place was frequently

They did so, but it prov'd so ill, unroofed, compelling him to borrow the materials for

Thad better let 'em grow there still . its reparation . But this was not always to be accom

But to resume what we discoursing plished ; and he tells us that he often remained watch

Were on before , that is, stout Orsin : ing his oven through the winter nights, exposed to

That which so oft by sundry writers

Has been apply'd t' almost all fighters,

wind and weather, with the owls hooting on one side

More justly may b' ascrib'd to this,
and the dogs howling on the other.

Than any other warrior (viz.)
Wet to the skin with the beating in of the heavy

None ever acted both parts bolder,
rains, and groping about in the dark for want of a

Both of a chieftain and a soldier. candle, I have often retired to rest at midnight, or even

He was of great descent and high,
at day-break ,” says he, “ looking like some drunken

For splendour and antiquity,
wretch who had been rolling in a gutter. But the

And from celestial origine worst I had to suffer was from the accusations of my

Deriv'd himself in a right line. neighbours, who had assisted me, and who now re

Not as the ancient heroes did , garded me as a robber ; and the reproaches of my

Who, that their base births might be hid , family, who treated me as a selfish lunatic .”

( Knowing they were of doubtful gender, This is but a faint outline of the miseries and

Aud that they camein at a windore)

Made Jupiter himself and others
fatigues sustained by poor Bernard Palissy, in bring

O'th' gods, gallants to their own mothers,
ing to perfection an art which has proved so higlily

To get on them a race of champions,

beneficial to his own and other countries. The furnaces

(Of which old Homer first made lampoons)
and ovens of his invention are still in use at Sèvres,

Arctophylax in northern sphere
and have been closely copied in our own and other

Was his undoubted ancestor ; porcelain -works. The mouldsin which the vases are

From him his great forefathers came, baked to secure them from accident, were devised by

And in all ages bore his name: Palissy after his unlucky loss from the flying of the

Learned he was in med'c'nal lore, flints ; and his recipes for the mixing of colours are

For by his side a pouch he wore, still patent.

Replete with strange hermetic powder,

That wounds nine miles point blank would solder,

The porcelain of Palissy soon attained a prodigious

By skilful chymist with great cost

reputation, and few museums or collections of objects

Extracted from a rotten post."

of virtù in ourown time but contain specimens of his

works, under the name of Raphael ware, or china of

But we must reserve the remainder of the characters the middle ages. The embossed dishes exhibiting

for another opportunity.
reptiles and animals, in great perfection , were the in

vention of Palissy ; and several of his dishes and vases

present copies after celebrated pictures, executed in

PALISSY. relief. Table services, to replace thewooden and pew

[Concluded from page 152.)

ter vessels then in use, were the chief objects to which

he devoted his art ; and with so much taste and skill ,

All the rest of his labours, poor Palissy had to en that inany of the original designs exhibit the genius of

counter alone ; though his hands were so cut and a first-rate sculptor.

bruised with his work, that he was obliged , he says, to The fame of his discovery extended rapidly through

eat his pottage as well as he could with his hands France, and orders were given him by all the nobles of

wrapped in linen rags. The handmill in which he the court of Henri II .: among others, by the Duc de

ground his materials required the power of two strong Montmorency, who employed him to decorate his

men to work it, yet he was wholly without assistance. stately château of Ecouin. One of the chambers was

Nor were his disappointments yet at an end . After paved with tiles of Palissy's porcelain ; which still

having, with infinite pains and considerable cost, con- remain perfect, unless where the design has been

structed a new oven , it turned out that the mortarhe destroyed by the introduction of one of those huge

had used was full of flints, probably the refuse of his ungraceful N's which , during the empire, were

materials ; and when the furnace was heated, these made to disfigure all the ancient public edifices of

flints flew, and attached themselves to his pottery , so France.

that it was completely spoiled. It was while he was occupied in working for the

On passing the hand over my vases, ” says he, Connétable de Montmorency, that the artist was fated

" little fragments of flint were perceptible, which cut to undergo a new species of persecution. Being a

like a razor. I instantly determined to break them strict Huguenot, his manufactory was denounced by

up, rather than sell them in a deteriorated state for the Commission despatched into Saintonge, under the

what they would fetch, which might have injured the command of the Duc de la Rochefoucauld ; and the

reputation of my discovery. But no sooner had I done Catholics of Saintes caused him to be arrested and

$0, than I was beset by the maledictions of my starving sent to Bordeaux, to be burnt at the stake. But the

family and the mockery of my neighbours, who treated reputation of Palissy was now so deservedly great,

me as a madman for not having realized a few crowns that having presented a memorial to the queen-mother,

by my damaged goods."
Catherine de Medicis, he was rescued by her inter

Nevertheless the man of genius toiled resolutely vention from this terrible sentence. It was probably

on !-Satisfied of the strength that wasin him, and of in gratitude for her interference that he invented the

iheimportance of his discovery, he went to work again, miniature statues, or figulines, of the king and queen

with an injured credit and constitution, an object of mother, to which he frequently recurs-a name de

hatred to some and contempt to others. From the rived from figulus,or workingin clay.
exhausting nature of his labours, his arms and legs Thus driven from his native place, Palissy esta

had become like sticks ; so that, according to his own blished himself in Paris, where he commenced the

brief description , there was nothing to keep up his first collection of natural history ever attempted in

garters, and his stockings came upon his heels as he France, and a series of experiments in chemistry

walked , till he was the picture of wretchedness and and metallurgy of the highest importance. George

destitution . Between the action of the prodigious beat | Agricola, who passes among the French for the father
X 2
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of the latter science, was just then publishing his A few days afterward, Bernard Palissy expired in

treatises on mineralogy. But he wrote in Latin , of the Bastille, in the fulness of his years and viriues,

which Palissy did not understand a word ; and it was about the year 1588.

the laborious experimentalist who was the first to com The works he has left us are of high and varied

municate to his countrymen at large the mysteries of interest, comprising treatises on inedicine, agriculture,

the bowels of the earth . The first course of public hydraulics, fortification, in addition 10 those on metal .

lectures ever given in Paris was by Palissy, who pla- | lurgy and chemistry. The history of the Reformed

carded the walls of the city with an intimation that for church in his native province, for which we are in

the price of one crown he was readyto communicate debted to his pen, is equal to the works of the best

to all who were desirous of information the whole of historians of his age . But, above all , the shrewdness

his discoveries in physics and natural history, and to of his observations, penetrating his simplicity of man

argue with those who were prepared for refutation . ners and language, has afforded an invaluable addition

Such as were not satisfied with his instructions were to to the moral history of those troubled times.

receive back their crown on demand. Palissy has Such was Bernard Palissy, who, in addition to the

informed us that the return of the crown was not in a creation of an important mechanical art, called into

single instance demanded ; and he has also furnished existence the germs of our most valuable scientific

us with a list of his audience, which appears to have theories and institutions, - the first china-maker in

comprised the leading nobles , prelates, and magistrates France - the first public lecturer — the first originator

of the time. In order to appreciate the merit of his of a collection of natural history — the first to assert the
undertaking, be it remembered that at that period a nature of fossil remains, and to create a school of

royal astrologer monopolised the scientific patronage mines and forests. In England he is chiefly noted as

of the court; and that alchemy was cultivated, not the first writer upon springs and fountains. But his

alone by the ignorant, but the learned of the times. memory is entitled to higher reverence, as that of a

The city was moreover distracted by civil wars, and zealous and persevering man of genius, who overcame

the bold lecturer who, without understanding a syl- | by energy of mind the united evils of persecution,

lable of the learned languages, had thus thrown down poverty, and ignorance.

the gauntlet to all the philosophers of the age, belonged

to the persecuted party. Nevertheless he continued

to assemblearound him the most remarkable per- trade or withdraw from it. In a country so exquisitely orga.Distribution of Capital. - Capitalists do not easily enter a

sonages among the learned of his day : and the nized as England, it is true that capital moves with velocity

,simple-hearted but enthusiastic old potter, after where the capitalist cannotmove;and of this wehave a luminous

wasting his best days over his miserable furnace, had explanation in Ricardo. Ricardo, who, as a stockbroker, stood

the glory of enlightening the minds of the most in the very centre of lise vast money-machinery accumulated in

enlightened.
London, had peculiar advantages for observing and investigating

In that original course of lectures, the branch of the play of this machinery: If our human vision were firted for

science to which Cuvier has added in our own time detecting agencies so impalpable, and if a station of view could

such remarkable illustration was first called into be had , we might sometimes belsold vast arches of electric matter

existence. Palissy was the first to assert thatthe continually passing and re -passing between either pole and the

fossil shells and plants hitherto esteemed a sport of equatorial regions. Accordingly, as the equilibrium were dis,
nature, were the identical objects in astate of trans- turbed suddenly or redressed, would be thephenomena of tropical

formation. The modern theory of the earth was sha- arches of continual transition , ebbingand flowing like tides,dohurricaves or of auroral lights. Somewhat in the same silent

dowed forth in his assertions concerning the nature the re-agencies of the capital accumulated in London modify,

and origin of fossil fishes, which for more than a cen without sound or echo, much commerce in all parts of the king

tury afierwards were suffered to lie dormant . By dom . Faithful to the monetary symptoms, and the fluctuations,

this wondrous instinct of an uninstructed mind, the this way or that, eternally perceptible in the condition of every

memory of Palissy became exposed to the sneers of trade, the great moneyed capitalist, standing at the centre of this

the more learned but far more ignorant Voltaire, enormous web, throwsover his arch of capital, or withdraws it,

who speaks of him as “ a visionary .” Palissy and with the precision of a fireman directing columns of water from

his shells ” afforded a fertile theme for the plea- an engine upon the remotest quarter of a conflagration . It is

santries of one to whom a jest was more available than not, as Ricardo almost professionally explains to us, by looking

out for new menqualified to enter an aspiringtrade, or by with

· Poor Palissy had now tasted as largely of the sweets drawing,some of the old men from a decaying trade, that the

of fame andprosperity as was compatible with the evil often personally ruinous, and disproportionately noisy to the
equilibrium is recovered . Such operations are difficult,dilatory,

spirit of the hour. While still collecting around him public ear in the process of execution. But the true operation

a host of eager disciples, he was seized and flung into
goes on as silently as the growth of light. The moveyed man

prison . But for the intervention of the Duc de stands equidistantly related to many different staple interests

Mayenne, immediate execution would have followed the silk trade, the cotton trade, iron trade, the timber and grain

his arrest ; and the venerable professor, who was trade. Rarely does he act upon any one of them by direct inter

now eighty-eight years of age,' was incarcerated polation of new firms, or direct withdrawals of old ones . An

in the Bastille, to secure himfrom an ignominious effect of this kind is generally as much beyond his power as
death . beyond his interest. Not a man has been shiſted from his

Some months afterward he was visited in prison by virtue have been thrown into vast laboratoriesof trade,likeshellsstation ; possibly not a man has been intruded ; yet power and

Henri III.,who was making a round of inspectionin into a city. But all has been accomplished in one nightby the

his heretic - coop. “ Monbonhomme,” said hís majesty, inaudible agency of the Post-office, co-operating with the equally

“ unless you can manage to conform in matters of inaudible agencies of capital,moving through banks and througl,

religion, I am under the necessity of giving you up to national debts, funded or unfunded . Suchis the perfection of

your enemies.”
our civilization. By the simple pressure of a finger upon the

Sire," replied the poor old man , " I am content to centre of so vast an organization, a breath of life is hurried along

dedicate the remnant of my days to the glory of God. the tubesma pulse is enlivened or depressed - a circulation is

I am sorry to hear so greata king pronounce that he precipitated or checked, without those ponderous processes of

is under the necessityof acting against bis conscience, change indispensable onthe Continent,andwhich so injuriously

and in that particular am greater than my sovereign disturb the smooth working of general business.-- De Quincy's
or those by whoin he is constrained ; for I have no fear

Political Economy.

of death , and am consequently independent."

66

a fact .
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iristanley

[ Conway Castle .)

CONWAY CASTLE. were yet unaltered ; the bards continued to stimulate

their martial spirit, and the conflicts with the English

AFTER the ancient Britons had been forced to retreat and the disputes and skirmishes among the Welsh

from the plains of England, and to shelter and defend chiefs themselves kept them in the continual practice

themselves among themountains of Wales, they main- of warfare. The conquest of the country was therefore

tained for several centuries a fierce struggle for inde- no easy task , but required for its accomplishment such

pendence against their Saxon and Norman oppressors. a king as Edward I. , who was not only skilled in war,

Mang battles were fought on the border territories : but one of the most resolute, persevering, cool, and

sometimes they were driven back into their fastnesses, politic kings that ever sat onthe throne of England,

and compelled to admit the superiority, if not the su- and who, in the conquest of Wales, used all the “ ap

premacy, of the invaders, and to pay the tribute exacted pliances and means to boot ” of disunion fomented

from them ; but no sooner was the pressure which among the native chiefs, and of bribery to induce them

kept them down relaxed or removed, than the fiery to fight against their countrymen .

Welshmen were again in arms, and, rushing down At the time when Edward I. determined on the con

upon the fruitful vales of theland which had belonged quest ofWales, Llewellyn was Prince of North Wales

to their ancestors, they plundered the plunderers, de- and Rees ap Meredith was Prince of South Wales.

vastating with sword and fire the homes of those who Llewellyn had formerly been in alliance with De Mont

had so often made their own desolate . There had fort, and had fought against Edward himself at the

generally been a king of Wales, to whom the different battle of Evesham , in which De Montfort was slain .

chiefs were at least nominally subject, but in the tenth Several years had passed away, during which Edward

century the whole country was divided into the two had been to the Holy Land, had succeeded his father

principalities of North Wales and South Wales, both of Henry III . as King of England, had returned to his

which were compelled to acknowledge the feudal native country, and had summoned Llewellyn to appear

supremacy of Athelstan as king of England , and to pay at his court, to pay the feudal homage due to him as

an annual tribute. This tribute was reluctantly paid King of England. Meantime Llewellyn had entered

to the succeeding Saxon kings. On the accession of into a contract of marriage with Elinor, the daughter

William the Conqueror the Welsh refused payment ; he of his unfortunate friend De Montfort. On her passage

therefore invaded the country with a large army, and from France to Wales she had been intercepted and

reduced them to obedience ; but under William Rufus delivered to Edward, who held her a prisoner. Lle

they were again in rebellion. In this uncertain state wellyn was indignant at this treatment, and objected to

they continued, always oppressed but never effectually appear at the court of Edward unless his affianced

subdued, till the reign of Edward I. They had been bride wasset at liberty, and a safe-conduct was granted

slowly losing territory, especially in South Wales, by to himself, which Edward refused, and a war was

encroachments of the English barons, who, to defend the consequence. The Prince of South Wales and

their acquisitions, erected strong castles so near to each Llewellyn's own brother David joined the standard of

other as to form a chain of communicating fortresses, the King of England with all their vassals . Edward

which extended from Chepstow to Milford Haven. advanced with a large army to Chester, crossed the

The people of Wales still retained their simple and Dee, took the fortresses of Rhuddlan and Flint, which

hospitable inanners, and in times of peace they were he garrisoned, and , keeping a fleet on the coast to in

genile and courteous; their ancient laws and usages tercept all supplies for Llewellyn, patiently waited the
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result of this blockade of North Wales. The result | two courts. The apartments which they comprised can

was such as Edward had anticipated . In November, scarcely now be traced. The great hall curved con

1277, Llewellyn, reducedto the extremity of destitu- formably to the bend of the outer wall . It was 130 fert

tion , was compelled to yield , and to submit to the hard long, 30 feet wide, and 20 feet high. It had six narrow

terms which Edward "imposed upon him — the for windows through the thick wall on the river side ;

feiture of nearly the whole of his territory and the im- three larger windows opened into the interior court,

position of a fine of 50,0001. This fine being much and there was another window still larger at one end ;

larger than so poor a country could pay, was of neces at the other end was the great fire -place, and there was

sity remitted . Edward no doubt expected that all was a smaller fire-place at the side. The roof was sup

now settled ; but it was not so . David, seeing the ported by eight arches. Beneath were extensive

result of the war, and that the territory to which he vaults for ammunition and provisions. Edward I. and

himself might have succeeded was wrested from his Queen Eleanor spent a Christmas here ; and knights

race, joined his brother Llewellyn, and North Wales and ladies were revelling in this great hall while the

was again in arms . On the night of Palm Sunday, conquered Welshmen were writhing beneath the sense

1282, David surprised and took the castle of Hawar- of degradation as well as the oppressions and exactions

dine. A general insurrection ensued. The Welshmen to which they were forced to submit.

rushed from their hills, and in many places drove the Conway town is of a triangular form , and stands on

English beyond the marches, while David and Lle- a steep slope towards the river. The lower side of the

wellyn laid siege to the castles of Flint and Rhuddlan. triangle extends from the castle along the bank of the

Edward, by means of a forced loan , soon collected a river ,where there is now a long quay, with a fine view

large arıny, and again crossed the Dee. While David upwards and downwards. The town was surrounded

opposed Edward in North Wales, Llewellyn advanced by a high wall twelve feet thick, strengthened by

to meet his enemies in South Wales, buthe was slain twenty-four circular and semicircular towers. It had

in an engagement with the Earl of Mortimer , near four principal gateways ; and, to prevent approach

Builth , in Breconshire, December 11 , 1282. David , from the sea, a curtain , terminated with a round tower,

who now succeeded his brother as Prince of North ran out into the river from each end of the wall. At

Wales , kept up for a short time the unequal contest |low water the river is less than fifty yards wide, and

with Edward, whom he more than once defeated . only about eight feet deep, and encumbered with shoals.

Edward, as before, not only intercepted all supplies, At high water the width is about a mile. The harbour

but hired Basque mercenaries trained to mountain is dry at low water, and frequented only by a few

warfare, who tracked like bloodhounds the half-starved coasting vessels. The population of the parish of

and ill-armed Welshmen to their last retreats. David Conway, in 1811 , was 1358.

at last was taken prisoner, and was barbarously put to At the commencement of the civil war in the reign

death at Shrewsbury, by hanging, drawing, and quar- of Charles I.,Conway Castle was held for the king by

tering. The war was now at an end, and the slaughter Dr. John Williams, Archbishop of York , who appointed

of the Bards followed soon afterwards. his nephew William Hookes governor in 1643. In

Edward now saw the necessity of securing his con- May, 1643, Prince Rupert superseded Dr. Williams in

quest. For this purpose he built the two strong the command of North Wales, which , in its result,

castles of Caernarvon and Conway. Caernarvon Castle proved to be a change of ill policy . Williams seems

is described in the · Penny Magazine,' No. 138, p . 207 to have had the spirit of one of the old warrior bishops.

( 1831), and a general view of Conway has been given Disgusted and incensed, he applied to the parliament

in No. 406 , in the Tour in Wales,' No, 3. for a promise of forgiveness for his former opposition,

Conway Castle was completed in 1284 , and from the which he easily obtained, and then joined Mytton in

peculiar style and excellence of the architecture, was the reduction of Conway . The town was taken by

doubtless constructed by Henry Ellerton, or De storm , August 15, 1646. Bishop Williamswas among

Elreton, who built Caernarvon Casile. Conway Castle, the combatants, and was wounded in the neck . The

when in its perfect state, must have been, as well from castle surrendered , November 10, 1616. The castle

situation as froin strength and beauty of structure, one was not dismantled by the parliament; but a grant

of the most magnificent fortresses of Britain . The of it had been made in the reign of Charles I. to

situation is precisely the lofty cliff on which Gray the Earl of Conway and Kulalta,who, when he ob

places his bard : tained possession in the reign of Charles II ., directed

“ On a rock whose haughty brow
his agent to remove the timber, iron , lead , and other

Frowns o'er old Conway's foaming flood."
materials of value, and to transport them to Ireland

under pretence of the king's service, but in reality for

The form of the castle was oblong, and extended the repairs of hisown property. The royal commis

along the verge of the precipitous rock, the base of sioners for North Wales made a remonstrance against

which is washed by the river Conway, which winds these proceedings in 1665, but it seems to have been

round two of its sides so as to make it almost a penin- without effect.

sula. The inner wall of the castle fronted the town of The castleis now very ruinous, but extremely pic

Conway. Between the town and the castle there was turesque. The view up and down the river is de

a wide and deep ditch , which was crossed by a draw- | lightful.

bridge to the principal entrance. A small entrance,

defended by a strong advanced work , communicated THE MATERIALS EMPLOYED AS MONEY.

with the river by narrow winding stairs cut in the The ideas prevalent concerning money are often

rock . This is no doubt the postern entrance shown in grounded on a vague conjecture ihat there is some in

the drawing at the head of this article. The walls of irinsic property in gold, silver , and copper, whereby

the castle were of great thickness,and were flankedby those nietals alone are fitted to be madeinto current

eight vast circular embattled towers, each of which coin . It is, however, chiefly from the mechanical pro

had a slender machicolated watch -tower rising from perties of those metals, and from the comparative

the top, which produced an effect of great lightness scarcity of the first two, that the selection has been

and elegance. The two towers which flanked the inade ; and we shall find that various other materials

grand entrance were called the King's Tower and the have occasionally been employed .

Queen's Tower, in each of which was a beautiful oriel In the earlier stages of society, the exchange of pro

window . The interior of the castle was divided into duce and goods was doubtless made by barter, cach
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person giving a commodity which he did not want for thing improbable in itself, we will quote his account

another which he desired to obtain. But it could not of the matter : - “ This Emperour [the Khan of Tar

always be easy so to apportion the two commodities as tary] may dispensen as moche as he will, withouten

to determine whether the one was an exact equivalent estymacioun. For he despendethe not, ne makethe

to the other. Hence arose the custom of employing no money, but of lether emprented, or of papyre.

a third article that should serve as a standard to which And of that money, is som of gretter prys, and somme

the other two might be compared . In accordance of lasse prys, aftre the dyversitee of his statutes. And

with the truth in mathematics, that “ two quantities whan that money hathe'ronne so longe that it begyn

which are each equal to a third quantity are equal to nethe to waste, than men berin it to the emperoures

each other ," this third quantity in commerce, viz. tresorye ; and than thei taken newe money for the

money, is the means whereby the equality or equal va- olde. And that money gothe thorghe out alle the

lue of the other two is determined. The third com - countree, and thorghe out all his provynces . For

modity was at first cattle, and there are many allusions there and bezonde hem , thei make no money nouther

in the early writers to commodities being valued at so of gold nor of silver. And therefore he may despende

many oxen. But as an ox is not only so bulky as to ynow and outrageously.” Whether the khan could

be transferred from one possessor to another with dif- really spend “ ynow and outrageously,” even if his

ficulty, but is also of too great value to be used as an money were made of leather, involves a question in

equivalent for small purchases, the utility of adopting political economy which Mandeville was perhaps not

some less valuable and more divisible standard or mo- quite able to solve.

dey became apparent, and we accordingly find many Salt is used formoney in some countries ; it is cut

substances to have been so employed, and to be so em- into square or brick -shaped pieces, and passes from

ployed indeed in our own times. hand to hand as money. In remote ages corn was

Shells are at the present day current for money in employed for the same purpose in agricultural coun

many parts of the East. These shells are brought ties ; and even at the present day rents and agricul

from the Maldive Islands, and are current in India tural wages are in some places estimated by a certain

under the name of cowries, while in Africa they obtain quantity of corn, which in this case serves the place of

the name of bouges. In the kingdom of Congo there money. In Iceland and Newfoundland, where fishing

is said to be another kind of shell current, called zimbi. forms an important part of the occupations of the in

Two thousand of these zimbiform a maconti or ma- habitants, dried fish performs the functions of money.

cinte ; andone of the writerson Central Africa some years In some of the WestIndia Islands sugar has occasion

ago stated that two Flemish knives were deemed worth ally been used for the same purpose ;and Adam Smith

a maconti ; a copper basin , two pounds in weight and states that, at the time he wrote his Wealth of Na

twelve inches in diameter, three maconti ; a fusee, ten tions, there was a village in Scotland where it was

macontis, & c. The cowries of India circulate at the customary for a workman to carry nails, as money, to

rate of about sixty- five for a copper coin nearly equi- the baker's shop orthe alehouse.

valent to a halfpenny. But all such media of exchange are manifestly de

Fruits have in some countries been used as money: fective. They are perishable, or bulky, or liable to

In the last century ( for matters are probably changed change considerably in value, or limited to the extent

by this time) the cacao and the maize were current of district through which they circulate, or are de

among the Mexicans as money : the former estimated ficient in some one or more of the qualities which mo

so that fifteen should be equal to a Spanish rial . Al - ney ought to possess. Metal of some kind or other

monds were used in some parts of India where cowries seems to possess a greater number of qualities favour

were not current. In proportion as the year's crop able for this purpose than any other substance ; and

was good or bad, this kind of money fluctuated in we accordingly find that metal has been by far the

value ; but in average years about forty almonds were most extensively used in all civilised countries.

equivalent to a halfpenny sterling. Most of the common metals have been employed for

Those nations who subsist chiefly by the chace, this purpose , in greater or less degree, and in some

such as the American Indians, are accustomed to use country or other. Some of these we may mention in

peltry, or skins, as money . The same material con succession .

verted into leather has been occasionally employed . Brass. - In the reign of Henry VI . the master of

There is a comedy in which an allusion seems to point the king's mint in Ireland was authorized by inden

to the use of leather money in England before the Con- ture to coin certain money ; among which were brass

quest : the wealth possessed by a lady has been buried coins to be of the value of one silver penny each , and

with her, and one of the characters says to have a certain device ; and others of a like weight

“ Why this was such a firk of piety and material to have a different device . Again, in

I ne'er heard of : bury her gold with her! Henry VIII.'s reign, the king, as is stated by Sir John

'Tis strange her old shoes were not interr'd too, Ware in his · Annals, ' “ to maintain his charges in Ire

For fear the days of Edgar should return, land , being now hard put to it for lack of monies, by

When they coined leather." reason of the vast treasure wasted in his expedition

In a History of Allchester, printed in 1667, there is into France and Scotland, and compelled by necessity,

an allusion to money made of leather, in the following gave directions to coin brass money, and commanded

words : — “ KingEdward I. his leathernmoney, bear- it by proclamation to pass for current and lawful mo

ing his name, stamp, and picture, which be used in the ney in all parts of Ireland.” In the time of James II . ,

building of Carnarvon, Beaumarish , and Conway among the extraordinary shifts to which he was put in

castles, to spare better bullion, were, since I can re- maintaining his position in Ireland, the king sent au

member, preserved and kept in one of the towers of order to the master-general of the ordnance , com

Carnarvon Castle. ” Mr. Ruding, in referring to this manding him to deliver up two brass cannon to the
passage, says that nothing further is known of these master of the mint, for the purpose of having them

leather coins than what is here stated . melted and coined into money ; and the following

Sir John Mandeville, an early traveller, who does letter was also sent to the various collectors of the re

not bear a very high character for veracity, speaks of venue in Ireland : - “ We have great occasion for his

leather and papermoney as having been in use in Tar- Majesty's use to procure so much haiomered or forged

tary. As the subject was not exactly one of those copper and brass as your parts can afford,and judging

which he was most likely to exaggerate, and has no- by the decay of trade and desolation of the country,
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mercers.

that there may be a great deal in your district or part, I promise to enter into a war against the Turks ; of his

we desire you, by yourself and officers, to inform us refusal to work any longer when he found that Edwari

presently what quantity you inay be able to furnish would not keep that promise ; and of his being shut

us with, and what the current prices are of each . And up in the Tower in consequence. That Edward be

wherever you can get ,, buy at the best rate you can, lieved in the powers of alchemy for this purpose is

and as soon as you have four or five hundredweight, proved by one of the Patent Rolls, which states that

pray send it to the Commissioners of his Majesty's the king had been given to understand that John lo

Mint.” In a pamphlet published soon afterwards, the Rous and William de Dalby could make silver by

writer, in allusion to the above orders to buy these me. “ art of alkemony ;" that they had heretofore made it,

tals , says— “ It seems that they not only bought, but and still did make it ; and that by such making of that

pillaged even the citizens' kitchens, & c., because they metal they could greatly profit the realm ; he there

found it difficult to get a sufficient supply of copper or fore commanded Thomas Carey to find them out, and

brass for the Mint." to bring them before the king, with all the instru
Tin . — This metal was coined into money by Charlesments and apparatus belonging to the said art : if they

II . , in 1684 ; and his successor, who signalized him would come willingly , they were to be brought safely

self by his brass money, issued some coins made of and honourably ; but if not, they were to be seized,

gun-nietal and of pewter, each of which contains tin . and brought before the king . wherever he might be .

But with respect to the tin farthingsof Charles II., it Henry IV. seems to havebelieved in this art, and to

was soon found that the king was likely to have the far- have prohibited its exercise, probably from a fear lest

things sent to him in payment of taxes; and as this the coinage should be tampered with. Henry VI .

did not suit his purpose, the project was given up. granted licences to different individuals, permitting

Ironwas used for money by some of the early nations. them to follow the art and mystery of turning the baser

Lead was used for small coins in England in the reign metals into gold for coin . In the thirty -fifth year of

of Henry VIII . The leaden money afterwards circu- his reign , however, after having been promisedby these

lated seems to have been merely the tokens or substi- professors wealth sufficient to pay all his debts in gold

tutes for money mentioned in a former article (p . 110 ). and silver, and being foiled in bis expectation , he

Endeavours have been made in modern times (and issued a commission of inquiry into this art, the means

successfully as respects Russia) to use platinum as a by which it was carried on, and the probable grounds

material for money. With respect to paper -money, for success. The constitution of this commission was

this is not so much actual money, as a representative sufficiently strange ; for it consisted of two or three

or symbol of it ; since the honour or good credit of friars, the queen's physician , a schoolmaster, an alder

those who issue it is the only thing which gives value man of London, a fishmonger, two grocers, and two

to the paper-it having no intrinsic value in itself be What the result of this commission was,

yond the fraction of a farthing, which the piece of Mr. Ruding says he has not found any documents to

paper, as such , is worth . show ; but another licence to pursue their art was

But copper, silver, and gold have been the metals granted to alchemists in a later year of the same

most employed for this purpose; the two latter as the king's reign . In the seventeenth of Edward IV., a

proper and most fitting , and the former for the con letter was received by the Mayor of Coventry from the

venience of making very small payments. The soli- | king, which shows that the hope of procuring gold

dity , divisibility, and durability of silver and gold, cheaply, whether for coinage or for other purposes,

together with the limited supply and the pretty equable by the aid of the mystic art, was still entertained in

maintenance of value, are the chief qualities which high quarters. It runs thus : - " Trusty and well

recommend these metals for coinage.
belover, we grete you well, and lete you wite that it

In modern times the government has not to go about hath been shewed unto us that oure wele-beloved John

in search of gold and silver for conversion into money. Frensh, oure s'v'nt, con’inyng and com'only abydyng

There are bullion -dealers who buy ingots of gold and in oure cite ther, entendeth behis labr to practise a

silver from abroad , or buy up foreign coins or old true and p'fitable conclusion in the cunning of trans

English coins, or fragments of gold which the refiner mutac'on of metalls, to oure pr'fyte and pleasure, and

has procured from many sources and melted down for to make a cler shewing of ihe same before certu

into a mass ; and the gold thus procured, if taken to oure s'v'nts and counsells by us therefor appointed ,

the Mint under certain regulations and at certain ap- is required a certayn tyme to p'par his mat'ials ; we

pointed times, may be there coined into money, small not willing therfor ouré seid s'v'nt to be trobled in

deductions being made to pay the expense of coining. that he shall so work or p’pare for oure pleasure and

But in former times the government were often p'fite, woll and charge yewe that ye ne suffer hym in

sadly at fault as to the means of obtaining the precious eny wyse by eny p'sone or p’sones to be letted, troubled,

inetals for conversion into money. Atone time it was or vexed of his seid labour and practise, to thentent that

ordered that no gold or silver should be taken out of he at his goode lib'te may shewe unto us, and such as

the country ; at another, that none should be used for be by us therfore appointed, the cler effect of his

plate, or gold lace, or unnecessary luxuries; at other seid conclusion.”

times certain advantages were offered to the possessors Henry VIII. , too, shared in the same delusion ; for

of gold and silver, to induce them to have it coined . there is among the Patent Rolls one showing that he

We need hardly wonder if, when coin was scarce bad recourse to alchemy for the supply of his mint

and the means for making it were also scarce , and when with bullion ; he gave a patent to certain parties for

ignorance in matters of science greatly prevailed, there practising that art, and speaks with the utmost confi

were attempts made, or at least hopes held out, to dence of being able soon to pay all his debts with real

transmute the baser metals into gold by the mys- gold and silver produced by ihe stone - by which we

teries of alchemy. We accordingly find such instances are probably to understand the “philosophers' stone"

to have occurred. Edward III., after trying in vain of the alchemists.

to get a sufficient supply of bullion , is said to have When it is known that such a man as Bacon believed

looked to the skill of Raymond Lully, the alchemist , for in the possibility of transmuting other metals into

Ashinole has given a very circumstantial ac- gold, we need not wonder that in an earlier age, and

count of the bringing of Lully into England by Cremer, among men of less powerful mind, the same credulity

Abbot of Westminster ; of his agreeing to make the prevailed.

king rich by his art, in consequence of That monarch's

a store.
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A DAY AT THE SHEFFIELD CUTLERY -WORKS.

(Suw -Grinders. - Sheffield Grinding-Mills.)

In the Supplement for March, relating to the Steel- makers, Studders and Handle -ornamenters, and many

Works of Sheffield , we had occasion to notice some of others. It is true that other manufactures are carried

the peculiarities of that town as a centre of manufac- on to a considerable extent; for instance, the immense

tures. But we must now view it more closely. We supply of steel at hand affords facilities for the produc

must regard it as one great workshop for the pro- tion of various articles, such as fenders, wire, anvils,

duction of cutlery and edge- tools — a huge factory which hammers ; the large use of horn for handles has led to

scatters its separate departments in different parts of the settlement of ihe comb manufacture at Sheffield ;

the town, but still retains them all, like so many links the supply of bone for handles has given rise to button
in a chain.

mould making ; and there are considerablemanufac

If we take a Directory of Sheffield as an index to tures in white metal, including silver and its various

the employments of its inhabitants, we shall see that, imitations. But still all these are so far outweighed

alibough the distinct occupations are very numerous, by the arrangements connected with cutlery, that the

there is yet a tie which connects most of them together: latter must be deemed the staple, the characteristic,

cutting instruments, of some kind or other, being the the distinguishing feature of Sheffield industry .

objects to which most of the manufacturing arrange Like as in other instances, Sheffield has grown up to

ments relate . There are Cutlery Casters, Table-knife its present distinction by gradual advances. At the

makers, Fork -makers, Penknife- makers, Lancet- time when archery supplied the use of fire-arnis

makers, Razor-makers, Scythe -makers, Saw- makers, throughout England, Sheffield is stated to have been

Edge-toolmakers,Scissor-makers, Shear-makers,Spade celebratedfor the manufacture ofiron heads for ar

and Shovel makers : preparatory to all these are the rows :and it was known byChaucer as a place where

operations of the Steel-converters, and Tilters, and blades of knives were made; for a character in one of

Rollers, and Casters ; subsidiary to them are those con- his poems is mentioned as being furnished with a

nected with the making of handles, such as Ivory, Tor Sheffield thwytel ” (whittle) , a kind of knife which

toiseshell, and Pearl-dealers, Ivory-cutters, Horn Mer- used in those days to be carried about the person .

chants and Dealers, Horn -pressers, Boné Merchants Rather more than two centuries ago the principal

and Dealers,Bone-pressers; and lastly, there are num cutlers formed themselves into a body corporate, for

berless minor occupations which contribute in various the protection of the irade, and especially forthe

Ways to the manufacture of cutlery, such as Casting- protection ofthe marks' belonging to each indivi

pot makers, Mark and Figure makers, Razor-strop 1dual, with a view to guard against the piracy of

No. 775.
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these marks by persons to whom they do not belong. are ready for the making of the teeth. This is not

It was about a century ago that the cutlery of Shef- done by a file, as some may suppose ; nor by stamping

field beganto acquire such decided excellence as to out all the teeth at one blow , as others may imagine ;

raise it to a high rank. But it was not until the intro- but each tooth is punched out separately. There is

duction of the mode of making cast-steel that this kind of flat bench so arranged that a steel cutter works

reputation reached its height; and at the present day vertically against a steel die ; and by placing the saw

it is not merely in the making of the steel , but also plate between the cutter and the die, one tooth is cut

in the mechanical details of the manufacture, that the

quality of the Sheffield steel goods is shown and

appreciated .

Perhaps the mode in which we may best glance at

the cutlery manufacture is to take, one by one, a few

cutting instruments as examples, and see what are the

chief processes which they undergo. The limited

space at our command will not admit of all the

varieties being noticed ; nor is this necessary, since

the broad features of manufacture are pretty much the

same in all . We will commence with a notice of

Saus ;

which, whether included or not in what we generally

term cutlery, hold an importance place among Sheffield

manufactures.

Saws of the commoner kind are made of thin shect

iron, planished, or hammered all over to give a cer

tain degree of stiffness and elasticity . Those of a

better quality are made of shear -steel ; while the best

are formed of cast-steel. We will suppose that the

last- named are the object of our attention. The flat

ingots of steel , az cast in themanner described in our

former Supplement, are rolled between ponderous

stcel rollers, while red -hot, into the form of sheets the

proper thickness for a saw . Many of the Sheffield

firms carryon no other occupation than this of rolling

bars of steel into sheets.

Wlien the sheets of steel are brought to the work

shops of the saw -maker, his first operation is to cut

the sheets into pieces the proper size for the saws to be

made. This operation of cutting is performed by

means of a very stout pair of shears of peculiar form .

A man holds the sheet of steel in such a position that

a

[ Toothing Long Saw .)

out at cach movementof the fly -press connected with the

cutter. The saw -plate is then shifted a little, and an

other tooth cut out in a similar manner, and so on until

the whole of the teeth are formed . These teeth of

course vary in size and shape according to the kind of

saw to which they belong. In the saws for an ordi

nary saw-mill the teeth are generally right-angled

triangles ; in the pit-saw the teeth are so formed as to

meet the fibres of the wood atan acuter angle ; while

hand-saws and thegenerality of carpenters' and joiners'

saws have teeth midway in form between the two other

kinds. The teeth, after being cut, are finished up with

and the burr, or raggedness of the edge, is

removed . The steel then undergoes the process of

hardening,' which, at some stage or other, is the case

with nearly all steel goods. The saws are laid flat in a

furnace fitted for their reception, and lieated to a de

gree determined by experience. They are taken out

of the furnace, and immediatelyplunged into cold oil

( or into some prepared liquid ), whereby they are

quenched,and made to acquire a sudden and very con

siderable degree of hardness.

When the saws, or plates,' as they are called , are

removed from the hardening -trough, part of the oily

mixture is wiped from the surface, while the re

mainder is dissipated by holding the saw over a clear
[Paring.)

coke fire ; this heating at the same time gives the

the shears may act upon it, moving the sheet from time proper degree of temper or elasticity to the steel.

to time as the cut extends; while another works the While yet warm , the steel is hammered at different

shears. The edges of the pieces of steel are then made parts, to remove any warping or bending which it

quite straight by means of a grindstone ; and matters I might have suffered . Then follows one of the most
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future page.

noisy operations connected with the manufacture, viz . / unerring manner in which the workman proceeds

the'planishing.' The saw is held in the left hand of along the saw, missing every alternate tooth, striking

the workman, rested on a small polished steel anvil, one blow on each of the others, and yet advancing from

and bammered repeatedly on every part of the surface one to another almost as fast as the eye can follow him .

with a small hammer, whereby a clatter is produced He then turns the saw over , and bends the other hali

from which a stranger gladly escapes. The object of of the teeth in a siunilar manner, but in an opposite di

this process is tomake the saw true, even , and of cqual rection. There is a kind of bevel or slope in the small

elasticity in every part. The operation requires a anvil, to effect a bending in the teeth of the saw .

great deal of dexterity; for the workman, by giving These are the main features, such as we witnessed

to the saw a kind of vibratory motion as he goes on, at the Saw -manufactory of Messrs. Hoole and Uns

tests the elasticity and tension of the steel, and acquires worth . Several minor details wc may pass over, and

by habit the tact of knowing where to strengthen the the making of the handles we shall slightly notice in a

weaker parts by increasing the number of blows.

The saw is then carried to the wheel, ' or grind

stone, where both surfaces are ground all over, to re
Table- Knives.

duce them to an even and regular state : this process A table-knife is perhaps the most important of the

having relation to the outer surface of the saw, while different articles of cutlery -- not from its quality, for a

the planishing relates more to the internal texture. razor is more highly finished ; not from its intricacy,

The grindstones employed for saws are of large size, for a clasp -knife has more detail about it but from

sometimes as much as six or seven feet in diameter. the large extent to which the use has risen . Every

The saw is too thin and flexible to be held against the house in England, except the very humblest, has as

grindstone as a knife would be ; it is therefore fixed many table-knives in it as there are inmates ; and

lightly to a board, and the board so held by the grinder most houses have a great many more. When we con

as sketched in our frontispiece) as to bring the saw sider, too, that table -knives, as well as other articles,

in contact with the edge of the stone, shifting to and have the art of wearing away, and that the industry

fro, until every part of both surfaces has been ground and the brickdust of the housemaid greatly hasten this

down level and true. As sawsof the larger sizes could process ; and when we look abroad to notice the

not be conveniently held in this way, they are suspended avidity which all rude nations exhibit to gain posses

at both ends by cords from theceiling, and swung back- sion of an English knile - we shall be prepared to re

wards and forwards to bring them to the proper posi- gard this as a very extensive branch of Sheffield ma

tions . The peculiarities attending this process are very nufacture.

exactly portrayed by Mr. Holland ( in his Treatise on Thereis in most of the operations on steel goods a

the Iron and Steel Manufacture) , in the following series of processes pretty constant in their general

Words :- " It is not easy to conceive the idea of muscu- character. The forging, the hardening, the tempering,

lar exertion,imminent danger, and peculiarity of atti- the grinding, the sharpening, the polishing - all form

tode presented to the eye ; and the mind of an indivi- steps in most of the series, and bearing a certain re

dual,who,unaccustomed to such a spectacle, looks at semblance in their general character. A table -knife,

a saw-grinder when at work, standing on tiptoes over for instance, is forged out of a piece of steel of higher

a great grindstone revolving with a fearful rapidity ; or lower quality according to the price at which it is

his arnis outstretched towards the extremities of the to be sold. The very commonest are probably not

board under which lies the saw, and pressing against it steel at all, being simply bar iron ; the next quality

with his knees to keep it in the closest contact with the may be common steel, the next shear -steel, and the

surface of the stone ; " his person and dress appearing highest of all cast-steel. But whatever be the ma

at the same time as if they had been dipped in an terial, a length of bar is cut off, sufficient for one

ahre-bed-present a picture of no common interest." blade, and forged into shape. All the Sheffield forges

This grinding, though it gives one kind of regularity are pretty much alike. They consist of a forge -fire

and equability to the saw , deranges it in respect to an- kindled by bellows ; and have a large block of stone

ober ; for the steel requires another planishing, or or wood, serving as a bench , and provided with small

hammering on an anvil , to restore to it the flatness and steel anvils, stiiheys, bosses, hainmers, and other in

straightness which the grinding had disturbed. After struments necessary to the operation. The piece of

this secondhammering, it is passed over a small coke steel is heated in the fire, placedon an anvil and ham

file till a particular and carefully tested degree of mered into form ; being turned over and about in

temper,' or clasticity , is given to it. Another grind every direction, and the workman regulating his blows

ing, but much slighter than the former, takes out the according to the form which he wishes to produce,

marks of the hammer, and gives a uniformity of ap- reducing the thickness from one end to the other, and

pearance. from one edge to the other. But this relates to the

There next ensues a process so slight, so simple, and blade only ; the ' tang ,' or part which goes into the

$ 9 soon ended, that it would seem hardly necessary to handle, is a separate part. To make this tang , the

give it a separate place in the description; but it at rudely formed blade is welded to a rod ofiron,about

the same time so remarkably illustrates the fact ac- half an inch square ; and a sufficient length of this

quired by long practice, that astranger is likely to be iron is cut off to form the tang, and also the shouliler,

more struck with this than with any other part of the or the projecting partbetween the tang and the blade.

operations. If we look at the teeth of a saw, we shall The end of theiron is heated and forged so as to be

see that half are bent in one direction, and half in the reduced in size sufficient to form the tang ; and the

wher; every alternate one being bent differently. shoulder is next brought into shape by liammering it

This is done by the blows of a bainmer, one blow to in a kind of die or stamp called a "swage. The tang

tach tooth . The saw is rested flat on a steel anvil, and the bolster being made, the whole is heated a

and held by the left hand of the workman, who lias a second time, and the proper form and dimensions

very small hammer in his other hand. With this bam- given to it. The blade is then heated red -hot, and

mer be strikes the sides of the teeth, one at a time; the plunged perpendicularly into cold water , by which a

weight of the hammer, the shape of the hammer-head, sudden hardening is effected ; and a gradual heating

and the force of the blow, being just such as will on- afterwards to a certain point gives the ' temper ' or

able one blow to give the required bending to the degree of elasticity best fitted for the purpose to which

woih. But the point worthy of note is the rapid and table -knives are to be applied.

Y 2
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to illustrate this arrangement. It is a large castellated

structure-open to the objection, perhaps, of exhibit

ing a style of architecture wholly inconsistent with the

nature of the mechanical operations going on within.

There is a central court-yard surrounded by buildings,

and at different heights are galleries running round ,

with doors opening into numerous apartments on all

sides. The south side of the building is adjacent to

the river Don ; but a steam-engine supplies the moving

power. If we go into the rooms of this building, we

find men employed in grinding all the various kinds of

Sheffield steel goods. In oneroom are men grinding

saws, in another table -knives, in another pen and

pocket knives, in another forks, in another scissors,

in another razors ; employing grindstones of all sizes

from four inches to seven feet in diameter, and of vary

ing quality. All are brought into connection with the

moving power by means of the usual mechanism ; and

it is on these revolving stones that the grinding is

effected .

In such places as this Castle Mill every man con

fines himself pretty nearly to one kind of work, and

pays a rental to the proprietor for the use of the room

and the steam-power ; or sometimes a man bires a

whole room containing several grindstones, and either

employs others to work for him or sublets some of

the room . When walking round the gallery, and look

ing in one room after another,we may see the men in

their cramped attitudes ( for it is never an easy one)

bending over the grindstones, and engaged from morn

ing till night in grinding articles of cutlery or other

steel goods. These goods are not their own, but be

long to others, who merely employ them as grinders.

But to return to our table-knives. When the knives

are ground, they are ready for . glazing' or 'polish

ing. This is performed on a wheel called a ' glazer ; '

consisting of a circular piece of wood, fixed upon an

irun axis, and coated on the edge either with leather,

or with a ring of metal consisting of an alloy of lead

and tin . The leather -faced glazers, used for glazing

(Forging Razor-blades.)
table -knives, are first covered with a solution of glue

When the knives are thus far prepared, they are and then with emery powder ; and it is by friction

carried to the grinding wheels, where the blade is against this slightly roughened substance that the glaz

ground all over on a large revolving stone; whereby ing of the knife-blade and shoulder is effected. The

the surface is brought level, the edges made straight, extent to which this process is carried on has led to the

or at least regular, the point rounded or tapered as the establishment of buff and glazer makers' among the

case may be, and the edge sharpened. The grindstones trades of Sheffield .

made use of for grinding table-knives are between Forks.

three and four feet in diameter, and about six inches

broad upon the face. They are formed of a species of Fork -making is not without its peculiarities among

sandstone, and revolve with great rapidity, without at the departments of Sheffield industry. Most of the

the same timegreatly heating the articles being ground. fork -makers live in the environs of the town; and in

The knives areground first upon this stone, and after- deed there are one or two villages almost wholly inha

wards upon one of finer texture called the whitening bited by these operatives. Forks are in most cases made

stone. ' of common steel,' that is, blister -steel which has been

Here it may be well to notice the customary arrange- drawn out under the hammer, but neither sheared nor

ments at Sheffield respecting the grinding of steel cast. They are forged out of rods about three- eighths

goods. As the town is dotted here and there with of an inch square,in the following manner : - The tang

* Tilts, so is it likewise with . Wheels ;' and in the and shank of the fork are first roughly formed, by

one case aswell as in the other the name is an abbrevia- hammering out the metal while in a red -hot state;

tion well known among the townsmen . A wheel and being again beated, the proper contour is given

is a building fitted up with a large number of grind to them by means of a die and swage or stamp:

stones, each hired at a weekly or yearly rental, by a The prongs are formed by stamping with a powerful

grinder, who grinds some kinds or other of cutlery for punch acting on the principle of the pile drivingma

other persons .Before the introduction of steam -power, chine, but of course with a force proportionate to the

the grinding wheels were in most cases situated by the work to be done . There is a large anvil fixed in a

side of a fall in one or other of the rivers of Sheffield, block of stone nearly on a level with the ground ; to

80 as to obtain the action of a water-wheel ; and these this are attached two rods of iron of considerable thick

little structures often presented a picturesque appear - ness, fixed about a foot asunder, perpendicular to the

ance. But in modern limes large buildings have been anvil, and reaching to the ceiling ; the hammer or

appropriated for this purpose, amply provided with stamp, weighing about a hundred pounds, grooved on

steam -power. There is one building in particular, each side, slides up and down by meansof the iron

called the Castle Mills, situated ncar the junction of rods, which act as guides; a rope, passing from the

the Sheaf and the Don, which is especially calculated hammer over a pulley, gives the 'workman the means
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of raising the hammer ; and lastly , the lower surface , between three and four pounds, with a face or surface

of the hammer and the upper surface of the anvil are about an inch in diameter. The blade of the knife is

earh provided with adie or stamp adapted to the cutting first hammered out at the end of the rod of steel , and

ofthe prongs. The blank fork, being heated to a certain as much more is cut off along with it as is thought ne

degree of softness, is placed on the lower die, and the cessary to form the joint. The blade is then taken in

hammer containing theother die is made to fall upon it a pair of tongs, and heated a second time to finish the

from a height of six or seven feet. This forms the joint part, a temporary tang or prung, being formed

prongs and the middle part of the fork, leaving a very at the same time. The blade is again heated, and

thin substance of steel between the prongs, which is hammered to a better and more correct form ; and

afterwards cut out by means of a fly - press. The forks while yet hot, it is cut or stamped with a crescent

thus brought to the form so familiar to us, are annealed shaped chisel,to form the nail-hole, or notch by which

by heating in an oven and then gradually cooling, so as clasp -knives are alwaysopened, The blade is hardened

to acquire a softness sufficient to enable them to be by being brought to a red heat, and then dipped in

filed all round and between the prongs. After this cold water up to the shoulder.

they are hardened, by being heated and suddenly The blades of pocket -knives, and of all other kinds

cooled
of clasp - knives, are made nearly in the same way ; and

The grinding of forks is one of the most lamentable at a certain stage in the proceedings they are sent to a

operations in the whole series of manufacturing pro- • wheel ' to be ground ; after which they are glazed '

cesses, from its deleterious effects on the health . Forks on a leaden wheel coated with emery ; and the finer

are ground upon a dry stone, called the ‘ fork-stone,' kinds are still further polished on a circular piece of

formed of sharp grit of a whitish colour, very similar wood covered with buff leather,and coated with a paste

to that of which millstones are formed . The stone is or composition .

abouthalf a yard in diameter and two inches broad at The finishing of a penknife is a curious instance of

the edge. The grinder sits on a horse or stool, bends minute detail. When the pieces of ivory, pearl , tor

over the stone, holds the fork crosswise against the toiseshell, horn, orbone, which are to form the outer

stone, and grinds all the parts of the surface to a surface of the handle, are roughly cut to shape; when

smooth and even condition . If the stone were wetted, the blade has been forged and ground ; and when the

as in most other cases, the inconvenience would not be steel for the spring is procured,—the whole are placed

great ; but the stone is kept quite dry, whereby not in the hands of a workman who proceeds to build up a

only is there a profusion of'sparks given out, but the clasp -knife from the little fragments placed at his dis

face and head ofthe grinder are enveloped in an atmos- posal . So many are the little matters which he has to

phere loaded with small particles of steel and grito attend to, that a common two-bladed knife has to pass

stone, which are inhaled into the lungs . Such is like- through his hands seventy or eighty times before it is

wise the case in the process of needle -grinding ; and finished.

in both instances the workmen infallibly fall victims When we speak of an ivory -handled,' or pearl

to a distressing disease known as the ' grinders' handled' penknife, the ivory or pearl is said by the

asthma . It is said that there are hardly any fork- workman to form the outer scale of the knife, and

grinders more than forty years of age, since the disease is only for ornament ; the real foundation of the handle

carries off most of them before they reach that time of being the “ inner scale, ' which is formed of metal.

life... When describing the Needle-manufacture at The spring is the piece of steel which, running along

Redditch , in the Supplement for January, 1843, we al- the back edge of the knife, separates the two scales or

luded to the laudable endeavour of Mr. Abraham of halves of the handle ; and by its elasticity exerted upon

Sheffield to devise a remedy for this sad evil, by placing the tang of the blade, it secures the blade in certain

a shield of magnets in front of the grinder's mouth, positions- closed, half-closed, or open. The inner

whereby the sinall particles should be arrested and scales and the spring are both forged to the workman's

prevented from entering the lungs. Another plan has hands, and his office consists in putting all the pieces

been suggested by a Mr. Elliot; which consists in the together. He works at a small bench near a window ,

adoption of a long box or wooden chimney, placed op- and is provided with a number of tools to facilitate his

posite to and partially covering the grindstone in front, operations -- such as a vice , a small anvil, hammers,

vbile the other extremity is carried through a hole in several files, steel burnishers, a drill-bow and drills for

the wall . In this arrangement it is said that such a boring holes, a glazer coated with emery, a polisher

current of air is excited by the mere revolution of the coated with oil and rotten -stone, steel - plates to act as

stoneas to carry the dusty particles through this funnel gauges in making holes through the various parts of

into the open air outside the building. Yet both these the knife, and a number of other little appliances

plans have been rejected by the workmen, and so have which we cannot enumerate . With the aid of these

all others having for their object the amelioration of he shapes andadjusts his various pieces, fastens them

this employment. Whether it is that the contrivances with pins or rivets, files down these pins to give them

are very troublesome to arrange, or whether the grind- a neat and level appearance, polishes every partafter

erswish the occupation to remain unhealthy in order it is fixed ; and, in short, hedoes to apenknife what a

that wages may remain high (and both opinions watchmaker does tò a watch - he makes very few of

have beenexpressed ), certain it is that dry -grinding is the parts, but he adjusts them all. Our concluding

still what it has ever been — one of the most disastrous cut sketches the penknife-cutters at an establishment

occupations connected with the manufacturing arts; of which we shall presently speak .

and it is equally certain that unless the men aid the at
Razors.

tempts made for their comfort, all such attempts must

be fruitless. Here we come to a species of cutlery which has

Pen and Pocket Knives.
perhaps excited more attention than any other ; re

specting which more has been written ; and in the pre

A table-knife maker does not and probably cannot paration of which more care is taken . Commercially

make a clasp -knife. He uses tools of different size, speaking, this department of manufacture is not so

and his hand and his eye become accustomed to a kind important as that of table-knives, from its much more

of work from which he could not readily depart. limited application ; but thegood quality requisite to

Penknives are generally forged by one man, with the fit action of a razor has made it an object of

ihe hammer and anvil simply, the former weighing moment both to the steel-maker and to the cutler.
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razor.

The blade of a razor is forged much in the same proceedings; and we give the following table to

manner as the blade of a knife, but from steel of a show how the two have sometimes been worked out

particular quality. The rod of steel is heated at one together :

end, and hammered into a shape bearing a rude re

semblance to that of a razor. The concavity of the

430 Slagelse yellow } Fitted for razors and lanceis.surface is produced by hammering the blade on the

rounded edge of the anvil. The piece is then cut off, 470 Yellow

with an additional length sufficient to form the tang 490 Brown
Penknives.

for insertion in the handle. The quality of the metal 510
Brown, with purple spots ) Pocket-knives,

is required to be peculiar on this account, that the 530 Purple table -knives,

thickness of the back and the edge of a razor differs so
550 Bright blue scissors.

greatly, that much hammering is necessary to produce 560 Blue

the latter, and the hammering can only be borne by 600 Blackish blue } Springs.

good metal . Some razors are made with a straight

edge, some with a convex edge, some of equal breadth We only give this as one instance of an attempt at

throughout, some wider at the point than near the system ; for almost every distinguish
ed cutler' has

handle, some short and broad , some long and narrow ; favourite views of his own respecting the tempering

but these are all differences to suit individual taste, of cutting instruments.

and have little to do with the real quality of the The razor, when ground, tempered, and polished, is

fitted into its handle by means similar in character to

Razors are generally tempered before they are those employed in handling penknives, but less

ground ; but sometimes ground before they are tem complex .

pered. They are ground upon very small stones, often It may be remarked , that among the points yet un

those which have been worn away to too small a size determined concerning the quality of razors, the con

for other grinders. The reader may perhaps have seen dition of the iron whence the steel is made has not yet

or heard of razors ground upon a 4 -inch stone; this been fully understood. It has been supposed by some

character being mentioned as a test of excellence. that steel , or the iron froin which it is made, is in

What is here meant may be explained as follows : - proved in quality by being buried in the earth for a

every razor is concave or hollow on the surface; this long time. A curious instance occurred a few years

concavity must be produced ormaintained in grinding ago in illustration of this opinion. An eminent London

by the use of a stone equally convex. When a stone cutler, having buried some razor- blades for three years

four inches in diameter is employed , it mustgive to the in the earth, and having formed an opinion that the

razor a corresponding concavity, or a curve of two quality was greatly improved thereby, was desirous of

inches radius ; and it is evident that this can only be obtaining some iron or steel which had been so buried

produced by wearing away the substance of the razor for a much longer period. It happened that about

in such a way as to give a very thin edge. Now the that time old London Bridge was pulled down, and all

thinner the edge, the finer and sharper can it be made the piles were found shod or pointed at the lower end

in the process of whetting ;' and hence there is an with iron , which had been thus immersed in the earth

inference that, other things being equal, a razor for many centuries. The cutler bought all this iron,

" ground on a 4-inch stone” will yield a keener edge fifteen tons in weight, and had it converted into steel .

than one ground on a stone six, eight, or ten inches in The thicker portions yielded indifferent steel; but the

diameter. On the other hand , anyman who is blessed thinner, which were both more sonorous and more

with a strong wiry beard will find that a very fine and tough than any other iron known, produced a kind of

delicate edge is spoiled almost immediately by it ; he steel superior, it is said, to any that the cutler had

must have a razor whose edge possesses strength as previously known ; so that it was said at the time,

well as keenness ; and such a onemust have been ground - We might mow our beards with a relic of old

on a stone larger than four inches in diameter. Taking London Bridge."

all these points together, therefore, it seems probable It may be added, that iron is occasionally made of

that the concavity of a razor ought to bearsome rela- so good quality that it is capable of being formed into

tion to the kind of beard with which it is to be brought razors without previous conversion into steel. We

in contact; and that a medium concavity, produced by have seen one made of Butterley iron , capable of ren

grinding the razor on a stone six or seven inches dering moderate, if not excellent service.

in diameter, is more likely to be generally service

able than any other. - If the reader knew how many
Scissors.

“ Essays on "Razors ” have been written , and how These implements of cutlery, though appearing to

carnestly all these points are discussed, he would see he eye more complex than knives and razors, are

that they are not deemed so trifling as might at first produced in a way very similar to them . In forging

appear. scissors, each half is ofcourse made separately, by the

The tempering ofa razor is not less important than aid of the forge, the hammer, and the anvil .The

the grinding, since the fineness and durability of the anvil of the scissor-forger is rather a large block of

edge depend greatly on it . This tempering, as we steel, having grooves on its surface for admitting

have before had occasion to observe, is given by various little indented tools called bosses. One of these

exposing the article to a certain temperature, and busses assists the workman in giving a proper figure

then allowing it to cool gradually. This temperature to the shank of the scissors; another for forming that

is inatter of experience. No one seems yet to know part which is to receive the rivet ; and a third for

why a particular temperature gives a particular tem- giving a proper figure to the upper side of the blade.

per ; there is no known general principle which per- There are also contrivances to assist in giving shape

vades all the applications; and therefore each cutler or to the bow or handle of the scissors.

workman uses such a heat, and tests it by such signs, The shank of the scissors is first formed by means

as seem best to accord with the result of his ownex- of one of the bosses, leaving as much steel at theend

perience. In general, the colour which the steel as will form the blade ; and a small hole is punched , to

attains while hot is taken as the test, each kind of form the first semblance of the bow or handle. The

cutlery having a colour best fitted for itself. Others form of the blade is then given, and the piece cut off

endeavour to use a thermometer to direct their from the bar of steel. The small hole is next enlarged,
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by various iinplements, to the form and shape of the

bow .

When many are thus forged, they are annealed to a

state ofgreater softness, grouped together in pairs,

and filed regular in all those parts which the grind

stone cannot reach. The rivet-hole is then bored ; and

after being hardened and again tempered down to a

particular point, they are sent to the wheel to be

ground . The grindsione employed for small scissors

is about the same size as that used for penknives ; but

the outer surface is ground on a larger stone. After

the grinding, the scissors are glazed, and afterwards

polished, if they be of the best kind. Since there are

parts of the scissors which cannot be reached by the

glazing and polishing wheels, a small wheel is em

ployed having hard brushes on its circumference, the

bristles of which penetrate to the intricate parts of the

scissors, and polish them by means of emery or crocus.

As scissors are made from a farthing a pair to ten

guineas apair, every possible stagein the process, and

every shade of difference in the quality of the material

employed,are made to bear a proportion to the price

at which the article is sold ; but the above sketches

forth the general routine. In large scissors the face

of the blade only is made of steel, all else being made

of iron ; in cheap articles, the metal is cast at once

into a scissor-mould , so as to save the expense of

forging ; in the costly kinds, the handles are chased,

or etched , or studded with small ornaments, or inlaid

with gold—according to the value placed upon them .

Handles.

We have more than once had to speak of the handles

for knives, razors, and other articles of cutlery. These

form an important and extensive department of Shef

field industry, leading to a vast consumption of

material.

According to the technical phraseology applied, all

handles are called hafts in which a tang of the knife

passes into a hole in the handle, and is there fixed ;

while the handles which are formed of two flat pieces

riveted to a central plate, as in penknives, are called

scales. A haft and scale maker, therefore (one of
(Cutting Ivory Handles with Circular Saw .)

the trades of Sheffield ), is in fact a handle-maker. manufacture, which places them in a distinct rank.

The workmen whoengage in this employment con- When horn is made hot, it becomes so soft and ductile

fine themselves each pretty nearly to one kind of that it may be pressed into moulds ; and this circum

Inaterial. The pearl-handle makers procure the shells stance is taken advantage of to give an ornamental

from the shores of India and Africa ; these shells are device to horn handles, except stag's-horn, which is

about six inches in diameter, and are so extremely left in its natural state . The tips or solid part of

hard that they have to be wetted while being cut with ox -horn and buffalo -horn are made into hafts, while

saw, to prevent the saw from being softened by the the other parts are made into scales. The mould for

lieat. This is a dirty occupation , and is accompanied pressing is in two halves, which close together like a

by a pair of pincers ; and thismould hasthe device on each

very ancient and fish -like smell,” of its halves. The mould is heated in a fire ; the piece

of horn is cut nearly to the requisite size, and put into

elicited by the heat from the shell itself. The pearl, or it ; and the mould is pressed in a powerfulvice, whereby

rathermother-of-pearl,is cut up into thin slices , to be the horn receives the impress of the device.

afterwards used for the scales for penknives, razors, There is also a good deal of skill shown in staining

&c. Ivory handles are made by sawing up elephants' horn , bone, and ivory, or inbleaching them ; as also in

tusks into the most useful pieces they can make, by studding and ornamenting them in various ways.

means of a circular saw . If the ivory is for scales, it

is cut into veneers ; but if for hafts, it is cut into small
System of Manufacturing.

oblongpieces,which areafterwards brought to shape All these departments of Sheffield manufacture, and

by hand , polished,and pierced for the reception of the others which we have not particularly noticed, are

tang. Bone handles are similarly made by cutting in themselves separate branches, and are only united

with a small circular saw , and then filing into shape; in respect to the larger merchants and manufacturers.

and the same may be said of ebony and fancy-wood These manufacturers buy the steel from one or more

handles generally . Saw -handles are cut out ofwood , firins, have it forged by another or several others,

which, after being planed to the proper thickness, is ground by others, and finished by others ; or they will

fixed in a vice, cut with a very fine saw , sinoothed purchase ready-made goods from smaller manufac

with files and glass-paper, pierced with rivet-holes, iurers; or they sometimes advance money to workmen

and riveted to the saws. Metul handles are, of course, to purchase material, and then agree to give a certain

made in a way similar to other articles of metal. price for the articles. In short, there are several

Horn handles have a peculiarity in their mode of inodes of conducting the manufacture, but the fuctory
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system is not one ofthem . By this we mean, that placed ina glass case on a rotating stand, and is about

there is no large building, under a central authority, ihirty inches in height. It contains two hundred and

in which a piece ofsteel goes in at one door,and comes twenty blades, all of large size, and most of them

out at another converted into knives, scissors, and exquisitely engraved, or rather etched, with portraits

razors. Nearly all the articles of cutlery made at of distinguished persons, views of the chief buildings

Sheffield travel about the town several times before in Sheffield, and other subjects. These pictures being

they are finished.
of a dead white appearance, on steel having the most

There are, however, a few large firms which,besides brilliant polish that art can impart to it, and being

selling all the various kinds of cutlery, manufacture skilfully done in respect to drawing, the whole assem

largely on their own premises. The firm of Messrs. blage is strikingly beautiful. Such parts of the handle

Rodgers and Co. is one of these. On visiting the as present a flat surface are of pearl, studded with

show - rooms of this establishment a stranger can jewels ; and it is said that a sum of between seven and

hardly avoid being struck by the display of manufac- eight hundred guineas was expended in wages alone

turing skill which meets the eye. Sheffield has long in the production of the knife !

been the head -quarters of the cutlery trade ; and we Many persons may perhaps occasionally have seen

here see examples of what Sheffield skill can produce. curious little specimens of cutlery , in which the object

Besides the bulk of manufactured articles , such as we seems to be to try how much can be done in a small

find a sale in the common course of business, there are space. One such is included among the curiosities of

three or four highly curious specimens of workman- this show-room . It consists of a group of ten pairs of

ship, to be seen . One is a clasp -knife not more than scissors, each complete in itself, each about olie-tenth

an inch in length when closed , and yet containing of an inch in length, and the whole ten weighing rather

seventy-five blades, all perfectìy and properly formed, less than a grain ; or (to give a familiar standard) it

and resembling in shape such as are customarily used would take nearly five hundred such pairs of scissors

in clasp -knives, but on quite a miniature scale. Every to weigh as much as a silver sixpence !

blade has its spring, hinge, rivet, and other appendages, With respect to the workshops of this firm (excluding

so that it forms altogether a tiny, yet multitudinous those relating to the manufacture of plate and plated

knife. Another specimen is about two feet in length, goods, which wedo not notice here), they exhibitmany

and contains the enormous number of eighteen hundred of the branches of manufacture which have been occu

and forty-one blades ! It was made a few years ago, rying our attention . There are ranges of forges, and

and then contained blades corresponding in number other portions of the apparatus for manufacturing

with the year in which it was made ; since then a few cutlery . Yet even in this establishment it would be

others have been added ; and it is, we believe, con- impossible to trace the manufacturing history of a

templated to bring up arrears by shortly increasing the knife without following it to other workshops in

number to eighteen hundred and forty -four, so that Sheffield. Andsuch may be said of the larger firms

this may bea sort of a Sheffield almanac and a specimen generally, as well as the smaller ones. Each class of

of Sheffield knife-making at the same time. The inanufacturers is so dependenton the others, and there

blades in this splendid group are about the usual size . is such a chain of links connecting them all, that we

A third specimen, though having less than this number have found it convenient to speak of Sheffield as one

of blades, eclipses the other two in beauty . It is | huge workshop for steel goods.

[ Penkriſe Cutlers, Messrs . Rogers's, Sheffield .]
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BLOLARES

[ The Battle of the Standard .)

ESSAYS ON THE LIVES OF REMARKABLE | the efforts and aspirations of a preceding age ; and yet

PAINTERS.-No. XXIV . these men were so great in their vocation, and so indi

vidual in their greatness, that, losing sight of the

LIONARDO DA VINCI : b. 1452 ; d . 1519.
linked chain of progress, they seem at first to have

We approach the period when the art of painting hadno precursors, as they have since had no peers.

reached its highest perfection ,whether considered with Though living at the sametime, andmost of themin

reference to poetry of conception , or themechanical personalrelation with each other,the direction of each

means through which these conceptions were embodied mindwas different- was peculiar; though exercising

in the noblest forms. Within a short periodofabout in some sort a reciprocal influence,their influence
thirty

years, i. e. between 1490 and 1520, the greatest never interfered with the most decided originality.

painters whom the world hasyetseen were livingand These wonderful artists, whowouldhave been remark

working together . On looking back wecannotbut able men in their time,though they had nevertouched

feel that theexcellence they attained was the resultof apencil, were Lionardo da Vinci,Michael Angelo,

No. 776. VOL. XIII.-2
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Raphael, Correggio, Giorgione, Titian, in Italy ; and in Iracter in which he exists to us and for us that of the

Germany, AlbertDurer. Of these men ,we may say, as great artist.

of Homer and Shakspere, that they belong to no par Lionardo was born at Vinci , near Florence, in the

ticular age or country, but to all time, and to the Lower Val d'Arno, on the borders of the territory of

universe . That they flourished together within one Pistoia. His father, Piero da Vinci, was an advocate of

brief and brilliant period, and that each carried out to Florence-not rich, but in independent circumstances,

the highest degree of perfection his own peculiar aims, and possessed of estates in land. The singular talents

was no casualty. Nor are we to seek for the causes of of his son induced Piero to give him , from an early

this surpassing excellence merely in the history of the age, the advantage of the best instructors. As a child,

art as such . The causes lay far deeper, and must be he distinguished himselfby his proficiency in arith

referred to the history of human culture. The fer- metic and mathematics. Music he studied early, as a

menting activity ofthe fifteenth centuryfound its re- science as well as an art. He invented a species of

sults in the extraordinary development ofhuman intel- lyre for himself, and sung his own poetical composi

ligence in the commencement of the sixteenth cen- tions to his own music — both being frequently extem

tury . We hear of “ the spirit of the age,” but in that poraneous. But his favourite pursuit was the art of

wonderful age three mighty , spirits were stirring design in all its branches ; he modelled in clay or wax,

society to its depths:—the spiritof bold investigation or attemptedto draw every object which struck his

into truths of all kinds, which led to the Reformation ; fancy. His father sent him to study under Andrea

the spirit of daring adventure, which led men in search Verocchio, famous as a sculptor, chaser in metal, and

of new worlds beyond the eastern and the western painter. Andrea, whowasan excellent and correct

oceans ; and the spirit of art, through which men soared designer, but a bad and hard colourist, was soon after

even to the “ seventh heaven of invention .” engaged to paint a picture of the Baptism of our

Lionardo da Vinci seems to present in his own per- Saviour. He employed Lionardo, then a youth, to

son a resume of all the characteristics of the age in execute one of the angels :this he did with so much

which he lived . He was the miracle of that age of softness and richness of colour, that it far surpassed

miracles. Ardent and versatile as youth ; patient and the rest of the picture ; and Verocchio from that time

persevering as age ; a most profound and original threw away his palette, and confined himself wholly to

thinker ; the greatest mathematician, and most inge- his works in sculpture and design ; " enraged,” says

nious inechanic of his time ; architect, chemist, en- Vasari, " that a child should thus excelhim.”

gineer, musician, poet, painter !-we are not only as Theyouth of Lionardo thus passed away in the pur

tounded by the variety of his natural gifts and acquired suit of science and of art : sometimes hewas deeply

knowledge, but by the practical direction of his amaz- engaged in astronomical calculations and investiga

ing powers. The extracts which have beenpublished tions; sometimes ardent in the study of natural bistory,

from MSS. now existing in his own handwriting, show botany, and anatomy ; sometimes intent on new effects

him to have anticipated by the force of his own intel- of colour, light, shadow, or expressionin representing

lect some of the greatest discoveries made since his objects animate or inanimate. Versatile, yet persever

time. These fragments, says Mr. Hallam ,* “are, ac- ing, he varied his pursuits, buthe never abandoned any.

cording to our common estimate of the age in which Hewas quite a young manwhen he conceived and de

he lived, more like revelations of physical truths monstrated the practicability of two magnificent pro

vouthsafed to a single mind, than the superstructure jects : one was, to lift the whole of the church of San

of its reasoning upon any established basis. The dis- Lorenzo, by means of immense levers, some feet higher

coveries which made Galileo, Kepler, Castelli , and than it now stands, and thus supply the deficient ele

other names illustrious — the system of Copernicus — the vation ;* the other projectwas,to form the Arno into a

verytheories of recent geologists,are anticipated by navigable canal, as far as Pisa,which would have added

Da Vinci within the compass of a few pages, not per- greatly to the commercial advantages of Florence.

haps in the most precise language, or on the most con It happened about this time that a peasant on the

clusive reasoning, but so as to strike us with something estate of Piero da Vinci brought him a circular piece

like the awe of preternatural knowledge. In an age of wood, cut horizontally from the trunk of a very

of so much dogmatism , he first laid down the grand large old fig -tree, which had been lately felled, and

principle of Bacon, that experiment and observation begged to have something painted on it as an orna.

must be the guides to just theory in the investigation ment for his cottage . The man being an especial

of nature. If any doubt could he harboured, not as to favourite, Piero desired his son Lionarduto gratify his

the right of Lionardo da Vinci to stand as the first request ; and Lionardo, inspired by that wildness of

name of the fifteenth century, which is beyond all fancy which was one of his characteristics, took the

doubt,+ but as to his originality in so many discoveries, panel into his own room , and resolved to astonish his

which probably no one man , especially in such cir- father by a most unlooked - for proof of his art. He de

cumstances, has ever made-it must be by an hypothesis termined to compose something which should have a

not very untenable, that some parts of physicalscience similar effect to the Medusa on the shield of Perseus,

had already attained a height which mere books do not and almost petrify beholders. Aided by his recent

record .” studies in natural history, he collected together from

It seems atfirst sight almost incomprehensible that, the neighbouring swamps and the river-mud all kinds

thus endowed as a philosopher, mechanic, inventor, of hideous reptiles, as adders, lizards, toads, serpents;

discoverer, the fame of Lionardo should now rest on insects, as moths, locusts ; and other crawling and flying

the works he has left as a painter. We cannot, within obscene and obnoxious things ; and out of these he

these limits, attempt to explain why and how it is that compounded a sort of monster or chimera,which he re

as the man of science he has been naturally and ne- presented as about to issue from the shield , with eyes

cessarily left behind by the onward march of intel- Aashing fire, and of an aspect so fearful and aboini

lectual progress, while as the poet-painter he still nable that it seemed infect the very air around.

survives asa presence and a power. 'Wemust pro- When finished, he led his father into the room in

ceed at once to give someaccount of himinthe cha- which it was placed, and the terror and horror of

** History of the Literature of Europe .' # Wild as this project must have appeared, it was not perhaps

+ When we think of Lionardo's contemporary, Columbus, we impossible. In our days the Sunderland Lighthouse was lifted

feel inclined, if not to dispute this fiat of the great historian, fromitsfoundations, and removed to a distance of several yards.

at least to ponder on it — and those ponderings lead us far. + This project was carried into execution 200 years later.
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certain cases,

Piero proved the success of his attempt. This machine,worked by a steam -engine, was placed contiguous to the

production, afterwards known as the “ Rotello del rick-yard , from which the corn is brought by a small tramroad

Fico ," * from the material on which it was painted, was to the thrashing-house ; and rooms adapted for steaming potatoes,

sold by Piero secretly for 100 ducats, to a merchant, and for slicing roots,which forma large portion of the food given

who carried it to Milan , andsoldit to the duke for 300. to the stock of every kind, are placed as near as possible tothe

stalls. The entire outlayon these permanent improvements
To the poor peasant thus cheated of his “ Rotello "

Piero gave a wooden shield, on which was painteda farmhas been enlarged to258 acres; itisnow valued for the

amounted to the sum of 78291. In its improved condition the

heart transfixedby a dart; a device better suited to poor-rate at 5641., and the capital employed in its cultivationis

his taste and comprehension. In the subsequent 40691. The value of the produceis increased morethan four

troubles ofMilan, Lionardo's picture disappeared,and times. The present tumipcrops average 26tons per acre ,and

was probably destroyed as an object of horror, by those the wheat 45 bushels, with 2000 cubicfeet of straw . Not the

who did not understand its value as a work of art. least important point is the increased demand for labour. Under

The anomalous monster represented on the “ Ro- the old system , the farm employed two men , two women, and a
tello " was wholly different from the Medusa, after- boy, with an addition of four during twelve weeks of harvest.

wards painted by Lionardo, and now existing in the It now gives employment to eleven men, five women, andfour

FlorenceGallery. Itrepresents the severed head of add to this the labour applied to draining,makingtiles, roads,

boys,being more than three times the number employed before :

Medusa, secnforeshortened, lying ona fragmentof buildings, and machinery,which, if completed in oneyear,

rock : the features are beautiful andregular ; the hair would have fully occupied 300 labourers :-weneed no further

already metamorphorsed into serpents evidence than that Lord Ducie has afforded by this example

6 which curl and flow ,
farm at Whitfield , to prove that a large outlay of capital in

And their long tangles in each other lock,
thorough-draining, and providing the buildings, apparatus,and

And with unending involutions show
stock required for the improved system of bigh farming, may, in

Their inailed radiance."
add even fourfold to the productive powers of the

Those who have once seen this terribleand fasci- labourers. We must not, indeed,concludethat thewholeof

land, with more than threefold employment for agricultural

nating picture, can never forget it. Theghastlyhead England is capable of such vast improvements : they aretobe

seemsto expire,and theserpents to crawl into glitter- made only an soils naturally rich, and rendered unproductive

ing life, as we look upon it. through bad nianagement and want of drainage, but of these we

During this first period of his life, which was wholly have at present a very large amount in those extensive western

passed in Florence and its neighbourhood, Lionardo and central parts of England tbat are situate on strata of the red

painted several other pictures of a very different cha- sandstone formation, and of which large masses still remain in a

racter, and designed some beautiful cartoons, ofsacred neglected state. One general principle carried out in Lord

and mythologicalsubjects, which showed thathis sense Ducie's farm is that of self-support by abundanthome produc

of the beautiful, theelevated, and the graceful was not tion and economy of manures. During winter, the animals are

less a part of his mind than thateccentricity and al- fed on roots, turnips, mangold-wurzel,carrots, and potatoes, all

most perversion of fancy which made himdelight in grown upon thefarm ,andon straw,andhay made onlyfrom

sketching ugly, exaggerated caricatures, and repre- manent pasture or meadow hay ; and whilst one halfof thefarm

clover and artificial grass crops ; not a single acre is left for per

senting the deformed and the terrible. is under tillage for white crops, the other half is occupied with

Lionardo da Vinci was now aboutthirty yearsold, in green crops, arranged iu such alternate order of succession as is

the prime of his life and talents. His taste for pleasure most effective to renovate the land by the manurance of sheep

and expense was, however, equal to his genius and folded on the green crops, and by well-administered supplies of

indefatigable industry ; and anxious to secure a cer- solid and liquid manures from stáll-fed cattle.

tain provision for the future, as well as a wider field

for the exercise of his various talents, he accepted the
invitation of Lodovico Sforza il Moro, then regent, On Lying.- In plain truth, lying is a hateful and an accursed

afterwards Duke of Milan,to reside in his court, butourword . If we did but perceivethe horror and ill conse

Weare not men , we have no other tie upon one another

and to execute a colossal equestrian statue of his an
cestor Francesco Sforza. Here beginsthesecond pe- quences of it,we should pursue it with fire and sword, andmore

riodof hisartistic career, which includes his sojourn withindiscretion enough,correct their children for little innocent

at Milan, that is, from 1483 to 1499 . faults, and torment them for wanton childish tricks that have

( To be continued .) neither impression nor tend to any consequence ; whereas, in

my opinion, lying only, and, wbat is of something a lower form ,

1.Model Farm . — The farm of Whitfield, bėlonging to Lord wilful obstinacy,are the faults which ought,onalloccasions,to

Ducie, is situated onthe margin of the vale of Berkeley, about which will otherwise grow up andincrease with them ; and, after

be combated , both in the infancy and progress of these vices,

thirteen miles from Bristol, on the road w Gloucester : a small a tongue has once gottheknack oflying, ' tis not to be imagined
part of it lies on mountain limestone and magnesian breccia ; butthe greater part ison a rich reddish loam , derived from strata of how impossible almost it is to reclaim it. Whence it comes to

Gandy slate and clay, belongingto the old red sandstoneforma: subject to this vice. Ihave a good fellow for my tailor, who,

pass that we see some,who are otherwise very honest men, so

tion , and naturally wet. lu 1839, when Mr. Morgan began , it

consisted of 232 acres, which had been let for a term of twenty ; been to his advantage . If falsehood' had , like truth, but one

yet, I never knew guilty of one truth ; no, not even when it had

oue years at a rent of 2001. per annum.employed a capital of 7261.in itscultivation-—68 acres arable, face only ,weshould be uponbetter terms ; for we should then

161 acres in pasture ; the total valueof the producewas4631.? take the contrary to what the liar says for certain truth ; but the

the man lived in a poor way , and, after paying his rent and

reverse of truth has a hundred thousand shapes, and a field in

definite, without bound or limit. The Pythagoreans make good

expenses, had a balance of only 28l. a year. The first improve to becertainand finite ;evil infiniteand uncertain ; there are a

ment consisted of clearing awayuseless timber; 1771 trees thousand ways to miss the white,there is onlyone to hit it.

were cut downfrom the fences,whichbeinggrubbed up and Formy own part, I have this vice in sogreat horror, that I am

levelled,added 26 acres, or about 10 per cent to the extentof not sure I could prevail withmy conscience to secure myself

the farm . Convenient roads were made ; thebrook was made from themost manifestand extreme danger by an impudentand

straight and deepened ,and the greater part of the farm thorough. solemn lie. An ancient father says that a dog we knowis better

drained, subsoil-ploughed, and limed ; new farm -yards werelaid out,surrounded with stalls for feeding oxen,and shedsfor company than a man whoselauguage wedonotunderstand.

sheep and hogs

,and furnished with tanksto receivethedrainage utexternus alieno nonsit hominis vice. And how much less so

from the cattle-sheds and from the yardmanure. A thrashing- ciable is false speaking than silence ? –Montaigne's Essays, by

Cotton .

• Rotello means a shield or buckler ; Pico, a fig - tree.
Z 2
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2[Gardens of the Royal Botanical Society, Regent's Park .]

PUBLIC GARDENS OF LONDON.
pressly inculcated the adding to our gardens rude or

neglected spots as specimens of wildnature, and he

The history of the public gardens in and near London, placed gardening on a higher elevation than was

since the sixteenth century,illustrates, with tolerable dreamed of by any one else in his time. Waller, at

completeness, the history of the changes of taste in his residence at Beaconsfield, is said to have presented

gardening, and the general tenorof its progress. more than usualevidences of naturaltaste. Addisonis

During the reign of Charles IJ . , Greenwich and $ t. the author of the paper on the Causes of the Pleasures

James's Park were laid out under the direction of the of the Imagination, arising from theworks of Nature,

eminent French landscape designer, Le Nôtre, who and their Šuperiority over those of Art,' which ap

had been invited to this country by Charles, with the peared in 1712; and Pope, of that in which the verdant

express view of introducing the splendid French style, sculpture school is unmercifully attacked in the

and many of his subjects were not slow to profit, each Guardian ,' and who, in his epistle to Lord Burling.

according to his means, by the example. Kensington ton, laiddownthe opposite principles that were to be

Gardens were commenced by William III., who cultivated,—the study of nature, the genius of tlic

stamped upon them the impress of his own, and, we place, and never to lose sight of good sense ; then

believe it may be added, the national tastes of the Thomson, by his ' Seasons,' did admirable service tothe

time. From notes made on the gardens round the cause ; andlastly, Mason published his poem on the

metropolis, by J. Gibson, in 1691, it appears the sove English Garden.

reign's example was still followed with dutiful exact The first artist who appreciated and accepted the

ness; the characteristics of them all were terrace new faith was Bridgman, who banished verdant sculp

walks, hedges of evergreens, shorn shrubs in boxes, ture from the royal gardens, introduced “ha-has' in

and orange andmyrtle trees. Kensington Gardens as stead of walls for boundaries, and portions of landscape

yet comprised but twenty-six acres, to which Queen scenery, in accordance with Bacon's ideas, but the

Anneadded thirty more,and causedthem to be laid clipped alleys were still left to be clipped. Kensington

out by Wise, who turned the gravel-pits into a shrub- Gardens, under his superintendence, were now further

bery,with winding walks, and was compared by enlarged, bytheaddition of no less than three hundred

Addison to an epic poet for so doing. It was about acres taken out of Hyde Park , and the Serpentine was

this time that there arose in different quarters a formed from a series of detached ponds. This was

more natural taste in gardening, and which, as the considered a very bold experiment. " An amusing evi

commencement of our present system , has excited con- dence of the stateof the general ideas on the subject

siderable interest and a great deal of not very conclu- of garden or landscape scenery isgivenby Mr. Lou

sive discussion. One of the sources to which this don : — “ Lord Bathurst informed Daines Barrington

taste is attributed by foreigners is odd enough - the that he was the first who deviated from the straight

Chinese; butourown poets seem much better entitled line in madepiecesof water, by following the natural

to whatever amountof credit may be justlyassignable lines of a valley,inwideningthebrook at Ryskins,

to any particular quarter. From Bacon downwards, near Colnbrook, and that Lord Strafford,thinking that

we find them exercising a steadyand growing in- it was done from poverty or economy, asked him to

Auencetothis end. That greatest of prose poets ex- own fairly how little moreit would have cost him to

3
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have made it straight.” But there is anolder claimant | end of the walk we ascend a flight of steps, to what is

to thehonour of the serpentine form - Sir Christopher called the Terrace, where, perhaps, one of the most

Wren's father, who proposed to “ reduce the current interesting buildings yet contrived for the protection

of a mile's length into the compass of an orchard,” of plants requiring, in this country, an artificial

and to employ the enclosed space to purposes of gar- climate, is about to be erected. This is an immense

denings, plantings, or banquetings, or aery delights, winter garden, entirely covered with glass,where some

and the multiplying of infinite fish in a little compass three or four thousand persons may be able at once to

of ground, without any sense of their being restrained .” move about the varied surface, ascending or descend

Bridgman was succeeded by Kent, who, whilst his ing the different walks,-above all, enjoying the novel

sculpture and his paintings have sunk into merited effect produced by passing from the hardy plants and

oblivion, seems to be recognised as the first true temperate atmosphere of their own country in the

English landscape artist, a circumstance attributed, in gardens without, gradually through a warmer and

a great measure, and no doubt correctly, to his studies warmer air, each portion having its own suitable vege

as a painter. Walpole's opinion of him is high indeed : tation, till, at last, they reach the tropical regions of

Kent was, he says, “ painter enough to taste the charms the extremity, and find themselves in the country of

of landscape: bold and opiniative enough to dare and palms, and other such magnificent inhabitants of the

to dictate, and born with a genius to strike out a great East. Turning now to theright, the walk leads usto a

system from the twilight of imperfect essays, he rea- piece of ground for the reception of plantsused or

lised the compositions of the greatest masters in paint- useful inmedicine. Anotherpiece of ground here is

ings.” Claremont and Esher were both laid out by devoted to the collection of the chief agricultural

Kent. plants. But the most generally attractive ofthe whole

The oldest Botanic gardens in England are those of will be the garden of hardyplantsfrom all parts of the

Oxford and Chelsea, the last belonging to the Apothe world, lately formed, and which already contains three

caries' Company as early as 1674, and remaining in its thousand, and will receive at least seven thousand

possession to this day ; being maintained by the Com- more.

pany for the use of the medical schools of London. Returning to the terrace, we pass to the lower

Evelyn, who visited it in 1685 , mentions as rarities he grounds onthe opposite side of the terrace, where the

saw there a tulip- tree and a tea-shrub. Here one of irregularities become more decided. Every few yards

the earliest attempts to supply plants that required it the scene changes. Now we descend into a rocky dell,

with artificial heat appears tohave been made, the spanned by an arch of rocks, and with a cave, in cha

greenhouse having been heated in 1684, according to racter with the whole, at one side ; then little rude

Ray, by means of embers placed in a hole in the floor. bridge takes us across a stream winding sluggishly

We must add to our briefnoticeof the Chelsea gar- along between its reedy banks ; then, a few yards far

dens, that it was here thatthe “ Prince of Gardeners,” ther,and we are in a kind of amphitheatre, devoted to

as Linnæus called him, Philip Miller, the author of the growth of the beautiful American plants, or those

the admirable Gardeners' Dictionary,' spent nearly requiring peat soil, the rhododendrons, kalmias, azaleas,

fifty years, having taken the management in 1722, and andromedas, &c. & c. Many other interesting floral

only resigned it a little before his death in 1771. The compartments adorn this part of the grounds, among

first Arboretum was that of Kew, established in 1760, them a rosary, in which , however, the plants are as yet

through the influence of the Dowager Princess of too small to be effective. Here, too, is the Secretary's
Wales.

office and residence, in a picturesque little building,

It is from the period of peace—1815, that we may with a richly furnished lawn in front, and a fine shady

date the commencement ofthe present extraordinary grove, with a cast of Diana and the Hart, at one side.

prosperity of English gardening ; and of which the The only other part of the gardens that we can here

Horticultural Society, founded in1820, must be looked mention is the mount, with its winding walks of ascent,

upon as the chief moving impulse. “ The Royal Bo- at the foot of which are numerous masses of interest

tanic Society of London ' is of a more recent date, and ing geological specimens. From the summit we ob

was incorporated between three and four years ago, for tainby far the finest view of the whole of the gar

the " promotion of Botany in all its branches, and its dens, which from hence have really a charmingeffect ;

application to Medicine, Arts, and Manufactures, and whilst beyond them , if we look in one direction,we

also for the formation of extensive Botanical and Orna- have the handsometerraces of the Park , backed by im

mental Gardens within the immediate vicinity of the penetrable masses of houses, and in another, the ever

Metropolis.". The grounds of the Society are in the beautiful “sister hills ” of Hampstead and Highgate.

Regent's Park , andconsist of eighteen acres, which

were previously in the possession of a nurseryman ,

and then formed an almost level surface, the only no
THE ATMOSPHERIC BUDE-LIGHT.

ticeable deviation being the slight slope of the ground About four years ago ( No. 515), we gave a brief ac

Westward. In stepping into the grounds, now , the count of what at that time constituted the Bude-light ;

change is truly surprising, and we do not know where explaining that it was a peculiar mode of aiding the

our readers could more readily obtain a practical ex- combustion of oil by a stream of oxygen gas ; that it

ample of what may be done in picturesque landscape received its name from the residence of its inventor,

gardening, on the most unpromising sites. As we Mr. Gurney, in Cornwall ; and that it was tried in the

enter, on one of the evenings devoted to the prome- House of Commons. Since that time changes of a re

nade, as it is called, a pretty rustic screen of ivy inter- markable character have been made in the nature of

cepts, for a moment, the view of the interior,—which the light ; so much so, indeed , that it seemsdoubtful

passed,wefind ourselves ona very broad gravel walk, whether the same name ought to be applied to it.

adorned at each end with largevases on pedestals. The addition of the word “ atmospheric” to the name,

As we pace along this walk we have, on the right, a however, may remove this objection. Instead of oil

picturesque-looking mound rising to some considerable being the combustible, and oxygen the supporter of

elevation from the midst of the irregular grounds combustion, street-gas is now the combustible,and

about its base, and on the left lawns and shrubberies, atmospheric air thesupporter.

behind which the winding walks disappear into the When the original Bude-light was used in the House

lowergrounds beyond,whereoccasionalglimpsesmay of Commons,inthe early part of the session of 1839,

be obtained of a brilliant parterre of flowers . At the it was regarded as an experiment,to be retained or

3
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rejected as the House might afterwards think fit. It may here be remarked, that the opposite qualities

The lights employed were first placed in the ceil . of gas as to yielding light and heat are not much at

ing of the House ; after which they were lowered tended to in London. The late Sir John Robison, se

to a distance from the ceiling, and various other cretary tothe Scottish Society of Arts, pointed out

arrangements were made with a view of testing the very clearly how much more useful coal-gas might

best position for them . In all these instances the become if more skill were shown in its management.

lamps were supplied with oil , and the flame was ex- In a paper read before that Society, Sir John alluded

cited by a stream of oxygen prepared from the oxide to the popular opinion, that the more freely a current

of inanganese. A sloping ceiling of a peculiar kind of air is admitted to a gas-light, the better the light

having been constructed, with a view to the ventilation will burn ; and exposed the fallacy byshowing “ that

of the house, it was suggested that the Bude-lights there is only a certain proportion of air required for

should be placed above the glass of this ceiling , and the favourable combustion of a definite measure of gas.

shine down throughit ; but the loss of light through If more air than this due proportion be allowed to pass

was abandoned as inexpedient. To limit this loss, reduced , and the quantity of light diminished ; if, on
so )

there were next arranged seven lights on each half of the other hand, less than the due proportion be ad

the false ceiling, so placed as to throw down light mitted, the surface of the flame will be increased by

where it was most wanted . A few weeks after this elongation, but it will become obscure, and the quan

modification, a vote of the House decidedthat the ex- tity of light will decrease, owing to the escape of par

periments should stop, and that the use of wax candles ticles of unconsumed carbon . A simple experiment
should be renewed .

will exemplify this :-If the flame ofan ordinary Ar

A subseqnent vote of the House, by which the ex- gand burner' be reduced, by partially shutting the

periments were renewed, led to the changes in the cock, to about half an inch high , the light will be pale

nature of the light itself. The lights in or above the and blue, because the supply of air is too great for the

false ceiling having been objected to, Mr. Gurney small quantity of gas which is issuing: If partial ob

placed two pendants hanging from the ceiling down struction be given to the access of air, by applying a

into the body of the house, and surrounded them by handkerchief under the burner and chimney, it will be

large and extensive surfaces of ground glass, so as to found that the size of the flame and the quantity of

sofien and subdue the light. But here a difficulty oc- light emitted will increase until it arrive at a máxi

curred : it was found that the use of liquid oil in such mum , when, by further obstruction, the admission of

a situation, involving the occasional trimming of the air will be reduced below the proportion required for

lamps, would be alınost impracticable ; and also that theburning of the carbon, andthe light will diminish."

the pipes conveying the oxygen to the flame would The blue part of a gas-flame, alluded to in the above

render it very difficult to raise and lower the lights. remarks, emits great heat and little light, and is there

There was then an arrangement made for using oil- fore an evil where the gas is employed for illumination.

vapour instead of liquid oil ; and this sceming to be Mr. Gurney arranges his plans so as to have little or

successful, oil-gas was tried . These attempts led to none of this blue portion ; while Sir J. Robison, hav

the inquiry how far the common street-gas might be ing in view the production of a very convenient gas

employed ; and as there had been gas-pipes laid along cooking stove, arranged an apparatus for producing a

the upper part of the house at a former period, Mr. highly heated but dimly illuminating flame. He wanted

Gurney purified the gas procured from this source, a substitute for French charcoal-stoves in his own

and substituted it for the oil . house, and employed gas in the following manner:

Another point related to the substitution of atmos- Each gas-stove consisted of a vertical cylinder, about

pheric air for oxygen asa supporter of the combustion. thirty inches in height by three or four in diameter.

The oxygen was made from manganese ; and as great Over the top of this wasstretched a piece of fine wire

trouble, expense, and inconvenience were often ex- gauze, having about thirty wires to the inch. A jet of
perienced in procuring that mineral—as, too, the use gas entered near the bottom of the cylinder, and as it

of oxygen involved a certain complexity in the arrange- ascendedto the top, it became mixed with the atmos

ment of the light, Mr. Gurney was led to adopt other phere. It passed through the wire gauze, and was

means ; and acting on the result of experiments made kindled as it emerged at the upper surface. Each

by him several years before, he came to a conclusion little mesh of the wire-cloth had thus its minute

that the common air of a room , if brought to act on a stream of gas, and all united to produce a flame which

gas flame in a particular manner, might produce a emitted heat without much light.

result vastly superior to that commonly produced in An attention to the peculiarities of gas in respect to

gas-lights . His plans were practically carried out; light and heat forms one of the features in Mr. Gurney's

and so well did they succeed, that Mr. Gurney took arrangement. The air is admitted to the gas-fiame in

outa patent for certain portions of the method . limited quantity and in a peculiar manner . He thus de

Thus arose , by gradual improvements, the Atmos- scribed theprinciple of the method before the committee

pheric Bude-light, which is now verymuch used in of the House of Commons: — " The mechanical principle

large buildings. The improvements depend on many by which the light is produced consists of a series of

different points, all of which contribute to the object concentric rings, at definite distances from each other,

in view . In the first place, the common street-gas, and so arranged as to regulate the quantity of atmos

although considerably purified at the gas-works, re- pheric air, and to communicate, by conduction and

quiros more purification before it is fit for use in this radiation, sufficient heat to raise the temperature of

method. The gas used in the London streets is less thegas to a given point, so as to effect the separation

pure than that used at Edinburgh and Glasgow , on of its charcoal immediately as it leaves the burner ;

account of thecoal from wbich it is produced contain and then, by an arrangement above,to bring fresh

ingmore sulphur ;andit requiresa high temperature atmospheric air attheproper pointsof theflame. A
before it will ignite. By passing this gas, however, perfect lamp will deposit the charcoal in the flame the

through certainchemical ingredients, Mr.Gurney instant it passes the jet; an imperfect one willnot. If

bringsit to a state of purity which enables it toignite so imperfect as to deposit too soon, charcoal will be

at a much lower temperature ; whereby, amongother found in therings;bf too late,then high up inthe

advantages,less heatis given outby the flamewhen fame. Thereisa point of accuracy required,which
kindled. practice has determined.” Dr. Ure, in his evidence
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before the same committee, explained that in the new 1 * TheBude-light, when used on a large scale, yields

arrangement the gas issues from two or more con more illuminating power with a given quantity of gas

centric series of holes, by which means the interior than the common burners. Professor Wheatstone

series, re -acting upon the exterior series of flames, pro- made some experiments in the crypt of the House of

duces a reciprocal augmentation of temperature, and Commons, from which he found that a Bude-light,

thereby an increased light. consuming four times asmuch gas as a common gas

When the atmospheric Bude-light had been some light, gave six and a half times as much light; so that

time employed in the House of Commons, it became for equal quantities of gas, the former gives more than

adopted in other large buildings; as its availability has half as much light again as the latter. The saving in

been found more striking in large rooms than in creases in importance as the light required is larger.

small; that is, its advantages overthe more usual For instance, if a small quantity of light were only re

forms of light are chiefly developed in large rooms quired , the saving per cent. would be less than if a

where much light is required. Clapham Church is larger quantity were needed ; so that in a very large

lighted byone large central burner, in lieuofthe large room, such as the body of a church, its advantages are

number of gas-lights before employed. This burner greatest of all. From some experimentsmade by Mr.

bas five concentric rings, each one pierced with a Gurney ( as stated in his evidence) , he found that,

number of small holes ; the outerring is eleven inches taking the average market-prices, the expense to pro

in diameter; and when the jets from all the holes are duce an equal intensity of light, would be

kindled , there are five concentric cylinders of flame, With wax candles 41.0

separated by cylindrical spaces, upwhich the atmos
33 : 0

pheric air ascends to maintain the combustion. In

» composition ditto

23.0

Christ Church, Albany Street, seventy-two Argand common oil 11.3

gas-burners of the usual kind have beensuperseded by common gas 7.2

twoof these new burners. St. Mary's Church, Spital 3.7
fields, is illuminated by one burner. St. Pancras

atmospheric Bude

Church, Regent's Square Church, Golden Square That is, if a given quantity of light from wax candles

Church, and about a dozen other churches in different cost 41 pence, an equal quantity could be yielded by

parts of the metropolis, are now lighted by the atmos- theatmospheric Bude for 3 : 7 pence, and so forth .

pheric Bude-light. At the Reform Club -House one This light is not the only one that has recently re

of the libraries is lighted by the Bude- light, while the sulted from an improved knowledge of the process of

other exhibits an ingenious and beautiful lightrecently combustion ; but it is one which, fromthe interesting
introduced by Mr.Faraday. The Senior United Ser- steps whereby it has reached its present state, deserves

vice Club House and Arthur's Club -House have the a little attention as a successful example of the appli

Bude-light ; so also have the Stock Exchange, the cation of scientific principles to the useful arts.

Colonial Society, the London Institution, several of the

London shops, and many public buildings in most of
PICTURES AND DEVICES ON WOOD.

the large towns throughout the country.

The method, after being patented, was purchased by a THERE have from time to time been devised many

Company, by whom it was practically carried into effect. different modes of producing pictorial effects on the

The burner and its appendages comprise the portion surface of wood, independent of the usual mode of

of the method to which this patent relates. There are painting a picture on a panel: some of these relate to

the concentric rings, a glass cone which regulates the pictures in the sense generally conveyed by the term ;

admission of air between these rings, a glass chimney while others relate to ornamental devices of a fanciful

toconfine the products of combustion from passing out kind.

into the room, a horizontal disk to regulate the height One of these modes is generally termed buhl-work ,

and whiteness of the flame, and other appendages. while another is known by the name of marquetry.

There is, however, another feature which deserves They are both to a certain degree synonymous with in

mention. The glass chimney of the burner yields its laying: Buhl-work consists in inlaying small orna

gaseous and deleterious contents to a pipe, which, pass- mental pieces of brass in polished wood furniture ;

ing up to and along or through the ceiling, carries off while marquetry is the inlaying of variously coloured

thewhole,and servesto ventilate theroom. This pipe pieces of wood one among another. Originally the

is generally so combined with the ornamental fittings specimens of inlaying in wood consisted only of

of the apparatus, that it does not offend the eye by its black and white pieces, and were called morescoes ;

appearance. At the Reform Club-House the pipe, but an extension of the art was made by staining the

after ascending in an ornamental form to the ceiling, pieces with various colours, so as to enable the artist

passes along above the ceiling, and enters the chimney to represent various natural objects. The discovery of

belonging to the fire-place of the room. Theeffect of America contributed to the art,by making knownthe

such an arrangement is, that the vitiated air ofa room existence of woods beautifully coloured in their natural

is drawn powerfully upward into or between the con- state ; and these agencies taken together led to the

centric rings of the burner, there parts with all or establishment of a favourite pursuit, called “painting

part of its oxygen in the process of combustion, and in wood .” A piece of well-dried oak or fir was first

thence escapesintotheopenair, carrying with it the selected : and thecoloured woods, being firstreduced

gaseous products of combustion. These ventilating to thin leaves or veneers, were cut out to some orna

tubes have not, in their nature, any especial connection mental form by means of a very delicate saw , and

with the principle of the atmosphericBude-light more glued on the panelin conformitywith thepre-arranged

tban with others; but the reason why they are in prac- device. Various details in relation to this kind of in

tice more applicable in this than in other cases seems laying, and the inlaying with stones orglass, which

to be, that lights of less power, if suspended low obtains the name of mosaic, will be found in ourNo.

enough in a church or room to illuminate the objects 487 .

contained in it in a fitting manner, would be at such a A very remarkable mode of producing a picture, by

distance from the ceiling astorenderimpracticable sc rching the surface of a piece ofwood , has been

any attempt 10 carry ventilating tubes from them to sometimes combined with the method of inlaying just

the ceiling ; since there must be as many tubes as noticed ; while inother instances pictures have been

there are isolated burners in the room .
fornied by this method alone. When combined with
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marquetry, the scorching is used to produce shadows, outeasily . The brilliant metallic surface is rendered

the blackness resulting from the carbonization of the clear and bright whenever the surface of the wood is

wood . In the other cases, however, the whole of the wiped.

device is produced by scorching. The panel used for The French have practised with considerable suc

this purpose is generally of some darkish tint and of a cess the art of transferring to the surface of wood

hard texture ; and the scorching is effected by means devices obtained from engraved prints ; in fact, it nay

of a heated poker, or bar of iron , or piece of wire . It be said that the print itself is actually transferred,

will easily be conceived that much artistic skill is minus the paper, or the greater part of it. The chief

called for in such an art, since the scorched lines on features of the process are as follows :

the surface of the panel must not be made to give the A flat and carefully prepared panel of sycamore,

outlines properly so called, but rather the shadows horse-chestnut, satin -wood,maple,or other kind of wood,

which bound this outline. If the panel has any constitutes the ground to which the transfer is made.

strongly marked lines, fibres,knots, eyes,curls, or other When the surface has been planed smooth and even,

diversities of surface, the artist avails himself of those it is coated with a layer of hot glue, which, when dry , is

to produce some of his pictorial effects, scorching rubbed with glass-paper or Dutch rush, to remove the

around or near them , or across them , according to cir- small filaments which the glue had raised, and to

cumstances. We have heard of an instance in which render the surface uniform . The surface is thus made 1

a knot in the wood was made to represent the eye of a ready for the reception of a coating of spirit varnish;

portrait, by a few judicious touches of the scorching and when this has dried, other coatings are successively

iron around it ; while a series of curled lines or grain- applied, to the number of five or six, each one being

marks were taken advantage of to represent the fur- thoroughly dried before the next one is applied.

rows in the cheek of an old man , In the hands of a The edges of the print are cut close to the engrav

clever man, this method is capable of producing very ing, and the print being laid face downwards on a fiat

bold and striking effects. One of the celebrated pic- table, the back is uniformly moistened with a wet

tures by Quintin Matsys has been copied by these sponge ; any surpluswater being afterwards removed

means.
by placing the print between two sheets of blotting

Another method of producing wood pictures,or at paper. While the paper is still moist, another layer of

least ornamental devices on the surface of wood, was varnish is applied to the wood, and the print is laid

that for which the Society of Arts awarded to Mr. down upon it, with the engraved side in contact with

Straker a silver medal a few years ago. This singular the varnished surface ; the whole being carefully
plan rests on the tendency which woodyfibres ve to pressed and adjusted till it lies close to the

swell when moistened with water, and to shrink in free from wrinkles or air-bubbles. A sheet of dry

proportion as they dry ; and part of the action is also paper is laid on the print, and a linen cloth is passed
due to the facility withwhich soft wood will suffer com over the surface, to press it firmly down. The whole

pression ; so that in fact these two properties are com- is then left untouched until the varnish and the mois

bined thus - thatif a depression be made by a blunt ture are thoroughly dried, by which timethe print will

instrument on the surface of wood, such depressed have become closely and firmly united to the surface

part will again rise to its original level by subsequent of the wood. When dry, the back of the print is mois

immersion in water. The following mode is adopted tened witha wet sponge ; and the fingers are rubbed

to produce the desired effects :—The panel of wood, lightly backwards and forwards over it repeatedly, till

having been first worked out to its proper shape, is the paper comes off in small rolled fragments. This ?

sketched with a design of the pattern to be imparted is a very delicate and curious part of the process ; for

to it, either in pencil or by some other means . This if the whole of the paper were thus removed, the inked

being done, a blunt steel tool or die is applied suc- impression would be so likewise ; but the varnish

cessively to all those parts of the pattern intended to be retains the front surface of the print with such tena

in relief, and is pressed or hammered cautiously,with- city,thata very thin film of papermay beleft all over

out breaking the grain ofthe wood, till the depth of the surface, if the rubbing with the finger be delicately

the depression is equal to the subsequent prominence managed. When no more of the paper can be removed

of the figures. The ground is then reduced, by planing without injuring the print, it is allowedto dry; and

or filing, to the level of the depressed part; after when dry there is a thin film of paper still obscuring

which, the piece of wood being placed in water, the inked impression from view ; but this film has so

either hot or cold, the parts previously depressed little substance in it, that it almost wholly disappears

will riseto their former height , andwill thus form on the application of a coatof varnish, and theprint

an embossed pattern . This very ingenious mode of or impression presents itself as if on the surface ofthe

producing a device in relief may be available either in wood. When quite dry, the surface is examined ; and

the rough formthusproduced, or the embossment if any small parts of theengravinghave beenrubbed

may itself be afterwards carved, and be made to re- off or defaced, they are repaired by means of finelamp

delicate touches which the taste of the artist black andgum -water. Another coating of varnish is

may devise. applied, and the surface is polished with Dutch rush

Ornamental devices are sometimes inlaid in wood steeped for threeor four days inolive-oil. The oilis

by the Egyptians, in the following manner :- Various wiped off with a soft cloth, and any remaining portion

small trinkets have occasionally reached this country is absorbed byalittle powdered starch,carefully wiped

madeofa dark brown coloured wood , and ornamented off afterwards. Three or four layers of varnish are

with brilliantly shining metallic figures, formedof then applied ,and the surface is lastly polished with a

circles and straight lines. On examining these specifine woollen cloth dipped in whiting or chalk.

mens, it has been found that the surface of the wood It will be obvious on a little consideration, that the

is cut with narrow grooves to a small depth , in a man- impression is by this method transferred in a reverse

ner corresponding with the device, and that these position, so that all objects which appeared at the

grooves are filled up with amalgam of mercury and righthand in the original printmust appear at the

tin in the crystallized state, analogous to that which lefthandasreceived on the surface of the wood. By

results from the application of mercury and tinfoil amodificationand some complication of the process,

to the back of looking-glasses, miscalled ' silvering.' means have been devised by a double transfer, effected

The amalgam seemsto retain a sufficient degree of onprepareddrawing-paper,to give the impression in

consistency to remain in the grooves, and not to fall | its natural position.

ceiveany
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BUENOS AYRES.
The United Provinces of La Plata ( the capital of

which is Buenos Ayres) are more important to us in a

EnglisĦMEN are scarcely capable of judging fairly of commercial point of view than any of the republics of

the motives which have actuated the minds of the America which have thrown off the yoke of Spain.

men who, for above thirty years, have been more or In 1842, and for some years previously, they took a

less constantly engaged inattempts to constitute states larger quantity of our manufactures than Spain itself.

and establish formsof government in South America. In the above year the declared value of our exports to

A thousand years since, when the Heptarchy came to the Rio de la Plata was 969,7911 ., exceeding ihose to

an end, we settled some of the questions which now Chili by nearly 20,0001., and being one-third more than

give life to the struggles of the republics of the New the exports to Peru. Until 1778 the merchants of

World. Educated for centuries under constitutional Cadiz and Seville monopolized the whole of the trade

forms of government, the English mind is intolerant of South America ; but when this pernicious privilege

of the folly or childishness of a nationwhich is in a was put an end to, Buenos Ayres, which had previously

state of political infancy ; but if candidly regarded, possessed only a contraband trade carried on from

there are many circumstances which should induce us Peru through the river Plata, became one of the first

to look with sympathy and indulgence upon the first trading cities in Spanish America. From 1792 to

efforts of the different States of South America to 1796 inclusive, the official valuation of the average

establish free institutions. The colonial government imports was 586,5801., and every article was sold at an

of Old Spain was perhaps one of the worst which has exorbitant price : at the comparatively low prices of

ever existed. Spain was incapable of fostering a the present day they now exceed 1,500,0001. in value.

generous love of free institutions, and the desire of The geographical position of these provinces will

wealth was the bond which attached her to her colonial ensure to them a stillgreater commerceas this portion

offspring. She discouraged their industry in order of the New World advances in prosperity and intelli

that she might enjoy the fruits of a short-sighted mo- gence. The river Plata is the only river along a line

nopoly ; kept themin ignorance, the better to perpe- of coast upwards of two thousand miles in extent from

tuate her sordid dominion ; excluded them from offices the Amazons, which affords the means of cominuni

of trust and honour, and shut them out from every cating with the countries comprised between the Andes

path which could develop their intelligence. The old and the mountainous districts which bound Brazil to

viceroyalties stretched over regions so vast, that they thewest. Portions of the independent states of Bolivia

comprised almost every clime, and when they were and Peru, as well as the provinces of the Rio de la

overthrown and the people began to form governments, Plata, are only accessible from the Atlantic by this

the tentative process as to the territory which they river; and although Pera and Bolivia at present

were to comprise could scarcely be expected to suc- endeavour to force their trade from Europe by the

ceed in the first instance. During the War of Inde- circuitous route round Cape Horn , and to their pro

pendence the people in a whole viceroyalty might vinces eastward of the Cordillera by an expensive

struggle cordially together, but when they had attained conveyance by mules across sandy deserts and over

their object new interests developed themselves, and mountain -passes, yet whenever the intermediate rivers

the necessity of re-casting the government arose . shall be navigated by steam , for which they are admi

Experience could not be appealed to on these occa- rably adapted, the trade of those vast countries will be

sions; and time must therefore be given them before much more easily supplied with all they want from

different interests can settle down into their true Europe by inland water-carriage direct from Buenos

Ayres. The trade of Buenos Ayres is therefore at

No. 777 .
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present confined to the people of her own provinces, Spaniards built a fort on the site of Buenos Ayres in

whose number does not exceed 700,000. The pro- 1535, but the warlike natives drove out the small gar

vinces are thirteen in number, and comprise an area rison, and remained in undisturbed possession of that

of 726,000 square miles, which is morethan thirteen part of the country for nearly half a century; when , in

times the size of England and Wales. Each state is 1580, the present city was founded, which for two cen

separated from its neighbour by extensive tracts of turies languished under the demoralising colonial sys

desert, or at least of uncultivated land. On the north , tem of themother -country . In 1778, as alreadystated,

the republic is bounded by the state of Bolivia ; on the prohibitory and restrictive system of trade was re

the west by Chili ; on the east by Paraguay, the Banda laxed ; and the declaration of independence,although

Oriental , and the Atlantic Ocean ; and on the south by followed by many struggles, has laid the foundation of

the Indians of Patagonia. Each of the thirteen pro- future prosperity. In 1778 the population of Buenos

vinces is to a certain extent independent, but the Ayres was 24,205, and that of the country jurisdiction

provincial government of Buenos Ayres is invested immediately surrounding it was 12,925. At the close

with powers for national purposes and for carrying on of1825 the population of the two was estimated at

the business of the Union with foreign states. The 165,000 ,having doubled in the preceding twentyyears;

Legislative Assembly of this province consists of forty- and in 1837 Sir Woodbine Parish was of opinion that

four deputies, one half of whom are renewed annually it was not less than 200,000. The coloured population

by popular election. in 1825 amounted to nearly a fourth partofthe popula

So great is the influence of the river Plata, that the tion, but they have ceased to increase. The slave-trade

current of its turbid waters is felt at a distance of two was prohibited in 1813, and all traces of the negro

hundred iniles from its mouth. On entering the river race having existed will in a little time scarcely be

its width is one hundred and seventy miles. After apparent. The number of emigrants every year from

sailing up it nearly two hundred miles the voyager Europe is very considerable ; and in 1832 ibe number

reaches ihe city of Buenos Ayres, or at least the of foreigners who had fixed themselves in the city and

anchorage off the city. If the vessel be a large one, it province amounted to from 15,000 to 20,000; of whom

must anchor in the outer roads, seven or eight miles two-thirds were British and French , in almost equal

distant from the city, which is scarcely visible. The proportions; and the remainder consisted of Italians,

anchorage may be used by shipsdrawing fifteen orsix- Germans, and natives of the United States, especially

teen feet water. Foreign vessels do not go higher up from New York.

the river, as Buenos Ayres is the only port of entry. The churches of Buenos Ayres were nearly all erected

Small vessels anchor in the inner roads, between which by the Jesuits, and some of them are large buildings,

and the outer roads there is a sand -bank ; but the an but several are unfinished externally. There is all

chorage here is one or iwo miles from the city. Here English church capable of containing a thousand per

Buenos Ayres becomes visible in its full extent, sons, the ground for which was given by the goveri

ranging for about two iniles along a slightly elevated ment. There is also a Scotch Presbyterian chapel;

ridge which bounds the river. There are neither and an Irish priest is allowed to do duty for the Irish

mountains nor trees to break the monotonous outline, portion of the community in one of the national

and beyond is one vast plain extending for nearly a churches. The public buildings are not deserving of

thousand miles to the Cordillera of Chile. Theactual particular notice. The fort or castle extends to the

landing is described by Sir Woodbine Parish as edge of the river, and is mounted with cannon, but it

strikingly characteristic of the country : — “ A ship's is of no use as a military defence, and is now appro

boat, ” he says, “ has seldom waterenough to run fairly priated to public offices andis the official residence of

on shore, and on arriving within forty or fifty yards of the president of the republic. · The piazza, or grand

it, is beset by carts always on the watch for passengers. square, is behind the castle, and is of considerable

On the broad flat axle of a gigantic pair of wheels, extent. It is divided into two parts by a long and low

seven or eight feet high, a sort of platform is fixed of edifice, which serves as a kind of bazaar, and has a

half a dozen boards, two or three inches apart, letting corridor along the whole length of each side, which

in the wet at every splash of the water beneath. The serves as a shelter to the market-people. The space

ends are open ; a rude hurdle forms the side ; and a between this bazaar and the fort serves as a market

short strong pole from the axle completes the vehicle. for provisions and fruits, which are spread on the

To this unwieldy machine the horse is simply attached ground, no stalls being used . The cabildo, or town

by a ring at the end of thepole, fastened to the girth house , an edifice of considerable size, occupies one

or surcingle, round which his rider has the power of sideofthesquare,andisused as acourt of justice,

turning him as on a pivot, and of either drawing or as well as by the municipal authorities. Near the

pushing the machine along like a wheelbarrow ,asmay centre of the greatsquare a pyramid has been erected

be momentarily most convenient." There was at one in commemoration of the revolution which terminated

period a sort of mole, which partly obviated theincon- in the independence of the country. There are emu

veniences of landing, but it had been destroyed some blematic figures at each corner, representing Justice,

years when SirWoodbine Parish published his work. Science, Liberty, and America, and the whole is

Considerable damage is done to goods by the present enclosed with a railing .

mode of carrying them on shore in these rude carts, Inthe neighbourhood of the grand square some of

and the evil might easily be corrected by a little the houses have two stories, butgenerally speaking

energy. there is only a ground-floor : the apartments are built

The first thing which strikes theeye of a stranger in en suite without passages, round two or three succes

Buenos Ayres is the regularity of the streets, which sive quadrangular courts, called patios. A few years

are laid out on aplan prescribed for all the cities of ago the floors of thebestrooms wereof brick, and the

Spanish America by the CounciloftheIndies. The rafters of theroofwereseldombid by a ceiling. There

streets intersect each other at right angles every one were no chimneys, and the apartments were warmed

hundred and fifty yards,and rise with rather a steep with charcoal heated in a brasero, orbrass pan. Be

ascent from theriver. The white stuccoed houses look fore Sir Woodbine Parish left Buenos Ayres the

cheerful,and Sir Woodbine Parishremarksthatthe fashions of old times were fast waning. English and

people have an independent contented air, which con- French upholsterers had introduced furniture atonce

trasted very favourably with the beggary and slave more convenient and in better taste ; and the rooms

population he had just left at Rio de Janeiro. The were warmed by English coal brought as ballast from
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Liverpool and sold at a cheaper rate than in London, 1 beauty of the rose or the fragrance of the violet ; they

and English grates had become common. Towards could not make the nightingale sing a vulgar note to

the street the houses have commonly two windows, “ the swink'd hedger at his supper;" nor, speaking

which have seldom glass sashes, but are protected purely to a question of taste, did they venture to lower

by iron railing, which, when painted green, and ihe noble translation of the Bible, which they put into

with festoons of flowering plants clinging round the hands of the poor man, to something which, ac

them , are less forbidding than might be supposed, cording to the insolent formula of those days, was

and besides, in the heat of summer, the inhabitants adapted to the meanest capacity.” A great deal of

can sleep with these windows open . Much remains this has passed away. It has been discovered that

to be done for the internal improvement of the music is a fitting thing to be cultivated by the people ;

city. There are no public cisterns or reservoirs for the doors of galleries are thrown open for the people

maier,which is an expensive article fifty yards from to gaze upon Raffaelles and Correggios ; even cot

the river, and is carried about by itinerantwatermen . tages are built so as to satisfy a feeling of proportion,

Tanks are constructed by the wealthier inhabitants and to make their inmates aspire to something like

under their court-yards. The principal streets are decoration . All this is progress in the right direction .

tolerably paved with granite. It remains to be seen whether, by a few strenuous

The trade and commerce of Buenos Ayres is the efforts, books of real value -- the best books in their

great source of employment to the population . The universality —may not be made as accessible to the

merchants engaged in ihe export and import trade are great body of the people as the best music,and be as

chiefly foreigners ; but the produce of the country much their property as fowers and sunshine.

and retail business generally is in the hands of the In the year 1825, Lord Brougham (then Mr.

natives. Mechanics and artisans from Europe , if | Brougham ), in his · Practical Observations upon the

they can keep steady, may become very prosperous. Education of the People,' very clearly explained a

Education is making progress amongst the natives, plan which has yet been only partially acted upon , and

and the number of institutions of a literary and scien- cannot, indeed, have been fairly tested, for reasons

tific character in Buenos Ayres is very creditable to which we shall presently explain . “ Book -Clubs or

the intelligence of the government. Reading Societies may be established by very small

numbers of contributors, and require an inconsiderable

fund . If the associates live near one another, arrange
BOOK-CLUBS FOR ALL READERS.

ments may be easily made for circulating the books,

Ons of the first attempts,and it was a successful one, so that they may be in use every moment that any one

to establish a cheap Book -Club was made by Robert can spare from his work . Here, too, the rich have an

Burns. He had founded a Society at Tarbollon, called opportunity presented to them of promoting instruction

the Bachelors'Club, which met monthly for the pur- without constant interference : the gift of a few books,

poses of discussion and conversation. But this was a as a beginning, will generally prove a sufficient

club without books ; for the fines levied upon the encouragement to carry on the plan by weekly or

members were spent in conviviality. Having changed monthly contributions;and with the gift, a scheme

his residence to Mauchline, a similar club was es may be coinmunicated to assist the contributors in

tablished there, but with one important alteration : arranging the plan of their association . I would here

the fines were set apart for the purchase of books, and remark the great effect of combination upon such

the first work bought was The Mirror,' by Henry plans, in making the money of individuals go far.

Mackenzie. Dr. Currie, the biographer of Burns, in Threc-halfpence a week, Jaid by in a whole family, will

recording this fact, says, “ With deference to the Con- enable it to purchase in a year one of the cheap

versation Society of Mauchline, it may be doubted volumes of which I have spoken above; and a penny

whether the books which they purchased were of a a week would be sufficient , were the publications made

kind best adapted to promote the interest and happi- as cheap as possible. Now , let only a few neighbours

ness ofpersons in this situation of life." . The objection join , saj ten or twelve, and lend cach other the books

of Dr. Currie was founded upon his belief that works bought, and it is evident that, for a price so small as

which cultivated “ delicacy of taste" were unfitted for to be within the reach of the poorest labourer, all may

therewho pursued manual occupations. He qualifies have full as many books in the course of the year as it

bis objections, however, by the remark, that “ Every | is possible for them to read , even supposing that the

human being is a proper judge ofhisown happiness, books bought by every one are not such as all the

2d within the path of innocence ought to be permitted | others desire to have ." Simple in its working as such

to pursue it. Since it is the taste of the Scottish a plan would appear to be, the instances of these

peasantry to give a preference to worksof taste and of voluntary associations arc eally few . In Scotland

fancy, it may be presumed they find a superior gratifi- Lending Libraries and Itinerating Libraries have, in

cation in the perusal of such works.” This truth, some districts, been established successfully; but in

timidly put by Dr. Currie, ought to be the foundation England Lending Libraries are scarcely to be found,

of every attempt to provide books for all readers.The except in connection with schools, orunder the imme

great body of the people, if the best books are ren- diate direction of the minister of a parish or of a dis

dered accessible to them , will choose the best books. senting congregation.

The very highest works of literature and art are ad The principle of voluntaryassociation for the pur

dressed to the universal mind ; those which aim at chase of books has scarcely been called into action ;

exclusiveness are the perishable productions which and the reason is pretty obvious. The machinery by

lave their little day of drawing-room fame, and can which such associations are worked is too cumbrous,

never reach the greatest of all honour, that of making We have before us the rules of a Reading Society in a

the labourer forget his toil in his free and equal con- village some ten miles from London. Here we have

versewith minds thatshed their radiance indifferently all the array of president, vice-president, secretary,

over the cottage and the palace. We arc learning io honorary members, and subscribing members. There

correct the false opinions which, for a century or two, are quarterly meetings and annualmeetings, balloting

bave been degrading the nationalcharacter by lower- for new members, minutes, notices of motion - in å

ing the general taste. Those who maintained that word, all the complex contrivances by which the

faste was the exclusive property of the rich and the management of such matters is kept in the hands of a

luxurious, could not take away from the humble the directing few . But the great difficulty of all is the

2 A 2
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choice of books ; and this is a difficulty which cannot be only attempted. A taste for knowledge is not so

be get over without some new arrangements. If a induced. Therecreation of genial and amusing read

collection of books were published at a sufficiently ing should be offered in connection with what is solid

rapid rate, and at so low a price as very soon of them- and serious. The publishers possessmany valuable

selves to be capable of being the foundation of a copyrights which may be readily adapted to this pur

library-always provided that such books were unex- pose. There is a great deal also to be done anew ,in

ceptionable in their morality, interesting as well as the way of judicious compilations, of translations from

instructive, and containing an abundant provision of foreign works, and of original productions by authors

truly national literature—it is evident that all the of ability,conceived in a right spirit. We have many

troublesome arrangements of proposing books and of offers of assistance from writersof established reputa

approving books, to say nothing of the difficulty of tion, who feel that the circulation of their thoughts in

getting the best books sufficiently cheap, would be a cheap pocket volume is a tribute to their usefulness

effectually got rid of. If a subscription of a penny a and their reputation. We have no want of materials

week by twelve individuals would place at their com- to conduct this undertaking steadily and extensively .

mand fifty -two volumes in the course of a year, in “ 2nd. As to form and price :

which , from the nature of the subjects and their modes “ We propose to issue, every Saturday, a Volume,

of treatment, the majority should feel an interest, it is handsomely printed , of from 240 to 280 pages, con

evident that no machinery would be required to set taining as much matter as an ordinary octavo volume

such a plan in action but the association of twelve such of 300 pages. Each volume will be essentially a book,

individuals, and the choice of one amongst them as se- not a tract - a book for the pocket and the library.

cretary, who would receive the subscriptions quarterly, Many of the volumes will be complete in themselves :

purchase the books week by week as they came out, some subjects will extend to two or more volumes .

paste within their covers the rules of the Club, with a The price of each volume will be One Shilling, sewed,

list of the names of the members in alphabetical or and Eighteenpence,bound .

other order, and then send a volume to the first person “ In proposing this series of unequalled cheapness

on the list, who should keep it for a limited time, and universality, we rely upon an extensive sale

passing it on to the next, till it had been circulated amongst the usualnumber of individual purchasers

through the whole number, and returned to the cus a great body in these days. Some individuals will

tody of the secretary . A few books of reference might content themselves with selection ; others will pur

be purchased by a small extra subscription, and de- chase the entire series . We also depend upon a large

posited in some place of common access. The books support from persons of wealth and influence, who are

mightform a permanent library, or be sold amongst willing to render every aid in theformation of Lending

the subscribersat the end of each year.
Libraries . But we also see that a new element of

To meet this principle of association in forming association remains to be developed amongst the great

libraries amongst the great body of the people, Messrs. body of the people , and we have especially adapted

Knight and Co. have issued the plan of a publication our plan to ineet the formation of this medium of

to be entitled Knight's WEEKLY VOLUME FOR ALL popular improvement, which requires only to be ex

READERS .' They say, “ The friends of popular instruc- plained to be easily acted upon ."

tion - the people generally - feel that the rapidly grow This plan, if adequately executed, cannot fail to be

ing appetite for information has not yet been adequately productive ofmuch benefit.

supplied. There is a demand for books of standard A few simple rules are necessary for the proper

value and universal interest , cheap enough to find regulation of Book -Clubs for all Readers. The fol

their way into every cottage, so trustworthy in their lowing are those of a Cheap Lending Library,"

facts, sound in their principles, and attractive in their established in a country town in Ireland ; and which

subjects and their treatment,as to be welcome to the have been promulgated in a very useful article on

most instructed readers. This demand has yet to be Country Lending Libraries,' in Chambers's Edin

met. Miscellanies, such as the Penny Magazine' burgh Journal :'

and Chambers's Journal, ' have their own sphere of " Ist . Subscriptions to be paid in advance at the

usefulness; science has been well taught in special time of subscribing, and at the commencement of

treatises; series of works, such as the ' Family Library,' every subsequent term .

the Library of Entertaining Knowledge, ’ Lardner's “ 2nd. If a subscriber, through any cause whaterer,

Cyclopædia, have still numerous readers ; the ‘ Penny detain a book or books beyond the time subscribed for,

Cyclopædia' has shown how the cheapest book of the subscription will continue open, and must be paid

reference might also be the best. We have many till the books are returned .

modern reprints of standard works, as cheap as we “ 3rd. If a book be written in , torn , or damaged,

could desire; but they are mostly close-printed pam- while in the possession of a subscriber, that book, or

phlets, which are easily destroyed: their form unfits the set, if part of one, must be paid for at the cost

them for circulation from hand to hand. There is a price.

general desire to form Libraries for all Readers - not 4th . If a subscriber lend a book to a non -subscriber,

only libraries of reference, but extensive libraries of he forfeits his subscription ; nor will a transfer of

circulation . . In every case there is a diffi- books from one subscriber to another be allowed.

culty in the choice of fitting books, whether we regard “ 5th . For the general convenience and accommoda

the subject matter or the form and price. It is hoped tion of subscribers, every work will be accompanied

that the difficulty may be obviated by the publication by a notice, limiting a reasonable time for reading it,

of Knight's WEEKLÝ VOLUME. ' to which the strictest attention must be paid.

“ 1st. As to the subject matter : " 6th . If a book be not returned on the day ap

“ We propose to place within the reach of all readers pointed , the subscriber shall pay a fine of one penny

a series of books which shall ultimately comprehend for every day the book shall be detained ; and if not

something like that range of literature which well- returned within fourteen days after the day fixed for

educated persons desire to have at their command. In its return , application shall be made to the subscriber

this series there will be no attempt at exclusiveness. for the same; and if it be not then returned, the sub

We shall not take up the most false and dangerous scriber shall pay the value thereof, or of the set to

opinion that the understandings of the masses should which it belongs."

be written down to, nor will mere didactic instruction
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[St. Anna.-From the collection in the Louvre.]

ESSAYS ON THE LIVES OF REMARKABLE the Dominican convent of the Madonna delle Grazie.

PAINTERS.-No. XXV. It occupied the painter about two years. Of this mag

LIONARDO DA VINCI (concluded from p. 171) .
nificent creation of art only the mouldering, remains

are now visible . It has been so often repaired, that

VASARI says that Lionardo was invited to the court of every vestige of the original painting is annihilated ;

Milan for the Duke Lodovico's amusement, “ as a but from the multiplicity of descriptions, engravings,

musician and performer on the lyre, and asthe great- and copies that exist, no picture is more universally

est singer and improvisatoreof his time;" but this is known and celebrated.

improbable. Lionardo, in his long letter to that The moment selected by the painter is described in

prince, in which he recites his own qualifications for the 26th chapter of St. Matthew , 21st and 22nd verses :

employment, dwells chiefly on his skill in engineer- " And as they dideat, he said, Verily, Isay unto you,

ing and fortification ; and sums up his pretensions as that one of you shall betray me : and they were ex

an artistin these few brief words :— " I understand the ceeding sorrowful, and began every one of them to

different modes of sculpture in marble, bronze, and say unto him ,Lord is it I ?" The knowledge of cha

terra- cotta. In painting, also, I may esteem myself racter displayed in the headsof the different apostles

equal to any one, let him be who he may. " Of his was even more wonderful than the skilful arrange

musical talents he makes nomention whatever, though ment of the figures and the amazing beauty of the

andoubtedly these, as well as his other social accom- workmanship. The best judgment we can now form

plishments, his handsome person , his winning address, of these merits is from the fine copyexecuted by one

s hiswit and eloquence, recommended him to the notice of Lionardo'sbest pupils,Marco Uggione, for the

of the prince, by whomhe was greatly beloved , and in Certosa at Pavia, and now in London , in the collection

whose servicehe remained for aboutseventeenyears. oftheRoyal Academy. Eleven other copies,by va

It is not necessary, nor would it be possible here, to give riouspupils of Lionardo, painted either during his

a particular account of all the works in which Lionardo life-tine or within a few years after his death, while

was engaged forhis patron ,* nor of the great political the picture was in perfection, exist in different churches

events in which he was involved, more by his position and collections.

than by his inclination ; as the invasion of Italy, by Of the grand equestrian statue of Francesco Sforza,

Charles VIII . of France, and the subsequent invasion Lionardo never finished more than the model, which

of Milan by Louis XII.,whichended in the destruction was considereda master-piece. Some years afterwards,

of the Duke Lodovico. We shall only mention a few when Milan was invaded by the French , it was used as a

of the pictures he executed. One of these, the portrait target by the Gascon bowmen, and completely destroyed.

of LucreziaCrivelli, is now in the Louvre (No. 1091). The profound anatomical studies which Lionardo

Another was the Nativity of our Saviour, in the impe- made for this work still exist. In the year 1500, the

rial collection at Vienna , but the greatest work of all, French being in possession of Milan, his patron Lo

and by far the grandest picture which, upto that time, dovico in captivity, and the affairs of the state in utter

had been executed in Italy, was the Last Supper, confusion, Lionardo returned to his native Florence,

painted on the wall of the refectory, or dining -room , of where he hoped to re-establish his broken fortunes, and

Of these the canal of the Martesana, as well from its utility to find employment. Here begins the third period of

as from the difficulties he surmounted in its execution, would his artistic life, from 1500 to 1513, that is, from his

Lare been sufficient to immortalize him . forty -eighth to his sixtieth year. He found the Me
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dici family in exile, but was received by Pietro Soderini | drawn with such skill , and the various expressions

(who governed the city as “ Gonfaloniere perpetuo" )with proper to each conveyed with such inimitable truth

great distinction, and a pension was assigned to him as and grace, that when exhibited in a chamber of the

painter in the service of therepublic.
convent, the inhabitants of the city flocked to see it ,

Then began the rivalry between Lionardo and and for twodaysthe streets were crowded with people,

Michael Angelo, which lastedduring the remainder “ as if it had been some solemn festival;" but the pic

of Lionardo's life. The difference of age, for Michael ture was never painted,and the monks of the Nunziata
,

Angelo was twenty -two years younger, ought atter waiting long and in vain for their altar-piece,

have prevented all unseemly, jealousy : but Michael were obliged to employ other artists. The cartoon,

Angelo was haughty, and impatient of all supe- or a very fine repetition of it, is now in the possession

riority, or even equality ; Lionardo, sensitive, ca- of our Royal Academy, and it must not be confounded

pricious, and naturally disinclined to admit the pre- with the St. Anna in the Louvre, a more fantastic and

tensions of a rival, to whom he could say, and did apparently an earlier composition. (See the Illustra

say, " I was famous before you were born !" . With all tive Wood-cut.)

their admiration of each other's genius, their mutual Lionardo, during hisstay at Florence, painted the

frailties prevented any real good-will on either side. portrait of Ginevra Benci, already mentioned, in

The two painters competed for the honour of painting the memoir of Ghirlandajo,as the beauty of her time ;

in fresco one side of the great Council-hall in the and also the portraitof Mona Lisa del Giocondo,
Palazzo Vecchio at Florence. Each prepared his sometimes called. La Joconde. On this last picture

cartoon ; each, emulous of the fame and conscious of he worked at intervals for four years, but tas

the abilities of bis rival , threw all his best powers still unsatisfied . It was purchased by Francis I.

into his work . Lionardo chose for his subject the De- for four thousand golden crowns, and is now in the

feat of the Milanese general Niccolo Piccinino by the Louvre. We find Lionardo also engaged by Cæsar

Florentine army in 1440. One of the finest groups Borgia to visit and report on the fortifications of

represented a combat of cavalry disputing the pos- his territories, and in ibis office he was employed

session of a standard . “ It was so wonderfully exe- for two years. In 1514 he was invited to Ronie

cuted, that the horses themselves seemed animated by Leo X. , but more in his character of philoso

by the same fury as their riders; nor is it possible pher, mechanic, and alchemist, than as a painter.

to describe the variety of attitudes, the splendour of Here be found Raphael at the height of his faine,and

the dresses andarmour of the warriors, nor the in. then engaged in his greatest works--the frescoes of

credible skill displayed in the forms and actions of the the Vatican. Two pictures which Lionardo painted
horses."

while at Rome- the Madonna of St. Onofrio, and the

Michael Angelo chose for his subject the moment Holy Family, painted for Filiberta of Savoy, the pope's

before the same battle, when a party of Florentine sister-in -law (which is now at St. Petersburg )-show

soldiers bathing in the Arnoare surprised by the that even this veteran in art felt the irresistible influ

sound of the trumpet calling them to arms. Of this ence of the genius of his young rival . They are both

cartoon we shall have more to say in treating of his Raffaellesque in the subject and treatment.

life. The preference was given to Lionardo da Vinci . It appears that Lionardo was ill-satisfied with his

But, as Vasari relates, he spent so much time in try- sojourn at Rome. He liad long been accustomed to

ing experiments, and in preparing the wall to receive hold the first rank as an artist wherever be resided ;

oil-painting, which he preferred to fresco, that in the whereas at Romne he found himself only one among

interval some changes in the government intervened , those who, if they acknowledged his greatness, affecied

and the design was abandoned. The two cartoons re- to consider his day as past. He was conscious that

mained for several years open to the public, and artists many of the improvements in the arts which were now

flocked from every part of Italy to study them , Sub- brought into use, and which enabled the painters of

sequently they were cut up into separate parts, dis- the day to produce such extraordinary effects, were

persed, and lost. It is curious that of Michael invented or introduced by himself. If he could no

Angelo's composition only one small copy exists ; of longer assert that measureless superiority over all

Lionardo's, not one. From a fragment which existed others which he had done in his younger days, it was

in his time, Rubens made a fine drawing, which was because he hiniself had opened to them new paths to ex

engraved by Edelinck, and is known as the “ Battle of cellence. The arrival of his old competitor Michael

the Standard ."
Angelo,andsome slight on the part of Leo X., who was

It was a reproach against Lionardo, in hisown time annoyed by his speculativeand dilatory habits in exe

and since, that he began many things and finished cuting the works intrusted to him , all added to his

few ; that his magnificent designs and projects, whether irritation and disgust. He left Rome, and set out for

in art or mechanics, were seldom completed . This Pavia, where the French king Francis I. then held

may be a subject of regret, but it is unjust to make it his court. He was received by the young monarch

a reproach. It was in the nature of the man . The with every mark of respect, loaded with favours, and

grasp of his mind was so nearly superhuman, that he a pension of 700 gold crowns settled on him for life.

never, in anything he effected, satisfied hiinself or Ai the famous conference between Francis J. and Leo

realized his own vast conceptions. The most exqui- X. at Bologna, Lionardo attended his new patron, and

sitely finished of his works, those that in the perfection was of essential service to him on that occasion. In

of tlic execution have excited the wonder and despair thefollowing year, 1516 , he returned with Francis I.

of succeeding artists, were put aside by him as unfi- to France, and was attached to the French court as

nished sketches. Most of the pictures now attributed principal painter. It appears, however, that during

to himn were wholly or in part painted by his scholars his residence in France lie did not paint a single pic

and imitators from his cartoons. One of the most ture. His health had begun to decline from the time

famous of these was designed for the altar-piece of the he left Italy ;and feeling his end approach, he pre

church of the convent called the Nunziata.” It pared himself for it by religious meditation , by acis of

represented the Virgin Mary seated in the lap of charity, and by a most conscientious distribution by

her mother St. Anna, having in her arms the will of all his worldly possessions to his relatives and

infant Christ, while St. John is playing with a lamb friends. At length , after protracted suffering, this

at their feet ; St. Anna, looking on with a tender great and most extraordinary man died atCloux, near

smile, rejoices in her divine offspring; the figures were | Amboise, on the 2nd of May, 1619, being theu in his sixty
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seventh year. It is toberegretted that wecannot wholly formed in the Academy which he founded in Milan ,

credit the beautiful story of his dying in the arms of under the patronage of Ludovico il Moro, comprise

Francis I., who, as it is said , had come to visit him on that school of art known as the Milanese or Lombard

his deathbed. It would indeed have been, as Fuseli School. They are distinguished by, a lengthy and

expressed it, " an honour to the king: by which graceful style of drawing, a particular amenity and

Destiny would have atoned to thatmonarch for his fu- sweetness of expression (which in the inferior painters

ture disaster at Pavia ,” had the incident really hap- degenerated into affectation and a sort of vapid smile),

pened , as ithas been so often related by biographers, and particularly by the transparent lights and shadows

celebrated by poets, and represented with a just —the chiaroscuro , of which Lionardo was the inventor

pride by painters, and willingly believed by all the or discoverer. The most eminent painters were Ber

world; but the well -authenticated fact that the nardino Luini, Marco Uggione, or D'Oggioni, An

court was on that day at St. Germain-en-Laye, whence tonio Beltraffio, Francesco Melzi, and Andrea Salai.

the royal ordinances are dated , renders the story at All these studied under the immediate tuition of Lio

least very doubtful. nardo, and painted most of the pictures ascribed to

We have mentioned a few of the genuine works him . Gaudenzio Ferrari and Cesare da Sesto imitated

of Lionardo da Vinci; they are exceedingly rare . him , and owed their celebrity to his influence.

It appears certain that not one-third of the pictures

attributed to him and bearing his name were the

production of his own hand, ihough they were the
PICTURES AND DEVICES IN STRAW.

creation of his mind, for he generally furnished the Among the substances employed for producing em

cartoons or designs from which his pupils executed bossed and variegated pictures or ornaments, straw

pictures of various degrees of excellence. some years back occupied a place. In England this

Thus the admirable picture in our National Gallery substance is very little used for manufactures, except

of Christ disputing with the Doctors, though undoubt to be plaited forbonnets; but the smooth, hard, glossy,

edly designed by Lionardo, is supposed by some to and elastic surface of the material has often recom

be executed byhis best scholar, Bernardino Luini ; by mended it for ornamental purposes, though the small

others it is attributed to Francesco Melzi . size of the pieces procurable has been a bar to its

Of nine pictures in the Louvre attributed to Lio- general use. Before the disruption of the French

nardo, three only—the St. Jobn, and the two famous monastic establishments at the time of the Revolution,

portraits of the Mona Lisa and Lucrezia Crivelli—are the inmates in many cases employed themselves in the

considered genuine. The others are from his designs fabrication of embossed straw ornaments. One of the

and from his school. Chartreuse brethren at a later period gave a full de

In the Florentine gallery, the Medusa is certainly scription of the process, in the Dictionnaire Tech

genuine ; the famous Herodias, probably painted from nologiquc,' and as it is probably littleknown in this

bis cartoon by Luini. His own portrait, in the same country, we will give the chief features in a condensed

gallery ( in the Salle des Peintres), is wonderfully fine form .

- he finest of all , and the one which at once attracts The straw selected for this object was such as pre

and fixes attention.
sented the whitest, the thinnest, the longest, and the

In the Milan collections are many pictures attributed largest barrel or straw; all these qualities being more

to bim. or less necessary. When the straws were removed

But it is the MS. notes and designs left behind within doors, they were severed above and below all

him that give us the best idea of the indefatigable in the knots, by means of a pair of scissors ; and the

dustry ofthis “myriad -minded man," and the almost knots, the enveloping membrane, and the upper or

incredible extent of his acquirements. In the Am- smaller part of the stem , being removed as useless, the

brosian Library at Milan there are twelve huge vo remainder were carefully preserved for use. When

lumes of his works relative to arts, chemistry, mathe- the selected pieces were six or eight inches in length,

matics, & c.; one of them contains a collection of about the thickness of a goose -quill, free from any

anatomical drawings,which the celebrated anatomist stains or spots, and very thin in substance, they were

Dr. Hunter described as the most wonderful things of deemed the best fitted for the object contemplated.

thekind foraccuracy and beauty that he had ever beheld . The next process was to bleach the straws . Such

In the Royal Library at Windsor there are three vo- of the straws as were to receive certain particular

lumes ofMSS. and drawings, containing a vast variety colours were then split open , while others were

subjects - portraits, heads,groups, and single figures; not split until after they were dyed . This splitting

fine anatomical studies of horses ; a battle of ele- was different from that which occurs in the straw -plait

plants, full of spirit ; drawings in optics, hydraulics, manufacture ; for in the latter, if the plait isnot made

andperspective; plans of military machines;mapsand of wholestraws,' it consistedofstrawscutinto twoor

surveys of rivers ; beautiful and accurate drawings of four strips each ; whereas in the former the straw was

plants and rocks , to be introduced into his pictures; opened from end to end, andlaid out flat at its full

musical airs noted in his own hand, perhaps hisown width ; so that if a straw were about a sixth of an inch

compositions ;anatoinical subjects,with elaborate notes indiameter,it was opened and spread out to a flat
and explanations.

In the Royal Library at Paris riband about half an inch wide. Originally this pro

there is avolumeof philosophicaltreatises,fromwhich cessof openingthe strawswas effected in a very tedious

extracts have been published by Venturi. In the manner. If the strawswere split while dry, they would

Holkham Collection is a MS.treatise on hydraulics. rend and crush in everydirection ; and care was there

The 'Treatise onPainting," by Lionardo da Vinci, fore taken to moisten them previously ; they were

has been translated from the original Italian into placed on a paved yard during the night, whereby they

French,English,and German, andisthe foundation absorbed moisture sufficient to makethem open readily.

of ail that has since beenwritten on the subject, The artificer tookupeach straw singly, held itinhis

whether relating tothe theory or to the practice ofthe left hand,introducedintothetube at one endawooden

i HisMss. are particularly difficult to read or de- spindle, and by a slight pressure and dexterous move

cipher, as he had a habit ofwritingfromright toleft, ment made a straightrentall along the tube from end

instead of from left to right. What was hisreasonfor toend. Hethenopened the straw , laid it down flat

this singularity has not been explained . on a smooth pieceof apple-tree wood , and rubbed it

The scholars of Lionardo da Vinci,and those artists briskly with a kind of burnisher, till it lay quite flat
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on the wood . He then took another straw , and treated | rally from an eighth of an inch to a twenty - fifth of an

it in a similar manner. This very tedious process was inch in width. These tiny filaments were pasted care

afterwards superseded by the use of a flatting -mill,con- fully on a sheet of thin paper in such order as taste

sisting of two cylinders revolving close together, and suggested . Sometimes there was one narrow strip

having a kind of spindle projecting in front of them . intervening among wider ones ; or the colours re

The man held the straw in his left hand, andturned peated themselves in regular series. When these were

the cylinders with his right . He thrust the end of the pasted, they were subjected to the action of a press;

straw upon the spindle, which had a sharp cutting and when dry, they were eady for another modifica

edge ; and the shape of the spindle was such as to tion of arrangement. Each sheet was cut up into

gradually open the straw as it was advanced, so that very narrow strips, at right angles to the former ; and

the straw was enabled to enter between the rollers in a these were repasted on a third piece of paper in such a

flattened state,which state was rendered permanent by way that some of the colours should depart from the

the great pressure of the upper roller on the lower. straight line somewhat in the manner ihąt a fault'

The straws were thus rent, opened , and flattened by deranges the direction of a vein in a mineral stratifi

one movement, and the process was carried on with cation. This, in fact, constituted the peculiarity of the

much rapidity. bergame pattern ; and it is not difficult to see that such

Next ensued the process of dyeing the straws. For patterns might be varied without end .

this purpose various substances were employed. The Another and more complicated kind of work was

straws were sometimes boiled in the liquid, and in thus effected. The design to be worked was drawn

other instances merely steeped ; and either opened with pen and ink on paper. As it was a coloured pic

or whole or unopened . ture ihat was to be produced, as many shects of strav

The straws, thus opened and dyed, were next pasted were taken as there were to be colours, one of each

on pieces of paper so as to form sheets of straw. colour, and these were laid down flat on a board , one

About twenty straws were laid side by side to form upon another. The paper design was laid on the top,

one sheet; and the utmost care was taken in the pro- and the whole were secured from shifting or disturbance.

duction of an uniform sheet by such means. In the The whole thickness of straw and paper was then cul

first place the straws of any particular colour were through by very small and delicately nianaged cutting

compared, with a view to the selection of such as tools, so as to follow the lines of the design , and cu :

should correspond in tint even to the minutest shade. all the sheets of straw into numerous small pieces

The straws were laid down one by one on a very according to the complexity of the design.

smooth board of apple-treewood ; a straight rule was Then ensued the tedious part of the process. The

laid on the straw , and a sharp lancet or small knife paper pattern, now cut to little fragments, was re

was drawn along from end to end , so as to give a moved, and under this were the sheets of straw, als

straight and uniform edge to the straw . The other cut to fragments, but all cut just in the same manner .

edge was cut or trimmed in a similar manner, so that These fragments were removed one by one with a little

the straw was brought to a very exact form . The pointed instrument, and arranged in their proper order

paper was then coated with a layer of four -paste, and on a board. We will suppose that there had been four

the straw laid upon it in regular order, side by side, so sheets of straw ,red, yellow ,green ,and purple : each oi

as to leave no interstices between them . The straws these had been cut similarly ; and the object next was

were rubbed over with a soft cloth to remove the su to produce four variegated pictures or designs. The

perfluous paste, and to keep them down in their places. little pieces were nowrepasted side by side on a piece

A common screw-press was at hand for the purpose of of paper in their proper order as to form , but varied as

pressing the straws down upon the paper. This press to colour; so that outof four sheets, each of one colour,

was provided with a dozen small boards of walnut- there might be made four designs,each in four colours.

wood, about one-sixth of an inch in thickness ; and The same part of the device which was of one particu

between each two of these was placed several sheets of lar colour in one specimen, was of a different colour

paper. The pasted straw-sheet was placed between in a second specimen.

two of these sheets of paper, and lightly acted on by A further step in the art was to give an embossment

the press. Another sheet of straw was similarly pre- or relief to the pictures thus made. For this purpose

pared, placed between two other boards, and pressed moulds formed of horn were employed, with counter

in a similar manner. The first straw -sheet was re- moulds formed, of many thicknesses of pasteboard.

moved, placed between dry sheets of paper, and The devices in or on one of these mouldscorresponded

pressed again. The process thus continued until a with that represented by the different colours of the

great number of sheets of straw were prepared, and straw picture; indeed the latter was taken from the

all were pressed so that the straws should adhere per- former. The straw picture, when formed , was care

manently to the thin pieces of paper to which they had fully adjusted between the mould and the counter

been pasted . mould , and subjected to such a pressure as would

Sheets of straw were thus prepared, of many dif- gradually bring it to fall into the device of the mould,

ferent colours, each a few inches square, and all per- the straw-side being placed in contact with the mould,

fectly flat, smooth , and equable in appearance. From so as to be in relief when taken from it. All the

these sheets the ornamental productions were made,in raised and depressed parts of the device corresponded

two or three different ways,which we will briefly de- in a determinate way with the different colours of the

scribe. picture.

The first consisted in a kind of mosaic-work, in The straw pictures thus produced were sometimes

which small fragments of straw were arranged in a chased or engraved, and were in some few instances

diversified order as to colour, and according to some worked up to represent cameos. The minute details

fanciful device . There was a kind of ornament called need hardly be given here, for it was only proposed to
bergames, after a species of ancient tapestry, which was give a general idea of the mode of proceeding. The

much in favour among these specimens of straw -work . operation is evidently one fitted only for those with

A straight -edged ruler, a sharp lancet or penknife, whom time has but little value. Still it is ingenious ,

and a small pair of compasses, or else a gauge, com- and involves a few arrangements worthy of notice .
prised the chief tools employed. With these tools the

sheets of straw were cut up into very narrow strips

all regular and straight at the edges, and varying gene
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( Luton Church .)

RAMBLES FROM RAILWAYS. south , till it enters the Thames at Blackwall, opposite

THE LEA.-No. I.
Greenwich marshes. By means of cuttings it has been

rendered navigable for barges as far as Hertford ; but

CARCELY another river it was amuch larger river than it now is, before Alfred

of the like extentand size diverted its waters in order to lay the Danish feet

could be found to yield to aground.

the bookish perambulator The source of the Lea cannot be readily reached

so abundanta harvest of from a railway. The nearest station is atLeighton,

associations as the Lea. on the Birmingham line, fromwhence it is about eight

Few could surpass it in miles across a fine country. Perhaps a still pleasanter

the objects and places of way, though somewhat longer, is to leave the railway

interest that are to be at Tring, and mounting the hills above Aldbury to go

found in proximity to its across Ashridge Park (a place worth_looking at), and

banks ; and if it 'affords by Little Gaddesden and Dagnal, to Dunstable. Over

not many very striking these hills the pedestrian will be accompanied bythe

features of landscape sce
music of thousands of larks, and in return for their

nery, it presents several of melody, he may, if he please, when he reaches Dun

extreme loveliness: such stable, regale his palate with a dish of them . A lark ,

as made one, who has de as cooked at the principal inns in that town , is said ti

scribed many of them with a
form a most delicious morsel. Butwe only speak by

delightful zest , think “ as he report, for although it is a main principle with us in

sat on a primrose bank and travelling to taste whatever the place we are in is

looked down themeadows— thatthey famous for - so that we reckon it a misfortune that,

were too pleasant to look on but only on led astray by the advice of a dietist, we did not touch

holidays,” and thenturn his present thoughtsinto brawn when at Canterbury, and we can remember no

verse ;" in a wish, he adds, “ I'll repeat to you : similar omission—and though we should have little

" Iin these flow'ry meads would be,

sympathy for even a tee -totaller who should abstain

from a mouthful of “ Glenlivat o ' the sma' still,” in
These crystal streams should solace me, " &c.

rambling over the Highlands, or in crossing the moors

Asweramble along the banks of the Lea we shall be -wé confesswe could not bring ourselves to order a

able just to glance at the more noticeable places as we dish of the little aërial warblers, whose harmony we

silccessively reach them : some few we shall speak of had just been listening to with sogreedy an ear.The

at length, but the most part we shall content ourselves visitor should not pass through Dunstable without

with merely pointing out.
looking at its really magnificent church -- only a por

The river Lea rises at Houghton Regis, abouta mile tion however of the ancient conventual church-with

and a half north -east ofDunstablein Bedfordshire, its rich Norman doorwayandwindows - whose elabo

and entering Hertfordshire near Hide Mill, proceeds rate carvings are unfortunately much defaced, though

in a south -easterly direction through Whethamsted still retaining much beauty ; and he should, if he can,

andHatfield Park , soon after leaving which itinclines obtain a sight of the fine font in the interior.

to the north -east, and passes by Hertford and Ware, From Dunstable, a walk of little more than a mile

whence it bends again to the south, and is joined by across the fields brings us to Houghton Regis, where,

the Stort near Hoddesdon ;from which place it divides as we have said, the Lea rises. There is nothing re

the counties of Hertfordshire and Essex, till it leaves markable in its source ; the water, as at the source of

the former at Waltham Abbey ;itthenseparates many rivers, spreads out into a sort of pond,andthere

Essex from Middlesex , continuing to flow nearly islittleinit, or in the scenery aboutit to claim atten

No. 778.
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tion . The village of floughton Regis is one that may octagonal form , which is described more at length, and

deserve some regard ; the scenery is of a cheerful figured in Lysons's •Magna Britannia ,'Bedfordshire,

rural characier in itself , and scattered about it are p . 31. On the south site of the chancel are four

many clusters of picturesque cottages, with goodly richly -carved stone seats. Other objects of interest,

thatched roofs covered with deep coloured inosses, and which we have not time now to notice, will repay ex

enlivened with many a noisy group of rosy children amination.

about their doors. The church too is a fine old build The making of straw plait is quite a feature in the

ing - somewhat improved by modern taste — but a fine villages as well as in the towns round about this neigh

building still ; and in it is an ancientmonument,with bourhood. In fine weather, as the women andgirls sil or

the effigies of a knight in armour, under a rich Gothic stand about the cottage doors, plaiting the straw in the

arch, which will well repay the attention of the anti- sunshine, by the porches gay with bright flowers , they

quary . On the arch is a coat of arms, ' a chevron be- present groups such as our painters might delight in

tween three butterflies,' which , according to Lysons, seize and einbody. We wonder that they have not

are those of the Sewells, an ancient family who pos- oftener been transferred to canvas: pourtrayed in true

sessed the manor of Sewell , mentioned in Domesday and characteristic form and colour, they would, we

book. Houghton Regis, as its name implies, was think , yield hardly, if at all, in rustic grace and

anciently a part of the royal demesne: it now belongs piquancy to the often -painted distaff spinners.

to the Duke of Bedford, by one of whose ancestors it After passing by Luton the Lea flowsthrough Luton

was purchased, with the manor of Sewell, in 1750. Park, which is extensive and wellwooded . The park

We have given , in our initial letter, a sketch of the was laid out by Browne, who appears in this case to

Lca near its source, the church of Houglıton Rcgis is have accomplished his task with much skill. In it

m the back -ground. are two largelakes, said to contain, the one fourteen,

It would be idle to follow our stream yet awhile, and the other forty acres,supplied by our river. Luton

step by step . For some distance from its source it is Hou, as the house was called,was purchased by the cele

only a sort of ditch, and skirts ploughed fields; and brated EarlBute in 1762, who immediately commenced

though it flows past a village or two,wedo not remem- enlarging and rebuilding it on a scale of extreme

ber anything worth noticing till it reaches Luton. grandeur. He employed Robert Adam as his archi

Before it arrives at Luton it has, however, swelled into tect, who was at the same time engaged in the erection

a brook of fair size, and sometimes lays the neighbour- of Shelburne House, in London, for him ; but the

ing marshes under water - indeed throughout its course public clamour caused the latter to be given up, and

its banks are for the most part marshy and liable to be the works at Luton to be suspended for a time ; and

flooded. Luton lies low , and has at times suffered se- when these were afterwards completed, it was on a

verely from inundations. Its name isderived from the less extensive plan . This fine mansion was unfortu

river which was " in British Luh," (Morant.) It is a nately almost destroyed by fire on the 9th of November,

neat, clean town , and from thie number of straw -hat 1843, only the right wing having been saved, and un

and other factories, has much of that business- like air fortunately many of the pictures also, with other va

the city-dweller so much misses in most second-rate luable property, were burnt, or damaged by their

country towns in agricultural districts. Dr. Waagen hasty removal. The interior was of unusual splen

was much struck with its appearance : - " The little dour. Dr. Johnson visited Luton Hoo along with

town of Luton, ” he says, “is very pleasantly situated Boswell, and although there were some things hedid

in a rather hilly country. What a difference between not admire, “ on the whole,” says Boswell, " he was

that and places of a like extent in Germany ! In the very much pleased ; he said, “ This is one of the

principal streets there is a good flag pavement, such places I do not regret having coine to see.
It is

as but few of the largest towns of Germany can boast.” | a very stately place indeed ; in the house magnificenco
Luton has few buildings of interest: the church is al- is not sacrificed to convenience, nor convenience to

most the only one. This is of large size and unusual magnificence. The library is very splendid, the dignity

beauty. It is of Gothic architecture, but of various of the rooms is very great, and the quantity of the pic
periods; the chancel was built by John Whethamsted, tures is beyond expectation, beyond hope.' This we

abbot of St. Albans, in the fifteenth century, and is de- think a piece of criticism eminently characteristic of

serving inspection . There is an air of grandeur about the doctor. His admiration of the quantity of the pic

the whole building ; but it is to be regretted that its tures, " beyond expectation, beyond hope,” is par

venerable character hasbeen greatly injured by modern ticularly good .* Nor is his remark about the pleasure

barbarians—worse than Goths — who have covered the grounds inferior in its way ; every one knows with

whole body of the church with a thick coating of lime- what indifference he regarded natural scenery ; and

wash. The tower, which is built of stone and Aints in would easily guess how impatiently he would listen to

alternate squares, is the only part that has escaped the the accounts given him of these grounds; " but when

tasteless infliction ; and its time-worn aspect appears to it was proposed to walk in them ,” Boswell tells us he

frown inore darkly upon the sickly hueofits appendages. replied, “ Don't let us fatigue ourselves. Why should
Unfortunately the evil is not confined to a distant sur we walk there ? Here is a tree,let us get to the top of

vey ; the details of the architecture are almost hidden it.” As Dr. Johnson said , the quantity of the pictures

by the vile wash : and what is perhapsmost provoking is beyond expectation, and there are many very good
is, that it has only been perpetrated within a few years, ones among them . Earl Bute had cxcellent oppor

when we mnight have expected that a better feeling tunities of procuring good works from both Italy and

would have prevailed .* The interior of the church Holland, and he fully availed himself of his oppor
contains several interesting monuments. At the west tunities.

end of the nave is an elegant Gothic baptistery of an After it quits Luton park the Lea runs close along

* We lately visited an old church in Hertfordshire, where a The scenery is in many parts pretty, but very little

side the Whethamsted road till it reaches that place.

similar enrichment has been effected in the interior, and the varied , and the banks are low . Two or three water

names ofthose who caused it to be" whitewasht and beautified " mills
areworkedby it, but, like nearly all the millsonare,very properly, inscribed in large letters over the entrance the Lea, they are not very attractive in their appear

to the chancel. Why is not a like memorial placed on the
outside of Luton church ? 'The church wardens should look to * Dr. Johnson, in his . Life of Milton ,' speaks as if “ to count

it - taste so relined should not be suffered to pass unhonoured pictures, " as he there terms it, were the only object in looking at

and unkown.
a collection of them ,
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ance . Whethamsted is a cheerful little town. The | under control where simple precautions are taken ,

church is rather a curious structure, something in the that the consequent change in the general healih of

form of a Maltese cross, with a tower and somewhat the navy has been most signally important .

dumpy spire, rising from the intersection of the nave Any one who has read the narrative of Lord Anson's

and iransept. It was at Whethamsted that the barons voyage must remember the sufferings to which the

ho confederated against Edward II . and his favourite poor scamen were exposed by the attacks of this dis

Pierce Gaveston assembled their forces. From Whe- ease , at a time when the use ofthe proper remedy was

thamsted the scenery is more picturesque. The tra- not well known. It has been shown by the physicians

veller may make his way along the meadows by ihe of the navy, that of the predisposing causes to this

river side without much difficully, yet it is hardly disease the chief are — a cold dampness in the atmos

worth his while ; the road, which is rather a pleasant phere ; a scarcity of pure water ; a kind of food defec

one, leaves the river a little on the left , and following tive in its nutritious qualities, such as meat rendered

it for about two miles, we reach Brocket Hall and dry and hard by the process of salting as usually

park , the seat of Lord Melbourne. Brocket Hall was adopted to preserve it for sea-use ; and a scarcity or

erected about a century since by James Paine,who bas privation of succulent vegetables in their green state.

given elevations and plans of it, and of the bridge he These two latter causes are very likely to occur out at

here built across the Lea, in his work entitled · Views, sea, and hence the disease has been prone to make iis

Plans, & c .' The house is a brick edifice, of a somewhat appearance. In all the instances where the disease

striking appearance, and the Lea spreads out before it has proved serious, these privations have been more or

into a spacious lake. Altogether it is well fitted to less experienced. When one of the armies of the Cru

alford a refreshing retreat from the care and strife of saders was in Palestine, under Louis IX ., the men had

political contests. only one kind of fish, no meat (because it was the sea

We notice nothing worth mentioning from the time son of Lent), bad air , and scarcity of water ; and these

the river leaves Brocket Park until it enters Hatfield causes togeiher gave rise to a serious attack of the

Park, although the rambler will not regret pursuing disease. When Vasco de Gama doubled the Cape of

its course . The meadows abound with flowers, and Good Hope in his way towards India, his crew were

the river offers in its windings frequent pictures, a dreadfully attacked bythe disease ; and the narratives

little Dutch in their character, but more beautiful than of later navigators, such as Drake, Davis, Cavendish , and

Dutch master, though he be Cuyp himself, ever Dampier, contain similar details. Sir Richard Haw

painted . kins, in the account of his voyage to the South Seas in

The Lea runs through a corner of Hatfield Park , 1593, says that within his naval experience he had

leaving Hatfield considerably on our right. There is known ten thousand men to have perished by its

nought in the town to call us out of the way. Hatfield ravages . In the case of Lord Anson's crew, where

Park is of vast extent, and though rather level is con- four-fifths of the men were carried off by the coin

siderably diversified in its aspect by the profusion of plaint, there were many unfavourable circumstances ;

noble trees it contains. In it ' are said to be some of the weather was very tempestuous, the wind was cold

the finest oak, elm , and ash trees in the county. At a and cutting, the crew had been long without any fresli

corner of one of the avenues on the northern side of food, and the water was bad . In the narrative, after

the park is an old oak, called the Queen's Ouk, from a describing the scenery of the island of Juan Fernandez,

tradition that when Elizabeth wasa prisoner here, it the writer observes :- “ Such a scene, so beautifully

formed the boundary of her daily walks. It is much diversified, must have been delightful to an indifferent

decayed, only one of its main branches remaining; but spectator ; but in the distressed condition of the Cen

the decayed part has been carefully covered with a turion's men, who were in a manner languishing for

cement , and a railing has been placed around it to the land and its vegetable productions (a situation of

preserve it from curious visitors. Halfield House is mind which always attends the scurvy ), it is not to be

the property of the Marquis of Salisbury, and is of conceived with what transport and eagerness they

One of its wings, it will be remem- viewed the shore, and how impatiently they longed for

bered, was destroyed by fire a few years back , when the greens, the fresh water, and the other refreshments

the dowager marchioness was burnt to death. The then in sight.” He further observes :—“Those only

part then destroyed has been rebuilt, and we believe who have endured a long series of thirst , and can rea

large alterations have been made in various parts of dily recall the desire and agitation which the ideas

the mansion by the present marquis, who has an in. alone of springs and brooks have at that time raised

clination for building . The place possesses much in them , can judge of the emotion with which they

historical interest ; Elizabeth, as we have said , was a (the crew ) eyed a large cascade of the most transparent

prisoner here ; after her accession to the throne she water,which poured itself from a rock near one hun

gave Hatfield House to Lord Burleigh, the ancestor of dred feet high into the sea at a small distance from

the present Marquis of Salisbury . Charles I. was also the ship. Those who had long been confined to their

for a short time confined in it. The interior of the hammocks now exerted all the strength they had left

inansion is said to be very splendid , and it contains a in crawling up to the deck to feast their eyes with the

good many excellent pictures; but it is to be regretted reviving prospect. Thus they coasted along the shore,

that the public are strictly excluded from seeing them , contemplating the enchanting landscape, which im

or from inspecting the building .* proved as theyadvanced ; but the night closed upon

[ To be continued.) them before they had discovered a proper bay. At

four the next morning the third lieutenant was de

THE USE OF LEMON - JUICE IN THE NAVY. spatched with the cutter to discover the bay theysought

for, and at noon he returned with the boat laden with

There is not, perhaps, among the remedies employed seals and grass ; for the boat's crew did not stay to

for grievous maladies, one more remarkable for its search for better vegetables, as they well knew that

uniform efficacy than that of lemon -juice or lime- juice even grass would prove a dainty, and indeed it was

for the scurvy, which was once such a dreadful scourge soon eagerly devoured.”

to the English navy . It has so completely eradicated
Cleanliness and dryness of the ship, cleanliness of

the disease, or at least places the disease so completely person, moderate occupation, cheerfulness, good water,

* An engraving of Hatfield House is given in the · Penny fresh provisions - all contribute in various means to the

Magazine ' for January, 1843 (No. 692, p . 12) . prevention of this discase ; but the use of lemonjuice

normous size.

2 B 2
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or lime-juice is the most signal antidote. It was towards the year 1795,in consequence of a trial which hadbeen

the latter end ofthelast century that naval commanders made of it the preceding year in the Suffolk, of

adopted the use of this valuable agent in such a way as seventy- four guns. This ship left England, and

to demonstrate clearly its value ; but the use of it was arrived at Madras in September, without touching at

more or less known long before. Oranges, lemons,limes, any land . With every man's grog there were daily

and shaddocks, are four kinds of fruit closely allied in mixed two-thirds of a liquid ounce of lemon-juice, and

botanical character ; and all have been found valuable two ounces of sugar. She lost not a man ; and though

as specifics for this disease, especially lemons and the disease made its appearance in a few , an increased

limes, - partly, as is supposed , onaccount of the citric dose of lemon - juice immediately removed it . Thus

acid which they contain. As early as 1564 someDutch the Suffolk , after a voyage of one hundredand sixty

sailors, returning from Spain with a cargo of lemons two days, arrived without losing a man, or having a

and oranges, found great relief from the attacksof the mansick of the scurvy ; whereas the Centurion , in one

scurvy bythe use of these fruits . In 1593 Sir Richard hundred and forty-three days from the last place of

Hawkins experienced the value of lemon-juice as an her refreshment,lost half of her crew, whilst the other

antiscorbutic in his ships. In a work on Naval Sur- half were so feeble and emaciated as to be utterly

gery, published in 1636, after the disease has been de helpless. Nothing could more strongly point out the

scribed, the best remedy is thus spoken of: - “ The efficacy of lemon-juice than the following fact. When

use of the juice of lemons is a precious medicine, and Lord St. Vincent commanded the fleet which block

well tried ; being sound and good , let it have the chief aded Brest from the 27th May to the 26th September,

place, for it will deserve it ; the use whereof is : It is 1800, he maintained so close a blockade, that not a

to be taken each morning, two or three spoonfuls, and single day passed without reconnoitring the entrance

fast after it two hours ; and if you add one spoonful of of the harbour; yet , although the seamen of his feet,

aqua vitæ thereto to a cold stomach, it is the better. ” | consisting of at least sixteen thousand men, had no

In two works published in 1683 and 1694, advice is other than the ordinary ship's provisions, sixteen

given that citron and lemon juice should be provided only, in the course of four months, were sent to the

for the seamen on long voyages. Yet, notwithstand hospital."

ing the knowledge thus possessed in various quarters Sir Gilbert Blane, the late director of the medical

concerning the value of this medicinal agent, so little department in the navy, was instrumental in the intro

was the subject generally understood, that Lord Anson duction of the use of lemon -juice in the navy in 1795 ;

set out on his circumnavigation in 1740 without any and he lived to describe its effects thirty-five years

prevention or remedy for the dreaded disease ; but, on afterwards. Dr. Kerr, in the Cyclopædia of Practi

arriving at an island where oranges and lemons grew cal Medicine,' says that “ Usually, after ships have

in great plenty, upwards of a hundred sick men were been a fortnight at sea , to every individual in them a

puton shore, andthe greater part of them recovered fuid ounce of lemon- juice mixed with an ounce anda

after eating plentifully of the fruit. half of sugar, is served out daily, which, with the addi

Even after the experience gained by Lord Anson , a tion of water and of wine or spirits, affords a grateful

period of half a century was allowed to elapse before beverage, the use of which is enforced when the

the remedy became so far established as to lead to the neglect of it is suspected, or under particular appre

regular supply of lemon - juice to British ships of war. hension of the invasion of the disease. It is in conse

Captain Cook had not with him so large a supply as to quence of this prophylactic (prevention from disease),

render its general use practicable ; but he adopted nu- Sir Gilbert Blane infers, that there are now many sur

merous subsidiary precautions, which have ever since geons in the navy of long standing who have never

been recognized as valuable. He kept all his men seen a case of the disease ; and, as appears from an

employed, but none too laboriously ; he caused their inspection of a great number of journals, that it has

hammocks and bedding to be aired on the decks every either not appeared at all , or else in so slight a degree

dry day ; lie thoroughly dried the ship by placing that it was speedily checked by an increase of the

stoves in various places between decks ; he had an quantity of the antidote . No other remedy yet known

awning over the deck to shade the crew from a tropi- can ward off, he observes, this dreadful scourgeof

cal sun ; he provided clothes of different kinds to suit mariners under the use of salt provisions for an inde

different climates ; he was solicitous always to provide finite length of time. " Sir Gilbert Blane even stated,

abundance of fresh water ; and he took out with him a that no other remedy applied to any other disease with

large supply of sourkrout(a kind of pickled cabbage) , which he was acquainted, is so invariable and certain

of which every man had three or four pounds per week. as that of lime-juice in the particular disease to which

So judicious were all these arrangements that in a seamen are so liable .

voyage of three years and eighteen days, his crew en It has been stated that fresh pranges and lemons, in

tirely escaped from the disease. The sour krout a partially ripe state, are better than the juice pre

(*saures kraut, literally‘sour cabbage') , above alluded viously prepared, as the latter is somewhat liable to

to, is prepared by slicing the soundest and most solid spoil.' To check this tendency to spoil, Captain Bag.

cabbages in the way cucumbers are used in this coun- nold communicated to the Society of Arts some years

try: In this state they are put into a barrel in layers, ago a description of a method adopted by him . He

and over each layer is strewed a handful of salt and caused the expressed juice to be well strained, to sepa

caraway seeds. In this manner it is rammed down , rate every particle of pulp and rind ; and it was then

layer upon layer, till the barrel is full; when a cover boiled in an earthen vessel for half an hour. When

is put over it, and it is pressed down with a heavy part of the water was driven off by this boiling, the

weight. After standing for some timein this state, it vegetable albumen separated , and subsided on cooling.

begins to ferment; and when the fermentation has The juice was next decanted , and reboiled for a few

entirely subsided , the head is fitted on , and the barrel minutes. It was then put into bottles previously dried

finally shut up till ready for use. and heated, so as to leave just room enough for the

Vinegar, spruce , infusion of malt, solution of nitre , cork ; the cork was driven down and cemented over,

and other substances have been found more or less and the bottle left in that state. Some of the juice

efficacious ; but lemon -juice has eclipsed them all . thus bottled was tasted sixmonths, and anothersample

Sir John Barrow , in the article • Navy'in the • En- eighteen months, after the bottling, and was said to

cyclopædia Britannica,' says : “ The first general have suffered very little change .

supply of lemon -juice to the navy was established in
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[ The Flight of the Bear.]

HUDIBRAS. - No. V. “ Thro’ thick and thin she follow'd him ,

In ev'ry adventure h ' undertook ,
AFTER the character of the champion, that of the Bear And never him or it forsook ;
himself is given :

At breach of wall, or hedge surprise,

“ He was by birth, some authors write ,'
She shar'd i ' th ’ bazard and the prize .

A Russian, some a Muscovite :
At beating quartersup, or forage,

And 'mong the Cossacks had been bred,
Behar'd herself with matchless courage,

Ofwhom we in diurnals read ;
And laid about in fight more busily ,

That serve to fill up pages here,
Than the Amazonian dame Penthesile."

As with their bodies ditches there.
“ The upright Cerdon , ” the cobbler, the repairer of

Serimansky was his cousin -german,
wrongs, is the next personage, and much of his por

With whom he sery'd , and fed on vermin
traiture consists of' a humorous description of his

And when these faild, he'd suck his claws,
trade, and that seems to lead, by a species of association,

And quarter himself upon his paws."
to the attributingto him somewhat of a sectarian

This will seem as familiar to those who remember character, by mingling it with the conceits applicable

the Russian campaigns of the present century, as to to his trade . As a cobbler,

those who recurred to the contests between Peter the “ Fast friend he was to reformation ,

Great and Charles XII . of Sweden . Nor will it be Until 'twas worn quite out of fashion .

more difficult to make application of the following Next rectifier of wry law ,

lines from the description of Talgol , “ mortal foe to And would make three to cure one flaw .

cows :" Learned he was, and could take note ,

“Nor engine, nor device polemick,
Transcribe, collect, translate, and quote.

Disease, nor doctor epidemic,
But preaching was his chiefest talent ,

Tho' stor d with deletery med'cines,
Or argument, in which being valiant,

He used to lay about, and stickle
(Which whosoever took is dead since)

E’er sent so vast a colony
Like ram or bull , at conventicle :

To both the under worlds as he.
For disputants, like rams and bulls,

For he was of that noble trade,
Do fight with arms that spring from skulls.

That demi-gods and heroes made, It will be seen how readily the verbal play on the

Slaughter and knocking on the head ; technical terms leads to the addition of his preaching.

The trade to which they all were bred ; We believe there are many Cerdons yet existing in

And is, like others, glorious when many places besides conventicles.

' Tis great and large, but base if mean .

The former rides in triumph for it ;
“ Last Colon came, bold man of war,

The latter in a two-wheel'd chariot, Destin'd to blows by fatal star ;

For daring to profane a thing
Right expert in command of horse,

So sacred , with vile bungling. "
But cruel, and without remorse .

That which of Centaur long ago

Magnano, the tinker, is said by Dr. Grey to have been Was said , and has been wrested to

one Simon Wait, but as the poein says Some other knights, was true of this,

He and his horse were of a piece.

“ In magic he was deeply read One spirit did inform them both,

As he that made the brazen head , " &c.
The self-same vigour, fury, wroth;

it is more probable that a fortune- telling gipsy is
Yet he was much the rougher part,

meant. His companion also, Trulla, partakes of that
And always had the harder heart :"

character : too true and too common a description of the cruelty
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arising from the mere possession of animal vigour with “ To rouse him from lethargic dump

the absence of all consideration in uneducated men He tweakd his nose ; with gentle thump

who have control over animals. Knock'd on his breast, as if 't had been

These were the leaders To raise the spirits lodg‘d within.

They, wakend with the noise, did fly

“ From foreign parishes, and regions, From inward room to wiudow eye,

Of different manners, speech, religions,
And , gently op'ning lid , the casement,

Came men and mastills." Lookd out, but yet with some amazement."

And to these “ men and mastiffs"' Hudibras is made to

The pair then debate the fate of Crowdero. The
address a speech remonstrating against their proceed- knight is for slaying him outright, but the squire

ings, as derogatory to the cause in which he assumes
urges

they as well as himself were engaged . It is too long
“ Great conq'rors greater glory gain

to extract, and does not admit of abridging. Talgol
By foes in triumph led, thanslain :

replies to him in a violent attack on the parliamentary The laurels that adorn their brows

party, by no means likely to proceed from one who Are pullid from living, not dead boughs,

had fought for it ; a few lines will show its character And living fops: the greatest fame

Of cripple slain can be but lame.
“ Could thine impertinence find out,

One half of him 's already slain,
No work t' employ itself about,

The other is not worth your pain ;
Where thou secure from wooden blow,

Th ' honour can but on one side light
Thy busy vanity mightst show ?

As worship did when y ' were dubb'd knight,
Was no dispute a- foot between,

Wherefore I think it better far,
The caterwauling brethren ?

No subtle question rais d amoug
To keep him prisoner of war : "

Those out-o ' -their wits, and those i'th ' wrong ; and he is thereupon conveyed with all convenient

No prize between those combatants speed to " the wooden bastile”—the parish stocks ,
O'th ' times, the land and water saints ;

“ By strange enchantment made to fetter
Where thou miglitst stickle without hazard

The lesser parts, and free the greater ;
Of outrage to thy hide and mazzard ;

For tho' the body may creep through,
And not for want of bus ness come

The hands in grate are fast enough .
To us to be thus troublesome,

And when a circle 'bout the wrist
To interrupt our better surt

Is made by beadle exorcist,
Of disputants, and spoil our sport ?

The body feels the spur and switch ,Was there no felony, no bawd,

As if ' twere ridden post by witch
Cut-purse, nor burglary abroa :l ?

At twenty miles an hour pace,
No stolen pig, por plunderd goose,

And yet ne'er stirs out of the place.
To tie thee up from breaking loose ?

On top of this there is a spire,
No ale unlicens'd, broken hedge,

On which Sir Knight first bids the Squire,
For which thou statute mightst allege,

The fiddle, and its spoils, the case,To keep thee busy from foul evil ,

In manner of a trophy, place ;
And shame due to thee from the Devil ?

That done, they ope the trap -door gate,
Did no committee sit , where he

And let Crowdero down thereat.

Might cutoutjourney -work for thee ?
Crowdero making doleful face ;

And set th ' a task, with subornation,
Like hermit poor in pensive place,

To stitch up sale and sequestration,

To dungeon they the wretch commit,
To cheat, with holiness and zeal,

And the survivor of his feet :

All parties and the common -weal?
But th ' other that had broke the

peace,Much better had it been for thee,
And head of knighthood, they release,H bad kept thee where thi ' art us’d to be ;

Or sent th' on bus'ness any whither, Thu' a delinquent false and forg'd,

Yet beiug a stranger he's enlarg d ;So he had never brought thee hither."

While bis comrade, that did no hurt,

A humorous relation of the affray succecceeds, in Is clapp'd up fast in prison for 't.
which

So Justice, while she winks at crimes,

“ With many a stiff thwack, manya bang,
Stumbles on innocence sometimes."

Hard crab-tree and old iron rang ; "

until the squire is dismounted by his steed, who has ENCROACHMENTS OF THE LAND ON THE
had a bunch of thistles placed under his tail ; and the SEA.

knight by Talgol, who heaves him over by lifting the THERE are causes constantly but silently in operation ,

“ nearer foot :'
whereby land , more or less fitted for agriculturalpur.

“ But Mars, that still protects the stout,
poses, is gained or reclaimed from thesca, so that the

In pudding -time came to his aid , surface of the country becomes permanently enlarged .

And under him the bear convey d ;
There are , on the other hand , sources of change whereby

The bear, upon whosesoft fur gown
the sea absorbs or covers portions which were before

The knightwith all his weight fell down ."
dry land ; and it may happen that in some countries

The bear, affrighted , breaks loose, and quickly dis- the balance between these two forces is favourable to

perses those who could use their legs ; the country, while in others it may be unfavourable.

6 In baste he fled , and so did they , However, the former sources of change are those to

Each and his fear a several way." which we will here allude.

But Hudibras was lying “ in a swound, and the into a lake, an inland sea, or the ocean, that theseIt is mostly at some spot where a river empties itself

fiddler, whose wooden leg had been broken , com- reclamations of land occur ; and the land is in such

menced using the fragment upon the fallen knight,

cases formed of finely divided niud and sand . In many
when Ralpho, recovering from his fall

cases these spots obtain the name of deltas, derived
“ Wing‘d with speed and fury, flew

from the Greek name for the letter d , to the triangular
To rescue knight from black and blue ; ' '

form of which (A) their shape often bears some re

succeeds in subduing the unfortunate cripple, and then semblance. The Lake of Geneva presents a striking

devoics his care to his master :
iilustration of the gradual formation of such a district.

9
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This lake is about forty miles long, and from two to | itself, is now twenty miles inland . Ravenna was a sea

eight broad ; and the river Rhone enters it at the port, and is now four miles inland. Spiria, a very

castern end . The waters of the river are turbid and ancient city built on the sea -shore, was so far back as

discoloured where they enter the lake ; but when the eleventh century eleven miles inland. In the time

they leave it at the western end, near Geneva, they are of the Romans the hot-baths of Monfalcone were on

beautifully clear and transparent. From this it follows one of several islands of Alpine limestone, between

that the sediment which the river brings down with it wbich and the mainland, on the north, was a channel

into the lake is deposited before the current reaches of the sea about a mile in breadth ; whereas this channel

Geneva ; and it is equally plain that this process must is now converted into a grassy plain , which surrounds

gradually fill up the lake. There was an ancient town the islands on all sides . It is believed that the Adriatic

called Port Vallais, once situated at the water's edge was once very deep near the northern end ; but it is

near the eastern end , which is now a mile and a half now so shallow that new portions of dry land will

inland ; the intervening tract of land having been gradually be formed , from the filling up of the bed by

acquired, in the course of about eight centuries, by river deposits .

the subsiding and consolidation of the solid matters Somuchhas been written concerning the delta of

brought down by the river. There is a flat or alluvial the river Nile, that almost every reader is acquainted

district about five or six miles in length, composed of with the general character of the country near its banks

sand and mud, and raised a little above the surface of and mouth . More than two thousand years ago it was

the water . This is situated where was once deep a common expression in that country that “ Egypt was

Water; and an examination of the neighbouring dis- the gift of the Nile.” The mud which is deposited

trict, by Sir Henry de la Beche, has shown that other after the overflowing of the river forms, in fact, the

portions of similar alluvial land are in process of surface of the “ land of Egypt;" for the elevated spots

formation . It has, in fact, been pretty well proved beyond the reach of the river are limited in extent.

that the deposited mud occupies a slightly inclined It is supposed that the sea once washed the base of the

plane on the bed of the lake, extending two miles in rocks on which the pyramids of Memphis stand, and

length, and reaching in thickness up to the surface of that all the country now intervening between the two

the water at the eastern extremity. “ As the deposition has beenformed by alluvial deposits. The entire bed

goes on , so will this mud become more and more of the Nile is becoming coated with a : hick layer of

elerated beyond the reach ofthe water, so as to form this deposit, and thereby gradually raised .

a delta . In short, many geologists are prepared to The delta of the Ganges is one of the most vast and

believe that the whole lake may in time be filled up wonderful on the surface of the globe. The head or

by this cause alone, and that a rich agricultural soil northern extremity of this delta is no less than two

may be formed on the site of the present lake . In hundred miles froin the present line of the coast, or, in

how many thousands of years this might occur no one other words, two hundred miles of land in breadth have

can say ; but it is believed that the deposited mud of been robbed from the sea . Its base is also about the

the river is capable of producing such aresult. same distance ; so that if we imagine a triangle,

In the Baltic, districts of available land are gradually measuring somewhat more than two hundred miles on

being acquired where sea has hitherto flowed . It is each of its three sides, we shall get a rude approxi

near the head of the gulf of Bothnia, in this lake , that mation to the size and form of the district of land

the acquired land is mostly seen ; and this is supposed reclaimed near the mouth of the Ganges. The whole

to result from two causes—the influx of sediment from of this is not solid land ; for there are many mouths

numerous rivers, as at the lake of Geneva, and a slow by which the mighty river empties itself into the sea ;

and general upward movement of the land itself and and the part of the delta which borders on the sea is a

of the bed of the sea, at the rate of several feet in a dreary wilderness known as the Sunderbunds, infested

century . by tigers and alligators, and intersected by small rivers

At the spot wherethe Rhone empties itself into the and creeks. So vast is the quantity of mud and sand

Mediterranean , an alluvial deposit, or delta ,is gradually brought down by the Ganges from the Himalaya and

forming. The Rhone, after leaving the lake ofGeneva, the interior country, that the sea does not recover its

receives so much earthy and stony matter from the transparency at a less distance than sixty miles froin

Alpine districts through which it fows, that when it the shore. Large islands are formed in the Ganges in

reaches the Mediterranean it discolours the blue waters the course of a few years . Some of these, many miles

of the sea with a whitish sediment to a distance of six in length, have originated in large sandbanks ihrown

or seven miles sea-ward . The delta here formed has up round the points at the angular turning of the river,

been continually increasing in extent . Mese, a small and afterwards insulated by breaches of thic stream .

island described by someof the early writers, is now Others, formed in the main channel , are caused by

far inland, a delta of alluvial deposit having connected some obstruction at the bottom : a large tree or a

it with the main land. A spot which was a harbour sunken boat is sometimes sufficient to check the cur

about eight centuries ago is now a league inland. rent, and cause a deposit of sand, which accumulates

Psalmodi was an island about the same period, and is till it usurps a considerable portion of the channel.

now two leagues inland . tower which was erected Islands as large and as fertile as the Isle of Wight have

on the shore so recently as 1737, is now a mile inland. thus been formed .

As the same causes are constantly in operation, there At the mouth of the Mississippi there are two long

will be a gradual acquisition of new land near the tongues of land gradually forming,jutting out to a con

mouth of the Rhone, which will probably be applied siderable distance into the sea . These are the pro

to someuseful purpose as it solidifies. longations of the banks of the river, and arise from the

The northern end of the Adriatic Sea, where the subsidence of the matter broughtdown by the waters,

river Poentersit,is silently exhibiting indicationsof and spread around atthe timeofthe inundation . The

the same effects. For distance of a hundred miles in part of the Gulf of Mexico near the mouth of the

length a bandof alluvialland has been formed, varying Mississippi is becoming shallower and shallower, by the

from two to twenty miles in breadth ; and there is settleinent of the iminense mass ofsolid material

evidence to show that this formation has been the brought down from the interior ; and there can be no

work of the various rivers during a period of two doubt that the quantity of dry land will gradually in

thousand years. Adria, which was a seaport in the crease in that region.

time of Augustus, and which gave a name to the gulf Very few persons have an adequate conception of
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the vast quantity ofearthy matter brought down by as to require the protection of a sea-wall or bank ; and

large rivers ; and therefore the formation of new it has more than once been proposedso to manage this

beaches, islands, and portions of dry land, by the sub- embankment as to enclose a considerable portion of

sidence of such materials, may seem surprising. Mr. the Wash , and render it convertibleto useful purposes.

Barrow computed, from observations which he made, Mr. Lyell, in the sixth edition of his 'Geology,' says :

that the Yellow River in China brings down twomil -- " It has been lately proposed by Sir John Rennie

lion cubic feet of earthy matter every hour. The Rev. and others to rescue from the dominion of the sea a

Mr. Everest has computed that the Ganges, in one large part of what is called the Wash,' between the

hundred and twenty-two days of the rainy season , counties of Lincoln and Norfolk. The plan for accom

carried down six thousand million cubic feet of earthy plishing this objectconsists in deepening and straighten

matter ; and Mr. Lyell, in commenting on thisextra- Jing the channels of the rivers Ouse, Nene,Witham and

ordinary result, says :- " In order to give some idea of Welland, all of which are to be confined between well

the magnitude of this result, we will assume that the formed banks, and united into one grand channel in

specific gravity of the dried mud is only one-half that the centre of the Wash. The land already gained by

of granite ( it would , however ,be more) : in that case similar operations since the middle of the seventeenth

the earthy matter discharged in a year would equal century is of vast extent, and the additional space

3,184,038,720 cubic feet of granite. Now about twelve which the projectors hope to reclaim on the opposite

and a half cubic feet of granite weigh one ton ; and it shores of Lincoln and Norfolk will amount to a hun

is computed that the greatpyramid of Egypt, if it were a dred and fifty thousand acres, andbe half as large again

solid mass of granite, would weigh about 6,000,000 tons. as the county of Rutland in area.”

Themass of matter therefore carried down annually, Some years ago a gentleman named Harriot, living

would , according to this estimate, more than equal in in Essex, purchased for a trifling suma sinall island

weightand bulk forty-two of the great pyramids of which had been of no use to any one. It was situated

Egypt. ” As a further means of conveying to the mind near Great Wakering, and contained two hundred and

an idea of the enormous quantity of solid matter sixteen acres ofland, which was covered by the sea

brought down by the Ganges, Mr. Lyell states that if every flood tide , but left dry at the ebb. His object

a fleet of eighty Indiamen , cach freighted with fourteen was to try to bring this little island into cultivation ;

hundred tons of mud , were to sail down the river every and for this purpose he began to enclose it with a bank

hour of every day and night for four months con- of earth thirty feet wide at bottom ,seven feet high ,and

tinually, they would only transport from the higher four feet wide at top, with an external · battis' or slope

countryto the sea a mass of solid matter equal to that of two feet horizontal for one foot perpendicular. The

borne down by the Ganges in the four months of the wall encircled the island, and was about two miles and

flood season ; or, in other words, a fleet of two thou- a half in circuit , having in it only one gap about

sand such ships going down daily with the same scventy feet wide, through which the tide flowed in and

burden , and discharging it into the Gulf, would be no out . At length attempts were made to close this gap .

more than equivalent to the operation of the great Earth was at first used ; but the sea broke away this

river. We need not wonder, then , at the formation of earth as fast as it was thrown in . Piles were then

new land by,such a vast mass of earthy matter. driven in in a double row , and clay rammed in between

Our own'island is not without indications of similar them . This succeeded, and the little island was gra

phenomena going on. Not many weeks ago a paper dually drained . For the first two years it was too

was read before the Institute of Civil Engineers, bear- unsound and wet to become of much' value, but after

ing on this point. It was thus briefly noticed in the wards it became cultivable. Rape- seed, mustard, and

Athenæum : - “ A description was read Of the oats were first sown, but the land contained at first too

formation of the townland of Musselburgh on the much salt to be fitted for wheat. A house, a barn and

Frith of Forth , by Mr. James Hay. This was a curious a stable were built on the reclaimed island, and in

instance of an extensive tract of nearly four hundred habited by a few farm -labourers . It was many years

acres of landbeing formed by an alluvial deposit in ago that a description of this undertaking was given in

about three hundred years. The river Esk , when the Transactions of the Society of Arts , and that Mr.

swollen by rains, is stated to bring down quantities of Harriot had a gold medal awarded to him for his in

the detritus from the hills,which , with the soil washed genuity.

from the banks of the lowlands, is arrested when it

meets the tide, and is thrown upon the beach. This,

being mixed with large boulder-stones, becomes fixed,
Cudbear. — This valuable article is the Lecanora tartarea of

and the sand is blown over it bythe heavy north -winds
to which the shore isexposed .Thusthis large tract has Acharius. It is common in Derbyshire onlimestone, and in

crusts most of the stones at Urswic Mere. It is gathered for the
been formed. The diagram exhibited showed the dyers by peasants,who sell it for a penny a pound ; they can

several lines of high water at various dates, and that collect 20 or 30 pounds aday. It gives a purple colour. The

nearly the entire town has been built upon land thus same rock is not scraped oftener than once in five years. It is

recovered from the sea, without the aid of art." prepared for use with volatile alkali and alum , by the manu.

On the eastern coast of England , especially about facturers in Glasgow ; and, when sold to the dyers, it appears in

Norfolk, tracts of sandy land have been formed where the form of a purple powder, called Cudbear. Much is im

before was to be seen only sea. But these have in ported from Norway. Dr. Hooker states that in the neighbour

most cases been formed by a different agency from that hood of Fort Augustus, 1807, by collecting this lichen with an

which has hitherto engaged our notice. These sandy at 3s.Ad. the stone of 22 lbs. The fructified specimens are theiron hook, a person could earn 14s. per week, selling the article

tracts have been mostly produced by tidesand currents, best. Pennant also records it as an article of commerce about

which carry theloose sand from the bed oftheGer- Taymouth ; and Miss Roberts informs us that it is collected in

man ocean across the mouths of rivers and æstuaries. North Wales at three half-pence per pound , for the London

These encroachments of the land on the sea are the market. Several lichens, possessingsomewhat of the same qua.

fore hurtful rather than beneficial; but there is a pe- lity, would appear to have occasioned some confusion in the ap

culiar inlet of the sea, called the Wash, which is of a plication of the terms arcele, argol, orchal, cocker, or corcar.

different character. The Wash is the æstuary of the Notes of a Naturalist.

rivers Nene and Welland, and its bed is occupied for

the most part by sand-banks, dry at low water. Be

tween the mouths of the two rivers, the coast is so low
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[ 1 , Antiqua ; 2, Ziczac ; 3, Cossus ; 4, Russula ; 5, Jacobaeæ ; 6,00 ; 7, Parthenia .. )

CURIOSITIES OF BRITISH NATURAL sketches of the animals of our own country in par

HISTORY.
ticular often prove very acceptable. Let us, then , now

BRITISH MOTHs - continued .
turn to the group before us .

1. The Vapourer moth (Orgyia antiqua), Perfect In

Fromthe Sphinxes we may pass on to the Moths, sect,Caterpillar, andPupa and WinglessFernale. This

constituting the genus Phalæna of Linnæus, but species is very diurnal in its habits; it is far from

divided by modern naturalists into many distinct uncommon in our island, and is, indeed ,abundant in

families and multitudinous genera. To enter into an the neighbourhood of London,occurring even in the

analysis of the several families, or to define the genera, streets. Itsflight is short, jerking, vacillating, and

isnotour present purpose ;we aim merelyat a repre- interrupted
; it rests withextendedanterior legs and

sentation of such species as may interest thegeneral elevated antenna . The wings are ferruginous ; the

reader from their beauty or their habits, and at the anterior are clouded with brown,with two undulated

same timeconvey an idea of the extent of variation of and almost obsolete streaks ; a pale yellow crescent

form which obtains among them .Hewho wouldbe shaped spot on the disc, and a snow -white sublunate

come conversant with entomology must devote himself spot at thelowerangle: the hiuder wings are unspotted .

to the study of it ; and, even then, so extensive is the The female is of a dark cinereous tint, destitute of

domain that few cultivate more than some oneportion wings,with serrated antennæ . She is often seen sur

of it, andcontent themselves with a generalsurveyof rounded by crowds of suitors.
the rest. To those, however, who have not time to The caterpillar , as is the case with those of the

follow out the science, and whose duties lead them to genus Orgyia, is thickly covered with fascicles of hair.

pursuits far removed from any department of zoology, I it is ofa dusky colour, spotted with red, with a black

No. 779.

VOL. XIII.-2 C
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patch on the back ; two dark whisker-like tufts of liairs | ing to the Rev. L. Jenyns, is not uncommon in Bottis

spring from the licad ; two similar tufts are placed on ham and Horningsea fens. The male generally flies in

each side of the body, and one rises from the tail ; be- the afternoon, and may be observed during the day

sides ihese, there are tults of long radiating hairs along resting on furze -bushes, and the rough shrubs of the

the sides. The food of the caterpillar consists of the common, but the female is seldom to be seen, as she

leaves of various trees, especially of the white and generally conceals herself at the roots of plants or

black thorn, and is to be found from April to August, bushes, amidst dense vegetation . She is moreover far

wlien it changes to a dusky yellow pupa. The perfect more sluggish in her habits than the male, numbers of

in : ect is found from July to October. the latter being often noticed active on the wing around

2. The Pebble Prominent (Notodonta Ziczac ), Per her resting- place .

fect Insect, Caterpiliar and Pupa. The Pebble Pro In the male the chest and anterior wings are pale

nincnt is by no means one of our common moths, nor yellow, the anterior margin near the apex, the inner

is it very generally distributed. It has bern occasion - margin, and long basal hairs bright sanguineous ;

ally taken in the neiglıbourhood of London, at Darent posterior wings and abdomen yellowish white, the

and Combe Woods, and is said to be rather frequent former with a dusky lunate spot on the disc, and a

at Holt, Norfolk . According to Mr. Vigors, it has marginal fringe of the same colour. Shaft of the an

been found near Dublin . In the male the anterior tennæ and legs rufescent. In the female the antenna,

wings are pale chestnut, brown at the base, with two head, thorax, and anterior wings are reddish or fulvo

abbreviated streakson the anterior margin , between rufous, the margins of the latter, the nervures and

which is a large subquadrate whitish patch, followed central lunule, bright sanguineous. The posterior

posteriorly by a larger ocelliform one, tinged with wings are fulvous; with the base, an ovate spoi near

Jurplislı, intersected by black dashes on the nervures, the centre, and the margin dull black .

margined anteriorly by a deep brown lunule , and pos The caterpillar is of a dusky tint, with yellow spots

teriorly by greyish clouds and a whitish streak ; hinder along the sides, and dull orange hair closely set in

margin with a narrow black line : posterior wings ash- fascicles. Various grasses , plantain, hound's-tongile,

coloured , with a central Junular dusky spot, and a &c. constitute its food . It changes in May to a reddish

narrow marginal line. The female has the anterior brown pupa, shrouded in a web upon the ground . The

wings of a more uniforin chestnut tinge, and the hinder perfect insect appears in June.

wings mouse - coloured . 5. The Pink Underwing ( Callomorpha Jacobææ ,

The caterpillar has two acute protubrrances on its Perfect Insect, Caterpillar and Pupa.

back , and one on the last segment. It is greenish , or This beautiful moth is extremely abundant in certain

asli coloured, with a pale lateral stripe, and a reddish localities . It is common around London,but we have

tail. It feeds on the poplar and willow , and in Sep- observed it in multitudes in the neighbourhood of

tember assumes the pupa state. The perfect insect Herne Bay, and on the hills around Dover. It is said

first appears in May; but from this month to July to be cominon in Cambridgeshire and in Devonshire;

there is a gradual accession of individuals, though not it is numerous in Epping forest, and also in Daren !

in great numbers. wood. This moth is partially diurnal in its habits, and

3. The Goat moth (Cossus Ligniperda), Perfect in favourite spots great numbers are often seen to

insect, Caterpillar and Pupa. In many parts of our gether, flitting about or resting on the stems of the

island this fine moth is by no means uncommon . It ragwort. The head , body, and limbs are black ; the

is found from June to the end of July , infesting oaks, anterior wings ashy brown, with a longitudinal streak

willows, poplars, aspens, &c. , upon the wood ofwhich of scarlet parallel to the anterior margin, and two

the caterpillar ſeeds, working its way through the roundish spots of the same colour on the externalinar

solid substance of the tree , and consequently proving gin . The hinder wings are bright sanguineouson buih

liighly destructive, the more especially as it is three surfaces, with a posterior narrow fringe of ashy brown.

years before it assumes the pupa state . The caterpillar is slightly hairy, and alternately

The perfect insect measures from two inches ten ringed with black and yellow ; it feeds upon the

Jines to upwards of three inches, or in the female to fowers of the ragwort, and spins a loose cocoon on

three inches six or nine lines, in expanse of wings. the stems of the plant, within which it assumes its

The anterior pair are clouded with greyish and brown, pupa state, the perfect insect emerging the following

with nuinerous transverse irregular black streaks and May. The caterpillar of tliis species is to a certain

reticulations. The posterior wings are dusky, with extent gregarious, numbers infesting the same plant,

obscure reticulated streaks towards the hinder margin. and weaving their respective cocoons on its stems.

This moth is not very active, at least during the day, 6. The Double - 0 moth (Cymatophora 00) , Perfect

and may be observed reposing amidst the foliage of Insect , Caterpillar and Pupa.

the trees, which it liabitually frequents. This moth is local in its distribution , being rare in

The caterpillar cmits a inost disgusting odour; it some places and tolerably abundant in others ; it is by

attains to a huge size, and is of a dull rufescent colour, no means common in the immediate vicinity of London ,

with large shining red patches on the back , and two but, according to Stephens, has been taken rather plen

triangular black spots behind the headl, which latter is tifully near Chigwell Row, in Epping forest, and at

black. Before it changes to a pupa state, which is Darent-wood. He adds that he has taken it on Clan

generally in the autumn, the caterpillar searches for don Common, and that it has been found in other

a convenient place, and then shrouds itself in a case neighbouring places. It is stated to occur at Leather

composed of pieces of wood, which it unites together head in Surrey, and to have been found near York,oil

by means of a strong glutinous substance, lining the the oak . It is nocturnal in its habits.

whole with silk . The pupa is brown, and strongly The head and thorax are of a pale ochre yellor,

denticulated on the margin of each segment.
sprinkled with dusky ; tlic anterior wings are pale

4. The Clouded Buff moth (Euthemonia Russula, yellow , with a pale ferruginous mark near the base,

Stephens), Perfect Insect, Caterpillar and Pupa. and finely reticulated with the same colour, two rings

The Clouded Buff moth measuresabout an inch and something like 00 appearing in the centre of thewings,

a half in the expanse of its wings. It is a common in- Reticulations anda narrow line are conspicuous along

sect on heaths and commons; in the New Forestit is the outer niargin. The hinder wings whitist:, with a

abundant, and is in considerable plenty on Stockton. tinge of buffy yellow . Expanse of wings about one

Heath and in the neighbourhood of York , and, accord - linch and a quarter.
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Tlie caterpillar has the head black, the body ferro- | warm , composed of the raspings of the wood scooped

ginous with white spots and lines . It feeds on ile oak, out of the cell, united with the strong silk which so

and the perfect insect appears in May and June. many species of caterpillar are capable of spinning.

7. The Orange Underwing ( Brepha Parthenias ), | In this snug retreat the caterpillar, if it had not leen

Perfect Insect , Caterpillar, and Pupa. disturbed, would have spent the winter without cating ,

The Brephæ , observes Mr. Stephens, “ are dis- but upon being removed into a warm room , and placed

tinguished by the beauty of the under surface, and the under a glass along with some pieces of wood, which it

liveliness of the colouring of the posterior wings, which might eat , if so inclined, it was roused for a time from

are generaliy orange or Navescent with black or dusky its dormant state, and began to move about. It was

fasciæ and margins ; " the Palpi are concealed , and the not long, however, in constructing a new cell for itself,

head is densely pilose. no less ingenious than the former. It either could not

This elegant species is diurnal in its habits, appear- gnaw into the fir plank, on which it was placed with a

ing early in the spring, and Aitting about in wooded glass over it , or it did not choose to do so, for it left it

places on rapid but vacillating pinions, generally over untouched, and made it the basis of the edifice it began

the tops of the bushes or patches of underwood, and to construct. It formed in fact a covering for itself

occasionally descending and settling near little pools precisely like the one from which we had previously

of water , but ever on the alert , and fitting off on the dislodged it, composed of raspings of wood given it as

least alarm . It is very local in its distribution, being food, the largest piece of which was employed as a

common in a few places only. Mr. Doubleday in- substantial covering and protection for the whole . It

stances Ongar Park woods, and Mr. Stephens says that remained in this retreat motionless and without food,

near Hertford , Highgate, Colney- hatch , and at Combe- till revived by the warmth of the ensuing spring, when

krood he has seen and captured specimens, and that at it gnawed its way out, and began to eatvoraciously, to

certain seasons it is not uncominon. make up for its long fast. ” The cell , or rather cocoon ,

The general colour is fuscous. The an : erior wings in which the pupa state is assumed , and the last change

are sprinkled with cinereous, and marked with several undergone, is of similar manufacture, but of stronger

ob: cure whitish, strigæ ; two decided spots are seated and closer texture . It is well known that a large

on the anterior margin ; the first forming a transverse caterpillar feeding on the wood of the oak, according

bar. The posterior wings are dull orange, with the to Pliny, was esteemed by the Romans a delicacy for

base and inner margin broadly black , with an inter- the table, and was purposely fattened with 'farina.'

rupted transverse bar of the same colour, and also a Ray and Linnæus are inclined to think that the cater

posterior marginal fringe. We inay observe, however, pillar thus prized was the present; but it is impossible

that in the arrangement of the markings there is con to arrive at a certainty on the subject . It is, however,

siderable variation. The caterpillar is yellowish green , surprising to find that the taste of the Juxurions

with a bluish black lateral line, and some black spots. Romans agrees with that of the savage natives of

It feeds upon the leaves of the poplar and oak . The Australia as respects the use for food of wood -eating

perfect insect appears in March . caterpillars. Besides the Bugong moth , which is very

In looking over the group of moths, thus briefly de- oily, and accounted when pounded delicious fare, the

scribed, the most remaikableis the Goatmoth (Cossus Australians relish certain caterpillars which feed on the

ligniperda ). It is among the finest of our British substance of the grass-tree and the wattle -tree: they

species, and the caterpillar was selected by Lyonnet as are eaten either raw or roasted ; and when the natives

the subject of his minute and laborious dissection , the arc taunted with cating such disgusting food, they in

results of which are described and delineated in his variably retort upon theEuropean by accusing him of

Traité anatomique de la Chenille du Saule, ' the plates cating raw oysters, which they regard with perfect

being engraved by the author. Of this work Cuvier horror.

says, “ It is at the same time the chef-d'ouvre of ana

tony and of engraving ;” and certainly it is a monu The Doctor in Abyssinia.- Whilst invalids of all classes daily

ment of patience, industry, and skill, conspicuous flocked to the camp ofthe Europeans for medical assistance,

among the works of science. The caterpillar of this applicationswerenot wanting from the palace in proof of the

moth we have stated to feed on solid wood, boring gal reputation acquired. One of the princesses royal , who had been
leries as it gnaws its way into the heart of the oak, wil lotged with the illustrious visitor from Achuu-Kurra, in the

Jow, or poplar ; and itmay occasion no little surprise crimson pavilion presented by the British government, found

to learn that a caterpillar is capable of mining through herself in need of advice; and, on being visited, lay concealed
the bard trunks of trces : such, however, is the fact; beneath the basket pedestal of a wicker dining table,whence her

and Cuvier says it emits from the mouth an acrid and sprained foot was thrust forth for inspection. Divers respectable

fetid liquor, which, it would appear, has the property

duenvas of the royal kitchen , who had been severely scalded by

ofsoftening the wood ; of this, however, we are by no theburstingof a pottage- cauldron ,were also treatedwithsuccess

ineans certain .
when they had been given over by the body-physician , it whose

merciless hands the sobbing patients had been plastereil over

As this caterpillar lives for the space of three years with honey and soot; and a mutton -bone was extracted from

Lefore undergoing its finalchange, it is notunreason the throat of a page,where ithad been firmly wedged forthree

able to ask in what manner does it spend the colder days. But the cure wlich elicited the most unqualified and

months of the winter ? We may answer-- apparently universal amazement, was that of a favourite Baalomaal,

in a state of hybernation or torpidity . Not contented who, labouring under a fit of apoplexy, which had deprived

with the maze of galleries it has already scooped out, him of animation, was suddenly revived by renesection,

and wlrich perhaps do not afford it sufficient protection, aiter fumigation with ashkoko goomun had been tried without the

it begins beforethe arrival of thescvere season to scoop smallest avail, and preparations were already commencing for

out a cell or chamber in the bole of the tree, if it does his interment.--Medicine, in fact, now cngrossed the entire of

1:06 find one already prepared ; and to this it retires, the Royal attention. Phialsand drugs without numberwere

and bending its body, sinks into repose . Mr. Rennie sentto the tent,with a request that theymiglit lie so labelled asto

informs us that onsawing off a portion of an old poplar ing under complaints forthe removal of which they were re

admit of the proper duse being administered to patients labour

in the winter of 1827, he foundsuch a cell with a cater- spectively adapted . Two or more invalids,who objected tobe

pillar coiled up in it. “ It had not, however," he says, scen, were certain to arrive at the palace within every four andl

' been contented with the bare walls of the retreat, twenty hours ; and no subterfuge ihat ingenuity could devise

ithich it had hewn outof the tree, forit had lined it was left untriei loy which to angient the alreally ample stock

with a fabric as thick as coarse broad -cloth, and equally of pills on land. -'Major Harris's Highlands of Ethiopia .

2 C
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( Podiam Castle, Sussex . )

BODIAM CASTLE.

of the chapel, the hall , the kitchen, and other apar:

BODTAM , or Bodiham , Castle is situated on the eastments and offices, are parallel to the main walls, and

side of the county of Sussex. A short distance to the leave in the centre an open area of eighty-seven feet

west of the castle is the village of Bodiam , which is by seventy -eight feet.

four miles north -east from Robertsbridge, and about The situation of the castle is low. The style of

twelve miles west-north -west from Rye. Bodiam architecture is French , rather than English, and

Castle is on the north side of the river Rother, whence is similar to that of the castle of Amberley, in the

water is artificially conducted to supply the broad same county , which was built about the same time.

moat which surrounds the castle, and which looks like Bodiam Castle is a noble pile of ruins, and with its

a sinall lake. The form of the castle is nearly a square, massy but crumbling towers, mantled with ivy and

with a round tower at each of the four corners, and a reflected in the broad moat , produces an effect highly

square tower in the centre ofthe east, west, and south picturesque, filling the mind with reflections not un

sides. The great gateway is in the centre of the north pleasing on times of insecurity, violence, and blood

side, and is flanked by two square towers, with machi- shed which have fortunately long since passed away.

colated battlements ,* and the entrance is further de Bodiam Castle was erected by Sir Edward Dalyn

fended by an iron portcullis. Above the gateway, on grigge in the year 1386. Sir Edward belonged to a

the exterior wall,are three escutcheons with the arms fainily of great consequence in Sussex, and was engaged

of Bodiam , Dalyngrigge, and Wardeux. The approach in the French wars of Edward III . He married the

to the great entrance is by a causeway , which was heiress of the family of Wardeux, who were lords of

defended by an advanced gate , of which there are still Bodiam . In the 31st year of the reign of HenryVI.,

some remains. There is a smaller gateway on the south Philippa, the daughter and heiress of Sir Richard

side, which had an inner as well as an outer gate, but Dalyngrudge, married Sir ThomasLewknor, who also

the inner gate hasbeen destroyed, and a cottage built belonged to a family of high station in the county,

on the site. The towers are lighted by loopholes and several members of which had been knights of the

small windows little better than Joopholes. Thelength shire, and nine of them high sheriffs. In the civilwarof

of the east and west sides, measured from centre to Charles I. the Lewknor who was then proprietor of the

centreof the cornertowers,isone hundredand sixty-five castlewas a firm loyalist; the consequence of which

feet; the length of the north and south sides, similarly was, that his castle was dismantled by Waller, and his

measured , is one hundred and fifty feet. The remains property passed by alienation to the Earl of Thanet,

* In castellated architecture the battlements frequently pro from whom the lordship of Bodiam was purchased by

ject beyond the wall, leaving intervals suitable for throwing Sir Thomas Webster, and descended with bis other

down stones, or pouring melted metal, or discharging missiles estates to Sir Godfrey Webster : it has now become

perpendicularly on theheadsof the assailants. Such opening the property of the Fullers, hy whom it was purchased

are called machicolations,andsuch a battlement is said tobe in order to preventasmuchaspossible the decay and
machicolated .

dilapidation of the castle.

4
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ENCROACHMENTS OF THE SEA ON THE croachments ; while Tynemouth Castle , which now

LAND. overhangs the sea, was once separated from it by a

strip of land. At the projecting headland of Flam

In a former article we briefly described some of the borough, the chalk cliffs are worn into caves and

modes 1.1 which dry land encroaches on the sea . We needles, and are gradually decaying ; but on the coast

mayherenotice some examples of the opposite action, between this spotand Spurn Point,consisting of beds of

in which the sea encroaches on the land. clay, gravel, sand , and chalk rubble, the destruction is

In most cases of this kind the effects are produced still more apid. There are now , off this coast, sand .

by the wearing action of tides, waves, and currents, banks in the sea which were marked in old maps of York

continued uninterruptedly for ages ; first destroying shire as the sites of the villages of Auburn , Hartburn,

portions of the margin of the land,and then transport and Hyde. Hornsea, Owthorne, and Kilnsea are suf

ing those broken fragments to other places . The fering gradually the same process of demolition. Ra

eastern coast of Britain is remarkably exposed to these venspur, which was at one time a rival to Hull in

effects on account of the double current, or a double importance, has been so utterly destroyed that a sand

system of tides, observable in the German Ocean . bank, covered at high -tide, but dry at low, marks its

When the great tidal current flows from the Atlantic site .

towards Britain, it divides into two portions atthe The shore of Lincolnshire has exhibited a double pro

Land's End ; one of which passes along the English cess of destruction and reclamation. The 11. -.itime

Channel towards Dover, while the other passes round district consists chiefly of lands that lie below the

the west of Britain towards the Orkney and Shetland level of the sea, being protected by embankments.

Isles. This latter current then bends round to the Much of this was at a remote period a well -wooded

east and the south, and flows on southward between country ; it was afterward overflowed by the sea ; it

Britain and Denmark. Here the two currents meet; has since been recovered by embankments; and the

one going northward from Dover Straits, the other system of drainage now being carried on has for its

southward from the Orkneys ; and the action thus be- object to make the district still more worthy of the

comes so considerable, that the shore is ground or name of dry land. So low is the coast of this county,

worn away by the incessant passing and repassing of that the wearing away of cliffs is hardly applicable io

these currents. We will select from Mr. Lyell's work it ; but in Norfolk and Suffolk this sort of destruction

on Geology such details as illustrate this action . is going on , At Hunstanton the cliffs are constantly

The destructive process on the eastern shore has being undermined and precipitated into the sea. At

been manifested on all the different varieties of coast ; Sherringham a striking instance of this encroachment

on islands, promontories, bays, and estuaries ; on bold has been exhibited. An inn was built there in 1805,

lofty cliffs ; on low shores. Towards the northern part and it was computed that seventy years would elapse

of Scotland the action has been displayed in wearing before the sea would endanger it ; the mean loss of

away bold and rugged cliffs. The Shetlands, composed land having been computed, from previous observa

of hard rock, are exposed to very violent action from tions, to be somewhat less than a yard annually. But

waves and currents ; whereby steep cliffs arehollowed the rate of destruction afterward increased , insomuch

out into deep caves and lofty arches, while almost that seventeen yards were swept away in six years ;

every promontory ends in a cluster of rocks, imitating and in 1829 only a very small garden intervened

the forms of columns, pinnacles, and obelisks. Huge between the inn and the sea. In that same year there

blocks of stone are torn from their beds by the violence was a depth of twenty feet of water at a spot where,

of the waves, and hurled along to a considerable dis- less than fifty years before, there had stood a cliff fifty

tance. An instance has been known in which a mass feet high, with houses upon it . The flag -staff of the

of rock, eight feet long , seven wide, and five thick, was Preventive Service station , near the same spot, was

rent from its bed by the waves, and carried to a dis- thrice moved in fifteen years, on account of the encroach

tance of a hundred feet. In other cases the sea hasment of the sea.

forced for itselfa passage through rocks of the hardest The ancient towns of Cromer, Shipden, Wimpwell ,

porphyry. Rocky islands have by this means become and Eccies have all disappeared. The Cromer of the

mere clusters of rocks, the last shreds of masses once present day is far inland of the former, and seems itself

continuous ; and thus among the Shetland Islands are destined to destruction at some future day. There is

to be seen isolated rocks of most fantastic form ; in a ruined tower of the church of Eccles still visible , the

one case looking, at a distance, like a fleet of small only relic of the town . So early as the reign of James I. ,

vessels with spread sails; in others like needles, pyra- the inhabitants prayed for a remission of taxation , on

mids, huge icicles ; while others defy any correct de- the ground that all their houses, except fourteen, had

scription as to form . been destroyed by the sea . At Yarmouth a low tongue

Passing southward along the east coast of Scotland, of sandy land stretches almost entirely across the

it is found that the destroying action shows itself more mouth of what was once an estuary extending as far

in filling up estuaries,and gradually attackingseaport as Norwich ; thisis formedof sand brought down and

towns. An old town called Findhorn , in Morayshire, lodged by the currents, and serves as a barrier to pro

has been swept away by the sea. The village of Ma- tect this part of the coast from wasting:

thers, in Kincardineshire, built on an ancient shingle North and south of Lowestoffe the cliffs are gradu

beach, was carried away by the waves of thesea in one ally crumbling; at Corton, at Pakefield, and particu

night, in 1795. At Arbroath , which stands on a rock larly at Dunwich . There are records to show that this

ofred sandstone, gardens and houses have been carried last-named placehas been subject to these visitations

a way since the commencement of the present century for cight or nine hundred years ; for two tracts of land

by encroachments of the sea. The lighthouses built which had been taxed in the time of Edward the Con

atthemouth of the Tay have had to be removed farther fessor are mentioned in Domesday-Book as having
inland, on account the approach the sea . At been devoured by the sea . At subsequent periods the

Newhaven anarsenal and dock, built in the fifteenth losses continued - atonetimeof a monastery,atanother

century, have been overflowed by the sea . of several churches, afterwards ofthe old port, then of

Along the east coast of England, from Northumber- four hundred houses at once, of the church of St.

land to Kent,examples havebeen shownof the same Leonard,thehigh road, the townhall, the gaol, & c. The

system of destruction. At Bamborough, at Holy Island, inhabitants retreated inland as fast as the sea encroached

and at Hartlepool , the sea has made considerable en- | upon them , so that the name is still retained . There
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was once a wood situated a mile and a half eastward At Folkestone and at Hythe the cliffs exhibit prouis

of the presenttown of Dunwich, the site of which must of the saine wearing action ; but between llythe and

therefore now be that distance to seawards.
Rye the land has gained from the sea the rich level

Aldborough . Bawdsey, and other parts of the Suffolk tract known as Romney Marsh , which has been formed

coast , have suffered in a similar manner, if not to the of the silt , or fine mud, deposited by thecurrent flowing

Bame degree ; and when we arrive at the Essex coast, from west to east through the English Channel. Rye

we find the same changes in progress. Harwich is was once destroyed by the sca ; but it is now two miles

said to have owed its rise to the destruction of Orwell, distant from it . Westward of this point we come to

a town which was overwhelmed by an inroad of the sea Ilastings, where the cliffs are being gradually worn ;

many centuries ago. Mr. Lyell thinks that the pro- and still more at Beachy Head. The whole coast of

montory on which Harwichi stands will become an Sussex has been incessantly encroached upon by the

island in half a century ; for he has found that the sea sea from time immemorial ; sometimes almost insen

is gradually cutting away the isthmus which connects sibly, at other times with violence. During a period

it with the land ; and he hints that the inhabitants are of no more than cighty years, there are notices of about

hastening the destruction of their own town , by selling twenty inroads of the sca , in which tracts of land of

for cement the stones which ioll down upon the beach, from twenty to four hundred, acres in extent were

and ir nich , if allowed to reinain, might help to stem overwhelmed at once . In the reign of Elizabeth,

the action of the sea . Brighton was situated on that tract where the chain

On the coast of Kent we meet with the interesting pier now extends into the sea, being, in fact, situated

examples furnished by Reculver and the Isle of on the beach under the cliffs, from which situation all

Sheppey. This isle is about six miles long by four the houses were waslied away one by one.

wide. The cliffs are wearing away rapidly ; the church Farther westward, on the Hampshire coast , the shore

of Minster, once in the middle of the island, is now on exbibits the effects of similar actions; and the same

the coast ; and it is supposed that if the present rate of remark is applicable to Dorsetshire. The cliffs between

destruction continues, the whole island will be annihi- Hurst Castle and Christchurch are so much under

lated in fifty years. Farther eastward we find a nearly mined, that, within the memory of persons now living,

straight line of coast where was once Herne Bay. It it has been found necessary to reinove the coast-road

is true that name is still given to the spot ; but it bears farther inland three different times. The church of

very little resemblance to a bay, for the waves and Hadwell was once in the middle of the parish, though

currents have by degrees swept away the ancient head- now near the sea. The peninsulas of Purbeck and
lands. There was formerly a small promontory jutting Portland are gradually wasting away . In 1665 the

out where the present pier is built ; but this has been cliffs adjoining the principal quarries in Portland gare

wholly annihilated. Reculver, between Herne Bay way to the extent of one hundred yards , and fell into

and Margate , was an important military station in the the sea ; and in December, 1734, a land -slip to the

time of the Romans, and was in the time of Henry the extent of a hundred and fifty yards occurred on the

Eighth distant one mile from the sea . In 1781 there east side of the isle . In 1792 a much more notable

was still a considerable space intervening between the loss of land occurred, which was thus described in

church and the sea. The walls of the ancient Roman Hutchins's . History of Dorset : - " Early in the morn

encampment, distant eighty yards from the church, ing the road was observed to crack ; this continued

were destroyed in 1780 ; and since then the sea has increasing, and before two o'clock the ground had sunk

swallowed up the strip of land close to the church. several feet, and was in one continued motion, but

The church still remains, with its twin towers of attended with no other noise than what was occasioned

curious shape serving as a landmark to seamen ; but it by the separation of the roots and brambles, and now

would have been destroyed before now had it not been and then a falling rock . At night it seemed to stora

for an artificial causeway of stones and wooden piies , little , but soon moved again ; and before morning ile

erected as a barrier between it and the sea . ground, from the top of the cliff to the water side, bud

In the cliffs round near the North Foreland, the sunk in some places fifty feet perpendicular. The

coast wears away at the rate of about two feet in a ycar ; extent of ground that moved was about a mile and a

while nearer tó Ramsgate the rate of destruction is quarter from north to south , and six hundred yards

somewhat greater. The Goodwin Sands, situated from east to west."

opposite this part of the coast, are believed to have At Lyme Regis the cliffs have fallen away at the

been once dry land, and to have formed an island rate of about a yard per year. Between Lynie Regis

which was gradually washed away ; for there is a tra- and Axmouth ,' in 1839, occurred that extraordi

dition that the estates of Earl Goodwin, the father of nary land-slip described in our No. 505, which so well

Harold, were situated here; and it has been proved illustrates the destructive action of the sea on the

that there is a clayey foundation at a depth of a few coasts .

fcet bencath the loose saud. If this be so , there was Ncar Penzance , in Cornwall, there is a projecting

probably an island formed of clay , which was gradually tongue of land,called The Green ,' formed of granitie

overwhelmed by the sea, and on which sand has been sand, from which more than thirty acres of pasture

gradually deposited to a depth of fifteen feet . land have been gradually swept away in the course
The cliffs near Dover have been gradually worn by of the last two or three centuries. It is also said

the sea, especially the “ Shakspere" cliff. It will that St. Michael's Mount, now an insular rock , tras

buccoine an interesting question in future years how far formerly situated in a wood, several miles from

the stupendous engineering works executed by Mr. the sea ; and there are many indications that Cornwall

Cubiit in this locality will enable the old cliffs to battle is silently undergoing the same kind of destruction

against their destructive enemy. of coast as the other counties which we have men .

It has often been a favourite speculation that Eng. tioned.

land and France were once joined by a rocky ridge Without following the remaining coasts of Britain.

extending from Folkestone or Dover to somewhere or passing to the Continent, these few details will

between Calais and Boulogne, and that this ridge sufrice to convey an idea of the manner in which the

has been worn away by the sea. The Straits of Dover sea encroaches on the land by wearing away the coast,

are so shallow at one part, and the contour of the two

coasts corresponds so much that the opinion is re

garded as being not improbable.
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ON COLOURED AND VARIEGATED METALS. coating of colourlessvarnish completes the preparation,

whereby the colour is protected from injury, a gloss is

Metals are among the few substances which are not imparted to themetal,and the colour is developed with

commonly coloured by any artificial means, as a matter brilliancy .

of ornament. Gold , silver, copper, brass, tin , steel, Some years ago a kind of coloured or ornamented

&c . have cach their peculiar beauty when polished, metal attracted a good deal of notice, from the sin

and are in most cases left without any atiempt at gular beauty and richness of appearance, and from

colouring. Iron is often coated with paint, quite as the difficulty of understanding how it could be pro

much to prevent it from oxidizing as to give it an duced . This is called by the French moiré métallique,
ornamental appearance ; and the same thing may be a name implying clouded or watered metal. The

said of some other applications of metals ; but the metal has a singular crystallized appearance, in some

metallic lustre, in the majority of cases, is deemed respects similar to frost on a window in a winter's day,

more pleasing than any application of colour to me- but far more brilliant and diversified.
tallic surfaces. There are, however, a few exceptions The moiré métallique is a French production . It is

to this rule, which involve some rather peculiar formed of tinned iron plates, and the peculiar effect at
details.

the surface is produced by exposing the tin to the

Coloured foil is one of the most common of these chemical action of acids. The application of this sub

specimens. This foil is a very thin sheet or leaf of stance to the purposes of ornament was made about

metal, used by the jewellers to place under a precious the year 1817 ; and the patentee, M. Allard , had to

stone, in order to make it look transparent and to defend his patent against many infringements, in the

inodify or heighten the colour ; the lustre of the gem French courts. The circumstances which were ex

being heightened by a polished but colourless foil, the plained during these trials elicited the fact that the

tint lightened by a lightly coloured foil, and lowered moiré is formed by the action of the tin on the iron at

by one of dark colour. Such sheets are made of the place of contact ; and that the effect of the acid is

copper, of tin, of gold , of silver, or of some mixed to dissolve and remove the outer surface of the tin so

metal. The copper foil, which is produced chiefly in as to make the moiré visible ; in short, that the acid

Germany, is made somewhat in the following manner : does not produce the moiré, but only develops that

-A very thin plate of copper is beaten gently on a which is already produced.

polished steel anvil with a polished bammer, uill it is The mode of preparing the moiré métallique, as de

as thin as writing paper ; or it is brought to the same scribed in a French Cyclopædia, is very simple. Com

degree of thinness by a rolling-inill. The thin sheet mon tin plate consists of a very thin filni of tin placed

thus produced is heated between iron plates, then upon the surface of, and united to, a piece of sheet

boiled in an alkaline liquid to remove the colour, and iron ; and it is believed that the chemical action of the

then again bammered or rolled to the required thin - two metals one on another gives the varied and clouded

ness. The foil is polished on a convex plate of polished effect that constitutes the moiré. As this clouded

copper, whose surface is coated with chalk and water. effect, however, does not exhibit itself through the

The leaves of tin , which , when combined with quick - whole thickness of the film of tin, and cannot be seen

silver, form the under coating of a looking-glass, are when the tinned iron is in the usual state, the art con

brought 10 a thin and leaf-like state by nearly similar sists in removing just so much of the tin as will lay

means; and so are likewise the square leaves of copper bare the united film of the two metals. This is a point

which are sold under the name of Dutch gold or Dutch of much nicety , for if the acid employed for this pur

metal. Indeed any metal which possesses a tolerable pose be allowed to penetrate too deeply, it will lay bare

degree of malleability may be hammered or rolled out some of the iron , and there will result dark spots in

to a thinness which is more analogous to that of a leaf stead of the silvery lustre and pearly appearance of the

than to a sheet of metal. moiré. The chemical agent employed for this purpose

The method of imparting brilliant colours to the does not seem to be very precise in its character, many

metallic foil used for jewellery and other purposes, was different mixtures being named as fitted for the pur

first practised on the continent, and indeed it is still pose ; comprising among them witric acid , muriatic

rather a foreign than an English branch of art. The acid , sulphuric acid, muriate of soda, muriate of am

basis of all such colours a clear and transparent monia, and distilled water ; the one, however, which

varnish , so tinted that it shall, with the natural colour may be taken as the nearest type of the whole is a

of the metal beneath, give the required hue. For a mixture of nitric acid , muriatic acid , and distilled

blue colour, foils of copper, or of silvered -copper, are water, in about equal quantities.

selected ; and for other colours the nature of the foil When the acid liquor is prepared, the plate of tinned

selected depends on the experience of the workman. I iron, after being slightly beated , is sponged over with

The leaves of metal require a little preparation before the acid liquor. The acid begins inmediately to act

they are fitted to receive the hue of colour. A gum on the lin ; and as soon as the workman sees the moiré

or glue of isinglass is prepared by steeping in cold manifested in a distinct manner, he instantly plunges

Water, boiling, and straining ; and after the foil has the sheet into a vesselcontaining, clean water, and

been dipped in a weak solution of nitric acid , as a washes off theacid and the dissolved tin with a feather

means of cleansing it, it is coated with the melted or a bit of cotton , but so gently as not to disturb the

isinglass size by means of a camel -hair pencil. When thin metallic film which constitutes the moiré. In

this layer is dry, the metal is ready to receive the proportion as the plate is more highly beated , or the

colouring ingredient, which varies in its character ac- acid more concentrated, the action on the metal be

cording to the tint required to be produced. For a comes more rapid , so that the time required for pro

blue colour, Prussian blue is the main ingredient, or ducing the due effect varies from one minute to len

else sulpbate of indigo; for green, either acetate of minutes, according to these circumstances. The acid

copper or a mixture of blue and yellow ; for red, either is laid on very evenly and regularly, as the moiré

cochineal or sandal-wood ; for violet, the tincture of would be more readily destroyed at any part where the

litmus ; for ruby, carmine ; while the intermediate acid lay in greaterquantity.

colours are mostly produced by combination of some When the moiré' has been properly developed, the

two or more of the preceding. These various colours plate is carefully dried, and either varnished at once

are laid on the foil in a liquid state ; and when the tint to protect it from injury, or temporarily coated with

is produced , and the surface quito dry, an external gum until varnish can be applied. The moiré , thus
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prepared , has a silvery or pearly appearance ; but it bottom of a convenient vessel, and in this was poured

may have any requiredcolour imparted to it by means a small quantity of solution of acetate of lead. A wire

of coloured varnishes. was suspended over the plate, so as just to dip in the

A kind of moiré is occasionally produced without liquid , but not to actually touch the plate . The plate

the aid of acids, by exposing the plate of tinned iron was placed in connection with one pole of a galvanic

to such a heat as will melt the tin . While thus in a battery, while the wire was connected with the other ;

melted state, if the tin be allowed to cool gradually, and a galvanic current was thus established, which

the surface will present a crystallization or moiré of a gave rise to a series of coloured rings on the plate ,

peculiar kind ; if suddenly cooled by being plunged surrounding the point immediately under the wire .

in cold water, the moiré assumes a differentcharacter ; As a wire was thus the ineans of producing coloured

if the surface be unequally cooled by sprinkling cold spots and rings, Nobili next tried to produce larger

water upon certain parts of it, a more diversified moiré surfaces similarly coloured ; and after many difficulties

results; and if a current of cold air be blown upon it , he succeeded , by means of one plate suspended over,

a yet further diversity, is produced . So, on the other but not in contact with, another, in producing surfaces

hand, by heating the tinned iron unequally, a moiré is of surpassing beauty. It is believed that these colours

developed ; a device or design may be traced on the do not result from an actual corroding of the texture

tinned surface by the point of a flame urged by a of the metal itself, but from a deposition thereon of a

blow -pipe ; and as the tin , which is thus liquified all very thin layer, a layer which adheres very firmly to

along the course of the flame, crystallizes as it cools in the metallic surface, but which is, at the same time,

a form different from that which the other parts of the distinct from it, and can be removed from it by the

surface present, the pearly moiré results.
agency of heat . The colours vary according to the

Some years ago M. Nobili, a distinguished natural | varying thickness of this minute film .

philosopher of Reggio , brought into notice a very About four years ago Mr. Gassiot communicated to

beautiful mode of colouring metals, by an agency of a the Royal Society a method which he had adopted for

simple and remarkable nature. The plates which he producing coloured devices on a metal plate bysimilar

exhibited as examples of the art of metallochromie, or means. A highly polished steel-plate was placed in a

inetal- colouring, were sheets of steel, ornamented with porcelain soup- plate, and a filtered solution of acetate

regularly disposed spots, coloured of a greenish yellow, of lead was poured upon it. A piece of card -board ,

pure yellow ,blue,and other colours , somewhat similar out of which the required device had been previously

to those exhibited by bright copper plates when ex- cut with a sharp knife, was then placed uponthe steel

posed to the action of heat; the backs of the plates plate. Over the card , and resting on it, there was

being of a uniform brown colour. fixed a ring of wood , a quarter of an inch thick, the

M. Nobili presented some of the plates to the inner circumference of which was of the same size as

French Society of Arts in 1828 ; and the society ap- the figure. A convex copper-plate was made so that

pointed a committee of its members to reporton the its outer edge might rest on the inner part of the

nature and merits of the invention . In the Report, wooden ring, and its centre placed near but not in

which was drawn up by M. Gaulthier de Claubry, it actual contact with the card -board. Matters being

was stated that the colours were very brilliant, the thus arranged, the steel was connected with one pole

tints well harmonised, and so durable that they could of the battery, and the copper with another; and in

not be destroyed except by a high heat. M. Nobili | less than half a minute a party-coloured device was

appears to have so disposed the coloured spots on his produced on the steel through the perforation in the

steel plates as to lead to the production of figures and card. These colours varied according to the distance

devices ; and from the following passage in the Report of the different parts of the copper-plate from the steel

the committee seem to have viewed the method as the plate ; andwhen the experiment was tried with the

opening of a new kind of decorative art : - “_ “ We can concave side of the copper -plate downwards, instead

easily form a just idea of the extent to which it might of the convex, the same colours appeared, but in

be possible to carry this branch of manufacture, when inverse order,

we remark that many metals assume their colours in This beautiful art has been but little practised

very different orders by the application of heat ; and bitherto ; but we may reasonably expect that it will be

we can easily conceive that, in the hands of a skilful brought to the aid of the decorative arts when better

man, and one well conversant with commerce, the known.

greatest advantages might be derived from the employ

ment of this new branch ofindustry. Thus, for instance,

nothing presents more harmony than gold, as its tints Muscles of the Hand. In the palm of the hand, and between

are very different from those afforded by heating steel. the metacarpal bones, there are small muscles (lumbricales and

It isupon this last metal that all the designs presented interossei), which perform the finer motions.- expanding the

by M. Nobili have been executed . Silver' likewise fingers, and moving them in every direction with quickness and

affords different colours on applying heat; and an ex- delicacy. Thesesmall muscles, attached to the nearextremities

perienced artistcannot fail to make many fine appli- inserted near thecentreofmotion,move the endsof the fingers

of the bones of the fingers where they form the first joint, being

cations of M. Nobili's process.”

Nobili did not explain to the committee the mode in hand the power of spinning, weaving, engraving ; and as they

with very great velocity. They are the organs which give the

which he produced his metallochromes, and no one at produce the quick motions of the musician's fingers, they are

that time seems to have guessed rightly as to the mode called by the anatomists fidicinales. The combined strength of

of proceeding; . He continued to practise the art till allthe muscles, iv grasping,must be very great ; indeed, the

his death ; and it was, we believe, not until a compara- power is exhibited when we see a sailor banging by a rope, and

tively recent period that the very curious nature of the raising his whole body with one arm. What then must be the

process was made public . It is now known that the pressure upon the band ? It would be too much for the texture

metallochrome is a result of galvanic action ; andthat and nerves, were not the palms of the hands,the inside of theeven of bones and tendons , and certainly for the blood -ressels

the coloured spots are formed by a layer of oxygen , or

of someother chemical substance, deposited on the fingers and their lips,guarded by cushions. To add to thispurely

metal, in a manner somewhat analogous to that in andmore especially supports the cushion on theinner or ulnar

which a layer of copper is deposited in the electrotype. edge :it acts powerfully as we grasp ; and it is this muscle

Nobili's mode of proceeding was nearly as follows :- which, raising the edge of the palm , hollows it, and adapts it 10

A plate of steel , or of platinum , was placed at the lave water, forming the cup of Diogenes.- Bell on the Hand
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A DAY AT THE FELLING CHEMICAL-WORKS, NEWCASTLE.

1

1

( Soda -Furnaces, Felling Chemical-Works.]

Thefactory which will form the subject of our present or the removal of an excise duty on a commodityof

" visit" is one of a highly interesting class ; a class home production ; the imposition or the removal of a

influenced both by political and by scientific events in customs duty on an imported foreign product; the

a remarkable degree : we allude to Chemical Works- establishment or the cessation of commercial inter

thoselarge establishments wherein are manufactured course with a country richly provided with some com

the chief acids, alkalis, and salts employed in science modity which we require in our manufactures ; the

or in the arts.
concentration, in the hands of a few , of a commodity

That such establishments should be affected by the required by the many ; the legislative enactments

current of scientific discovery is what may reasonably which occasionally give rise to a demand for a par

be expected, since every advance in our knowledge of ticular commodity at a particular time ;—all or any of

the constitution of bodies is likely to work changes in these may work great changes in the arrangements of

the modes of producing those substances. But in an estabÍishment where chemical manufactures are

whatway political matters are found to bear on the carried on, irrespective of the still greater changes

questionmay not be so obvious. A few considerations wbich naturally result from scientific discoveries in

will, however, tend to show the kind of connection chemistry .

between these apparently disconnected agencies. If a Chemical manufactures, like most others on a large

manufacturer prepares certain chemical substances, scale,are carried on chiefly in the midland and northern

(say) from sulphur ; and if political, or diplomatic, or counties. In most instances the chemical works are

fiscal disagreements should occur between England situated somewhat beyond the precincts of a large

and the country whence this sulphur is produced ,then manufacturing town , since they require more space

the manufacturer might be constrained to procurehis than can conveniently be procuredwithin a town, and
sulphur from some other source , perhaps by a com are liable to give off vapours and gaseous products,

plicated process on one of the English ores of sulphur. which are betterat adistance than in close proximity

Again, suppose the English government removes the to dwelling houses. They are also gencrally situated

tax previously imposed at a heavy rate on some article near seaports, for convenience of shipment. Glasgow,

of abundant supply,such as common salt, then the Newcastle-upon - Tyne, and Liverpool are perbaps the

manufacturer may be induced to employ this material three principal centres for this class of manufactures;

asa fund whence he may procureacidsor alkalis pre- and it is toone of these three that our present details

viously procured from a more expensive source. Now will relate. By the kindness of Messrs. John Lee &

these are not merely supposed cases ; they haveactually Co., ofthe Felling Chemical-Works,near Newcastle,

occurredwithin thelast few years, asweshallshow we hope to be enabled to conveya general idea of the

farther on ; and they illustrate thekind of effectwhich nature and arrangementsof suchestablishmentsas

legislative orpoliticaloccurrences are calculatedto these . In no one establishment can we seemorethan

produce on chemical manufactures. Theimposition a few chemical substances underprocess ofmanufac

No. 780 .
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ture ; for this, like all other departments of industry, | familiar use . Sulphuric acid, or oil of vitriol,' chlo

is subdivided into distinct branches : but a few of the ride of lime, or · bleaching-powder,'muriatic acid, or

leading substances may be taken as types of the spirit of salt ,' the soda -ash employed by glass-makers

whole .
and soap-makers, the common soda employed in wash

The busy Tyne exhibits along both its banks,all the ing—all result from certain modes of applying one or

way from Newcastle to Shields (a distance of seven or other of these cheap and abundant substances ; and all

eight miles), a continued succession of factories -- here are made at the Worksnow under our notice. Nothing

of glass , there of coarse pottery ; at other spots of can more beautifully illustrate the general character

chemicals, of lead , iron -works, oil-mills, engine-fac- of chemical composition and decomposition than the

tories, and others which tend to swell the importance steps by which one substance becomes transformed

of this bustling and thriving neighbourhood. Of these into another, as developed at a chemical work : the

seats of manufacture, the chemical works are the most production of an acrid and poisonous body from harn

conspicuons, from the enormous height of their chim- less ingredients ; the production of a liquid from two

neys. No other factories or works have such lofty gases, or of a gas from two liquids ; the generation of

chimneys as chemical works, because no others give colour from the mixture of two colourless bodies; the

forth so many gaseous products likely to be of a dele- transformation of an opaque earth into a colourless

terious character. In some of these instances the crystal;-ihese and analogous phenomena are con

chimneys considerably exceed St. Paul's cathedral in stantly presented during the progress of chemical

height; and indeed there is in Scotlandone which is inanufactures.

a hundred feet higher than St. Paul's ! In past times The production of sulphuric acid is the first point to

many of the chemical works were regarded (and cor- which we will direct attention, and is, of all those

rectly so) as pests and plague-spots, bringing desolation carried on at the great chemical works, one of the

on all the vegetable products near them ; blasting the most interesting to a stranger, who can hardly fail to

trees, and stunting the growth of almost every kindof be struck with the enormously large apparatus em

field and garden produce. Numerous were the dis- ployed in some parts of the process.

putes between the various parties on these points ; and Sulphuric acid is composed of sulphur and oxygen ;

an avowed good was, in this respect, always accompa- and the principle of the manufacture rests on the ab

nied by an equally avowed evil . But modern research straction of oxygen from the atmosphere, under cir

has wrought surprising changes in this respect. Every cumstances which enable it to combine with common

year adds something to the list of processes whereby a sulphur or brimstone. Nature supplies the one in

deleterious gas, previously sent forth into the atinos- gredient most abundantly in the air which surrounds

phere, becomes a source from which other and us ; while the volcanic districts of Sicily supply the

valuable products are derived ; and it is scarcely too other. The greater part of the sulphur employed in

much to expect that such improvements will gradually English manufactures comes from Sicily or Italy ;be

be made as to render the loity chimneys less and less cause, unless commercial tariffs and restrictions inter

necessary - leaving them as memorials of a past and fere with its natural price, it can be obtained thence

less skilful state of the manufacturing arts. cheaper than from our own mineral districts. The

This being premised , we will proceed on our visit. English sulphur is only found in combination with

The Tyne separates Newcastle from Gateshead, the other substances, such as in ores of copper and of iron ,

latter being to the former what Southwark is to Lon- and requires a careful process for its separation.

don ; and at a distance of a mile or two eastward from Hence, at the Felling Works (and these illustrate the

Gateshead is the village of Felling, where the chemical general system of arrangements), when commerce is

works are situated. The works occupy a position allowed to follow its own track between Italy and

between the South Shields Railway and the river ; and England, the Italian sulphur is used ; whereas, in case

like most places in the neighbourhood, have abundant circumstances should drive up the price of that com.

means of intercourse with the great central depôt, modity beyond a certain limít, apparatus is provided

Newcastle, by cheap railways and still cheaper steam for the extraction of sulphur from iron pyrites, &

boats. The Londoners have their fourpenny steamers, mineral extensively found in this country ,

but the good folks of Newcastle can have a nine miles' About six years ago the price of Sicilian sulphur

trip for threepence ; and this facility, together with was drivenup rapidly, through the following circumn

railways running along both banks of the Tyne, gives stances. (We quote from the Penny Cyclopædia."

rise to an incessant and extensive intercourse. The Sicilian sulphur-mines are the property of indi

On approaching the works, it is soon evident that viduals ; and froin fifteen to twenty English, firme

they are of the class where a large number of build settled in Sicily, are engaged in the trade. In 1836

ings are spread over a great area of ground, rather | M. Taix, a Frenchman, laid before the Sicilian go

than exhibiting one huge building, such as is so often vernment a project for establishing a company,which

seen in the cotton districts. The buildings are of was to have the exclusive right, during ten years, of

various sizes and shapes : some lofty, some shallow ; purchasing Sicilian sulphur at fixed prices, on con

some long and broad, others nearly square ; some ex - dition of spending 10.0001. a year in constructing roads,

hibiting within dry and dusty processes, others heat and exporting one-thirdof the quantity produced in

and vapour, others vessels and liquids; one with a Sicilian vessels. The British merchants becoming

lofty and well-proportioned chimney, others with alarmed, the Sicilian government, in reply to the

chimneys of more humble dimensions. Narrow pas British ambassador, stated thatno such project would

sages andsquare courts separate these buildings one be adopted ; it would have been in direct contraven

from another ; andwhile passing through these pas- tion to certain commercial treaties between the two

sages, and the buildings adjacent tothem, we become governments. The Sicilian governmentdid, however,

sensibly alive to the odour ofthe acidsand otherche- enter into a contractwithM.Taix, and on the 4thof

micals under process of manufacture. July , 1838 , notice wasgiven at Palermo, that the mo

The internal arrangements, and the nature of the nopolywould come into operation on the 1st of

operations carried on,will be best described by taking August ensuing. Thenegotiations respecting this

the chief objects of manufacture,and tracing them monopoly were conducted with great secrecy: and it

through their successive stages of progress. came into operation so suddenly that twenty- four

Common sulphur and commonsalt are the two great vesselslost theircargoes. The British lesseesofmines,

agentsin the production of the chemicals in most and allothers,were compelled to produce only a fixed
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quantity of sulphur ; prices rose from 6l. 10s. or 71. to terns, but vessels erected on the ground, formed of

134 and 141. per ton, and contracts could not be com- sheet-lead, and held together by appropriate frame

pleted . Previous to the monopoly, 484 British vessels work . There are avenues between the vessels, or
sailed from the ports of Sicily to the United Kingdom ; chambers,' as they are called ; and nothing lessthan

but in the first fifteen months after the monopoly the a walk from one end to the other of one of these

numberwas only 157. . . . . At length the British avenues (such as is slightly sketched in the adjoining

government took very decided steps to put an end to cut) can convey an adequate idea of the dimensions.

à monopoly established in the face of commercial

treaties : the coasts of Sicily andNaples were block

aded by our ships of war,and the Sicilian government,

no longer daring to uphold the monopoly, accepten

the mediation of the King of the French inadjusting

the dispute with the British government.” After this,

the trade resumed its former channel.

In one of the buildings at the Works is an extensive

range of upright furnaces, adapted for the extraction

of sulphur from iron pyrites, in case such occurrences

as thiese should again interfere with the sulphur-trade.

Into these furnaces is placed the pyrites, a mine

ral containing rather more than half its weight of

sulphur, and rather less than half iron ; and by a

careful series of processes, a large per centage of

the sulphur is obtained in a forın fit for the manufac

turer of sulphuric acid . But at the present time the

price of Sicilian sulphur is sufficiently low to render

the adoption of the English mineral unnecessary.

This is one of the points to which we referred in illus

tration of the intimate connection between commercial

legislation and chemical manufacture.

The Sicilian sulphur is broughtover to this country

' in bulk,' that is, stowed away in the hold of the ship.

It is prepared at the Sicilian sulphur-works in masses

weighing about half a ton each ; and these masses ge

nerally become broken into small rubble or fragments

by the time they reach the English chemical-works.

So enormously has the use of this commodity increased

in England , that whereas five thousand tons were used

in 1820, ten times that quantity is now used annually ;

and we import, in fact, more than half of all the sulphur

produced in Sicily.

Beginning from the heap of sulphur lying inone of

the warehouses at the Works, we have to follow it

through its subsequent stages. In a furnace-room are
[ Sulphuric -acid Chambers.)

numerous furnaces for burning the sulphur, arranged Into these chambers the gas passes ; but not alone :

on each side of a hollow wall, through which the gase- there are some beautiful chemical changes involved

ous products ascend into large vessels. Every one before the gaseous sulphurous acid can be converted

knows that sulphur will kindle very readily, and it is into liquid sulphuric acid. The latter contains a little

equally wellknown that a very suffocating gas accom more oxygen than the former, for the same amount of

panies the blue flame resulting from the ignition. This sulphur; and a curious agency is employed for the ·

gas is sulphurous acid , and the object of the manufac- supply of this additional portion. Into the sulphur

turer is to collect it carefully. The furnaces are a furnace is introduced a little nitrate of soda, placed in

kind of flat quadrangular chest, measuring about seven a dish on a stand above the burning sulphur : the heat

feet by five ; they are made ofiron, and are capable of from the sulphur occasions the evolution of nitrous acid

being closed in perfectly or nearly air-tight. There is vapour from the contents of this dish ; and this vapour

a door in the front of each furnace, through which is enters the leaden chambers in company with the sul

introduced about a hundred pounds of sulphur at a phurous acid vapour. The two gases will not exert

time; the sulphur is kindled, the door is closed (leaving any particular effect on each other while in this con

a narrow aperture for the entrance of the air required dition ; but if moisture be present, an action imme.

to support the combustion ), and in about two or three diately commences. There is a steam -boiler arranged

hours the whole of the sulphur, except a very small near the chambers, from which a supply of steam is

residue or ash, is converted into sulphurous acid vapour, obtained ; and this steam , flowing into the chambers

which ascends the hollow wall to fitting receptacles. With the two gases, effects a transference of oxygen

If one of the doors be opened , we can see the lam- from the one to the other. The sulphurous acid only

bent blueflame from the burning sulphur, and become requires a little further supply of oxygen to transform

Sensible of the well-known odour resulting from the it into sulphuric acid ; and this supply it obtains from
combustion .

the atmospheric air ( which enters with it for the pur

The sulphurous acid gas passes from these burners pose) by the agency of the nitrous acid gas and the

or furnaces into vessels so vast that it is difficult to steam . Sulphuric acid is not a gas ; it combines with

estimate them by a common standard. Brewers’ vats, the water of the steam , and accumulates at the bottom

'Heidelberg tuns, all sink into insignificance when of the leaden chambers, from whence it is drawn off

compared with these vessels. There are two of them , at stated intervals.

each nearly two hundred feet in length, twenty in The chemical niceties involved in many parts of

width, and twenty in height ; and four others about this process are very great ; but into these we need not

halfthis length. They are not sunken tanks or cis- enter. Suſfice it io say that from tasteless sulphur,

2 D2
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from the salubrious oxygen which we breathe, and duced explanatory of the reasons why the production

from common steam , are produced the hot and burn- ofplatinum vessels is a difficult and tedious process. As

ing sulphuric acid, or oil of vitriol, in the form of a the metalcannot beprocured naturally in largemasses,

very denseliquid. This liquid falls into tanks, from and as the heat offurnaces will not melt it, it is

whence it is pumped or forced up into other vessels, to brought into workable form in an extraordinary man

be either sold in that state, or to be concentrated to a ner, first developed by Dr. Wollaston. It is found

greater degree of strength . Such is the corroding in the metallic state, in small grains, mingled with

nature of this acid , that few metals are found capable grains of many other metals. The other metals are

of resisting it ; and on that account lead is extensively removed from it by chemical means, and the platinum

employed in the manufacture, this being one of the is then presented in the form of small grains. These

exceptions. For instance, the funies pass through a grains are crushed in a woodenniortar with a wooden

leaden pipe two feet in diameter; thechambers are of pestle, to the state of powder, which powder is brought

sheet-lead ; and the liquid acid falls into a leaden tank. to a pasty form with water. The paste is put into :

Few things are more remarkable in the manufac- small'ingot-mould, and pressed very powerfully by an

ture than the enormous expense which this corroding appropriate machine, bywhich it is compacted into a

tendency has entailed on manufacturers of this acid. solid form , the grains of powder cohering by a sort of

In order to give a higher degree of concentration to welding properly. This ingot is placed upon a char

the acid , it is distilled by the agency of heat; but lead coal fire, to drive away the remaining moisture ; it is

will not bear this heat, and other common metals will next exposed to the fiercest beat which furnacesan

not bear the action of the acid . Under these circum- give, to remove every other extraneous substance from

stances the stills are made either of glass or of pla- it ; it is next hammered in particular directions, to

tinum . When glass stills are used, they are heated by give it a temper and toughness ; and is then in theform

means of hot sand, into a bed of which they are placed; of a small solid piece, fit to berolled and forged into

but breakages so frequently occur, that the use of pla- sheets, or any other practicable form . All this labour,

tinum has almost superseded glass for this purpose. bestowed upon a small bar only six or seven inches

Platinum is a metal which will resist the action of nearly long, necessarily makes the manufactured article very

all acids ; and as it will also bear a most intense heat, costly.

it is invaluable for such purposes as these. . But it is After the acid has been concentrated to a density

procurable in such small quantities,and is brought into not much less than double that of water, it is cooled,

a marketable form with so much difficulty, that its and finally packed in large glass carboys enclosed in

commercial value is enormous. For concentrating the osier baskeis.

sulphuric acid at the Felling Works there is a platinum As there do not appear, in common life, to be very

still or retort which weighs about a thousand ounces, many uses for sulphuricacid on a large scale, itmay

seem strange why such vast quantities should be

made ; since a large portion of all the sulphur im

ported is used in making this acid, and the acid pro

duced is nearly three times as great in weightas the

sulphur employed. But it is as an agent in producing

many other importart chemical substances that this

acid isso largely used ; and to some of these we will

next direct our attention .

Soda, a substance so largely employed in glass

making, in soap -making, in bleaching, in washing,and

in many other operations, is at the present day pro

duced by the application of sulphuric acid to common

salt ; and the manufacture is one of those carried on

at the Felling Works. Most remarkable have been

the changes in the mode of producing this useful

alkali . Some years ago the duty on salt (now employed

in the manufacture) was almostunprecedentedly high :

it amounted to 301. per ton ; whereas the commodity

canat the present day be purchased for ten or twelve

shillings per ton, that is, the duty was once fifty or

sixty times as great as the article itself can now be

actually bought for ! Under these circumstances, the

production of soda fromthissubstancewas not thought

of commercially . At that time the soda was prepared

from kelp, a kind of sea-weed found on the shores of

the Scottish Highlands and Islands ; the kelp was

driedandburned,and fromtheresulting ash was ob

tained a very small per centage of soda . Barilla, ob

tained from the ash of an Italian sea-weed,was also

employed for the same purpose. But common rock

salt has now nearly superseded the latter, and wholly

so the former. Indeed so marked has been the change,

that though the commercial and manufacturing ad

( Platinum Still , for concentrating Sulphuric acid .; vantages have been immense, the result has been in

and cost nearly as many guineas, the value of the metal some respects painful, sincethe Highlanders whoused

beingabout four times asmuchas that of puresilver! tobe employedinthe kelpmanufacturearenow wholly

As the costly metal is made no thicker than is abso- deprived of that source of income.

lutely necessary , the portion of it exposed to the fire is Common salt is chemically designated chloride of

protected by an iron casing. sodium ; commonsoda is chemically carbonate of soda;

It does not form part ofour object here to describe and the process of manufacture consists in separating

manufactures in metal; butafewwordsmaybeintro- the sodium from the chlorine, and making it the chief
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element in a new compound : and it instructively illus- and when the mass begins to become liquid, a work

trates the way in which one chemical process neces man opens a door in the front of the furnace, intro

sarily involves another -- that the very same operation duces à rake or shovel, and turns the mass over, so as

which leads to theproduction of carbonate of soda from to expose a new surface uppermost. The door is again

one element of the salt, leads to the production of closed ; theheat is allowed to act on themass ; and little

muriatic acid from the other. So rapidly has this branch jets of flame then begin to burst from it in every part.

of manufacture extended, that it was estimated in 1838 The workman next stirs and spreads the semi-Auid

that more than seventy thousand tons of carbonate of mass in every direction ; and at length he removes it

soda were made from common salt in that year. from the furnace. This is a very pretty operation

On entering those buildings of the Works where the at least it may be regarded so by a by-stander, although

soda process is carried on, the peculiar odour of it is rather awarm one to the workman himself. A

muriatic acid is very perceptible, very different from low four-wheeled iron carriage is wheeled to the front

that diffused throughout those before visited. The of the furnace ; on this carriage a shallow tray is placed,

rock saltis procured from the vast beds at Northwich and into this tray the workman draws the semi-fluid

in Cheshire. It is exposed to various processes, by mass from the furnacc, by means of a kind of rake in

which the chloride of sodium is converted into a sul- troduced at the door of the furnace . Shortly after the

phate of soda ; then this into what is called ball-soda ; mass has fallen into the carriage, innumerable little

ihen this into the soda -ash employed in making soap | jets of flame, called by the workmen ' candles, ' burst

and glass ; and, lastly, this into the crystallized soda out at its surface, and present a curious miniature illu

of the shops. Throughout these operations a succession mination. The room or building in which this opera

of chemical changes ensues, not less remarkable than tion is carried on is rather a large one, and is, as may

those in relation to sulphuric acid. be supposed,somewhat highly heated.

A given weight of salt is placed in a reverberatory Thesemi- fluid mass solidifies in the iron tray, and

furnace, that is, one in which the heat is echoed or comes out as a square mass, measuring about three

reflected down from a concave roof upon theingre- feet square by one in thickness. This is called ball

dients in the furnace. The salt is placed in a leaden soda, or crude soda,or British barilla, and is the result

pan within the furnace, and sulphuric acid is let down of a curious series of chemical changes. The matters

upon it through a leaden pipe in the roof of the fur- put into the furnace were coal, lime, and sulphate of

nace; or rather, the decomposition is first partially soda ; and these elements become so mingled and

effected in an iron pan heated below, and then finished transferred by heat, that they appear, in the ball -soda,

in the reverberatory furnace. The salt liquefies in the chiefly as carbonate of soda and sulphuret of calcium .

acid ; and the heat which is brought to bear on the Next ensues the separation of the two ingredients

mixture soon causes a gaseous vapour to ascend. This just named : the former valuable, and indeed the object

gas is muriatic acid gas, containing as one of its ingre- of the whole operation ; the latter valueless, up to the

dients the chlorine which had before been in the salt . present time. The ball-soda is put into an oval tank,

Themuriatic acid thus produced has often been a source and covered with water, which is allowed to act on it

of great trouble and expense to manufacturers. It is for a considerable time, as a means of dissolving the

so deleterious, that if allowed to mingle with the atmos- carbonate of soda. The liquor is drawn off at the

phere near the ground it would do great mischief ; and bottom, and more applied ; and so on until all the car

hence the giant chimneys which such works exhibit, bonate has been dissolved. The point here aimed at is

intended to carry off the gas to a great height . The to dissolve all the carbonate and none of the sulphuret,

gas, however, is now converted to a liquid form by an for the latter would spoil the former. When this is

ingenious arrangement. Allthefurnaces discharge their accomplished, the liquor containingthe dissolved car

muriatic acid gas into a bulky stone tower, about forty bonate is placed in an evaporating furnace, where, by

feet high by eight feet square. This tower is filled the application of heat at the surface of the liquid , all

with coke,upon which a stream of water is constantly the watery part is caused to evaporate; and the solid

falling from above; and the gas, ascending the tower which remains is chiefly carbonate of soda, with a very

from the flues of the furnaces, meeting with an innu- small admixture of sulphur. By a further exposure

merable series of little streams of water trickling to the heat of a furnace, this sulphur is driven off; and

through the coke,becomes absorbed by the water, and there remains a yellowish earthy substance, which is

falls again in the form ofliquid muriatic acid. Thus a the common soda-ash or soda-salt,employed extensively

doubleadvantage is gained by this plan : the muriatic in various manufactures. It contains about fifty per

acid is preserved in a form which renders it available cent. of pure soda .

for other departments of manufacture ; and the atmos One more stage of improvement occurs before the

pbere is saved from admixture with such a deleterious soda is finally coinpleted . For some purposes this

ingredient.
earthy carbonate of soda will not suffice : it must be in

Meanwhile the salt has greatly altered its form . a crystallized form ; and to effect this crystallization

When the muriatic acid, by the application of heat, another seriesof buildings, of processes, and of vessels

and by frequent stirring, has been removed from the isnecessary. The soda-ash is again dissolved in water,

furnace, the pasty mass which remains is sulphate of again allowed to settle, and then boiled to a certain

soda;and this sulphate is, at a particular period ,drawn degree ofconsistency. Next ensuesthecrystallization,

out ofthe furnace in a dry state. which is one of the most striking features in the Works.

Then ensues another process, in which the chemical Inavery large and coolbuilding are upwardsofa hun

changes are too complexto be minutely detailed here. dred hemisphericalcast-iron vessels, from five to ten

but whosegeneral character may bepretty clearlyex- feetin diameter.Inthese the liquoris placed,after

plained. In une of the buildings aresixfurnaces in a having deposited its solid impurities ; and bere it re

pow;upwardsof twenty feet long each : these are called mains until all that will crystallize has done so . It is

balling-furnaces,forthe conversion ofsulphate of soda a beautiful sightto see the large crystalsradiating from

into ball-soda. The sulphate is mised up with chalk the sides of the vessels towards the centre, and absorb

or lime,andwithcoal, bothground very fineat a mill ing,as it were, into their substance more and more of

situated in oneof the buildings of the works ; and the the liquor, untilonlya little ofthislatter remains.

whule are sifted to the state of powder before being Afterseveraldays, the crystals are broken outfrom

put into the furnaces. When themixed powder be- the vessels,to be packed in barrels for the marketį

comes heated, thecoaly portion ignites at the surface; while the remaining liquid, called the 'mother-liquor,

RE
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one

by afurther process of evaporation yields a very coarse Chlorine requires for its production or evolution a

kind of soda, fitted for some manufacturing purposes, degree of care in the choice of ve: sels, analogous to

—thus adding one more to the forms in which soda is that exhibited in so many other branches of chemical

presented by this interesting chain of processes. manufacture. In one of the buildings at the Works

are a series of vessels made of stone contained within

side iron vessels ; and into the innermost vessels are

put the necessary ingredients. These are muriatic

acid and oxide of manganese. Steam is admitted

between the inner and outer vessels, by which the

mixture is raised to the required temperature ; and by

the mutual action of the chemical ingredients they

become so altered in their combinations as to produce

muriate of manganese, water, and chlorine gas, the

last named of which is the object of the manufac

ture. In this process, and in the subsequent one of

causing the chlorine to be absorbed by lime, the most

scrupulous precautions are taken to prevent the escape
of any of the gas into theopenair ; since it is so deadly

a poison , that the inhalation of a very small portion of

it would suffice to take away life. Some years ago,

when the muriatic acid gas was allowed to go to waste

up the chimneys of sulphuric acid works, chlorine was

produced from sulphuric acid , salt, and the oxide of

manganese ; but the muriatic acid is now economically
( Soda -crvstallizing Pans.]

used instead of the sulphuric acid and the salt — thus

One thing has yet to be noticed. What becomes of at once cheapening the product and saving the atmos

the solid impurities which occur in the process ? phere from contamination.

This is one of the difficulties to which a chemical The mode of impregnating lime with the gas is very

manufacturer is exposed. The sulphuret of calcium, curious. A chamber is fitied up in the most com

the solid and useless ingredient in the ball-soda, is a pletely air-tight manner, with a few openings care

veritable source of trouble and expense. No profit fully secured . On shelves in this chamber is deposited

able mode of applying it has yet been introduced: it slaked lime in powder, spread out so as to allow the

cannot be melted and washed away, or heated and chlorine to act upon it. The gas, as it escapes from

burned away ; nor must it be thrown into the river . the vessels, flows through a pipe into this chamber,

The result is exhibited by what has taken place at the which it gradually fills ; and as soon as it comes in

Felling Works. Here, between the Works and the contact with the liine, the two substances unite, form

river, an enormous heap of waste ' has accumulated, ing chloride of lime, by which the whole of the gaseous

covering an area five or six acres in extent, and element is absorbed .

mounting to a height of thirty or forty feet. Day by This powerful agent is in a most convenient form

day is this heap increasing in extent; and we believe for manufactures. When the chloride of lime is ini

that more land has lately had to be purchased, to form mersed in water, it dissolves, and the water becomes

a resting -place for heaps yet to accumulate. The impregnated with the chlorine,which then forms the

carthen waste is not thrown here heedlessly : it is laid bleaching-liquid now so largely used in the manu

in a compact forın , having a smooth and level surface facturing districts. About a century ago our manu

at the top ; and if the memory of present things were facturers of linen used to send their cloths to Holland

to pass away, future geologists might be puzzled to to be bleached, where they were steeped in potash ley,

conjecture how such a mound got there. Not only the then washed, then steeped in buttermilk, and then laid

sulphuret of calcium from the soda process , but silica out on the grass for several months ; so that the linen

and ashes from other processes help to swell this heap. was thus out of the maker's hands for seven or eight

Another process carried on in these Works, and to months before he could bring it into the market. A

which we may next direct our attention , is the manu process very similar next became established in this

ficture of chlorine and of bleaching powder ; those two country ; the goods being still several months under

wonderful agents which have wrought such improve- process of bleaching, but the transference to and from

ments in bleaching: Bleaching -powder is chemically Holland being nolonger necessary. Next sprang up

called chloride of lime; but its most marked property an improvement by the substitution of sulphuric acid

has given it the former distinctive name. for milk, whereby the same effect was wrought in one

Here we have another example of the influence day which before occupied six weeks, and brought the

which legislative matters exert upon chemical manu- whole bleaching process within a period of threc or
factures. If the duty had not been taken off coinmon four months. Next ensued the discovery that a par

salt, it may be safely averred that the manufacture of ticular gas, evolved by the action of manganese on

these articles would not have reached its present muriatic acid, had the power of destroying vegetable

height. Salt not only yields soda from one of its con- colours, or of bleaching ; and about sixty years ago,

stituents, and muriatic acid from the other, but this Bertholet practically applied this new gas (chlorine )

acid itself is made to yield chlorine, by separating in bleaching. Next followed the introduction of this

hydrogen from it. Chlorine is a gas, and as such is method into England and Scotland, and the institution

not in a convenient form for sale and commercial of experiments for facilitating the use of the gas in

transit ; but by causing it to be absorbed by any dry bleaching establishments. If used as a gas, the effects

and cheap substance , such as lime, it can be brought were highly deleterious to the workmen ; if absorbed

into a convenient form . Such is the case in practice. by water, the water gave out a very offensive odour.

Chloride of lime is now used to an immense extent in Potash was added to the chlorine water, to remove the

different branches of manufacture, the lime being smell ; next, the cloth was passed through lime-water

merely a vehicle for containing the chlorine, and all previously to the application of the chlorine; and nest,

the remarkable chemnical effect being due to the Mr. Tennant, of Glasgow , contrived the means of
latter.

making a liquid chloride of lime, which was the open
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ing to a field of vast importance. One more step was large crystals towards the centre, wnere ti.e mother

the devising a mode of producing a dry chloride of liquor (or portion which will not crystallize) remains.

lime which should be capable ofbeing, easily, packed But the alum thus produced is not pure and fine in

in barrels, which should retain all the bleaching pro- quality: It undergoes the process of roaching, to

perties of the chlorine without its offensive odour, and bring it to a better condition. This roaching ( or roch

which should be procurable at a cheap rate. This has ing, as it may perhaps more properly be spelled) is

been done ; and the chloride of lime of modern times probably meant to imply the production of an alum

is presented to usas one of the most successful instances similar to roch -alum ; and this latter derived its name

of chemical science applied to manufactures. Instead from Roccha in Syria, where it was first made. In the

of eight months, a period of a few hours only is now process of roching, steam is allowed to act upon the

necessary for the process of bleaching. Dr. Thomson alum, so as to dissolve it, and to make with it a very

states, " A bleacher in Lancashire received fourteen strong solution . This is done in a leaden vessel ; and

hundred piecesof grey muslin on a Tuesday, whichon from this vessel the solution is transferred to large

the Thursday immediately following were returned cylindrical crystallizing vessels, where it attains the

bleached to the manufacturer, at the distance of sixteen final state in which it is sent to market.

miles, and they were packed up and sent off on that When the crystallization is complete, the cylindrical

very day to a foreign market. The quick return of vessels present a very beautiful exemplification of this

capital which is thus made is a benefit entirely to be kind of chemical action. They are about seven feet

ascribed to the new mode of bleaching." The mode of

bleaching with this invaluable agent has been described

in the Supplement for July, 1843.

We bave yet to glance through that department of

the Felling Chemical-Works which is appropriated to

the production of artificial alum , a process scarcely

less beautiful in a chemical point of view than those

which have already engaged our attention.

In a notice of the alum -works at Hurlet, in Scot

land, at p. 421 of last year's volume, we explained that

the common alum is there produced from an ore found

in exhausted coal- pits : an ore containing sulphur and

alumina, two of the constituents of alum. It was also

intimated that a mode is sometimes adopted of making

alum artificially, without having recourse to any kind

of alum -ore or alum-stone. Now it is this latter mode

of proceeding which is followed at Felling . Crystal

lized alum is called chemically a 'sulphate of alumina

and potash ;' being composed of sulphuric acid , alu

mina or pure clay, and potash ; and provided those

three agents can be properly brought together in

proper proportions, they will still form alum, whether

derived from decomposed ore or from the mixture of

the different agents.

The buildings appropriated to the alum manufacture

have their own vessels and their own peculiar arrange

ments, some of them very interesting. The alumina

is procured from Cornish clay, a fine, smooth, and

white clay, which is extensively employed in the ma

nufacture of porcelain and the finer kinds of pottery.

This clay is brought from Cornwall in balls or blocks,
(Cylindrical Mass of Crystallized Alum . )

as dug out of the earth, and is ground under a heavy high by five in diameter ; and upon looking in at the

stone to a state of great fineness . The powdered clay topof any one of them ,we see a thick hollow cylinder

is next calcined in an appropriate oven, to drive off of crystallized alum , with a portion of floating water

the moisture and vegetable matter whichmay be com- in the centre : the mass appears like an irregular rock
bined with it. The calcined clay is next placed in an work of sparkling transparentcrystals,many of them of

oval tank sunk in the ground ; and to this is added large dimensions, and all with the most perfect sym

the second ingredient necessary to form alum—that metry of form , presenting the keen apex , the fine,

is, sulphuric acid . The acid has such a powerful clear, straight edges, and the regular and even faces of

action on the clay, that the two together soon form a the octohedron, the geometrical form which these

boiling mixture, although no heat whatever is ap- crystals assume. The manner, too, in which the alum

plied to it ; the instance being one of those in which is extracted from the vessels is calculated to show the

rapid chemical combination gives rise to the evolution beauty of the crystallization . The vessels are capable
of beat.

of being taken to pieces as they stand, by theremoval

When these two agents have combined, they are of certain hoops and staves; and the alum is then ex

mixed with a considerable quantity of water, and al- hibited to the eye as if it were one magnificent cylin

lowed to settle, by which those solid parts of the clay drical crystal, as large as the interior of the vessel had

which resist the action of the acid are allowed to fall been. The liquor is removed from the inside, and the

to the bottom of the vessel. The liquid (which is a alum , being broken up into convenient fragments, is

solution of sulphate of alumina) is then pumped up packed in barrels for the market.

into leaden vessels , where it receives the addition of There is one peculiarity about alum which has led

some sulphate of potash , as a means of giving the third to an entirely new branch of manufacture, now being

ingredient necessary to the formation of crystallized carried on extensively at the Felling Works. We

alum . The different ingredients are allowed to remain bave said that it is a sulphate of alumina and potash.

quiet in a circular sunk vessel, where the alum gra- But it is not necessarily so : in some instances soda,

dually crystallizes round the sides, shooting forth | in others ammonia, has been used instead of potash .
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The truth is, thatthese ingredients areused chiefly as that there is constant work for plumbers in one way or

agents to induce the crystallization of the alum . Sul- other. There is also an important department which

phate of alumina will not crystallize ; the sulphuric we may perhaps term the very grammar of the whole,

acid and the alumina have combined, and the resulting viz. the laboratory, the spot wherein are determined

compound possesses most of the useful properties of the numerous points connected with the chemical

alum ; but it cannot, by itself, be brought into a crys- science of the manufactures. This laboratory contains

talline form. When, however, any one of the three all the appliances for such a purpose - air -furnaces,

above -mentioned alkalis is added, the sulpbate acquires reverberatory furnaces, sand-baths, stills, retorts, and

this power, and becomes a crystallized sulphate of alu- | the varied apparatus for experimental trials on the

mina and potash. On the other hand, this potash is of mutual action of chemical agents. A chemical library,

no practical service in the chiefpurposes to which alum too , is a necessary appendage tosuch a place.

is applied in the arts: the sulphate of alumina is the When, leaving the actual buildings themselves, we

real working agent; and if this could be obtained in a go out upon the spoil- bank or mound of rubbish, we

pure state and in a solid form , the potash would in thereget a bird's-eye view of thearrangements whereby

inost cases be unnecessary. It happens that the iron the Works are connected with the river Tyne . Rail

contained in small quantity in the clay, and which ways traverse the ground in all directions, affording

would injure thealum if allowed to form one of its con- easy means of communication . In the first place the

stituents, is with difficulty removed except by some coarse materials, such as sulphur, salt, liine, coal, & c.,

mode of crystallizing the alum ; and it is not until re are landed at a wharf on the south bank of the river;

cently that the difficulty has been practically removed . and are thence hauled up an inclined railway, through

There is a ' patent alum ' now made (the patent for a tunnel , to the Works, by means of steam -power; and

which is, we believe, in the hands of the proprietors of when arrived there, other railways convey these mate

the Felling Works), the chief characteristic of which rials to the various buildings wherein they are to be

is, that it possesses the efficient properties of alum, but brought to bear upon the manufactures. Then, when

without containing potash. the manufacturedgoods are finished, the same system

In making this alum , sulphuric acid and Cornish of railways furnishes a medium for conveying them

clay are used, as in the other case; but the clay is used down to the river, there to be shipped off to various

in greater proportion, so as to form a kind of mortar quarters. Among all the busy rivers of England, the

or thick paste. This mortar is placed in a heated Tyne is in this way one of the busiest. At short in

trough, where the moisture is so far evaporated as to tervals along both of its banks, for a distance of many

convert the mass to the form of a dry earth . From the miles, there are similaroutlets for the various manu

trough it is removed to tanks,where water is employed factures produced . The Chemical Works, the Glass

to dissolve it ; and while in the liquid state the com- Works, the Potteries, and above all the Collieries, all

position is acted upon by an agent intended to remove have their wharf or their “ staith ,' their railways or

the iron : this being the only contained ingredient their inclines, for connecting the Works above with

which is injurious to the alum. The agent employed the river below. The Chemical Works, too, have their

attracts or combines withthe iron existing in the clay, clusters of chimneys, their spoil-banksof waste, and

forming with it the coloured pigment known as their labyrinth of buildings, to add to the features of

Prussian blue. This Prussian blue is allowed to sub- the scene.

side, and the remaining liquor,being a solution of sul Such are Chemical Works. Some manufacturers

phate of alumina, is boiled till all the water is driven off. make one kind of acid or of alkali, some another; one

Thesolidresidueis formedinto cakesan inch ortwo firmmay have a reputation fora particular kind of

in thickness, and in this form it comes into the market. salt or chemical agent, another for another ; and, to

Instead of being a crystal, it is an opaque earthy solid , understand the minute details, it would be necessary to

differing from common alum in the circumstance of follow the manufacturing routine of all the substances

containing no potash, but possessing in commonwith one by one. But the broad principles are the same in

it the qualities which render it valuable in the arts. all. There is in all of these Works the same exhibition

The Prussian blue is procured in far toolarge of lofty chimneys, large and variously arranged build

quantity to be allowed to remain in that state : it is ings, furnaces and ovens in almost endless variety,

restored again , by chemical means, to the form which boilers, heaters, coolers, stills, crystallizing vessels,

it before presented, ready to be again used in making cisterns, tanks, pans, and a multiplicity of other ap

more alum. This principle is exhibited in many de- paratus; while they all likewise agree more or less in

partments of a chemical work: where a chemical sub- this - that there is no lackof odours from some of the

stance, after being modified in its character by the aid chemicals under process of manufacture. It is per

it has afforded in making other substances, is restored haps scarcely necessary to remark, that the shops of

to its original form , and thereby fitted to render simi- the chemists anddruggists are supplied with drugsof

lar aid in other instances. these various kinds from the Chemical Works, through

We have now noticed the chief manufacturing pro- the agency of wholesale dealers. There are in London

cesses carried on at the Works under consideration. several wholesale druggists who accumulate in their

They involve, as may readily be supposed, a very ex- warehouses the crude drugs from every part of the

tensive variety and arrangement of buildings, subsidiary world, not only from the chemical manufacturers, but

to the actual operations carried on . For instance, from foreign merchants and dealers ; and these drugs,

there are five steam -enginesin different parts of the passing into the hands of the retailers,are by them

Works, for pumping up water, pumping liquids from sold in smaller quantities, or aremade up into the

one vessel to another, setting in motion the mills and various well-known pharmaceuticalpreparations.

stones for grinding clay and lime, and other operations Wemust, in conclusion, acknowledge the courteous

requiring great motive power. Therearecarpenters' liberality of the proprietors in affording facilities for

shops, smiths'shops,coopers'shops, plumbers' shops, preparing thissketch; and thisis the more due, be

and othersof a similar kind for keeping in working cause Chemical Works are not, in general,soreadily

order the various vessels employed in the Works; the opened to strangers as those in which Metallurgic or

lead vessels and pipes, especially, are so numerous, Textile manufactures are carried on .
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" Colonne de Juillet , Place de la Bastille..

COLUMN OF JULY, PARIS .
serfs. But the writ was liable to be made use of as a

means of evading justice, and hence the privileges

This free and openspace, on which the column given which it conferred were not easily to be obtained , as

in the cut is erected,was once the site of a great state the legal proceedings were naturally surrounded with

prison, inwhich ,through four long centuries,anyman many difficulties. In cases wherethe crown was con

might be immured for life at the will of the sovereign, cerned, this writ was also an insufficient remedy. In

or at the instigation of some powerful personage. the reign of Charles I. the judges of the King's Bench

When a prisoner was removed to the Bastille, no one decided that they could not bail or deliver a prisoner

could tell how long he might remain there. The committed without any cause assigned in cases where

period of his incarceration depended on chances, the he was committed by the special command of the king

smiles of a mistress or the frown of a court favourite. or by the lords of the privy council . Not without a

Many passed thirty years of their lives within its walls ; struggle with the court and the judges did the par

and itis recorded of one prisoner that he was removed liament extort an act, in 1641, which enacted that by

to Charenton ,a lunatic asylum and a prison, after a whomsoever a person might be committed, the courts

confinement of fifty -five years and five months. Such of King's Bench or Common Plcas should , within three

an abuse of power as this has long ceased in England, days after a writ of Habeas Corpus, examine and de.

and cannotnow be exercised in France. It is not un- termine the legality of a committal. Still attempts

instructive to mark the means by which, in the two were made to fetter the right, when , in 1680, another

countries, the libertyof the subject has been secured actwas passed , which is more particularly known as

from illegal imprisonment. In England this is effected the Habeas Corpus Act, and is frequently spoken of

by the HabeasCorpusAct, one ofthegreatsafeguards as another Magna Charta. This act pointsoutplainly

of the rights and freedom of Englishmen .Thepur- the method in which the writ is obtained. Therehave

port of the great writ of Habeas Corpus is a command been periods of alleged danger when the Habeas

by the courts of common law at Westminster to the Corpus Act has been suspended; but, as it is observed

person who detains another to produce the body of in the article · Habeas Corpus ' in the Penny Cyclo

sucha prisoner, andto state the dayand the cause of pædia, from which wehave taken the preceding

his caption, and further to submit to and receive what- details, “ these are in fact the verytimes when the

soever the judge or court awarding the writ shall statute is most necessary. The Habeas Corpus is the

direct. At a time when even villeinage was notex. protection only of the innocent,notthedefence of the

tinct in England, the old writ de homine replegiando guilty.”. Ithas been customary topass an act of

could be resorted to inorder to deliver a man out of indemnity after suchsuspensions of the act,for the

custody, bygiving securityto the sheriff thattheper- protection of those whohaveacted duringthesus

son detained should be forthcoming to answer any pension.

charge against him . The great massof the cases The capture of the Bastille by the Parisians, on the

arising out of the issuingof these writs in the old law 14thof July,1789, from which day the Revolutionmay

books relate totheseizure and detention ofpersons trulybe said to have commenced , led to the speedy

trhom the parties seizing claimed as their villeins or abolition ofthe despotism which hadfilled the build

No. 781 . VOL. XIII .-2 E
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mg with so many victims ; and finally, after years of lery, is the largest piece of bronze ever cast, being

blood and terror, of anarchy and the supremacy of the sixteen feet and a half wide. It is ornamented with

sword, the liberties of the French people appeared to lions ' heads, and figures of children bearing garlands.

be established on a firm basis. But the lastBourbon A gilt globe surmounts the capital, on which stands a

kings, like ourown Stuarts, were an infatuated race; colossal figure, also gilt, representing thegenius of

and on Sunday, July 25th, 1830, the ·Moniteur Uni- liberty, on tiptoe, as if in the act of taking flight, with

versel,' the official journal of all the French govern- a torch in his right hand, and in his left a broken chain,

ments for the last half-century, published six ordi- The Parisians tell us that the attitude of the figure is

nances, which, if they had not beensuccessfully resisted , significant of the propagandism ofFrench political

would havedeservedly abased theFrench people in the ideas; but it might also niean that liberty was on the

eyes of every free nation. The first declared that no point of deserting the fort -encinctured capital of

journal or work of less than twenty sheets of letter- France. The column is of the Composite order, and is

press should appear without the royal permission about 163 feet high ( being 39 feet less than the London

granted both to the writers and printers; and this per- Monument), with a diameter of 12 feet. The cost of

mission was to be renewed every three months, and the whole work was 48,0001., and the weight of metal

might be revoked at pleasure. The second ordinance used was above 725 tons. The staircase in the interior,

annulled the elections of members of the Chamber of by which an ascent may be made to the top, is sus

Deputies which had just taken place, and which had pended on a new principle, and vibrates with every blast

not yet met. The third abrogated the rights of the of wind . The view from the top is very interesting.

electoral body, disfranchising three - fourths of the Within the marble pedestal there is acircular corridor,

former constituency, and reducing the number of paved with white marble, relieved with stars and crosses

members of the Chamber from 430 to 258 ; besides of black marble, and lighted by windows of stained

making other innovations, all of which had a despotic glass ; and the descent of a few steps leads to the funereal

tendency. The fourth ordinance merely convoked the vaults, which are closed by four cast iron doors, richly

electoral colleges ; and the remaining iwo nominated ornamented with tracery. Each vault contains a sar

to the dignityof councillors of state a number of the cophagus, fourteen yards in length, one in width, and

most unpopular men in France, men who had been in one deep, in which the remains of the bodies have

imical to, and were incapable of comprehending, the been deposited. The enclosure around the pedestal is

spirit of a constitutional government. flagged with white marble. The column was ' inau

In the Three Days of July the people of Paris fought gurated ' in July, 1810 .

with a spirit which proved that they were not un

worthy of the liberties of which so audacious an attempt

had been made to deprive them . The events of these
FLORENCE AND THE MEDICI FAMILY.

days, as given in the ** Library of Entertaining Know- The country in which the city of Florence, or Firenze,

ledge, are so wellknown that it is not necessary to as theItalianscall it, is situated,isof the mostvaried

enter into any details concerning them. The number character and exceedingly beautiful. It is fifty miles

of citizens killed was 788, and the number of wounded from the sea, in the valley of the Aruo. A fine plain

4500, according to an official report of the Committee to the north -west extends to the very feet of the

of National Rewards. Eighty-five persons were in . Apennines, which rise, with their belts of blue pine

terred in front of the Louvre, and seventy in the Marché forest, to the height of three thousand feet. The view

des Innocens ; and others, though not in so large a on the other sides is bounded by mountains clothed with

number together, in several other parts of the capital . woods of chestnut and groves of olives, and studded,

The ashes of five hundred and four of these patriots, as far as the eye can reach, with country residences

removed from other places, now repose beneath the and beautiful villas. Many of the hills are crowned

Column of July, which serves at once as a mausoleum with majestic ruins. The bill on thesummit of which

and amonument of their devotion .
the ancient town of Fiesole stands almost touches the

The Place de la Bastille, which witnessed the first city walls. The fields in the low lands are highly cul

combats of the first revolution ,is in every respect an tivated , and are divided by vines, from which, in the

appropriate site for a memorialofthe triumphs ofthe autumn,the grapes are seen hanging in luxuriant fes

second. The Fountain of the Elephant, of which a toons. Florence itself, with the broad river flowing

design and an account appeared in No. 93 of the through it , is as beautiful at first sight as it is interest

Penny Magazine, was never executed ; and the ing from its associations. It is surrounded by walls,

pedestal ofthe Column of July is erectedon a portion but within theenclosure are many gardens, and on the

of thework intended for the Fountain . The basement southern declivity there is a largepublic promenade

is of white marble, supported by blocks of granite ; planted with trees. The riveris crossed by four

and on one side of the pedestal is a figure of a lion bridges, one of which, the Ponte Santa Trinità, is

passant in very bold relief, and underneath is an in- adorned with marble statues. Its great domed cathe

scription, of which the following is a translation : dral and its churches are profusely enriched with

sculptures and paintings, and contain the monuments

and mortal remains of the famousartists, “ heirs of

ON THE MEMORABLE DAYS OF JULY 27, 28, AND 29, 1830. all time, ” who constructed and embellished them . It

has many squares and beautifulfountains.

At each angle of the pedestal is afigure of the Gailic massive fortress-like palaces rise here and there with

eagle, bearing a wreath ofoak in its claws. The shaft a sortof stern grandeur, and itsgalleriesof sculptures,

of the pillarconsists of metallic cylinders, partly fluted paintings,geins, and medals areamong the finestin

and partly enriched with bands bearing lions heads, Europe. With such natural advantages and such em .

and their mouths form apertures for the admission bellishments of art, it is not to bewondered at that

of light and air to the staircase in the interior of the Florenceis much resorted to, and is considered the

column . The spaces into which these bands divide the most delightful residence in Italy.

column are filled with the names of five hundred Florence was founded inthe time of the Romans, by

andfour combatantswho were killed duringthe three whomthetown was called Florentiaand the inhabit

days. In the new edition of Galignani's Picture of ants Florentini. It seems to have been more fortunate

Paris,' published during thepresentmonth , it is said than mostofthe otherItalian townsinescaping the

that the Corinthiancapital, over which is a railed gal- ravagesofthebarbarianconquerors of Italy. By

TO THE GLORY OF FRENCH CITIZENS WHO ARMED AND

FOUGHT FOR THE DEFENCE OF THE PUBLIC LIBERTIES

Its old
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zens.

vielding to the dominant powers and looking only to a small republic compared with some of the other

their own preservation, the Florentines kept their town Italian states, had, as early as the year 1300, advanced

and surrounding territory entire and themselves at to a condition of great abundance in riches, inhabitants,

peace. The taking of Fiesole in 1010 is almostthe and reputation, with three thousand citizens armed

only fact on record of their indulgence in the spirit of and trained within its walls, and seventy thousand more

aggression and aggrandizement. A municipal govern- within its territory. It rapidly advanced during the

ment had been instituted by direction of Charlemagne, next two centuries, and became not only the chief city

and they were governed by an officer called at first a of Tuscany, but one of themost important and influe

duke and afterwards a count. On the death of the ential states of Italy. In literature and the fine arts

Countess Matilda about 1115 , Florence became the in- it stood first, and was appropriately designated the

beritance of the see of Rome, and then began to govern Athens of Italy. Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio

itself as an independent commonwealth. The Floren- moulded the language, and stamped it with immor

tines seem to have been industrious, prosperous, and tality . Architecture, sculpture, and painting, advanced

generally quiet till the powerful families of Buondel- with rival rapidity under Ghiberti, Giotto, Brunelleschi,

monti and Uberti. Amidei and Donati quarrelled with Michel Angelo,and several others. The public build

cach other, and divided the city into factions ; and soon ings and galleries of Florence still exhibit abundant

afterwards, at the beginning of the thirteenth century, evidence of its rapid progress in the elegant arts, as,

in the reign of Frederic II., emperor of Germany and the vast wealth of its great families, under whose en

king ofNaples, the inhabitants of Florence became in- couragement those arts flourished, affordedproofof the

volved in the great feud of theGuelphs and Ghibelines. industry of the people and the commercial skill and

There were several families in Florence belonging to enterprise of its merchants.

the class of nobility, andmany families of rich citizens. Besides the family feuds to which we have already

Some joined the Ghibeline faction, some the Guelph, alluded, and those of the Cancellieri, when broken

and after much contention the Guelphs were driven up into the two rival branches of the Bianchi and

out of the city. On the death of Frederic in 1250 the Neri , the citizens and populace were afterwards almost

Guelphswere allowed to return , and the Florentines constantly involved in the disputes of other great

then formed their first regular constitution . Their families, such as those of the Albizi, the Medici, and

government fluctuated for some time between the aris- the Pazzi.

tocratic influence and the popular, but settled into a In the later times of the republic, the Medici became

popular form ,when its political and civil institutions the most distinguished of these rich and powerful

were founded on the broadest basis of democracy. The families : in the earliest times they are not mentioned .

city was divided into wards and the people were divided They were not nobles, but belonged to the class of citi

intotrades, a master being appointed over each trade to Giovanni de' Medici is mentioned as having in

administer justice to all within his ward. The trades 1zöl forced his way, with 100 Florentines, into the

kere at first twelve, seven greater and five inferior, fortress of Scarparia , through the Milanese, who were

but the inferior were afterwards increased to fourteen, then besieging ít. Francesco de' Medici in 1348 , Sal

which made the whole number twenty-one. They vestro de' Medici in 1379, and after him his son Veri

were all provided with arms, and regularly trained and de' Medici, each held the office of gonfaloniere, or

disciplined. Each company had its gonfalone, or chief magistrate. But the chief founder of the great

standard, and its gonfaloniere, or standard - bearer, ness of the Medici family was Giovanni de' Medici,

under whom they mustered . A gonfaloniere di jus- who was born in 1360), and who died in 1428, leaving

tizia was selected from among the class of citizens, two sons, Cosimo and Lorenzo. He had acquired vast

who held office for two months, and was for the wealth by commercial pursuits, and had filled all the

time being at the head of the government. There higher offices of state with great reputation for solidity

was a council of citizens, generally, of eight or ofjudgment and prudent conduct.

ten, called priori, who, with the gonfaloniere,consti Giovanni's eldest son Cosimo, who was born in 1389,

tuted the effective government of the state ; and there became his heir, and consequently the head of the

were other councils, sometimes permanent and su- family. Cosimo was a man of extraordinary ability

perintendent, called buoni huomini, and sometimes a for business, and for some time managed the public

delegated power was given to certain members for affairs with such generalapplause as to raise the envy

special purposes, whichwas called a balia. Thecon of the family of the Albizi. Rinaldo degli Albizi

stitution was frequently changed, but always retained exerted himself in organizing a party in opposition to

is democratic character, and nearly the form above Cosimo; they succeeded in electing a gonfaloniere

hostile to the Medici, and while Cosimo himself was

The bistory of the world does not afford another such absent at his country house, on purpose to avoid inter

instance of dissensions between rival families, of fac- fering in the factious contest, Rinaldo got up a charge

tiouscontests,of popular brawls andtumults, and civil against him , and when he came to the palace ofjustice

bloodshed, occurring within the walls of asingle city, toanswerthe charge,he was seized ,condemnedalmost

and continued for centuries almost uninterruptedly, without the forms of justice, and imprisoned in one of

as the city of Florence. First there were disputes the towers of the palace . Cosimo was in danger of

of the nobles with each other, then of thenobilitywith beingput to death,buthisfriends saved him bybribing

the citizens,and, after the nobles were overcome,of the Bernardo Guadagni,the gonfaloniere, and Mariotto

citizens with the populace. Theanimositywas gene- Balduinetti,who had charge of him,and he wassecretly

Tally of the most violent character, the partiesfighting conducted outof the city by night. The bribe was

with each other from strect to street and from tower 1000 florins to Guadagni,and 800 to Balduinetti. He

10 tower, and was frequently accompanied with acts was received with great respect in the different Italian

ofsuch atrocious cruelty,perpetrated under theexcite- townsthrough whichhe passed, and when he arrived at

ment ofextreme rage, as are hardly credible. Banish- Venice was treated as an ambassador would have been

ment, dispersionoffamilies, and death, occurred to an treated, and notasan exile, though a sentenceof banish

extent unknown in anyother city. Yet notwithstanding mentfor ten years had in the meantime been passed upon

the interruption of tradeand the loss of life which these himbythepriori ofFlorence. Rinaldo now assuined

scenes,aswell as the frequentwars of the Florentines the management of the state, and soon madehimself

with the otherItalian powers, occasioned , such is the universallyodious; the influence of the friends of

stimulus of free institutions, that Florence, though Cosimobecame paramount;Rinaldo was sentenced to

stated .

2 E 2
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banishment, togetherwith the rest of the Albizi and | tion, in the church of San Lorenzo, which Brunelleschi

other families who had been in union with them ; had built for him . The title of Pater Patriæ ,” which

Cosimo was recalled, and on the 5th of October, 1434 , had been bestowed upon him by a decree of the state,

exactly a year from the day on which he made his was inscribed on his tomb. In bis person he was tall;

escape, he re-entered Florence, and was received with in his youth he had been handsome , and in his age his

the most extravagant demonstrations of public joy. contemporaries frequently refer with admiration to the

Thenceforth he was the most influential man in the venerable dignity of his appearance.

state . Though in his private characterhe was nothing Cosimo's younger brother Lorenzo, who was born

more than a merchant,and in his political character in 1394 and died in 1440, became the stock of that

only a simple citizen, he was in fact Prince of Florence, lateral branch of the house of Medici which in the

and as such was written to and regarded by the other 16th century obtained the absolute sovereignty of

states of Europe. Ambassadors addressed themselves Tuscany.

to him in the first instance, and hisadvice to the priori Cosimo left two legitimate sons, Giovanni and Piero,

was received as the directions of a king to his council. and one illegitimate son , Carlo,who was liberally edu

Meantime he continued to extend his mercantile trans- cated, and lived respectably. Giovanni, the eldest son,

actions with such skill and prudence as to accumulate died Nov. 1, 1463. Piero consequently succeeded

enormous wealth , while his expenditure was ona scale to Cosimo’s property and authority in Florence. He

of regal magnificence. In Florence he built the con was a man of judgment and prudence, but of infirm

vent of San Marco, the church of San Lorenzo, and constitution , and died Dec. 2, 1469, in his 53rd year.

the monastery of San Verdiano ; on the hill of Fiesole He left two sons, Lorenzo and Giuliano, and two

he built the church of San Girolamo and l’Abbatia ; daughters.

and in Mugello he restored the church of the Frati Lorenzo de' Medici became the head of the Medici

Minori from the foundation. He constructed several family and of the state of Florence. He was a man

splendid chapelsand altars in the churches of Florence. of still greater abilities than his grandfather, and is

He also built at Jerusalem a hospital for the reception indeed one ofthemost extraordinary publiccharacters

of poor and infirm pilgrims, which he maintained at on the records of history. To him we shall devotea

great expense. Besides his palace in Florence, he separate article in a following number.

built four other houses at Careggio, Fiesole, Cafag

giuolo, and Trebia, each suitable for the residence ofa

prince. He was munificent in his patronageof the throughout a considerable portionof the year,the traveller wbo

A trading Town ofEastern Africa . - At Berbera, for example,

fine arts and of classical literature. It was during the chances to land or arrive there discovers nothing but some

government of Cosimo that Brunelleschi raised the eighteen hundred or two thousand empty huts, between which

great dome of the cathedral at Florence, then unri- the prowling hyenas or jackals in troops scour and bowlby

valled and perhaps not surpassed even now ,and Ghiberti night. Man seems to have abandoned the place for ever. The

cast the massive bronze gates of the baptistery of San port is as destitute of shipping as the town of inhabitants. Ona

Giovanni , which contain a series of pictures in metal, certain day, however, fixed and kuown to the disciples of trade,

and which Michel Angelo deemed worthy to be the a few white sails appear in the offing approaching the desolate

Sates of Paradise. He employed Donatello not only anddeserted shore ;and on land, probably at an equal distance,

in works of sculpture, but in purchasing for him cloudsof dust spreading and surging up into theatmosphere,

statues, vases,and other remains of Greekand Roman army. Long strings ofcamels, mules,and asses

, heavily laden,
art,tedecorate his palaces, andwhich now form a andescorted by warriors onhorseback, with match-lock,lance

,

part of the Medicean gallery. He spent large sums and shield , emerge from beneath these clouds and make towards

in the purchase of manuscripts of the Greek and the silent streets. In a few minutes doors fly open, tents are

Roman classics, and thus laid the foundation of the pitched , fires are kindled, life of every kind abounds,and Berbera

great Medicean library, the Bibliotheca Mediceo is transformed into a populous city . And what a population!

Laurentiano. His mercantile transactions and loans There is scarcely perhaps a single people or tribe dwelling within

influenced the politics not only of Italy, but of other a thousand miles of the spot whicle hasnot its commercialrepre

European states. When Naples and Venice leagued sentative at Berbera. There you behold the Banian from India

against Florence, Cosimo called in his debts from those peering forth cunningly between piles of rich goods ; the Persian ,

places, and put an end to the war by dryingup their with shawls from Kermân and turquoises from the neighbour

resources . When Milanand France leagued against Oman, and Hadramaut, and Yemen, and the Hejaz,withwhat

Venice, he supplied the Venetians with the sinews of

war,' and herresistance was successful. Hisagents in the Nubian, the Abyssinian,the Dankali, the natives of Susa,
ever commodities the soil of Arabia produces; the Egyptian,

England, during the wars of the houses of York and Enaria, Kaffa, Kambat, and Zingero; the Hurruri ,theIsab, and

Lancaster, supplied Edward IV. with large sums, the Somauli,all surrounded by theproductions and merchandise

which success enabled him to repay. Notwithstanding of their respective countries. The whole of this multitudinous

the vastamount of income expended, it was found after assemblage brought together and pervaded by the spirit of gain ,

his death, that besides the sums due to him from other | is eugaged from morning till night in excessive turmoil and

Italian states and abroad, mostof the great families of wrangling. Honesty, moreover, is a rare visitor among them.

Florence were indebted to him in large amounts. Each endeavours tooverreach the other, high words arise, quar

With so vast a capital indeed, his accumulations from rels spring up, blows are given and returned, lances fiourished

loans at interest 'must have been immense .In his and creesesdrawn, and here and there a pool of Mussulman or

privatehabits and deportment he was as moderate and concluded by these rough customers. All thedialects and
Pagan blood tells of the way in which bargains are sometimes

simple as he was liberal and princely in his public ex- idiomsof Babel passcurrent there,eachman screaming at the

penditure. During the period of altogether about top of his voice in order to make himself heard amid the inde

hirty-one years during which he augmented the re cribable din , created partly by human tongues, partly by the

sources and wielded the energies of Florence, he neighing of horses, the strange grunting of the camel,the bellow

exercised the power of a sovereign by a sort of invisible ing of oxen , and the braying of asses. Dogs, too, of every size

agency, having no regal trappings, no kingly state, no and species, lean, hungry, savage, and without masters, prow]

train of attendants, no guards, but walking about in about the purlieus of the mart in search of offal, howling and

the ordinary attire of a respectable citizen .
barking to augmentthe concord of sweet sounds that denotes the

Cosino de' Medici died August 1, 1464, at the age whereabouts of the devotees of commerce.-- Foreign Quarterly

of 76, in the full possession of his intellectualfaculties. Review, No. 65 .

He was buried privately, according to his own direc
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[ Panshanger Oak .]

RAMBLES FROM RAILWAYS. ference at a yard from the ground . The trunk rises

from its roots with a graceful curve, and the main

THE LEA.-No. II.
branches separate from it in a regular yet varied and

By this time the Lea has become a river of tolerable freemanner,such as to render it quite a model of form

size, and from Hatfield Park to Hertford is much more as an oak. Its remarkable symmetry causes it, as is

beautiful than in the earlier part of its course ; and it the case in a fine statue, or well-proportioned archi

increases in beauty till it enters the latter town. The tectural edifice, to appear smaller than it really is. All

grounds on either side are hilly and well wooded, and who see it express surprise at its largeness when they
handsome houses, rustic cottages, with ever and anon stand beside its trunk. When clothed in the full

a distant spire peeping fromamong the trees relieve luxuriance of its foliage nothing in the shape of a tree

the way from everything like monotony . can surpass the harmonious grandeur of its appear

A short distance before we reach Hertford the Lea is ance. Even when denuded of its leaves it is a noble

joined by theriver Maran,alovely little stream ,which object; in some respects more noble than before. We

has its source a few miles from King's Walden. About give an engraving of it in this state ; it is represented

two miles before its union with the Lea it passes in full leaf by Strutt, in the work before referred to,

through Panshanger Park , whither we will retrace it. and by Lo in his · Arboretum ; ' but in neither

Panshanger is notnear so large as Hatfield Park, but instance has there been anything like justice done to

from the greater variety of surface much more beau- it. Indeed Loudon's engraving is merely a reduced

uiful. Indeed there is so much that is attractive about copy of that in Strutt.

it, and altogether it is so delightful a spot for a day's The gardens are tastefully laid out ; there are too

visit from London, that we shall extend our notice of some pleasant terraces, and some of those walks (or

it a little beyond our usual limit. alleys) bounded by tall evergreens, such as we read

Panshanger belongs to the Earl Cowper, who, with of in old books and see in the paintings of Wat

a liberality deserving grateful notice, permits the most teau and Lancret. We need not stay tonotice the

free accessnot only to his parkand grounds, but to his external appearance of the house. It isone of those

picture gallery, and both contain more than enough to heterogeneous jumbles well named • Modern Gothic.'

repay a pilgrimage. Before we enter the gallery let Thę interior is designed with much more judgment.

us saunter awhile along these slopes, and among these But we must turn to the Picture Gallery, as there

groups of lofty and picturesque trees, and then beside are works there that will need all the time we can

the flowery banks of that clear, bright, and rapid little devote to them :-the productions of Raphael and

stream , and watch its silvery tenants poising themselves Bartolomeo are not to be understood at a hasty glance.

against the current, or darting briskly after some The Gallery is a noble room , well lighted by two or

luckless insect. A brief converse with the works of three lanthorns, and also by a large bay -window that

nature will form no unfit preparation of the mind for looks over a richly cultivated scene,
The walls are

an enjoyment of those works of man we are about to hung with a bright scarlet cloth, which , with the gilt

examine. There is a rich and varied succession of cornices and other ornaments, and the rich furniture

viewsall over the park , but the main attraction is the of the room, have a brilliant effect - too brilliant indeed

famous oak . This is a most majestic tree, surpassed for the sober character of the pictures,which would

Perhaps in size by many, but equalled in beauty by better accord with a more sombre tone of colour in the

none. " At least we never saw , nor remember to have fittings. The ante-room through which we pass into

heard of,any that can be compared with it. It stands the Gallery is chiefly hung with family portraits ;

alone in a bottom ,' in the private garden,anditswide among others is that of the celebrated Chancellor

branches spread out unobstructedly in everydirection. Cowper,wholooksas if the caresofthe state sat lightly

According to Arthur Young, in his “Survey of Herts, ' on him .

it was called the Great Oak in 1709. Strutt, in his Immediately opposite to us, as we enter the Gallery,

Sylva Britannica, fol. 1822, says it contains one is the gem of the collection - The Holy Family, by

thousand feetoftimber, and is nineteen feet in circum Fra Bartolomeo. The figures are seated under the
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sliade of a palm tree, and are well drawn and skilfully | more famous without dwelling on them. The collec

arranged . Dr. Waagen, in his · Works of Art and tion is unusually rich in the works of Andrea del Sarto;

Artists in England, ' says, “ It is the most beautiful among others is an admirable portrait of bimself; he

picture that I am acquainted with by this friend of is dressed in a full and graceful robe and is looking

Raphael. The colouring is of extraordinary steadily at the spectator, from behind a table at which

depth and warmth, even for the Friar. ” Whatever he appears to have been writing. It is a manly un

may be thought of the Doctor's judgment as regards affected portrait and capitally painted. There are

the higher requisites of art, few will dispute bis some other portraits, and three unintelligible pictures

thorough knowledge of all that concerns the conven- connected with the history of Joseph by the same hand.

tional excellencies of a picture: he is essentially a ' gal- By Guido there is a ' Sibyl' painted in his freest and

lery-bred judge, ' as he has been termed by that strange best manner. Salvator Rosa has a landscape, a view

writer, the author of Modern Painters, ' and we may by the Sea- shore, of great brilliancy. It has suffered

safely trust his opinion, that this is one of the very a little perhaps in cleaning, but it is a masterly work,

finest of the Friar's pictures. But, after all,its main and entirely destroys a landscape by Wilson that has

excellence arises from the earnest devotional feeling been very injudiciously hung above it. There is a

that so eminently characterises it. There is no striv- large · Equestrian Portrait,' by Rembrandt, the only

ing after strong contrasts or glaring effects. The one, we believe, he ever painted. Some fault might

colouring is of a rich though subdued brilliancy ; but be found with the drawing, but the chiaroscuro is as

it is not in anydegree, aswe sometimes see even in broad and effective as it almost always is in his pictures.

the colouring of Correggio, destructive of thereligious There is also a portrait of Quesnoi,' the sculptor,

seriousness of the work . It is a work of lofty character, called • Il Fiamingo,' by Nicolas Poussin, which dis

butmust, perhaps, be turned to again and again before plays refined feeling, and is the more interesting from

its full grandeur is appreciated . the fact of Poussin having painted so few portraits.

The next grand attraction of the place - to us we Besides thesethere are otherpicturesby A. Carracci,

confess it is the chief—is a ' Madonna and Child , by Vandyke, Velasquez , Cuyp, & c. Altogether, as we

Raphael, which hangs just by the Bartolomeo. It is said above, the collection is a most choice one, and the

not a very large picture; the child is not an entirely ready liberality with which access is granted to it

agreeable one, but the mother is one of the most ex- greatly heightens the enjoyment felt in its contempla

quisite realizations of female purity and delicacy we tion .

ever saw. Her head is bent forward, and there is a As we have suggested a visit to Panshanger as one of

slightly pensive look in her eyes which are regarding the most agreeable day's excursions from London,we

with an intense earnestness the child on her lap ; and will just pointouthow it may beeasiest accomplished.

yet there is a vacancy in them as if they see notwhat By the North -Eastern Railway* the visitor can at once

they are fixedupon. Her thoughts are upon the child, reach Hertford, from whence a pretty walk of little

butshe is thinking also of His wondrous birth and ofall more than two miles will bring him to Panshanger.

those portentous predictions she has heard concerning The way is by the north road for about a mile beyond

Him. ' Though the present dwells in her mind, the Hertford , and then along a very rural road on the left

past and the future - indistinct and unrecognized it of the main one, till the lodge is reached. Dr.

may be- are mingling in it too . Raphael may not | Waagen says, that being a great walker,' he managed

have thought thus when his hand traced that form- to reach it on foot from Hertford by the aid of a guide;

it may not have been in his mind when conceived but the most feminine of our readers need not fear

that image-yet he must be dull indeed who cannot being tired by the length of the way, or be deterred by

discover this, or more, as it is there palpably embodied. its difficulty. As we havehinted, the collection is not

Even Raphael never surpassed the almost ideal per- of a kind to be hastily examined , and the visitor is

fection of all that is pure and lovely in expression in allowed to remain as long as he pleases in the room,

this face. Yet it does not strike ' at a glance. It especially if the family is absent. Still by a little

requires a repeated examination to enter into the full inanagement and leaving London by the half-past nine

extent of its meaning: and we have heard no mean o'clock train, time enough willbe afforded for a stroll

judges speak of it disparagingly. To see how far through the park ,which should not be omitted ; and

Raphael surpassed every other painter in imparting to there are many walks beyond its limits of remarkable

hisfemale faces a holy elevation of character and at beauty, particularly up some of the lanes to thewest of

the same time preserving all their loveliness,we need it. The stranger should not, however, wander too far;

but cross the room to a " Head of the Virgin,' by Cor- Hertfordshire ways are very crooked and Hertford

reggio, which hangs nearly opposite, and which it is shire directionscrookeder, and he might perchance find

said Sir Joshua Reynolds lingered over for hours when himself too late for the last train.

he first saw it, and returned to repeatedly before he

would quite leave it. Admirable as this picture isas

regards colour, &c. there is a want of dignity, and also COMMERCIAL VALUE OF THE DIAMOND.

of delicacy, that is very apparent after quitting the In our Nos. 425 and 638 were given two articles

other. Another • Madonna and Child ,' by Raphael, is relating tothe diamond :the one concerning themode

in the room ,anda very beautifulone it is, butcertainly of finding the diamonds atthemines of Sumbhulpore

far inferior to that of which we have just spoken. It is in India ; and the other concerning the diamond-car

in his early manner and was evidently painted soon riers of Brazil. Thereare,however, other interesting

after he quitted the studio of Perugino. That we first

moticed bears the date of 1508 .
* The North -Eastern Railway, being on a level with the

The name of Michael Angelo is attached to a Dead country it traverses nearly all the way to Hertford , is one of the

Christ, butwithout the slightest hesitation wepro- pleasantest lines for aholiday excursion out of London ; the

nounce it not to be his. About the rudesteven of his fares too are moderate, and it is well managed. The only draw •

drawings there are a breadth of conception and powersonal comfort of all other than first class passengers. The second

back, and it is not a small one, is the utter disregard to the per.

ofhand , which are entirely wanting in this very ordi. Class carriages seem as far from comfortable aswell can be,

nary production. but the third class have not only no protection from the weatber,

Much as we should like to notice the various but arewithout seats, and altogether for less agreeable than those

pictures in detail,ourspace entirely forbids ourat provided for the conveyance of bullocks for the Smithfield

tempting to do more than name two or three of the Market.
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details connected with the commercial history of the the eighth of an ounce, half an ounce, & c.; and as

diamond which may merit a little notice . small scales were in general use for weighing this dust,

From very remote times the diamond has been the officer conceived the idea of weighing these counters

deemed the most costly production in nature. Its against common pebbles of equal size,butfoundthat

rarity and its extremehardnessappear to have been the former alwaysexceeded the latterinweight. He

thecauses ofthis high repute ; for the brilliancy and then tried to makeanimpression upon oneof the
lustre, which are now estimated so highly, could not counters by rubbing it ona stone with water ; but the
beappreciatedat a time when the artof cutting and only effect produced was that the stone was worn away.

polishingthediamondwas not yetknown. At a later An opportunity having presented itself,he senta smali

period, when the Saracens had established themselves parcelof the counters byafriendto Lisbon, forthe

in Spain and other countries bordering on the Medi- purpose of having them examined ; these were given

terranean, the diamond was supposed to be endowed to Yapidaries who had been in the habit of working

with certain occult qualities and virtues : whereby it only on common gems ; and their report was, simply,

was held as an infallible specific in many diseases, as a that the gems were too hard for their tools.

test of conjugal fidelity , as a reconciler of domestic At length, by mere accident, the Dutch consul saw

strife,and as an amulet ofgreat power against poisons, some of these counters,and gavehis opinion that they

insanity, witchcraft, incantations, goblins, and evil were diamonds. Some were immediately forwarded
spirits. All the precious gems were regarded su to Holland , where they were manufactured into bril

perstitiously in these respects,butthe diamondmore liants, and were pronounced tobe diamonds equal in

than the rest. Even so lateas the beginning of the quality to those fromIndia . The returning fleet car

seventeenth century the belief in certain hidden ried ihis favourable news to Brazil, whence it was

virtues in this gem still prevailed ; but after that rapidly communicated to the interior,where a com

period the superstition, like many others of a si- mercial ferment soon arose, as might naturally be

milar kind, died away; and the diamond became expected. The diamonds were quickly bought up ;

studied in respect to its natural qualities, like any other and all the pretty counters became in three or four

sulistance . days the property of about as many persons. In con

We are wholly without means of knowing where or sequence of this event, diamonds were now sought for

when diamonds were first found . Whether in India with the greatest avidity. Extensive speculations took

or elsewhere,it is certain that they were procured long place ; and the diamonds arrived in Europe in such

before the timewhen any naturalist wrote on such abundance as to excite an apprehension that ihe market

subjects. Even Pliny speaks of the “ ancient writers " value would be greatly depreciated. To counteract

who described the diamond, and says that it was found this, a report was industriously circulated that the

in Africa before it was known to exist in India. The Brazilian diamonds were decidedly inferior to the

discovery of the diamond in Brazil, however,being not Oriental. Others, interested in the trade of diamonds,

much above a century old , is capable of being recorded denied that these newlyintroduced gems were the pro

with more detail ; and we will borrow from Mr. Mawe's duce of Brazil, and declared them to be the refuse of

“Essay on Diamonds the chief points relating to this the Indian mines, sent from Golconda to Goa, thence
discovery to Rio Janeiro, and thence to Lisbon. These misre

Gold has been long found in Brazil ; and itwas in presentations excitedthroughout Europe a great pre

searching for this precious metal that the still more judice against Brazilian diamonds, which thereupon

precious gem was discovered . In the early part of the fell greatly in value.

last century, while some gold -miners were working in Asmallnumber of speculators then formed a plan

an inland part of Brazil, they met with some singular for restoring the Brazilian diamonds to the reputation

substances resembling pebbles,in regular geometrical which they really deserved, and which was only clouded

forms. The peculiarhue and lustre of someparticular by a temporaryprejudice. They boughtup all that
specimens attracted the notice of the negroes, who were offered, secretly sent them to India , and had them

showed the pretty shining pebbles to their masters. there made up into parcels like the regular Indian

They were laid aside when met with, and gradually diamonds . As they were really equal to those of India,

came into fashion as countersin playing at cards. The the diamond merchants ofEurope readily bought them

people were wholly ignorant of theirvalue; though as India diamonds, and gave the custoinary price for

their striking appearance and regularity of form created them . This test convinced most persons in time that

a general interest in them , similar to that which the low estimation of Brazil diamonds was not a just

induces persons to collect pebbles and shells on our one ; and a regular and extensive trade in these gems
sea -beaches.

became thereupon established.

In this unappreciated state the gems remained for The Brazilian diamond mines belong to the crown ;

soine time, until an officer arrived who had been in and any trade whatever in these gems by other parties

India, and who was tolerably acquainted with the is declared contraband, and is visited with severe

geometrical forms of crystals . At the social parties punishinent ; although there are occasional instances

which be visited,these pretty counters attracted his of private traffic in a surreptitious form . The district

notice. Having obtained some, he examined them of Brazil in which the diamonds are found is of small

more minutely when alone, and was particularly extent, no one is allowed to enter it without special

struck with their geometrical symmetry ofform . He permission, and if travellers are obliged to pass through

compared them with common pebbles of the same it, they are always escorted by a soldier, and not al

bulk, which he purposely gathered ; but he could not lowed to makeany stay.

find any that at all resembled them in regularity. Mr. Mawe thus describes the manner in which the

After some time the stones accumulated to a great diamond-merchant makes his estimate in buying a

number ; and all persons in the neighbourhood, who Bolsa, or lot, of diamonds. He first places them in a

were in the habit of amusing themselves with cards, good light, on a sheet of white paper laid on a table,

possessed a larger or smaller number, which circulated and then divides or separates them into various sets

amongthemwithout exciting the least surmise as to according totheir size. When thelot is large, for the

their real worth . purpose of more easily separating the greater stones

The officer before mentioned tried various experi- from thesmaller, the merchanthas small sieves, or

ments on these little pebbles. The currencyof the boxes of tin pierced with numerousholes. One sieve,

country was gold -dust, in various quantities, such as for instance, will suffer all diamonds to pass through
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which do not weigh two carats, retaining stones of carats, and after having it cut into a brilliant (which

Jarger size ; another will suffer those to pass which operation cost 30001. in money and two years in time),

are below a carat and a half, or a carat; and so forth . he sold it to the Duke of Orleans, Regent of France,

A bolsa of diamonds rarely contains any individual for 135,0001. In 1791 , when the National Assembly

stones above four carats' weight ; all that exceed that caused an inventory to be taken of the crown jewels,

limit being generally sold singly. The stones which a commission of jewellers estimated the value of the

are badly coloured, or veiny, or ill shaped, are set apart Regent diamond at more than 400,0001. sterling. The

by themselves, all the larger stones are weighed and Pigott diamond, estimated to be worth 40,0001., was

carefully examined, and then the inferior stones . The made the subject of a lottery in the early part of

merchant calculates the separate value of each large the present century ; it was won by a young man

stone , and afterwards the value of the various parcels. who sold it for a low price ; and after changing

His next object is to estimate the expense of making hands several times it was purchased by Mehemet Ali

them into brilliants, & c ., the loss of weight in cutting, for 30,0001.

and the price at which they will probably sell when In like manner Saxony, Austria, and other countries,

manufactured ; and from all these datahe calculates especially Portugal, possess diamonds of large size,

the sum that he will be willing to give for the whole which are treasured up by the respective sovereigns as

parcel.
conspicuous insignia of royalty. The diamonds be

The commercial value of diamonds is a very curious longing to the Portuguese crown twenty or thirty

feature, almost as much so as that of celebrated pic- years ago (civil broils may have disturbed these riches

tures. The plenty or scarcity in the supply, the uses as well as others in the interim) were estimated by

to which the diamond may be applied in the arts, the Mr. Mawe, who was permitted to inspect them, to be

exigencies of those who have diamonds to sell , and, worth two millions sterling. Diamonds so large as to

more than all , the fluctuations of fashion in respect to be very costly, and yet not so large as to have an his.

the wearing of diamonds as personal ornaments, all in- torical notoriety about them , can with difficulty meet
fluence this commercial value. There are, however, with a purchaser. Mr. Mawe mentions an instance in

certain general rules among the wholesale dealers in which a gentleman gave 12,0001. for a large diamond ,

these gems, which guide them in their purchases . In and kept it for twenty years without meeting with a

the first placethe diamonds are estimated by weight. purchaser ; but being at length obliged to realize his

A weight called a carat (equal to rather more than capital, he spent two years in offering the diamond all

three grains Troy) is taken as an unit, and is divided over Europe,and at last sold it for 90001., three - fourths

into halves, quarters, eighths, and sixteenths, to give of what it cost him.

fractional parts. Then the quality and form of the

diamond are examined , and a price per carat fixed

from allthese circumstances. The largerthe diamond tain nearly twothousanıl feet above thevalley,and nine thousand
The Valley of Me:cico. - Conceive yourself placed on amoud

the greater price per carat is given for it. Rough above thelevel of the sea. A sky abore yon of the most perfect

diamonds (that is, such as are notyetcut and polished ), azure, withouta cloud, andan atmosphereso transparently pure,

comprising stones from the smallest sizes up to four that the remotest objects at the distance ofmany leagues are as

carats' weight, are estimated one with another to be distinctly visible as ifat hand. The gigantic scale of everything

worth from thirty to forty shillings per carat . Dia- first strikes you—you seem to be looking down upon a world.

monds, when cut into brilliants, and when conse- No other mountain and valley view has such an assemblage of

quently much of the weight has been lost by abrasion , features, because nowhere else are the mountains at the same

are of course much higher in value per carat ; when time so high, the valley so wide, or filled with such variety of

below a carat in weight, they are from seven 'to ten land and water. The plain beneath is exceedingly level, and

guineas per carat ; while brilliant of five carats
for two hundred miles around it extends a barrier of stupendous

wouldbeworth thirty orforty guineasper carat. Itis mountains, most of which have been active volcanoes, and are

said that a rough approximation, in common cases, is with large bodies of water looking more like seas than lakes-- it

now covered some with snow, and some with forests. It is laced

sometimesmade byadopting the two following rules :- is dotted with innumerable villages, and estates, and plantations;

for rough diamonds, square the weight of the stone, eminences rise from it which,elsewhere, would be called moun

multiply the product by two, and the result will be the tains, yet there, at your feet,they seem but ant-bills on the plain;

value in pounds sterling :-for brilliants, square the and now , letting your eyefollow the rise of the mountains tothe

weight, multiply the product by eight, and the result west (near fifty miles distant), you look over the immediate

gives the value in pounds sterling: These rules, how- summits that wall the valley, to another and more distant range

ever, rather serve to illustrate the rapid increase in ..and to range beyond range, with valleys between each , until

the value of diamonds according to their weight, than the whole melts into a vapoury distance, blue as the cloudless

give accurate details on a matter subject to so many while the sun and passing vapour chequered the fields, am
skyabove you. I could have gazed for hours at this little world

fluctuations.

When a diamond exceeds five or six carats in weight, water - bringing out clearly the domes of the village churches

sailing off again, left the whole one bright mass of verdure and

its value is determined rather by the eagerness with studding the plain or leaning against the first slopes of the

which it is sought for, than by any particular rule. mountains,with the hugelakes looming larger in the rarefied

Hence the enormous prices given for diamonds of atmosphere. Yet one thing was wanting. Over the immense

large size and fine quality. Tavernier mentioned a expanse there seemed scarce an evidence of life. There were no

diamond which was possessed by the Great Mogul , and figures in the picture. It lay torpid in the sunlight, like some

which weighed nearly three hundred carats, being in deserted region where nature was again beginning to assert her

size half as large as a hen's egg. A large diamond of empire - vast, solitary, and melancholy. There were no sails

singular form , weighing nearly two hundred carats,
no steamers on the lakes, no smoke over the villages, no people

formed the eye of an Indian idol ; it was stolen by a

at labour in the fields, no horsemen , coaches, or travellers but

ourselves.

soldier, who sold it at Madras for 20001. to the captain hear the echoof the national strife that filled these plains with
The silence was almost supernatural; one expects to

of a ship,bywhom it was sold for 20,0001. ; and after discord yet lingering among thehills. It wasa pictureofa still

many changes it became the property ofthe Empress life," inanimate in every feature, sarewhere, on the distant

Catherine of Russia, who gave for it'90,0001. in cash, mountain sides, the fire ofsomepoor coal-burner mingled its

40001. a year annuity, and a patent of nobility. The blue wreath with the bluer sky,or the tinkle of the bell of a

Regent diamond , as it has been called ,was bought solitary muleteer was heard from among the dark and solemn

by a Mr. Pitt, governor of Bencoolen , for 20,0001.; it pines.— Meyer's Mexico as it was and as it is.

weighed in the rough state more than four hundred
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[Hertford Castle .)

RAMBLES FROM RAILWAYS. dressing the troops, discovered that the disaffection

was confined to one regiment, he at once surrounded
THE LEA.–No. III.

it , and took measures to render its resistanceunavail.

HERTFORD is a busy,respectabletown; it hasa bust- ing. He then called a council of war, and having

ling appearance on a market-day, and still more at seized theringleaders, three were condemned to death,

assize times. There is much of historical interest and from them onewas chosen by lot and instantly shot

attached to the town , yet it has few historical relics. at the head of his regiment, the others being retained

The castle, which is almost the only one, it has been in the hands of the marshal as security for the obe

said was erected by Alfred, but it is far more probable dience of theremainder of the regiment.

that it was built about 909 by Edward the Elder, who The neighbourhoodof Hertford yields an agreeable

is also reported to have rebuilt and fortified the town, variety of pleasant walks. The banks of the Lea, be

which had been destroyed by the Danes. Hertford is tween it and Ware, cannot however be greatly praised

supposed to have been a principal residence of the East for their beauty : at any rate we need not linger beside

Saxon kings. When the Dauphin Louis contested the them , as we shall soon reach some of a pleasanter and,

English throne with King John, Hertford castle was from various reasons, more interesting character. We

stoutly defended on behalf of the king by Godarvil, may, however, just notice that Chadswell Springs,

who however was at last forced to capitulate, Edward which form the source of the New River, by means of

II., in 1345, gave the castle to John of Gaunt for his which so large a portion of London is supplied with

residence; and while he held it, John, king of France, water, are situated in the meadows about midway be

and David, king of Scotland, were prisoners in it. At tween Hertford and Ware, nearly opposite Ware Park,

the time of the deposition of Richard II., Henry, the and at a shortdistance from the banks of the Lea. The

son of John of Gaunt, held his court in the castle. site of the principal spring is marked by a stone,

Several succeeding monarchs occasionally resided in it : erected by the New River Company, which informs us

among others Queen Elizabeth ; and a small chamber that it was opened in 1608, and that the water is con

isshown in the highest tower as the place of her cap- veyedforty miles. From the spring the water flows

tivity. There is, however, no evidence, beyond the tra- intoa circular basin, surrounded by a light wooden

dition, to provethat she ever wasconfined in it : pro- railing, and thence into a channel, which,having been

bablythe tradition arose from the circumstance of her swelled by some cuts from the Lea,runs for several

having dwelt there. There is little remaining of the miles parallel to that river.

ancient castle, the only portions being some of the Ware is anancient town, being mentioned in Domes

outer walls, and two or three towers with a few cham- day -book, and has all the old -fashionedness that might

bers attached. These are of brick, and in tolerable be expected from its antiquity ; yet there is nothing of

preservation, though not in the original state,they consequenceto notice init. Thehouses are none very

having beenrepaired and fittedupas a residence. Our remarkable, norare there any remarkable remains:

engraving of it is from a sketch taken from the Lea, indeed what chiefly attracts the attention of a stranger

which flows below it. In the grounds of the castle are is the number of malt-houses it contains, and they are

a couple of Lombardy poplars of unusual size and not very ornamental. On the banks of the Lea, a short

distance from the church , are some portions of a priory

Hertford was, in 1617, the head -quarters of the Par- thatbelonged to a body of Benedictines, who were

army ; and it was here that themutiny of Lil- subordinate to the Abbey of St. Ebrulf, at Utica in

burne's regiment occurred,whichat first threatened to Normandy. There isalarge bed, twelve feet square,

be fatal to the Parliament cause. Cromwell,however, at one of the inns, but it is not the veritable “ greatbed

by one of thoseprompt acts thatwere so natural to at Ware” thatShakspere mentions. That, however,

him, averted the danger.
Directly the mutiny broke we believe was in existence notmanyyears back ; it is

out, he removed the army to Ware, and having, on ad- l referred to in all the histories of Hertfordshire, and in

No. 782. Vol. XIII.-2 F
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beauty,

liament
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old Chauncey's the reader may see " a merrie tale ” and phrases in common use ; instead of being in tlie

connected with it—a specimen—not a very delicate received Idyllic mode, it is like real country life and

one - of the practical jokes of our ancestors. The scenery : his refined taste cannot endure its rusticity.

Danes, under Hasting, sailed up the Lea to Ware, at That taste has now happily worn out ;the poet was

which place, or at Hertford as some assert, they formed wiser in that than his biographer. Scott's great defect

a camp: Alfred erected two strong forts immediately is his want of strength and life, but there is a Quaker

below their station, and by draining the channel of the like simplicity that is very agreeable, at least fora while.

Lca , got possession of their fleet, and compelled them His conception of country life is very unlike that of

to retreat into Gloucestershire. Chauncey relates that Crabbe — indeed there is a deficiency of nerve in al

“ in the 25th of Henry III., on the 27th of June, Gil- most allhe wrote that causes his placidity and sweei

bert Marshall, Earl of Pembroke,a potent peer of the ness to cloy. He wrote a greatmanyoccasional pieces ;

realm , proclaimed bere a disport of running on horse his principal work is named from the place that has

back with lances, which was then called a tournament.” | caused this digression - Amwell. The view froin

At this tournament Gilbert himself was killed by a Amwell-hill is a very fine one, and we gladly avail

fall from his horse ; Robert de Say, one of his knights, ourselves of Scott's description of it, which will serve

was slain , and several others were wounded . as a sample of his descriptive style, and be more pleas

Following our stream we soon reach Amwell, whose ing, we are sure , to our readers than any account we

hill , rising on our right and crowned with the old could give of the prospect:

church, has an exceedingly picturesque appearance. “How beautiful,

Amwell has been noticed by Walton, and celebrated in
How various is yon view ! delicious hills

pleasant verse by John Scott :
Bounding smooth vales, smooth vales by winding streams

- The pleased eye, which o'er the prospect wide Divided , thathere glide thro ' grassy banks

Has wander'd round, and various objects mark d ,
In open sun, there wander under shade

On Amwell rests at last, its favourite scene . Of aspen tall, or ancient elm, whose boughs

How picturesque the view ! wbere up the side O'erhang grey castles, and romantic farms,

Of that steep bank, her roofs of russet thatch And humble cots of happy shepherd swains.

Rise mix'd with trees, above whose swelling tops

Ascends the tall church tower, and loftier still

The hill's extended ridge. "
Far towards the west, close under shelt'ring bills

In verdant meads by Lea's cerulean stream ,

Scott of Amwell, as he was called , like many another Hertford's grey towers ascend ; the rude remains

poet of celebrity in his own day, is slipping out of me. Of high antiquity, from waste escap d

mory now : a few words about him will not therefore Of envious time and violence of war. "

be out of place in connection with the spot so closely The church is a pretty building, and altogether the

associated with his name. John Scott was born in Ber- place would be very pleasing even without its associ

mondsey in January, 1730, and succeeded early in life ations. It is mentioned in Domesday-book under the

to some property in Amwell,where he fixed his dwell. name of Emme-well, and has beenthonght to derive

ing, and, excepting some portion of each year spent at its name from a well at the foot of the hill called Em

ahouse he had in London, continued to reside there ma's-well, which now forms a part of the New river.

till his death, which occurred in December, 1783, at At Amwell the New river is a little better looking

his London residence. His parents were members of thanelsewhere ; its banks are planted with some fine

the Society of Friends, in which communion he re- willows and a little islet adorns the stream. On the

mained during his life ; forming therefore one of the isle is a stone with an inscription, referring to thewell,

very small fraternity of Quaker poets. Dr. Johnson, by Scott, and the island is mentioned by him in his

who esteemed him highly, undertook to write his life, poem of Amwell :

but his own death prevented the accomplishment of • Slow beneath that bank the silver stream

his purpose. It was afterwards writtenbyHoole, the
Glides by the flowery isle, and willow grores

translator of Tasso ; but it is utterly devoid of interest,
Wave on its northern verge, with trembling tufts

for his life ran “ smooth as his verse : " like Goldsmith's Of osier intermixed."

Vicar, all his adventures were by the fire -side, and all
“ On the hill above the church are traces of a very

his migrations from the blue bed to the brown, or, in
Quaker speech , from his country house to that in town. extensive fortification (Qy. that above referred to) , the

Hewas possessed of a fine intellect, though wanting rampart of which is very distinguishable on the side

that something which constitutes genius in the man, overlookingthe vale through which the river Lex

and can alone impart vitality to his verse. By his flows. In this parish also, on the side towardsHert

contemporaries he was thought highly of, and will be ford , is Barrow field , wherein is a large tumulus; and

read with pleasure now by those who meet with his not far distant are remains of an ancient road, probably

works and can listen to the melody of the oatenpipe. of Romanorigin ."* These the visitor will discover

One at least of his smaller poems will retain a place in readilyenough,and altogether he mayspend an hour

the collections:
or two at Amwell very agreeably.

“ I hate that drum's discordant sound

Parading round, and round, and round.

*

OPENE
D

160
8

To me it talks of ravaged plains,

And burning towns, and ruin'd swains,

And mangled limbs, and dyinggroans,

And widows' tears, and orphans'moans," &c .

His poetry is nearly all of the “ pastoral” kind, and

has the smoothness and neatness, the facile flow , and

something of the “ refined rusticity” that ought to cha

Tacterize productions of that class. But there is an

absence of human character and interest that soon ren

ders the sweeiegt pastoral poetry wearisome. Hoole

objects to the introduction of so many of the words

( Chadswell Springs.]

* Brayley
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LORENZO DE MEDICI . sentence, but the reputation in which he had lived under

Cosimo, to whom he had acted as a sort of prime

* The magnifico is well beloved ,
minister, was gone. Two magnificent palaces, both

And bath in bis effect a voice potential." — Othello.
designed by Brunelleschi, one outside the gate of San

The term “magnifico ,' which in Italy, as Shakspere Niccolo, the other in Florence, and still famous as

seems to have known, was frequently applied to noble the Pitti palace, were in great part built during the

or rich men who had great influence in the state, has administration of Cosimo. After the disclosure of liis

become the distinguishing epithet of Lorenzo de' conduct in this affair, the work of the Pitti palace,

Medici, as peculiarly appropriate to his princely quali- which had been inostly performed by the voluntary

ties, to the extensive reputation which he acquired, contributions and gratuitous labour of the citizens,

and to the political power which that reputation gave ceased, and the rest ofhislife was passed in the obscu

him, not only in Florence, but throughout Italy. To rity and contempt due to ingratitude and treachery.

all who are acquainted with the history of those times Piero de' Medici died Dec. 2, 1469, in his fifty -third

he is now as well known by the appellation, ' Il Mag- year . Lorenzo was then twenty-one years of age and

nifico Lorenzo' (Lorenzo the Magnificent) as by that Giuliano sixteen . Two days alter this event the prin

of Lorenzo de' Medici, cipal inhabitants of Florence came to Lorenzo's house

Lorenzo de ' Medici was born January 1 , 1448. His to offer their condolence, and to request him to take

father, Piero de' Medici, the son and successor of Co- on himself the care of the state, and to be, as his grand

simo, married Lucrezia Tornabuoni, of a citizen family, father and his father had been, a bond of union to the

but one of the most accomplished women in Florence, citizensand security to the city ; a charge which , after

and distinguished as a poetess . Giuliano de' Medici, some professions of reluctance on account of his youth,

Lorenzo's younger brother, was born in 1453.
he undertook .

Cosimo de' Medici died in 1464, and his son Piero
At the time of Piero's death the Florentines were

then became head of the Medici family, and actual | at peace. Of the other states of Italy, Venice was the

governor of the state of Florence . Piero was always most powerful , and was governed by its doge and

of weak constitution, and the infirm state of his health senate ; Naples was ruled by its king, Ferdinand of

rendered him little fit to undergo the vigilant super- Aragon , who had succeeded his father Alfonso in 1458 ;

intendence requisite to keep in check the turbulent Galeazzo Maria, son of Francesco Sforza, held the state

Florentines ; but he was a well-meaning and prudent of Milan as duke, to whom Genoa was also subject;

man, and availed himself of the talents and activity of Paul II . filled the papal chair and governed the states

his son Lorenzo, who, though only sixteen years of of the church ; Borso d'Este was marquis of Ferrara ;

age at the death of his grandfather Cosimo, was well Sienna and Lucca were free cities with an independent

qualified to render important assistance to his father. governnient.

Lorenzo's intellect was naturally of thehighest quality ; Florence continued be peaceful and prosperous.

he had been instructedin classical learning by the first As Giuliano was only sixteen years old at the death of

scholars of the day : his political education had been his father, the administration of public business for

conducted under his grandfather and his father ; his some time rested entirely upon Lorenzo; but as the

skill in poetry and taste in the fine arts had been early brothers had been brought up in the same studies,

developed under the guidance of his mother ; he was had partaken of the same amusements, and there sub

very talland robust, and delighted in country sports ; sisted between them the warmest friendship, Giuliano

andwas trained under the first masters in all the per- gradually becamehis brother's coadjutor, and his gentle

sonal accomplishments and military exercises which and amiable manners made him a favourite with all

were deemed essential to expand to its full perfection ranks.

the character of one who was likely to become the The pope, Paul II., a profligate and illiterate priest,

head of the most influential family in Florence and the between whom and the Medici there subsisted an irre
actual ruler of the state .

concilable enmity, died July 26, 1471 , and was succeeded

After the death of Cosimo, Lorenzo was sent by his by Sixtus IV . , who proved io be even more unprincipled

father to visit the different courts of Italy. In 1466, and rapacious than his predecessor. Lorenzo, at the

some time after his return , the family of Acciajuoli head of six of the principal citizens of Florence, was

entered into a conspiracy with Luca Pitti and others deputed to congratulate bim . Lorenzo had a bank

to assassinate Piero,and wrest the government of the at Rome,which was managed by his maternal uncle

state from the hands of the Medici while his sons Giovanni Tornabuoni as agent. The pope appointed

were yet too young to offer any effective opposi- Lorenzo treasurer of the Holy See, and his uncle of

tion. The conspirators engaged a body of thirteen course acted as his deputy.

hundred cavalry to enter the territory of Florence. In 1472 Lorenzo repaired to Pisa, for the purpose of

Piero, when informed of this demonstration, was at his re-establishing the university,whichhad for some time

country house at Careggi, and was suffering so severely been neglected, and had fallen into disepure. In

from gout as to be unable either to walk or ride, but |1473 he was engaged by Louis IX., king of France,in

directed his attendants to bear him in his chair to negotiating a marriage between the dauphin and the

Florence. Lorenzo, whohad left Careggi a shorttime daughter of the king of Naples, who,however, re

before his father,met with armed horsemen on the fused to accede to the wish of the French king. Soon

road,who appeared to be in wait for some one. Sus- afterwards he incurred the enmity of the pope by

pecting their intentions, he immediately despatched lending his aid to Niccolo Vitelli , who was lord of Cas

an attendant to direct his father 10 proceed to the city tello, which town Sixtus endeavoured to obtain by

by a circuitous and unfrequented road ; Lorenzo him- force, and ultimately succeeded . In order to resist

self went forward by the direct road, and informed more effectively similar aggressions in future, Lorenzo

those who inquired after his father that he was follow- in 1474 organized a leaguebetween the duke of Milan,

ing at a short distance . Lorenzo's promptitude pro- Venice, and Florence ; the consequence of which was

bably saved his father's life and destroyed the con that the pope was still more incensed, and not only

spiracy. Thewhole intrigue was discovered. Luca deprived him ofhis office oftreasurer of the Holy See,

Pitti deserted and betrayed his associates. The chief but became ever afterwards his most inveterate enemy.

members of the Acciajuoli family were sentenced Lorenzo de' Medici thus continued , with the assist

to banishment. LucaPitti, on accountofthedis- ance of his brother Giuliano, to conduct prosperously

closures which he had made, was not included in the the affairs of the state of Florence, and to occupy his

2 F 2
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leisure with the study of the philosophy of Plato, the in fact the instigators and leaders of it were Francesco

composition of Italian poetry, and the conversation de Pazzi , the Pope Sixtus IV., CountGirolamo Riario,

and society of learned men and artists. nephew of the pope, and lord of Imola and Forli, and

In 1478 a conspiracy was entered into for the assas- Francesco Salviati, archbishop of Pisa. Others were

sination of Lorenzo and Giuliano, which, considered engaged in the conspiracy, but they were apparently

with reference to the persons engaged in it and the drawn in by family connection and by the influence of

manner in which it was carried into execution, is un- the leaders, or they were mere hired agents.

paralleled for atrocity in the annals of any nation. It
[ To be continued .]

is generally known as the conspiracy of the Pazzi, but

puun

139EUR

[Round Church Cambridge,-Exterior .]

THE ROUND CHURCH AT CAMBRIDGE.
salein , -hence the imitation of the form of that build

ing, and the name; and that the object in view was to

Thechurch of the parish of the Holy Sepulchre, or make provision for constant prayers for the success of

St. Sepulchre, as it is called, is one of the very few the crusaders. We learn from the same pages some

churches built in a circular form, and is the oldest of other interesting matters. The parish has been tra

those erected in England, exhibiting a very curious spe- ditionally known as the Jewry, which designation it is

cimen ofancient architecture. It is 41feet in its inter- supposed was given to it in consequence of the model

naldiameter, and has a peristyle of eight clumsy pillars of themost sacredof Jewish structures being placed

supportingcircular arches withchevron mouldings. in it. The stained glass votive window, with a saintly

The upper story of the tower and the square part of the figure, which attracts the eyes of visitors in the re

east end are Gothic. Churches of thisform have been stored Church, it appears preserves thememoryof

usually attributed to someconnection with the Knights Bede's legendaryresidence in the vicinity. It had

Templars ; butit is alleged in this case that it was been longneglected, and was in a very dilapidated

consecrated in the year 1101, or severalyears before state, when fortunately the better taste that has been

the institution of the Orderof Knights Templars;so recently evinced for the preservation of our national

that it can hardly be attributed to them . In a paper monuments directed attention to it,and, following the

recently read before the Camden Society, the church laudable example set by the Templars in their restora

is supposed to have been founded bysomeone inter- tionof their beautiful church, a local committee under

ested in the recovery of the Holy Sepulchre at Jeru . I took to effect a similar restoration for this the most
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interesting antiquity of theirtown. Of their labours on in carved oak, and lastly, the beautiful east window.

this important structure it is hardly possible to speak They have thus involved themselves in debt to the

too highly. The entire funds, with the exception of amount before stated, but we do not think they will

some 16001. still required, have been raised by volun- have relied in vain on the public sympathy and assist

tary subscription, and expended by a little band of ar- ance. The stately solemn-looking fabric, so eloquent

dent and reverential lovers of all that is antique, grand, of those mighty primeval artists, those architectural

or beautiful in our ecclesiastical architecture. The giants of our early history, who “ dreamt not of a

Camden Society especially stands conspicuous in the perishable home” when they dedicated their skill and

good work, which has been carried on, we are sorry to cunning to the service of the Almighty, appears again

learn, through" repeatedinterruptions and obstruc- fresh as it werefrom theirvery hands. The restora

tions," and which has — a common case ---proved a tion was completed and the church given up to the

much more elaborate and costly task than was antici: parish authorities on the last day of the year 1843,

pated. The substantial reparation of the decayed since when, we are sorry to say, there has been a warm

fabric was the object the committee set before them- attack on the orthodoxy of the style in which the re

selves; and, much as these words include, it seems pairs have been performed. Into the merits of this

that they have found it necessary to add the enlarge dispute we do not mean to enter ; but regret that any

ment of one aisle, the entire erection of another, a new dissatisfaction should have arisen, as it will probably

bell-turret, breaking up the unsightly uniformity of throw impediments in the wayof its completion . Both

the rest of the building," the entire fitting of the our views show the church in the state previous to its

church with open seats and other necessary furniture renovation .
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[ Round Church , Cambridge . - Interior.)

TAE FERTILIZATION OF LAND BY
Each tide thus forms a new stratum ; and in some

WARPING .
places it is found that a layer one-tenth of an inch in

thickness is deposited at each tide, amounting to nearly

There are some counties of England so peculiarly an inch and a half in a week. Thus in the course of a

situated with respect to the level of the sea, that the few weeks a new soil is created several feet in thick

agriculturists can adopt a modeof enriching their land ness, solelyby the operation of this deposit of warp;
quite unavailable in those counties of a higher general and not only so, but the warping fills up all inequalities,

level. Tracts which at first siglit seem to be especially and a perfectly level surface is produced. The land

uafavourable, acquire by the very circumstance which thus warped is said to possess a natural power of

gives them this unfavourable appearance a power of production which cultivation and manuring cannot

fertilization quite remarkable. It is to the system of imitate.

warping, as practised in Yorkshire and Lincolnshire, Such is the meaning of the process of warping. It
that we bereallude. is said to have been first tried in this country on the

When a river flows through a country whose general banks of the Humber about a century ago, but was

level is below that of high tide, and the water of the first brought prominently into notice by Marshall in

river is of very muddy character, the operation of 1788 : it has, however, been long known in Italy. Mr.

warping can then be carried out. It consists in allow- Cadell, in his . Journey in Carniola ,' gives the follow

ing the water to flood the land at low tide by artificial ing account of what came under his notice in re

channels and sluices, and retaining it there so that it ference to this matter : - " In the Val di Chiana fields

may deposit the mud which had been suspended in it. that are too low are raised and fertilized by the process

This mud consists of various kinds of earth mixed called colmata, which is done in the following manner :

with portions of vegetable and animal matter. New -The field is surrounded by an embankment to con

portions of water are admitted at every high tide, and fine the water. The dyke of the rivulet is broken

these in like manner deposit their sedimentary matter. I down so as to admit the muddy waters of the high
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floods. The Chiana itself is too powerful a body off and then enters by the lateral sluices into all the com

water tobeused for thispurpose ; itis only the streams partments. When the tide is at its height, all these

that flow into the Chiana thal are used. This water is lateral sluices are closed ; and as it ebbs, the pressure

allowed to settle and deposit its mud upon the field. of the water in the compartments forces outward the

The water is then let off into the river at the lower end return sluices, and thus the water escapes into the

of the field by a discharging course called scolo, and in canal, and afterwards into the river, after having de

French canal d écoulement. The water -course which posited a large amount of sediment in each of the com

conducts the water from a river, either to a field for partments where it had been dammed up for several

irrigation or to a mill, is called goru . In this manner hours . During the intervening hours before the next

a field will be raised five and a half , and sometimes high tide the mud has time to acquire some degree of

seven and a half feet in ten years. If the dyke is consolidation ; and this being repeated twice a day for

broken down to the bottom , the field will be raised the several weeks, a layer of fine soil becomes accumulated

same height in seven years ; but then in this case in each compartment.

gravel is also carried in along with the mud. In a In the year 1825 the Society of Arts voted its large

field of twenty-fiveacres, which had been six years gold medal to a gentleman who forwarded a particular

under the process of colmatu, in which the dyke was description of a process of warping on a very large

broken down to within three feet of the bottom , the scale ; and as this well illustrates the generalcharacter

process was seen to be so far advanced that only an- of the operation, we will give a few of the particulars

other year was requisite for its completion. The foods in a condensed form .

in this instance had been much charged with soil . The This gentleman , Mr. Creyke, in a letter to the

water which comes off cultivated land completes the Society, states: — “ In the neighbourhood of Rawcliffe

process sooner than that which comes off hill and House, where I reside, are many thousand acres of

woodland . Almost the whole of the Val di Chiana has peat moss and waste land, which yield scarcely any

been raised by the process of Colmata. " annual rent, and which I thought ( from experience

The peculiar position of the county of Lincoln that I had got in improving a considerable quantity of

offers great facilities for this process of elevation and my own land near 'home) might be improved very

fertilizing the surface of land. If we look at a map of much by being warped .” With this view Mr. Creyke

the county, we find that one half of its somewhat oval undertook to warp sixteen hundred acres from the

contour is bounded by water. The Humber bounds it river Ouse. A canal or main drain was cut, two miles

on the north , the Wash on the south-east, and the open and a half in length , reaching from the river to the

sea on the east ; and a very large portion of the dis- spot to bewarped. This drain was of very large di

trict so bounded lies below the level of the sea, being mensions, being thirty feet wide at the bottom , ninety

protected from its encroachment by embankments. feet wide at the top, and eleven or twelve feet deep.

From the nature of such a soil as this, the rivers which At the distance of nine feet from its edge on either

flow through these low lands become charged with a side was formed an embankment of very solid earth,

large quantity of mud,and the mode in which this mud sixty feet wide at the bottom , and ten feet in height

deposits itself will depend a good deal on the nature of From this central canal the land on both sides was to

the river banks. So great is the quantity of mud sus- be overflowed at the warping -season ; and the compart

pended in the tidal waters of the rivers entering the ments so warped were surrounded by well-formed

Wash, that the accumulation of the soil by warping, banks ten feet high, but not so wide or so bulky as

wherever the force of the winds and currents can be those by the side of the main channel . A sluice was

checked, is surprisingly rapid. Thus, for example, formed , with two openings of sixteen feet each, with
when a portion of the old channel of the Ouse , con- substantial folding -doors. This sluice was very

taining eight hundred acres, was deserted by an altera strongly built ; it was formed of stones of arge size ,

tion ofthe drainage , it was warped up without any backed with brick, and was supported on a floor of

artificial aid to the height of twenty-five feet in five or wood placed on a series of large piles driven deep in

the earth . Numerous inlets were provided in the

The waters of the tides that come up the Trent, the main embankments, so managed as to admit he water

Don, the Ouse ( there is a Yorkshire river of this name at high tide, retain it for a time, and afford it an outlet

flowing into the Humber, and another of the same at low tide . In the river Ouse, at the point where

name flowing into the Wash at King's Lynn ), and the sluice was erected, the tides food for three hours

other rivers which empty themselves in theestuaryof and ebbfornine,andrise from fourteen toeighteen

the Humber, are excessively muddy ; insomuch that feet. It will be seen from this, therefore, that a vast

in the summer season, if a cylindrical glass twelve or body of water might be admitted into the canal, and

fifteen inches in height be filled with the water, it will that the sluice required to be strongly built.

presently deposit an inch of warp or sediment. It is to In the first year, rather more than four hundred

have this sedimentary matter at command that the pro- acres of waste land were embanked ;and on it was

cess of warping is followed. There mustbe arrange- deposited, in the course of that year, a fine alluvial soil

ments for keeping out and letting in water at plea- of the average depth of near three feet. On the fol

sure ; and consequently there must not only be a cut lowing year the allotment was sown with oats and

or canal made to join the river, but a sluice at the seeds ; and the sceds were afterwards either mown or

mouth of it, formed so as to open or shut; and in order depastured in the third year. In the fourth year,
it was

thatthe watermay be of a proper depth on the landto sown with wheat, with very profitable results. Nopart

be warped , and also prevented from flying over con of this allotment of four hundred acres had previously

tiguous lands, banks are necessary to be raised around yielded any rent at all ; whereas in the fourth year

the spot under operation several feet in height. The ihe operations no part of it let for less than thirty -five

canal, the sluices, and the embankments are therefore shillings per acre. Four months afterwards Mr.

three of the agencies employed in this operation, the Creyke announced to the Society that he had five hun

waters of the river effecting all the rest. The land is dred acres more (in addition to the four hundred in

usilially divided by the embankments into compart- which wheat was growing luxuriantly) in a stateof

ments of froin ten to twenty acres each, each having preparation for being sown with oats and grass seed;

an entrance sluice and one or more return sluices. and that the remaining quantity of six hundred acres

During the spring-tides, from July to October, the would be ready for agriculturaloperations in the same

sluice of the canal is opened, the water fills this canal, 1 year.

six years.

of
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He says,

It is plain from this description that the undertaking which were dyed of different colours . Originally the

was allogether on a large scale, and could not have cost was six shillings a leaf ; but it gradually lessened,

been carried out without the command of considerable and the size of the leaves increased, so that they could

capital. lo answer to queries put to him on the part be procured measuring twelve inches by five.

of the Society, Mr. Creykestated that the sluice and In 1826 Mr. Reeves, of Canton, communicated to

its appendages cost more than five thousand pounds. the Society of Arts some information which he had

The expense of the main drain was more than seven collected concerning the mode of preparing the paper

thousand pounds, exclusive of the purchase of the in China; from which it appears that rice -paper is not

land, which was about five thousand pounds ; making a manufactured article, but is a vegetable production

a total outlay of nearly eighteen thousand pounds. The cut spirally, and afterwards flattened by pressure.

large drain required considerable annual outlay to The branches of the tree or shrub are first cut into

keep it in repair ; and in the first year an additional | lengths equal to the intended breadth of the sheet of

expense of a thousand pounds was incurred in con- paper, and are placed upon a thick piece of copper,

sequence of a breach in one of the banks. with two raised edges as guides to keep it steady.

În comparing this system of warping with those | They are held in the left hand, and presented to the

generally followed, Mr. Creyke remarked:-- " The supe edge of a large sharp knife, about ten inches in length

riority consists in creating a fine deep rich soil , more by three in breadth. A slight incision being made in

efectually, upon a larger scale, and in a shorter time, the piece of branch for its whole length, it is kept

than has hitherto been practised. According to the moving round by the left hand, while the knife is also

usual practice, the tides were only admitted during kept in motion by the right hand; and the branch is

the months of August, September, and October ; in thus sliced or pared down from circumference to

mine they are admitted the year round. The sluice centre, and then spread out to flatten.

was not more than five feet wide, mine has openings The membranous sheets thus produced are usually

ofsixteen feet wide . The main drain was only twelve made up into bundles of nineteen or twenty each ,

feet wide ; mine is ninety feet wide. Not more than which weigh about twenty-three ounces, and are sold

fourteen acres were embanked in one piece ; I have wholesale for about a dollar a bundle. The refuse

enclosed five hundred acres in one compartment. pieces are used for making artificial flowers. It is

Formerly not more than one and a half feet deep of chiefly brought to Canton from the island of Formosa,

deposit was obtained ; I have got from three to four by the Chinese junks; and hence for a long time arose

feet in the same time, upon the increased quantity of the difficulty of ascertaining the nature of the plant,

land. No levels used to be taken for the formation of for few of the persons concerned in the sale of the

the banks ; the whole of my embankment has been prepared article at Canton had ever seen from what it

laid out by the spirit level . Scarcely any inlets used was made.

to be made for the purpose of spreading the tide water At a later period General Hardwick communicated

quicker and more equally over thesurface of the land some details, which seem to point to the nature of the

within the embankment, as well as for the more speedy plant whence these filaments are produced .

return of it upon the ebb; in my practice innumerable " I think myself happy to have it in my power to

inlets are formed for this purpose.”
afford you some precise information on the plant

As to the qualities of warped land for the purposes which furnishes the substance known under the name

of agriculture , it has been observed that the atmos- of rice-paper. It is the marsh @schynomene, the

phere acts powerfully on the newly deposited warp ; æschynomene paludosa of Roxburgh, of the family of

for before a fresh layer is deposited, which takes place the leguminous plants; and you will find the figure of

within twelve hours, such an alteration has already it in my Atlas of the plants of India. It growsabund

taken place on the surface, that the new deposit does antly in the marshy plains of Bengal, and on the

not unite in one mass with the last,but a regular stra- borders of the vast lakes called jeels, which exist in

tification can be observed , which shows the quantity all the provinces between Calcutta and Hurdwar. It

deposited in each tide . The new warp also requires is a long-lived plant; its stem rarely exceeds two

to be stirred and exposed to the air for some time be- inches and a half in thickness; it is but of little eleva

fore it acquires its great fertility. The richest crops tion , but spreads considerably. Roxburgh , however,

of beans, wheat, oats, and rape are raised without ma- considered it as an annual ; but it is only where it

qure on the warp, land ; but it is not so well adapted wants water that its stems dry up and die ; as, where

for barley or turnips, on account of its slimy nature. it finds the necessary supply of water, it continues

green in all parts, and pushes out new branches every

The middle of the stem, when broken across,
RICE-PAPER AND STRAW-PAPER .

is found to be formed entirely of pith, which is of a

The so -called Chinese rice-puper appears, from the dazzling whiteness, and is about half an inch in thick

inquiries of those who have directed their attention to ness ; this is covered with a bark so thin and tender

the matter, to be very erroneously named. The name that it may be easily removed with the finger-nail.”

seems to imply that the substance is made from a pulp This plant is considered by General Hardwick to be

of rice, much in the same way as English paper is the same as that which yields the Chinese rice- paper.

made from the pulp of rags ; but if it be closely ex- Great quantities of this plant are carried to the bazaars

amined, andespecially ifit be held between the eye of Calcutta in the fresh state. The largest rods are

and a light, it presentsall the appearance of a vege chosen to be cut into the thin laminæ whichconstitute

table tissue , so perfect and so delicate that it could the rice-paper, and with which the natives make

liot have been produced by art. artificial Aowers to decorate their idols on festival days .

Dr. Livingstone was the first to introduce this It is also used to make hats, by glueing together many

species of paper into Europe, at least in any consi- leaves of it, so as to form it of a sufficient thickness;

derable quantity, about the beginning of the present after whichit is formed into the shape of a hat or cap,

Century :and it became greatly admired for the beauty and covered with cloth or with silk , the membrane

of the artificial flowers made of it. It was an item in forming a very lightbut strong framework to the hat.

the gossip of the day, that the Princess Charlotte once Those branches of the plant which will not serve to

raid seventy guineas fora bouquetmade of rice-paper. make this paper are formed into bundles,which are

The paper which Dr.Livingstonebrought from China sold to thefishermen,who employ them in making

Tras in the form of leaves about four inches square, and floats for their fishing -lines.

season .
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It has been suggested that the pith of elder and introduced by other parties, in which rather a coinpli

other plants might be worked up for similar purposes, cated chemical process was followed. The straw was

by being sliced in this spiral manner into thin sheets, first freed from knots, and then boiled in a solution of

and then flattened by pressure between plates. any of the common alkalis, in order to extract the

The Chinese also make paper from the bamboo. colouring matter, and to dispose the straw to become

The stalks are cut near the ground, and are sorted into fibrous . After being washed, it was exposed to a

parcels according to the age, and tied up in small mixture of quicklime,sulphur, and water, in order to

bundles. The younger the bamboo,the better is the free it from the mucilage and the siliceous particles

quality of the paper made from it. The bundles are which exist in all straw . It was then washed and

thrown into a reservoir of mud and water, and buried beaten, to remove the odour of the chemical ingre

in the ooze for about a fortnight, to soften them. They dients employed ; then bleached by chlorine, or by

are then taken out, cut into pieces of a proper length, some other agency; and, lastly, worked up into a pulp

and put into mortars witha little water, to be pounded as in the commonmethod . It does not seem , however,

to a pulp with large wooden pestles. After this, the that paper made of straw by either of these methods,

paper is prepared from the pulpin a manner some or by any other, has maintained its standing, at least

what analogous to the English modeof making paper. I in this country.

The papyrus of the Egyptians so far resembled the
The French, some years back , devised a mode of

rice-paper of the Chinese that it consisted of filaments, converting to a useful purpose the boom , or central

or thin membranes, cut from the stem of a plant. stem of the hemp and fax plants. This boom, after

The two extremities of the plant, viz . the head and the the removal of the fibres which form the well-known

root, were cut off as of no use in this manufacture. flax and hemp, is commonly used as manure ; but an

The remaining stem was then slit lengthwise into two attempt has been made to work it up into coloured

equal parts, and from each of these were stripped off paper. This paper was, however, found to be tender

thin scaly coats or pellicles with the point of a sharp and weak, and has not been much heard of.

instrument. The innermost of these pellicles were

looked on as the best, and those nearest the bark or Supply of Water to Marseilles . - A highly important hydraulic

rind the worst ; they were kept apart accordingly, and work has been projected, and is now in rapid progress of execu

constituted different sorts of paper. When the pellicles tion under the able direction of M. de Montricher. This cana!

were taken off, they were extended on a table. Two will derive its water from the Durance, near to the suspension

or more were then laid transversely over each other, bridge at Pertuis, and this will be conducted by open cutting

so that their fibres might lie at right angles ; and in and tunnelling for a distance of fifty -one miles, through a most

this state they were glued together by the muddy mountainous and difficult country, until it reaches the arid ter

watersoftheNile. Theywereafterwards pressed, to ritory ofMarseilles,whereit willbe employed for the supply

get out the water, then dried , and lastly Hattedand of the city, aswell as for irrigation, and giving activity to va

smoothed, by beating them with a mallet ;and they section and fallof this canal iscalculated to pass eleven tous

rious branches of industry which require water-power. The

were sometimes further polished by being rubbed with of water per second ,and its levels are so disposed that this

a ball of glass. In other countries, where the muddy quantity of water will arrive near to the city, atan elevation of

waters ofthe Nile were not at command, the pellicles four hundred feet above thelevel of the sea. Perhaps no work

were fastened together with paste made of the finest of this description has been attempted either in ancient or

wheat- flour mixed with hot water. modern tiinęs more hardy in its conception, or more really use.

It will thus be seen that the difference between the ful in its effects. Three chains of limestone mountains are al

papyrus and rice-paper consisted mainly in this, that ready nearly pierced by the ten miles of tunnels which are

each little piece of stem in the latter case forms, when required to conduct this stream ;and an aqueduct, which is to

cut spirally, one sheet of paper ; whereas,in theformer, convey it across the river Arc ( about five miles from Ais),is

now in construction . Its elevation above the river will be two

several pieces are cemented together to form a sheet.

In somedegree analogous to these was the bark- thousand two hundred and thirtyfeet. Thedesignfor this gi
hundred and sixty-two feet, and its length across the ravine one

paper employed by many nations among theancients, gantic structure is in excellenttaste,and as a work of artit will

and still employed by some rude nations. This con, notsuffer from comparison with the famous Pontdu Gard,which

sisted of the liber, or inner whitish rind enclosed it will much surpass both in altitudeand size.
The estimated

betweenthe outer bark and the wood of certain trees, costof this canal is about 450,0001, and this sum is raised by

such as the maple, the plane, the beech, the elm , and the city of Marseilles without aid from the government, The

the linden-tree. This liber was stripped off, flatted, revenue arising from this work will be principally from sup

and dried ; and in that state it was used as paper. The plying water for irrigation, as the value ofland in such a ci.

bark-paper was thicker and more brittle than the mate is quadrupled if watercan be so applied to it.— Murray's

papyrus, aswell as more apt to cleave or shiver, by Hand -book for Travellers in France.

which the writing was sometimes lost. This is illus

trated bya bark manuscript in the Abbey of St. Ger- serving a man making pottery, which heperformed in the most

Pottery in India . - We were amused here (at Harike) at cu

mains, where the bottom of the paper remains,but simplemanner possible. Inthecentreofa circular hole,two

the outer surface, on which the letters had been feet and a halfdeepbyas manyin diameter, a wooden staff was

written , is in many places peeled off.
inserted , and upon this, close to the bottom, but not touching it,

Attempts bave been madein this country to produce was a solid wheel of wood, whilst another of smaller dimensions

paper from straw. The Neckinger Mills at Ber- was fixed nearer to the top . The whole of this apparatus was

mondsey, now occupied by the leather-dressing esta- planted perpendicularly into the ground, and theman, sitting on

blishment noticed in our Supplement for May, 1842, theedge of the cavity, worked the larger wheel with his foot,

was the scene of the first operations in this respect. whilst with his handhemoulded the clay placed on thesmaller

The manufactory was afterwards removed to Thames

one (which was turned with the former ) into whatever form he

Bank, but proved ultimately a failure. Accordingto shape of a flower-pot,and he finished itin a veryneatmaner

required. We saw him construct a utensil somewhat in the

the method followed in thoseestablishments, thestraw, in less than five minutes. Thepoor fellow ,who was miserably

after being cut up into pieces about two inchesin clad, complained bitterly of the cold ;but this was not to be

length , was steeped in cold lime-water, and afterwards wondered at, for, independent of hisragged costume, he had to

subjectedtothecutting action ofthepaper-mill. The diphis hands into waterevery fifteen or twenty seconds,and the

paper thus produced from straw was harsh and ill - weather was very much inclined to be more than chilly in its

coloured, and never came into general use. There intinence.--- Lieut. W. Barr's Journal of a march from Delhi to

was, however, some years afterwards, another method Peshawur, fc.
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[1 , Quercifolia ; 2, Pavonia ; 3, Quercus ; 4 , Lanestris ; 5, Caja; 6 , Villica ; 7, Castrensis ; 8,Versicolora.]

CURIOSITIES OF BRITISH NATURAL some seasons, and abundant in others; in some dis

HISTORY. tricts, moreover, it is in greater plenty than in others

BRITISH Moths - continued .

It is stated to be of frequent occurrence about Hertford

in the lanes and along the hedges, where the leaves of

The examples of the genera of British moths which the sloe afford food tothe caterpillar.

we have selected for notice, and of which figures are The Rev. L. Jenyns observes, that in the month of

here given , are the Lappet moth, the Emperormoth, May, a few years since, he observed the larva of this

the Oak Egger moth, the Small Egger moth, the moth in great abundance on the willows in Bottisham

Great Tigermoth, the Cream -spot Tiger moth, the andSwaffham fens,and that he had in previousyears

Ground Lackey moth, and the Glory of Kent. seen this insect, both in the caterpillar and winged

We shall not attempt to enter into the minutiæof state, frequenting the same locality." Mr.H.Double

distinctive characters, which are presented by the day gives Epping as one of the spots where it is to be

respective genera to which they belong, a procedure met with ; and Mr. Stephens, thelanes about Combe

which would lead us into details interesting indeed to Wood, near Richmond,Surrey .

the entomological student, but not to be appreciated The name of Lappet moth is taken from a pecu

by the generalreader;rather let it suffice us to de- liarity in the caterpillar,which haseach segment fur

scribe them as simply and clearly as possible,with nished withfleshy lateral appendages or lappets ;and

such an account of their general habits asour space though the term is only applicable to the caterpillar, it

will admit, remembering that our object is to allure has been transferred to the perfect insect, and univer

to the study of the works of nature, and to point out sally adopted .

important and pleasing facts, rather than to teach the The sexes of this mothvary considerably; the bodyand

groundwork of any branch of science.
antennæ are dusky, or of adeepferruginous brown; the

1. The Lappet moth, Perfect Insect, Caterpillar, and wings are of the same tint, the anterior pair having

Chrysalis (GastropachaQuercifolia ). The Lappet moth threeoblique waveddusky stripes and a centralblack

seems to vary considerablywith respect to the numbers spot, the hinder pair are unspotted.

The female

in which it makes its appearance, being rare during exceeds the male in size, and is of a lighter hue gene

No. 783.
VOL . XIII.-2 G
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rally, with the stripes darker. Occasionally the stripes | spicuous yellow patch at the base . The female ex

are almost obsolete ; sometimes remarkably broad and ceeds the male in size, but the general tints are paler :

deep ; and occasionally the posterior wings have a both sexes are subject to variations of colour.

few dusky markings. Whenat rest, the wings are The caterpillar is ochraceous, with black rings and

deflected , and the moth resembles a withered oak-leaf white streaks on the sides : it feeds on the oak , ash.

in form and colouring. sloe, whitethorn, &c.; and in the pupa state is enve.

The caterpillar is of a large size, of a dusky colour loped in a dusky cocoon . The perfect insect appears

with a rufescent tinge ; the nuchal segments are orna- in August.

mented with patches of blue, and a double series of 4. The Small Egger moth, Caterpillar and Perfect

white and red spots runs down each side : it feeds on Insect ( Eriogaster Lanestris).

the whitethorn , sloe, willow, rose, &c. When about to This species is common in different localities around

undergo its chrysalis or pupa change, it surrounds London, as in Darent and Combe Woods ; it is found

itself with a powdery web : the pupa is brown, with also in Essex, Cambridgeshire, and other counties

red fasciæ . The perfect insectappears in July. abounding some years and rare in others. Occa

2. The Emperor moth, Perfect Insect, Caterpillar sionally nests of its caterpillars may be seen in the

andPupa (SaturniaPavonia). hedges, for the caterpillars, or larvæ, are gregarious,

Heaths and marshy, places are the haunts of this and make a common tent, in which they crowd

beautiful moth , of which the males may be often seen together ; this they enlarge from time to time, leaving

during the warm afternoons of summer, playfully it during the night, when they search for food, and re

flitting about , in quest of their less active mates. This turning to it in the morning at daybreak. Before

species is by no means uncommon, and is rather widely assuming the pupa stage they quit this silken tent, and

spread ; we have captured it in garden-grounds on the seek the surface of the ground, where they enclose

Surrey side of the water near the chain bridge at themselves in an oval rigid cocoon,whence the perfect

Hammersmith. It occurs also in the hollow of Combe insect emerges in themonths of February and March.

Wood near Richmond ; in Horningsea and Swaffham In the moth the thorax is griseous ; the abdomen

fens; on the heaths near Scarborough ; and various fuscous, with a paler apex ; the anterior wings are
other localities. subferruginous, with a large white spot at the base,

The Emperor moth is of considerable size, measur- and, in the male, a dark cloud in the centre,and an

ing two inches six or ten lines in the expanse of the incurved white line beyond a central white spot; the

wings, the female often exceeding three inches. hinder margin ashy grey. The hinder wings are grey,

In the male the body is fulvous ; the anterior wings with an obsolete central line of white. Extent of

are griseous, powdered with whitish , and with three wings oneinch two or four lines. The colour in both

purplish stripes edged with black. Between the two sexes is subject to variation.

anterior stripes is an ocellated spot, of large size, with The caterpillar is black or brownish, with two red

a black pupil, a white ring, encircled with black, and patches on each segment, between abbreviated sub

a bluishi lunule towards the base of the wing. The annular white streaks, and a yellowish lateral line. It

apex of the wing is purplish, with a few black, white, feeds on the leaves ofvarious trees, as the whitethorn,

and rufous spots. The hinder wings are tawny, with a willow , lime, and fruit-trees.

ferruginous tinge, and an ocellated spot very closely 5. The Great Tiger moth ; Caterpillar, Pupa, and

resembling that on the anterior wings. The female is Perfect Inscct (Arctia Caja ).

of a paler colour generally; but both sexes vary in The Tiger moths (Arctia) are remarkable for the

markings, and sometimes in the female the wings are brilliant and showy contrasts of their colouring, which

beautifully suffused with purplish . render them very attractive. The body is stout and

The caterpillar is gregarious, and feeds on the heath, robust; the larvæ are solitary, thickly clothed with

blackthorn, alder, oak, willow , birch , &c . , and also on long pencils of hairs, each pencil arising from a tu

the leaves of the strawberry . bercle; when touched they roll themselves into a

When very young its colour is black, but afterwards ring . The pupa is inclosed in a loose extended

it becomes green, annulated with black, and with ver- web.

ticillated hairy red and yellow tubercles on each black The Great Tiger moth is a very beautiful species,

band . In the autumn it encloses itself in a hard pyri- and is everywhere in tolerable abundance. It is sub

form cocoon, covered with brownish down ; the pupa ject to considerable variety in the arrangement of its

is brown and very obtuse. The pupa in its cocoon markings, and its tints ; indeed Mr. Stephens, who

and out of this covering is represented . It would describes nine varieties, observes, that of this Protean

appear that the pupa often lies two seasons before it species there are scarcely to be found two specimens

accomplishes its last change ; the perfect insect which agree precisely in colour and markings. In

emerges in April or May, and sometimes not until general the thorax is brown, with a narrow white ring

August. The wings are broad, and horizontally ex- anteriorly ; the body reddish white, or red, fasciated

tended , and are well formed for vigorous flight. with black. The anterior wings are ornamented with

The Oak Eggermoth , Caterpillar and Perfect Insect white or cream-colour, and black or brownish black

( Lasiocampa Quercus). in distinct abrupt patches ; the hinder wings are red,

In the New Forest, Hampshire, in various parts of with glossy bluish black marks. The caterpillar is

Devonshire, and certain isolated localities, this moth black, hirsute, with three bluish tubercles on each seg.

is not uncommon, while inother localities it is rare. ment laterally. It feeds on various plants, as lettuces,

It is only to be met withoccasionallyin the neigh- chickweed, &c. The moth appears in spring:

bourhood of London . In the extent of its wings it 6. The Cream -spot Tiger moth, Caterpillar and

nearly equals the Emperor moth ; and, as in that Perfect Insect (Arctia Villica ). This elegant moth is

species, the male often Aits about during the sultry rare in some districts, but common in others. It

afternoons of summer. is not unfrequently taken in the woods of Mid

The general colour of the male is deep chesnut dlesex, and in Surrey, Kent, Essex, & c. The Rev.
brown ; the wings have a broad yellow band margined L. Jenyns observes it is rare near Cambridge.

abruptly on the inner edge, and gradually shaded off Like the preceding species it is subject to considerable

towards the hinder margin of the wing,which hasa variation ofcolouring. Generally, however, the an

broad brown fringe : the anteriorwingshave a central terior wings are black, relieved by several abruptwhite

spot of white, usually of a triangular form, and a con- | spots of different sizes ; the hinderwings are yel
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lowish , more or less spotted with black ; thorax black ; a minute circular aperture, formed by the convergence

abdomen rufous, with a dorsal and lateral series of of little bundles of silk gummed together, and almost

black spots. The caterpillar is dusky, with blackish as elastic as whalebone. By the convergence of these

hairs and fulvous tubercles ; the head and legs are needle-like points, these entrances are effectually pro

red. It feeds on various plants, but prefers chick- tected against intrusion ; but, besides this, there is

weed. The perfect insect appears in June or July . within a close silken netting, so as still more effectu

The males are frequently seen abroad on the wing in ally to bar access to the chrysalis. The external sur

the afternoon , during warm weather ; but the female face of this cocoon is so closely woven that it appears

is indolent in its habits. like damask ; and yet, though impenetrable from

7. The Ground Lackey moth, Caterpillar, Pupa, and without, the moth, when it issues from its pupa-case,

Perfect Insect (Clisiocampa castrensis ). In the genus easily emerges from its silken envelope, the elastic

Clisiocampa the wings are very acute at the apex, re- threads giving way when pushed from within , and

versed when at rest, short in the male, elongate in the the opening reclosing from the elasticity of the fibres ,

femalc. The larvæ are gregarious,wandering about when the moth has made its exit . When Rosel saw a

irregularly in troops, and frequently changing their moth of this species emerge from the cocoon , whichi,

süken tent . Before assuming their pupa state, they when he came to examine it, appeared as if the insect

separate, and retire cach to some retreat. The pupa is had not left it, he was for some time considerably

inclosed in a double web of powdery silk. This species puzzled . Caterpillars which spin a light web gene

of moth seems to be limited to certain districts in our rally remain in the pupa state for a much shorter

island, as the coasts of Essex , Kent, and Devonshire, period than those which shroud themselves in close

and the Isle ofSheppey, being littoralin its habits,and and well-compacted envelopes. The cream -spot tiger

never found in the Midland counties. It varies con- moth, for instance, which lies in the pupa state only

siderably in its markings. The thorax is yellowish, three or four weeks, is surrounded by a light open

the abdomen tawny ; the anterior wings of a straw- web of fine threads loosely intertwined, through the

colour, with two tawny or chesnut stripes, sometimes fabric of which the pupa is visible. The same struc

united, sometimes forming two distinct bars across the ture of cocoon is found in other species. The Ground

wing. The posterior wings are fawn -coloured, with Eggermoth ,which remains in a pupa state throughout

an obscure streak across. The female is larger, and of the winter, constructs a hard shell-like cocoon, re

a darker colour. The caterpillar is bairy, and bluish, sembling the dingy egg of a small bird, with a few

with irregular red and black streaks above, and red fibres of silk interspersed through its substance ; it is

lateral lines. It feeds on various plants,as sea-worm- usually seen to be perforated with one or two little

wood (Artemisia maritima) , birch, plantain, carrot, &c . orifices like pin -holes, the use of which does not ap

It undergoes its pupa change in July, and the perfect pear to be well understood. It has been suggested

insect appears in August. that they may serve for the admission of air ; yet in

8. The Glory of Kent, Caterpillar, Pupa, and Per- the instance of the Oak Egger moth , which forms a

fect Insect (Éndromis versicolora) . This beautiful similar cocoon, no such air -holes are to be detected .

little moth is very local in its range in our island, and Yet it is certain that the caterpillar of the former

by no means common in any district. Mr. Stephens leaves these apertures when constructing the domicile

says that for several successive years he found the in question , as it has been watched in the performance

larvæ at Darent Wood, and succeeded in tracing of its labours.

their progress to perfection . He has also seen the

perfect insect three or four times in April at Combe LYNMOUTH AND LYNTON.
Wood, flying in the afternoon . It occurs in Devon

shire, Sussex,and Kent ; and we are informed by Mr. The range of hills which extends from Euinoor to

Stone that it was found some years since in tolerable Morte Bay, in the north of Devonshire, presents a

abundance in Ashdown Forest, Sussex, in the pupa variety of themost wild and picturesque scenery, espe

state. It has been taken near Ipswich. cially in the vicinity of Lynmouth and Lynton. Along

In the male, the thorax is white and fulvous, the the coast, the cliffsaremostly high and craggy ; inland ,

body fulvous, with a black patch on the second seg- the country consists of mountains and valleys, broken

ment. - The anterior wings are grey, with two dusky up in the most irregular manner into rugged downs,

stripes across, with a black lunule between them . At rocky bills clothed with oaks and underwood , deep

the apex of the wing are three triangular, semitrans. glens and hollows with great gaps apparently opening

parent, white spots, and each nervure has a dilated on precipices forbidding further progress, vast knolls,

whitish streak . The posterior wings are orange- and lofty piles of rock, from which hang tufts of

tawny, with an undulated dusky stripe and central | foliage. The whole country, indeed, is of this character,

lunule; there is also a dusky patch on the anterior all the way from Ifracombe with its beautiful natural

margin bordered with white . The female is larger basin surrounded by craggy heights covered with

than the male, and of a paler colouring. Expansion foliage, to Combe Martin with its dale of magnificent

of wings two inchesand four or six lines; it often ex- scenery extending a mile in length to the shore of the

ceeds three inches. Bristol Channel , and eastwardthrough the Valley of

The caterpillar is naked, with a pyramidal elevation Rocks, to Lynton and Lynmouth.

on the last segment. Its colour is green , minutely The mountains between Combe Martin and Lynton

speckled with black below ; the sides are ornamented present a sublime outline, and assumepositions which

with oblique lines, and on the three anterior segments are bighly picturesque. Among the glens with

there is a longitudinal line of thesame colour. An- which ihe whole surface of the country is furrowed,

terior legs and tail yellow . The pupa is brown. The there is onein this neighbourhood of a very extraordi

food of the caterpillar consists of the leaves of various nary character and aspect, on which the people of the

trees, as the beech,lime, birch, hazel , &c. The perfect country have bestowed the appropriate name of the

insect appears in April, and has in manypoints the Valley of Rocks.This valley commencesabout five miles

habits ofthe Emperor moth,the malesappearingon fromCombe Martin, extends about a mile in length,

the wing during the afternoon. and terminates about half a mile from Lynton . It is

We have noticed the cocoon of the Emperor moth , generally from 200 to 300 yards wide. The devious

which is somewhat of the shape of a Florence flask, and difficult track from Combe Martin, which bas

but is not closed at either end, which presents us with conducted the traveller through a variety of strange

2 G 2
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(Lyumouth Bridge .]

and picturesque scenes, suddenly winds downwards, staple, and of the average annual value of 108 ). The

when foliage and verdure disappear, and he enters the original parsonage-house, a singularly rude and antique

valley, which appears to be walled in by large frag- structure, is represented in the annexed wood -cut. It

mients of rock piled on each other, sometimes forming was built in 1560, and was used as the parsonage

rude natural columns, while high overhead the masses bouse till the commencement of the eighteenth cen

are so arranged as to resemble extensive ruins over- tury, when Mr. Browning became the incumbent, who,

hanging the rugged pass. Great blocks of stone are being a man of property, built a larger house near the

scattered over the valley. In one part there is a vast old one. Being anxious, as a good shepherd,to col

isolatedpillar, formed of masses of rock so placed as lect his flock together before the Sunday services,be

to preserve the direction of the grain throughout, and used toride about thelanes in the neighbourhood of

nicely fitted to each other, as if it had been a work of the Valley of Stones, in order to gather in the strag

art, though ithas doubtless been so left in the convul- glers. He died in 1733. His successor resided in the

sion which formed the valley. There is every appear- old parsonage-house,and it is uncertain when it ceased

ance of a vast and impetuous torrent having swept to be the abode of the clergyman. Mr. Browning's

through it in a western direction, tearing the rocks from house was pulled down a few years since, and the pre

the mountains and hurling them along as it rushed sent incumbent, Mr. Mundy, has erected a handsome

throughthe broad gaps which still open upon the house on or near its site , in striking contrast with the

Bristol Channel. On approaching the wide outlet old parsonage-house beside it, which is now called Ivy

towards Lynton ,traces of cultivation appear, and dispel Cottage, and, with its stone staircase and diminutive

the feeling of solitude and seclusion which the silence windows, has an air of great antiquity inside ; outside,

and ruinous aspect of the valley had inspired. geraniums in full blossom have been seen flourishing

The village of Lynton is situated on a hill 430 feet beneath its shade in the month of December.

above thelevel ofthe sea , and parts of the range attains The eastern side of the hill on which Lynton is situ

to a height of 1000 feet. The scenery around is of ated exhibits a finely-broken outline richly clothed with

the most bold and romantic character. The view from brushwood. A zig -zag andprecipitous road leads

the churchyard extends over the Bristol Channel, and downwards to the village and port of Lynmouth, a

is lost among the mountains of South Wales, while the short distance to the east of Lynton. The situation of

interior affordsa varied prospect of rocky and wooded the village of Lynmouth is extremely sequestered and

hills and valleys. romantic, seeming to crouch at the feet of the rocky

The village of Lyntonis included in the parish of hills which surround it on every side, exceptwherethe

Lynton,which is itself included in the hundred of Sher- little flat on which it stands unites with theshore. The

wiil. The population of the parish in 1841 was 1,027 . houses are not built in groups or lines, but are separate;

The parish church atLyntonhas accommodation for350 and are mostlyconcealedfromeachother by treesand

persons. Theliving is a perpetual curacy united with highhedge -rows. The two small rivers, the East Lyn

Countesbury, in the gift of the Archdeacon of Barn- | and West Lyn, rush from dark ravines in the craggy

.
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Pazzi. Francesco lived at Rome, where the Pazzi had

a bank,and the pope transferred the office of treasurer

to the Holy See from Lorenzo de' Medici to Francesco

de' Pazzi . ' The causes of the pope's enmity have been

explained . Salviati had recentlybeen appointed Arch

bishop of Pisa, which city wasincluded in the territory

of Florence, and the Priori of Florence, probably under

the influence of Lorenzo, who disliked the man's cha

racter, refused to sanction the pope's appointment.

Count Girolamo seems to have been actuated merely

by profligate ambition and the influence of his friend

Francesco de' Pazzi.

The plan of the conspiracy was arranged with great

precaution, and conducted with the utmost secrecy.

Two thousand of the pope's soldiers were put in march

to approach Florence by different routes, and to be

ready to support the conspirators. Meantime Cardinal

Riario, nephew of Count Girolamo, a young man re

cently appointed by the pope to this high dignity, was

requested by the Archbishop Salviati to meet him at

Florence, whither the cardinal repaired , and tookup

his residence at a seat of the Pazzi near the city .

Lorenzo de' Medici was then residing at his country,

house at Fiesole, where, as the conspirators expected,

he prepared a splendid entertainment for the cardinal,

(Lyutoa Parsoange . ] to which the leading membersof the Pazzi family were

heights to the eastand south of the village,and dashing brothers while the conspiratorswere partaking of their
also invited . It was arranged to assassinate the two

onward over theirrocky beds, eachpasses under an hospitality, but Giuliano was absent from indisposi

A short distancebelow the village a small pier for the tion ,and theplan was thusfrustrated. As, from the

use of small coasting and fishing vessels formsa sort great number of persons acquainted with the con

of sea-port in miniature,whence Lynmouth oysters and spiracy, there was much risk of discovery, it was re

herrings and oats are exported, and which receives solved to perpetrate the deedat a solemn religious

mouth and Lynton, and the neighbouring districts. Maria del Fiore,but since bestknownasthe duomo

coals and other necessariesfor the inhabitants of Lyn- ceremony which was totake place in a day or two in

the church of the Riparata, afterwards called Santa

There are lodging -houses in the village forvisitors who orcathedralof Florence. Anotherdifficulty nowarose :

resort there in the summer for the benefits of sea
Giovan Battista Montesecco, one of the condottieri in

bathing and sea -air .

To the east ofLynmouth is a mountain with a preci- assassins at Fiesole,refused to commitmurder in a
the pope's pay, who had undertaken to be one of the

pitous descent to the sea, which breaks against the
church .

rocky coast several hundred feet below. The road to
Two ecclesiastics, however, were found, An

Lynmouth, which seemstocreep along the face of this tonio Maffei, a priest of Volterra, and Stefano da Bag

prodigious down, is narrow , rugged , and unguarded
none, one of the apostolic scribes, whose consciences

by a low wall or even a rail . The traveller , unaccus
were not so delicate as that of the rough soldier. It

withfearfulcaution ,trembling at the imagined possi- while Francesco de Pazzi and Bernardo Bandini, a

tomed to such a perilouspath, guides hishorsedown wasnow arranged that at themoment of theclevation

of the host, these two priests should attack Lorenzo,

bility of the animal stumbling or becoming restive,

and hurling himself and his rider down the deep de- daring and
desperatelibertine,should assailGiuliano.

scent to inevitable destruction. The Devonshire pea- vited the cardinal and his suite to his palace in Flo
On the 26th of April, 1478, Lorenzo de' Medici in

sant, on the contrary, accustomed to travel over it,

trots downward on his laden horse as fearlessly as he
rence, whence they proceeded together to the church .

would on a level turnpike-road.
Another difficulty now occurred. The service had

already commenced,and Giuliano was not yet present.

Francesco de' Pazzi and Bandini therefore left the
LORENZO DE' MEDICI.

church , and went to his house to hasten his attendance.

( Concluded from p. 220.)
He was unwell, but went with them . They were

The family of the Pazzi was one of the noblest and apprehensive that his delay had been caused by sus

richest in Florence; the leading members of it were picion, and as he walked between them , they put their

known to be jealous of the authority of the Medici , arins round him as if in jest, but in reality to feel if he

and to have no friendly feeling towards them ; but the had armour under his clothes. He was totally un

two families lived on terms of external civility and armed, and had not even his dagger or sword. They

some degree of intimacy. Guglielmo de' Pazzi was entered the church as the sacredceremony was pro

the husband of Bianca, the sister of Lorenzo and Giu- ceeding : not long afterwards the host was elevated,

liano de' Medici, and Giacopo de' Pazzi, the eldest of and as the people bowed their heads in adoration,

the family and the head of it, was under obligations to Bandini struck Giuliano with a short dagger. The

Lorenzo, of which his letters of acknowledgment are blow was well aimed. Giuliano staggered a few paces

still extant. Giacopo was somewhat advanced in and fell dead . Francesco de' Pazzi immediately Aung

years, and appears to have been a dissipated_man, and himself on the body, and stabbing it with blind fury,

much disliked by the people of Florence. Francesco, wounded bimself severely in the thigh . The two

who was probably the originator of the plot, was a priestshad attacked Lorenzo at the samemoment as

nephew of Giacopo; he was of a bold and ambitious Bandini struck Giuliano ; butAntonio Maffei uttering

character, and was apparently stimulated by some secret the word “ traitor” as he raised his dagger, Lorenzo

motive of revenge as well as by thehope of transfer- became aware of his danger, drew his sword, flung his

ring the authority of the state from the Medici to the cloak over his left arm as a shield , and stuod on his
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defence , but not before he had received a wound in 1 Count Girolamo. The Cardinal Riario was set at

his neck. The priests were intimidated and fled ; not liberty. Bandini, the chief assassin , had passed beyond

so Bandini ; he advanced towards Lorenzo ; the crowd the boundaries of Italy, and was apparently safe in

"gave way before the stride Constantinople. He was not safe . The sultan had

Of the undaunted homicide ;" heard of the transaction . Bandini was seized, and sent

but Francesco Neri, a friend of the Medici , stood in in chains to Florence, where he was executed . The

his way, and another instantaneous death followed the whole of the Pazzi were banished, and the very name

plunge of Bandini's dagger. Shrieks, shouts, and a
and arms of the family were ordered by a public de

scene of indescribable confusion now filled the church. cree to be suppressed and obliterated wherever they

Lorenzo's friends hurried him into the sacristy and existed in the city:

fastened the door, and, as apprehensions were en
The failure of ihe plot, and not less perhaps the ex

tertained that the assassin's dagger might havebeen posure of his own participation in it, incensed thepope

poisoned, Antonio Ridolfo,a young man belonging to against thedevoted Florentines, laid them under an

He launched his thunders

à noble family at Florence, sucked the wound.

When the attack was made on the Meilici, theArch- interdict for having dared to hang an archbishopin

bishop Salviati , with about thirty followers, had, as
his robes, and in conjunction with the king of Naples

agreed upon, left the church, and proceeded tothe declared war against them . Lorenzo prepared to meet

government palace, where Cesare Petrucci the gon
the coming storm in the best manner he could ; he

falovjere and the Priori were sitting. Salviati's inten- collected supplies, solicited assistance from other

tion was to overpower the magistrates, and seize the Italian states, and applied to France and Spainfor

palace. Leaving his followers in the outer rooms,with ther interference in his behalf. For some time his

directions to follow him when he made a signal,he efforts appeared likely to be successful. The Floren

entered the apartment of the Priori . Petrucci, as a

tines were stimulated by indignation, and were high

mark ofrespect, rose tomeetthe archbishop, 'who, in hopeand courage. The enemy's forces were de

intimidated probably by his lofty bearing and resolute frated in someplaces and repulsed in others ; but by

character, was disconceried, spoke almost unintelligibly, degreesthey began to lose heart, and to imaginethat

changed colour, and looked round anxiously towardsthe theywere too weak to contend with the powers that

door, seeming to make a signal. Petrucci's suspicions were leaguedagainst them . Murmurs became loud

were aroused. He rushedout of the apartment, and that the city had been involved in an expensive war

called the guards and attendants. The archbishop
for the sake of Lorenzo alone. Under such circum

attempted to escape, but the doors of the palace were stances le actedasbecame a manof resolute character

secured against him and his followers,whowere attacked who thinks and decides forhimself ; le resolved to go

and overpowered . A number of them ,whoought in person to the kingof Naples, and either to make

tentionally fastenedthemselves in the adjoining apart- trates of Florence (the letteris yet extant) to inforin

to have obeyed the archbishop's signal, had unin- him thefriend of Florence or run the risk of being

sacrificed by his enemies. He wrote to the magis

ment, thedoor of which was so contrived as to shut on

the slightest impulse and not to open without a key.
them of his resolution . “ All that I desire ," says he,

Giacopo de' Pazziwas now seen without,followed by is, that whether in life or in death,in prosperity or

about one hundred soldiers
, vainlyendeavouring to adversity, I may contribute to the welfare ofmynative

incite the populace to insurrection, while the palace place.” . “ The warwas begun by the shedding of my

gates were forced by others ; but the magistrates
brother's blood . It mayperhaps be ended by the

were able todefendthemselves till a reinforcement shedding ofmy own.” The stern Priori were moved

came to assist them . to tears by the reading of the letter.

The citizens were aroused by the tolling of the great
Lorenzo embarked at Pisa, and when he landed at

bell of the palace, and everybodywas soon aware of the Naples was received by the king with great respect.

assassination and conspiracy. The rage of the people His arguments, his eloquence, and his pleasing inan

knew no bounds. Every one known to belong to the ners were effective in spite of the pope's efforts to

party of the conspirators was slaughtered in the streets. counteract them . After a stay of three months-bree

Lorenzo, who had been escorted to his palace by a
anxious months to the poor Florentines - a treaty of

crowd of his friends, addressed the people froin a win peace and mutual defence was concluded with the

dow, and exhorted them to be temperate, and to leave king of Naples, and Lorenzo immediately set sail for

the punishment of the guilty to the magistrates ;but Pisa,whence he hastened to Florence. The joy of the

his exhortations were oflitile avail. The populace, Florentines was unbounded. All ranks crowded

with the headof a conspirator on a pole, paradedthe around him . His intimate friendPolitian could not

city, crying out “ Palle, Palle,"
.'* and "Deathto the get near him , but describes him as lowering above the

traitors. " The Priori themselves were hardly more living massby his superior stature, and expressing his

temperate than the people. Francesco de' Pazzi was
sense of their kindness by smiles, and nods,and broken

taken from his bed, where he was confined by his

wound, and dragged naked through the streets to the
The war was now at an end. The Pope, however

palace,and, together with the Archbishop Salviati,in reluctantly, was compelled toconclude a treaty of peace

his prelatical robes, hung from oneof the windows. with Florence, and a deputation of twelve of the most

Giacopo de ' Pazzi and Renato de Pazziwere treated respectable citizens was sent to Rome to tender their

in the same manner. Guglielmo de' Pazzi was con- submission to his holiness, who, after giving vent to

cealed byLorenzo in hisownpalace tillthe popular his anger in some severe remarks onthe irreverent

fury had subsided . He was afterwards ordered to conduct of the Florentines, touched the backs of the

reside at his country-house, twenty-five milesfrom deputies with a wand, acording to the usual ceremony,

Florence. The two priests were discovered in the Bene- and released the city from the interdict.

dictine Monastery, and were dragged out and murdered . The personal danger of Lorenzo de' Medici was not

Montesecco was executed after having disclosed the yetat an end. GirolamoRiario, defeated in bis trcach

whole plot, implicating the pope and bis nephew erous and ambitious designs, had again recourse lo

assassins. Battista Frescobaldi, Filippo Balducci, and

Palla, in Italian, signifies a ball. By the plural palle, Amoretto Baldovinetti undertook tomurderLorenzo
balls, wasmeant the six golden balls, which were the armsof in the church of the Carmeli on Ascension day, May 31 ,

the Medici.
1481 ; but the friends of Lorenzo were on their guard :

sentences.
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the conspiracy was discovered :Frescobaldi was seized , I be a mere guide to any particular rastinie that, after

confessed his guilt, disclosed his associates, and on the nearly two centuries, has retained a spark of vitality :

6th of June they were all executed. GirolamoRiario - yet,although thattime has passed away since the

was himself assassinated in 1488. Having rendered first edition was published, it is now read with as much

himself universally odious by his oppressions, three of freshness and pleasure as when it first appeared.*

his own subjects stabbed him in his own palace, and Undoubtedly it is not what concerns angling that ren

threw his body out of the window . ders the work so attractive, yet whoever makes the ac

During the period which clapsed from the time of quaintance of Izaak Walton will assuredly, like Auceps,

Lorenzo's return from Naples in 1480 till his death part with him full of good thoughts, not only of

in 1492 there were several wars among the states of himself but of his recreation.” Not that Izaak would

Italy, in some of which the Florentines found it neces- have been pleased to think that any reader would pass

sary to engage ; but Lorenzo de' Medici was a friend lightly over what he wrote on his favourite art, or

of peace, and never interfered except to strengthen think meanly of it ; he will not bate one jot of the

the weaker states and to protect them when attacked dignity of angling : "for angling ,” he tells us, “ js

by the stronger. For this purpose he not only used somewhat like poetry - a man must be born to it ;"

the resources of Florence, but employed all the arts of while the felicities of its practice he rates equally high :

political negociation, forming defensive and offensive _ " no life so happy and so pleasant as the life of a well

alliances, in such a manner as not only to secure his governed angler ; for when the lawyer is swallowed

own state against bis more powerful neighbours, but to up with business, and the statesman is preventing or

preserve the independence of the smaller states. He contriving plots, then we sit on cowslip banks, hear

thus became the common mediator of Italy . His re- the birds sing, and possess ourselves in as much quiet

putation extended throughout the civilized world , and ness as these silent silver streams which we now see

this system of union, which he was the first to adopt, glide so quietly by us. Indeed, my good scholar, we

became the origin of what has since been called the may say of Angling as Dr. Boteler said of strawberries,

balance of power: • Doubiless God could have made abetter berry, but

Lorenzo had for some years suffered under a com- doubtless God never did : ' and so, if I might be judge,

plaint which in the early part of 1492 became worse ; ' God did never make a more calm, quiet, innocentre

a slow fever supervened, and he died at his house at creation than angling.' ”

Careggi on the 8th of April, 1492. The news of his Walton's argument in favour of angling is most

death created not only universal grief but consterna- singularly managed ; and the variety of topics and

tion, as if the safety of the city and state depended on illustrations brought in to support it are not the least

his superintendence, which unfortunately proved soon singular portion . Nothing that can be introduced is

afterwards to be too true. He was buried in the omitted. Everybody who can in any way be made to

church of San Lorenzo , and there his remains still uphold , or do honour to , angling is constrained to ap

rest without a monument or even an inscription. pear, from Deucalion and Belus to SirHenry Wotton ;

Lorenzo de' Medici left three sons. Piero, the and from Seth and Moses to Nat. Roe : and every

eldest, who succeeded him as head of the Medici river from "that in Arabia of which all the sheep that

family, was born February 15, 1471. He brought evil drink thereof have all their wool turned into a vermil

upon the state of Florence, and deservedly upon bim- lion colour,” to that “ in Judea that runs swiftly all the

self. Giovanni, who was born December 11 , 1475, six days of the week and stands still on the Sabbath :"

become pope , with the title of Leo X. Giuliano, who while of fish we have all that is wonderful recorded,

was born in 1478, having allied hiinself by marriage from “ the Balæna or Whirlpool that is so long and

with the royal house of France, obtained the title of broad as to take up more in length and breadth than

Duke of Nemours. two acres of ground " to " the fish called a Hermit,

that at a certain age gets into a dead fish's shell, and

like a hermit dwells there alone, studying the wind
RAMBLES FROM RAILWAYS.

and the weather, and so turns her shell that she makes

THE LEA.-No. IV. it defend her from the injuries that they would bring

The scene of Izaak Walton's inimitable book is laid upon her.” And much more of the like kind bave

we told us, sometimes in evident good faith, some
along the banks of the Lea between Tottenham and times with a quiet half incredulous smile, hardly

Ware : thatis,along that portion of our river we are less charming.

now to ramble beside. We have in these papers more
What renders Walton's angler so delightful a book

than oncequoted from the Complete Angler, and is the happy spirit inwhich everything is communi

we cannot refrain from availing ourselves of so fair an cated. There is a lively freedom and point abou

opportunity of venturing a few remarks on it and its every part- a directnessand earnestness in the argut

author. According to Drayton :

ments, a quaint grace and facility in the descriptions
“ The old Lee brags of the Danish blood , " of scenery, a simplicity and kindness in his notices of

but it brags more loudly now of the name of Izaak his companions, and a still humour intermingling

Walton, to whom indeed it chiefly owes the celebrity everywhere with a cheerful seriousness, such as are

of its own name. hardly to be met with so happily blended in any other

Izaak Walton is a remarkable instance of what may work. It is the perfect counterpart of the agreeable

be effected when out of the fulness of the heart the gossip of an intelligent, frank, and light-hearted old

mouth speaks :—from taking up the pen not merely man : And it adds not a little to the pleasure of read

to fill a few sheets but because there is somewhat to ing it to know that it is just what it seems to be. Just

communicate. We meet with nothing profound in his the every-day chit-chat of an old inan who loved his

reasoning - a light pluimet will sound its lowest angle and his book, and a little innocent pleasantry

depths ; nothing in his general remarks that had not with a fitting companion. Walton wrote the Com

been said before and that has not been said a hundred plete Angler when he was near sixty, and there is all

times since ; and of course there is little in the main the freshness of a new taste about it. One might ima

subject of his book that is generally interesting ; yet gine it written when his mind was buoyant from its

there is not a man with the least pretension to literary escape from “ the shop near Chancery-lane, ” and under

taste but reads the Complete Angler' with genuine en * The first edition of the Complete Angler' was published in

joyment. It is probably the only volumeprofessing to 12mo., in 1653.
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the exhilarating influence of those feelings that result and Clearchus' it was prefixed ), at ninety, would be

from an unrestrained intercourse with nature after a worth reading.

long absence from her. His descriptions are quite in We have dwelt longer on Izaak Walton than we in

thespirit of one tended, but in treating of his own Lea we could not

" who, long in populous cities pent pass him by with a cursory notice. We shall now quit
Where houses thick and sewers annoy the air,

him , giving just one sample of his conversation as be

Forth issuing on a summer's morn to breathe
sat under a honey-suckle hedge along with his scholar,

Among the pleasant villages and farms
and talked to him of the pleasures he had there par

Adjoin'd, from each thing met conceives delight : " taken of.

and the gentle enthusiasm with which he dwells on Look, under that broad beech - tree, I sat down

such spots as are within the reach of every one who is when Iwas last this way a-fishing, and the birds in

minded to taste of “ free nature's grace" is quite infec- the adjoining grove seemed to have a friendly conten

tious. He speaks with as much minuteness of the tion with an echo, whose dead voice seemed to live in

sedgy bank of a quiet stream as Cowper, and with far a hollow tree, near to the brow of that primrose hill:

more zest. He had the eye and the mind of a poet, there I sat viewing the silver streams glide silently

and if he had written poetry in early life, perhaps he towards their centre, the tempestuous sea; yet some

would have equalled in delicacy of touch and exquisite times opposed by rugged roots and pebble-stones
,

sweetness of diction the best verses of " holy Mr. which broke their waves and turned them into foam:

Herbert," whose poetry delighted himsomuch,and and sometimesI beguiled timeby viewing the harm

whose character had so many points of similarity as less lambs, some leaping securely in the cool shade,

well as of dissiinilarity with his own. But we ought not whilst others sported themselves in the cheerful sun;

to regret that he did not direct his attention more to and saw others craving comfort from the swollen

poetry, seeing that he has left us an unequalled example udders of their bleating dams. As I thus sat, these

of artless colloquial prose. Here his style is quite his and other sights had so fully possessed my soul with

own. Familiar with the writings of his contemporaries content, that I thought, as the poet lias happily ex.

—who were the best writers of prose England ever pressed it

possessed-he imitated none, but formed for himself
I was for that time liſted above earth,

a style free, facile, and pliable , accommodating itself
And possess'd joys not promised in my birth.""

without difficulty to every turn of his thought

nowrunning lightlyalong in unlaboured prattle ,and the Leaas it was in the days of honest Izaak should
The rambler who wishes to obtain some notion of

in a moment striking into a fuller and deeper note.

Easy and unlaboured as his styleappears it was not follow the old course of the river throughout. The

easily acquired ; nor did he allow himself to bereadily newcuts made for the convenience of traffic are as

satisfied with it ; but,touse Milton's phrase,“ took straight and stiffas thoseof a Dutch canal ; whilethe

time enough to pencil it over with all the various old river, neglected by all but the angler, is as pliant

touches of art.” He lived to see five editionsof the and various in outline as any other of Nature's own

Angler' published, and in every one after the first he
works. A prettier river of its kind it would not

altered and amended notmerely thesubstance but the be easy to name than is the Lea for the next few

phraseology. Sometimes he merely changed a word miles of its course. Its banks are suffered to

or recast a sentence ; at others he omitted sentences yield to the influence of the stream , and are as

altogether or supplied their places by others of more unconstrained as its waves. Here decked with a

pleasing structure - and few of our prose writershave profusion of primroses and cowslips, or the graceful

had a finer ear for the harmony of a period . InSir wind-flower - there sloping gently down, with only a

Harris Nicholas's superb edition of the Complete few 'wee pink-tipped daisies' to relieve the bright

Angler' the alterations in the fifth edition are pointed green sweep - presently covered with a tangled heap

out, and are worthy the examination of those who are of brambles and other lowly shrubs, (or as a great au

_“ with thorns
curious in such matters. Though the Angler ' has thority in the picturesquemight say ,

been his most popular work, his ' Lives' have been and briars and other ditch trumpery ' ) — while in early

admired by all who are capable of admiring good plain spring the blackthorn ,or, somewhat later, the wild

earnest writing, even when the sentiments may not rose bush with perhaps a honeysuckle clinging about

always coincide with their own . Wordsworth has a it (a marriage of exquisite grace and sweetness). shed

fine sonnet on them , commencing- .
beauty and fragrance around. The river too is bril

“ There are no colours in the fairest sky
liant with aquatic plants, which, from the flowering

So fair as these :" rush to the yellow water-lily are in great luxuriance.

and though few could assent to such praise, few will Springis peculiarly the time to enjoythe Lea. Wal

deny their exceeding beauty, We have not perhaps and hechose his time well: its placid character is in

any other biographical sketches so beautiful in their
The lack of foliage

way asthese. They abound in depth offeeling aswell unison with the gentle season.

as in lively and good -natured pleasantry. Who can along its borders, --for there is seldomany othertree

read unmoved, for instance, the oldman's touching than an old pollard willow , or afew alders - of some

conclusion to his life of Sanderson : — “ It now too consequence as regards the picturesque, but of little

late to wish that my lifemay be likehis, for I am in value for shade, prevents a full enjoyment of it in sum

the eighty- fifth year of my age: but I humbly beseech mer,andrenders it less attractive than more wooded

Almighty God that my death may; and do earnestly streams, in autumn : but it is just the place in which

begofevery reader to sayAmen.” As a mere psy- the angler or lover of nature may best enjoy

chological study, the works of a man who began writ “ Sweet spring, full of sweet days and roses.

ing at sixty and wrote his last work (a sketch of the

character of John Chalkhil* to whose poem of “ Thealma Notes to Walton' have sufficiently established the reality of

Chalkhil's existence, and shown that Wallon, by having mar

* Singer,inhis reprint of “ Thealma andClearchus,' maintains riedinto his family, might easily have obtained the Ms. Tothat Chalkhil is a mere pseudonym , and that the poem is Wal. us, the internal evidence alone is sufficient to determine that

ton's own. This opinion is adopted in Major's edition of the Thealma wasnot written by Walton ; and in so saying, we have
• Complete Angler,' and enforced at some length in an article on not forgotten the reviewer's supposition, that it mighthave beeu

Chalkkil in the · Retrospective Rev.' v. iv.: but Archdeacon a juvenile production.
Nares in the ' Gentleman's Mag.,' and Sir H. Nicholas in his * Gilpin, Forest Scenery.
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[Broxbourne Church.j

RAMBLES FROM RAILWAYS. old fire -places have made way for the most miserable

of modern ones. Every part is covered with layers of
THE LEA.–No. V.

whitewash, the accumulations of monthly applications

We have gossipped so much along the first few miles repeated for years. The only thing of any kind in the

that we must hasten over the remainder of our jour- interior of the house that will attract a second look is the

ney. We need not turn aside to Haylesbury, where is winding brick staircase up the turret mentioned above,

the well known College of the East India Company, in and that has somehow escaped the brush. We think it

which Mackintosh and Malthushave dispensed of their right to mention all this, because the elaborate finish

learning and wisdom. Nor will we stop at St. Mar- of the exterior may lead the visitor to expect some

garet's longer than to call attention to it as offering thing in the inside very different to the poverty -stricken

many choice bits of river scenery. In Stansted parish, aspect it presents. The foundations of the house ap

at a short distance from the river on the Newmarket pear to be every where sapped, and the whole niust

road, the rambler will see an old brick building rapidly soon fall.

going to decay : it is the Rye -house, the scene of the Our river now passes a little to the east of Hoddes

famous Rye-house plot, which led to the trial and don, which, if we visit it, need not detain us long.

execution of Lord William Russel and Algernon Sid- Here was the “ Thacht-house,' where Venator proposed

ney. The object of the plot was to waylay and assassi- to “ drink his morning's draught;" a cottage at the

nate Charles II. and his brother James on their return northern extremity of the town is pointed out as the

from Newinarket. The Rye-house was then in the original, but it is doubtful if it be so. Mat. Prior in

occupation of Rumbold, one of the conspirators, and his ballad of Down Hall mentions the Bull Inn as the

was fixed upon as their rendezvous, and as the most place where he stopt on his way to take possession of

convenient place to intercept the king ; but the his residence of that name.

scheme failed owing to the royal party returning “ Into an old inn did their equipage roll

sooner than the anticipated period. The project was At a town they call Hodsdon , the sign ofthe Bull,

revealed by Keeling, one of the party concerned, who Near a nymph with an uru that divides the highway,

said that Lord Russel was acquainted with it, and And into a puddle throws mother of tea : "

pledged to aid in the assassination of the king. We
need not go on with so well known a tale. As Hallam he does not however praise the fare, and he says of

in his · Constitutional History of England ,' observes,
the hostess,-

" there appears no cause for doubting the reality of “ She roasted red veal, and she powdered red beef ;

what is called the Rye-house plot . while it is Full well she knew how to cook up a fine dish,

needless to add that ihe main plot for assassinating the For tough were her pullets and tender ber tish .

King and the Duke of York had no immediatecon
Down , down, derry down . "

nection with the schemes of Russel, Essex,and Sidney." But as the nymph with an urn is gone, and the inn is

Only a portion of the houseremains, and that is rapidly rebuilt, we may reasonablyhope that a better purveyor

crumbling away ; but it will repay a close inspection. now rules the roast. Hoddesdon presents not a single

It is of brick, and about the outside there is some noticeable feature ; it is one of the barrenest places of

rather superior carving, though a good deal defaced . its size we know . At the London end of it, there is ,

The principal chimney too is a very fine one. At one indeed , a rather fine mansion (now undergoing reno

of the angles of the building is a turret, but the upper ivation) of the Elizabethan period , called Champion

part has fallen in . It has been for many years used house, a seat of tlie Dymock family, whose chief is the

as a workhouse for Stansted parish ; at present it is Champion of our royal coronations.

rented by the landlord of the New Rye-house, a little At Stansted the Lea is joined by the Stort, which

public-house just by. The interior bears all the marks bere loses its name. The river hereabouts is a very

of the purpose to which it has been applied. Not a favourite resort of the London angler, and a moderate

vestige of ornament of any kind remains. The large | degree of skill usually suffices to ensure a few biles,

No. 784. Vol. XIII .-2 H
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though the Lea fisherman is apt to boast that it re- favourite minister. Not a fragment of the mansion

quires a cunning hand to obtain much success. It will now remains. The name alone is preserved by some

be confessed that here a man may enjoy that union of houses erected on its site . Here, too, dwelt Richard

coniemplation and action, which, according to our master, Cromwell , after his return to England in 1680, in a

“ does must properly belong to the most honest, in- house close by the church. He assumed the nameof

genuous, quiet, and harmless art of angling ;" while Clarke, and spent the remainder of his life in a round

should rain chance to threaten he may, like Izaak and of conviviality. He was of an easy , good-natured ,

his scholar, “ turn out of the way a little, towards social turn, utterly without decision or even strength

yonder high honeysuckle hedge ; and there sit and of character, and with a mind quite incapable of am

sing whilst the shower falls so gently upon the teem- bition . There are many anecdotes of his orgies while

ing earth, and gives yet a sweeter smell to the lovely at Cheshunt, but none worth repeating. A greater

flowers that adorn these fragrant meadows. " statesman than Richard Cromwell — and, though not so

But we must not linger . At Broxbourne, the next famous, an honester than either Wolsey or Burleigh

place we arrive at, there is a church thatwe will quit Lord Somers, also resided at Cheshunt. And here,

our river for awhile to examine. It is of large size, when excluded from any share in the government by

and of much beauty. It belongs to the time of Henry the state of parties during the earlier years of the reign

II . , and consists of a nave, chancel, and aisles ; at the of Anne, he lived in retirement, spending his time in

west end there is a tower with a plain spire ,and beacon antiquarian and other literary pursuits, and in scien

turret; and a small chapel is attached to each angle of tific investigation ; he was, as Burnet tells us, very

the church . That on the north side was built in the learned , and had formed a large collection of medals

reign of Henry VIII. by Sir William Say, Knight, as and valuable books and prints.It is pleasantto figure

appears by the inscription on the frieze surrounding to oneself the noble-minded statesman thus enjoying
the outside, and which is intersected with shields of his leisure - the true otium cum dignitate. On the

arms. In the interior is an altar tomb of grey marble Lea, at the northern end of Cheshunt, are some re

of plaborate workmanship ; it is placed beneath the mains of a nunnery, which have been converted into

arch which separates it from the chancel , and is in a dwelling ; they are not very remarkable in their ap

scribed to the memory of the above Sir Wm . Say, pearance. Cheshunt also contains a college, established

who died in 1529, and to his “ wyffs, Genevese and by the celebrated Countess of Huntingdon, for the

Elizabyth.” There are several other monuments to training of young men for the ministry, principally in

the Say family ; and many curious ones to other connection with the sect named after her.

persons. A great number of brasses still remain , A little way past Cheshunt, on the road to London ,

and several have been covered by the pews. Many of is Waltham Cross, a small hamlet that takes its name

the monuments deserve regard as illustrative of the from a cross of singularly fine workmanship, erected

costumes of the period of the Tudors, as well as being by Edward I. to the meinory of his consort Eleanor.

curious in themselves ; and altogether the church is It is of great beauty, and should not be passed by

of a more than commonly interesting character. without regard . A few years back it was restored

Broxbourne is a pretiy place, and the Lea is care- with much judgment and laste. A full description of

fully preserved throughout it. Want's Inn at Brox- it, with engravings, as restored , was given in No. 113

bourne is much frequented by London anglers, and of the Penny Magazine ;'we need not therefore dweil

there is goodly display in it of fish stuffed on account longer upon it now .

of their superior size. Here, as at Rye -house, the Near Waltham the Lea is divided into several

London citizen may enjoy the luxury of chops to streamswhich are thought bymany to be the channels

follow ,' as well as in a city chop-house . At Wormley, that Alfred formed when he diverted the waters of the

a little further on, is a neat little church , consisting of Lea, and thus left the Danish fleet aground in the mea

only a nave and chancel. It is an old building ; on the dows between Waltham and Ware. Spelman, how

north side there is a small Norman doorway, and in the ever, in his ' Life of Ælfred the Great,' endeavours to

interior are several curious and very ancient brasses. show that the trenches that now branch from the river

Adjoining Wormley is Cheshunt, a long village of between Temple Mills and Old Ford, and join it again

respectable, though not particularly attractive appear- by Bromley, were those he cut for that purpose. Be

Chestiunt has been stated to be the Durolitum thatas it may, the Lea here separates into a number of

of Antoninus, and the fact of a number of Roman small streams. Several of them run through Waltham

coins, &c . having been found here, strengthens the Holy Cross, a large irregular town , about a mile and a

supposition . Others, however, who have paid attention half east of the Cross above spoken of. Waltham owes

to the subject, believe Durolitum to have been at Low its name of Holy Cross to a cross with a figure of the

Layton on the other side of the Lea, and six or seven Saviour upon it, said to have been discovered in a

miles nearer London ; while Professor Key, in the vision to a carpenter at Montacute, and brought here

Map of AncientBritain published by the Society for in an unknown manner. “ Tovi, a man of great wealtii

the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, places it by Rom- and authority, stulhere, or standard-bearer to King

ford in Essex, ten or twelve miles from either of these Cnute ," built a church for the reception of this cross,

places; and Talbot has fixed on Brentwood as the and many marvellouscures were effected by its means,

site : at each Roman remains have been discovered. Edward the Confessor afterwards became possessed

Wolsey once dwelt in Cheshunt; the manor of St. of Waltham , and built and endowed a monastery there.

Andrew -le -Mote having been granted to him byHenry The abbey church was erected by Harold , whose body,

VIII., who gave it, after Wolsey's fall, to theEarl of after his death at thebattle of Hastings,wasbroughthere

Worcester, and afterwards to Thomas Denny ; for for interment. The abbey has undergone somestrange

Henry appears to have reclaimed his gifts with as changes, but this is not the place for tracing its his

much nonchalance as he presented them . It has since tory, which indeed would take upno little space to tell

passed through many hands, and was recently the pro- at all properly. Of the abbey only a small portion now

perty of the late Sir J. Shaw , Chamberlain of the City exists - that used as the present parish -church, and a

of London. The house is a plain brick structure, but gateway by the Lea, of which we give a sketch ( Fig.7 ).

retains little of its original character, having been fre- It stands a short distance from the Abbey Mills, and

quently altered and modernized . AL Cheshunt was is built of stone , but repaired with brickis of a large

Theobald's, the residence of the celebrated Lord Bur- size. The corbels on which the outer mouldings of

leigh ; and here Queen Elizabeth often visited her the large arch rest, are formed by “ demi-angels sup

ance .
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porting shields, on which are the royal arms of pleasant stroll may be found over_thcse hills and

Edward the Third's time, viz . France and England among the woods beyond . Epping Forest is not what

quarterly ." These, however, are so much defaced as it was — so many of the larger trees have been cut

to be made out with difficulty. The abbey buildings down as greatly to interfere with its character as a

are said to have originally covered several acres. forest : yet there are not a few quiet secluded spots

It would take up too much of our time to attempt such as a Londoner would glory to meet with . But is

to describe the church , and thereare so many descrip - not Epping Forest classic ground with every genuine

tions of it extant that it is needless. There are few cockney ? Where is its Fairlop fair ? Or shall its Easter

churches anywhere thatwill more amply repay exami- hunt ever be forgotten ? Alas ! all that is earthly

nation, both as regards the interior and exterior. It fades away. The fair is obsolescent ; and of even the

is perhaps the earliest and most curious example of Epping hunt the glory is departing. In a few years

Anglo-Norman architecture now remaining in Eng- Cruikshank's cuts will alone remain to tell of the

land. There are a great many windows, doorways, assembled host of cockney equestrians and city belles

and arches that deserve attention, and inside are se- 1 -of the daring feats of horsennanship , and the strange

veral massive columns curiously carved. There is too adventures of that day— “ so renowned , so glorious."

a remarkably fine crypt. The interior also contains On the other side of our river we soon reach Enfield

several interesting monuments. As we mentioned Wash ; and shortly after Edmonton, to whose church

above, the body of Harold was interred here, and a yard we must turn aside, for here, “in a spot which ,

tomb with the inscription “ Hic jacet Harold Infelix ” about a fortnight before his death, he had pointed out

long remained in memory of him . It was opened in to his sister, on an afternoon wintry walk , as the place

the reign of Elizabeth , and the skeleton of a man where he wished to be buried ," * lie the remains of

found inside Some notion of the original size of the Charles Lamb, the Elia who has thrown so many

church may be formed when we find it stated that pleasant memories over so many every -day circum

" llarold's tombwas situated about forty yards from the stances and objects . On a plain upright stone is the

present termination ofthe building, in theeastern part of following inscription by his friend Dr. Carey, the

the original choir .” A full History of Waltham Abbey | translator of Dante :

( though not perhaps an entirely trustworthy 'one) is

appended by Fuller to his ChurchHistory.'* Fuller
“ To the Memory of Charles Lamb,

Died December 27, 1834, aged 59.
was curate of Waltham, and repeats with much de

light some of the merry tales he had collected about “ Farewell, dear Friend ! that smile, that harmless mirth

the monks of Waltham-who seem indeed to have No more shall gladden our domestic hearth ;

That rising tear, with pain forbid to flow ,

been prettymuch like those of Melrose the ballad
Better than words no more assuage our woe ;

speaks of. Henry VIII . had a pleasure -house in the That hand, outstretched from small but well -earned store,

fields near Waltham , and there is an uncommon num Yield succour to the destitute no more .

ter of right pleasant stories told of him there, but we Yet art thou not all lost ; through many an age,

have so outrun our space we must not repeat any of With sterling sense and humour shall thy page

them . Along the various branches of the Lea about Win many an English bosom , pleased to see

Waltham are scattered extensive gunpowder works That old and happier vcin revived in thee.

belonging to the government; but it must be con This for our earth : and if with friends we share

fessed they add very little to the beauty of the neigh Our joys in heaven , we hope to meet thee there." +

bourhood .

On our leftthe high grounds stretching to Epping bourhood, firstat Enfield, and then, till the closeof
Charles Lamb lived for many years in this neigh

Forest offer us some tempting walks : and many a his life, at Edmonton . His last days were not his

happiest. He hated the country, and even Edmonton

was not enough like London to satisfy him . He had

spent his whole life laboriously, and though he had

been for years longing for leisure, he found it a weari

ness when it came. His letters, written after he had

retired from his office, are filled with complaints, in

his half-mocking manner indeed, but evidently too

real , of the misery of having too much time. He was

a mari of kindly affections, beloved to an uncommon

degree by all who knew him ; and in literature we

shall in vain look for his successor in that rich, racy ,

quirkish, half -jesting, half - serious style, so peculiarly

his own .

* Talfourd .

# We heard a piece of criticism on this inscription thatLamb

woulu hare enjoyed. As we were copying it, a couple of canal

excavators came across the churchyard, and read it over with

great deliberation ; when they had finished , one of them said ,

* A very fair bit of poetry that;" “ Yes ," replied his companion,

“ I'm blest if it isu't as good a bit as any in the churchyard—

rather too long though."

t
o

( Abbey Gates, Waltham .!
Punch in Paris . - Punch is, if possible, more popular bere

* Farmer also wrote a History of Waltham Abbey,' and the than in London. It is quite extraordinary thenumber of people

reades will find much additional information in Morant's wbo assemble to witness his vagaries. Places are taken as if

• Essex,' and iu Brayley ; we ought not in gallantry to omit the to see a grand performance, and most respectable persons watch

name of Mrs. Elizabeth Ogbone,wbo, in her · History of Essex ,' the movements of the actor with the greatest interest. - Im

gossips famously about Waltham . Its architectural features pressions and Observations of a Young Person resident in

are examined at considerable length in Britton's Architectural I Paris.

Antiquities.'
2 H 2
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[ The figures from the Monument of Lorenzo de' Medici at Florence .]

ESSAYS ON THE LIVES OF REMARKABLE parency of the vehicle was more capable of giving the

PAINTERS.-No. XXVI. effects he desired . Michael Angelo, on the contrary,

turned his whole attention to the definition of form ,

MICHAEL ANGELO : b. 1474 ; d . 1564 .
and the expression of life and power through action

We have spoken of Lionardo da Vinci. Michael An- and movement ; he regarded the illusive effects of

gelo, the other great luminary of art, was twenty-two painting as meretricious and beneath his notice, and

years younger ; but the more severe and reflective cast despised oil-painting as a style for women and children.

of his mind rendered their difference of age far less in Considered as men, both were as high-minded and

effect than in reality. It is usual to compare Michael generous as they were gifted and original , but the

Angelo, with Raphael, but he is more aptly compared former was as remarkable for his versatile and social
with Lionardo da Vinci . All the great artists of that accomplishments, his love of pleasure and habits of

time, even Raphael himself, were influenced more or expense, as the latter for his stern inflexible temper,

less by these two extraordinarymen, but they exercised | and his temperate, frugal, and secļuded habits.

no influence on each other. They started from oppo Michael Angelo Buonaroti was born at Settignano,

site points ; theypursued throughout their whole ex near Florence, in the year 1474. He was descended

istence, and in all they planned and achieved, a course from a family cnce noble-even amongst the noblest

as different as their respective characters. It would of the feudal lords of northern Italy-the Counts of

be very curious and interesting to carry out the com- Canossa ; but that branch of it represented by his father,

parison in detail; to show the contrast in organization, Luigi Lionardo Buonaroti Simoni, had for some gene

in temper, in talent, in taste, which existed between rations become poorer and poorer, until the last de

men so highly and so equally endowed, but our limits scendant was thankful to accept an office in the law,

forbid this indulgence. We shall therefore only ob- and hadbeen nominated magistrate or mayor ( Podestà

serve here, that consideredas artists they emulated of Chiusi. In this situation he had limited his ambi

each other in variety of power, but that Lionardo was tion to the prospect of seeing hiseldest son anotary

more the painter than the sculptor and architect; Mi- or advocate in his native city . The young Michael

chael was more the sculptor and architect than the Angelo showed the utmost distaste for the studiesal

painter. Bothsought true inspiration in nature,but they lotted to him , and was continually escaping from his

beheldherwith different eyes : Lionardo, whodesigned homeand from his desk to haunt the atteliers of the

admirably, appears to have seen no outline in ob- painters, particularly that of Ghirlandajo, who was then

jects, and laboured all his life to convey by colour and at the height of his reputation, and of whom some ac

lights and shade the impression of beauty and the illu- count has been already given .

sive effect of rotundity. He preferred the use of oil The fatherof Michael Angelo, who found his family

to fresco, because thé mellow smoothness and trans- l increase too rapidly for his means, had destined some
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of his sons for commerce (it will be recollected that cartilage yield as if they had been made of paste, and

in Genoaand Florence the most powerful nobles were the mark Í then gave him he will carry to his grave."

merchants or manufacturers ) ; and others for civil or Thus it appears that the blow was not unprovoked,

diplomatic employments. But the fine arts, as being and that Michael Angelo, even at the age of sixteen,

at that line productive of litle honour or emolument, indulged in that contemptuous arrogance and sarcas

he held in no esteem , and treated these tastes of bis tic speech which, in bis mature age, made him so many

eldest son sometimes with contempt and sometimes enemies :—but to return .

even with harshness. Michael Angelo ,however, had Michael Angelo continued his studies under the aus

formed some friendships among the young painters, pices ofLorenzo : but just as he had reached his 18th

and partirularly with Francesco Granacci, one of the year he losthis generous patron , his second father, and

best pupils of Ghirlandajo; he contrived to borrow was thenceforıh thrown on his own resources . It is

models and drawings, and studied them in secret with true that the son of Lorenzo, Piero de Medici, con

such persevering assiduity and consequent improve- tinued to extend his favour to the young artist , but

ment that Ghirlandajo, captivated by his genius,under- with so little comprehension of his genius and cha

took to plead his cause to his father, and at length pre- racter, that on one occasion he set him to execute a

vailed over the old man's family pride and prejudices. statue of snow for the amusement of his guests.

At the age of fourteen Michael Angelo was received Michael Angelo, while he yielded , per force, to the

into the studio of Ghirlandajo as a regular pupil, and caprices of his protector, turned the energies of his

bound to him for three years ; and such was the preco- mind to a new study — that of anatomy - and pursued

cious talent of the boy, ihat instead of being paid for it with all that fervour which belonged to his character.

his instruction, Ghirlandajo undertook to pay the His attention was at the same time directed to litera

father, Lionardo Buonaroti, for the first, second, and ture, by the councils and conversations of a very cele

third years, six, eight, and twelve golden florins, as pay- brated scholar and poet, then residing in the court of

ment of the advantage he expected to derive from the Lorenzo, Angelo Poliziano; and he pursued at the

labour of the son. Thus was the vocation of the young same time the cultivation of his mind, and the practice

artist decided for life . of his art . Engrossed by his own studies, he was

At that time Lorenzo the Magnificent reigned over scarcely aware of what was passing around him ,

Florence. He had formed in his palace and gardens nor of the popular intrigues which were preparing

a collection of antique marbles, busts, statues, frag- the ruin of the Medici; suddenly this powerful

ments, which he had converted into an academy for family were flung from sovereignty to temporary

the use of the young artists, placing at the head of it disgrace and exile ; and Michael Angelo , as one of

as director a sculptor of some eminence named Ber- their retainers, was obliged to fly from Florence,

toldo. Michael Angelo was one of the first, who, and took refuge in the city of Bologna. During

through the recommendation of Ghirlandajo, was re- the year he spent there he found a friend , who

ceived into this new academy, afterwards so famous employed him on some works of sculpture; and , on

and so memorable in the history of art. The young his return to Florence, he executed a Cupid , in

man, then not quite sixteen , had hitherto occupied marble, of such beauty, that it found its way into the

hinself chiefly in drawing ; but now, fired by the beau- cabinet of the Duchess of Mantua, as a real antique.

tjes he beheld around him , and by the example and on the discovery that the author of this beautiful

success ofa fellow pupil, Torregiano, he set himself to statue wasa young man of two -and -twenty, the Car

model in clay, and at length to copy in marble what dinal San Giorgio invited him to Rome, and for some

ifas before him ; but, as was natural in a character and time lodged him in his palace . Here Michael Angelo,

zenius so steeped in individuality, his copies became surrounded and inspired by the grand remains of an

not so much imitations of form as original embodi- tiquity, pursued his studies with unceasing energy : he

ments of the leading idea, and Lorenzo de' Medici, produced a statue of Bacchus, which added to his re

struck by his extraordinary power, sent for his father putation ; and the group of the dead Christ on the

and offered to attach the boy to his own particular knees of his Virgin Mother ( called the Pietà ), which

service, and to undertake the entire care of his is now in the church of St. Peter's at Rome :* this last,

education. The father consented, on condition of being frequently copied and imitated, obtained him so

receiving for himself an office under the govern- much applause and reputation, that he was recalled to

ment, and thenceforth Michael Angelo was lodged Florence, to undertake several public works, and found

in the palace of the Medici and treated by Lorenzo as himself once more established in his native city about

the year 1504.

Such sudden and increasing favour excited the envy

and jealousy of his companions, particularly that of CASTS FROM MEDALS AND MEDALLIONS.

Torregiano,who being of a violent and arrogant tem- There have been many different modes practised of

per, while that of Michael Angelo was by no means

conciliating,soughtevery means of showing his hatred, cles having a device in relief. The recent progressof

taking casts from medals, coins, and other small arti

On one occasion aquarrel having ensued while they electro-metallurgy seems to affordground for thinking

were at work together, Torregiano turned in furyand thatcasts in copper or other
metal, through the me

struck bis rival a blow withhis fist whichdisfigured dium ofmouldsmadealso ofmetal,will become the

him for life. His nose was flattened to his face, and

Torregiano, having by this “sacrilegious stroke, ” gra * This " Pietà ' is the only work whereon Michael Angelo

tified his hatred, was banished from Florence.
inscribed his name, which he has carved distinctly on the girdle

It is fair, however, to give Torregiano's own account of the Virgin . The circumstance which induced him to dothis

of this incident as he related it to Benvenuto Cellini, is curious. Some time after the group was fixed in its place, he

many years afterwards. • This Buonaroti and I , when
was standing before it considering its effect, when two strangers

We were young men, went to study in the church of entered the church, and began,even in hishearing, to dispute

concerning the author of the work, which they agreed in exalting

the Carmelites, in the chapel of Masaccio ; it was cus
to the skies as a masterpiece. One of them, who was a Bolognese,

tomary with Buonaroti, to rally those who were insisted that it was bya sculptor of Bologna, whom he named.

learning to draw there. One day, among others, a Michael Angelo listened in silence, and the next night, when all

sarcasm of his having stung me to the quick, I was slept, he entered the church, and by the light of a lantern

extremely irritated, and doubling my fist gave him engraved his name, in deep indelible characters, where it might

such a violent blow on the nose that I felt the boneand best be seen .

bis son.
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most easily executed of all, and more durable than | ferable to one of sulphur or of plaster, but requires

inost others. The principal methods employed may be much care and attention in the preparation. A ledge

here briefly described . or border is formed round the medal, as before, either

The moulds are made of sulphur, of plaster of Paris, of paper, pasteboard,or lead from a tea- chest. This is

of wax, or of horn . The first of these is in very ge- bound round close to the edge of the medal, and made

neral use, from the case with which the mould is to project half an inch or so aboveit. The wax is put

made; but it is defective for fine specimens, froin two into a cup, and the cup immersed in boiling water, so

or three circumstances : the sulphur is liable to injure that the wax becomes melted through the medium of

a medal, and the fine lines of the device are seldom the cup, which cannot be raised to a higher heat tha:

brought out clearly and sharply in the mould. The that of boiling water . The wax being melted, and the

medal or coin is generally oiled before the mould is medal slightly warmed and oiled, the wax is poured!

made from it ; and as this oil is liable to flow down in quickly into the cell surrounding the medal. 'When

little pools to the cavities of the medal, this is in itself cold the edge or border is stripped off ; and if the

sufficient to injure the sharpness of the mould taken medal can be removed easily from the mould thus

from it ; and there is also a liability of the melted sul formed, it is so; but if not , it is slightly warmed on a

phur becoming cold before it reaches these depressed heated plate, by which the two are inade easily se

parts. To avoid the inconvenience resulting from the parable. To cast from this mould, it is only requisite

use of oil , it has been recommended to use some kind to surround it with a border, and to pour in liquid

oi oily composition that shall not flow into the cavities plaster in the same way as was before noticed ; but if

too fully . there are many deep cavities in the mould, the plaster

That sulphur moulds can, however, be taken from is worked into them by the aid of a camel-hair pencil.

medals or small objects with great delicacy, in the A method was some years ago practised in France,

hands of a clever artist, was shown some few years ago whereby moulds or reverse copies of medals were made

by Mr. Francillon, an eminent jeweller. He pos- in horn. A piece of horn, such as is used by the

sessed an invaluable rosary , formed of nectarine stones, comb-makers, was worked out even and flat, and

and engraved by the celebrated Florentine artist polished on one side. It was cut square, a little larger

Benvenuto Cellini. Each of these stones had either than the medal, and was then ready to be acted on by

the head of a Roman emperor or of a pope, most ex- heat. Two thick fiat plates of iron , rather larger than

quisitely carved on one side of it ; while on the other the piece of horn, were heated to a degree which would

side was a carved representation of a triumphal arch , soften without burning the horn . One of these was

a public building, or some other object. From these laid upon the bed of a press ; two or three pieces of

small but precious specimens Mr. Francillon was thick moistened pasteboard were laid upon it ; the

accustomed to take casts in plaster, through the me medal was placed upon the pasteboard, having tha:

dium of sulphur -moulds. His mode of procedure was sideuppermost which was to be copied , and which was

as follows :-He first encircled each bead or model oiled for that purpose ; the piece of horn was laid ,

with a border formed of paper or pasteboard, and polished side downwards, upon the medal ; and at the

rising to a greater height than the most prominent top of all was placed the other heated plate of iron.

part of the model. A small quantity of sulphur was the press was then worked gradually, first to bring

ihen melted in a suitable vessel, and brought to that the various pieces into close contact, then to press

condition where it assumes a thick consistency and a them on one another with a slight force ; and then, as

brown colour ; then , allowing it to cool down to the the horn became softened by the heated iron plates, to

limpid state of a liqnid (which is one of the peculiari- make the pressure powerful. By this softening and

ties of this substance ), it was poured into the cell con- pressure, the substance of the born was driven into all

taining the model, the latter having been previously the minute devices of the medal ; and in order to re

oiled to prevent adhesion . When cold the sulphur tain the effect thus produced, the pressure was con

was removed from the pasteboard border, the model | tinued for twenty-four or thirty hours. When the

was taken out of it, and it then formed a mould of the plates and the horn had been thus allowed to cool gra.

object. From this mould casts were taken in plaster dually, and to remain under pressure so long, the horn

of Paris. It was moistened with a mixture of oil and wasfound to assume the form of a hollow mould of the

rum , and was encompassed by a pasteboard border, as medal, sharp and well defined ; specimens have been

the model had before been . A mixture was then described , in which the hair and other extremely

made of fine new plaster of Paris and raw terra sienna, minute details of a medal have thus been copied in

brought to a liquid state by thin gum -water ; and this born with the utmost exactness and delicacy. From a

being poured gently into the mould, it was blown horn mould, thus made, casts could be taken in

strongly upon , in order to make it fill the hollows and plaster.

drive out all the air-bubbles. When the plaster had Impressions of medals are occasionally taken in glue.

becomehard , the rim of cardboard was removed, and to effect this, a little isinglass glue is melted with

replaced by another of greater thickness, which formed brandy, and poured thinly over the medal, so as to

a permanent strengthening rim for the plaster casi . Ia cover its whole surface. This is allowed to reinain for

this way all the beads of the rosary were imitated. a day or two, by which time it becomes thoroughly dry

Plaster casts of medals are sometimes taken from and hardened , and when taken from the medal, the

plaster moulds. In this case the mould requires to be filin of glue presents a fine, clear, thin, and hard copy

very plentifully oiled, in order to yield a clear and fine of the medal, somewhat similar in appearance to a

cast ; and even when quite saturated with oil , it does piece of talc. A copy from the medal, made in this

not always preventadhesion between the mould and way, is not calculated to serve as a mould from which

the cast. The following has been recommended as one further impressions may be taken, but formsin itself

mode of preventing this adhesion, viz. to dip the plaster the duplicate of the medal . Glue moulds are, however,

mould into melted wax, and allow it to remain till the occasionally made, formed of the common glue, and

wax has well penetrated into the plaster ; then , when poured on the medalin the same manner as sulphur or

about to be used , the surface of the mould is to be plaster would be, so as to lie on the medal in a consider

moistened with wax dissolved in spirit of turpentine ; able body ; this method is serviceable when the object

and after a lapse of a quarter of an hour, the mould to be copied is much under-cut, and therefore requires

will be ready for the reception of the plaster. considerable elasticity in the substance of the mould in

A mould of wax is for many purposes deemed pre- | order that the object inay be removed from it.
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Casts from moulds are made occasionally of bread . posited by the electro process, yet as a valuable modal

For this purpose a piece is taken froin the “ crumb” or might be injured in the process,it is generally prefiried

inner part of a new loaf, and thoroughly kneaded in the to make the mould of wax , plaster , or some otherma

hand, till it acquires a consistency soft enough to take terial, in the way before described ; and then to take a

an impression , but not so soft as to adhere to the medal. cast from this by the electric agency.

In this state it is pressed carefully on the medal so as When the mouldfor copying is prepared, it is coated

to come in contact with it in every part ; and after- with a fine and delicate layer of black -lead, and is in

terwards the bread is cut into any convenient form . that state fitted to be introduced into the apparatus.

Some years ago a fashion was in vogue for making A film of copper gradually forms on the mould, and

bread seals by these means ; but the mode is a very this film may be increased to any desired thickness

imperfect one. by allowing the action to continue for a sufficient time.

By far the most valuable and important method of On separating the copper from the mould, the former

copying a medal is that which has recently arisen from is found to be an exact counterpart of the original

the astonishing discoveries in electro-metallurgy . medal, having all the lines, projections, and cavities

Here no press is required, nor a crucible or furnace, which distinguished the medal." Indeed , it results

and yet the most beautiful copies of medals may be from the nature of the process, that no other mode of

procured in gold , silver, copper, and several other copying can approach so near as this to absolute cor

metals. Thescientific principles on which the method rectness.

rests are too complicated to be dwelt on fully here, but So rapidly has this new and interesting art pro

few explanations may suffice . gressed, that the necessary apparatus is now prepared

When cheinical bodies are brought to act on each on a very economical scale, and sold at prices to suit

other under certain conditions, a galvanic current is the varying means of the experimenters. At the shops

exccasioned, which, some years ago, was regarded only of the philosophical instrument-makers, and at the

as a scientific phenomenon, but has now become avail Polytechnic Institution, sinall sets of apparatus are

able as a motive power for telegraphs, clocks, car. sold, accompanied by cheap directions for managing

riages, and other contrivances. Thus, if a piece of cop- this very pretty process.

per and a piece of zinc be dipped into weak acid, and

they be connected by a piece of dry wire, the difference ON THE TERMS STANDARD , STERLING,

of the action of the acid on the two metals gives rise to AND CARAT.

a current of electricity. From this germ successive It is perhaps generally known, though not uni

stages of improvement have resulted, one of which versally, that the current coins of the realın are not

consists in making the current deposit a thin layer of made of pure gold or silver; since the silver coins

metal in the course of its circuit, and thus has arisen contain a little copper, while the gold coins contain a

the new art of electro-metallurgy . little silver or copper, or both mixed. The mainte

One form of the apparatus now employed, applicable nance of a given relation between the quantity of the

to the copying of medals, will give a sufficient idea of cheap metal and of the costly metal , under the name

the general character of the arrangement. A cylindric of the standard , is connected with some interesting

cal vessel is provided, in which is placed a smaller cy- points in the past history of English coiriage.

lindrical vessel, made of porous earthenware. In the If coins were made of pure gold or pure silver, they

outer vessel is placed a solution of a metallic salt ; in the would be too flexible to bear the wear to which they

inner one is a piece of zinc, immersed in a weak acid are afterwards subjected ; and hence the practice of

solution . The medal or object from which the impres- mixing with them a certain proportion of harder

sion is to be taken , is fastened at one end of a piece of metal, which is called alloy or allay. In all regular

wire, the other end of which is attached to the piece of governments there has been a standard for coins fixed

zincwithin the inner vessel. Here is the whole appa- by law ; and this standard is so expressed as to indicate

ratus, for nothing more is necessary to induce the ge- the proportionsbetween the respective metals em

neration of an electrical current, which current causes ployed . Thus the legal standard for gold coin in

the deposition on the medal of a thin film of metal from England is expressed by the fraction t , or more com

the solution in the outer vessel .
monly 1. This implies that out of every twenty-four

There are two points to be here taken into consider- parts by weight of standard gold coin, twenty -two

ation; viz. , the nature of the metallic solution,and the consist of pure gold, and the remaining two of

nature of the substance on which the precipitation alloy (generally silver and copper mixed ). In the

customary language of goldsmiths, refiners, and bullion

If the metal to be deposited is copper ( the most usual dealers, standard gold is said to be “ twenty-twocarats

in cominon experiments) the solution employed is that fine, ” a phrase somewhat unintelligible to other per

of a sulphateof copper; and the galvanic action ,by sons, butwhich is to be understood as follows: - “ Fine”

separating the copper from the sulphuric acid, with may be taken as equivalent to " pure ," and implying

which it is combined, deposits the former on the medal pure orunadulterated gold ; and the “ twenty-two” as

or other object contained in the solution. Most of the implying that there are twenty -two parts of pure or

other metals, in order to be deposited in a similar man- " fine” gold in twenty-four parts of the standard . But

ner by galvanism , require more delicacy of manage the term “ carat” has a little history of its own, rather

ment than is consistent with familiar experiments ; curious in its character.

but success has been attained with gold, silver, platinum , The carat ( or, as it is sometimes spelled ,caract, carract,

rhodium , nickel, iron , tin , lead , antimony, and several carrat, karract,and karrat) is both a real weight and an

imaginary weight. In the former sense it is the

As to the substance on which the deposit takes place, weight used in weighing diamonds, pearls, and pre
this

may either be the metal itself, or a mould taken cious stones ; it is equal to about oth part of a truy

from the medal; and this would may be of wax, or ounce, or to about 34 troy grains; it is divided into

stearine, or plaster of Paris, orofmany other substances. halves, and these halves into quarters or grains ; while

But, in the latter case, there must be some kind of the grains themselves are so subdivided as to yield the

metallic surface given to it, or the deposition will not eighth , the sixteenth, and the thirty -second parts of a

take place. If the cast istobean exactcopy of the carat, so importantis a minute differenceof weight in

medal, there must, of course be a mould first made; precious stones . In the other sense of the word carat,

although this mould might itself be made of metal, de - lit expresses the degree of fineness of gold, and is

takes place.

other metals.
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therefore imaginary so far as ieal weight is concerned, of 313. In Ireland, however, the standard has varied

since it expresses proportion, without reference to the to a most extraordinary degree, insomuch that there

quantity tested . The whole mass of gold, whether it has been occasionally more than three times as much

be a pennyweight, an ounce, or a pound, is supposed copper as silver in the so-called silver coins, or is,that

to be divided into twenty- four parts or carats ; this is, only 58 parts of pure silver in 240 of standard.

twenty -four is placed as the denoininator of a fraction, The variation of the standard may or may not be

of which the numerator expresses the number of dishonest, according to the attendant circumstances .

parts of pure gold . Pure gold is considered as 34, or As the copper is added to the silver, and the copper

twenty-four carats fine." The melters at the Mint and silver added to the gold , merely for the pur

l.ave a curious series of terms to represent the frac- pose of making the coins inore durable, any prin

tional part of these carats ; but it may be sufficient to portion may be adopted which is deemed must

say that one -fourth of the carat is called a grain . In durable, provided the coin is to circulate universaliy

Germany the carat is divided into twelve parts ; and in throughout the country at a fixed and recognised

France into thirty -two. value, depending on the amount of precious metal in

The origin of the name carat is rather singular. it . But if a needy or unscrupulous sovereign tato

Mr. Ruding, in his · Annals of the Coinage,' quotes pered with the standard for bis own purposes, he did

Bruce as an authority for this origin ; and on referring ihat which was a positive fraud on his subjects ; and

to Bruce's · Abyssinia , ' we find the following details. such a project has been resorted to in many countries

He gives a plate of an Abyssinian plant called the in times of trouble.

kuara, and thus describes it : - " This beautiful tree is ( To be continued .)

the production of the south and south -west parts of

Abyssinia. It is very frequent, and , with the ebony,
Great Men and Nutional Greatness.-Twice in history lias

almost the only wood of the province of Kuara, of there beenwitnessed the struggle of the highest individual genius

which it bears the name ; indeed in all Fazuclo,Nuba, against the resources and institutions of a great nation; and in

both cases the nation has been victorious. For seventeen years
and Guba , and the countries where there is gold . It Haunibal strove against Rome ; for sixteen years Napoleot

is bere designed in its natural size , both leaves , Buor.aparte stroveagainst England : the efforts of the first ended

flowers, and fruit ; the whole so plainly, that it is in Zaina, those of the second in Waterloo. True it is, as

needless to descant upon its particular parts, well Polybius has said, that Hannibal was supported by the zealous

known to naturalists. It is what they call a corallo- exertions of Carthage; and the strength of the opposition to his

dendron , probably from the colour of its flowers or of policy has been very possibly exaggerated by the Roman writers.

its fruit, both equal in colour to coral. Its fruit is a But the zeal of liis country in the contest, as Polybius himself

red bean , with a black spot in the middle of it, which remarks in another place, was itself the work of his family.

is enclosed in a round capsula,orcovering of a woody Never did greatmen more show themselves the living spirit ofa

nature, very tough and hard . This bean seems to have nation than Hamilcar, and Hasdrubal, and Hannibal, during

beenin theearliest ages used for a weight of gold thage. It is not then merely through our ignorance of the

a period of nearly fifty years, approved themselves to be to Car

among the Shangalla, where that metal is found, all internal state of Carthage that Hannibal stands so prominent in

over Africa , and by repeated experiments I have all our conceptions of the second Punic war: he was really its

found that, from the time of its being gathered, it moving and directing power ; and the energy of his country was

varies very little in weight, and may perhaps have been but a light reflected from his own. History therefore gathers

the very best choice that therefore could have been itself into his single person : in that vast tempest, which from

made between the collectors and the buyers of gold . North and South, from the West and the East, broke upon Italı,
I have said this tree is called kuara, which signifies we see nothing but Hannibal. . . As Hanuibal utterly eclipses

the sun . The bean is called carat, from which is de- Carthage, so, on the contrary, Fabius, Marcellus, Claudia

rived the manner of esteeming gold as so many carats Nero, even Scipio bimself, are asnothing when compared to the

fine: From the gold country in Africa it passed to spirit, and wisdom , and power of Rome. The Senate, which

India, and there came to be the weight of precious defeat,“ because hehad not despaired of the Commonweal'd."

stones, especially diamonds; so that to this day in and which disdained either to solicit, or to reprove, or to

India we hear it commonly spoken of gold or dia- threaten, or in any way to notice the twelve colonieswhich del

monds, that they are of so many carats fine or weight. refused their accustomed supplies of men for the army, is far

I have seen these beans, likewise from the West India more to be honoured than the conqueror of Zama. This we

Islands: they are just the same size, but, asfar asI shouldthe more carefully bearin mind, because ourtenuerer

know , are not yet applied to any use there . ” (“ Travels, ' is to adınire individual greatness far more than national; auxl as

vol . v . , p. 65.)
no single Roman will bear comparison with Hannibal, we art

In the standard for silver coins the word carat is not apt to murmur at the event of the contest, and to think that the

often used . The proportion which the pure silver victory wasawarded to the least worthy of the combatants. Ou

bears to the whole weight is that of 222 to 240 , or 37 the contrary, never was the wisdom of God's providence more

to 40; that is, there are three partsof copperalloy to manifest than in the issue ofthe struggle between Romeand

thirty-seven parts of pure silver, in forlyparts of Carthage. It was clearly for the good of mankind thatHannibal

standard silver. It is a very remarkable circumstance, gress of the world. For great inen can only actpermaneutly

and illustrative of the permanency of some of our com- by forming great nations; and no one man , even though it were

inercial usages, that this was the precise standard for Hannibal himself, can in one generation effect sach a work .
silver adopted in England more than six hundred years But where the nation has been merely enkindled for a while by

ago, in the reigns of John and of Edward I. There a great man's spirit , the light passes away with bim who com,
was a silver coinage for Ireland in the reign of Edward municated it ; and the nation , wben he is gone, is like a dead

III . , when the standard was reduced from 3 to go , body, to which magic power had for a moment given an uona

that is, there was a smaller quantity of pure silver tural life ; when the charm has ceased , the body is cold and stiff
than before by id in a given weightof the standard . as before. He who grieves over the battleof Zama should carry

But this was recovered ; and, much to the honour of

on his thoughts to a period thirty years later, when Hannibal

the country, the standard of silver remained untouched must in the course of nature have been dead,andconsiderbow

throughout the troubled scenes of the subsequent to consolidate thecivilization of Greece, or by its laws and insti

the isolated Phænician city of Carthage was fitted to receive and

reigns for many centuries. From the latter end of tutions to bind together barbariansof every race and lauguage

Henry VIII.'s reign to the beginning of that of Eliza- into an organized empire, and prepare them for becoming, when

beth, the standard was in a lower state ; but it reco- that empire was dissolved, the free members of the common

vered again in England, and reached its old proportion wealth of Christian Europe.- ArnoldsHistory of Rome.
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( Behnes' Seven Ages.)

THE SEVEN AGES.
taloon has “ shrunk sbanks ; " and the last age of all is

“ second childishness.”

The above drawing has been made froma sculpture The artist, in the work before us, has avoided these

in marble, in low relief, by Mr. Behnes. It is a repre- degrading circumstances, which Jacques, in the indul .

sentation of seven successive stages of human life - not gence of his satirical taste, has introduced. The state

strictly the Seven Ages of Shakspere, but obviously of infancy is here shown by four figures, two of which,

modelled from the masterly sketches of the poet, with encircled by a mantle, are almost helpless, while the

such alterations as the artist deemed necessary to give other two are playfully blowing bubbles. Two boys,

something of classic dignity to the representation,and one of whom is drawing geometrical figures which the

such allegorical additions as were required to make other is contemplating, represent the schoolboy age.

the subject intelligible, and to fill the circular space in The lover is apparently in a sort of waking dream , the

which the groups are enclosed . little winged Cupid who sits upon his shoulder having

Jacques, in Shakspere's ' As you like it, ' whose gra- no doubt suggested to his imagination the vision of

phic descriptions have supplied the groundwork of that lovely and loosely-draped female who is smiling

Mr. Behnes' composition, is a humorist of very pecu . behind him , and whose perfections he seems to be

liar character, habitually disposed to dwell on the un- endeavouring to immortalize in a sonnet. The war

dignified, the ludicrous, and the degrading circum- rior, in an attitude of excitement, with a short sword

stances of human life, rather than on those of a more in his right hand and a banner in his left, fills the

elevated and ennobling character. In his description , centre of the composition. A dead body is at his feet,

the infant is “ mewling and puking ;" the schoolboy is while , over his head, Fame, with outspread wings, is

“whining," and "creeping like snail unwillinglý to proclaiming his deeds through her trumpet, holding

school;" the lover has made “ a woful ballad to his at the same timea wreath of laurel with which she is

mistress' eyebrow ; " the soldier is " bearded like a about to crown him . The justice is here a dignified

pard;" the justice has a " fair round belly ;" the pan- figure, apparently a judge, in senatorial robes, with a

No. 785 .
VOL . XIII .-2 I
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naked culprit bound at his feet, while an allegorical seventy yards broad by twelve feet high, presenting an

figure behind holds with one hand the scales of justice inclined plane to the west. This bank consists of a

and with the other the fasces, the emblem of punish- bed of rounded chalk - fints, resting on a submarine

ment. The figure of an aged man, holding an eye- clayey base. The flints and pebbles are derived from

glass, by the aid of which he appears to be poring over the waste of the Hordwell cliffs to the westward . In

an ancient manuscript, is substituted for that of the the great storm of November, 1824 , this bank was

pantaloon, with " spectacles on nose," as the repre: moved bodily forwards for foriy yards towards the

sentative of the sixth age. The “ last scene of all," north -east ; and certain piles, which served to mark

that of extreme age and decrepitude, completes the the boundaries of two manors, were found after the

artist's circle of human existence, the helplessness of storm on the opposite side of the bar. A still more

old age and of infancy being thus brought into juxta- remarkable accumulation of shingle is the Chisel bank,

position . which connects Portland with ihe mainland . This

As the subjects of the composition have no reference consists of a ridge of shingle about seventeen milesin

to anyparticular period or nation, the artist has very length by a quarter of a mile broad ; and the pebbles

properly avoided the introduction of costume , except with which it is formed are chiefly flinty,all lousely

in one or two instances, in which it would perhaps thrown together, and rising to the height of from

have been better omitted. The warrior, for example, twenty to thirty feet above the ordinary high-water

is sufficiently indicated without the helmet, which, as mark . This shingle rests on a ledge of rocks situated

the rest of the body is uncovered, seems to be unneces- at a depth of only afew yards beneath the surface of

sary, especially as Fame thus appears to be about to the sea ; and this ledge oubtless formed a barrier

place the wreath on the helmet, instead of the head. against which the shingle has accumulated.

The book under the arm of the naked boy looks oddly, Mr. Palmer points out three kinds of movements 10

and might very well have been omitted, the attitude which the shingle is subjected, and which, together or

of attention of oneof the boys to the figures drawn separate, have led to the partial blocking up ofmany

by the other clearly enough'indicating that they are harbours on the southern coast. In the first, the sea

students. heaps up or accumulates the loose pebbles againstthe

The artist, we think, would have pleased more if he shore; in the second , the sea breaks down the accumui

had been less ambitious to exhibit his skillby the display lations previously made ; and in the third, the sea

of the naked form , the disposition of someof the drapery removes or carries forward the pebbles in a horizontal

which a sense of propriety has compelled him to intro- direction . The three may therefore be characterized

duce being unnatural , and therefore ungraceful. The as accumulation , disruption, and progression .

grouping is well arranged, and the composition as a Supposing the shingle to be lying along the shore,

whole is very creditable to the artist, but is hardly the first movement to which it is subjected is to be

sufficiently marked by originality of character or dis- driven obliquely forward, rather up the shore and

tinctness and power of expression to place the work in rather eastward. It is believed that the waves offect

the highest class of art. the greater part of this movement, and not currents.

Every breaker is seen to drive before it the loose mia.

THE MOVEMENT OF SHINGLE-BEACHES.
terials which it meets ; these are thrown up on the

inclined plane of the shore on which they rest, and in

THERE are a few interesting circumstances connected a direction corresponding generally with that of the

with the shingles or pebbly beaches so extensively spread breaker. Most of the winds on the southern coast are

along the south coast of England. Every water -side from the south-west, and the waves thus generated

visitor knows something of these — thatthey are formed throw up the shingle in a north -east direction . In

of rounded and water-worn pebbles of various sizes; most cases it has been observed , that the finer particles

that they slope very gently towards the sea ; that they descend the whole distance with the returning breaker ,

occur sometimes on a flat coast and sometimes between unless accidentally deposited in some interstices; but

the cliffs and the sea ; and that they are more or less the larger pebbles return only a part of the distance;

washed by every tide. But it is not so generally and it is further observed that the distance to which

known how these shingle- beaches interfere with the each pebble returns bears some relation to its dimen

ports and harbours on the southern coast. Mr. Palmer sions : this indicates the process of accumulation. In

communicated a paper to the Philosophical Transac- other instances, depending on the wind, it is found that

tions in 1834, which gives instructive details on this pebbles of every dimension return with the breakers

point. which forced them upthe beach , and that these are ac

It appears that the whole of the shingle has a gene- coinpanied also by others which had been previously

ral eastward movement along the south coast ofEng- deposited , but which are in some cases disturbed by

land, that is from Cornwall onward towards Kent. the waves ; and by a continued repetition of the

The currents and tides which flow in from the Atlantic breakers acting in this manner, the whole of the

drive this shingle before them , and heap it up on the shingle previously accumulated is immersed below the

shore, where it gets gradually shifted along from west surface of the water : this indicates the process of dis

to east. These pebbles consist of fragments which ruption.

have been broken from off the cliffs, or have been Mr. Palmer thus explains how it is that the larger

brought down by the rivers, and which have become pebbles are driven higher up the beach than the

rounded by the action of the water. The more they smaller. We may consider the beach to be an inclined

are worn, the smaller they become, and hence arise all plane, with the waves flowing towards it in an angular

varieties of size from grains of sand up to large stones. direction, say from the south-west. The waves carry

Sometimes the shingle merely lies along the coast, with them pebbles of various sizes obliquely up this

forming the well-known “ beach ” of our southern inclined plane ; and when at the summit, each wave

watering places ; while in other cases, through the breaks partly into spray, which is dispersed in all

action of particular currents, or the contour of the directions; another part is absorbed ; while the re.

coast, they become grouped up in enormous masses. mainder flows back again in a shallow form , which

For instance, the western end of the channel which rapidly diminishes in its depth ; so that the pebbles are

divides the Isle of Wight from Hampshire, called the soon leftexposed,and do not returnthe wbole distance

Solent, iscrossed for more than two-thirds of its width with the water, but are left atrestat a higher level

by the shingle-bank of Hurst Castle, which is about than that from whence their motion commenced. With
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the rise of the tiile, the striking force becomes similarly proceeding undertaken by the South -castern Railway

elevated ; and the pebble is driven farther up the Company, this kind of action had been exhibited.

shore in an oblique direction, not falling to so low a Originally the shingle travelled along the line of cliff

depth as that from which it had risen . A pebble of in the ordinary way ; but groins or walls were built

smaller dimensions will be driven upward and onward out from the face of the cliffs under the hope of driving

in the sameway, but to a smaller distance ; because, the shingle out into deep water. The accumulation,

from its surface being greater in proportion to its however, immediately commenced , and continued

weight, and from its remaining longer immersed in until the angle between the barriers and the cliffs was

the declining wave, on account of its smaller bulk, it quite choked up ; after which the shingle travelled

will descend farther with the retreating wave. A onward as before, and rendered the harbour more and

pebble of yet smaller size would sink yet farther more shallow and useless.

with the retreating wave ; from which it follows that, Mr. Palmer thinks that the movement of this

in a general way, the larger pebbles travel faster shingle, and the consequent injury to the harbours on

07wards and upwards than the smaller. It has been the southern coast of England , cannot be arrested by

observed by those who attend to the subject, thatwhen any local attempt at one particular spot. but must

this action of the waves has continued equally through result from rather an extensive and combined system

a tide, the pebbles are left in tolerably regular order of operations. “ The great objects in view must be

according to their dimensions, the largest being attained, first, by securing permanently such accumu

uppermost, and the smallest at the bottom of the lations asare necessary for the protection of land from

beach . the action of the sea , or useful by their addition to its

Mr. Palmer has found that the heaps of shingle on a surface ; and, secondly, by facilitating and inciting the

beach are either accumulated or destroyed according progressive motion of that superfluous quantity from

to the rapidity with which the waves or breakers suc whence the evils complained of are derived ; and

ceed each other. When less than eight breakers follow therefore the uninterrupted and permanent welfare of

in a minute, the accumulative action which we have the numerous harbours which communicate with the

just described goes on ; but when they are as rapid as sca , through the extensive tract of the shingle - beach,

ten in a minute , the waves, instead of accumulating is dependent more as a system of management along

more pebbles on the beach , wash away those which the coast than upon particular devices adapted exclu

bad before been accumulated . This curious result is sively to each separate case .".

thus explained : that although these rapid waves be Mr. Babbagc, in his · Bridgewater Treatise,' notices

come dispersed and broken in the same way as the a remarkable feature observable in shingle-beaches,

slower ones, yet they follow in such rapid succession , of ripple marks, or undulations somewhat resembling

that cach wave rides over its predecessor while on its the ruffled surface of water acted on by a gentle

return, and thus produces a continual downward cur- breeze. These, according to his explanation, are a

rent which carries with it thc pebbles that were dis- consequence of one fluid flowing over another heavier

turbed . The pebbles are not removed far below the than itself. He traces the same action in the heavens,

line of low water, and are driven up again when the and thinks that a “ mackerel sky' is an example of

waves become less rapid . Mr. Palmer observed facts ripple, caused by the passage of a current of air above

in 1833 which seemed to agree with these views. A or below a thin stratum of cloud , exciting a frictior.

rapid succession of waves for five successive tides which raises the surface of the cloud into ripples or

washed away large heaps of shingle which had accu undulations. The ripple on the surface of water is

mulated near Folkstone ; while the next four tides, occasioned by the friction of air passing over it.

less violent in respect to the rapidity of the waves. When a gentle breeze strikes the surface of the water

restored the accumulations. The same thing was ob- at a slight inclination , it raises a small wave, which

served at Dover and at Sandgate. will extend in undulations to a great distance . This

Whether the action of the waves is such as to accu first ware, being raised above the general surface, will

mulate the shingle upon the beach, or to destroy accu- protect that part of the water immediately beyond it

paulations previously made, it is found that there is a from thefulleffect ofthe wind , which will therefore

general motion from west to east along the southern again strike upon the water at a little distance; and ,

coast of England . Hence there is a liability of har- this, concurring with the undulation, will tend to pro

buurs being choked up when these shingle-banks ap- duce another small wave, and thus again new waves

proach . To keep off this evil, it has been customary will be produced .

10 erect groins jutting out from the shore on the The ripple -marks on sand are similarly explained

Western side of such harbours. These groins are a by considering water to be the lighter fluid, and loose

fortof palisading , formied of piles and wooden planks, wet sand the heavier fluid ; the former flowing over

or of faggots staked down ; they jut out from the shore | the latter. But in this casc the ripple-marksdo not

to the distance of a few yards, and are intended either disappear when the cause ceases to act, as they do

to break the force of the waves or to retard the pro- when formed by air on the surface of water; they con

gress of the shingle. Many such are to be seen along stitute the marks which we observe when the tide has

the coast near Folkstone. The circumstances which receded from a flatsandy shore. If, after the forma

regulate the motion of the pebbles have not been very tion of ripple-marks at the bottom of a shallow sea,

generally attended to ; and it was part of Mr. Palmer's some adjacent river or current deposit upon them the

object to showthat the erection of groins or piers mud which itholds in suspension , then theformer

getting out into the sea could not permanently arrest marks will be preserved, and new ripple-marke may

the progress of the shingle towards the harbours. appear above them . There are sand-hills near Etaples

If a wall or picr be extended from the shore into in France, wbich contain ripple-marks on a large

the sea,its effect in the first instance istoimpede and scale ;they are crescent-shaped hillocks, many of

prevent the progressive movement; and the shingle which are inore than a hundred feet high ; the height

accumulates up against the pier until the angle formed is greatest in the middle of the crescenis, declining

by the pier and the line of the shore is occupied ;and towardsthe points ; andtheslope on theinnersideof

thepier being no longer an impediment to thepro- the crescent, which is remote from the prevailing

gressive motion, that motion is again restored, and the direction of the winds, is much more rapid ' than that

general mass proceeds as if no impediment had ex on wliich it strikes.

isted . At the harbour of Folkstone, before the recent

2 1 2
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( Bleak Hall.)

RAMBLES FROM RAILWAYS. ivy, imparts quite a rusticity of character to the neigh

bourhood . There is a very fine view from the church
THE LEA.-No. VI .

yard .

It was at Edmonton that John Gilpin and his wife Returning to the Middlesex side of the Lea me

should have dined. A painting of John Gilpin's ride speedily arrive at the long straggling hamlet of Tot

is fixed outside a public-house in the town, and the tenham , the western extremityof which is called

house is commonly known as “ Gilpin's Bell ;" but we | Tottenham High Cross, from a structure that stands

believe it is not the original Bell . It is not, however, on the east side of the high road . According to Lysons

without its associations. This is the house to which ( Environs of London ,' iii . 518), Tottenham High

Charles Lamb used to accompany any of his friends Cross is mentioned in the Court Roll,' in 1546. It

who visited him, on their return ; and here he used to appears to have been originally a wooden cross, covered

take a parting -cup, generally of porter, with them . with lead ; this becoming decayed and rotten, was

All who have read Talfourd's ' Life of Lamb ' will taken down by DeanWood, about 1600 , who erected

remember two or three pleasant anecdotes connected on its site an octangular brick column, terminatingill

with the custom . a pyramid . This still remains, but in 1809 it was

About a mile from Edmonton, by the side ofthe repaired by subscription , and covered with stucco and

Lea, at a place called Cook's Ferry, stands Bleak Hall, gothicised." It is at Tottenham that we first make

the house to which Piscator took his scholar, and the acquaintance of the characters in the Complete

which was then “ an honest ale-house where might be Angler,' and the cross is several times spoken of in

found a cleanly room , lavender in the windows, and the course of the work. What a treat it must have

twenty ballads stuck about the wall ; with a hostess been to be greeted by the happy old man with a

both cleanly , and handsome,and civil .” The old house “ welcome to Tottenham High Cross,” and with him

is nearly all gone ; the building at the right of our to “rest ourselves in this sweet shady arbour (alas!

engraving being the only portion left, and that,though there is none such now at Tottenham Cross) wbich

by no means modern, hardly appears so old as Walton's Nature herself has woven with her own fine fingers ;

time. The present public-house stands by the towing- it is such a contexture of woodbines, sweetbrier, jessa

path on a cut of the Lea ; and the landlady of it told us mine, and myrtle, and so interwoven, as will secure us

that the old Bleak Hall was pulled down several years both from the sun's violent heat, and from the ap

back, when they built the house they now inhabit . proaching shower ; and being sat down" 10 partake

That portion of the old bouse left standing was a with him of “ a bottle of sack, milk, oranges, and sugar,

kitchen,with aroom over it (ascended by a staircase which all put together makea drink likenectar,indeed.

outside), called the " fishermen's locker,” from its too good for any but us anglers :" and then hear him

having been used asa locker for their tackle. If not proclaim his delight in simple rural enjoyment, in such

the place Izaak Walton refers to, it must long have lines as these

been a like hostel for Lea fishermen . The evidence “ Abused * mortals, did you know

appears to tell againstits identity, but tradition is Where joy , hearts-ease, and comforts grow,

strong in its favour.* The road past Bleak Hall leads
You'd scorn proud towers,

And seek them in these bowers ;
up to Chingford , a village beautifully situated on the

Where winds sometimes our woods perhaps may shake,
edge of Epping Forest, with one of the prettiest and

most rural churches near London . It stands on an
But blustering care could never tempest make,

Nor murmurs e'er come nigh us,

elevation, and from its form , and being covered with
Saving offountains that glide by us."

* It is generally called Bleak Hall, and is pointed out and Farewell , Izaak ! We here quit the last place assa

engraved in Sir H. Nicholas's Notes to the Complete Angler,' ciated with thy name, and we have spoken of thee so

and elsewhere, as the original Bleak Hall of Izaak'; but, unless much that we must not more than allude to thee again,

he made a slip of the pen, it cannot be so ; for in the conversa- lest even thy pleasant name become wearisome. We

tiou on the night spent there (chap. v.), Peter says, “ Coridon have known thee long, and talked inuch of thee;

and I will go upthewater towards Ware," “ And myscholar henceforth our acquaintance must be confined to

and I, " replies Piscator, “ will godown towards Waltham ; ' ourselves.

whereas this is some miles below Waltham . Waltou's Bleak

Hall was probably somewhere about Broxbourne; most likely not either hand to call us away from it again forsome
Let us return to our stream ; and there is nought on

far from Want's Inn . In Major's edition of the Complete time. Theriveris here very beautiful, and especially

Angler' the Rye-house is figured as Bleak Hall, but neither as

respecte situation,norinanyway,does it answerto thedescrip- after passing Tottenham Mill,theold course of the

tion . 1, 6. deceived.
*
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Lea affords manya charming little picture. An old an inquiry taken before Robert de Retford andHenry

pollard willow with an angler under its shadow - a Spigurnell, the king's justices in the year 1303, ' the

few cows, perhaps, standing in the water, and enjoy- jurors decided upontheir oath , that at the time when

ing with philosophic quiescence the cooling luxury- Matilda,* the good queen of England , lived , the road

perchance a punt in the middle of the river - a bright from London to Essex was by a place called the Old

blue sky over head, reflected with a softened lustre in Ford, where there was no bridge, and during great

the clear stream - an abundance of yellow water-lilies inundations, was so extremely dangerous, that many

at our feet - and the low banks decked with all gay passengers lost their lives ; which coming to the good

flowers - these are the materials of the picture ; and queen's ears, she caused the road to be turned where

he who has not hisheart gladdened as hegazes on them it now is , namely , between the towns of Stratford and

has yet to learn that there are things in heaven and Westham ; and of her bounty caused the bridges and

earth not dreamtof in his philosophy. Walton was road to be made." " The bridge afterwards fell into

not one of these : ruins and remained in a dangerous state, " till Queen

“ The meanest flow'ret of the vale ,
Elinor of her bounty ordered it to be repaired, com

The simplest note that swells the gale,
mitting the charge of it to William de Capella, keeper

The common sun, the air, the skies,
of her chapel.” Bow Bridge was much raised in ihe

To him were opening Paradise . " centre, so much that the name of the place, Stratford

le-Bow, is said to have arisen from its form . It was a

And only such as, in a measure, can participate in curious old bridge, more curious pohaps than old

these feelings and sympathies are fitted to wander London Bridge, and being narrow and without a foot

along Izaak Walton's Lea.
path ,a wooden foot-bridge was affixed to one side of

Near Lea Bridge, the Ultima Thule of incipient | it. Chaucer mentions Stratford - le- Bow in the pro

cockney fishermen, is the Horse and Groom , the logue to his · Canterbury Tales :'

favourite fishing -house of those of maturity in the

gentle art. The grounds are picturesque, and the
“ Frenche she spake full fayre and fetisly,

waters well stocked with fish . The fishery along the

After the scole of Stratford atte Bowe,

For Frenche of Paris was to hire unknowe."

Lea is carefully preserved, with the exception of two

or three intervening spots, from Ware to Temple Bowchurch, which stands in the centre of the road on

Mills; and let out forthe most part to the personswho the London side of the bridge, is an ancient edifice,

rent the several public- houseson its banks. From having been erected in the early part of the fourteenth

these the angler obtains permission to ply his cunning, century; It was thoroughly repaired a few years back ;

on payment of a yearly subscription ; the occasional before the reparation its appearance was most venera

angler pays by the day. By Lea bridge the East Lon - ble . It is still an interesting structure.

don Water Company have an engine-house, and a

canal runs from it, parallel to the towing path of the

Lea, to their works at Old Ford , a distance of about

three miles. A little on our right is Low Layton, by

some supposed (as we mentioned before ) to be the

Roman Durolitum , from which its name has been

thought to be corrupted: but its name is plainly

derived from that of the river. In the church is a

monument to John Strype the antiquary, who died at

the ripe old age of ninety -four ; having been curate or

minister of Layton (" without institution or induction ,"

as Morant is careful to tell us) above sixty - eight years.

He was an unwearying writer, having published thir

teen folio and several octavo volumes on antiquities,

besides others on divinity. John Bowyer the celebrated

printer was also buried here.

Following our river in its windings along the mea

dows,we pass the White-house fishery and soon reach

Temple Mills, between which and Bromley are the

channels spoken of above as being, in the opinion of

Spelman, Hawkins, and others, those made by Alfred

when he altered the course of the Lea. Theyhave all [ Tottenham High Cross.]

the appearance of being artificial, and sohave those

about Waltham; is there any reason why both should
After leaving Bow our river flows past Bromley,

not have been formed by him ? whose church, situated at a very short distance from

A mile or two further brings us to Old Ford, so that of Bow, is a little countrified building. Butby

called from the ancient road into Essex having here this time our river has ceased to be either picturesque

crossed the Lea. The works and basins of the East or interesting :lime-kilns, calico-printing and chemi

London Water Company are situated here andcover cal works, and distilleries are the most prominent

an enormousextent of ground . On the road by the objects along its banks; and however useful these may

water -works there is a tea -gardens, called Clare Hall, be, they are not agreeable to either nose or eye. The

that was formerly much frequented by London trades- walk, indeed, after passing Bromley-mills is pretty

men ; a machine with painted figuresbeing provided theThames with its shipping and Shooters' Hill as a

for their amusement,which was described by itscon- back- ground, serving to produce somerather striking

triver as a mill forgrindingold people young. But pictures.
But we must pass onwards ; our river is

We suppose the march of intellect has lowered the crossed near Blackwall by an excellent iron bridge ;

reputation of this miller . Not long after passing the and , leaving the East India Docks a little on itsright,

water-workswe cometo Bow Bridge, a neat granite it soon unites with the Thames - having, however, first

structure, erected within thelastseven or eight years, lost its name, which it has changed for that of Bow

in the placeof anextremely old bridge, of the origin of * This is the same Matilda who built the bridge at Cobham

which wehavethe following account in Lysons :- “ At I roentioned in ouraccount of theMole, ante, p. 149.
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Creek . It enters the Thames somewhat below the diamond. The diamond is imbedded in a ball of

terminus of the Blackwall Railway, and opposite the cement, fixed at the end of a stick, that part of it being

Greenwich marshes . Here then we part with the left exposed which is to be worked . Another diamond,

LEA ; and though we have perhaps found nought in it also about to be cut, is imbedded in cement at the end

to arouse our minds to feelings of grandeur, we have of another stick ; and the two diamonds are rubbed

not wanted for that which has served to excite pleasur- against each other in a very singular manner. The

able sentiments , and to call up many agreeable associa- workman has before him on a bench a verysmall ma

tions . Wealmost, indeed , feel tempted in quitting it hogany box, on the top edge of which is a rim of steel,

to apostrophize it as did Moses Browne in his · Pisca- with two steel pins rising perpendicularly; these pins

tory Eclogues:
act as fulcia against which he holds the sticks, and he

“ Sweet stream , rubs the two diamonds very forcibly against each other

Whose scenes to solemn thoughts invite, until each one has worn awaya portion of the surface

May our calm life resemble thee, of the other . “ Diamond cut diamond," has become

Such pleasure give, so useful be ! " an adage, and it is certainly true that this gein can

only be worn away by one of its own kind . The fine

dust which is worked off in this process, and which isUSES OF THE DIAMOND IN THE ARTS .

called diamond powder, is so valuable a commodity in

The dianiond , like most other natural productions, is some of the aris, that every grain of it is preserved

applied to various uses in the arts of life, according to with scrupulous care: the workman holds the two dia

the facilities afforded by its chief qualities or charac - monds over the small box, and the powder falls on

teristics. Most of these uses, as we shall see by the perforated steel plaie, through the perforations of

following details , depend on the excessive hardness of which it falls into the lower division of the box. When

the diamond, a hardness greater than that of any other one facet has been produced on each stone in this way,

product, cither of nature or of art. It is to a series of the stones are removed from the cement, and readjusted

papers written a few years ago, by Mr. Turrell, that we in a new position, for the renewal of this slow and
shall be chicfly indebted for our notice of this subject. tedious process.

As an article of jewellery, we cannot speak of the When the facets are produced , the polishing of the

diamond as an usefui substance so much as an orna- diamond next ensues. T'he diamond is held in a inan

ment; but the very operationswhich bring the diamond ner different from that just described ; instead of being

into an ornamental form are such as illustrate the uses imbedded in cement, it is imbedded in pewter or fusible

of the diamond in other respects, so that it in some metal , to such a depth as to leave no part exposed but

measure belongs to our present purpose. When a the facet which is to be polished. The pewier is con

rough diamond, such as exists in nature, is prepared tained in a little hemispherical
cup, and together with

for ornament, it is brought into one or other of the four it forms the dop. This dop is placed, with the diamond

forms called brilliant, rose, table, and lasque. The downwards, on the surface which is to polish it. A

brilliant is held in the highest estimation, as it is the circular cast-iron plate, called a skive, about a foot in

form which shews to the greatest advantage the pecu- diameter, is first turned flat and true in a lathe, then

liar lustre of the gem ; its shape may be said to con- slightly roughened with grit stone, and then fixed to a

sist of two truncated pyramids united by one common lathe or mill so that it may rotate rapidly in a horizon

base, the upper pyramid being much more deeply tal direction . Some diamond-powder mixed with

truncated than the lower ; and the surface is cut away olive oilis spread on the upper surface of the skive,

in fucets or small flat surfacesin such a manner as to and the dop is laid on with the diamond in contact

reflect light very brilliantly. The rose diamond is the with this surface, a weight more or less heavy being

form given to those gems whose depth or thickness is pressed on it . The skive being then made to rotate,

too small to allow them to be brilliant-cut ; it is pro- the continued friction between the diamond and the

duced by giving to the surface of the diamond a series layer of diamond-powder polishes the little facet on the

of little equilateral flat surfaces or facets . The table former. The minute precautions
requisite in this pro

diamond , being still thinner than thr rose, has a flat - cess are quite remarkable .

ness of form which gave rise to the name. The lasque Thus it will be seen that in splitting, in cutting, and
is a peculiar form given to the diamond in India . in polishing the diamond, other diamonds,or fragments

Now to give these various forms to the rough dia- or powder ofdiamonds, are indispensable. The hard

mond, a laborious and skilful process of splitting, cut ness of substance which renders this necessary gives

ting, and polishing, is followed. The diamond can rise to the other uses of the diamond in the arts. For

only be rubbed or worn away by another diamond, but these purposes such stones as are too small or too badly

it may be split by other means. The splitting is coloured to be used for jewellery are appropriated ;

usually preparatory to the cutting and polishing. To they are called by the general nameof bort, and from

effect it, the diamond is fixed into a ball of cement, this bort the glass -cutters, glaziers, seal-engravers,

about the size of a walnut; the cement is formed of a dentists, copper-plate- engravers, lapidaries, china

kind of resinous substance brought from IIolland, and menders, and mathematical-instrument-makers, derive

the diainond is imbedded in it (while warm) so far as advantages which no other substance could give them.

to leave uncovered that part which is to be separated. The process of cutting glass by means of thie diamond

Another diamond , having a sharp edge , is fixed in is a curious one. Dr. Wollaston wrote a paper on

another ball of cement, and with this edge a slight gap the subject, in which he observed :-“ When we con

or notch is made in the stone to be split. Into this sider how long the diamond has been in common use

notch is placed the extreme edge of a blunt razor for the purpose of cutting glass, it is rather surprising

blade, and a smart blow with a hammer splits off the that no adequate explanation has been given of tliat

portion of diamond which projects beyond the surface renarkable property,and that even the conditions on

of the ceinent. If a notch were not first made by ano- which the effect depends have not been duly investi

ther diamond , the edge of the razor would yield with- gated . Many persons, indeed , are not aware of the

out splitting the gem ; and even with this notch the distinction that is to be drawn between scratching and

process requires much dexterity and previous ar- cutting. In the former, the surface of the glass is torn

rangement.
into a rough furrow ; in the latter, a small fissure or

Then comes the more tedious and elaborate process superficialcrack is made, which should be continued

of cutting or grinding the facets on the surface of the without interruption, from one end to the other of the
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line in which the glass is intended to be cut. The diamond-powder, to the required form , and is fixed at

skilful workman then applies a small force solely at the end of an appropriate handle. These diamond

one extremity of this line , and the crack which he forms points are sometimes very useful in etching, and also

is led by the fissure, almost with certainty, to the other. in ruling parallel lines in particular parts of a plate .

Another substance, harder than glass, possesses the Mr. Barton employed the diamond very successfully

power of scratching , in common with the diamond. as a turning-tool. On one occasion, at the request of

But the power of cutting has been thought confined to Mr. Troughton, he succeeded, by means of a small

the diamond; and it is true that its peculiar ha: dness diamond tool, in cutting from a cylindrical surface a

certainly contributes to the duration of that power." quantity not more than a twelve-thousandth part of an

The diamonds selected for this purpose are such as are inch in thickness !

in the naturally crystallized state, without having been Jewelled draw-plates for wire are another production

cut or ground by art. It is supposed that the natural which we oweto the diamond. It is pretty well known

edges which divide the planes of crystallization are that all kinds of wire are made by drawing a rod of

more calculated to cut the glass than any artificial metal through a hole somewhat smaller in diameter

edges. The actual cutting is effected only at the than itself, the metal being squeezed and compressed

extreme surface of the glass, and consists in a fissure while passing through the hole. It is a natural feature

of exquisite minuteness,which serves to guide the rent in this arrangement, that the plate in which the hole

where by the complete severance of the glass is brought is bored must be harder than the metal which is to be

about. There is a particular direction in which the formed into wire ; and it is easy to imagine that the

diamond must be applied to the glass in order to make substance of the plate must have a tendency to wear

a cut, any other direction enabling it merely to scratch away rapidly. In making fine wire the hardness of the

and not to cut ; and those who are employed in setting draw - plate is of especial importance ; and hence the

diamonds for this purpose so adjust thein in their employment of hard gems and precious stones. Rubies

handles that the user may be guided in the proper way have been sometimes so shaped as to give form to steel

of holding them . pendulum wire for chronometers ; and the ruby, the

The minuteness of the fissure made by the diamond cryso- beryl , and other gems, have occasionally been

has given riseto some remarkable and beautiful orna. employed as draw -plates for the production of very fine

menis, called iris ornaments. Mr. Barton, of the Royal wire. In all such cases it is by means of drills made

Mint, someyears ago constructed a delicate inachine of small fragınents of diamond , or diamond-powder,

by which he could make, with the point of a diamond, thatthe gems are prepared for this purpose.

two thousand lines in an inch , on a surface of hardened The diamond has been used as a lens for microscopes,

and polished steel. Such lines, by a peculiar property and as a tool for shaping other gems into the form of

in the reflection of light, produce a brilliant series of lenses . Sir David Brewster was the first to suggest

colours over the whole surface of the plate, although the employment of gems in this way ; Mr. Hill of

the lines themselves are wholly invisible to the naked Edinburgh was the first to make lenses of ruby and

eye. of garnet ; and Mr. Pritchard was the first to make a

The jewelling of watches is an occupation in which similar application of the diamond. The lenscs made

the diamond is always employed . It is not that the of these costly materials have optical properties which

diamond itself is always made to form part of the render them especially valuable for microscopic pur

ininutemechanism of the watch ; but it is einployed as poses ; but the amountof labour and of skill involved

a working-tool where no other working -tool would be in their production is truly enormous, and strikingly

available . The numerous little pivots in a watch,con- illustrates the hard texture of these gems. Sir David

nected with the various wheels, if they worked in holes Brewster states that fifty or sixty hours' incessant

formed in pieces of metal, would soon wear away the working are necessary to bring a diamond to the re

metal, and become disarranged. A harder substance quired form for a double-convex lensfor a microscope.

is therefore provided for the pivot-holes, and this sub The last mode of employing the diamond to which

stance is generally a gem so hard that it can liardly weshall bere allude is in the process ofseal-engraving.

be worked into form by any means but by the diamond. This is a singular operation, in which diamond-dust is

The small fragments of ruby or other gemsare first the real working agent. The cornelian or other piece

cut or slit into thin plates, then pierced by very fine of stone which is to form the seal has the device first

diamond drills, then brought to a circular form , and slightly sketched on it , and the device is then worked

lastly have the holes polished by means of diamond- in intaglio by means of small tools touched with dia

powder. The diamond is the effective agent in all mond-dust mixed with oil . The small tools,which are

these
processes ; for diamond-powder is applied to the made of iron, and which are variously shaped accord

edge of the metal wheel whereby the ruby is split , a ing to the kind of cuts to be produced, are made to

minute fragment of diamond is used as a drill to rotate very rapidly by means of a lathe ; and the en

pierce the hole, diamond- powder is used to gộind and graver holds the piece of stone in such a position as to

polish the surfaces of the thin plates of ruby, another be acted on by the small tool , viewing the progress of

fragment of diamond is used as a turning-tool to give his labours by means of a magnifying-glass. The dia

a circular form to the ruby, and diamond-powder is mond-powder, applied to the surface or edge of the

again used to polish the hole pierced through it . The tool, cuts away the stone ; but, as may be supposed

fragments of diamond used as cutting-tools in these great delicacy , and great variety of tools , are necessary

processes are so excessively minute, that it requires the to the production of the very minute lines which form

utmost delicacy on the part of the workmen to manage the device in a seal .

them , and fix them to the various pieces of apparatus. It will thus be seen that the excessive hardness of

Copper-plate -engravers frequently find it necessary the diamond gives it an extensive range of usefulness

to increase the strength of their tints, by re-entering in the arts.

the lines with a point; and this is commonly effected

by the common steel etching -point, ground or set to a
ON THE TERMS STANDARD, STERLING,

particular form . Many of the eminent engravers of
AND CARAT.

recent times, however, employ a diamond for this pur
(Concluded from p. 240.)

pose, on accountof the want of durability in steel Henry VIII . was the first English monarch who
points, whereby the tints become very unequal. A appears to have adopted this unworthy course. Nota

small fragment of diamond is brought, by tho use of withstanding the immense wealth which his father left
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him , it was dissipated in a few years by the prodigal 4. The standard of weight in silver coinage is

expenses of the youthful monarch. He issued nu attained wlien 66 shillings are coined from one lb.

merous proclamations from time to time, stating the troy of standard silver.

current value that should be placed upon coins ; which The word sterling is another of those employed in

current value, to suit the king's object, became more relation to money matters, and one concerning which

and more in excess of the real value. It was always a there has been much diversity of opinion. Whenever

present advantage to the king when these changes or by whomsoever the term was introduced, it has

were made, because it lessened the intrinsic value of always been used to express the lawful current money
the payinents to be made from the treasury ; but as of England, and it is so understood all over the Con

the government was sure in the end to share the loss tinent. It seems to have been intended at first that a

with the public generally, the advantage became only pound weight insilver and a pound tale in money

temporary, and the plan was therefore renewed from that is, lb. and £ ) should be equal and equivalent;

time to time. The object was generally wroughtout but this equality was soon departed from , and the

by declaring how many pounds sterling (represented by word sterling came to indicate the current coin ,whe

the symbol £ ) should be coined from a pound weight ther it departed much or little from the relative posi

troy ( ib. ) of pure gold ; and how many shillings from a tion with respect to silver.

pound weight of pure silver ; so that alloy had to be The opinions concerning the origin of the word

introduced in sufficient quantity to make the coins of sterling ' have differed in the most extraordinary

nearly the usual size and weight. At one time a degree. Somewriters have deduced it from a company

pound troy of pure goldwas to be made into about 281. or body of inerchants called Easterlings, who shortly after

coinage, then into about 331., then into 36l.; so that a the Norman Conquest were employed in regulating the

lb. of gold bore a varying relation to a £ in money, coinage. Others trace the word to stare or starling;

whereby the commercial arrangements of the country others think it comes from little star ; others deduce ii

were quite disarranged . from the name of the town of Stirling in Scotland;

The standard of silver was debased in a yet greater others from an Anglo -Saxon word for å rule or stan

degree. At one time forty -four shillings were to be dard ; others from an Anglo -Saxon word denoting a royal

coined froina pound weight of pure silver; then about or noble standard ; but the greater number who have

fifty-eight, then ninety -six, and at length a hundred touched on this point, including Stow and Camden,

and forty - four ; that is, although the coin called a seem to think that the derivation from Easterling is

shilling continued to be of the same weight, yet by most likely to be the correct one. The date at which

varying the quantity of the alloy of copper (whose the term was first used has been not less a subject of

value in this way is too insignificantto be taken notice controversy ; the times stated by different writers

of ), the silver became less and less in quantity in the being a.d. 860 ; A.D. 928 ; about William the Con

shilling, and the intrinsic value proportionably re- queror's time ; about Henry II.'s time; in the 33rd of

duced . Henry II . ; in the reign of Richard I. : before the reign

When Edward VI . succeeded his father,the regency of John ; before or in Henry's III.'s time ; in Henry

continued this pernicious system ; but the young king 111.'s reign ; in Edward I.'s reign.

set about restoring the standard by degrees. Many of But whateverbe the origin of the word sterling, ar

the changes wereof a complex character, since both the date of its introduction, we shall be pretty nearly

weight and fineness were takeninto account in the de- correct in saying that it is a short expression for the

termination of the value of each coin . It is therefore words “ English coined money.” In the year 1606,

only by taking both qualities together that we can com- when a little confusion arose in Ireland from the use

pare the coins of different periods. The relative value of of silver coins of different standard , and from the

the precious metals to each other, and to other commo- words “ sterlingmoney” being applied to both kinds,

dities, has also greatly varied ; so that taking all these it was ordered ihat that kind only which corresponded

things together, the changes may perhaps best be shown with English money in standard should be called

by a few examples, thus :-one pound troy of the silver sterling or sterling money, while that of a different stan

which happened to be standard atthe time, was coined dard should obtain the name of current or Irish current

into 11. 18: 4d. in the time of William the Conqueror, money . This example conveniently illustrates the

21. in the reign of Edward IV., 31. in the reign of general meaning of the word sterling.

Elizabeth, 31. 6s. in modern times; one pound troy of

standard gold (the particular standard adopted at the

respective times) was coined into 141. Os. 10d. in the The Junction of the Indus and the Cabul. – We walked to the

reign of Edward III . , 221. 45. 6d. in that of Edward banks of the Indus to see its junction with the Cabul river,a

IV ., 361. in that of Elizabeth , 441. 108. in that of stream of equal breadth with itself, but inferior in volume. Ai

Charles II . , and 461. 14s . 6d . in recent times ; while their confluence the water was lashed into a sea of breakers,

the relative value of silver to gold was 1 to 12 in the dashing over rocks and whirling in tremendous eddies, sufficient

time of Edward III., 1 to10 in that of Edward IV ., to haveswamped a tolerably large boat; but the scene,as itwas

1 to 5 in that of Henry VIII., 1 to 11 in that of Eliza- presented to our view , no doubtowed much of its grandeur to

the accumulated rain that had fallen during our stay at Boorhân,

beth , 1 to about 14 in modern times.

We thus find that the term standard,which ought to monsoonis.
and may be very similar to what it assumes duringthe periodical

Both the streams were considerably swollen , anı!

mean an invariable model for general reference, has opposed strong contrasts to oneanother, the Indus being per

been subject to many fluctuations ; but its present rectly clear and pure --the Cabul river, thick and muddy ; the

meaning in England may be put in a condensed form , discoloured water of the latter being distinctly traced for twoof

thus : three hundred yards below the spot where it flows into the Attock.

1. The standard of fineness in gold coinage is We watched this deeply-interesting picture from some overhang

attained when there are 11 parts of pure goldto 1 ing rocks,which bear on their surface such a high state ofpolish,

of alloy.
that they have the appearance of being perfectly wet; but it

2. The standard of weight in gold coinage is arises,I conjecture,from theconstant trituration of the sand,

washed upon them during the rainy seasons. From the sharp

attained when 46% sovereigns are coined from one ness of their angles , and the darkness of their hue, I concluded

Ib . troy of standard gold .
they were composed of an extremely hard stone; but a few

3. The standard of tineness in silver coinage is blows from a stick easily separated a portion, the fractures

attained when there are 37 parts of pure silver to assuming regular shapes of a slaty substance.-- Lieut. IV . Barr's

3 of alloy. Journal of a March from Delhi to Peshawur, & c.

.
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A DAY AT A GLASS - FACTORY.

e

(Plate-Glass Casting, Messis. Couksu's, South Shields.]

In the Supplement for May it was stated that glass must be deposited somewhere. It must not be thrown

is one among the staple manufactures of Newcastle into the Tyne, and therefore it is deposited on the

and its vicinity. To this subject we shall direct our banks,wherehuge heaps have in time collected, two or

attention on the present occasion . three hundred feet in height. So important is this

The settlement of this important branch of manu- matter deemed to be, that a district has been pui

facture on the banks of the Tyne may be attributed to chased within the last few years on the sea-shore, and

the same causes as that of so many other departments, a railway a mile in length constructed from thence to

viz ., the cheapness of coal and the great facilities for South Shields, as a means of depositing, in a spot not

shipping off the produce. Of all the glass made in required for other objects, the ballast taken out of the

this country,a very large proportion indeed is pro- ships at South Shields . The owners ofthe vessels pay

duced on the Tyne or theWear. This, combined with a certain price per ton for all the ballast thus taken off

other causes, bas given rise to a curious circumstance, their hands.

which is apt to escape the notice of general observers. The glass manufacture is a good deal subdivided.

The coals, the pottery, the glass, the chemicals, and There are fint-glass , crown-glass, plate-glass, broad

other produce of the district , employ an extremely glass, sheet-glass, and bottle-glass; each one being

large number of vessels for their transport to London regarded in some respects as the object of a distinct

and other parts of the kingdom . On the other hand, department of the manufacture, involving its own kind

the produce transported from London and these other of ingredients and its own routine of processes. There

ports to the Tyne is comparatively small in quantity ; are, of course, certain general principles which per

so that the vessels require a large quantity of ballast to vade them all , without respect to the minor differences

place them in sailing order on their return voyage. This among them ; and a consequence of this is , that three

ballast is composed of river-sand, obtained at a cheap or four of these are sometimes undertaken by one firm .

rate from the dredging of the rivers; and when it has in the Supplement for February, 1841, a description

enabled the vessels to reach the Tyne, the purpose of was given of the operations in a Flint-Glass Factory

the ballast has been answered . But matters do not in London ; and we have now an opportunity of

end here : the vessels must be emptied, and the ballast glancing at most of the other departments, through

No. 786 . Vol . XIII.- 2 K
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the courtesy of Messrs. Cookson of Newcastle, who shall see further on , are not exposed to this disadvan.

carry on , at that town and at South Shields, a very tage ; but, on the other hand , there are counter

exteusive system of manufacture in four of the above- balancing advantages which lead to a much larger

mentioned branches, viz . crown, plate, shect, and bottle manufacture of crown -glass than of plate, broad , or

glass. sheet glass, and indeed greater than of all these taken

A glass-work is generally distinguishable from most together.

others by the conical form of the kilns or furnaces ; It happens in this as in most uther departinents of

those bulky erections which contain within them both manufacture, that each firm adopts its own peculiar

the fire-places where the glass is melted, and also views as to the choice and proportion of theingredients

the space in which , and the apparatus by which, the employed . And indeed this is especially observable in

men work . The Works now under our notice suffi- the glass manufacture ; for it involves such a remark

ciently exemplifythis arrangement. On proceeding able chemical union of heterogeneous substances, that

from Newcastle to South Shields by the Brandling it may be deemed an experimental art, the experience

Kailway, the works are seen occupying a large area of derived from past trials being made the ground for

ground near ihe terminus of the railway ; the groups future ones . It will be sufficient , however, for our

of kills and chinneys giving forth the usual accom purpose, to say that the ingredients for crown -glass

praniment of such places — an abundance of smoke. usually comprise the following :-clean white sand ,

When within the Works, there is evidence enough soda or potash, lime, and a very small quantity of one

that inany of the buildings are very old ; and as we or two other substances. For shortness we will say that

approach the river this is the more observable. The the ingredients are sand , alkali, and lime : the first two

establishment, taken as a whole, is one of the oldest in really constitute the glass, while the lime acts as a flux

the district, dating back its origin to so early a period to enable the others to melt and combine more readily.

as 17:38 ; and the various clusters of buildings seem as This union of sand or flini with an alkali , as the

so many marks, to indicate the times when , and the ex- chief circumstance involved in the production of glass ,

lunt to which, the operations have been enlarged. To is observable in the legendary account of the discovery

begin at the beginning : there are the wharfs on the of glass as given by the early writers. According to

river-side,where the crude materials for the manufac- this story , there was on one occasion a merchant vessel,

turc arc landed from the shipping, and where the laden with nitre (one form of the alkali potash).driven

cases and crates of glass are despatched off per ship. ashore on the coast of Palestine, near the mouth of the

Then there is the large cool building, or part of a river Belus, a small stream running from the foot of

building, in which the glass-melting pots are made- Mount Carinel into the Mediterranean . The mariners,

those important vessels on which the safety of the unable to procure stones to rest their cooking-vessels

melteii glass depends; and in connexion with this are upon , used pieces of the nitre instead . The fire re

the ovens where these pots are baked. Next are the duced the alkali to a soft state, and enabled it to in

furnaces for the crown- glass manufacture ,with the ac- corporate with the river-sand, forming together a

companying annealing ovens, and all the arrange- stream of liquid glass. The circumstance was con

ments connected therewith. Wholly distinct from municated to the inhabitants of the district, who

these are the more delicate and important arrange- availed themselves of the hint, and established a inanu

ments connected with the melting, the casting, and the facture of glass. Whether or not we choose to place

arinealing of plate- glass. The neat and comparatively credence in this story,certain it is that alkali and sand,

Jimited department in which the sheet-glass is made, wherever found and however melted together, form

and the somewhat ruder arrangements which will the bases of all the glass with which we are ac

suffice for the boitle-making, are again distinct . Then quainted .

there are the large warehouses in which the tables of Of these ingredients, the sand is obtained chiefly

crown-glass are packed in crates, the plate-glass in from the neighbourhood of King's Lynn in Norfolk ,

cases, and tlie other glass in appropriate ways. Lastly, where a very fine and white sand is found on the sea

there are, as is usual in large factories, various work- shore. It is also procured from Alum Bay, in the Isle

shops for different kinds of artificers, whose services of Wight. It wasnot always usual to employ sand for

are necessary to keep the apparatus in working order. this purpose, for flints used to be selected instead; as,

The many -storied and many-windowed buildingswhich however, it was found that sand answered the purpose,

are characteristic of the textile manufactures, are not and saved the trouble of calcining and grinding the

to be looked for at a glass-work - all is necessarily flints, the Jatter gradually became superseded by the

more “ in the rough ; ” and we must be prepared to former. The term fint-glass had its origin from this

ineet with swarthy workmen, a sooty atmosphere, employment of fints in itsmanufacture. With regard

highly heated buildings, and a labyrinth of scattered to the alkali employed, this has been affected by the

erectionis. circumstance alluded to in our notice of Chemical

The chicf feature's presented by the various buildings Works, viz.., the substitution of salt for kelp as a source

will be best understood by glancing at the operations of soda. In former times, the glass-makers used to

of which they are the scene; and we will therefore at employ large quantities of kelp, which they procured

once proceed to notice the manufacture of from Scotland ; it was an impure carbonate of soda ,

Crown- Glass.
which gave off its carbonic acid and its impurities by

the action of heat, and entered into the composition

Whatever may be the origin or fitness of this name, of glass in the state of soda. But as now obtained

the glass so designated is that with which windows are from common salt, thecarbonate yields a much larger

generally glazed in this country, and which is also amount of pure soda for a given price, and has thrown

generally employed for framed prints and drawings. into shade theuse of kelp for this purpose.

It is always made in a circular form , rather thicker at Before the ingredients are actually mixed in the

ibe circumference than elsewhere, and having a knot melting-pots, they undergo a preparatory operation

or protuberant bulb in the centre. This is certainly called fritting, the object of which is to fit them to

a very unfortunate shape for such glass to assume; form a more homogeneous compound. This is effected

since,as the centralbulb must always be cut away, and in a kind of oven , very shallow in proportion to its area,

as the glass is nearly always used in a quadrangular The sand is first washed clean ,and exposed for several

form , ihere is a very serious amount of loss in cutting hours to the action of a strong heat; then, while hot, it

up the glass for usc. Tl :c other kinds of glass, as we is plunged into cold water, which splits the grains of
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sapd to a still smaller size , and enables them to combine strument. The glass (or metal,' as it is technically

apore readily with the alkali. The finc sand and alkali called) is not in a workable state when quite liquid ;

being then mixed together, the mixture is placed in but by slackening the heat a little, the glass becomes

the shallow oven , or calcining arch, where it is slightly viscid, and is in that state fitted to undergo the

exposed to a heat which brings it to the liquid state ; and remarkable operations which constitute crown.glass

by being constantly stirred for some time while in this making.

state, it undergoes considerable change: the moisture As each table or circular piece of glass requires only

is driven off, the carbonic acid is expelled from the a few minutes in making, but demands the services of

alkali , the carbogaceous particles are burned away, and several workmen, all place themselves in readiness to

the ingredients are brought into cherical union. The act their parts in the scene. The first man , ( ' alled the

moisture, which now obtailis the name of frit, is taken gatherer, approaches one of the furnace-mouths and

from the oven, spread out upon a plate of iron while dips into themelted glass the end of an iron tube six

yet hot, and is divided into large cakes before it be- or seven feet in length ; he turns the tube gently round,

comes quite cold . until he has gathered a pound or two of pasty glass on

It is from this frit, then, that the glass is made. The its end ; he allows this to coola little ; then dips it again,

frit ismelted in pots of very large size, and requiring to increase the quantity ; then allows this to cool a little ;
peculiar care in the manufacture. We have ou other and so on , until he has gathered a mass of nine or ien

uccasions, such as in relation to the steel manufacture, poundsof the paste-like and fiery-coloured glass on the

had to speak of the carefully wrought vessels of Stour- end of the tube, turning the tube all the timeto pre

bridge clay, which are required to endure a powerful vent the glass from falling off it. He holds this mass

heat: and in the glass manufacture the same is ob- perpendicularly downwards, to make it elongate somie

servable, except that the vessels are very much larger what beyond the end of the tube; and then rolls it to and

and are made wholly by hard. In one of the buildings fro on a smooth iron plate called a marver, to give a

the poiters are always at work producing these vessels cylindrical form to the protuberant mass. The man (or

-preparing and kneading the clay, making it into ob- an assistant) then blousthrough the tube, by which ihe

long pieces, laying these pieces round the vessel one glass is made hollow within , and brought to something

at a time ( as a bricklayer inight the bricks in a wall), like a pear-shape. It is then handed to another man

and working each piece so that it shall adhere closely called the blower, who heats it at the mouth of a fur

10 those which preceded it . The pots are allowed to nace two or three times, and after each heating blows

remain many months slowly drying in the air, and it and rotates it ; till at length he so enlarges ihe size

are then gradually exposed to an increasing heat, in of the mass of glass and reduces its thickness as to pre
appropriate ovens or furnaces, till they are baked and sent it in nearly a globular form . The side opposite

annealed sufficiently to bear the fierce heat of the to the tube is then slightly flattened, by being pressed
working furnace.

against an iron plate ; and the glass is transferred from

To this furnace and its busy operations we will next the tube to a rod in a remarkably dexterous manner

direct our attention. Those who have never been in the blower bolds the tube horizontal, while another

what is familiarly termed a ' glass-house ' may have man collects a little melted glass on the end of an iron

some difficulty in understanding the mode in which it

is arranged . Imaginethen a large room or building

1 with a furnace in the centre, having several mouths or

openings to the furnace, and the melting pots just

within these mouths, enveloped in a fierce heat. A

passage is left open around this furnace, where the

workmen take up their stations ; and on the other side

of this passage are the openings to numerous ovens

or furnaces, wholly distinct froin the central furnaces.

If we therefore picture to ourselves a pathway going

round a central furnace, and being itself bounded by

other furnaces, we shall form some conception of the

kind of place where the glass-makers work . To say

that they are " between two fires” is only part of the

truth ; they are between and adjacent to a dozen fires,

and become exposed to the action of one as soon as

they leave another. There is very little light in the

glass-house except what is derived from theopened or

partially opened mouths of the furnaces; and as the

men go fitting past these fiery spots-now exposing

their brawny figures to the full glare of the lighi , and

now involved temporarily in shade — they forın items

in a picture replete with striking effects. " If each man

stood in one spot, and made a piece of glass by his own

work, the picture would approach nearer to one of

still- life ; but they are continually passing to and

fro. A piece of glass goes from hand tohand, pro
[ Transferring from the tube to tlie pontil.]

bably a dozen tiines in the process of making, travel- rod called the pontil or punty, and applies this to the

ling along from one furnace to another, and re- middle of the flattened surface of the glass , exactly

ceiving at each spot and from each man some modifica- opposite the tube, which latter is iminediately after
tion in its form . Heat, bustle, and dexterity are , in wards detached by touching the point of junction

fact, the three features which attract our attention. with a piece of iron wetted with cold water. This

The frit is placed in the pots, together with a portion transference from the end of thetube to the end of the

of cullet,' or broken glass ; and both together are ex- rod is effected so quickly and neatly as to form one of

posed to an intense heat, whereby they are melted into the prettiest parts of the operation.

a liquid glass. The impurities rise to the surface, and We have , then , up to this point, a flattened globe

are then skimmed off by the aid of an appropriate in- of glass fixed to an iron rod at the fiattened side, and

.

1

2 K2
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having a small hole on the opposite side, occasioned than the other parts of the operation. The rod is

by the detachmentfrom the tube. How this is trans- rotated for a few seconds after the glass has flashed,

formed into a flat circular sheet is the next point to at such a distance from the fire as to give the glass

notice . The workman holds the pontil so that the sufficient coolness to maintain its shape. The man

glass shall be exposed to the heat of a furnace, at one then carries it a short distance, and places the glass

of the mouths or openings called by the men a‘nose- down horizontally on a bed of sand, where the rod is

hole. ' He rests the rod at one particular point on a detached from it in a moment by another man. The

bar which serves as a support or fulcrum ; and keeps circular piece. (having the “knot' or ' bull's eye' in the

the glass rotating while exposed to the heat. As the centre) is then lifted up on a wide two-pronged fork ,

substance of the glass becomes hotter and softer, it and placed upright in an annealing-oven. Here it is

yields more readily to the centrifugal force engendered allowed to cool very gradually, whereby it becomes

by the rotation : it becomes every moment broader | annealed, or loses soine of the brittleness which would

and flatter, deviating more and more from the shape otherwise characterize it .

of a globe. The hole which the tube had before It will readily be understood that although a dozen

formed, and which was at first only about two inches in men are thus engaged in making one piece of glass,

diameter, gradually enlarges by the same force, until there are many pieces under operation at the same

it becomes three inches - six - iwelve inches in diame time, each man taking up a new one as soon as he has

ter ; and finally, the whirling action so completely handed over the previous one to the man standing next

masters the previous condition of the glass, that the to him . There is thus a kind of endless chain, of

flattened and inisshapen globesuddenly flashes' (to use which all the links are being made at once.

a technical term ) out into a circular sheet four or five There is very little more which need engage our

feet in diameter, nearly equable in thickness in every attention respecting crown-glass. The circular sheets,

part, and being still attached to the rod exactly at the when cooled in the annealing-oven, are carried to the

centre. warehouse, to be packed in straw in the wooden crates

which are familiar to most persons. Sometimes they

are packed in the circular form ; while in other in

stances the circle is cut into two unequal pieces, that

one which contains the bull's eye or knot being called

a table, and the smaller piece being called a slab.

According to the colour, trueness, and flatness of the

glass, it is divided into four kinds or qualities, which

bring different rates of price in the market. Although

some of the circular sheets are five feet in diameter,

yet, owing to the curvature of the edge and to the

central knot, a rectangular piece measuring three feet

by two is nearly the largest that can be obtained from

them .

Let us next take a similar glance at the mana

facture of

Plate- Glass.

A better name than plate -glass would be cast-glass,

since the former is vague in itsacceptation , whereas

the latter expresses the mode of manufacture. This

kind of glassis cast or founded while in a liquid state,

and is totally independent of the process of blowing.

There was formerly, however, a kind of glass which

resembled plate -glass in its general qualities, and
[Flashing outthe Crown Glass .)

which was produced by blowing instead of casting;

This rapid succession of changes is to a bystander but this has been almost completely superseded by the

at once beautiful and inexplicable. The facility with cast-glass of modern times. Blown plate-glass, like

which the pasty glass is worked into form , the hollow- crown-glass, can only be made of small dimensions;

ing of the mass by means of the breath , the mainte- but cast-glass has been produced as large as fourteen

nance of a particular degree of softness while exposed feet long by eight or nine in width .

to heat, the transference from the tube to the rod, the The plate-glass , or glass ( whether cast or not) which

steadiness of position maintained by the rotation , the was to serve for mirrors, was originally a very fa

expanding of the small hole in the centre, the flashing youred manufacture. Whether this kind of glass was

out into the fat circular form -- all are very remark- known in early times is still matter of conjecture ; but

able considered even singly , and form when viewed its manufacture was carried on by the Venetians some

collectively one of the inost striking series of opera- centuries ago, and so useful were the glass- inakers re

tions connected with our manufactures. The glass garded at one time at Venice,and so great was the re

changes handsmore frequently than we have here noted ; venue accruing to the republic from the manufacture,

each man having by practice acquired the skill for one that, to encourage the men engaged in it, the senate

particular operation . It passes also round the central made them all burgesses of Venice, and allowed nobles

furnace from one opening to another, in order that to marry their daughters ; whereas, if a nobleman

each man may have a working- spot without interfering married the daughter of any other tradesman, the

with the others. In the last process, that of ' flashing ,' issue were not reputed noble. Again, in the early

the heat and flame given outat the furnace mouth are times of glass- making in France, the French govern

very fierce, and throw a strong glare on the person of ment made a concession in favour of this manufacture,

the workman , who stands partially behind a kind of by decreeing that not only should no derogation írom

screen , and who shields his face with a handkerchief nobility follow the practice of the art, but that none

or cloth . save gentlemen , or the sons of noblemen, should ven

The manner in which the circular table of glass is ture to engage in any of its branches, even as working

detached from the rod is not less neat and dexterous artisans. This limitation was accompanied by a grant
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of a royal charter of incorporation , conveying impor - sent purpose to know that the above three ingredients

tant privileges, under which the occupation became form by far the larger portion of the body of the

eventually a source of greatwealth to several families glass.

of distinction . The ingredients , then, being fritted, or partially

Theplate-glassmanufacture in our own day is remark- combinedin small furnaces, are placed in the melting

able for the small number of establishments in which it pots, together with a portionof cullet, or broken plate

has been centred. There are, we believe, only four firms glass. These pots are, like those for crown-glass,made

in England by whom plate- glass is made. It was seventy with great care in respect to their power of bearing

years ago that the first of these large works was heat; but in their shape, and in that of the furnace in

established in Lancashire, and during the whole of the which they are placed, there are points of difference

intervening period there have never been at any time corresponding with the difference in the mode of

more than three or four in operation . Newspaper working . When the red -hot liquid lava ( if we may so

readers have often remarked that the London daily term it) has arrived at a particular state, it undergoes

papers remain the same in number year after year; an examination, which may be taken as an instance of

porter-drinkers find that the great London breweries the caution observed in the manufacture. Three men

remain pretty equal as to number year after year ; and take a copper ladle having a long handle, dip the ladle

it maybe that the necessity for great capital and great in the melted glass in the furnace, and convey it to a

experience will point to the analogous state of the small flat slab or tray , on which the glass is poured

plate-glass manufacture as well as to these. But be out. One man holds the handle, while the other two

ihis as it may, the fact of the smallness of number is support the bowl of the ladle by cross-handles. The

undisputed. red -hot mass is so soon affected by the coolness of the

The plate- glass department at these works is a air, that it assumes a thick pasty consistence when

building of remarkable appearance within : very placed on the tray. A man then examines it, to see

large, quiet, and so dark as to appear gloomy to those

unaccustomed to the place, except indeed when aplate

of glass is being cast, at which time a vivid and brilliant

glow is diffused around . We must remark at once,

that here the plates are only cust ; all the important

subsequent operations of grinding and polishing being

carried on at other large ranges of buildings in New

castle belonging to thesame firm .

In the large building to which we alluded above

there is a central furnace or groupof furnaces, with

a lofty open area extending three-fourths around it.

Exterior to this is a series of annealing-ovens, several

in number, the mouths of which are in what may be

termed the wall of the room . Everything is on a

much larger scale, and is more cleanly in its appear

ance, than in the crown-glass department. Themost

conspicuous piece of apparatus is the casting -table, a

most carefully prepared plate of iron , with various

mechanism to place it in any desired position. This

iron plate measures seventeen feet by nine feet and

a haif, and gives a limit to the size of the glass that

can be made upon it. Suspended above or near the

casting -table is the apparatus by which the melted

glass is poured upon the table ; and there are other

arrangements for working the pasty glass before it

solidifies. On the floor of the building a railway

is laid, along which the casting-table is wheeled

from one annealing -oven to another, since it is ne
( Examining the liquid glass . )

cessary that the table should be placed close to the whether any slight differences of colour indicate de

oven into which the plate is removed for annealing fective spots : he knows from experience what are the
after being cast .

causes of these spots, and in what way they will affect

In the furnaces whichoccupy the central part of this the purity of the glass when finished ; he therefore

great room the glass is brought to a liquid state. In removes them with the pointed end of a rod or tool,

the selection of the ingredients, in the purifying of and leaves the rest of tlie mass in a uniform state.

them for use, in the proportions of mixing, and in the The mass is returned to the ladle, and the three men

completeness of mixture, more care is bestowed in carry it back to the furnace. It is now put into dif

the plate-glass manufacture than in any other. A ferent pots from those which before contained it, and

large sheet of plate -glass is perhaps oneof the most thus these pots become filled with the successively

perfect and beautiful of manufactured products, and examined portions. When the quantity has thus ac

requires experience and dexterity in every stage of its cumulated to the required amount for one casting

manufacture ; its colour , its freedom from air-bubbles (comprising several cwts.), the pots are exposed to a

and from coloured specks, its regularity or freedom heat sufficient to bring all the glass to a liquid state .

from veins and wrinkles, its equability of thickness, its It may be well supposed that a recognised order

freedom from mist or cloudiness — all require the is observed in all these preparato arrangements,

closest attention on the part of the manufacturer. As so that while one potful of glass is going through

to the ingredients employed ,they so far resemble those the later stages, others are passing through an

used for crown-glass as to comprise sand, alkali, and earlier stage. Thirty or forty hours are required

lime as the three principal ones; but the minute for the melting and proper combination of the ma

details in respect to proportions and additional in- terials. Itis not exactly a liquid state which is

gredients are of great nicety, and concern only the mostproper for the casting; but after the perfect

wanufacturers themselves. It will suffice for our pre- melting has taken place, the glowing mass is allowed
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to lower its temperature a little, so as to acquire a customed to see them. As they leave the casting-table,

slight degree of viscidity. they are rough and somewhat undulated , and wholly

We will suppose, then, that this viscid state has been desiitute of polish .They are cut to a rectangular form

attained, and that the casting is about to take place . by means ofa diamond, and conveyed to the grinding.

A group of fifteen or twenty men assemble round the room . This is an immense room filled with machines

casting -table, or between it and the furnace, each one in a constant state of rotation : and the sand and water

having evidently a definite office to fill, at a particu- which are dripping around show that the process going

lar spot anda particular moment. The cuvette, a ves on is not by any means a cleanly one. The plates of

sel from which the glass is poured in the casting, glass are cemented by means of plaster of Paris to flat

remains in the furnace, of the same white-hot tempe- beds or frames, and are in this state inverted one over

rature as the liquid glass it contains; it having been another, so as to have the two plates of glass in con

filled by means of the ladle while in this situation. tact . The upper one is so connected to machinery

At the appointed moment, the cuvetie is drawn out of moved by a steam -engine as to have a rotatory motion

the furnace by means of a crane ; and the brightly given it ; and by introducing between the plates some

glowing vessel is quickly swung round so as to be wetted sand or ground flint, each plate grinds the con

brought over the casting-iable, very near the end which tiguous surface of the other. The plates are cast very

adjoins the annealing-oven . The foreman or director much thicker than they are wanted for use , in order to

of the casting places himself in a particular spot ; the admit of the surfaces being ground away till no defects

men also take up their positions ; and at a given signal appear ; and this diminution sometimes extends to

the cuvette is tilted up so as to pour out its broad one -half the thickness of the plate. From time to

stream of golden lava on the casting-table beneath . time the fiint and water are sprinkled on ; and from

A number of minor adjustments are then quickly made time to time also the plates are removed to see how

by the men , the principal of which consists in passing the process is going on . When one surface of each

a heavy polished" iron roller over the whole surface of plate is ground, the plate is separated froin the fraine,

the melted glass from one end of the table nearly to and reversed , so as 10 expose the opposite side ; and

the other. This roller rests on two ledges or grooves these new surfaces are then similarly ground one

equal in height to the intended thickness of the plate against the other.

of glass, so as to spread out the ductile mass into an The effect of this grinding is to remove all inequali

equable sheet: it is, in effect, a huge rolling -pin ; and, ties and to bring the glass to a perfect level; but it is

like that well-known appendage to the kitchen,it gives not only deficient in polish , it is covered with scratches

a flattened form to a shapeless yieldmg mass. The from the fragments of flint, and these scratches mus!

appearances, meanwhile, are exceedingly splendid. be removed before the glass can be polished. To

The building being very dark within , the glowing effect this emery -powder of several degrees of fineness

cuvette throws a strong light on the faces andpersons is employed ; the coarsest first, and so on to the finest.

of the workmen , producing effects of bold relief which | The smoothing by means of this emery-powder has the

Rembrandt would have loved to paint ; and while the effect of removing all the scratches, and of producing

white stream is pouring down, the reflected light is a delicate dead-like appearance of surface, but without

still more intense . Then, when the iron roller has anything which can be termed a polish. This stage of

passed over the glass, the surface of the latter presents the work is done by a large number of women, work

a beautiful play of brilliant colours, comprising every ing on stone benches. During these successive stages

imaginable tint ; caused probably by a temporary oxi- of progress the two plates are made to grind each

dation of the surface by the coolness of the iron . other, the upper one moving over and upon the lower ;

The quantity of glass cast at once depends on the the intervening wetted emery -powder being changed

size of the table, and is such as willmakea plate more from time totime, until a quality of exquisite fineness

or less within those dimensions. There are so many is finally used .

probable sources of defect, that it is never known until The last range of buildings, in which the glass is

after the plate is made whether it is so uniformly good warehoused and packed in saleable form , contains the

in every part as to be retained in its largest dimen- shops in which the polishing is effected. In a

sions : if not, it is severed where the defects occur, room of great length there are numerous polishing

and is sold in smaller pieces. As soon as the newly- machines of remarkable construction. Each plate

cast plate has solidified, the door of the annealing -oven is laid down on a flat bed, and is rubbed over every

is opened, and the plate of glass is dexterously thrust part for a long period with a system of rubbers or

from the table into the oven . These ovens are very polishers kept in motion by steam power. These

deep, so as to allow several plates to lie in them edge polishers consist of oblong pieces of wood covered with

to edge. The oven is closed up very tightly after the cloth on which a kind of polishing paste is laid ; and

glass is put into it ; and there the heat is allowed to it is by repeated rubbing with these small pieces of

decline gradually for many days, so that by this slow apparatus that the plate receives its final brilliancy.

cooling the glass may become annealed. It would be in vain 10 attempt to enumerate the ex

The ponderous iron casting-table will serve to supply aminations which the plates undergo. In every stage

all the annealing -ovens. It is wheeled on from one to of the manufacture the experienceof the workman is

another bymeans of the railway ; and makes its circuit called for, to determine whether any and what imper,

by the time the annealing is finished. fections appear,and how they are to be removed ; and

At this stage we quit the South Shields Works as, on the one hand, no manufactured article would

for a time, and follow the plates of glass to New- betray the existence of defects more readily than a

castle , where they are ground and polished at two large sheet of plate glass, so, on the other hand , the

large establishments appropriated to these depart- most sedulous attention is paid to the detection of such

ments, and belonging to the same firm , Here every- defects when they appear in the course of the wanu

thing is changed. The men are different, the build- facture. Weneed hardly wonder at the comparatively

ings , the processes, the materials, the machines - all high value of plate-glass, when the risk and skill in

are so totally distinct as to appear like a different sub- volved in the manufacture are duly estimated.

ject of manufacture altogether. - In these buildings , The silvering of looking -glasses is a distinct occupa

which are situated in the western part of Newcastle, tion, with which we have nothing to do here ; but a

near the Carlisle Railway — the rough plates of glass few words of explanation may be offered . In the first

are brought to the brilliant state in which weareac- place, the designation isamisnomer; there being no
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silver used. A sheet of tin-foil is laid down on a flat true cylinder from end to end, that the thickness

stone or slate table, and on this is poured some mer- should be the same in every part, that the diameter

cury or quicksilver (whence probably the mis-appella- should be equable throughout a length of three or

tion). The plate of glass,being first made perfectly four feet, that the cylinder should solidify in this

clean, is placed on the liquid mercury, in such a man

ner as to expel all air-bubbles from between the two ;

and beavy weights are placed on the glass to force out

the superabundant mercury from beneath. The whole

is allowed to remain in a slightly inclined position for

some days ; after which it is found, on the removalof

the weights, that the mercury has combined with the

tin -foil,and that both together have adhered to the

glass, forming what is cominonly termed the “ silvered '

surface, and giving origin to ihe brilliant reflection

which is the object of the process .

We must now re- conduct the reader to South Shields,

to glance at the manufacture of

Sheet-Glass.

This is to a by -stander one of the most inexplicable

modes of glass-making. How the workman can pos

sibly obtain a rectangular piece of glass in the way he

does, is a sore puzzle at the first glance ; and even

after it has been witnessed several times, our adınira

tion at the dexterity shown is not one whit lessened.

In some of its features the mode of proceeding re

sembles that adopted in respect to crown -glass ; but

others are wholly different. Sheet -glass can be made

larger in size than crown -glass, and is much employed

for glazing large prints and drawings ; it being in

quality and in valuea medium between plate-glass and

crown-glass.

( Sheet-glass making .]

We may say of this, as of the former kinds of glass, form , and that it should remain all this timeattached

that sand , alkali ,and lime are the three chief ingre- simply to the end of a tube, are results which few

dients,and that the preparation and melting are brought persons could anticipate, and which are even more

about in a manner nearly similar. The workman, remarkable as exemplifications of the skill of the

when the glass is in a proper state of liquidity,gathers workman than the flashing' of the circles of crown

on the end of a tube the quantity of glass necessary glass.

for one process of making, and which depends on the The manner in which the two ends of the cylinder

predeterinined size and thickness of the piece to be are made open and circular is curious. The workman

made. He rests this ductile mass in a horizontal stops the end of the tube , by which a certain quantity

position upon a wooden block , which has a hollow or of air is enclosed in the cylinder; and by holding the

depression calculated to give a cylindrical form to the remote end of the cylinder to the fire , the air within

mass. A fine stream of water is allowed to flow on becomes so heated and expanded as to burst for itself

the block , as a means of preventing the wood from a means of exit, by forming a small hole at the end of

burning ,and of imparting a kind of brilliancy to the the cylinder . This hole, by heat and rotation , is ex

glass . The proper balance between the heat of the panded to the diameter of the cylinder ; and thus one

glass and the coldness of the water is one of the points of the closed ends is rendered open. The other end is

in which the attention of the workman is directed . severed from the tube by first heating and then sud

The blower raises the other end of the tube to his denly cooling a line round the circumference of the

mouth , and blows the mass of glass into a hollow forin , cylinder.

at the same tiine turning the mass round uninter The quickness with which all this is done is not the

ruptedly in the block of wood. By this means the least remarkable feature in the process. A few men

glass assumes a kind of globular form , eight or ten soon accumulate around them a large assemblage of

inches in diameter ; and this is made the nucleus of these finely formed cylinders (which may at an average

a cylinder three or four feet in length, by a most re- be taken at forty inches long by nine or ten in diame

markable train of processes. The workman bolds the ter) ; and these are rested upright on the floor for a

glass at the mouth of a furnace, to heat it to a certain temporary period . But then, how to transform these

degree of softness, at the same time keeping it rotating into rectangular plates or sheets ? In the first place,

to prevent it from falling off the tube. He then lets the each cylinder is laid on its side, and a hot iron wire is

glassy mass hang downwards, and swings it to and fro drawn along the interior from end to end : the glass

in a recess or cleft in the floor of the shop. By this gives way at this line, and an opening is effected.

movement the globe, yielding to its own weight by the Another workman next gradually warms the cylinder,

softness and ductility of its substance, elongates into a and places it on a flat stone in a heated oven, with the

cylinder with liemispherical ends. Again is the mass crack or fissure uppermost; and in a short timethe

heated and rotated , and again is it swung like a pen- glass becomes so softened by the heat as to fall down

dulum at the end of the tube ; until, at length, the by its own weight, spreading out into a sheet about

workinan fairly swings it round in a vertical circle , at thirty inches wide. While in this position the work

the imminent risk (as it seems to a looker- on) of shat- man introduces into the oven an instrument formed of

tering the cylinder into fragments. That the globe a piece of charred wood at the end of a handle, and

will elongate when softened and hung downwards, is with this he rubs the sheet of glass until it is made as

what may be reasonably expected, and that it will flat as possible at the surface . After this, the sheet is

renain hollow during this elongation is also easy to placed up edgewise in an annealing -oven, and there

conceive ; but that it should become almost a perfectly kept to cool gradually,
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It is worthy of remark that the workmen employed the Works, since a considerable number of men may

in this departmentof the works are foreigners. This work in a small space. There is a kind of central

kind of glass was made in Germanyand France before furnace, containing the pots in which the 'metal' is

being known in England ; and as the quantity of it melted ; and around this is the vacant place where the

mnade is comparatively small, it does not seem yet to men work, together with the inoulds and other appa

have been undertaken by English workmen, but to be ratus for aiding in the production of the bottles.

still wrought by foreigners who have acquired the A workman (the gatherer) gathers on the end of

requisite tact and judgment by long practice. At all a tube as much glass as will make (say) a wine-bottle .

events, the earnings of the men are high, and there is This he hands to another workman, the blower, who.

a remarkable cleanness and neatness in their personal whilst blowing through the tube, rolls the glass upon

appearance : they have blue and white striped dresses, a stone, and elongates a portion which is to form

and contrive to maintain a tidiness both of person and the neck of the bottle . He then inserts the bulk of

of dress which is not a little commendable. In a kind of the glass into a brass or cast-iron mould, which gives

office or warehouse attached to the Works are a num- the exterior form to the bottle ; while, by continu

ber of little glass instruments, ornaments, and trinkets ing the blowing, he forms the internal cavity. The

made by these men, as specimens of delicate manipu- blower then hands it to the finisher, who further

lation. fashions the neck by putting on a little ring of glass,

There is a kind of glass sometimes made, inferior then trims the mouth of the bottle and gives shape to

both to crown and to sheet glass, called broad - glass ; the bottom ; and , lastly, detaches the bottle from the

and this is manufacturedin a manner somewhatanalo- tube. A boy then lifts up the bottle on a kind of

gous to that just described . But as no new features pronged fork, and carries it to the annealing -oven,

are involved in it, we may pass on to say a few words where it is allowed to cool gradually.

respecting the last sort which we enumerated , and This circle of operations is continued with much

which is designated, from its characteristic use, as quickness, four or five men being able to make a hun

dred in an hour ; and , with a few modifications, accord

Bottle -Glass.
ing to the size, shape, and purpose of the bottles, may

A greater weight of bottle-glass is made every year be taken as a general exemplification of the mode of

in England than of all the other kinds put together. proceeding. The vicinity of the Tyne and the Wear is

Wine and beer bottles, pickle- bottles, oil-bottles, bottles abundantly supplied with many of the requisites for

for chemical liquids, & c. are required in such abun- bottle-making ; and hence the manufacture is there

dant quantity, that four or five hundred millions of largely carried on .

pounds weight are made (and we may suppose broken) Before concluding this slight notice of theWorks

annually inEngland. which the kindness of the proprietors has enabled us

The materials for glass bottles are coarser and to describe, we must say a word on a sad drawback

cheaper than for any other kinds of glass. Neither to which the manufacture is subjected. Glass, as well

beauty of colour nor freedom from specks is of much as soap, is still among the substances over which the

moment for these articles, and consequently the alkali Excise officer holds control during the manufacture.

and other ingredients employed are the least costly. As a question of pounds, shillings, and pence, between

The mode of working differs from all the former in- the leviers of the duty on the one hand, and the payers

stances so far as this — that the bottle receives it shape on the other, or as affecting the relation between home

mainly from a mould . The bottle -house is perhaps and foreign productions, these pages are scarcely a

more bustling than any of the other departments of proper field for its consideration ; but the point to

which we allude is the injurious tendency which the

system exerts on the manufacture itself. So close and

binding are the restrictions, that a manufacturer can

hardlymake any experiments on a large scale, nor

can he introduce any improvements except in a few

minor details . Glass bottles must be made of a coarse

kind of sand , whether the inaker wishes it or no, on

account of certain regulations as to the duty ; plate

glass, being charged with duty by weight at a certain

stage of the manufacture, is placed without the pale of

certain improvements which the manufacturer might

attempt, if he were not liable to duty for glass wasted

in the experiment; every furnace, pot , oven, and

warehouse must be registered ; every charge,' or

filling, must be under the control of the officers ;

every drawing out from the annealing -oven must be

at prescribed hours ; all crown or sheet glass must be

limited to a certain thickness : in fact, as has been

well observed, “ from the making of the pots them .

selves , to the packing up of the glass for sale, every

thing is done after a certain manner, which is deter

mined by Act of Parliament.” It is not easy to see how

skill can be developed in the extension of a manufac

ture so shackled ; and indeed there is a homely pro

verb which might perhaps be brought to bear on this

(Glass -bottle m'king.) matter, that “ Over carefulness sometimes kills . "
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[ Abbot's Cliff Tunnel, Dover . ]

THE COAST LINE OF THE LONDON AND
through the southern counties, to the sea between

DOVER RAILWAY.
the South Foreland and the town of Folkstone, where

it forms a bold escarpment about twelve miles in

The energy displayed by the South -Eastern Railway length,and varying in height from twoto six hundred

Company in the formation of this portion of their line feet. Along the first seven miles of this precipitous

was acknowledged by the Cinque Ports Corporations and lofty line the railway has been carried ; and this has

in a banquet given by them to celebrate its completion. been done by tunnelling three of the larger headlands,

On that occasion, amongst the various mottos which blowing the smaller ones into the sea , carrying a sea

decorated the apartments used for the festival, was the wall on the " unnumbered idle pebbles" which lie at the

following -- " The Homage of Dover to Energy and feet of others,and hewing immense cuttings through

Talent ;" and seldom hastribute of respect been more the slips and dislocations of the morechaotic masses ;

justly bestowed, for works of greater extent or more all of which have been accomplished with great ap

extraordinary character than those which the line ex- parent ease, though in the face of enormous and varied

hibits have rarely been undertaken . difficulties, bymeans of the irresistible power of sci

On leaving the vale of Folkstone, the railway crosses entific skill aided by ample capital.

the Foord stream by a lofty viaduct of seventeen The Folkstone tunnel is seven hundred and sixty

arches, and taking a northerly direction , enters, by six yards in length, with an inclination of about one

the Folkstone tunnel, the flank of that magnificent foot in twohundred and sixty -four - which is that of

range of chalk hills which extends from Portsmouth, the rest of the line to Dover. For the most part the

No. 787.
VOL . XIII .-2 L
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chalk through which it is pierced is very'shingly’in its five or six exceptions, an inclination inland of some

character, wet, and a good deal mixed with a debris. two hundred fcet or morc, forming an irregular bay.

of blue clay and other argillaceous substances. The Across this rugged and unequal bottom a surface had

cutting of the tunnels was consequently a work of to be cleared, and a superstructure reared sufficien-ly

much difficulty, and there was a constantstruggle with strong to resist the action of the waves, high enough

springs and noxious vapours. Nothing of any greater to be beyond the reach of the spray, and at a point so

geological interest was found during this or the suc- far removed from the actual face of the cliff as to be

cceding excavations than lumps of pyrit sold the beyond the reach of falling chalk , which, after wet

labourers as potato stones' or diamond nutmegs,' and and frosty seasons, sometimes slips from the super

preserved by the peasants of the neighbourhood as ficial layers. In effecting these objects, obstacles of

mantel-piece ornaments or cabalistic wonders. The the most extraordinary and apparently insuperable

interior or bore of the tunnel is now well bricked ; character have been overcome. Several cliffs were

it is ventilated by several draft-towers; and — what found to project so much on the course of the line,

struck us as a very useful adaptation of a recent in- and others were discovered to be so loose in their

vention — the roof is drained throughout by sheets of composition , that it became necessary to remove

fluted zinc, bent to the shape of the arch,each flute of them altogether. This was accomplished in the case

the zinc acting as a gutter to carry off the drip. By of theRound Down Cliff - a noble headland — and some

this means passengers are effectually protected against others, by charges of gunpowder fired by galvanic

wet, and the road way of the tunnel is kept perfectly action. Here, then, where billows roared, and the

dry. restless fuci scarcely found a point to fix their fibres

On leaving the tunnel, the line enters the great upon , a road—a “ pleasure line"-has been formed , as

cutting known as “ the Warren, ' a romantic undercliff clear, as dry, and as safe as any old -established turn

of about two mniles' length, running parallel with the pike-road in the neighbourhood.

sweep of East Weir Bay. Perhaps no more wonder The sea-wall conducts the line for a mile to the

ful scene of wild natural beauty in connectionwith so southern faceof Shakspere's Cliff, whose mighty mass,

imposing a display of industrial enterprise is to be abutting in a huge promontory on the sea, seemed to

seen in the world than the Warren presents, viewed forbid all farther progress in that direction. Its sub

from the summit of the Folkstone tunnel, a point stance , too - such was the nature of its chalk — was found

which is reached by a precipitous sheep-walk from the to be opposed to ordinary tunnelling operations : its tex

• No. I. Martello ,' north of the harbour. Beneath the ture was crumbly ' - its mass was cut up by slips and

eye, at the base of a line of cliffs five or six hundred fissures - and the whole mountain was devoid of those

feet in height, lies a belt of smaller cliffs, each one girders of fint which in dinary cases bind the great

broken from its fellow , and occasionally tumbled one chalk formations together. What, then, could be

upon another in confused groups. Through this rocky done ? To have turned the position, by building a cir

wilderness the road is cut to a depth of about one hun- cuitous wall round it, was impossible ; and to bave de .

dred feet. The bottom is a firm dry rock ; the sides stroyed this cliff by gunpowder would, from its poetic

are inclined at an angle of seventy degrees, and are association, have been considered, at the present time,

“as smooth as a deal board .” The colouring of the as a crime almost akin to sacrilege. In this difficulty

scene is of striking beauty . The chalk , stained by the sailor's motto of “go through it ” was adopted,

impregnations of iron , presents a blended picture of and, in spite of an the difficulties and of the opinions

bright red and yellowish tints, alternating with whites, of its inpracticability, a tunnel was commenced, and

and relieved in their seasons by patches of mares- after a while a tunnel was made — and a very beautiful

tail (Equisetum palustre), thrift (Statice Armeria ), one it is, and perhaps, likewise,the safest that has

the sea sunflower (Cistus Helianthemum ), and some yet been constructed. This arises from its being a

other marine plants of florid character. During double one ; for the peculiar impediments of the

the calnis of summer, also , the serene silence which passage made it necessary to increase the ordinary size

ordinarily rests upon a sea-side landscape seems to of the opening, and this again involved the need of a

become more intense here by the contrast furnished central support for the superincumbent weight. The

in the abrupt passage of a train , which, as it pursues complete tunnel is formed of two pointed parabolic

its rapid course, sends a thousand reverberating thun. arches, twice the usual height, soundly built of five or

ders through the adjacent hills, and then subsides to six layers of brick , and from end to end measuring

stillness more suddenly than even the lazy flight of 1417 yards. The ventilation, which is very perfect, is

the choughsand crows, which ,fora momentscared from secured by seven shafts communicating with the top

their nests, wheel a hasty circle in the midway air, of the cliff, and by occasional arches in the central

and straightway drop to rest again. pier .

After passing the Warren, the line enters the Leaving the tunnel, the line arrives at a loose shingly

Abbot's Cliff Tunnel, a stupendous work one thousand beach, on which the sea continually beats, and in

eight hundred and fifty -seven yards in length, cut rough weather with great violence. 'Here, however,

through chalk of so compact a structure as almost to the intrepid engineer, by adapting his resources to the

rival limestone in hardness . This tunnel is nearly six peculiar exigencies of the case, has succeeded in erect

hundred feet below the top of the cliffs,about twelve feet ing a safe and convenient road. A sea-wall would not

above high -water mark, and one hundredand fifty feet in this instance have servedthe purpose : the sea

from the sea . It is partly bricked, and iswell-drained, would have washed it away. But where a solid struc

and ventilated by sido-gallerics opening in the face of ture would have failed, a light open timber-work

the cliff. Our engraving shows a view of it from the framing, carrying the rails on an elevated platform , bas

Warren. A zigzag walk at the back, through beds of been found to answer every requirement. A wooden

samphire and wild cabbage, leadsto the top of Abbot's viaduct, exposed to the fury of asouth -wester, is in fact

Head, where splendidviews of the coast of France, as safe as Waterloo Bridge.

and of our own coast to Dungeness Point, are ob The mighty obstacles of sea and land had now been

tained . conquered — the line had reached to the very threshold

On emerging from the tunnel, the sea-wall is reached. of Dover : but, before itcould enter its venerable walls ,

This is a structure of concrete, built onthe spreading an impediment of anotherdescription had to be over

and partially submerged feet of the cliffs, which, froni come. At the end of the Dover viaduct, and conceal

the tunnel-mouth to Shakspere's Cliff, have, with ing the town from view, stands a small rock, sur
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mounted by a fort, called , from its position , the Arch- which France contained ; but when the people re

cliff Fort. To carry the line into the town, this rock , turned to their senses, many of these were re-erected,

not twenty feet in width , had to be tunnelled ; but so and new ones cast. It was an idea consistent with the

great was the repugnance of the military authorities notions of military glory entertained at that period , to

against having what was terined “ one of the defences cast honorary statues and columns with metal derived

of the country ” exposed even to apparent danger, that from guns taken in battle ; the victory being thus

after the Company had surmounted every other diffi- commemorated doubly, both by the object itself and by

culty, they were forbidden to take this the last step of the metal of which it was made . Some of the in

their arduous journey. This difficulty was not re- cidents attending these bronze foundings are curious,

moved without much trouble and delay, but at last, and well illustrate the niceties attending the art. We

after many months of negotiation and dispute, the shall condensea few particulars froin a French scien

locomotive flag was planted on the chalk of the Arch- tific work published a few years ago.

cliff, the souterraine was carried , the railway com One of the bronze statues cast by order of the French

pleted, and finally, on the sixth day of February last, government was in honour of General Desaix. The

ibe friends of the Company, with the writer of these execution was adjudged to the person who sent in the

notes, had the pleasure of celebrating their entiresuc- lowest estimate ; and this person was a speculator who
cess, by riding through the fort-tunnel in the first train undertook to execute a colossal statue for a hundred

from London to Dover. thousand francs, exclusive of the bronze. He em

ployed a bell-founder, who, not understanding the

execution of so large a work,and calculating agreeably

ON FIGURE-CASTING IN BRONZE.
to the operations on the small scale to which he was

accustomed , bound himself under forfeit to complete it

A BRIEF account was given in No. 494 of the method for twenty thousand francs, stipulating at the same

of casting large statues in bronze or othermetal, and time that the sculptor should not be allowed to super

of the numerous points of difficulty and delicacy in- intend the casting from the model, since this super
volved in the process. We here give a few additional intendence would (he probably thought) interferewith

details connected more or less with the subject. his profitable execution of the job. The model was

It is rather curious that a compound of two par- formed by the sculptor, and placed in the hands of the

ticular metals should have been found especially bell-founder, who proceeded to fill up the hollow parts,

adapted to three purposes so opposite and disconnected to facilitate the process of casting ; his framework , his

as statues, bells, and guns. Yet such is the case . furnaces, and all parts of the apparatus were in like

Bronze, bell -metal,andgun -metal are all alloys of copper manner formed in the cheapest and most inefficient

and tin, consisting of different proportions of the two manner, in accordance with the ideas of one who

ingredients, but always coinprising much more copper utterly misunderstood the nature of what he bad to do.

than tin . Brass and other metals are sometimes added When the metal in the furnace was melted , the frame

instead of the tin ; and there does not seem to have work of the furnace tumbled to pieces, and the metal

been any good reason assigned why one mixture should ran into the pit in such a way as to spoil the operation .

be better than another, the whole having been de- Much metal was lost, and the founder had to begin

veloped simply by a series of trials, and individual again . He thought he should manage better if he

opinion being left to settle the point. were to cut the model to pieces, and make the cast in

The early sculptors knew that by mixing tin with many distinct parts. He did so ; but he used bronze

copper a metal is procured more fusible and much of different qualities in the different castings , and these ,

harder than copper alone; and they seem to have by shrinking unequally, produced a whole in which all

been led thereby to the employment of this mixed the proportions of the figure were changed, and a

metal in casting statues. Indeed variousarticles,such wretched failure resulted . Such was the result of

as spears, daggers, belt-ornaments, axes, hammers, employing the “ lowest bidder without sufficient

chisels, &c. found among ruins, testify that bronze was guarantees.

also employed in the fabrication of them . After the Another instance was that of the casting of the

tiine of Alexander, the employment of bronze for column in the Place Vendôme. A bargain was made

statues became almost a passion, insomuch that the with an iron -founder, who, though he had never before

Greek and Roman towns became crowded with statues undertaken any work in bronze, agreed to mould and

of great men . The island of Rhodes is said at one finish the column for one franc per kilogramme( rather

time to have contained nearly a hundred colossal more than four pence per pound): the government

statues in bronze. All those among the early writers engaging on its part to supply a sufficient quantity of

who record the victories of the Romansover the Greeks bronze from the cannon taken in the Austrian cam

after the time of Alexander, speak of the immense paign of 1805.

number of statues brought away by the conquerors ; A celebrated chemist of that day advised both the

and it seems probable that this spoliation was the government and the founder to cause an analysis to be

source of a taste for such works of arts among the made of the composition of the different pieces of ord

Romans. Augustus published an edict, to the effect nance, in order that an alloymight be made uniformly

that the statues erected during his reign to great men similar in every part of the column ; but the advice

should reinain, as an example to kings. Itwas from was neglected on both sides. Itwas also suggested

the time of this emperor to that of Nero that the art that a few preparatory trials would be expedient, to

flourished most at Rome ; after which it decayed determine the best alloy, the best kind of loam for the

slowly till the time of the irruption of the barbarians, casting, and the best modes of operating ; but the iron

when a stop was necessarily put to this as well as founder appears to have set to work without attending

all other branches of the fine arts. The revival of to the suggestion.

the arts in Italy in later times, and especially the A furnace similar to an iron -furnace was employed ,

labours of Benvenuto Cellini, tended to raise the art and the bronze was melted in it ; but from ignorance

of figure-casting again into importance; and it has of the difference between the methods required for

ever since been carried on in the principal countries casting in iron and in bronze, the founder failed in

of Europe. the casting of many of the earlier pieces, and in re

Among the follies of the French Revolution was casting them bis metal suffered change, and the dif

that of destroying all or most of the bronze statues ferent pieces were not alike in quantity: So much

2 L 2
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waste occurred in various ways, that when two-thirds | bue on the projecting parts of old bronzes, where they

of the coluinn were cast he found that all his metal was have been rubbed, and to imitate this is also one of the

gone. Here was at once a sad perplexity ; for the aims of modern art. A dry substance called gold

government had delivered to him the quantity ofmetal powder or gold bronze (aurum inusivum ) is lightly

agreed on , and expected a complete column to be made applied to a surface previously coloured of a greenish

froin that quantity. In this dilemma he used up the tint, and a somewhat showy imitation is thus produced,

scoriæ from the furnace, mixed with old brass and which, when applied to plaster figures, has but little

copper purchased at a cheap rate ; but the pieces cast resemblance to the calm and sombre hue of the ancient

from this " forlorn hope” of the furnace were so full of bronzes.

holes and so badly coloured , that the government refused A remark may be made in conclusion respecting a

to take them : the founder was full of trouble, and the suggestion made a few years ago for the establishment

government stopped his proceedings by putting a seal of National Collections of Casts in England. Mr.

on his ſoundry. Subsequently a commission was ap- Wilson communicated to the Scottish Society of Arts,

pointed to examine the state of the accounts between about six years ago, a paper on the nature and extent

the government and the founder. They found that a of the encouragementwhich an enlightened govern

loss of ten per cent, as waste had been allowed to him, ment should afford to the fine arts. After alluding to

and that he had actually sold a little of the metal the advantages which artists derive froin the study of

under the impression that the waste would be much ancient sculptures in Italy, and to the classical taste

less than this. Upon analyzing the pieces sent in , they which such study engenders, Mr. Wilson draws atten

found that about nine-tenths consisted of copper, three- tion to the desirability of government procuring casts

fourths of the remainder were tin , and a very minute of all the celebrated statues and busts from various

quantity of lead, zinc, iron , and silver made up the quarters, and establishing collections of them in various

other ingredients. These proportions,however, were parts of the country. Hesays, “Thecollection of sculp

not equal in all parts, for the pieces first cast were tures in the British Museum has been & prodigious

richer in copper than the standard required by the benefit to art, but this benefit is almost entirely con

government, while the last pieces were of poorer fined to London : few students from the provinces can

quality. The pieces, too, were so badly cast, that many afford to visit the metropolis; and, as a means of gene

tons of metal were chipped away in dressing them rally diffusing taste throughout the country, museums

before fixing them in their places. By a sort of in London are of little avail . Provincial galleries must

fatality which seemed to attend all the arrangements, be opened : meritorious efforts are making in this

the pieces were fixed up without due regard to the ex way, but the difficulty of procuring easts sadly impedes

pansion resulting from the sun's heat ;, and much these efforts." These views are supported by ati opi

trouble was subsequently occasioned by this circum- nion which Dr. Waagen expressed before theCommitiee

stance . on the Arts of Design- " The best way of forming the

One more example will tend to show the difficulties taste of the people is by the establishment of accessible

attendant on bronze-casting. After the fall of Napoleon, collections of the most remarkable monuments of an

a bronze statue of Henri IV. was ordered to be cast by tiquity and of the middle ages. In the capital of the

the French government, the materials for which were country there should be the chief collection , but

to be derived from several sources, viz., a statue of it is injurious when all is centralized and confined

Napoleon which bad been intended for the Boulogne within the capital ; it is also useful, as is partly the

monument, the bassi-relievi of the same monument, case in France, and intended to be in Prussia, to

the statue of Desaix, and the statue of Napoleon which establish subordinate collections in the principal

had till then surmounted the column in the Place de towns in the country. The principle on which such

Vendôme. These were to be all melted together and collections should be formed 'is, that the monuments

cast into an equestrian statue of Henri Quatre, to be of the best period, both of ancient and modern

placed on the Pont - Neuf. As an error had been art, which are too expensive and two costly to be

before committed by allowing a common founder to possessed by private amateurs, should more especially

cast statues, it was resolved on the present occasion be placed in a public collection. Collections can only

that the sculptor alone should have the management propagate taste and art in a nation, when every man

of the casting. This, however, was an error on the can daily and hourly find free access to the colleetions

other side ; for the sculptor was not acquainted with of art."

the temperatures at which different alloys of netal The Scottish Society of Artspassed a series of reso

melt. He einployed for melting the statues the same lutions fully approving the principles involved in Mr.

furnace which had before been employed for melting Wilson's suggestions.

cannon ; but the melting - point is different, and

the same draught of furnace which was available

for the one kind of metal would not do for the
Supply of Air to the Roots of Plants. Thebreaking up of

other. Much difficulty was experienced from this the surface of cultivated land , either by the plough, spade, of

want of foresight, and the statue was not finished hoe, for the reception of seeds or plants, is a process so uuiver

without many disappointments to all parties con- sally practised and indispensable for thewell-being of the crop

cerned . intended to be raised thereon, that it may be deemed incredible

Any one who lias seen the ancient bronzes, such as that so common and simple an affair should not be universally

those at the British Museum, must have observed a understood. The surface of the earth is one of the sources

delicale greenish bloom or down on the surfaces. This whence plantsobtainthe elemental food requisite for their de

is called by the French verde antique ; and many velopment, andcertain conditions of this surface are alsolutely

attempts have been made to imitate it . But as this dispensable both to the fibrous rootswhich are extended in the

peculiar tint is probably the resultof the action of the earth, and to the head of the plantexpanded in the air. There

atmosphere on ihe metal during a long scries of years, is more danger, however, from the excess of moisture than from

the artificial production of asimilar appearance on the extremes of either beat or air; because, when the soil is satu

few metal can be no more than partially successful. rated with water, the acoess of the gerieral air and its gaseous

There is likewise a kind of rich and somewhat golden properties is excluded, and thedelicate fibres, imprisoned and
choked , it may be said, for want of breath, must in such cases

* A new statue of Napoleon was put up by Louis Philippe necessarily languish. Journolof Agriculture.

on the Vendôme column in 1833.
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[1 , Samlucaria ; 2, Lubaria ; 3, Vanaria ; 4, Papilionarius ; 5, Syriugaria ; 6, Amatatia ; 7, Defoliaria .]

CURIOSITIES OF BRITISH NATURAL stem of a tree or bush by means of its posteriorclaspers,

HISTORY. while it extends itself at a considerable angle from its

BRITISH Moths - continued .
support, appearing at first sight like a broken twig.

It is of a cinnamon brown colour, furrowed lon.

The group of moths at the head of this article all gitudinally, and presenting three tubercles, two placed

belong to the family Geometridæ, or the geometrie laterally on the sixth ring, andthe other on the ninth.

group of Stephens, theterm applying to the caterpil. It lives principally on fruit -trees ; it is said to feed on

Jars, and not the perfect insects. the leaves of the Elder, whence the name Sambucaria,

1. The Swallow-tail moth (Qurapteryx Sambucaria), but there is reason for doubting the truth of this

perfect insect, caterpillar, and pupa. fact.

The genus Ourapteryx was established by Dr. Leach, The pupa is remarkable for suspending itself from a

and contains only one European and six exotic species. branch by means of several delicate filaments ofsilk ,

The most remarkable character, and which at once dis- to which a frail cocoon is attached , consisting of loose

tinguishes this form , consists in the form of the pos- silk,among which bits of dry leaves are thickly inter

terior wings, which terminate each in an elongated woven, so that it resembles a loose packet of withered

tail-like process, as in several diurnal butterflies . foliage. The pupa is presented thus suspended in its

The Swallow -tail moth is spread over the whole of cocooninthe accompanying group ofpictorial spe

Europe, and is notuncommon in woodsandgardens cimens. The moth comes forth at the end of Juneor the

in our island : it is frequent about Paris. beginning of July ; its colouring is as follows the

The flight of this moih is extremely rapid , as might four wings are of a pale yellow above, powdered with

inferred from the extent and form of its wings, but greenish grey, and with three transverse streaks of

it isseldomor never seen abroad byday,the hours of dusky yellow . Thetwo first streaks are nearly straight,

evening, dusk , and those just preceding the dawn of and in the intervalbetween themis a little dusky cres

day being its times of activity. centic mark ; the third streak is somewhat flexuous.

The caterpillar is a strange-looking creature of an At the base of the posterior angle of the hinder wings

elongated form ; it is in the habit of adhering to the are twoblack spois,of which the outermostis ocel.
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lated with a rufous pupil. The fringe of the upper | which had fallen a prey to bats ; in fact, the bat is

wings is rufous. Expansion of wings from two inches noted by entomologists for the havoc it makes among

to three and a half. such moths as frequent trees and woods, and it always

2. The Lunar Thorn moth (Geometra lunaria) , per- rejects the wings, which are often found in great nun

fect insect, caterpillar, and pupa. bers at the roots of trees on which the animal has

This species not only varies greatly in size, but in settled with his prey.

colouring, the general tint being sometiines of a pale The Emerald moth has the wings of a fine grass

ochre-yellow, more or less varied and sprinkled with green, the anterior pair having two or three inter

rufous, sometimes of a lively orange, andsometimes of rupted transverse marks of grey,-the posterior wings

a beautiful rose -red. Generally each wing is marked generally two such stripes. The antennæ are reddish

in the centre with a little white transparent crescent ; white. The caterpillar is sluggish in its movements,

and sometimes the crescent exists only on the upper and feeds on the leaves of various trees, as the lime,

wings, sometimes on the under wings. This circum- birch, alder, hazel, & c.; it is of a green colour, with a

stance, joined with other differences,has induced many yellowish lateral line and red tubercles on the back .

to consider the varieties of this moth as distinct spe- The pupa is elongated , and of a reddish brown colour.

cies, but it is proved , by rearing the caterpillars till The perfect insect appears about the middle of July.

the perfect moth appears, that, vary as the latter may, M.Duponchel says that there are two broods, the first

they are all reſerable to the same species. The fol- in May and June, the second in July. He adds, that

lowing characters are common to all. The upper in France it is not rare in the damp parts of forests

wingshave at their tip a rufous brown semilunar mark, where the beech is abundant, the second brood being

and are transversely barred in the middle by a streak the most numerous. But in order to see a large flight

of the same colour,bordered on each side by two brown of these moths, one must take advantage of a very

lines , and traversed itself by a darker line, on which is tranquil time and wait till the sun is set. He has, he

placed the white crescent already mentioned. The says, taken a dozen within half an hour in the forest of

hinder wings are generally traversed by similar mark- Mormal.

ings. 5. The Lilac Beauty (Pericallia syringaria ), perfect

The caterpillar varies greatly in its colour, and often insect, caterpillar, and pupa.

assumes that of the young shoots of the tree or bush on The LilacBeauty is by no means a common species

which it lives. It is mostly of a greenish grey mixed in our island, but has been captured in various places:

with brown and yellowishi, with a ferruginous mark it is far more abundant in France, andmay be found

extending itself over the two first rings; a tubercle on in the gardens about Paris. The anterior wings

the eighth ring is of this colour, and the head is brown . are varied with yellowish and grey, and tinted with

It feeds on the thorn,elm, oak, willow, &c. The pupa purple or purplish rose-colour ; on the anterior edge

is slender. are soine purplish white dashes, and a little before the

Two broods of these moths appear annually ; the first middle is an angular violaceous stripe, with two

in June, the second in August and September. In others behind common to both the wings ; of these the

England the Lunar Thorn moth is by no means a com- first stripe is brown, the second brown and violet, with

mon species ; it occurs, however, in some of the woods some black spots on the posterior wings, towards the

near London, as Combe and Darent woods, and has inner margin . Towards the apex of the anterior

been taken near Warwick and other places. It is said wings is a violaceous lunular spot. The posterior

to be common on the elms on the Boulevards of wings are of a greyer tint. The female esceeds the

Paris. male in size , and is of a paler colour.

3. The Common V-moth (Grammatophora Vanaria) , The caterpillar of this elegant species is remarkable

perfect insect, caterpillar, and pupa. from the oddity of its form and its attitude during

This moth is very common in gardens around Lon- repose . Instead of keeping its body straight and stiff,

don , and in most other parts of England, where the as is the case generally with those of the geometric

caterpillar commits extensive ravages on gooseberry- group of moths, it folds itself into a curved line, with

bushes, stripping them of their leaves, on which it the head a little raised up . Its colour is generally

feeds. During some years it swarms in hosts, which brownish red, with a black'dorsal band extending over

prove very destructive. The colour of the moth is the four first rings. Its form is thick, and a long slen

subject to variety ; in general the wings are of an ashy der horn is carried on the seventh ring. Besides this

grey, powdered with a darker tint, and mottled with horn , thereare two little conical tubercles on each of

four black spots on the anterior edge, whence a faint the fifth and sixth rings, and on the sixth and seventh

slender line extends from the second to a mark like the two little white excrescences.

letter V. On the outer edge the wings have a dusky It feeds on the lilac , the jasmine, and privet ; and

wash . In some varieties the wings arewhite, marbled hence the moth frequents gardens, and parks, anü

with cinereous; in others they are of a sooty black . pleasure -grounds, rather than woods or fields.

The caterpillar is greenish, spotted with black, and The pupa is not less remarkable than the caterpillar :

with a dorsal line of yellow , and lateral lines of the it is of a short figure, and is almost rounded anteriorly,

same colour. The pupa is brown. broad in the middle, and terminates abruptly in a

4. The large Emerald moth (Hipparchus Papilio- point. It is of a dull yellow tint, with the upper parts

narius), perfect insect, caterpillar, and pupa. chestnut. It is always found fixed perpendicularly,

This species is remarkable among the geometric the head upwards, to a young twig , and is retained in

moths from its great size, its beautiful green colour, its position by a number of threads, which are united

and the elegant contour of its wings, which resemble together at its apex.

those of a diurnal butterfly. Like the butterfly it 6. The Blood -veined moth (Bradyepetes amataria,

raises up its wings during repose , and it is from this perfect insect, caterpillar,and pupa .

circumstance that Linnæus gave it the title of papilio The genus, founded by Mr. Stevens for this species,

naria . It is not a common insect in our island ; in some is characterized by the very acute anterior angleof the

districts, however, it is occasionally seen in numbers, wings, and the angulated hinder margin of the pos

and Mr. Stephens says that’once, in a lane near Birch- terior wings, combined with the oblique stripes which

wood in Kent, he saw some dozens of the wings, several pass through their disc , from the apex of the anterior

in fine condition, strewed about under an old oak. wings to the inner edge of the posterior. The Blood

These wings were doubtless the relics of individuals reined moth is rather local in its distribution in our
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island, being extremely abundant in some places and
As the moths described in this paper belong to

rare in others. It is common in France, and frequents the family Geometridæ of Stephens, so called from

the Bois de Boulogne. Its flight is sluggish . The the figures and actions of the caterpillars, we nay

wings are of a pale yellowish grey finely powdered conclude by a few observations on these latter

with brown,with a very oblique purple - red or san- creatures, which, in many of their ways, are very

guineous streak crossing both wings from the apex of curious.

the anterior to the middle of the inner edge of the With various naturalists it is a favourite theory that

second pair. At the base of the anterior wings is a the forms and colours of living beings are rendered

pale brown transverse stripe, and a dusky stripe at the subservient to their concealment from encinies, the

posterior margin of both wings winds flexuous from latter blending and assimilating with those of sur

the apex of the fore wings. The edges are fringed rounding objects; the fornier deceiving the eye by ap

with red, and in fine specimens the hinder margin of proximating in outline to that of twigs, sticks, leaves,

all the wings is beautifully suffused with a rich san- and the like, on or amidst which they habitually dwell.

guineous purple. How far this theory will bear rigid investigation we

The caterpillar is very singular; it is cylindrical, shall not here discuss. Abundant instances may be

but little elongated, with the fourth, the fifth, and the offered to the contrary, and numerous examples may

sixth rings much thicker than the others ; the head is be adduced showing that in their case at least there is

small, and buried under the first ring. The ground some ground for the assertion .

colour is umber, with several yellow streaks, one of Wehave alluded to the stick -like appearance of the

which is dorsal and longitudinal, interrupted by black , caterpillar of the Swallow -tail moth, and wemay here

and crossed by other lines forming lozenge-shaped add that that of the Lunar Thorn moth exhibits much

marks on the intermediate rings, and bordered with the same aspect. With respect to the former, resting

black. It lives on various trees and shrubs, as the ha- on its prolegs with the body stretched out stiff and

zel, whitethorn, & c . immoveable at an angle with the branch, its only sup

The chrysalis is also very curious ; it is of a slen - port being a slender thread of silk , from which the

der form , with a notch at the head. It is generally head hangs in order that it may be ready, in case of

found enveloped in a slight network or thin tissue attack , to lower itself in safety to the ground, it so

between leaves. The perfect insect appears in July. closely resembles a fork of the branch, that Rösel's

7. The Mottled Umber moth (Hibernia defoliaria), gardener mistook one for a dead iwig, and, on Jaying

perfect insect, winged male and wingless female, ca- hold of it in order to break it off, started back in the

terpillar and pupa. utmost alarm when he found it to be a living animal .

In the genus Hibernia the anterior wings are long These caterpillars feed chiefly in the night, resting

and thin in the male ; in the female the wings are during the day in this stiff, and, as we should think,
either wanting or very rudimentary. The species are most fatiguing attitude, without the slightest move

all autumnal, beginning to appear as perfect insects at ment. Yet we are induced to ask whether a bird or
the fall of the leaf.

an ichneumon fly would mistake this insect as did

The Mottled Umber moth is common all over Eu- Rösel's gardener Mr. Rennie has said that no natu

rope. In our island it abounds around the metropolis, ralist would have fallen into such an error. This

frequenting gardens, orchards, woods, and copses. It means nothing, inasmuch as a naturalist is one who

is subject to considerable variety. In general the has amassed the knowledge of a number of facts from

upperwings are ofa pale ochre-yellow , powdered with observation, and has habituated himself to seize at

brown, with two transverse bands of yellow -brown a glance upon minor peculiarities, not regarded by

mingled with ferruginous, one near the base, the others, because they are either not aware of their ex

other between the centre and the outer margin , and is istence or of their importance as diagnostics . The

bordered internally with black , and externally by question is notwhether a naturalistwould detect the

dashes of brown . There is a black spot in the interval caterpillar in the stick-like projection , but whether

between these two bands. The fringe is yellow, varied general observers, the ordinary passers-by, would not

with deep brown. The lower wings are of a pale overlook it. We think that they would .

yellow, finely freckled with reddish grey, and with a It is not, however, from this singular habit of rc

black central dot. maining motionless in one fixed attitude that these

Sometimes the wings are ferruginous or griseous caterpillars are called geometrical; it is from their

throughout, with darker strigæ ; sometimes these are assuming in progression the form of a pair of callipers,

obsolete. In fact scarcely two specimens ever occur or rather that of the Greek 2 (Omega ). At the com

alike . The female is wingless, yellow, and dotted with mencement of their inovements, they forın an arch ,

black. The caterpillars swarm during some years, and bringing the anterior and posterior seginents of the

become extremely destructive in orchards, stripping body, on which are scated the true limbs and the

thefruit-trees of their leaves; this is particularly the prolegs, closely together. To take the first step, they

Case in France, where they have occasionally committed stretch out the head to the full extent of the body,
great havoc. secure themselves firmly, and then bring up the rear,

The ground-colour of the caterpillar is ferruginous, assuming the o form again. Among their popular

with a bright interrupted yellow streak on each side, names from this mode of progression are those of

and a red spot with a white dot on each segment. loopers and surveyors : they march along, measuring

The attitude which it assumes in a state of repose is the branch or spot over which they crawl by their

remarkable : fixed by its hind feet, it bends the middle body's length . As another example of these geo

of its body into the form of an arch, raising up its metric caterpillars, we may mention those of the

headand the three firstrings, of which the feet are at Brimstone moth , far morecommon than thecater

that time widely separatedfrom each other. pillars of the Swallow -tail, and to be collected in the

The femalesof this moth -- being unable to fly, from hedge-rows of hawthorn during thelatter part of sum

the absence of wings-remain fixed on the twigs or With their withered wrinkled skin, furrowed

branches of the tree, the pupa having there undergone like bark, their bulging rings, and the notched ex

its change ; and they deposit their eggs on the leaves crescence on the back, they look like self-moving bits

in countless numbers,whence, in the spring, issue de- ofdrydustysticks.

structive hordes, of the effects of which the leaves ofour

pear- trees at this moment present mournful evidence.

mer .
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DRAWING-CRAYONS.
the paste is rolled ; and when the diameter is ap

proaching nearly to this limit, a flat piece of wood is

The kind of drawing - pencils called crayons are substituted for the hand, with which the process of

marle of a white or coloured earthy composition , of rolling is brought to a conclusion. The cylinders thus

such a consistency as to trace a mark on the drawing formed are then cut with a knife into lengths of about

paper or board used. This seems to have been a two inches each (the usual length of crayons ); and

foreign invention . The name itself is probably de- when dry they are pointed at one or both ends with a

rived from the French word for chalk , craie ; and the knife.

crayon possesses marking properties very similar to
If the paste during the progress of rolling is pressed

those of chalk. Pastel is another name for crayon . and worked so as to expel all the little bubbles of air

We will condense from the Dictionnaire Techno- which may have been mixed up with it, the erayon

logique,' and other sources, a few details concerning when finished will break with a homogeneous and

the manufacture of these useful adjuncts to the close fracture ; but if this be not the case, the crayon

drawing table.
will be fragile and full of holes. Sometimes, in order

As the crayon is the result of the mixture of some co to procure the crayons in a solid and dense form , the

lour with an earthy base, and as it is necessary that paste is strongly compressed between two channels

the line or mark in a drawing should be formed ivhich exactly correspond, and which thysgive form

readily and equably, the earthy base requires to be and dimension to the crayon. A third method con

brought to a very fine state of subdivision before sists in forming a kind of hollow tube of tinfoil,by

being made into a paste. After the grinding, therefore, coiling it round a steel mandril or rod, and then filling

the earthy substance is levigated, or washed in water, this tube with paste rather more liquid than that used

and allowed to deposit a sediment by being left undis in the former method , the tinfoil being removed when

turbed for some tiine. The usual base or earthy matter the crayon has become dry and solid .

of the crayons is either washed chalk or tobacco-pipe Various substances are employed to impart colour

clay ; occasionally calcined gypsum and starch- flour to the crayon-paste . Yellow ochre, mineral yellow ,

are employed ;and on other occasions the ochses and Naples yellow,chrome,and other pigments of a similar

red lead. Besides the earthy base and the colouring kind, are employed for yellow crayons; red chalk,

substance, there must be some kind of mucilage or vermilion, madder, and Brazil wood are among the

liquid to form these into a paste ; and the choice of colouring ingredients for red ;. smalt, indigo, and

this liquid is an important point in the arrangements. Prussian blue, for blue ; Brunswick green , or various

The gummy nature of this agentmust be such as will mixtures of blue and yellow, for green ; umber, or a

hold the crayon together in a solid form , and yet allow mixture of red and black , for brown ; charcoal and

it to disintegrate or ·mark’in the process of drawing. lamp- black for black : indeed, the usual substances

Gum Arabic and gum tragacanth are the chief kinds employed togive colour to most paints and pigments

of mucilage employed : and these așe made more or are also employed for crayons.

less limpid according to the sort of crayons to be It is obvious that every part of the process of

formed, by varying the quantity of water added to the making is capableof much modification , and that the

gum. When thecrayon is of a kind to require only choice of ingredients is equally open to variety: The

a slight degree of agglutination in the paste , a little above description, therefore,will not apply to all cases

sugar is added to the gum , in order to Jessen the de- with equal sirictness, but will serve to explain the ge

gree of hardness in the drying ; or a little soap -lees is neral nature of this kind of manufacture .

added to produce the same effect. For other varieties

of crayon, oil , wax , or suet is added to the paste ; but

such kinds are only used for prepared canvas, the sur Rapid Growth of Plants. Who can understand or explain

face of which is slightly powdered over before the the extraordinary activity which pervades the entire vascular

crayon is applied . Generally speaking, however, chalk system of the plant when circumstances are favourable to its

and gum tragacanth are the two main ingredients, growth ? A stalk of wheathas been observed to shoot up three

besides the colouring substance required for coloured inches in as many days, of barley six inches in the sametime,

crayons.

and a vine twig two feet, or eight inches a day. ( Dr. Hume.)

There is first prepared a primitivepaste for crayons inches in sixdays,and in the BotanicGardensat Brussels Iwas
Cucumbers have been known to acquire a length of twenty -four

of all colours indifferently , and then coloured pastes to shown a bamboo, live inches indiameter,which had increased in

add to this in such proportions as will give the desired height nine feet in twenty -seven days , sometimes making a pro

tint . The chalk or pipe -clay is ground up with gum gress of six or eight inches in a day. In our climate wemeet

water to the required consistency, and this serves asa with few illustrations of the rapidity with which plants ars

basis for crayons both white and coloured. Each co- capable of springing up in themost favourable circumstances

lour is also ground up into a paste : and according to and the above examples probably give us only an imperfect idea

the quantity of the latter mixed with the former a of the velocity with which the bamboo, the palm , the tree -fem ,

coloured paste will be produced of deeper or lighter and other vascular plants may grow in their native soil and

tint. By making the different kinds of paste separately, climate. And with what numerous and complicated chemical

and mixing them in duplicate and other proportions, changes is the productionofevery grain of the substance of these

s!iades of colour may be produced which will bear a absorbed from the air and from the suil - how quickly trans

sort of numerical relation one to another.
formed and assimilated . The long period of timeduring whicb,

When the proper tints of colour have been pro- year after year, thesechanges may proceed in the sameliving

duced, the paste is worked up into the oblong cylin- vessels, or in the same tree, is no less wonderful. Oaks have

drical form which crayons present. The paste is first lived to an age of 1500 to 2000 years , yew -trees to 3000 years,

dried a little between two sheets of unsized paper ; and other species are mentioned as having flourished from 4500

and when the excess of humidity is thus absorbed, and to 6000 years ; while even a rose - tree ( rosa ronana ) now living

the paste can be handled without adhering to the fin- is quoted by Sprengel as being already upwards of 1000 years

gers, it is divided into small masses. These masses old . The rapidity of the growth of a plant, and the length of its

are formed into balls between the palms of the hands, life, are equally affected by circumstances. On a knowledge of

and then rolled to and fro by the hand on a flat smooth these circumstances, and of the means of controllingor of pro

table or wooden plank. There are twosmall parallel ducing them , the enlightened practiceof agriculture isalmost

rods orbars fixed to this plank, of suchthickness as entirely dependent. - Johnston's Agricultural Chemistry.

to regulate the diameter of the cylinders into which
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DIGO DUGO OIGHT
MU

(Church of the Invalides . ]

HOTEL DES INVALIDES, PARIS .
artisans of Paris, who are moving past him with so

martial anappearance, and it is impossible not to feel

The geographical position of France renders the that the military genius of the French is a great power

organization of its military power one ofthe most im- in the world for good or evil, and that the course of

portant objects of its domestic policy. After a peace European history cannot but be modified by its in

of thirty years, the budget of the minister of war fluence. The garrison of Paris is usually composed of

swallows up nearly one-fourth of the national taxes, about thirty thousand men, and sometimes even of

and the standing army withdraws above three hun- forty thousand, who are lodged in thirty -five barracks

dred thousand men from productive industry ; be- in different parts of the capital . The Paris national

sides which there are nearly six million persons guard consists oftwelve legions of infantry, of four bat
enrolled as liable to serve among the national talions each, and there is a legion of cavalry of several

guards. Before the stranger has been long in Paris, squadrons. The number of armed citizens is about

he will have discoveredthat the military spirit is one fiftythousand. The municipal guards, though under

of the most striking characteristics of the French the direction of the prefect of police, are a military

people. It predominates overevery other form of life force, and comprise about fifteenhundred infantry and

in the picturesque capital of France. The population cavalry, remarkable for their soldier-like appearance.

may be said to rise to the sound of the reveille as in a Even thefiremen , between six andseven hundred in

great camp,and the drums beat the evening “ tattoo” number, weara military uniform . Here then we have

in every part of the city. At night, as the solitary above eighty thousand soldiers and citizen -soldiers in

passenger proceeds to his home, he meets patrols of a population less than one-half the population of Lon

the municipal guard,orisperhaps challenged bysen - don . Ifthe organization of London resembled that of

tinels on duty at the different posts. The numerous Paris, instead of a few hundredsoftheGuards and be

guard-houses correspond to the stations” of the Lon-tween three and four thousand policemen , weshould

don police . A review of the national guards and have a garrison of sixty thousand troops of the line dis

garrison of Paris on the Boulevards exhibits on amag- tributed in seventy barracks situated in every part of the

nificent scalethe pumpandcircumstance of military metropolis ; anda hundred thousand merchants, shop:

display. These gayand beautifulthoroughfaresare keepers,clerks, and respectable artisans who could

admirably adapted for such a purpose. Battalionafter beassembled on grand occasions in military uniform,

battalion marches pastaccompanied by itsband, and and of whom a certainnumber would be always on

if the spectator is placed so astocommand aviewof duty,mounting guard along with thehouseholdtroops,

the advancing host as they come in procession appa- while drilling, marching, reviewing, and other ex

rently interminable, their arms glittering intherays ercises which are requisite in gaining precision in

of asun ofunclouded splendour,he will acknowledge military duties,would be continually going on . Every

that few spectacles can be finer. Added to the scene one will see that the existence of such a system in

itself are thehistorical recollections which belong to Londonwouldbe intolerableunder any other circum

thecapitalof France,and the brilliant military renown stances short of somedire national calamity. The

which the French arms have acquired . But these are deductions from the time of the citizen and the inter

chiefly the commercial classes,the shopkeepers and ference with his pursuits,which areinvolved in the

No. 788.
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organization of a national guard, are, we suppose, Ithis front are formed of a cuirass surmounted by a

cheerfully submitted to in Paris; andthe impossibility helmet and surrounded by a mantle,a circular window

of fancying such a state of things in London indicates being pierced in the middle of each cuirass. The

very fúlly the differences, both social and mental, architectural decorations throughout are of a military

which prevail in the two capitals . We lose, it is true, character wherever they could with propriety be made
the splendour of military spectacles: at a “ grand so. The gateway in the centre leads to the Cour

review ” for the gratification of a great northern prince Royale, which is 312 feet by 192. This quadrangle

who recently visited this country, there were, as it was consists of four piles of buildings with central projec

remarked , about as many troops assembled as daily tions , and pavilions at the angles. There are besides

mount guard at his palace ; but these displays may be other courts ; but a minute detail of the plan and of

very cheerfully dispensed with when they can only the architectural designs would scarcely be intelligible

exist in connection with the predominance of the if only briefly given . The first church, called l'Eglise

sword, and the intrusion of the cainp and its spirit , ancienne, is 66 feet high , 210 feet long by 40 in its
upon domestic life .

least and 72 feet in its greatest breadth, and consists of

Our object at present, however, is to give some a single nave, with low side aisles supporting a gallery.

account of the Hôtel des Invalides, the military The flags taken by the French from the enemy are

hospital of France. An old soldier re-enters society deposited in this church. They are chiefly Spanish and

under disadvantages so great as almost to preclude Portuguese, with somefrom Algiers, and there are two

him from filling his part with success. He has been or three English standards. During the empire the

so long accustomed to form a part of a machine that nave of this church was hung with nearly three thou

he is disqualified for independent action, and he loses sand flags of every nation on the continent. They were

himself for want of guidance. He makes a bad colu. destroyed the evening before the allied troops entered

nist, generally speaking, and too often a bad member Paris in 1814. The second or dome church is a square

of society. Retired Uncle Tobys are not sufficient in edifice, 138 feet long, at the southern extremity of the

number to afford an asylum for the more numerous first church. It is united to the old church by the

Corporal Trims who require a resting-place in old age, arch in which the great altar stands. In the centre of

and both policy and humanity dictate the necessity of each front is a projecting mass crowned by a pediment.

establishing public institutions for the reception of the The principal entrance is by the portico on the south

old veterans. In the sixteenth century the old and side, which is composedof two ranks of columns, the

disabled soldiers in France had no other resource but lower ones of the Doric and the upper ones of the

the charity of the monasteries of royal foundation . In Corinthian order. The circular tower, which rises

1596 Henry IV. converted a convent in one of the from the body of the church, is surmounted by forty

faubourgs of Paris into an hospital for military in- columns of the Composite order, arranged in pairs.

valids, but the institution, which was removed to an- An attic , adornedwith circular-headed windows,springs

other situation by Louis XIII., remained on a small from the tower, and from this rises the dome, the curve

scale for nearly a century. The long wars of Louis of wbich is considered as peculiarly elegant. Its ex

XIV. rendered it necessary to make provision for a ternal diaineter is 80 feet, which is within 32 feet of

larger number of old soldiers, and in 1670 the founda- the diameter of St. Paul's. The spaces between the

tion of the Invalides was laid , the king reserving to twelve ribs by which the dome is divided are deco

himself the honour of being its sole benefactor_by rated with projecting devices of military trophie ,

probibiting legacies being left for its support. The arms, &c. , and, with theribs themselves, are gill." The

main building, including the first church , was com- dome is surmounted by a lantern, which is crowned by
pleted in 1706. Chelsea Hospital was begun a few a spire, globe, and cross, all richly gilt. The total

years later, in 1682, and was completed some years height from the ground to the summit of the cross is

earlier. The second church or dome of the Invalides, 323 feet. The pavement of the dome church is of

a view of which is given in the cut, was also completed white marble inlaid with lilies and ciphers, and the

in 1706 , and was intended for the celebration of mili- cordon of the order of the Holy Ghost. The ceiling is

tary rejoicings and festivals. Additions have been painted , and there are pictures in the different chapels.

made from time to time to the buildings, which now In a vault beneath the dome are interred the remains

cover an area of sixteen acres. The Hôtel des Inva- of Marshal Mortier and the other victims ( one of

lides is almost the only public building in Paris which whom was a young girl) ofthe attempt of Fieschi on

has always been retained for its original uses. The the life of King Louis Philippe, on the 28th of July,

first Revolution changed only ils name, and the Hôtel | 1835.

became the Temple of Humanity , while under the The government of this great establishment is under

Empire it was called the Temple of Mars ; but at the the immediate superintendence of the Minister of

Restoration the old name again came officially into War. The governor is always a marshal of France,

and be is assisted by about one hundred and twenty

The Hôtel des Invalides is situated on the right bank officers.His salary is 35,000 francs a year, or about

of the Seine, on the south side of Paris. It is approached 14001. (25 francs to thepound). The general-com

byan esplanade, which extends from thequay on the mandant is paid 12,000 francs, the intendant 10,000

Seine, and measures 1440 feet by 780. The fountain francs, and the colonel-major 6000 francs. All soldiers

in the centre of the esplanade was formerly orna- disabled by wounds, or who have served thirty years,

mented with the bronze lion taken from St. Mark's at are entitled to the privileges of the institution, which

Venice, which was restored at the peace of 1815, and includes board, lodging, washing, and clothing. The

is now replaced by a statue of Lafayette. On the north Hôtel is capable of accommodating 7000 persons, but

front there is a wide terrace laid out as a garden and the number of inmates at present is only about 3000.

bounded by a fosse. On the south front of the dome The invalids receive a small sum for pocket-money,

church there is a small green esplanade, beyond which which for a private is 2 fr. a month , for a sergeant

are avenues of trees branching in various directions. 4 fr., a captain 10 fr., a colonel 30 fr ., and in

The front of the Hôtel is 612 feet in length, and pre- like proportion for others of intermediate grade.
sents three projecting masses. The central part is Officers above the rank of captain are allowed to take

decorated with Ionic pilasters, which support an arch their meals in their own apartments. In the officers'

ornamented with military trophies, in which is a bas- refectory the service consists of plate and porcelain .

relief of Louis XIV. on horseback. The windows of The Empress Maria Louisa presented a service of plate

use.
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to the Hôtel . The sub -officers and privates are divided | forget that there are advantages, aswell as disadvantages, in this

into two parties to take their meals, one party break- employment, as in every other. If we expect to find all sun

fasting at nine and dining at four, and the other at ten shine and flowers in any station in life, we shall most surely be

and five. Soup is served besides in themorning. Their disappointed. We are very busily engaged during the day but

breakfast consists of soup, beef, and a dish ofvegetables, then we have the evening to ourselves,with no one to diciate to

or control us.

and dinner of a ragout with vegetables, or eggs and ve
I have frequently heard you say , that you would

not be confined to household duties, and that you disliked the

getables. Officers are allowed a few extra dishes.The millinery business altogether, because you could not have your

daily allowance of wine is a pint and three -quarters. evenings for leisure. You know that in Lowell we have schools,

and of bread one pound and a half, and these articles lectures, and meetings, of every description, for moral and intel

are of the same quality for all ranks. Each of the lectual improvement.'

four grand refectories or dining-rooms (one for the “ All this is very true,” replied Ellen, “ but if we were to

officers and three for the privates) is one hundred and attend every public institution, and every evening.school which

fifty feet by twenty -four, and in each there are thirty offers itself for our improvement, we might spend every farthing
Then if sickness should oversround tables, at which messes of twelve are formed. of our earnings, and even more .

Above fifteen hundred pounds of meat are daily put from kindredand home; and if we have an empty purse, we
take us, what are the probable consequences ? Here we are, far

into thecoppers, and the same quantity is used for shall be destitute of friends also.”

ragouts. The meat and vegetables are cooked by
“ I do not think so, Ellen . I believe there is no place where

economical furnaces, each of which contains eight there are so many advantages within the reach of the labouring

coppers. There are two coppers in each ofwhich class of people as exist here; where there is so muchequality,

twelve hundred pounds of meat can be dressed ; and so few aristocratic distinctions, and such goud fellowship, as may

in one of the kitchens there is a spit that will roast be found in this community . A person has only to be honest,

four hundred pounds of meat at once. There are industrious,and moral, to secure the respect of the virtuous and

two kitchens, one for the officers and one for the good, though he may not be worth a dollar ; while , on the other

privates. The principal dormitories comprise eight hand, an immoral person , though he should possesswealth ,is not

spacious rooms, each of which contains from forty
respected .”

to fifty beds, and in the smaller sleeping-rooms the
** As to the morality of the place, " returned Ellen, " I have no

number of beds is from four to eight. *Each man has fault to find. I objectto the constant hurry of everything. We

cannot have time to eat, drink, or sleep ; we have oulý thirty
his bed,straw mattress, wool mattress, and bolster, minutes, orat mostthree-quarters ofan bour, allowed us, to go

and a small cupboard for his clothes. There is a
from our work , partake of our food , and returu to the noisy

library of twenty thousand volumes for the use of the clatter of machinery . Up before day, at the clang of the bell ---

pensioners, which is open for six hours daily. The and out of the mill by the clang of the bell— into the mill, and

Council Chamber contains the portraits of the mar at work, in obedience to that ding -dong of a bell - just as though

shals of France, which are removed here on their death we were so many living machines. I will givemy notice to

from the Salle des Maréchaux at the Tuileries.
morrow : go, I will I won't stay here and be a white slave.”

Ellen ," said I, “ do you remember what is said of the bee,

that it gathers honey even in a poisonous flower ? May we not,

in like manner, if our hearts are rightly attuned , find inany

MIND AMONG THE SPINDLES . pleasures connected with our employment? Why is it, then ,

that you so obstinately look altogether on the dark side of a

This is the title of a little work recently published as factory life ? I think you thought differently while you were at

one of “Knight's Weekly Volumes for all Readers,' home, on a visit , last summer — for you were glad to come back

being a seleciion of articles from an American work, to the mill in less than four weeks. Tell me, now — why were

called the · LowellOffering ,' the production entirely you so glad to return to theringing of the bell, the clatter of the

of the young women , “ thegirls,” astheystylethem- machinery, the early rising, the half-hourdinner, and so on ?"

selves, employed in the factories of that town. The
I saw that my discontented friend was not in a humour to give

me an answer - and I therefore went on with my talk .
real good sense, the absence of all affectation , and the

“ You are fully aware, Ellen, that a country life does not ex
fine moral tone evinced throughout, as well as the fact clude people from labour-- to say nothing of the inferior privi

of such an undertaking being carried on through a leges of attending public worship — that people have often to go

period of now three years, cannot fail to render the a distance to meeting of any kind — that books cannot be so

volume interesting to all English readers, and we are easily obtained as they can here — that you cannot always have

induced thereforeto give a very short specimen of the just such society as you wish — that you— "

manner in which subjects are treated .
She interrupted me, by saying, “ We have no bell , with its

everlasting ding -dong ."

“ What difference does it make !" said I, “ whether you shall

" I will not stay in Lowell any longer ;Iam determined to give youknow, farmers are generally up as early in the moruing as
be awaked by a bell, or the noisy bustle of a farm-house ? For,

my notice this very day," said Ellen Collins, as the earliest bell

was tolling to remind us of the hour for labour.
we are obliged to rise."

“ Why,what is the matter , Ellen ? It seems to me you have clatteringof machinery constantly dinning in their ears.”
“ But then,” said Ellen, " country people have none of the

dreamed out a new idea ! Where do you think of going ? and

what for ?" “ True," I replied, “ but they have what is worse -- and that

" I am going home, where I shall not be obliged to rise so
is, a dull , lifeless silence all around them . The bens may cackle

early in the morning,por be dragged about by the ringing of a
sometimes, and the geese gabble, and the pigs squeal

bell, por confined in a close noisy room from morning till sently we proceeded, very pleasantly, tocompare a country life
Ellen's hearty laugh interrupted my description — and pre

night. I will not stay here ; I am determined to go home in a

fortnight."
with a factory life in Lowell. Her scowl of discontent had de

Such was our brief morning's conversation .
parted, and she was prepared to consider the subject candidly.

In the evening, as I sat alone, reading, my companions things considered, isthe most pleasant, and best calculated to
We agreed, that since we must work for a living, the mill, all

having gone out to public lectures or social meetings, Ellen promote our welfare ; that we will work diligently during the

etitered . I saw that she still wore the same gloomy expression Lours of labour; improve our leisure to the best advantage, in

of couutenance which had been manifesterl in the morning; and thecultivationof the mind, hoping thereby not only to increase

I was disposed to remove from her mind the evil intluence, by a

plain common - sense conversatiou .
our own pleasure, but also to add to the happiness of those
around us . ALMIRA.

* And so, Ellen , ” said I, “ you think it unpleasantto rise so

early in the morning, and be confined in the noisy mill so many

honra during the day. And I think so, too. " All this, and

inuch more, is very annoying, no doubt. But we must rot

THE SPIRIT OF DISCONTENT.
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HL.CLARKE SO

( Cumean Sibyl , Sistine Chapel.]

ESSAYS ON THE LIVES OF REMARKABLE Michael Angelo, who had suffered in person from the

PAINTERS.-No. XXVII. jealousy of one rival, was destined to suffer yet more

MICHAEL ANGELO.-Continued .

cruelly from the envy of another. It is said that

Bandinelli, the sculptor, profited by the troubles of

Hitherto we have seen Michael Angelo wholly Florence to tear in pieces this monument of the glory

devoted to the study and practice of sculpture and genius of a man he detested ; but in doing so he

but soon after his return to Florence, he was called has only left an enduring stain upon his own fame. A

upon to compete with Lionardo da Vinci in executing small old copy of the principal part of the compo

the cartoons for the frescos with which it was in- sition exists in the collection of the Earl of Leicester,

tended to decorate the walls of the Palazzo Vecchio, at Holkham, and has been finely engraved .

or town-hall of Florence. The cartoon of Lionardo The next work in which Michael Angelo was en

has been already described : that of Michael Angelo re- gaged was the tomb of Pope JuliusII.,who, while

presented an incident which occurred during the siege living, had conceived the idea of erecting a most

of Pisa — a group of Florentine soldiers bathing in the splendid monument to perpetuate his memory. For

Arno hear the trumpet which proclaims a sortie of this work , which was never completed, Michael Angelo

the enemy,and spring at once to the combat - he chose executed the famous statue of Moses, seated, grasping

this subject,perhaps, as affording ample opportunity his flowing beard with one hand , and with the other

to exhibit his peculiar and wonderful skill in designing sustaining the tables of the law. While employed on

the human figure. All is life and movement. The this tomb, the pope commanded him to undertake also

warriors, some already clothed, but the greater part thedecoration of the ceiling of the Sistine chapel. The

undressed, hasten to obey the call to battle; they are reader may remember that Pope Sixtus IV. , in the

seen clambering up the banks,-buckling 'on their year 1473, erected his famous chape) , and summoned

armour,-rushing forward ,hurriedly, eagerly. There ihe best painters of that time, Signorelli , Cosimo

are, altogether, about thirty figures, the size of life, Roselli, Perugino, and Ghirlandajo, to decorate the

drawn with black chalk , and relieved with white. interior ; but down to the year 1508 the ceiling re

This cartoon was regarded by his contemporaries as mained without any ornament ; and Michael Angelo

the most perfect of his works : that is, in respect to the was called upon to cover thisenormous vault, a space of

execution merely : as to subject, sentiment, and cha- 150 feet in length by 50 in breadth, with a series of

racter, it would not certainly rank with the finest of his subjects, representing the most important events con

works; for, with every possible variety of gesture and nected, either literally or typically, with the fall and

attitude, exhibited with admirable and life -like energy, redemption of mankind.

and the most consummate knowledge of form , there No part of Michael Angelo's long life is so interest

was only one expression throughout, and that the least ing, so full of characteristic incident, as the history

intellectual, majestic, or interesting — the expression of of his intercourse with Pope Julius II . , which began

hurry and surprise. While this greatwork existed, in 1505, and ended only with the death of the pope in

it was a study for all the young artists of Italy : but | 1513.
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Michael Angelo had at all times a lofty idea of his | ture ; I could no longer endure the insults offered to

own dignity as an artist, and never would stoop, either me in the palace of your holiness !” He continued

to flatter a patron , or to conciliate a rival. Julius II . , kneeling, and the pope continued to bend his brows in

though now seventy-four, was as impatient of con- silence ; when a certain bishop, who represented the

tradiction, as fiery in temper, as full of magnificent Cardinal Soderini, thinking to mend the inatter, inter

and ambitious projects as if he had been in the prime fered with excuses, representing that “ Michael Angelo

of life; in his service was the famous architect Bra-- poor man !—had erred through ignorance ; that

mante, who beheld with jealousy and alarm the in- artists were wont to presume too much on their genius,"

creasing fame of Michael Angelo, and his influence and so forth. But the irascible pope, interrupting

with the pontiff ; and set himself by indirect means himwith a sharp blow across the shoulders with his

to lessen both . He insinuated to Julius that it was staff, exclaimed , “ It is thou that art ignorant and pre

ominous to erect his own mausoleum during his life- suming, to insult him whom we feel ourselves bound

time,and the pope gradually fell off in his attentions to honour ; take thyself out of our sight ! ” And as

to Michael Angelo, and neglected to supply him with the terrified prelate stood transfixed with amazement,

the necessary funds for carrying on the work. On the pope's attendants forced him out of the room .

one occasion Michael Angelo, finding it difficult to Julius then, turning to Michael Angelo, gave him his

obtain access to the pope, sent a message to him to forgiveness and his blessing , and commanded him

this effect, “ that henceforth, if his holiness desired never again to leave him , promising him on all occa

to see him, he should send to seek him elsewhere : ” sions his favour and protection. This extraordinary

and the same night, leaving orders with his servants scene took place in November, 1505.

to dispose of his property, he departed for Florence. The work on the tomb was not, however, immedi

The popedispatched five couriers after him with threats, ately resumed . Michael Angelo was commanded to

persuasions, promises- but in vain. He wrote to the execute a colossa) statue of the pope to be erected in

Gonfaloniere Soderini, then at the head of thegovern- front of the principal church of Bologna. He threw

ment of Florence,commanding him , on pain of hisex- into the figure and attitude so much ofthe haughty and

treme displeasure, to send Michael Angelo back to him ; resolute character ofthe original, that Julius, on seeing

but the inflexible artist absolutely refused: three months the model , asked him, with a smile,whether he intended

were spent in vain negociations. Soderini at length, to represent him as blessing or as cursing ? To which

fearing the pope's anger, prevailed on Michael Angelo Michael Angelo prudently replied, that he intended to

to return , and sent with him his relation Cardinal represent his holiness as admonishing the inhabitants

Soderini, to make up the quarrel between the high of Bologna to obedience and submission. “ And what, "

contending powers. The pope was then at Bologna, said the pope, well pleased , “ wilt thou put in the other

and at the moment when Michael Angelo arrived he hand ?" " A book , may it please your holiness.” “ A

was at supper ; he desired him to be brought into his book, man !” exclaimed the pope, put rather a sword,

presence, and , on seeing him , exclaimed in a transport thou knowest I am no scholar.” The fate of this

of fury, “ Instead of obeying our commands and com- statue, however we may lament it , was fitting and cha

ing to us, thou hast waited till we came in search of racteristic. A few years afterwards the populace of

thee !" (Bologna being much nearer to Florence than Bologna rebelled against the popedom , flung down the

to Rome.) Michael Angelo fell on his knees, and statue of Julius, and out of the fragments was con

entreated pardon with a loud voice. “ Holy father, ” structed a cannon , which from its origin was styled

said he, “ my offence has not arisen from an evil na- 1 “ La Giuliana .”

[ From the Sistiue Chapel.] [ From the Vault of the Sistine Chapel .)

On his return to Rome, Michael Angelo wished to time the frescoes which Raphael and his pupils were

have resumed his work on the mausoleum ; but the painting in the chambers of the Vatican had excited

pope bad resolved on the completion of the Sistine ihe admiration of all Rome. Michael Angelo, who

chapel : he commanded Michael Angelo to undertake had never exercised himself in the mechanical part

the decorations of the vaulted ceiling ; and the artist of the art of fresco, invited from Florence several

was obliged, though reluctantly, to obey. At this painters of eminence, to execute his designs under
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old pope.

his own superintendence ; but they could not reach the | Piroli, and a still larger one by Cunego, which if ac

grandeur of his conceptions, which became enfeebled cessible will answer the purpose better. The collection

under their hands; and one morning, in a mood of of engravings after Michael Angelo in the British

impatience, he destroyed all that they had done, museum is very imperfect, but it containssome fine old

closed the doors of the chapel against them , and would prints from the Prophets which should be studied by

not thenceforth admit them to his presence . He then those who wish to understand the true merit of this

shut himself up, and proceeded with incredible per- great master, of whom Sir Joshua Reynolds said that

severance and energy to accomplish his task alone ; he " to kiss the hem of his garment, to catch the slightest

even prepared his own colours with his own hands . of his perfections, would be glory and distinction

He began with the end towards the door ; and in the enough for an ambitious man !"

two compartments first painted (though not first in

the series) , “ The Deluge,' and ' The Vineyard of Noah , '
CASTS FROM ORGANIZED SUBSTANCES.

he made the figures too numerous and too small to

produce their full effect from below , a fault which he For the purposes of the anatomist and the botanist it

corrected in those executed subsequently. When is often desirable to procure either casts or impressions

almost half the work was completed, the pope insisted of objects whose form and surface it is wished to pre

on viewing what was done, and the astonishment and serve. It may be that a malformation in any part of

admiration it excited rendered him more and more the body is to be made an object of study, or that the

eager to have the whole completed at once. The delicate veins in a leaf are to be made the means of

progress, bowever, was not rapid enough to suit the investigating the character of a plant : in either case

impatient temper of the pontiff. On one occasion an impression from the object would sometimes

he demanded of the artist when he meant to finish answer the same purpose as the original, and hence

it ; to which Michael Angelo replied calmly, " When have arisen many modes of taking such impressions.

I can .” “ When thou canst !" exclaimed the fiery These methods differ in some respects from those

“ Thou hast a mind that I should have whereby impressions are taken from manufactured

thee thrown from the scaffold !" At length , on the articles, and inerit a little notice .

day of All Saints, 1512, the ceiling was uncovered Impressions from the leaves of plants are sometimes

to public view . Michael Angelo was employed on taken either by smoking them or by dabbing on them a

the painting only, without reckoning the time spent ball covered with printers' ink ,and then taking an im

in preparing the cartoons, twenty-two months, and he pression on a piece of damp paper, whereby the minute

received in payment 3000 crowns. diversities of surface are portrayed in black and white

To describe this grand work in all its details would on the paper. An ingenious modification of this ar

occupy many pages. It will give some idea of its im- rangement was devised by Mr. Gill, to enable a botanical

mensity to say that it contains in all upwards of 200 tourist to take impressions from plants while out in the

figures, the greater part of colossal size ; and that field. His apparatus consisted of a dabber, a book ,

with regard to invention, grandeur, and expression , it and a cylindrical ruler such as is used in a counting

has been a school for study, and a theme for wonder, house. The dabber was simply a small cushion an

during three successive ages. In the centre of the ceil- inch or so in diameter,covered with smooth kid-leather,

ing are four large compartments and five small ones. and adapted to be used in the same way as the large

In the former are represented the Creation of the Sun ink-balls employed in printing. The book might be

and Moon : the Creation of Adam , perhaps the most of any convenient size, say an octavo volume an inch

majestic design that ever was conceived by the genius of thick. It contained, between two of its leaves, a piece

man ; the Fall and the Expulsion from Paradise ; the of vellum folded in the middle ; and the two middle

Deluge. In the five sınall compartments are repre- pages of this vellum had a thin coating of printing -ink

sented the Gathering of the Waters (Gen. i. 9 ) ; the or some analogous substance, which remained damp

Almighty separating Light from Darkness; the Crea- by virtue of the oil which it contained. Having

tion of Eve ; the Sacrifice of Noah, and Noah's Vine chosen the leaves or specimens of a plant,le placed

yard . Around these, in the curved part of the ceiling, them upon the blackened vellum , and caused them to

are the prophets and the Sibyls who foretold the birth take up a sufficient quantity of the ink by gently

of Christ. These are among the most wonderful pressing them , one side after the other, with the

forins that modern art has called into life. They are dabber. The quantity of ink taken up by this method

all seated and employed in contemplating books or was extremely minute, yet adequate to the purpose .

antique rolls of manuscript,with genii in attendance. Two impressions were then taken from the leaf at

These mighty beings sit before us, looking down with A sheet of paper was folded, the inked speci

solemn meditative aspects, or upwards with inspired men put within the fold, and the paper placed within

Jooks that sce into futurity. All their forms are mas the leaves of the book . The book was then laid on a

sive and sublime, all are full of varied and individual flat spot of ground, the ruler placed on it, and the

character. experimenter, holding by a gate ,a post , or a rai) , stood

Beneath these again are a seriesof groups represent on the ruler and worked it to and fro over the book

ing the earthly genealogy of Christ, in which the figures with the whole reight of his body . By this pressure

have a repose, à contemplative grace, andtenderness, the ink impression was transferred from the leaf to the

which place them among the most interesting of all the white paper, and thus produced two copies at once .

productions ofMichael Angelo. These and the figure Mr. Gill stated that in one year he procured by this

of Eve in the Fall show how intense was his fceling of method several hundred impressions from beautiful

beauty, though he frequently disdained to avail him- leaves and parts of plants. If conducted at home,

self of it . In the four corners of the ceiling are re where more apparatus may be employed, it is reconi

presentations of the miraculous deliverance of the mended that a flat hard board be placed upon the

people of Israel in allusion to the general Redemption ruler, and the feet be placed on the board, by which a

of manby the Saviour : viz . Holophernes vanquished more powerful and equable pressure may be obtained .

by Judith, David overcoming Goliath, the Brazen Of course, where any kind of press is at hand, a more

Serpent, and the punishment of Haman. efficient method will be praciicable ; but the object

There is a small print in Kugler's Hand-book , which was to devise a method which should be easily prac

will give a general idea of the arrangement of this ticable in the open fields.

famous ceiling ; but there is one on a large scale by Scme years back Mr. Deeble communicated to the

once.
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Society of Arts a method of taking casts from the parts of the mould being temporarily brought together,

leaves of plants; and the Society voted a silver Iris a little melted wax is poured through a hole made in

medal to him for the communication. In his letter to the mould, and is shaken about until it coats every

the Society Mr. Deeble says : - “ The object I proposed part of the interior of the mould. When the wax is

in making casts similar to the one now submitted, was dry, the mould is opened, and the wax taken from it

to supply myself with fac -similes of the form and in the exact form of the original fruit.

texture of those plants which, as an engraver, I might Portions of the skeleton of animals, or anatomical

have to introduce in the foreground of landscapes. It specimens generally, are copied by various means.

is well known that those who have obtained eminence The most customary method is by means of plaster of

in landscape-engraving have devoted a large portion Paris. Three kinds of plaster are used : a medium

of time to actual study in the fields. I need not fineness for the mould ; the finest for the surface of the

allude to the difficulties which deny this practice to a cast, poured first into the mould ; and the coarsest for

man engaged in a profession demanding his own almost the main bulk of the cast, poured into the mould after

unassisted exertions, especially in a metropolis ; nor the finest. In making the mould of plaster, the mode

inention how the inaptness of season or situation will of proceeding depends greatly on the shape of the

prevent the obtaining of such plants as may be imme- specimen to be copied ; if, like a medallion , it have no

diately wanted . These circumstances suggested to me ' undercut surfaces, the mode of procedure is very

the advantage, and a trial proved the practicability, of simple, like that of making the plaster-mould from a

procuring, at an easy expense either of labour or medallion ; but if the specimen be of a rounded or.

money, accurate, casts of the most common and con- tortuous form , such as a bone,it would be impossible
spicuous plants." to make a mould in this way, for the bone would be so

The method followed by Mr. Deeble was as follows : - completely enveloped in plaster as not to be removed

The leaf, as soon as convenient after being gathered, without breaking the plaster to pieces. The contour

was laid on fine-grained moist sand, in a perfectly of the specimen is first examined, to see in how many

naturalposition , having that surface uppermost which pieces themould must be made in order to be removed

as to form the cast, and being banked up by sand, safely. The specimen is oiled , and then coated with

in order that it might be perfectly supported. It was liquid plaster, only in such parts as are to form the

then, by means of a broad camel-hair brush, coated first piece or section of the mould. The plaster,

with a thin film of wax and Burgundy pitch , rendered while in the act of setting, is spread over with a knife,

fluid by heat . The leaf being next removed from the to make it lie smooth , and is cut neatly round the edges

sand , and dipped in cold water,the wax soon hardened , to form a junction with the other pieces . The edges

and at the same time became sufficiently tough to of this partial mould are then oiled , and another por

allow the leaf to be stripped off without altering its tion of mould made in a similar manner. The number

forin. This being done, the wax mould was placed in of piecesmay be from two to a dozen , according to the

moist sand, and banked up as the leaf itself had been ; complexity of the specimen ; and each piece is formed

and the mould was filled with liquid plaster of Paris, singly, but the whole being left on the specimen until

which was worked into the small depressions by a the mould is completed. It is then taken off piece

camel-hair pencil. As soon as the plaster had set, the meal (for the oil prevents the pieces from adhering at

wax was capable of being removed by a little dex- the edges) , and the specimen removed from within.

terity ; for the solidification of the plaster gave out These several pieces,when required to form a mould

sufficient warmth to soften the wax in a slight degree, for casting , are bound together, and a hole is made at

and thus facilitate the removal. The plaster cast thus which the liquid plaster can be introduced ; after

obtained presented a very perfect copy of the leaf, and which the removal of the mould piecemeal enables the

might be used instead of it for all the purposes of the cast to be liberated. If we look at the plaster -casts in

engraver. the shops of the Italian image-makers, we shall see

Some of our eminent sculptors have adopted rather that many of the figures have seamsor projecting lines

a tedious and complicated mode of obtaining casts of on their surfaces ; these arise from the joinings of the

leaves or sprigs. The very finest river-silt is taken, moulds in which they were cast, in the manner just

ground up, and made as an envelope to the leaves and noticed .

sprigs. The whole is dried and thoroughly baked, by There are many occasions in which it would be de

which the vegetable substances are reduced to a kind sirable to have a mouldin one piece, which could not

of ash. A strong blast of air is then sent through be effected if made of plaster ; whereas if some elastic

certain apertures leftin the mass,by which the frag. substance were used for the mould, it would yield suf

ments of the leaves and sprigs are blown out, thereby ficiently to allow the cast to be removed easily . Mr.

leaving cavities corresponding exactly with them . Douglas Fox, of Derby, in a communication to the

These cavities then serve as moulds, from which casts Society of Arts ( for which a silvermedalwas awarded ) ,

can be afterwards taken . described a mode of employing glue for this purpose.

All such articles as fruit and large flowers may be He said , “ Having been much employed in taking casts

copiedinwax by a peculiar arrangementof thedetails. of anatomicalpreparation, I frequently metwith spe
We will suppose that such fruitas anappleor a cimens, principally of hard substances, thatdid not

pear is to be imitated. One half of the fruit is buried admit of the moulds hitherto employed being removed

in soft clay, leaving the other half uppermost and from them. This arose from any given specimen of

exposed. This upper half is moistened with oil, as such description having variousportions ofit with

also the edge of the clay, and liquid plaster is poured considerable overlays ; that is, there were hollows or

on to a considerable thickness. When this is concreted, undercut parts from which no mould could be with

the fruit is taken out of the clay, and reversed in drawn without its being injured. Although in many

position, having now the other half uppermost. This instances soft clay or soft wax may be used to take

half is oiled, as well as theedge of the plaster,and impressions, still these innumberless instances cannot

new plaster is poured on till the whole fruit is com- be removed from the body to be moulded without

pletely enveloped. When this is dry,the plaster is being injured in those parts which were pressed into

capable of beingremoved in two halves, for the vil the hollows."

prevents the edges of the two halves from adhering ; To obviate these inconveniences, Mr. Fox used glue

and these two,when the fruit is removed frombetween in the following manner :–The specimen to be moulded
them , form á mould for future castings . The two was oiled, secured about an inch above the surface of
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a board , and then surrounded with a wall of clay about specimens have rather the minuteness of nature than

an inch distant all round, and rising to a greater height the imperfection of art.”

than the specimen . Into the cell thus formed, thick, So far the application is merely to give a metallic

strong, melted glue was poured , until the specimen surface to the organized substance; but by carrying

was completely enveloped." The glue, when in a state on the process until a thick deposit be obtained, in

sufficiently set to be handled , was cut into two or more stead of merely coating the object, a mould will be ob

pieces by a sharp knife, and the specimen removed tained, from which casts may be made either by

from the inside . These pieces, when afterwards tem- electric agency or by the usualmeans; and such casts

porarily put together, formed a mould which had many will present the minutest points of diversity on the

advantages on account of its elasticity. In the mould surface of the object. Some specimerrs of this kind

thus made casts were formed of plaster of Paris, or are now to be seen in the exhibition of the proposed

sometimes of wax ; for it was found that wax, if not modes of decoration for the new Houses of Parliament,

heated too highly, will cool in the mould so quickly as in King -street, St. James's.

to leave the glue unacted on . Mr. Fox sent, as speci

mens of thisart, casts of a deer's horn and of a calcu Education of Children . — In the education of children, love

lous concretion, very rough on the surface ; and on the is first to be instilled , and out of love, obedience is to be

expression of a desire on the part of the Society to educed . Then impulse and power should begiven to the intel.

know whether the softer parts of anatomical prepara- lect, and the ends of a moral being be exhibited. For this eb

tion could be moulded in a similar way, Mr. Fox'sent ject, this must be effected by works of imagination ; that they

a cast of a specimen which could not have been carry the mind out of self, and show the possible of the good

moulded in any way but with an elastic mould , such and the great in the human character. The height, whatever it

as of glue.
may be, of the imaginative standard will do no harm ; we are

commanded to imitate one who is inimitable . We should ad .

Professor Schreibers, of Vienna, some years ago dress ourselves to those faculties in a child's mind which are

took casts in metal of the internal parts of the ear, first awakened by nature , and, consequently, first admit of cul

by which we are to understand , the cavities in a parti- tivation ; that is to say, the memory and the imagination. The

cular bone of the skull. The bone was first placed comparing power, the judgment, is not at that age active, and

in a crucible, and covered with sand, leaving the open- ought not to be forcibly excited , as is too frequently and mis

ing into the ear uncovered . It was then heated red- takenly done in the modern systemsof education, which can only

hot, until all the volatile animal matter was destroyed . lead to selfish views, debtor and creditor principles of virtue, and

The whole was removed from the fire, and allowed to
an inflated sense of merit. In the imagination of man , exists the

cool ; and fusible metal was poured through a small seeds of all moral and scientific improvement; chemistry was bist

funnel into the cavity of the bone, till full. The bone alchemy, and out of astrology sprang astronomy. In the child

itself was next eaten away by exposing it to the action hood of these sciences, the imagination openeda way and fur

nished materials on which the ratiocinative power in a maturer

of dilute muriatic acid ; and the metal was thus libe
state operatell with success . The imagination is a distinguished

rated in the exact form of the cavities themselves.
characteristic of man, as a progressive being ; and I repeat that

It seems not improbable that electro -metallurgy it ought to be carefully guided and strengthened as the indis

will come in aid ofthis art, as of many others. An pensable means and instrument of continued melioration and

organized specimen , whether of vegetable or animal refinement. - S. 7. Coleridge.

structure, may be either coated with a permanent film

of metal, or may have a metallic mould formed from Cornish Miners.--The fifth volume of the Transactions of the

it, according to ihe object in view . For instance, an Royal Geological Society of Cornwall treats of mining opera

apple or a pear may be thus treated . It is first brushed tions. The Cornish miner, says the • Athenæum ' in its review

over with blacklead, and then a small pin is thrust in of this work, is naturally brave and often reckless. He delights

at the stalk ; and to this pin is connected the wire be- in overcoming dificulties his patience and perseverance is of

longingto the zinc end of a galvanic battery; and has constructedworks,whichtestify to liishardihood and de

the fruit is immersed in the solution of sulphate of termination .At Botallack Mine, which is worked for a con

copper, in which a piece of copper is also placed. By siderable distance under the Atlantic Ocean , theminers were

the action of the apparatus, a film of copper becomes tempted to follow the ore upwards to the sea, but the openings

deposited on the fruit. Cucumbers, potatoes, carrots, made were small, and the rock being extremely hard, a cover

and various other vegetables may be coated in a similar ing of wood and some cement sufficed to exclude the water and

way. After the objects are coated , the pin is with- protect the workmen from the consequences of their rashness.

drawn, and a little hole is thus left through which the Ir . Henwood, the author, thus describes a visit made by him

juices of the vegetable may evaporate, and thus pro- and one of the mine-captains to a mine in the same district

mote the complete drying of the encased object. The with Botallack , and similarly situated :-“ I was once, however,

copper film retains its form even after the vegetable underground in Wheal Cock during a storm . At the extremity

object has almost shrivelled away. Leaves and deli- of the level seaward , some eighty orone hundred fathoms from

catetwigs may be coated with copper or other metal whenthe rellux ofsome unusually large wave projected a peb
the shore, little could be heard of its effects, except at intervals,

ina similarway. On this point Mr.Smee states , “The ble outward , bounding and rollingover the rocky bottom . But
,

beauty ofelectro-coppered leaves, branches, and simi- when standingbeneath the base of the cliff
,and in that part of

Jar objects, is surprising. I have a case of these spe- the minewhere butnine feet of rock stood between us and the

cimens placed on a black ground , which no one would ocean, the heavy roll of the large boulders, the ceaseless grind

take to be productions of art. In the same room withing of the pebbles, the fierce thundering of the billows, with

them are a couple of those cases in which Ward has the crackling and boiling as they rebounded , placed a tempest,

taught us to grow in this smoky metropolis some of the in its most appalling forin, too vividly before me ever to be for

most interesting botanical specimens. In these cases gotten . More than once, doubting the protection of our rucky

are contained varieties of fairy- formed adiantunis, shield, we retreated in allriglit, and it was only after repeated

verdant lycopodiums, brilliant orchidee , rigidcacti, and trials thatwe had confidence to pursue our investigations.Al

creeping lygodiums, all growing in their vatural luxu- most all the mines in the parish of St. Just, near the Land's

riance. Theelectro -coppered leaves, however, are steam - engines are highly picturesque: perched on the verge,
End, are similarly situated , and the positions of several of the

beautiful when placed by the side of the productions and even on theledge of a tremendous precipice, they seem at

of this miniature paradise ; and when I state that the the mercy of every storm , and to the beholder from beneath,

numerous hairs covering the leaves of a melostoma, and they almost appear suppended in the air, and tottering to their

even the delicate hairs of the sulvia, are all perfectly fall. ” lu the Cornish mines are 30,000 persons employed,

covered , the botanist must at once admit that these averaging 18,472 men, 5764 women, and 5764 children ,
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COFRINS TWILI

(Naworth Castle .)

NAWORTH CASTLE.
archway was strikingly picturesque. Ivy clambered

up the walls, doorways surmounted with coats of arms

Such of our readers who love to contemplate the elaborately cut in stone with all the pride of heraldry

things of long ago 'will have heard of the accidental conducted into the numerous apartments whose mul

destruction by fire of this noble edifice with no few lioned windows peeped from amongst the ivy tods

pangs of regret, a feeling rendered more poignant by back intothe court : all these objects made upa pic

the reflection that when these things pass away there ture which vividly brought you face to face with years

is no replacing them . Naworth Castle in days of that slipped by two centuries ago. In a dreamy

yore was one of the strongholds of the English barons humour you would expect to see some fair damsel

of the Border, and, until this lamentable accident, one unbarring her casement-window above, or to hear the

of the finest relics of departed times in the north. heavy tread of a booted trooper on the pavement in

Although it had long ceased to be the continued resi- the court below. To pass from the poetry of the past

dence of its owner the Earl of Carlisle, it was kept in to some remains of its stern reality, let us take a few

a habitable condition , and during a few weeks in the steps to the left, and there under the great western

shooting season the junior members of that noble - tower we shall find the dens wherein the Dacres and

man's family were glad to exchange the splendour of Howards were wont to immure the object of their dis

Castle Howard for the inconveniences of Naworth . pleasure for the time being, were he Scotch or Eng.

This ancient abode of feudal hospitality was well lish . No light was admitted, and scarcely could the

worthy of the many visits that were paid to it by air find its way through the long tortuous apertures to

tourists in search of the picturesque. It stood about the interior. A large iron ring fixed to the wall of one

twelve miles from Carlisle, and was within a short dis- dungeon showed that upon occasion even free range

tance of the line of railway which connects that city in this cavern was too much liberty. Perhaps the

with Newcastle-upon -Tyne. Perched upon a rocky reader may remember that the famous moss-trooper

eminence near the river Írthing, its turrets commanded William of Deloraine, whofigures in the · Lay of the

a ! extensive view over a district that once was the Last Minstrel, ' was unwillingly a three months'de

scene of bloody contests and hurried spoliation. Very nizen within these walls.

different is the prospect now-a-days visible from that “ And when I lay in dungeon dark

eminence. Cultivated fields, varied at intervals with Of Naworth Castle, long months three,

woods and interspersed with smiling hamlets and farms,
Till ransomed for a thousand mark,

stretch northwards for many a league until the Scot Dark Musgrave ! it was long of thee."

tish border bighlands terminate the boundary of the Issuing from these places and crossing the courtyard,

view with their blue outline. Thecastle was erected a flight of steps led up into the baronial hall , seventy

about the year 1335 by one of the Dacres, a family of feet by twenty- four, containing some suits of steel

whom we shall have something to say hereafter, and armour, and a fireplace planned after the good old

rising as it did out of a " noble cloud of trees" man- fashion. The dimensions will scarcely be credited - it

tled with ivy and crowned with embrasured towers, its was seventeen feet from one side to the other ! The

appearance instantly excited that respect which the dining-room contained several portraits, but these were

venerableness of antiquity invariably commands. It hung so provokingly high that it was impossible to

was built on the edge of a ravine, with walls of enor- examine them with the attention that portraits of his

mous thickness, and calculated in every respect to torical personages deserve. This room also contaiņed

afford those offices of protection which its local posi- some suits of steel armour and a quantity of storied

tion required. It was four-sided , but not square, tapestry . Hurrying onward from these rooms on the

enclosing a court-yard, and having its principal front ground floor, let us proceed to the guard -room in the

on the south, on which side the edifice was upwardsof south front, forming a gallery one hundred and sixteen

two hundred feet long. The chief entrance was also feet in length . This was themuseum of Naworth , and

on this side , leading through a handsome gateway into in it were hung several paintings and such articles as

an outer court, and then by a narrow arched passage are usually termed 'curiosities — boar-spears,swords,

under the guard -room into the great courtyard. The claymores, & c. The servant who conducted the

view that presented itself upon emerging from the stranger through thc edifice always pointed out with

No. 789.
VOL . XIII .-2 N
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peculiar pride many memorials of Belted Will Howard Carlisle and his family, when residing there, as slesp.

preserved here - his cradle , saddle , gloves, belt, &c . ing apartments. One bed was calied the lady's fortune,

This last was the article of dress from which Lord in consequence, it is said , of the wife of one of the old

Williain derived the epithet by which he is usually barons, endowed with an extravagant imagination and

known: it is “ the broad and studded belt ” of Sír five hundred pounds, having expended her whole

Walter's poem . It was evidently of foreign manufac- pecuniary dowry upon it .

ture, as the metal studs formed upon it a rhyming

distich in Gerinan , which reminded the wearer, if he
THE CIIEESE-DISTRICTS OF ITALY.

was able to decipher the words, that, powerful as he

might be, there was one still more powerful. No The day may perhaps come when agricultural clie

doubt thc ignorant common people, ever prone to mistry will afford the means to one district of pro

superstition, ascribed supernatural virtues to the bal. ducing that which is now the characteristic of another.

drick ; the more so as the wearer was a brave soldier, If ever the analysis of soils and of vegetable growth

and executed with untiring assiduity the duties of his shall be placed on a clear and undisputed basis, it is

office as Lord Warden of the Marches. Amongst the reasonable to expect that the causes will be explained

portraits in the long gallery was a fine one, by Van why one spot is fitted for the growth of one particular

dyke, of Charles I., with the shadow of an ominous kind of produce, and what combination of circum

time on his countenance. Portraits of other person , stances will give similar productive powers to other

royal and noble, were placed here, most of them poor spots. The production of cheese well illustrates the

enough as works of art; but one of Raleigh, with a diversity in this respect, and the extent of our general

complexion naturally dark, seeming to have been ren- unacquaintance with the causesof the diversity. Why

dered still more dusky by indulgence in smoking does Cheshire cheese differ in flavour from that of

tobacco ( for he affected the weed with the strength of Gloucester ; and both of them from Chedder ; and all

a first love) , irresistibly caught the attention . three of these from Stilton ; and these again from

The apartments occupied by Belted Will were others that might be pointed out ? The mode of

reached by a passage which left the guard -room at its manufacture is one cause of the difference, and the

eastern extremity. The sleeping apartment was the relative mixtures of cream and of milk is another;

first room the visitor was shown into, and a small com . but the flavour which the pasturage gives to the milk

fortless place it looked. By pushing aside one of the is probably the most prolific source of diversity , and

wainscot panels, the entrance to a secret recess was the one concerning which there is yet most to be

exhibited . It was perfectly dark, vaulted with stone, learned. Italy has its cheese-districts as well as Eng

and so artfully concealed and strongly guarded that its land, and a few details respecting them may not be

occupant might fearlessly listen to the search of ene. uninteresting.

mies in his very dormitory. Lord William , we are told In the Milanese district is manufactured a fat cheese

by Camden , who once paid his lordship a visit here, called Stracchino or Strachina . It is made from a mix

was “ a lover of venerable antiquity," and as hard a ture of cream and unskimmed milk . The finest qua

student ofwhat books existed at that time as his milility is made Gorgonzola, about twelve miles to the

tary pursuits permitted. Some relics of his library east of Milan , to which place milk in the coagulated

remained up to the breaking out of the fire, but the state is carried from other districts. The cheese is

collection of books had been, in his day, much larger. sold fresh at about one franc the large pound of

Upon examining the catalogue " of my books at Na- twenty-eight ounces (about five pence per English

ward," drawn up by his lordship's order, it seemed that pound). Old cheese of this kind is much esteemed.

the greater portion of them consisted of works on con- The “ quartirolo ” strachina, or strachina cheese made

troversial theology and history . It gratified us to notice in the fall of the year, is produced from migrating

that. Shakspere's Plays' and ' Purchas's Pilgrims' were herds called bergamini, which, in the autumn , descend

amongst the number, as well as works of Camden, into the plains, and establish themselves there for a

Speed, and Raleigh . One book had the autograph of time. In Murray's ' Handbook for Northern Italy,' a

Fisher, Bishop of Rochester. There were several manu- small place called Cascina de' Pecchi is noticed , at a

scripts also, and with others one written upon six large short distance from Milan , as being “ a famous cheese

skins of vellum , and placed within a wooden case with district, of less extent than that about Lodi, but never

two folding leaves, measuring two feet by three . It was theless of considerable importance to the agriculturist.

richly illuminated, and the subject was the life of the cheese is called Strachina. This cheese passes

Joseph of Arimathea and his twelve disciples. The through several phases ; when fresh , it is much in

oratory was next the study, and contained some valu- taste and look like Stilion . The most delicate kind

able sculptures in white marble,supposed to have been is called Mascarsino ; when it is kepi, it is called Mas

brought from the neighbouring priory of Lanercost. carsone, and then becomes very strong , so strong as to

These rooms, says Sir Walter Scott, “ impress us with give a complete victory over those who unfortunately

an unpleasing idea of the life of a lord warden of the rank cheese amongst their enemies .”

marches. Three or four strong doors separating them The Lodi district, alluded to above, is however the

from the rest of the castle indicate apprehensions of most famous cheese -district of Italy . The samewriter

treachery from the garrison ; and the secret winding whom we have above quoted states— “ The Lodigiano,

passages through which he could privately descend the country about Lodi , is the native seat of the cheese

into the guard-rooni, or even into the dungeons, imply usually called Parmesan, but which is almost wholly

the necessity of no small degree of secret superintend- made in this district ; the Parmigiani, however,having

ence on the part of the governor. As the ancient been the first to export the article, it acquired their

books and furniture have remained umdisturbed, the name. Others, on the contrary, say that a Princess of

venerable appearance of these apartments alınost lead Parma having introduced it at a French table, it re:

us to expect the arrival of the warden in person.” ceived its denomination from her own excellency as well

We believe the poet was in error as to the passages as that of the cheese. To carry on the business of a

leading to the dungeons from the apartments occupied cheese -dairy advantage, the milk of at least fifty

by Belted Will, since none such after diligent search cows is needed ; but the land being very much divided
could be found .

into small holdings, many of the farmers have not a

The rooms on the south side of the castle, which sufficient extentof pasturage. They therefore join

overlooked the court-yard, were used by the Earl of i with their neighbours in a kind of partnership, the
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milk being brought into a common dairy, where it is Some years ago, Mr. Arthur Young and Mr. Pryce

kept in very large copper vessels, and the produce di- both described the mode of making the Parmesan

vided. The deep yellow colour is given by saffron ." cheese from their own observations. The following

It is, however, to Bowring's Report on the trade are the chief points in the method :-At ten o'clock in

and productions of Tuscany that we must look for the morning, five and a half .brents' of milk ( each

fuller details of this district and its system . From this brent being about twelve gallons) are put into a large

valuable source we learn that the district which pro- copper , which is suspended over a slow wood fire.

duces the Parmesan cheese is about twenty miles wide, After the milk has been stirred for about an hour,

from Milan to Pavia and Lodi, and double that length , and has attained a lukewarm state, a little rennet is

from Abbiategrasso to Codogno. The cows set apart squeezed through a cloth into the milk . The copper,

for this purpose are about eighty thousand in number. suspended by a crane, is then removed from over the

It is seldom found profitable to rear them in the im- fire, and left stationary for about an hour, at the end

mediate neighbourhood; they are broughtfrom Swit- of which time it is stirred up. When the whey has

zerland, from Tyrol, and from Bavaria. They are separated a little from the curd , the cazaro, or dairy

purchased at the age of three or four years, and con man ( for cheese -making is not women's work in Italy ),

tinue to give milk abundantly for about seven years. examines the state of coagulation , and gives instruc

There are ten or twelve thousand imported every year, tions to his sotto -cazaro, or assistant, to commence

at a price varying from fourteen to twenty pounds working. This working consists in breaking or di .

sterling each. At the end of the seven years, when viding the curd by means of a stick armed with cross

they are no longer serviceable for cheese-making, they wires. The curd having subsided, and part of the

are sold for three or four pounds a -piece . About whey removed , the copper is again suspended over the

seventy thousand calves are produced annually in the fire, where it is exposed to a pretty strong heat, but

districi ; and these sell at from twelve to thirty shil- not so high as to reach the boiling-point. A little

lings each, to be consumed as food in the towns. saffron is added ; the contents of the copper are kept

About as many pigs are kept as there are cows, since agitated by a wooden stirrer ; and the cazaro from

the whey will afford the main part of their food ; and time to time examines the whey, by means of his finger

these sell for an average price of about thirty shillings and thumb, to determine when the right degree of

each . Taking all these things together, it is found solidity and firmness of grain is attained . At the

that the worn-out cows, the calves, and the pigs , sold proper time, three -fourths of the remaining whey are

in each year, produce a sum rather greater than the poured off, and the copper is cooled sufficiently to

purchase-price of the young cows every year, leaving enable the curd to be taken out on a coarse cloth.

the butter and cheese to represent the agricultural The cloth is placed in a tub to drain , and is then

value or profit of the system . placed within a hoop, with about half a hundred

It is estimated that each of the cows in the district weight laid upon it for an hour. The cloil is next

yields about a hundred and forty pounds of butter an taken off, and the whey, now beginning to assume the

nually on an average . This is sold by the farmers to form of cheese, is placed on a shelf in the same hoop.

the retailers at about seven pence per pound, and by At the end of two or three days, it is sprinkled all

them retailed at a moderate profit. The cheese pro- over with salt. The same process is repeated every

duced from each cow is about two and a half times this second day for thirty or forty days ; two cheeses being

quantity every six months. There are two qualities of placed one upon another, in which way they are said

the cheese, the one called la sorte maggiore (the May to receive the salt better. When the salting is com

lot), and the other la sorte quartirola (the winter lot), pleted, the cheeses are scraped clean , and are rubbed

the whole produce being collected twice in the year. and turned every day while in store . A little linsced

The average price is about five or six pence per oil is applied to the surface, to protect thein from

pound. insects. The cheeses are never sold till they attain the

After twoor three years' seasoning in thewarehouses age of six months.

of the merchants, who are principally at Codogno in There are other districts in Europe where a sort of

the province of Lodi, and Corsico in the province of fame has been acquired for the production of cheese

Milan, the weightof the cheese is found to have di- possessing some quality or other of a peculiar kind.

minished about five per cent. Of the thirty million Such, for example, is that of Gruyère, in Switzerland.

pounds of cheese produced annually in the district, There is most probably a peculiarity either in the

about half is of smaller market value than the rest, pasturage of the district , or in themode of cheese

arising either from a defect in quality or a defect in making, or in both , which gives to Gruyère cheese a

shape. flavour for which it has become celebrated throughout

The whole produce of the Parmesan ( so -called) dis- Europe. Forty thousand hundredweights of this

trict in cheese and butter is valued at about thirty-two cheese are made yearly, the greater part of which is

millions of francs ( about a million and a quarter ster- exported.

ling ) per annum . With respect to the district itself,

there are three kinds of pasture used for the cows:

viz. the marcito ( constantly- flooded meadow land ), the Bridges in the Himalaya Mountains. - Another kind of bridge,

irrigatorio stabile (merely irrigated ground ), and the called Suzum , is formed of twiys very indifferently twisted ; there
erbatico ( rotation meadow -ground ). The marcito is are five or six cables for the feet to rest upon , and side ropes about

quite an indigenous cultivation. It consists in dividing four feet above the others to hold by, connected with the lower
the ground into inany small parallelograms, sensibly ones by open wicker-work , or ribs, one or two feet apart. The

inclined to one side. The water which fills the little side ropes are at a most inconvenient distance from each other,

canals between the parallelograms overflows these and in one place they are so far asunder that a person cannot

The ropes, from being conspots slowly, and by the inclination of the ground falls reach both with his extended arms.

into a lower canal.' From this again it is diffused over and the bridge forms a curve the sixth part of a circle. Fre
structed of such frail materials, do not bear much stretching,

other parallelograms, untilat length the wholemea, quent accidents have occurred, and only a month before I

dow is flooded. Thiskind ofpasture maintains a rapid crossed in August last, two people were lost by one of the side

and continual vegetation. The irrigatorio stabile is ropes giving way. The guides that accompanied me did not tell

kind of irrigated pasture calling for no particular re- me of ihis until they saw ten or twelve of my loaded followers
mark ; and the erbatico consists of a rotation of meadow on the bridge at once..- Account of k'oonauur, by the late Capt.

with rice, grain, Nax , Indian corn , and oats .
Geraril.

a

2 N
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(Cottages at Henfield . )

RAMBLES FROM RAILWAYS. We shall thus twice cross the county of Sussex , and

THE ADUR, ARUN, AND WEY.- No. I.
once cross Surrey ; and in so doing pass through much

of the finest scenery in each county.

Without departing from the plan on which we com The scenery of Sussex has been often praised, and

menced this seriesof our ram bles — that of following sometimes highly, yet many are little awareof its rich
the windings of a river — we purpose in the present ness and variety. The attractions of more distant

paper to conduct such of our readers as will accom- counties have caused it to be unfairly neglected.

pany us over a somewhat longer course than we have Tourists seldom keep in mind that

yet led them . “ Somer is ycomen in,” as the old poet “ To know that which before us lies in daily life

sings; and among themany delightful thingsthat come Is the prime wisdom ;"

with it, none is more delightful than the opportunity it but value scenery as some folks value old china, for its

affords to some - alas ! that it is to so few - of the care- being unattainable near home. Scenes that they would

worn sons of toil , of a brief respite from their daily scarcely look at a second time if within reach by an

labour and anxiety. In a large city almost all are hour's ride, they fall into raptures over if they need

overwrought-mind and body are alike overstrained, two or three days to arrive at. But ourbusiness is to

and become enervated unless they sometimes seek quiet describe, not to rail ; and we must call attention to

and repose, and, by availing themselves of free Nature's choice spots when we comeupon them , without heed

grace,obtain a renewal of health and vigour. All who ing whether others will admire them or not.

can should make a summer holiday, however short ; The Adur has really three or four sources ; one is

for not alone is the health improved thereby, know- about two miles from Slinfold, another about as far

ledge streams in upon the mind, a season is afforded from Nuthurst in Sussex , and all the Sussex rivers

for thoughtfulness ; we can in seclusion look before rise in the county — these unite near West Grinstead ;

and after, ponder on our past course and see where we they are swelled by a brook that rises near West

have erred, and form plans of manly purpose for the Chiltington. But the stream that we take as our guide ·

future ; while by communing with those of different has its source near Slaugham . This we can easily and

pursuits and interests to our own, some of our pre- pleasantly reach from the Balcombe station of the

judices are brushed away, and we learn to look with Brighton Railway. We leave the station on our left,

more kindly feelings on all ; and the taste is refined and and crossing a field, come at once into the lane that

chastened by a return to simple natural enjoyments, leads to Slaugham-and a most delightful lane it is.

and an absence for awhile from the feverish excite. If we wanted to give any one a favourable notion of a

ment of the city. thoroughly countrified English lane, we could not

Thus, if we mistake not, it will be found that along select a better. The proximity of the railway has done

with the buoyancy of health come an expansion and nothing to destroy its rural character. It is as un

purification of the mind-nay, may we not say - some- polished and unimproved as Sir Uvedale Price or Mr.

thing of a renovation of the whole man ? Nought like Gilpin could desire ; but then , how it abounds with

a solitary ramble among the mountains for this pur- wild flowers which they would not have stooped to look

pose. But there are many who can make a short holiday, at ! We never saw a lane more full of flowers, or of

yet to whom a mountain trip is quite impracticable : choicer and lovelier kinds, than this lane in this pre

for such we are about to point out a route that will sent spring. Froin it and the neighbouring wood few

lead them through a variety of beautiful scenery, and young botanists but would be able to find a new spe

that offers at the same time many attractions to the cimen or two for their herbarium . Then there are a

man of science and the lover ofournational antiquities ; cottage or two and a farmhouse, just enough to break

while it will yield an abundance of enjoyment to those the continuity of hedge- row_pleasantly, and not suf

who are prepared, as every pedestrian ought to be, to ficient to destroy the quiet. There are some,fine trees

draw pleasure from every wholesome source. in the hedges too, and peeps between them across the

The course we intend to take is to follow the Sussex Weald, which stretches away on our left, with a huge

Adur from its source till it falls into the sea ; then to barrier of lofty downs beyond. On a clear bright day,

keep along the sea-shore till wereach the mouth of with just clouds enough in the sky to chequer with

the Arun, up which river we shall proceed to itsjunc- their fittingshade the levelstretch of scenery, and to

tion, by means of a cutting, with the Wey ; and then relieve the uniformity of the distant downs, the tourist

along the Wey till that river unites with the Thames. I will hardly wish for a more lovely prospect.
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a man can run .

The source of our river is in a corner of St. Leonard's truth .” We leave our readers to form their own con

Forest; and we may remark in passing,that the sources clusions, only calling attention to the rigid scrupalosity

of the rivers Adur, Arun, and Ouse, which run through of our chronicler as evinced in what he says about the

Sussex, and a feeder of the Surrey Mole, rise within a “ reasonable ocular distance,” his scepticism about the

circle of three or four miles diameter. St. Leonard's large feet, ” and his judicious reference to “ the car

Forest was in olden times the scene of the doings of a rier who lyeth at the White Horse."

mighty serpent . An account of him and his proceed Slaugham has few attractions, nor is our river here

ings was published at the time, under the following of any consequence ; but the Ouseforms a good -sized

title : • True and Wonderful. A Discourse relating to pond ' by Slaugham mill. From Slaugham we may

a strange monstrous Serpent or Dragon , lately dis cross directly to Bolney, and in our way weshall meet

covered and yet living, to the great annoyance and withsome extensive views over the downs. The neigh

divers slaughters both of Men and Cattle ,by his strong bourhood about Bolney is very beautiful, and there is

and violent Poison, in Sussex, two miles from Horsam , soinething picturesque in the appearance of the old

in a Wood called St. Leonard's Forest, and thirty worn-out looking church as it stands on a bit of a hill,

miles from London , this present month of August, with the in -and - out village below it. The Adur is here

1014. With the true generation of Serpents.' This a pretty rivulet ; it is said that salmon are sometimes

* serpent or dragon , as some call it, is reported to be taken in it, and trout larger than would be expected

some nine feet, or rather more, in length, and shaped from its tiny size. Some years back the parishi clerk

almost in the form of an axletree of a cart, a quan- of Bolney caught a trout here that weighed twenty

tity of thickness in the midst, and somewhat sinaller two pounds ; he sent it to Brighton as a present to

at both ends. The former part, which he shoots forth George IV. Our river now flows by Twineham and

as a neck , is supposed to be an ell long ; with a Shermanbury, at which last there is (or was, a few years

white ring, as it were, of scales about it . The scales ago, for we did not think to look after it when in the

along his back seem to be blackish, and so much as is neighbourhood the other day) the gateway of an old

discovered under his belly appeareth to be red ; for I mansion called Ewhurst. Shermanbury and its vici

speak of no nearer description than a reasonable nity - which may perhaps remind the visitor ofur

ocular distance. For coming too near it , hath already Village ' - abound ' in pleasant spots, which we might

been too dearly paid for, as you shall hear hereafter. well dwell on for awhile, were there not so much before

It is likewise discovered to have large feet, but us. Soon after it leaves Shermanbury the Adur is

the eyes may be there deceived ; for some suppose joined by the streams we spoke of above ,which flow

that serpents have no feet, but glide upon certain past West Grinstead, and is made navigable for barges

ribs and scales, which both defend them from the as far as Mock bridge. The rambler will do well to

upper part of their throat unto the lower part of their proceed by the road, or better by the bye-lanes, from

belly, and also cause them to move inuch the faster. Shermanbury to Henfield, instead of following the

For so this doth , and rids way (as we call it) as fast as river.

He is of countenance veryproud, and Most leisurely walkers will find this enough for

at the sight or hearing of men or cattle will raise his their first day's journey, and Henfield is a convenient

neck upright, and seem to listen and look about with resting-place. The town, if such it can be called , is

great arrogancy. There are likewise on either side of old and respectable ; the neighbourhood pretty enough

him discovered two great bunches so big as a large to employ a few hours very pleasantly in surveying it ;

foot-ball , and (as some think) will in time grow to and the White Hart is an excellent house to put up at

wings ; but God,I hope, will to defend the poor -good accommodation , good living, and a civil land

people in the neighbourhood) that he shall be destroyed lord . Henfield church is a plain edifice of the per

before he grow so fledge. He will cast his venom pendicular style of architecture ; it has been somewhat

about four rods from him , as by woeful experience injured by nodern church wardens, yet is by no rneans

Was proved on the bodies of a man and woman coming uninteresting. It has a fine window of the filteenth

that way, who afterwards were found dead , being poi- century ; the others are more recent, and not hand

soned and much swelled, but not preyed upon .”. This some. There are a few curious monuments . In the

forbearance of the monster is accounted for by his taste chancel there are the effigies in brass of a woman and

leading him to prefer the flesh of rabbits to that of a boy, with some verses on the latter, which show that

men and women ; and there was in his neighbourhood | “ fine writing” does not belong exclusively to our

" a coney-warren, which he much frequents.” But generation . The boy, Meneleb Raynsford , died in

if his taste was delicate, as much can scarcely be 1627 ; and the writer tells us

said of his person, which used to leave “ a track
“ Great Jove hath lost his Ganymede, I know ;

or path behind it (as by
small similitude we may

Which made him seek another here below ;

see in a snail) which is very corrupt and offensive And finding none, not one, like unto his ,"

to the scent." There are plenty of vouchers for the till he saw Master Menelel, he speedily seized upon

truth of what is told, and the careful writer informs us
that the serpent wasseen, among others,by thecarrier him ; and henow , instead of

of Horsham , who lyeth at the WhiteHorse in South
« A child on earth , is made a saint in Heaven . ”

wark, and who can certify to the truth of all that has There have beensome qucer saints made ere now by

been here related ; by John Steele, Christopher Holder, the Roman pontiff, as everybody who has read Mid

and a widow woman living at Faygate." Mr. Dallaway, dleton knows;butwe doubt if he ever made one so odd

in his · Rape of Bramber, suggests that the pamphlet as Ganymede's successor.

was “ probably a satire on some obnoxious proprietor;" Whoever wanders much among the scenery of Old

but there is nothing in it to countenance such a sup- England should not fail to regard with some attention

position , and the editor of the Harleian Miscellany, the domestic architecture of the several counties ; we

in vol . iii . of which it is reprinted, evidently conceived mean , especially, the cottage architecture. Like inost

it to be written in good faith — if he did not believe the other homely relics , our cottages are fast crumbling

story, of which we are not quite certain. He says, away. Flimsy, wretched cottages, that seem mainly

" This relation breathes such a spiritof sincerity, seems raised to show with how fewbricks a house can be

so well attested , and tallies so well with what has been built, are everywhere taking their places- at least in

advanced on the same head by the best ancient and our southern and eastern countics, where bricks are

modern historians, that we cannot well doubt of its used ; and in our northern and western it is little better
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so far as character is concerned. We do not mean to , by the genius of the place. We give at the head an

say that the cottager is worse housed than he used to engraving of one of the old houses at Henfield let out

be. It is not so, but rather the reverse. And where as cottages.

those more substantial tenements to which we have

called attention are found in the occupation of cot BAGPIPES.

tagers, it should be borne in mind that, in all proba- THOUGH the music of the Bagpipes is now rarely heard

bility , they were originally farm -houses, when farms in any other countries than Scotland and Ireland , yet,

were held in smaller sizes than they now are ; or they as a musical instrument, they have soothed the ears of

were the houses of persons of a higher grade than the early ages in various and distant climes. Like many

cottager, but who now occupy more showy dwellings. other things that have passed into disuse and forgei

The cottages formerly were, no doubt, almost univer- fulness, they contributed to the pleasures of lordly

sally mud or clay huts, such as are still common in halls before the march of science had added to inven

Hampshire, especially about the New Forest, and are tion or elevated taste. The simplicity of their original

not uncommon in some other counties. But the kind construction would in itself, if other were wanting, be

of cottage of which we speak is numerous in the a sufficient evidence of their antiquity, and, indeed,

middle parts of Sussex, and there are few places better a satisfactory reason why they are not now to be heard

than the neighbourhood of Henfield to seek them in . but among the humbler classes of two countries, in

Backed by high lands, or a clump of fine old trees, in one of which they are preserved because of themartial

order to shelter them from the northern and casterly recollections they inspire, and in the other because

winds, their situation is almost always eminently pic- found, by a poor but musical people , to be the instru

turesque, and they are always adapted to their situa- ment most suited to their airs and most available to

tion ; while their bold projecting gables, &c. allow a their circumstances. By many the bagpipe is con

fine play of light and shade, and thus heighten the sidered as essentially Irish and of Hibernian origin ;

general effect. On a humble scale, they exhibit much but though Ireland cannot lay claim to its invention ,

of that kind of excellence Sir Joshua Reynolds re- she may assume high credit for its improvement,

marked in the edifices erected by Vanbrugh (see liis having given to the shrill pipes of the Caledonian a

Thirteenth Discourse) . They are built of dark red more complicated form, and consequently a more har

bricks, with very frequently tiles of various sizes and monious and modulated tone. The Irish bagpipes are

fancy shapes as a facing to the gables, as well as a not inserted in the mouth ; they consist ofa chanter

covering to the roofs : some of them , but not many, or flute, and three drones, two short ones and a long

are partly built of wood. The chimneys are a feature one, all of which are filled by a pair of small bellows

eminently characteristic. In nearly all recent domestic inflated by a compressive motion of the arms, the

buildings of an inexpensive character the chimneys action of the air upon the reeds which are inserted in

are an absolute and unqualified deformity. Yet the the chanter and drones producing the music. The

most cursory view of one of these stacks would show chanter has eight holes, beginning with the letter >

liow greatly that necessary portion of an Englislı house in the treble ; the short drones sound in unison to the

may be made to conduce to its general appearance. fundamental e , and the large drone an octave below

The old houses scattered over these southern counties it . The chord of drones which the Irish gave them is

have a considerable similarity of character, and yet supposed to be the chorus of Cambrensis. The bag.

there is a distinct individuality, so to speak , in those pipes is the only instrument on which, since the disuse

of each county. The chimney - shafts of a Sussex of the harp, the native Irish music can be played to

cottage are larger and more massive, but not quite so advantage, for, being constructed on the chromatic

highly ornamented as in the Kent cottages, though scale, they are well adapted to a national music com

more ornamented than those of Surrey and Hamp- posed entirely on that system . The celebrated Dr.

shire ; and they are different from each. We had Burney, in a letter to theauthor of the Irish Bards,'

thought of engraving a few to illustrate our remarks; thus writes of the Irish bagpipes : — “ Of their antiquity

but we shall contentourselves with calling the I have little evidence. The instrument at present in

rambler's attention to them , assured that it is these use in Ireland is of an improved kind, on which I have

small matters, these local details, that give much of heard some of the natives play on two drones, which is

the proper tone to apedestrian trip . The rambler will never attempted in Scotland. The tone of the lower

do well to notice these cottages: as they stand out notes resembles that of a hautboy or clarionet, that of

from their background of deep-green trees, with their the higher the German flute ; and the whole scale of

massive chimneys relieved perhaps by a bright blue one I heard lately was very well in tune, which has

sky,and with their lively groups of pigs, dogs, and never been the case with any Scotch bagpipe I ever

children about their doors, they will yield him many a heard.” O'Conor the historian says that one of the

rustic picture such as he will scarcely meet with in an instruments in use among the Scotch, or ancient Irish ,

exhibition - room . As we said , they are passing away ; was the ' adharcaidh,' that is, a collection of pipes with

and the cottages now erecting, or lately erected, are a bag ; and he also informs us that the ' rinkey , or

only four flat brick walls, with strait holes for the field -dance of the Irish, was governed by the cuisley

windows, and for the chimneys a miserable thing cinil,' a bagpipe of more simple construction. In the

without an atom of ornament except some staring red description of the Hall of Temora, now Tara, translated

chimney-pots. True, there is here and there a cottage from ancient MSS.,and published in the 12th No. of

of a more ambitious character starting up, and there Collect. de Rebus Hib ., there is mention of a place

are some smart park lodges ; but in these finery usurps being allotted for the .cuisluinaigh ,' a word signifying

the place of ornament, and seldom does there appear bagpipers. The native Irish pipers still call their bel

to be any attention given to the local character of the lows bollog na cinisti,' that is, the bellows of the cinisii,

old houses in the neighbourhood ; but rather a kind of or veins of the arm , on the inside in the first joint, and

pattern -house is erected, such as can be speedily ob- this joint on the outside being called ullan , or uilean,

tained from some of the pattern -books that are occa- the elbow. Vallancey concludes that the ullan and

sionally put forth for the guidance of those who find it cinisti pipes were similar. The ullan are also the same

casier and more profitable to adopt the fashion of the as the woolen ' pipes of Shakspere, mentioned in the

day, than by thought and observation to produce such fourth act of the Merchant of Venice.' The Ollam

an adaptation of the old forms about them as may be hain re-Dan, or rhapsodists, who, after the harp of their

suitable for present wants, and yet scem as if inspired country was hanged upon the willow , assumed the
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IRISH WAKES .

humbler bagpipe to give tune to the melodies of their were introduced into Britain at the Roman invasion ,

country's sorrow , have long ceased to exist even in the and immediately adopted by the Scotch as an insiru

remote parts of Ireland ; and the instrument is almost ment “ suited to their warlike genius ; ” and from

unexceptionably degraded to the hands of the blind Scotland they were introduced to Ireland, where, as

beggars and the strolling vagabonds. The lower we have already said , they were much improved.

classes have abandoned it for the fiddle, and in a few Edward III., Queen Elizabeth , and James I. of

years the note of an instrument that characterised her Scotland kept pipers among the musicians oftheir

will not be heard in Ireland. We know of one or two household, and James was said to be an excellent per

families where the piper is still retained ; but it is more former himself . Chaucer, in speaking of the Miller,

to keep alive historic associations than from any appret says

ciation of the actual merits of the music. The improve “ A bagpipe, well cowde, he blewe and sounde ;"

ment made by the Irish in the construction of the and again he mentions it under the name of Corna

bagpipe disqualified it for martial airs; and the instru- muse ,which is the name given it by the Italians-

ment's want of compass, even in its improved state, “ Cornamuse and shalmes, manye a fleyte and little horne "

renders it unfitted to the advance of the science of It is mentioned by St. Jerome in a letter to Dardanus.

modern music. In the hands of the seanochaidhe, or in France , in the fifteenth century, it was in the • Danse

the oirsidigh, it was, no doubt, well adapted to
des Aveugles ; and is among the instruments repre

“ Stir the memory of a thousand years, ” sented in the · Dance of Death' at Basle, in Switzer

and awaken in the Irish heart land. Montfaucon supposes Virgil to allude to it in

“ Chords that vibrate sweetest, pleasure, the Æneid ;' and Boccaccio mentions it in his account

And thrill the deepest notes ofwoe ;" of the Plague of Florence, A.D. 1318 .

but now it is fast disappearing, and will shortly be

found only in the collection of the antiquary. But the

WAKES AND BURIALS . - No. I.

Scotch pipe , which is vastly inferior as an instrument

ofmelody, and which Robertson says is “ the voice of An Englishman associates with the word “ wake ”

uproar and misrule," is daily winning patronage. The lively ideas of periodic enjoyment. An Irishman con

Queen and some of the English nobility nowretain a nects it with ideas of enjoyment, but of casual rather

Highland piper, not so much to feast their cars, per- than periodic recurrence. Previous to the Reforma

haps," wi' the skirl o' the chanter," as to please the tion , the English “ wakes ” were similar to the “ en

eyewith the costume of the musician . cæniæ ,” or feasts held in commemoration of some

The pibroch of the Highland pipe, heard in the patron or saint. Though specially forbidden about the

" land ofmountain and of flood ,” has no doubt exciting iniddle of the seventeenth century, and though the ob

charms for the hardy mountaineers, for its music is ject of their institution is now generally lost sight of,

described as being that of a real nature and rude they are notwithstanding continued : more, however,

passion;" but its coming under . Southron' patronage for general recreation than the revival of saintly re

must not be referred to any falling off of taste in the collections. These feasts, termed" patrons” in Ireland,

fastidious circles of the south , but rather attributed to are still religiously observed. But an Irish “ wake,"

the animating influence of the pipes on the spirits of though sometimes a scene of rude merriment, is ever

the Scotch regiments during the late war. Many an assembly intended to do honour to the dead .

anecdotes are told of the “ power of the pipes" over The “ lyk -wake ” of Wales and Scotland very much re

Caledonian valour, at Waterloo and many of the pre- sembled the wakes of Ireland, but Protestantism and

ceding fields. Even Lord Byron, in Childe Harold , ' civilization have cut the features of resemblance away,

bas not omitted to allude to their effect. As these and the Irish “ wake,” unaltered in its observance, is

must be fresh in the remembrance of most readers, we regarded as a national characteristic. It was a very

shall content ourselves by mentioning an anecdote of ancient custom to bring musicians and story -tellers to

a more distant period. It is told , thatwhen the British the house of death , to comfortthe survivors as well as

troops were retreating in great disorder at the battle to honour the departed . We find in the ninth chap

of Quebec, in 1760, the general complained to an ter of St. Matthew , that when Jesus went to heal the

officer of Fraser's regiment of the bad behaviour of his ruler's daughter, he did not arrive until after her de

corps. “ Sir, " said the officer with much warmth , cease, and " when he came, he found the minstrels and

" you did wrong in preventing the pipers to play this the people making a noise." We learn from Homer,

morning ; nothing encourages the Highlanders so that the ancient Grecians had games in honour of their

much in action. Even now they would have been of dead ; but these games were as often after cremation

“ Let them , then,” exclaimed the general, as before it. The Egyptians preserved the remains

blow like the fury, if it will bring back themen !" of their relatives by embalming them , but it does not

The pipers were ordered to strike up, and scarcely appear that there was any peculiar observance before

had they begun when the Highlanders returned and the process.

formed with alacrity. Afterthe battle of Porto Nuovo, The Athenians, after battle, kept their dead unburied

Sir Eyre Coote was so sensible of what advantage the for three days, that their respective friends might have

pipes had been, that he gave 501. to the Highlanders to an opportunity of identifying and carryingthem bome.

buy another pair. Pennant, in his • Tour in Scotland, The Romans did not bury their dead for seven

says — " The loudest and most piercing of all music is days after decease ; but this delay was precautionary

the genuine Highland pipe, and suited well the war- rather than honorary, and their choral outcry was

like genius of the people - roused their courage to more an alarm than a lamentation . The British

battle — alarmed them while secure, and collected lyche-wakes " and Irish “ wakes" have been and are

them when scattered , and solaced them in their long more like that mentioned by St. Matthew, than they

march, and in time of peace kept up the memory of are to any other recorded in ancient history. It would

the gallantry of their ancestors.” seem that the earlier Christians retained many of the

There were formerly colleges at Skye and Mull for social rites of Judaism , and that the Church of Rome,

teaching the music ofthe pipes ; and at present the seizing upon these, perpetuated them .

Highland Society distribute annual premiums to en The lyche-wakes began to be discontinued in Eng

courage thcm . land shortly after the Reformation . Spalding says

Thc Romans borrowed the pipes from Greece. They that “ the reading of Iloly Scripture and singing of

use .
46
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psalms was discharged at lyk -wake by the town -coun- of sorrow now takes place ; and their stricken hearts

cil. of Aberdeen, at the suggestion of Cant and his pour forth copious torrents of unavailing woe. The

fellows; " yet it seems that they could not altogether dead is invoked by name, and scolded for his unkind

suppress them. Chaucer makes mention of them in ness in leaving ; the wild and singularly impressive

his Knight's Tale' " Och ! why did ye - Och ! did ye die !" now swells

" Ne how Arcite is brent to ashen cold ,
into the “ Keen ,” to which the company lend a melan

Ne howthe lyche- wake was y -hold choly chorus, till the shout of woe crowds upon the

All thilke night, ne how the Grekes play passing wind, and is borne to the ear of the distant

The wake places -- ne kepe I not to say ." traveller in those sweet and solemn cadences that have

Dryden speaks of the dead-watching under the simple frequently entranced and astonished the hearer.

term “ wake" The merits and exploits of the departed in his life

time are now told and dwelt upon with pride and satis

“ Putting all the Grecian actors down, faction ; the thoughts of the mourners are ingeniously

And winning at a wake their parsley crown ;"
carried by the narrator from the present to the past

,
parsley beingwhat the crown was made of at the and some good-hearted fellow , watching the gradual

Grecian and Roman games in honour of the dead . recovery of spirits,takes courage to sing outone of the

Dryden evidently uses the word " wake” in the same dead man's favourite and funniest songs ; the effect is

sense that it is used in Ireland. Pennant says that in electric ; the Irish heart, always in a state of transition,

his time, when a Scotchman died, the wife, the son , is immediately lighted up with the surrounding humour ,

daughter, and nearest of kin opened a inelancholy ball , and he who , but an instant before, was most incon

dancing and greeting - that is, crying violently--while solable in his grief, is now inextinguishable in his

a bagpipe or fiddle " discoursed sweetmusic.” This was laughter. Whata temperament, and how happy but

continued night after nightuntil the corpse was for its extremes ! Now universal fun and universal

buried. In Pennant's Welsh Tour there is a descrip - smoking prevails : the matrons occupy the room in

tion of a Welsh wake, which resembles Spalding's ac- which the corpse is laid , and talk over their own seve

count of the Scotch wakes in the days of Cant more ral reminiscences of the “ poor fellow that's stiff and

closely than it does Pennant's own which we have cowld lyin ' there this blissid night. ” If there be a

given above. “ In North Wales,” says Pennant, " the parlour, it is possessed by the old men , who smoke

night before a dead body is to be interred , the friends and drink and talk of bygone times or passing events,

and neighbours of deceased resort to the house the while the younkers of both sexes have the kitchen, and

corpse is in , bringing with them some small present are engaged in all sorts of play, “ hunt the slipper,"

of bread, meat, and drink ( if the family be poor), but " hammer, block and bible," to blind man's buff," & c.;

more especially candles, whatever the family may be ; nor are they unmindful of the “ bakkcy," and the

and this night is called ' wyl noss ,' which may nean grog .” The children of the deceased may be seen

either a night of lamentarion or a watching-night. taking part in the amusements, evincing no less jocu

Their going to such a house, they say, is to watch the larity than the " nabors." The · Irish Hudibras' ( 1682

corpse. While they stay together, they are either gives a lively picture of an Irish wake.

singing psalms, or engaged in religious exercise.

Whenever anybody comes into a roomwhere a dead
“ To their own sports--the masses euded

The mourners now are recommended,

body lies, the first thing he does is to fall on his knees Some sit and chat, some laugh , some weep,

and say the Lord's prayer.” In England and Scot Some sing cronans, and somedo sleep,

land the promiscuous assembling of neighbours in the Some court, some scold , some blow, some puit,

house of death has ceased, and none now approach the
Some take tobacco, some take spuit,

house of mourning but those whose duty or connec Some play the trump, some trot the hay,

tion calls them . Some at nochan, some noddy play,

In Ireland a wake " brings together most of the Thus mixing up their grief and sorrow

parish, old and young ; and when the dwelling-house
Yesterday buried -- killed to-morrow."

is deemed not sufficiently commodious, the “ barn ” is During the existence of the aboriginal factions, the

prepared for their reception. Every one is welcome, " wakes” were at times the choice spois for encounter,

as the numbers at the " wake” and “ berrin " are regarded and many a frightful and dishonouring scene lias been

as the criterion of the estimate in which the dead was witnessed ; but they are in error who assert that

held ;and pipes, tobacco , and refreshments being given almost every “ wake has terminated in a “ row .". The

gratuitously and in extravagant profusion, numbersare free indulgence in spirituous liquors occasionally led

rarely wanting, unless the deceased had been particu- to fighting and confusion ; but these delinquencies at

larly obnoxious. We have known old beggars in Ire- " wakes ” were not general, and when they did occur

land who laid up a certain sum weekly, as they them were attributable to jealousy or faction . Now they

selves said , to " bury them ." are never heard of. They sit up at their “ wakes” until

At the moment that the vital spark is passing from morning admonishes thein of work, and the corpse of

its tenement, the Irish fall on their knees in awful the poorest is “ kept,” as they call it , for three nights,

silence, and offer up an earnest prayer : and at such a each night being passed as the first. So partial are the

time even the agony of a wife is dumb, or manifests Irish to " waking" their dead , that fever or contagious

itself only in the wringing of her hands or mournful disease does notfrighten them to a suspension of their

oscillation of the head. When the soul is supposed to habits . While the cholera was spreading death and

have taken wing, the corpse, while yet warm, is washed desolation , it required all the vigilance of the boards

and laid out: thecurtains of the bed are exchanged of health to prevent the peasantry from " waking the

for white sheets, which are fantastically hung ; if there victims of the pestilence ; nor even at that careful

be a picture of the crucifixion , which few cabins in period did dread of conscquences keep the neighbours

Ireland are without, it is pinned over the head of the from coming together in the house of death to mani

corpse, while a 'missal' is frequently inserted under fest their respect for the departed . The Irish are a

the chin ,and a plate of salt, with a candle, placed upon people of warm affectious and keen sympathies ; these,

the breast as emblems of immortality and eternity . along with the popular religion , tend to keep up the

When all is arranged , the nearest friends of the habit of “ waking' in Leinster, Connaught, and Mun

deceased , who had been excluded until now , are ad- ster, while a different faith and different orderof peo

mitted " to see how he looks; " a loud and terrible burst ple are causing its discontinuance in Ulster.
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(Interior of Christ Church .]

CHRIST CHURCH, HAMPSHIRE .
able portions exist to this day : these are to be found

in the nave, the south -western aisle, and the northern

The church, of which our engraving shows the in- transept. But let it not be supposed that Flambard

terior, is a large and fine building dedicated to the obtained all the honours of this mighty work. Accord

Holy Trinity, but is only a fragment of the larger esta- ing to a legend told by the monkish writers, he had

blishment of the Priory, of which the foundation was supernatural assistance. Whenever the workmen were

said to have been laid in the Roman era, and which engaged in their labours, there was observed one work

doubtless gave rise to the town ,and has bequeathed it mau of whom no one could tell from whence he came,

its name ; the less known and Saxon name being or what he was, except that he exhibited a most extra

Twynham bourne, descriptive of the situation between ordinary indefatigability in the business of raising the

the two streams of the Avon and the Stour, which join monastery, and an equally extraordinary liberality in

just below the town, and fall into the sea at Christ- declining to be paid anything for what he had done ;

churchBay. We take the following account of it from at the times of refreshment,and of settlement of wages,

" Old England.' he was ever absent. And so the work progressed,

The first establishment of the house is lost, as we until near completion . One day a large beam was

have already stated, in the darkness of antiquity, but raised to a particular place, and found, unfortunately,

in the twelfth century we find Ralph Flambard,that to be too short. The interrupted andembarrassed

turbulent and oppressive, but able and zealous prelate, workmen were unable to remedy the defect, and

busily engaged rebuilding the whole, and obtaining retired to their dwellings for the day. The next mornthe

necessary funds by seizing the revenues of the ing, when they returned to the church, there was the

canons, allowing each of them merely a sufficiency for beam in its right position , longer even than was

his subsistence. Wemay imagine the confusion, the required. Thestrange workman immediatelyoccurred

dismay, theuproar, though, unfortunately,noSydney toevery one's thoughts;andthegeneralconclusion

Smith was then among the oppressed to record their was, that the Saviour himself had been the super

feelings and sentiments,asonasomewhat similar occa- naturalassistant. The dedicationof the pile to Christ

sion in our own time.The dean , Godric, resisted the was in later ages attributed to this circumstance, and

bishop with all possible energy, but was ,incon- hence comes the nameof Christ Church . Nay, if

sequence, degraded from his office, and obliged to there are any persons very anxious about the legend,

seek refuge on the Continent ; and though he was we believe they may yetfind some who will show them

ultimately allowed to return,it was onlyin a spirit of in the churchwhat they hold tobe the verymiraculous

due obedience to his superior. Flambard, having re beam itself. It is probable that Christ Church was

moved all opposition, levelled the old buildings to the originally founded in the earliest days of Christianity

ground, and raised the new ones, of which consider- | in England, on the site of a heathen temple, the usuái

No.790 . VOL. XIII.-20
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mode in which the shrewd missionaries of Rome at them was the beautiful, but mutilated chapel - to the

once attested the triumph of the new over the old north of the altar - left to excite the admiration of

religion, and reconciled the people to the change, by visitors to the church by its beauty, to stir at the same

adopting their habitual places of worship. In the time their deepest sympathies andwarmest indignation

course of the last century there was discovered, in the as it reminded them of the noble and most unhappy

Priory foundations, a cavity about two feet square, that lady whose fate that mutilation may be said to comme

Jiad been covered with a stone cemented into the ad- morate. The chapel was erected byMargaret,Countess

joining pavement, and which contained a large quantity of Salisbury, for her own resting- place, when in due

of bones of birds - herons, bitterns, cocks and hens. course of nature she should have need of it. But the

Warner, a local antiquarian writer, observes that, venerable mother of the eloquent Cardinal Pole, the

among the Romans, “ many different species of birds man who had refused to minister to the depraved ap

were held in high veneration, and carefully preserved petites of Henry, and subsequently held him up to the

for the purposes of sacrifice and augural divination. scorn and abhorrence of the European world, was not

Adopting the numerous absurdities of Egyptian likely to die a peaceful death in England during

and Grecian worship, their tolerating conquerors thatmonarch’s lifetime . In 1538 the chief relativesof

had affixed a sacredness to the cock, the hawk, the Cardinal, namely , Lord Montacute and Sir Geoffrey

the heron, the chicken, and other birds ; the bones Pole, his brothers, and the Countess, his mother, were

of which, after their decease, were not unfrequently suddenly arrested , with the Marquis of Exeter and

deposited within the walls of the temple of the others, on a vague charge of aiding the Cardinal,as

deity to whom they were considered as peculiarly the King's enemy; and Geoffrey, the youngest, having

appropriated.” Portions of the Priory, yet remain, pleaded guilty and made a confession involving the

and a visitor to the neighbourhood occasionally hears remainder, on a promise that he should be pardoned

of the convent garden, now a meadow , of Pa- for so doing, the two noblemen were beheaded on

radise, the appropriately named place of recreation Tower Hill. A month afterwards, on the ground of

for the scholars of Christ Church school, and forming some alleged discoveries made through the wreck of a

also a relic of the Priory,-of vestiges of fish -ponds French vessel on our shores, fresh arrests took place;

and stews. But the church is the only important part and parliament was instructed to pass bills of attainder

of the Priory now existing, which, apart from its archi- against the living mourners of the recent victims vi

tectural characteristics, exhibits many interesting fea- the scaffold ,-namely, the Countess of Salisbury, lier

tures. Including St. Mary's Chapel at the eastern end, grandson, the child of Lord Montacute, and the widow

and the tower at the western, the church extends to of the Marquis of Exeter, and with them were asso .

the distance of three hundred and eleven feet. The ciated two knights. The Countess was then seventy

parts of the building which may be separately distin- years of age, but behaved not the less with so much

guished are the Norman remains already noticed, the firmness and presence of mind on her examinatio.

porch or principal entrance, and the tower, with the before the Earl of Southampton and the Bishop vi

great window nearly thirty feet high. On the under Ely, that these personages wrote to their employer,

sides of the benches of the stalls are a series of satirical Cromwell, saying she was more like a strong and con .

and grotesque carvings, representing, there can be stant man than a woman , and that she denied every:

little doubt, the monkish opinions of the friars. In thing laid to her charge ; and that it seemed to them

one is seen a fox with a cock for his clerk , preaching either that her sons had not made her “privy or par

to a set of geese, who are greedily imbibing the doc- ticipate of the bottom and pit of their stomach, or that

trines he puts forth. In a second the people are typi- she must be the most arrant traitress that ever lived."

fied by a zany, who, while his back is turned upon his Some of the Countess's servants were examined,and,

dish of porridge, is saved the trouble of cating it by a no doubt, tampered with ; still no sufficient material

A third cxhibits a baboon with a cowl on his for a criminal trial was to be obtained . What next.

head , reposing on a pillow , and exhibiting a swollen Dismissal to their homes, nodoubt, under almost any

paunch. From what we know of the origin of the other English monarch: not so under the rule of lie

friars, who sprung up to reform the state of idleness cruel Henry ; so a bill for their attainder, without thie

and sensuality into which the monks and clergy gene form of a trial, was obtained from the parliament,

rally had fallen, one would think the last of these pieces which should be considered scarcely less infamous than

of carved satire must have told much more strongly the king to allow itself, as it did , to be the constant

against its authors than its objects. Another very agent of his personal malignity. The two knights

curious carving is the Altar -piece, which Warner sup- were executed ; the Marchioness of Exeter as par

poses to be coeval with Bishop Flambard . If so, it is doned some months later ; and what became of thebox

one of the most extraordinary things of the kind exist- does not appear : but as to the Countess, two years

ing in England. The carving represents thegenealogy after the highnobility and commons of England ha!

of Christ, by a tree springing from the loins of Jesse. authorized the murders sought at their hands, and

On each side is a niche, one containing a statue of when men's minds thought the affair had reached its

David, the other Solomon. Above these sit theVirgin bloody conclusion at last , ihe people of England were

with the child Jesus, and Joseph, and surrounded by horrificd, those at least whom thenever- ceasing whole

the Magi. Projecting heads of an oxand an ass re- sale state executions had not entirely brutalized,to

mind us of the manger, and of the flightto Egypt. hear that theaged Countess had been dragged to the

Still higher are shepherds with their sheep, the former scaffold after all, on the ground of some new provoca

looking uptoward a group of angels, overwhom, atthe tion given by her son ,Cardinal Pole, andthat one of

apex of the carving, God extends his protecting arms. the most frightful scenes in English history had taken

Exclusive of all these figures, which aremostly muti- place on the occasion of the poorlady's death . When

lated, there are niches which contained nine others, told to lay her head on the block, she answered, “ No!

and there area hostof smallfiguresofsaints, thirty- my head never co:nmitted treason ; if you will haveit,

twoin number, also in niches, and each bearing his you must take it as you can . ” The executioner strove

particular emblem or distinguishing mark. Thechief to detain her, but she ran swiftly round the scaffold ,

individual memories of Christ Church are connected tossing her head from side to side, while the monsters

with the noble family ofthe Montalutes, Earls of struck her with their axes,until at last, with her grey

Salisbury. By them was the noble tower at the west hair alldabbled in blood, shewasheld forcibly tothe

end erected in thefifteenth century ; by them were the block , and an end put to her misery. There is, as we

two small chantries in the north transept raised ; by have already partly intiinated ,an appendant to this

rat .
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BURIALS .

awful picture to be found in the history of Christ Christianity absurdities introduced that lessened the

Church. It might have been supposed that even sublimity of the simple ceremonies transmitted by the

Henry would be glad to let such events pass as soon sons of Noah , and alloyed the poetry and spirit of the

as possible into oblivion ; but his satellites knew him observance . Thus Aubrey, in his Miscellanies.' which

bet :er : so when the commissioners were atwork at the are among the Lansdowne MSS . , describes a custom

time of the Reformation , they took care to tell him , in which was in vogne as late as the reign of Charles II .

reation to their visit to Christ Church— “ In thechurch “ In the county of Hereford, ” writes he, " was an old cus

we found a chapel and monument made of Caen stone, tom at funerals, to hire poor people who were to take

prepired by the late mother of Reginald Pole for her upon them the sins of the party deceased. One of

burial, which we have caused to be defaced, and all the them , a long, lean , ugly, lamentable rascal , lived in a

arms and badges clearly to be delete [ erased ].” cottage on Ross highway . The manner was, that

when the corpse was brought out and laid on a bier, a

WAKES AND BURIALS.-No. II .
loaf of bread was brought out and delivered to the

sin - eater over the corpse, as also a mazar bowl of

maple, full of beer, which he was to drink up, and

Ove of the first and grandest funeral processions sixpence in money ; in consideration, he took upon

upun record is that which accompanied the remains of him , ipso facto, all the sins of the defunct, and freed

Jacob. We are told that “ Joseph went up to bury his him or her from wulking after dead.”

father , and with him went all the servants of Pharaoh, The ancients seemed to bury wherever they fanciel,

the elders of his house, and all the elders of the land of nor were they obliged to carry their dead to a cemetery

Egypt , and all the house of Joseph, and his brethren consecrated for public use ; each might choose and

and his father's house ; and there went up with him consecrate his own. Joseph of Arimathea had his

both chariots and horsemen , and it was a very great sepulchre in his own garden ; Samuel was interred in

company.” The Egyptians have left to the world their his own house ; Moses, Aaron, Joshua, and all kings

pyramids and catacombs as abiding evidences of the and greatmen were buried in mountains. In Chris

sartedness they attached to sepulture . The Hebrews tendom no burying -places were permitted near cities

derived many of their funeral ceremonies from the until after the third century, nor did burials take

Egypians, deviating from the customs of that people | place in or near churches until close on the fourth

only where a different faith required and distant time century ; hereditary burying-grounds were forbidden

necessitated. Embalmment or interment was, with until the twelfth .

both, the mode of disposing with the dead in the be. The ancient Christians continued to follow the cus

ginning. Balming of corpses afterwards pretty ge- tom of the Romans in pronouncing orations over their

nerally prevailed ,and the men of Jabesh-Gilead are dead . Eusebius pronounced a eulogy over Constan

the first we read of using it in doing the last offices to tine, Ambrose over Theodosius, and Gregory the bro

Saul. The Greeks suspended all business and closed ther of Basil delivered an oration over the Bishop of

their shops when their relatives were dead . It was Antioch. Orations became general among the Chris

customary with them to put a piece of money in their tians, and after a short time were modified intofuneral

mouth, make an oration overthem , then place them on sermons. These were perverted into fulsome panegyric,

a funeral pile, which was lighted by the nearest rela- and were weak or exaggerated according to the amount

tives, while others poured upon it libations of wine, of the stipend paid for their delivery. Even infamous

&c. The Romans sent out a crier to invite the people characters have been shameless and callous enough to

to the funeral, just as at the present day messengers bequeath a sum of money to the clergy on condition of

and circulars are sent round in England . When their preaching their funeral sermon. Granger men

the deceased was carried forth, the hearse was pre- tions a case of a disreputable woman named Cresswell,

ceded by truinpeters, and old women called “ præficæ,” who desired to have her funeral sermon preached, and

who sang songs in praise of the departed ; the children left ten pounds to the clergyman, but upon the express

and next of kin followed the hearse attired in mourn- condition that he only spoke well of her. A preacher

ing suits . After the oration a finger was cut off, which with difficulty was obtained to undertake the task :

was buried ; the remainder of the body was then after a sermon on the general subject of morality, he

burned , and the ashes gathered in an urn and laid in a concluded, saying, “ By the will of the deceased , it is
sepulchre.

expected I should mention her, and say nothing but

The early Christians deposited the body entire in the what is well of her. All I shall say of her therefore is

earth. The bier was carried by the nearest relations, -She was born well, she lived well, and she died well,

and accompanied by a band 'singing psalms. The for she was born by the name of Cresswell, she lived in

Indians of the present day burn their dead or launch Clerkenwell, and died in Bridewell. ” Funeral sermons

them on the sacred waters of the Ganges. The Chinese havelong grown into disuse. The celebrated sermons

go to the most extravagant expenses in their funcrals. on the death of the Princess Charlotte were the last

Fellowes, in his . Asia Minor, ' says of the Greeks, “ The public ones. It was the custom in the rural districts

outward marks of respect are scarcely visible in their of England to accompany the body to the grave with

burial-grounds, little more being left to mark the place singing, and to strewthe way with flowers as it passed.

of interment than a row of stones indicating the ob- Thus Ophelia sings :

long form of the grave ; but a pipe or chimney formed “ White his shroud as the mountain snow ,

of earthenware rises a few inches above the ground and Larded with sweet flowers ;

communicates with the corpse beneath , and down this Which bewept to the grave did not go ,

tube libations are poured to the attendant spirit of the With true- love showers."

dead. The custom of hiring women to mourn withcries The flowers which were scattered on the bier or on the

and howlings is also retained by the modern Greeks.” grave were such as emblemed the condition and fate of

We see what a close resemblance the early funeral the dead. Stanley in 1631 wrote as follows:

ceremonies of all countries bore to each other, and

how men in all times and in every land combined
Upon my dismal grare

to consider sepulture the most sacred duty owed to Such ofierings as ye have,

fellow -man, because, perhaps, the last. Superstition Forsaken cypress and sad yewe,

and varying faiths introduced much that was ridiculous For kinderflowers can take no birth,

and discrepant, and we find in the middle ages of Or growth from such unbappy earth .”

“ Strew

2 0 2
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Washington Irving deplores the discontinuance of sprinkled with holy water, the ceremony is ended.

these simple and soul-touching customs,and charges The burying-grounds of the Irish Roman Catholics

civilization with trampling out the poetry of life . The being mostly remote from towns, the effect of one of

Irish berrin' still retains every primitive characteristic, those simple funerals passing through a quiet valley,

and when not disgraced by drunken excesses is highly or winding along some lone ravine, is truly grand and

calculated to stir those emotions that spring from impressive. The .keen' is musical and full, and loads

faith and lead to devotion. The coffin is carried by the very atmosphere with the reality of deep sorrow.

friends, and preceded by a crowd of women whose The red and blue cloaks of the women and long frieze

" wild ululula ' makes the hills re - echo to its mournful trustys' of the men , seen at a distance have all the

melody, and roll it along until inanimate nature seems grace of Grecian drapery, and the crosses decked with

to join in the dirge . Immediately after the mourners ribands or flowers show in the slanting sunbeam like

follow boys and girls bearing crosses of lath , painted the wands of a fairy group : besides , they always bury

white and festooned with ribands; then comes the in the evening ; a time well chosen indeed, for the

priest, sometimes sprinkling holy water as he goes ; hush ofevening, when reposing nature seems to calm

behind the coffin follow the immediate relatives, and itself in honourof the last repose of humanity, accords

after those the men who have come to attend the cere- well with the solemnity of the office.

mony. Every stranger that meets the sad procession These funerals are confined to the Roman Catholics

takes off his hat and turns a few paces with the funeral ; of Connaught and Munster, with a few counties in

if a woman meets it, she joins the chorus in front for a Leinster. The Protestants in no part of Ireland allow

few minutes, and uttering a prayer for thedeceased goes the ' mourners, ' while in Ulster neither Roman Catho

on her way. The falling ofthe first clod upon the lics nor Protestants have them . It seems most likely

coffin in the grave draws forth the wildest and loudest that in a few yearscivilization will have extinguished

lament, which continues until the grave is covered. the ' keen' of the Irish as well as the poetry of the

The crosses which were borne at the funeral are now English funerals.

planted at the head and foot, and the grave being

( Bramber Castle .]

RAMBLES FROM RAILWAYS. abundance of cattle grazing about them ; and bounded

by a lofty range of downs,here rising bold and abrupt,
The ADUR, ARUN , AND WEY.—No. II.

and there more softly undulating, --scenery,in a word,

FROM Henfield we may stroll downto the meadows, just such as the rambler likes to linger along. Stey

and along by the river, past the little unassuming ning is an ancient town, and a very interesting one.

churchof Beeding, and so round to Bramber ; but it There are too some old housesabout it,and the church

will be better to cross the bridge at once on reaching is old and of much beauty. Britton, in his · Archi

the river, and , leaving Ashurst on our right, proceed tectural Antiquities' (v.210) , refers to Steyning church

directly to Steyning. We need not hurry, though ; the as containing some genuine Norman 'architectural

river is indeed not so beautiful as it might be, and features ; and Rickman speaks of it as possessing some

would be, were not its banks kept trim for the conve- of the finest Norman enriched mouldings, with a

nience of navigation ; but, to make amends, there are variety of excellent and elaborate detail which deserves

wide and fertilemeadows,well dotted with trees, and with attentive study Steyning is a good example of a
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sequestered country-town, andperhaps will make a possession Charles II. passed through the town in dis

more convenient resting- place than Henfield. guise, the streets at the time being full of soldiers.

In rambling over this Weald , as the low ground we After it came into the possession of the Howard family

have just come along is called, it should not be for- it was suffered to go to decay ; and it has been said that

gotten that, though not exactly in this locality, it was its destruction was caused more by gunpowder, not

in this Weald that Mantell's geological marvels — the employed in war, but to obtain the materials, than by

enormous Iguanodon , the strange Hylosaurus, and time. Before quitting the mound, there is a point a

stranger Pterodactylus - were discovered. The wealden little higher than that on which the castle stands that

formation may be well observed in various partsof the should be ascended . The view from it is a singularly

valley of the Adur, whose bed, indeed , is formed by a fine one, reaching, in one direction, over the flat Weald

fissure in that formation . This is not the place to go to an immense distance, and along the downs far as the

into details on that subject ; the reader who wishes for Devil's Dyke; and, in the other, away over the sea to

local information respecting the wealden formation the trembling verge of the horizon. In this direction

will find it in abundance in Dr. Mantell's Geology we have a goodly stretch of land between us and the

of the South-east of England , ' and a sufficiently full sea, the coast- line being broken by Old Shoreham and

account of the remains above referred to , in his its newer namesake, and the mid-distance dotted with

• Wonders of Geology . ' The remains themselves are two or three tiny villages; while the little borough of

a striking feature in the collection at the British Bramber lies snugly below us, and the bare grey ruin

Museum. is at our feet, with the ivy -coveredtower of the church

As we follow our river, we shall soon see before us, serving to unite the old keep with the town it over

on an elevation on our right, a fragment of the grey looks. On the slope of the mound on which are the

old keep of Bramber Castle . It has a picturesque ap- ruins of the castle , is Bramber Church, an old building,

pearance as we see it from the river. The mound on partly Norman ; but it has been repaired and smartened

which it stands is hidden by trees that are carried of late, so as to look very different from what it did

nearly to the summit, and over their tops the rude re- when we knew it ten or a dozen years ago. The re

main frowns grimly. Seen from a distance, it is not so novations arenot in keeping with the original : windows

striking, though hardly less singular. Then the high of quite a different kind have been inserted.

ridge of downs behind it comes into view, and lessens Bramber itself is a desolate -looking place — the very

its importance ; the magnitude of the hills causing the picture of a rotten borough . There is no trade, and

sturdy dark mass to dwindle almost into insignificance. the houses are in a tumbling-down condition. The old

But we will ascend the mound , and see what we can ones -- and there were some good -looking ones some

discover of the old castle . Little , indeed, is left to re- twenty years back -- are all gone,or going ; and in their

ward us, yet enough to trace out something of its extent stead miserable hovels are being erected. The whole

and general plan . Its area within the walls is 560 feet place has a poverty-stricken air , which is not at all

from south to north, and 280 from east to west. On lessened by its displaying some faint traces of former

the east side it was defended by a deep morass, and superiority. Before the passing of the Reform Bill it

on the south -west and north by a vallum and deep returned two members to parliament, the number of

ditch. Of the building, the keep alone retains any voters being,we believe, somewhere about thirty. It

thing like a relic of its ancient form , and it is grand was placed in schedule A, and all its little importance

in its ruin - the grandeur of rude magnitude. The thereby destroyed. The property in the votes was

keep was square ; only one of its walls remains, and pretty equally divided between the families of Lord

that is tolerably perfect,and of great thickness. Several Calthorp and theDuke of Rutland ; and consequently

fragments of the outer walls are scattered about, and there were sometimes some rather severe election con

they are also very thick. All are composed of Aints tests, and not a few election petitions. At one election,

and rubble. This keep is supposed to be Norman ; in 1768, it is said that 1000l. were offered to a poor

but as a Bramber Castle is mentioned in ‘ Domesday, man for his vote , and refused. After this election ,

there must unquestionably have been a castle here in which was followed by a petition, a compromise was
Saxon times. The Saxon castle might have been effected between the families, and, until the disfranchise

strengthened by De Braose, a Norman follower of ment of the horough by the Reform Bill , each named

William , to whom it was given after the Conquest ; and a member. Wilberforce sat as member for Bramber

the keep was probably erected then - if indeed it be during several parliaments, and there is an anecdote

Norman. De Braose' had above forty other manors told of him in his Life, that travelling along here once ,

in Sussex given to him at the same time. Williain de hecalled to the post-boy to inquire the name of the

Braose , one of his descendants, was among the fore- village they were passing through . “ Bramber !" said

most and most powerful of the barons who opposed Wilberforce; " why, that's the place I am member for! "

the tyrannical measures of John. That pusillanimous The Adur was once a much larger river than itnow is ;

monarch , in consequence, endeavoured to seize him Camden says, “ in foregoing times it was wont to carry

privately, but, being warned in time, he escaped with ships with full sail as far as Brember.”

his family into Ireland. Here he carried on some A great charm in pedestrianism , as compared with

negotiations with John, who, however, as soon as he any other mode of iravelling, is the perfect inde

saw them in his power, seized his wife and eldest son , pendence of feeling it imparts. You may go where

and committed them close prisoners to Windsor Castle, you please, or stay where you please . When the roads

where they both died - it is said of starvation. De are dusty, you may turn to the lanes ; when the fields

Braose escaped to Paris, but did notlong survive the and meadows become wearisome, you may betake your

murder of his wife and child . John gave his estates self to the hills ; you need never stay to inquire

to the Duke of Cornwall, but after his death they were whether there is a carriage-way,and you can always

restored to a son of De Braose. Bramber Castle after- make sure of a village inn at night. It is no doubt

wards passed by marriage into the hands of the well in travelling to follow the route previously marked
Howards.

out, but not too servilely ; many an unexpected tract

If we had space , it would not be uninteresting to of beauty or interest may open,and he is a dullard who

trace the history of Bramber Castle, though there is will then hesitate to follow it, though at the expense of

no very important event connected with it. Like most deranging a neatly contrived plan . We told ourreaders

other castles, it was seized and held by the parlia- we should take them along the Adur and Arun, but

mentary troops ; and during the time it was in their we did not mean to go so far from home without a
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digression. And now we intend to lead them a right its original formation . The people in the Weald below,

pleasant ramble over the hills for a dozen miles or so. it is said, were uncommonly pious, and had built so

They who prefer it , however, may follow the river ; many churches and religious houses, that theEvil One

from Bramber it runs nearly due south , widening as it looked on them with no good will. Finding that they

goes, till , as it approaches Shoreham , it spreads, at every continued togrow more devout, and turned a deaf ear

tide, over a large space ; and the boggy soil on either to all his emissaries, he one night sei boldly to work to

side shows that it must once have been much wider. scoop out a channel, so as to let in the sea and swanıp

There is nothing calling for notice till it reaches Shore- them at once. But as it happened, an old woman in a

ham ; it passes by St. Botolph's and Combe's, but there cottage hard by, hearing an extraordinary scratching

is nothing of consequence in them , and nothing about noise outside, seized her rushlight ( for cotton -wicks

their little barn - like churches. Of Shoreham we shall were not in use then ) and hobbled out to see what was

have somewhat to say when we arrive there. the matter. The wicked one, mistaking her rushlight

But turn your back to Bramber-street, and with us for the rising sun, and startled at its untimely appear

mount the hill that rises directly before you ; there is ance, took to his heels, and never came back to finish

an old road up one side of it, but we aim at the sum- his malicious purpose. So runs ona version, and some

mit ; it is a stiffish climb on a hot day — but onwards, thing like it has appeared in print , but we must con
another pull and we are at the top. There is some- fess we do not entirely credit it. It does not appear

thing strangely refreshing in the breeze that comes quite feasible. The arch - fiend was, we all know , if

over these South Downs from the sea . The whole saintly legends are to be believed, very often outwitted

man seems strengthened and exhilarated by it. The in olden times — and sometimes by tricks too shallow

silence and the solitude too produce a feeling of eleva- for the shallowest cockney of our day ; still that he

tion, almost of awe, in the mind should have mistaken a rushlight for the rising sun is

a little too much for our faith-and we are more in
“ You feel for a time liſted above earth . "

clined to adopt the story as we heard it when wewere

Then , what a noble sight is a fine range of downs young, and used to wander at times hereabout. " When

stretching their long varying line far as the eye can it happened was longer ago than I can tell ,” said our

reach ! The downs are always beautiful ;- whether informant, “ but as I heard it, I will tell it to you . There

thrown by the morning sun into bold and strikingly dwelt in the valley below a holy man , who had retired

contrasted light and shadow ; brightening in its mid- there from the wicked world, that in solitude, and

day blaze ; melting under its softening infuence as it away from the vanities and cares of life, he might

sinks into the west , or when that mellow light is shed pursue a course of austere self-denial, and practise

over them all that is seen just after the sun has sunk without ostentation deeds of benevolence and mercy.

below the horizon ; or again , when , on a clear sum- His food was of the simplest herbs, bis drink water

mer's night, they are subjected to the magical power from the little brook that ripples along the vale . But

of a bright full inoon : they are always beautiful. Ask only on himself was his austerity expended ; to every

Copley Fielding, who, with the eye and hand of genius, one else who sought him in their distress lie was

has seen and depicted them under such various gentle, kind, and generous. The poor he relieved, the

aspects ; and he, while confessing their beauty, will tell sick he healed, the miserable and the unfortunate he

you that there are many phases of it that he could not comforted. Long he lived there,and ever was the odonr

hope to portray. We are not desiring to compare of his sanctity increasing : till at length the arch

our South Downs with the mountains, but we may ad- enemy, who had tried as many means to pervert him

mire Spenser without disparagement to Shakspere. as ever he expended on St. Anthony, or St. Dunstan, or

Well, we are on the hills, and now whither are we any other famous saint of those saintly times, deter

going ? Onwards. That is Edburton church below mined to sweep him away by one grand manæuvre.

us on the north ; a pretty little structure in its way, For this purpose he resolved to cut a tunnel to the

with some carving about it we might look at if we sea, and thus try on a large scale the saint's powers of

were by it ; you may see its curious leaden font figured floating. Having selected a dark night, he began his

in Dallaway's ‘ Rape of Bramber, and the place de- work in such earnest, that in a few minutes he had

scribed. But weare bound to the Devil's Dyke ; a hollowed out as much as you see. But he was to meet

favourite place of ours, we must even have a peep at | with his match . At the moment he began to work,

it once again . See, in yonder ' coomb' beneath you our holy personage had intimation of what was going

is a little camp of gipsies, anda snug warm birth they on, and taking his lamp and his crucifix, he boldly

have found for themselves. If we were Borrow, we sallied forth against the mighty one ; and he prevailed.

might patter the crabbed gitano to them ; but as we For no sooner did the wicked spirit see the holy man

are not, we need not stay longer than to take a peep at approach so armed, than he shouldered bis spade and

their picturesque appearance as they are huddled there set off as fast as he could scamper ; nor did he ever

with their frail houses in that sheltered nook . after venture near the valley, which in consequence

Well , here is the Dyke ! Is it not a strange place ? flourished marvellously while the good saint lived.

A long,narrow,and enormously deep cleft between two And ever since has this place been called the Devil's

almost perpendicular hills ; you hardly know what to Dyke. "

liken it'to , unless it be a Cyclopean railway-cutting. We do not vouch for the truth of this story, but there

Antiquarians describe it (or rather the hill above it , for is the Dyke as a standing proof of its verity ; and if

the dyke is the trough below) as a very large oval en- that be not suficient, there yet remains what ought to

campinent, at least a mile in circumference, and only convince the most sceptical. For the Dyke is not the

accessible by one narrow point of land which is de only scar left behind from that night's business. Some

fended by a very high bank and a broad ditch . They five or six hundred 'yardsoff are the prints of the fiend's

add that it was probably formed by the Romans, who feet, where in his hurry he trod on someboggy turf.

took advantage of the natural shape of the hills, and There they are to this day, five or six steps, each a

then by their military skill brought it to its present little bigger than those of an ordinary man (and,
state ;

and that it was no doubt one of the chain of furts strange to say, they are none cloven , so that he must

that was carried along the summits of these downs. have worked in shoes ), and there they are likely to

The fact of Roman coins having been found here remain until some scientific agriculturist is able to

leaves, they say , no doubt of its occupation by that turn the ground to profit. Thenameof the holy man

people. This may be ; but there is another story aboutis irrecoverably lost, and-alas ! for all sublunary fame
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-his most famous deed is being transferred to an old | room are convex, and more rarely concave ; but such

woman and her rushlight. as these are wholly unfitted for the exactness required

However the Dyke inay have been formed, it is a in optical investigations. There is, in the first place,

wild-looking place, and a wild place it is too for a a double reflection, one from the glass itself, and one

night-ramble . Strange sights, we have been told , are from the mercury at the back of it ; and the form of the

seen here then, and we partly believe it : we have seen curve is not such as is here indispensable. The reflectors

some ourselves. But we must away ; not, however, are therefore made of some other substance ; and an

without directing attention to the magnificent prospect alloy of metals has been found the best fitted for this

from the summit of the Dyke — unequalled in its way | purpose. To discover what is the most favourable

in Sussex, perhaps in any of the surrounding counties. alloy has been a subject of some difficulty; density of

We shall not attempt to describe it ; suffice it that we substance, sinoothness of surface, whiteness of colour,

have directed our readers'attention to it . It is worth brilliancy of polish - allare requisite to the production

while to be here on a fine autumnal morning before of a good reflector. About sixty years ago, the Rev.

sunrise, to see the mists pass away from over the Weald . Mr. Edwards made more than seventy mixtures of

Large woody tracts retain the moisture long after it different kinds of metals, to determine which was best

has exhaled from the adjoining parts, and appear like fitted for specula. The metals he employed were

wide and long lakes, giving a peculiar character to silver, platina, iron, copper, brass, lead, tin , antimony,

the scene . The sun rises over the hills, and often has arsenic, bismuth , and zinc; two or more of which he

a grand appearance : combined in various proportions, and tried what kind

"Full many a glorious morning have we seen of surface each mixture would produce when polished.

Flatter these mountain tops with sovereign eye, Some were too soft, some too blue, some too yellow ,

Kissing with golden face the meadows green , some too rough. Among the whole number he found

Gilding pale streams with heavenly alchemy." that “ the whitest, hardest, and most reflective " mix

There is a little inn at the top of the Dyke Hill-(a ture hemetwith was formed of thirty - two parts copper,

windy situation : when there is no wind elsewhere in fifteen tin , one brass, one silver, and one arsenic. This

the county, they say you may find plenty there ; and we
mixture differed very little indeed from that which Sir

have heard it whistle downthose chimneys o’nights fa- | Isaac Newton had adopted a century beforefor his

mously - where the stranger may beaccommodated reflecting telescope; and to the present day themix

with a bed on the sofa in the little parlour; andthere tures employed bear a close analogy to the above;

is some convenience in that, forif he is bent on “ pre- copper and tin,in theproportion of abouttwo to one,

venting the sun rising,” he may find it necessary - at being the main and sometiines the only ingredients.

Jeast we have tomake hisescape out of the window . for large telescopes are such as call for greatnicety
The processes of casting and polishing the specula

The Dyke is much frequented by “ gipsy -parties,” of

which Sussex folk are veryfond. "In
our youngerdays of the construction of large instruments corroborate

and care. All the accounts which have been published

we have been with more than one here, and it was a

pleasant excuseto stay rather late, that we might in this, and showhow much inventive poweron the part

our way home hear the nightingales singin a wood Herschel's forty-feet telescopewas the final result of
Sir William

not many miles off ; and where else do nightingales

sing as they do in Sussex ?—But we must leave
a long series of experiments on thisas well as on other

this place ; and we shall have a grand walk over the parts of telescope-making. In the account ofhis

downs to Shoreham .
labours which he communicated to the Royal Society

he said, “ When I resided at Bath , I had long been ac

quainted with the theory of optics and mechanics, and

REFLECTORS FOR TELESCOPES . wanted only that experience which is so neces

the practical part of these sciences. This I acquired

The principles on which the construction of telescopes by degrees at that place, where, in my leisure hours,

rests, and the practical application of such instruments by way of amusement, I madefor myself several two

to matters of science, involve details rather beyond the feet, five - feet, seven - feet, ten - feet, and twenty-feet

general scope of these pages ; but the formation of the Newtonian telescopes; besides others of the Gregorian

reflectors or specula is rather a curious subject,and at form , of eight inches, twelve inches, two feet, three

the same time one that admits of being described in feet, five feet, and ten feet focal length . My way of

general terms. doing these instruments at that time, when the direct

There are , among all such instruments as telescopes method of giving thefigureof any of the conic sections

and microscopes , two varieties, which are separated to speculawas still unknown to me, was to have many

one from another in a marked manner . In one va- mirrors of each sort cast , and to finish them all as well

riety there is a lens of glass, through which rays of as I could ; then to select by trial the best of them ,

light pass ; in the other there is a polished or opaque which I preserved ; the rest were put by to be re

mirror, reflector, or speculum , from the surface of which polished. In this manner I made not less than two

rays of light are reflected : the former obtain the name hundred seven -feet, a hundred and fifty ten -feet, and

of refracting telescopes or microscopes ; while the latter about eighty twenty-feet mirrors.”

are reflecting. What is meant by a lens, every one who It was in this way that Herschel qualified himself

has looked through a pair of spectacles, or an opera- for the construction of his gigantic telescope, which,

glass, or an eye-glass can very well determine; for until recently, was the largest in existence. It was

wheiher these several pieces of glass be convex or immediately preceded by one having a reficctor or

concave, they still obtain the designation of lenses, the speculum ihirty-six inches in diameter: in making

form of the curve being regulated according to the this speculum , the composition of the metal was of too

purpose to which the lens is to be applied. But the brittle a nature, and the speculum cracked in cooling;

reflectors employed for optical instruments are not so it was cast a second time, but the furnace gave way

familiarly known, and the precautions necessary to under the weight, and the melted metal ran into the

their production are but litile suspected, except by fire. Gaining experience from inultitude of trials,

those practically concerned. many of which were failures, he at length formed his

All the polished reflectors employed for these pur- great speculum , with which he made such important

poses are either convex or concave, generally the astronoinical discoveries. The metal of this speculuin

latter . Sometimes the ornamental glass mirrors of a was about fifty inches in diameter, but the portion

cessary in
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which was polished and applied to use measured forty: contents poured into the mould . In about twenty

eight inches across. The metalwas three inches and minutes, when the metal had solidified, an iron ring

a half in thickness in every part ; and its weight, when was clamped round the speculum , and the latter was

it came from the casting, was somewhat over two hauled along an iron railway from the mould to the

thousand pounds. annealing.oven. This oven ,which had been kept at

But the speculum recently made by the Earl of a dullred lieat for several days, was now charged with

Rosse exceeds everything else of the kind in magni- charcoal, the arches below were supplied with turf,

tude. Its construction cost months of operation , and and every opening of the oven was built up and

probably years of thought. Almost every part of the plastered over. Here the oven and its contents were

apparatus necessary to its construction was invented or allowed to remain untouched for sixteen weeks, during

adapted by the earl himself; since, in respect both to which the heat died gradually away - this gradual

thie casting and the polishing, all the arrangements cooling being one of the conditions by which annealing

adopted on previous occasions were on far too ininia- is effected , or, rather, it is the condition .

ture a scale for this . The casting was quite successful. The gigantic

Sir James South communicated to the ‘ Times' news- speculum thus produced was six feet in diameter, five

paper, in April, 1843, an account of the casting of this inches thick at the centre, five and a half at the edges.

memorable speculum , from which we cannot do better and weighed more than six thousand pounds. The

than abstract a few details to illustrate this subject. reflecting surface of Herschel's speculum , large as it

A furnace and casting-house were built expressly by was, was less than half that of the speculum here

the earl at his seat ( Birr Castle ) in Ireland ; and Sir described .

James South adopted the following curious mode of It will be at once obvious that the surface produced

conveying 10 the mind an idea of the furnace and its by this mode of casting must require much grinding

arrangements : - “ Make one extremity of a line and polishing to give it the requisite brilliancy . The

41 inches long, and bisect a perpendicular to itself of Earl of Rosse had to devise new modes for working

21 inches long, and at the other extremity of it bisect his enormous speculum ; but the customary mode is

another perpendicular to itself of 218 inches ; beyond somewhat as follows:-A convex elliptical surface of

which perpendicular extend the first-named line 24 lead and tin is formed ; on this is sprinkled fine emery

inches. ' Call the first the crane line; the second, the powder ; and the speculum is worked over and over

chimney line ; and the third , the mould line. On the on this roughened surface, sometimes with long strokes

crane line, at the distances from the chimney line of and sometimes in circles. By this means the rough

lid, 215, and 39 inches, make dots ; on the first of these nesses of the surface are gradually worn away, and the

dots place centrally a silver fourpence; on the second, concavity of the speculum assumes a spherical form .

a silver penny ; on the third, a sixpence; on the centre Sometimes convex brass tools, and sometimes a conses

of the chimney line, a shilling ; on each of its extreme tool of common blue hones, are used to facilitate the

points, a silver fourpence ; on the centre of the mould grinding. When the surface is thus worked down to

line, a crown ; on each of its extreme points, a six- a fine level , it undergoes a polishing process. A con

pence ; and on the uncovered extremity of the crane vex tool is coated with a thin layer of black pitch, and

line , a card of two inches square, so that its sides shall with a little colcothar, or calcined vitriol ; and the

be either parallel with or perpendicular to the crane speculum , being inverted over this tool or polisher, is

line . Now, supposing these several coins and card to worked for a long period in various directions, until

have the same thickness as the silver fourpences, the a brilliant and equable polish appears in every part.

tout ensemble will indicate an horizontal section of the The shape given to the polisher is such that the final

foundry ; for the three fourpences will represent the curve of the polished surface of the speculum is not

crucibles in their furnaces, the shilling the chimney, really spherical , but slightly deviates from it, in accord

the penny the crane, the crown the bottom of the ance with certain optical laws required in reflecting

mould, the sixpences the iron pouring-baskets, and instruments .

the card the floor of the annealing -oven .” The Earl of Rosse so far deviated from the usual

All the implements were on a large scale. The three plan as to place the polisher overthe speculum , instead

furnaces were each nearly six feet square, eight feet of the speculum over the polisher. The speculum was

high , and built of brick. The crucibles ( one in each made to rotate in a cistern of water, whereby its tem

furnace) were cast-iron vessels, two feet in diameter perature was maintained constant during the polishing ;

by thirty inches deep, each weighing about half a ton . it was moved by a steam -engine, as was likewise the

The pouring-baskets were of iron ,with long handles polisher. Many interesting details were given respect

projecting from one side . The mould was formed of ing the polishing of this mighty speculum at the last

iron hoops, laid closely one within another, with their meeting of the British Association ; and we may look

edges upmost; and thiese edges were all turned in a forward to important astronomical results from its

lathe, so as to give a general convexity to the whole use .

assemblage corresponding to the intended concavity of It remains only to say, that such specula as these

the speculum . On this bed a mould of sand was formed | are placed at the bottom of the tube of the telescope ;

to the exact size required . the upper end of the tube being directed upwards

Thus much for the working apparatus. The ingre- towards the sky, and the light of the star or other

dients employed were copper and tin only, in the pro- heavenly body being reflected from the concave surface

portion of rather more than two of the former to one of the speculum . The observer views this reflected

of the latter. When all the arrangements were ready, image by means of an eye- piece or lens, adjusted in

the furnace- fires were lighted ; and the crucibles being different parts of the tube according to the kind of

brought to a proper heat, the metal (which had been telescope.

fused and broken up, and of which the copper con It will thus be seen that the formation of the speculum

sisted of old copper sheathing) was distributed equally of a large telescope involves vast complexity and deli

in the three crucibles . In nine hours from this time cacy of arrangement ; and it will perhaps excite sur

the metal wasthoroughly melted and ready for the prise in the minds of many , that these specula are

casting. Tackle from the crane drew each crucible made of metal differing but little from that of bronze

out of its furnace , and deposited it in its iron basket. statues, of bells, and of guns - copper being in all four

The three baskets were near the mould , and at a given the chief ingredient, and tin the next, if not the only

signal all of them were tilted up, and the ponderous other.
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A DAY AT THE BARROW FIELD DYE-WORKS, GLASGOW ,

14:00

ene

I

w

[Bleaching-Ground - Monteith's Dye-Works, Glasgow .]

Were it not that the subject of calico -printing has Rutherglen Bridge at the other. The inhabitants,

already occupied our attention in the Supplement ' aided zealously by Dr. Cleland, have successfully

for June, 1843, the fine establishment of Messrs. Mon- resisted all attempts to have this Green built upon ;

teith, at Glasgow, would afford ample opportunity for and there it remains, the property of all ,with a few

illustrating many varieties of that beautiful process ; clusters of trees here and there, seats for the wearied,

but as the differences observable in such establish- gravel walks for the ramblers, and a soft green carpet

ments, although.very marked in the eyes of a manu- of sward on which the bare-legged damsels lay out

facturer, are of nomoment to those who wish merely their washed linen to dry, -- for it is also a drying

to gain a slight insight into the general processes, we ground open to all the laundresses who choose to avail

shall dispense with anyfurther notice of calico-print- themselves of it. Amid the smoke and bustleof iron

ing in general. There are , however, two beautiful works, chemical-works, dye-works, cotton- mills, and

processes which stand out somewhat distinctly from engine-factories, it is no trifling advantage to have such

calico -printing in general, and for which the Barrow- an open spot.

field Works of the above-named firm have acquired a Having walked across this “ Green ,” then , to its

yery widecelebrity, viz. Turkey-red Dyeing and Ban- eastern end (and it is a good thing that many of the

dana Handkerchief work: these processes, through the workmen have to cross this Green on their way to

courtesy of the proprietors, we have been allowed to work ), we arrive at the gates of the Works, within

witness; and it is the object of the present article to which is large area of ground occupied partly by build

describe them , as well asthe general arrangement of ings, partly by yards and drying-grounds, and partly

the Works wherein they are conducted. by green sward as a bleaching-ground. The buildings

The Barrowfield Works occupy a very large areaof are in detached groups, and many ofthem are very

ground at the eastern margin of Glasgow , bordered by large ; some being used for dyeing cotton -cloth, some

the Clyde on one side, and by the excellent “Green for Turkey -red yarn -dyeing, and others for bandana

of Glasgow on another. The Londoners might well work, printing, stoving, and a variety of other pro

envy the Glasgow folks the possession of such a cesses. The drying-grounds have ranges of poles on

Green, for it is an invaluable agent in maintaining the which yarn is hung to dry; while the extensive bleach

nealthof the city . It consists of a large park or green, field requires nothing but a smooth, clean , grassy sur

comprisingone hundred and forty acres, having theface. It may bewell at once to remark that this

river flowing along one margin, a series of houses along bleach -ground is appropriated wholly to certain stages

the opposite margin,HutchesonBridge at one end,and of the Turkey-red dyeing, and does not relateto

No. 791 .
VOL . XIII.-2 P
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bleaching as commonly understood ,-chloride of lime during this washing, and as this water must be removed,

having wholly subverted the ancient mode of conduct the cloth is exposed to the action of a powerful

ing such bleaching. Those portions of the establish- Bramah press, by which a force of five hundred tons

ment which are connected with the general processes is brought to bear upon it, so as to press out the

of printing on calico we shall passover for reasons water.

just stated,and shall proceed at once to Then ensues a remarkable series of processes, in

Turkey-red Dyeing. — Most persons are familiar which almost every one operation is repeated a great

with the tint of red known as . Turkey-red ;' but few number of times, adding considerably to the com

would imagine how many have been the experiments plexity of the routine . The cloth is put into what is

as to the best inode of producing it, or the inultiplicity termed a .vomiting-boiler,' that is, a boiler so cca

of the distinct processes involved in the production. structed that the water is made to vomit upwards from

The vegetable substance called madder produces a red a pipe, and then to fall down on the cloth in the boiler,

which is much employed under the name of common so as to act equally on the whole . The boiler contains

madder red ;' but the ' Turkey-red ,' although produced a solution of soap and soda, which is allowed to act

likewise from madder, is infinitely more brilliant and on the cloth for some hours, so as to prepare the fibres

beautiful, and requires great complexity of operations. for the reception of liquids afterwards to be applied.

The production of this fine colour was first known in From the vomiting-boilers the cloth is conveyed a

India, from whence it travelled to the western part of second time to the wash -wheels, there to be washed

Asia , and thence to Greece and Turkey. Just about a clean from the soap and soda, and then a second time

century ago, two French manufacturers brought some to the press, where it is squeezed almost dry. This re

Greek dyers into France, and with their aid esta- peated transfer of the cloth from one vessel to another,

blished Turkey-red Dye-Works at Rouen and in Lan- and from one part of the building to another, gives

guedoc. Mr. Wilson of Ainsworth, near Manchester, employment to a great number of men, who are run

endeavoured, about the year 1770, to introduce this ning to and fro in all directions, wheeling barrows or

mode of dyeing into England; but for some reason or hand-trucks containing the cloth.

other it does not appear to have succeeded at that time . After the sccond washing and squeezing, the cloth is

Some years afterwards a Frenchgentleman, M. Papil. taken to a drying - stove, a room beated to a temperature

lon, joined Mr. Mackintosh in the establishment of a of about 140 °, and provided with bars and pegs on
Turkey-red Dye -Work at Glasgow . There was an which the cloth is hung by the selvage till dry. Then,

agreemententered into between these gentlemen and being made up into convenient bundles, it is taken by

the Commissioners and Trustees for Manufactures in the hand - carts to a building where that series of pro

Scotland , to the effect that the Turkey-red dye processes is conducted whichforms, perhaps, the most dis

cess, at that time a secretin few hands, was to be pub- tinguishing feature in Turkey-red dyeing,and on which

lished for the benefit of the public at the end of a cer- the beauty of the dye mainly depends. A vessel is

tain term of years. This period expired in 1803; and supplied with a solution containing Gallipoli oil and

the trustees then laid a minute account of the different some alkalies, which form a kind of soap,together with

processes before the public. Glasgow, however, having a third substance, more useful than agreeable, to give

been the first to witness the successful prosecution of an ' animalizing' power to the action of the solution.

the process, continued to maintain its supremacy in It is well known that silk and wool (both animal fibres)

that matter, and has ever since been the head-quarters receive in general much more brilliant dyes than cotton

in Britain for this art. Dr. Thomson has observed or linen ( vegetable fibres) ; and the present process is

that “ different individuals , possessed of both chemical to impart to the cotton fibres a quality somewhat ana

skill and considerable sagaciiy , have studied the differ- logous to that of wool and silk. Two rollers dip into

ent parts of this very complicated method of dyeing. the trough containing this solution, and the cloth is

The effects of each individual operation have been drawn through the solution between the rollers, by

carefully investigated, and thewhole has been some- which it becomes saturated .

what shortened and simplificd, though it still con Then ensues that part of the process wherein the

stitutes the most complicated process in the whole art bleach- field is brought into requisition. The cloth ,

of dyeing.” The red dye was at first given only to the which has acquired a yellowish tinge from the solution,

spun yarn ; butamong the subsequent improvements is wheeled from the building to the open air, where it

was that of dyeing the woven cotton itself. We may is consigned to the care of a number of women. The

here remark, thatM.Papillon, when he introduced the cloth is in pieces of 28 yards each, and these pieces

practice of this art at Glasgow, occupied that part of are laid down flat on the grass, side by side. If the

the Barrowfield Works now appropriated to the yarn- weather be favourable, an exposure for two or three

dyeing.
hours to the action of air produces the effect desired,

Let us suppose that a quantity of cotton -cloth which seems to be a kind of oxidation . All is bustle

reaches the Works just in the state that it leaves the in the bleach - field when rain threatens : the women,

loom ; that is, technically speaking, in the grey:' with handkerchiefs on their heads, but nothing on the

The first process it undergoes is to plunge it in what is feet, hasten to gather up the cloth ; and even if the

termed a rot - steep ; this is a very hot alkaline liquor, weather be fine ihere is constant employment for them ,

the continued action of which on the cloth for many since one batch of cloth is laid down as soon as another

hours removes the dressing ' of paste or size which is removed . Sometimes as much as five thousand

the yarn had received before weaving,and which, if pieces, or a hundred and forty thousand yards, are

not removed, would prevent the fibres from imbibing lying on the field at one time.

the dye. The cloth having by this process become The cloth is subjected a second time to the solution ;

saturated with alkaline liquor, which must likewise be then a second time spread out on the grass,in the same

removed , it is conveyed to a long washing-house con way as before. A different solution is next employed,

taining a large number of dash -wheels,' similar to containing only the oil and alkali ; and this is applied

those which were sketched and described in the 'Sup- three or four times in the same way as before, the

plement' before alluded to. Into these dash -wheels cloth being ' grassed' after each application ,and stove

ihe cloth is introduced, and there rotated with water dried after each immersion in liquor and after each

till cleansed from the alkaline liquor and the dressing. grassing ; so that the transfers to and fro become very

But as the fibres have become saturated with water numerous, and show how much time and assiduity are
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bestowed upon those processes. When the last of this the weavers in this country, or for exportation to

recurring series is completed, the cloth is steeped for foreign parts. The general train of processes is similar

some hours in an alkali bath ; and then , after being in the two cases, with some minor exceptions, and the

washed in the dash -wheel and squeezed in the press, annexed cut shows the mode of effecting a process

it is drawn between rollers in a tub containing a so- which is many times repeated in the course of the

lution of sumach (a substance much used in tanning thin dyeing, viz. wringing the hanks of yarn after being

leather, and in other processes where a binding quality immersed in liquids. The yarn -dyeingis carried on

is required ). After being dried , itis passed through wholly in a separate set of buildings, with boilers, vats,

a solution of alum ; so that by this time the cloth has troughs, &c. independent of those employed for the

been exposed to the action of oil , alkali , sumach, and cloth dyeing ; and instead of laying the hanks of yarn

alum ,all of which contribute to the permanence and down upon the grass, they are hung upon short tin

beauty ofthe dye afterwards to be applied. tubes, which tubes are rested on bars in the drying

The dye-house is a long building, containing arange ground.

of dye-vats, with horizontalshaftsor frames worked by Bandana Handkerchiefs . - Most persons probably

steam -power. The cloth is placed over these frames, know that particular style of pocket-handkerchiefwhich

and allowed to hang down into the dye-liquor, so that obtains the name of bundana or bandanna. The term

by rotating the frame, every part of the cloth becomes is an Indian one, and was applied by the natives of

exposed equally to the action of the dye. The prin- India, who first produced this kind of pattern, though

cipal ingredients in the dye are madder and bullock's in a manner very different from that followed in this

blood ,mixed in such proportions, and heated to such country . The characteristics of a bandana handker

a temperature, as are found best suited to the object in chief are these :—a uniformlydyed ground of red, blue,

view . The alum, previously applied, causes the dyeto or purple ; with groups of yellow or white spots. The

adhere to the cloth, and the depth of tint greatly de- durability of the colours was the quality which brought

pends on the amount of alum combined ; while the those handkerchiefs into favour; and for many years

other preparatory ingredients aid in giving brilliancy the British manufacturers failed in producing a good

to the dye. When the clothhas imbibed sufficient of imitation . The Indians are said to adopt the following

the dye, it is washed in the dash-wheels, and then very rude and simple mode of procedure :-After

boiled for eight or ten hours in an alkaline liquor, by having dyed the cloth , they tie up with bits of thread

which the colour is greatly heightened, or cleared those small parts which are to remain white or yellow ;

Another washing, another boiling, a third washing, and while the rest of the surface is freely exposed to the

& final clearing in a solution of chlorine, terminate operation of the dye. Whether this is or is not a cor

this very long and complex series of operations. rect description of the Indian process, it is certain that

Most of the processes here noted ( except perhaps the first British bandanas' were a poor imitation of

the grassing ) are analogous to others that occur in dye- those from the East. The first mode of accomplishing

ing generally ; but it is the greatnumber of them, and thiswas bythe ordinaryprocess of calico-printing upon

the nicety required in their management, which con- white cloth. But in this mode it was rarely if ever in

stitute the remarkable features in Turkey -red dyeing the power of the manufacturer to render the colours

Thie cloth, when thus dyed, is ready for any further sufficiently durable, especially the red ; and therefore

process, either to be printed for dresses, shawls, or the home-made article was never held in estination

handkerchiefs, or to go through that peculiar train by purchasers, most of whom consisted of that class

of processes which constitutes bandana -work. But of persons to whom durability was a great requisite.

besides the cloth thus dyed, a vast quantity of cotton There was also a tax which at that time pressed heavily

yun is similarly dyed , to be employed afterwards by on printed cottons. These two circumstances led to

the adoptionof a felicitously conceived plan for pro

ducing the effect by totally different means.

we believe, M. Koechlin, of Mülhausen , who, in 1810,

discovered a mode of effecting this by the use of the

chloride of lime ; and in few years afterwards, the

' Bandana-gallery' at Messrs. Monteith's Works be

came one of themost celebrated manufacturing apart

ments in the kingdom , in reference to the use of this

powerful chemical agent in the production of hand

kerchiefs, which now far excel their Indian prototypes.

To understand the mode of proceeding, it will be

well to premise that the handkerchief, shaw), or piece

of cloth , is dyed uniformly of one colour in everypart,

both surfaces being equally impregnated with the

colour ; and that the white spots have the colour com

pletely removed from them by the action of chloride

of lime. The operations therefore resolve themselves

into two parts—the dyeing of the cloth, and the dis

charging of the colour. Generally speaking these ban

dana -handkerchiefs are either red or blue : if the

former, they are prepared by the Turkey -red dye pro

cesses just described; if blue, they are dyed with indigo

in the usual manner. We will therefore suppose the

dyeing to be completed, and the subsequent processes

about to commence.

The Bandana-gallery at the Barrowfield Works is a

room about one hundred feet in length, exhibiting

through its centre a range of sixteen discharging

presses, where the chemical action of the chloride of

[Yarn -wringing.) lime is exerted. These presses are about six or seven

It was,

வாகை
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feet high, by four or five square ; and have behind , face of the cloth is diversified with groups of white

each of them a roller on which the dyed cloth is wound, spots ; nay more, that every oneof the fourteen pieces

and in front another which receives the cloth after the is similarly affected, whether lying at the top, the

discharge. At one end of the gallery there is kind bottom , or the middle of the heap. The red -dye that

of clock or dial , having a moveable index or hand, and would have withstood all the wear and tear of ordinary

certain figures round the edge. An inquiryinto the usage and washing , is seen to be completely removed

object of this dial affords us the means of seeing with from the spots, leaving them quite white.

what admirable simplicity mechanical power is brought We naturally look to the horizontal plates, to see

to the aid of chemical power in these operations. Each how the liquid is enabled to act upon the cloth . Both

of the presses, such as the one here sketched , is a plates are made of lead , about half an inch in thick

ness, and both are perforated exactly in the same way,

and with holes of the same size as the spots to be pro

duced on the cloth . The fourteen thicknesses of cloth

have thus a perforated plate above them and another

below, so that any liquid which may be poured onthe

upper plate can percolate through the holes, then

through the fourteen thicknesses of cloth , and lastly

through the holes in the lower plate. Butit is easy to

conceive that unless the cloth werepressed very tightly

between the plates, someof the liquid would spread

laterally beyond the margins of the holes ; and it is to

prevent this that the immense pressure is exerted.

The liquid , which is a solution of bleaching -powder,'

or chloride of lime, being poured on the upper surface

of the upper plate, is allowed to remain there a few

minutes, during which time it acts on the fourteen

thicknesses of cloth at the places where the holes in

the plates occur ; but the intense pressure prevents

it from spreading laterally to other parts of the

cloth. Chloride oflime has the property of removing

colours ; and this it does so speedily, that in about ten

or fifteen minutes all the fourteen thicknesses of cloth

are acted on . When one portion of the coin pound

piece of cloth is thus finished, it is wound on the front

roller, and another equal portion is unwound from the

back roller, to be treated in a similar manner. All the

presses have equal power, so that in twelve hours the

whole series can discharge an enormous length of cloth,

by the aid of four or five men only; for while one press

[ Bandana Press .] is remaining still and in work, the man who attends

it can go and supply other presses with their working

hydraulic press, in which a bed-plate is forced upwards materials.

with a power all but irresistible. The man who at Sometimes the spots on a blue or red bandana hand

tends each press can turn on or off this powerwith the kerchief are yellow, instead of white. In this case the

utmost ease, by placing his machine into or out of chloride of lime is still the active agent by which the

connection with the hydraulic engine where the force ground-colour is removed, but otherarrangements are

is generated . All the presses are alike connected with made whereby a chemical production of colour results.

this engine, which is outside the gallery ; and the dial Two liquids are, in such an instance,poured on the upper

indicates the force of pressure at any particular mo- plate : the one being a solution of chloride of lime, to

ment, by which the workmen are guided in their pro- abstract the ground-colour from the cloth ; and the

ceedings. other some chemical agent which shall give a yellow

Wewillsuppose that several pieces of red cloth for colour to thewhite spots thus produced : or perhaps

handkerchiefs are to have groups of circular white it may be that the white spots are not actually pro

spots, such as are so frequently exhibited bybanana - duced at all ; that the ground -colour, the colouring

handkerchiefs. Fourteen pieces are laid flat and agent, and the chloride, all act simultaneously in the

smooth one on another, as even and regular as possible. production of yellow spots at the part of the cloth not

This compound piece is wound on the roller at the protected by the plates

back of one of the presses ; and a portion about a In other instances, again, there are both white and

yard square, being unwound, is laid flat on a horizontal yellow spots combined in the same piece of cloth.

slab or bed in the machine. Then the workman, by This arrangement requires the use of very ingeniously

turning a handle, brings the pressure to act from the constructed plates. There is, in the first place, in each

hydraulic machine, andwe see the bed -plate rise slowly plate, one series of holes for white spots and another

till the cloth comes into contact with an upper hori- series for the yellow , and then an adjustment so that

zontal plate ; and such is the power of the machine there shall be no channels of communication whatever

that the cloth is pressed between the two plates with between the one series and the other. By certain

a pressure of, we believe, from two to three hundred little ridges and dividing edges, all the holes of one

tons. Then the workman pours some liquor into a series are brought into connection with a cell into

cell or trough above the upperplate ; and after allow which one kind of liquid is poured, while thoseof the

ing it to remain a short time, first draws off the liquor other series are similarly placed in communication

by a small cock , and then removes the pressure, whereby with another cell . Into one cell is poured the simple

the lower plate is made to sink. On now removing solution which is to producethe white spots ; into the

the cloth from the press we see — and a stranger can other the combined liquid for producing the yellow

scarcely see it without astonishment that the red sur- 1 spots : and the two liquids percolate through the cloth
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independent of each other, each one working its own shows that the goods about to be exported to any par

effect in its own peculiar way. In like manner the ticular country have a character about them different

lower plate is so partitioned off as to afford separate from those destined to other countries. This is a

egress to the two kinds of liquid . very curious point, and is exemplified on a large

The preparation of these plates is an important point scale at this warehouse. The patterns for the home

in the series of operations. In one part of the Works market are generally unmeaning, representing objects

is are apartment where the plates are wrought. The which never have existed and never will ; curves,

lead, cast for the purpose, is brought to as fat and zig -zags, stripes, spots, all imaginable shapes, are

smooth a surface as possible, and on each piece is combined together into patterns,which are pleasing,

drawn or sketched the positions of the various holes, perhaps, to the eye, but have no definite meaning.

correspondent to the spots in the pattern. With The Chinese market, on the other hand, requires

appropriate tools, fitted for working in lead, the patterns in which natural objects, such as birds and

holes are then cut out completely, through the lead ; flowers, are depicted. The South American States

and various little channels are made in that onewhich demand the most gorgeous mixture of colours

is to be the lower plate, as a means of carrying off the which the dyer and the printer can give ; large

liquid when it has effected its work. The holes in the masses of bright red , blue, and yellow — without any

upper plate are made to correspond strictly to those in particular reference to the pattern - are called for.

the lower, whether the pattern is simply a group of For the German market, pictorial subjects are pre

spots, or whether it has a border. The nature of the pared, without much reference to brilliancy of colours :

process, it is easy to see, is inconsistent with the pro- copies from celebrated works of art by Overbeek, Cor

duction of any fine or delicate lines in the pattern ; nelius, and other artists ; and from pictures in the

and therefore very little more is attempted thanthe gallery of the Pinacothekat Munich, together with re

production of spots and lines or bold ' scrolls. The presentations of cathedrals, abbeys, castles, and public

stock ofplates forms both a ponderous and expensive buildings generally - were among the subjects which

item in the Works ; for each pair-that is, the two for we saw represented on large bales of handkerchiefs for

each pattern --weigh about six hundred pounds; and as the German market. In this way a sixpenny pocket

every new pattern requires a new pair of plates, there handkerchief may, if we choose to study it rightly, be

is a constant addition being made to these very weighty made the means of giving us a little insight into

working materials, especially as the old onesare national character and taste .

not melted up so long as there is a chance of using

them again .

Many of the handkerchief and shawl pieces are

treated ina mode somewhat midway between the usual

process of calico-printing and that of bandana -work, This will be a fitting opportunity to group together

or indeed combining something of the two. For in- a few facts relating to the finishing, or what we may

stance, a piece of cloth being dyed some uniformcolour, perhaps term the decorative departments of the cotton

and then printed in certain parts with achemical agent, manufacture : first , in respect to the dyeing and print

is dipped into a vat of bleaching-liquid, which either ing in other countries; and secondly, in respect to the

instantly discharges the colour fromthe printed parts, embroidering, or decoration by means of the needle.

or gives to them a wholly new colour, in either case The Hindoos had the skill of imparting bright

imparting a pattern. This process is well calculated colours and a glossy surface to their cottons in times

to surprise a spectator, for the printed part is almost whenwe knew very little even of the substance itself.

wholly invisible until dipped into the discharging -vat; Whether colours were given or not to the exquisitely

and hence what appears to be a piece of plain red or fine muslins of India, or were confined to goods of

blue cloth comes out of the vat with a beautiful white coarser texture , it is certain that both the fineness and

or yellow pattern upon it. The writer has now before the beauty of colour were in early times regarded with

him a small piece of Turkey-red dyed cotton which he mingled astonishment and admiration . Tavernier,

saw go through the following processes in the course of when speaking of the calicuts or calicoesmadeat Calicut

a few minutes : A pattern was printed on onepart in India (whence they were named ), said — " The white

with tartaric acid and nitrate of lead ; another pattern calicuts are woven in several places in Bengal and

was printed on another part with tartaric acid alone ; Mogulistan, and are carried to Raioxsary and Baroche

a third pattern was printed on a third part with tar- to be whitened, because of the large meadows and

taric acid and Prussian blue : the cloth was then plenty of lemons that grow thereabouts, for they are

dipped into a chloride solution, by which the first never so white as they should be till they are dipped

printed portion became white ; and then into a solution in lemon -water. Some calicuts are made so fine, you

of bi-chromate of potash, by which the other printed can hardly feel them in your band, and the thread

portions became yellow and blue respectively :—thus when spun is scarcely discernible.” He also says that

exhibiting a very remarkable series of chemical actions some of the calico is so fine that when a man puis on a

among the substances employed. garment made of it, " his skin shall appear as plainly

As regards the patterns ofhandkerchiefs and similar through it as if he was quite naked .” * Various other

articles of cotton, a glance round the warehouses of modes were adopted , and have been adopted by later

such an establishment as the one we have been de- writers, to express the exquisite fineness of the Hindoc

scribing will afford us somecurious items of informa- muslin. One states that “ twenty -five ells of it put

tion. At the warehouses of Messrs.Monteith , in the into a turban will not weigh four ounces.” Mr. Ward

heart of Glasgow , the first thing which strikes the eye says , “ Muslins are made so exceedingly fine that four

is a very blaze of Turkey-red (if we may use such a months are required to weave one piece, which sells at

term ) : on every side shelves, presses, and counters, four or five hundred rupees. When this muslin is laid

in long ranges of rooms, are loaded with cotton goods, on the grass, and the dew has fallen on it, it is no

principally handkerchiefs and shawls, and all more or longer discernible.” Sir Joseph Banks described

less exhibiting Turkey-red as the chief colour ; for some Hindoo home-spun cotton yarn , of which one

though all colours are einployed, yet this one is the pound measuredahundred and fifteen miles in length.

characteristicof the place, andgives a hue to the The late Mr. Mill thus accounted for the extraordi

whole assemblage of goods. A littlc closer glance nary skill of the Hindoos in these matters : — " It is
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a sedentary occupation, and thus in harmony with his mordant had been applied became black ; and the re

predominant inclination . It requires patience, of mainder, after being washed and bleached in the sun ,

which he has an inexhaustible fund. It requires little became white.

bodily exertion, of which he is always exceedingly In China the use of silk is much more prevalent

sparing ; and the finer the production the more slender than that of cotton ; but still it is stated by Staunton

the force which he is called upon to apply . But this that blue-dyed cottons are worn very extensively
is not all . The weak and delicate frameof the Hindoo among the humbler classes in China. That the

is accompanied with an acuteness of external sense, Chinese are acquainted with the art of dyeing brilliant

particularly of touch, which is altogether unrivalled ; colours is too well known to need remark ; but there

and the flexibility of his fingers is equally remark- has been an erroneousopinion prevalent as to the pro
able."

duction of the tint exhibited by nankeen cotton, once so

The dyeing and beautifying of thewoven cottons were great a favourite in this country. Doubt has often

equally objects of attention with the Hindoos. One of the been expressed whether this lint was imparted to the

early Portuguese adventurers speaks with admiration woven cotton by a process of dyeing, or whether the

of the “ painted ” cottons produced by the Hindoos ; fibres of the cotton had this tint in the first instance.

and there are other writers who speak similarly of Mr. Baines, who has devoted much attention to the

painted colours, the true character of which was not at history of the various departments of the cotton mana

that time understood. Thus, a Venetian merchant who facture in different countries, has collected the follow

travelled in India about 1560, speaks of the cotton -cloth ing passages from different writers to show that nan

" painted , which is a rare thing, becau this kind of keen cotton is in reality not dyed at all :—Sir George

cloths shewus they were gilded with divers colours, and Staunton, who travelled with Lord Macartney's em

the more they be washed the livelier the colour will bassy through the province of Kiangnan, to which

show ." There was also a species of chintz then made, province the nankeen cotton is peculiar , distinctly

and extensively purchased in Europe; for in a pam- states that the cotton is naturally " of the same yellow

phlet published in 1678, called • The ancient Trades tinge which it preserves when spun and woven into

decayed and repaired again ,' is the following complaint cloth.” He also says that “ the nankeen cotton degene

on the part of the woollen manufacturers : - This rates when transplanted to any other province .” Mr.

trade is very much hindered by our own people, who Baines then quotes the following statements from other

do wear many foreign commodities instead of our own, authorities:--Sir G. T. Staunton (the son ) has trans

as may be instańced in many particulars, viz . instead of lated an extract from a Chinese herbal on the culture

green say, that was wont to be used for children's and uses of the cotton-plant, in which one of the va

frocks, is now uscd painted and Indian -stainedand rieties is described as a “ dusky yellow cotton of very

striped calico ; and instead of a perpetuana or shalloon fine quality.” Van Braam , whó travelled in China

to lyne men's coats with, is used sometimes a glazened with a Dutch embassy at the close of the last century,

calico." Defoe, too, said that “ the general fansie of was commissioned by some European merchants to

the people runs upon East India goods to that degree, ascertain whether a deeper dye could not be made in

that the chintz and painted calicoes, which before were China ; but he reported that it was not dyed at all, the

only made use of for carpets, quilts , &c. , and to clothe cotton itself being the same colour as the nankeen .

children and ordinary people, became now the dress of The narrator ofthe voyage of the ship Amherst says,

our ladies. " “Each family at Woosung appears to cultivate a small

But the most curious account of the dyeing proportion of ground with cotton, which I here saw of a

cesses adopted by the Hindoos wasthat given by Father light red colour. The nankeen cloth made from that

Cæurdoux, a missionary at Pondicherry. From this requires no dye.”

account it appears that the Indian cotton-cloths, when A nation on the borders of the Caspian were

brought from the loom , were worn next to the skin by described by one of the classic writers as being

the dyer and his family, during a space of eight or ten in the habit of painting figures of animals on their

days ; after which they underwent several soakings in garments with a vegetable dye : - “ They have trees

water with goats' dung, accompanied with frequent whose leaves possess a most singular property : they

intermediate beatings , washings, and drying in the beat them to powder, and then steep them in water :

sunshine. They were next soaked for sometime in a this formsa dye, with which they paint on their garments

liquid formedof curdled buffalo's milk , and the astrin- figures of animals. The impression is so very strong,

gent fruit of the yellow myrobalans. When the cloth that it cannot be washed out; it appears to be inter

was thoroughly impregnated wiih this mixture, it was woven in the cloth , and wears as long as the garment."

taken out, squeezed, dried by exposure to the sunshine, Pliny, too , in speaking of the Egyptians, describes a

rubbed and pressed . Then ensued a process of paint process evidently analogous to a rudekind of print

ing, by drawing devices on the cloth with a pencil. ing : “ Garments are painted in Egypt in a wonderfu.

The liquors used for this purpose were not colours manner, the white cloths being first smeared, not with

or pigments, but mordants. The first was a mordant colours, but with drugs, which absorb colour. These

of acetate of iron mixed with sour palm -wine, and applications do not appear upon the cloths, but when

thickened with rice-water. The mordant was applied the cloths are immersed in a cauldron of hot dyeing

to the figures or spots intendedto becoine black. Then liquor, they are taken out a moment after painted. It

an aluminous mordant was applied to those parts which is wonderful that, although the dyeing liquor is only of

were to be red ; it consisted of alum -water, coloured one colour, the garment is dyed by it of several colours,

with powdered sappan-wood and thickened with gum . according to the different properties of the drugs which

When these processes were finished, the cloth was ex- had been applied to different parts . Nor can this dye

posed to the hottest sunshine, to dry the parts where be washed out. Thus the vat,which would doubtless

ihe mordants had been applied ; and then it was have confused all the colours if the cloths had been

thoroughly soaked in large pots of water, to cleanse it immersed in a painted state, produces a diversity of

froin the loose or superfluous part of the mordants. A colours out of one, and at the same time fixes them

dye -vat was then prepared, consisting of certain roots immoveably.”

boiled in water ; and in this dye the cloth was boiled The Indian colours, or perhaps the mordants to fix

for a long period. The parts which had received the the colours, seem to be laid on in India by a kind of

aluin mordant were made red ; those to which the iron pencil or reed ; but Mr. Buckingham , while speaking
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of Mesopotamia, says that the natives print devices by a number of hands upon the same piece, in order that

means of small blocks four or six inchessquare. Other it might be quickly finished and brought to market;

nations of the East were known to have done the same and hence the common tambour-frame was adopted .

before the art was practised in England. This frame isa very simple piece of apparatus, consist

If we transfer our attention to theWestern world, we ing merely of two parallel rollers placed horizontally

find in like manner that the art of imparting showy in a wooden stand, and furnished with ratchet-wheels

colours to their woven goods was understood by the and catches to stretch the cloth. The piece of cloth is

Americans when the Spaniards firstsaw them ,although wound , one end over or around one roller, and the

there is no evidence to show that the printing of other end round the other ; leaving a portion tightly

cottons was practised by them . Clavigero says that stretched in a horizontal position between thetwo.

among the presents sent by Cortes to Charles V. were According to the size of the portion thus stretched ho

“cotton mantles, some all white, others mixed with rizontally, three, four, or six persons can work at it

white and black, or red , green, yellow, and blue; waist- simultaneously, each one confining her attention to one

coats, handkerchiefs, counterpanes, tapestry, and car- particular spot until finished, and a new portion being

pets of cotton ;" and he also states that the colours of ihen unwound from one of the rollers.

the cotton were extremely fine, as the Mexicans had The general arrangement here described corre

both indigo and cochinealamong their native dyes. sponds almost exactly with that of the ‘ lace-running

With regard to the state of these arts at the present frame,' represented at page 113 of our last year's vo

day, it will be sufficient to remark that all rude nations, Jume,in the Supplement relating to the Nottingham

with some rare exceptions, possess a knowledge of the Lace Manufacture : in both cases the object being to

means to impart dyed colour to their garments; that stretch out a piece of cloth or of net, so that the hand

in many parts of Asia there are still practised various of the workwoman can be placed either above or below

modes of producing coloured devices on cloth , either it. Indeed, if we compare the following cut with the

by actual painting or by a rude kind of printing ; that one just alluded to,we shall see that the Eastern ladies

in the southern and eastern parts of Europedyeing is adopt the use of an embroidering-frame bearing a very

carried on, but scarcely aught that can be called calico- near resemblance to the English tambouring -frame.

printing ; that in the United States this is almost a

new branch of industry, carried on to but a very

limited extent ; and that the countries which are alone

distinguished for this beautiful art are Britain, France,

Switzerland, Belgium , and some parts of Germany.

The other department of finishing processes, to

which we alluded as offering fitting subjects to be

briefly touched on here, is the tambouring orembroidery,

which is effected by means of white or coloured threads.

This presents a marked difference when brought into

comparison either with the printing or the weaving

methods of decoration : the one relating to the appli

cation of colouring substances to the cloth ; the other

to the intermixture of differently coloured threads in

the cloth ; whereas tambouring relates to the tracing

of a pattern by means of a line of thread after the cloth

is woven.

Muslin is the chief kind of cotton goods to which

this sort of decoration is applied ; and the term ' tam

bouring ,' by which the process is generally designated ,

seems to have been derived from the French name for

a drum ; the instrument or frame employed by the

tambourers being formed something like a drum . In

the simplest mode of conducting this process, the
[ Men’seg, or Egyptian Embroidery-frame.]

arrangements are as follows : - There are two circular

hoops or drums, the outer one of which fits closely This is a sketch which Mr. Lane gives in his' Manners

around the inner one. The muslin to be tamboured and Customs of the Modern Egyptians,” of the men'

is stretched over the inner hoop, and is kept in its seg, or embroidery-frame employed by the Egyptian

place by the outer hoop being applied to it, a layer of ladies in their private apartments. While speaking of

cloth or flannel being so adjusted as to make the two the occupations of the upper grades of female society

hoops cling tightly one to another. The apparatus, in Cairo, he says :—“Their leisure hours are mostly

thus adjusted, is in a fit condition for the embroidress spent in working with the needle : particularly in em

to work an ornamentalpattern on the surface. In the broidering handkerchiefs,head -veils, & c.,upon aframe

most simple form of working, this apparatus is held called men'seg, with coloured silks and gold. Many

merely between the knee and the chin of the work- women, even in the houses of the wealthy, replenish

woman ; but a more convenient and less clumsy ar- their private purses by ornamenting handkerchiefs

rangement is to support the tambour on some kind of and other things in this manner, and employing a

pedestal or stand, so as to leave the worker greater della’leh ( or female broker) to takethem to the market,

freedom of movement. or to other hhareems, for sale ."

Such has been the common form where tambouring The tambouring of muslin in private society has

is carried on simply as a domestic employment. But been practised for many centuries, or at least an ana

when it became a branch of trade — that is, when the logous process on woven tissues of some kind or other ;

manufacturers of muslin made tamboured muslin one but the establishment of this as a regular branch of

of the articles on sale in their warehouses - a more trade dates about the latter end of the last century.

convenient and expeditious plan was adopted . It was Glasgow has been and still is one of the head- quarters

found advantageous, where a piece ofmuslin or cloth of the muslin manufacture ; and the female population

was broad, and the pattern close and tedious, to employ for many miles around that centre began to find
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employment in embroidering or tambouring the mus Duncan made a few remarksas to the probable reason

lin , orsome of it, there made. It has been computed why this kind of machine should not succeed to any

that the tambouring of muslin, when at its greatest eminent degree; and as these, if correct, apply to other

extension , employed,wholly or partially, at least twenty cases equally with this one, we quote them :- “ Upon

thousand females in the western parts of Scotland. Of the whole, experience has very clearly evinced that

these females many lived in the vicinity of Glasgow , large sums cannot be prudently expended upon ma

while others were scattered through various parts of chinery calculated for articles of mere fashion, and

the country, and were supplied with work and money that the exercise of mechanical genius will always be

by agents in the employ of extensive manufacturers. better directed to provide for the actual wants and

A curious change has been effected in this manner conveniences, than to gratify thewhims and caprices

within the last few years. Although the Glasgow of mankind. In a refined state of society, ornamental

manufacturers still supply tamboured muslin in large arts must always exist ; but the establishments for

quantity, yet it is in Ireland that a considerable portion producing these ought ever to be calculated to meet

of this muslin is tamboured, thus illustrating the those frequent stagnations of demand to which they are

remarkable interchanges which occur when industry peculiarly exposed. The power to drive this machine

is allowed to seek out its own market. Mr. Hall, being very small, and even that capable of great reduce

while describing one of the northern counties of Ire- tion by judicious alterations, an expensive establish

land, as he found it two or three years ago, says , ment of mill-work, moved by power, is not by any

“ Through the whole of this district, the barony of means inherently necessary for the business . The

Ards and that of Castlereagh, a large proportion of regularity of motion produced by machinery is indeed

the peasantry are employed in what is technically desirable ; but the attendant expense is more than

termed flowering:' embroidering muslin, chiefly for equivalent to any advantage gained by its use."

the Glasgow manufacturers, whosupply the unwrought More recently,a hand -worked machine (if we may

material, and pay fixed sums for the workmanship. use the term ) of very beautiful construction has been

The workers earn generally about three shillings a introduced ; for the purpose of working ornaments on

week ” (about as much as the lace-runners of Notting- the surface of woven fabrics, on the principle of the

ham ), “ a small sum, but as the majority of the inmates pantograph or of the profile-machine. It is true, that

of a cottage are similarly employed, sufficient is ob- this machine is applied chiefly to the embroidery of

tained to procure the necessaries of life, and, indeed, silk goods ; but the principle is equally available to

some of its luxuries, for the interior of many of the cottons, if ever and whenever circumstances shall seem

cabins presented an aspect of cheerfulness and com- to render such a method desirable. The mode of pro

fort. We found, upon inquiry from the sources best ceeding is nearly as follows: - The machine consists of

informed upon the subject, that the number of girls an upright frame, on the top of which is a moveable

occupied upon this branch of industry may be thus rod attached to one arm of a lever. The material

stated :-Between two and three thousand girls, from which is to be embroidered passes over this rod to a

five to twelve years of age, employed at veining, at roller beneath. On each side of this frame are car

weekly wages averaging from is.6d. to 28. 6d. , sewers riages bavinga horizontal motion backwards and for

employed at needlework for Belfast houses, between wards; and these carriages are supplied with a system

two and three thousand, at weekly wages averaging of clippers or pincers, and also of needles having eya

38 .; about ten thousand employed as needleworkers in the middle. The needles are threaded with the

for Glasgow houses, at weekly wages averaging 4s . various coloured threads which are to be embroidered

Thus upwards of 30001, are paid weekly in thenorth on the suspended piece of cloth. A workwoman, called

of Ireland for the manufacture of needlework. Nearly a ' tenter' (a very general name in factories for those

the whole of the work sent from Glasgowto London, who attend on any particular machines), sitting at one

and other parts of England, is produced in this dis- end of the machine, moves the long arm of the lever to

trict. It is bleached in Scotland , and soldas·Scotch apoint marked in a copy of the pattern ; and by this

work. The manufacture is chiefly of collars, cuffs, movement the other arm of the lever, from which the

cloth is suspended, is made to give a corresponding

It is scarcely necessary to describe here the particu- motion. Whenthis motion has taken place, one of the

lar nature of the tambouring or embroidering process. carriages moves forwards, and drives ils needles into

It consists simply in drawing the loop of a thread suc- the suspended cloth ; and these needles are imme

cessively through other loops, in such a manner as to diately seized by the clippers in the carriage at the

allow the thread to stand out prominently on the mus- other side. Then, by a slight adjustment on the part of

lin , to form a pattern , and yet to adhere durably to it. the ' tenter,' an analogous but reverse movement takes

About forty years ago, the idea occurred to Mr. Dun- place : the ‘tenter marks another point on the pat

can , ofGlasgow, to contrive a machine which should tern ; the suspended cloth makes another slight lateral
effect this tambouring in a very expeditious manner. movement; the back carriage thrusts the needles

He gave rather a melancholy picture of the condition through the cloth ; the front carriage seizes all these

of the muslin -tambourers of Glasgow at that time, and needles; and thus asecond stage in the proceedings is

seemed to think that the employment of a machine completed. According to the number of needles em

would place the occupation on a more healthy footing. ployed, so is the number of repetitions of the pattern

He accordingly invented a machine full of highly in- produced in the same piece at the same time. By

genious arrangements, which he afterwards described passing each needle to and fro repeatedly through the

in Brewster's Edinburgh Cyclopædia. Many diffi- cloth, a pattern is produced of any desired degree of

culties occurred in bringing this machine into use; and complexity; yet so simple and regular is the action of

although it was so comprehensive that forty tambour- the machine, that three females suffice for its manage

ing needles could be superintended by one girl, yet ment, one guiding the lever to the points marked og

from various causes it has never competed successfully the pattern, and the other two directing the motion of

with the common process of tambouring by hand. Mr. the carriages.

&c."
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( Chelsea Hospital, 1715.)

CHELSEA HOSPITAL.
topher Wren , were appointed by patent, in 1691 , com

missioners for the conduct of the Hospital.

Anaccount of ChelseaHospital hasalready beengiven The buildings are arranged along the sides of a pa

in the Penny Magazine,' No. 60 ( 1833 ). A view of rallelogram about two hundred and sixty yards long,

the north frontis there given ; the south front, which which extends east and west, and is divided into three

ſaces the Thames,is exhibited in the above engraving square courts by two lofty ranges of building which

as it appeared in 1715. The buildings remain as they run north and south . The north line of building is

were, but some change appears to have been made in continuous as a centre and two wings, the centre con

the grounds by the formation of the two canals bor- sisting of the hall on the west and the chapel on the

dered with stumpy pollard -trees on each side of the east, with an entrance-vestibule between them , which

broad walk which extends from the frontof the Hospi- is lighted by a rather elegant domed lantern -tower.

tal to the bank of the Thames. The public are ad- The arrangement of the buildings as the sides of three

mitted to this part of the grounds on Sundays in the connected quadrangular courts is very convenient,

afternoon, including the terrace on the bank of the thus admitting of a double front and double suites of

river in front of the centralquadrangle, and the broad apartments lighted from opposite sides. The central

walk bordered with lofty trees which overhang the court is opentowards the river ; the two loftyranges

river in front of the west quadrangle ; but the grounds which separate the three courts contain the suites of

and terrace in front of the east quadrangle are reserved apartments occupied by the pensioners, and are con

for the persons belonging to the establishment. nected by a covered colonnade in front of the hall and

Chelsea Hospital, as stated in detail in the former chapel,provided with benches, and altogether well con

article , stands on the site of a college of polemical di- trived for communication, for walking, or for sitting, in

vinity founded by James I., which continued to subsist wet weather. The west quadrangle is open to the west;

in a languishing state till the times ofthe Common- the east quadrangle is open to the east, with a beauti

wealth, when it was suppressed. In 1669 the build- ful clump of shrubs in the centre. The middle qua

ingswere given by Charles II . to the Royal Society, drangle has a bronze or brass statue of Charles II. in

but in the beginning of 1682 they were bought back the centre, on a plain uninscribed stone pedestal . In

again by the government for 13001., in order to found Peck's Desiderata Curiosa' it is stated that Archbishop

the presentHospital for superannuated and disabled Sancroft, besides “ a free gift towards the building

soldiers, which was done chiefly at the suggestion of and endowing of Chelsea Hospital, May 3, 1682, of one

Sir Stephen Fox, who himself contributed 13,0001. thousand pounds,” presented " a freegift to their Ma

According to the surveys made previous to the erec- jestiesKing Charles II . and James II., oftheir statues

tion of the Hospital
in brass, the former placed upon a pedestal in the

Acres. Roods. Royal Hospital at Chelsea,and the other in Whitehall."

The whole of the grounds belonging to the
The statueof James II. is stated to have been the work

college were
30 0

Grounds bought of Lord Cheyne, Lord

of Grinling Gibbons. That of Charles II. is obviously

by the same artist. The attitudes, the Romancostume,

Ranelagh , &c. . 42 2 the arrangement of the drapery, the admirable model

Jing of the busts and limbs, are similar in both figures.

72 2 The likeness of Charles is excellent, and by no means

The old buildings were then demolished, and the pre- flattering, with something of a dignified sternness of

sent structure was commenced, May 12, 1682; it was expression. They are two extraordinary works ofart

completed in 1690. The design was by Sir Christopher for the period in which they were produced, and

Wren, who, in conjunction with Evelyn,had been ap- worthy to have been made to perpetuate the memories

pointed by the Royal Society to manage the sale of the of better kings or better men than the dissolute

College buildings to the government; and Richard, Charles and the gloomy bigot James.

Earl of Ranelagh, Sir Stephen Fox, and Sir Chris As a work of architecture Chelsea Hospital has

No. 792.

Vol . XIII .-2Q
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little to recommend it. The whole of the buildings | of Lebanon , which were planted in 1983, being then

are of brick ,except the quoins, columns, cornices, and about three feet high . One hundred and ten years

copings. Style there is none. The Grecian forms of afterwards , in 1793, they were measured by Sir Joseph

pediments and Doric pillars are united with the flat Banks, who found that the circumference of the larger

brick walls and high slated roofs and bare windows at three feet from the ground was 12 feet 11} inches,

of the commonest mode of house -building. There and that of the smal ler 12 feet 1 inch .

are no less than fourteen pediments, some of stone and

some of brick , some with pillars and some with pilas
THE PLAIT MANUFACTURE OF TUSCANY.

ters, some slightly projecting, and some almost as flat

as the wall itself. As all thewindows in the walls are In a former number (740) a few details were given

entirely without mouldings, the defect is attempted to respecting the chief uses to which straw is applied in

be supplied by surrounding each window by bricks of the arts, and, ainong others, of the application of split

a redder colour than the rest. The windows in the straws to the manufacture of hats and bonnets. A few

roofs are numerous and pedimented , and thus in some additional matters may here be grouped together in

degree relieve the roofs ; and the stacks of chimneys, further illustration of this latter nained part of the

though plain flatmasses of brick, are rendered some subject in respect to the productions of Tuscany.

what ornamental by a projecting moulding of stone on It may, perhaps, not be known to every one that the

the top of each . names Tuscan and Leghorn , as distinctive names for

The inside of the chapel is exceedingly plain , fitted particular kinds of plaited straw , are pretty nearly

up with oak panelling and benches, with the warlike synonymous in regard to the place whence the com

decorations, somewhat inconsistent with any place of modities are procured. Leghorn is a busy commercial

Christian worship , of colours and eagles taken in port, at which few or none of the straw hats are made ;

France, Spain , India, and elsewhere. The inside of but it is from thence that the productions of Tuscany
the hall is equally plain . (of which Leghorn is one of the chief towns) are ex

The burial- ground is to the east of the Hospital; it ported . The hats, by whatever name they are called,

is about two hundred yards long by about filty yards are made in the country districts of Tuscany, and are

wide. It is very neatly kept, and is open as a walk to brought to Leghorn to be exported ; so that all alike

the public every day. " We should be glad to see the are Tuscan ” in respect to the place where they are

central walk leading to the terrace on the bank of the made , and all alike are “ Leghorn " in respect to the

Thames also open to the public and the pensioners on port where they are shipped .

other days as well as Sundays. There isan enclosed Some years ago M. Chateauvieux, in a collection of

meadow to thenorth belonging to the Hospital, the letters addressed to M. Pictet, gave an agreeable ac

area of which is about thirteen acres, with two side count of what cameunder his notice while travelling

avenues of magnificent chestnut-trees and a central through Tuscany. He says, “ The road I travelled was

avenue of limes. bordered on both sides by village-houses, whose dis

For many years Chelsea has been gradually changing tance from each other did notexceed one hundred

its character of a village outskirt to that of a town paces. They are all built of brick ; and the architect

suburb. The Chelsea Meadows are now covered with has bestowed upon them a justness of proportion and

bricks, either making, or drying,orbuilt up into houses. an elegance of form unknown in ourclimates. They

The favourite Willow Walk, which led towards Chel- consist of a single pavilion, that has often but one door

sea from the Milbank near the Penitentiary , has only and two windows in front. These houses are always

one solitary dying willow left. The far -famed Chelsea situated along the road , and separated from it by a

Bun-houses have stepped back from the road where terrace and supporting wall, some feet in breadth.

they formerly stood ; they appear now as confectioners' Upon this wall usually stand several vases of the

shops in the line of houses forming the street, and the antique shape, containing aloe plants, flowers, and

crowds who used to throng to them on Good-Friday young orange-trees. The house itself is entirely

morning before the sun himself was up, are no longer to covered by vine- branches; so that, during summer,

be seen there, but are content with the “ one-a-penny, one knows not whether they are so many pavilions of

two- a-penny, hot cross buns,'manufactured for the day verdure, or dwellings prepared for winter. In front of

in London . Chelsea in fact has entirely lost the rural these houses, swarmsof young country-girls are seen,

character which made it the favourite residence of Sir dressed in white linen, with corsets of silk, and straw

Thomas More, Sir Hans Sloane, and other distinguished hats adorned with feathers inclining to one side of the

persons, of some of whom an account has been given head. They are constantly occupied in braiding the

in No. 39, vol . i., page 316, of the Penny Magazine.' fine plait , the treasure of this valley, from which the

The parish of Chelsea contained , in 1841, 40,179 in- straw hats of Florence are made.”

habitants. There were 774 persons in the hospital, After this somewhat highly coloured description,

including officers and others belonging to the establish. Chateauvieux proceeds to state that the straw -bat

ment. The pensioners, in addition to lodging, food, manufacture has been the chief source of wealth along

andclothing, receive from 8d. to 3s. 6d. a week, ac the valleyof the Arno, and that themode of conducting

cording to rank and service. The out-pensioners it is as follows. Each young girl buys for a few pence

amount to between 80,000 and 90,000 . the straw she wants ; and then, after exerting her skill

Beside the Hospital there is at Chelsea a Royal Mili- in braiding or plaiting it, sells for her own profit the

tary Asylum for the supportand education of children hats she has prepared. Themoney she thus earns

(especially orphans) of soldiers and non -commissioned constitutes her portion. The father of the family has,

officers. The building,which is a short distance north- nevertheless , the right to require of the women be

east from the Hospital, was begun in 1801 and com- longing to his house a certain amount of rustic labour

pleted in 1805. In 1841 the number ofpersons in the on thefarm ; but this labour is performed by deputy,

Asylum (children , masters, mistresses, attendants, &c.) for the straw -workers, out of the produce of their

was 449 . labour, pay females from the mountain -districts to do

About two hundred yards west from the Hospital is the field -work instead of them : a curious exemplifica

the Botanical Garden of the Apothecaries' Company, tion of the mode in which industry becomes subdivided

the ground of which was the gift of Sir Hans Sloane. when allowed to follow its natural course. One ofthe

Whoever has passed it in going up or down the river straw-workers (at the time Chateauvieux wrote) could

must have noticed the two dark and flat- topped cedars | earn from thirty to forty sous a -day in plaiting straw ;
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num .

64

66

while she could hire a poor Apennine woman to do amounted to more than a million of crowns per an

ber field labour for eight or ten. By this commuta This assertion, however, is not grounded on

tion of service, the straw -workerspreserved the delicacy sufficient proof. It is however certain that the manu

and flexibility of finger which was necessary for their facture was formerly in great activity ; and the profit

fine and nice work,and which would be spoiled by was considerable, for in this manufacture the whole

such work as would harden and stiffen the hands. production may be set down as wages of labour and

Such , sir," continues the writer of the letters, are profit, with the exception of a few hundred bags of

the female peasants of the vale of the Arno, whose wheat from Lombardy, being the seed of the straw.

grace and beauty are so celebrated by travellers ; There is , however, unfortunately, one observation to
whose language Alfieri went there to study ; and who be made : with the exception of one manufacturing

seem , in fact, born to embellish the arts , and to furnish establishment (Mazzoni and Darini), not a single
them models. They are shepherdesses of Arcadia, remnant of even moderate wealth remains out of the

but they are not peasants: they possess only the health riches to which the trade in straw-hats gave birth .”

and freedom from care of that state, and never know The same individual gave information concerning

its anxieties, its sun-burnings, and its fatigues." the domestic habits of the Tuscan peasants, which , if

There seemsstrong reason to believe that this golden correct, will show that permanent prosperity is hardly

picture is a little too bright. Whether Chateauvieux, compatible with them . * The lower classes of the

like many other travellers, judged from superficial population would have the means of providing for

observation, or whether changes of importance have their necessities if they were not so eager after luxu

taken place since the period of his visit to Italy, cer- ries. Thefemales are given to expensive dress, which

tain it is that later descriptions of the Tuscan straw- deprives them of the means of supplying themselves

plait trade have been less attractive. Probably both with more necessary articles . In consequence of the

these suppositions are correct. In Mr. M *Culloch's prosperity of the straw -trade,which lasted from 1818

Dictionary the account given of some features attend to 1825, luxury spread throughout the country ; and it

ing the manufacture is not by any means so “ Arca- would excite a smile, were it not a subject for regret,

dian.” After noticing the kind of straw employed , it to observe the country folks, in embroidered stockings

is stated , “ After undergoing a certain preparatory and pumps, with large velvet bonnets, trimmed with

process, the upper parts of the stems (being first sorted feathers and lace ; but in their houses they, as well as

as to colour and thickness) are formed into a plait of the artizans in the town, are miserably off ; and they

generally thirteen straws, which is afterwards knitted who are even genteelly dressed abroad have rarely more

together at the edges into a circular shape called a than a miserable pailliass for a bed at home. Deprived

flat or hat. The fineness of the flats is deter of the advantages of the straw trade, the situation of the

mined by the number of rows of plait which com - country people, especially those of the mountainous

pose them (counting from the bottom of the crown parts, is very distressing."

to the edge of the brim , which is generally eight The Tuscan straw-trade has been very much in

inches). They are afterwards assorted into first , second, Auenced by thecurrent of English legislation respect

and third qualities , which are determined by the colouring import duties ; but without dwelling upon this

and texture ; the most faultless being denominated the point, we may offer a remark or two concerning the

1st,while the most defective is described as the 3rd quality and growth of the straw employed in this

quality. These qualities are much injured by the branch of industry. The kind of straw employed for

season of the year in which the straw is plaited. Spring this purpose is the stalk of the triticum turgidum , a

is the most favourable, not only for plaiting, but for variety of bearded wheat, very similar to some which

bleaching and finishing. The dust and perspiration is grown in Wiltshire. This kind of wheat is culti

in summer, and the benumbed fingers of the work- vated largely in Tuscany, both for food as well as for

women in winter, when they are compelled to keep plaiting. In many parts of the valley of the Arno,

within their smoky huts, plaiting the cold and wet between Pisa and Florence, it is grown purposely for

straw, are equally injurious to the colour of the hats, the sake of the straw. In such case the seed is thickly

which no bleaching can improve. " The “smoky sown on a poor strong soil on the bank of the river ;

huts” of this account, and the " pavilions" of the other, and when the crop is a few inches high it is mown,

are somewhat incongruous. but not close to the ground ; a mode of treatment

A few years ago Dr. Bowring visited Italy, for the which more or less subdues the rankness of the plant,

purpose of reporting to the English government the and renders the after stems more slender. If they are

state of trade and commerce in some of the Italian still too coarse, the crop is again mown, and so on to a

states; and in his report on this subject he gives the third and even a fourth time, according to the vigour

result of the information he had collected as to the of the plant. When the stems are sufficiently fine,

recent progress of the straw -plait manufacture in they are allowed to grow ; and after the bloom is over,

Tuscany . An intelligent inhabitant of Prato gave the butwhile the grain is still very milky, the plants are

following information, relating apparently to the dis- pulledup, and exposed to the sun on the sandy shore

trict around that town : - “ 'The manufacture of straws of the river, care being taken to water them from time

hats formerly gave employment to about two thousand to time. When the straw has attained the proper

females and two hundred men, This branch of indus- colour, a very carefulselection is made of it, according

try has fallen off in a remarkable degree. A slight to its quality, and it is divided into several sorts ac

improvement of demand gives reason to suppose that cording to the size of the straw. The only part

it may now employ about one thousand women and used is from the base of the ear a few inches down to

fifty men : the difference in numbers is attributable to wards the first joint. The part between the first and

the shipmentsbeing now of a commoner description, third joint is reserved for common plait.

while formerly theywere only of the finest sort. Last
The Mechanics' Institutions of Great Britain .-- Taking the

year there was a manufactory of chip-hats, which employed ahundred looms: theyarenow nolongermade, whole number of such institutions atfourhundred , it is probable

that at present they contain somewhere about eighty thousand

the fashion has changed . It would be not only diffi- members, and possess about400,000 volumes of books ; that in

cult but impossible to ascertain the advantages accru the course of a year they raise and expend a revenue of not less

ing to the town of Prato from the manufacture of than 30,0001 .; and that they procure the delivery of near four

straw -hats. In the most flourishing times of this thousand lectures, on subjects so various as scarcely to omit any

trade, it is said that the income arising from this source department of knowledge.- Westminster Review .

2 Q 2
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THE ENGLISHWOMAN IN EGYPT.
Egypt what Lady Mary Wortley Montague did for

EGYPT has ever been , and probably ever will be, an Turkey, and even more, as her relationship to Mr.

interesting country to the whole of the civilized world, Lane, the celebrated Arabic scholar, and long a resi

and it has accordingly always commanded a great deal dent in Egypt, has enabled her to supply information

of attention, and almost innumerable are the works on subjects not generally to be expectedfrom female

descriptive of its antiquities, geography, government, travellers. The work forms one of the series of

religion, literature, manners, and customs. From the Knight's Weekly Volume.' As a brief specimen

peculiarity, however, of Orientalmanners, one work we will take a description of the Hareem of Habeeb

was still wanted, which is here happily supplied, or, Efendee, the late governor of Cairo, with representa

rather, partly supplied, as a second volume is to tions of the dress worn in -doors, and the riding-dress

follow . The jealousy with which the women are which Mrs. Poole speaks of as wearing, and which

guarded prevents a male from forming any notion of certainly seems amply sufficient to cover and conceal

their domestic life ; but Mrs. Poole has now done for her European dress until it is removed.

(A Turkish Lady in tho Riding Attire of Egypt.) [A Turkish Lady in the ordinary dress worn in an Egyptian Hareem .)
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“ When we arrived at the house of Habeeb Eféndee, fabric ; she wore round her waist a large and rich

and had passed the outer entrance, I found that the cashmere shawl; and her neck was decorated with

hareem apartments, as in other houses of the great in many strings of very large pearls, confined at intervals

this country, are not confined to the first and upper by gold beads. She was in one respect strangely dis

filoors,butform a separate and complete house, distinct figured ; her eyebrows being painted with kohl, and

from that of the men. Having passed a spacious hall, united by the black pigment in a very broad andmost

paved with marble, we were met at the door of the unbecoming manner. Many women of all classes here

first apartment by the elder daughter of Habeeb assume this disguise : some apply the kohl to the eye

Eféndee, who gave me the usual Eastern salutation , brows as well as to the eyes,with great delicacy ; but

touching her lips and forehead with her right hand, the lady in question had her eyebrows so remarkable,

and then insisted on removing my riding-dress herself, that her other features were deprived of their natural

although surrounded by slaves. This was a mark of expression and effect.

extraordinary condescension, as you will presently see. is A number of white slaves formed a large semicircle

In the houses of the middle classes, the ladies gene- before us, and received from others, who waited in the

rally honour their visitors by disrobing them of their ante-chamber, silver trays, containing glass dishes of

riding -dress; but in the high hareems this office is sweetmeats. There were three spoons in each dish ,

generally performed by slaves, and only by a member and two pieces of sweetmeat in each spoon . These

of the family when a guest is especially distinguished. were immediately succeeded by coffee, which was also

" In visiting those who are considered the noble of brought on silver trays ; the small china cups being,

the land , I resume, under myEastern riding costume, as usual, in stands, shaped like egg -cups ; but these

my English dress ; thus avoiding the necessity of sub were not, as in ordinary houses, simply of silver_fili

jecting myself to any humiliation. In the Turkish gree, or plain, but decorated with diamonds. They

in -door costume, the manner of my salutations must were certainly elegant, but more costly than beautiful.

have been more submissive than I should have liked ; The coffee is never handed on the tray, but gracefully

while, as an Englishwoman, I am entertained by the presented by the attendant, holding the little stand be

most distinguished, not only as an equal, but generally iween the thumb and finger of the right hand. After

as a superior. I have never given more than the usual these refreshments a short time elapsed, when two

salutation, excepting in the case of addressing elderly slaves brought in sherbet on silver waiters, in exceed

ladies , when my inclination leads me to distinguish ingly elegant cut-glass cups, with saucers and covers.

them by respectfully bending, and lowering my right Each tray was covered with a round , pink, richly em

hand before I touch my lips and forehead, when I am broidered cover, which the slave removed as she ap

presented, and when I leave them . On receiving proached us. To receive our cups, of the contents of

sweetmeats, coffee, sherbet, or any refreshment, and which, according to custom , we drank about two-thirds ,

on returning the cup, plate, &c. which contain thein, another slave approached with a large white embroi

I give always the customary salutation to the chief dered kerchiet ostensibly for the purpose of wiping

lady of the hareem , whose situation on the divan points the mouth ; but any lady would be thought quite a

her out as the superior of the party. novice who did more thantouch it with her lips .

* When the lady I have mentioned had removed my In the course of conversation I expressed my admi

surtout apparel, a slave in attendance received them ration of the Turkish language, and, to my surprise,

in an exquisite pink kerchief of cashmere, richly em- the elder of the young ladies gave me a general in

broidered with gold . The kerchiefs of this kind, invitation, and proposed to become my instructress :

the hareems of the wealthy, are generally very elegant, addressing herself to Mrs. Sieder with the most affec

but that was the most perfect specimen I have seen of tionate familiarity, she said , ' O my sister, persuade

correct and tasteful embroidery. The riding-dress was your friend to come to me frequently, that I may teach

immediately taken into another room, according to a her Turkish ; in ng which Ishall learn her language,

usual custom , which is observed for the purpose of and we can read and write together. I thanked her

creating a short delay, giving an opportunity to offer for her very polite offer, but made no promise that I

some additional refreshment when the guest has pro- would become her pupil; forseeing that it would lead

posed to take her leave. My new acquaintance then to a very considerable waste of time. In all the

conducted me to the divan , and placed me next to the hareems I have visited , Arabic is understood and

seat of honour, which was reserved for her mother, the spoken ; so I do not expect any advantage from a

first cousin of the late Sultan Mahmoud, who soon knowledge of Turkish , unless I could devote to its

entered the room, and gave me a cordial welcome, study considerable attention .

assigning to me the most distinguished seat on her “ The perfect good humour and cheerfulness which

right hand, the same to which her daughter bad con- pervaded this family circle is well worthy of remark,

ducted me, while the grandmother of Abbas Pasha sat and much engaged my thoughts during the morning

on her left. She was soon followed by her second of my visit. All that I observed of themanners of the

daughter, who greeted me with much politeness, and Eastern woman, at Habeeb Eféndee's and elsewhere,

in a very elegant manner assured me that I was wel- leads me to consider the perfect contrast which the

come. She was more richly attired than her sister, customs of Eastern life present to the whole construc

therefore I will describe to you her dress. tionof European society.

" She wore on her head a dark handkerchief twisted " Before our departure it was proposed that I should

round a tarboosh, with a very splendid sprig of dia- see their house ; and the elder daughter threw her arm

monds attached to the right side, and extending partly round my neck, and thus led me through a magnificent

over her forehead . The sprig was composed of very room which was surrounded by divans; the elevated

large brilliants, disposed in the form of ihree lutes, in portion of the floor was covered with India matting,

the centre, from each of which a branch extended, and in the middle of the depressed portion was the

forming an oval shape, at least five inches in length. most tasteful fountain I have seen in Egypt , exqui
High on the left side of her head she wore a knot or sitely inlaid with black, red , and white marble. The

slide of diamonds, through which was drawn a bunch ceiling was a beautiful specimen of highly-wrought
of ringlets, which, from their position ,appeared to be arabesque work, and the walls as usual white -washed,

artificial; her tarboosh had the usual blue silk tassel , and perfectly plain, with the exception of the lower

butthis was divided and hanging on either side. Her portions, which, to the height of about six feet, were

long vest and trowsers were of a dark flowered India | cased with Dutch tiles.
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“ I was conducted up stairs in the same manner ; and is enclosed within a high screen of bronze, of open

I could not help feeling exceedingly amused at mysitu- work ; around the upper part of which are suspended

ation : and considering that these ladies are of the royal several specimens of curious and elegantwriting. The

family of Turkey, you will see that I wasmostremark- whole scene was most imposing. The pavements are

ably honoured. exquisite ; some of virgin marble, pure and bright

“ When we approached the bath , weentered the re- with cleanliness, some delicately inlaid : and the whole

clining-room , which was furnished with divans, and appearance is so striking, that I am persuaded if a

presented a most comfortable appearance ; but the stranger were to visit the shrine of El-Hoseyn alone,

heat and vapourwere so extremelyoppressive in the he would never believe that El-Islam is on the wane.

region of the bath , that we merely looked into it, and “ All the visitors whom I saw passed round the tomb,

gladly returned to the cool gallery. I am not sur- walking from left to right,touching each corner of the

prised that you are curious on the subject of the bath screen with the right hand, and then applying that

and the Eastern manner of using it; and I hope to hand to their lips and forehead, reciting at the same

devote a future letter to a description of the operation time, but inaudibly , the Fáthah (or opening chapter

( for such indeed it may be styled ), and the place in of the Kurán ), a ceremony also observed on visiting

which that operation is performed. other tombs. Many were most devoutly praying, and

“ On our reaching the stairs, the second daughter of one woman kissed the screen with a fervour of devo

Habeeb Eféndee took her sister's place ; and with her tion which interested while it grieved me. For myself

arm round my neck, we descended the stairs, and re- however,I can never think of the shrine of El-Hoseyn

entered the room where I had received so kind a recep- without being deeply affected by reflecting upon the

tion . When we rose to take our leave, the elder pathetic history of that amiable man, in whom were

daughter received my riding -dress from a slave, and combined , in an eminent degree, so many of the high

was about to attire me, when her sister said , You est Christian virtues . ”

took them off, it is for me to putthem on . The elder The mosque whichwe have given at the head of the

lady partly consented , retaining the habarah, and thus article is that of Ibn Tooloon . It is the most ancient

they dressed me together. Then, after giving me the Arabian building in Cairo, except the Nilometer,

usual salutation , they each cordially pressed my hand, having been founded in a.d. 876-7, and never rebuilt.

and kissed my cheek . We then descended into the It is, however, now in a state of rapid decay, and is

court, attended by the ladies, and a crowd of white much neglected . The space which it occupies is about

slaves . Having crossed the court,we arrived at the 400 feet square. It is constructed of brick, covered

great gate , through which I had before passed, which with plaster, and consists of arcades surrounding a

was only closed by a large mat, suspended before it , square court; in the centre of which is a tank for ab

forming the curtain of the hareem . This mat was lution, under a square stone building, surmounted by

raised by black eunuchs, who poured from a passage a dome. The arches in this mosque are slightly

without ;and immediately after the ladies bade us fare pointed : this is very remarkable , as it proves, as the

well , and returned, followed by their slaves . The mosque was constructed A.D. 876-7 , and hasnever been

principal eunuch ascended first themountins -platforin , rebuilt, that the Eastern pointed arch is more ancient

and placed me on the donkey, while two others ar- than the Gothic. This remark I borrow from my

ranged my feet in the stirrups, our own servants being brother's manuscript notes. A great mád’neh , with

kept in the background.” winding stairs round its exterior, stands on the north

Mrs. Poole has been equally successful in entering west side of the mosque ; with which it is only con

other - to us -- forbidden ground. She visited the nected by an arched gateway. The whole of this great

mosques of Cairo, one of which she describes as mosque is in a sad state of decay ; and not even kept

follows : decently clean, excepting where the mats are spread."

“ At the threshold all personsremove their shoes, or The dome seen in the centre of the view is over the

slippers, the ladies walking, in the mosque, in the tank, and the lofty building on the right is the great

yellow murocco socks, or boots, which I have before minaret. The minaret seen to the right of the dome

described to you ; and here I must remark onthescrupu- belongs to an adjacent mosque.

lous attention which is paid to cleanliness ; for the pale

yellow morocco is scarcely injured by a whole day spent

in perambulating these Muslim sanctuaries. The men
generally carry the shoes in the left hand through the ON MEDALLIONS FORMED “ EN CLICHEE."

mosque, placed sole to sole , and some ladies carry There is a very curious method sometimes practised,

theirs, but we, like many others , preferredleaving them and having its origin in France, of forming largemedal

with our servants, for the walking -dress in itself is so lions by a process called “en clichée ;" in which the

exceedingly cumbrous, and requires so much manage- metal of which the medal or medallion is made is used

ment, that two hands are scarcely sufficient to preserve while in a pasty state, between solid and liquid . The

its proper arrangement. term comes from the French verb “ clicher," which

" The mosque ofthe Hasaneyn, * which is situated to imports the formation of a metallic cast in a soft or

the north of the Azhar, and not far distant, was founded liquid state-in some degree analogous to our word

in the year of the Flight 549 ( A.D. 1154-5) ; but has stereotype," but differing from it inasmuch as the

been more than once rebuilt. The present building metal is in the one case used in a pasty state, and in

was erected about seventy years ago. The fore part the other as a liquid .

consists of a handsome hall, or portico, the roof of In order to understand this process, it may be well

which is supported by numerous marble columns, and to see how medals are commonly produced. A medal

the pavement covered with carpets. Passing through may be regarded in thesame light asacoin, whilea

this hall, I found myself in that holy place under which medallionis merely a convenient name for one of

the head of the martyr El-Hoseyn is said to be buried larger diameter, both having a device in relief on one

deep below the pavement. It is a lofty square saloon, or both surfaces. The clichée medallions have a de

surmounted by a dome. Over the spot where the sacred vice only on one side, as have some others ; while all

relic is buried, is an oblong monument, covered with medals used as coins have devices on both sides. The

green silk , with a worked inscription around it . This plan of casting such in a mould would produce such

* By the Hasaneyn are meant Hasán and Hoseyn, the grand- very rude impressions, that though probably practised

sons of the Prophet. at an early period, it has long been superseded by the
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plan of striking the coin forcibly while in a cold and , flat, then the blank piece of metal upon it, and letting

solid stateby an engravedpunch . the other die sink forcibly on it, so that the blank may

When this method was first introduced, the impres- receive both impressions at once . When the coin,

sion was formed by the blows of a hammer. The medal, or medallion is of large size, or in bold relief,

device (in “intaglio, " or the reverse of “ relief ") was many blows are required to transfer the device ; and

engraved on a hard piece of steel , and by repeated between the blows the medal has to be placed in a fur
blows of a hammer this device was transferred to a nace and annealed, to prepare it for the reception of

blank piece of gold, silver, copper,or other metal the next blow . In a large medal struck by the cele

softer than steel, thus yielding a relief copy of the brated Boulton , some of the copies received ihree hun

intaglio die. This method was the only one known till dred blows each, and were heated and annealed three

the reign of Henry II . of France, when the coining- hundred times !

mill was invented' by Antoine Brucher, a French en It is plain from the above description that the cus

graver, and the first money was struck with it in that tomary mode of stamping coins must involve great

kingdom in the year 1553. The use of it continued in labour, skill, and expense ; and for the immense num

France till 1585 , when it was laid aside on account of ber of pieces which are thus stamped, there can be no

its great expense in comparison with coinage by the doubt that the plan is most efficient in the end ; but

hammer; nor was it permanently revived till 1645. for the production of medallions which are intended

In England Queen Elizabeth used the coining-mill in for ornament and not for use, and which would there

1562; but after ten years' use it was laid aside as more fore admit of the use of soft metals, the clichée method

expensive than hammer-coining, and was not finally becomes worthy of attention . During the time of

restored till many years afterwards. Although the Napoleon, it was very customary to make large me

process of casting or punching is not now adopted for dallions en clichée, bronze them , mountthem into the

coins, yet it is occasionally for medals; the device be- lids of snuff -boxes, and protect them from injury by

ing first modelled in wax, then a mould made from the covering them with convex glasses. The metal em

model, then the medal cast in the mould, and lastly ployed was not such as would bear handling or hard

chased or touched up by the hand of the engraver ; usage, or else the clichée method would nothave been

but this process is necessarily slow and expensive. applicable.

In the modern practice of medal or coin striking , The clichée medallions were produced in the follow .

the original engraved die is not itself used, but a ing manner :- There was a hollow box, case, or recep

duplicate produced from it. A die would sometimes tacle, enclosed on all sides, so as to retain themetal

break in the first using, and the labour of the engraver which was splashed or dispersed by the operation of

be thus utterly lost ; whereas by having a multiplicity stamping, the interior of the box being lined with

of dies, a succession is kept up without having the die sheet-lead to aid in this object. The stamper was at

re-engraved. The process is thusmanaged :—There is tached to the lower end of a rod which slid up and

first a delicately forined model of the device, to serve down through the top of the box, and had a sufficient

as a pattern. The engraver from this engraves a range to fall to the bottom of the box or to rise to the

matrir, or reverse device, on the end of a piece of soft top of it. This stamper was formed of several dif

cast steel , making the depth of the cavity equal to the ferent pieces, so put together as to hold in a proper

rise of the model, and all the various parts correspond - position the model which was to produce the die , or

ing in a similar way. Anothermode of producing the the die which was to produce the medallion . At the

matrix is to make a wax model of the device ;then bottom of the box was a plate of cast-iron , on the

take a plaster mould from this ; then take an iron cast middle of which was placed a small paper tray ; and

from this mould ; then place this iron cast in a peculiar the paste- like metal was put into this tray to receive

machine, and pass the end of an instrument to and fro the impression from the stamper.

over the surface in such a anner as to guide the point The metal employed was one or other of those kinds

of the cutting tool which engraves the steel matrix , known by the general name of fusible metal, that is,

somewhat on the same principle as the action of the onewhich melts at a very low temperature. The ordi

silhouette or profile machine. When the engraving is nary type-metal, formed of lead and antimony, was the

finished , the matrix is hardened by a process requiring basis of the alloy employed . Broken types were in

very especial care. It is put into a cast-iron pot, com- fact purchased as the source of supply, and slightly

pletely imbedded in animal charcoal, chiefly made from modified to fit the metal for the desired object. Type

leather ; and this pot is put into an air furnace, where metal consists generally of about five parts of lead to

the heat is so applied as to raise the matrix gently to one of antimony; and to this was added a little more

the required temperature. The matrix is then sud- lead, till the state of the mixture was such that a plate

denly plunged into water of a particular temperature, of it would bend a little before breaking. Another

by which it acquires an excessive degree of hardness . test of its proper quality was that it would remain in a

From this matrix numerous impressions may, by pasty state, between solid and liquid , when the tem

heavy blows, be taken on blank pieces of cast-steel, perature was not so high as to singe or even to dis

which will then resemble the original model in being colour a piece ofpaper. Sometimes an alloy was

in relievo. From one of these puncheons, as they are used , known in England as “ Sir Isaac Newton's

called, the dies are produced ; the engraver having first fusible metal,” composed of three parts of tin , five of

touched up the more delicate lines, and the puncheon lead, and eight of bismuth ; an alloy which melts at

having been hardened as the matrix had been . The the heat of boiling water.

dies, iinpressedin soft steel by the puncheon, have the The compound metal was melted in a cast- iron

device in intaglio, like the matrix ; and when they in vessel ; and when in a liquid state, if a little of it were

their turn have been hardened , they are fitted to pro- taken up in a ladle, and shaken round and round , it

duce the impression on the coin or medal,which has would assume a pasty consistence, as a commencement

the device in relief, like the puncheon. We thus see of crystallization. Advantage was taken of this par

that there are five alternations— the model, in relief ; ticular condition in the metal to impress the device

the matrix, in intaglio ; the puncheon, in relief ; the upon it ; when, from its pasty coherence, it could not

die, in intaglio ; the medal or coin , in relief. When slip away from the blow , and was yet sufficiently plastic

there is a device on each side of the medal , as in all to receive the impression .

coins, there are two dies in a pair, one for each device ; Such being the machine employed and the material

and the stamping is effected by placing one die down acted on , the process was thus conducted . The original
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medallion , which was to serve as a copy for all others, metal is chosen with reference to the temperature at

was sometimes made to produce a mould en clichée, and which it melts, since some kind of dies would be

this mould then produced medallions by the same sooner injured by heat than others.

means ; while in other cases the medallions were struck The Italian figure casters make very perfect clicliée

immediately from the engraved die. Supposing the moulds for small casts. They take a portion of the

former to have been the plan adopted, the pattern pasty mass, and place it on a piece of paper ; upon

medallion was fitted into the stamper with its face this they lay the medal, and under both a piece of

downwards, so that it could not shift in any direction . carpet; upon the medal they lay a log of wood , and

A door in the front of the box was opened , and a little then a sharp blow on the wood ensures the transference

of the pasty alloy was laid on the paper -tray at the ofan impression from the medal to the soft metal.

bottom . The door was then closed , and in the act of If the alloy is used while in too hot a state , it pro

so doing, it loosened a catch or detent, whereby the duces a crystallized appearance on the surface of the

stamper was allowed to fall down on the pasty mass clichée, which destroys the intended effect ; whereas if

beneath, impressing the device upon it, and scattering it be too cold, the fine lines of the device will not be

some of the remaining metal around in the closed box. brought out. If a clichée medallion be made from a

The mould or die thus formed, when taken from the clichée die, the latter requires to be cooled after a few

box, was of course in intaglio, the reverse of the ori- times using, to prevent it from being melted.

ginal medal; and when it was trimmed at the edges,

it was placed in the stainper in lieu of the original.

The manufacture of the inedallions then commenced, First Effects of Printing . One of the first effects of printing

by using the clichée die as a stamp, and pouring small
was to make proud men lov upon learning as disgraced, by

quantities of the pasty metal into the paper tray, re- being thus brought within the reach of the commonpeople. Tilt

moving the medallions one by one as they were formed, and convents, thelowbirth ofthe clergybeing overlooked, be
that time learning, such as it was, had been confined to courts

and putting anew portion ofpaste-metal into the tray

after each striking. If the medallions were made from humble life were enabled to procure books, the pride of aristo
cause they were privileged by their order. But when laymen in

an engraved die, this of course served the same purpose cracy took an absurd course, insomuch that in one it was deemed

as the clichée mould or die, and the die was fixed into derogatory for a nobleman if he could read or write. Even

the stamper. The cavity in the middle of the stamper scholars themselves complained that the reputation of learning,

was adapted to the reception of different sized dies, for and the respect due to it and its rewards, were lowered when it

the production of different medallions. was thrown open to all men ; and it was seriously proposed to

The back and edge of the medallions were neces- prohibit the printing of any book that could be afforded for sale

sarily rather rough and incomplete after this mode of below the price of three soldi. This base and invidious feeling

production ; and to bring them to a proper form trod
was perhaps never so directly avowed in other countries as in

latheswere employed . In the first of these lathes the Italy, the land where literature was first restored ; and yet in this

more liberal island ignorance was for some generations considered

medallion was fixed centrally, and the edge turned to
to be a mark of distinction by which a man of gentle birth chose,

a true circular form ; while in the second themedal- not unfrequently , to make itapparent thathe was no more obliged

lion was held at the edges so that the back might be to live by the toil of his brain than by the sweat of his brow.

reduced to a level surface and a proper thickness. The same changes in society, which rendered it no longer pos

Sometimes two medallions, one having a device repre- sible for this class of men to pass their lives in idleness, have

senting an obverse and the other a reverse, were completely put an end to this barbarous pride. It is as obsolete

cemented together back to back so as to form a medal, as the fashion of long finger-nails, which in some parts of theEast
andthe lathe was then employed to give regularity to hands. All classes are not brought within the reach of yourare still the distinctive mark of those who labour pot with their

the jointed edge.

The medallions produced by the clichée inethod were
current literature,—that literature, which, like a moral at

often bronzed by the following process. A solution mosphere,is,as it were , the medium of intellectual life, and on

wasprepared of one part of sulphate of iron and oneof noxious, the health of the public mind depends. — Biography of
the quality of which, according as it may be salubrious or

sulphate of copper, in twenty parts of distilled water ; Wm. Caxton .

and a second solution of one part of verdigris in four

of white wine vinegar. The medallion was filed and
Climate of Kordofan. - Kordofan is the most southern pro

polished on its edge, strongly rubbed witha brush vince under the sway of the ruler of Egypt. It extends on the

dipped in tripoli powder and water, and well washed north from Hazero to Kadero ; and on the south from the Nuba

and dried . The first solution was lightly applied all mountains; and the eastwards from Caccia to the Sbellook

over the surface by means of a camel- hair pencil , and mountains. The whole country may be regarded as a cluster of

the medallion was then washed and wiped ; when it oases contiguous to each other . The soil is sandy,and the pro

was found to have acquired a slightly blackish colour, vince is tlat rather than hilly. During the rainy season the ground

enabling the next solution to acť upon it more maybe reckoned fertile; but for two-thirds of the year everything

readily . The acidulated solution of verdigris was next is burnt up, and the country looks like a barren waste. Kordofan

applied with a pencil, until the medallion assumed a
has no flowing rivers. The running streams which are seen during

deep copper colour. When dry, it was polished with formed lakes share the same fate . The climate is peculiarly
the rain are dried up as soon as they are past, and the partially.

a soft brush dipped in red lead, which was made to ad- unhealthy , especiallyduringthe wet season . At that period not

here to the metal by breathing gently on the latter. It a hut is to be found in which there are not several inmates sick .

was lastly polished with a dry brush alone. The me- Throughout the entire of the dry season, which lasts about eight

dallions were sometimes tinged with bronze-powder, months, the sky is as bright as a mirror - clear, cloudless and

applied by means of gold -size. Another method of the heat , especially in April and May, intolerable. From eleven

bronzing or coppering medallions has been so de- o'clock , A.M. till three, the thermometer, in the shade, rises from

ceptive that they have often been mistaken for copper 117 to 122 degrees of Fahrenheit. It is then impossible for any

inedallions. The surface, according to this method, is breathingcreature toremain in the open air. The natives sit

inoistened with a little spiritofwine, andjustbefore it during these hours as if they were in a vapour-bath . Each indi

dries it is dusted over with a powder formed ofsuch a
vidual is completely prostrated ; bis mental and physical powers

mixture of red chalkand black -lead as willmost give way under theiutense heat, and he looks in vain for cool

nearly imitate the required colour.
Business is a stand. As the evening approaches, all is

Clichée medallions may be made from various kinds lighted , and among the natives the dance and song are continued
again life and activity. The market- place is filled , the fires are

of dies or moulds; from iron , brass, or copper ; from till midnight. The dry season is frequently visited with terrible

wood or sulphur ; or from plaster of Paris. The pasty storms.- Pallme's Travels in Kordofan.

ness .
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( 1 , Catocala sponsa ; 2, Plusia Gamma ; 3, Hylophila prasinana ; 4, Miselia oxyacanthæ ; 5, Xanthia Cerago ; 6, Erastria sulphurea ;

7, Sarrothripus ilicanus.)

CURIOSITIES OF BRITISH NATURAL as well as in size ; the varieties of this insect have

HISTORY been regarded by some naturalists as so many distinct

species, but erroneously. Generally the head and

British Moths - continued .
thorax are deep fuscous freckled by black ; the an

1. The dark Crimson Underwing (Catocala sponsa ). terior wings are of a deep yellowish ash clouded with

Perfect insect, caterpillar, and pupa. fuscous, with dark transverse undulated strigæ, two of

The moths placed by entomologists under the genus which , in the middle of the wings, are considerably

Catocala are amongst the largest of European lepi- angulated ; and between them is a yellowish white

doptera, and , we may also add, amongst the most patch, representing the letters J. G.,the latter very

beautiful, being no less distinguished for the live- conspicuous. Between these and the inner margin is

liness and brilliancy of their markings than for their a pale, rounded, and somewhat rhombic spot, faves

size. They are active and vigorous,and fly during the cent or cinereous, and edged with blackish. The

day if disturbed even slightly ; as evening approaches posterior wings are bright crimson , with a narrow

they are all animation , darting along with great flexuous black fascia, and a broad posterior belt, with

rapidity. During repose the wings are slightly de- a fuscous fringe. The caterpillar' is of a brownish

fiexed and a little expanded , forming a broad triangle. red, variegated with pale blue; some of the anterior

The wings aredeeply crenate, the posterior being as well as the posterior or caudal segments are tuber

mostly of a brilliant crimson with black fasciæ and culated. The pupa is bluish, and the insect appears
margins. towards the end of June.

In ourisland the dark Crimson Underwing is rather 2. The Silver Y-moth (Plusia Gamma). Perfect

local in its distribution ; a few examples, principally insect, caterpillar, and pupa.

in the caterpillar state, have been taken upon the oaks The Plusia are brilliant moths, eminently distin

in Richmond Park , in Birch and Darent Woods, and guished for the splendour andrichness of their colour

near Windsor and Leatherhead . In the New Forest ing; all the species have the wings more or less

many specimens have been captured. In France it is adorned with metallic pencillings, dots, or bands, upon

occasionallyvery abundant in the oak woods. It a rich purplish or rufo -fulvescent ground. The thorax

abonnds inHungary: has a full crest, and the upper surface of the body is

The female exceeds the male in size ; and both differ generally furnished with elongate tufts of hair like

in their colouring and the boldness of their markings, I scales. 'In their habits they are diurnal ; glittering in

No. 793 .
VOL . XIII.-2 R
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the sun , they extract the nectar from their favourite | repose ; and its colour blending with that of the bark

flowers, exposing their gorgeous liveries to view , and of the tree, it is not readily detected. Generally four or

flitting about with great address and elegance. It is five individuals are associated together. About the

indeed a general rule, that animals attired in a bril- month of July it envelopes itself in a cocoon, sometimes

liant dress affect the full blaze of day, while those of among the leaves, sometimes on the ground. The moth

sombre hues or of dusky markings come forth with the appears at the end of September or the beginning of

shades of evening, with the gloom of which their November.

colours harmonize. The caterpillars in walking bend 5. The Sallow Moth (Xanthia Cerago) ; Xanthia ſul

their backs, and are hence termed half -loopers: they vago, Stephens.

spin a delicate silken web, and change to a shining This species is common around London , and in other

pupa, armed with a sharp spine at the apex. The pre- parts of England ; and is spread on the Continent, but

sent species is cominon in most parts of England, and is more abundant in Germany than in France. It is

is spread not only over Europe, but extends its range subject to great variety. The anterior wings are al

through a great part of Asia , anda closely allied spe- ways of a lively yellow, with marblings of a cinnamon

cies exists in North America . It is active on the colour, sometimes very decided , sometimes almost ob

wing during the early part of the day, and also in the literated. The hinder wings are entirely of a dull

afternoon, both before and after dusk . The general white ; and both these and the upper are of this hue

colour of the body is deep ashy grey. The anterior | underneath, with a wash of yellow on the edges.

wings are varied with griseous and roscate fuscous, The caterpillar is of a greyish brown ; with a white

often with a silvery tinge. On the disk, which is longitudinal streak on each side of the body, and a

almost black, is a little silvery mark , having the form black mark varied with white on the first ring. It

of the Greek letter y or 1, or the English letter Y. The lives principally on the birch , or on the willow, on the

hinder wings are of a dusky grey, with a blackish mar- catkins of which it feeds till the leaves become de

ginal band. The caterpillar is green with a brown veloped . It assumes a pupa state protected by a co

head , a lateral yellow streak , and six white dorsal lines. coon of agglutinated earth . The perfect insect appears

It feeds on a great variety of herbage . in August or September.

3. The Green Silver-line moth (Hylophila prasi 6. The Spotted Sulphur Moth (Erastria sulphurea ).

nana) . Perfect insect, caterpillar, and pupa. Perfect insect, caterpillar, and pupa. Erastria sul

This species belongs to the Tortricidæ of Stephens, phuralis, Stephens.

a family of small moths, remarkable for the great The species forming the genus Erastria are amongst

variation to which the species are subject. During the smallest of the Noctuidæ , and are, in our island

repose they rest with slightly deflexed wings, and from at least , as rare as they are beautiful. They are diurnal

the breadth and shortness of the wings assume a bell- in their habits.

like form . The larvæ generally reside within the The present species, though common in the south of

covert of a leaf, which they have rolled up so as to France, is one of our rarest British moths. It has

form an envelope . Some, however, live in the pulp been occasionally captured, Mr. Stephens assures us,

of fruits : they are very active, and run with great in Battersea Fields, flitting amidst the flowers during

rapidity either backwards or forwards. daytime. It has also occurred near Margate, and in

The Green Silver-line moth is not uncommon in the other parts of Kent.

woods around London and in other parts of England, This moth is very elegant. The head and thorax

and extends over the whole of temperate Europe. The are sulphur yellow, with dusky black spots. The an

anterior wings are green, with three oblique streaks of terior wings are sulphur yellow, with three black spots
white ; thorax green , with four white stripes. In the on the anterior margin, and two on the disk . At their

male the anterior margin of the apex and hinder base two broad black bands run parallel with the inner

margin are fulvous. Posterior wings yellowish white. margin, and , extending about two-thirds the length of

Both sexes vary considerably in the intensity of the wing, are united by an undulating black line, often

colour.
glossed with a silvery hue. Parallel to the latter is an

The caterpillar is pale yellowish green, with a yellow other waved line, sometimes interrupted ; the hinder

lateral line, and minute dark specks; two red lines at margin is irregularly black. The posterior wings are

the tail . It feeds on the oak, ash , alder, beech, &c . dusky black, with a whitish fringe.

The pupa is reddish brown, sprinkled with an ashy The caterpillar is grass-green, with a black dorsal

powder : it is enclosed in a firm silken cocoon. The line, and a yellowishi lateral streak . It feeds on the

perfect insect appears in June. common field convolvulus, liseron des champs (convol

4. The Green Brindled Crescent moth (Miselia vulus arvensis) , and, according to Vieweg, on the

oxyacanthæ) . ordinary willow . The perfect insect appears in July

This species is one of the most beautiful of its and August. In France, says M. Godart, it may be

genus ; it is, however, far from being an uncommon seen in abundance, flying in the bright rays of the sun

species ; but from the lateness of its flight is seldom over beds of thistles and fields of lucern , even in the

seen on the wing : on the continent it is widely cnvirons of Paris . He remarks that there are two

spread . distinct varieties :-one of a beautiful green , with a

The anterior wings are of a beautiful yellowish brown. black dorsalline, and a double white streak on each

prettily varied with pale reddish and green ; the latter side of the body ; the other has the body brown, with

colour predominating on the inner margin . Two out a dorsal stripe, and with the lateral lines yellow .

blotches, of large size and irregular form , are of a pale The caterpillar undergoes its change in a slighi tissue

colour : under the orbicular blotch is a third blotch of interwoven among the stems of grass.

an oval form ; a dusky line crosses the base of the wing, 7. The large Holly Moth ( Sarrothripus ilicanus).

followed by an undulated stripe. The under wings are This genus belongs to the Tortricidæ of Stephens, and

of a greyish yellow tinged with rufous at their ex- is one of the most conspicuous in that family, notonly

tremity, and fringed with yellow. for the comparative magnitude of the species, but from
This species is subject to varieties of colouring. The their habits . They are apparently autumnal, making

caterpillar is fuscous, varied with black and white . their appearance at the close of summer, and some

It feeds on various plants, especially the black and times continuing during the whole of the winter.

white thorns : it moves slowly, and having eaten its Mr. Stephens enumerates and describes seven species,

fill, it quietly seeks the angle of a twig or branch for but it is doubtful whether all are distinct; indeed, the
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probability is that many, if not all, are only varieties, The labour bestowed upon designing and executing

referable to S. ilicana. Such is the opinion of M. topiary works will now -a -days be scarcely credited, nor

Godart, who regards the whole of the presumed species can the perfection at which they arrived be easily con

as identical, and refers them all to his Sarrotripe de ceived. Casaubon relates that somewhere in the neigh

Revay, or Sarrothripa Revayana. He observes : bourhood of Paris he remembered seeing in his youth

" This species varies to such an extent, and some of its a piece of this kind of work so intricate that the siege

varieties are so decided in their markings, that Hubner, of Troy was represented, with the contending armies

who has figured five, considered them as so many dis- and their generals. In a curious work , written by a

tinct species, and consequently applied to them distinct German, who calls himself Laurembergius on the title

specific titles. But it is ascertained that all these va- page of his treatise on horticulture, there is a descrip

rieties are to be referred to one species - the Revayana tion of a garden near Chartres where the Seven Wise

of authors." Men of Greece and the Labours of Hercules were

The anterior wings are of a greyish white, more or elegantly ” represented , accompanied by Latin verses

less marbled with brown, and with a broad, transverse, framed out of living verdure. Nor was this all ; for

brown belt ; sometiines there are spots on each side of at the same place were the Three Graces, with an

this belt—sometimes zigzag lines ; the hinder wings apposite motto, Gratia gratiam parit ” (“ Grace

are pale greyish brown, varying in intensity. begets grace " ), and a representation of the heathen

The caterpillar is of a pale green , with thinly set , deities banqueting at one table, and the Roman at

long, white hairs. It is found at the end of June on another. When I beheld these things,” said this

the willow (Salix caprea) . At the beginning of July , German admirer of the topiary art , in a fit of rapture,

it constructs a cocoon, of a brilliant snow -white tissue “ I was amazed at the ingenuity and industry of man,

in the form of a boat, truncated at one of its ex- to which nothing forms an insuperable obstacle.” Dr.

tremities ; the moth appears in about three weeks. It Plot, in his Natural History of Staffordshire ' ( 1686) ,

is more common in the north than in the south of alludes with no little complacency to the plea

France. In our island it is not uncommon in some sant walks and topiary works,” then extant in the

districts,and may befound in August at Birch Wood, gardens of that county. “ In the garden at Brerewood

Darent Wood, Coombe Wood, and other places of the is a yew-tree that from divers branches issuing out of

same kind in Middlesex and Surrey. It has been taken it about a yard from the ground forms a fair spacious

in the New Forest. Many of the pupă, as it would arbour of a square figure, each side without mea

seemn , pass through the winter in that condition, and suring about five yards, but within not exceeding

undergo their change early in the spring, perfect in - above ten foot, cut on the top with loop and crest , like

sects havingbeen taken in March . The same observa- the battlements of a tower adorned at each cornerwith

tion will apply equally to other species of moths which a pinnacle, over which is wrought a canopy out of the

ordinarily appear late in the summer or in the middle branches about two yards in diameter,which is

autumn. carried up again to a lesser gradation , and then ter

minates at the top in a smaller pinnacle. There is
TOPIARY WORK.

also near the pale inclosing the hortyard a fine yew

ONE of the most striking characteristics of the old tree cut up gradually from greater to lesser rounds to

style of gardening in this country is the manner in the number of twenty, in which sort of ornament the

which trees and shrubs were made to resemble in some people of this county seem to take great delight, there

degree various objects of nature or art. This was being others of twenty-one , twenty-two, and twenty

called topiary work, from the Latin word topia, which three stories high.” The learned doctor also describes

was the name given to any figure formed by cutting a yew -tree cut into the shape of a wren's nest, capa

or arranging the leaves and branches of a tree or shrub. cious enough to receive a man to sit on a seat m

The Roinans indeed seem to have been very fond of within it, and then speaks with becoming approbation

this mode of adorning their gardens, and the resem- of the tall clipped hedges at Pateshull, “ ihe most

blances having frequently been produced by twisting accomplished and delicious mansion in thewhole

and iying the branches with ropes and strings, they county . ” If these hedges were anything like the one

seem on that account to have adopted the Greek word at Sayes Court, over the destruction of which John

foria,which signifies a rope. The Romans seem to Evelyn pours his lamentations, they must have made a

have been so much attached to this tasteless mode of striking exhibition indeed. The reader may possibly

ornamenting their gardens that they had a distinct remember that Butler, in describing the fringe and

naine, topiarius, for the gardener who performed the tassel” to the chin of his hero Sir Hudibras, upon

work, a name, topiaria , for the art, and another name, which he lavished so much wit, declares that,

topiarium , for the work when done, whether arbour,

clump, or anything else . It is probable that the
“ No topiary hedge of quick-set

fashion was adopted, not only in this country, but in

Was e'er more neatly cut or thick set,

That made beholders more admire

France and other countries of the Continent, from
Than china plate that 's made of wire.”

reading the Roman writers,who frequently speak of
such works in terms of admiration , and with the Although it must be confessed that these mechanic

fashion we adopted the name. Pliny, in describing devices, by the extraordinary skill displayed in their

his Tuscan villa , mentions the forms of animals into execution, aspired in some measure to the character of

which his box-hedges had been trimmed ; and Madame a fine art, yet as the whole system of which topiary

de Staël states that the inhabitants of modern Rome works formed part was constructed in direct oppo

still cut their trees into similar artificial forms. Our sition to the rules which nature adopts in planting her

ancestors had the authority of classic Rome for this gardens, the system with its dependencies soon began

formal mode of embellishing their gardens, but for to fall into disgrace. It was perceived that the proper

the fantastic and ungraceful mode of embellishing duty of art was to become the handmaid of nature, not

their own persons they were indebted to their neigh- her tyrannical director. Lord Bacon , in that plan of

bours the French and to their own perverted ingenuity a garden which forms one of his “ Essays," condemns

-hoops, cocked hats, embroidered coats and waist- with emphatic conciseness this quaint tree -sculpture.

coats, high-heeled shoes, great wigs, and other tasteless “ I , for iny part, do not like images cutout in juniper

modes of dress, were certainly not in any sense of the or other garden stuff; they be for children ." After

term classical. Bacon, a whole host of writers attacked, both in prose

2 R 2
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and verse, the prevailing style of gardening. Even in / arcade of beech excites universal admiration. The

France, the nursery of all that is formal,the amiable grounds at Haddon Hall in Derbyshire, and Stonyburst

Huet, Bishop ofAvranches, had taste enough to prefer in Lancashire, likewise retain their old designs. But

natural to artificial beauties, and to censure the oppo- | the most perfect specimen of topiary work with which

site taste of the age. “ Nothing is pleasing (we quote we are acquainted is at Levens in Westmoreland. At

from his . Pensées, published after the Bishop's death that place a profusion of yews, bollies, and other ever

in 1722) except it be costly . A spring of water greens have been transformed into more shapes than

bubbling up at the foot of a rock, and sending its clear Proteus would trouble himself to assume, unless he

fresh current over sparkling sand, will not give half so happened to be in a more than usually changeable

much pleasure to courtly people as a jet drawing its humour. Here is Madame la Reine with her arms

foulsupplies at great expense from some putridfen. most royally akimbo, opposite to Monsieur le Roi

A parterre framed after the design of Le Nostre, with | bearing the semblance (we will not say how near) of a

no ornament beyond a few rows of box-trees that wear kingly crown . Not far distant are some trees like

all seasons through the same monotonous colour, and gigantic chessmen . The smaller shrubs, of which

surrounded by vast alleys of bare sand, such a place is there is a vast number, greenly shadow forth cones,

the delight of polite persons. Let vulgar cits and cubes, vases, foaming tankards, &c. The delicacy

peasants have their rural greens and mossy nooks ; it with which these objects are carved out of, or rather

is reserved for genteel folks to enjoy cropped hedges into the foliage would amaze those who had previously

drawn up in regular file . Surely this is like preferring seen nothing of the kind.

a face bedizened with paint to a countenance glowing

with natural colour.” | Much about the same period

our own Addison, with a correctness of taste which
Autumnal Custom in Kordofan . — As soon as the harvest is con

distinguished all he wrote, thus expressed himself : - cluded and the stubble is quite dry, the natives proceed to buru

“ Our British gardeners, instead of humouring nature, the remaining herbage. . This occupation offers a very singular

love to deviatefrom it as much as possible. Our trees spectacle. The grass isin part collected into heaps, and old and

rise incones, globes, and pyramids. Wesee themarks young congregate around them to witness the exhibition which

ensues: the pile is ignited, and a dense smoke issues from it .

of scissars upon every plant and bush. Ido notknow Disturbed by the fumes, and frightened by thenoise of themul

whether I am singular in my opinion, but for my own titude, thousands of locusts, which had lain concealed in the

part I would rather look upon a tree with all its luxu- grass, fly up, but are quickly seized upon by the bystanders, im

riancy and diffusion of boughs and branches than paled and roasted , and offered for sale inthemarket-place, at

when it is thus cut and trimmed into a mathematical the price of tive for one para or hassasch : they constitute a

figure, and cannot but fancy that an orchard in flower favourite dish with the natives, by whom they are greeddily

looks infinitely more delightful than all the little devoured . After this act of purification , the place again presents

labyrinths of the most finished parterre." Pope as
itself to view in all its nakedness, and many other matters come

sailed still more pointedly the affectationof theage in to light, which had hitherto been hidden by the grass : bones of

this respect. His essay in the 'Guardian' reads like thinksit worth his trouble to inter them . The cause of this bar
men and animals lie scattered about in all the roads, for no one

one of his satires done into prose. “ I know an emi- barity will be readily understood when it is known that, as soon

nent cook who beautified his country seat with a as a slave dies, a rope is bound round his foot, by which he is

coronation dinner in greens, where you see the charn- dragged out of thehut with as little ceremony asa dead beast,

pion flourishing on horseback at one end of the table, and scraped into the sand anywhere, or even left to decompose ja

and the queenin perpetual youth at the other .” He the grass until the hyænas come to gnaw bis bones in the night;

then enumerates some of the handiwork of a virtuoso the remains are devoured in the morning by the dogs, two or

gardener, in whom a love of sculpture was apparent, more of which may not unfrequently be seen fighting over a

to wit, St.George in box ; his arm scarce long enough, human arm or foot. The hyænas are really in me respects a

but will be in a condition to strike the dragon by blessing to these countries: theyare , in fact, the scavengers,

next April. A green dragon of the same, with a
consumeall the dead bodies and garbage, and thus prevent the

tail of ground ivy for the present. Apair of giants, fallen animal is treated in the samemannerasadead slave: it is
air from being poisoned with miasmata and nauseousvapours. A

stunted , to be sold cheap. A quick-set hog, shot up thrown on to the neighbours' territory, and is likewise devoured

into a porcupine by being forgot a week in rainy in the night by the beasts of prey ; whilstthe remainder is en

weather : joyed during the day by the hungry dogs, in company with

How much soever the old gardens savoured of the greedy vultures, eagles, and other rapacious birds. The places

fickle fashion of the day, it is perhaps to be regretted of sepulture are not held sacred by these uninvited guests ; fur

that their eradication has been indiscriminate and the dead bodies being generally very superficially covered over

almost complete. Few examples remain of the “ plea- with earth, they are disinterred at night by the hyænas and

sant walks” which were trod by a departed generation, ravenous dogs, and totally consumed, or the remains are left ex

or the " topiary works” where dames and cavaliers posed in the highroads. — Travels in Kordofan, by Igratias

took shelter from the rain and sun .
Pallme.

Fantastic though

they were, there was a charm about their odd - shaped

evergreensstanding in close neighbourhood to the gaha), grows to a great height, and hasa very statelyappearance,
The Gamboge- Tree. The goraka, or gamboge-tree (goraka

gable ends and quaint irregularities of antique man

sions, which the keenest advocate for the march of light green of the other trees. The gamboge is taken from the
its small, dark -green leaves presenting a beautiful contrast to the

improvement could not fail to perceiveand enjoy. We tree by incisions made in the bark . When thus cut, a yellow

hope it is unnecessary to explain that the feeling which liquid, as thick as oil, runs down, and being exposed to the air,

would wish to guard from injury these relics of a past soon becomes solid . The fruit is as big as an apple, and deeply

age, is not inconsistent with theconviction that the old ribbed . In some trees it is yellow , in others red . Whenbroken

method of adorning pleasure grounds is deservedly open, there are two seeds, which, to the teeth, feel like leather,

neglected . As patterns for imitation the “curious- and are surrounded by a scarlet-coloured, soft, and frothy pulp,

knotted gardens" with their “ treescutinto statues” of a pleasant flavour, but seldom eaten, as in eating it the teeth

are valueless ; but as the works of an age that has be- become covered with a substance resembling bees -wax.

comea portion of history theyare extremely interest- excellent jelly ismade from it. The outside of the fruit is dried

ing, and in some instances perhaps worthy of careful is of little service. It is white and coarse. The fruit is ripe in
in the sun, and used by the natives in their curries. The wood

preservation .

An instance of the French style of horticulture is
July . -Selkirk's Recollections of Ceylon .

to be found at Hampton Court, where the pleached !
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( Jonah . - From the Sistine Chapel.)

ESSAYS ON THE LIVES OF REMARKABLE the least productive period of his life. He was sent to

PAINTERS . - No. XXVIII. Florence , to superintend the building of the church of

San Lorenzo and the completion of Santa Croce ; but
MICHAEL ANGELO - continued .

he differed with the pope on the choice of the marble,

We will now resume our sketch of Michael Angelo's quarrelled with the officials, and scarcely anything was

life and works. When the Sistine Chapel was com- accomplished. Clement VII ., another Medici, was

pleted he was in his thirty- ninth year ; fifty years of elected pope in 1523. He was the son of that

a glorious though troubled career were still before Giuliano de' Medici who was assassinated by the

him . Pazzi in 1478 . He had conceived the idea of con

Pope Julius II . died in 1513, and was succeeded by secrating a chapel in the church of San Lorenzo, to

Leo X., the son of Lorenzo the Magnificent. As a receive the tombs of his ancestors and relations, and

Florentine and his father's son, we might naturally which should be adorned with all the splendours of

have expected that he would have gloried in patron- art. Michael Angelo planned and built the chapel,

ising and employing Michael Angelo ; but such was and for its interior decoration designed and executed

not the case. There was something in the stern, un- six of his greatest works in sculpture . Two are seated

bending character, and retired and abstemious habits of statues, one representing Lorenzode' Medici, Duke of

Michael Angelo, repulsive to the temper of Leo, who Urbino, who died young, in 1519, living only to be the

preferred the graceful and amiable Raphael, then in father of Catherine de' Medici (and, as it has been

the prime of his life and genius : hence arose the well said, “ had an evil spirit assumed the human

memorable rivalry between Michael Angelo and shape to propagate mischief, he could not have done

Raphael, which on the part of the latter was merely better ” ). The other opposite, his cousin Giuliano de'

generous emulation, while, it must be confessed , that Medici, who was as weak as Lorenzo was vicious. The

something like bitterness and envy, or at least scorn, other four are colossal recumbent figures, entitled the

was mingled with the feelings of Michael Angelo. Night, the Morning, the Dawn, and the Twilight ;

The pontificate of Leo X. , an interval of ten years,was though why so called , and why these figures were
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introduced in such a situation - what was the intention, | another group of angels holding the book of life, and

the meaning of the artist - does not seem to be under- sounding the awful trumpets which call up the dead to

stood by any of the critics on art who have written on judgment . Below , on one side, the resurrection and

the subject. The statue ofLorenzo is almost awful in ascent of the blessed ; and on the other demons drag

its sullen grandeur. He looks down in a contem- down the condemned to everlasting fire. The number

plative attitude ; hence the appellation by which the of figures is at least two hundred . Those who wish to

figure is known in Italy– Il Pensiero (" the thought ” ). form a correct idea of the composition and arrange

But there is mischief in the look-something vague, ment should consult the engravings. Several of dif

ominous - difficult to be described. Altogether it well ferent sizes and different degrees of excellence are in

nigh realizes our idea of Milton's Satan , brooding over the British Museum.

his infernal plans for the ruin of mankind . Mr. There can be no doubt that Michael Angelo's Last

Rogers styles it truly " the most real and unreal thing Judgment is the grandest picture thatever was painted ;

that ever came from the chisel. ” And his description the greatest effort of human skill, as a creation of art ;

of the whole chapel is as vivid as poetry, and as accu- yet is it full of faults in taste and sentiment ; and the

rate as truth, could make it . greatest fault of all is in the conception of the principal

“Nor then forget that chamber of the dead
personage - the Messiah as judge. The figure, expres

Where the gigantic shapes of Night and Day
sion , attitude , are all unworthy - one might almost say

Turn’d into stone , rest everlastingly ,
vulgar in the worst sense ; for is there not profane

There from age to age ness and vulgarity both in representing the merciful

Two ghosts are sitting on their sepulchres.
Redeemer ofmankind, even when he “ comes to judg.

That is the Duke LORENZO. Mark him well ! ment,” as inspired merely by wrath and vengeance?

He meditates ; his head upon his hand. as a thick -set athleta, who , with a gesture of sullen

What from beneath his helm - like bonnet scowls ? anger, is about to punish the wicked with his fist?

Is it a face, or but an eyeless skull ?
It has been already observed that Michael Angelo

'Tis lost in shade - yet like the basilisk ,
borrowed the idea of the two figures of the Virgin and

It fascinates and is intolerable ."

Christ from the old fresco of Orcagna in the Campo

While Michael Angelo was engaged in these works Santo ; but in improving the drawing he has wholly

his progress was interrupted by events which threw lost and degraded ihe sentiment. In the groups of the

all Italy into commotion. Rome was taken and pardoned, as Kugler has well observed, we look in vain

sacked by the Constable de Bourbon in 1537. The for the glory of heaven—for beings bearing thestamp

Medici were once more expelled from Florence, and of divine holiness and renunciation of human weak

Michael Angelo, in the midst of these strange vicissi- ness : everywhere we meet with the expression of

tudes, was employed by the republic to fortify his human passion, human efforts; we see no choir of

native city against his former patrons. Great as an solemn tranquil forms - no harmonious unity of clear

engineer as in every other department of art and grand lines produced by ideal draperies ; but in their

science, he defended Florence for nine months. At stead a confused crowd of naked bodies in violent

length the city was given up by treachery, and , fear- attitudes, unaccompanied by any of the characteristics

ing the vengeance of the conquerors, Michael Angelo made sacred by holy tradition .” On the other hand,

fed and concealed himself; but Clement VII. was too the groups of the condemned, and the astonishing

sensible of his merit to allow him to remain long in energy and variety of the struggling and suspended

disgrace and exile. He was pardoned , and continued forms, are most fearful: and it is quite true that when

ever afterwards in high favour with the pope, who contemplated from a distance the whole representation

employed him on the sculptures in the chapel of San fills the mind with wonder and mysterious horror. It

Lorenzo during the remainderof his pontificate. was intended to represent the defeat and fall of the

Clement VII. was succeeded by Pope Paul III . , of rebel angels on the opposite wall (above and on each

the Farnese family, in 1534. This pope, though nearly side of the principal door), but this was never done ;

seventy when he was elected, was as anxious to im- and the intention of Michael Angelo in the decoration

mortalize his name by great undertakings as any of his of the Sistine Chapel reinains incomplete. The pic

predecessors hadbeen before him . His first wish was ture of the Last Judgment was finished and first

to complete the decoration of the interior of theSistine exhibited to the people on Christmas-day, 1541, under

Chapel, left unfinished by Julius II. and Leo X. He the pontificate of Paul III . Michael Angelo was then

summoned MichaelAngelo, who endeavoured to excuse in his sixty -seventh year, and had been employed on

himself, pleading other engagements ; but the pope the painting and cartoons nearly nine years.
would listen to no excuses which interfered with his

sovereign power to dissolve all other obligations ;

and thus the artist found himself, after an interval
GEORGE PSALMANAZAR.

of twenty years, most reluctantly forced to abandon in the year 1703 it became known among the religious

sculpture for painting ; and, as Vasari expresses it , he portion of the community in London , that a young

consented to serve Pope Paul only because he could man , a native of the island of Formosa, had been re

not do otherwise.
cently converted in Holland from paganism to the

Church ofEngland , and much interest was consequently

In representing the Last Judgment on the wall of excited concerning him . The Bishop of London, Dr.

the upper end of the Sistine Chapel, Michael Angelo Compton, wrote to Mr. Innes at Sluys, who had the

only adhered to the original plan as it had been honour of making the convert, requesting them to come

adopted by Julius II . , and afterwards by Clement VII . to England . Innes accordingly brought the young

In the centre of this vast composition he has placed stranger, with the following certificate : " We, whose

the figure of the Messiali in the act of pronouncing names are underwritten,do certify that George Psal

the sentence of condemnation, “ Depart from me, ye manaazaar, a native of the isle called Formosa, near

accursed, into everlasting fire; " and by his side the Japan, and who has for some time been a soldier in the

VirginMary: around them, oneach side , the apostles, regiment of Buchwald , isnow converted to the Christian

the patriarchs, the prophets, and a company of saints religion by the charitable care and instruction of Mr.

and martyrs: above these are groups of angels bear- Innes , chaplain to the regimentof Lauder, God having

ing the cross, the crown of thorns, and other instru- so blessed his just designs that the said George, with

ments of the passion of our Lord ; and farther down | all sincerity, hath renounced his pagan idolatry and
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lish it ;

66

believed in Jesus Christ our Redeemer. And that Iwere short and somewhat vague, but the account of

since his conversion he hath behaved himself like a the manners, customs, religion , and language was

good Christian, and that hisexample has been edifying copious and interesting. It is true there were some

to all who have seen him . We, then, observing his statements of rather a startling character. To their

integrity and many other of his good qualities, think deities eighteen thousand boys under nine years of age

him worthy to be recommended to all good people, and were annually sacrificed ; infants were never suckled

we pray them to succour and assist him in all his neces: by their mothers, but by tame deer, goats, sheep, &c.:

sities, hoping that he will always be a true member of as soon as they are weaned, children are taught to

the church of Christ.” Dated at Sluys, May 23, 1703, smoke tobacco; snakes and vipers are esteemed

and signed by D. Buchwald, Colonel ; De Vandeuil, dainties, but to prevent being poisoned by the

Lieut.-Colonel; W. J. Warnsdorff, Major ; G.Lauder, vipers, whilst they are alive we beat' them with' rods

Brigadier ; and Abdias Hattinga, minister of Sluys, in till they be very angry ; and when they are in this

the nameof the Consistory. furious passion, all the venom that was in the body

Preceded by such reports and provided with such a ascends to the head, which being then cut off, they

certificate, the said George could not but make a con- may be safely caten ;" colleges were numerous and

siderable sensation in the literary and religious circles well endowed , and Greek commonly taught; blood

of London. He was of course incessantly questioned letting was performed by the practitioner standing at a

on topics connected with his native land, and, as he “ Jittle distance from the patient , and shooting small

states in his preface, “ Forasmuch as my account darts indifferently into any part of the naked body ;"'

of it was entirely new, they thought it my duty to pub- and many others. Objections were urged against these

and I readily complied with their advice, both and other statements, to which Psalmanaazaar replied

for my own case and their satisfaction ." The work * in a preface to his second edition ; and though the

consequently appeared, and was dedicated to the Bishop Jesuits still continued to denounce hiin as an impostor

of London, to whom he states that the prevailing because he had attacked them , and Halley, Dr. Mead,

reason for this my undertaking wasbecause the Jesuits, Dr. Woodward, and others continued incredulous as

I found, had imposed so many stories and such gross to a pagan becoming so learned a theologian, yet his

fallacies upon the public, that they might the better work became an acknowledged authority , and was

excuse themselves from those base actions which de- quoted in compiled accounts of Formosa, aslate even

servedly brought upon them that fierce persecution in as 1808, in the ·Bibliothèque Universelle des Voyages.'

Japan : I thought therefore it would not be unaccept- The account of the language was received by the

able if I published a short description of the Island of learned of the day as perfectly satisfactory ; it was

Formosa, and told the reasons why this wicked Society, found to be regular and grammatical, “ a real language,

and at last all that professed Christianity, were with and no counterfeit.” The alphabet was of a peculiar

them expelled that country.” character, and was written by the author with great

It willbe apparentthat, for a stranger, he was at least readiness and facility.

extremely fortunate in selecting reasons for his pub In the second book is given his personal adventures,

lication which appealed so strongly to the curiosity, but the early part of his life is mentioned with a mys

the prejudices, and the sympathy of those whom he terious brevity. In Formosa he had had a tutor to teach

addressed, and the tone ofadverse feeling to the Roman him Latin, who pretended to bea Japanese, but was in

Catholics, more particularly the Jesuits, is maintained reality a Jesuit. This Jesuit, Father de Rode, persuaded

throughout the work . For this feeling there may have him to leave his home to visit Europe, and they made

been some personal cause . He acknowledges in his their escape in one of his father's vessels to Manila,

preface, that previous to his publication , “ Father thence they proceeded to Goa,where they were enter

Fountenay, who is lately returned from China, having tained by the Jesuits. Froin Goa they departed for

been eighteen years a missionary there," had endea- Europe, and arrived first at Gibraltar. Thence they

voured " by all means imaginable to destroy mycredit." , proceeded to Thoulon, and travelled thence to Avignon.

With this Jesuit he had a set conference before the Here they resided in a Jesuits'college, and the efforts

Royal Society, on February 2, 1703 ,and met him on at his conversion became very strenuous, but his con

two other occasions, when , he says, he succeeded in viction revolted against the tenets, as he says, of the

silencing his objections, if not in convincing him . On Catholic church, and being threatened with the Inqui

thesecond meeting the father “ wondered indeed to see sition , he resolved to make his escape to Holland . He

me eat raw flesh, because,says he, the Chinese dress at length succeeded, though it would seem no very

their meat after the same manner as the Europeans, active search was made after him , as he walked from

though at the same time he confessed the Tartars dif- Avignon to nearly the source of the Rhône, and then

fered from them in their cookery, for they only warmed down the Rhine to Landau, before he left the French

their flesh before they ate it. " territory, sometimes pretending to be a German , somc

The work is divided into two books : the first, in times an Englishman or an Irishman. From Landau

forty chapters, contains the account of Formosa ; the he crossed the Rhine into Germany, and proceeded

second gives his personal adventures and his con- down it as far as Andernach ,where he was " pressed ”

ferences with the Jesuits, and the reasons of bis con- for a soldier, though he pleaded being a Formosan and

version." In the first book the geography and history a pagan as an exemption. His plea was partly, ad

mitted, but pains were taken to make him a Caiholic

* An Historical and GeographicalDescription of Formosa, as well as a soldier. As they did not succeed, he re

an Island subject to the Emperor of Japan ; giving an Account ceived his discharge, and got as far as Cologn, when

of the Religion, Customs, Manners, & c. of theInhabitants : he was again seized upon by a recruiting party. On

together with a Relation of what happened to the Author in his producing his discharge, and stating the reason, he

Travels, particularly bis Conferences with the Jesuits and was answered by the officer— " If others be fools , I

others in several parts of Europe : also the History and Reasons ain not ; though you are a pagar , you may serve in the

of liis Conversion to Christianity, with his Objections against it
fin defence of paganism ) , and their Answers. To which is pre- army as wellasthe best Christian .” This regiment

fixed a Preface, in vindication of himself from the Reflections of belonged to the Duke of Mecklenburg, and was hired

a Jesuit lately come from China, with an Account of what to the Dutch. Two or three of the officers, including

piased between them . By George Psalmavaazaar, a native of the colonel, were Lutherans; the lieutenant-colonel

the said island , now in London . Illustrated with cuts and a was a Frenchman and a Roman Catholic ; the rest

map, 1701, were chiefly Calvinists . This regiment was quartered
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at Sluys, where Lauder was governor and Innes was | Again I began bargaining, and offered three hundred . On this

chaplain ; and here a most vehement contest was car the Arab gave his hand, and, thanking me, wid ~ " Christian , I

ried on for the honour of converting the young For now can boast of the price you have offered ; but it is in vain

mosan , in which contest, as we have intimated at the that you seek to tempt me, for I would not sell my horse forall

coinmencement, Innes was successful. But, Isaac the gold that you or any other man possesses.” Having said this,

d'Amalvi, pastor of the Walloonchurchat Sluys,pub- I asked him ifheknew the rider of the gray ;adding , that I

he joined his companions. Calling the kaid, or chief of our escort,

lishedattheHague, in 1706, a bitter complaintofthe supposed hemust be rich,as he had refused solarge asum.The

irregularity of Innesin converting and baptizing “ a kaid said , “ All Iknow is, that he isa great fool; for be

certain Japanese .” He complains of Psalmanaazaar's possesses nothing in the world but that horse, which he bought
misrepresenting their intercourse , misstating the ar when a colt, selling his tent, flocks, and even his wife, to buy

guments and unfairly attacking their doctrines, but no it.” -- Hay's Western Barbary.

doubt is thrown on the fact of his being what he pre

tended. The young convert, for he was now only

nineteen , became an object of general attention , and
German Life.-What now, amongst the Germans strikesevery

theBishop of London,as we have stated, sent himto liberal lover of his country, every man who has no motive butto

see the truth and spread it, especially in our own beloved coun

Oxford. He at thattime spoke and wrote Latin with try ? He sees a simple and less feverish state of existence. He

great fluency, indeed his · Historical Description' had sees a greater portion of popular content diffused by a more equal

been written in that language and translated into distribution of property. He sees a less conclusive straining aſter

English; he understood Greek , and was evidently a the accumulation of enormousfortunes . He sees a less incessant

man of considerable talent. At Oxford, after the devotion to the mere business ofmoney-making, and consequently

publication of his book, he translated the Church of a less intense selfishness of spirit ; a more genial and serene er.

England Catechism and some other things into the joyment of life, a more intellectual embellishment of it with

Formosan language, which yet remain in MS. in the music and domestic entertainment. He sees the means of ex

Bodleian Library.
istence kept, by the absence of ruinous taxation , of an enormous

[To be continued .) debt recklessly and lavishly piled on the public shoulders, by

the absence of restrictions on the importation of the articles of

food , cheap and easy of acquisition. He sees, wherever he goes,

An Elephant Hunt. In those parts of the country where there in great cities or small towns, everything done for the public

are no horses, the elephants are caught in pits ; but where the enjoyment, Public walks, beautifully planted , and carefully

inhabitants possess horses, the following plan is pursued :-Two accommodated with seats at convenient distances for the public

men , mounted on horseback, go hunting together, and generally to rest at leisure. He sees these walks laid out wherever it be

pick out a full -sized elephant, because the larger animals prove possible. Old town walls and ramparts are converted into pro

ihe more profitable. When they have discovered an elephant, menades, commanding by their elevation the finest prospects

one man rides at a distance of about a hundred paces in front over town and country. The whole of city or town is encircled

of him , so that he keeps in full view of the beast. The other by them . Thus, the old as well as the young can ascend from

rider approaches to within a hundred paces of the animal from the heat and dust and hurry of the streets, and enjoy the freshest

behind, disinounts from his horse -- forhe is sure that it will stand air, and themost lively and yet soothing scenes in the streets below

quietly-stealthily approaches it from the rear, and with one cut on the one hand, or gaze into the green fields and bills around.

with a sharp sabre severs the back sinews of its heel- joint. In- It is delightful to seeon fine days the greyheaded fathers of acity

furiated to the utmost by the violent pain , and seeing the rider thus seated on these airy walks beneath their favourite limes, anden

before it, the animal rushes instantly in pursuit of him, whilst joying their chat together over old times, while within a few steps

the man who inflicted the wound gains time to vault upon his of home their eyes can still wander over those distant scenes

horse, and make off. The elephant cannot follow the rider far, whither their feet can no longer carry them. If there be an old

partly because the latter has the advantage of a start — and the castle in the suburbs of any of their towns, it is not shut up, but

horse is, moreover, fleeter than the elephant - partly because he its gardens, and its very walls,and courts, and fosses, are laid

is, in a certain measure, lamed ; thus be ultimately treads off out in lovely walks, and the whole place is made the favourite

nis foot, and sinks exhausted with the loss of blood, an easy prey resort and enjoyment of the whole population. There a coffee

to the huntsman . - Pallme's Travels in Kordofan. house or cassino is sure to be found ; and there, beneath the sum .

mer trees, old and young , rich and poor, sit and partake of their

coffee, wine, and other refreshment, while some old tower near is

Attachment of the Arab to his lorse.-- It is not always that converted into an orchestra, and sends down the finest music for

the Arab is ready to part with his horse, if a good beast, what the general delight. He sees all sorts of gardens, even to the

ever price may be offered ; though money, among the degraded royal ones, and all sorts of estates, kept open for the public ob

people of Morocco, will work miracles . A circumstance which servationand passage through them ; he sees the woodsand fo
proved this occurred to me about four years ago, when accom rests all open to the foot and spiritof the delighted loverof nature

panying poor John Davidson some few days' journey into the and of solitude. He sees all public amusements and enjoyments,

interior. As we were proceeding between Mehedeea and Rabat as theatrical and musical representations, the very bighest of this

we were joined by a troop of mounted Arabs, one of whom was kind , kept cheap and accessible to all. There are no operas

riding a mottled gray , the handsomest barb I ever saw . Riding there with boxes let at 3001. per annum , with seats in the pit at
up to the man , Ientered into conversation with him ; and having half-a -guinea each. Twentypence is the price of gentility itself;

put him in good humour by praising his steed , I told him I would and for fivepence may be heard , and in a good place, the finest
make him rich if he would sell me the mottled gray . “ What is operas performed by the finest singers in the country. For four

your price ?" said the Arab. I offered him a hundredand fifty pence may be attended the finest out-of-door concerts of Strauss

mit sakel, about twenty pounds sterling-a large sum in the in- or Lanner, in the capital of Austria itself . He sees education

terior. " It is a good price," said the Arab ; but look , " said kept equally cheap in school and university, kept within the

he-and he brought his horse on the other side of me " look at reach of allfor the free use of all ; and the school so systematised as

this side of him ; you must offer more. ” “ Well, come,” I said, to answer the various requirings of every varied class of profes

" you are a poor man and fond of your horse, we wont dispute sion. He sees the church kept cheap,and the churches open and
about the matter, so give me your hand. What say you ? two free to one man as well as another, without pews and property,
hundred ?" “ That isa large price , truly,” said the Arab, his where all should beopen, the common meeting place of the com

eyes glistening ; and I thought the horse was mine. But my mon family before the common Father . He sees no church -rates

eagerness, I suppose,had been too apparent ; so the Arab thought imposed on stubborn and refractory consciences, but a voluntary

Imight still go further ; and, shaking the bridle, off he went contribution left to the voluntary attender of divine service. He
at full speed . The mottled gray curled its tail in the air and Bees musical and singing societies encouraged amongst the

vanished to a speck in no time. I turned to speak to Davidson, people, where the working -classes, when the labours of the dayare
and the next moment the Arab was by my side ; and , patting done, can meet and enjoy a refining treat. He sees these civi).

the neck of his gray , he said , “ Look at him --see -- not a hair is ising and refining influences extended over the open -air enjoy.

turned ! What will you give me now ?" Davidson prompted ments of the Sundays and holidays of the common people in city

me to offer even fourhundred ducats rather than let him go . and country.--German Experiences, by William Howitt.
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[ Tangier. - From an original Sketch .)

REMINISCENCES OF TANGIER IN 1836 . such it maybe called, is formed by a long ridge of

rocks, scarcely visible above the waves, but serving to
( From a Correspondent.)

break the fury of the Atlantic during a northerly wind.

[ The public attention being at present called to the state of This was once the Mole, and was levelled to the water's

Morocco, we have thought that a slight sketch of the man- edgeby the English on their evacuation of Tangier in

ners and customsof the people , as observed during a short the sixteenth century. Tangier, viewed from the bay,

stay at one of the principal sea-port towns, would afford has a picturesque rather than beautiful appearance.

some useful information , and be not devoid of interest. Long lines of batteries present a formidable front to the

Though the observations weremadea few years ago, sea ; an extensive fortresscrownsthe high ground to

changes of manners in Africa are so rare, that they offer a

sufficient picture of the present condition of the people.]
the right ; the houses of the European consuls an

eminence to the left ; and in the hollow between lies

The sun was rising from the bosom of the blue Me. the town, from which springs the lofty square tower of

diterranean, when the anchor of our mistico was the principal mosque, both in shape andadornments

weighed, ber huge latteen sails run up to the mast- claiming kindred with the Giralda of Seville, and other

heads, and with a fresh breeze from the east she glided Moorish towers of Spain.

out of the little harbour of Tarifa , where she had lain It was 10 A.M. when we anchored, and the fierce

during the night. The warm light had already caught rays of the sun were glancing fromthe white houses

the crumbling towers in the long line of Moorish wall brightening the national flags which streamed gaily

which stretched along the shore - fortifications rich in from the roofs of the consulates- awakening the soft

the heroic associations of past ages, and records of blue of the bay into a broad sheet of dazzling gold

British gallantry in our own time. As wepassed the and causing its girdle of yellow sands, dotted with

lighthouse and batteries on the rocky headland which figures in white, and trainsof camels, to tremble with

shelters the harbour from thewest, the lofty mountains an excess of heat. The glare, the painful brilliancy of

behind the town rose into view, their crests covered the scene, was truly African .

with light fleecy clouds, assuming under the rays of the I jumped into the first boat that came alongside, and

san a brilliant whiteness. On the opposite side of the on approaching the shore two or three half-clad Jews

Straits a dense greyish vapour rested on the waves, rushed into the water, and offered their services to carry

concealing the African coast, except where Mount me through the surf. Mounting on the bare brawny

Abyla reared its black summit above the clouds. The shouldersofone,I was borne, like a prince of Tahiti, to the

sun and wind, uniting their influences, soon dispelled beach. Drawn up on the sand beneath the walls were

this mist, and the Barbary coast stood out in all its the hulls of five large gunboats, built some years since

native blackness. On a nearer approach it assumed a in expectation of a rupture with Naples. In the shade

less gloomy aspect ; in many parts it was clothed with beneath these were other human beasts of burden,

verdure ; and where breaks in the dark cliffs allowed squatting on the sand smoking cigars, or stretched in

the eye topenetrate the interior, signs of cultivation slumber till theirservices shouldbe called for. As I

were visible . was gazing around me, I was accosted in Spanish by a

After a brisk run of several hours we doubled Cape Moor, who offered to get my luggage through the

Malabat - a low sandy headland on which is a small custom -house, and to conduct me to an inn. He led

battery - and entered the Bay of Tangier, which the way to an open shed with three horse-shoe arches

stretches inwards to the south, bounded by lines of supported on slender pillars. Within, on an elevated

sand -hills. The town lies just within the western point bench, squatted the captain of the port, or chief officer

of the bay, and here we came to an anchor, two or of the customs. He was a venerable -looking man,

three furlongs from the shore, among a few siinilar with a long beard and mustachios of silvery whiteness,

small craft, fowl and bullock boats, which were all the which contrasted strangely with his very swarthy com

shipping in the harbour . But in the bay lay two plexion. His age, bowever, sat lightly on his gigantic

French ships of war, a two -decker of ahundred guns, and herculean frame. He wore a haik, or wrapper of

and a double -banked frigate of sixty. The harbour, if white wool, in texture resembling bunting, which being

No. 794.
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thrown back from his head disclosed a turban of white Yet many a costly robc, many a gem rich and rare,

Jinen wound round the crimson foz , or turboosh ; yel- and what is more to be prized , many a lovely form ,

Jow morocco slippers, “ a world too loose," as they are witching eye and velvet cheek, are shrouded by that

always worn by the Moors, half covered his tawny feet, white haik , and many a whiter foot is thrust barc into

which were thrust out from beneath the folds of his those red splay slippers.

haik. Then the extreme narrowness, ruggedness, and filth

I had made my appearance before this functionary of the streets, or alleys, as theyshould more correctly

in an inauspicious moment, for he was assailing one of be called, and the lowness of the whitewashed walls or

his men with harsh guttural abuse, and eyeing him buildings on either hand, which bear no other resen

with looks of unutterable wrath . As the old fellow sat blance to houses than in having wooden doors at in

there, his beard blown to and fro by the breezes, his tervals, and very rarely a small iron -grated aperture

Jarge black eyes flashing with rage, and the muscles of instead of a window , add to the cxceeding strange

his countenance working violently ashe stretched forth ness of the place . Should you, however, happen to

his dark brawny arm with clinched fist towards the meet -- no unlikely thing — a camel whose projecting

ubject of his wrath, he formed a study that would have burden fills the narrow space between ihe walls ,

rejoiced the eye of Michael Angelo. you will receive,unless you quickly bob your heal,

While awaiting a cessation of this storm , my guide some sullicing evidence of being still in a material

calmly squatted on the earth, and I had an opportunity world.

of looking around me. On the same bench or plat But whoever would see the most of Moorish life that

form as the enraged captain, but at right angles with Tangier in a single point of view can present, should

him ,and by his grave and tranquil manner forming a repair to the sok, ormarket-place, an open square just

striking contrast, sat another Moor, alsu à la Turque. above the principal mosque .

Ile was of even more gigantic proportions than the Should it happen to be market-day, you will find

captain , and was similarly arrayed , but the fold of his this square thronged with figures: and what figures !

haik was drawn over his head so as to conceal his tur--huge sons of Anak ; few less, many much more than

ban and leave nothing visible but his face, black as six feet in height; such a race as is not to be matched

that of a negro, though with features of the finest in civilized lands. Some with haiks thrown around

European mould , and with jetty mustachios and beard them , like ancient togas, and no Roman patrician or

of no woolly texture. He appeared to be a clerk or knight ever did that garment more credit, or bore

secretary , for he had a pen in his hand, and a scrap of himself more nobly. Some in the jelab or bornoz, a

paper on his knee. The floor of the shed was bricked, brown striped cloak of coarse wool, with short sleeves,

and thic wallwas partially tiled in the manner so gene- and peaked hood hanging behind, or thrown over the

ral in the Moorish edifices of Andalucia. Against it head , making the wearer resemble the victim of an

hung about a dozen muskets, with black stocks inlaid auto- da -fé. Some in crimson turboosh, or cloth skull

with ivory , and barrels of the extraordinary length of cap with purple tassel ; others in the true Oriental

seven or eight feet. costume of turban , richly embroidered vest, and loose

My guide waited his time to introduce me to the linen breeches tied in at the knee, and girt about the

captain, who, now softened down a little, ordered my waist by a sash of crimson silk . What grand black

Juggage to be passed, received the fee demanded, and beards, what noble features, what commanding eyes !

allowed ine to depart. I followed my guide through And note their complexions: you expected to find

a gateway in the walls, and through several filthy nar- the Moors a swarthy race, but many are fairer than

p'ow streets, to the wretched inn kept for the accommo- Spaniards, though a few are tanned to almost a negro

(lation of Franks by a Spaniard named Francisco hue. True negroes there are too ; slaves most of them ,

Correa. doomed in their own , as in other lands, to " serve their

brethren .” Of a yet more degraded race there is no

“ It appears to me as if I should die with joy at the lack ; you cannot mistake them — these sons of Israel

first landing in a foreign country . It is the nearest their servile,abject bearing would suffice to distinguish

pleasure which a grown man can substitute for that t ::em from the Moors, nature's noblenien ; but phy

unknown one, which he can never know—the pleasure | siognomy and costume, black skullcaps and slippers,

of the first entrance into life from the womb." If a and black or blue caftans, thic only garments they are

visit to France, Germany, or any other country of allowed to wear ,complete the distinction . These ball

civilized Europe would have proved fatal to Charles clad, sun -bronzed fellows , leading trains of Jaden

Lamb, he would surely have died a score of deaths on camels through the throng, are Arabs, sons of nature

the barbarous coast of Africa. To one who has never and of the desert ; smaller perhaps,butmore flexible,

before quitted Europe, the first five minutes spent in wiry, and light- footed than the Moors. Here are chil

Tangier will appear the most memorable of his exist- dren of both sexes ; avoid them as abominations ; they

It is like entering a new world – all is so are either entirely naked , or have but a scanty frock

strange, so uncouth, so barbarous a world peopled on their filthy blackened bodies, and their heads are

with ghosts, for to nothing human can the figures barc, scabby, and closely shaven , save where a long

stalking about in white haiks be compared. Themen, tail of hair springs from the right side of the crown,

with their swarthy faces, dark flashing eyes, and enor- and depends behind in the Chinese fashion. They

mous mustachios and beards, half lost in these sheet- are crowding round the fruit - huge piles of melous

like garments, might well embody the popular concep- and oranges, and baskets of fresh figs, grapes, apples,

tions of the Genii of the Arabian Nights,' especially pears, andplums, which cover the centre of ihe inarkei

as they are of gigantic stature and sometimes of a most place. Observe these liaik -wrapt figures, squafting

truculent expression of countenance ; but the smaller under broad , flapping -brimmed hats of straw , which

figures, completely concealed in these shrouds, you

might suppose either locomotive bundles of linen , or * This fashion prevails, I believe, throughout the East. The

the spirits of the dead escaped from their sepulchres have wherewithal to seize them , and save them from fallingas
Mohammedans adopt it in order that the angel Gabriel may

and made visible to mortal eye.
guess them to be living, breathing, ay, andoften beau- they cross the bridge Al -Sirat, which spans Hell, and is finer ihan

a lair and sharper than the edge of a sirord . It prevails also

tiful women . So enveloped are they, that if your eye among the Hindoos, being prescribed by the ordinance of

chance to fall on one that is notmoving, you can form no Menu, but it docs uot appear to answer with them so useful a

idca of the direction in which it is about to proceed. I purpose.

ence.
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cover them like umbrellas ; they are peasant-women, Power of Vegetation. - Iu Mr. Watertou's Essays on Natural

and the guardians of the rolls of bread heaped up in History there is a remarkable statement of a nut deposited for

Others are
winter store by some nut-eating animal under an old millstone

baskets or spread out on the bare earth .
which lay in a field , springing up through the central aperture ;

perambulating the market,with a numberof ring andMr. W.goes ou to tell:~ " In order, however,that theplant

Shapedloaves braceleted on their tawny bare arms. mighthave a fair chanceof success, 1 directed that it should be

They are noway backward toshow their charms,and defendedfrom accident and harm by means of a wooden paling:

to such as admire faces curiously tatooed, and sooty Year after year it increased in size and beauty ; and when its

complexions, they are, doubtless, very Venuscs. With expansion had entirelyfilled the hole in the centre of the mill

the vanity that lurks alike under female skin of every stone, it gradually began to raise up the millstone itself from

lue, they seem particularly anxious to display their the seat of its long repose. This huge mass of stone is now eight

sable hands decorated with rude metal rings, and their inches above the grouud, and is entirely supported by the stem

nails stained with rosy henna.
of the nut-tree, which has risen to the heightor 25 feet, and bears

Peasants of the other sex, in similar hats, but with excellent fruit."

sugarloaf crowns studded all over with tufts of va

riously coloured silk , are busied with long wicker Italian Owls . — This diminutive rover of the niglit is prized

kampers crainmed with live fowls, from which they ! y the gardenersof Italy for its uncommon ability in destroying

are selecting the faltest for a party of French sailors, insecis, sua:ls, sluge, reptiles, and mice. There is scarcely an

caterers for fresh provisions. Some of the lowest vutlouse in the gardens and vineyards of that country which is

Noors are carrying goat-skins on their backs, filled wot tenanted by the civetta. It isoften brought up tame from

with water, and similar to the wine-skins of Spain, therest; and inthe month of September is sold for a dollar to

except that the liairy side is here turned outwards. ille country to look for larks andother small birds. Perched on

sportsmen), who take it with them in their excursions through

On every sideareJew boys with baskets,embroidered the topof a pole, itattracts their wtice, anddraws them within

leathern cushions, snuff-tubes, straw hats, crimson the fatal range of gunshot by its most singular gestures; for,

turbooshes, yellow and red cmbroidered slippers, and standing bult upright, it curtsiesincessantly with its leadsome

other articles of apparel, which they are hawking what inclined forwaril, whilst it keeps its eyes fixed on the ap

with all the pertinacity of their race.
proaching object. This old movemeut is sumewhat peculiar to

The varieties of complexion among this motley the civetta alone. By it the birds of the neighbourhood are de

crowd are infinite ; in fact every shade from the coyed to their destruction. Hence its value to the ranging sports

fairest European tint to that of the sootiest negro .

Often and anou as the inhabitants of Roine pass through

To enhance the strangeness of the scene, morc

the bird -market at the Pantheon, they stop , and look , and laughi,

dramatis personce now enter the sok . From one side culvus gesticulutions. Its flesh is relished by the natives of Ialy.

at this pretty little captive owl, whilst it is performing its riili

the two daughters of the British consul, returning You may see the civetta,plucked and ready trussed for the spit,

from their morning ride, arrayed in hat and habit, and on the same stall at which hawks, crows, jackdaws, jays, mag

managing their fiery barbs with a skill and grace that pics, hedgehogs, frogs, snails, and buzzards are offered for sale

would excite admiration in Hyde Park,and do call to the passing conoscenti, who frequent ile bird -market in quest

forth theunqualified amazement of the wild Arabs of of carnal delicacies . The inhabitants of this country are appa

the Desert,who must think the days of Ibla are re- rently blessed with stomachs as keen and strong as ihat of my

turned. From the other side the market enter a old black friend Daddy Quasshi, who could faiten on the grubis

couple of Moorish soldiers, mounted on chargers of the of lornets and on stinking tish. Indeed, it would appear from

true Arabian grey, and shrouded in muslin - like haiks what I have seen, that scarcely anything which has life in it

-a far more feminine attire to a British eye than that verian rat; for I could often see this voracious andneedy in

comes amiss to the Italians in the way of food ,except the Hano

oftheaforesaid ladies. In other respects their costume truder lying dead in thestreets, and trudden under foot.

differs little from that of the civilians; but instead of Waterton's Essayson Natural History.

the turboosh fitting closely to the head , it is raised

several inches above it, and terminates in a peak ; and

the drawers, insteadof being confined at theknee, subsided,we used to row out in Captain Stuart's boat,to contem ,

The Red Sea.- Towards evening, when the great licat liad

extend to the ankle . Their saddles are of red leather, plate the wonders ofthe occan, which only in that regionhave I

high-peaked before and behind, like the saddle of the beheld in all their beauty. Let the reader imagine, not far from

days of chivalry, andprecisely like that used by the the spot wherethe vessels ride at anchor,a perfect forest of coral,

Spanish bull-fighter of the present day. Their bridles intinitely varied in form and hue, appearing through a sea blue

terminate in a leathern thong for a whip, as frequently as the Mediterranean, and smooth as the most polished mirror.

seen in Spain , and their stirrups are of the same Between these coral-brauchics and in the grottoes which they furin ,

trough-like shape worn in that country, but so short thousands of lish, more beautiful,more resplendent than any I

that the riders seem to sit upon their heels. As they have seen eren from China, glide bither and thither, couccaling

urge their foaming chargers through the crowd, they themselves at the slightest noise ; farther on they become con

encounter a train of asses, each bearing a single wool- founded in a wilderness of submarine plants. Beyond this

sack – no remarkable thing ingeneral,but in thiscasc again may beseen, two feet below thesurface,a bank of sund, in

of such enormous dimensions,that a dozen chancellors tirmuess and whiteness unsurpassed, wherein , when the sea is

might sit on it all in a row , as it lies across the ani- bodies resting on their tails, half raised above the water, inhaling

unrullled , troops of porpoises may be descried , immovable, their

inai's back, almost smothering it beneath the mass. with open mouths the evening breeze. Not until you are close

The horsemen rein up to allow the asses to pass, but upon them will they take to flight, and even then move of' so

their met!lesomebarbs champ their heavy bits, and slowly that it must be with extreme regret. On one occasion an

rear and plunge with impatience; and ere the last enormous ray-fislı paid so little attention to the approach of our

poolsack has passed,oneofthem , touched perlapsby skilf, that I struck it with the car before it wouldmore.

thesharp corner of thestirrupwhichservesthepur- aware that the coloursoffishseem far brighter when beheld

pose of a spur, starts forward , dashes against the sack, through the mediumof theirnaturalelement, and that their

I
swingsitround,upsettingthe meck Dapple,itsbearer

, brilliance soon forsakes them when onceout of water.

and sets off at fullgallop up the street. The other observed, however
, when any were brouglit to me by thefisher

horseman followsatthe same pace,andawaytheygo, men, that their forms weremorevaried,their hues richer,than

their white haiks streaming wildly behind,and their unable to preserve any, having had neither the bottle uor spirits

I regret exceedingly that I was

long muskets raised like lances in the air. of wine necessary. However, the fish that live in the coral- beds

[To be continued .)
form , I am assured , a very dangerous food , since many are

csteemed poisonous.--Fontanier's Journey to India and the Per .

sian Gull , by ligypt and the lied Sea .

I am

2 S 2
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(Old Shoreham Church .)

RAMBLES FROM RAILWAYS. four miles along the shore, so that the river now runs

parallel to thesea for that distance, and is only sepa
THE ADUR, ARUN, AND WEY.-No. III.

rated from it by a narrow strip of sand. As ihe ea

Old Shoreham is a poor place. Its inhabitants are croachments of the sand lessened the depth of the

nearly all fishermen, and they only possess a few cabins. river and caused the coast-line to recede from the old

It was once of someconsequence, but the rise of New town, the houses would of necessity bebuilt where

Shoreham ,and thediversion of the mouth of the river more adapted to the convenience of traffic, and thus

by the accumulation of a sand -bank, have caused its New Shoreham rose into beingand consequence as

uiter decay . The church, which is the mother church the other decayed. But NewShoreham must have

of the county, is an interesting structure. It is often been a place of importance at a very early date. The

called Saxon, but is no doubt Anglo-Norman. It was church , which was collegiate, was of large size; and

conferred by the De Braose mentioned before as the though not so large as in its original state— the greater

ownerofBramberCastle,on the Abbey of Florance at part ofthe nave having been destroyed — it isevennow

Salmur, soon after the Conquest ; but there is no evi- one of the finest churches in Sussex. It is of the later

dence that it was erected by him ; nor, we believe, is Norman period : Dallaway says, there is every reason

thedateof its erection known. It consists of a nave, to suppose that it was erected in the reign of John, by

chancel, transept, and tower. The tower is in the the William de Braose mentioned in our account of

centre of the church, rising from the intersection of the Bramber Castle : it is remarkable as exhibiting :

cross. It is supported onfour large arches in the in- union of Norman with early pointed arches. Rickman,

side of the church ; they are of great beauty - circular, in his ·Attempt to discriminate the Styles of English

and richly carved with the various Norman ornaments. Architecture,' says that “ New Shoreham church isan

There is a fine circular doorway in the south transept. excellent one for practical study, particularly when

The building has been suffered to go to decay, but is considered in conjunction and contrast with its neigh

now being thoroughly repaired . As far as the repairs bours Steyning and Old Shoreham .” Of the im

have proceeded, they appear to be judiciously per- portance of New Shoreham harbourat an early period

formed ; the restored portions seeming to be taken it maybe considered a sufficient proof, that when,in

from neighbouring churches of nearly a contemporary the reign of Edward III. , the various portswere re

period. The restoration ofthe edifice is being accom- quiredto contributeships of war properly armed

plished bysubscriptions, the inhabitants being too poor fitted, and manned , Shoreham was called upon to send

to accomplish it unaided : a box is placed inside the twenty-six ships, while London only sent iwenty-five.

church, into which the visitor may drop, his contribu- It is not a place of muchconsequence now : the accu

tion . An engraving of Old Shoreham church is given mulation of sand has carried theAdur some miles be

in Horsfield's History ofSussex,' but it is very inaccu- yond New Shoreham , whose trade would have been

rate : there are only two windows on the south side, quite destroyed thereby,if the evil had notbeengreatly

instead of three, and they are represented as pointed. remedied by the formation of the present harbour.

instead of round ; the doorway is also much too large, branch from the Brighton Railway has been carried to

and altogether the character of the edifice is missed. Shoreham , and promises to be of much service to the

The river is here, as we have said, of considerable town . An elegant suspension -bridge has been thrown

width, especially at high tides ; it is crossed by a across the Adur here ; it is from the designs of Mr.

wooden bridge five hundred feet long, and containing Clark , the engineer of that at Hammersmith, which it

twenty -three arches. It is,however, rather awkwardly much resembles, but is ornamented with some large

narrow, being only twelve feet wide; it is of no beauty lions, the crest of the Duke of Norfolk ,atwhose ex

Since the erection of the bridge at New Shoreham the pense the bridge was constructed. There are a few

traffic over it is very much lessened . old houses in the town, but none to call for notice

The Adur probably emptied itself into the sea be- either as regards appearance or historic interest. It

tween Old and New Shoreham , but a sand -bank has was at Shoreham thatCharles II. embarked when he

been formed and gradually extended for some three or escaped from England after the baitle of Worcester.
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Thus, then, we have seen pretty nearly all the Adur of the porch, and perhaps its stone-work and some

has to show us ; and now we will bid it good speed, perpendicular inserted windows. On the whole this is

and turn , as we arranged , towards the Arun. There a very curious church, and deserves to be studied with

are two ways of reaching that river- along the sea- great attention . ” ( Archæologia,' xxiv. p . 45.) The

side, or across by the villages a little inland ; we shall rambler may see proof that the schoolinaster is not

follow either as inclination may lead us, or there may at home" at Sompting; on a beer-shop there is

be anything worth looking at to call us aside. The painted in large letters, “ deler in Meren Stors." To

sea along this part of the coast does not puton its most those who know that part of the country, such an

attractive phase. There are no cliffs,and the shore inscription on such a house is suggestive of more than

is flat; so that at low -tide there is a long, dull, un- meets the eye. It is our strong conviction, from per

broken stretch of sand between you and the sea, sonal observation and knowledge in many parts of the

extending in some places for a quarter of a mile. Still country, and from some inquiry, that in secluded

the sea is the sea , and it is worth a twenty miles' journey districts these beer-shops are most commonly serious

any morning only to inhale its refreshing odour, as evils ; kept by any one who can raise two or three

every one feels who has been long absent from it. pounds, who occupies a house of a certain yearly

But we must hasten on, the limits of this paper and value, and who is subject to little inspection, these

the ground we have to travel over telling us that all houses are the resort and the meeting-house of the

we can attempt is to act as an indicator-we can only poacher, when situated inland, and ofthe smuggler,

venture to call attention to whatis deserving notice, when near the sea ; and in both cases they are a

and perhaps now and then throw out a suggestion for common medium for the disposal of their illicit gains.

the rambler to consider. Our way, if we keep bythe A short distance on the north of Sompting is one of

spa, lies through Worthing ; we leave the local guide- those earth -works of which there formerly existed a

books to describe it. Everybody knowsthe appear - chain extending along the ridges of the South Downs ;

ance of a fashionable watering -place, with its long commencing at Bignor,midway between Petworth and

rows of tall, smart, white, naked, new houses, looking Arundel, and ending at Mount Caburn , a mile or two

so fine in the sun with their fresh paint, spruce beyond Lewes. This of which we are now speaking

verandas, and bright green Venetian blinds ; white- is called Cissburg, supposed to be a corruption of

saddled donkeys and Bath chairs at the corners of the Cissa's -burg. It is an ancient encampment, of an oval

streets ; and those queer things called bathing -machines form , of an area of about sixty acres, and is surrounded

on the sands. And everybody knows, too, how it looks by a single vallum . It is a Roman work, but might,

with its human appurtenances--we confess we like it has been thought, have been previously occupied by

to observe them , and indeed it is almost a matter of British troops . The view from the summit is very

necessity to do so : of all dull places a watering-place extensive, reaching from Beachy Head to the Isle of

is the dullest ; and if it were not for the little relief Wight. The eight or ten miles from Broadwater to

that is obtained by observing the visitors, its dulness Little Hampton are thickly strewnwith small villages ,

would be unbearable . Leaving, then , those who may each with it church ; but there is little remarkable in

visit Worthing to make their own observations upon them . Salvington, a hamlet forming part of West

it, we proceed to notice some of the villages we men- Tarring, was the birth -place of the learned and noble

tioned above. minded John Selden . ' Fuller's notice of him, in his

At Broadwater, of which parish Worthing forms a Worthies,' is in his quaintest style : - " His learning

part, there is a fine Norman church . The exterior is did not live in a lane, but traced all the latitude of

not remarkable, but the interior is very beautiful : it arts and languages, as appears by the many and va

contains some arches richly carved ; and in it are rious works he hath written, which people affect as

some rather splendid monuments to the De la Warr they stand affected either by their fancy or function.

family. It will repay examination , and the key may Lay gentlemen prefer his Titles of Honour,' lawyers

be obtained close by. The walk from Old Shoreham to his . Mare Clausum ,' antiquaries his Spicilegium ad

Broadwater , partly across the fields and partly by a Edmearum ,' clergymen like best his book ` De Djis

country road, is a very pleasant one, and toay be taken Syris,'and worst his ‘ Hystory of Tythes. ” On the

by those who do not wish to visit Worthing. It leads west side of the neighbouring parish ofWest Ferring

past Sompting, a thoroughly rural little village, with is another of the earth -worksmentioned above. It is

iwo or three old houses, and a church that should not of an irregular form , and defended on three sides by a

be passed by without regard ; its tower is one of the

oldest in the country. Some years ago Mr. Rick

man contributed a paper to the Society of Anti

quaries, on the churches, &c. now existing that are

known to belong to a period prior to the year 1000,

which is published in their « Archæologia,' vol. xxiv.

He has only been able, after prolonged and careful

inquiry, to name twenty of which any portion can be

fixed on as certainly before that date , and these are

scattered over thirteen counties. Sompting is one of

them , and it may be worth while to quote his account

of it, as it is brief, though somewhat dry, as , addressed

to professed antiquaries,wemight expect. After stating

that the tower istheonly part thatwas erected before

A.D. 1000, and detailing at somelength its construc

tion, he goes on— " The tower is lofty, full one hundred

feet to the pointof the slated spire ; it has four gables,

very pointed, and thence arises the spire. The church

is a cross church with no aisles, except an east aisle to

the transepts ;the north has three round piers and two

arches, and the south one arch only ; thewhole of this

is mixed with very late Norman and very early English,

and appears all before A.D. 1200 , except the wood -work ( The Irua at Little Hainpton .)
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vallation : from this also there is an extensive vier, 1 of the reſectory, which is now used as a barn. Almost

though not so extensive as that from Cissburg. But every trace of its original purpose is gone, and no

wemention it on account of its being the site of a doubt it will be very soon gone altogether. St is built

whimsical folly . A miller, whose mill stood on the of rubble and finis, and has a singularly old appearance .

summit of the hill, contracted so strong an affection We give an engraving of it, as we are not aware that

for the spot, that he resolved not to be separated from it has been engraved before, and it is hardly likely to

it even by death ; and accordingly erected at its south- be again. A few fragments of the walls of the old

west angle a hardsome altar -tomb, and surrounded it edifice remain ; but the greater part of the materials

by a railing ; and under it, as he directed at his death were used for neighbouring buildings. The proprietor

( 1738) , he was laid . It is one of the lesser “ lions" of the of the next farm told us that in making alterations

neighbourhood of Worthing, from which place parties recently in his house and premises, which adjoin the

are , in the season, constantly formed to visit it: most church , he found a great many carved stones, gro

of the hand-posts near the hill direct “ To the Miller's tesque heads, &c. built up in the walls and other parts

Tomb."
of his buildings. There are some noble elms here.

We have now reached the Arun, a beautiful river, abouts, which appear to have originally surrounded the

though its appearance at its mouth is not very pre - priory grounds : the neighbourhood is delightful ; and

possessing. Here, as all along this part of the coast, altogether we may judge that the old monks were well

the shore is flat and shelving. At certain states of the housed and agreeably situated.

iide ships of considerable tonnage can sail up the Arun

as far as Little Hampton , which is nearly a mile from

the sea . There is nothing very interesting in Little

Hampton . It is a compound of a trading town and a

watering -place; and each on a small scale. For its

size, Little Hampton has a good deal of trade. The

church, which is a neat building, is recent, but con

tains some portions of an older edifice . The Arun is

here crossed by a floating bridge, much on the same

plan as those at Portsmouth harbour and Southamp

ton Water ; this, however, is of a somewhat smaller

size , and isworked by two men . If the tourist wishes

to walk beside the river, hemust cross by the ferry, and

proceed along the left bank . The way is a pleasant

one, and he inay turn aside occasionally to look at

some tiny villages and their churches (of which two
( Turtingtou Priory .]

or three are Norman ) that lie very little out of his way.

Or, if he prefer it , he may leave the river awhile and GEORGE PSALMANAZAR .

take some bye-roads a little on the left of the main

road , and he will thus find a delightful ramble to
(Concluded from page 312.)

Arundel . We will follow the river. We must not The residence at Oxford forms an epoch in the life

linger here, or we mightpoint outmany a pleasant bit of Psalmanazar. Walckenaer, in his account of

of landscape and inany of those little things that somc- | him, in the Biographie Universelle,' says " his life

what make amends for the lack of grandeur in ordi- was divided into two portions, which would seem

nary scencry. It must be confessed that for a mile or hardly to belong to the same individual ; " that in the

more after leaving, Little Hampton-say till we come Jast portion " he made himself dear by his piety and

in sight of Arundel - there is not much that is striking bis virtue, and illustrious by his works, alike solid

in our way. Yonder is Climping church,and it would and important.” The ‘Penny Cyclopædia ' states that

be worth 'stepping aside to see, had we not stayed too a moral change cameover him , and that “ he applied

long already . The little one before us is Ford. It is himself intensely to study.” The benevolent Dr.

of the early English period, and looks older than it is, Johnson, the most tolerant of dogmatists, who knew

though some parts of it are anything but recent. This him in the latter part of his life, said he never knew a

pleasing example of a rustic church stands close by man more mild, modest, simple, and excellent. We

ihe Arundel and Portsmouth Canal , which here joins are sorry to be obliged to differ from these respectable

the Arun . A little farther up the canal Yapton authorities, but our readers shall judge whether we

church, which, to those who have any interest in have cause. They are of course aware by this time

ecclesiastical architecture, is perhaps worth a visit. that up to this point he was an arrant impostor, and

It is an unpretending plain structure, with a Norman his account of Formosa a complete though clever

doorway. fiction . This was soon felt, though during his life he

Following the Arun for about three -quarters of a never expressly acknowledged it. He spent about

mile beyond Ford, we arrive at Tortington, whose twelve years at Oxford, supported chiefly by charity.

church, though very small, is very interesting. It In 1712 he became clerk to a regiment of dragoons,

has several Norman arches, and one, that over the under the patronage of a major. In this situation he

entrance door, is a rather rich one. We cannot say of continued for two years, and still passed for a For

Tortington church, as we did of Ford, that it looks mosan, calling himself Sir George, and pretending to

older than it is ; for it has lately had a new coat of bave been knighted by Queen Anne. He then relin

whitewash. Cleanliness isa decent virtue,but it is a quished his post, and,drivento support bimself by his

pity she flaunts her goodness on the walls of old own exertions, first had recourse to fan-painting at

churches . Somewhat farther up the river are the Bristol ; then became religious, learnt Hebrew , trans

remainsof the refectory of Tortington Priory. Tanner, lated the Psalms (which werepublished, dedicatedto

in his · Notitia Monastica' (Sussex),says that there was the Earl of Pembroke, in 1731); and commenced

" at Tortington a priory of five or six regular canons writing for the booksellers, contributing manyarticles

of the order of 'St. Austin, dedicated to St. Mary to the work entitled Universal History,' all of them

Magdalene, and founded by the Lady Hadwisa Corbet, relating to ancient history. This sort of labour he

before King. John's timc.” The only portion of the seems to have pursued with sufficient industry to

priory remaining is that mcntioned above, a small part maintain himself comfortably. His labours, however,
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were merely those of compilations, and the only pro- | saved money, but that he preferred spending it either

ductions of his pen which command any attention are- | in idleness or extravagance. On his road he visited

a real account of Formosa, coinpiled from the best au- his mother, who, he says, persuaded liin to seek his

thorities of the time, and published in the Complete father, at which he was surprised, knowing his father

System of Geography,' in 1747, but without his name; had been recently heard of as being in great poverty,

a volume of essays on scripturalsubjects, and the trans- but attributed the advice to his mother's affection for a

lation of the Psalms alreadymentioned, and these more cousin, though we do not see the reason of the suspi

from the circumstance of their authorship than froin cion, or what difference his going to his father, instead

any characteristics of original thought or of “ intense of Ronie, could make. She, however, succeeds in

study.” Ile at length died in London, in 1753, leaving persuading him , and, passing through Lyon, he finds

what little property he had to his " dear friend ” Sarah his fathersomewhere in Germany. His father was too

Rewalling , together with his MS. confession, which poor to maintain him , and he thought of again return

was published in 1764, under the title of 'Memoirs ing to his mother, but from this his father dissuaded

of * * *
* , commonly known by the nanie of George him , and recommended him to travel, for reasons

Psalmanazar.' which he is not at liberty to mention , and which

In this work he professes great and sincere remorse would certainly not be easy to imagine. He was now

for the fraud he had perpetrated , and undertakes to only sixteen, but it is here he determines to assume

give a true account of himself, but the statement has the character of a Forinosan who had escaped from the

every appearance of a fiction not less gross, and more Jesuits at Avignon. He avows that he knew little or

unpardonable, than the first. Nothing can be more nothing of China or Japan, but thought the plan
vague than his statements . No dates, names, or places “ afforded a vast scope for a fertile fancy to work

are given , though a great affeciation of minute par- upon .” He began , and says, “ I have since had no

ticulars is sustained. Ile pretends that these are sup- sınall cause to wonder how I could excogitate not
pressed out of reverence to his father and mother ; and only such an alphabet and names of letters, but like

yet he does not describe them , and particularly his wise many other particulars equally difficult, such as a

father, as very estimable persons. Hesays they were considerable piece of a new language and grammar, a

of decayed but noble families in the south of France, new division of the year into twenty months (this should

but had separated , and he was brought up by his be ten - in this slip,he is followed by Chalmers* ), a new

mother, a zealous Catholic. He received liis early religion, &c. , and all out ofmyown head , in order to stuff

instruction from twoFranciscans in a free-school, where them into that most abominable romance which ! pub

he quickly learned Latin so well as to be shown off lished soon after iny coming into England, and which oc

as the crack scholar. His teacher being appointed casioned such a variety of opinions concerning it.” He

guardian of a convent in an archiepiscopal city, also exercised himself in writing this new language.

twenty - four miles off, and in which was also a college of He altered his Avignon pass, or rather forged a new
Jesuits, he accompanies hiin , studies, and makes won one for the old seal , to suit his new character, and

derful progress. He then returns to his native city to set out again for Rome. Being reduced to great

study philosophy under a Dominican, who is attended distress, he attempted to enlist at Licge, voluntarily,

by students from a university “ about sixty miles off.” but the officer look him to Aix -la-Chapelle, where, at

The Dominican takes a liking to him , and wishes him a coffee -house, he aitended customers as a waiter; sent

to enter the order, which he says he would have done as a messenger to liis master, who was from home, he

but for his mother, being then not more than thirteen runs away, and reaches Bonn, where he again enlists,

or fourtcen years of age. She consents, however, to still passing as a Japanese, but is discharged as under

liis being sent to study theology at “ the next uni- size. He,lowever,succeeds in re-enlisting at Cologne,

versity,” in a city, " which was a noble , great onc, full and is sent to Suys, as has been already related. Of

of nobility and gentry, of corches, and all kinds of his pretended conversion the account is droll, whether

grandeur, all which did greatly affect me, who had truc or false . Under his assumed character, and in

never seen so much by far of the beau monde, neither his peculiar situation , he was at liberty to urge objec

in my native city nor in the archiepiscopalone." Here tions to the various disputants, of a novel character,

he found himself associated with much older students and for which they were imprepared. Of Innes he

than he had been accustomed 10 ,and as he had hitherto gives a very indifferent character, saying he was “ a

always been at the head of his class, his vanity was man of no small ambition, though lie was far from

Founded at finding himself placed below ihem . having any of the generous disposition which is mostly

This is his excuse for passing a year in idleness, known to accompany it;" but acknowledges that,while

neglecting the lectures of the professors, and wan- being converted ," heseldom failed at our parting to

dering about the country with youthful companions clap a small picce of Dutch silver into my hand." He

of both sexes, forgetting ihat he had just before stated adds that Innes published a work, ' A Modest Inquiry

that a similar situation in the archiepiscopal city had after Moral Virtue,' for which he got a good. living

induced him tomakeextraordinary efforts, and secured from the Bishop of London , but which he was

bim a success which be considered injurious as " obliged publicly to disown and disclaim by the real

fostering his vanity. He left the university for author.”

Avignon, in the vicinity of which he procured On his arrival in London , he states , he was conti

a situation as .tutor, then a second, then a third , nually urged to write the account of Formosa , and

and in this his mistress became cnamoured of him , but that it was done in two months, “ so that it is no

being impenetrable to all her advances, he was dis
missed, in extreme poverty, and had recourse to * In his chapter on the Religion of the Formosans, had

begging. He pretended io be a young Irishman said, “ The second part of the Jarhabadiond begins with God's

driven from his country on account of having become commands to Psalmanazar ( the lawgiver of Formosa ), saying,

a convert to Roman Catholicism , and in thatcharacter Thou shalt cause the people to divide the year into ten montbis,

procured a pass from the superior of a convent as a calling them by the names of the ten stars. ... Every month

pilgrim to Rome. He then stole a pilgrim'scloak shall have fourweeks,and five of thesemonths shall have thirty

and staff from the chapel of a saint, to whom they had other five shall have only thirty-six days. Every week shall
seven days, virn, the first, third, fiftli, seventh , and ninth , the

been devoted, in mid-day and in the presence of several have nine days, but in the mouths which have thirty -seveu days,

persons, and set out on his travels, begging so suc- the last week'shall have ten days, and the tenth day shall be a

cessfully in fluent Latin, that he might easily have day of fasting. "
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wonder that the thing came out so crude, imperfect, seventieth ), a sedentary life, and close study, might

and absurd ; and more so would it have been, had not otherwise have probably brought upon me: and it is

the person who Englished it from my Latin assisted to this smalldose, which I take every nightin a pint

me to correct manymore improbabilities which I had of very small punch, as soon as I leave off writing,

not had time to discover ; but he likewise was hurried that I attribute, next to the blessing of God, that good

on by the booksellers, and had the fewer opportunities share of health Í have hitherto enjoyed .”

of consulting me on that head ." For the first edition If what we have given proves, as we think it does,

he says he was paid ten guineas, and twelve for the that the inan was never sincere, and thatwe yet know

second, which appeared in the same year with the nothing of him beyond his works and his life in

first, with a preface replying to the objections to its England, what a melancholy spectacle is exhibited.

genuineness. With indisputable ability, a vast facility in acquiring

At Oxford he does not seem to have profited much, language, a copious invention, he prostituted them all

butevinced the same character of indolence and vanity to the acquisition of notoriety, when they were suf

which had been displayed before, with the same ten- ficient to ensure fame. It may be a useful lesson to

dency to fraud. “ To make a show , at least,of retriev- guard against the influence of an inordinate vanity, to

ing the time I wasted abroad in the day -tinie in which he himself, indeed, attributes all his calamities,

company, music, &c . , I used to light a candle, and let and which apparently he could never conquer.

it burn the greatest part of the night in my study, to

wake my neighbours believe I was plying iny books ;

and, sleeping in my easy-chair, left the bed often for a The Romans and the Northmen . - Two nations only have left

whole week as I found it.” He pretended this severe permanent impressions of their laws, civil polity, social arrange

application injured his health, and that he had swelled ments, spirit and character, on the civilised communities of

legs, for which he was obliged to leave Oxford for a
modern times — the Romans, and the handful of northern people,

time. During his residence at Oxford he joined one
from the countries beyond the Elbe, who had never submittei

Pattenden, who had inventeda “ sort of Japan "ware, the fifth to thetenth century, under the namesof Saxons,Danes,

to the Roman yoke, who, issuing in small piratical bands, from

in introducing it to the public under the nameof Northinen, plundered,conquered,and settled on every European

“ white Formosan -work ,” but it did not succeed. coast, from the White Sea to Sicily . Under whatever name,

Even to the latest years of his life he continued Goths, Visigoths, Franks, Anglo-Saxons, Danes, or Northmen,

aiming at exciting the public attention by deception. these tribes appear to have been all of one original stock - to

In his posthumous work, which, like the first one, is have been one people in the spirit of their religion , laws, institu

stuffed with what he would pass for religion, but in tions, manners, and languages, only in different stages of civili

which a temporal aim is always discernible, the account zation, and the same peoplewhom Tacitus describes. But in

he gives of his taking laudanum is so remarkable, that Germany the laws and institutions derived from the Roman

we give it at considerable length, though much abridged power, or formed under it after the Roman empire became Chris

from the original :
tianized, had buried all the original principles of Teutonic

“ It will be likewise necessary for me to give some

arrangements of society as described by I'acitus ; and in France

account of that vast quantity of laudanum I have been the originaland peculiar character, spirit, and social institutions

the name was almost all that remained of Frank derivation. All

known to take for above ihese forty years, and my of the first inundation of this Germanic population had become

motives for so doing, in order to undeceive such per- diluted and merged under the church government of Rome,

sons as may have conceived too favourable an opinion when a second wave of populations from the same Pagan porth

of that dangerous drug from anything they inay have inundated again, in the winth and tenth centuries, the shores of

heard me say, heard at second-hand, or may have Christendom . Wheresoever this people from beyond the pale

observed of the small visible hurt I have received from and influence of the old Roman empire, and of the later church

it, during so long and constant a use of it.” He says empire of Rome, either settled, mingled , or marauded , they

bis pretences -- " easing the gout” (wliich he never had), lave left permanent traces in society of their laws, institutions,

helping study. &c . , were all false— “my motive for character, and spirit. — Laing's Chronicles of the Kings of Norway.

taking it at first and continuing it so long, was no

other than my vanity, and senseless affectation of sin
Pig-killing at Rome.-- As you enter Rome at the Porta del

gularity.” To effect this, he says, “ I own that I Popolo, a little on your right is the great slaughterhouse,with a

frequently took such large doses by way of ostentation fine stream of water runningthrough it. It is probably inferior

as must have proved detrimental, if not quite fatal, to to none in Italy for an extensive plan and for judicious arrange

any man that had had a less strong and happy consti- ments. Here some seven or eighit hundred pigs are killed on

tution than I was blessed with :” after many years ' every Friday during the winter season . Nothing can exceed the

use, he began to feel the inconvenience, and “ thought dexterity with which they are despatched. About thirty of these

it high time to lessen the usual dose, which was then large and fat black pigs are driven into a commodious pen , fol.

about ten or twelve tea -spoonfuls, morning and night, lowed by three or four men , each with a sharp skewer in his

and very often more ; ” in six months' time he had hand, bent at one end,in order that it may be used with adran

reduced himself to half an ounce a day, “ somewhat vastly in mind of assassins,makea rush at the hogs,each seiz
On entering the pen these performers, who put you

weaker than the cominon Sydenham ,” though he stilling one by the leg , amid a general yell of horroron the part of

affected to take the same quantity, mixing it with some the victims. Whilst the hog and the man are struggling on the

other bitter tincture: the decrease brought on lassi- ground, the latter with the rapidity ofthought puslies his skewer

tude and other inconveniences . But when “ Divine betwixt the fore leg and the body, quite into the heart, and then

Providence was pleased to bless me with a contrary gives it a turn or two. The pig can rise no more, but screanis

turn of mind, and to make me detest and abhor my for a minute or so, and then expires. This process is continued

former follies, and this among the rest, to such a till they are all despatched, the brutes sometimes rolling over the

degree as to resolve,byhis assistance, upon a thorough butchers, and sometimes the butchers orer the brutes, with a

change,” he was enabled to discontinue it altogether, yelling enough to stun oue's ears. In the mean time, thescreams

and abstained for some weeks “ without taking one

become fainter and fainter, and then all is silence on the death

drop." Butinthe winter, he says, hewas forced to into it, and it proceeds through the street, leaving oneor more

of the last pig. A cart is in attendance ; the carcasses are liſted

resume it in smaller doses , and of this he says—“ I dead hogs at the doors of the different pork -shops. No blood

have reason to think that that small quantity, though appears outwardly,nor is the internal hemorrhage prejudicial to

scarce equivalent to twelve drops of Sydenham's, hath themeat, for Romecannot be surpassed in the flavour of her

been of some service to me to prevent that decay of bacon or in the soundness of her hams. Essays on Natural

spirits which old age ( being now drawing near 'my | History, by Charles Waterton .
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(Interior of the Chapel Royal, St. James's.)

THE CHAPEL ROYAL, ST. JAMES'S, AND
Chapel Royal, St. James's,has since become compara

ST. JAMES'S PALACE.
tively rare. The Chapel Royal was enlarged in 1836,

by Sir Robert Smirke, and the ceiling has been repaired

The Chapel Royal isproperly a private chapel belong- several times.

ing to St. James's Palace, ofwhich it forms a part, and St. James's Palace was built by Henry VIII . on

is in strictness designed for the use of the Royal Family the site of the Hospital of St. James, which was

and household, though others are admitted to its sacred founded for “ fourteen sisters,maidens, that are leprous,

services by favour or fees. It is situated between the living chastely and honestly in divine service.” In

two northern gateways, forming a part of the range of 1532 Henry purchased the ground and buildings of

buildings which separates the eastern quadrangle from the hospital, turned out the sisterhood, allowing them

the larger area to the west. The chapel is small, and pensions, pulled down the hospital, and built the

somewhat plain in its style of decoration, except the palace. The plan is said to have been furnished by

ceiling, which is wrought in plaster panels, and is Holbein, and the erection to have been superintended

supported by a frame-work of wooden ribs, not rest- by Cromwell, Earl of Essex. It was called St. James's

ing upon the walls, but suspended from the roof. The Manor-House, and was then quite in the country. A

panels are decorated with heraldic paintings, having good deal of the originalmanor-house remains, both

Tudor ornaments in the centres, the arms emblazoned internal and external. The gateway-tower, or gate

in their appropriate colours, andthe subjects gilt and house, facing the bottom of St. James's-street, with its

shaded with brown. The mouldings of the ribs are four octagon towers at the corners, each with a low

painted green , with a running ornament of gold. The arched door, and windows little larger than loop -holes,

general effect is exceedingly rich. The services of remains unaltered except in the renewal of the win

the Chapel Royal are similar to those of cathedrals, dows over the gateway. ‘ Other towers and portions of

and the establishment consists of a dean, priests in exterior wall are to be seen in connection with portions

ordinary, chaplains, gentlemen of the Chapel Royal, which have been rebuilt in the original style, and

organists, choristers, andother officers. The present additions in otherstyles not at all in accordance with

chapel was fitted up by Charles I. , but, judging from that of the old building. The whole of the buildings

the style of decoration of the ceiling ,there is no doubt are of brick, with little regularity of plan that can be

that the room was originally furnished by Henry VIII. traced at present. The style of the original structure

without any reference to sacred uses. Charles I. is castellated, with battlements on all the towers, para

attended divine service in it on the morning of his pets, and walls; but having been built when civil dis

execution, and afterwards “ walked through the park turbances had long ceased, they had never much

guarded by a regiment of foot to Whitehall.” It has strength.

continued from that timeto be the place of worship for St. James's Palace continued to be a royal residence

the royal family when in London ; but a private chapel of rather private character till the burning of White

has for some time been established in Buckingham hall in 1698, when it became not only a royal mansion,

Palace, and the attendance of Queen Victoria at the but the chief place for holding levees and drawing

No.795 . Vol. XIII.—2 T
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rooms.
It was the favourite place of residence of his orders; but the gold is left to individual specula

Charles I., and he made several additions to thc build- tion . The arrangements in respect to gold are curious.

ings. Anne, George I.,and George II . resided almost Every free man in Russia, except persons in the

constantly at St. James's. Buckingham House was employ of the government, is allowed to search the

the town residence of George III., but levees and sands for gold , and to make or mar his fortunes ac

drawing-rooms were held at St. James's, as they still cording to his degree of success. As soon as any one

continue to be. There is indeed no exterior show of has investigated the district where he purposes to make

the splendour which, on occasions of state ceremony, is the search , and has satisfied himself ihat appearances

displayed within its walls. The soldiers who stand are favourable ( from finding perhaps a few graius of

sentinel in the courts and at the entrances are almost the precious metal) , he is obliged to announce the dis

the only indications of there being anything royal covery to the nearest public functionary. The next

about the place. No strangerwould ever suppose that step is to make application tothe director of the near

these brick buildings, without any architectural pre- est inining department belonging to the crown,for
tension except the old gate -house with its towers, was leave to begin his undertaking. An officer of the

the far-famed “Court of St. James's,” whose influence mines is upon this sent to measure out the ground ,

and power have been acknowledged in every part of which is limited by law to five square versts (a verst

the civilized world . As a record of that court, and as is about two-thirds of an English mile). This spot is

connected with many an interesting historical fact, assigned to the person in question for as long a time

we should be sorry to see the old gateway-tower as bechooses to occupy it ; during which period he is

pulled down , whatever may become of the rest of practically the proprietor, and pays no rent to the

the buildings, when, at some future period, the glo- government.

ries of that court may possibly have been transferred When all the arrangements are made, the speculator

to some more favoured palace. proceeds to erect huts for the workmen, and the ma

The state-apartments, though few , are magnificent. chines for washing the sand which is supposed to con

They look towards St. James's Park, with the garden tain gold . The only condition annexed is, thatwhai

intervening. They are entered by a passage and stair- ever gold he finds, must be immediately conveyed,

case of great simplicity, which lead to a gallery after the scason of work is over ( the beginning of

furnished as an armoury . A small chamber, or ante- October), to a government dépôt at the town of

room , hung with fine specimens of tapestry, conducts Barnaoul, in Western Siberia, between Tobolsk and

to the three principal state -apartments. The last of Irkoutsk . Here certain arrangeinents, which #c

these three apartinents is the Presence Chamber, in shall describe farther on , are carried into effect;

which the compartments over the arch of the chimney having for their object the assumption of a certain

piece are ornamented with Tudor badges and the ini- degree of government control over the final disposal

iials H. A. (Henry -Anne ) united by a knot,whence it of the gold. The workmen whom the speculator em

is inferred that this room is a part of the original ploys are chiefly persons who have been banished from

Manor-House, which was built by Henry when Anne Russia, and who receive from the police a stamped

Boleyn was his queen. These three state-rooms are permission to reside on the spot for the term of one

furnished in a style of the utmost richness and splen- year; the permission being renewable at the end of

dour. Plate-glass mirrors, ihat period. As the number of speculators is yearly

« in which he of Gath , on the increase, the price paid for labour has risen

Goliath, might have seen his giant bulk ,
considerably within the last few years. The workman

Wlule without stooping, towering crest and all ;"
receives in hard money about eighteen roubles a moulli,

(a rouble is worth about three shillings and three

chandeliers, lustres, and candelabras of the most gor- pence English ); in addition to which he is lodged,fed,

geous workmanship ; hangings of crimson velvet ; and provided with tobacco and brandy, which are in

ottomans, sofas, and stools covered with the same fact luxuries to him . Some of the establishments are

rich material and trimmed with gold lace ; window- two or three hundred miles from any large town, and

curtainsof crimson satin ; gilt cornices and mouldings; far from anyhigh road, so that flour,meat,fish, and

marble slabs and ornamented chimney,pieces-pre- other necessariesmust be conveyed on horseback ;
the

sent, when blazing with lights and crowded with the actual cost of each labourer to ihe employer is, there

beauties of England in their most superb attire and fore, very high indeed, and could not besupported with

sparkling with gems, a scene of splendour which ima- out the expectation of large profits.
gination would vainly endeavour to picture. The throne The gold is not found in a inine or combined with

in the Presence Chainber is maguficent. There are masses of rock ; the sand of a particular district is

two or three other apartments belonging to this suite, collected , and bycareful washingit is found to yicha

which are very superbly furnished , and are also used grains and smallfragments ofgold, which are separated

on occasions of state ceremony. from the sand . This auriferous sand is found in many

parts of Siberia. For instance, the government of

THE PRECIOUS METALS IN RUSSIA.
Omsk, which was not previously known for its mineral

riches, yielded in 1840 three hundred pounds of the

Russia is every year becoming more remarkable for precious metal. This was found on the steppes, or

the quantity of the preciousmetals found in the eastern plains, which are inhabited rather by the Kirghis

parts of the empire. Whether the day will ever | Tartars than by the Siberians orRussians. When a

arrive that it willsupersede South America in these speculator thinks that any particular spot on these

respects,thefuturemust show ; but there are already plains will yield gold , he híres it from the Kirglis ata

districts inSiberiain which a considerable degree offixedyearly rent ; and whenever be discontinues bois

prosperity is manifested, by the busy commercial operations, the land reverts to the owner, who tinds it

arrangements to which these mineralriches giverise. ina more cultivable state from being cleared offllie

We will shortly sketch the outlines of the mining sys- sand.

tem adopted, from the information obtained by Mír. When a speculator has accumulated a sufficient

Cottrell,oneofthe most recent English travellers in quantity of gold from liis sand -washings, or when the

Siberia . season for operation is over, the intervention of the

Most of the silver found in the Russian dominions government takes placein the following manner:

in the emperor's privateproperty, and is worked under . Each proprietorbringshisgold in bagsto Barnaoul ;
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the dust, the small pieces, and sometimes masses weigh About twelve years ago a Russian gentleman, M.

ing several pounds, being mixed up indiscriminately Astaschef, retired from the service of the government,

in the bags.' These are weighed in the presence of the having been employed in the office of the finance

proprietor and the chief of the establishment, and the minister. He wished to become a gold speculator;

quantity registered. Then the gold is melted down but as he could not do so while in the employ of go

into ingots. It is put into large cast-iron pots, pre- vernment, he resigned his situation . Before the year

viously brouglit to a red heat, and the pots with their 1829 very little gold had been found to the east of the

contents are exposed to the heat of a furnace for forty Ural Mountains; but in that year a merchant at

minutes,by which the gold is brought to a liquid state. Tomsk , named Popof, who was already possessed of a

The liquid gold is poured into quadrangular iron re very considerable fortune, heard accidentally that a

cipients, or ingot-moulds, which contain one pud or deserter , concealed in the woods a hundred miles cast

puod, if there is this quantity of gold belonging to one of the town, had found gold in the sands. Popof

person (a pud is equal toforty Russian pounds, or found means, first, to discover the spot, and then to

about thirty-six English avoirdupois pounds). The obtain a grant of it from the government. At first he

ingot is weighed, to see what it has lost by passing wasnot very successful, the produce being only about

through the fire ; and then the gold is assayed and its half a colotnik to a hundred puds of sand washed (one

lalue fixed according to the carat. The average loss part of gold in four hundred thousand parts of sand ) .

in tlie melling is one and a half per cent. ; but it is oc- He then changed the theatre of his speculation, and

casionally as much as two or three per cent. removed his establishment more than a thousand miles

As in most despotic countries, where the officers of northward of Tobolsk ; here he found gold, but not in

the government are responsible only to the emperor, great quantities ; and as the soil there is constantly

a system of fees and presents is extensively carried on . frozen, the expense was very great, independent of

The chief of the establishment at Barnaoul is said to the difficulties attendant on the scarcity of* 'vorkmen ,

enrich himself rapidly ; for as it depends greatly on houses, and provisions. After having spent in all

him to fix the value of the gold , the proprietor deems sixty-three thousand roubles, and searched in no ſewer

it to be his interest to keep on good terms with this than three hundred different spots, he returned to

oficial. Mr. Cotirell remarks— “Wehave seen the the place first selected , and succeeded in obtaining a

greatest court paid to individuals on whose report so better return for his labours.

much depends. It is said that there are persons much This merchant lent forty thousand roubles to M.

higher in authority than even he is, who have their Astaschef, to commence his speculations. A third

share ofthese largesses ; and if system is so cor- person , who had spent two hundred thousand roubles

rupt throughout, the revenue must lose considerably; fruitlessly in search of gold, at length found a small

It stands to reason that large sums cannot be expended river on whose banks gold was mixed with the sands ;

every year in presents to governors and others, unless and he and M. Astaschef agreed to divide it between

the gold is rated higher than its real worth ; for other them , each taking one bank. The speculation turned

wise there would be no object to gain, and it (the pre - out well , the proportion of gold to sand being twice as

sent to the chief ) would be all dead loss. But where much as that which Popof haul procured. After this

no one is allowed to get rid of his gold but through they formed a Company, together with several of the

this channel, the temptation to fraud is great, and first personages at St. Petersburg ; the management

sinuggling even goes on at Barnaoul. Gold is fre- resting with Astaschef and Riazanof, while the others

quently bought, for something under the price the provided influence and additional capital. Many of

government allow's, by other proprietors who have a these persons, however, were of the class to whom this

quantity to send to head-quariers. The smaller pro- kind of speculation was forbidden ; and on a hint from

prietors save by thismeans the expense of carriage the emperor they sold their shares in the Company to

and presents to the different officers, and so it comes M. Astaschef.

to pretty much the same to them ; perhaps, too, they In 1841 M. Astaschef was reputed a millionaire.

have never had legal permission to search for it. Be- The place where this fortunate spot was found is in

fore this can be done,application must be madeto the government of Yenisseik,near the riversTouba

government for a grant of the land on which it is pro- and Kan. He was also one of the owners of another

posed to work , and this is attended with some little ex establishinent on the frontiers of the two governments of

pense,which heescapes by disposing of the gold surrep. Irkoutsk and Yenisseik . M. Astaschef told Mr. Cota

titiously to those who have authority to search for it. trell that this second establishment yielded sixty-nine

When the weighing, the melting, the assaying, and puds of gold in 1840. " The immense quantity of

the registering are completed at Barnaoul,thegovern- sand,” says Mr. Cottrell, " which must have been

ment takes upon itself the expense of conveying the washed to produce this golden result is something

gold to St. Petersburg, whither it is sent three times almost incredible; and what is more, there is no

in the year, and lodged in the royal mint. It is then assignable limit to the riches of this individual, who is

coined, and the government receivesout of it a tax of under fifty years of age ; for there is every probability

fifteen per cent. for the cost of transport and carriage. that not only the sands where they now are at work

The remainder is paid back to the proprietor, who will not be exhausted for fifteen or twenty years, but

generally finds that the presents which he has had to that many other spots in the neighbourhood may be

make, together with the tax, amount to about one equally full of treasure.”

fourth of the registered value of the gold . When the gold has been coined at St. Petersburg,

The enterprise of a gold speculatoris a very uncer- and thefiscal deductions made,the proprietor has the

tain one. If it is fairly successful. the expense of option of receiving theremainder either incoinorin

Working is about one -fourth the full value of the gold ; assignats. So critical is this gold -seeking occupation ,

and this, added to the fourth just spoken of, leaves to that even M. Astaschef, highly successful as hehas

him one-half clear profit. But it is not unfrequentto ultimately been, narrowly escaped failure at the out

find a speculator wholly unsuccessful in his search,the set; forof the forty thousand roubleswhich he bor

sand not containing enough gold to pay thecurrent rowed to commence operations, thirty-five thousand

cxpenses ; in which case the individual is often brought were expended before he met with any success.

at once to poverty. Mr. Cottrell gives details of a few The silver -mining systein we must notice in another

examples to illustrate the uncertain nature of thespecu- article.

latiori, which wemay give here in a condensed form. [ To be continued .?
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Fig. 2.- Chimpanzee, Fig. 1. - Man. Fig. 3.- Orang -utan.

( Skeletons of Man and Monkeys.]

LOCOMOTION OF ANIMALS. - No. VIII. of the three skeletons. Upon closer inspection, how

ever, we shall perceive that some bones are common to

Having given an outline of themechanism by which the three : some have additional bones, such as an extra

the human race perform their movements from place pair of ribs ; other bones, again, are common between

to place by means of their locomotive organs, and Figs. 1 and 2, 1 and 3, and 2 and 3. On comparing

having also detailed the leading principles by which heads in Figs. 4, 5, and 6, we observe that the face

these movements are effected, we shall now turn our and jaws are much more extended anteriorly in the

attention to the meansand methods by which the loco- chimpanzee (Fig.5 ) than in man ( Fig. 4), and that they

motion of animals inferior to man in the scale of or are still furtherprolonged in the orang-utan ( Fig. 6 ):

ganization is performed. It will be convenient to take the proportion in each may be obtained by taking in

in succession the lower animals in classes as grouped each case the length of the lines x y. We see also that

by zoologists, and begin with those which are most the forehead is lower and the head flatter in the orang.

nearly allied to man . It is true that by this arrange- and still more so in the chimpanzee. The head of

ment we shall have to pass from bipeds to quadrupeds, each turns by a hinge-joint on a pivot at y ; and in the

and trace our steps back again to bipeds ; but these erect position the distance of xy, is least in man,

objections will not embarrass our subject, as would the greater in the chimpanzee, and greatest in the orang :

grouping together of animals of widely different classes and, as the force necessary to support the head in

whose organs of motion are very dissimilar, although standing erect is proportional to the weight of the

they perform movements which involve some of the parts multiplied by their distance from the axis of

laws common to each . In following the plan already motion in the direction of these lines, it follows

indicated, we arrive at a group of animals which excite that the power to support the head is least in man,

no common degree of interest in the minds of zoolo- and greatest in the orang-utan. Again , we see that

gists, namely, the Quadrumana. If we take a glance the proportions between the length of the arms and

at the solid bony framework, as represented in Figs. legs are different in each ; the arms are longest in pro

1, 2, 3 , we shall at once see , without being acquainted portion to the height in the orang, shorter in the

with anatomy, that the general outline is nearly the chimpanzee, and shortestin man. The legs are longest

same in all the figures, and that there are many parts in man, less in the orang, and least in the chimpan

in common, or having bones of similar figures in each | zee. In the orang we observe that the arms nearly
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Fig. 6. — Skull of Orang -utan. Fig. 4. - Skull of Man . Fig. 5. - Skull of Chimpanzee.

[ Skulls of Man and Monkeys.]

reach the ground in standing ; also that in man the vertical line passing through the joints on which the

spine has three natural curves, but in the other two legs move. The muscles of the legs of the Quadru

there is but one, the consequence ofwhich is, that the inana having far less power than in man , they walk

head is thrown forwards in front of the vertical line z'x, more feebly , and their bent figure gives them the atti

and the heads of both orang and chimpanzee are sup- tude which is assumed during decrepit old age in the

ported in the erect position at a mechanical disad- human race. If we descend further in the scale of

vantage, proportional to the line x y ( Figs. 2 and 3) . species, we find some of the Quadrumana, such as the

But one of thegreatest peculiarities existing between Cercopithecus, furnished with long tails. The tail in

man and the other two animals is in the structure of this order of monkeys may be considered as a fifth

the feet. In man the entire sole of the foot is either in organ of locomotion,and is of essential service in the act

contact with the ground , or,owing to its arched figure, of climbing. The strength of the tail in some species

the weight of the whole body is equally distributed is sufficient to enable the animal to suspend its solid

over it , but in the chimpanzee and orang the sole weight to the limbs of trees, leaving the hands nearly

is much narrower and turns inwards, and the outer free to perform many of the officesnecessary in pro

margin of the foot only presses the ground. curing food, and often to enact performances ac

In man the heel projects a considerable distance be companied with grimaces , for which many of the

hind the axis of motion in the ankle-joint, and acts as monkeys are remarkable. Few of the monkeys below

a powerful lever in raising the weight of the body on the orang-utan walk on the lower extremities alone,

the toes, whereas the bone of the heel is shorter in the but they move on their four arms precisely like qua

chimpanzee, and shortest in the orang ; also, in con- drupeds, as the red howling monkey in Fig. 7. The

sequence of the inward direction of the soles of the

feet in the latter animal, the muscles act on the heel

with less effect than in man ; added to which the muscles

which raise the body on the foot are much smaller and

weaker than in man . But the greatest peculiarity in

the hinder extremities of the chimpanzee and orang

utan is , that the inner toe of the foot is attached in

an oblique manner, so as to move, like a thumb, in a

direction excentric to that of the other toes ; whereby

the foot in these animals answers the doublepurpose

of a foot and a hand . In the performance of the latter

function , the inversion of the sole of the foot, which

obstructs plantigrade movement, tends to perfect the

organ as an instrument of prehension, and adapts it for

climbing trees. Thus we find these animals are en

dowed with four hands ; and hence their generic name

of Quadrumana. The limbs, being thus organized, may Fig. 7. - Red Howling Monkey.

be used either as those of bipeds or of quadrupeds lemurs, perhaps, never attempt to walk erect, and

during progression. When ihe legs only are em- they are less capable of doing so, by their organization ,

ployed in locomotion on the ground, they obey many than the higher orders of Quadrumana. Now , although

of the same laws as those of man, and the reader is the monkeys are denied the erect attitude and power of

referred to the account given of them in the pre- moving as bipeds, like man, still they move with great

ceding numbers on this subject for the general facility as quadrupeds, thus distributing the weight of

principles;but the mechanical structure of the chim- the body on four pillars of support,instead of two ; besides

panzee and orang -utan renders their gait peculiar, which, by means oftheir four hands, they can climb trees

and their power of progression on two legs is in- with a facility and precision which would cause the

ferior to that of man . We observe amongst the higher most agile school-boy to despair of outstripping them

orders of Quadrumana that in walking the long arm even for an instant. The long arms of the gibbons

of the orang is frequently placed on the ground to enable them to pass from tree to tree with wonderful

prevent thetrunk and head of these animals from fall- rapidity, so that if they are inferior to man as bipeds,

ing forwards. This is chiefly owing to the single curve they outstrip him in moving in woods of such density

of the spine having its concavity anteriorly, the effect that impediinents present themselves at almost every

of which is to throwthe shoulders and head forwards, step, and of such a nature astends to obstruct the pro

so that the weight of these organs falls in front of the I gress of the pedestrian. Indeed the conversion of the

anna
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foot into a hand in these animals, instead of being a |shop, for instance ;-he slowly stretches forth liis land ,

sign of degradation, has been asserted by some forcign perhaps without turning his head, and lays it before

naturalists to be no proof of inferiority in a zoological you without a remark . There is no abating his price;

point of view ; and in support ofthis opinion it is said if you declare an article to be dear, he calmly replaces

that in certain districts (as the Landes of Aquitaine) it in silence. I never witnessed such sullenness, such

the peasants, who obtain their livelihood by collect- apathy as in these Moorish salesmen . The Jews, on

ing the resin of the pinus maritimna, and who are the contrary, display all the eagerness to sell that cha

termed resiniers, acquire a power of opposing the racterizes their race ; and a few of the Moorswhose

great toe to the others like a hinder thumb; but on goods are spread on the ground in the centre of the

this subject Professor Owen remarks, that “supposing market, losing the dignity which the shelter of a stall

the extent of the motion of the great toe to be suffi- seems to confer, catch a little of the same spirit.

ciently increased by constant habits of climbing, or in Most of the shops in the inarket- place are similar to

connection with a congenital defect of the upper ex- that just described ; others are occupied by orang

treinities , still it does not appear that the os calcis ( that merchants, butchers, venders of wicker-ware, and straw

is, the bone of the hcel), orother bones of the foot, have hats. Sorne arc rich in haiks and turbooshes, silks,

lost any of the proportions which so unerringly distin- sashes,and gay handkerchiefs from Fcz, with linen and

guish man from the ape.” Indeed, whether we turn cloths in variety; others are hung round with Moorishi

our attention to the figure of the head , the length slippers, yellow and red, and shoes of European shape,

of the arms and legs, the structure and figure of of every colour. The yellow slippers are always worn loy

the spine, or more especially to the conforination men, the red by women - the converse, I believe, is the

of the foot or hand in man , compared with those fashion in Turkey,—and both sexes wear them on their

organs in the Quadrumana, we see differences which bare feet in the same slip -shod manner.
at once (at least in the eye of the zoologist) dis Near the market is a small bazaar - a court sur

tinguish man from the lighest of the lower animals ; rounded by stalls of drapers and haberdashers. In

and, if these characters are prominent in the fraine- some of the neighbouring streets are the work-shops

work, still more conspicuous are the mental qualities of carpenters, who use their tools with tolerable ski

which elevate and distinguish man far above all other of blacksmiths and weavers of haiks, who carry on

beings inhabiting this carthi . their operations much on the same principles as in

Europe. But what seems to indicate the nearest ap

proach to civilization is a café,for such there is inREMINISCENCES OF TANGIER IN 1836 .
Tangier. Be not misled , rcader, by the name. If your

( Continued from page 315.)
imagination recur to the Palais Royal, and picture

The market is surrounded by shops, orratheropen pier glasses, gilt columnsand cornices,and smartdam
a saloon, magnificently adorned with chandeliers,

stalls,just large enough to contain the seller and his seltoreceive thecompliments of the customers, you

goods. A description of one will serve as a specimen would be disappointedonvisiting the reality. Pushing

of the majority.
aside the net-work at the entrance, and passing the

On a foorraised three feet from the ground sits, cane-lattice screen just within, which conceals the in

like a tailor on his board, the tawnyMoorish salesman, terior from thevulgar gaze, you enter a small, low

his head covered with a red skull-cap, and his body room , with no other furniture than a mat spread on

with a coarse jelab. On the same floor, and ranged the bare earth ,andanother ranged against the wild

around him ,are baskets containing rice andcooscosoo, a wallto the heightof three orfour feet forthe conveni

white grain as small as millet,* raisins and almonds, nuts,

and walnuts, datesof various kinds, with small tubs of sippingtheircoffee with becoming gravity, and listen
ence of the visitors, who may be seen squatting around,

butter (a white mess which you might take for po- ing, itmay be, to therecital of some tale by one ofthe

matum or hog's lardon the point of melting ),softsoap | party. The kitchen youmay observe in one corner of

almost liquified by the intense heat,saltof the coarsest the apartment— the fire in a small

,square,portable,quality. Ducks, fowls, and pigeonsare lying on the earthen stove, before which sits a half-naked anal

,edge ofthe board,on either side of the bare greasy leg coaxing the coffee to boil.

which isprotruded from between the baskets,and is cups stand on theground, and a numberofring-shaped
A coffee-pot and a few

sometimes hideously swollen and ulcerated. Hanging loaves are hanging ona peg in the wall. Such is a

around the dark wooden walls are bundles of large café in Barbary.

matches, crockery from Fez, rudely turned and more

rudely painted, with somethinginthe shapeof Bo- streets adjoining, for in the other parts of the town
The shops are confined to the market-place and the

lognasausages, but into thecomposition of which you nothing is to be seen but low whitewashed walls and

may be sure no pork has entered .

Notwithstanding the variety of its contents, the shop ded with iron nails, and furnished with knockers
wooden doors. These are thick and heavy, often stud

is sosmall thatevery article is withinreach of the Theyopen into courts shaded by fig - trees, and Site

salesmanas hesitsin the midst. Heappears generally rounded

by the apartmentsof the family,all on thelost incontemplation of the pair of scales before him , ground-floor,for rarely is there an upper story. The

but fromtime to time he turns over the softsoapwith roofs are always flat terraces,whitewashed as in Cadiz,

a wooden ladle, raising ithigh in the air and letting andone might with little difficulty, by means of these

the seedy,glutinous mass descend inJong fibrous roofsandtheir connecting walls, travel from one end

flakes ;or he pats and stirs up the butter, or scares of thetownto the other; but such a journey wouldon

away with a palm -leaf fan the myriads of flies which other accounts be far from safe, for the house-tops

swarm round his goods. He evinces no desire for are sacred tothe fairsex,and no male can ascend them

custom , but sits in profound silence, with true without the risk of being fired atbythe first Moslem

Mohammedan dignity, never seeking to attract the who perceives him . It is difficult to gainadmittance
attentionof the passers-by. If they come and buy- to the houses of the Moors, but those of the Jews, in

good ; “ Allah ismost great:" --if not - why,good also ; every respect similar, are easilyaccessible.

“ it is the will of Allah !" Stop and inquire his prices Cleanliness and comfort are unknown in Tangier

,-he inutters a careless reply . Express a wish to

examine some article,suspended at the back of his except in the housesof the consuls,which from their

situation on the highest part of the town escape somne
* It is the heart of the vbeat, extracted by bruising. of the horrible eflluvia that pervade the lower streeis.
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They are built in the European, or rather Andalucian | These figures being wrapt from head to foot in white

style
, several stories high, with courts in the centre. haiks,and seen in thedubious light of the lanterns,

In the vestibule at the entrance, on a stone bench looked unearthly enough ; and with the flashing and re

spread with coloured matting, which also covers the port of their muskets, the diabolical music, the yells, and

wall above to the height of three or four feet, sits the mad, frenzied gestures, they seemed to be representing

Moorish porter, who is generally a soldier, and has his a dance of demons. It was the usual procession of a

long musket hung overhead ready for any emergency. Moorish marriage ; the bridegroom was walking in the

I have said that the filth of Tangier is execrable. In midst of the lantern -bearers, and the peaked mass

a walk through the streets every description of animal upon the mulc's back was a wicker cage containing the

and vegetable matter in a state of decomposition meets bride, who, amid sounds ominous of connubial discord,

the eye, myriads of flies rise before you at every step, was being conveyed to the abode of her husband. It

and the combination of disgusting effluvia drawn forth was long, however, before she reached it, for the pro

by an almost tropical sun is not to be conceived by one cession seemed to perambulate the whole town, as the

who has not experienced it . The odours of Lisbon are screeching of the instruments grated on my ear for the

sweet in comparison. The filth is not to be escaped in next hour or two, and , with the oft-repeated shouts of

any part of the town : many muisances also lie without the police, proved as good an anti - soporific as the

the walls, and on the beach observed carcasses of asses
mali culices, ranæque palustres "

and other animals impregnating the air with fetid ex

Lalations. It is surprising that the inhabitants are so which had so often broken my rest within the precincis

licalthy in the midst of so much corruption. The dry of the Alhambra.

ness of the climate seems their chief preservative. The Alcazaba, or fortress which crowns the height to

But epidemics are said to prevail , and that scourge of the north of Tangier, completely bounds the town on

the East, the plague, sometimes visits Tangier ; the that side, its walls stretching down the slope to the

marvel is that it ever quits it. water's edge. It adds to the picturesque appearance

One of the things thatwill most forcibly strike the of the place, rather than to its real strength , for its for

stranger in a Mohammedan country is the cry of the tifications, as far as I could learn , are much neglected,

muddin from the tower or minaret of the mosque, and though they inight resist well enough the culve

which he ascends five times a day at the stated hours, rins and demi-cannon of the olden time, would prove

hoists a white swallow-tailed flag , and then from each of little avail against the mortars and heavy ordnance

of the four corners of the tower, where his body may of modern days. Owing to Moorish jealousy and dis

be seen between the battlements, with a loud and trust of Europeans, the traveller is not allowed to

sinorous voice summons the Faithful to their devo- examine the state of the defences ; but under the guid

tions. This done, he lowers the flag and descends the ance of a soldier, who is responsible for the good be

tower. haviour of his charge, is pernitted to visit the ancient

Neser does this cry sound so strange as at sunset or in palace within the walls of the fortress.

the dusk of the evening when it breaks from aloft upon A steep and winding pathway leads from the town

the deep silence and startles the stranger with its loud up to the walls of the Alcazaba. Before entering the

uncartlily tones. Who that has heard this prayer -call horseshoe gateway, I turned 10 enjoy the magnificent

can ever forget it ? Who, whatever be his creed, has scene. At my feet lay the town, enclosed within long

pot felt his soul elevated, and his devotion quickened lines of wall, and, with its low, flat-roofed buildings,

hy thesolemn sounds ? Impressive as is the Sabbath- resembling anything but human habitations, their

bell of England ; impressive as are the vesper-bells of dazzling whiteness contrasting with the dark foliage in

Spain or Italy breaking the silence of the soft twi- the courts, it bore the appearance of a vast grave.yard

light hour, when the glorious hues of heaven are sink -a city of tombs—the tower of the mosque rising in

ing into the heart, and lighting it up with sentiments the midst. At the foot of the bare slope on which I

of devotion ; far more solemn , far more prayer-stirring, stood, were a few wretched thatched lovels amid a

far more sublime is the cry of the mueddin,“ God is thick grove of gigantic reeds — the Arundo Dunaz ; to

most great! There is no God but God ! Come to the right, without the walls, were seen sunny hills

prayer ! Come to security ! God is most great ! No patehed with orchards and gardens, and sprinkled with

God but God !" white buildings ; to the left lay the bay, whose broad

On thecvening of my arrival in Tangier I had been expanse of glittering bluc was unbroken save by the

listening to these unwonted sounds with deep emotion, two French ships at anchor in the distance. Passing

yhen, presently, harsher cries broke on my ear, spread- over the wavy semicircle of glowing sand-hills which

ing on every side, till the remotest part of the town bounds the bay, theeye rested onthe mighty chain

resounded with them . It was the watchword of the of the Atlas, looming in the south-eastern horizon, and

police , which is thus circulated at short intervals sought relief in its cool grey masses, and snow -capt

throughout the night. peaks, from the dazzling brilliancy of nearer objects.

I was still sitting at the window of the inn , long after The palace of the Basha, or Governor of Tangier, is

sunset, when I heard the report of fire-arms in a neigh- just within the gateway. I heard it was not difficult

bouring street, and immediately there arose a beating to obtain an introduction to his excellency, but not

of drums and harsh whining tones resembling those deeming it worth the present expected on such occa

of a small shrill bagpipe. Other reports followed, the sions, I contented myself with a view of the singular

sounds began to approach,and at last entered the street vestibule, full of columns, which fronts his residence.

in which I was ; and a long train of figures passed Adjoining, is the ancient palace of the Emperors of
beneath my window. It was headed by a dozen Morocco, now in ruins, and presenting little more to

inen on foot, armed with long-barrelled guns, the curiosity of the traveller than a large square court

which they discharged from time to time in the air, surrounded by a horseshoe arcade, and bounded on

staggering about the while as though mad or drunk two sides by narrow chambers, rich in colour, gilding,

Next marched a number of others carrying lanterns, and arabesqne tracery. Though this ruin may interest

by whose light the whole procession was made dimly those who have not seen the Saracenic palaces of Spain ,

visible; then followed a mule bearing a large burden, it can bear no comparison with the glories of Seville

ofwhich in the uncertain light I could distinguish no and Granada.

more than a peaked top ; and the musicians with I left the castle by a gateway in its western wall .

thcir car-distracting instruments brought up the rear. I on the crumbling ramparts were scveral storks' nests,
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composed of boughs and twigs, from which the young woods by the mountains' sides, that you can scarcely believe that

ones were stretching up their long bills to their parents, any insect could possibly send forth such a tone. It gave one

who stood over them arranging their grey and white more the idea of thesound which a bird might utter, such, for

plumage , quite unalarmed by our proximity: they instance, as that of the bell-bird,or the whip-bird, or the laugh

acquire this confidence in man through the respect ing jackass( vernacularly called) met with in New South Wales.

paid them by the Moors, who view them as sacred | Voyages of the Nemesis .

and never molest them ; or rather, do they not ensure

respect by the confidence they first repose in man ?
& Battle between two Hares. - On Easter Sunday, in the af.

They seem to carry about with them everywhere a ternoon, as I was proceeding with my brother-in-law, Mr. Carr,

passport for respectful treatment, which is attended to to look at a wild -duck's vest in an adjacent wood, we saw tro

by the enlightened Prussian and Dutchman,as well as hares fightingwith inconceivable fury on theopen ground, about

by the superstitious Turk, Moor, and Arab . These a hundred and fifty yards distant from us. They stood on tveir

birds do not remain at Tangier throughout the year, hinder legs like two bull-dogs resolutely bent on destructim .

but arrive in the beginning of May, and migrate Having watched them for about a quarter of an hour, we then

southward in the autumn to seek a warmer climate entered the wood, - I observing to Mr. Carr that we should find

than this coast, which is far colder in winter than the them engaged on our return. We stayed in the wood some ten

opposite shores of Europe.
minutes, and on leaving it we saw the hares still in desperate

Descending the slope from the castle, with the battle. They had moved along the hill side, and the grass was

town-walls on the left, and thick groves on the other At last one of the sylvan warriors fell on its side, and never gut
strongly marked with their down for a space of twenty yards.

hand, we reached the western gate of Tangier. On
the slope ofthe hill justabove is the garden of the upon its legs again . Its antagonist then retreated fora yard or

so, stood still for a minute as if in contemplation, and then

Swedish consul , a pretty spot planted with fruit-trees rushed vengefully on the fallen fue. This retreat and advance

and shrubs peculiar to the climate ; and high above was performed many times ; the conqueror striking its prostrate

all a fine specimen of the dragon's-blood iree, the adversary with its fore feet, and clearing of great quantities of

famed palmof Teneriffe, rears its spreading crest of down with them . In the meantime the vanquished hare rolled

fans. An elevated terrace in this garden commands a over and over again , but could not recover the use of its legs,

beautiful view over the town, with its long circuit of although it made several attempts to do so. Its movements pat

turreted wall , its - white house -tops within mingling youin mind ofa drunken man trying to get up from the floor

with the fig-trees ; the towers of the mosques and the after a hard nightin thealehouse. It now lay still on the ground

noble houses of the consuls bristling with flagstaffs, it with the fury of a little demon . Seeing that the fight was
effectually subdued, while the other continued its attacks upuan

and standing out in bright relief from the deep blue of over, we approached the scene of action -- the conqueror hare re

the bay, which contrasts in its turn with the line of hot tiring as we drew near. I took up the fallen combatant just as

sandy coastbeyond , terminating in the low tower itwas breathing its last. Both its sides had been completely

capped headland of Malabat. To the left the view is bared of ſur, and large patches of down had been tom from its

bounded by the Alcazaba, which, with its long lines of back and belly . It was a well-conditioned buck -hare, weigli

battlemented wall and themosque-towers within, frowns ing, I should suppose, from seven to eight pounds. - Haterter's

proudly upon the town at its feet ; while stretching Essays on Natural History.

from behind it far into the middle of the scene, and

bounding the broad Jake-like Straits, are the distant

mountains of Andalucia ,waving away eastward towards
The Sleeping Fish of the River Gambia . — Specimens of tuis

Gibraltar . The rock itself, being only thirty miles fessor Owen,have been sent to England by James Warren Burn

very interesting animal, “ the Lepidosiren annectans" of Pro

distant, is visible in this clear atmosphere, except ter, Esq.,and are now in themuseum of the Bristol Institution.

during an easterly wind, which always shrouds itin a They were accompanied by the following description : This

mist. Such was nowthe case ; but the deep blue extraordinary fish sleeps nine months out of the twelve. It pro

horizon of the Mediterranean was clearly defined pagates in August and September, feels principally on regeta

against the azure sky , and the expanse beneath me was bles until the middle or end of November, then ,according as the

studded with vessels, all hastening to exchange the rains are early or late, while the ground is soft, it makes a hole

sunny waters of the inland sea for the wide waste of about a foot below the surface, into which it enters ; it then

the Atlantic .
doubles itself up, and in this position remains, with the double

Adjoiningthis garden is the Christian burial-ground, part down and the head and tail towardsthe surface, preserving

wherenatives of every country in Europe are united twosmall holes upwards through the ground to admitair. Na

in death ,—the distinctions of nation and creed dissolved, this skin is very complete, and between the fish and the skin
ture forms a skin or soft shell between the fish and the earth ;

they sleep side by side in a common sepulchre. there is a glutinous liquor that keeps the fish moist all the time

The cemetery of the Moors is on the hill above the of itsconfinement, and there it continues until the middle of

garden of the Swedish consul: it has no enclosure, July, when the ground that it inhabits is again inundated and

and the tombs, which are but slightly raised and have it then bursts from its imprisonment.” On the 25th instant a

a small wooden tablet at one end , lie mingled with an box arrived at the Institution, containing two large lumps ofm

underwood of dwarf fan - palms. On the same hill, durated mud, as hard as bricks,containing two of these animals,

more to the south, is the sepulchre of a Moslem saint, presented by the gentleman before named. On making a sec

the patron saint of Tangier, marked by a little white tion of one of these masses for the purpose of exhibiting the

flag streaming from a staff above it. Externally it re- animal in its reposing-place,we were much surprised to tind it

sembles a small house, but my guide would not allow still alive ,but apparently torpid ; it was envelopedina pelicle

me to approach it forfear of insult. Still farther on animal,but entered the mouth, terminating in the mucousmem

or skin as before described, which not only invested the whole

the same ridge are the house and grounds of the Dutch brane, thus leaving apertures for respiration, which at this time

cousul, which command a magnificent view of the is small and distant. It was then placed in tepid water ( 80

town and Straits. Fahr. ), and after a short time a strong expiration of air fouk

[ To be continued .) place, and water was observed to pass through the gill-corers,

İn about fifteen minutes, and by means of some violeat

struggling, it released itself from its earthly tomb and became a

The Trumpet- Beetle of Penang.There is one curiosity in na
free amphibious animal, after a sojouru in a carity scarcely

tural history very common on this island, which I had never
larger than itself, and baked by the heat of a tropical sun nearly

seen elsewhere, namely, the trumpet-beetle. Although notlarge as hard as stone, for more thau nine montlas.

in itself, it has a long trumpet-shaped proboscis, or kind of

feeler, from which it emits so loud and long a sound, among the
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“ Meanwhile th' approach'd the place where Bruin

Was now engag'd to mortal rujn .'

HUDIBRAS.-No. VI .

The third Canto of the first Part contains the continu

ance and final result of the adventure of the Bear

and Fiddle,' and this result is indicated in the intro

duction to the Canto, which , though expressed with

such playful familiarity as to forceus to smile, con

tains a philosophy verified by the experience of ages:

“ Ah me ! what perils do environ

The man that meddles with cold iron !

What plaguy mischiefs and mishaps

Do dog him still with after-claps !

For tho' dame Fortune seem to smile,

Andleer upon him for a while,

She'll after show him, in the nick

Of all his glories, a dog-trick ."

The rabble had recovered from their fright, and

their firstthoughts were given to the recovery of their

Bear, and to revenge themselves on the cause of its

loss. The poor flying animal had been pursued by the

dogs, until

No. 796 .

“ Attack'd by th' enemy i' the rear,

Finding their number grew too great

For him tomake asafe retreat,

Like a bold chieftain facd about;

But wisely doubting to hold out,

Gave way to fortune, and with haste

Fac'd the proud foe, and fled, and fac'd ;

Retiring still , until he found

H' had got th' advantage of the ground ;

And then as valiantly made bead,

To check the foe, and forthwithfled ;

Leaving no art untry'd, nor trick

Of warrior stoutand politick ;

Until, in spite of hot pursuit,

He gain'd a pass, tohold dispute

On better terms, and stop the course

Of the proud foe. With all his force

He bravely charg'd, and for a while

Forc'd their whole body to recoil ;

But still their numbers 80 increas'd

He found himself at length oppress'd,

And all evasions so uncertain ,

To save himself for better fortune ;

VOL . XIII .-2 U
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Thathe resoly'd, rather than yield ,

to the question." Ilow d'yedo, Paddy Blake ! " ecloedTo die with honour in the field ,
“ Pretty well, thank ye : '

And sell his hide and carcass at

A price as high and desperate “ He beat his breast, and tore lsis hair,

As e'er he could . This resolution
For loss of his dear crony Bear :

He forth with put in execution, That Ecl:o, from the hollow ground,

And bravely threw himself aniouz His doleful wailings did resound

The enemy, i' th ' greatest throng. More wistfully, by many tiines,

But what could single valour do, Than in small poets' splay -foot rhimes,

Against 80 numerous a fue ! That make her, in their rueful storiea,

Yet much he did, indeed too much To answer to int'rogatories,

To be believ'd , where th' odels were such ; And most unconscionably depose

But one, against a multitude, Things of which she nothing kuows :

Is more than mortal can make good ; And when she has said all she can say,

For while oue party he opposil 'Tis wrested to the lover's fancy.

His rear was suddenly iuclos d ; Quoth he, () whithier, wicked Bruin,

And no room left him fur retreat Art thou fled to my-Echo, Ruiu?

Or fight against a ſoe so great ; I thought thi ' hadst scorn d to budge a step

For now the mastives, charging home, For fear- ( quoth Echo) Marry guep.

To blows and handy-grips were come : Am not I here to take thy part ?

While manfully himself le bore, Then what has quail'd thy stubborn heart

And setting his right-foot before, Have these bones rattled , and this head

Herais'd linselſ to show how tall So often iu tly quarrel bled ?

His person was above them all.
Nor did I ever wince or grudge it,

This equal slame and envy stirr'd For tlay dear sake. (Quoth she) Mum budget.

I'thi' enemy, that one should beard Think'st thou ' twill not be laid i ' thi ' dish

So many warriors, and so stout, Thou turu'dst thy back ? Quoth Echo, Pish .

As he had done, and stay'd it out, To run from those th ' hadst overcome

Disdaiving to lay down his arms, Thus cowardly ? Quoth Echo, Mum.

Aud yield on honourable termis. But what a vengeance makes thee fly

Euraged thus, some in the rear From me too, as thine enemy ?

Attack'd him , and some ev'ry where, Or if thou hast no thought of me,

Till down he fell ; yet falling fought, Nor what I bave endur'd for thee,

And , being down, still laid about : Yet shame and honour miglit prevail

As Widdringtou in doleful dumps, To keep thee thus from turning tail :

Is said to fight upon his stumps ." For who would grutch to spend bis Llood in

His honour's cause ? Quo:h slie, A pudding."
Trulla and Cerdon were the first who arrived to his

rescue ; Orsin at length meets with his companions, and the

whole resolve, in order to revenge their discomfiture,“ And joining forces, laid about

So fiercely, that th ' amazed rout to go in searchof Hudibras and Ralpho, and to punish

Turu'd tail again , and straight begun them for their interference. In the meantime the hero
As iſ the Devil drove, to rwi. had retired

Meanwhile th ' approach a th ' place where Bruin

“ Unto a neighbouring castle by,
Was 110w eugay'd to mortal ruin :

To rest bis body, and apply
The conquering fue they soon assaild ,

Fit med'cines to cach glorious bruise
First Trúlla stav'd, and Cerdon tailu,

Un ! il the mastives loos'd their hold. ' ' He got iu fight, reds, blacks, and blues;"

The foes of the bear being repelled, the which being done, le takes a sudden resolve, in

spirited by his recent success , to visit his inistress;
“gentle Trulla, into th' ring fur

He wore iu's uose, convey'd a string,
“he d got a burt

With which she march'd before , and led
O the inside, of a deadlier sort,

The warrior to a grassy bed ,
By Cupidmaile, who took his stand

As authors write, in acool shade,
Upon a widow's jointure land."

Which eglautine aud roses made ;

Close by a softly murmuring stream , This widow, who 'occupics a prominent place in

Where lovers us’d to loll and Dreain : the remainder of the poem , is described wiih great

There leaving him to his repose, humour :

Secured from pursuit of foes,

“ She had a thousand jadish tricks,And wanting nothing but a song,

And a well-tuu'd theorbo hung Worse than a mule that flings and kicks ;

Upon a bouglı, toease the pain
'Mong which one cross -graju'd freak she had,

His tugg'd ears suffer'd ; with a strain Ao insolent as strange and mad ;

They both drew up, to march in quest
She could love none but ouly such

As scorud and hated her as much . "Of his great leader, and the rest.

From theElizabeth era to Butler's own time there pursuit,butnow, as he remarks to himself,
The Knight had resolved in despair to abandon the

had been a fashion , imitated from the ancients, among

whom Ovid may be quoted, of writing verses wherein " who knows

Echo is made to give the answer. Shakspere, in his But this brave conquest o'er my ſoes

* Venus and Adonis,' affords an advantagcous specinien May reach her heart, and make that stoop,

As I but now have forc d the troop ?
of its use :

Jf nothing can oppugn love,

u S!ie says, ' 'tis so ; they (the echoes) answer all “ ' tis so ;' And virtue euvious ways can prove,

And would say after hier, if she said no .? What may not lie confide to do

But other authors carried it to a ridiculous excess, That brings both love and virtue too ?

But thou hring'st valour too and wit,
and in the lament of Orsin for his bear, Butler ridicules

Two things that seldom fail to hit.

the abuse by the most laughable exaggeration. He has
Valour 's a mouse-trar, wit a gin,

been the progenitor, probably of the Irish echo, which, Which women oft are taken in.
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Then , Hudibras, why should'st thou fear The knight his sword had only left,

To be, that art, a cunqueror ? With which he Cerdon's head had cleft,

Fortune th ' audacious doib juvare, Or at the least cropp'd off a limb,

But lets the timidous miscarry. But Orsin caine, and rescu'd him .

Then while the honour thou has got He with his lance attack'il the knight

Is spick and spau new, piping hot, Upon his quarters opposite.

Strike her up bravely thou hadst best, But as a bark, that in fuul weather,

And trusi tliy fortune with the rest. " Toss'd by two adverse wiuds together,

Is bruis d and beaten toand fro,

On quitting the postern -door to make the purposed And knows not which to turn him to :

visit, the Knight and Squire discover their foes ap So far'd the knight between two fues,

proaching to attack them . The combat commences, And knew pot which of them t'oppose ;

and after some minor incidents, one of which is the Till Orsin , charging with his lance

fortunale effect of the accidental discharge of his pistol, At Hudibras, by spiteful cbance

the Knight engages in a fierce couflict with Cerdon
Hit Cerdon such a bang, as sluund

and Orsin : And laid him flat upou the ground.

At this the knight began to cheer up,

“ Courageously he fac'd about, And raising up himself ou stirrup,
And drew luis other pistol out;

Cry'd out, Victoria : lie thou there,

And now bad half-way beut the cock, And I shall straight dispatch another,
When Cerdou gave so fiercea shock,

To bear three company in death . "
With sturdy truchem , thwart bis arm ,

That down it fell, and did no harm : And here we shall leave the Knight in his first suc

Then stoutly pressing on with speed , cess for the present, with the following representation

Assay'd to pull him off his steel . of his short-lived triumphi.

:

buala e Alto i

( Conabat of Hudibras with Orsin and Cerd: n . )

The Waier-carrying Girls of Venice. - Another description of In winter the hats are beaver, and in summer straw , and in every

persons of the same class in life as the gondoliers are very con season always decorated with a bunch of flowers. These comely

spicuous and picturesque in Venice, the water-wo men , none of girls never settle here ; they are remarkably well conducted , and

whom are natives of the place. A Venetian woman would not sure as the carrier- pigeon makes for its destination, each one re.

te so unmindful of her dignity as to carry about pails of water turns to ber mountain home, and to the lover for whosc sake she

from the Pozzi, or wells, which are locked and let out on bire. has wandered thence, as soon as a sufficient competence for mar

From the mountains in the neighbourhool of Cenida and Longe ried life bas been acquired. Weare told thatno instance hno

fone, borilering on the Tyrol, young, blythe-looking, active girls occurred of any one of them remaining permanently in Venice,

come to Venice for the like purpose that “ Jamie went to sea, to unless arrested by the cold band of death ; and they invariably go

make his crown a pound ." They enter on the arduous business back uncontaminated by the habits of a city where, it has been

of carrying fresh water from the reservoirs, which occupation said , that

they commence at an early hour of the day ; there never is a Cupids ride the lion ofthe deeps ;

chance of mistaking them for any of the ordinary inhabitants, they escape bience when their ohject is attained, as a bird from a

for besides thestriking elasticity of their movements andani- cage, who joyfully regains freedom , and soars into a congenial

mated air ,they wear a uniform dress, short gown, and petticoats world far from its prison abode, ovly endured and never loved .

of bright colour, a round hat ( such as our Welsh peasantry ex
-Mrs. Ashton Yales's Winter in Italy.

bibit) put on in a peculiarly sinart way over plaits of hair

which protrude luxuriantly beneath it at the back of the head .

2 U 2
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(Amberly Castle.]

RAMBLES FROM RAILWAYS. Stephen for the crown of England,she landed at Little

Hampton , and was received into Arundel Castle and

THE Adur, AruN, AND Wey.-No. IV. hospitably entertained by Adeliza, who does not, how

ARUNDEL, as you look up to it from the river, is one ever, appear to have taken part with her. She had

of the most beautiful towns we know. It is situated been buta short time in the castle, when Stephen sud

on the irregular slope of a high hill, on whose summit denly appeared with a strong force before it, and de

stands the noble castle, half hidden among lofty trees; manded that she should begiven up to him . This

the river meanders along its base, reflecting in its Adeliza resolutely refused, pleading the rites of hospi

translucentwaters an inverted image of the town and tality andkindred, and Stephen generously permitted

castle ; while on either hand stretchbosky acres and Maud to depart unmolested. At the commencement

unshrubbed downs.” As you follow the windings of of the war between Charles I. and the parliament,

the river from Tortington, it is seen to great advan- Arundel Castle was held by the parliamentary forces,

tage; every fresh curve gives you a newand always but gained by an unexpected assault by Lord Hopton

picturesque view of it. There is a lane, too, leading for the king. He did not, however, retain it long: in

from Tortington to Arundel, between whose hedge- lessthan two months it was retaken by Sir William

row elms you obtain some pleasant glimpses of the old Waller. Thefamous Chillingworth was in the castle

town . The rambler will do well to make Arundel his when it was attacked by Waller, and his death is said

head -quarters in a Sussex trip. The neighbourhood to have been causedby the excitement and fatigue of

all around is beautiful, and he will find no lack of the siege, and the ill-treatment he receivedwhen he

pleasant walks, either in the immediate vicinity of the fell into the hands of the parliament soldiers. Some

town or at a short distance from it. Arundel is an say that he was actively engaged during the siege in

ancient town , and there are some old houses about it, constructing machines after the Roman method, and

but not many, and they are not very carefully pre- the vexationarising from their failure greatly hastened

served . Thechurch has some details worth inspec . his death . He was a good logician, and used his logic

tion, but it has been renovated and somewhat mo- to some purpose in theology ; but he left out an im

dernized . It contains some rather remarkable monu- portant consideration in his military elenchus, when

ments to the Earls of Arundel, which will interest the he forgot that the Romans did not employ " villainous

student of our ancient costume. One in particular, to saltpetre " in their sieges. Colonel Gunter, in his

a Countess of Arundel, has attracted much attention Narrative of the Escape of Charles II.,' relates that

on account of its curious head-dress . Charles Sto- Charles passed throughArundel while it was held by

thard, in his beautiful work on Monumental Effigies,' the parliamentary troops. Charles had slept at the

has given etchings of some of these monuments. The house of the Colonel's sister at Hambledon , " and by

castle is admirably situated on an eminence overlooking breake of day," says the Colonel, " putting up two

the town, and commanding wide and beautiful pros- neats' tongues in my pocketts, which I thought we

pects. The park , too, is large, abounding in trees, and might need by the way, we sett out and began our

well stocked with deer andgame. It is greatly varied journey. Wewere no sooner come down to Arundell

insurface, full of pleasant dells and glades, and alto- Hill, as we rode close by the castle, but the governor,

getheritssceneryis of a somewhat unusuallyromantic Captaine Morley, mettus full butt, hunting. The

character. The history of the castle is too long for us Coll., the better to avoid them , presently alighted

to relate here : we can only mention two or three of it being a steep hill we were to go downe - and his

the more prominent circumstances. Alfred the Great company (as was agreed before) did as he did . And

bequeathed the town of Arundel, together with the so happily we escaped them . The king being told

castle, to his nephew Adhelm . In the reign of who it was, replyed merrily, I did not like his

Stephen, the castle was held by Queen Adeliza, relict starched mouchates.' So we came to Howton,where,

of Henry I. When Queen Maud contested with on horseback, we made a stopp at an alehouse for
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some bread and drinke ; and there our neats' tongues which is a sufficient evidence of its importance.

stood in verygood stead, and were heartily eaten .” Richard , Earl of Arundel, gave the tithes of it to his

Arundel Castle was afterwards reduced to ruins ; newly founded college, and these , at the dissolution,

almost the only portion of the old castle that remains were valued at 5l. per annum. It should by all means

is the large round keep that forms so striking a fea- be visited : a mill more picturesque in itself or in its

ture from the neighbouring country. Dallaway, in situation is notlikely to be soon met with . Close under

bis . Rape of Arundel,' says it is Saxon, all Norman a high chalk scarp, that is almost concealed by luxu

keeps being square. It is, or was not long since, used riant trees, and crowned by the ivy-coloured keep, the

as a preserve for some remarkably large and fine owls, old millsnugly nestles. As you gaze on its tall roofs

of some foreign kind, butweforget what. The pre- and projecting gables — its strongly contrasted lights

sent castle,which is a grand building, though notsuch andshadows, and rich warm colouring, and watch the

as it ought to be, was erected by the late Duke of frothy sparkling water starting in lightcrisp foam from

Norfolk . It is large, and contains some handsome thehuge wheel, and , after whirling awhile in widening

One is especially pointed out to notice ; it is eddies, settling into the intensely brown shadow, and

called the Baron's Hall, and is seventy feet long by that again melting imperceptibly into transparency ere

thirty -four feet wide, with an open roof carefully con- it reaches your feet - you long for the cunning hand of

structed from those at Westminster, Eltham, and old Hobbima, or that Hobbima had had such a mill

Crosby halls ; the windows are of stained glass, and to paint. From this spotyou can onlysee a portion

altogether the room is a very handsome one. There of the castle ; a little farther up the river the whole

are a good many antiquarian nicknackeries about the may be seen , at least of the turrets, and it has a noble

castle , for the late duke was a collector of such things appearance stretching for so great a space along the

-it is said he offered a hundred guineas for the “great ridge of the hill . The view you there obtain of the

bed at Ware, " but we know not whether it be true; castle and a corner of the town is quite a contrast, and

there are also some good pictures, and it maybe pro- a lovely one, to that view of Arundel to which we

fitably examined. Dallaway, in the work before re- called attention as we approached the town from Tor

ferred to, gives the history of the Howard family in tington . From this place Arundel is scarcely seen,

connection with the castle at fearful length ; and Tier- and the keep is the most prominent feature of the

ney, in his . History of Arundel,' repeats it with little castle : all about is still, gentle, undisturbed ; at the

more brevity. There is a good deal of interest in it, close of the evening the visitor will feel its quiet,

no doubt, but he must have more patience than we sombre character, and as the landscape becomes lost

possess who can wade through it — when not, like us, in the gloom , and lights begin to appear at one and

unfortunately obliged to do so . anotherof the castle windows, andperhaps are seen

hurrying from one part of the dark building to an

other, his thoughts will revert to feudal times,and his

fancy yield a momentary belief that some rude but

gaudy pageant is even now in preparation.

The river here abounds with fish ; it has long been

famous for its eels and its mullets, the latter of which

are very delicious and much prized. Fuller mentions

them in his • Sussex Worthies; he says, this county

is eminent both for sea and river fish, namely, an

Arundel mullet, a Chichester lobster, a Selsey cockle,

and an Amberley trout.” The scenery along the course
of the river for the next few miles is almost all that

the pedestrian can desire, calm , gently varying, no

where grand, but uncommonly beautiful.

of the Arun has ever been a favourite resort of the

painters : and no wonder. The way under Arundel

hill is of course less tortuous than beside the river, and

hardly less beautiful- indeed we are not sure that it

does not afford more striking views. It is not our

purpose , as we said , to describe the scenery, except by

à few general touches ; and there is no place we need

stop at hereabout. Barpham , which stands on the

right of the Arun, not far from Arundel, will attract

attention ; its church, which is on an elevation, being

(Mill at Arundel.]
a prominentobject from the river, and , with the little

village, rather picturesque. Here, and in the neigh

Just under the castle, on an arm of the Arun, is a bouring parish of North Stoke, are traces of a large

picturesque water-mill called Swanbourne Mill. It military camp. Passing by North and South Stokes,

stands on the site of an ancient feudal mill ; and it we reach Houghton, where the Arun is crossed by a

appears soold that it is not impossible but some part substantial bridge; Houghton itself is a pretty village.

of it may be a relic of feudal times. At any rate, a About half a mile farther is Amberly, a thoroughly

mill here is particularly described in Domesday, and in secluded village, but one that should be visited by all

almost every subsequent record of the baronial ap- who are in its neighbourhood. It contains some con

pendages. All the tenants in the barony were com - siderable portions of an old episcopal castle,which stands

pelled to grind their corn bere. In 1279, when one close by the church. It is built on a sandstone rock,

John de Polingfold erected a windmill at Lyminster, and forms a parallelogram ; the exterior wall on the

nearly two miles distant, the Earl of Arundel directed north side is entire, as are also the east and west ends.

him to remove it ; but he refused, and a jury was in Our view is of the south side, which is not so perfect,

consequence assembled, who ordered it to be demo- but more noticeable as containing the principal en

lished , and amerced De Polingfold in a considerable trance, which is between two small round towers, with

fine for having thus trenched on the rights of his lord. grooves for a portcullis . This side is defended by a

In 1380 the yearly rent of Swanbourne Mill was 25l. , | fosse, which is crossed by a bridge to the main entrance.

Thispart
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The castle does not appear to have been of much | sandy soil to flourish with equalluxuriance. On other

strength ; but there are some arches and cloisters in parts of the coast, especially aboutTetuan, the orange

the interior, which show that the architecture was in groves are said to constitute a terrestrial paradise, more

an elegant style . In one of the apartments, called the intoxicating to the senses than the far -iamed huertus

Queen's room, it is said , “ are the remains of the of Seville and Murcia.

portraits of ten ancient monarchs and their queens, The cooscosoo, of which the Moors are so fond,

with their coats properly blazoned ; and on the ceilings seems the prototype of the Spanish olla. It is served

are the portraits of six warriors carved in wood.” up in a large dish with roasted fowls and eggs boiled

We regret that we did not visit this room when at hard , and would be very agreeable, were it not for a

Amberly a few weeks since , so that we cannot say peculiar sweetness in the flour of which it is composed.

whether these portraits exist now . This castle was The bread of Tangier is porous and good, though in

erected in 1368, by William Rede, bishop of Chichester, ferior to the close-grained biscuily bread of Spain.

as a residence for himself and his successors; but it The butter is not salted, and by no means bad, in spite

was afterwards leased to various parties, till it finally of its lard-like appearance, but I could never relish it,

passed into the possession of Lord Selsca. When the nor anything but fruit; for the remembrance of the

parliamentary soldiers hield possession of Arundel greasy, disgusting limbs of the merchants stretched

Castle, a party of them , under Waller, plundered and amongst their goods, the swarms of flies, the filth of

dismantled Amberly Castle . A sınall portion of the the shops, and the rancid soft-soap mixed with the

old edifice is converted into the residence of a farmer. eatables, gave me a distaste for every meal.

Wherever there is the ruin of an ecclesiastical cdi. The Moors are the most ignorant and superstitious

fice, the neighbouring church is almost always worth of all the tribes that profess thie crred of the Prophet:

looking at ; and Amberly is not an exception. The the literature of their own country is almost unstudied

nave of Amberly church is Norman, the chancel of and unknown by them . Art and science are here but

the early English style ; and there is a Norman arch in their dawn, or, I should rather say, in the last stage

between the nave and chancel richly carved . In the of decay ; for this people, after having received, three

chancel is an enainelled scpulchral plate, in meinory or four centuries since, large infusions of intelligence

of John Wantly, who died in 1424 ; lie is represented and civilization from the most higbly polished race

in a curious surcoat or tabard, on which his arms are of Mohammedans that ever existed the Moresco

worked . It is figured in Siothard's 'Monumental Spaniards- scem now to be taking but ihe first step

Effigies. In situation Amberly is highly picturesque; from the savage to the civilized state of society - seen

the village runs along the rock, on the ridge of which now for the first time to have covered their nakedness

the church and castle are constructed, and though with rude garments for the first time to have erecled

rather a poor place in itself, will catch the attention of buts and congregated within walls.

one observant of such objects. Fuller, as we have Their antipathy to Christians is so great, that were

scen, speaks of " an Amerley trout ” as one of the an European to attempt to penetrate thecountry un

famious things of Sussex ; bui Dallaway will have it attended by a Moorish soldier, he would infallibly be

they are not trout at all , but salmon, which are still murdered or enslaved by the peasantry. Gibraltar and

taken in the Arun here, though not in plenty ; nor, the neighbouring towns are riſe with fearful stories of

according to him , are they very fine. Amberly is Christians landing on the Barbary shore for sport, or

now somewhat celebrated for its cranberries ; a great cast there by tempests, and being never heard of more.

deal of peat is also procured here. Parham Hill, not In Tangier, however, on account of its frequentinter

far from Amberly, commands an extensive prospect course with Gibraltar, and of its being the residence

in every direction ; in clear weather the Isle of Wight of the foreign consuls, Christians meet with much less

is distinctly seen. From Amberly and Parham there insult than in Tetuan and other towns on the coast.

is a way along the top of the downs (the road runs But the ignorance and prejudices of the people occa

somewhat lower) to Steyning, that can hardly be sur- sion considerable annoyance to the traveller. "He can i

passed for wide and various prospects throughout not, in many instances, satisfy his curiosity without

the South -down district. We have often, and always great danger. He cannot even ascend to the fat roof

with new delight, gone along this ridge, passing of his abode without incurring the risk of being fired at.

by the Devil's Dyke to Lewes . But now we must | It is scarcely safe to carry a book in one's band through

descend to our river, and at Amberly we quit the the streets, andmyguidealways warned me to conceal

South downs. my portfolio . Whether they imagined it capable of

eserting some malign influence over them, or thought

it was intended to receive a plan of the fortifications,
REMINISCENCES OF TANGIER IN 1836 . I could not learn . The difficulty of sketching I found

( Concluded from page 323.) to be a general complaint among travellers, who, amid

scenes of so novel acharacter, arenaturally anxious to
In his wanderings through the environs of Tangier, carry away some memorials more fixed and substantial

the traveller can hardly fail to experience disappoint- than those of the brain. To attempt it within the walls

ment. He has come to Barbary, the land of dates, would be most dangerous; even outside the town !

naturally expecting to see those beautiful trees rearing could only accomplish it by stealth . While engaged

their feathery crests in every grove, and almost over in sketching somecamels, I was disturbed by loud out

every house ; yet not one solitary date -palm will he cries from a party of Moors who sat withoutthe gates,

behold within or near the town of Tangier. He is told andmyguide explained it bysayingthey threatened

exported is brought from Tafilelt, a month's journey guide asserted , they concluded Iwas drawing a plan of

inland, where there are said to be no less than sixty the fortifications, it was a proof of their ignorance as

distinct species of the date.
well as jealousy, for I was standing at the time with

In other respects the vegetation seemed to me in my back to the walls.

no way to differ from that of the coast of Andalucia ; This hatred and jealousy of Christians seems stronger

dwarf fan -palnıs, the chamærops humilis,huge aloes, and among the young than among adults . You cannot

prickly-pears growing by theway -side, give it the same walk through the streets without provoking abuse

iropical character; while the orange, citrun, fig, and from the children . I stopped one day at the door ofa

pomegranate-trees seem to want but a less arid and school-room , in which twenty or thirty urchins were

4
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squatting on the bare earth scribbling, onlarge , rites and ceremonies to be submitted to the gaze of

slales; the long queues depending froin their shaveri “ unbelievers.” Surely this is far preferableto the

heads' gave them, as they sat with their backs to- bigotry of the Spaniards, who, while they allow heretics

wards the door, a very singular appearance. As ficely to enter their temples, and witness their cere

soon as they espied me, there arose a general murmur monies, prohibit all public manifestations of other reli

of displeasure , and abusive epithets broke from every gions throughout their land, and permit no Jew to set

mouth. The master, who sat in the farther corner, foot upon their soil.

after in vain laying about him with a long cane, Not the least interesting race to be seen in Tangier

civilly begged me to walk on , as his boys would never are the half-savage Arabs of the Desert,who bring

be quiet in the presence of aChristian. On another inerchandise from Fez,and other cities of the interior,

occasioni, I observed some filthy brats entering a down to the coast. Just without the western gate is

bakery, carrying trays covered with pats of dough. I an open space of ground, whither I frequently resorted

looked in , but no sooner did the little rascals perceive to watch the Bedouins and their camels, which are

me, than they began to abuse me violently, at the generally assembled here in large numbers, for here

same time wetting their fingersand marking their theyremain in the intervals between their journeys,

breasts, in order to avert the influence of the “ evil being taken within the walls only occasionally to

eye ” upon the food . receive or to be relieved of their burders. When

The Jews of Tangier seem to form almost one-half they first lie down after their day's journey, their wild

of the population. They are numerous enough through conductors tie a cord round the bent knee of one of

out the empire, but swarm particularly along the coast , their fore legs, which, without preventing their rising

attracted by the facilities of trading with Gibraltar. or moving about, secures them from straying to any

In Tetuan, and other cities of Morocco, a particular distance, and certainly adds to the interest of the scene,

quarter is set apart for theirresidence, and within it for a inost amusing figure is a camel on three legs.

they are confined during the night, as in the Ghetto of The Arabs next spread a cloth or haik on the ground,

Rome, but in Tangier their houses are mingled indis- strew some corn on it,and call the beasts one by one to

criminately with those of the Moors. The Jew in Bar- eat; but are obliged to stand by the while, lest another

bary wears the dress prescribed by law ; he is for should intrude and a combat should ensue. Though at

bidden to assume the Mohammedan costume,with the first it is not very agreeable to stand amid a herd of

exception of the jelab, but the hood of this he is not these animals, with three or four great heads and for

allowed to raise ; and were he to put on the haik, crim- midable sets of teeth grinning over your shoulder, you

son turboosh, yellow slippers, or any of theprohibited soon learn to feel atease, for they are exceedingly genule

articles of dress, he would in all probability be slain by and obedient. On firstmaking acquaintance with the

the first Moslem he encountered. Christians are not camel in its native state, you will find an abundant

under the same restrictions, and can assume the Mo- source of amusementia its singular habits, and uncouth

hammedan costume at pleasure .
attitudes and movements,

The Jewesses of Barbary are famed, for their beauty. These Arabs are thinly clad, seldom with more than

Their features are good, frequently with nothing of a a haik wound round them , leaving one shoulder and

Jewish cast, and with an openness of expression rarely the breast exposed. Occasionally they wear the jelab,

possessed by their sisters of England. "Eyes very full the winter dress of Barbary, but, like the cloak in

and dark, with long jetty fringes, and a soft swimming Spain ,frequently worn in summer by the lower classes.

expression, with complexionsmore pure and delicate Their hue is very dark, almost black, but this is from

than Spanish women can boast , enhance their other constant exposure to the sun, for I was assured that at

charms. Their head dress is very peculiar; a red their birth their skin is in most instances as white as

scarf is bound over the forehead, and hangs far down that of an European ; and I see no reason to doubt it ,

the back, its ends adorned with a golden fringe ; over when manyof the Moors have fair complexions, and

this is a small crimson cap ; and above alla white as a race, with the exception of those who are of negro

handkerchief passing beneath the chin , tied bebind origin , are undoubtedly fairer than the Andalucians.

the lead, and falling over the scarf behind . They They sleep under small tents, which they carry about
wear a close jacket, and a caftan of green or crimson. with thein , or they lie in the open air inthe inidst of

The married females walk abroad freely and un- their camels, like a Highland shepherd between his

veiled . When at home, they are generally io be seen tups.' Simple, ignorant, and superstitious as savages,

sitting on a cushion in the Oriental styl :,nursing their they are withal very civil, good -liumoured, and inqui

children, or, if of low rank , engaged in sifting flour or sitive. My sketch-book excited their amazement, as

in some other domestic duty. An old Jew, who prided they had probably never before beheld a representation

luimself on possessing a very handsome young wife, of anything animate or inanimate. They turned it

took me to see her . I found her in a small narrow over again and again , and examined my pencils and

apartment, squatting on the floor, with an infant in her knife with great curiosity ; but what seemed most to

lap, whose face was covered with red spots, as though excite their wonder was the India-rubber, which they

it had the small -pox ; but these, she told me, were took at first to be leather, but its elasticity disproved

only the bites of fleas and musquitoes. An elder child that ; and though they smelt it, bit it, and cut it, they

lay slumbering on a bed , its face literally black with could make nothing of it ; and on seeing its effects on

the swarmsof flies clustering on its features, especially pencil-marks they were confounded, and seemed 10

in the hollows of the eyes. The mother of these two regard it as the result of magic. On my attempting

children was scarcely fiftcen ! to sketch them , they betrayed great alarm , running

Jews and Christians of every sect are allowed in away,and hiding their faces in the folds of their haiks,

Barbary to follow the observances of their various reli- thinking, like the ostrich of their own deserts burying

gions undisturbed,and even to erect places of worship. her head in the sand, by that means to conceal them

The Christians at Tangier are not numerous enough to selves from my view. The Moors have the same

build a church , Catholic or Protestant, and service is superstitious dread of being drawn, which arises either

therefore performed in the houses of the consuls, who from their imagining it might cxert some sinister

congregate according to their creeds. Since the Mo- inftuence upon them ,or from religious ecruples, as

hammedans are too tolerant to interfere with the reli- the Koran prohibits the representation of anything

gious faith of their neighbours,it ought to be no matter endowed with life. So friendly were they disposed to

of reproach that theydo not allow their own peculiar / be, that one insisted on my mounting all his camels in

12 .
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succession to try their paces, and another followed me | sticks as they stood opposite, repeatedly changing

intothe town,begging me to makea two days ' journey places, vociferating very loudly, and using much

with him to his home ; adding, that should he ever extravagant gesture. Now and then they would

come to my land, he would inquire for my tribe, and raise their eyes and hands to heaven, invoking Allah

seek out my tent. in a frenzied manner ; the next moment uttering

As I was one evening passing through the market- some droll thing that convulsed the audience with

place,my attention was attracted by a crowdassembled laughter. There seemed to be no acting , strictly

in one corner . Some were squatting in a circle three speaking, no representation of distinct characters and

or four deep ; others were standing behind. In the parts ; it was rather an exhibition of buffooneries,

midst were two men, who, I was told ,were comedians. One took up a long hollow case like a narrow drum ,

Their only covering was a dirty linen wrapper sus- beat it for a few moments, then threw it aside with

pended by a variegated rope from the neck , leaving laughter, rushing across to his companion. He next

all above the waist naked. One wore a turban un- took a jar, and squatting down, put it on his lap,

folded ; the other, who had a long tuft of hair depend- stroking, patting, and talking to it for some minutes ;

ing behind, had his bare head bound with three or then suddenly sprung to his feet, and exchanged

four charms, looking like small cakes of dark soap. places with bis fellow . Such are the sons of Thespis

Their feats seemed to consist in brandishing short | in this land of barbarism .

(Jonah .-From the Sistine Chapel.)

MICHAEL ANGELO'S JONAH.
There is one accidental advantage arising out of this

mistake which our readers may appreciate, in the

By one of those errors which sometimes occur in spirit of our great dramatic poet, that's there is a soul

printing, and which are so difficult of satisfactory ex- of goodness in things evil.” Our error will enable

planation to all unacquainted with printing,the JONAH them to compare the extraordinary vigour of the

of West was substituted, at page 309, for the JONAH greatest master of sublimity in art, with the correct

of MICHAEL ANGELO in the Sistine Chapel. The though comparatively feeble conception of the modern
readiest way of correcting the error is by here giving painter.

the engraving which was intended to be inserted.
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A DAY AT THE TYNE FACTORIES.

(Casting Lead into flat Moulds for White -lead Manufacture .]

The Chemical Works and the Glass-Factory, noticed in manufacture. We will first watch the proceedings of

two of our recent Supplements, are instances of the the

busy connection which subsists between the various Shot-manufacture. — The little spherical shot so fami

manufacturing towns on the banks of the Tyne. New- liar to the soldier and the sportsman are produced in a

castle, Wallsend, North Shields, and other places on very singular way: Those of large size , such as pistol

the north bank ; Gateshead, Felling, South Shields, and bullets and rifle balls, being required of regular and

others on the south bank — are all so linked together in exactly equal size, are generally cast in a mould, one at

respect to their manufacturing and commercial arrange- a time, in the same way as other small specimens of

ments, that we may almost regard them as one town . casting. Shot of the next smaller size , such as swan

It is in this sense that we use the designation Tyne shot, are often produced by casting several at a time ;

Factories,” in reference to a few brief notices which we there is a double mould formed, something like a pair

have yet to give. of nut-crackers, which , when closed, exhibits a range of

Among the establishments at Newcastle to which we little moulds into which the melted lead can be poured,

have been favoured with access, and which are fitted and . when open , allows the shot so made to be removed

to illustrate branches of manufacture not yet noticed in from the mould. Another mode of making shot is by

this Magazine, are the rolling : a piece of thin lead is cut up into little cubes,

and these are placed between two flat stones, the

Gallowgate Lead - Works. upper of which works over the lower ; so that by the

pressure and the movement the cubical fragments
Gallowgate is the name of one of the older or main are worn to a spherical shape. A ruder kind is

streets in the northern part of Newcastle ; a street sometimes made by shaking a number of small frag

which has not yet come within the scope of the mag- ments of lead together in a bag or box, by which the

nificent improvements planned and carried out by Mr. corners and rough edges are worn away, and an approxi

Grainger in the central parts of the town, and of which mate roundness given to the pieces; just in the way

an account was given a few years back in vol . ix. ( 1840 ). that boys' marbles are made. But the most effec

The term ' Lead -Works' is a short and convenient one, tive and the most highly curious mode now adopted

but it would not in itself convey an exact idea of the of making the smaller shot is by granulation, that is,

operations carried on . The establishment in question by allowing melted lead to fall through a series of

is a shot-factory, a refinery, a white-lead factory, and a holes in a kind of colander, and causing the drops

red-lead factory ; but all of these have the metal lead thus formed to pass through a considerable space

for the basis of operations, and therefore the general before they finally settle in a vessel of water beneath;
name becomes a fitting one . the distance being such as to enable the drops to cool

Like most large factories, there is here within the and solidify before they reach the bottom . When this

entrance-gates an open court surrounded with build- plan was first adopted , the shots fell into water almost

ings in whichthe manufacturing processes are carried immediately on passing throughthe holes; but they

on ; some have the comparatively simple apparatus were misshapen by this sudden immersion. The first

connected with the white-lead manufacture ; some the person who worked out the idea of causing the drops

ranges of furnaces for the red lead ; some the very fall through a considerable space was aplumber at

curious arrangements pertaining to the shot process; Bristol named Watts; and a little tinge of the marvel

some the large vessels in which silveris obtained from lous accompanies the account given of the invention.

masses of lead ; while the group of buildingsas a whole This plumber, in the year. 1782, is said to have

illustrates the differences observable as to the employ- “ dreamed ”that hemade shot bysuch amethod ; and

ment of men orof womenin different processes of he accordingly tried theexperiment fromthe tower of

No. 797. VOL . XIII. — 2 X
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St. Mary Redcliffe church at Bristol. He succeeded ; | into a pit beneath. The plan originally acted on was

he sold the invention for a very large sum , planned a the first, of which there is a very elegantspecimen in

magnificent crescent at Bristol,spent all the money in the shot-tower near the foot of Waterloo Bridge, and

merely preparing the foundations for this crescent, and another at Newcastle ; whereas the second plan, though

thus gave origin to a spot which long afterwardsbore less attractiveto the eye, is equally efficacious and more

the name of Watts's Folly .” In more recent times a economical: it is the plan carried on at the Gallowgate

curious change in the manufacturing arrangements Works.

has taken place. Provided the verticalspacethrough In the shot-factory the first thing which meets the eye

which the shot can fall be sufficient, it matters not is a kind of colander supported at a height of a yard

whether they fall to the surface of the ground from the or so from the ground on a stand, as in the annexed

top of a lorty tower, or from the surface of the ground I cut, and having a circular hole in the floor beneath it .

( Casting Shot.)

This hole is a central opening into a vertical pit two | aperture of the pit is opened, a man is lowered to the

hundred feet deep by six feet in diameter, the mouth bottom , and he sends up all the shot from the water into

of which is at most times closed, with the exception of which they had fallen. The shot are dried by being

the small aperture fifteen inches in diameter. What spread outon steam -heated iron plates; and the different

we here call the colander sufficiently resembles in sizes are next separated by siſting through sieves. But

shape the familiar culinary vessel so termed , to be con- with all the care bestowed in themanufacture, imperfect

veniently indicated here by that name ; the lower part shot are sure to form part ofthe group : in some speci

is pierced with holes; and as the size of these holes mens two shots cling together; in others the pear shape

determines the size of the shot, there is one colander is exhibited ; in others the egg shape ; and all these de

for each size, of which there are as many as fifteen or fective shotmust be removed. Now this removal is

sixteen, varying from s to zo of an inch diameter. effected by one of the most simple but beautiful con

Lead shot contains a very smallper centage of arsenic, trivances that can be imagined. On oneside of the build

to improve its sphericity and solidity, Near the colan- ing where these operations are carried on, is a table of

der is a small furnace or pot, in wlfich the lead and highly smoothed and polished iron, capable of being

arsenic are melted ; and when the fluid metalis ready, tilted' up to any angle, and attended by a woman, to

the shot-making at once commences. A layer of dross whom the shot are handed up when made, and who sits

orscum is laid over the holes in the colander, to act as in front of the apparatus,as in the annexedcut. At one

a kind of filter or strainer, or to separate the liquid end is a small hopper or receptacle into which the shot

metal more effectually into small drops. Aman lades are put by this attendant, andfrom which they descend

the metal out of the pot into the colander, and presently in a broad stream down upon the table. The table being

we see a pretty stream of silvery rain descending from inclined, they roll down its surface to the lower edge;

the holes in the colander into the pit , through the aper- butin their progress the roundand the crooked shot

ture in the floor ; the lead divides into small drops part company. All the well-shapen shot, like good

while passing through the dross and the holes, and be pedestrians, travel regularly down the path, deviating

comes solidby the time it reaches a vessel of water neither to the right nor the left, and reach the bottom

placed at the bottom of the pit . It might be supposed in full activity ; but the lame or misshapen shot, like

that the drops would assume an elongated pear shape, bad walkers, waddle from side to side, and waste so

or that they would cling together during the descent much strength that they arrive at the lower end ofthe

and form a string of knots ; butthe composition of the table almost spent. What then is the result ? The

metal, the temperature to which it is heated, the filter- good round shot start from off the table with such force

ing medium put over the holes, and the depth of the that they descend into a ough removed some little

descent, are all adjusted for the attainment of a proper distance from the table ; whereas the bad crooked shot

sphericity. fall over the precipice almost vertically into a different

When two tons weight of shot have thus fallen into trough. So nicely are the angle of the slope and the

the pit , operations arc temporarily suspended ; the distance of the troughs regulated, that almost every
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[Inclined Plane for separating Shot. )

individual misshapen shot is separated by these maining fluid part is proportionately enriched. The

means.
sameoperationis repeated again and again upon the

The shot retain the dead -white silvery appearance remelted crystals, and also upon the residual richer

which the melted metal itself had exhibited, but this portion , until finally the silver is concentrated into

is exchanged for a darker and more glossy hue before 1-10th or 1-20th of the original bulk of lead, while the

they are brought to market. There is a kind of churn remaining part of the lead is almost entirely deprived

or cast-iron barrel into which the shot are placed with of the precious metal .

9 little plumbago, or black-lead , and by the roſation The rich lead thus produced is then subjected to a

of this churn for a considerable time the shot give to process called cupellation, which consists in heating the

each other by friction a still more spherical form , and metal in a peculiar furnace to a high temperature, and

at the same timebecome coated with a thin and equa- at the same time exposing it to a blast of air, by which

ble layer of black lead, which is rubbed pretty firmly the lead is oxidized and comes off as “ Litharge ;" while

into the surface. They are finally tied up in canvas the silver, not being so acted upon , remains in a mass

bags containing two stone, or twenty -eightpounds each , or cake of great beauty and purity, often weighing

and in that form sent into the market. several thousand ounces . A singular and brilliant ap

Refining. – The refining carried on in connection with pearance accompanies this process. When the silver is

the lead manufacture, instructively illustrates the dif- in a melted state, it absorbs between its particles many

ference in value of various kinds of metal . Most lead, times its bulk of pure oxygen gas ; this gas, as the me

after it has been melted from the ore into the form of tal solidifies, is expelled , and, escaping from beneath

oblong blocks or ' pigs ,' contains a little silver,and the the hardening surface of the mass, forces with it the yet

decision of the question whether or not the silver can fluid metal from below, and forms lively representations

profitably be extracted from the lead, depends on the or models of volcanic operations, leaving the surface

ratio betseen the one and the other. There is a ratio covered with beautiful and fantastic concretions of pure

below which the silver obtained would not pay for the and brilliant silver.

wages and other expenses incurred in the extraction, .The Litharge is either used in the making of flint

and in such case the refining process is not carried on ; glass, or in preparing the salts of lead , which are much

while in some instances the lead is sufficiently rich in employed in dyeing and calico printing ; or, being mixed

silver to yield a handsome return for this process . with coal and heated in a furnace , it parts with the

Sometimes it is found, on assay or analysis, that there oxygen and resumes the metallic form , being then

is only half an ounce of silver'in a ton of lead, while called Refined lead .

some of the rich veins of lead contain more than a hun The heat required for capellation is so high that

dred ounces of silver to the ton . If it contains five much lead is volatilized and lost , and the value of

ounces to the ton (the average of the district being Mr. Pattinson's discovery consists in separating the

about ten) , then it is deemed worth the trouble of refin silver without exposing more than a small proportion

ing, where cperations are conducted on a large scale. of the lead to this wasteful process.

In order to extract with advantage so small a portion We have next to visit other parts of the factory, and

of silver, the manufacturer is indebted to an ingenious notice the production of two substances extensively used

process , invented and patented within a few years by in the arts, by the combination of lead with two other

Mr. Pattinson of Newcastle. The apparatus consists of a agents. One of these is

number of large cast-iron pots, holding five or six tons of Red Lead. This substance is not so absurdly named

lead each. In these the lead containing silver is melted, as ·black lead ' and sugar of lead ,' the first of which

and then suffered to coolslowly, whilea workman keeps contains no lead , and the second no sugar ; but still it

it continually stirred with an iron tool. As it cools, a is not quite a correct name, for it is lead combined

kind of crystallization takes place ; particles or crystals with another agent,which totally destroys its customary

of solid lead fall to the bottom , and are withdrawn by metallic quality. Red lead, like the litharge which we

a perforated ladle or colander. These solid particles have just noticed as resulting from the refining, is a

contain less silver than the original lead, while the re- | combination of lead with the oxygen of the air, but in

2 X 2
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different proportions, for red lead , or “minium ,'as it is Here we have a tolerably pure oxide oi lead, which

also called, contains a larger quantity of oxygen than is called massicot; and bycausing this to combine with
litharge to a given quantity of lead. a still larger portion of oxygen, it is converted into red

When melted lead is exposed to the action of the lead, or minium. To effect this, the yellow powder is

atmosphere, the upper fluid surface gradually combines again put into reverberating furnaces, again heated,

with the oxygen, and forms a greenish yellow powder. again stirred by a rake, and allowed to gather oxygen

This is the first stage in the manufacture of red lead, from the air for a much longer period than before. It

and is carried out in the following manner : - In one of changes its colour from a beautiful yellow to a fine red,

the buildings are several furnaces ranged in a row , of passing through all the gradations of orange colour ; or

the formcalled reverberating, and of which a familiar rather, this orange tint results from yellow particles and

idea may be given by comparing them to bakers' ovens, red particles being mixed in the same mass, and in dif

The pigs of lead (after the silver has been extracted ferent proportions as the process goes on . When tinally

from them ) are put into thewide mouths of these fur- removed from the furnace, it is ground a second time

naces, in the proportion of about a ton and a half of lead to a fine powder, and packed for sale.

to each furnace . Flame is then admitted to act on the In this instance, then , we see that heat and air, act

lead so as to melt it ; and then begins the particular ing on metallic lead, convert it into red lead ; but we

process by which the red lead is produced . A man shall now find that a different agency converts metallic

stands before the open mouth of the furnace, as in the lead into

adjoining cut, provided with a long rake or stirrer. White Lead. The use of white lead in the arts is

This stirrer is suspended by the middle from a chain rather a humbling instance of the limit to our practical

knowledge. Everybody says that white lead is in

jurious to the painters who use it ; yet no one knows

either how to do without it or how to remove its de

leterious effects on the system . White lead forms the

basis of nearly all the pigments used by the house

painter; and it possesses so many valuable properties

for this purpose, that it has outlived all the ob

jections made to it , and all the attempts made to

supersede it .

There is a very curious circumstance connected with

the manufacture, which would almost seem to show

that this substance is not necessarily so deleterious as it

is often said to be. Most of the processes are conducted

by women . The white -lead manufacture is extensively

carried on at Newcastle, and we believe that the em

ployment of women in it is pretty general. Why this

is the case we cannot say : time was, before Newcastle

made the giant stridesit has recently made, when the

bricklayers' labourers of that town were of the feminine

gender; and women may have accustomed themselves

to employments generally undertaken by men else

where . But be this as it may, the womenemployed in

the white -lead works at this factory certainlydo not
(Red Lead • Stirring. ')

give countenance to the charge of unhealthiness

overhead, so as to have greater facility of movement ; brought against thismanufacture ; they look as healthy

and the man continually works and stirs the molten as the majority of females among the working classes,

mass with this instrument. His object is to let every and are said to feel but little inconvenience from the

part of the metallic mass come in turn up to the sur employment. As to the circumstances in the social

face, where it can come in contact with the air . This condition of the people which lead to the engagement

hot and tedious process is continued uninterruptedly of females in this way, it is a question too wide to be

for five or six hours; by which time the lead has lost touched upon here, and therefore we proceed at once

its fuidity, its whitish colour, and its metallic lustre , to thesubject more immediately in view.

and has becomea greyish yellow powder. White lead is a carbonate of lead ; and to make this

It is not possible to convertthe whole of the lead into carbonate, many plans are followed ; but it will suffice

powder by this means, since that which is formed must for our purpose to notice the process as here con

more or less prevent the remainder from having con- ducted.

tact with the air. The contents of the furnace there There are about a dozen lofty square rooms, in which

fore become protoxide of lead mixed with metallic this conversion of lead into carbonate of lead takes

lead. To remove this metallic lead is the next process. place ; and the manner in which these rooms are gra

The contents ofthefurnace are conveyed to an adjoining dually filled is singular enough. But we must first

part of the buildings, where ' grinding stones,' settling notice the form into which the lead is brought. Our

cisterns, and tanks point to a very different class of frontispiece represents a cauldron or open vessel of

processes. The powder is put into a mill and ground iron, round which women are engaged. Pigs of

till the lead itself is crushed to a fine state ; and the lead are put into this cauldron, and melted by a fire

whole is diffused in water in a cistern. The particles beneath . When melted, the lead is leaden out of

of metallic lead , being heavier than the rest, sink to the cauldron into flat iron moulds, whereby thin

the bottom ; while the yellow powder becomes diffused sheets are formed about twenty inches long, four or

through the water. The water, thus coloured of a five broad, and about an eighth of an inch thick .

bright yellow ( for the greenish tinge had been caused by This the women do with great quickness ; one stirring

the blue lead mixed with the yellow powder) then flows the molten lead to keep the surface clear, others cast

through a series of tanks or troughs, arrangedat such ing the flat pieces, and others removing these pieces

a slopethat the liquid may be able to deposit its sedi- from themould. When a sufficient number iscol

ment of yellow oxide as it goes along ; and this sedi- lected, the pieces are put into a box or truck, and

ment is afterwards collectedand dried . wheeled along a miniature railway to a place where

U
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they are weighed ; andwhen this weighing is finished, I chemically with carbonic acid andoxygen to form white

the thin pieces (weighing about five lbs. each ) are lead - a substancetotally different from the lead whence

readyto be applied to thenext following process. it was prepared, since it is a white earthy -looking solid,

In the lofty squareroomsa series of strata are built up wholly withoutlustre or metallic qualities.

one over another, to the height of twenty -five feet ; and As the stack had to be built up piecemeal, so now

these strata are such as will certainly seemodd to most it has to be dissected layer by layer. The upper part

readers. At the bottom of all is a layer of fine ashes ; of the door or entrance to the room is opened, and

next upon this is a layer of tanner's spent bark , two access gained to the interior. The women remove the

or three feet thick ; then a layer of earthen pots, uppermost sheets of lead , then the earthen pots (which

have lost a good deal of their contents by evaporation ),

then a layer of bark, then a layer of boards, then a

second tier of lead and of pots, then the next lower

layer of bark ; and so on, until the stack is entirely

removed and the room emptied . All this is done in a

stooping attitude, and is so far rather fatiguing ; but

there is no further difficulty in the matter.

The thin pieces of lead, thus removed from their

prison -house, are perfectly white and earthy at the sur

face; but on examination they are found to be metallic

in the centre. The acid gas has penetrated to a certain

depth at both surfaces, but not so deep as to convert

the whole mass into carbonate. Under this mode of

manufacture there is generally about one half of the

mass of lead converted into carbonate. To separate

this white portion from the metallic lead, so that the

latter may be re -melted and the former brought to the

state of saleable white lead, is the next operation. The

pieces are carried in flat boxes to another building,

where there is a pair of revolving brass rollers working

in a large vat of water. Each piece is put betweenthe

rollers, which are adjusted at such a distance apart that

the white earthy matter is broken or crushed off, leaving

( Setting the Beds for White Lead . ] the thin metallic film nearly separated from it. Ali

alike fall into the water, the blue lead and the white

about five inches in diameter, and containing each a lead ; and a number of persons are then employed to

pint ofvinegar ; then a layer of leaden plates, six in rake and stir the mass to and fro . The white lead

depth or thickness, laid over the open mouths of the becomes suspended in the water, and passes through

pots; then a layer or covering of boards; next a second holes in the false bottom of the vessel; while the

bed of spent tan, a second layer of pots containing vine- metallic lead which remains behind is gathered up,

gar, a second layer of leaden plates; and so on, until to be re-melted and re-cast into thin plates for the

a.stack , as it is called , is built up to the height of stack.

more than twenty feet. Each layer of pots, with the The thick creamy liquid passes from this vessel to

tan beneath and the lead above, is called a heat,' or various others,where the white lead suspended in the

. bed ;' and the stack contains seven or eight of these water is broughtto a very fine state ; grinding -mills,
heatswhen filled . Ther are about sixteen hundred tanks of running water, and systems of pipes and

pots ranged in each layer or heat; and four tons of lead pumps to convey the liquids to different levels, being

in each heat laid on the pots ; so that in all the succes- among the apparatus employed for this purpose . . At

sive series of tan, pots, and lead , there must be a mass length , whenbrought to a state of very fine division,

of pretty considerable weight. The door of each room , the white lead is allowed to settle to the bottom of the

if we maycall it a door, is as high as the room itself; last vessel through which the liquid flows, and is

and each layer of the materials forms a floor on which thence removed in a paste -like state. To dry this

the women stand and walk, as in the annexed cut, paste is the next object of attention. In one part of

either to empty or to fill the stack . When all the the factory is a stove-room , so highly heated that a

arrangements are completed, the room is entirely closed person unaccustomed to the employment cannot remain

up ,and left untouched for many weeks. in it manyminutes together ; the temperature is indeed

Then comes the inquiry , what takes place in the about 190 ° Fahr. Throughout the greater part of this

stack during this period ? ' The spent bark gradually stove -room are a number of iron rails or shelves, so

fernents, and in so doing gives forth a considerable placed one abovethe other asto containmany thousands

amount of heat (about 180 ° Fahr.), sufficient to cause of flat earthen dishes. Into these dishes the pasty

the vinegar in the pots to evaporate slowly. This mass is laded, to the extent of about ten or twelve

vapour is of a compound and acid character, and ap- pounds in each; and the dishes so filled are placed

pears to act uponthe thin sheets of lead placed over upon the shelves in the stove -room (the stovebeing

the pots in the following manner :-The surface of the at the time cold), there to remain till the white lead is

lead is first converted into an oxide ; this oxide is quite dry.

formed into an acetate by the vinegar; and this again One more building,and we shall have finished our

changed into carbonate by carbonic acid gas yielded tour of inspection . White lead is brought into the

by the fermenting bark. In some factories other market in two forms: as a dry earthy substance ; and

liquids are used instead of or mixed with vinegar, and as a kind of thick paint or paste ground up with linseed

other sources of heatthan fermenting tan ; and indeed oil . To prepare this latter kind of commodity is the

there is some little chemical complexity involved in last process . There is in one of the buildingsa vessel

this change of metallic lead into white lead ; but it into which the white lead is placed, together with a

will be sufficient for our purpose to know that the given proportion of linseed oil. A stirrer or rake is

whole of the arrangements inthe stack' are for the kept constantly at work in mixing these two ingredients

purpose of causing the thin pieces of lead to combine I well together into a very stiff paste; and the mass then
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flows out through a hole into the space between two buildings (which are three hundred feet in length ) is

grindstones or millstones, where it is ground up to a occupied for the rougher purposes and for storehouses

state of perfect smoothness and equality. To deposit of various kinds, drying and packing rooms ; while east

this smooth product in casks, and to pack those casks ward are the mahogany -sheds, veneer-rooms, and saw

carefully for the market , finally complete the range of pits for supplying the raw material, occupying another

processes. iwo hundred feet of space . At the angle between

There is thus, it will be perceived, a good deal of the two sides of the building is a counting-house, or

diversity in the ordeals which lead has to undergo in manager's room , so placed as to give a sort of “ panop

this factory. In one part of thepremises themasses of ticon,” as Bentham would have called it ; that is, a

lead are narrowly scrutinized, andmade to give up the “ view on all sides," or to command a glance along two

small butimportant quantity of silver which they may ranges of buildings and the whole of the court-yard and

contain ; in another they are made to assume the form entrance at once. In various parts of the range are

of the bright Jittle globules which the soldier and the heated rooms for seasoning timber, reservoirs of water

sportsman make use of ; in another the lead is made to for extinguishing fires, and other arrangements on

give up its metallic character altogether, and to assume rather a large scale.

a red earthy form , in which there is neither lustre nor Immediately outside the entrance gates is a rol of

resonance nor tenacity ; while in a fourth it is caused neat little houses,recently built by Mr. T. Sopwith,

to assume the white form which is so indispensable to and inhabited chiefly by the worknien engaged in the

the painter. factory. The houses of three of the foremen orma

We may here remark, that Newcastle is a busy nagers (who, like the foremen in many concerns, are

emporium for the lead-trade in all its ramifications. "old stagers,” and, as it were, part and parcel of the

There are extensive lead -mines in the western part of firm ) are placed on each side of the entrance gate.

Northumberland ; while the banks of the Tyne exhibit The houses are worthy of a little attention , espe

a considerable number of factories in which lead is cially at a time when the public sympathy is so warmly

brought to one or other of the many forms in which it aroused in respect to the humbler dwellings in large

is made applicable to the arts. towns. Why it is that the cellars of Liverpool, and

The north -west part of Newcastle having thus fur- the wretched hovels found in Manchester, Glasgow,

nished us with a few interesting details, we will next and other manufacturing towns, should be such as they

go to the north -east, and glanceat the arrangements are, is a question too Jarge to be answered briefly.

of a manufacturing establishment, which is, on many Whether the dwellers cannot pay for better, or whether

accounts, worthy of notice , viz . , they cannot appreciate the comforts of beiter, or

Sopwiths' Cabinet- Factory .
whether they cannot find better, because none others

have been built, or whether they render bad worse by

Under general circumstances a cabinet -maker's manu a disregard to habits of decency and cleanliness - or

factory is rather a workshop than what we should call a whether all these are combined-we do not pretend to

factory. It is usually a room of greater or less length, say ; but there can be no doubt that if those who build

fitted up with ranges ofwork-benches near the windows; houses would pay a little more attention to the points

with stoves for melting the glue and drying the work ; which render houses clean and wholesome, they would

and with other appliances for carrying on the work. confer a lasting benefit on those who have to become

The processes, too , are rather of a handicraft than of a the in -dwellers, and would probably find in the end

factory character : the workmen, by the aid of the saw, that it is quiteas cheap to do a thing well as to do it

the plane, the chisel, the indispensable glue-pot, and slovenly. Mr. Chadwick's Report on the Sanitary Con

other implements, working up their rough materials dition of Towns, and the statements of other writers who

into the elegant forms which are familiar to us. have paid any attention to the subject, afford sad evi

Whether we call a maker of furniture by the rather dence of the disastrous results following from ill

vague names of " cabinet-maker" and " joiner," or as arranged dwellings.

- the Germans do in their word “ tischler,” by that of The groups of houses are arranged four in a cluster,

“ table-maker," his employment of shaping pieces of and are so managed that almost every room has to

wood and joining them together is pretty much the sides contiguous to the open air, as a means of avoiding

same, whether he is making a cabinet, a sideboard, a the pent-up condition of rooms too generally built in
table, or any other article of furniture. humble neighbourhoods. In each group of four, the

Were this the only point for notice,we should not two centre houses are of two rooms each,one on the

enter upon anydescription here ; but there are circum- ground - floor and one above it; while the two end

stances which render the cabinet-factory above alluded houses have four rooms, a front and back on each floor.

to worthy of a brief description, because science and art The four houses are served by two entrance-passages,

are here brought to bear upon each other in a manner from each of which is an outlet to a yard behind ; This

mutually beneficial. One of the proprietors is a mining yard, running behind all the four houses, obtains a

engineer, whose name is well known in connection with more free current of air than if there were four very

the scientific departments of mining economy, and who small ones ; it is neatly flagged, and is provided with

has done much to link together the theoretical with a pump, a dust-pit, coalhouses, and other outoffices, all

the practical in industrial pursuits. What we mean removed from the houses themselves.

by science aiding art , and art aiding science, will appear Most of the roomsare fitted so asto combine the com

as we go on . forts of a living and sleeping room , iſ the occupant cannot

The factory to which we are now directing our afford to havemore than one. They are all of very good

attention is situated ont of the busy centre of New- size, and containa range, with an oven and boiler; so

castle. It is in a northern suburb called Jesmond ; one that the lamentable waste of heat which is so general

of those which have shared in the recent advancement from English fire-places, is here,in great part, avoided.

of the town by new buildings. On the northern side of If a family can afford to have a fire at all, there is

a clean and quiet street a large sliding gate gives en- abundant proof that,under the ordinary arrangement,

trance to an open court-yard , nearly an acre in extent ; much of the heat is absorbed by the brick -work

and opposite to the entrance is a range of buildings in around, instead of being made available for culinary

which themanufacture is carried on in its earlier stages ; matters ; and many a working -man's home might have

while on the left is another range, appropriated to the an increase of little comforts, without any increase

finishing processes. The lower Aoor or stage of the 1 of expense, if the English stoves in common use were
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more fitted to act as cooking -stoves. The expense moved, he is immediately reminded of it by being

would be greater at the outset ; but this is precisely the unable to close the case. The principle and con

point at which the kindness and consideration of the trivances are applicable to many various arrangements

proprietor of thehouses would comeadvantageously into of drawers and partitions."

play, by a little enlarging his outlay. The arrange There is one singular feature which we noticed in the

ment of the houses in many minor respects is such as “ monocleid " not mentioned in the above description .

to encourage a free ventilation ; and there is a general The bed of the desk , or the flat surface which forms

air of comfort within . The difference in the size of the the sloping writing-desk, is itself the door to one of the

houses is such as to accommodate persons having dif- closets or recesses of the cabinet. The apparatus may

ferent means ; since the same entrance -passage gives assume any one of many different forms; butthe most

access on one side to a single room , and on the other customary form is that of a writing-table, with several

to two rooms opening into each other. The general small drawers beneath it, and a cabinet of recesses and

plan of these buildingsappears to be very applicable to drawers resting upon or above it . Now the cover of

streets and houses for the labouring classes, a subject the largest recess turns on hinges at the bottom , and ,

to which the attention of the Health of Towns Com- according to its disposition, so is the whole apparatus

mission is now particularly devoted . closed or open . When this flap is turned up so as to

Returning again to the interior of the factory, we form a door to the cabinet, all the drawers and doors

have a few points to mention respecting the operations are closed ; when it is turned down so as to form a

carried on. The general articles of furniture manu- writing -desk, all the drawers and doors are open. If

factured, such assofas, tables, sideboards, & c., involve papers and writings be lyingon thedesk, this lid may

the samemechanical processes wherever they are made, be lifted up without disturbing them, and be made to

and do not demand particular description here. The shut them all up instantly, at the same time fastening

show -rooms belonging to the firm , in the centre of all the other parts of the apparatus. The means of

Newcastle, like similar rooms in most large and fou- effecting this are by bolts and springs which pass down

rishing towns, exhibit elegant specimens of what can behind and through the various parts, establishing a

be done in this art, and how a symmetrical piece of chain of connection among them all . It is only those

furniture can be wrought out of a rough -hewn block of who have had much to do with papers and corre

wood. But there are two or three matters rather out spondence that can appreciate the convenience of such

of the usual path , which may fittingly be noticed . contrivances as this ; and no one was more likely to

Among the works under operation we observed a have invented it than one who is himself so engaged .

piece of furniture to which thename of monocleid is ap A second point which we notice, because it connects

plied. This we may interpret to mean “ single-lock ,” or the arts with the sciences in a manner ratherout of the

“ single -key,” or “ single-opening,” and relates to the common way, is the manufacture of certain aids to

fact that one single lock fastens all the drawers and science at this factory ; among which are levelling

doors ina large and complex cabinet. Mr. Sopwith in- staves and geological models, the one employed in

vented this piece of furniture, which may be designated surveying and theother in illustrating mining and geo

generally a writing-cabinet, chiefly with a view to the logical stratification. The levelling -staff is one of the

wants of men of science or official persons, who have instruments employed in ascertaining the contour of

a multiplicity of papers and documents to preserve and the ground for various engineering purposes: it consists

to refer to repeatedly. This gentleman has himself of a series of rods, sliding one within another like the

the management of an extensive correspondence in tubes of a telescope, and having springs and large

relation to mines and engineering ; and itwas,we believe, figures, which supersede the use of the cross-vane, by

to facilitate his own daily business that he contrived which so much time was formerly lost . Instruments of

this very unique apparatus, the utility of which after this class are so little known except to professed sur

wards led to the establishment of it as a branch of man veyors , that it will suffice to say here that thekind now

nufacture . When the British Association held their alluded to remedies certain defects observable in the

meeting at Newcastle in 1838 , the apparatus came common staves.

under the notice of the Mechanical Section, in a com The geological models, however, opena field which

munication which was thus noticed in the Athenæum ' ought to be known more or less to intelligent readers

at the time : The greatloss of time to persons en generally. Some of these are representations of exten

gaged in extensive official business, in consequence of sive mining districts, showing not only the surface of

the difficulty of arranging numerous sets of papers, and the country, but also the various beds of mineral, and

offobtaining access to them when so arranged , induced the situation and extent of the mines by which they are

theauthor to take this opportunity of describing a table worked. Others,of a more popular character, and in

invented by himself, and which had been extremely tended for general instruction, are small blocksof wood,

serviceable to him. The principle is , that by opening a few inches square, composed of mahogany, satin -wood,

a single lock , the whole of the drawers, closets, and beech, walnut-wood, and many different kinds of wood

partitions are opened. These are so disposed also as to glued together. The actual mechanical construction is

admit of everything being reached without the person simply a species of fine cabinet-work, andis carriedon

stirring from his seat. They are all entirely closed by the more skilful of the workmen in the factory which

again by a single spring-lock. It would be impossible we have noticed ; the pieces being cut, and smoothed,

toconvey a proper idea of this ingenious invention and glued, much in the same way as other small speci

without sectional plans and elevations ; but the Presi- mens of fine wood -work. But the planning and di

dent and many present expressed their admiration of recting are a different matter, and can only emanate

the arrangements and of the convenience which such a from one who is at the same time a good geologist and

table must be to every person engaged in an extensive a good mechanician. Each model represents a group

correspondence, or having many sets of papers on of stratified rocks, such as really occur in nature; the

various subjects. One contrivance is peculiarly worth strata being superposed more or less regularly, cropping

mentioning Within this case Mr. Sopwith hangs up out at the surface here and there, and exhibiting all

his various keys. On any key being removed, a small the phenomena of veins, faults, upheavings, denuda

counterbalance weight or bolt drops down, and remains tions, and other disturbances of regular stratification.

down until the key is replaced . This bolt effectually Various coloured woods are employed to represent the

prevents the closing of the case. If, then, the person different strata ; and each model 'is capable of being

should forget to replace the liey which has been re dissected into several pieces, so as to show the internal
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formation of the group of rocks intended to be imi- | ment ; hence the firms at Newcastle, Sunderland,and

tated . the adjacent districts have very extensive dealings with

Whoever pays a visit to the Museum of Economic Hamburg , and indeed with most of the ports all the

Geology in Craig's Court (and, being gratuitously way from Holland in the south to Hammerfest in the

opened bythegovernment, it is certainly worth a visit north ; despatching shiploads of pottery at priceswhich

from those who have an hour to spare) maysee the these purchaserscould not purchase at in their own

manner in which these models are made to illustrate countries or from their own countrymen . On the other

different classes of geological stratification . Mr. Sop- hand , all those foreign countries which happen to be

with has arranged the models in groups of six and of nearer to Liverpool than to the east coast, or which main

twelveeach ; and, taking this latter group,we find that tain a busy commercial intercourse with Liverpool, are

it is made to illustrate the following points :-Denuda- likely, other things being equal, to see much more of

tion of stratified rocks ; Coal strata near Newcastle ; Staffordshire pottery than of Northumbrian or Durham

Dislocation of strata in carboniferous rocks; Super- pottery ; and we believe that such is the case with

ficial indications of coal ; Dislocations of coal strata ; respect to Italian ports, among others.

Intersection of mineral veins ; Surface denudation (or The pottery of the district now under our notice does

exposure by washing) of mineral veins; and exempli- not comprise the beautiful porcelain , such asWorcester,

fications, chiefly of various geologicalphenomena which Derby, and some firms in the Staffordshire district pro

result from the effect produced at the surface of the duce. Theremay be some of this made here; but the

ground by the particular angles at which the different staple is wholly of a coarser kind, made to render rough

strata lie . and strong service, and to be sold at a low price. The

Itforms no part of our object to dwell on the scien- St.Anthony's Pottery, situated on the northern shore of

tific points connected with these illustrative models ; the Tyne, between Newcastle and Wallsend, is one

but the models themselves, standing midway as it were of those in which a medium kind of ware is made, com

between science and art, have called for some notice prising various kinds of blue, white, and coloured ware,

here , in connection with the factory where they are which is packed off to foreign ports in immense quan

made. That they are, however, important aids to tity. Other houses, again, confine their operations to

science is well admitted. Professor Buckland and Sir a coarser kind of ware, in which the clay of the district

H. De la Beche have both noticed the advantages can be used, instead of the more expensive clay of

furnished by such models asthese in practical geology Cornwall and Devonshire.

and mining ; they are adopted in the Universities as As to the manufacturing arrangements connected

illustrations; and the Telford medal has been awarded with these potteries, we need not enter upon them ;

to Mr. Sopwith by the Institute of Civil Engineers since they bear a general similarity, so far as they go,

for the aid they afford to engineering generally. to those of Worcester and of Staffordshire, described in

Potteries.
two former Nos. (700 and 716 ). All kinds consist

mainly of clay, sometimes fine and sometimes coarse ;

We will find a little room here to say a few words and nearly all kinds contain flint, as an ingredient

respecting the potteries of this district, as one among which helps to give a hard and vitreous character to

the manufacturing features by which it is distinguished . theware. In all , the ingredients are first ground fine

The banks of the Tyne and the banks of the Wear, while in a dry state, and then ground again in a wet

the one river flowing into the sea at Shields, and state ; but the degree to which this second grinding is

the other at Sunderland, are seats of the pottery carried , and the extent of the precautions taken to pro

manufacture, generally of the coarser kinds. There duce a fine and smooth mixture, dependupon the fine

are large supplies of clay found in the neighbourhood, ness of the ware to be made. Then, the clay being

fitted for brown ware, and every circumstance con- prepared , the same potter's wheel, or one of analogous

nected with themaintenance of manufacturing premises construction, is employed to throw the vessel to be

and the shipment of manufactured goods is so fa- made, whether it be a porcelain cup or one of rougher

vourable , that the potteries ofthis district can success- character; and the same handling, drying, and

fully compete with thoseof Staffordshire in some par- firing, and glazing - modified to suit the altered cir

ticular goods, and altogether shut them out from some cumstances are carried out more or less in all . It is

particular markets. The position of the pottery dis- perhaps in the decorative parts subsequent to the firing

tricts has a marked and striking influence on the that the chief differences, so far at least as a common

foreign commerce to which the manufacture gives rise. observer can detect, are seen to exist ; though, of

Staffordshire lies nearly in the middle of the kingdom ; course, every stage of the operations has its own pe

and it is almost wholly dependent on canals for the culiar gradations of excellence, according to circum

means of transporting goods to foreign parts. Sound stances.

indeed were the reasons which induced the elder As to the commercial features of the manufacture,

Wedgwoodto forward the making of theGrand Trunk taken with reference to the country generally, and not

Canal, and to turn up the first sod with his own hands to its local distinctions, they are very interesting.

as the memento of a new era ; for to that canal Stafford - According to the authority of Mr. M Culloch , there

shire owes very niuch of what it now possesses. On were, in 1841, more than a million pieces of English

the other hand, the counties of Durham and Northum- earthenware (comprising all the various kinds) exported

berland, being bounded on the east by the sea, and to Australia , à million and a half to Denmark, and an

having large navigable rivers flowing past busy towns equal quantity to Ceylon ; more than twomillionseach

to that sea , have at once the means of transshipment at to Germany, Holland, the English West Indies, and the

command. Hence it has depended on a great many foreign West Indies ; more than four millions to the

circumstances whether the centre or the margin of the North American Colonies, five millions to Brazil, and

country has succeeded in retaining any particular de- nineteen millions to the United States; together with

partment of foreign trade . For all the foreign ports minor quantities to other countries, making in the whole

eastward of England, or bordering on the German fifty -three millions of pieces !

Ocean , the more eastern of our potteries possess an We have yet a little more to say respecting the

obvious advantage, in respect to the short inland navi- busy Tyne and its manufactures ; but enough for the

gation required to bring the goods to the port of ship- present.
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(Daniel.- From the Sistine Chapel. )

ESSAYS ON THE LIVES OF REMARKABLE painter and sculptor. Who that has seen the cupola

PAINTERS.-No. XXIX. of St. Peter's soaring into the skies but will think

MICHAEL ANGELO - continued. almost with awe of the universal and majestic intellect

of the man who reared it ?

The same Pope Paul III . had in the mean time con There is a striking anecdote of Mrs. Siddons, which

structed a beautiful chapel, which was called after his at this moment comes back upon the mind . When

name the chapel Paolina, and dedicated to St. Peter standing before the Apollo Belvedere, then in the

and St. Paul . ' Michael Angelo was called upon to gallery ofthe Louvre, she exclaimed , after a long

design the decorations. He painted on one side the pause of silent admiration, “ How great must be the

Conversion of St. Paul, and on the other the Cruci- Being who created the genius which produced such a

fixion of St. Peter. But these fine paintings — of which form as this !" a thought characteristic of her mind,

existing old engravings (to be found in the British but more fitly inspired by the works of Michael Angelo

Museum ) give a better idea than the blackened and than by those of any artist the world has yet seen . They

faded remains of the original frescos — were from the have impressed upon them a character of greatness, of

first ill-disposed as to the locality, and badly lighted, durability, of sublimity of invention and consummate

and at present they excite little interest compared with skill in contrivance, which fills the contemplative

the more famous works in the Sistine. mind , and leads it irresistibly from the created up to

During the period that Michael Angelo was engaged the Creator .

in the decoration of the Pauline Chapel , he executed a As our subject is painting, not architecture, we shall

group in marble - the Virgin with the dead Redeemer not dwell much on this period of the life of Michael

and two other figures — which was never completely Angelo. In the year 1544, being then in his seventy

finished. It is now at Florence behind the high altar second year, he was appointed to the office of chief

of the church of Santa Croce. It is full of tragic architect of St. Peter's by Pope Paul III . , and he

grandeur and expression . continued to discharge it through the pontificates of

With the frescos in the Pauljne Chapelends Michael Julius III . , Pius IV ., and Pius V. He accepted the

Angelo'scareer as a painter. During the remainder office with reluctance, pleading his great age and the

of his life, a period of sixteen years, we find him obstacles and difficulties he was likely to meet with

wholly devoted to architecture. His vast and daring from the jealousies and intrigues of his rivals and the

genius finding ample scope in the completion of St. ignorance and interineddling of the pope's officials.

Peter's, he has left behind him in his capacity of archi- He solemnly called heaven to witness that it was

tect yet greater marvels than he had achieved as only from a deep sense of duty that he yielded to

No. 798 .
VOL . XII . - 2 Y
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the pope's wishes ; and lie proved that this was no proaching end. He did not suffer from any particular

empty profession by constantly refusing any salary inalady, and his mind was strong and clear to the last.

or remuneration. Notwithstanding the difficulties he lle died at Rome, on the 17th of February, 1563, in

encountered, the provocations and the disgusts most the eighty-ninth year of his age. A few days before

intolerable to his haughty and impatient spirit, he his death, he dictated his will in thcsc few simple

held on his way with a stern perseverance till he had words, “ I bequeath my soul to God , my body to ilo

seen his great designs so far carried through that they earth , and my possessions to my nearest relations."

could not be wholly abandoned or perverted by nis His nephew, Lionardo Buonaroti, who was his prin

successors. cipal lieir, by the orders of the Grand Duke Cismo,

When his sovereign the Grand Duke of Florence bad his remains secretly conveyed out of Rome and

endeavoured, by the most munificent offers and pro- brought to Florence ; they were with due honours

unises, to attract him to liis court, he constantly deposited in the church of Santa Croce, under a costly

pleaded that to leave his great work unaccomplished monument, on which we may sce his noble bust sur

would be on his part “ a sin , a shame, and the ruin of rounded by three very common place and ill- executed

the greatest religious monument in Christian Europe.” statues representing the arts in which he excelled

Michael Angelo considered that he was engaged in a Painting Sculpture , and Architecture. They might

work of piety, and for this reason , “ for his own honour have added Poetry; for Michael Angelo was so fine a

and the honour of God , " he refused all einolument. poet that his productions would have given him lane,

It appears, from the evidence of contemporary ihough he had never peopled the Sistine with his

writers, that in the last years of his life the acknow- giant creations, nor " suspended the Panthem in the

ledged worth and genius of Michael Angelo, his wide- air."* The object to whom his poems are chiefly ad

spread fame and his unblemished integrity, combined dressed, Vittoria Colonna, Marchioness of Pescara, was

with his venerable age and the haughtinessand reserve the widow of the celebrated commander, who over

of his deportment to invest him with a sort of princely came Francis I. at the battle of Pavia; herself a

dignity . “ It is recorded that when he waited on Pope poetess, and one of the most celebrated women of her

Julius III . to receive his commands, the pontiff rose iime for beauty, talents , virtuc, and piety. She died in

on his approach, seated him , in spite of his excuses, 1547. Several of Michael Angelo's sonnets have been

on his right hand, and while a crowd of cardinals, translated by Wordsworth, and a selection of his

prelates , ambassadors, were standing round at humble poems, with a very learned and eloquent introduction,

distance, carried on the conference, as eqrial with has been published by Mr. John Edward Taylor, in a

equa) . The Grand Duke Cosmo I. always uncovered little volume entitled Michael Angelo a Puel.'

in his presence, and stood with his hat in his band

while speaking to him .
THE PRECIOUS METALS IN RUSSIA.

One of the most beautiful anecdotes recorded of

Michael Angelo in his later years, and one of the very
[ Concluded from p . 323.)

few amiable traits in his character, was his strong and As the silver-mines of Russia belong principally or

generous aitachment to his old servant Urbino . One day almost u holly to the emperor, a much more suiciand

as Urbino stood by him while he worked, he said to him , rigorous system is pursued than where, as in the gold

“ My poor Urbino ! what wilt thou dowhen I am gone ?" | nines, the operations are left to private speculation.

“ Alas !' replied Urbino, “ I must then seek another Mr. Cottrell, in the course of his journey through

master !" " No," replied Michael Angelo, * that shall Siberia, visited the emperor's silver -inines at Zoueno

never be ! " and he iminediately presented him with gorsk . These mines consist of a series of subterranean

two thousand crowns, thus rendering himn independent caverns and long galleries. After a descent by a stair

of himself and others. Urbino , however, continued casc upwards of three hundred feel deep , there occurs

in his service, and when seized with his last illness, a gallery nine hundred feet long, at the end of which

Michael Angelo, the stern , the sarcastic, the over- is a water -wheel forty -two feet in diameter. This

bearing Michael Angelo, mursed him with the tender- wlieel, which is called the preobraschenska, is set to

ness and patience ofa mother, sleeping in his clothes work by water brought along two canals excavated

on a couch that he miglit be ever near him . The old under ground ; and the wheel itself is employed in

man died at last , leaving his master almost incori- lifting the silver -ore to the mouth of the mine. " There

solable . My Urbino is dead," he writes to Vasari, are three other water -wheels in different parts of the

" 10 my infinite grief and sorrow . Living, he served mine, to facilitate the operations. Farthier on, gal

me truly, and in his death he taught me how to die. Ieries are cut in every direction , leading to other sliatis

I have now no other hope than to rejoin him in which have ceased to be worked .

Paradise !"
These mines have been worked above a century, and

The arrogance imputed to Michael Angelo seems are becoming almost exhausted, yielding only one part

railer to have arisen from a contempt for others than of silver from two hundred thousand parts of ore or rock.

from any overweening opinion of himself. He was the workmen employed are serſs of the crown, who re

too proud to be vain. He had placed his standard of ceive two roubles a month cach , besides twelve puds of

perfection so high that to the latest hour ofhis life he flour monthly, and house-rent free. The labour is not

considered himself as striving after that ideal excel. very excessive; the works are going on night and day,

lence which had been revealed to him , but to which but three sets of workmen are employed,who relieve

he conceived that others were blind or indifferent. In each other every cight hours, so that no one works

allusion to his own imperfections he made a drawing, above cight hours in the twenty -four. These mines

since become famous, which represents an aged man have produced altogether, during the period of ratber

in a go -cart, and underneath the words “ Ancora im- more than a century that they have been crown pro

para ," " still learning ." perty, about fifty thousand puds of silver, and seven

teen hundred puds of gold, besides lead and other

He continued to labour unremittingly, and with the minerals of more or less value. At present the net

same resolute energy of mind and purpose, till the

gradual decay of his strength warned him of his ap- had from the timeof Augustus Cæsar attracted the wonder and
* The dome of the Pantheon, which appears self- sustained,

* This, however, applies only to the stupendous dome ; his admiration of all beholders as a marvel of scientific architecture.

design for the façade, and even the original form of the church, Michael Angelo had said, on some occasion, “ I will take the

having been subsequently altered . Pantheon and suspend it in the air ; " -— and he did so .
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produce is supposed to be worth about thirty thousand | which are always found with the silver in greater or

pounds sterling annually. The establishment is on a lesser quantity.

large scale, employing in the laboratory part alone In the neighbourhood of Barnaoul, too, there are

about three hundred men ; and the arrangements are silver -mines belonging to the crown, the produce of

planned with the most perfect regularity: which is sent to that town for smelting intolarge bars.

The mode of procuring silver from the crude sub- Five hundred men are employed in the laboratory,

stance which contains it is very different from that which is a quarter of a verst squarc. One of the

adopted in respect to gold, arising from the different smelting-houses is three hundred feet long, and

s!ate in which ihe two metals present themselves. The another nearly four hundred feet; they are very wide,

gold, as we stated in the former article, is found mixed and have several tiers of furnaces, which are supplied

up with grains of sand ; and themode of separating it by a staircase behind, and provided with bellows of

is as follows:-On an inclined plane is placed a large most gigantic dimensions. The annual produce is

wooden machine formed into different compartments , stated at about two hundred and fiftypuds of silver,

which are divided off by large iron combs. " The first and a million of other metals, principally lead , copper,

of these combs is coarse and open , as the material to and iron. When the silver is sent to St. Petersburgh,

pass through it is composed of pieces of quartz, stone, gold is extracted from it in the proportion of about

and sand , mixed together. Gold is generally found in twenty- five puds of gold to a thousand puds of

tlie quartz, as well as interspersed among the frag- silver. There are a hundred and fifteen smelting

mients; and to obtain the former, the quartz is bruised ovens in all , twelve large open hearthis, twelve

into moderate-sized pieces ; but the time employed in refining-furnaces, five furnaces' for separating the

so doing is often greater than the value of the gold will copper, and fourteen calcining -ovens. Four hundred

repay, and therefore a good deal of the gold is volun- thousand puds of coal for the refining - furnaces, and

tarily sacrificed . When the auriferous fragments are five million puds for the other furnaces and ovens, are

placed in one of the compartments, water is poured on consumed annually.

the mass, and stirred about; the larger pieces of stone The whole population of the province or government

and much of the sandseparate, while the heavier par- of Tomsk, announting to a hundred thousand, are

ticles of gold fall to the bottom . Again and again is more or less employed in these various mining

this washing performed, until all the sand is washed operations ; for, besides the government officials, the

away , and the particles of gold are left nearly in a pure miners, and washers, and therefiners, there are large

state . Of this mode of proceeding Mr. Cottrell says bodies of persons constantly employed in transporting

that it " is very simple, though improvements in ma- the ore to ihe works, and the metal from theworks to

chinery would diminish the expense considerably ; different parts of the empire ; so that a district in the

and what is of more consequence, from the want of heart of Siberia, which we are apt to picture to our

workmen , enable them to increase their operations selves as being only the scene of horrors, exiles,

considerably, which must now be limited in proportion privation, and labour in chains, is really a bustling

to the number of labourers they can obtain. We be- and flourishing place.

lieve it would be a most profitable speculation for any In one or two districts farther west than those

clever inventor of machinery to go there, to devisc noticed above,there are other establishments for work

some new plan for clearing the materials from which ing mines of the precious as well as those of the

the gold is extracted ; and we are convinced he would inferior metals. Ai the flourishing town of Ekate

make his fortune, as hemight obtain a patent as easily rineburg, situated at the foot of the mountains which

as in this country." Not only are grains of gold separate Siberia from Russia proper, are some very

found in this way iningled up with grains of sand and large establishments of this kind . Mr. Cottrell , in the

small pieces of stone, but occasionally pieces of six or course of a western journey of four thousand miles

seven pounds' weight are found ; and on one occasion from Irkutsk to St. Petersburgh, stopped a little

a mass weighing twenty -four pounds was found almost while at this town, and thus speaks of some of the

wholly pure gold . operations in its neighbourhood : - " There are two

But with respect to silver, the mode of extraction is establishments in the neighbourhood, belonging to

very different. It is found in a very hard rock of individuals, which are really royal . The one between

granite and porphyry. This rock is in the first place thirty and forty versts ' distance, belonging to M. Ja

blasted by means of gunpowder ; and the masses thus coblef, a gentleman of Petersburgh , perhaps, in abso

separated are broken up into small pieces with ham - lute ready money, the wealthiest individual in the

meis. These smaller pieces are finely pounded by world ; and the other, three hundred versts off, which

large hammers worked by machinery. The stone so we had not time to visit, belonging to M. Demidof,

pounded is put into furnaces for the separation of who is known personally to many of our readers, and

ihe metallic particles from the dross ; this is done in to many more by the fame of his colossal fortune,

immense smelting -houses, where a current of air is which is, however, far smaller than that of M.Jacob'ef.

brought in from openings above to act the part of The establishment of the latter gentleman is a com

bellows, and create a draught in the furnace below ; plete town. He employs several thousand workmen ,

froin whence the substance is poured out, cleared of who are all well-lodged and fed . There are for their

its baser parts, but apparently not much more purified use an hospital, church, various schools, a public dis

than when it was put in . The next process takes pensary, clergy, medical men, schoolmasters, and very

place in another furoace, where all the metallic par- good shops of every kind , all belonging to the pro

iicles, except the silver, are removed . Lastly, the prietor, and kept up at his expense. The director

nearly purified silver is put into a doubly -heated of the whole has a salary of fifty thousand roubles a

refining furnace, called a treib -ofen, together with year ; and the appearance of comfort and good manage

pieces of lead , which, wlien melted, draw off with ment that pervades it, is the best proof that the esta

ihem any remaining drossy particles that may have blishment is flourishing, not less as regards the

escaped the previous processes; the silver, being the employer than the employed."

heavier metal , sinks to the bottom of the furnace, Gold -mines were part of the wealth here alluded to

where it is lett till cold . The silver, when taken out as possessed by M. Jacoblef ; but iron constitutes the

cold from the furnacc, is forwarded to the Mint at principal element of his commercial greatness. The

St. Petersburgh , where a further process of refining | large works of M. Demidof relate to copper, platinum,

takes place, to separate from it the particles of gold, I and malachite. In 18 10 he brought into themarket a

2 Y 2
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hundred puds of platinum - an enormous quantity, | manufactures are sure indirectly to give rise, is far in

when the costly value of this metal is taken into advanceof the population of other towns in the empire ,

account. where the military and government officials are the

These details seem to show that there are agencies at only important persons in the place. He says that at

work in the heart of the Russian empire, which will Barnaoul, the centre of the busy smelting and refining

givetoit a commercial character not to be despised, district, there are more personsof literary acquireinent

however small when compared with that of England. than in all the rest of Siberia put together; although

From the descriptions given by Mr. Cottrell , it appears Tobolsk , Irkutsk, Tomsk, & c., are the great government

that the population in these manufacturing towns, com- stations of the country, and have large numbers of

prising a large section of the middle classes to which officers and official agents.

9
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[Gateway at Cowdry .]

RAMBLES FROM RAILWAYS.
tliat is in à defaced and patched condition, it being

THE ADUR, ARUN, AND Wey.-- No. V.
used as a cottage. Between Pulborough and Stop

ham the Arun is joined by the Rother, and with this

On leaving Amberly a bye-way may be taken over river as a guide the rambler may quit theArun awhile,

the meadows to Hardham . It is hardly worth while in order to visit Petworth, and perhaps pursue the

to keep by the river to that place, as there is nothing stream through the romantic country for a few miles

attractive along it, and it leads us much out of our beyond that town . The shortest way, however, to reach

direction . The path to Hardham is not a very easy one Petworth is,after crossingthe bridge, to take the road

for a stranger to find ,but he will meet with some coun- on the left, just under Pulborough church ; this leads

trymen — and the Sussex peasantry are among the past Stopham , where is a little Norman church plea

civilest of our peasantry, and neat hands at pointing santly situated on a hill , with a fine yew in the church

out the way — so much so indeed, that it is hardly worth yard and a noble prospect froin the hill above. Frittle

while carrying amap in rambling through this county. worth and Egdean hare next to be passed, and then

At Hardham there was a priory of Black Canons, Petworth is soon reached . The way is not long, and is

founded in the reign of Henry III.; some slight re very pleasant: two or three field-paths may be taken ,

mains of the building, converted into a farmhouse, still which will somewhat lessen the distance.

exist in the meadows opposite the church ; they have · Petworth is a thoroughly respectable, clean town ;

Jittle to interest about them . Hardham church is the houses are well built, and the public buildings are

small , and not remarkable in any respect ; the several substantial edifices. Much of the present appearance

historians of Sussex - Dallaway, Horsfield, and Sho- of Petwörth is due to the munificence of the late Earl

berl—say that there is in the churchyard a yew -tree of Egremont, who expended above 15,0001.upon its

whose trunk, hollow from age, measures twenty -four improvement. The church , which he almost rebuilt,

feet in circumference at the height of four feet from has a tali spire, more recent than the church, and a

the ground ; but there is certainly no such tree there sort of imitation of that of Salisbury Cathedral; from

now , nor any appearance of anysuch having recently itsheight,and from the church standing on elevated

existed . From the river Arun at Hardham a tunnel is ground , it is seen over a wide circuit. The fine

carried , for the purposes of navigation , to the Rother, mansionof the Earl of Egremont (now occupied by

which river it meets near Stopham . The Arun itself Colonel Wyndham ) is the grand attraction at Petworth,

winds rôund by Pulborough,where are some remains Cobbett, in his · Rural Rides' ( p. 64 ), thus speaks of

of a larger mansion, called Old Place; it belonged to it: - " Lord Egremont's house is close to the town,

the Apsley family, and was erected in the reign of and, with its outbuildings, garden-walls, and other

Henry vi. It was a handsomeedifice, partly timber, erections, is perhaps nearly as big as the town,though

with numerous large square and bay windows ; it en- the town is not a small one. The park is very fine,

closeda courtyard,and must havebeen a place of some and consists ofa parcel of those hills and dells which

consequence. Very little of it is now standing, and Nature formed here when she was in one of her most
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sportive moods. I have never seen the earth flung angel Michael,'a work unequalled in English sculpture;

about in such a wild way as round about Hindhead and his graceful · Pastoral Apollo .' Then there are

and Blackdown ; and this park forms a part of this other statues by Carew, &c. , with busts by Nollekens,

ground." The park is very extensive, its walls being Chantrey, and others famous in that line of art. There

more than twelve miles in circumference. The house, is also an excellent collection of paintings by Claude,

which is coinparatively recent, is not to be praised for Cuyp, Rubens, and others of the old masters ; and an

the elegance of its architecture, yet its size renders it unmatched series of portraits of the Percies by Van

imposing ; and some conception of its size may be dyke and others. The Vandykes at Petworth are

formed from the fact of there being, in the front of the famous all theworld over. We ought to have observed ,

house, twenty -one windows in a line to each story, and in speaking of the “ carved room,” that it contains a

there are three of these stories . But the magnificence great many fine portraits and other pictures in the

of the interior fully compensates for what may be carved, and of course ungilt, frames of Gibbons. Be

wanting in the exterior ; and permission to view it is sides the paintings by the old nasters, the late earl,

most freely and liberally given . We regret that our the most muniticent patron English artists ever had,

limits prevent us describingthe placesomewhatfully; formedafine collection ofworksby English painters.

but we must not forget that we are already diverging Among them are several by Reynolds, Gainsborough,

a little from the line we marked out, and shall there- Romsey, Fuseli, Hilton, Leslie, Callcott, and Turner.

fore only mention two or three of the leading features There is perhaps no other collection, except his own,

–just sufficient, we hope, to induce the rambler who that contains so many of Turner's pictures; and the

may be in the vicinity to visit it . As might be expected selection is a most choice one, displaying almost every

from the size of the house, there are a great many variety of his style, from the Claude-like quiet of his

rooms, and nearly all of them have some objects of art earliest productions, to the exuberant splendour of his

of considerable attraction . It would evidently be vain later. Few who only know him from the singular and

to attempteven to name the various rooms; but there extravagant works he now yearly displays at the Royal

is one we must mention. This is a magnificentapart- Academy Exhibition , will be prepared for the sober

ment, sixty feet long, twenty- four wide, and twenty and classic grace of those they will see by him at Pet

high,and is generally called the carved room ,” from worth ; and scarce any willunite with his thorough

its being profusely adorned with the carvings of the going admirers in accounting his latest works his

famous Grinling Gibbons. This room is probably un best.

matched for its carved-work in the world , and no one The number of works of art and taste at Petworth

who has not seen it can form a conception of the is so great as almost to bewilder the visitor ; they not

exuberant fancy and exquisite skill of that prince of merely fill a gallery, but crowd every room . We should

wood -carvers; and once seen, it can never be forgotten. like to talk awhile beside some of the pictures and

Festoons of flowers, fruits,shells, birds, foliage in every statues, but we must not venture ; if we began , we

variety and play of line,with vases graceful as Grecian could not break off in a few sentences, and we must

artist ever moulded, are suspended from the walls and be as brief as possible in this paper. We can assure

ceilings in endless combinations. There is a painful our readers, that if they desire to examine a large,

interest attached to one of the finest of these festoons, varied, and excellent collection of works of art, they

inasmuch as Gibbons's favourite pupil, Selden , lost his cannot do better than visit Petworth. There is also

life in rescuing it froin a fire which occurred here shown a curious chapel, belonging to the old mansion :

while the work wasin progress. As we have said , the it is the burial-place of the Percies, to whom it for

fertility of Gibbons's fancy is amazing. Gilpin, we merly belonged. When the Percies became extinct,

believe, lamented that Gibbons was not born in an age Petworth passed by marriage to Charles Seymour,

ofGothic architecture ; and all who look on his works Dukeof Somerset, and by his second daughter to the

will feel that his marvellous wildness of invention Wyndhams, in which family it remains.

could only in such anage have had full scope. It must There is some delightful scenery about Petworth ;

be admitted that his luxuriant foliage and endless andwe will carry ourreaders a little farther along the

diversities of form appear a little incongruous within Rother to Easebourne, which is little more than three

the stiff walls of a classic room. In looking at the miles from Petworth , if the west road be followed.

carrings -- so mechanical and pattern-like --- of the At Easebourne is Cowdry Park , in which are the

present day, onecannot but regret that he is not alive remains of a mansion erected in the reign of Henry

to fitly use the noble opportunity afforded by our new the Eighth, and at one time one of the mostmagni

Houses of Parliament. Other rooms at Petworth are ficent in the kingdom : in it Edward the Sixth was

also adorned with his carvings ; and altogether the " honourably entertained by Sir Anthony Browne," in

collection of them far surpasses any other in England. 1547, and Elizabeth with much magnificence by Lord

We ought to mention that an artist has been for some Montacute (Montague ), in 1591. An account of the

tiine here, fitting up every portion unoccupied with ceremonies attending the reception of Elizabeth , with

the worksof Gibbons, that is suitable to be so adorned , the verses with which she was greeted, was published

with carvings; and his productions are very beautiful at the time; but weneed not make any quotations, as

and admirably executed, though they do not approach there is a considerable similarity in most of these

those of Gibbons in originality or fertility of invention, ſ affairs, and a pretty full accountof the queen’s pro

or richness of fancy, gresses was given in the last volumeof this magazine.

These rooms also contain a large number of antique The old mansion was preserved with due care and au

statues, collected for the then Earl of Egremont by honourable pride till the year 1793, when it was de

Gavin Hamilton, at Rome, between 1750 and 1760. stroyed by a fire thatoccurred throughsome negligence

They were, when purchased, for the most part in a of the servants left in charge of the house. Lord

inutilated condition , butwere restored by the addition Montaguewas at the time travelling on the Continent,

of noses, fingers, hands, feet, and sometimes en and his return being shortly expected , the house was

larger members, by two Italian sculptors, Cavacippi being set in order ; the portraits, of which there was a

and Pacilli , much in request for that kind of skill, collection of great interest, had been removed from the

very fashionable about that time. There is, too, an rooms in which they commonly hung into the north

interesting selection of works by English sculptors, gallery, and this gallery was, on the night of September

made chiefly by the late carl. Among ihem are Flax- 24th, discoveredto be on fire, but too late to save any

man's almost sublime group of “ Satan and the arch- 1 of the valuable contents. Attempts were made to
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detach this part of the building from the remainde, is a modern improvement on the heavy diligence of

but the solid state of the masonry rendered it imprac- earlier times. The malle-postes are kept up at the

ticable. On the morrow , little more than a few bare expense of the government, and travel along the great

walls were left standing . Beside the portraits we have roads of France to carry the mail. They are divided

mentioned , there were a good many other pictures in into two sections , according to the route which they

various rooms, some of which were saved, but the take : the first section including those which start from

greater part were destroyed. On the walls of one of Paris, and the second comprising those which traverse

ihe apartments were some curious paintings in fresco, the more distant routes. Those of the first section

illustrative of events in English history in which the radiate in fifteen different directions from Paris, pro

family had been concerned , and a curious pictorial ceeding respectively to Calais, Lille, Valenciennes,

chronicle of the leading occurrences in the life of Sir Sedan, Torbach, Strasburg, Besançon, Lyons, Moulins,

Anthony Browne; these, with a representation of the Limoges, Bordeaux, Nantes, Brest, Cherbourg, and

reception of Elizabeth, were also lost. The noble owner Havre. The number of hours which the coaches take

of the mansion never heard of his loss. The intelli- to traverse these distances, varies from thirteen ( Paris

gencewas of course inmediately sent to the Continent to Valenciennes) to forty-four (Paris to Brest ) . They

to him , but before it reached him he had, by a terrible all start from Paris at six o'clock in the evening, and

accident, lost his life . In company with Sedley regulate their return journeys so as to reach Paris

Burdett (the brother of the late Sir Francis) he at- between four and six o'clock in the morning. The

tempted to pass the falls of Schaffhausen in a boat , second section comprises thirteen mail-routes, all in

and ' both were drowned, October, 1793. In the the more distant parts of France, such as from Bor

• Annual Register , 1793, there is a full account of the deaux to Bayonne, from Limoges to Toulouse, from

fire ; and the · Vetusta Monumenta ,' vol. iii., contains Moulins to Marseille, & c. Thus an " overland ” tra

four engravings of Cowdry House as it appeared veller, travelling from England to Alexandria riâ

before the fire, and a list of the paintings saved. We France, and adopting this mode of conveyance, tra

give an engraving of the present appearance of the verses three mail-routes :-Calais to Paris ( cigliteen

grand entrance. The ruins have been, with good taste , hours) , Paris to Moulins(twenty -three hours) , Moulins

suffered to remain undisturbed. The new house is to Marseille (forty -three hours). Any adoption of

built at a shortdistance from them ; it is not an elegant railway travelling willof course materially reduce this

fabric. In the park, which was laid out by Capability extent of time; but if the malle -postes be adopted

Brown , are some very large trees, especially oak and throughout, the time of travelling from Calais to Nar

chestnut, with some firs of great height. Easebourne seille is about eighty -four hours, without reckoning

Church, which is a neat little rustic edifice, stands in stoppage at Paris.

the park . We will now return to our Arun ; but we These malle -postes are not so available to travellers

strongly recommend the tourist to vary the routeby as the English mail-coaches, since there is generally

continuing along the Rother by Midhurst, the birth only accommodation for two or three passengers. The

place of the unfortunate Otway, whose remains lie in vehicle itself is a sort of stout barouche, able to contain

the little church of the adjoining parish of Woolbeed usually two inside passengers, while a third sits by the

ing,-- and then by some bye-roads and over the liills side of the conductor, outside and at the back of the

into Hampshire by Milland to Selborne, the locality of carriage, the front seat being occupied by the driver.

Gilbert White's delightful book ; and from thence to The coaches are painted light red , and are drawn by

Alton , famous for its ale, about a mile from which is four horses with tolerable harness. The rate of tra

the source of the Wey ,which river the rambler may velling is very rapid, varying from nine to twelve

then follow . He will find this one of the pleasantest miles an hour; this is shown by the route froin Calais

routes he can desire , and itwill not very much lengthen to Marseille, not far short of eight hundred miles,

bis journey. Some parts of it about the 'Hangers' are being performed in eighty-four hours. This rapidity

almost unequalled in their way .
and certainty make the malle-postes to be much souglit

after ; and, as the places for passengers are so sery

VEHICLES AND TRAVELLING ON TIIE few , it is customary to secure a place many days before

CONTINENT.-No. I. hand. Half the fare is paid when the place is taken,

and the other half before starting. A place canndt be

In a former Number (627) we gave a brief notice of secured at all , unless for three-fourtlis of the entire dis

the customary modes of travelling in Turkey, illus- tance travelled by the malle. The stoppages are very

trative of the peculiar features which the semi-civilized short, and the luggage allowed to each passenger very

state of that country has given to all such arrange- limited. The fare is 175 francs the myriametre, about

ments ; and in a subsequent article (No. 710 ) the equivalent to the outside fare on an English mail

system of dawk travelling in India, wholly different in threepence per mile.

every respect, was described. We now proceed to Diligences. These are the travelling vehicleswhich

notice the chief peculiarities which distinguish the an English reader is most apt to associate with the

vehicles and the modes of travelling on the Continent Continent, and especially with France. They are the

generally. The excellentand well-arranged ' Hand- stage - coaches of France, each one having an assigned

books' published by Mr. Murray, together with details route to go over in an assigned number of hours, and

from other quarters, will enable usto do this. It is cach having a number of seats or places, which may

only in so far as the methods differ from those in Eng- be taken separately by passengers, as in England.

land that they will be noticed here. The diligence has been designated as “ a hugs',

The private carriages belonging to individuals , what- heavy, lofty, lumbering machine, something between

ever may be their varieties of shape, may all be placed an English stage and a broad -wheeled waggon ."

in one class, since the regulations of the road are pretty None of our English stage-coaches have more than two

much the same for all . The accommodations at the compartments or qualities of seat- " inside and “ out

road-side inns may be inore or less complete, and the side;" but the French diligence has four --the coupé,

relays of horses more or less numerous ; but the cha- the intérieur, the rotonde, and the banquette. There

racteristic features ofa country are not so much scen are three carriage -bodies joined together, and wholly

here as in hired vehicles. We will, therefore, proceed distinct ; the front one of which is called the coupé ; it

at once to notice the French
is shaped like a chariot or postchaise, holding three

Malle- Poste. This is the mail-coach of France, and persons, whose faces are in the direction which the di
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ligence is following. If a party can secure all three | occur about the same time, and contribute largely to

places to themselves, they travel with nearly as much swell the crowd of travellers in August."

privacy and comfort as in a private carriage, since the The stage-coaches ( to use a term familiar to English

coupé is wholly separated from the other parts; and as readers ) of other European countries partake more or

an equivalent the fare is higher than in other parts of less of the character of the French diligences. In Sar

the vehicle . There is nothing in our English stages dinia and other parts of northern Italy, there are dili

analogous to the coupé ;but the intérieur is equivalent gences on the principal roads, but they have neither

to our “ six inside ;" 'it is a very closely boxed up ar- coupé nor banquette, and therefore afford little oppor

rangement, and is very hot in summer. Behind the tunity for seeing the country. Here again we may

intérieur is the rotonde, the worst part of the vehicle | trace the nature of the vehicles to the taste of the ins

-" the receptacle of dust, dirt, and bad company.” It habitants ; for the Italians, when travelling on a long

is a curious exemplification of difference of taste be- journey , shut themselves in from dust, rain, and all

tween different countries, that that seat which is the other outward visitation . An English writer, express

cheapest of all, and which is avoided by Frenchmen , is ing English thoughts, says— " Any spirited entrepre

the one which English travellers of the male sex like neur who could set up a stage-coach to carry outsides,

the best. This is the banquette, a scat perched up on would deserve a statue to his memory.”

the roof of the coupé, tolerably well protected from Travelling in Switzerland hạs so greatly increased

rain and cold by a hood and a leathern apron , but within the last few years, that diligences now run daily

somewhat difficult of access. It affords a comfortable between most of the large towns, and there are few

and roomy seat by the side of the conductor, and gives carriage-roads in the country not traversed by them

the passenger a good look out " over the country two or three times a week . They generally belong to

which he is approaching. The French dislike outside the government of the different cantons, and are at

travelling, and the banquette is generally occupied by tached to the post-office. The places are numbered,

persons of humble class ; yet it is not unfrequent for and each passenger is allowed a certain weight of

Englishmen to scek out this in preference to any other luggage. On going from one canton to another, and

part of the vehicle. The comparative arrangements in therefore from oneset of proprietors to another, the

the two countries exemplify the difference of taste : in passengers are often transferred to another coach ; and

England, a first-class stage carries four inside and the arrangements have so little of that completeness

twelve out ; in France, a first-class diligence carries observable in the English stage -coach system , that the

fifteen inside and four out. travellers have sometimes to wait several liours, in the

The diligence is more roomy,and to that extent less middle of the night, and in a remote place, before the

fatiguing, than an English stage -coach ; but the rate relay coach is really. The conducteur's fee is included

of travelling rarely exceeds six or seven iniles an hour, in the fare ; but a trinkgeld (drink -money) is somc

and in bad weather it falls below that. Formerly they times expected by the poslilion or driver.

used to have rope-harness, but within the last few years In Austria and the southern parts ofGermany, the

the arrangements have been improved, and strips of diligences, under the general name of eilwagen (quick

hide are now used instead ; yet the appointments are coach ), belong to the respective governmenis, and are

stillfar behind those of the dashing stages which rail- managed by government officers. No one can book

roads have gone far to extinguish in England. The a place withoutshowing his passport , if about to cross

diligence and its contents are placed in charge of the the frontier. The seats are numbered, and appro

conducteur, who is equivalent to the English “ guard ," priated in the order in which they are applied for, the

but is a more welcome companion, inasmuch as he does first numbers being affixed to thecorner seals,as being

not hold out his hand for fees: he is paid by the the most desirable. A receipt is always given for

owners of the diligence , and is generally an intelligent the fare and the baggage, of which particular care is

man , from whom a traveller may pick up many scraps taken . In Prussia the name schnellpost (quick -post)

of information . When one of the largest diligences is is applied to the diligences. They travel at the rate of

ſully loaded, it weighs nearly eleven thousand pounds, about six miles an hour, and are roomy and comfort

and is drawn by either five or six horses; the postilion able vehicles. The rates of fare are from two to three

or driver used to ride on the saddle, but he now drives pence per mile, including all ſees, in respect to which

from a box. Besides passengers, the diligences carry continental arrangements are very much better than

a great deal of heavy luggagewhich would in England those of England; in some places the conducteur is

be conveyed by waggon or canal : prohibited from accepting, and in nearly all he is

Allthe places in a diligence are numbered, and each prohibited from asking, that compulsory gift (if we

passenger takes the seat allolied to him when paying inay so term it ) which is so annoying in England. If

his farc : the corner seats are always preferred, and are an English stagc -coach is full, the expectant traveller

allotted to the first comers . Every passenger's name is left to fare as he may ; but in Prussia and Austria ,

is called over before he enters the diligence, and his if more passengers apply than the schnellpost or eil

place is pointed out to him . The arerage rate of fares wagen will accommodate, auxiliary vehicles (bei

is equal io about a penny a mile, except for the coupé, chaisen ) are provided , which carry on the extra pas

which is higlier ; in England, as most travellers know , sengers at the same rate and for the samefare. Some

the fare is very much higher. There are two great times, when Leipzig fair is going forward, twenty or

Companies at Paris – ihe Messageries Royales, and the thirty of these bei-chaisen will travel in company.

Messageries Générales — 10 whom belong a very large The Prussian schnellpost has no outside places, and

number of the diligences : they " coach" the roads to a no difference in fare is made between the front and

certain distance from Paris, and correspond with other | back seats . At every post- house where the schnell

companies or proprietors, who take up the more dis- post stops, there is a room where the passengers can

tant routes. It is said that, “ during the month of obtain such refreshments as “ butter-brod,” sandwich,

August, the diligences on all the great roads are and coffee, at fixed prices, and where a complaint-book

thronged with school-boys and collegians , with their is kept.

parents and masters, in consequence of the brcaking Holland, Belgium , and Russia have all got their

up of the establishments of education in Paris, all hur- diligences or stage -coaches, resembling more or less

rying homeat once into the provinces. It not unfre- those which we have already noticed . In Holland

quently happens that, for a fortniglit together, every they belong to private individuals or companies li

place is taken . The vacations at the public offices , censed by the government: they are roomy and con
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venient , travel at the rate of about six miles an hour,and surface of the stream ; to these are attached, at equal distances,

are usually drawn by three horses yoked abreast. Bei- earthen pots, which fill successively by dipping into the water as

chaisen are provided, as in Germany. In Russia the the wheelrevolves, discharging their contents, when raised to the

diligences are said tobe of rather a superior kind. highest point, into a trougti, from which the fluid is carried by a

Dr.Granvillesays : “ On the Riga and Moscow roads, trench into the intended locality, But in order to set this wlieel

these vehicles arekept in excellent order,and perform opposite end ofthe sameaxis, it being from sixto eight fert in

in motion , a small vertical wheel , with cogs, is fastened to the

their journey with great regularity : on the former length, and in a horizontal position ; with it is a third andlarger

road, in three days and three nights ( from St. Peters- cogged wheel , which, being turned by oxen or cows, sets the two

burgh); on the latter, in four days and three nights, first in motion. At spots more remote, spacious pits are dug to

stopping only for refreshments. The carriages are of receive the water,whence itis drawn up bya simple machine

considerable length, and are necessarily heavy, but forned of two upright posts , with a horizontal bar between them,

their progress is not much impeded from that cir- 10 which is affixed a lengthy lever, having a vessel at its smaller

cumstance, and the speed is equal at least to any of extremity; this, being tilled by lowering and raising the pole,

the voitures accellerés in France. The rate of going is then discharges itself into a trough placed for the purpose.-

about seven English miles an hour. The diligence to Stent's Egypt.

and from Moscow sets off every day carrying four

inside, two in the arrière cabriolei , and one passenger Breud in kortlofan. - The dok , having been ground ou a

with the conducteur. The fare is the same for all , viz . stone to flour, is put into an earthen pot, and converted , by

scventy -five roubles in thc winter, and one hundred means of water, into a thin paste. A fire is now lighted under

and twenty roubles in the summer, when the cabriolet an earthen dish ( or under an iron plate,called doga ), which

passenger paysonly half. The price for the refresh- stands on three stones: when the dish is heated, it is greasen

ments, taken during the day, is fixed at twoanda half with butter, and the paste is spread upon it in the shape and size

roubles .”—The rouble is equal to about 38. 3d. of an ordinary cake. The one side beingbaked, the bread is

turned , and the dish again greased with butter. These cakes are

English ; and the lowness ofthe winterfare is due to about the thickness of a fiuger, and for Europeans very indigest

the circumstance that the diligence is placed upon a ible: they distend the stomach, indeed , awfully; an eflect pre

sledge, and travels quicker. duced by the corn , partly because the husks are imt separated

from the flour, partly because the bread is not well baked . Those

who are more wealthy, consume a better kind of bread, winci

Uniforms of New Orleans. I remarked bow closely those has also a more pleasant flavour ; the flour is purified , and the

whom I met or passed resembled each other . It is difficult to paste more fluid ; it is spread upon the dish by means of a sma!!
mistake a Yankee for the inbabitant or native of any other coun brush , but otherwise prepared in the same manner as the former

try . They are almost closely shaven - not a vestige of beard or variety . Much time is required to bake the necessary quantity fui

whiskers is left ; and then their garments are all so precisely the the consumption of the house. More than one hour is speut ja

same, I felt I should never be able to distinguish one man from making bread enough of the latter description to serve two per

another. I could not at first coinprehend why all the male inha- sons at dinner. Fresh bread must, therefore, be prepared every

bitants looked so precisely like figures made on the same inodel; day; and it is always made by thewomen ; for, as there is 19

but my lengthened drive through the streets enlightened me. mill in Kordofan, every one is obliged to grind the quantity of

Outside a great many of the " notion" stores I saw just such flour necessary for his consumption daily . This is done, as I

figures hanging up - coat, pantalon à sous pied , in short the have already observed, by female slaves.-- Travels in Kordofan,
whole outward man . There was this difference -- and be it by Ignatius Pallme.

remarked , it is an essential one - the latter were men of straw .

Such cannot be said of the wealthy merchant of New Orleans.

The fact is this — there are no working-tailors at New Orleans, Nuisances inRome. - There are many things in Rome which

and every article of dress comes ready -made from the Northeru offend our English feelings, although the natives do not seern to

States. There are merchant-tailors in plenty ;and if the travel be atall affectedbythem . Thus, all the spouts send down tor

ler in New Orleans is in want of a suit of clothes, he must, if of rentsof water from the caves of the houses into the streets below ,

the masculine sex,betake himself to one of these gentlemen ,and inflicting a deluge ou those who have not learned the artof

he willbe forthwith titted with anything hemay happen towant threading their waysuccessively through the spaces which inter

“ Pants" are daily announced, as a cargo just arrived " by the
vene betwixt the descending torrents. Many a time bare i

from New York : " the latter city evidently has the received on my shoulders this annoying fall of water. The

responsibility of setting the fashions to the élégants of the other streets, too, are abominably filthy with offensive matter, causing

cities of the Union. These garments being all of the samecolour a nuisance which would not be tolerated for a single day in an

and fashion , fully accounts for the similarity of the appearance English town ; and within the entrance door of manyof their

of the inhabitants.--Mrs. Houston's Texas and New Orleans. dwellingsthere may beseen a pool which loudly calls for a mops

if the purity of ladies' flounces be an object worthy of attentiou.

Again, the kitchens of these Italians appear as though they haul

Irrigation in Egypt.-- The land, naturally inundated, is sown
never once been whitewashed since the days of Ancient Rome;

ouly once a year usually, and that is after the subsidence of cleanly. A friend of minehad ordered an omelet for supper.whilst their cooking utensils are, at times, none of the met

waters. But the tracts subjected to artificial inundation will

ammually yield three crops, being first sown at the sameperiod cook preparing it in a kind of thing which I darenot exactly
His servant, on going accidentally into the kitchen , say ile

as the districts above mentioned with whent or barley ; a second

time, after the vernal equinox, with indigo, cottoi) , millet, or
describe. But the reader will understand me when I inform bin

some similar prodluce ; and again, about the summer solstice, that the filthy, rascal, not having a proper kitchen-pan at hand,

with millet or maize. I was much pleased that during my visit had actually been up into the bed -room for a subsiitute. Ou

the state of thecrops fully accorded with their relative condition English maid, once expressing a wish for a culivary utensil in

in the time of Moses, during the plagueof hail, for the barley in her eye which wouldjust suit

. She went and broughtthe

order to pour some broth into it , the Italian servant had ee

was in the ear, and the flax was bolled," when I saw them , and

would therefore be smitteu ; but “ the wheat and the rye would not
brass pan in which we regularly washed our feet.-Katerica's

be smitten , for they were not grown up .” ( Exolus, chap. x. k .
Essays.

31 , 32. ) Gratifying too was it to be informed , that the custom

referred to Ecclesiastes, “ Cast thy bread upon the waters, for Effects ofeating Fish. — Many persons have an idiosyncrasy

thou shalt find it after many days . " ( Ecclesiastes, chap. xi . v. 80 peculiar that even coil or salmon will produce an eruption of

1 ) is now illustrated by the agriculturist casting his seed on the other temporary disease . It is well ascertained that the oystei,

mud before the water bas quite subsided ; afterwards a little dry and still more the muscle , at times acquires properties wluci

mould is usually spread over it by hand . The machine used for render it poisonous or hurtful. Vancouver had four sailors tahu .

irrigation, 80 fiequently erected on the banks of the Nile, must ill , after eating muscles, of whom one died in five hours and a

excite curiosity . It is composed of a vertical wheel, round half . Two fatal cases also from the same cause occurred in de

which are fastened two parallel cords, reaching a little below the practice of Dr. Combe.- Ency .Met ., art . Medicine.
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(Birth -place of Culguel Gardiner, and Tree which he is said to have planterl.- From an original sketch .]

COLONEL GARDINER. commission in a Scotch regiment; in the Dutch service

he had already served some time as a cadet. In 1702

I THOUGHT," says the curate, in Tristram Shandy,' he received an ensign’s commission from Queen Anne.

" that you gentlemen of the army, Mr. Trim , never | At the battle of Ramillies he was one of the “ forlorn

said your prayers at all;" to which the corporal, hope" which was sent to dispossess the French of the

" piqued for the honour of the army,” replies, - " A church -yard. He had gallantly planted his colours

soldier, an ' please your reverence, prays as often ( of and wasencouraging his men ,when he received a shot

his own accord ) as a parson ; and when he is fighting in his mouth, " which ," says his biographer Dr. Dod

for his king, and for his own life, and for his honour dridge, “ without beating out any of his teeth, oi

too, he has the most reason to pray to God of any touching the fore part of his tongue, went through his

one in the whole world : but when a soldier, an' please neck and came out about an inch and a half on the

yourreverence, has been standing fortwelve hours leftside of thevertebræ . Not feeling at first the pain

together in the trenches, up to his knees in cold water ; of the stroke, he wondered what was become of the

or engaged for months together in long and dangerous ball, and in the wildness of his surprise began to

marches; harassed, perhaps, in his rear to -day; harass- suspect he had swallowed it ; but dropping soon after,

ing others to -morrow ; detached here ; countermanded he traced the passage of it by his finger,”

there ; resting this night out upon his arms; beat up The above singular escape seems to have had no in

in his shirt the next; benumbed in his joints ; per- fluence on his conduct, which continued dissolute and

haps without straw in his tent to kneel on—he must say licentious until July ,1719,when the following circum

his prayers how and when he can .” At the period stance occurred to him :-He had retired to his cham

When Sterne wrote his celebrated work it was assumed, ber about eleven o'clock at night, and, to " kill time"

almost asa matter of course , that every military man for an hour, took a religious book in which the military

was a profligate. The moral tone of society generally profession was spiritualized, expecting, as his biogra

was in a low state, or such an estimate could scarcely pher states, to find in the work phrases which might

have been correct as to any influential portion of it. afford him some diversion -when he thought he saw

It was in the state of things above mentioned thata an unusual blaze of light fall on the book while he was

man distinguished for hismilitary services became still reading, which he at first imagined might happen by

more eminent for his fervent piety, though by profes- some accident in the candle. But lifting up his eyes,

sion a soldier. We allude to Colonel Gardiner. he apprehended, to his extreme amazement, that there

The principal circumstance in the life of Colonel was before him , as it were suspended in the air, a

James Gardiner was his religious conversion, which visible representation of the Lord Jesus Christ upon

rendered him conspicuous at a timewhen the absence the cross, surrounded on all sides with a glory ; and

of dissoluteness and a very slight regard to the decen- was impressed as if a voice, or something equivalent

cies of virtuous life were held to be no inconsiderable to a voice, had cometo him to this effect (for he was

praise in military men . He was a brave and gallant not confident as to the very words), ' Oh, sinner ! did

man ; but we shall pass over the details of his military I suffer this for thee, and are these the returns?" This

life, except its closing scene and one remarkable cir- circumstance changed thewholecharacter ofhis future

cumstance which occurred to him at the battle of Ra- life.

millies in 1706. Colonel Gardiner was born at Carri Colonel Gardiner's vision has often been alluded to

den, Linlithgowshire,in1688. Wegivea view of the in proof of the existence of supernaturalagencies.

house in which he wasborn, which lies in a sequestered Doddridge, however, remarks on the possibility that

spot between Blackness Castle and Borrowstoness, and while he was sitting and reading in this careless and

commands a charming view of the Frith of Forth . His profane manner, he might suddenly fall asleep and

father, who had a handsome estate , was a captain in the only dream of what he apprehended hesaw ;" but the

army, and died abroad in consequence of the fatigues Colonel always insisted that he was broad awake during

which he had experienced during the campaign. His the whole time, and several times in conversation with

son James entered the army at a very early age, and Doddridgę spoke of the appearance which he had

when at the age of fourteen, he obtained an ensign's seen, as what had undoubtedly passed before his eyes,

No. 799.
Vol . XIII.-22
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and not in imagination . As to the voice which lic We hurry on to the close of this good man's life .

heard , he did not seen confident whether it were The battle of Preston -Pans, on the 21st of September,

an audible voice or only a strong impression ; but 1745, between the troops of Charles Edward, the

Doddridge states that the Colonel inclined to believe young Preiender, and the English troops under Gane

in the reality of the voice, as well as in the vision. ral Sir John Cope, is not a litile memorable on severai

Dr. Hibbert, in his ingenious work on the · Philosophy accounts. Victory declared in favour of the Stewart

of Apparitions,' in allusion to this circumstance in cause at the very outset of this wild campaign, and ti .

Colonel Gardiner's life, remarks : - " With rega Hanoverian ” government, as the Jacobins called it ,

this vision, the appearance of our Saviour on the cross, were proportionately dismayed. The event threw Lon

and the awful words repeated , can be considered in no don into a panic . English dragoons,perplexed with it .

other light than as so many recollected images of the novel manner of fighting of theHighlanders, turried

mind, which, probably, bad their origin in the lan- their backs on the enemy and fed. Colonel Gardinti

guage of some urgent appeal to repentance that the was killed in attenpiing to rally them ; and lastly there

colonel might have casually read or heard delivered. is the famous ballad beginning “ Hley, Johnny Cope, ar

From what cause, however, such ideas were rendered ye wanking yet,' which commemorates the part white

as vivid as actual impressions, wehaveno information that hero played in the events of the day, which bega!!

to be depended upon. This vision was certainly,at- by his being fetehed from his comfortable quarie's

tended with one of the most important of consequences where he hall spent the eve of battle, instead of restilis

connected with the Christian dispensation - the con on the field, and ended with his posting away to a!i

version of a sinner. And hence no single narrative nounce the news of his own defeat. The last hours vi

has, perhaps, done more to confirm the superstitious Colonel Gardiner's life are described by his biographer.

opinion that apparitions of this awful kind cannot lle continued all the night under arms,wrapped up

arise without a divine fiat.” Dr. Hilbert ailds in a in his cloak, and generally sheltered under a rick of

note-" A short time before the vision, Colonel Gardiner barley which liappened to be in the field . The reit's

had received a severe fall from his horse. Did the commenced their aitack before sunrise, but when it

brain receive some slight degree of injury from the was sufficiently light to discern what was going on , at

accident, so as to predispose him to this spiritual illu- Jeast so far as the fog permitted. Sir Walter Scoii's

sion ? " description, in Waverley, of the short but rapii?

The “ conversion" which this vision effected was onslaught of the Highlanders is well known . Dr.

most complete, and for the remaining twenty -six years Doddridge says: " Colonel Gardiner, at the beginni .

of his life, ColonelGardiner's religious zeal, his piety , of the onset, which in the whole lasted but a iw

his disregard of all save the idea of realizing in every minutes, received a wound by a bullet in his left

thought and action his convictions of Christian duty, breast, which made him give a sudden spring in his

exercised over his mind an influence which was ever saddle , upon which his servant, who had led the lions ',

predominant and active. In his day, a man who was would have persuaded him to retrcat, but he said ii

really anxious in spiritual matters had difficulties to was only a wound in the flesh , and foughton , thou

encounter in social intercourse of a very different kind he presently after received a shot in his right this .

to those which would be experienced in the present in the meantime it was discerned that some of is

day, as the following anecdote from Doddridge will enemies ſell by him , and particularly one man ui .

show :-Colone!Gardiner had invited the commanding had made him a treacherous visit but a few days bell!

officer of the king's forces then about Edinburgh, withi with great professions of zeal for the present estalvisi

the other colonels, and several ollicers of various ranks, ment. Events of this kind pass in less tiine than 1 :

to dinner at his house at Bankton . “ He too well fore- | description of them can be read. The Colonel War

saw (says Doddridge )what might happen amidst such for a few moments supported by bis men , and par :

a variety of tempers and characters, and fearing lest cularly by that worthy person Lieutenant-Coloni

his conscience iniglıt have been ensnared by a sinful Whitney ,whowas shot through the arm here, and :

silence, or that, on the other hand, he might seem to few months after fell nobly in the battle of Faikik,

pass the bounds of decency and infringe upon the laws and by Lieutenant West, a man of distinguished b1

of hospitality by animadverting on guests so justly very , as also by about fifteen dragoons, who stood iy

entitled to his regard, he happily determined on the lim to the last . But after a faint fire, the regime.

following method of avoiding each of these difficulties. I in general was seized with a panic ; and though the

As soon as they were cometogether, lie addressed them Colonel and some other gallant officers did what they

with a great deal of respect, and yet at the same time could to rally them once or twice, they at last took a

with a very frank and determined air, and told them precipitate flight.” At this moment Colonel Gardiner

that he had the honour in that district to be a justice saw a party of foot bravely fighting near hin withert

of the peace, and consequently that he was sworn to any officer to head them , on which he said , “ Those

put the laws in execution, and ainong the rest those brave fellows will be cut to pieces for want of a con

against swearing ; and that therefore he entreated all mander,” or words to that effect, and, riding up to

the gentlemen who then honoured him with their com- them at the same time,he cried out, “ Fire on, my lads,

pany, that they would please to be upon their guard, and ſear nothing," which words hehad scarcely uttereit,

and that if any oath or curse should cscape them , he says Doddridge, before " a Highlander advanced tü

hoped they would consider his legal animadversions wards him with a scythe fastened to a long pole , with

upon it as a regard to the duties of his office and the which he gave him such a deep wound on his rings

dictates of his conscience , and not as owing to any arm that his sword dropped out of his hand.” Sever

want of deference to them ." The cominanding officer others coming about hiin , he was dragged from his

immediately supported him in the matter,saying that lorse, and the moment he fell, another Highlander

he would be ready to pay the penalty if he inad- gave him a mortal stroke either with a broadsword

vertently transgressed, and when Colonel Gardiner on or Lochaber -axe at the back of his hcad . His hat had

any occasion stepped out of the room , he himself pro- fallen, but he took it in his left hand, and waved it as a

mised to take notice of any infringement of the law , signal to a faithful attendant to retreat. This servant

and accordingly caused one of the officers who had left the field , and, having disguised himself as a miller's

offended to be fined. This is a curious picture of servant, returned in two hours after the engagement,

manners a century ago, when swearing was common and found his master plundered of his watch and va

amongst all classes of even well educated persons. luables, and also stripped of his under garments and
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boots, but he was still breathing. Ile was conveyed Giraffe-hunting .-- As soon as the dry season commences, the

to the churchof Tranent, and immediately after into girafles return to the neighhourhood of Kordofan : they are not

the minister's house, where he breathed his last about gregarious in their habits, like the antelopes, and they are only

eleven in the forcnoon . Doddridge observes, “ I to be seen separately, or at the most in pairs. These beautiful

thankGod that I am not called to apologize for his creatures are caught bymen on horseback, but merely the young

following his troops in their flight, which , dear as he animals are taken alive,as it would almost amount to an impos

was to me, would have grieved memuch more than his sibility to catch anold heast, who would overthrow both borse

death with these heroic circunstances attending it . ”

and rider, and use them very roughly. The latter are therefore

slain with a sword, merely for the sake of their skins, which

form an article of trade. The flesh is eaten, and has not o dis

agreeable flavour. In order to be allowed to hunt giraffes for a

The Western Antiquities.-- In the valley of the Mississippi, and menagerie, it is necessary first to obtain a firman from the minis

tie more southern parts of North America, arefound antique ter of the interior, and it is the best plan to apply at once to the

curiosities and works of art, bearing the impress of cultivated Sleikh Abdel Had at Haraza ; he will immediately give an or

intelligence. But of the race, or people, who executed them , derto his people who occupythemselves with thissport, forit

time has left no vestige of their existence, save these monuments requires not only a very expert horseman , but a very perfect

of their skill and knowledge. Not even a tradition whispers its horse, and more especiallyexperience in this species of hunting.
g **fs-work, who they might be, We onlyknow they were. Generally speaking, two horsemen, provided with one or two

What proof and evidence do we gather from their remains, camels laden with a supply of provender and water suficient for

which have withstood the testof time, of their originand proba. The camels are left at an appropriate place, whilst the riders re
a few days, proceed into the desert frequented by the girafies.

ble era of theirexistence? That they existed centuries ago,is connoitre the country until they comeupon thetrack of an ani

erident from the size whichforest trees have attained, which grow mal. Great experience is now requisite to distinguish whether

upon the mounds and fortifications discovered . That they were

civilized , and understood the arts, is apparent from the manner
the trace is of to -day or yesterday, or of a yet older date. If it

of laying out and erecting their fortifications, and from various
be recent, and that of a young auimal , it is immediately followed

viensils of gold, copper, and iron which have occasionally been up, and the hmtsman may make sure of gaining a sight of their

Dund in digging below the earth's surface. If I mistake not, prey in a few hours . As soon as the giratle is in view, the run

I believe even glass has been found, which, if so, shows them instantly takes place , for the animal, very timid by nature, secks

acquainted with chemical discoveries,which are supposed to refuge in flight, andindeed with extraordinary fleetness. Every

have been unknown until a period much later than the probable thing now depends on the dexterity of the rider and activity of

time of their existence. That they were not theancestors of the his horse. Theymust do all in their power to gain upon the

race which inhabited this country at the timeof its discovery by game they havestarted, an endeavour which is the more readily

Columbus, appears conclusive from the total ignorance of the
to be effected, as the girafle never takes a straight course , but, by

Indian tribes of all knowledge of arts and civilization, and the and sometimes tothe left,andis thus quickly overtaken by the
nature timid , doubles in fear of its life, sometimes to the right,

non -existence of anytradition of their once proud sway: That horsemen. Having comeup with the young animal pursued,

they were a mighty people is evident from the extent ofterritory the rider casts a lasso overits head ; his throw but seldom fails ,

where these antiquities are scattered . The banks of the Ohio
and Mississippi tell they once lived ; and even to the shore and in the worst casemust be repeated. He then attaches the

where the vast Pacific heaves its waves, there are traces of their end of the rope to his saddle, drags the animal as closely as he

can to his horse, and thus the capture is effected .
But now a

existence. Who were they ? In what period of time did theyexist ? In a cave in one of the Western States, there is carveủ steady and patient horse, well broken into its work , is again ne

upon the wallsa group of people, apparently in the act of devo- cessary for the further transport; for the horse must resist the

tion ; and a rising sun is sculptured above them . From this we
animal's efforts, or give way to them ( for it pulls and jumps

should infer that they were Pagans,worshipping the sun and the in all directions), in conveying it to thie nearest village, which

fabulous gods. But whatmost strongly arrests the antiquarian's camel should stand in readiness there to give the young giraffe

the huntsmen endeavour to reach as quickly as they can. A she

chservation, and causes him to repeat the inquiry, " who were
they?” is the habiliments of the group. One part of their habit milk , with which it is fed before beingweaned to grass or hay.

is of theGrecian costume, and the remainder is of the Phæui- | This treatment must be subsequently followed , and even full

Were they a colony from Greece ? Did they come
grown giralles should receive milk daily as drink, if it be in any

from that land in the days of its proud glory , bringingwiih them way possible. When the young animal has rested for some time,

a knowledge of arts, science, and philosophy ? Dill they, too,

it is furthered without delay to Dougola, but on this occasion

seek a homeacross the western waters, because they lovedliberty great attention is again required . A kindof head -stall is put on

in a strange land better than they loved elavery at home of the animal's head,to which four stout cords are fastened . Two

what may be as probable, were they the descendants of some
men each holding the end of one of the ropes in his hand, walk

band who managed to escape the destruction of ill-fatedTroy? in front, and two follow to keep its gait steady, a task requiring

-the descendants of a people who had called Greece a mother during the first few days extraordinary exertion . A she-camel

country , but were sacrificed to her vindictive ire, because they must accompany the young giraffe to giveit the recessary nour

were prouder to be Trojans than the descendants of Grecians ? ishment on the roal. Arrived at Dongola, a certain time is

Av, who were they ? Álight not America have had its Hector, again devoted to rest, and the animal is here accustomed to the

It is incredible what difliculties

its Paris, and Helen ? its maidens who prayed ,and its sons who milk of thecow and to grass.

fuught? All this might have been. But their historians and the Arabs have to contend with in preserving a giraffe alive,and

their poets alike have perished. They have been ; but the history it is, consequently,not to be wondered at thattheir price is so

of their existence, their origin , and their destruction , all are hid .

In Egypt, for example, at Cairo or Alexandria, a

ilen by thedark chaos of oblivion . Imagination alone,from living specimen always costs from five to six hundred dollars.

inanimate land -marks, voiceless walls , and soundless bodies,
Travels of Ignatius Pallme.

must weare the record which shall tell of their lives, their aims,

origin , and final extinction . Recently, report says, in Mexico Economy of Power in Natural Productions. There are a

there have been discovered several mummies, embalmed after thousand oljects, such as quills, reeds, the grasses , & c., which

the manner of the ancient Egyptians. Il true, it carries the show that strength is uniformly given by nature, with the least

origin of this fated people still farther back ; andwe might claim possible expense of material. It was this fact to which Galileo

tuem to be contemporaries with Moses and Joshua. Still, if I appealed ,when he was arraigned before the loquisition on the

form my conclusions correctly from what descriptions I have charge of atheism . If, said he, there were nothing else in nature
perused of these Western relics of the past, I should decide that to teach me the existence of a Deity, even this straw would be

diey corresponded better with the ancient Grecians, Phænicians, sufficient. Such a straw , if made solid, and yet of the same

or Trojans, than with theEgyptians.I repeat, I maybe in quantityof material, would be so thin, that it would bend and
correct in my premises and deluctions; but as imagination is break under the slightestweight; whereas, in its present form

their historian, it pleases mebetter to fill a world with heroes and it is able to supportanear, which is heavier than the whole stalk .

beauties of Homer's delineations, thau with those of “ Pharaoh --Dr. Poller .

and his host.'- Mind among the Spindles. Knight's Weekly

Volume.

cius .

enormous.

2 Z 2
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AL.OLARE.SE

[ Portrait of Volterrá, and Group from his picture of the Taking Down from the Cross .]

ESSAYS ON THE LIVES OF REMARKABLE | arm hanging down . She has a book in one hand: be

PAINTERS.-No. XXX. hind her on one side is the young St. John in the

panther's skin , with his finger on lips ; on the other, Si.
THE SCHOLARS OF MICHAEL ANGELO.

Joseph. The Annunciation, in which the figure of the

It must be borne in recollection that the pictures Virgin is particularly majestic, is another famous com

ascribed to Michael Angelo in catalogues and picture position. 'Copies ofthese subjects, with trifling varia .

galleries are in every instance copies made by his tions, are to be found in many galleries, and the en

scholars from his designs and models. Only one easel gravings of all are in the British Museum .

picture is acknowledged as the genuine production of Sebastiano del Piombo was another artist who painted

hishand. It is a Holy Family inthe Florentine gallery, under the direction and from the cartoons of Michael

which as a composition is very exaggerated and ungrace- Angelo : the most famous example of this union

ful, and in colour hard and violent; it is painted in dis- of talent isthe Raising of Lazarus, in our National

temper, varnished ; not in oils, as some have supposed . Gallery: " Sebastian," says Lanzi, " was without

Marcello Venusti was continuallyemployedin exe- the gift of invention , andin compositions of inauy

cuting small pictures from celebrated cartoons of figures slow and irresolute.” But he was a consum

Michael Angelo ; and the diminutive size , and soft, mate portrait painter and a most admirable colourist.

neat, delicate execution, form a singular contrast with A Venetian by birth, he had learned the art of co

the sublimity of the composition and the grand mas- louring underGiorgione. On coming to Rome in 1518.

sive drawing of the figures. One of these subjects is be formed a close intimacy with Michael Angelo : the

the Virgin seatedat the foot of the Cross, holding on tradition is,thatMichael Angelo associated Sebastian

her lap the dead Redeemer, whose arms are supported with himself, and gave him the cartoons of bis grand

by twoatigels.The finest example ofthis composition designs — to which the Venetian was to lend the na

is in the Queen's Gallery at Buckingham Palace , and gical hues of his pallette — for the purpose of crushing

the finest engraving that by Bonasoni. Also of the Christ Raphael. If thisbe true, the failure was signal and

on the Cross, with the Virgin and St. John standing ,and deserved ; but luckily we are not obliged to believe it

two angels looking out of the sky behind with an ex The illustration is the figure of Lazarus in this pics

pression of intense anguish : one of these, a very fine ture, undoubtedly designed by the land of Michas

example, was lately sold in the Lucca gallery . Another Angelo.

is . Il Silenzio,' The Silence : the Virgin is represented Giacopo Pontormo painted the Venus and Come

with the infant Christ lying across ber knee, with his now at Hampton Court, from a famous cartoon
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Michael Angelo ; and also a Leda, which is in the post. This differs from the diligence or stage- coach

National Gallery, and of which the cartoon, by Michael system in two respects — that the traveller engages the

Angelo, is in our Royal Academy. whole vehicle, and that it goes in any direction and to

But the most celebrated and the most independent any distance that he may determine; the rate of pay

among the scholars and imitators of Michael Angelo mentbeing in mostcases at so muchper mile.

was Daniel da Volterra, whose most famous work is In France there is a book published by authority of

the Taking down the Saviour from the Cross, with a the government, called the · Livre de Poste, or Post

number offigures full of energy and movement. The book , which contains all the regulations for post

group of the Virgin fainting, inour illustration, is taken travelling , most of which are very exact and stringent.

from this picture. Previous to 1840, the distances on post-roads were

Giorgio Vasari was a pupil and especial favourite of reckoned by " postes," but now they are reckoned by

Michael Angelo. He wasa painter and architect, but “ kilomètres,” of which eight are about equal to five

of second - rate merit : he has, however, earned him- English miles, or one equals five furlongs. In Eng

self an immortality by his admirable biography of the land “ posting" means the hire of a post-chaise as well

painters, sculptors, and architects of Italy, from the as the horses ; but in France the post-masters have

earliest times to the death of Michael Angelo , whom very few chaises, and merely lend horses to those who

he survived only ten years. A large picture by Vasari, drive their own carriages, or carriages hired in some

representing the six great poets of Italy, is in the other way. For all the larger kinds of carriages,

gallery of Mr. Hope.
berlins, landaus, and barouches, the ' Livre de Poste'

It isnotnecessary tosay anything here of the painters allotsfour horses ; for chariots and other carriagesof

who, in the middle ofthe sixteenth century, and inthe lesser weight than the former, three horses ; for cabrio

lifetime of Michael Angelo, imitated his manner : they lets and calèches, two horses ; but the travellers are

were mere journeymen , and,indeed, imitated him most allowed to deviate slightly from these strict arrange

abominably ; mistaking extravagance for sublimity, ments. The charge is one-fifth of a franc per kilo

exaggeration for grandeur, and distortion and affecta- mètre for each horse, about three pence per mile, with

tion for energy and passion -a wretched set ! But a feeof about three kalfpence per mile to the postilion.

before we leave Florence, we must speak of one more The rate of travelling is not much above six or seven

painter, whose proper place is here, because he was a miles an hour ; but English travellers, by increasing

Florentine, and because he combined in a singular the postilion's fee beyond what the law recognises, are

manner the characteristics of the three great menof saidgenerallyto exceed this rate of speed. The man

whom we have last spoken - Lionardo da Vinci, Fra ner in which the postilion shall harness the horses one

Bartolomeo, and Michael Angelo, without exactly before or by the side of another, the arrangements for

imitating any one of them . This was Andrea del changing horses at the post-stations, and various minor

Sarto, a great artist ; but who would have been a far details, are all specified in the Livrede Poste .' It is

greater artist had he been a better man. one of the numerous points inwhich France effectsby

government control that which is in England carried

out by private enterprise. Those who travel post in

France,anddonot take their own carriages, generally

hire , from the innkeepers in large towns, carriages at

a certain rate per journey orper week, according to

private agreement. In Italy the posting is of different

character in different states. In Piedmont there is

issued a bolletone, or ticket, which is inscribed with the

route taken by the traveller, the length of the posts,

and the posting regulations ; but in some other of the

states, where these regulations are wanting, the tra

veller is likely to be imposed upon . In the Papal

States the posting belongs to the government, who ſets

it out by contract; the licensing of the post-masters,

the charges for posting, the fees to postilions, &c. being

regulated by the government. A book of regulations

is issued , containing the most minute instructions :

the number of horses for a carriage with one seat, for

others with two or more seats, the number of persons

to each carriage, the number of horses and postilions

to be kept by each post-master, the minimum time for

which the vehicle can be hired, the postage charge,

the fee to the postilion, all are minutely regulated.

The expense for hiring a pair-horse carriage, with

the necessary attendance, is about eighteen pauls for

a Roman post, equal to about a shilling an English

mile. For an extra paul, or five pence, the traveller

may have a bolletta di viaggio, or travelling ticket,

containing the agreement between him and the post

master, to prevent misunderstandings ; and he is af

En
3

forded an opportunity of stating in writing whether

(Group from the Raising of Lazarus,by Sebastian del Piombo . ]
he has been ill or well served by the postilion, who is

kept in check thereby .

In Switzerland the system of posting has not yet

VEHICLES AND TRAVELLING ON THE been carried out to any great extent. In Germany it

CONTINENT.-No. II . is extensively adopted , but in a very inferior style to

POST- TRAVELLING .- In all European countries, with a that observable in England. The post-masters provide

few exceptions, a system of travelling is adopted which open calèches or chaises, but they seem to be poor

presents a pretty close analogy to our travelling by vehicles. The postilion's fee is not limited in most
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parts of Germany; bc may receive as much as the In all the principal towns of Germany the same

travellers choose to give luim , which is generally system is in operation, but under some modification.

about three pence per English mile . If two post- The Lohnkutscher (somewhat equivalent to coach

chaises meet in the middle of a stage, the postilions lenders, or loan -coach drivers) are usually to be met

frequently change horses , and cach one returns to the with in the principal streets,in front of the great inus,

post-town whence he had come. When travellers by where their carriages are stationed , and where they

post wish to get on with great speed , they obtain an accost passers by with “ Suchen sie gelegenlicit, mein

order called a laufzettel (specd -ticket) ; this is a written Herr ?"--a somewhat untranslatable question, but

document containing the hour of departure,the route implying, “ Want a coach, Sir ?” They are ready to

to be taken, and the number of horses required ; and take any travellers in any direction ; and the advan

the post-master sends orders onward to all the post- | tages seem to be these — that if a party of three or four

houses, ordering relays of horses to be ready at cach join in the hire, it is cheaper, not only than posting, but

house at a particular time, by which very considerable also than diligence ; iliat it is more independent than

time is saved in changing horses. The laufzettel must the diligence , in so far as it allows the traveller to stop

be applied for twelve hours before the time of starting, where and for as long a time as he may choose ; that

and a small charge is made for it. as there are but few roads in Germany where the

In Prussia the posting is excellently arranged, under schnellposts and cilwägen go every day, the lohnkutsch

the strict surveillance of the governinent. The post- affords an acceptable resource ; thatit is almost the

masters are often retired officers, and always respect only available mode of travelling in inany of the

able men. Each horse hired is charged at the rate of imperfect cross -roads ; and that it allows the trareller

about a shilling per German mile (44 English miles). an opportunity of resting at night.

In Russia theposting is , as may be supposed, under The usual lohnkuisch is a light sort of calèche or

the control of the government ; and the payment com chaise, capable of being sbut in with leathern curtains

prises a fee to one of the government officers, as well or glass windows, and of accommodating four or five

as a paymentto the postmaster. The total payments persons. The usual cost per day for an entire calèche,

and fees for four horses amount to scarcely inore than drawn by two horses, is about six or seven dollars in

sixpence per English mile. At the post-houses, be- the north of Germany, including every charge for

sides chariots, berlins, britschkas, and caleches , there horse -kerp, driver's wages and board, tolls, barriers,

are vehicles kept for hire called kibitkas. These are ferries, & c. ; but there is generally a “ trinkgeld ” ola

low four-wheeled carriages, having an open or closed few pence per day given to the driver. The German

railing all round, and sometimes (but not always) | lohnkutscher, unlike the Italian vetturino, does not

springs. In no other part of Europe is there cus- provide the travellers with mcals ; he only stipulaies

tomarily attached so many horses to a carriage as in ihat he should be allowed to stop at inns of his own

Russia . Three horses abreast is a very common choosing. IIe generally regulates his daily journey so

arrangement; and sometines there are as many as as to make his mid -day halt atsome place wbere there

eight, in two rows of four cach , all cight occasionally is a good dinner just ready to be served up .

managed by one driver . This mode of travelling has its inconveniences,

Voiturier ; Vetturino; Lohnkutscher. - As the posting- however. On a long journey, the traveller has genes

system differs from the diligence -system , so does that rally to start by break of day, in all weathers, and at a

which we shall now touch upon differ from both . The pace seldom exceeding a good ordinary walk ; at mid

voiturier of France, as well as the vetturino of Italy day to rest two or three hours, possibly at a place of

and the lohnkutscher of Germany, is one who has a not the slightest interest ; and to go to bed at sunset,

vehicle for hire, which he will drive in any direction, in order to be up betimes in the morning. Sone

at any time, for any period, and at the best bargain times a traveller liresa single place ; and sometimes,to

that he can make, without the strict surveillance to secure as much comfort as he can , he takes the whole

which the post-system is subjected . The carriages vehicle, or more than one seat in it , stipulating the

usually appropriated to this purpose in France are exact number of strangers to be admitted. In this

a kind of cabriolet of a heavy and jolting construction . latter case, the lohnkutscher not unfrequently breaks

The charge for the lire is about eight or nine francs his agrecient, and puts in as many passengers as the

per day , exclusive of a small fee to the driver. vehicle will contain . One traveller relates the follow

In the vetturino-system of Italy , by which a vehicle ing, as an exemplification of this : - “ Being at Heide!

is liired under the above arrangement, there are three berg, and anxious to go to Carlsruhe, he stipulated

modes of carrying it out. In the first the traveller that, for a certain sum , the kutscher should not take

hires a scat in a carriage jointly with other persons ; more than three persons (including the writer) in the

in this case his fellow-travellers are generally natives inside of the calèche ; and, ignorant of the custom

of the country ; and he is liable to many disagreeables of the place, paid in advance a portion of bis fare to

unless he is resolved to make the best of everything the master or proprietor. The next morning at five

In the second mode, a party of persons hire the whole o'clock the kuischer, whom he had not before seen,

vehicle for themselves, and sometimes contract with took him up at his inn, put four other persons into the

the vetturino to supply them also with provisions carriage before he left the town, and not only pre

during the journey, at a rate of payment previously tended ignorance of the writer's arrangements, bu
agreed on . The third mode is where two persons hire even of any money being paid . When the fourth and

a calesse, or small light carriage, for short distances, fifth persons attempted to get in , the writer of course

and for a dayor two only at a time. The driver expects strenuously resisted ; and what was the result ? As be

a present above the amount of his fare ; and he not only spoké French , and the kutscher German, they

unfrequently adds to his profits by inducing the tra- did not understand each other. The parties objected

vellers to stop at certain inns in whose wellare he has to were offended at what they considered a rude inter

(secretly) an interest. In the midland states of Italy ference ; and the writer commenced his journey by

the vetturino generally provides, on a journey of several rendering himself disagreeable and by being sneered

days, breakfast, dinner, supper, and bed , for the tra- at by all for his simplicity and weakness ; added to

yellers; and it is usual to sign a contract, witnessed this, the sum which he paid was nearly three-fifths of

by some respectable person, specifying the distance to the whole amount.”
be travelled , the rate of travelling, the places of stop There is in Austria an arrangement comprising

page, and the amount of charge. some of the features of posting, of the cilwagen, and
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of the lohnkutseh, but not exactly corresponding with | rant-grapes degenerated into the common grapes ;

either. Upon all the principal post-roads on which while in Spain they would not even take root at all ;

an eilwagen travels, a party amounting to four per- and even attempts which have recently beenmade tó

sons, or agreeing to pay the fare of four, may engage grow them in other parts of Greece, such as in Attica

an eilwagen to themselves, even on days when the and Argos, have failed.

regular eilwagen does not go at all . It is dearer than The history of this trade has, like most others, suf

the usual eilwagen travelling, but cheaper than posi- feredmany fluctuations ; but the wars attendant on the

ing, and alınost equally advantageous; for the traveller Greek revolution twenty years ago injured it more than

can start at any hour he pleases, and may stop to sleep anything else . Wheler, who travelled in Greece about

at an inn at night if he pleases. Such a conveyance the end of the seventeenth century, described the trade

as this is called a separat- cilungen , as being then considerable. Of the fruit itsell he said

The vetturino-system is carried on in Russia by that “ they grow not upon bushies , like our red and

men called yamtschicks,who supply horses and vehicles white currants, as is vulgarly thought, but upon vines ,

at a very cheap rate , and travel rapidly. like other grapes ; only their leaf is something bigger,

and the grape much smaller than others. They are

also without stones ; and in those parts are only red,

THE DRIED FRUITS OF THE LEVANT. or rather black .” l'rom this description it would scem

that until his time the popular opinion was that this

HIOwever different the dried currants of the shops fruit consisted of dried currants, and not dried grapes ;

may appear from raisins, yet they are all alike produced and indeed it may be doubted whether three-fourths of

fron giapes; and indeed they ure grapes in a dried those who eat the fruit at the presentday in England

and shrirelled form . are not of the same opinion, for both the name and the

The very small species of grape from which dried size are likely to lead to this conclusion.

currants result are grown only in Greece and the When the Ionian Islands were under the Venetian

Tonian Islands ; all attenipts to encourage the growth government, thic liberty of traffic in this produce was

elsewhere seeming to have failed. They are cultivated very much restricted . In Zante, five persons chosen

cluefly in the islands of Zante,Cephalonia, and Ithaca ; out of the Council of Nobles, assembled in presence of

but the other lonian Islands also produce them ,and so the proveditore, regulated what should be the price,

likewise do the neighbouring shores of the Morea. and those who wished to purchase were under the

The account which Mr. M'Culloch gives of the fruit necessity of declaring to the government the quantity

and its culture is nearly as follows. The vine is of a they desired. This system wascalled the collegetto.

small size and delicate nature, requiring much care in the export duties consisted of an original duty of 9 per

the cultivation . Six or seven years elapse after a plan- cent. ad valorem ; afterwards increased by a “ dazio

tation has been made, before it yields a crop . In the fisso ," a fixed duty of about four shillings and four

beginning of October, the carth about the roots of the pence the hundred weight;and subsequently further

plant is loosened, and gathered up in small heaps, away increased by a " novissimo,” or duty of twoshillings

from the vine, which is pruned in March ; after which and two-pence the hundred weight. This last-inen

the ground is again laid down smooth around the tioned duty was remitted in favour of ressels bringing

plant, which grows low and is supported by sticks. salt fislı, &c. from the northern ports (Chicfly English,

The crops are liable to injury in spring, from the Light Danish,and Dutch ); and afterwards in favour ofRus

called the “ brina,” and rainyweather at the harvest sian vessels from Odessa ; and ultimately was removed

season produces great mischief. The currants are altogether as being too heavy: The provoditie had

gathered towards September, and after being carefully two per cent. for liimself ; and each of his two Vene

picked, are thrown singly upon a stone floor, exposed tian councillors one per cent.; so that the result of all

to the sun in the open air. The drying process may these duties was to render the export price of the cur

occupy a fortnight, or longer, if the weaiher be not rants just about double what the cultivator receivel.

favourable. A heavy shower or thunder-storm ( 110 During the Greek revolution the trade in currants

unfrequent occurrence at that scason in the Ionian from the Morca was almost annilıilated ; but after the

Islands ) not only interrupts it, but sometimes causes final expulsion of the Turks from Greece, and the

fermentations; in which case the fruit is fit only to be guarantee of its future independence by the other

given to animals. Should it escape these risks, it is European powers, the Greeks began again to turn their

deposited in magazines called “ seraglie," untilsold. attention to the cultivation of the currant; the few

The “ seragliente" orwarehouse -keeper delivers to the remaining old plantations, which had nearly grown

depositor a paper acknowledging the receipt of the wild from long neglect, were carefully manured and

quantity delivered , which paper passes currently in pruned, and fresh currant vines planted, which by the

exchange from hand to hand till the time of export. year 1832 produced nearly four million pounds ;and

Although the Ionian Islands are the chief source at since that period the production has more than doubled

present from wlience this fruit is obtained, yet the itself. In the Ionian Islands the quantity grown has

northern part of the Morca was the birth -place of the within the last few years frequently amounted to

produce, so far as is at present known. The name of twenty million pounds per annnum , of which nine

" currant ” is derived from Corinth ; and in several tenths were exported.

other languages of Europe, the name by which this Other kinds of dried fruit, produced in and exported

fruit is known is criden :ly derived from the same from thic countries surrounding the eastern end of the

source :-hus, in French they are “ raisins de Mediterranean , are raisins and figs. The raisins, as at

Corinthe ; " in Italian, “ uve passe di Corinto ;" in Malaga and Valencia, in Spain , are simply a particular

Spanish , '“ pasas de Corinto ;" in German, “ Korin- kind of grape, dried and packed for market ; but each

ilien ;" and in Russian, “ Korinka .” In the Morea, district has its own particular variety of grape, from

generally speaking, the growth of this fruit is confined which results that thic raisins themselves are peculiar

to a strip along the sea-shore, extending but little way in quality, for the one depends upon the other. In a

inland. When the fruit has been transplanted to other communication made by an English merchant resident

countries than Grcece or the neighbouring islands, the at Smyrna, and published by Mr. M'Culloch, the

result has been remarkable ; for even under the same Smyrna trade in these two commodities is thus spoken

latitude, and with an equal amount of sunshine, success of: - “ This (fruit) is an article which occupies the

has been unattainable. In Sicily and Malta the cur- | attention of all Smyrna more or less, and produces,
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during the season, great interest and activity. Figs shipped at Smyrna, nearly all the fruit that goes in

come to market early in September, and raisins are England by the name of Smyrna raisins, is sent froin

ready for shipping carly in October ; the former are Chesmé ; the other is, that during Mr, Mac Farlane's

procurable only at Smyrna, where the latter, in all short stay at Chesme, fourteen English vessels, three

their qualities, may be procured; but the shipments Austrian ,and one American, left there with nearly fuil

are generally made at Cesmé, Vouria, Carabourna, cargoes of raisins.

Usbeek , & c., from which ports the name of the raisin The fig, unlike the currant or the raisin , has the

takes its origin. Large sumns are frequently gained in same name in the dried state as in the fresh , and is

fruit speculations ; and when the demand in England extensively eaten in both. In Eugland the fig tree can

is brisk , and the prices and quality fair with us, it very only be cultivated for its fruit by means of forcing ;

seldom happens indeed that any loss is sustained . It but in Asia Minor, in Turkey, in Greece, in the Levant ,

is , however, attended with risk ; it ( the fruit) must be and along the southern shores of Europe generally,

shipped dry, and ought only to go in a very fast sound the fruit becomes so well ripened as to be largely

vessel, as much depends upon a first , or, at least , an available either in the fresh or the dried state.The first

early arrival, which obtains, in general, a higher price ripe figs in the East come to maturity about the latter

than the later arrivals ." end of June, though some few ripen earlier. The

The best raisins of this district are distinguishable summer fig then begins to be formed , and this is the

from others by their largeness and figure; they are flat, crop which is usually dried ; and in some particular

and wrinkled on the surface ; soft and juicy within ; districts there appears a third crop, whereby the peo

nearly aninch in length, and semipellucid when held ple are supplied with ripe fruit for a considerable part

up againsta good light. The common way of pre- of the year. There are a thousand tons of dried figs

paringthe grapes for raisins is lo tie two or three imported yearly into England ; so that, although there

bunches of them firmly together, while yet on the vine, is not among us a very decided taste for fresh figs, yet

and dip them into a hot lixivium of wood ashes, with a they seem in the dried state to be held in considerable

little olive-oil in it ; this disposes them to shrink and esteem . In the fig -growing countries the dried fruit

wrinkle, and perhaps makes small cracks or fissures in constitutes a notable portion of the sustenanceof the

the skin : after this they are left on the vine three or inhabitants; shewing that, in relation both to foreign

four days, separated on sticks in an horizontal situation; and domestic consumption, the fig is a very important

and lastly, after being cut from the tree, they are fruit to the countries where it arrives at full maturity.

dried in the sun at leisure, A kind somewhat better The season for packing and shipment is no less a

in quality are dried in ovens ; while the finest of all busy one at Smyrna than that of cuirants is at Chesmé.

are dried by the heat of the sun only, retaining all Mr. M.Farlane happened to have the luck of meel

their beauty of flavour without contamination by the ing with the one as well as the other. Speaking ol

artificial heat of the oven on the chemical action of the fig -trade at Smyrna, he says : - " This interesting

the ley. branch of commerce was then in full activity. You

When Mr. M.Farlane was at this part of Asiatic could not stir in the narrow streets for thelong imes

Turkey a few years ago, he happened to pass through of camels loaded with figs ; you could hardly move on

the shipping ports when the raisin -season was at its the Marina for the drums of figs rolling to be sbipped ;

height." In his narrative (' Constantinople in 1828 ') you could not sleep after three o'clock in the moruing

he says:- “At Chesmé (the same town spelled Cesme for the noise of some two or three hundred women and

by the writer before quoted) I found all the world en- children (close under your lath and plank dwelling,
gaged with raisins ! There was scarcely room to land employed in picking and packing figs. You heard

on the little quay , for the casks of fruit lying there for nothing around you , and about you, but talk of figs.

embarkation ; the narrow streets were thronged with How are figs ? --what's the price of rigs ?" rang in

hamals, camels, mules, and asses, all carrying raisins ; your ears from morning till night, through the agtie

vast heaps of raisins were seen piled up in every ma-1 able variety offered by the different organs of every

gazine, and in the lower part of the wooden house man you inet. You would have thought that the

where I was accominodated by the kindness of my whole mind of Smyrna had become one vast receptacle

friend Mr. W. , were regiments of casks and barrels, of sweetmeats. If you asked for news, you were told

mountains of raisins, and about a hundred half-naked, figs were getting up. If you complained of the

bawling fellows (Turks, Greeks, and Jews,) picking and heat , you were informed thint ' the figs were lusciously

packing raisins. If at Smyrna I had found every inan's ripe. If you drank to a person at table, it was ten 10

mind absorbed in sweetmeat, here it was worse . one but his soul was below stairs with his drums. In

Chesmé has no othertrade but these exports of raisins : short, theparody in the Rejected Addresses, ' In the

the Franks go down there merely to ship the fruit ; this name of the Prophet, figs ! would have been no pa .

they must do with the greatest expedition for the in- rody at Smyrna during the long month of September . "

terest of the shippers. .. Their stay at Chesmé is The same writer afterwards gives a description, by na

considered as a sort of campaign to be occupied solely means inviting, of the state of the ships in which the

with raisins, to be broken in upon by no other earthly figs are exported , arising from the escape of sonic

or heavenly subject, and to be got over as quickly as small worms from the figs themselves.

possible ; and even the indolent clock -work -moving Eight years afterwards Mr. Hamilton, during his

Turks scemed to be infected with the raisin fever researches in Asia Minor, found that the Smyrna

they were bustling about in their papooshies , bawling merchants were terribly annoyed in their fig -trade by

and swearing the most expressive oaths, and all about the rapacious exactions of the Pacha or governor.

raisins . I really thought I was destined never to get Mr. Hamilton says :— " The merchants complained

clear of this practical course of wholesale grocery, and excessively of the monopoly of figs which Yacoub

almost determined , out of revenge, to expose all the Pacha of Aidïn had just established ; the supply having

filth and abomination that accompany the packing of also been extremely short this year. His practice

raisins." He further remarks that Chesme owes its closely resembled that of Mehemet Ali in Egypt; and

prosperity exclusively to exportation of raisins, which by compelling the peasants to sell their crops to him

are grown in immense abundance in its neighbour- at a price arbitrarily fixed by himself, viz :--- 90 piastres

hood.Two facts are adduced in illustration of the extent the quintal, he was enabled to contract and obiain the

of this trade ; the first is, that with the exception of a highest prices in the Smyrna Bazaar: these varied from

small fine species of raisins called Sultanas, which are ) 250 to 300 piastres the quintal,"
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[ 1 , Hepialus humuli, female adult, caterpillar, and chrysalis; 2. Hepiolus hectus ; 3, Galleria cereana ;4, Yponomenta evonymella ;

5, Alucita hexadactyla ; 6, & cophora Ligneella ; 7, Argyrolepia Lathomina.]

CURIOSITIES OF BRITISH NATURAL This moth is common both in England and the Con

HISTORY .
tinent, making its appearance in June or July . It

takes its name of Ghost moth from the manner in

British Moths - concluded .
which the male becomes in the dusk of twilight alter

The group of moths, at the head of this article , con- nately visible and invisible ; for the upper surface is

tains one or two remarkable and rare species, and silvery white, the under surface dusky brown, and as

some the caterpillars of which are more than ordi- it flies it is continually exposing, during its vacillating

narily injurious ; one species indeed as we shall see, movements, first the upper surface and then the under,

not uncommon, especially in France and other con- thus showing itself for an instant and then becoming

tinental countries, is the nuisance of the bee-keeper, suddenly lost . It frequents hop -grounds, and the

and the more so, as during its operations within the plants often greatly suffer from the ravages of the

hives the bees do not by their actions give notice of caterpillar, which is an underground feeder, devour

its ravages, but rather, as it would appear, endeavour ing the roots of the hop and thus destroying the plant,

to repair them by unceasing industry ; consequently When taken hold of, this caterpillar struggles and

it isnot until the mischief is effected that the presence twists itself about, and bites with considerable force .

of these insidious intruders is discovered : 'even in Towards the end of April or the beginning of May it

some districts of our island, the hives in certain years fabricates for itself a long cylindrical cocoon, of silk

are despoiled to an alarming extent. The caterpillar intermingled with earth , of which the posterior ex

of another species occasionally ravages the hop-gar- tremity is closed by a few lax threads. The chrysalis

dens, and is the cause of serious loss ; the plants fade is reddish brown with black stigmata. When the moth

and perish, and it is not until too late that the worm is ready to emerge, the chrysalis pierces by meansof

at the root is suspected.
the spines on its head the anterior or firm end of the

of another species, the encamping caterpillars are cocoon, and bythe aid of little denticulations, with

destructive to trees and shrubs ; wherever they fix which the ringsof theabdomen are provided, it pushes

their encampment, there they devour every leaf, and itself forwards till the sheath of the wings is above the

are therefore perpetually on the move, like a maraud- surface of the ground ; after this the insect works to

ing army, leaving desolation in their track . Let us, liberate itself entirely .

however, at once refer to the several species figured The female has the upper surface of the wings of an

in the cut. ochre- yellow, with two oblique bands of yellowish red ;

1. The Ghost Moth (Hepialus humuli), female the under wings are dusky, with the extremity,reddish .

adult, caterpillar and chrysalis.
In both sexes the body is yellow , the limbs brick-red .

No. 800 .

Vol. XIII .-3 A
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The caterpillar is of a yellowish white, with the head, the Continent. This moth makes but little use of its

the upper part of the first segment, and mark on the wings, and rests during the day on the walls of build

second and the anterior linbs, of a glossy brown. The ings, or upon the covering of the beehives, which the

jaws and stigmata are black , and on ihc ten last rings female enters in order to deposit her eggs.

are some little elevations of a yellow colour, from each The male and female differ considerably in colouring,

of which springs a small blackish hair. the wings in the latter being darker than on the former.

2. The Gold Swift (Hepiolus Hectus). The anterior wings are griseous, palish at the base,

This species, which is common in our country, fre- and darkest on the hinder margin. Near the inner

quents the sides of woods and shady lanes, ap ring margin re some purple brown streaks ; the posterior

in the month of July . The male is remarkable for its wings are bright ashy grey, with the nervures and

strange mode of flight ; it elevates itself to about the hinder margin dusky.

height of a foot or two above the ground , and sweeps The caterpillar is flesh-coloured, with a chesnut

withoutadvancing,from side to side, like a pendulum , brownhead ,and a palish line on the back.
continuing this vibratory movement for consider 4. The sinall Ermine Moth (Yponomeuta evony

able time. Should the entomologistapproach and aim mella ).

at its capture, it instantaneously falls to the ground and In passing along the lanes or through the fields, we

there rests motionless, with the limbs folded against may often see the hedges for yards completely stripped

the body. It is veryprobable that the females also occa of foliage by the ravages of the caterpillar of this

sionally practise this singular mode of flight . De species, which lives in troops of hundreds, all crowded

Geer has given to this moth the name of Phalène together under a common tent, the tissue of which re

pattes-en -inasse,' because its hind limbs, in the place sembles crape ; the troop having devoured the leaves

of the leg and tarsus, are furnished with a glossy club- at one station move on to another, and spin a fresh

like mass, in the form of a flattened pear, articulated tent; having stripped the foliage, they again move for

at the small end to the extremity of the thigh. wards, and repeat their movements at due intervals.

The malehas the upper surface of the first wings of Hence, though the hedges to a greatextent are ren

a light reddish brown ; with two oblique bands and a dered leafless, they are crowded with filmy webs.

terminal row of small spots of a glossy yellowish white ; The perfect insect appears in July and August. The

the second wings are of a dusky brown. anterior wings are snow -white, with about four longi

The female has the first wings of a ferruginous tudinal rowsof minute black dois; the posterior wings

brown, with grey markings, and the limbs as usual; are brownish .

the clubbed termination being peculiar to the male. The caterpillar is ochre- yellow , with ten black dots

The caterpillar is an underground feeder, and is on each side, and a brown head.

found at the roots of the heath . 5. The dark Six -cleft Plume Moth (Alucita hexa

3. The Honey Moth (Galleria cercana ). dactyla ).

This moth is on the whole a rare species, or, at least, This species is very common in gardens, the cater

is locally distributed. Mr. Stephens, however, states pilar living upon various species of honeysuckle. The

that a considerable number of specimens have been wings on the moths of the present genus are remark

captured at Birch Wood , near Besley, others near able for their beautiful structure, being composed each

Epping, and also in various parts of Suffolk and De- of six nearly equal plumes, consisting of a shaft

vonshire, at the end of June or the beginning of fringed with fine cilia -like feathers.

July. This elegant moth deposits a single egg, or at most

The caterpillar feeds on honey, wax, and bee-bread, two, on the undeveloped flower of the honeysuckle,

and in some places is known to make great havoc in and in a short time a little flesh-coloured naked caier

the hives; it destroys the comb as it cats its way, in- pillar is produced, which introduces itself into the calyx ,

vesting the fragments with a web which it spins as it and devours all the internal parts, still green ; whien

goes on ; and as hundreds are at work together, the one flower is thus destroyed it seeks a second, and so

destruction of the whole of the combs is soon accom on , till at length it spins a white transparent cocoon ,

plished. M. Godart says that on emerging from the in which it undergoes its change.

egg it fabricates for itself with the substance of the The perfect insect appears in June . The wings are

wax a cylindricaltube fixed to the sides of the comb, ashy grey, with irregular markings of brown ; the tip

or on the cells, in which it passes its existence secure of each plumehas a dot of black .

from the attack of the bees, upon whose works it riots . 6. Linnæus'Moth (Acophora Linpeella ; Glyphip

This tube is proportioned to the size of the caterpillar, teryx Linneella, Hübner ).

and at first is not thicker than a thread ; but in pro This species is common on the lime- trees in the

portion to the growth of the caterpillar it is lengthened vicinity of London, and appears to be local in its dis

and enlarged so as to give freedom of movement to its tribution . The caterpillar is not described. The

tenant ; these tubes are sometimes a foot long, but anterior wings are orange-tawny, with the base and

mostly about five or six inches. Their interior is lined apex black, and three silvery dois placed in a triangle.

with 'fine silk, closely woven, and their exterior is The posterior wings are dusky, with a very slight me

covered with grains of wax and excrementitious matter tallic violet tinge. The habits of this little species are

all compacted together. In some hives three hundred unknown .

of these destructive pests have been found, and the 7. The Silver-spotted Moth (Argyrolepia Latho

whole of the combs reduced to fragments, intermingled miana ).

with dirt and webs. In various parts of Suffolk the This species is so rare that one or two specimens

ravages of the miller, ' as the caterpillar is called , are only exist in the cabinets of entomologists. Mr.

well known.
Stephens's words respecting this moth are as follow :

When full grown the caterpillar constructs in its “ Mr. Hawworth states that he has seen a single speci

tubeor gallery a cocoon of strong and closely woven men of this fine insect, of which I believe apair were

silk , having theappearance ofleather, and there changes taken near Tunbridge Wells, in July, 1831."

into a reddish brown chrysalis. The anterior wings dusky gold colour, with a broad)

In America an allied species displays the same habits, central fascia, two spots and some marginal dots of a

and is one of the pests of the bee -keeper. pearly white or silvery hue. Posterior wings ash -co

The perfect insect appears first in April , and a loured. Habits unknown .

second flight takes place in July. It is common on
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VEHICLES AND TRAVELLING ON THE often supplied with the same privilege, and the coi!

CONTINENT.-No. III . pulsion on the peasants is thus made more stringent

ihan was originally intended . An order for Vorspann,

We shall conclude this subject in the present article, called an Assignation, is issued by the vice -gespann ( a

by noticing some vehicles and modesof travelling of a sort of sheriff) of each district. On arriving at a post
somewhat humbler kind than those hitherto noticed . station in a town or village, the traveller drives to the

Chars -à -banc . - There is a kind of vehicle used in stadthause, and delivers his assignation to the stadt

France and Italy called a char-d-banc. It is true that richter, who, on sight of it, is bound to furnish him

this is not necessarily a humble vehicle ; for newspaper with horses onward to the next stage. The peasant

Teaders will remember that Louis Philippe and Queen inhabitants of the village take it in turns either to fur

Victoria, with an illustrious party, rode in a char-ì- nish the horses, or pay others to keep horses con

banc when at the Château d'Eu ; but those which are stantly ready. During harvest-time many delays

made for hire are generally an economical mode of occur, owing to the difficulty of getting the horses from

conveyance. The char-à -banc may perhaps be deemed the fields and the natural unwillingness of the peasants

the national carriage of Switzerland. It is a kind of to quit their work . The regular charge is not more

gig placed sideways upon four wheels, at a little dis- than one - third that of posting ; but a traveller, unless

tance from the ground , and is surrounded by leather he is unusually mean , generally gives a tolerably large

curtains made to draw - whence it has beencompared trinkgeld ” to the peasant, to lessenthe burden of the

to a four-post bedstead on wheels. This is the smaller system. The horses are small and ill-conditioned, and

kind . There is a larger kind, in which there are two the rate of travelling is generally slow. It has been

or more benches suspended by thongs across a kind of remarked ~ " Let the traveller in Hungary, however,

long waggon , and ranged one behind another. The never be in a hurry ; it will only occasion a loss of

small char-à-banc, the kind most used in travelling, is temper ; he that is in haste will find it of no avail, and

a very strong and light vehicle , and will hold two or he will be soon taught patience and resignation, not

three persons ; they will go on roads where no other only at the door of the Hungarian post-house, but

species of carriage would venture. It is convenient, everywhere else in the country ; it is contrary to the

from being so near the ground that the traveller can national character to do anything quickly, or in less

either enter or alightwithout requiring the horse to be than treble the time it would take elsewhere. The

stopped ; but it is rather a jolting conveyance. In Hungarians themselves find a remedy for the evil in

almost every village throughout Switzerland these the constant and severe application of the stick to the

small chars-à -banc can be hired, at about twelve francs shoulders of the driver-a measure which generally

a day , including the driver ; but if the driver is dis- produces the desired effect. Strangers, however,

missed at an hour which will not enable him to reach should be cautious in resorting to this alternative, as

his home at night,he charges " back -fare." from their hands it will scarcely be submitted to with

There are in Hungary two modes of travelling, the same equanimity.”

which, though not humble in themselves, are effected In the Tyrol, Styria, Carinthia , Carniola, and the

through the medium of the humbler classes of inhabi- southern parts of the Austrian dominions, persons

tants, in a way different from the customary usages in frequently travel Einspann, or in an Einspänniger

most other countries. These are designated the Bauern- Wagon (one-horse vehicle ). These vehicles are let

post and the Vorspann . The Bauern -post (peasant- out for hire, at a rate which, including vehicle, horse,

post) is a separate posting establishinent between and driver, amounts to about fourpence per English

Vienna and Pesth, set on foot by peasants who drive mile. The vehicles themselves are very little better

their own horses. It is twice as rapid as the ordinary than long wooden carts, with a single seat suspended

posting, and one-third cheaper ; but the traveller must by straps across the centre. Sometimes, instead of a

provide his own carriage,as these peasants are not seat, there is a sort oftemporary straw mattress, raised

wealthy enough to have vehicles for hire. Mr. Paget, behind, upon which the traveller and the driver lie

who availed himself of this mode of travelling when in stretched side by side .

Hungary, says : — “ The pace at which these men take In St. Petersburg there are in summer Droschkies

on a light Vienna carriage is perfectly wonderful, and in winter sledges plying for hire. The former arc

especially when the length of someof their stages is very curious vehicles, utierly unlike anything known

considered. The last stage between Vienna and Pesth in England. In a single droschty , or droschky for one

cannot be less than forty miles, and, with a short pause person, the traveller rides astride on a cushioned seat

of about a quarter of an hour to water, they do it for which extends from front to back of the vehicle. The

the most part at full gallop, and with the samehorses, vehicle is suspended on springs , and is placed on four

in four hours. It is glorious to see the wild-looking low wheels. As soon as winter comes on, almost every

driver, his long black hair floating in the wind , as he part of Russia is covered with snow , and this forms a

turns round to ask your admiration when his four soft and smooth bed for the sledges,which then super

little clean -boned nags are rattling over hill and sede i almost universally the wheel-carriages.
The

hollow at a pace which , for the first time since he drosch kies in summer and the sledges in winter are

left home, shakes an Englishman's blood into quicker seen clustered together in the streets for hire , or stand

circulation ." ing in a row close to the footway before some conve

The Vorspann, according to the strict meaning of nient or moveable mangers of wood filled with hay.

the word, is equivalent to the “ liorsing” of a coach by The driver or isvostchisk, habited in a very picturesque

relays or stages ; but its peculiar featuresareas follow : costume, is recognised by a square tin plate hanging

It is part of the Hungarian system of internal govern- between his shoulders, on which is engraved the num

ment, that the peasant is compelled to give a certain ber of his vehicle.

numberofdaysof forced labour in the year to his lord, There are in Ireland many features of travelling

and is also obliged to furnish the officers of the district more nearly resembling those of some parts of the Con

or of the crown with post-horses on demand, to carry tinent than those of England. At the Cork Meeting

them from one part of the country to the other, on of the British Association, Mr. Bianconi gave a very

payment at a certain rate. This privilege was origi- interesting account of the measures which he had

nally intended only for the Hungarian nobles and for adopted for providing chicap travelling in Ireland.

the military and civil officers of government ; but Until the year 1815, the passenger accommodation in

through the influence of these persons a stranger is Ireland was confined to a few mail and day coaches on

3 A 2
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the great lines of road ; but in that year Mr. Bianconi, system , and the steps by which he has advanced. They

began to establish cars, which may now be deemed the consider the whole system to have worked incalculable

characteristic vehicles of Ireland. The first car took benefits to Ireland generally. “ In the interior of the

the route from Clonmell to Cabir, and from thence to country, from which farmers come to the little villages,

Tipperary and Waterford ; others took the routes from they have onlya few places for obtaining their com

Clonmeli to Cashel, from Clonmell to Waterford, from inodities, and that at an enormous rate ; but since the

Longford to Ballina, from Athlone to Galway, from introduction of the e cars, people in business, wbo

Limerick to Tralee; and in short the system was by hitherto were obliged to go to market at a very heavy

degrees so extended that Mr. Bianconi has now more expense, which prevented their doing so frequently,

than a hundred vehicles, chiefly cars, which convey now find their way to the larger towns, and have been

passengers at a rate of eight or ninemiles an hour, enabled to secure supplies at once from the first-cost

and for a charge of about five farthings per mile on market ; and from the cheapness of bringing the ar

an average. These vehicles travel nearly four thousand ticles home, they were enabled to reduce their prices

miles every day, and change horses at about one hun- considerably, and in those districts the consumption

dred and forty stations. has, in consequence, wonderfully augmented, and

What kind of vehicles they are which obtain the shops or fresh sources of competition continually in

name of cars in Ireland,wemay learn from the lively crease, thereby enabling parties to use articles hitherto

description by Mrs. S. C. Hall. There are three va- inaccessible to them. A great saving of time is also

rieties — the “ covered car,” the “ inside jaunting- car," effected : for example, it took a man a whole day to

and the “ outside.jaunting-car.” The first of these is walk from Thurles to Clonmell,the second day to trans

a comparatively recent introduction, its sole recommen act his business, and the third to walk back : now , for

dation being that it isweather -proof, for it effectually seven shillings, he purchases two clear days, saves bim

prevents a view of the country, except through two self the trouble of walking sixty English miles, and has

little peep -hole windows in front, or by tying back | four or five hours to transact his business.” This mode

the oil-skin curtain behind. This kind ofvehicle is of estimatingtheadvantages of a mode of conveyance by

found mostly in the towns of Ireland, and seems to comparing it with walking, may seem to an English

fill the place of the hackney coaches and cabs of reader fitted rather for the sixteenth or seventeenth

England. than for the nineteenth century ; but this is precisely

" The inside jaunting -car ” is quite exposed to the one of those points in which Ireland must not be

weather over-head, and only obtains the designation of judged by analogy with England. Persons now living

" inside" from being closed at the sides rather more can look back to the time when Irish farmers and

than the “ outside jaunting- cars,” which are the cars country dealers had to trudge it on fout, rather from

par excellence of Ireland . These latter are exceedingly want of conveyances than from actual poverty, to places

lightvehicles, pressing very little upon the horse,and lying manymiles distant from their homes, and it is

being both safe and convenient. It is always driven only when taken in reference to such a state of things

with a single horse. The driver occupies a small seat that the value of the system established by Mr. Bian

in front, and the travellers sit back to back , with a coni can be duly estimated.

space called the “ well” between the two seats, for the

reception of luggage. As the passengers sit sideways,

they can see only one-half of a street or a view, and Chinese Agriculture. - We passed the batteries which had so

this is to travellers one among the few inconveniences recently been the scene of such dreadful slaughter, and, stem

of these cars. If there beonly one passenger , the country through which itwound itsway was a perfect flat as far
ming a strong current, proceeded rapidly up the river. The

driver usually places himself in the opposite seat to as the eye could reach , and in as high a state of cultivation as
balance the car. There is a footboard which comes

the market-gardens around London ; small farm -houses stood in

down over full half of the wheel, and this gives such a every direction, neatly encircled with flower -gardens, the whole

great breadth to the vehicle, that it is scarcely possi- presenting a perfect picture of wealth, fertility, industry, and

ble for an overturn to take place. The cars used by comfort : and when we wereinformed — a circuinstance we bau

the peasantry are more primitive, perhaps, than any every reason to believe perfectly true — that the same state of

vehicles to be found in England - except a wheel- things existed not only throughout the whole of this but of all

barrow or a truck . They have wheels cut out ofa the neighbouring provinces, any oneof which, as regards extent,

solid block ofwood, andthecar itselfconsistssimply would make ahandsomekingdom for an European potentate,

ofa boarded stage of planks, on which straw is laid, tural wealth of the Chinese empire, and the little conceru the

and on which the passengers sit. These rude vehicles Emperor of this inighty country has been accustomed to bestow

are, however, fast becoming obsolete. on foreign nations, their commerce, trade, or anything else cote

The cars established by Mr. Bianconi are generally cerning them . Numerous implements of agriculture, which we

on the principle of "the outside jaunting-cars,” but supposed only to be known to the most scientific and highly.

of various sizes according to the number of passen- instructed European nations, were discovered in great numbers,

gers they are intended to contain , which varies from and in constant use among them , from the plough and common

four to sixteen , andwhich are drawn by froin one to harrow to the winnow and thrashing.machine, with which scarcely

four horses. Mr. Bianconi has a regular factory at any farm -house,however small, was unprovided . Added to

Clonmell, where he builds all his own cars. The which, for the purpose of irrigation, scarcely any considerable

charges to travellers vary from one pennytotwo- gating their crops by drawing water from the lowerlevels, with
field that did not possess its chain-pump, for the purpose of irri

pence halfpenny per mile, according to the turnpikes, comparatively small labour to themselves ; from which models

ihe quantity ofbusiness on the road, and the speed of I have not the least doubt those at present in use in our navy

the car, which is at the slowest about six miles an hour, or merchantmen were taken.—Recollections of Service, by Capr.

and at the quickest about nine . Passengers on these Cunynghame.

cars are said to be much more comfortable than on the

outside of coaches, since they are furnished with dry

and comfortable horse-hair cushionsand aprons. In done, there is no surer argumentof a weak miud than irresoluIrresolution . - In matters of great concern , and which must be

wet weather he never allows a car to go more than tion ; to be undetermined where the case is so plain, and the

twostages without changing the cushions.

Mr. and Mrs. Hall, in their work on Ireland, give but never to find time to set about it : this is as if a man should
necessity so urgent. To be always intending to lead a new life,

an interesting account of the circumstances under put off' eating, and drinking, and sleeping, from oue day and

which Mr. Bianconi established this extensive car- night to another, till he is starved and destroyed .-- Tiloison .
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Chester Cathedral.]

monk of this abbey, Randle or Ralph Higden, and by
CATHEDRAL OF CHESTER.

Mr. Markland to one of the earlier brethren, or to

EARLY in the times of the Saxons there was a religious several of them unitedly. Two or three of the manu

house, dedicated to St. Peter and St. Paul, at Chester, scripts of these Chester interludes have come down to

which was then an important fortified place on the us , there are twenty -four mysteries in each, and their

English frontier next Wales, and had rendered itself subjects are the most striking incidents of the Scrip

remarkableas one of the very last of the strong posi- tures, both old and new . There was a strange pri

tions wrenched from the native British. In 875 the vilege (and one on which many reflections might be

event occurred to wbich Chester chiefly owed its offered , werethey not irrelevant to our present pur

celebrity in later times. We have made frequent men- pose) afforded to malefactors coming to the great fair

tion of 'Wulfhere in connexion with the kingdom and they were not to be arrested, however heinous their

diocese of Mercia, and the five sees taken out of it, one crimes might be, unless they committed some new

of which was Chester. That remarkable convert from offence. The concourse of loose people which such a

paganism had, it seems, a daughter, scarcely less re- regulation ensured we might have fancied rather de

inarkable than himself, who became a nun or abbess trimental than otherwise to the interests of Chester.

of Chester (William of Malmesbury), and after her There was an occasion, however, when it proved of

death her relics were placed in an honoured sepulchre signal service , if not to the town, to its earl, Randle the

at Heanburgh, where they remained for two centuries; Third,who being surrounded in the castle of Rhudland

until fearof the Danes led to their being removed to by a Welsh army, and in imminent danger, dispatched

Chester for safety. A new community of secular a messenger to Roger de Lacy, bis general or con

canons, in honour of this sainted lady and St. Oswald, stable , for assistance. Lacy was attending the fair,

was now formed at this place, under King Athelstan, when immediately he and his son-in -law, Ralph Dutton,

and grew rapidly into notice ; but at the Norman Con- collected a numerous body of minstrels, musicians,and

questit was deprivedof muchof its lands, and the various idle persons,and ledthem to therelief of his

great Norman Earl of Chester, Hugh Lupus, swept it lord . The Welsh, descrying from a distance the ap

aside altogether, to make room for a Benedictine proach of this extraordinary army, and of course un

colony from Bec,in Normandy: “ The earl,” says aware of the materials of which it was composed (for
Pennant, “ possibly did not care to trust his salvation Lacy had done the best he could to place them in battle

tothe prayers of the Saxon religious," at a time when array ), broke up the siege, and the earl was saved.

sickness and a troubled conscience made him feel that the grateful lord bestowed some remarkable pri

there was particular need of effectual intercession for vileges on Lacy for his prompt and very original

bim with the offended majesty of heaven. He richly services - he had “ full power over all the instruments

endowed the new Benedictine brotherhood, and his of the earl's preservation.” Every anniversary of the

countess Ermentruda and his numerous tenants fol- event was also to be distinguished by a gathering of

lowed his example, so that the abbey was inundated the county musicians and minstrels, who “ were to

with the goodthings of this life in all shapes — lands, play before him and his heirs for ever, in a procession
mauses, chapels, churches, woods, plains, and tithes, to the church of St. John ; and, after divine service, to

together with privileges of fishing with one vessel and the place where he kept his court. The minstrels

ten nets,and allthe profits of the profitable feast of were then to be examined concerning their lives and
St. Werburgh. Before the great abbey-gate,at this conversation, and whether any of them played without

feast, were ranged the booths for the merchants, who annual licence from their lord, or whether they had

brought wares of all kinds from various lands, and dis- heard any words among their fellows tending to his

posed them beneath coverings of reeds, which the dishonour.” (Pennant.) The annual procession of the

monks were especially chartered to gather from Stan- Chester minstrels was not discontinued before the

Jaw Marsh . Here, too, was erected the moveable middle of the last century. The privileges enjoyed by

theatre for theperformance of the Chester Mysteries, Lacy and his heirs descended to the Dutton family,

attributed by some writers to the inventive brain of a I whose steward presided over the courts for the exami
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men, &c .

.

pation of the minstrels, from whom they claimed at the We need not stop to explain the means adopted ir

feast four bottles of wine,a lance, and a fee of four -1 order to obtain the results of this elaborate inquiry;

pence halfpenny. The jurisdiction of the Duttons over but it is necessary to state that while the return of oc

ihe minstrels has been recognized by parliaments as cupations under the census of 1831 gave only the oco

liate as George II . , and clauses “ saving their rights ” cupation of males aged twenty and upwards, the pre

have found their way into modern Vagrant Acts. sent one shows the occupation carried on by persons of

We have other curious glimpses afforded us of the every age and of both sexes.

manners and pastimes of the Benedictines of St. Wer In the first instance, wemay be content to mark out

burgh. The hospitality of the abbey appears to have broadly the divisions to which the 18,814,434 inhabit

been of the most splendid character; its dependants ants of Great Britain belonged in 1841, and who are

resembled those of the great barons in number and classified as follows :

importance. A curious document shows us that at a Total Persons.

period when the number of the actual monks was by Agriculture 1,499,275

no means considerable ( supposed about twenty -eight ),
Farmers and Graziers 307,065

the abbey cook was allied to families of importance ;
Agricultural Labourers 1,138,363

that his office was honorary - a feudal tenure by which
Gardeners, Nurserymen, & Florists 33,050

he held several manors ; and that he had kitchen per

Commerce, Trade, and Manufactures 3,110,376

Commerce and Trade 1,969,470

quisites worth a regular recovery in the Portmote Blanufactures 1,110,906

Court. Among the remains of the abbey may be men Non -Agricultural Labourers 761,805
tioned the great abbey-gate, and the cloisters, which Army,athume and abroad, including Army on

form a quadrangle one hundred and ten feet square, in } 131,401

the style of the fifteenth century. The south walk is Navy and"MerchaitSeamen, Pisiuermen, Water- 285,030

gone, but on that side six semicircular arches on short

pillars indicate the places of sepulchre of the Norman Clerical, Legal, and Medical Professions 63,181

albots. We need hardly say that the refectory, or Clerical 23,543

dining -hall of the abbot and his brethren, was a noble
Legal 1,7454

Medical 22,187

apartment; where good living was so highly appre.

ciated there was not likely to be a want of ample and Other Educated Personsengaged in Miscel } 1-2,85€

handsome accommodation : the style is of the thir Goverunnent Civil Service 16,959

teenth century. The bishopric of Chester dates from
Parochial, Municipal, Police, and Law Officers, & c. 2 :3,275

the reign of Henry VIII . , who founded within the site Domestic Servants 1,165,233

of the abbey of Werburgh a new episcopal see and a Males 20 and upwards 164,381

cathedral church, which foundation Elizabeth con Males under 20 92,024

firmed, and added to its endowments, in order “ that Females 20 and upwards 562,734

the holy gospel of Christ may be preached constantly
Females under 20 346,091

and purely, that the youth of the kingdom may be in
Persons returned as Independent 511,40

structed there in good learning , that hospitality may
, Lunatics

Prisoners
200,026

be exercised by the dean and prebends aforesaid , and

the poor be there continually relieved." The cathedral Total as above 7,816,569

thus instituted is an irregular, spacious, heavy build Residue of the Population

ing, of the red stone of the couniy, and chicfly of the Males 20 and upwards 276,526

times of Henries VI . , VII . , and VIII . The space oc Males under 20 3,431,456

cupied by the conventual buildings is very great, and Females 20 and upward: 3,594,366

wescarcely need any other evidence of the grandeur Females under 20 3,692,517

of the ancient establishment. The sculptured stone.

case of the city of Chester's tutelar saint, Werburgh ,
Grand Total 18,841,431

is used as the bishop's throne. The chapter-house of A few explanations will render the above figures

the cathedral is interesting, not only for the great more intelligible. Under the head " Independent" are

beauty of the architecture, but on account of theburial included “ all who support themselves on their own

in it of Hugh Lupus, by his nephew , the builder of means without any occupation,” and it therefore com

the chapter-house,Randle the First . In 1724 the re- prises poor widows and aged men who are living upon

mains of the great carl were there discovered in a their savings, while it does not include many large ca

stone coffin , on which was sculptured a wolf's head,in pitalists who are returned under the occupations in
allusion to the name. There was originally, it seems, which they are engaged. The large number under the

a rhyming inscription annexed, commencing head “ Residue of the Population ” is accounted for

Although my corpse it lies in grave, as follows :-Only 21 per cent of this class, or 1:16

And that iny flesh consumed be, per cent. out of a population of nearly nineteen mil

Jly picture here now that you have, lions, are males aged twenty and upwards, returned

An earl sometime of this city, . as being neither paupers nor persons of independent

Hugh Lupe by name, &c. means. They comprise persons who reside with their

The sword of Hugh, we may observe, is preserved parents , and perhaps assist them in their business ;

in the British Museum . those who are supported by the labour and industry of

their wives ; and , lastly , persons temporarily out of em

OCCUPATIONS OF THE PEOPLE IN GREAT 31 per cent of the class headed “ Residue of the Po

ployment are included. The males under 20 comprise

BRITAIN .
pulation ; the females above 20 arc 32 per cent.; and

Tre Commissioners for taking an account of the po- the females under 20 are 33 per cent. Of persons

pulation of Great Britain have just completed their under 20 there are, first infants and children of ten

valuable labours by the publication of thevolumecon- der years of both sexes,who are unfit for any occupation;

taining the return of the occupations of the people. of females above 20, there are a large number of un

It is of the first importance to ascertain the total po- married women who live with their parents ; and, again ,

pulation of a country, but to know the numbers of the there are the wives of professional men and of persons

people engaged in every branch of industry places in in many of the branches of industry,who live upon the

the hands of the statesman facts of still liglior value. I profits and earnings of their husbands.

.

.
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The census was taken on the 7th of June, 1841 , and grated to other parts of the country where there was a

there was ascertained to have been 22,303 persons greater demand for their labour.

who had on the previous night slept in barns, tents, In like manner, in the ten manufacturing counties

pits, and in the open air ; and there were also 5016 the actual increase of population during the same

persons enumerated as having been travelling on the period was 16.6 per cent.; but, taking the excess of

same night. births over deaths, the increase was only 10.6 per

It will be seen that the largest number of persons cent. ; and therefore 6.6 of the population of these

cnumerated under any single head comprises domestic counties was added by migration from other counties.

servants of both sexes, who amounted to 1,165,233, be- In Middlesex 39 , and in Lancashire 21 persons, out

ing above six out of every hundred of the entire po- of every 100 living in those counties in 1841 , were

pulation , or 14 : 9 per cent . of the total number of per- born in other counties.

sons engaged in industrious pursuits. The number of The Commissioners remark : - " The increase of the

female servants was 908,825 . population generally in the agricultural counties is very

The next most numerous class is the agricultural small, while in the inanufacturing and mining seats of

labourers, 1,138,563 in number, of whom 50,398 were industry it far exceeds that of England generally. It is

females. They formed 7599 per cent. of the population also obvious, that while the natural limits of the extent

engaged in agriculture in Great Britain , the propor- of land in cultivation must reduce the numbers returned

tion of farmers and graziers being 20-5 per cent.;and in cultivating it, the unlimited nature of the supplies

of gardeners, nurserymen , & c., 3:6 per cent. In Eng- afforded of the produce of other countries must make

land the proportion of agricultural labourers was 77 8 the extent of demand the only measure of the number

per cent., and that of farmers and graziers 18:3 per of handsthat may be employed commercially in con

cent. The proportionate number of agricultural verting the raw material into the articles required for

labourers to the population whose employment is agri- clothing or luxury, and in disposing of them , when

cultural varies from 87-8 per cent in Berkshire, and converted, among home and foreign customers.”

87*1 in Hertfordshire, in which two counties it is Thus, with the increase of manufactures the proportion

highest, to as low as 60-5 per cent. in Westmoreland, of the agricultural population has been constantly

with its dalesmen and statesmen , and to 60 : 9 in Der diminishing. In 1801 it was 35 per cent., or more

byshire with its numerous small freeholds, in both of than one-third ; in 1821 it was 33 per cent., or scarcely

which counties the labours of agriculture are princi- a third; in 1931 it was 28 per cent . ; and in 1841 it was

pally carried on by the farmer's own family. In Bed 22 per cent. ;-—that is, agriculture gave direct employ

fordshire, Buckinghamshire, Oxford, and Essex , the ment to little more than one-fifth engaged in indus

proportion of agricultural labourers is above 86 per trious pursuits, while four-fifths were employed in

cent. of the total number whose employment is agri- non-agricultural occupations.

cultural; in Hampshire, Sussex, Wiltshire, and Suf The nuinber of persons in Great Britain engaged in

folk , it is about 85per cent. textile manufactures—as weavers, spinners, and factory

But comparing the agricultural population, including workers - is returned at 800,246. ' Besides supplying

graziers, gardeners, nurserymen, and florists, with the the homemarket,they produce goods to the value of

total population, it will be seen that the proportion is 25,000,0001. for foreign markets, or one-half of our ex

less than 8 per cent. In England it is 7.7 per cent. ; ports. It is, in a great measure, by the industry of this

in Wales 6-8 per cent.; in Scotland 8-8 per cent .; and class that England obtains the means of purchasing

for the whole of Great Britain 7.9 per cent. tea, coffee, sugar, wines, and other foreign productions.

The proportion of persons engaged in trade and The numbers engaged the manner above men

manufactures to the total population is 16.9 per cent . tioned , in each branch of manufacture, are as follow :

in England ; 14.2 per cent. in Wales ; 18 : 1 per cent. Persone employed.

in Scotland ; and 16.5 per cent. for Great Britain.
Cotton

377,662

For Great Britain the population employed in com
Hose 50,955

merce, trade, and manufacture is 39.6 per cent. of the
Lace 35,347

Wool and Worsted 167,296
population engaged in every kind of occupation, and

Silk 83,773
theagriculturalpopulation is 16.5 per cent.

Flax and Linen 85,213

The twelve counties in which ihe proportion per
Fabric not specified . 162,742

cent. of persons engaged in agriculture is largest in

proportion to the total population of each county are
The hose and lace manufactures are branches of the

the following :
cotton manufacture, and giving to this great staple a

due proportion of the persons employed on those
Proportion per eent. Proportion per cent .

Lincoln . 15.9 Bucks textile fabrics whose nature is not specificd , it will be

Rutland . 15.6 Suffolk 13.9 secn that, in a time of depression, the cotton manu

Essex 14.8 Cambridge 13.9 facture directly employed nearly half a million of

Hereford . 14.6 York , N. R .. 13 : 8 persons. The age and sex of the 800.246 persons

Huntingdon . 14.5 Bedford . • 13.8
employed in textile manufactures generally werem

Wilts 11.1 Berks 13.2
Aged Twenty & upwards. Under Twenty.

The ten counties in which there are, as compared Jales . 314,121 109,260 453,381

with the total population , the largest proportionate
Females 211,070 135,795 346,865

nunbers engaged in trade and manufacture are
555,191 215,055 800,246

Proportion per cent. Proportion per cent .
Lancaster Middlesex .

20.0 The other leading branches of non-agricultural in

York, W. R. 24.6 Leicester
19.2 dustry are those connected with the natural resources

Chester 23 : 5 Derby
18.9

of the country , its mines and minerals. The number
Warwick 21.9 Stafford 18.7

of persons employed ander ground in mining opera
Nottingham 20.6 Worcester 16.7

tions , is one-eighth of the total number of those who are

In the twelve agricultural counties, the actualin- employed in cultivating the surface ; and in Durham

crease of the population from 1831 to 1811 was 9.2 there are nearly twice as many persons employed under

per cent.; but taking the excess of births over the ground as on the surface. The totalnumber of miners

deaths, the increase was 11 per cent.; and it follows, returned for Great Britain is 193,825, of whom 118,233

therefore , that 2 per cent . of the population had mi were employed in coal -mines, 275 in manganese, and

Manufacture .

.

. . . .

.

14.0. . . .

.

. .

. .
Total.

28.1

. . .

. . . .
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Total.

Iron

1

. .

268 in salt-mines ; and in the case of 31,173 miners it off the brow and eyes ; the neck is ornamented with bracelets,

was not specified in what description of mine they and the bosom with a profusion of gold coins, partly concealed

worked. The number employed in other descriptions by folds of muslin ;a graceful robe of striped silk, with long

of mines and the number engaged in the manufacture open sleeves, half laced under the bosom , invests the whole

of the produce raised from them were as under :

person, over which is worn a jacket of green silk , with short

sleeves, leaving the white arm and braceleted hand at liberty .

In the Mine . In the Manufacture . The elder person on the sofa is the mother, whose dress was more

10,949 29,497 40,446 grave, her turban less oval , and of blue shawl , and the breast

Copper 15,407 2,126 17,533
covered entirely to the neck, with a kind of ornamental gold

Lead 11,419 1,293 12,712
tissue, and over all is seen a jacket of fur : she was engaged in

Tin 6,101 1,320 7,421
kuitting, while her younger daughter bent over her in conver

Metal not specified 1,973 1,973 satiou : her dress is similar to that of her sister, but with no guld

The workers in metal are therefore 80,085. The coins or tight muslin folds ; and instead of large ear-rings, ibe

value of the exports of our mines and metallic manu
vermilion blossom of the pomegranate formed an exquisite

factures is about 5,000,0001. It is interesting to know pendant, reflecting its glow upon the dazzling whiteness of her

the numbers employed in one ortwo other kinds of skin. Wewere surprised at ibe fairness and delicacy of their

complexion , and the vivacity of their manner. Unlike the wives

manufacture : of Oriental Christians, who respectfully attend at a distance

Manufacture, Persons employed . till invited to approach, these pretty Jewesses seemed on a

Pottery, China, and Earthenware 24,774
perfect footing of equality, and chatted and laughed away

Glass and Glass Bottles 7,464 without interinission .-- Bartlett's Walks about Jerusalem .

Glores 9,225 -

Engines and Machines 16,550 Our supposed inexhaustible Stores of Coal. The opinion that

Of handicrafts, the largest numbers under one head our stores of coal are all but inexhaustible rests wholly ou as

are boot and shoe makers, the number returned being sumed data, and not upon any accurate and detailed statistical

214,780 ; but an analysis of the minor divisions of em
accounts, such asalone could warrant a confident opinion. This

ployment would require a separate notice.

question will ere long become a subject of serious concern , unless

some measures are taken to found our calculations on a solid

The Sphinx . - Its huge recumbent body, and its enormousout

basis. It is an easy matter to assume that a considerable thick

stretched forelegs, are almost entirely buried in sandandrubbish. the different opinions formed bymen of the highest respectability
ness of available coal extends over hundreds of square miles,but

The head alone is twenty feet high . The face (which lays claim
to be regarded asa portrait of Thothmes IV .,whom many believe and talent strongly prove how meagre and uusatisfactoryarethe

tohave reigned during the bondage of the Israelites in Egypt,or only data on which their estimates are founded. Itisnot, bow

shortly before or after, and who may have been the very Pharaoh ever, themerequantity of coal that is to be considered. Especial

whose reign the Exodus took place) is much mutilated ;the regard mustbe had to its quality, depth,thickness, extent, and

nose being broken off. Thislossgives to the expression of the position. Many of the interior seamscanonly be worked in

face much of the neyro character: butthe features ofthe coun- conjunction with thosewhich, by their superior quality,repaythe

tenance of the ancientEgyptian, as well as the comparative light- six hundred yards, and itmay readily be conceived that inferior
expense of working them at depths varying from three hundred to

ness of complexion, widely distinguished him from the negro ; coalonly could not be profitably raised from pits equal in depth

and the nose of the former greatly differed from that of the latter.

At first thecountenance of the Sphinx,disfigured as it is,appeared the price of such inferior coal wasraised tomore than the pre
to three or four times the height of St. Paul's cathedral, unless

to me absolutely ugly ; but when I drew near, I observed in ita peculiar sweetness of expression, and I did not wonder at its sent price of the best coal. It is the additional expence and

having excited a high degree of admiration in many travellers. triesthatis thevital question to be considered. It is not the
consequent additional difficulty of competing with other com

The wholeof this extraordinary colossus was doubtless painted :
the face still retains much of its paint, which is red ochre, the exhaustion ofmines, but the period at which they can be profit

colour always employed by the ancientEgyptians to representthe ably worked, that merits earnestand immediate attention, and it

complexion oftheircountrymen ; yellow or pink being used by is withespecial reference tothis that the value of and increasing

them for that of the Egyptian women . All thatis visible ofthe necessity for mining plans is so strongly apparent. If these in

Sphinx ishewn out of a mass of limestone rock , which perhaps seams, they will,in all probability, bewholly lost, and to a cer
ferior seams are not worked now, in conjunction with the better

naturally presented something of the form which art bas given to tainty they must be so if no permanent registration is adopted to

it.— The Englishwoman in Egypt, by Mrs. Poole.
show what were the former circumstances of each mine.

A Visit to a Jew in Jerusalem . - On the level brow of Zion, Records.
T. Sopwith, on the National Importance of preserving Mining

exactly opposite to the tower of Hippicus, is the residence of the

wealthiest Jew in Jerusalem . On passing through the outer Bedouins of Abyssinian. - On our march I had an opportunity

door of his dwelling,we entered a small court, overshadowed of observing a family of Bedouins moving with all their property,

by a vine-covered trellis, on one side of which are the principal houses included, towards Killaloo in search of water. Seved

apartments, wbich we found comfortable and in good order. camels were laden with mats and the bamboo frames of the

This personage is mentioned by many travellers, and he presents nativewigwams. The roof canes belonging to these rose on each

a remarkable instance of the two motives which popular preju- side of the animals, with a long tapering curve behind, and higtı

dice generally supposes to actuate the Jew - intense love of above them into the air. The imagination easily furnished the e

money, and an equally tenacious adherence to the traditions of with some light gossamer structure, and in this manner suggesteui

his people. His career is singular; in his youth he had been a to itself a new poetical flying -machine, vieing with the Pegasus

wanderer under the burning tropics, in England and in Spain, ofmythological fable. Besides the hut, each camel bore a co

and by variousmeans having accumulated a sum sufficient to siderable amountof household furniture — black earthenware pots,

render him the envy of his poor abject brethren, he repaired to contained in a kind of cage protectors made of some flexible

the city of his fathers, to die and be buried in the Valley of shrubs; the family store of palm - leaves for the industrious house.

Jeboshaphat. On entering his dwelling,wefound him seated or: wife to weave into mats or to make the native rope; a few band

the low divan, fondling his youngest child ; and on our express- some-looking baskets hung round with shells suspended from

ing a wish to draw the costume of the female members of his thongs; and a child or two placed amidst the whole, or perched

family, he commanded their attendance; but it was some time upon the top, sometimes holding in its arms a noisy bleating kid

before they would come forward ; when, however, they did or lamb that was too young to walk with its dam . Some older

present themselves, it was with no sort of reserve whatever. children, boys and girls, quite naked , assisted their mothers iti

Their costume is chastely elegant. The prominent figure in the driving before them the flocks of sheep and goats. No men ac

sketch is the married daughter, whose little husband, a boy of companied this party, but their absence was accouuted for by

fourteen or fifteen, as he seemed, wanted nearly a head ofthe their being engaged in teuding a herd of some thousands of oxen ,

stature of his wife, but was already chargeable with the onerous whose dusty track I observed, like a low red cloud some miles

duties of a father. An oval head -dress of peculiar shape, from in extent, about a league to the west of us. - Johnston's Travels ta

which is slung a long veil of embroidered muslin, admirably sets Abyssinia.
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[ Principal Front of the Arch of Peace .)

THE ARCH OF PEACE, MILAN. and the largest is forty -four feet in height. Four

The Arch of Peace (Arco della Pace ) at Milan, a draw. fluted Corinthian columns stand before each front,with

ing of which we now present to our readers, may be half columns behind. These columns are thirty-eight

ranked amongst the most beautiful specimensofmodern feet high, and are each cut out ofa singleblockof

architectural sculpture. It adorns the Italian termi- Crevola marble. On the side towards the city there is

nation of that stupendous road made by Napoleon
dedicatory inscription to Francis I. by the people of

across the Alps, which is usually termed the Simplon , Lombardy. The principal events emblematised upon

from a mountain of that name over which it is carried the arch are the passage of the Rhine in 1813, the

The arch also was commenced by Napoleon , whoem - foundation of the Lombardo-Venetian kingdom , the

ployed the Marquis Cagnolato erect amarble trophy Battle of Leipsic,the Congressof Vienna, and the con

of his victories. " It was far from being complete at the ference of the three monarchs previous to their “ Holy

time when Bonaparte fell like a meteor from his
Alliance. " General Mack's disgraceful capitulation

throne, but the Emperorof Austria, beingmuch struck of Ulm , with a slight alteration , was made to repre

with the beauty of the design, ordered the architect to sent the capitulation of Dresden. The total cost has

proceed. Of course allthe representationsofNapo- each sideinthe Doric style, also designed byCagnola,
been estinjated at nearly 150,0001. The buildings on

leon's conquests were abandoned, and the sculptures

which at present embellish it illustrate as manyAus. add to the effect of the arch. They are usedas police

trian victories as upon a minute search could be and custom houses. The Milanese areproud of their

reckoned up, eked out witha few heathen godsand Arco della Pace, and they have rcason to be so, for it

goddesses. For example, the relievo which was origi- | hasa beautiful effect from every point of view . No

nally intended to represent the Emperor's triumphal thing of thekind, of recent erection, can be compared

entry into Berlin, has been altered so as to picture the with it without suffering by the comparison, for even

entry of the allies into Lyons. Thus the arch with all the Arg de l'Etoile at Paris, though considerably

its carvings may bewelltaken to be
larger, is inferior to it as a work of art. The Parisian

“ Vanity's hieroglyphic - a choice trope
arch has certainly the advantage of size, for theone we

Of Fortune's rhetoric ;" have been describing would almost pass bodily through

its road -way. The principal point of difference be

like the column, designed for a purpose similar to that tweenthetwo, in other respects,is thattheFrench

of the arch, which Wordsworth saw lying near the erection has only a single arcade from face to face,

road -side after the Emperor's fall. whilst it possesses a transverse passage from end to

The Arch of Peace was not completed until 1838. end.

It is built entirely of white marble, and is placed on

the Piazza d'Armi (the Hyde Park of Milan ), over THE DAMP AND DRY WINDS OF SOUTH

against the great barracks erected on the site of the AMERICA.

ducal palace, and partly out of the ruins. It is about

seventy-four feet high , and almost as long, crowned in the warm districts of America, as of Africa and

with bronze figures on horseback at the corners, and Asia, the alternations between wet and dry, and the

a central piece of bronze-work representing Peace in effects of those alternations on the surface of thecoun

a Sestiga, or chariot drawn by six horses. A stair- try, are more striking than in countries farther north.

case.conducts through the body of the building to the When rain does fall, it is generally extremely heavy ;

summit, from which position the stranger has a splen- when none falls, the earth becomes parched upto an

did panorainic view spread out before him ;onone excessive degree. Even where the climate is not

side, the Alps with theirsnowy and serrated tops stand decidedly hot, as in the provinces of La Plata, the

against the sky; on the other, the Apennines are peculiar conformation of the country leads to pheno

dímlydescried , and the fertileplainofLombardy lies mena to whichweare almost strangers in Europe. A

between. The reader perceivesthatthearch is pierced fewinstanceswill illustrate this.

by three arcades ; all of them are richly sculptured, When Mr. Darwin was making his geological

No. 801 . VOL. XIII . - 3 B
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rainbles in South America , a few years ago , he was extraordinary. Sir Woodbine Parish , who resided for

told by the inhabitants many details respecting the a considerable time at Buenos Ayres,noticed this sus.

great drought to which that part of the continent is ject particularly, and some of his details are highly in

occasionally exposed. The period included between structive.

the years 1827 and 1830 was called by them the “ gran By the time the north wind reaches the city, it has

seco," the great drought. During this time so little become so overcharged with moisture, that everything

rain fell, that the vegetation, even to the thistles, failed ; is made damp ; boots and books become mildewed ;

the brooks were dried up, and the whole country as- keys rust even in the pocket; and good fires are neces

sumed the appearance of a dusty high road. This was sary to keep the apartments dry. Upon the bodily

especially the case in the northern part of the pro- system the effect produced by this prevailing humidity

vince of Buenos Ayres. Great numbers of birds, wild is a generallassitude and relaxation, opening the pore's

animals , cattle, and horses, perished from the want of of the skin, and inducing great liability to colds, sore

food and water. One million head of cattle were sup- throats, rheumatic affections, and all the consequences

posed to have died from want of drink in this one of checked perspiration. As a safeguard against the

province alone. One proprietor had, previously to these consequences of this state of things, the inhabitants

years, twenty thousand head of cattle ; at the end of the wear woollen clothing , even if the weather be quite

gran seco" he had not one. Although the district hot; and although Europeans would prefer wearing

which he inhabited is one of the finest in the country, cool cotton clothing in such a climate, they soon learn

yet so utterly were the cattle exterminated, that others that the native inhabitants are right in the plan they

had to be brought by sea from distant parts for the pursue . It is in the immediate vicinity of the river

support of the inhabitants. Some of the animals Plata that the effects are the worst.

roamed from the " estancias,” or farins, and, wandering In a former number ( 677) a notice was given of the

far to the south , became mingled together in such hot and pestilential winds which sometimes visit the

co : fusion, that a government commission was sent islands of the Mediterranean ; but the damp wind of

froin Buenos Ayres to settle the disputes of the owners. La Plata seems to affect the temper more than the

Another curious source of dispute arose ; the ground constitution, and in so far differssomewhat from the

being so long dry, such quantities of dust were blown “ sirocco” of Malta. The irritability and ill -humour

about, that the landmarks became obliterated, and which this dampwind excites in some of the inliabil

people could not tell the limits of their estates . ants amount to little less than a temporary derange

The catile on this occasion were seen to rush in ment of their moral faculties. It is a common thing

thousands into the river Parana ; where, being ex- formen amongst the better classes to shut themselves

hausted by hunger, they were unable to crawl up the up in their houses during its continuance,and lay aside

muddy banks, and thus were drowned . One of the all business till it has passed ; whilst among the lower

arıns of this river was so full of putrid carcasses, that orders it is always remarked that cases of quarrelling

the smell rendered it quite impossible to pass near that and bloodshed are much more frequent during the

way. It was supposed that several hundred thousands north wind than at any other time. In short, every

of these animals thus perished in this one river. Their thing is disarranged, and everybody lays the fault io

bodies when putrid floated down the stream, and thus one source— “ Señor, es el viento norte."

became grouped up in particular inlets and recesses . A physician of many years ' standing, who bad closely

So much water evaporated from the smaller rivers, studied the effects of this dreaded “viento norte," or

that the remainder became quite salt; and the drink- north wind, on the animal systein , gave Sir W. Parish

ing of this salt-water killed many of the animals. the following account of an instance which had come

Such droughts as this occur in other warm regions under his personal notice :— “ A man named Garcia

occasionally . Thus Captain Owen relates the follow- was executed for murder. Hewas a person of some edu

ing curious incident as having occurred in Africa :- cation , esteemed by those who knew him , and was in

A number of elephants had some time since entered general rather remarkable than otherwise for the civility

the town (Benguela ) in a body, to possess themselves and amenity of his manners ; his countenance was open

of the wells, not being able to procure any water in the and handsome, and his disposition frank and generous.

country. The inhabitants mustered , when a desperate But when the north wind set in , he appeared to lose all

conflict ensued, which terminated in the ultimate dis- command of himself ; and such was his extreme irri

comfiture of the invaders, but not until they had killed tability, that during its continuance he could hardly

one man and wounded several others.” A tendency speak to any one in the street without quarrelling. In

to periodical droughts is observable in many countries; a conversation with iny informant, a few hours before

and it has also been observed that two countries, dis- his execution, he admitted that it was the third murder

tant many thousand miles apart, have a drought at the he had been guilty of, besides having been engaged in

same time. Thus Captain Sturt says that 1828 was a more than twenty fights with knives, in which he had

drought year in Australia, as it was also at Buenos both given and received many serious wounds; but, be

Ayres. About the years 1791 and 1792 there was a observed, “ it was the north wind, and not he, that did it . '

severe drought at St.Helena ; at Montserrat the seasons When he rose from bis bed in the morning, he said , he

were unusually dry ; at Cape de Verd Islands the was at once aware of its accursed influence over him ;

drought was so excessive as nearly to depopulate the a dull headache first, and then a feeling of impatience

islands ; while in India, in someof the provinces,half at every thing about him, would cause him to take

the inhabitants perished by the parching up of the umbrage, even at the members of his own family, on

rice erops through drought; andfive thousand poor the most trivial occurrence. If he went abroad, bis

people walked or ran a distance of fifty miles, to a spot headache generally became worse ; a heavy weiglit

wliere a ship was said to have brought a cargo of rice. seemed to hang over his temples ; he sought objects, as

The inhabitants of the La Plata provinces are sub-. it were, through a cloud ; and was hardly conscious

ject to other alternations of climate, not less remark- where he went. He was fond of play, and if in such

able than those resulting froin the actual presence or a miood a gambling-house was in his way he seldom

absence of rain . Northward of Buenos Ayres is a resisted the temptation ; once there, any turn of ill

very marshy district ; while south -westward is the luck would so irritate him , that the chances were he

giant chain of the Audes, separated only by the dry would insult some of the by -standers. Those who

plains of the Pampas; and according as the wind blow's knew him , perhaps, would bear with his ill-humours ;

from one or other of these quarters, theeffects are most but if unhappily he chanced to meet with a stranger
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disposed to resent his abuse, they seldom parted with the darkness of the dust-storm , the conversion of this

out bloodshed . Such was the account the wretched dust-storm into a mud shower, and the occasional

man gave of himself, and it was corroborated after- droughts , the inhabitants of these climates are exposed

wards by his relations and friends ; who added , that no to vicissitudes which the weather of England, with all

sooner had the cause of his excitement passed away, its apparently fickle changes, does not inflict on its in

than he would deplore his weakness, and never rested habitants.

till he had sought out and made his peace with those

whom he had hurt or offended." RAMBLES FROM RAILWAYS.

Many of the female inhabitants of the city, during

the continuance of the “ viento norte ," may be seen THE ADUR, ARUN, AND WEY.-No. VI.

walking through the streets with large split-beans From Pulborough, where we left the Arun, until it

stuck upon their temples ; these are said to act as a reaches Billinghurst , there is nothing that we need

slight blister, and to counteract the relaxation caused mention along its banks.We may therefore cross

by the state of the atinosphere. It is found that during from Petworth at once to Billinghurst, by Wisborough

this period old wounds often burst out afresh ; new green , at which place there is a church on a hill , with

unes are very difficult to heal; an apparently trivial a tall shingle spire, that will serve us for a long dis

sprain becomes at this period very serious; and lock- tance as a landmark. Here, as about most of the

jaw from the most trilling accident is very frequent commons in this county, the parish cricketers may

In domestic matters, too, everything is out of sorts at soinetimes be seen ; and every one who likes to look

such a time; the meat turns putrid, the milk curdles, at a genuine English game, played in its best manner,

and the bread becomes bad before it can be eaten . will do well to observe Sussex cricketers wherever he

But no sooner does the “ pampero " succeed this may meet with them . Well-made, active men, with

* viento norte, ” than everything changes almost in- sinews hard as iron , yet supple as well-tempered steel,

stantly. The pampero or sonth -west wind, blowing | firmn - handed, and lynx-eyed, they seem modelled for

from the dry and snowy summits of the Andes, across cricketers ; and they are perhaps the most skilful

the Pampas to Buenos Ayres, sweeps away the cricketers in England . We do not mean the profes

dreaded north wind and all its effects, and substitutes a sional players, though the Sussex ‘ eleven' are probably

dry healthy air in its place. more than a match for the eleven? of any other

This pampero, however, is so violent, that it gives county, but the ordinary countrymen, whose enjoyment

rise to oiher inconveniences ; it becomes very little of the game is intense and hearty, and free from the

less than a hurricane, driving everything before it. Not sordidness of the professional hands.

anfrequently it is accompanied by clouds of dust from Billinghurst is a pretty village, with a village church

the parched plains, so dense as to produce almost total situated on rising ground — just such a rural church as

darkness; at which time instances have been known of an English landscape painter delights to paint. Then

bathers in the river being drowned before they could there is a comfortable public-house, where you may

find their way to the shore. On one occasion the dark- have a rasher of bacon cooked in true Sussex style

n''ss resulting from one of these dust-clouds was such, that is, by spreading some of the glowing, wood -ashes

that a gang of twenty convicts, who were working in upon the hearth , and then placing the said rasher on a

irons upon the beach, made their escape from the gridiron over them ; you thus get just a delicate smack

guards, who could not see which way the men went. of the woody flavour imparted to the bacon, and itis

At such times as these day appears changed into night; as neat a relish as a hungry walker can desire - Cob

and if rain should happen to fall, the dust- storm be- bett could not have wished for a better slice of bacon

comes converted into a mud-storm ; for the dust is of than may be got here.* But Cobbett was at Billing

an earthy rather than a sandy texture, and mixes with hurst, and we will see what he says about it, that we

the water while in the air, thereby forming a pelting may say a few words about him . Our extract will

shower of mud .
aptly introduce a few remarks, as it is a fair sample

A letter written in February, 1832, gives the follow- of his style - we mean, of his mode of describing

ing account of one of these pamperos and its effects, country places and manners, for we have nought to do

as experienced at Buenos Ayres :- “ Yesterday we had here with his politics or political writings. " I got to

another of those awful dust-storms which you have Billinghurst,” he writes, “ to breakfast about seven

previously witnessed. It came on about a quarter o'clock. A very pretty village, and a very nice break

past twelve o'clock. The rapidity of its approach, and fast, in a very neat little parlour of a very decent

awful opacity, alarmed the whole population; in an public -house. The land lady sent her son to get me

instant, as it were, there was a transition from the some cream , and he was just such a chap as I was at

glaring ray of the meridian to the most intense dark- his age, and dressed just in the same sort of way, his

ness. Iminense flocks, or rather one immense flight main garment being a blue smock -frock, faded from

of birds immediately preceded it , and in fact, however wear, and mended with pieces of new stuff and, of

incredible it may appear, commenced the obscurity course, not faded. The sight of this smock -frock

by their numbers. The whole time of its duration brought tomy mind many things very dear to me.

was eleven minutes and a half , the total darkness eight This boy will, 'I dare say, perform his part at Billing.

minutes and a half, bywatch ,observed by Dr.S.and hurst, or at some place notfarfromit. If accident

myself by candlelight ; it was accompanied by loud had not taken me from a similar scene, how many

claps ofthunder, but not aray of lightning was visible, villains and fools, who have been well teased and tor

although the thunder was byno means distant. After mented, would have slept in peace at night and fear

eleven minutes and a half the rain began to fall in lessly swaggered about by day ! When Ilook at this

very large black drops, which had the effect upon the
* The reader may perhaps remember Cobbett's emphatic re

white walls of making them appear, when the sun
again showed itself, as if they had been stainedor mark ,that he who cannot eat fat bacon and drink milk for

for a hospital. Cobbett in his · Rural Rides'

sprinkled with ink. I never witnessed a more majes- is continually referring to hisbaconian propensity - he stopped,

tic or awful phenomenon . Theconsternation was ge, for instance, at an inn at Ashurst, in this county, and was shocked

neral; every one rushing into the nearest house, and to find there was nobacon : now , he says, " the want of bacon

all struggling to shut their doors on their neighbours." mademe fear as toa bed ;” so heset off,inthe midst of asoaking

What, therefore, with the damp and irritating effects rain, hoping to find more bospitable entertainment at the next

of the " viento norte,” the violence of the “ pampero,” | village.
3 B 2
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Jittle chap -- at his smock -frock, his nailed shoes, and things a dogged Hampshire peasant to the last. He

his clean, plain, and coarse shirt, I ask myself will saw clearly as far as he did see, but his circle of vision

anything, I wonder, ever send this chap across the was not a very wide one ; he saw all around distinctly

ocean, to tackle the base, corrupt, perjured, Repub- enough, but the past and the future were in a misi,

Jican judges of Pennsylvania ? Will this little, lively, and all that belonged to them was either unseen or

but at the same time simple boy , ever become the distorted beyond its proper size, and its connexion and

terror of villains and hypocrites across the Atlantic ? " sequence were lost. But with all his blunders and

and so on, for when he bursts out in a scolding vein, he wild dislikings — and he was a good hater” -the work

does not stop in a hurry. Cobbett's influence as a we are speaking of will afford a rich fund of entertain

political writer is, we suppose, now pretty nearly ex- ment, and perhaps start some seasonable reflections ;

hausted ; but the book from which we have made the and it will certainly lead one who is passing over the

above and a preceding extract is one that is well worth ground it describes to notice a hundred things worth

reading. A solitary pedestrian or equestrian can hardly noticing, but which he would pass by unnoticed if he

choose a pleasanter book for a companion through had not such a companion. Yet , as we said, we do not

the counties it illustrates than Cobbeti's ' Rural Rides wish it to be thought that we agree with himn as to the

in Surrey, Sussex, & c .' It is free, fresh, and hearty . beautiful in the places he mentions. We have looked

The country breeze stirs every page of it. He wrote at most of the spots he dilates on as the most beautiful

the letters which make up the volume while in the and we would not now go five yards out of our way to

places they describe, and they are free from every taiņt look at another because he praises it. His tastes are

of the “ wen ,” as he oddly calls London. There is no all of the associative kind. A flourishing scene is a

trimming about them ; they are straightforward, sturdy, beautiful scene. Well-tilled fields, clean corn, neat

and intensely characteristic. His enjoyment of the hedges, good roads, sound buildings, fat cattle — these

country is thorough, his observations on men and make up his ideas of the beautiful. All bis tastes are

things are keen and shrewd ; while alongside all runs those of a farmer ; yet there is in the expression of

a constant current of egotism of the most amusing them a genuineness, a heartiness, that makes every

kind. Nothing can check it, and everything else is in- thing brighten under their influence.

fluenced by it. In every picture it is in the foreground . From Billinghurst the river pursues a tortuous

There is too a sense of enjoyment about every part, course towards Loxwood, near which piace it quits the

that creates a feeling of enjoyment in the reader. But | Arun navigation , which we are to follow , and winds

it must not be supposed that we agree with Cobbeti's away past Slinfold and Horsham to its source in St.

conclusions. We are asfar from acquiescing in his Leonard's forest. The canal, connecting the Arun with

decisions on scenery, or the beautiful, as we are inhis the Wey, leaves Sussex about two miles beyond Lox

notions on politics, religion , history, or literature. His wood, and joins the latter river about midwaybetween

prejudices are astounding, and generally in proportion Godalming and Guildford . It passes through a

to his ignorance ; though that is the common case, for pleasant country, but as there is nothing to call for
prejudices, as Joseph Glanvill says, are the rattles of particular notice , we may at once cross over by Has

immature intellecis ; but the advanced reasons have combe Hill, where are some traces of a Romanen

outgrown them ;" and with all his natural sagacity, campment, and a fine view, to Godalming, and there

and the really large amount of observation and infor- jointhe Wey, which is exceedingly pretty thereabout.
mation hehadacquired, Cobbett remained in many | Godalming is a long, quiet, and rather dull town,with
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some old houses and an oldish church . In the church

Manning, the historian of Surrey, to whom we have

been somewhat indebted in this paper, and much more

in that on the Mole, is interred . A singular circum

stance is related to have occurred to him when at the

University of Cambridge. He had a severe attack of

small-pox, and was supposed to have died, and had

actually been laid out for interment, when his father

determined, as he said, to " give his son another

chance, " raised him up, and by the motion produced

signs of life ; proper means were resorted to, and he

recovered. It was at Godalming that Mary Toft prac

tised her strange deception , and more strangely

managed to deceive some men who ought to have been

wiser than to be so easily duped. She pretendedto

have been delivered of several live rabbits, and Mr.

St. André, surgeon and anatomist to the royal house

hold, published a pamphlet in support of her asser

tions, with engravings of the rabbits “ taken from life .”

Hogarth issued a satirical print on the occasion , en

titled . Cunicularii, or the wise men of Godliman * in

Consultation ; ' the principal figures are St. André

and a Mr. Howard, a surgeon of Guildford , who acted

a prominent part on the occasion. St. André was a

quack, and not a very scrupulous personage, though

he was no doubt deceived in this affair ; butat least one

physician of eminence in London supported her

veracity besid's him , and the tale was so generally

credited that rabbits were for some time excluded ( St. Catherine's Chapel.]

from every dinner- table. ance. Cobbett says, “ The town of Guildford (taken

It would be too bad, as we have quoted from Cobbett, with its environs) I, who have seen somany, many

not to give his account of the road from Godalming to towns, think the prettiest, and, taken altogether, thie

Guildford, though we do notmean to adopt it. “ Every, most agreeable and most happy looking that I ever

body that has been from Godalming to Guildford saw in my life. Here are hill and dale in endless

knows that there is hardly anothersuch a pretty four variety. Here are the chalk and the sand, vieing with

miles in England . The road is good ; the soil is good ; each other in making beautiful scenes . Here is a navi

the houses are neat ; the people are neat; the hills, gable river and fine meadows. Here are woods and

the woods,the meadows, all are beautiful. Nothing downs. Here is something of everything but fat

wild and bold, to be sure, but exceedingly pretty ; and murshes and their skeleton -making agues.” Guildford

it is almost impossible to ride along these four miles has the appearance of a place of business, but is said

without feelings of pleasure, though you have rain for to be less flourishing than before the opening of the

your companion, as it happened to be with me.” We South -Western Railway. It has two or three build

recommendthe passage following this , aboutthe valley ings worth looking at, as perhaps are also the churches,

of Chilworth, as a pretty sample of Cobbetts manner but the only edifice we shall stay to mention is the

of running a tilt when anything brings to his mind castle. The keep, which is almost the only portion

Jews or Quakers, stockbrokers or Portuguese, Scotch left, stands on the brow of a steep hill ; it is square,

feclosophers, or extreme unction, as he strangely names and built of flints and rubble, with sandstone as dress

what he at other times more mildly calls the “ infamous ings, and in triple rows alternately with flints. The

potato.” external angles are faced with Caen stone. It is in

About a mile before reaching Guildford, on a high tolerable preservation, though not sufficiently so to be

sandhill on the left of the road, and overlooking the of any service. Neither the name of its founder nor

river, are the ruins of St. Catherine's chapel, of which the date of its erection is known . King, in his ‘Mu

we give an engraving: They are in situation and ap- nimenta Antiqua, ' vol . iii. , has described it at length,

pearance eminently picturesque, and the style of the and given views and groundplans of it ; he states it to

architecture is somewhat graceful. It has been an be of Saxon architecture, as indeed he does all square

elegant little building, but is now left to the bats and keeps, but it is now pretty generally agreed that the

the owls. It appears to have been erected by Henry square keeps were rather characteristic of Norman

II., as a place of worship for the tenantry of hismanor castles. Itis probably one of the best preserved of the

of Ertindon, after he had detached it froin that of early Norman keeps. We may just mention two or

Godalming. Having fallen to decay, it was rebuilt in three of the most prominent circumstances connected

the twenty -ninth year of the reign of Edward I., by with its history. In 1306 it was the scene of a san

Richard de Wauncey, rector ofSt. Nicholas, Guildford. guinary transaction. Harold, theson of Canute, by his

Some proceedings at law followed, to determine the first marriage, had taken possession of the throne, in

right of the rector of St. Nicholas to hold it, and his violation of the settlement Canute made on his mar

tenure was declared to be illegal. At what time it fell | riage with Emma of Normandy, by which the crown

into disuse and became ruinous is not known . A fair was to descend to her issue by Canute . Her son Ed

is held on the hill yearly. From the foot of St. ward first made an unsuccessful attempt to dispossess

Catherine's Hill, a short mile along the side of the Harold of the throne ; and afterwards, as Sir J. Mac

Wey will bring us to Guildford, which being situated kintosh tells us, his brother Alfred,having received a

on irregular ground, with many largehousesand two letter of invitation to renew the attempt, which pur

or three venerable churches, and the keep of the old portedto be froin his mother, yielded to what he con

častle overlooking all the rest, has a striking appear- sidered so promising a proposition. Alfred was the

dupe of the forgery,which seems to havebeen a snare

* This is the provincial mode of pronouucing Godalming. laid by Harold . He landed with a small body of six
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hundred men, who, being taken prisoners in the night, he found a more cheering sight : — “ Instead of the

were brought out on the nextmorning, and ranged in rich and extensive plains, bounded by gently rising

a line with their hands tied behind them . Sixty of hills covered with the olive, the road here wound

thein were enlarged, a few kept for slaves, the rest through a continuation of steep rocks and bills, in many

were destroyed, after being mutilated or dismembered , places approaching in character to mountains . But

according to the capricious ferocity of the soldiers. here the hand of industry had been at work , and , in .

Prince Alfred was soon after blinded, probably by burn- stead of a track formed by the successive inarks of

ing out his eyes ; an operation which, performed by wheels, there was a road cut out of the side of the hills,

such hands, was not likely to leave any need for the and winding through them with considerable art .

aid of an assassin. ” ( * Hist. of England,' i . 63.) God- Here and there, also , where a favourable spot was pre

win , Harold's chief minister, held the castle at this sented, a peasant had established himself ; and the

time, and was his agent in this affair ; and he it was plantations of vines and olives with which his industry

who decoyed Alfred here, and then so barbarously had surrounded his habitation,had given to the narrow

slaughtered his followers in the streets of Guildford. valleys and steep declivities of the inountains an ar

The prince was carried to Gillingham in Kent , where pearance of culiivatiou and fertility that might be

his eyes were put out; after this he was conveyed to looked for in vain in the wide -spreading and rich

Ely, where he died in the extremest agony, aggravated, valleys through which we had previously passed. As

it is said, by the hard fare and ill usage of his new we approached Malaga these plantations became fre

gaolers, the monks of Ely. King John spent his quent, although the country only presents a succession

Christmas here in 1201, in much splendour. Accord- of steep hills.”

ing to Holinshed, he gave his servants many fine The soil on which the grapes are grown is a loose

liveries, in which he was somewhat imprudently ri- brown loam , plentifully mixed with the gravel of the

valled by the Archbishop of Canterbury, who was at the strata beneath , which is a blueish grey slate, turning

('asile at the same time. “ Each strove which should brown and falling to pieces on exposure to the atmos

surpass the other in such sumptuous apparelling of phere. In many places there are five or six feet in

their men ; whereat the king (and not without good depth of this loosc soil, before meeting with more solid

cause) was greatly moved to indignation against him , material. In preparing the ground for planting, the

although for a time hic concealed the same." planters do not trench the whole of the ground , but

Guildford Castle was one of the places seized by the dig out square holes about two feel across , and nearly

Daupliin Louis in his contest with John. In the reign the same in depth . The distance of the centres of

of Edward I. it was converted into a prison. There these holes from cach other is seven feet ; a distance

used to be shown a large dungeon, but it is now bricked which seems universal at Malaga as that at which the

np. Among the eminent men born at Guildford was single vines are planted apart. The vineyards are

George Abbot, archbishop of Canterbury in the reigns never manured, as the planters say it would give more

of James I. and Charles I. Ile lived in eventful days, wood, without adding to the quantity of the fruit.

and his influence in the church was great and useful in The number of shools to each vine is from ten to

checking the intolerance of Laud. But he is more twenty ; and ,as no attempt is made to prop them up,

reinarkable for his personal history , and even his birth almost every bunch of grapes lies on the ground,-80
has something of the marvellous in it , if old Aubrey is little care is required in the cultivation . Four or five

to be trusted ; not a very safe guide, we fear, in such a of these vines, of the best specimens, will yield a
matter. According to him , Abbot's mother drcamt twenty- five pound box of raisins, or three times this

before his birth that if she were to catch a pike and eat weight of the undried juicy fruit; but the average of

it, the child would be a son who would rise to great the whole is said to be about seven or cight pounds

dignity. This dream she related to her gossips,who of the fresh fruit, or two pounds and a half of dried

only laughed at it ; and she gave no further beed to raisins, from each vinc. Although two-thirds of the

the matter. A few days afterwards she went down to weight and substance of the grape are lost in the

the river to get a bucket of water, and on drawing up drying, yet, as the grapes when dried are worth double

the bucket was astonished to see that she had caughta wliat they would yield if made into wine, the planters

pike in it. Remembering her dream , she immediately rarely think it worth their while to make wine, but

took it home, dressed it and eat it; and in process of appropriate nearly all their fruit to the making of
time her son did come to the dignity we have men raisins .

tioned .
We may here notice the difference between the kinds

of Malaga raisins. Thesekindsare, first, the Muscalel ;

THE DRIED FRUITS OF MALAGA.
second, the Bloom or Sun raisins ; and third, the

Lerias. The Muscatel raisin of Malaga is deemed

The southern parts of Spain produce a kind of grape the finest in the world : the grape which produces them

which is particularly valuable to the cultivators ; inas can only be grown within two or three miles of the

much as, when dried, it forms the favourite dried coast ; those grown farther inland being of inferior

fruit known as Malaga raisins. There are only a quality. The district in the vicinity of Malaga where

few varieties of the fruit which can be thus treated, they are grown is not above twenty miles in length ;

and only few climates and kinds of soil fitted for their and the vineyards thereabout are the choicest of any.

growth. It is at and near Malaga that this agricul The grapes are dried by the heat of the sun, and when

tural produce flourishes ; and this city is within a few thus converted into raisins, they are packed in boxes

miles of the Mediterranean, so as to enjoy all the ad- containing twenty-five pounds, and into half and

vantages of a southern climate. quarter boxes ; the box of twenty - five pounds being

A few years ago Mr. Busby, who has written a work worth to the grower about forty rials on an average,

on the subject, travelled from Seville to Malaga with a equal to about fourpence, per pound. The second

view of inquiringinto this branch ofindustrial pro- kind, the Bloom or Sun raisin, is prepared from a very
duce. This is a distance of a hundred and thirty miles, oblong grape, cal by the planters the Uva Larga ;

Malaga lying south -east of Seville ; and the inter- these grapes are dried in the sun like the former.

vening district sufficiently illustrates the sad effects The best of these, called " bunch raisins,” are generally

of the state of anarchy into which this fine country packed in boxes ; while the more inferior kind,sepa

has been so long plunged. When, however, Mr. rated from their stalks, are packed in casks. The Blooms

Busby arrived nearer to the raisin district of Malaga, keep better than the Muscatels, and for that reason are
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exported in large quantities to India. The third kind, | kind of producc. That there are peculiarities which

Lerias, are made from grapes grown further inland, affect the quality of the produce is abundantly clear,

inferior in quality to both the others; the raisins re- both with reference to raisins, to figs, and other fruits.

ceive this distinctive name from a liquor or ley into There is a district of France, for instance, near that to

which they are dipped before exposure to the sun, and which we have just alluded, where figs are dried in

which consists ofwater, ashes, and oil . large quantity. The flat form which most of them

In preparing the muscatels, thegathering of the have is given to them in the boxes, each fig being

grapes commences about the middle of August, such pressed separately into the box .

bunches only being chosen as are ripe. The gatherers The vessels in which the fruits from Malaga are ex

return after a week or two to make another selection ; ported to England, America, and other countries, sail

and so on for a third or fourth time. A place is always generally during the months of September and Oc

reserved in the vineyards, free from plants, on which tober ; and the number of these will give an idea of

to spread the grapes when gathered ; and the spot the foreign commerce of the place. In one year there

thus selected is such as has a soil of a dark colour, in were thirty -six ship loads of fruits sent off to England,

order that it may retain the full force of the sun's rays thirty to the United States, twelve to Hamburgh, eleven

during the day, and a considerable portion of heat to France, eight to Holland, five to Denmark , and

during the night. The branches are here spread out about a dozen to other places. In some years the

separately on the ground, and never allowed to press quantity sent to England has been greater than to all

upon each other. At the end of about a fortnight they other countries put together. Of these ship- loads a

are generally dried, having been turned over once or notable proportion consists of raisins, in barrels ,boxes,

twice during the time. Sometimes, if the autumnal and frails; while the other fruits are grapes, figs, al

rains come on earlier than usual, the planters have monds, oranges, lemons, and pomegranates.

wooden toldos, or awnings, to shelter the grapes during

rain , and also to shield them from the dews of the night,

which retard the drying very much . THE SUGAR-MAKING EXCURSION.

The grapes are carefully sorted before being laid

out to dry ; the small ones being picked out, as well (From "Mindamongst theSpindles ;' a selection from the 'Lowell Offering,
written by the Factory Girls at Lowell, and forming one of “ Knight's

as any which may happen to be injured ; and when Weekly Volumes. The following tale is here given as an exact account

the grapes are turned, any which may happen to have of an interesting process , and as affording a good specimen of American

become spoiled are picked out, and either dried for an
country.life.]

inferior kind of raisin, or appropriated in some other It wason a beautiful morning in the month of March

way. The time at which the grapes have become suffi- (one of those mornings so exhilarating that they make

ciently dried to constitute raisins seems to be judged even age and decrepitude long fora ramble), that

rather by the eyeand the finger than by any prescribed friend H. called to invite me to visit his sugar -lot - as

rule. The relative value of the raisins is thus stated : he called it- in company with the party which, in the

- That when Muscatels are worth about sixteen rials preceding summer, visited Moose Mountain upon the

for ten pounds, Blooms are worth twelve and Lexias whortleberry excursion . It was with the pleasure

about three rials for a like quantity. The vine-pro- generally experienced in revisiting former scenes, in

ducing districts are measured by the fanega, a quantity quest of novelty and to revive impressions and friend

rather smaller than the English acre, in the propor- ships, that our party set out for this visit to Moose

tion of twelve to thirteen. Each fanega contains usu- Mountain.

ally six hundred and fifty vines ; and an English acre A pleasant sleigh -ride of four or five miles brought

produces something above tiro thousand pounds of us safely to the domicile of friend H. , who had reaclied

dried raisins in a year. home an hour previously, and was prepared to pilot us

There is one part of France where raisins are pre- to his sugar-camp. “ Before we go," said he, “ you

pared as an article of commerce ; but inferior in quality must one and all step within doors,and warm your

to those of Malaga. The district is near Marseille, and stomachs with some gingered cider.” We complied

is said to be very remarkable as an instance of well- with his request, and after a little social chat with Mis.

directed industry. The road from Marseille to Roque. H. , who welcomed us with a cordiality not to be sur

vaire proceeds everywhere among steep declivities and passed, and expressed many a kind wish that we might

rugged rocks; but in every available spot the planter spend the day agreeably, we made for the sugar -camp,

has secured for himself fruitful produce. The fruit is preceded by friend H., who walked by the side of his

made from the Pause or Passe, a largish white grape sleigh, which appeared to be well loaded , and which he

with a fine skin ; the bunches are often very large, but steadied with the greatest care at every uneven place

the grapes are reduced to one-fourth of their original in the path.

bulk in the process of drying. The second quality of Arrived at the camp, we found two huge iron kettles

raisin is from a grape called the Arignan,and are equal suspended on a pole, which was supported by crotched

to the former in quality,though smaller in size. The stakes driven in ihe ground, and each half fullof boiling

third quality consists ofthe smaller and loose grapes of syrup. This was made by boiling down the sap, which

the twoformer. Most of the raisins are packed in boxes was gathered from troughs that were placed under

containing twelve, twenty - five, or fifty pounds each ; spouts which were driven into rock -maple trees, an

and between every twoinches in thickness of grapes is incision being first made in the tree with an auger.

inserted a sheet of white paper. All these raisins are Friend H. told us that it had taken more than two bar

prepared by the method adopted at Malaga for the rels of sap to make what syrup each kettle contained .

Lexias, that is, by steeping before drying. A steady fire of oak bark was burning underneath the

During the continental war,whentheexportation kettles, and the boys and girls, friend H.'s sons and

of raisins from Malaga was placed under great dif- daughters, were busily engaged in stirring the syrup,

ficulties, the neighbourhood of Marseille was busily replenishing the fire, & c.

employed in making up the deficiency ; but on the re Abigail, the eldest daughter, went to her father's

turn of peace the trade renewed its old channel, and sleigh, and taking out a large rundlet , which might

has ever since retained it ,-a proof that Malaga, in re- contain two or three gallons, poured the contents into

spect either to its climate, its soil, or some other cir- a couple of pails. This we perceived was milk , and as

cuinstances, is the most favourable spot for this she raised one of the pails to empty the contents into
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sugar ?"

the kettles, her father called out, “ Ho, Abigail! has | corner. “ Now , neighbours," said friend H., " if you

thee strained the milk ?” “Yes, father," said Abigail. will but seat yourselves on these squared logs, and put

“ Well,” said friend H. with a chuckle, “Abigail up with these rude accommodations, you will do me a

understands what she is about, as well as her mother favour. We might have bad our dinner at the house,

would ; and I'll warrant Hannah tomake better maple . but I thought that it would be a novelty,and afford more

sugar than any other woman in New England, or in amusement to have it in this little but, which I built

thewhole United States—and you will agree with me to shelter us from what stormy weather we might have

in that, after that sugar is turned off and cooled. ” Abi- in the season of making sugar."

gail turned to her work, emptied her milk into the We arranged ourselves around the room , and right

kettles, and then stirred their contents well together, merry were we, for friend H.'s lively chat did not sufer

and put some bark on the fire. us to be otherwise. He recapitulated to us the manner

“ Come, Jemima," said Henry L., “ let us try to assist of his life while a bachelor ; the many bear- fights

Abigail a little , and perhaps we shall learn to make which he had had ; told us how many bears be had

sugar ourselves; andwho knows butwhat she will give killed ; how a she-bear denned in his rock dwelling the

us a ' gob' to carry home as a specimen to show our first winter after he comnienced clearing his land-he

friends; and besides, it is possible that we may have to having returned home to his father's to attend school;

make sugar ourselves at some time or other ; and even how, when he returned in the spring, he killed her

if we do not, it will never do us any harm to know how two cubs, and afterwards the old bear, and made his

the thing is done.” Abigail furnished us each with a Hannah a present of their skins to make a muff and tip

large brass scummer, and instructed us to take off the pet ; also his courtship, marriage, & e.
scum as it arose, and put it into the pails ; and Henry In the midst of dinner, Abigail came in with some

called two others of our party to come and hold the hot mince-pies, which had been heating in the baker
pails. before the fire out of doors, and which said much in

“ But tell me, Abigail,” said Henry, with a roguish praise ofMrs. H.'s cookery.

leer, was that milk really intended for whitening the We had finished eating, and were chatting as merrily

as might be, when one of the little boys called from

“ Yes,” said Abigail , with all the simplicity of a without, “ Father, the sugar has grained . We imme

Quakeress, “ for thee must know that the milk will all diately went out, and found one of theboys stirring

rise in a scum, and with it every particle of dirt or dust some sugar in a bowl, to cool it. The fire was raked

which may have found its way into the kettles.” from beneath the kettles, and Abigail and her eldest

Abigail made a second visit to her father's sleigh, brother were stirring their contents with all haste,

accompanied by her little brother, and brought from Friend H. put a pole within the bail of one of the ket

thence a large tin baker, and placed it before the fire. tles, and raised it up, wbich enabled two of the corn

Her brother broughta peck measure two-thirds full of pany to take the other down , andhaving placed it in

potatoes, which Abigail put into the baker, and leaving the snow , they assisted friend H. to take down the

them to their fate, returned to the sleigh, and with her other ; and while we lent a helping hand to stir and

brother's assistance carried several parcels, neatly done cool the sugar, friend H.'s children ate their dinners,

up in white napkins, into alittle log hut of some fifteen cleared away the tables, put what fragments were left

feet square , with a shed roof made of slabs. Webegan into their father's sleigh, together with the dinner

to fancy that we were to have an Irish lunch . Henry dishes, tin baker, rundlet, and the pails of scum , which

took a sly peep into the hut when wefirst arrived , and were to be carried home for the swine. A firkin was

he declared that there was nothing inside, save some also put into the sleigh ; and afterthe sugar was suffi

squared logs, which were placed back against the walls, ciently cool, it was put into the firkin, and covered up

and whichhe supposed were intended for seats. But with great care.

he was mistaken in thinking that seats were every After this we spent a short time promenading

convenience which the building contained,-as will around the rock-inaple grove, if leafless trees can be

presently be shown. called a grove. A large sap -trough , whichwas very

Abigail and her brother had been absent something neatly made, struck my fancy, and friend H. said he

like half an hour, and friend H. had in the mean time would make me a present of it for a cradle. This

busied himself in gathering sap, and putting it in some afforded a subject for mirth . Friend H, said that we

barrels hard by . The kettleswere clear from scum , must not ridicule the ideaof having sap - troughs for

and their contents were bubbling like soup. The fire cradles ; for that was touching quality, as his eldes

was burning cheerfully, the company all chatting mer- child hadbeen rocked many an hour in a sap-trough,

rily , and a peep into the baker told that the potatoes beneath the shade of a tree, while his wife sat beside

were cooked .
it knitting, and he was hard by, hoeing corn.

Abigail and her brother came, and taking up the Soon wewere on our way to friend H.'s house, which

baker,carried it inside the building, but soon returned, we all reached in safety ; and where we spent an agree

and placed it again before the fire. Then she called able evening, eating inaple sugar, apples, beech -nuts

to her father, who came and invited us to go and take &c. We also bad tea about eight o'clock, which was

dinner .
accompanied by every desirable luxury-after which

We obeyed the summons ; but how were we sur we started for home.

prised when wesaw how neatly arranged was every As we were about taking leave, Abigail made each

thing ! The wallsof the building were ceiled around of us a present of a cake of sugar,which wascooled is

with boards, and side tables fastened to them , which a tin heart. " Heigh ho !” said Henry L. , “ bos

could be raised or let down at pleasure, being but lucky ! We have had an agreeable visit, a bountiful

pieces of boards fastened with leather hinges, and a feast - have learned how to make sugar, and bave all

prop underneath . The tables were covered with nap- got sweethearts ! "

kins, white as the driven snow, and loaded with cold We went home, blessing gur stars and the hospitality

ham , neat's tongue, pickles, bread, apple-sauce, pre- of our quaker friends.

serves, dough-nuts, butter, cheese, and potatoes - with I cannot close without telling the reader, that the

out which a Yankee dinner is never complete. For sugar which was that day made, was nearly as white u

beverage, therewas chocolate, which was made over a loaf-sugar,andtasted much better.

fire in the building--there being a rock chimney in one
JEMNA.
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A SECOND DAY AT THE TYNE FACTORIE S.

(Stephenson's Locomotive Factory, Newcastle-on - Tyne .]

Stephenson's Locomotive Factory.
in the hour ; while on a recent important occasion at

Windsor , the Duke of Wellington and others of the

WHEN Mr.George Stephenson was examined before Cabinet Ministers came from Sloughto Paddington at

the Committee of the House of Commons, on the the rate of seventy miles an hour ! And yet with all

Liverpool and Manchester Railway Bill, in 1825, his this, the atmospheric principle of traction is put forth

evidence was such as would excite as much surprise as a formidable antagonist, on the ground' ( among

now as it did then ; but from a very different reason : others) that it will be quicker than the locomotive sys

his examiners then marvelled at his boldness of pre- tem ! The truth is, we are travelling so quickly that

diction ; while we at the present day should be much we have not time to look behind us to see how great

more disposed to wonder at his timidity. Hewas is the path of improvement over which we have passed

asked whether the locomotive could travel safely at the in the last twenty years.

rate of five or six miles per hour; and in answer he These few remarks arecalled forthby the associa

stated , that he thought even double that rate might be tions connected with the Locomotive Factory, of the

altained. He also stated that he proposed to travel at interior of which our frontispiece gives a sketch, and

the rate of eight miles per hourwith a burden of twenty which has been linked, more perhaps than any other fac

tons, and four miles an hour with forty tons :-state- tory in the kingdom , with the progress of the railway

ments which were laughed at by some parties, and po- system . Newcastle, among its busy centres of industry,

sitively disbelieved by others . contains some large engineering establishments where

What a changehasthe intervening period of nineteen steam -engines and machinery are produced . The one

years effected ! How cruelly do third-class passengers belonging to Messrs. Robert Stephenson and Co. has

now think themselves used if they are whirled along at been and still is peculiarly (though not wholly) di

only fifteen or twenty miles an hour ; and how many rected to the construction of locomotives, of which a

"Letters to the Editor," of some one or other of the vast number have been here made. The locality has

Journals, are there, urging that nothing but a com- much to do with this matter ; indeed it may be said

peting line will cure the barbarous slowness of Rail that the Newcastle collieries originated the locomotive ;

way Directors. Sam Weller's respectable parent hurled for the two Stephensons, father and son, now so emi

his indignation at the locomotives as theywere seven or nent in the highest class of civil engineering, were

eight years ago; butthey have at the present day much once colliery engineers, and tested both the railway

more to answer for. Those which used to effect twenty system and the locomotive system at the Newcastle

miles within the hour now accomplish twenty-five or collieries, before either the one or the other were

thirty ; the fifty miles between London and Brighton applied to passenger-traffic.

are now accomplished by some of thetrains in an hour This factory is situated in the western part of New

and a half; the Norwich and Brandon Company are castle, on the summit of the steep bank which forms the

having locomotives built which will cover forty miles' northern shore of the Tyne, and near the spot where

No. 802.
Vol. XIII.-- 3C
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there will probably be ere long a railway viaduct to 1 in which a pair of mechanical feet and legs were made

cross the Tyne at a vast elevation. It is like all other to walk along in such a manner as to propel the car

engineering factories in its general features ; having riage , and prevent the wheels from slipping round ;

open yards surrounded by buildings, and having in the arrangementwas highly ingenious, but superfluous

those buildings numerous workshops devoted to the for the object in view .

several departments of the manufacture. The parts of Whether engineers had not entertained the idea, or

a locomotive engine are so numerous,and so different did not possess the means, of determining the point,

in their form and materials ; the introduction of new certain it is that it was not till about 1814 that experi

improvements in every part is so rapid ; and the ments were made to prove that, if the road be pretty

muinal adjustment and fitness of one part to another level and the rails clean, there is sufficient adhesioni

so necessary, that an engine -factory comprises within between the wheels and the rails to enable the former

itself inany different factories or branches of manu to progress without slipping. This settled the matter,

facture, all bearing on one point. There are, how- and a great deal of complicated arrangement was

over, certain broad distinctions which serve to indicate thus cffectually got rid of. " The mode of connecting

the general character of the operations. First, there the moving power with the wheels, and the position

is the rough material, iron, steel, copper, or brass, in which the cylinder or cylinders occupied in the engine,

ilie form of sheets, bars, and rods; and then imple were next the subject of attention, and numerous modi

ments and processes whereby these are wrought up fications of arrangement were successively introduced .

into usable form , such as those connected with rolling, The next and greatest means of improvement was

drawing , casting, boring, turning, planing, drilling, the opening of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway,

cutting, filing, polishing, and other mechanical opera- perhaps the greatest event which the world has ever

tions. Horrever varied may be the appearance of the yet seen in relation to land travelling. The particu

engines produced at such factories, yet it is by modi- lars of this undertaking were given in oneof our early

fications of the processesliere enumerated that they are volumes, and a few words on the matter, therefore, will

all produced, the skill of the workmen adapting the suffice here. When the directors, after much con

practical details to the purpose to which the engine is sideration and many preliminary inquiries, decided

to be applied. to use locomotives, instead of either fixed engines or

It is impossible to look at the locomotives stand- horse power, they offered a reward to the owners of

ing in the lower buildings of this factory — some nearly the best engine which should enter the lists in a public

in a finished state , others in various stages of prepara- trial. Accordingly, in 1829, three engines, the Rocket,

tion , and all collectively employing the services of the Novelty, and the Sanspareil, started for the prize :

several hundred workmen - without thinking of the the conditions being,that the engine should pass over a

strady but incessant steps by which the present state portion of the line of railway a mile and a half in length,

of excellence has been attained in this department of ten times in each direction, making thirty miles in all;

manufacture. Itmay be interesting to glance rapidly with certain restrictions as to weight , fuel, speed , &c.

at a few features in this movement, and to see what a The Sanspareil and the Novelty both met with acci

locomotive at the present day really is. dents in the course of the trial, which put them " hers

Just forty years ago, Mr. Trevethick , a mining en de combat ; ” and the prize was awarded to Messrs.

gineer, constructed the first locomotive engine, and ap- Stephenson, as the engineers of the Rocket. This

plied it snccessfully to the traction of coal andore at engine, at the quickest rate, went at twenty-seven miles

Merthyr Tydvil, in Wales. The idea was to apply it to an hour, and at the slowest about eleven .

common roads ; but this was given up, and its use was This Rocket, excellent as was its construction rela

confined to the tramways at the iron and coal works. In tively to those which preceded it , was a very different

the very first trial it drew several carriages, containing engine from those of our own day. Instead of baving

ten tons of iron , the distance being nine miles,and the the cylinders horizontal, it had them inclining obliquely

rate of travelling five miles an hour. When it became downward from front to back. Instead of having

proposed to extend this system to other railways, a them enclosed within a metallic case or receptacle,

curious imaginary difficulty started : an objection was they were placed outside the engine, exposed to the

raised in theory, which has not been found to be cold of the atmosphere. Instead of six wheels, it had

operative in practice. It was supposed that the four. But it resembled in principle those of modern

amount of adhesion between the wheels and the rail times in having a tubular boiler, by which a larger

would be so small, that the wheels would slip along the surface of water is exposed to the fire than under ihe

rail instead of moving only by revolving on the axis. older arrangement , and thereby a more rapid genera

A cure for the disease was then sought for, before the tion of steam produced . Since theday when the Liver

disease itself had been proved to exist . Messrs . Tre- pool and Manchester Railway opened, and when the

vethick and Vivian proposed to inake the external locomotive engine showed its wondrous power by tra

rims of the wheels rougli and uneven , either by sur- velling at therate of more than thirty miles an hour

rounding them with projecting heads of nails or bolts, (while conveying the wounded body of Mr. Huskisson

or by cutting transverse grooves in them , or by some back to Manchester), there has probably not been a

other analogous contrivance. In 1811 , a second loco- single important part of the engine but what has been

motive was made by Mr. Blenkinsopp, of Middleton subjected to improvements in some form or other.

Colliery, near Leeds, on a very curious plan ; the rails Without attempting the almost endless task of describ

themselves, instead of being smooth bars, presented a ing the minute details of structure, we may briefly ex

line of projecting teeth like those of a cog -wheel; and plain how one of these moving masses derives its

the wheels were furnished with corresponding teeth , almost arrow-like speed.

which worked between those of the rail ; thus having There are two main objects to be attained : First,

a rather complicatedmeans of avoiding the so much to generate the steam which is to do the work ; and

dreaded slipping. In the following year Mr. Chap- next, to apply the steam thus generated to the revolu

man contrived a locomotive in which a chain, passing tion of the wheels ;and the parts of the engine are

along the middle of the railway, coiled once round thus conveniently divided into two groups. In the

a grooved wheel beneath the engine, as a means of first place , there are the fire and boiler. The fire -place

preventing the wheels from slipping round instead of or fire-box is a double receptacle placed at the lower

progressing. The next following year ( 1813 ) wit- part of the hinder end of the engine ; it consists in fart

nessed the production of a most singular contrivance; l of one box within another, a vacant space of three or
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four inches between the two being filled with water. I We have now to see what results from thic heated

The outer fire-box is made of wrought-iron plates , and water in the boiler. The steam from the water ascends

the inner one generally of copper, but sometiines of to the top of a kind of hollow dome, about two feet

iron . The bottom of both boxes is formed of a grate high above the boiler, and in so doing parts with some

of bars, through which the ashes fall either to the of the water which by agitation and shaking bad be

ground or into an ash - pit placed below them . come mixed with it ; it then descends a pipe within

The boiler, which contains the water to be heated by the dome, and passes along a large steam -pipe to the

the fire in the fire -box, is a cylinder seven or eight feet front of the engine; here it divides into two parts,

long by three or four in diameter, made of very strong and descends to supply steam to the two cylinders

wrought-iron plates, and covered on the outside by a placed at the front extremity of the lower part of

casing of wood intended to prevent the heat from the engine. Each of these cylinders is a cast-iron ves

radiating too rapidly into the open air. The binder sel about a footin diameter, placed horizontally, and

end of the boiler fits to the front side of the outer fire having a solid piston, or plunger, working from end to

box, so as to form a communication between the end within it . " Numerous minor pieces of apparatus

water in the boiler and that between the two fire-boxes. of great complexity and delicacy are placed near these

The mode in which the gases and lieated air ( for cylinders, to regulate the entrance of steam into them ,

there is no smoke from the coke fuel), after having and its exit when the required office is performed .

heated the water, escapes to the funnel or chimney, is The steam drives the piston to and fro, and the piston,

one of the most curious features in a modern locomo through the medium of a rod , turns one of the large

tive, and one to which it owesno small portion of its wheels, by which the whole machine is impelled.

efficacy. The water in the boiler is not over the fire, Supposing the piston to be at any moment near the

but in front of it, and therefore might seem at first front end of the cylinder, steam is adinitted in front of

thought to be peculiarly ill fitted to receive the heating it into the cylinder, through an appropriate opening;

power from the fire ; but this is brought about by the and its elastic force drives the piston rapidly to the

same agency which conveys the gaseous products of hinder end of the cylinder ; the steam then escapes,

combustion to the funnel in frontof the engine. There and another body of steam, entering behind the piston,

are upwards of a hundred brass tubes extending from drives it forward again ; this in its turn escapes, and

end to end of the boiler , having connection with the thus a series of alternate movements arise . When we

inner fire-box at one end , and with the chimney or a hear the puffs , or apparently laboured breathings of the

receptacle called the smoke -box at the other. These engine, these are the successive escapings of the steam

tubes are about an inch and a half in diameter, and are from the cylinders into the chimney,and froin thence

made of rolled brass, the distance betwecn them as they into the open air. A cylinder-full of steam is sent forth

lie being less than an inch . at each puff, and the driving-wheel is sent round half a

Let us see , then , how these tubes assist the object in revolution. There are two cylinders,one on each side,

view. Through an oval hole in the fire -box, behind, the and it is so arranged that they send out their puffs of

fire is lighted ; and through a convenient inlet the steam alternately ; every puff, therefore, heard while the

builer is filled or nearly filled with water. As the fire- engine ismoving onwards,is equivalent to one quarter

box becomes filled with flame , gas, and heated air, of a revolution of the driving-wheels ; and the rapidity

these products find a passage through the hundred or of the puffs, taken in conjunction with the diameter of

hundred and twenty horizontal tubes, and escape into wheels, affords the means of estimating roughly the

the smoke -box in front . But as the boiler is filled speed of the engine. The following calculation by Dr.

with water, the exteriors of all these tubes are in con- Lardner might give to a railway traveller data for

tact with the water, and give out heat with so much measuring his speed : - “ If the driving-wheels be five

rapidity as to raise the water to the boiling tempera- feet in diameter, their circumference will be fifteen

ture in an exceedingly short space of time. This is feet, seven inches. To drive a train with a velocity of

the grand object, to attain which the engineer will thirty miles an hour, it will be necessary that the en

willingly incur the extra cost entailed by these tubes. gine should be propelled through a space of forty -five

The first locomotives had merely a large flue passing feet per second. To accomplish this with five-feet

from the fire-place to the chimney; but to have a sut- wheels, they must be therefore made to revolve at the

ficiently large heating surface under this arrangement rate of very nearly three revolutions per second ; and as

would require such large and weighty apparatus that each revolution requires two motionsofthe piston in the

it would be inconsistent with the high velocity at which cylinder, it follows that each piston must move three

the engines are intended to move . Accordingly Mr. times forwardsand three times backwards in thecylinder

Stephenson, in planning the Rocket engine, used in a second ; that steam must be admitted six times per

twenty -four tubes of three inches' diameter, instead of second from the steam -chest to each cylinder, and dis

a large Aue . Under the old form a speed of eight charged six times per second from each cylinder into

miles an hour was the utmost that could be attained ; the blast-pipe. The motion therefore of each piston ,

but this tubular boiler gave such widely different supposing it to be uniform , must divide a second into

results, that they have been since used almost if not six equal parts ; and the puffs of the blast-pipe in the

quite universally. By degrees the diameter of the chimiey must divide a second into twelve equal parts."

tubes was lessened and their number increased, until We may sum it up thus : if we hear on an average

at length as many as a hundred and twenty have been eight puffs in a second, the engine is travelling about

adopted. They were at first made of copper, but as twenty miles an hour ; if ten ,twenty -five miles ; and

these became worn away in three or four months when if twelve, thirty miles.

in regular use, they have been superseded by brass Theseare the broad principles of the locomotive.

tubes, which last about two years. Every tube is said The mode of supplying coke and water from the tender

to be worth about a guinea, so that the re -tubing of an behind ; the arrangements for governing the heat of

engine becomes an expensive affair . the fire ; the admission of steam to the cylinder, and

The heated air passes into a wrought-iron smoke-box the exit of superfluous steam and condensed steam ;

in front of the engine, and from thence up the chim- the safety -valve; the shrill whistle, produced by allow

ney . In order to drive it violently up the chimney, ing a current of steam to strike upon a thin inetallic

and thus produce a powerful “ draught” in the fire, edge; the gauges to indicate the state of the water and

the waste steain is allowed to rush up the chimney of the steam in the boiler - all display the highest in

with it, and carry it quickly up. genuity, and are well worthy of the attention of those

3C 2
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who like to dive a little beneath the surface of such | ceed to an Oil-mill at Walker, not far from Wallsend ,

matters. The factories where such inachines are made between Newcastle and North Shields ; and here we

are necessarily the theatres of some of the highest de- will glance at the mode in which vegetable seeds are

velopments of mechanical art, and are an index to the made to yield the oil which they contain.

progress of the age in this direction . An oil-mill is necessarily rather a dirty place, for

There is even beyond the points which we have the exudation from the seed is of a very unctuous and

mentioned above something peculiar in the connexion adhesive quality , and leaves its mark ” upon every,

between the locomotive and railway system on the one thing it touches; the odour, too, is unmistakable, and

hand, and Newcastle on the other. Threemonths ago demands a little courage on the part of those who are

the last link was completed which placed Newcastle unused to it. Yet, as in other cases of the kind, when

in railway communication with London ; and on that we get over these preliminary disagreeables, there is

day (theopening of the Newcastle and Darlington line) much that is ingenious and interesting in the operations

the whole railway speed throughout was increased, so carried on . The mill itself is a large and irregular

as to bring the two busy emporia of commerce within group of buildings, close to the north bank of the

about twelve hours' distance of each other ; indeed on Tyne ; and the spot where the greater part of the

that particular day the distance (three hundred and operations are carried on is filled with apparatus re

three miles ) was accomplished in less than ten hours. lating mostly, but not wholly, to the preparation of

It was a day, too , that well illustrated the high state of oil .

efficiency to which the railway system generally is now It may be well at once to say that the chief ope

ught'; for the locomotive traces its rapid course rations of the oil- mills in this country are the extrac

over thelines of six different companies in traversing tion of linseed oil from the lin-seed, or seed of the flax

this distance, and yet there is but little more delay or plant. In other countries oil is produced from various

confusion than if the whole were in the hands of one sources. Oil exists in the seed of many plants ; in the

Company ; the mutual interests of all have led to fleshy pulp which surrounds the seeds of other plants ;

mutual accommodation, and the sections belonging to in the kernelsof many fruits ; and, more rarely, in the

the different Companies — from London to Rugby, from roots, the bark, and other vegetable organs. According

thence to Derby, then to Normanton , onward to York , to the produceofa country, so do the inhabitants procure

thence to Darlington, and, lastly, to Newcastle - are, as supply of oil from one or other of these sources (omit

far as the locomotive is concerned, six great parts of ting the animal oils, such as spermaceti, whale -oil, and

one great whole, over which it passes with equal speed seal-oil ; these being derived " altogether in a different

and safety, whether the line have cost 60,0001. or only way ). In Italy and other southern countries where

16,000l. per mile; and whether the shares are at cent. olives grow abundantly,the produce is crushed beneath

per cent. premium , or are struggling up to par. At an edge-millstone, and then pressed to force outthe

the commemorative dinner, held on the occasion in oil , which is prepared in various ways for the different

question, it was with justice mentioned as a matter for purposes to which it is to be applied. Oil of almonds,

astonishment that men could leave London after an a product of limited extent, is procured by shaking

early breakfast, and get to Newcastle in time for a the almond kernels in bags, so as to separate the brown

late dinner. It was on this occasion, too, that Mr. skins, and then grinding and pressing them , by which

George Stephenson , who has been called the Hengist they are made to yield the oil which they contain.

of railways,made a statement which will one day form Palm -oil is produced from the fruit of many species

part and parcel of the history of the railway system of palm , which the Africans collect into a heap, bruise

He said (we quote from the Railway journals) “ His coarsely, and steep in hot water, by which the oil is

employment in early life was a laborious one; he liberated and made to swim on the surface of the

worked at the steam-engine used in drawing coals water, from which it is afterwards removed . Nut-oil

from the mine. Perhaps for more than twenty years is procured from walnuts and hazel -nuts, which, in the

he had to rise at one or two o'clock in the morning, warm climates of the south of Europe,contain sufficient

and work till late in the evening. But as time rolled oil to be worth the process of pressing.

on , he contrived to make improvements in some of Without enumerating all the varieties of vegetable

the engines,andtheCompanywould be pleased when oil (mostof which are procured by pressure), itwill

he told them that he made his first locomotive engine suffice to say that most of the oil pressed in England

at Killingworth, and that it was with Lord Ravens is either linseed, hempseed, or rapeseed oil ; the sources

worth's money that enginewas built.” He then spoke whence they are obtained being sufficiently indicated

of the plans which he had formed for his son , thena by their names. Of the hemp-oil, a few details will

“ little boy,” but now the manager of millions in rail - suffice. It is produced from the seeds of the same

ways ; and wecan hardly read his words without being plant which yields the fibrous hemp for rope-making.

reminded of the early days of Brindley, Ferguson, and The hemp-plant grows sufficiently well in England to

other mechanicians who “ pursued knowledge under be made an object of agriculture in Lincolnshire and

difficulties .” The father worked as a colliery engineer Suffolk ; but it is from abroad that we derive the chief

all day, and repaired clocks and watches at night,as a supply. When the crop is grown entirely for the sake of

means of laying by money to educate his son ; and the the fibre, it is pulled while in flower ; but as it is most

son, thus educated up to the highest class of engineer- commonly grown with a view both to the fibre and to

ing, was present to hear these things from the lips of the seed, the pulling takes place at two different

his father .
periods; those plants whichare plucked forthe fibre

Such details would hardly be touched on here, were areready first, and are gathered by the pullers, who

it not that they are now public property, and calculated walk in the furrows between the ridges, reach across

( if we mistake not) to give a spur to the energies of to the crown of the ridge, and pluck one or two at a

many who are rising into life . time. In about six weeks afterwards the seed on the

The Walker Oil-mill.
remaining plants is ready for gathering, for the sake

of making oil : the stalks are pulled and bound up

As on a former occasion , we regard the Banks of the into bundles, and then set up in the same manner as

Tyne as one manufacturing district, and pick out our grain,until the seed becomes so dry and firmas to

details here and there as circumstances may have ren- shed freely ; the seed -pods are next cut off with a

derea convenient. We leave the Western part of New- knife, and dried on a cloth exposed to the air, under a

castle, with its busy locomotive manufactures, and pro- | shed or cover. From the seeds thrashed out of the
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pods so gathered an oil is procured by pressure, in the top, and then placed upright with their roots spread

proportion of about one part of oil to four or five of out. After the plants have becomepartially or wholly

seed ; and this oil is used to a limited extent for some dried by the exposure to the air, they are rippled , by

processes of the manufacturing arts, and in Russia in which the seeds are separated from them ; the ripple

cookery. is a kind of comb with long wire teeth, through or be

Rape-seed is the produce of a common English tween which the plants are drawn,whereby the capsules

plant ; and the ruralceremony of a “rape-thrashing," containing the seed are removed from the flax. This be

as practised in Yorkshire in the beginning of the pre - ing effected, the seeds and pods are spread out thin

sent century, was a singular example of the half-work, upon a cloth to dry in the sun ; those seeds which sepa

half-holiday system , of which the “ building-bees " and rate from the pods of their own accord are the fullest

the “ apple -parings ” of America are modern instances. and ripest,and give least trouble ; but those which do

When twenty or thirty of acres of rape were to be not, are lightly trodden on or thrashed, to be loosened

thrashed, all the neighbours for miles round came to from the pods. The whole are then carefully sifted,

assist ; and the farmer made ample provisions of meat winnowed, and cleaned from dirt and chaff ; and the

and drink for his friendly assistants . Every one who cleansed seed is laid up till wanted .

came offered a helping hand ; and a few were engaged Out of such materials, then, is the oil procured

at stipulated wages to ensure a sufficient supply of which forms the object of attention at an English oil

labourers. Before the appointed day a flat open place mill; and we are now in a condition to notice the

was cleared from stubble and rubbish, to form a thrash- modes of proceeding.

ing - floor ; and on this were laid the rape-cloths, which The kind of presswhich would serve for the crush

were strong heavy cloths twenty yards square. The ing of olives and other soft oleaginous substances would

inen divided themselves into “carriers,” “ thrashers,” | not avail for the seeds of such plants as the flax and

and “ floor -men ,” while the women and boys supplied hemp. These seeds or grains are exceedingly hard

them with the rape- plants. Canvas carrying-cloths were and smooth at their surfaces, and the fragments of

provided , about sixfeet square, with poles fixed in two their shells, however broken, form little concavities

opposite sides in the manner of a roller map ; open- which will retain the oil, unless a far greater pressure

ings being left in the middle between the poles and the is applied than can be obtained by a screw.press. Two

canvas for the two men to pass their arms through , one forms of apparatus are therefore used — the wedge

on either side the poles. " Operations commenced by press,” and, still inore recently, the “hydraulic press."

the boys holding the carrying-cloths open , while the Formerly the seeds were not in the first instance

women filled them with the rape -plants . The carriers pressed at all, but were pounded in hard wooden mor

thenbore the laden cloths to the thrashing -floor, rest- tars with pestles shod with iron and set in
notion by

ing the poles on their shoulders, and allowing the cloth horse or water power, and the triturated seeds were

filled with rape to hang between them. The rape was put into woollen bags which were wrapped up in hair

then spread out thin on the thrashing-cloths in a circle cloths, and then submitted to the wedge-press. This

as large as the cloth would contain , and the thrashers wedge-press acted in the following manner : - The

moved continually in this circle, marching with a slow press consisted of a strong block of wood, or a cast

step in pairs and in two divisions, the individuals of iron frame, in which a long mortise was made;

each division following one another as closely as the and two bags of seed were introduced in the

nature of their employment would allow . The floor- two ends of the frame in such a manner, that

men were subdivided into “ layers-on," turners,” | by forcibly driving in some wedges the seed became

" takers-off,” “ rake-men,” “ riddlers,” &c. , each of pressed with immense force, and yielded its oil abun

whom had a prescribed office to fill; the layers-on dantly . It has been found that the same pressure

went first, placing the rape -plants on theground ; then gradually brought about will not produce anything

came the first division of thrashers ; then the turners, near so great a force as when exerted by sudden and

to turn over the plants; then the second division of violent impulses in the wedge, and it is from this cir

thrashers; then the takers -off, who with wooden forks cumstance that the wedge derives much of its power .

shook and threw off the straw. Lastly the rake-men The hydraulicpress isnow however the great source

gathered the seed into recesses formed within the cir- of pressure, and is extensively used in oil-mills ( though

cle, where a group of fillers and riddlers were employed not to the exclusion of the wedge-press). There are

in separating the seed from the principal part of the other arrangements
, however, preliminary to the press

pods and short straws which were beaten off in thrash - ing, which must be noticed. Before the grinding of

ing ; while others put the unwinnowed seed into bags the seed, it is bruised ; because unbruised seed has a

and carried it to the waggon . Towards the close of tendency to slide away under the rolling action of the

the day the straw mounted into great heaps ; and what millstone. The bruising is effected by two crushing

with the almost silvery brightness of these heaps, the rollers, placed side by side, in such a manner that the

close phalanx of thrashers brandishing their flails, the . seed, introduced between them from a hopper or funnel

cloth-men busily engaged in their various employments,
placed above, becomes bruised or crushed by the rota

the team drawing off the bags of seed, the carriers carry- tion of the rollers, and falls in a bruised state into a

ing the plants to the threshing -floor, and the hilarity chest placed beneath it. The bruised mass is then

observable among the whole — this scenewas described transferred to another piece ofapparatus, where a pair

as being one of the most picturesque which the agri- of edge-stones roll over a bed-stone placed beneath,

cultural districts exhibited.—Have modern changes like the stones of a drug -mill or a gunpowder-mil). The

superseded these friendly working - parties ?
stones (represented in the annexed cut) , which are of

Linseed ,the kind to which attention is more parti- large size, travel round in a continuous circle of small

cularly directed in England in respect to its oil,is, as diameter, rolling over the seed which is placed on the

we before observed, derived from the flax- plant. As bed beneath. They grind this seed, not only by their

in the case of hemp, the details of culture, when the weight, but also by a kind of rubbing or frictional

plant is grown for its seed ,are somewhat different from movement, occasioned by the outer edge of the stone

those when the fibre is more particularly the object in having to perforn a larger circuit thanthe inner.

view. When, in the latter case, the grown plants have The seeds which have been exposed to this double

been pulled up for the sake of their seed , they are laid trituration do not assume the form of a dry powder, for

together by handfuls with the seed end towards the the oil which has been partially expressed from them

south ; or else several plants are tied together at the during these operations becomes mixed up with the
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fragments, and the whole togetherforms a paste. When sluiceis opened , and the seed is drawn out into a num .

the manufacturer wishes to obtain " cold -drawn" oil , ber of oblong flannel bags, as shown in the cut. In

he at once exposes this pasty mass to the action of the more modern contrivances the seed is heated by steam ,

instead of by a charcoal fire ; but in both cases the seed

is kept constantly stirred while being heated, and is

drawn out when heated into the bags which contain it

while undergoing pressure.

In one of the buildings is a range of hydraulic presses

capable of exerting an immense pressure. The bags

of seed are flattened slightly with the hand, and piled

up one on another in cast-iron cases, which are placei

in the press as here sketched. The force is then laid

(Grinding the Linseed .)

press, by which oil of very fine quality, but in very

jimited quantity, is obtained. To obtain the main sup

ply , the paste is heated before being exposed to the

press. The heating is effected in different modes in

different mills. In some cases there is a small fire -place

situated in the corner of the building, and heated by

burning charcoal. The seed is contained in a circular

copper pan, which is set over the fire, and a stirrer is

so adjusted as to keep the seed in motion while being

heated. When the seed is sufficiently heated, a door or
( Bags of Linseed in the Hydraulic Press.]

on, and in a few seconds we see the oil cozing from

every pore in the bags, and running down intocon

venient receptacles beneath. When as much oil is

obtained by this pressure as the seed in this form will

yield , the pressure is removed, thebags are taken oul,

and then stripped off the seed, whichhas by this time

assumed the form of a flat, hard, solid cake. This cake

is again ground, again heated, and again pressed, by

which a further portion of oil is extracted from it.

When the bags are for the last time stripped from

the seed (an operation which is facilitated by a simple

piece of apparatus sketched in the next cut), thelatter

present almost the hardness and solidity of a board.

They are trimmed and brought into a regular form fit

for packing, and are then sold as oil -cake. This cake

is a valuable article to agriculturists, and has at times

been sold at a high price; it is employed in the fai

tening of cattle, sheep, and otheranimals, for which it

seems fitted by the oil which it still contains, and which

could not be wholly removed by pressure. It is usually

given to the animal mixed with someother sort of food,

such as hay or cut chaff. On the Continent linseed - cake

is sometimes given in a liquid state, being diffused in

hot water, and given to theanimals to drink , hay and

other food being given at the same time. Much con

troversy has arisen among agriculturists and graziers

as to the precise value of this kind of fattening food,

in reference both to the condition of the animals when

fed on it , and the manure resulting from the system ;

but the result seems to be very much influenced by the

price at which the cake can be purchased.
rCrushed Linseed falling into baja.)
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In one of the buildings is a large still , together with

numerous vessels, and other apparatus, having for

object the separation of the liquid from the solid com

ponents. Most readers are probably aware that in all

processes of distillation the substance to be distilled is

exposed to heat in a close vessel, and raised to such a

temperature as will vaporize some of the component

ingredients without affecting the others, and thus sepa

rating one from another. In the common distillation

of spirit, for example, a fermented liquor, called

“ wash ,” is exposed to such a heat that the spirituous

or alcoholic portion is caused to rise into vapour,

leaving the greater part of the water and nearly all the

other ingredients behind ; andby the subsequent con

densation of this vapour, liquid spirit is obtained. So

it is with turpentine. The liquid or spirituous portion

vaporizes ať a much lower temperature than the solid

or resinous; and therefore, while the resin settles at

the bottom of the still in a solid ferm , the spirit rises

in the form of vapour, and passes through a refrigera

tor or cooling-vessel, whereby it is brought to the

liquid form. The temperature to which the still is

raised, and the general arrangement of the apparatus,

depend on the nature of the substance to be distilled,

and are among the minuter objects of the manufactu

rer's skill. The “ black ” resin and the “ yellow ” resin

of the shops are produced in the same way, but from

different kinds of turpentine.

[Stripping the Bag from the Oil-cake.]

When the cake is so dry as not to leave enough
Starch - Factory .

nourishment for fattening cattle , it is occasionally used We may extend our visit a little further east, and

as manure ; in which case the cake is reduced to pow- devote a few paragraphs to a notice of the operations

der, and is sown by hand on ground intended for wheat, carried on at a starch -factory in North Shields . The

barley, or turnips ; being harrowed in with the seed, building is neither so large nor the operations so com
and used at the rate of from three to six quarters per plex as in many instances which have engaged our

acre. It is rape -cake that is thus used , linseed-cake attention ; but the chemical transformations connected
being generally too costly. with this branch of manufacture are interesting, and

The oil, as expressed from the seed , requires very deserve a little study:

little more attention . It is transferred from the vessels Starch is a peculiar component part of vegetable

into which it falls, into casks and other receptacles, substances, bearing a curious relation to sugar and to

and is then ready to be applied to someone or other of alcohol. Starch, sugar, alcohol or spirit, and vinegar,

the numerous purposes for which it is fitted. It is are all composed prettymuch of the same ingredients ;

principally as a vehicle for mixing oil- paints that it is and by the processes of malting, mashing, distillation,

used ; but there are innumerable branchesof the manu- and acetification, the same grain of corn may be made

facturing arts in which it is extensively employed. to yield any one of these very different products. We

Many medicinal preparations, too, derive a portion of here speak of starch from grain , but it exists in many

their value from the presence of this oil , in a more or different kinds of vegetables. For instance, it exists

less refined or purified state. Linseed-oil, in its usual in the seeds of nearly all kinds of corn ; in tap-roots ;

form , is essentially what is termed a “ fat” or unctuous in potatoes and other tuberose roots ; in the stems of

oil , possessing a property which renders it very slow in | palm -trees, and many other kinds of plants ; and in

drying. To remedy this, which for somepurposes any species of lichen. The nature of the starch

would be a great inconvenience, a small portion of the itself is not less remarkable than the diversity of the

oil made is converted into " drying ” oil, whose dis- sources whence it may be obtained ; it is always mixed

tinctive quality is indicated by its name. The drying with other chemical principles, from which it is sepa

quality is imparted to the oil by boiling it with sugar rated when required to be used simply as starch. It

of lead, white vitriol, red lead , or some one of a rather consists of very small roundish white granules, which
numerous list of substances. Common drying oil is are generally lodged in the cells of the cellular tissue.

often made by boiling linseed -oil with red lead ; but These granules differ in size,often in the same seed or

the finest kinds are produced by some finer agent, plant, being smallest near the circumference of the
sometimes one or other of the gums.

containing plant. Each granule consists of a mem

One department of this mill is devoted to the pre- brane, often beautifully marked , and containing a

paration of turpentine in the form which it usually transparent colourless material resembling gum . The

assumes in the manufacturing arts . The common tur- membrane is insoluble in cold water, but is soluble at

pentine of commerce is imported into this country a temperature of about 160° Fahr.

chiefly from Canada and the United States, in barrels or Starch and gluten form the two main ingredients in

casks. When these barrels are opened, the turpentine the four or mealofwhich bread and pastry are made ;

appears as a stiff, adhesive, honey-like paste, midway and it happens fittingly that the kind which is best
between the solid and the fluid state . It consists of two suited for making bread not that which is most

very different component parts : a clear transparent appropriate for starch. Pure starch, though a jelly

liquid, which forms the “ oil of turpentine," or "essence like substance when mixed with water, is rather indi

of turpentine,” of commerce ; and a yellowish or gestible; and flour which contains a large proportion

brownish solid, forming common resin ; and it is the of starch in relation to the gluten is not well fitted for

object of the turpentine -distillery carried on at these making bread. The best bread is made of flour which

works to separate these two component ingredients, contains the greatest proportion of gluten ; and the

1
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quality of bread is apt to be varying from the circum- | wheat is first crushed between iron rollers,and steeped

stance that the relative proportions ofstarch and gluten in as much water as will cover it . Being thus allowed

differ not only in the different kinds of corn, but in to remain several days, the mixture ferments, and the

the same species or variety, according to the season starchy particles by degrees fall to the bottom . After

when they are sown , or the manure which has been a subsequent fermentation in another vessel, the starch

applied to the land. Sir Humphry Davy found that is separated by a sieve from the bran with which it

in spring-grown wheat, one hundred parts yielded had become mixed , and is afterwards allowed to settle

seventy of starch to twenty-four of gluten ; while for several hours in square frames or cisterns. The

autumn-grownwheat yielded seventy-seven of starch surface water is let off through taps or cocks in the

to nineteen of gluten. It has been observed by a side of the vessel ; the slimes,' or thin mixture of

practical agriculturist, that “ were a scientific system gluten and albumen , is removed; the washing with

of agriculture to prevail in this country, one kind of water and the deposition of sediment are again re

wheat, treated with proper manure, would be raised peated, and the same series goes over two or three

and sold exclusively to the starch -manufacturer; while times. After this the starch receives the blue colour

another kind, treated with its proper manures, would which most kinds present, by having a small quantity

be raised for and sold only to the baker. of smalt mixed up with it. The starch is then trans

Rice is very rich in starch, in comparison with the ferred to oblong wooden boxes or trays, which are

gluten which it contains. It is said that Carolina rice pierced with holes and lined with thin canvas. In

is more abundantly supplied with it than any other these boxes it remains to drain and solidify, and is

grain, insomuch that there is not more than three or afterwards turned out in a solid compact form. The

four per cent. of gluten with it. That potatoes contain mass of starch is broken or cut up into pieces four or

starch may be made readily visible by the following five inches square, and the pieces are placed upon a

simple process :-Rasp or grate a potato to fragments flooring of very absorbent bricks, where they very

over a sieve ; pass a current of water over the raspings , soon dry. The drying in a stove, the scraping of the

and this water will pass through the meshes of the pieces with a knife, the packing in paper, and the fina!

sieve in a milky state ; let the water remain stationary drying of these packages, complete the series of

some time, and a starchy deposit (more or less mixed operations.

with other bodies) will appear at the bottom of the There are many modifications of the processes, fol

vessel. The combination of gluten with the starch in lowed by different persons and in different places ; but

four is not recognisable by the eye, but the separating in all of them the separation of the starch from the

of the two may be very readily effected by the following other component parts of the grain is brought about

method :-Make up a stiffish paste of flour and water ; by pressure, bruising, or rubbing, aided subsequently

leave it at rest for a time; and then carefully and by fermentation, washing, straining, and drying.

gently knead it between the fingers, while a current of There is a “ patent starch" made of Indian corn, and

water is flowing on it ; the water will wash away the many other varieties of starch , for which the credit of

starchy particles , leaving behind a tenacious elastic , more or less excellence is obtained ; sometimes it is a

substance which constitutes gluten . new kind of seed or root which is brought into use for

For the practical purposes of commerce, starch is this purpose; sometimes a new modification of the

generally prepared from wheat, and there are different process of manufacture; at other times a new arrange

modes of proceeding, one of which is as follows : - ment of apparatus; but the broad principles are pretty

The grain , sifted clean, is steeped in water until it be much alike in all. As a further example, we may

comes swollen and soft; after removal from this water, notice the mode of making potato -starch for sale. The

it is immersed in clear warmish water, and then put potatoes, after being well washed in a cylindrical cage,

into bags, which bags are exposed to strong pressure. are brought to the state of a pulp by means of a rasp

This pressure forces out the starchy particles into ing -machine,consisting of a roughened hoop or cylin

water ; and the water being removed and replaced by der so placed as to grind the potatoes to fragments

clean , still more of the milky liquid is prepared, and while it is revolving. The pulp (which is wetted while

the moistened grain loses pretty nearly all its starch. being rasped ) falls into a vessel beneath ; and with a

Instead of the pressure, the grain is sometimes crushed machine worked by two men , two or three tons of

under vertical grindstones,or between rollers , and the potatoes may be reduced to pulp in a day. This pulp,

starch washed out from the fragments. The milky by washing, stirring, settling, drying, &c., is made io

liquor, bywhichever method obtained,is poured into yield its starch,which,by a well-managed process,

large cisterns, where it is allowed to settle and deposit amounts in quantity to from fifteen to twenty per cent.

its starch. The surface- liquor is poured off, new water of the weight of the potatoes used .

added and stirred up with the starch, a second settle Some of the calico -printers use a kind of stiffening

ment allowed, a second removal of the surface-liquor, material or starch, which they call British gum , and

and so on several times, until nearly all the foreign which was brought into use on account ofthe high

ingredients, such as gluten , sugar, gum , and albumen, price of gum -Senegal. This British gum is prepared

are washed out and separated from the starch . After from wheat-flour, and is a kind of medium between

the final deposition of sediment, there appears on the common starch and common flour-paste.

surface a thin layer of gluten and albumen, called A starch - factory is one of the least inviting to a

• slimes, which is removed, and used for feeding pigs mere visitor ; for almost the only processes to be seen

or oxen. The starch beneath is in layers or strata of are conducted in buildings full of vessels containing

different quality, the particles first deposited being the sours, ' or fermenting mixtures of starch and

purer than those at the surface ; and by a dextrous water, in various stages of progress. The odour is

contrivance these different qualities are removed one anything but agreeable ; and unless the looker -on can

by one, and permanently separated. After being find something to interest him in contemplating the

again mixed with water and passed through a fine chemical changes involved in the process, his stay

sieve, the starch is laid on linen cloths in wicker would probably not be a long one. Starch, however,

baskets, where it is allowed to dry gradually. The is a material rather extensively used in the arts, be

solid starch is then cut into pieces, and placed in a sides the well-known domestic purpose to which it is

warm room or stove to dry. applied ; and its production is certainly worth a pass

Another mode of conducting the manufacture ex - ing thought.

hibits many points of difference from the above. The
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[l . Glomeris marginata. rolled up and extended ; 2. Julus terrestris, rolled up and extended ; 3. Polydesmus complanatus ; 4. Pollyxenus :

a,magnified ; b, natural size ; 5.Geophilus longicornis ; 6. Lithobius forficatus; 7. Scutigera coleoptrata .]

CURIOSITIES OF BRITISH NATURAL creatures constitute a group, termed by naturalists

HISTORY.
Myriapoda, the first order of insects according to M.

Latreille, but really forming a distinct section or class,

CENTIPEDES AND MILLEPEDES. of the subkingdom articulata, and displaying affinities

The group at the head of the present article presents guished bycharacters oftheir own. They are com
to the crustacea, scorpions, and insects, yet distin

us with an association of creeping things, from which posed of a series of distinct segments, and to every

manyturn with indifference, if not disgust, but which segment is appropriated one pair oflimbs ; sometimes

are nevertheless far from being destitute of interest. It indeed two pairs.

must be confessed indeed that they are neither striking
The head is furnished with jaws, antennæ , which

intheir appearance nor obtrusive in theirhabits; they are regarded as feelers,and eyes either simple or com

are creatures of darkness, and conceal themselves from pound. Respiration is effected through spiracles,as

observation. It is during the gloom and silence of in insects, whence air-tubes ramify over the internal

night
viscera. Like insects, they undergo a metamorphosis,• When the dew is on the grass ,

And the wisp on the morass,"
or rather several changes before acquiring their per

fect form ; and the sexes are distinct .

that they come forth from their lurking -places, and Their movements are winding and serpentine ; some

wander abroad in search of food ; but with the dawn are slow, gliding gently along ; others, on the contrary,

of day they seek the obscurity of their retreats. These are active and rapid in the extreme. They feed on

No. 803.
Vol. XIII. - 3 D
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decayed vegetable and animal substances, on fruits, to the fifth take place from the month of March , the

roots, &c. , and many on living prey. time when the eggs are hatched, to the end of July or

The Myriapoda resolve themselves into two distinct beginning of August .

tribes, one represented by the Millepede, the other by Whether these changes are as precise as stated , we

the Centipede . The first, Chilognatha, Latreille, the think a matter of doubt. At all cvents we have re

genus Julus of Linnæus,comprising the Millepedes, certly examined and sketched a female Julus of con

is characterized by the cylindrical form of the whole siderable size, with forty-six rings,and eighty -two legs

body; the antennæ are composed of seven joints ; the on each side. The first segment after the head had a

first segment of the body, sometimes the second,is the pair of limbs on each side, that is a double pair alto

largest, and presents the appearance of a corslet or gether ; between the first and second segmentappeared

little buckler. It is not until the fourth year in some, a distinct orifice; and then appeared only one limb on

the fifth or sixth in others, that the pair of limbs on each side ; to this succeeded two limbs on each side

the several seginents become doubled, and that ma for every segment, excepting the three caudal seg

turity is attained. They live upon decayed animal ments, which were destitute of limbs.

and vegetable substances, and are found under stones, The common Millepede ( Julus terrestris) is too well

in the ground, atthe foot of old walls, in the fissures known to need description ; it lives in light vegetable

and under the bark of time-worn trees. If we take the mould in gardens or plantations, under old walls, stones,

Millepede as an example of this tribe, we observe it to logs of wood,and the like: it feeds onvegetable

be elongated and cylindrical in form , divided into matters. Our European Millepedes are all of small

rings or segments, and capable of rolling itself up size ; there is , however, a species found in Brazil ,

spirally into a ball . The segments are from forty to the Julus maximus, Linn . , of the length of seven

fifty in number, smooth, horny, and convex above. inches.

Each segment in the perfect animal is furnished with Certain millepedes are separated from the genus

two pairs of short legs (certain segments excepted ), by Julus, in consequence of the form of the segments,

means of which the animal appears to glide along, which are not only less convex, but their outer margin

without any effort, the legs being almost invisible as is reflected up, and forms a projection with a point at

we look down upon the moving creature . The re- its posterior angle. They are of small size, and found

spiratory orifices or stigmata are placed on the sternal in damp places in the earth : they form the genus

(or lower) aspect of each segment, and lead to a double Polydesmus of Latreille. To those in which the eyes

series of aerating sacculi, whence tubes emerge, to be are apparent, Dr. Leach gave the name of Craspedo

distributed on the internal organis. In addition to soma. The Polydesmus complanatus (Julus compla

these breathing orifices a series of pores runs down natus, Linn . ) is by no means uncommon in gardens.

each side of the body, exuding an acid secretion of un It is more active in its movements than the compon

pleasant odour. inillepede, and is capable of rolling itself up.

The mouth is furnished with two stout horny jaws, Another genus is termed Glomeris by Latreille. The

one on each side, as we see in caterpillars, acting species have much resemblance to the woodlouse

against each other ; their cutting edges are serrated, (oniscus), or rather the Armadillo Woodlouse (Arma

in order that they may be rendered effective in di- dillo , Latr.) ; they are oval in figure, and have the

viding the fibres of decayed wood, or the dead roots of power of rolling themselves up into a ball, like the

plants. Armadillo, with which indeed they are often con

The female millepede deposits her eggs, which are founded by superficial observers; insomuch that from

very minute, in the earth or in the earthy powder of the comparison of actual specimens, we have drawn

decayed wood, which is in fact a rich vegetable mould . out the inost palpable differences, to serve asa guide

We ha said that the young undergo a series of to young inquirers. In Glomeris, taking the Pill Mil

transmutations before arriving at their perfect de- lepede as our example, the limbs are small, and arise

velopment. The progress of these changes has been from a median abdominal line ; they are short and

watched by De Geer, Savi, and other zoologists, and numerous, and do not appear laterally beyond the

are too remarkable to be passed by unnoticed. The jointed carapace or backplate.

young when first hatched are very minute, utterly In Armadillo (an Isopodous Crustacean, as is also the

destitute of limbs, quite smooth , and of a kidney shape, colnmon Woodlouse) the limbs are large, proceed from

but of course so minute as to require a lens for ex. the sides of the abdomen, and extend beyond the back

amination . In the course of a few days afterwards plate, excepting the hind pair. In the Pill Millepede

they undergo a sort of moult, changing the skin, and | iGlomeris) the head is larger and more concealed, the

then appear divided into about eight segments ; a pair | antennæ are short and end club-shaped .

of simple eyes appears on the head, which is furnished In the Armadillo Woodlouse the antennæ are longer

also with two antennæ ; the three segmentsfollowing and filiform or pointed.

the head have each a pair of limbs. In a few days a In the Pill Millepede the shelly covering is firm ; in

second moult takes place, the body is enlarged, the the Armadillo much softer, as in Oniscus. The ter

number of segments increased, and the number of minal segment of Glomeris is large, of Armadillo

limbs augmented to seven pairs, one pair on each seg- small and triangular. In the latter the lateral edge of

ment succeeding the head. At the age of a month , or the dorsal armour along each side is serrated , in the

thereabouts, a third change takes place, and the mille- former continuous.

pede appears with twenty-two segments and twenty The Glomeris, or Pill Millepede, is black , with yel

six pairs of feet, but of these the anterior eighteen low margins to the rings or segments. Armadillo is

pairs only are used in progression . The general form yellowish - grey clouded with brown, or brown with

and aspect now approximates to that of the adult. yellow blotches; it exceeds the Pill Millepede in size.

Some time now elapses before the fourth moult, which Both are common, and roll themselves up in the form

gives thirty-six pairs of legs . Subsequently the male of balls, and were formerly used in medicine. A

acquires thirty-nine rings, and the female sixty-four, species of Armadillo froin Italy (A. officinalis) was

with two pairs of limbs to every segment. But after employed on the Continent . The Pill Millepede, Glo.

this, two years elapse before the perfect development meris marginata, Leach (Julus ovalis, Linnæus), is

and maturity of the animal is completed. found under stones and amongst moss, and in the same

Such is a summary of the observations recorded, to situations as the common Millepede. Both the Pill

which it may be added, that the changes from the first Millepede and the Armadillo Woodlouse are abundant
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in the writer's garden ; they feed on decomposed vege - France, Spain , and Italy, a large species (Scolopendra

table matters. cingulata, Latr.) is very common . In our country,

There is a singular little creature , the Jule à queue among the species of small size which are indigenous,

en pinceau, found in hothouses, under frames, under the most common is the forked Centipede, Lithobius

the bark of aged trees, and in the fissures of walls, forficalus (Scolopendra forficata, Linn.) ; it is found in

which was placed by Linnæus in the genus Scolopen the earth under stones, and is quick and active in its

dra ; it belongs, however, to the presentsection, and movements. The limbs are fifteen on each side. The

constitutes the genusPollyxenus of Latreille. At first general colour is tawny red . Length about an inch

sight it appears very like the larva of that beetle well and a quarter, sometimes inore.

known from its destructive habits inmuseums, viz. the A group of Centipeco -s, distinguished by the generic

Anthremis Musæorum : it is oblong in form ,with tufts title of Geophilus, presents us with several species re

of little scales along the sides , and a pencil of hairs at markable for their great length and slenderness and

the tail. There are twelve pairs of limbs. It is the the number of their limbs, which exceed forty -two on

only known species, and was termed Scolopendrala- each side. They are tortuous in their movements,and

gura by the older writers . It varies in size from a line by no means so rapid as the ordinary Centipedes; they

to two lines and a quarter in length ; the body is live in the earth , and make their way through the mi

brown ; the head black ; the caudal pencil of hairs nutest fissures or apertures with the utmost facility.

white. Like the Juli, in general it feeds on decom- of the slender animals of this genus most, if not all, are

posed vegetable substances. In one important point, phosphorescent, and gleam in the dark ,though not so

however, it differs from the true Millepedes: the body intensely as the Glow-worm. The Geophiluselectricus

is not invested with firm shelly plates, but is soft, and may be often seen at nightduring the summer months
covered by a membranous investment . Like the on the grass of lawns or on garden walks, palely glis

Woodlouse, it is gregarious, numbers collecting to - tening like a luminous thread as it winds its tortuous

gether in the same hiding -place. We may here ob- way. The long-horned Geophilus ( G. Jongicornis) is

serve that the common Millepede and Pill Millepede another species by no means uncommon ; it is larger

are gregarious ; but, as far as ourown observations go, than the G. electricus, and broader in proportion .

not the Polydesmuscomplanatus or flat-backed Mille- Under the genus Scutigera are placed certain strange

pede, which, in some respects, approaches in its man- looking Centipedes, found in the south of France, in

ners as it does in its appearance to the predatory Cen- southern Europe, Madeira, &c. , remarkable for the

tipedes, which are solitary, like carnivorous beings in lengthof their limbs. None have yet been found on

general. our island . The back is plated with eight scales,

The second family ofMyriapods(Chilopoda, Latreille) thickened behind and notched ; the body beneath is

comprehends the Centipedes, &c. divided into fifteen semirings, each carrying a pair of

of these voracious creatures several species are well legs, with long and slender terminal joints; the eyes

known in our island, but it is in the hotter regions of are large and compound ; the antennæ long. The

the earth that they are the most numerous and attain European species, Scutigera coleoptrata, is very active,

to the largest dimensions. running with great quickness; it conceals itself be

In the Centipedes or Scolopendræ the body is long hind the beams and wood-work of houses, emerging at

and flattened , and covered above by a series of dorsal night, and traversing the floors in quest of food.

plates, and below by a separate series, the sides being India and Americahave their respective species, and

simply membranous. This provision admits of snake they are among those unwelcome intruders which

like flexibility and of that rapidity of motion for which annoy the European, who is not easily reconciled to the

these Centipedes are so notorious. They are in fact presence of centipedes, scorpions, and scutigeræ in his

daring and active carnivorous animals, preying upon apartments.

insects and worms. Night is their season of activity ; The subjects represented in the engraving are

during the day they lie concealed under stones, beams 1 , the Pill Millepede (Glomeris marginata) ; 2, the

of timber, in holes amidst brick-work, or even in the common Millepede (Julus terrestris ) ; 3, the flat Mil

ground. Fitted for a life of rapine, they are very lepede (Polydesmus complanatus): 4, the Pollyxenus,

formidably armed ; our British species indeed, though or brush -tailed Millepede-a, magnificd ; b, the natural

not very pleasing in appearance, are at all events not size ; 5, the long-horned Centipede (Geophilus longi

to be dreaded; but when we go into warmer climates, cornis) ; 6, the common Centipede (Lithobius forfi

we find these creatures terrific from the wounds they catus) ; 7, the Scutigera coleoptrata.

inflict. If we examine them , we see that the mouth is

not only provided with horny jaws as in insects, but

with two terrible fangs jointed in the middle, sharp at Mogadore.-- Mogadore, or Suera, as the Moghrebins call it,

the points, and perforated near the tip by a minute theport ofthetownof Marocco, lies on the seashorebetween

orifice through which a poisonous fluid is instilled into Cape Cautin and Cape Gher. It was founded in 1760. Moga

the wound , and which, in somespecies oflarge size dore is built on a low shore,consistingof moving sand,which

tenantingIndia, South America,&c., often produces begins. Itis regularly built,thestreets being straight,butsome
extends from five to fifteen miles inland, where a fertile country

the most severe consequences, if not death. We have whatnarrow . The Europeans settled here have erected several

measured a specimen iwelve inches in length and one large buildings in the African style. The town is divided into

inch and a quarter across the largest back plates; but two parts, one of which is called the Fortress, and contains the

if Ulloa be not indulging in extravagance, it was custom-bouse, the palace of the Pasha, the other public build

a pigmy to those of which he talks, and which he ings, and the houses of Europeans ;the other part isonly in

says measured a yard in length and five inches in habited by Jews. The harbour is formed by a small island,

breadth, inflicting a mortal wound . Let not our reader | lying south-west of the town, and about two miles in circum

suppose that we give full credence to this statement; i ference. At low tides there are only ten or twelve feet water in

butbe this as it may, the annoyance which these crea
the harbour, and large vessels are obliged to auchor without, at a

tures cause to Europeans visiting intertropical climates distance of twomiles. The commerce of this place with London ,

is of no triflingaccount. They creep into houses, lurk burg,and the United States of America,isconsiderable. The
Amsterdam , Cadiz, Leghorn , Genoa, the Canary Islands, Ham

under articles offurniture and behind wainscots,hide population isten thousaud,according to Jackso ; or seventeen

themselvesin drawers and similar places, and some; thousand, according to Graberg.- Penny Cyclopædia.

times in beds, to the disgust and apprehension of all

not familiarized with their presence. In the south of

3 D 2
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( Andrea del Sarto , and Group from the Madonna del Sacco .]

ESSAYS ON THE LIVES OF REMARKABLE to have been through life a prosperous and a happy

PAINTERS.-No. XXXI. man. Andrea was neither :-he was miserable, unfor

tunate, and contemned through his own fault or folly.
ANDREA DEL SARTO .

He loved a beautiful woman of infamous character,

ANDREA Vannucchi was the son of a tailor (in Italian who was the wife of a hatter ; and on the death of her

Sarto), hence the appellation by which he was early husband, in spite of her bad reputation and the warn
known, and has sincebecome celebrated : he was born ings of his best friends, he married her : from that

in 1478, and, like many others, began life as a gold - hour he never had a quiet heart, or home,or conscience.

smith and chaser in metal, but soon turning his atten- He had hitherto supported his old father and mother :

tion to painting, and studying indefatigably,he attained she prevailed on him to forsake them . His friends

so much excellence that he was called in his owntime stood aloof, pitying and despising hisdegradation . His

" Andrea senza errori," that is, Andrea the Faultless. scholars ( and formerly the most promising of the young

He is certainly one of the most fascinating of painters, artists of that time had been emulous for thehonour of

but in all his pictures, even the finest, while we are his instructions) now fell off, unable to bear the detest

struck by the elegance of the heads and themajesty of able temper of the woman who governed his house.

the figures, we feel the want of any real elevation of Tired of this existence, he accepted readily an in

sentiment and expression . It would be difficult to vitation from Francis I. , who, on his arrival at Paris,

point out any picture of Andrea del Sarto which has loaded him with favour and distinction ; but after a

either simplicity or devotional feeling. time, his wife, finding she had no longer the same com

A man possessed of genius andindustry, loving his mand over his purse or his proceedings, summoned

art, and crowned with early fame and success, ought him to return. He had entered into such engage
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ments with Francis I. that this was not easy ; but as other ; a picture of wonderful majesty and beauty. In

he pleaded his domestic position, and promised , and general his Madonnas are not pleasing ; they have,with

even took an oath on the Gospel, that hewould return great beauty, a certain vulgarity of expression, and in

in a few months, bringing with him his wife, the his groups he almost always places the Virgin on the

king gave him licence to depart, and even intrusted ground either kneeling or sitting . His only model for

him with a large sum of money to be expended in cer- all his females was his wife; and even when he did

tain specified objects. not paint from her, she so possessed his thoughts that

Andrea hastened to Florence, and there, under the unconsciously he repeated the same features in every

influence of his infamous wife, he embezzled the face he drew , whether Virgin , or saint, or goddess. Pic

money , which was wasted in his own and his wife's tures by Andrea del Sarto are to be found in almost all

extravagance. He never returned to France to keep galleries, but very fine examples of his art are rare out

his oath and engagements. But though he had been of Florence. The picture in our National Gallery,

weak and wicked enough to commit this crime, he attributed to him, is very unworthy of his reputation.

had sufficient sensibility to feel acutely the disgrace Those at Hampton Court are not better. There is a

which was the consequence ; it preyed on his mind fine portrait at Windsor. In theLouvre is the picture

and embittered the rest of his life. The avarice and of Charity, No. 85, painted for Francis I. when

infidelity of his wife added to his sufferings . He con- Andrea was at Fontainebleau in 1518, and three

tinued to paint, however, and improved to the last in others. Lord Westminster, Lord Lansdowne, Mr.

correctness of style and beauty of colour. Munroe of Park Street, and Lord Cowper in his col

In the year 1530 he was attacked by a contagious lection at Panshanger, possess the finest examples of

disorder ; abandoned on his death-bed by the woman Andrea del Sarto which are in England. At Pans

to whom he had sacrificed virtue, fame,and friends, he hanger there is a very fine portrait of Andrea del

died miserably, and was buried hastily , and almost Sarto by himself : he is represented as standing by a

without the usual ceremonies of the church, in the table at which he has been writing, and looking up

same convent of the Nunziata which he had adorned from the letter which lies before him . The figure is
with his works.

half -length , and the countenance noble, but profoundly

Andrea del Sarto can only be estimated as a painter melancholy. One might fancy that he had been writing

by those who have visited Florence. Fine as are his to his wife.

nil-pictures, his paintings in fresco are still finer. One

of these, a Repose of the Holy Family, has been cele

1:rated for the last two centuries, under the title of the THE ENGLISH AND IRISH ORDNANCE

Vadonna del Sacco,because Joseph is represented SURVEYS.

eaning on a sack . There are engravings of' it in the

British Museum . TAERE are occasionally notices in parliament, either

in the form of “ estimates” or of answers to questions,

of the Ordnance Survey. What this survey may mean ,

and how parliament comes to be connected with it, are

matters not by any means generally known . A few

explanatory details, sufficient to give a general under

derstanding of the object in view , may not be mis

placed.

An ordnance survey, or a trigonometrical survey ( for

the two names signify the same thing), is a minute

cxamination of the surface of a country for the pur

pose of laying down an exact delineationof its geogra

phical features; the positions of its mountains, valleys,

lakes, rivers, forests,marshes, &c.; the heights of its

mountains ; the contour of its coasts ; the artificial

boundaries of the country into counties, hundreds,

baronies, &c. : -- this is the grand object of such a sur

vey. It is an Ordnance survey, because in this country

it is superintended and carried on by officers of the

Board of Ordnance ; it is a Trigonometrical survey,

because it is effected chiefly by the measurement of

triangles, according to the rules of trigonometry. For

no other purpose whatever is acountry so thoroughly

examinedas for this survey. Not only is every plain,

every mountain, every valley visited , but every field

and hedge is brought under the immediate cognizance

of the surveyors. The result may either be the deter

mination of a number of distinct positions,which admit

of being described in a book, or the marking of all the

boundaries and other features in such a manner as to

facilitate the construction of a map ; both objects may

be combined, but generally speaking it is understood

[ St. Joachim .)
that the main object of such a survey is the prepara

tion of maps of such undoubted accuracy as to serve

The cloisters of the convent of the Nunziata, and a as standards in all investigations which concern the

building called the Scalzo, at Florence, contain his geographical and territorial divisions of a country.

most admired works. His finest picture in oil is in the It must not be imagined that such a survey is the

Florence Gallery, in the cabinet called the Tribune, work of a year or two merely, or of a dozen years.

where it hangs behind the Venus de' Medici. It re- Nothing but a surveying force amounting almost to

presents the Virgin seated on a throne, with St. John an army would be adequate to the trigonometrical

the Baptist standing on one side and St. Francis on the survey of a country in a few years. Half a century
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has been already expended in the survey of Great other, and if the distance from one to a second (say

Britain, and it is yei far from completion ; and, so from the church to the hill) can be accuratelymeasured,

great is the importance of this survey deemed, and so then the distances from the church to the obelisk and

much greater would that importance be if the scale of from the hill to the obelisk can be determined without

the survey were of greater magnitude, that the maps measurement . there are instruments, such as the theo

in future are to be published on a scale of six inches dolite, which will measure all the angles of the tri

to a wile,and of those already done the country will angle formed by the three objects ; these angles,
probably be re -surveyed and completed on the same together with thc known length of one side of the

scale, triangle , when brought to bear in certain trigonome

The Ordnance Survey of Ireland is the most minute trical calculations, will give the exact lengths of each

and complete that has ever been effected , or carried on of the other two lines. Each of these sides may then

nearly to completion : but before we can understand be made the known side of a new triangle, by bringing

its general character, we must notice the survey of in some new conspicuous object, such as a second

England, which preceded it, and apprenticed the obelisk or a second church ; and thus the triangulation ,

officers to the necessary arrangements for its practical | or formation of new triangles, goes on , until the whole

conduct. country is covered with a network of lines, the length

About a century ago, when the English government of every one of which is known with the most rigorous

had to watch narrowly the proceedings of the Young accuracy, although none of them may have been acci

Pretender and his friends in Scotland, it was deemed rately measured except the first one. It requires an

important to establish military posts, and to open roads extension beyond our every -day ideas to conceive a

of communication through the remotest parts of Scot- line whose length is accurately known without being

land ; and a body of infantry liaving been encamped actually measured ; but this is the very gist of the

with a view to facilitate this object, Lieutenani-Gene- subject.

ral Watson, who was then officially employed as deputy As everything depends on theoriginal or base line, the

quartermaster-general, conceived the idea of making slightest error in the length of this line will affect every

a map of the Highlands. This was the first germ of single calculation afterwards; and the more so, the

the trigonometrical survey of later times. The Duke farther it is removed from the beginning, since the

of Cumberland, who commanded the troops in Scot- error will multiply itself in every successive triangle.

land , approved of the idea, and employed General Roy Hence the determination of this line is the primary

to carry it out. The survey was commenced ; and and the most important part of the surveying ope

as its promised utility was seen to be great, it was rations. In the common measurements by a rule or

extended beyond the limits at first intended, and by a string or a chain , for manufacturing or commercial

degrees included the whole of Scotland. The break - purposes, a sufficient approach to correctness is ob

ing outof the Seven Years' War, however, by distracting iained ; but in a base -line for a survey , where an error

the attention of the government from home improve- of one inch in a mile would be serious, the difficulties

ments, put a stop to the survey, and the map resulting of ensuring accuracy are almost inconceivable. Every

from the labours already bestowed was never published. substance employed as a measure will expand and con

The survey answered the purpose for which it was tract by variations of heat : every rod which seems

immediately intended, in assisting the works of the straight to the eye has some flexure or other ; and every

government engineers, but it was not ininute or com- observer has peculiarities of eye or of discrimination

plete enoughfor other purposes.
which may lead him to results not quite accordant with

When the Seven Years' War was concluded, the pro- those of other observers.

ject was started of making a general survey of the We shall thus be prepared to believe that the accu

whole island on an improved scale and with more per- rate measurement of a base-line was the object of

fect instruments . Nothing was, however, done in the General Roy's first attention . He selected Houn

matter for some years; but it was afterwards revived slow Heath asthe spot where this line should be made.

by indirect means. It is a point of importance to His measuring instrumentconsisted of three deal rods,

astronomers that the exact positions of their observa- on which lengths of twenty feet were laid off by Rams

tories, with reference both to one another and to their den, and a standard rod, with which the former were

respective latitudes and longitudes, should be laid from time to time compared. These rods were so

down with rigorous accuracy ; and General Roy under- strengthened as to be rendered as inflexible as possible.

took a series of surveys and measurements with a view The weather, however, proved very wet and unfavour

to attain this accurate determination of the relative able ; and the deal rods were subject to so much ex

positions of Greenwich Observatory and other obser- pansion and contraction, that their length on one day

vatories near London . Cassini, an eminent astronomer was no criterion as to their length on another. Where

on the Continent, about the same time proposed to the upon General Roy resolved to employ glass rods as

English government a survey for the purpose of de- being less subject to expansion. Three hollow glass

ierniining the relative positions of the Paris and tubes, perfectly straight, were accordingly prepared ;

Greenwich observatories; and as the Royal Society they were twenty feet long by an inch in diameter.

warmly supported this proposal, the government They were graduated by Ramsden, and were inclosed

undertook to defray the necessary expense, and in- in cases so as to prevent them from bending, but not

trusted General Roy with the management of the from expanding or contracting. In the month of

enterprise. This was the commencement of the real August, 1784, the measurement was effected with these

trigonometrical survey, for it matters not whether glass rods. The distance measured, or the length of

two points selected be observatories, churches, or the the base-line, was about twenty -seven thousand ſeet

suminits of mountains; if it be wished to determine (rather over five miles) ; and the length as measured

their exact distance and relative positions, the mode by the glass rods differed by about twenty inches from

of obtaining the requisite measurements will be the that given by the deal rods - a trifling quantity , as it

saine .
may appear to most persons, but of importance in re

It will perhaps seem strange to those unaccustomed ference to the objeci in view. Many minute correc

to the subject, that the accurate measurement of one tions were made, and the final result stated to so

line should form the groundwork for the whole of the minute a quantity as the ten -thousandth part of a foot

ineasurements throughout a country -- yet so it is . If a A base-line being thus formed, the triangulation

church, a hill, and an obelisk are visible from each commenced. The summits of lofty hills, obelisks, and
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church steeples, lighthouses, and artificial beacons, | in Staffordshire, produced in a style of unparalleled

were selected as points for triangles, and the various minuteness and accuracy,and purchasable for less than

angles and lines were determined one by one. The two shillings.

French astronomers made observations across the Chan In 1840 ihere were eighty of these large plates com

nel to the English coast ; the English observers did pleted and published, and several more in hand ; since

the same in respect to France ; and thus the two coun which time a further advance has been made . Circum

tries were included in the same triangulation. The stances led to the withdrawal of the surveying staff

immediate object was answered ,by determining, within from Scotland to Ireland some years ago, and the

a near approach to accuracy, the relative positions of operations in the former country were for a time sus

the observatories at Paris and Greenwich . pended. They were renewed however in 1838 ; and

General Roy died in 1790 ; and soon afterwards a will be followed at some future time by the publication

regular survey of England was commenced under the of engraved maps of Scotland. It has been proposed

orders of the Ordnance Office. The first thing was, to to effect this on the magnificent scale of six inches to

reineasure the base- line on Hounslow Heath . This the mile, for reasons which will be better understood

was effected by means of two steel chains of exquisite when we have spoken of the Irish Ordnance Survey .

construction , graduated to a certain length . The Meanwhile we may state that down to the year 1841 ,

length was found slightly different from that deter. about 340,0001. had been spent on the survey in Eng

mined by General Roy, and the new length wasthence- land, Scotland , and Ireland. The sale of the inaps is

forward adopted. Then commenced the triangulation . solely as a national benefit ; it is not intended to pay the

Elevated spots, such as Beachy Head , Dunnose, expenses of the survey. Great indeed would be the

Hanger Hill, &c. , were chosen as stations , and the selling price, to effect ihis.

distances of these, one from another, were determined [ To be continued .)
by observation and calculation, Year after year some

thing was added to the results obtained : at one tinic

a new base was measured , to verify the old one ; at THE HAREEM OF IBRAHIM PASHA .

another time arcs of the meridian were determined ,

and new districts of the island were gradually brought
( From ' The Englishwoman in Egypt, by Mrs. Poole.]

within the scope of survey: Colonel Colby was placed The chief residence of his ladies is the Kasr ed

at the head of the survey in 1809, a position which he Dubárah, a fine house situated on the west of Cairo,

hias occupied ever since, working out this great object on the eastern bank of the Nile, and justly their
as rapidly as the funds placed at his disposal would favourite retreat. After riding through the planta
admit. tions of Ibraheem Pasha, which almost surround the

When the country was parcelled out into certain great palace , we arrived at the great gates of the Kasr,

triangles, these were subdivided into smaller ones, and through which we entered a long road within the bigh

these into smaller again, so that at length every minute walls covered with trellis closely interwoven with vines.

spot was laid down and calculated to its true position. At the end of this we dismounted, and walked on a

It was an astronomical operation to determine the lati- beautiful pavement of marble through several paths,

tude and longtitude of particular spots, and all the re- until we arrived at the curtain of the hareem . " This

sources of mathematical and geodesical science were being raised, we were immediately received by a young

requisite in determining the great trianglesaccurately ; wife of Mohammad ’Alee, who addressed my friend

but when these were once determined, the smaller tri- Mrs. Sieder in the most affectionate terms, and gave us

angulation approached nearer to the character of land- both a most cordial welcome. In a moment a crowd

surveying, and required skill of a less exalted kind, of ladies assembled round us, vying with each other in

such as is noticed in soine ofour former Numbers. paying us polite attention ; and having disrobed me,

It was part of the plan of the Ordnance Survey to they followed us (the wife of the viceroy with us lead

have correctly engraved maps of the whole of the king- ing the way) to the grand saloon.

dom . This plan has been gradually carried out during This is a very splendid room , paved with marble,

the time that Colonel Colby has been at the head of as indeed are all the passages, and, I imagine, all the

the survey. There is a regular establishment of apartments on the ground- floor: but as several are en

draughtsmen and engravers in the pay of government, tirely covered with matting, I cannot assert this to be

who have been for many years engaged in preparing the case . The pavement in the saloon is simply white

for publication the maps resulting from the survey. marble, the purest and best laid I have seen in the

All the maps are in uniform style. They contain every East. The ceiling ( which is divided into four distinct

road, pathway, stream, hill, & c. in the kingdom , and oblong compartments) is painted admirably in stripes

are beautiful specimensof close engraving . The scale of dark and light blue,radiating from gilded centres,

is uniformly that of one inch to a mile ; and it is printed from each of which hang splendid chandeliers contain:

in sheets in such a manner that these might be placed ing innumerable wax -lights. The corners and cornices

edge to edge, without any repetitions ; so that the whole are richly decorated. The pavement under the two

of England and Wales would form a splendid map centre compartments is not inatted, but the two ends,

thirty feet high by twenty- four or five in width . All to the right and left on entering, are covered with fine

the southern part of the kingdom has been published matting, and fitted with crimson divans.

for many years ; but much yet remains to be done in The windows are furnished with white muslin cur

the north , near Scotland ; while Scotland itself is yet tains edged with coloured fringe, some pink and some

wholly unpublished. blue. All the looking-glasses (of which there are

These maps are each somewhere about thirty inches perhaps six in the saloon ) are furnished with festoons

long by twenty-four in width ; and the government and curtains of pink and blue gauze. There is one

has established an office where they are sold at about table with a cover of pink crape embroidered in stripes

seven or eight shillings each. Some of them are di- of gold, and having upon it a large glass case of stuffed

vided into quarters, which sell at about two shillings birds . On either side of the door are fanciful stands

cach ; and purchasers have thus sometimes the oppor- for large square glass lanterns, composed of pillars,

tunity of procuring a portion of the map, relating to round which are twined artificial flowers. The wir

a particular spot, at a very cheap rate . Thus, one of dows are European in form , and the hareem blinds are

these quarter-sections, measuring about fourteen inches composed of tasteful iron -work ; I can scarcely say

by twelve, contains the whole of the Pottery district | filigree, the pattern is too bold . The entire interior
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decorations are in light and summer taste, and the No one was admitted to the table but the widow of

saloon charmingly cool. Toosoon Páshá, the daughter of Mohammad 'Alee

We crossed to an apartment on the opposite side, Pashá, the mother of Mohammad ’Alee Bey, with our

where the same lady placed us on the divan and seated selves, and a lady of great importance in the East, the

herself by our side. This room is entirely covered foster-mother of ’ Abbás Páshá. The place of the

with maiting, and furnished with most luxurious younger wife was vacant.

divans, extending round three sides , not raised ( as The tray was covered with small silver dishes filled

is usual) on a frame about a foot or more in height, with various creams, jellies, & c ., and most tastefuily

but entirely of cotton , forming mattresses two feet in garnished with exquisite flowers. In the centre was a

thickness, placed on the ground. These are covered fore -quarter of lamb, on pilav. I was truly glad, on

with very gay chintz, as are also the cushions which this occasion especially, that my home habits had been

incline against the walls; and at the right and left Eastern; had the case been otherwise, a joint of meat

upper corners are distinct square cushions, covered to be eaten without knife or fork would have been a

with white muslin embroidered with black braid, and formidable object ; for, under any circumstances, I

each having black cushions to correspond. Above all should not have anticipated that the widow of Toosoon

these there is a row of small cushions, covered with Pasha, who is also the mother of Abbás Páshá, and who,

white muslin and embroidered with black, correspond- being the eldest, was the most honoured at table, would

ing in pattern with the corner seats. The curtains have distinguished me as she did, by passing to me,

resemble those in the saloon .
with her own fingers, almost every morsel that I ate

Here we received coffee,which was handed to us by during dinner. The mother of Mohammad 'Alee Bey

the chief lady of the household, the treasurer, a parti- in the samemanner distinguished Mrs. Sieder.

cularly lady-like person, to whom it was handed by a The lamb was succeeded by stew ; the stew by vege

lady who bore it on a silver salver, attended by several tables; the vegetables by savoury cream , & c., com

others; one carrying the little coffee-pot in a silver posing an innumerable variety ; and each was removed,

vessel, suspended by chains, and also used as a censer, and its place filled , when perhaps only tasted. Sweet

containing burning charcoal . The whole group was dishes, most delicately prepared, succeeded these in

most picturesque, and many of the ladies were fair, rapid succession ; and, with one exception, all were in

young, and beautiful. silver dishes. Ladies attended close to our divar with

fly -whisks ; behind them about thirty formed a semi

circle of gaily -dressed, and, in many cases , beautiful

women and girls ; and those near the door held large

silver trays, on which the black slaves who stood with

out placed the dishes, that the table might be constantly

replenished .

Black female slaves in the houses of the great are

not permitted to enteran apartment where are visitors;

but black eunuchs, when favourites with their masters ,

are constantly to be found in the very centre of a high

hareem .

In presenting the morsels to me, the widow of

Toosoon Páshá constantly said , “ In the name of God ;"

and these words are always said by the Muslims before

eating or drinking. “ Praise be to God” is the grace

[ Coffee Service.
aftereither.

There is one particularly agreeable custom observed

The lady of the Páshá then proposed our returning after dinner in the East ; each person is at liberty to

to the saloon , that she might conduct us to the widow leave the table when satisfied .' To a European it is

of Toosoon Páshá, and to the daughter of Mohammad really a relief to do so, the dishes are so numerous,

'Alee Páshá, who were sitting at the upper corner . I varied , and rich .

found the former lady seated on a cushion on the

ground, next to the right-hand corner, and the daugh
English and Foreign Nettles . — The stinging properties of the

ter of the Viceroy took the seat of honour, which was British nettles arefeeble when compared with those of some

also a cushion placed on the ground. Numerous ladies Indian species, which are so virulent as to cause the most ex

and slaves were in attendance; all standing in a line cruciating pain, and even sometimes death. Leschenault de la

before the edge of the mat. Tour gives the following account of the effects of touching the

We were soon joined by another wife of the Páshá, Urtica crenulata, a specimen of which was growing in the

the mother of Mohammad Alee Bey (a boy about nine Botanic Garden at Calcutta : - " One of the leaves slightly

years of age ) ; her designation is “ The lady, the mother touched the first three fingers of my left hand ; at the time I only

of Mohammad 'Alee Bey.”
perceived a slight pricking, to which I paid no attention. This

was at seven in the morning. The pain continued to increase ;

in an hour it became intolerable ; it seemed as if some one was

Soon after noon, dinner was announced ; and the rubbing my fingers with a hot iron. Many of the genera have

wido v of Toosoon Pashá led the way to a room adjoin- one or two species which produce eatable fruit, though the fruit

ing the saloon , where a most elegant dinner was ar- of the other species of the same genus is unwholesome, anauto

ranged , on a very large round silver tray, placed on a maly rarely to be met with in any other order except the Sola

stool , and surrounded by cushions. The passages we
naceæ (night-shades); and though the milky juice of most

passed were occupied by innumerable black female urticaceous plants is poisonous, it affords, in one species, the

slaves, and some eunuchs, dressed in all the variety of cow -tree,a wholesome beverage.” Besidesthese,thereareother

gay Eastern costume, and forming a curious contrast peculiarities characteristic to the order. The leaves, for ex

and a most picturesqueback-groundto the ladies and ample, are alternate,and covered with asterities, or with hairs

white slaves who surrounded and accompanied us. On so well exemplified in the common nettle, is participated in by

furnished with a stiuging secretion ; and this stinging property,

either side of the door several ladies, each with an em- many others whose acridity is intense. A narcotic principle is

broidered napkin hung on her right arm, heldsilver highly developed in the hemp, and the toughness of the fibre of

ewers and basins that we might wash our hands before that plant is common to numerous others of the order ; while

advancing to the table. many species furnish caoutchouc of the finest quality.

*
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( The Emperor Otto III . !

THE ROMER, AT FRANKFORT.
lenin coronation festival of the German Empire, and

from the balcony of which the newly consecrated em

The town ofFrankfort -on-the-Maine possesses a very peror showedhimself to the joyous people.On the

ancient town-house, which derives its name, the Römer, | long walls,close besideeach other, are a row of pointed

from an upper hall , inwhich the emperors of Ger- arched niches,which fill the wholespace. Till within

many,called originally Roman emperors,feasted after a few years were to be seen two uniform rowsofbusts

their coronation in the adjoining cathedral. Till within of the German emperors since Conrad I. , with the

afewyears this hall was occupied by aseries of busts laurel crownand toga of Cæsar - worthless creationsof

of German emperors, of aboutequal value andau- the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

thenticity to the portraits of the Scottish sovereigns " At the period (1813) when, through the fall of the

still exbibited at Holyrood. These have beenre- power of Napoleon overGermany, thelong -suppressed

moved, and will be replaced by portraitsin an infi- feelings of pride and patriotism again broke out in a

nitely better taste. The efforts made by acompara- bright Aame, the ideaarose ofornamenting this cham

tively smalltown to elevate art, while they at the ber, so rich in elevating recollections, more worthily,

same time illustrate history and cultivate patrioticfeel- and in every niche toplace a picture of a German

ings, are so creditable, and havebeen carried into emperor, as large aslife and splendidly coloured . The

effect so well, that we are induced to notice the results undertaking, however, was not commenced till twenty

as much from their intrinsic merit as from their af- five years later, on the 18th of October, 1838, the anni

fording examples not unworthy ofimitation. En- versary of the battle of Leipzig ,and now almost all the

graved copies of these new portraits are now in course pictures are finished .

of publication in a large folio size, beautifully coloured, “ The pictures , fifty -two in number, extend from

under the title of the German Emperors,after the Charlemagne toFrancis II., and include the whole bis

Pictures in the Imperial Chamber in the Römer at tory oftheGermanEmpire. Three and thirty artists ,

Frankfort-on -the-Maine, engraved on copper and co - chiefly of Frankfort, Düsseldorf, and Vienna, have

loured, with Lives of the Emperors,by Albert Schott.' been employed upon them . The greater number of

The printed prospectusto this work affords usperhaps these works show,in a creditable manner, thegreat

the best account of themotives and plan adopted,and progress in art which Germany has made withinthe
from it we extract the following passages :

last thirty years. Actual portraits of all are not to be

“:In the Röiner, the ancient town-house of the town reasonably expected,as the pictorial art in Germany,

of Frankfort-on-the-Maine, yet exists the vaulted and perhaps generally throughout Europe, exhibits

chamber which, in the last century,servedfor the so- few examples ofefforts at resemblance before the end

No. 804 . VOL . XIII .-3 E
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of the thirteenth century, until which time the con even when the precise features are unknown, of giving

temporary representations satisfy us merely in respect to a celebrated man the correct figure. A certain dis

to costume and general character. Since Rudolf of position uniformly gives certain features; through a

Hapsburg, the monuments of some of the emperors long succession of ancestors a family resemblance is

are still remaining, from which , even though imper- acquired; the exterior, when time has properly de

fect, yet presentingthe marked features of counte- veloped it, stands in close relation to a man's general

nance, the painters of the Imperial Chamber have been character; and the lives of many of theemperors pre

enabled to delineate faithful portraits in the present sent moments which, as it were, make their whole

sense of the word. But of the emperors of the last four being physically apparent. It is thus possible, even

centuries, we may confidently affirm that the greater where the reality is lost, to rescue the truth, and

number are likenesses, as with the commencement of Frankfort will possess a truth -speaking picture -gallery

the modern period more exactitudeis found. Even fur of German history."

those emperors for whom the artists had no such as In order to show the manner in which the under.

sistance, the most strenuous advocate for historical taking has been carried into effect,we give the follow .

truth may grant his applause, as art has many means, | ing table of subjects, with their artists :

Period of reign. Emperors. Painters . Contributed by

Frankfort Art-Union

Ditto

Senator Reuss and Landamtmann Benkard

Frankfort Art-Union

} } Senator Reuss and Landamtmann Benkard

768–814

814–840

840–876

876—887

887-899

899-911

911-918

919-936

936–973

973–983

983-1002

1003-1024

1024-1039

1039--1056

1056–1106

1106-1125

1125—1137

1138—1152

1152-1190

1190—1197

1197—1208

1197—1215

1215-1250

1273—1291

1292-1298

12984-1308

1306—1313

1314—1347

1314—1330

1347-1378

1349

Charlemagne Philip Veit

Louis the Pious J. J. Jung

Louis the German Charles Trost

Charles the Gross Ditto

Arnulph J. J. Jung, after P.

Louis the child, young Veit's designs

Conrad I. Charles Ballenberger

Henry I. J. B. Zwecker

Otto I. Philip Veit

Otto II . Adolphus Teichs

Otto III . Joseph Lettegart

Henry II . J. D. Passavant

Conrad II . Lorenzo Clasen

Henry III , H. Stilke

Henry IV. Otto Mengelberg

Henry V. P. J. Kiederich

Lothaire E. Bendemann

Conrad III . Dr. Ferd . Fellner

Frederick I., Barbarossa G.F.Lessing

Henry VI . J. B. Zwecker

Philir of Swabia Alfred Rethel

Ottc IV. Maurice Oppenheim

Frederic II . P. Veit

Rudolph of Hapsburg Gustavus Lasinsky

Adolphus of Nassau H. K. A. Mücke

Albert I. Edward Steinle

Henry VII. P. Veit

Louis of Bavaria C. Ballenberger

Frederic of Austria Dr. F. Fellner

Charles IV. Francis Brentano

Gunther of Schwartz

burg C. Ballenberger

Wenzel (Wenceslaus) Wm. Hensel

Rupert the Palatine C. Ballenberger

Sigismund Philip Foltz

Albert II . Jos. Binder

Frederic III . Julius Hübner

Maximilian I. A. Rethel

Charles V. Ditto

Ferdinand I. John Ender

Maximilian II . A. Rethel

Rudolph II . Charles Hemerlein

Mathias Jos. Danhauser

Ferdinand II . Peter Kraft

Ferdinand III . E. Steinle

Leopold I. Leopold Kupelwieser

Joseph I. Ditto

Charles VI. Waldmüller

Charles VII. M. Heiler

Francis I. Natale Schiavori

Joseph II . M. Oppenheim

Leopold II. L. Kupelwieser

Francis II. Ditto

Art Institute at Stade

Governors of the Orphan - llouse

King of Prussia

Mrs. Nies and J. N. du Fay

Senator Dr. Souchay and his lady

J. D. Passavant

Dusseldorff Art-Union

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Baron A. M. von Rothschild

Dr. Ferdinand Fellner

Senates of Hamburg and Lübeck

A patriotic union of citizens of Frankfort -am -Maine

The family of Neufville

Baron A. M. von Rothschild

Alexander Bernus and Bernus du Fay

Counsellor Schlosser

Duke of Nassau

Prince Metternich

Count of Nassau ( late King of the Netherlands)

King of Bavaria

Several citizens of Frankfort

The Society of the Evening Circle at Frankfort

Maurice von Bethman

Senators Newberg, Souchay, and Passavant

A Bavarian Union, by - Von Mieg

Frankfort Art-Union

Count von Münch - Bellinghausen

Julius Hübner

Mrs. L. Contard and J. F. Contard -Wichelhausen

Art Institute at Stade

Emperor of Austria

The Metzler family

Union of patriotic citizens at Mentz

Emperor of Austria

Ditto

Senate of Bremen

Archduke Francis Charles

Archduke Louis

Emperor of Austria

A Bavarian Union, by — von Mieg

Emperor of Austria

St. John's Lodge ( Freemasons ?),Frankfort-am -Maine

Archduke Charles

Emperor of Austria

1378—1400

1400-1410

1410-1437

1438—1439

1440-1493

1493–1519

1519-1556

1556_ - 1564

1564-1576

1576–1612

1612--1619

1619-1637

1637-1657

1658-1705

1705-1711

1711-1740

1742-1745

1745-1765

1765-1790

1790–1792

1792-1806

-

The portraits of the emperors are accompanied inviduals we have selected, particularly where, as in the

the German publication by memoirs of each sovereign, present case, the portrait is imaginative.

written in a concise and eloquent style by Albert Schott ; Otto III . was the son of Otto II , by Theophania, a

but as it is as a work of art that the subject is here Grecian princess, and in 983 succeeded his father when

treated, it will only be necessary to indicate sufficient only three years of age. After a short but splendid

of the history to show the characteristics of the indi- career, his exertions having been mistakenly directed
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towards the establishment of an Italian empire, and the cumstance itself may account for the apparently absurd opinion

latter part of it embittered by feelings of religious re of the swarms of Goths who invaded Europe having come from

morse, he died at Rome in 1002, of a pestilentia ! fever, Scandinavia ; and for the apparently absurd tradition of Odin

while employed in quelling an insurrection in that or the Asiatics invadingand occupying Scandinavia in preference
city. to the more genial countries and climes to the South of the Bal.

Theartisthas represented him in the period of his tic ; and for the historical fact of a considerabletradehaving

greatest brilliancy ,when about seventeen yearsofage; Sweden , and ofwhich ,in the very earliest ages , Wisby, in the
existed from the most remote times between Novogorod and

and the writer gives the following descriptive reason- Isle ofGotland ,wasthe entrepôt ormeeting place for the exchange

ing on which the characters of feature and form have of products. The great importance of this physical advantageof

been chosen : - " Otto was certainly handsome: the son Scandinavia in the abundance of copper and iron , to an ancient

of the beautiful Greek , her speaking mien and eyes warlike population, will be understood best ifwetake the trouble

lived in him again ; while we recognise the German in to calculate what quantity of iron or copper must have been ex

the light yellowish -red colour of his hair and the down pended in those days as ammunition, in missileweapons, by an

on his young chin ; the fair northern skin is em- ordinary army, inan ordinary battle. We cannot reckon less

browned by the sun of Rome, of which we are re
than one ounce weight of iron , on an average, to each arrow -head ;

mindedby the old -fashioned Romishstreet, the castle fromtwenty to twenty-four drop, or an ounce and a quarter to

of St. Angelo in the background, and the cloudless
an ounce and a half, being considered by modern archers the

sky :* themanly ripeness of expression , the earnest proper weight of an arrow : and wecannot reckon that bowmen

ness in his beautifulmouth,could scarcely have been took the field witha smaller provision than four sheaves of arrows,

or heads for that number. A sheaf of twenty-four arrows would
otherwise in one so burdened with weighty cares, the not keepa bowman aboveten or twelve minutes ; and in an

son of a race so quickly and strongly developed. That ordinary battle of three or four hours, allowing their arrows

Otto possessed all these advantages, without wanting might be picked up and shot back in great numbers, we cannot

better qualities, is shown by the lively glow on his suppose a smaller provision belonging to and transported with a

cheeks, the mild elevation of the spiritual forehead, the body of bowmen than ninety-six roundseach; which, for a body

nobleness and lightness of his whole figure. His rank of four thousand men only, would amount to above fourteen tons’

is shown by the golden sphere resting inhis left hand, weight of iron in arrow -heads alone. For castingspears orjave

while his right grasps the staff of empire.”
lins, of which in ancient armies, as in the Roman, more use was

We may add, that the originals, though nearly com- made than of the bow ,we cannot reckon less than six ounces of

pleted,are not yet placed in their proper positions ; this gives us nearly two tons' weightmoreof iron for four thou

they are depositedin aseparate room , and exhibited sandmen as their provision in this kind ofmissile. Of hand

to visitors for a trifling fee.
weapons, such as swords, battle-axes, halberds, spears, and of

defensive arınour, such as head -pieces and shields, which every

man had, and coats of mail or armour, which some had , it is
Public Baths for the Working- Classes . — Every one acquainted sufficient to observe that all of it would be lost iron to the troops

with the many causes of crime, and who is aware that the only who were defeated , or driven from the field of battle, leaving

rational hopeof eflectually suppressing crime, must be in the their killed and wounded behind ; and all had to be replaced by

removal, one by one, of these numerous causes, must look with a freshsupply of iron. We see in this great amount of iron or

pleasureon the movement among the working classes, now going bronze arms, to be provided and transported with even a very

on in Edinburgh and elsewhere, to improvethe general health by small body of men in ancient times, why a single battle was

the establishment of public baths. In two ways, is sickness almost always decisive, and everything was staked upon the issue

found to generate crime; first, by enfeebling a man's powers, it of a single day ; andwe see why defeat, as in the case of the

makes the toil of honest industry more severe to him, and ex. battle of Hastings and many others, was almost always irreco

poses him to the temptation of seeking a living by easier, though verable with the same troops: they had no ammunition on the

dishonest means : and secondly, and in a yet more terrible way, losing side after a battle. We may judge from these views how

by cutting off the lives of virtuous parents in the prime of man- importantand valuable it must have been for an invading army

bcod, it casts their children on the wide world, without parental of Goths, or whatever name they bore, coming from Asia to

guidance, and often without adequate support of any kind . How Europe, to have got possession of Sweden ; so important, indeed,

fearfully sickness acts in this manner is shown by the large num that it isreasonable to believe that if ever an Asiatic people

ber of orphan children who are always to be found in prison ; | invaded Europe north of the Carpathian mountains, the invaders

and how far an attention to personal cleanliness, combined with would first of all proceerd north along the Vistula and other

other causes, tends to prevent sickness and death, may be con rivers fallinginto the Baltic, and putthemselves in communi

ceived by the fact, that although during a considerable part of cation , byconquest or commerce, with the country which sup

the past year fever has raged among the poorer classes, both in plied their ammunition ; and would then issue armed from the

Edinburgh and Glasgow , yet at the same time in the prisons of North, and break into the Roman empire, and be considered as

these cities, where great regard is paid to personal cleanliness, a people coming originally from some Northern hive. Scandi

aml where the prisoners frequently bathe, not a single case of navia certainly never had food for more human beings than its

ſever bas originated, nor, when brought in by any prisoner, has present inhabitants, and could never have poured out the succes

the disorder spread to others.- Mr. Frederick Hill's Ninth Report sive multitudes who, by all accounts, are said to have come in

on Prisons ( Scotland).
from the North upon the Roman provinces.--- Laing's Chronicle

of the Kings of Norway.

Importance of Iron . - Sweden had a still stronger attraction

for the warlike tribes from the interior of Asia, whowere press
The Origin ofFogs. — The very common but mistaken idea,

ing upon the population of Europe South of the Baltic, and that the fog which we see of an evening hanging over low mea

which' has been overlooked by the historians who treat of the dows, and by the sides of streams, is ascending, arises very va
migrations of mankind from or to the North in the rude ages.turally from our first observing it in low places, and as the cool

Sweden alone had iron and copper for arms and utensils close to of the evening advances, remarking that it ascends to higher

the surface of the earth, and, from the richness of the ores , to be land : the fact is, however, not that the damp is ascending, but

obtained bythesimplest process of smelting. Thisnatural advan- | that from the coldness of thosesituations they are the first place

tage must, in those ages,have made Swedlen a rallying -point for which condense the before invisible vapour, and as the cold of

the Asiatic populations coming into Europe from the North of the evening advances this condensation takes place at a higher

Asia, and from countries destitute of the useful metals in any level . A large portion of the vapour ascends to the upper
abundant or easily -obtained supply. To them Sweden was a regions of theatmosphere, where it cools, and becomes visible to

Mexico or Peru, or rather an arsenal from which they must draw us in the form of clouds; and increasing in density by cooling,
their weapons before they could proceed to Germany. This cir- they gradually descend nearer to the earth, until at last becom

ing too condensed by the loss of heat, they fall in rain , to be

* These refer to the original painting in the Hall, and are again returned in endless succession .- Scientific Phenomena of

only faintly indicated in the engraving. Domestic Life.
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LOCOMOTION OF ANIMALS.-No. IX. the grcatest mechanical advantage : but, great as it is

well known to be, the strength of the bones and mus

The Bat (Cheiroptera ). - Bats present locomotive clesof its legs isfarfrombeing in proportion to the

organsofavery peculiar construction. Destinedlike mass of its bodywhen compared with that ofmany

birdstomove in the air, their skeleton is adapted in smaller quadrupeds ; and weconsequentlyfind thatthe

conformity to that purpose. The bones are light,the speed of the elephant is not proportional to its bulk .

body small, the arms and fingers greatly developed, to Quadrupeds move their four legs either singly and

afforda great number of pointsfor the attaehmentof successively, andin variousorders,which correspond

the delicate membrane of which the wing is partly with the different velocities of theanimal. These dif

composed, as may be observed in the annexedfigureof ferentkinds ofmovement of the legs are known under

theshort-eared bat. The hand of the bat rotates out the terms walking, trotting, galloping,and leaping;

wards and inwards like the wing of a bird, so that As everybody is familiarwith the horse, we shall

when the wing is folded the little finger lies on the select that animal to illustrate themanner in which the

smaller bone ofthefore-arm . The thumb is notin- locomotionofquadrupedsin general is effected.The
cluded in the membrane of the wing, but projects be subject possessesmore or less interest tomost persons,

yond its margin, where it forms a book for holding yet of the millions of peoplewho are in the daily habit

objects. The four succeeding fingers supportthe of seeing the horse in motion, how very few consider

membranous wing, which when expandedpresents the meansby which the movements of that valuable

an extensive surface for striking the airduring flight. animal are performed. Let us suppose the horse to be

The legs are small, twisted, and so weak as to be in- standing onits four legs, as in Fig. 4, and that it com

capable of supporting the body when on the ground.

The toes, terminating in sharp claws, are well adapted

for grasping elevated objects, to which the animal

suspends itself in an inverted position ; by this means

it can easily launch itself into the air on the slightest

alarm .

3

As the bat is incapable of chasing and capturing its

prey on the ground, and its food is chiefly composed of

insects taken on the wing, it requires the attainment

of a much greater velocity of movement than it would

be able to accomplish by means of its lower extremities,

were they even much stronger than they are. It has, mences thewalking step by moving its left bind-leg ,

therefore, been furnished with a peculiar apparatus as in Fig . 1 ; this having been advanced and placed

adapted to aerial progression, as has been already de- on the ground, the right fore-leg is next raised and

scribed . Such being the case, we soall postpone the advanced, as in Fig: 2, and having been placed on the

statement of the principles on which the power of ground, the right bind-leg performs a similar move

fight in the Cheiroptera depends, until we take into ment, and the legs of the animal are in the position

consideration theflight of animals in general . Fig. 3 ; lastly, the left fore-leg is advanced, and placed

Quadrupeds. The movements of quadrupeds differ in the position of Fig.4. These four movements com

in principle from those of bipeds, and also from those plete the step , and during the series the centre of

of hexapods. gravity of the animal passes over a corresponding

In all quadrupeds the axis of the trunk is directed space. This is the order in which nearly all quadru

more or less horizontally, the angle of inclination de peds move their legs in slow walking ; but someauthors

pending chiefly on the differencebetweenthe length of do not coincide in this statement, amongst whom is

the anterior and posterior extremities. In some ani- Borelli , who has figured the horse as moving both the

mals — the giraffe, for instance , the fore-legs are the legs on the same side at once in walking, assome horses

longest, and the axis of the trunk inclines upwards; are taught to do in the amble, and as the giraffe is said

in others, such as the hare, greyhound , and especially to do naturally .

the jerboa and kangaroo, the hinder limbs prepon A little consideration will clear up the error into

derate in length : the axis consequently (supposing the which Borelli and others have fallen respecting the

animal to stand with the four feet on the ground; in - horse. It will be observed from the foregoing state

clines anteriorly downwards. The difference between ment that the left hind -leg moves first; the right

the lengths of the anterior and posterior limbs pro- fore -leg second ; the right hind-leg third ; and the left

duces a very sensible effect on the movements of such fore-leg fourth. Now if we do not analyse this order

animals. of motion from its commencement, we may easily be

In quadrupeds the weight of the body is transmitted deceived ; for in walking by a horse, the two legs

to the ground by meansof their four legs, but we shall appear indeed to move together on the same side, but

find on examination that they do not all bear an equal | this arises from the continuity of the series of move

share of the burden, and that the different species pre- ments, which wefind begins with the left hind-leg, and

sent a diversity of structure which influences their move- terminates with the left fore-leg ;being in like man

ments very perceptibly. In the elephant, for example, ner the movement of the right fore-leg followed by

the legs are nearly straight, a conformation which en- that of the right hind -leg ; which continuity of more

ables the animal to support the mass of its body with ment, if not carefully discriminated, gives an impres
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sion that the animal moves both legs on the same side with the arm . Saintbell has given the relative pro

simultaneously. portions of the several parts of the skeleton ofthe

celebrated race-horse Eclipse, together with the an

gles of inclination and range of motion belonging to

the joints of the legs. According to his account, that

horse, when galloping at liberty, and at its greatest

speed, passed over twenty-five feet at each step : these

strides were taken two and a half times in a second,

being at the rate of about four miles in six minutes and

two seconds, or forty miles in an hour and twenty

seconds.

Those quadrupeds are best adapted as beasts of bur

den , or to take long and often repeated journeys, which

have the anterior and posterior limbs of nearly equal

The Trot. - In trotting, the horse moves its legs in length, such for instance as the horse, ass , camel, and

pairs diagonally : thus, if the legs a d (Fig .5) be raised many other animals, and thesehave also the power of

and advanced first, the legs be will be raised the in- ascending and descending hills with ease and safety.

stant those designated by a d reach the ground. On Butsuch is notthe case with those quadrupeds in which

the other hand, when the legs be are raised before the length of the anterior and posterior extremities is

the legs ad reach the ground, thereisa minute in- remarkably disproportionate. The hare, for example,

terval during which all the legs are raised above the has the hinder legsmuch longer than the anteriorones ;

ground at the same time. In trotting each leg moves the consequence of which is, that when pursued, it can

rather more frequently in the same period of time than often outstrip,thegreyhound in running up the sides

in walking, or nearly as 6 to 5. But the velocity ac. of hills, but in descending it must run in a zigzag

quired by moving the legs in pairs, instead of consecu- direction, or it would tumble over. The rabbit pre

tively, depends on the circumstance that, in trotting, sents the same conformation. In the jerboa and kan

each leg rests on the ground a short time, and swings garoo the length of the posterior legs predominates

during a long one ; whilst in walking each leg swings exceedingly over that of the anterior, and their mode

duriag a short period, and rests during a compara of progression is effected by a succession of leaps pro

tively long one. " In walking, thetrunk oscillates late- duced by the simultaneous action of their hinder ex

rally, whereas in trotting it oscillates vertically ; but tremities. When pursued, the jerboa is said to clear

in each of these kinds of movement there appears to nine feet at each leap, and sorapidly that the Cos

be a slight motion of the trunk of the animal both late- sacks, throughmounted on the fleetest horses, are un

rally and vertically . able to overtake it. In these leaps the body flies

limay be observed that the vertical line traversing through the air with the legs inclined backwards as in

the base of support passes through the horse in such Fig. 7) .

a manner as to leave by far the greater part of the

weight of the body to be supported by the two fore

legs.

The Gallop . - In galloping, the horse adopts three

different methods of using its organs of locomotion,

which are distinguished by the number and the order

in which the feet reach the ground .

First order of motion. When a horse begins to gal

lop on the right, the left hind -leg reaches the ground

first; the right hind-leg and left fore -leg next follow

atthe same time, and the right fore -leg last. This is

called the gallop of three beats.

Second order of motion.-If the four legs reach the

ground in succession, the left hind - foot reaches the

ground first, the right hind-foot second, the left fore

foot third, and the right fore- foot fourth. This is

the gallop of four beats, sometimes denominated the

canter. This order of movement is not adapted for

greatspeed, but is an agreeable motion in ridingon

horseback for ladies, or for gentlemen who ride lazily,

or badly.

Third order of motion. In this kind of action the In the kangaroo the length of the hind-legs is nearly

horse moves the legs in the same order as in trotting ; double that of the fore-legs, which is a disproportion

that is, the left hind and right fore feet reach the far too great to permit them to move with the same

ground simultaneously, then the right hind and left advantage as other quadrupeds. When the kangaroo

fore feet. This is the order in which the feet move in rests on its four legs, the head and trunk incline to the

racing, and whenever the greatest speed is required. ground, as seen in Fig. 8. They usually sit on the two

It is called the gallop of two beats. haunches, using the tail as the third leg of a tripod ,

Leaping. – In leaping, the horse raises the fore -legs as in Fig. 6 .

froin the ground, and projects the body upwards and Amongst the Ruminantia, the deerand the antelopes

forwards by the hind-legs alone . It is wellknown that are beautifully organized for speed, but as they move

they leap rivulets, hedges, and ditches, with great on the sameprinciples as the horse, we need not stop

ease, even under the burden of heavy riders ; but to to dwell on them .

accomplish this an enormous expenditure of muscular It may be remarked that those animals which are

action must required ; since the muscles which pro- least furnished with themeansof defence, and are least

duce the effect act at a great mechanical disadvantage. protected, are often endowed with the greatest speed

Horses which are constituted for great speed have of motion , such as the hare, antelope, deer, &c. On

the shoulder-joints directed at a considerable angle the other hand, the lion, tiger, leopard, and carnivor
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ous quadrupeds which are endowed with great strength, | tain spots, and then the whole party rested for a few

have not the speed of the above-mentioned animals. seconds. It was really very interesting, in looking

This shows that with the saine number of locomotive or- above and below , to see these poor creatures, each

gans, the speed of an animaldepends on other conditions Lighted by his candle, and climbing up the notched

besides inere strength . The structure of the several stick with such a load upon his back, though I occa .

joints,therelativelengthof thedifferent portions of sionally was a little afraid lest one of those above me

the limbs; the proportion which the length of the might tumble,in which case we should have all pre

limbs bears to that of the body ; the angular disposi- ceded him in his fall. We were quite exhausted when

tion of the limbs with respect to each other ; the dis we came to the mouth of the mine; one of my party

tances at which the muscles act with respect to the almost fainted, and as the sun had long ago set the air

axes of the joints ; all concur to modify the speed of was so bleak and freezing, we were so heated, and the

an animal, independently of its muscular power ; and scene was so cheerless, that we were glad to hurry into

these circumstances, the details of which may be found the hut. I then sent out for one of the apires

in works on comparative anatomy, vary considerably with his load. I put it on the ground and endeavoured

in different animals. In all the diversified forms of to rise with it, but could not, and when two or three

quadrupeds we observe their organization beautifully of my partyput it onmyshoulders, I was barely able

adapted to fulfil the destiny allotted to them by the | to walk under it. The English minerwho was with

all-wise governor of the universe. us was one of the strongest men of all the Cornish

party, yet he was scarcely able to walk with it, and

THE MINING SYSTEM OF CHILI. two ofour party whoattempted to support it were al

together unable, and exclaimed that it would break

Mr. Darwin the naturalist, in the narrative of his re- their backs.' The load which we tried was one of spe

searches in South America, gives some details of the cimens which I had paid the apire to bring up for me,

mining system as generally carried on in Chili and and which weighed more than usual , but not much,

other parts of that continent. In an earlier volume of and he had carried it up with me, and was above me

the Magazine we noticed the localities and modes of during the whole of the ascent. ”

excavating the chief gold and silver mines ; but a few
Mr.Darwin says, that notwithstanding this severe

details may here be given, from Mr. Darwin's work , Jabour, the apires live entirely on boiled beans and

respecting some peculiarities in the South Ajnerican bread ; they would prefer the bread alone, but the

sysiem generally. masters, finding that they cannot work so hard upon

In an old Spanish law in operation in Chili, every this, insist on their eating the beans also . Their pay is

encouragement is given to the search for mines. The from twenty-four to twenty -eight shillings a month.

discoverer may work a mine in any ground, by paying They leave the mine only once in three weeks; when

five shillings ; and before paying this he may try , even they stay with their families for twodays. As a means

in the garden of another man, for twenty days. There of preventing the men from abstracting any of the gold

are copper-mines in which the men go through a very or gold- ore ( for it is of a gold-mine that Mr.Darwin

hard ordeal for a very small remuneration . They have is speaking ), the owners establish a very summary and

little time allowed for their meals ; and during both stringent tribunal. Whenever the superintendent

summer and winter they begin when it is light, and finds a lump of ore secreted for theft, its full value is

leave off at dark. ( In Chili the summer days are stopped out of the wages of all the men ; so that they

shorter and the winter days longer than in England). are obliged to keep watch over each other, each

They are (at the mines of Jajuel) paid one pound ster- having a direct interest in the honesty of all the rest.

Jing a month, together with food. This food consists The Chilian miners are full of peculiarities. The

of sixteen figs and two small loaves of bread for break- amount of labour they undergo is greater than that of

fast, boiled beans fur dinner, and broken roasted wheat slaves, generally so called; yet as they are to a certain

grain for supper, They scarcely ever taste meat. extent masters of their own actions, they bear up

Theyhaveto clothe themselves and to support their against what would wear down most men. "Living for

families with twelve pounds a year. weeks together in the most desolate spots, when they

But this kind of work is slight to that which is un descend to the villages on feast-days there is no excess

dergone by the men at some mines which were visited or extravagance into which they do not run . They

by Mr. Darwin, and which had been visited many years occasionally gain a considerable sum , and then, like

before by Sir Francis Head. On arrival at the gold- sailors with prize-money, they try how soon they can

mines of Yaquil ( Jajuel), Mr. Darwin was surprised at contrive to squander it. They drink excessively, buy

the pale appearance ofthe men ; but he soon found suffi. quantities of clothes, and in á few days return to the

cient reason for it. Themine is four hundred and fifty mines withouta penny, there to resume their labori

fect deep, and each man brings up nearly two hundred- ous mode of life. ' It is observed by Mr. Darwin that

weight of ore. With this load theyhave to climb up the this thoughtlessness, as with sailors, is the result of the

alternate notches cut in the trunks of trees placed in a mode in which they are made dependent upon others

zig zag line up the shaft. The men (who arequite rather than on themselves. Their daily food is found

naked ,except drawers) ascend with this great load from them , and they acquire no habitual care as to the

the bottom of the line. Even beardless young men , means of subsistence; while the temptation to enjoy

eighteen or twenty years of age, do this, although they ment and the means of paying for it occur at the same

have little muscular developnient of body. times. Far different is this from the system observed

Sir Francis Head says : — “ While the barreteros, in Cornwall; where the men,by having a direct inter

or miners, were working the lode, the apires were est in the good management of the mine,learn to think

carrying the ore upon their backs ; and after we for themselves, and form a highly intelligent body of

had made the necessary observations, and had col. men. The Chilian miners wear a peculiar and rather

lected proper specimens, we ascended, with several of picturesque dress; consisting of a very long shirt, of

these apires above and below us. The fatigue of climb- some dark -coloured baize, with a leathern apron, fas.

ing up the notched sticks was so great, that we were tened round the waist by a brightly coloured sash ;

almost exhausted, while the men behind us (with a very broad trowsers; and a small cap of scarlet cloth

long stick in one hand, in the cloven end of which fitting closely to the head.

there was a candle) were urging us not to stop them . It is necessary to bear in mind that the miners here

The leading apire whistled whenever he came to cer spoken of are a different set of men from the apires,
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who are those that bring up the heavy burdens. The brought to his door on the backs of mules. These far

miners dig the ore fromthe bowels of the mine ; while mer-miners rarely undertake to work a mine with their

the apires are simply labourers, such as the bricklayers' own unassisted capital; they are seldom sufficiently

labourers, with whose appearance we are famíliar, wealthy, and when they are so, it is found ultimately

but who carrymuch less heavy loads, and up a much more advantageous to share with the habilitador, who

less lieight with a much better constructed ladder. takes charge of the commercial part of the business.

The following remarks by Mr.Darwin will further illus- In some instances, the miner is so utterly without

trate the extraordinary kind of labour which these men funds that he is at the mercy of the habilitador, who

undergo voluntarily ; for voluntary it must be called makes what terms he pleases, which the other has

when viewed in relation to acknowledged slavery, since scarcely an option to refuse or accept, since he has no

the men are not obliged to accede to the employer's means of paying the wages of his men, and carrying

terms, although in effect the country is so poorand ill on the operations, without the aid of the capital provided

regulated that the men have very little choice. “ Ac- by the habilitador.

cording to the general regulation , the apire is not The Chilian system has, however, undergone a good

allowed tohalt forbreath, except the mine is six hun- deal of change by the introduction of English capital

dred feet deep. The average load is considered as and modes of proceeding :although the English capi

rather more than two hundred pounds, and I have talists themselves have not had a very flattering return

been assured that one of three hundred pounds(twenty- for the money so invested, except in some rare in

two stones and a half) by way of a trial has been stances.

brought up from the deepest mine At the time the

apires were bringing up the usual load twelve times in THE CHAMPAGNE DISTRICTS OF FRANCE.

the day, that is, two thousand four hundred pounds

from eighty yardsdeep ; and they were employed in the We have no spots in England analogous to the wine

intervals in breaking and picking ore. These men, ex- districts of France. Thecultivation of the grape is in

cepting from accidents, are healthy and appear cheer- too backward a state in this country to allow of the

ful. Their bodies are not very muscular. They rarely wine-manufacture being brought to an important ex

eat meat once a week, andnever oftener, and then tent . Perhaps the nearest approach to such a system

only the hard dry charqui (dried beef). Although with is exhibited in the cider- districts of Devonshire and

a knowledge that the labour is voluntary, it was never- Herefordshire, where the inhabitants, for one genera

theless quite revolting, to see the state in which tion after another, cultivate large orchards of apple .

they reached the mouth of the mine ; their bodies trees for the express purpose of preparing this beve

bent forward, leaning with their arms on the steps, rage. In the midland parts of France, however, the

their legs bowed, the muscles quivering, the perspi- wine-system (if we may so term it) exhibits many in

ration streaming from their faces over their breasts, teresting features worthy of note.

their nostrils distended, the corners of their mouth The name of Champagne, which is so familiar as

forcibly drawn back , and theexpulsion of their breath that ap. lied to a choice variety of French wines, is the

inost laborious, each time, from habit, they utter an name of one of the provinces into which France was

articulate cry of .ay.ay,' which ends in a sound rising divided before the Revolution. The province has been

from deep in the chest, but shrill like the note of a fife. since subdivided into several “ departments," and the

After staggering to the pile of ores, they emptied the old name is not now officially applied to the district ;

carpacho ; ' in two or three seconds recovering their but if nothing else should keep the name of Cham

breath, they wiped the sweat from their brows, and, ap- pagne in remembrance, the wine which is named after

parently quite fresh, descended the mine again at a it will effectually do so. The district of Champagne

quick pace. This appears to me a wonderful instance lies eastward of Paris, intervening between the me

of the amount of labour which habit ( for it can be tropolis and the country around Strasbourg. Rheims,

nothing else) will enable a man to endure.” Epernay, and Château-Thierry, are three of the prin

There is a great amount of ignorance manifested cipal spots in the heart of the wine- district: especially

among the Chilian and La Plata miners, on points Epernay, on the road from Paris to Châlons -sur

which in England constitute part and parcel of the Marne.

mining system . At a copper-mine Mr. Darwin was For the manufacture of the while champagne wines

told that the Chilian miners had no conception of the black grapes are generally used. They are gathered

value of copper pyrites (a rich ore of copper) until in- in the morning, while thedew is yet on them ; and it

formed of the circumstance by miners from this is remarked that, when the weather is foggy at the

country : the Chilians laughed at the English for en time of the vintage, the produce of the fermentation is

tertaining such a notion ; but the English afterwards considerably increased. The wine obtained from the

turned the laugh against them , by making a profitable first pressure is called vin d'élite, andis always kept

use of some veins of this ore, which they had bought apart from the rest. The liquor is collected in small

for a mere trifle . vats, whence it is removed early in the following day

The mining system in that country is generally con- into puncheons which have been previously sul

ducted somewhat as follows:-- There are two principal phured ; in these the must undergoes a brisk ferinenta

persons concerned in almost every mine,the proprietor tion, and is allowed to remain till towards the end of

and the habilitador : the first, who is also the actual December, when it becomes bright. It is then racked,

miner, lives at his hacienda, or farm , generally in the and fined with isinglass, and in a month or six weeks

neighbourhood , and attends to the details of working more it is racked and fined a second time. In the

and melting the ore. The habilitador resides at one or month of March it is bottled ; after it has been six

other of the sea-port towns; he is themining capitalist, weeks in bottle it becomes brisk, and towards autumn

by whose means the miner is enabled to proceed with the fermentation is often so powerful as to occasion a

his work . The habilitadors are generally diligentand considerable loss by the bursting of the bottles. The

prudent men ; while the proprietor or miner is too loss thus sustained , which is seldom less than twenty

often improvident. The proprietor farms his own per cent., is one of the causes which tend to enhance

ground, on the banks of a stream ; obtaining from ihe;price of the wines. To procure pink champagne,

his farm vegetables and sometimes live-stock for the thegrapes are first slightly trodden and freed from the

subsistence of his working ininers. The melting-house stalks; and the fermentation is allowed to commence

is also generally built on his hacienda, and the ore is before they are subjected to the press, in order to faci

$
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litate the solution of the colouring -matter. In making which sometimes leads to theneglectof his employer's

the red wines, the grapes are trodden before they are vineyard while attending to his own.

introduced into the vat ; sometimes the treading is The connexion between the flavour of the grapes and

repeated during the fermentation. The marc, or stalky the flavour of the wine is not so close as many might

refuse, is covered by a board, and a layer of straw is suppose. It does not by any means follow that a grape

commonlyemployed to protect the frothy head from pleasant tothe palate producesa pleasantwine; for,

the contact of the atmospheric air. in the course of the fermentation, and of the different

Miss Costello, in her « Pilgrimage to Auvergne,' has operations necessary to bring out the real qualities of

given many interesting details concerning the Cham- the fruit, many minutechemical changes occur, which

pagne district, which further illustrate the place and render the quality of the wine a very uncertain point.

its people. Wine-making is deemed such an important The kind of vine called pinot is reputed to produce the

part of the industrial arrangements of the district, that best wine; yet there are but few champagne vineyards

pamphlets are continually appearing, as well as works planted with it : because, though the wine is superior,

of larger bulk, relating to professed improvements the produce is so small that the expense of cultivation

in the method of cultivating the vine, or in the manu- is scarcely compensated by the price. For this reason,

facture of the wine. Theredoes not appear, however, this kindof grape is mixed with others of lesser value,

to have been much change in the mode of proceeding to produce what is called vin pinoté . If the very finest

during half a century. At that time, Arthur Young kind be required, it is necessary to keep all inferior

the agriculturist visited the wine-caves of Epernay, varieties at a distance ; for if a pinot-vine be sur

then the property of M. Lasnier and M. Dorsé; and rounded by inferior plants called troyons, the flavour

the same cares are now occupied for a similar pur- of the fruit ofeach will partake of that of the other.

pose by M. Moët, a wine-merchant whose name is well Miss Costello, after speaking of some disasters which

known to the connoisseurs in champagne. These the town of Epernay had suffered in the troubled

wine-caves are quite remarkable, and unparalleled by events of former times, remarks : - " The vines, how

anything of the kind in England. They form an in- ever, fourish through all troubles, and are not only

tricate labyrinth of subterranean passages in some splendid in quality, but beautiful to the eye . Indeed,

chalk -hills near Epernay. It would take a whole day to the whole drive from Epernay to Château -Thierry,

ramble all through them , and from oneend to the other which was our next destination , is exquisite, constantly

there is nothing but wine, wine. When Arthur Young varied and picturesque, and glowing with abundance :

visited them , they contained fifty or sixty thousand corn , vines, and fruit heaping the earth with riches ;

bottles of champagne ; but at the present time M. gardens of roses and orchards of crimson cherries

Moët has the enormous quantity of three millions of along the road , with every here and there pretty villas

bottles of this costly wine there deposited . The wine belonging to the wine-merchants peeping from their

is kept in the caves three years before being sent out, shrubberies, and prospects of extreme beauty opening

and the quantity is kept up by renewals as fast as the from the summit of the hills, with the bright Marne

old wine is removed . winding at their feet. "

To the same firm of Moët also belongs the vineyard The Rhône, as well as the Marne, presents its gently

of Hautvilliers, one of the most choice of the wine- sloping hills clothed with vineyards . At a spot about

producing estates. It was formerly one of the rich two miles from Valence is the village of St.-Peray,

possessions of the Benedictines, every trace of whose around which are hills on whose slopes an almostun,

convent is now swept away, although the vineyard re- interrupted vineyard extends, producing verybeautiful

mains in a flourishing state . grapes wherever a south -eastern aspect can be ob

The most advantageous position for planting the tained. The grape when ripe assumes a beautiful

vines is on the south -eastern slope of a hill. The sum- golden hue ; its taste is cloyingly sweet, and the sac

mits of hills are too much exposed to winds ; while the charine matter which exudes often covers the branches

bottoms of valleys andplains, although fitted for the with a brown stain. From these grapes is produced a

growth of the wood of the vine, does not answer so sparkling wine of a wholesome quality and a delicate

well for the ripening of the grapes. In past times rosy tint. Thevintage takes place about the middle or

very great attention waspaid to the choiceness of the end of September, and the juice is at once transferred

growth, in order that this, rather than quantity, should to the cask , before the fermentation has begun, and

give the reputation to the place. Philippe le Hardi remains there for sixorsevenmonths, during which

issued an ordinance in 1395 ,expressed in these words : time it is fined . In March or April it is bottled, and

- Understanding that on the hill where the best remains two or three years to mature, and allow the

wine in the kingdom is grown, and of which our Holy dregs to deposit. The bottles are piled up in stacks,

Father the Pope, our Lord the King, and many other each row separated by laths, to allow the bottles which

great lords are in the habit, by preference, of making burst (and they form fourteen or fifteen per cent. of the

provision , there has been of late planted gamais, a bad whole) to be withdrawn . After this the wine is racked,

plant which has many times deceived and defrauded that is , each bottle is taken out, and is thrust neck

foreign inerchants, by which much injury and loss has downwards into a hole cut in a board. By this means

been sustained, it is herebyordered that the déloyal the dregs sink down gradually into the neck ; and as

gamais shall be cut and extirpated in a month from they descend , day by day , the bottleis tilted more and

this time, under penalty of a fine of sixty sous each more until its position is nearly vertical. To expedite

plant." the falling of the sediment, the bottles are lifted and

Those vines are said to be the best which are planted set down with a jerk once or twice a-day ; and, after

in cordons and run on trellises ; but many are still receiving two or three hundred of these jerks, the

grownon single props. It is not uncommon to ob- bottle is taken up, and the sediment is discharged by

serve, between the ranks of vines,beans and potatoes ; cutting the string andletting the cork fly, and with it

but this is a custom not approved by the best judges. the lees at the neck of the bottle, but as little of the

Judicious pruning is regarded as a point of the first wine as possible . The vacancy thus caused is filled

consequence, as much so, indeed,as the position of the with clear wine ; and this process of corking and un

vineyard or the quality of the plant. The vigneron, corking is repeated two or three times, until no more

or víne-dresser, is a húsbandman on whose skill much sediment is deposited.

depends ; and it often happens that a person so en

gaged is himself a proprietor of vines : a state of things

1
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[Newark Priory .]

of King Richard the First, or before, Ruald de Calver
RAMBLES FROM RAILWAYS.

and Beatrix de Sandes his wife, built a church of Black

THE ADUR, ARUN, AND WEY .-- No. VII . Canons to the honour of the Blessed Virgin Mary and

St. Thomas of Canterbury ” (rather an odd association

The ridge of downs from Guildford to Farnham , by the way). There is nothing authentic known of its

called the “ Hog's Back,” is very lofty, and affords a history: Tradition relates that the monks liked good

series of noble prospects. We have in our paper on living better than fasting ; and that the devotional

the Mole mentioned the same ridge as it extends in the exercises they most delighted in were those they pur

opposite direction between Guildford and Dorking. sued along with the nuns of the convent at Ockham ,

Thewhole range from Croydon to Farnham , indeed, on the other side of the river. If we may believe the

may be said to yield a succession of views far surpassing same redoubtable tale-bearer, the monks, in order to

anything else of the kind within the same distance facilitate their intercourse with the convent, deter

from London . mined to form a tunnel under the Wey, and thus con

At Guildford we may leave the Wey for awhile, and nect the two establishments. Long and zealously did

rejoin it at Stoke, a delightful little place, witha fine they labour, and at length they had so nearly completed

park, and a handsome church in the perpendicular their work, that all the brotherhood were summoned

style; the tower is tall, and built of flints and stone ; to be present at the opening of the farther end ; when ,

in it is a large door with an elegant window over it. just as they were under the centre of the river, the

In the church is a monument to the memory of water burst in , and they were all drowned . The same

Charlotte Smith, a once popular writer, though now story, however, is told of several other priories, and we

forgotten. Thescenery about this neighbourhood, may hope that it does notproperly belong to our Black

and for some miles farther up the river, is extremely Canons. This, like the other religious establishments,

pleasing; we have indeed left the hilly ground, but was broken up at the dissolution by Henry the Eighth .

these meadows are gay and various, and now and then this monarchgranted the site of Newark Priory, with

we come upon a neat little cottage, and all along are most of the adjoining property, to Sir Anthony Browne.

plenty of trees. The river, too, is enlivened by the It was undoubtedly a fine structure, and is of the early

occasional passage of a barge, or, what is more pic- pointed style of architecture . It is in a very dila

turesque, a timber-raft drawn by a horse or two, pidated condition, nearly every trace ofornament being

and guided by a sturdy steersman, who stepsfrom gone. The walls are about three feet thick, and are

one to another of the large blocks, and while he formed, likemost similar edifices in this county and in

skilfully balances himself directs the movements of Sussex, of Aint and rubble. The part that remains

the raft.
was no doubt the original priory church ; somescattered

Our river is here separated into several streams, but fragments are supposed to have belonged to the re

the towing-path must be followed. We pass by Sutton {ectory. It is now carefully preserved, but large parts

Place, celebrated for having been visited by Queen of it are said to have been formerly used for repairing

Elizabeth, and soon after reach Woking ; but there is the road, and for any other purposes to which the old

nothing there need detain us. It is only notable as the flint-work could be applied. These remains, with

nursery of Henry the Eighth . About a mile beyond most of the estates originally granted to Sir Anthony

Woking arethe remainsofNewarkPriory ,delight- Browne,nowbelong to Lord Lovelace. Ockham ,which

fully situated in a meadow on the left bank of our we mentioned above, is on the other side of the river.

river. Bishop Tanner, in his . Notitia Monastica,' says In the church -yard is a punning epitaph on one

that “ at Aldbury, afterwards called Newark , New Spong, a carpenter, who " lived by railing, though

Place, or DeNovo Loco juxta Guildford , in the time he had no wit.' As it has been often spoken of,

No. 805 .
Vol . XIIJ .-3 F

.
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we give the commencement only ; the remainder is there are townlands which were poor and sterile when

rather dull : the scale of rating was made, but which have grown

“ Though many a sturdy oak he laid along. more valuable withouta corresponding increase having

Fell'd by Death's surer hatchet here lies Spong : been made in the cess payable by them ; so that different

Posts he oft made, yet ne'er a place could get, townlands pay very unequally in regard to their means.

And lived by railing ,though he had no wit ; Sometimes a townland, which reaped great advantages

Old saws lie had , although no antiquarian, from having roads made through it, out of the county
And stiles correcteil , yetwas no grammarian .” funds, didnot contribute anything towards those funds.

The fine mansion at Ockham is the residence of Lord because when the apportionment of the rate was fixed

Lovelace, whose Lady is Lord Byron's daughter Ada. this townland was poor and sterile.

Passing by Wisley, where the Mole and Wey approach About 1824 attention was much directed to the state

within a mile of each other, though they diverge of the roads, the drainage, the canals, and the river

again almost directly, we next reach Byfleet, noted as navigation of Ireland : and it was at once seen that an

the residence ofSpencer, the author of · Anecdotes of accurate survey of the whole island, with its boundaries

Pope,' a dull book, and of . Polymetis, ’ one that, despite both artificial and natural, would greatly facilitate the

the prodigious prosings of Polymetis, and the ever- introduction of improvements in these respects, as well

lasting simper of Mysagetes, is rather more amusing, as in respect to a new valuation of the townlands. Ac

though perhaps hardly meant to be so ; he also wrote cordingly Colonel Colby was directed to suspend for a

an Essay on Pope's Translation of the Odyssey.' while his surveying operations in Scotland, and lay the

Johnson says of him , in his clever, rough way, “ He plans for a trigonometrical survey of Ireland on a scale

was a man whose learning was not very great, and of great completeness. A central office was established

whose mind was not very powerful: " a judgment at Phænix Park in Dublin ; and Colonel Colby worked

which nobody can deny. out a plan of operation in a manner which none but

The next place to Byfleet is Weybridge, a large a military man could devise. There were officers of

village , without any remarkable feature. Near it is artillery to superintend large compartments ; offi

Ham House, an old mansion, with some fine cedars in cers of inferior rank under these ; and so on down

the grounds. It was given by James the Second to to the humblest assistants, each one having the most

Catherine Sedley, the daughter of Sir Charles Sedley. exact and distinct instructions of what he was to do,

She afterwards married the Earl of Portmore, whose and where his department ceased . It was a most in

descendant is still the proprietor of Ham House. The structive example of division of labour ; there being at

river runs along Oatlands, the seat of Lord Francis times no less than two thousand persons engaged in

Egerton . It formerly belonged to the Duke of York, this object, and all directed by the energies of one

for whom it was purchased from the Duke of New- mind . The late lamented Lieutenant Drummond

castle. The present building is recent, but the site on entered with such earnestness into this vast enter

which it was erected was formerly occupied bya royal prise, that he is believed to have hastened his death

mansion. While it was a royal domain Elizabeth often thereby ; for the officers and men who conducted

visited it, and sometimes resided in it. Charles the the out-of-door observations were exposed to wet,

First settled it on his queen Henrietta. The grounds frost, wind, heat, dew - and all the alternations of a

contain a grotto, said to be the finest in England ; it variable climate.

was raised at a great expense by the Duke of New The first important operation was to lay down a base

castle. In the house there is a good collection of line , as a commencement to the triangulation. The

pictures. ground selected was on the shores of Lough Foyle ,

The river enters the Thames not far from Walton near Londonderry, u liere a base-line nearly eight miles

bridge, and nearly opposite the Coway stakes, where in length was laid down. This line is deemed one of

Cæsar is supposed to have crossed the Thames in his the most accurate specimens of measurement yet pro

second expedition . None of the stakes . we believe, duced, perhaps the most accurate. As there were rea

remain now. At Weybridge there is a railway station , sons for believing that the deal rods, the glass tubes,

from which we may be whirled back to London almost and the steel chains used in former measurements

as quickly as if we possessed Fortunatus's cap. were all exposed to errors which it was desirable to

avoid , Colonel Colby devised an entirely new piece of

THE ENGLISH AND IRISH ORDNANCE apparatus. It is known to most persons that there are

SURVEY.
clock pendulums so formed of two or more different

metals,that the unequal expansions of the one and the

(Concluded from page 391. ).
other shall be made to compensate each other, and

The Irish Ordnance Survey, to which we next direct leave the effective length of the pendulum unaltered :

our attention , has been a costly affair ; but it is one of now Colonel Colby adopted a similar principle in tlie

the noblest gifts that science ever made to a nation . measurement of his base line . He caused two bars,

It was intended originally to facilitate certain fiscal the one of brass and the other of iron, to be so con

arrangements in rating, but its value will continue as nected together that two steel pins should be always

long as the country exists, whatever changes may take exactly the same distance apart, whether the bars

place in temporary political arrangements. themselves expanded or contracted ; and this dis

About twenty years ago, aCommittee of the House tance between the two points was made the unit of

of Commons recommended to government the ap- measureinent along the line. By means of this piece

pointment of a body of persons to make a complete of apparatus,and other contrivances adopted by Colonel

survey and valuation of Ireland ; the former being the Colby, such an extraordinary degree of accuracy

ground -work on which the latter was to be conducted. has been attained, that it is computed that the error,

The necessity for this valuation arose out of certain if any, cannot exceedtwo inches in a length of eight

peculiarities in which Ireland differs from , England. miles.

In England various public expenses are borne or The base-line being thus established, the triangula

managed by local trusts or committees, under the pro tion commenced. The formation of the larger tri

visions of especial acts of parliament; but in Ireland angles commenced in 1825, and finished in 1832. Itwas

they are borne by the counties, through the medium of in this part of the undertaking that the powerful oxy:

an assessment called a cess. This cess does not press hydrogen lightwas adopted by LieutenantDrummond
,

equally on all the proprietors in a county ; in some as noticed in our No. 514. Thrce elevated points were
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selected , within view of each other so far as regarded , culations have to be gone through to obtain the lengths

i intervening obstacles, but too far apart to be visible of the sides of the triangles, which lengths give the

without a very intense light; and to furnish this light distances from place to place ; and these calculations

was the object of Drummond's apparatus. In one in are capable, by a little mathematical adjustment, of

stance , three points were selected distant respectively being brought to such a form that the simplest rules

101 , 93, and 86 miles : and each one of these was made of arithmetic are sufficient for their performance. This

visible from each of the others. humbler species of calculation has been conducted in

When the whole kingdom was thus divided by enor a singular way . It was stated in the Quarterly Re

mous triangles, established with all the resources of view for 1841, as an indication of the existence of a

refined science, these triangles became subdivided into love of mathematics among the Irish peasantry, that

smaller ones, and these again and again subdivided, during the Ordnance Survey boys were found in

until a minute network extended throughout the abundance able and willing to work out these calcula

island. The valuators for the townlands required this tions at a halfpenny a triangle.

minuteness of detail , and the surveyors had to keep We may now briefly notice the Maps resulting from

this matter constantly in view. this survey. These maps have been published with

In an account which Colonel Colby sent to the go- much rapidity during the last few years,and the series

vernment in 1834, is an enumeration of the persons is approaching towards completion. They are pub

then employed in the actual survey, classed in a very lished on the magnificent scale of six inches to the

definite manner. There was thecolonel-superintendent mile ; a scale whose magnitude can scarcely be appre

himself, captains of two different classes, lieutenants of ciated without taking some particular instance. Let

three different classes, civil assistants in seven classes, us select, then , the county of Kildare. This county is

sappers and miners in two classes, and labourers. The considerably less than half the size of the county of

number altogether was about seven hundred ; but since | Kent; and yet the Ordnance map of it occupies no less

then , whendraughtsmen and engravers have been than forty -two sheets of very large size, probably three

added to the list, thenumber employed has sometimes feet by two. These maps are especially intended to

reached two thousand. The seven classes of civil assist refer to the townland divisions of the county ; but their

ants received from one shilling to eight shillings per large scale affords facilities for giving other minute

day , according to the rank they occupied and the details. It is scarcely too much to say that every tree

nature of their services. and every house is separately marked . Either by sym

The survey and the valuation are two distinct opera- bols or by a peculiar engraved character, much inform

tions, the latter being dependent on the former for its ation is given in a small space. Besides the parishes,

data, but independent of it in details. As the survey baronies, townlands, cities, towns, and villages, all the

progressed, certain changes in the laws relating to parish churches, parks , and seats ; all the round towers,

Ireland rendered desirable a minuteness of survey forts, ruins, and other antiquities ; all the bridges,

quite un paralleled in such matters. Not only were locks, and weirs of streams and canals ; all the mines,

the general divisions of the country into parishes, town- quarries,wells, bogs, and collieries ; all the tanneries,

lands, & c. surveyed , but it was deemed expedient to brick -fields, bleach - fields, forges, and lime-kilns, are

ascertain the exact limits of estates and farms, the represented.

quality of the soil , its natural productiveness, and how Such is the scalc in which other counties are being

far it had been improved by cultivation. Butmanyof mapped out. The county of Fermanagh occupies

these details were of a character which could not be forty -two sheets ; Monaghan, thirty -six sheets ; Louth,

engraved on a map : they were printed in a book. Alwenty-seven sheets ; Donegal, a hundred and twelve

volume appeared in 1835 , relating to the statistics ofa sheets ; Meath, fifty-five sheets ; Leitrim , forty sheets

portion of the county of Londonderry, as ascertained Sligo and Longford, seventy-eight sheets ;Westmeath,

by the survey. This book is a quarto volume of three forty -two sheets ; King's County, forty-nine sheets ;

hundred pages. It treats first of the “ natural state," Carlow , twenty-eight sheets ; Galway, a hundred and

such as geology, botany, zoology, bills, lakes, rivers, thirty -nine sheets ; and so on. What the total number

& c.; then of the “ artificial state," such as the town will be we do not know ; but it is easy to calculate, from

lands, antiquities, towns, seats, roads, & c.; and then of the length and breadth of Ireland, that if the whole

the “ general state," such as municipality, education, island be represented in the scale of six inches to the

legal institutions, & c. It is perhaps one of the most mile (which is now being done) , the whole of the sheets

minute specimens of statistics ever produced ; but the connected together would form a map of Ireland a

expense of continuing such a survey throughout Ire - hundred and forty feet high by a hundred and ten in

land, and publishing the results, would have been so width ! This will indeed be a monument of patience

enormous, that government suspended it, with the ex- and skill .

ception of thegeological portion. The sheets of this gigantic map are sold separately,

When the British Association held their meeting in at an office established by the government in Ireland ;

Dublin in 1835 , the Ordnance Survey and its progress the purpose being that those who require to obtain a

excited much interest. It was stated in one of the knowledge of any particular district should be able to

public journals at the time, that “ To understand the avail themselves of the Ordnance Survey at a cheap

care that has been taken to ensure accuracy, it would rate. The charge per sheet is from half-a -crown to

be necessary to visit the Ordnance-Office in Phænix five shillings, according to the fulness of the details .

Park, Dublin , and investigate the complicated intel- The maps having a particular object in view, relative

lectual machinery by which the detached observations to the townland valuation , are engraved chiefly with

of those employedin the survey are collected and reference to the boundaries of estates, farms,&c., with

reduced. We use the word “machinery,' because no out reference to the altitudes,depressions,and undula

other could express the regularity with which the tions of the country. But Captain Larcom , at the

minute division of labour in the several departments is Cork meeting of the British Association , described a

preserved, the strict limitation of every person engaged | beautiful mode of “ contour” engraving, which was

to his own peculiar branch of business, and the steady calculated to show at once the precise elevation of any

union of all in producing a harmonious result.” With spot : it had been partially acted on, and its efficacy

respect to this division of intellectual labour, it is shown.

necessary to remark, that after the surveyors and

observers have measured the angles of triangles, cal
3F 2
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JACKSON S.

(Hudibras subdued by Trulla .]

HUDIBRAS . - No. VII . arrived to his succour, but having by a rapid succes

In the affray Ralpho had been unfortunate. He had sion of blowsoverthrown him also, shebecomes magna

nimous, and says,
dismountedto pick up the sword and pistol which the

Knighthad dropped on being struck by a stone, and
“ But if thou think'st I took thee tardy,

before he could remount he and his steed had been
And dar’st presume to be so hardy

attacked and beaten, till
To try thy fortune o'er afresh ,

I'll wave my title to thy flesh ,
« The beast was startled , and begun

Thy arms and baggage, now my right ;

To kick and fling like mad, and run, And if thou hast the heart to try 't,

Bearing the tough Squire like a sack , I'll lend thee back thyself a while,

Orstout King Richard, on his back :
And once more for that carcass vile,

Till stumbling, be threw him down, Fight upon tick . "

Sore bruis'd, and cast into a swoon .'
Hudibras accepts the offer, though with many expres

As Hudibras had now a little breathing -time, he pro - sions of contempt, and an assurance that he will give

ceeded to the assistance of Ralpho , who, though her no quarter, the combat then commences :

recovered from his trance, declares himself unable to “ she to her tackle fell,

rise withoutthe Knight's assistance , who replies that And on the Knight let fall a peal

" though th' art of a different church, Or blows so fierce, and press'd so bome,

I will not leave thee in the lurch . That he retird, and follow'd ' s bum :"

This said , he jogg'd his good steed nigher,
Stung with the disgrace, he, however, recovers him

And steer'd him gently tow'rd the Squire,
self, and

Then bowing down his body, stretch'd
“ rais'd his arm

His hand out, and at Ralpho reach'd ;
Above his head , and rain'd a storm

When Trulla, whom he did not mind,
Of blows so terrible and thick,

Charg'd him like lightning behind . "
As ifhe meant to hash her quick.

She had come,in the pursuit of her occupation , to But she upon her truncheou took them ,

plunder the fallen Ralpho, just as the Knight had Aud by oblique diversion broke them ,
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Waiting an opportunity

To pay all back with usury ,

Which long she fail'd not of, for now

The knight with one dead doing blow

Resolving to decide the fight,

And she with quick and cunning slight

Avoiding it, the force and weight

He charg'd upon it was so great,

As almost sway'd him to the ground :

No sooner she th ' advantage found,

But in she flew ; and seconding

With home-made thrust the heavy swing,

She laid him flat upon his side ;

And mounting on his trunk a -stride,

Quoth she, I toldthee wbat would come

Of all thy vapouring, base Scum .

Say, will the law of armsallow

I may have grace and quarter now ?

Or wilt thou rather break thy word,

And stain thine honour, than thy sword ?

And man of war to damn his soul,

In basely breaking his parole ;

And when before the fight, th ' hadst vow'd

To give no quarter in cold blood :

Now thou hast got me for aTartar,

To make me 'gainst my will take quarter ;

Why dost notput me to the sword ,

But cowardly dy from thy word ?

Quoth Hudibras, the day 's thine own ;

Thou and thy stars have cast me down ;

Mylaurels are transplanted now ,

And flourish on thy conqu’ring brow :

My loss ofhonour ' s great enough,

Thou need'st not brand it with a scoff :

Sarcasms may eclipse thine own,

But cannot blut my lost renown :

I am not now in fortune's power,

He that is down can fall tio lower.

The ancient beroes were illustrious

For being benign, and not blustrous

Against a vanquish'd foe ; their swords

Weresharp and trenchant, not their words;

And did in fight but cut work out

T'employ their courtesies about.

Quothshe, altho' thou hast deserv'd,

Base Slubberdegullion, to be serv'd

As thou didst vow to deal with me,

If thou hadst got the victory ;

Yet I shall rather act a part

That suits my fame, than thy desert.

Thy arms, thy liberty, beside

All that's on the outside of thy hide,

Are mine by military law,

Of which I will not bate one straw :

The rest, thy life and limbs, once more ,

Tho' doubly forfeit, I restore.

Quoth Hudibras,it istoo late

For meto treat, orstipulate ;

Wbat thou command'st, I must obey

Yet those whom I expugn'd to day,

Of thine own party , I let go,

And gave them life and freedom too ;

Bothdogs and bear, upon their parole,

Whom I took pris'ners in this quarrel.

Quoth Trulla, whether thou or they

Let one or other run away,

Concerns not me; but was 't not thou

That gave Crowdero quarter too?

Crowdero, whom , in irons bound,

Thou basely threw'st into Lob's pound,

Where still he lies, and with regret

His generous bowels rage and fret :

But now thy carcass shall redeem ,

And serve to be exchang'd for him ."

The Knight submits , lays his weapons and his gar.

( The Knight and Squire conveyed to the Stocks.,
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ments at the feet of his conqueror, who in contemp

tuous return throws her own “ mantle " over his

shoulders.

“ And as the French we conquer*d once,

Now give us laws for pantaloons,

The length of breeches, and the gathers,

Port-cannons, perriwigs and feathers ;

Just so the proud insulting lass

Array'd and dighted Hudibras.”

She, however, most vigorously defends him from

the attack of her re-assembling comrades, who threaten

to cudgel him to death , and insists on carrying into

effect her resolution of redeeming Crowdero from the

stocks, and substituting for him both Knight and

Squire. They readily agree to the proposition, and

proceed to carry it into effect; mounting their prison

ers backwards on their horses :

“ Orsin led Hudibras's beast,

And Talgol that which Ralpho prest ;

Whom stout Magnano, valiant Cerdon ,

And Colon waited as a guard on ;

All ush'ring Trulla in the rear,

With th ' arms of either prisoner.

In this proud order and array

They put themselvesupon their way.

Striving to reach th' inchanted castle,

Where stout Crowdero in durance lay still ;

Thither with greater speed than shows

And triumph over conquer'd foes

Do use to allow ; or than the bears,

Or pageants borne before Lord Mayors

Are wont to use, they soon arriv'd

In order, soldier-like contriv'd ;

Still marching in a warlike posture,

As fit for battle as for muster.

The Knight and Squire they first unhorse,

And bending 'gainst the fort their force,

They all advancd, and round about

Begirt the magical redoubt.

Magnan' led up in this adventure,

And made way for the rest to enter .

For he was skilful in black art.

No less than he that built the fort ;

And with an iron -mace laid flat

A breach, which straight all enter'd at ;

And in the wooden dungeon found

Crowdero laid upon the ground.

Him they release from durance base,

Restor d this fiddle and his case ,

And liberty, his thirsty rage

With luscious vengeance to assuage :

For he no sooner was at large,

But Trulla strait brought on the charge,

And in the self- same limbo put

The Knight and Squire, where he was shut .

Where leaving them in Hockly i ' th' Hole,

Their bangs and durance to condole,

Confind and conjur'd into narrow

Enchanted mansion to know sorrow ,

In the same order and array

Which they advanc'd , they march'd away. "

The mob having dispersed , the Knight begins to solace

himself and his companion

“ with ends of verse

And sayings of philosophers.

Quoth he, th' one half of man, his mind ,

Is, sui juris, unconfind,

And cannot be laid by the heels,

Whate'er the other moiety feels.

'Tis not restraint or liberty ,

That makes men prisoners or free ;

But perturbations that possess

The mind, or æquanimities.
The whole world was not half so wide

To Alexander, when he cry'd

Because he had but one to subdue,

As was a paltry narrow tub ta

Diogenes; who is not said

( For ought that ever I cou'd read )

To whine, putfinger i' the eye, and sob,

Because h 'had ne'er another tub.

The ancients make two sev'ral kinds

Of prowess in heroic minds,

The active and the passive valiant;

Both which are pari libra gallaut:

For both to give blows, and to carry ,

In fights are equinecessary :

But in defeats, the passive stout

Are always found to stand it out

Most desp'rately, and to out-do

Theactive, 'gainst a conqu’ring foe .

Tho' we with blacks and blues are suggillid,

Or, as the vulgar say , are cudgell'd :

He that is valiant, and dares fight ,

Tho'.drubb’d, can lose no honour by ' t .

Honour's a lease for lives to come,

And cannot be extended from

The legal tenant : ' t is a chattel

Not to be forfeited in battle.

If he, that in the field is slain ,

Be in the bed of honour lain ,

He that is heaten may be said

To lie in honour's truckle - bed .

For as we see th ' eclipsed sun

By mortals is more gaz'd upon ,

Than when, adorn'd with ail his light,

He shines in serene sky most bright :

So valour, in a low estate ,

Is most admir'd and wonder'd at. "

These opinions, however, beget a reply from Ralpho,

who takes the opportunity of sneering at the Fresby

terian opinions of the Knight, who in return attacks

thcse of the Independents, in which dispute, on both

sides is introduced much of the polemical subtleness,

wire-drawn inferences, school learning, and fanatical

zeal , which distinguished the writers of all sects at that

period , but adorned with humorous illustrations and

a fertility of wit, that is and ever has been inimitable.

The last speech of Ralpho, indeed, vividly describes

the characieristics of much of the theological contro.

versy then carried on :

“ Quoth Ralpho, nothing but th ' abuse

of human learning you produce ;

Learning, that cobweb of the brain ,

Profane, erroneous and vain ;

A trade of knowledge as replete

As others are with fraud and cheat :

An art t' incumber gifts and wit,

And render both for nothing fit ;

Makes light unactive, dull, and troublerl,

Like little David in Saul's doublet :

A cheat that scholars putupon

Other men's reason and their own ;

A fort of error to ensconce

Absurdity and ignorance,

That renders all the avenues

To truth, impervious and abstruse,

By making plain things, in debate,

By art perplex'd and intricate :

For nothing goes for sense , or light,

That willnotwithold rules jump'right:

As if rules were not in the schools

Deriv'd from truth, but truth from rules.

This pagan , heathenish invention

Is good for nothing but contention .

For as in sword and buckler fight,

All blows do on the target light :

So when men argue, the great'st part

O'th' contest fälls on terms of art,

Until the fustian stuff be spent,

And then they fall to th' argument,"

To which the Knight makes a short reply, concluding

“ therefore let's stop here

And rest our weary bones awhile,

Already tir'd with other toil. "
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takings, a few instances of which we proceed to

ENGINEERING AMONG THE ALPS.
notice.

The Gemmi Pass is not provided with one of the

The Alpine districts of Switzerland have been the larger roads, but yet exhibits at one particular spot a

scene of many bold engineering exploits, having refer- striking example of the seemingly perilous routes

ence principally to the construction of roads where taken by the mules and their drivers. Near the suin

none existed before, and to the making of bridges over mit of the pass is a precipice so nearly vertical, that a

torrentsand ravines of fearful depth . Many of these plumb-line sixteen hundred feet in length, if sus

roads will be numbered among the greatest and most pended from the top, would scarcely touch the sides .

valuable of Napoleon's projects, when the turmoil of Along the face of this stupendous vertical wall , a road

politics has subsided . was constructed about a century ago. This path was

In order to understand the nature and object of these cut out of the rock itself, or formed upon artificial sup

Alpine roads, it will be necessary to bear in mind the ports, according to the sinuosities of the rock ; it is

nature of thebarrier which separates Switzerland from from three to five feet in width , and has a protecting

Italy. The Alps which form this barrier are in them . wall on the outer side . On approaching this spot, the

selves too lofty to be crossed by any road, and too steep rock itself is so vast, and the road so small, that a tra

to be ascended by any vehicles; but there are depres- veller can see no way before him , and is apt to think

sions in valleys between the mountains, which, though that all outlet from the valley is cut off, until he comes

lofty and difficult, are less so than the peaks them- actually close to this path . The path itself is a mere

selves; and along the valleys, or “ passes,' the roads ledge - a mere groove cut in the face of the cliff,

have been constructed which form the only media of from which the traveller may look down to a depth

coinmunication from Central Europe to Italy . From of many hundred feet. Infirm or timid persons

the time of Hannibal down to that of Napoleon, mili- are carried along this path on men's shoulders, in a

tary conquerors have had to traverse one or other of sort of litter.

these routes, before they could bring the armies of the The Via Mala, one of the most terrible defiles in the

north to bear upon Italy, or those of Italy to attack Alps, was the scene of some very skilful engineering

their northern neighbours. There are about fifty of on the part of an Italian engineer named Pocobelli.

these passes in that portion of the Alps contiguous to It occursat one part of the Pass of the Splügen. It

Switzerland. The greater part of these are either is a cleft in the mountain, from one to two thousand

bridle-paths or mere footpaths ; another portion , feet in depth , and in some places not more than ten

smaller in number, are good enough to be traversed yards wide. The Rhine, compressed within very nar

by the light char-à -banc, a single-horse vehicle much row limits, rushes along the bottom of this cleft. The

used in Switzerland ; while there are seven or eight in walls of rock on both sides are almost perpendicular ;

which great engineering skill has been shown in the there is not an inch of pathway or shore between the

construction of high roads fitted for the transit of heavy river and the rock, and hence this used to be an im

carriages. passable spot. The Germans gave it the nameof the

One of the most ancient specimens of engineering, Verlorenes Loch ; the French called it the Trou Perdu ;

in connexion with the Alpine roads, is the Cornice, a while its classical name of Via Mala, like the other

road forming the customary route from Nice to Genoa, two, conveys the idea of a lost or unlucky path. Tra

close to the Mediterranean . This is not so much one vellers used to make a wide detour, clambering over

of the passes between the Alps, as a road by which mountains and through valleys , in order to surmount

they may be avoided altogether; since it is carried all the four miles of distance which forms the Via Mala.

along between the mountains and the sea . This was Thus it remained till Pocobelli made a capital road

the earliest passage frequented by the Romans; it through the gorge itself. He pierced the projecting

was by them called the Via Aurelia, or Aurelian buttresses of rock with galleries or tunnels, a work of

Road, and was the first which they carried out of Italy great labour from the intense hardness of the rock ;

beyond the Alps. The name of the Cornice seems to and he gained the requisite width of the carriage-road

have been given to the road, because it is in many in the face of the rock by blasting a notchas itwere in

places a mere ledge cut in the sides of the mountains the mountain itself. For more than a thousand feet

which overhang the sea. It is carried along the shore, the road is carried along beneath a stone canopy thus

round capes, and follows the windings of the coasts and artificially hollowed out; and it is protected on the

of the mountains near them . Having the deep blue outer side by a stone wall. The road crosses the

waters of the Mediterranean on the one side, and gorge three times, by as many bridges, at spots where

the rugged elevations of the Alps on the other, this the contour of the rocks rendered this course de

road is peculiarly rich in picturesque scenery, which sirable. Between the first and second of these bridges,

has engaged the pencils of many of our artistic the chasm assumes such an extraordinary form that
tourists . the precipices on the one side actually overhang those

The passes between the Alps are the scene of much onthe other, on account of the obliquity of the cleft.

more difficult engineering than the Corniceroad . On Beyond thesecond bridge the road is scooped out of

spots where the steep and hard surface of the cliff had the faceof the rock, and the defile is here not more

left hardly an inch of space for a goat to climb along, than eightyards wide ; but in approaching the third

roads have been constructed upon high terraces of or upper bridge the defile increases in width, and be

solid masonry, and through a gaj, or notch, blasted by comes less difficult in its character.

gunpowder, in the wall of the rock. In many instances, In another part of the same general pass of the

where a projecting buttress of the mountain had Splügen, the Austrian government has employed the

blocked up all passage for ages, a tunnel, or gallery, services of an engineer to make a practicable road

has been pierced. In other instances, wheresucha where nothing but a bridle-path existed before. This

barrier occurred, the engineer threw a bridge over is a curious example of the energy which competition

the torrent or gorge, and carried his road along the induces. The Swiss made a good carriage -road over

opposite side. When the road reaches a spot where the Bernardine Pass, which threatened at once to draw
avalanches are likely to occur, it is carried'in subter- off all the traffic from the Splügen Pass ; whereupon

ranean galleries driven through a mountain, or is shel. the Austrians set to work promptly , and made the

tered by massive arcades of masonry nearly a mile in Splügen road far better than it was before. There are

length . Such is the general character of these under- | on this new line of road three distinct galleries cut
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through the solid rock, one of which is six hundred | A gallery here occurs, cut through rocks of such ex

feet long, another seven hundred, and the third more cessive liardness that it required the incessant labour

than fifteen hundred, all of them being fifteen feet of more than a hundred workmen, in gangs of eight

high, and the same in width. These galleries are con- relieving each other day and night, to pierce a length

structed of the most solid masonry, arched with roofs of six hundred feet in eighteen months. The miners

which slope outwards to turnaside the snow, and sup were at two places suspended by ropesto the face of a

ported on pillars, or low windows like the embrasures perpendicular rock, where they wroughtside -openings

of a battery - a mode of arrangement necessary to pro- into the tunnel .

tect the road from falling avalanches. Such are some of the works in this great line of en

Perhaps the finest example of these Alpine roads is gineering enterprise ; and they will afford an ideaof

that over the Pass of the Simplon. This is, as to geo- the remainder. Sir James Mackintosh once said of this

graphical position , one of the most important of the road over the pass :-“The Simplon may be safely said

Swiss passes, it having been constructedby Napoleon to be the most wonderful of useful works, because our

after the battle of Marengo, his own difficulties in canals and docks surpass it in utility, science, and

crossing the Great St. Bernard having shown him how magnitude, but they have no grandeur to the eye.

desirable such a road would be. The plans and sur- [Some of the railway viaducts and cliff -works, con

veys by which the direction of the road was deter- structed since Sir James wrote, have grandeur to the

mined , were made by M. Céard. Operations were eye.) Its peculiar character is, to be the greatest of

commenced on the Italian side of the Simplon in 1800, all those monuments that at once dazzle the imagina.

and on the Swiss side in 1801. It took six years to tion by their splendour, and are subservient to general

complete, and there were at times as many as thirty convenience.” Mr. Rogers, too, bas pictured the scene

thousand men simultaneously engaged on it. It in- | in the following lines :

cludes the enormous number of six hundred and eleven

bridges ; it has terraces of massive masonry many
“ O'er the Simplon , o'er the Splügen, winds

miles in length ; it has ten galleries, either cut out of
A path of pleasure. Like a silver zone,

the solid rock or built of stone ; and it has twenty
Flung about carelessly, it shines afar,

Catching the eye inmany a broken link,

houses of refuge to shelter travellers,and to lodge the In many a turn and traverse as it glides ;

labourers constantly employed in taking care of the And oft above and oft below appears,

road. Seen o'er the wall by one who journeys up,

Between the first and second maisons de refuge the As though it were another, through the wild

road skirts the verge of a precipice, at the bottom of Leading along, he knows not whence or wbither !

which the torrent is seen at a vast depth ; and a little
Yet through its fairy course, go where it will,

farther on the traveller sees, high above his head, the
The torrent stops itnot, the rugged rock

glaciers under which the road is carried. Near this is
Opens and letsit in , and on it runs

a bridge which the engineers formed so as to present
Winning its easy way from clime to clime,

Through glens lock'd up before,"

the smallest possible surface tothe wind, as the ravine

is subject to avalanches, which are accompanied by Notwithstanding all the precautions taken in the

winds of irresistible force, calculated to throw down construction, the Simplon road has been subject to

almost any structure. The first gallery occurs near occasional devastating inundations. In 1834 there

the fourth refuge : just beyond this is a scene which is was such a combination of avalanche, torrent, and

described as " a picture of desolation. The eye wan- storm , thatthe road for eight miles was nearly carried

ders over snow and glacier, fractured rock and roaring away ; stone bridges were swept away, galleries and

cataract, relieved only by that stupendous monument tunnels were filled with water, and a scene of deso

of human labour the road itself, winding along the lation ensued which cost years of expense and labour

edges of precipices, penetrating the primeval granite, to repair.

striding over the furious torrent, and burrowing [ To be continued .)

through dark and dripping grottoes, beneath accumu

lated masses of ice and snow ."

Between the fifth refuge and the summit of the Superstitions of Sootch Fishermen . Thereader must be familiar

pass there is a portion , about two miles in length, so with the old Norse belief, so poetically introduced in the'Pirate,

much exposed to the visitations of avalanches, that that whoever saves a drowning man must reckon on him ever

places of shelter are more numerous than in any other after as an enemy. It is a belief still held bysome of our north

part of the road ; there being three galleries, two
ern fishing communities. We have oftener than once heard it

maisons de refuge, and one hospice withinthis dis remarked by fishermen, as a strangely mysterious fact, that per

sons who have been rescued from drowning regard their deli

tance. These galleries, from the extraordinary position verers ever after with a dislike bordering on enmity. We have

which they occupy among the vast fields ofice, are heard it affirmed , too, that when the crew of some boat or vessel

called the “glacier galleries ;" they are partly exca- have perished , with but the exception of one individual, the

vated, and partly built of strongly arched masonry ; relativesofthe deceased invariably regard that one with adeep

and, by an ingenious arrangement on the part of the irrepressible hatred. And in both cases the elicited feelings of

engineer, they serve in places as bridges and aqueducts hostility and dislike are said to originate, not simply in grieſ,

at the same time, the torrents being conducted over embittered envy, or uneasy ingratitude, but in some occultand

and beneath them . supernaturalcause . There occurs to us a little anecdote, strikingly

Shortly beyond this spot the road reaches the sum- illustrative of this kind of apotheosis (shall we call it?) of the

mitof thepass, where isa hospice fitted up expressly envious
principle. Somesixty years ago there was aCromarty

for the relief of travellersin inclementweather ; it is boat wrecked on the rough shores of Eathie. All the crew

inhabited by a few Augustine monks,who are attended perished, with the exception of one fishermau ; andthe poorman

by some of those valuable and intelligent dogs of threatened bis life, that he was compelled , much against his in

was so persecuted by the relatives of the drowned , who even

which so many accountshave been written in refer- clination, to remove to Nairy. There, however, only a few years

ence to the Hospice of St. Bernard . The road now after, he was wrecked a second time, and, as in the first instance,

begins to descend, and soon reaches the first gallery or proved the sole survivor ofthe crew. And so he was again sub

tunnel on the Italian side; beyond which itenters ajected to a persecution similar to the one he had already endured,

savage defile called the Gorge of Gondo, where the and compelled to quit Nairn , as he had before quitted Cromarty.

road hangs, as it were, at mid -height between a pre- -North British Review .

cipitous rock on one side and a chasm on the other.
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[ Bangor Cathedral.)

BANGOR CATHEDRAL.
companied him , when the sweet notes of a bird in a

wood adjoining led to a discussion as to what bird it was.

“ On the first establishment of Christianity in Britain ,” “ The nightingale was never heard in this country,"

says the Rev. J. Evans (“ Beauties of England and it was observed ; the archbishop significantly smiling,

Wales'), “ the particular assemblies of people for the replied , “The nightingale followed wise counsel, and

purpose of divine worship were designated by the ap- never came into Wales ; but we, unuise counsel, who

pellation côr, a circle, society, or class. These côr- an have penetrated and gone through it.” After being

afterwards received the nameof their respective evan- rested and refreshed in Bangorby Guy Ruffyus, the

gelical instructors, as côr-Bybi , côr-Illud, côr -Deiniol, bishop, Archbishop Baldwin celebrated' mass in the

& c. When any one of these was invested with para- Cathedral, and, “ more importunate than persuasive,"

mount authority over certain others, it assumed the compelled him to take the cross, amid the general

distinctive name of_Ban -côr, or the supreine society:" lamentation of bis people, who seemed broken-hearted

Hence the presentBangor . The cathedral stands in at the prospect of his departurefrom them . (Hoare's

a narrow fertile vale, at the base of a steep rock ; the Giraldus.) In the Cathedral, built in 1102 (the pre

city, founded by Maelgyn Gwynedd, a sovereign of viousone was destroyed at the Conquest), that charac

North Wales, as early as the sixth century, forms butteristic scene occurred, in which King John, irritated

one narrowcrooked street, of a mile in length, with by opposition to his rapacity, displayed his violentand

openings to the water-side. This Maelgyn had ren- tyrannic disposition by seizing the Welsh bishop as he

dered hiinself notorious by his guilty life, and , anxious was officiating at the altar. A handsome ransom pro

to make his peace with God and his offended people, cured the bishop's release, for money was John's prime

he left his throne and government, and became a peni- object, especially-as the discovery had been forced on

tent recluse in the monastery that had a few years be- him , in the course of several visits to Wales, that it was

fore (in 525) been founded by Deiniol or Daniel, son far easier in his rage to vow the extermination of the

of the Abbot of Bangor Iscoed , as a cell to his father's whole Welsh race , than to fulfil that vowwhenit was

house ; but which afterwards became so much more made. In the revolt of Owen Glendwr, 1402, Bangor

famous than its parent, as to be distinguished from it Cathedral was once more reduced to a wreck, and so

by the appellation vaur,or great. But the firstno remained during nearlya century. Thechoirwas

velty of this change over, Maelgyn soon grew disgusted then rebuilt by Bishop Dean, and the tower and nave

with a life so opposed to all his previous habits,and by his successor, Bishop Skeffington, in 1532. The

once more went back to his old excesses, and perse next bishop, Bulkeley , alienated much of the church

vered in them to the last. To appease, probably, his property, and, says Godwin, “ having sacrilegiously

ownconscience, silence his murmuring subjects, and sold away five bells out of the steeple of his Cathedral,

atthe same time soothe Deiniol , he causedhim , as the and going to see them shipped off, he was on his re

founder of the monastery, to be made a bishop ; the turnbomewards struck with blindness, insomuch that

convent church, then a Cathedral, to be flatteringly he neversaw afterwards.” This canhardly be true,or

dedicated to him ;and bequeathed somefew lands with the bishop must have possessed extraordinary faculties,

certain franchises to the chapter. Such was the origin for there are many writings of his in existence dated

of the diocese of Bangor , its constitution , and revenues during the yearsof his supposed deprivation of sight.

(never very great). In 1118 Archbishop Baldwin and The present condition of the Cathedral is attributable

Giraldus de Barri, thepreachers of the Crusades, came to Dr. Warren , its liberal improver at the beginning of

to Bangor, througha serpentine ravine that fatigued the present century. Several ancient Welsh princes,

them excessively ;the archbishop sat down on an oak besides many bishops and ecclesiastics, have been buried

torn up by theviolenceofthewinds, and began to be here . The most interesting sepulchral relic is a tomb

yery amiable and pleasant with the Crusaders who ac- | of Prince Owen Gryffydd, in an arched rècess.

No. 806.
Vol. XIII.-3 G
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ENGINEERING AMONG THE ALPS.
He therefore determined to blow out the whole of the

intervening barrier with gunpowder, since no miners
( Continued from p . 409. )

could runthe hazard of working in the tunnel till a

The Alpine roads which we noticed in the former large perforation was made. He enlarged the inner

article as speciinens of engineering, are so far repre- end of the tunnel, so as to make it a square chamber

sentatives of the whole class as to render much further approaching to within six feet of the bed of the upper

description unnecessary : a few words may, however, lake. Into this chamber he placed about a thousand

be said respecting the pass of Mount Cenis, one of pounds' weight of gunpowder, together with a fusee

those which Napoleon made into a good carriage-road. or port-fire to extend to the other end of thetunnel

The Emperor Charlemagne crossed the Mount Cenis The cask was rammed tightly in with sand on every

with an army about a thousand years ago, and esta- side, to prevent it from exploding towards the mouth

blished an hospice there. The pass continued to be of the tunnel. These operations were exceedingly

one of the roads from France into Italy, but was of a difficult on many accounts : the cask was nearly as

very imperfect character until Napoleon employed the large as the tunnel itself, and great labour was neces.

engineer Fabbroniupon it. The road now constructed sary in getting it up into its place; the air was so

is a succession of zigzags, laid out so as to render foul by the breathing of many labourers in a small

the ascent and descent as easy as possible. There are space, that the lights were extinguished ; while the

twenty -three houses of refuge established along the constant influx of water, flowing through small fis

road , occupied by Cantonniers, whose duty is to take sures from the lake above, threw more difficulties in

care of the road and to assist travellers. Each house the way . The men could only work in this confined

is numbered. At No. 20 several sledges are kept ; place a few hours at a time; and five hundred of them

and in winter, when deep snow covers the inequalities were required to keep the worksin progress.

on the sides of the mountains, travellers descend the The length of the tunnel was about thirteen hundred

slope by thesc sledges. The other parts of the road feet. Strong flood -gates were erected at the lower

do not involve so inany heavy engineering works as end to stem the impetuosity ofthe current ; and pre

the Simplon ; yet so large was the undertaking, that parations were made for firing the blast on a given

it occupied from 1803 to 1810 to complete it, and cost day. All being ready, on the morning of January 9.

nearly three hundred thousand pounds. 1836 ( for the earlier attempts had been abandoned and

Another class of engincering projects carried outin renewed, and abandoned again), two cannon -shots from

these mountainous districts relates to various hydraulic the neighbouring hills announced to the inhabitants of

works connected with the draining of lakes or of the valley what was about to happen . A bold miner

flooded districts, and the cutting of canals for carrying was despatched to fire the match, which was previously

off water in various ways. A remarkable example of arrangedto be of such a length as to allow the man

this was noticed in a former number of the Magazine who kindled it to escape before the powder became

(757 ), in which attempts were made to remove a body | ignited. A multitude of spectators had collected on

of water which had been dainmed up by an obstacle to the surrounding bills to witness the result of the es

its frec current. Another example of a mode of periment which had cost so much time and money to

draining a Swiss lake may here be described . perfect, and in which many were deeply interested ;

Near the Valley of Sarnen in Switzerland is the for it was not known how far the lower lake would

Lake of Lungern. This was formerly a sheet of remain uninjured by the afflux of water from the

water fringed at its margin with beautiful woods, and upper one. Ten minutes clapsed beyond the time

partly enclosed by steep banks. About fifty or sixty calculated by the engineer, and yet no explosion took

years ago, the inhabitants on the shores,thinking that place ; some began to fear that the attempt had failed,

they might acquire five hundred acres of good rich when at length a dull smothered sound was heard,and

Jand at the expense of the lake, devised a plan for so immediately after a black torrent of mud and water was

doing. The engineer who undertook it proposed to seen to issue from the lower extremity of the tunnel.

drain off part of the water by a tunnel, so as to lower The experiment succeeded, the connexion between the

the surface of the lake many feet, and thus lay dry an tunnel and the upper lake was fully made ; and the

available strip of land all round the shores. water continued to flow through the tunnel for sixteen

In 1788 the engineer began the boring of a tunnel days, by which time the level of the water in the upper

through the Kaiserstuhl, a ridge which divides Lake lake had been reduced to the level of the mouth of the

Lungern from Lake Sarnen, and which prevented the tunnel itself, so that no more could flow through.

water of the former from flowing into the latter. Some inconvenience resulted to the inhabitants of the

The tunnel was commenced at the lower end , near shores of the upper lakes, in a waythat seems not to

Lake Sarnen, and was worked obliquely upwards have been anticipated . The steep banks, deprived on

towards the upper lake. But a difficulty then arose a sudden of the support of the water, began to crack ;

as to the breaking of the tunnel finally into the upper large masses broke off, and a very considerable fissure

lake in such a way as to prevent the lower country appeared near Lungern, which threatened injury to

being flooded by the violent and sudden outpouring it ; so that the church and many of the houses were

of water through the tunnel. Sulzberger, the engineer, dismantled and abandoned, and the bells removed from

with a view of avoiding too sudden an outburst, pro- the tower. A piece ofground several acres in extent

posed to bore a number of small holes with an auger slid into the water, but no serious inconvenience re

through the wall of rock which now alone intervened sulted. The portion of land recovered by this draining

between the tunnel and the water in the upper lake ; process presented for some months only a blank sur

and to close these perforations with cocks which face of mud and sand, to which the crows resorted in

might be opened and shut at pleasure. A boring-rod, great numbers to feed on the worms and shell- fish left

twelve feet in length, driven through the rock , was dry by the receding waters. By the latter end of the

followed by a discharge of mud and water, and a blow year á crop of potatoes was raised on part; and means

struck with a hammer by the miner from within was were gradually adopted for bringing the whole of it

reverberated on the surface of the water in the lake. ultimately into profitable cultivation .

The engineer, however, now discovered that the Sometimes these hydraulic operations are intended

friable nature of the intervening rock, and the clay to repair mischief occasioned by some unforeseendisas

and sand above it, rendered impracticable the plan of ter, instead of altering an established order of things.

draining the lake by a number of small perforations. There was formerly near the small Lake Thun a river
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which ran parallel with it for a considerable distance, tions, were it not that dams and barriers of wood called

but did not flow into it . Owing to the quantity ofmud rechen are erected at certain spots to stop their pro

which it brought down with its waters, and the slight gress. They are here collected and sorted according

inclination of its channel in this part of its course, it to their quality, by the persons to whom they belong.

converted the surrounding district into an unhealthy Different proprietors distinguish the wood belonging

marsh, and gave rise to a project which was executed to them by the length of the logs, each proprietor

in the carly partof the last century, of directing the adopting a particular length of log, so that the pro

course of the river into the adjacent lake. This was perty of each can be distinguished with great readiness.
effected by cutting a canal out two hundred and Some of these trunks of trees are transported to the

seventy feet wide from the river to the lake, a distance Black Sea or the Adriatic, for ship -building: The

of rather more than half a mile. By this change of greater part of the wood, however, is consumed for fucl

course, a considerable district of land has been drained in the country where it grows, for supplying the mines,

and made profitable ; while the deposit of sand and the salt-pans, or the melting -furnaces. Here again

stones brought down by the river into the lake has some curious arrangements are necessary. It frequently

formed a delta which is annually increasing,and which happens that a ridge of high mountains intervenes be

Someof themost singular instances of Engineering be consumed,or thatthetimbergrows near streams

in the Alps are those which relate to the conveyance flowing in a contrary direction to the point where it is

of timber from the forests tomarketor to places where wanted. Under such circumstances the transport is

it is to be used . There were details given on this subject effected by means of a vast inclined plane, called a

in Number 693, and we now present a few more, so far Holzaufzug, or wood -lifter, extending from the bottom

as they may illustrate this species of national industry of the valley to the summit of the nearest cliff. A num

In some of the Eastern Alps there are forests which ber of waggons are constructed to run up and down it

are so far from any market as to convey an idea that it on a sort of railroad ; when loaded they are attached

would be impossible to make them a source of profit; | by ropes to a species of windlass communicating with

and yet the inhabitants of many districts live wholly by a water-wheel, which is put in motion by turning on

such means; necessity having roused their ingenuity it the stream of a mountain torrent. By this means

to the devising of adequate plans. They have contri- the logs are raised to the top of a ridge many hundred

vances called riesen, klausen, and rechen , to aid in this feet higlı, and are then transported down the opposite

object. side in the usual manner .

The riesen arethe slides or trouglis, such as the often

described slide of Alpnach, in which the trunks of trees Goats' Milk in Spain . — We drank little wine and abundance

are made to descendwith great swiftness to a river or of goats' milk -- that is not only the best in the world, but supe
Jake. The slides are generally formed of fir -trees rior to any other milk I ever tasted : I am not aware of the cause

strippedof theirbranches and bark, and laid sideby of its superiority, uuless it be the plants on whichthey browse

side so as to form a hollow channel five or six feet at this season . We consumed large quantities of it, generally

across and three or four in depth. These channels commencing and ending the day by emptying capacious bowls,

sometimes extend a length of many miles, arranged so as and the people were often surprised at the number of quartillos

to maintain agradualdescent, sometimes curving round quiteimperceptible digestion. At Pedroso, owing to the regu
or pints that were ordered : it is sweet, and so light as to be of

the shouldersof mountains, sometimes carried in tunnels lations above mentioned , it was obliged to be brought froni some

through projecting rocks, and at other times conducted distance ; the goats being driven down for the purpose of supply

over ravines and depressions on the tops of tall stems, ing our wants, but of course not allowed to quit the road or

until they terminate on the borders of some stream browse on the land. Captain Widdrington's Spain and Spa

capable of floating the wood. Many of the forests are niards in 1843.

traversed by these troughs in various directions. The

woodmen fell the trecs, trim off the branches, and,
Eating with the Fingers. - We have even gone so far as to

when the slides are slippery after rain or snow ,launch adopt their manner of eating ; and here I must digress to beg

them down the slides. Although the inclination isnot and then you may confess that itis not so unpleasant asyou“ How very disgusting ! " but read how we do it,

great to the eye,perhaps notmore than one in twenty, I thought. The dishes are prepared in a very delicate manner ;

yet the trunks acquire a fearful velocity by the descent, for instance, small cucumbers and other vegetables of a similar

sometimes as great as a mile a minute. kind are scooped out and stuffed with minced meat and rice ;

The wood.cutters set out early in spring, in gangs, minced meat is wrapped in vine-leaves, and so dexterously

and employ the summer and autumn in felling the cooked, that each leaf with its contents continues compact, and

trees, living meanwhile in temporary huts. The felled is easily taken in the fingers. Fried meat in cakes, and thesame

trees aresorted into stems suited for ship -building and in form of sausages, are equally convenient; and all I have

into wood fit for fuel; the former aremerely lopped ; the mentioned, and a hundred others ( for there is great variety in

latter are cut into logs, split and dried ; and the whole their cookery), may be taken almostas delicately as a slice of

are built up in vaststacks. When the weather bas cake. For soups, rice prepared in the Eastern mauver,and stews,

fairly set in and the snow has fallen deep, the wood
we use spoons ; and so do the Turks.-- Mrs. Poole's English

cutters arm their shoes with pointed spikes, and convey
woman in Egypt.

the logs to the margin of the trough by means of oxen. The Chameleon.- We have heard of the chameleon's food be

The snow is partially removed from the trough, and ing the air ; it lives, however, on more substantial diet; but this

wateris poured down, which, by its freezing, serves to story may have arisen from the following circumstance:-the

diminish the friction and to increase the rapidity of the lungs are exceedingly voluminous, and these the creature is able

descents. Sometimes the riese or slide terminates to fill with air, so as to puff itself up, and in this state it often

at a precipice overhanging a lake; and the logs then remains for hours without any movement of respiration being

precipitate themselves into the lake with irresistible perceptible; on exhausting the lungs of the air, the sides of the

force: it occasionally happens thatthe logs are caught body fall in, and the frame has a meagre appearance till the

andentangled before they reach the bottom of the pre- before. Certain continuations of these lungspenetratethe nu

cipice, and the woodman is lowered by a rope from the
merons cellules into which the abdominal cavity is regularly

brink of the precipice to detach the logs from their divided, while others penetrate under the skiri' between the

entanglement muscles, to which the former alheres only by lax membranes,

· When many logs have thus descended into a lake especially on the spine, down the centre of the under parts ,

or river, they would be scattered about in variousdirec- ) and on the limbs and tail.

3 G 2
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(Xanthian Marbles in the British Museum .]

'THE XANTHIAN MARBLES.
and desolate state . The little port -town of Macrystands

among the ruins of the ancient Telmessus, and there

The Xanthian Marbles, now deposited in the British are a few houses on the site of Tlos ; but with these

Museum , have been brought from the ruins of the and two or three other exceptions, only a few huts of

ancient city of Xanthus, in Lycia. Mr. Fellows dis- peasants are scattered here and there around, but not

covered the ruins in 1838, when travelling in Asia among, the ruins of the ancient cities, and elsewhere

Minor. He has since been three times to the country, over the country . Lions, leopards, bears, wolves, wild

his last expedition having been made under the au- boars of enormous size, and large serpents are abundant

spicesof the British government; and his last acquisi- inthewooded districts. In the neighbourhood of the

tions have been landed, since his return , in 120 cases. ruins of Sidyma, for instance, where there are only

Someof the sculptured marbles obtained by Mr. Fel- three or four huts, the country is full of wild animals

lows have been since 1842 in the EgyptianSaloon of of the fiercest kind. In some districts, the peasant

the British Museum , and several others have been carries his gun always slung over his shoulder, even

recently placed in the adjoining Phigalian Room. within the limits of his own cultivated fields ; and the

The rest remain in the vaults and lumber-rooms of cottages throughout the whole country are protected

the Museum till a largeapartment, where it is in- from the wild animals by powerful and fierce dogs.

tended to arrange them all together, shall be ready to The earliest notices which we have of the Lycians

receive them . are those of Homer and Herodotus. They were a war

Lycia is a country peculiarly interesting, as well likepeople, especially famed for their skiú in throwing

from the associations, poetical and historical, connected the javelin and the use of the bow . The readers of

with it, as from the contrast between its former pros Homer are familiar with the name of Pandarus, who

perouscondition and its present state of desolation. In distinguished himself at Troy in the use of both these

ancient times it was crowded with cities, heaps of the instruments of war, and withthe exploits of Sarpedon

ruins of which have been discovered, consisting of and his friend Glaucus, who appear in the “ Iliad ' as

columns, pediments, friezes, and other remains of archi- the allies of the Trojans. The poet informs us that

tecture and sculpture, together with vast numbers of “ Sarpedon and blameless Glaucus led the Lycians, far

tombs, many of which are ornamented with beautiful away from Lycia and the gulfy Xanthus." Hero

sculptures. In Pliny's timethere were thirty - six cities dotus mentions that the city of Xanthus, which stood

in Lycia, and there had been twice asmany. The ruins on the bank of the river, was originally peopled

of twenty -four cities have been discovered in recent | from Crete, and the traditional record is, that the

times, thirteen byMr. Fellows, and eleven previously. colony was settled there under Sarpedon ; that Sarpe

The whole of Lycia, once so populous, so full of don was joined by Lycus, an exile from Athens, who

cities, and so highly cultivated, is now in the most wild afterwards became king of the country ; and that from
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cliff, appa

Lycus the country was called Lycia. Cræsus, king of | meansof which considerable progress has already been

Lydia, conquered the whole of Asia Minor except made in the investigation of this ancient language.

Lycia and Cilicia , but was himself defeated by Cyrus, The city ofXanthus was situated on the top and sides

king of Persia, about 550 B.C. Lycia was subdued by of a precipitous hill, on the east bank of the river Xan

Harpagus, Cyrus's general, about the same time. Most thus, about five miles from the place where it Auws

of the cities of Lycia yielded to Harpaguswith little into the Mediterranean . The river has its source in a

opposition , but Herodotus (i . 176) gives the following lofty and snow -capped range of mountains, forining a

account of the resistance of the Xanthians : - " When wall of partition between the north of Lycia and the

Harpagus led his army into the Xanthian plain, the elevated table-lands of Phrygia, which are not much

Lycians, though few opposed to many, advanced to lower than the summits of this mountain -range. The

meet their enemies, and fought them with determined Xanthus is a wild and powerful stream , and in the lower

valour. Being overpowered , and compelled to retreat part of its course has a volume of water greater than

into the city, they collected together within the Acro- the Thames at Richmond, rushing forward at the rate

polis their women , children, domestics, and valuable of about five miles an hour. The colour of the water

effects, and burnt the whole in the Acropolis. At the still corresponds with the name, which in Greek sig

same time they bound theniselves by dreadful oaths nifies “ yellow ;" and the turbulence of the river near

never to yield ; then, sallying out, they attacked the the mouth, where the navigation is not without risk ,

enemy,and fought till every Xanthian was killed . The still proves the propriety of the epithet " gulfy” ap

present Xanthians are alí foreigners except eighty plied to it by Homer.

families, who happened to be absent at the time, and The city of Xanthus certainly contains some of the

thus escaped.” After this period Greek colonies seem to most ancient remains of architecture and sculpture in

have settled all over the country, which, however, conti- Asia Minor. Cyclopæan walls of the finest kind,

nued subject to the Persianstill it was conquered by the blended with later Greek work, still exist, and well

Seleucidæ, under thegovernmentofwhom it remained squared stones are scattered about in all directions.

till the overthrow of Antiochus Asiaticus by the Ro- There are several gateways with their paved roads.

mans in the year 65 B.C. The country was then trans- | The temples appear to liave been very numerous, and

ferred to the Rhodians, but their freedom was shortly situated as theywere along the brow of the cliff, must

afterwards granted to the Lycians, and they were have combined with the natural advantages of the site

allowed to preserve their own constitution and law's . to form one of the most beautiful of cities . Columns,

Byzantine and Christian masters succeeded, till Lycia pediments, and friezes, in abundance, still remain,

fell into the hands of the Turks, under whose despotic some standing, most of them fallen, many built into

domination her cities have become heaps of ruins, and ancient wa and heaps tumbled down

the fruitful land has been converted into a wilderness. rently overthrown by an earthquake. The Acropolis,

In the mythological history of Lycia are included the or town on the top of the hill , evidently formed the

fables of Bellerophon and the carrying away of the city of the earliest inhabitants . The inscriptions and

daughters of Pandarus by the Harpies. Bellerophon, sculptures in this upper part of the city are all Lycian,

mounted on thewinged horse Pegasus, slew the monster and some of themperhaps as old as six or seven cen

Chimæra, which is described by Hesiod as “ breathing turies before the Christian era . The additions made to

pernicious fire, terrible,huge, świft-footed, and strong, the city by the Greeks are lower down, and in this

with three heads, one ofa lion, another of a goat, and lower part the inscriptions and sculptures are mostly

another of a serpent.” In Mr. Fellows’s ‘ Discoveries Greek. The tombs extend over miles of country to

in Lycia' is represented a figure of the Chimæra from the south-east and west of the city, and are numerous

a very ancient terra -cotta : the whole body, as well as on the opposite side of the river.

the head , is that of a lion , the head and shoulders A great number of the sculptures which have been

of a goat rise from the back of the lion , and his tail is brought to this country have been taken from the

a serpent, with a serpent's head at the end . A sculp- tombs, which are sometimes cut in the rock, as caves,

ture of Bellerophon and the Chimæra is among with an ornamented door of stone,-and sometimes

Mr. Fellows's last acquisitions, but it has not yet been formed by cutting away the rock , and leaving the tomb

exhibited to the public . Hesiod goes on to inform us standing as an independent structure, resembling a

that Chimæra brought forth the Sphinx . Bellerophon , small Greek temple with a ridge ornamented with

Pegasus, and the Sphinx are frequent subjects on the sculpture extending along the top of the roof. Two

Lycian sculptures and coins. The Græco -Lycian coins large tombs have been found, each of which consisted

have the head and emblems of Apollo , whose worship of a lofty square pillar ; they had a square sarcophagus

in later times became general throughout the country at the top, the sides of which were ornamented with

The story of the daughters of Pandarus is thus told sculpture, and the top covered by a square stone lid
by Penelope in the 20th book of the ' Odyssey : projecting far over. One of these two tombs has been

6. The gods had taken away their parents, and they were left
called the Harpy Tomb and the other the Lion Tomb,

orphansin the palace; but they werenourishedby Aphrodite pillar of the Harpy Tomb was seventeen feet high.

from the sculptures on them . The square shaft or

with curds and sweet honey and delicious wine.

Hera bestowed on them , above all other women , Two other large tombs, of a form somewhat different,

beauty and prudence; chaste Artemis perfected their stature, have been called the Chimæra Tomband the Winged

and Athena taught them to execute admirable works : Chariot Tomb ; these two last were lofty square pedes

but whilst Aphrodite was absent at great Olympus, tals of three stories, with a vaulted cover, the gable-end,

soliciting for the virgins the consummation of the marriage- as it may be called , resembling a Gothic arch.

chamber The Xanthian marbles in the Egyptian Saloon of the

from thunder -enjoying Zeus(who well knows all things,
Museum are arranged on two temporary structures.

and the good and evil destinies of mortal men ),
One of these is a square erection of wood in the centre

then theHarpies seized and bore away the virgins,
of the room , the upper part containing the sculptures

and gave them to the odious Fates as a propitiation ."
of the Harpy Tomb, and the lower part portions of

The Lycian language was different from the Greek, unconnected sculptures. The other structure is a low

and had different alphabetic characters. Numerous square enclosure of wood to therighton entering the

inscriptions have been found ; many of them have been room , on three exterior sides of which are arranged

copied, and others have been brought away. Someof three sets of small sculptures about a foot high.

the inscriptions are duplicate, in Lycian and Greek, by. There is little doubt that the sculptures of the IIarpy
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Tomb are representations ofthe story of the daughters | with dramatic distinctness, and the combatants are re

of Pandarus, though parts ofthem have not yet been presented with great force and animation. Both these

explained; as for instance the two male figures between friezes are defective in the details and execution, but

the two harpies who are Aying outwards with their admirable in invention and expression . In this room
prey , as represented in our engraving. A warrior, there are also some smaller sculptures about a foot

standing, is receiving a helmet from an aged man with high ; one series,of excellent workmanship, exhibits a

a pointed beard ,who is seated on a chair, beneath sacrifice: there are the altar, the priest, the sacrificer,

which is that very undignified animal a pig . On the the oxen to be sacrificed, and a variety of persons

compartment opposite to this first one, where there are bringing lambs, kids, and other animals, in their hands,

two similar harpies flying away with two females, slung to a stick over the shoulder, and in other ways,

Aphrodite (Venus), distinguished by the dove which together with other figures bringing baskets of fruit.

she holds by the wings, is apparently making her soli- Another small sculpture represents a feast, with the

citation to Zeus ( Jove), according to the story in the figures recumbent in the manner customary among the

' Odyssey.' On a third compartment are two females, Greeks and Romans.

seated, one of whom seems to be Hera (Juno), from the All these sculptures are, we believe, from the ruins

peculiar form of her chair, and from the cow and calf of the city of Xanthus, but it is stated that a few others

near her, emblematic of the fable of Io ; and the other have been brought as specimens from the ruins of

has been conjectured to be Aphrodite, the three females some of the other cities of Lycia.

standing before her being supposed to be her three

attendants the Graces, who in carly sculpture are THE PREPARED PEAT-FUEL OF IRELAND.
represented as draped. The hair of Aphrodite is very

elaborately dressed, as well as that ofHera, while that That bog -earth, or turf,or peat ( for these names are

of the three standing figures hangs down the back in applied with very little discrimination to the samesub

long plaits similar to the manner in which it is still stance) is used extensively in Ireland as fuel, is pretty

frequently worn in Egypt. A fourth compartment well known; but the mode in which the preparation of

contains an aged man, seated , and a small female the peat for sale is carried on, and the distinct occupa

figure offering a cock to him . The other figure in this tions which arise out of it, are not quite so well known

compartmenthasbeen supposed to be Artemis ( Diana), in this country. In our No. 610 an illustrated sketch

froin what appears to be a hound near her, but which was given of a peat-gatherer, a poor woman who sup

cannot be distinctly made out. Athena (Minerva) has pliedher own hut with winter fuel from a peat -moss

not been recognised among the figures. The harpies which happened to be near. But in a more extensive

are represented with the face , the carefully arranged scale there is something like division of labour ; and

hair, the full bosom , and the arms of a female, but the peat-dealers estimate at money-value their relative

with large wings, and the body terminating in the services in bringing it tomarket.

talons and tail of a bird of prey. The females with The peat is furnished by those large patches of un

whom the harpies are flying away appear, from their cultivated ground called the Irish bogs ; many of which

comparative smallness, like children rather than the have distinctive names, while others are unnamed.

full-grown and accomplished daughters of King Pan- The Bog of Allen , one of the most considerable, ex

darus; but it will be observed that their hair is tends pretty nearly all the way from Dublin to the

too long for children . Probably the artist meant Shannon . It is a flat district whose surface -soil is

to represent the celestial beings and the harpies as formed of that decayed vegetable matter which consti

much larger than mortals, and this, as we have ob- tutes peat. The two principal towns of King's County,

served in other instances, produces the effect of making Philipstown and Tullamore, are situated on this bog;

the larger figures appear of the ordinary size and the and their position is so dreary, monotonous, and unin

smaller look like children . The sculpturesof the Harpy viting, as to have given rise to the following uncom

Tomb are evidently extremely ancient. The attitudes plimentary address:

are stiff, the drapery formal, and thework altogether “ Great Bog of Allen, swallow down

indicative of avery early state of sculptural art. That odious heap called Philipstown ;

Of the small sculptures in the Egyptian Saloon And, if thy maw can swallow more,

arranged on three sides of the squarewooden enclosure, Pray take-and welcome -- Tullamore."

the one which faces the sculptures of the Harpy Toinb A canal runs through this bog, and on its banks may

represents a bear-hunt and a boar -hunt. Most of the be seen stacks of peat, and the huts or hovels of the

figures are on horseback, galloping,with their mantles peat-gatherers. These men rent from two to five acres

flying in the wind. This small work is full of anima- of peat-land each, and subsist by cutting the peat

tion ; the attitudes and action of the horses are varied and bringing it to market. The bog of Allen önce

and spirited, the positions of the riders natural,and the contained a million acres of peat-land ; but by the

whole of the figures are well- formed and finished. It cutting of two canals through it, by a process of arti

is much worn ,but still very beautiful . The sculptures ficial draining, and by the clearance effected by the peat

on the two other sides of this enclosure are apparently gatherers, the quantity has been reduced to less than

of earlier and inferior work. One represents a peace- one-third of this amount. Much good arable land has

ful scene, which is in some respects very rudely de- been thus obtained ; and the process of reclamation

signed and executed ; the other, a battle, very spirited, is still going on .

and of better work than the last. There are thus two objects in view with respect to

The Xanthian sculptures which have been recently the cutting of peat in Ireland': the supply of fuel as
placed in the Phigalian Room are of various sizes. a substitute for coal ; and the preparation of land for

One set of slabs, about three feet high, represents a agricultural purposes . The arrangements for the first

battle, in which some of the coinbatants are on horse- object are stated by Mr. Hall to be nearly as follow :

back and some on foot, some in Persian costume and some The turf fuel is brought to a fit state by the six dis

in Grecian. Another frieze, about two feet high, re- tinct processes of cutting, spreading,footing, rickling,

presents the siege of a walled town . In one part, the clamping, and drawing home. The first operation,

inhabitants, chicfly within the walls, but some making or cutting, requires four men, provided with two turf

a sortie , are repelling the invaders with stones. In barrows. The chief or strongest man is selected to

another part, soldiers are mounting the walls by a use the slane or turf-spade. This slane is narrower

ladder, under cover of their shields. The story is told | than a common spade, and has a ledge at right angles

1
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to one side. Theman next in strength manages the deemed well to commence the cutting in March, because

turf-barrows, of which one is being filled while the all the processes noticed above can only be effected in

other is being wheeled away for emptying ; so that as the times mentioned if the weather be fine ; but there

fast as the cutter slices up the turf from the surface of is so much rain in Ireland, that the drying of the turf

the ground, and fills the barrow, the second man con- is in practice very much slower, and if not cominenced

veys away the store. The third man goes before the turf- earlyin the year, cannot be properly completed before

cutter, levelling and preparing the ground ; while the winter. When conducted on this tolerably complete

fourth man lifts the pieces of turf, two at a time, as system, the supply of turf costs about as follows: Four

they are sliced off by the cutter, and places them in the men one day each, in cutting a dark of turf, 48.; one

barrow . The men thus employed are paid at the rate woman spreading a dark, 2d. ; one woman footing, 6d .;

of about a shilling a day each, by those who make one woman rickling, 4d. ; one man clamping ls. 3d.

peat-gathering a regular occupation. The quantity making about 68. 3d. in the whole. The costof bring

cut and wheeled out by these four in one day is gene- ing homedepends on the distance, beingas low asfive

rally termed a dark ; but it is not a definite quantity, shillings for half a mile, and asmuch as forty shillings

for its amount depends a good deal on the strength and for four miles. It will thus be seen that the turf be

skill of the men . Still , when a cottager speaks of his comes rather an expensive kind of fuel if it has to be

turf fuel, he estimates it at so many darks ; and a carried to any great distance from where it is cut.

year's supply for a cottage with one fire varies from When the surface peat has been removed from a bog

two to four darks. An average dark contains about by these means, there is a softer and inferior kind be

sixty cubic yards of peat ; being about sixty yards long, neath, which is afterwards brought to a fit state for fuel

one yard in width , and in three tiers of thickness about by other means. It is less fibrous than the surface

a foot each. It is cut into small pieces, which , when túrf, containing earth and dissolved vegetable matter,

wheeled away, are emptied out into the " spread -field ," and so deficient in cohesiveness that it would crumble

where it is left untouched for a few days. if worked bythe spade. Theinode of procuring and

A number ofwomen and children then “ spread ” or working it, therefore, is as follows:-After a sufficient

scatter the turf from the small barrow-heaps, so as to quantity has been raised from the bog and carried to

cover the whole surface of the spread- field. One woman the dry margin , it is worked by the naked feet of men

can spread about three darks in a day ; and the turf is and women, who knead it into a kind of dough. It is

allowed to remain in this state anotherweek . At the end then moulded into shape, like loaves for theoven, by

of this interval the process of " footing ” is commenced. the hands of other men and women , and spread out on

Thisconsists in collecting the turf into parcels of about theground. When these have drained alittle, several

sis each , placing them on end in a circle,and supporting of them are placed together, and re -footed or kneaded ;

them against each other by making them meet in aand by this means it is brought at length to such a

point at the top. This is done by women and children, state of solidity as to be formed into sqnare pieces,

one of whom can “foot ” a dark in a day. After re clamped " up intoleaps to dry. These turfs are car

inaining in these little heaps about ten days, the turf ried to market in a large basket of wicker-work, called

goes through the process of “ rickling ”. This consists a " kish :” they are black, give out much ashes, and

in piling the turfs one on another on their sides, into a areinferior to those procured by theshave ,

group called a rickle ; this is also the work of women Where the system of turf-cutting is thus conducted

old children , two of whom can rickle three darks in a by many persons working together, the bog is not

day. After remaining in this state about a fortnight, regarded as a common land in which every person may

the turf is exposed to the next or fifth process, that of help himself ; it is let out on certain terms, in small

" clamping:" The clamps are small stacks about twelve patches, to persons who get a profit for their labour

feet long, six feet high, and four feet wide ; and the beyond the rental. Every renter used to cut out where

process of clamping consists in forming these stacks he pleased, and in consequence the surface in some

froin the rickles. These are placed on themost conve- parts became full of holes, which, when filled with

nient spots for the carts to approach. A man can rain -water, were sources of much inconvenience. The

clamp a dark and a half in a day, or sometimes the proprietors are, however, now acting on a better plan ;

turf is carted home from the rickles, without being they usually have a steward to mark out each person's

clamped at all . portion or bank ;" and these stewardstake care to have

Lastly comes the “ drawing home.” The carts usually ile peat cut continuously and uniformly,

go to the field in fine dry weather, and bring awaythe Scotland has its peat-mosses, as well as Ireland its

turſ; but sometimes, through indolence or inattention, bogs, both being of analogous origin , and both appli

this is deferred until the fine weather is past and the cable as fue ). The Scotch however have brought in

bogs have become inaccessible to carts ; and the men ventive ingenuity to bear on the subject, in a manner

arc in such case obliged to carry thic turf home in ricks apparently almost unknown yet in Ireland. If the

on their backs through the winter, thereby enormously moisture could be expelled from the peat in a shorter

increasing the cost of transport. time, it could be more promptly brought to market ;

When the turf has been " drawn home,” it is usually and this is done in Scotland by using a compressing

built in a large stack exposed to the weather, either machine, in lieu ofthebare feet and the fielddryingof

thatched over or covered with a shed, if the owner be the Irish system. In the Transactions of the Highland

prudent. One end of the stack is presented towards Society, some years ago, a paper was published from

the prevailing wind at thespot ; and is built up in Mr. Slight, in which hemakes the following remarks

" Jeets" ordetachedportions,insucha manner that a in reference to Scotland, which, with a few modifica

fortnight's or a month's supply canbe obtained from tions, would be applicable to Ireland also :- “ The intro

the sheltered end of the stack atonetime, leaving always duction of a simple and efficient machinewould appear

a square face to the stack . The outside or weather to be of great benefit to the inhabitants of the peatdis

turf is made slightly inclined , and the whole stack so tricts, and should the plan be objected to as expensive

built up as to be preserved as much as possible from beyond the means of the poorer class, it may be an

the wei throughout the winter, while at the same time swered that there is no necessity for each family or

it is exposed to the action of the air ; the winter's con- householder to possess onc. Let the proprietor or

sumption greatly depends on the careful management tacksman furnish one or more for the use of his tenants

of the stack .
or cottars, who might again pay a small equivalent for

In order to obtain a timely supply of turf, it is the use of the machine. As the cottars of one farm in one
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. hamlet usually digtheir peats in the same field, a suf- | are a few houses with escutcheons over the doors, to which are at

ficient number could join together to work it to advan- tached small inayorazgos, or independent properties ; but they are

tage.” Mr. Tod constructed a machinehaving thisobject little distinguished from those of their neighbours, and there ap

in view . It was considered that such a machine ought pears to be nearly the sort of equality among them so often found

to be so simple thatthe rudestmechanic could makeit in such places inSpain. There are no shops, and scarc lyany

and keep it in repair, so portable as tobeeasilymoved commerce, thewhole business ofthe people being with the cul

vation of the land. There are three large estates belonging to

about from one part of a field to another, and to be the town, in which every inhabitant has a share ; two of which

cheap in construction and expeditious in action. Mr. are in cultivation, and ibe other in monte or woodland, to sup

Tod's machine consisted of a stage on which an oblong ply fuel and pasture . The custom isonce a year to divide or portua

box could be placed, and a lever which pressed down out the arable land, and lots are then drawn for each parcel; a

on this box with great power. The box was filled with single one being allotted to each man whohas not a yoke of oxen, a

moist peat, and a solid block or cover was pressed down double one to those provided with it. Tliese lands, in fact, form

upon it with a force so sudden and great as to squeeze the basis of their existence and afford a fair sample of one of the

out the water, and leave the peat as an oblong solid most curious and little noticed parts of Spanish economy. It is

mass. Provided with two of these boxes, the process perfectly evident that in this system the lands must be badly

went on with great rapidity ; one man digging out the has a further interest than to make allhecan during his occupa
cultivated : as they are of necessity changed every year, no one

peat, another lifting itand bringing it to the machine; tion ,
and to do as little aspossible in the way of improvement.

iwo were emptying, filling, and placing the boxes, and I suggested whether the allowing each man to retain his portion

one man working the lever of the compressing-ma- would not be a better plan than this annual change, by which the

chine . The peats when taken from the machine good cultivator is made to su fier by the mismanagement or sel.

were built up like small stacks of bricks, but so open fishness of his predecessor . This they instantly admitted woulul

as to admit a free circulation of air ; and the stacks te the better system ; but it cannot be adopted without some

put up in this way became perfectly dry before being legislative enactment, and then there would be great practical

moved. difficulty in carrying it iuto eliect. The abuses jll the manage .

More recently Lord Willoughby has invented several ment of these town-lanıls are among the oldest, most inreterale,

peat-compressing machines, for the benefit of the most extended, and most incurable in the whole economy in

poorer districts of Scotland. Many of these are very knownotthatany account exists, is held by this sort of tenure.

Spain . An immense portion of land, of the extent of which I

ingenious and effective; butin the primitive stateof It is onecause both of the poverty and of the independence and

things presented in Ireland it would seem thata more dignity so strikingin thedemeanour of the Spanish peasant.By

simple, cheap, and rude machine would in the first bis share in the common lands he is a proprietor, and dearly

instance be more immediately serviceable. above absolute want, being in the situation of a small freeholder.

When it is stated that beds of coal exist in Ireland, By being on an equality with liis neighbours at the distribution

it might seem strange that this less perfect kind of fuel and other arrangements, which are made in full assembly by the

should be so much used , while in England coal is Alcaldes and other authorities of the place, and with the right

almost everywhere the customary fuel. But it is a of checking and controlling or opposing any plan which is a de

question mainly of comparative expense. Although parture from ancient usage, or which does not meet with bis

there are coal-beds in Ireland, yet the coal is generally approbation ,he has manyof the advantages of freedom , prescrip
not of good quality ; and even within a few miles of tively and quite abstracted from any political or constitutional

some of the pits English coalis said to be actually and there is little doubt chiefly from the Visigothic customs,
right . This system is drawn from the most remote antiquits,

cheaper than the Irish, arisingfrom the imperfect and whence many of the traditional liberties of Spain are derived.

unprofitable way in wbich the Irish pits are often ma
naged and the great expense of land-carriage. These Captain Widdrington's Spain and Spaniardsin1913.

sources of inferioritymay be surmounted ; butifthe

coal continues to be of worse quality than that of Eng Hot Winds of New South Wales.-- I found the climate of

land, it willprobably be kept almost in disuse by the Bathurst still less pleasant than that of Sydney, as in the latter

use of English coals in the better houses and of turf place, however oppressive be the heat, the mid-day sea-breeze

in the humbler. inoderates it in some degree ; but the plains of Bathurst, although

With reference to the use of turf in Ireland, Mr. considerably elevated, being shut in on all sides by lofty ranges

Hall remarks :—"Some have objected to the cutting of of mountains ,must endure without any relief their own uren

turf as being wasteful to the surface; others object to tenfold by a “ hot wind, whenit seems as if a fiery blast from
likeatmosphere, the temperature of which is frequently increased

the cultivation of bogs as diminishing the supply of

fuel. All such objections appear to be alike frivolous. house through every opening with the force of a hurricane. My
a huge furnace pervaded all space around , rushing into the

The surface is unquestionably improved for cultivation English babit of flinging wide open all doors and windowsin warm

by cutting away the surplus bog, as it may be wanted weather, 1 here found ( as a matter of course, so near the Anti

for fuel, providedit be not stripped quite bare, but that poles) a most imprudent course to pursue; as the ouly chance

a sufficient quantity be left to make a good mixture of preserving a moderately-endurable existence during the co

with the subsoil ; and, on the other hand, the supply of tinuance of the sirocco is, immediately on its approach to skut

peat-fuel left for future generations does not receive every door and window, and with closely -drawu Blinds to awaii ,

any additional security by retaining the vast tracts, as patiently and movelessly as half-suffocated mortals may be

from which that fuel is hereafter to becut, unproduc- expected to do, the abatementof the terrible visitation. With

tive in the mean time. The peatwould be as safeand us, however, a few hours of faintness, thirst, and misery gene

much more easy of access, if it was properly drained, blow almost without intermission for sereral days); but the
rally comprise the whole evil ( though sometimes the bot winds

intersected with roads, and made to bear copious crops luckless fields and gardens escape not so easily. Every green

on its surface, than it is at present, saturated with thing looks as if a salamander had been held over it, either

water and covered with heather."
drooping and dying, or dried up like half-burnt paper. I have

seen large tracts of cultivated land , covered with luxuriant green

o Spanish Town.—Logrosan is an ill-built and dirty place : shrivelled , absolutely blackened by theheat, and fit for nothing
crops of wheat, barley , or oats, just going into ear, scorched,

the streets are narrow and inconvenient, the masses of slate on

which it stands protruding, and making the passage through atious, is the destruction caused in gardens, where the most deli
but to cut as bad litter. Less important, though extremely vex

narrow and ill-kept streets excessively incommodious; and when

they are flooded by the descent of the water from the higher burning breathof this fervid air -king .--Mrs. Meredith's Notes
cate and beautiful flowers are ever the first to wither under the

groundssome of them are nearly impassable . The population and Sketches of New South Wales.

is about 4000 ; and it is a perfectspecimen of that class of towns

called labradores, or farmers and agricultural labourers. There
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A DAY AT AN ELECTRO - PLATE FACTORY.

( Silver -Deposit Room : Messrs. Elkington's, Birmingham .]

THERE are from timeto time novelties introduced into acid character, and into this liquid are immersed sheets

manufactures, so startling , that it is difficult at first to of metal, generally copper and zinc. The precise ar

regard them in the sober light of industrial processes ; rangement adopted has undergone gradual changes,

since they seem to belong rather to the marvellous and is made dependent on the purpose in view , but the

than to the real . Who would have thought, for in- principle involved is very simple, and may be thus ex

stance, of a silver vase or candelabrum , or any other pressed :-Water consists of oxygen and hydrogen, and

article of table -plate, being made through the agency if a metal ( such as zinc) which has a great affinity for

of electricity ? It seems but a short time ago when all oxygen is immersed in the water, there is a tendency

the phraseology relating to galvanic batteries, conduct- to decomposition, the oxygen combining with the zinc

ing Auids, positive and negative poles, chemical de to form oxide of zinc, andthe hydrogen being libe

composition, & c. belonged exclusively to the lecture- rated. But in order that this tendency may develop

room and scientific treatises; but now such terms form itself, it is necessary to place in the sameliquid a piece

part and parcel of manufacturing processes, and elec- of some other metal (such as copper) which has a less

tricity has become one of the working tools of pro- affinity for oxygen than zinc has, and to connect the

ductive industry . copper with the zinc by a piece of wire. Other ar

Those who have paid a little attention to the recent rangements are necessary for getting rid of the oxide

progress of manufactures will perceive that we are of zinc as fast as it is formed ; butthepoint of import

alluding to the new art of Electro-metullurgy, or Electro ance is, that so long as the decomposition of the water

gilding and silvering ; but it is by no means generally and the oxidation of the zinc aregoing on, there is a

known wherein the principle of this new art consists. current of electricity passing silently and invisibly

To give such brief details as will convey this general through the whole arrangement in a continuous cir

knowledge is the object of the present paper ; and, if cuit.

we mistake not, the example which this process affords Now it happened that in a particular form of battery

of the application of a scientific principle to practical devised byProfessor Daniell, asolution of sulpliate of

purposeswill beregarded as equally beautiful and in- copper was one of the liquids through which this elec

teresting. trical current passed in its progress; and the effect of

Without diving into the abstrusities of electrical the current was to decompose the sulphate, separate

science, it will be well to show how the idea arose of the copper from tl.e sulphuric acid with which it was

applying this agency to manufactures in metal . A combined, and deposit it in a very fine metallic state

galvanic battery isa vesselconsisting of several cells upon theinner surface of the vesselwhichcontained

or compartments containing a liquid, generally of an | the liquid . It was afterwards observed , that on remov .

No. 807.
VOL . XIII .-- 3 H
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ing such a film of copper from the vessel, it presents terials, the golden surface is produced by laying on thin

an exact countertype of the surface of the vessel, sheets or leaves of gold , which are made to adhere by

every minute line or spot being faithfully copied. means of a glutinous gold size, and which are after

This was at the time regarded merely as a curious wards brought to a finished appearance by processes

scientific fact; but it afterwards occurred to Mr. which are purely mechanical, and involve no chemical

Spencer of Liverpool, Mr. Jordan of London, and Pro- niceties. When, however, metals are to be coated

fessor Jacobi of St. Petersburg (independently ofone with gold (or silver), a different range of processes is

another ), that copies ofmedals and of engravings might necessary, and many different means have been adopted .

be made by these means ; and thus arose an art which At one time polished iron , steel , and copper were gilt

obtained the names of galvano-plastics,electrotype, and in France by the following means:—the metal was

yoltatype. The simultaneous progress of three persons heated to a certain temperature, and on it was laid a

towards the same result, in mutual ignorance of each leaf of gold of a particular thickness ; this was bur

other's proceedings, is something remarkable. Pro- nished down, then heated , then another applied, then

fessor Jacobis investigations becameknown in England burnished and heated , and so on till several thicknesses

about April, 1839; but Mr.Jordan , in the Mechanics were applied , after which it was burnished cold .

Magazine'for May of the same year, and Mr. Spencer, Water- gilding' or 'wash -gilding ' is a mode of ap

in the • Athenæui ' and other journals, a few months plying a surface of gold to metallic articles by coating

afterwards, showed that they had each been prosecut the article with a thin layer of gold amalgam (mercury

ing such experiments before Jacobi's labours were and gold ), dissipating the mercury by heat, and bur

made known . nishing and otherwise finishing the golden surface

By these steps, then , the broad fact became esta- which remains.

blished that if a galvanic current passes through a A mode of gilding was patented by Messrs. Elking

liquid containing sulphate of copper, the copper will be ton in 1836, which consists in the use of a solution of

come precipitated on any surface fitted for its reception , gold,in which the articles are immersed. The copper

and will present an exact counterpart of that surface. or other metallic articles to be gilt are , after being

But the fact was not likely to remain long in that state : well cleansed, immersed in a boiling-hot liquid con

questions would arise whether other metallic solutions sisting of a solution of nitro-muriate of gold mixed

besides sulphate of copper could be employed,whether with a solution of bi-carbonate of potash . This adhesion

other metals than copper could be deposited, and whe- of the gold to the inferior metal takes place by a sin

ther other applications of the principle could be made gular interchange, for a portion of the copper becomes

besides simply copying engravings and medals. Itwas dissolved by the action of the potash, and an equivalent

to these points especially that a patenttaken out by of gold is depositeduponthe copper article instead.

Messrs. Elkington , about four years ago, was directed'; We believe that this mode of gilding is now rather

and the result hasbeen the establishment of a branch extensively adopted in France.

of manufacture as surprisingperhaps as any thing ex By slight modifications of the processes, silver may

hibited at the present day. Not only copper, but silver be applied in the same way as gold, as a superficial

and gold, as well as the cheaper inetals, can now be coating to other metals ; and at various times, and in

precipitated in a metallic form from their solutions; various countries, both the one and the other metal

and not only can a superficial film of these metals be have been applied in the various states of amalgam , of

deposited, but a solid article of pure gold , silver, or leaf, of solution , of paste, and of powder.

copper can actually be inade by such means ! A wholly distinct kind of workis that which is

It would be taking us into 100 wide a field to trace termed plating,in which a plate of silver is united to a

the steps, and mention the persons, whereby various plate of copper by mechanical means, the former being

advances have been made in the theory or the practice greatly thinner than the latter, and being intended

of electro-working ; but it will suffice, in conformity for the outer surface of the article to be made. The

with the object of our “factory visits,” to describe the French mode of silvering by Jaying leaves of silver

present state of the art , as witnessed at a fine establish- on heated metal was so defective as to lead to the

ment belonging to Messrs Elkington , at Birmingham , method of plating, which is, we believe, an English

to which wehave been obligingly favoured with access. invention . An ingot of a mixed metal (copper and

This factory, situated in the northern part of Bir- brass) is first made about twenty inches long, three

mingham , comprises a large pile of buildings enclosing broad, and one and a half thick. One surface of this

a square central court. On making the tour of the ingot ( or both if it is to be double plated ) is cleaned,

various ranges of rooms, it becomes presently evident andon it is laid a sheet of silver about one-fortieth the

that there is something more going on than the mere thickness of the ingot ; the two are tied together with

managementof batteries and solutions; there ismodel wire, touched at the edgeswith a little borax to act as

Jing and casting, stamping and punching, chasing and a flux, and exposed to the heat of afurnace, by which

engraving, and a number of mechanical arts which the two metals are soldered firmly together. This

have nothing either chemical or electrical in their compound ingot is afterwards laminated in a rolling

general character. In point of fact there are almost mill to the form of thin shects; and the sheets so

as many mechanical processes carried on as if articles formed arebrought into ornamental forms by stamping,

of plate were manufactured by the old method; for, punching, hammering, and other mechanical processes,

although galvanic action deposits the costly metal in the copper foundation forming the substance of the

the required form , yet there must be a modelor founda- article, and the silver side forming the exterior sur

tion presenting this form ; and to prepare this face.

foundation requires the aid of a whole range of inge A great improvement on this manufacture was

nious inechanical processes. The nature of these made at Sheffield some years ago by the introduction

operations and the arrangements of the different de- of what were called solid silver edges.' The orna

partments, may best be noticed as we go on. mental edges of candlesticks and other articles ,when

Perhaps we may more clearly show the nature of the merely stamped from thin plated metal,had the double

new process by comparing it with the old ; and there- disadvantage of being weak, and of having the silver
fore we will endeavour to throw a hasty glance over surface soon rubbed away, leaving an unsightly copper

inost of themodes of producing articles which present surface exposed . The improvementconsists in the fol

a gold or silver exterior.
lowing arrangement: -- A sheet of silver is rolled to a

In all articles made of wood, plaster, or similar ma- | state of great thinness; not so thin as leaf silver, but still
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to a very attenuated state. This silver is stamped into metal an ornamental form by dics and stamps presenting

form by mcans of dies, swages, and other apparatus ; this countertype : while in other cases the contour is

and the hollow cavity behind is then filled up with a given by brazing, or working up sheets of metal into

soft whitish solder of lead and tin . These edges or various curved forms by means of the liammer. The

ornaments are then soldered on any article of plated decision as to which of ihese is employed in any par

warc ; and are at the same time stronger than the ticular case depends on a number of different circum

hollow edges before used , and less unsightly when the stances, such as the thickness of the metal required,

silver is partially worn off, presenting awhitish ground the general shape which it is to assume, and the

instead of one ofcopper. ' We shall shortly have to amount of ornamental device on its surface. It not

speak of a further improvement in the manufacture unfrequently happens that all three sets of processes

of these edges. are employed on one article, cach to someone parti

All the articles of manufacture yet alluded to are cular part ; and indeed many of the excellencies of

those which have only a superficial coating of gold or modern manufacture depend on this union of different

silver on a foundation of some cheaper metal. The modes of operation . We must describe these processes

real gold and silver plate, formed wholly of the noble in succession, before an adequate idea can be formed

metals, is, however, manufactured by mechanical of the complexity of the arrangements in the factory

mcans very similar to those employed 'in the plated under notice.

manufacture. The articles are cither cast in molten The metal bere spoken of, as the foundation for gilt

metal, or they are hammered and stamped from sheets, and silver articles, is an alloy which has been chosen

Brought afterwards to a highly finished state by chasing, for many useful properties possessed by it. It is a

engraving, and burnishing. mixture of copper, nickel , and zinc; hard in substance,

These, then, are some of the principal modes in infusible except at a high temperature, and white in

which gold and silver articles (or those presenting a colour. In past times, when a silver exterior covered

gold or silver surface) were made before the intro a foundation of copper, the abrasion or wear of the

duction of the electric process, and still are made silver laid bare the copper, and an unsightly appear

where this process is not employed. By following, ance was the consequence; but it has been one of the

now, the electro -metallurgic processes in their suc- objects in the modern improvement of the art to select

cessive order, we shall see how far they are combined some metal which, while possessing all other requisite

withany of the older processes, and how far they are qualities, should make a close approximation to silver

wholly distinct from them . in colour and appearance. The same proportion

The first department of the factory at Birmingham of ingredients is adopted : but in the case of castings,

which we may notice is the artistic, where the taste of fragments and pieces of metal are thrown into the

the artist devises those beautiful forms which are after- casting -pot to bemelted ; while in respect to stamped

wards to be wrought in metal . Whether an article of work, the ingots of mixed metal are sent to a rolling

plate to be manufactured be a candelabrum , a vase, a mill, to be rolled to the form of sheets, varying in

dish, or anything else ,a considerable share of its beauty thickness according to the object in view .

depends on its elegance of form and gracefulness of There are many interchanges of form between the

ornament;and the production of new designs becomes wax model and the white metal manufactured article.

consequently a pointof much importance. It has been in the first place, from the wax model is made a mould

pretty generally admitted , that in pasttimes our neigh- in lead, by enclosing the model in a sort of frame

bours the French havein most cascs excelled us in the or border (somewhat in the same way as for plaster of

arts of ornamentaldesign : but a rapid progress has Paris castings ), and pouring molten lead on it : this

been made in England of late years ; and there is now lead , when cold and removed from the model, consti

a School of Design atBirmingham , partly supported by tutes an exact mould of the article, and the wax model

the government, whose object is to improve the taste has then performed its prescribed part in the routine of

of workmen in all that relates to forms, patterns, de operations. From this lead mould a cast is taken in

vices, and ornaments. molten brass, by similar means; and it is easy to see

Next to the designer comes the modeller, who is that the brass cast is an exact copy of the original wax

also an artist in the proper meaning of the term ; for model. This cast is called technically the pattern ,'

he has to give in bold relief that which the designer and it is carefully examined to see that all the details

presents merely on a flat piece of paper ; and he ought of ornament are properly developed . Two or more

to possess an extensive knowledge of the forms of ob- pieces, separately cast up to this state, are often joined

jects, whether animals, plants, or lifeless things, in by a solder of copper and zinc ; and a chaser goes over

order to give truth and character to his models.The the whole pattern , to touch up the more delicate details

models to which we here allude are made of a flesh- with small cutting tools. When this pattern is once

coloured kind of wax, sufficiently firm to maintain its finished, the wax model and the lead inould are no

forin uninjured, and at the same time very easily longer wanted, the pattern becoming the source whence

modelled and cut. The tools employed are principally thousands of copies may be produced . Asthese brass

pieces of bone, horn, or hard wood,brought at one or patterns are both durable and rather costly, they are

both ends to the forms of points, angles, curves, and preserved so long as there is any probability of copics

edges of various kinds. With these small implements from them being required ; and it thus results that a

the modeller cuts andtrimsand workshislumpof constantlyaccumulatingstock of them is at hand. In

shapeless wax, till he brings it to the ornamental form the pattern - rooms of the factory the number and va..

which he may require. riety of these are altogether countless by a mere

When, by these preliminary operations, an exact visitor ; but they are, as may be expected, all orderly

copy or modelinwax of the article has been prepared, arranged and classed, so that the apparentchaos is no

the model is handed over to the workers in metal, by chaos to those immediately concerned.

whom the pattern is transformed to a wholly different We next transfer our attention to a room where

material. Here commences a new subdivision of la- workmen are engaged at troughs and trays containing

bour, according to the mode in which the form of the sand . Here is another intermediate stage of operation.

metallic article is to be produced . Sometimes the form The brass pattern was itself made from a mould of

is given by casting, or pouring melted metal into lead ; but it must also be the means of making a sand

moulds presenting a countertype to the article itself ; mould before the finalwhite -metal article can be pro

sometimes by stainping, or in parting to sheets of duced . Although the sand sccms to be rather a rough

3 H 2
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and common material, yet this operation is a very deli- | Each of the stamping-machines consists of a strong

cate one, and requires much tact and experience . The iron frame, having aniron mallet or hanrmer working

sand is of a peculiar kind , selected for the purpose, vertically . This hammer is worked by a rope passing

and is sifted and worked to a fine and smooth condition. over a wheel abore, and descending so as to be pulled

When a sufficient body of sand is ready, the brass pat- by a workman. The • force' is fixed, face downwards,

tern is used to produce an indentation in the sand, so to the lower surface of the descendinghammer ; while

exactly effected that the cavity of the sand shall the die, face uppermost, is placed on a fixed solid block

present in reverse every little detail of form and orna. which receives the blows of the hammer. The sliest

ment on the exterior of the pattern ; while a central of metal, when cut to the required outline, is placed

cure or plugging is at the same time applied so as to on the die ; and the workman, by forcibly pulling the

enable the metallic article to be made hollow ,for the rope, raises the hammer to a considerable height ; and

sake of lightness. It may well be imagined that the letting it suddenly fall, the hammer descends with

choice and preparation of the sand, to ensure a clear great poweron the metal sheet, forcing it to assume

and smooth reverse of the brass pattern, must involve the convexities and concavities which the two pressing

great nicety and care.
surfaces present.

At length wecome to the last stage in this singular But the stamping involvesmore complications thas

train of transformations. The white metal, being are here mentioned. One blow will go but little way

brought to a melted state in pots or crucibles made of in forcing the metal into the desired form . Ten,

Stourbridge clay, is poured into these sand-moulds; twenty, or forty blows are often required ; and to pre

and on being cooled andremoved, the impression thus vent the metal from being crackedor injured by these

obtained is a copy of the wax model and thebrass repeated percussions, it requires frequent annealing

pattern , and then constitutes the body or foundation between the blows, to remove a temporary rigidity of

on which the deposit of gold or silver is afterwards to surface which the force produces. It sometimes

take place. The lead and the sand acted as moulds, happens, too, where the pattern is very deep, that to

but the wax, the brass, and the white metal were three ormore pairs of dies are used, the first more shallow

differentphases of the original design itself. than the others, in order that the boldness of relief

Here then we will leave for a time the white-metal may be brought about more gradually.

cast, and proceed to visit a wholly distinct range of A modified form of stamping is sometimes employed

buildings in which the stamped work is under process where small pieces of metal are to be punched or cut

of manufacture. If we regard the cast-work to be, out of the sheet , instead of cavities and convexities

from its nature , somewhat chemical, we shall find the being formed. This is effected by the aid of a smal!

stamp-work to be solely mechanica) . kind of press, having a lever-handle governed by the

The ingots of white metal, measuring probably about hand of the workman. Various kinds of ornamental

a foot in length, by six inches in width, and an inch pierce-work are produced by these means, the punches

thick , are rolled into sheets, of which ten or twelve affixed to the press being selected according to the

different thicknesses are required for different articles work to be done ; and the lighter kind of stamping

of manufacture. Forsome purposes, such as the pil- can also be doneby similar means, when quickness

lars of candlesticks, the metal is required to assume rather than great force is required.

the form of tubes; but for stamp-work the metal is The third great variety in ihe mechanical formation

always brought to the form of sheets. The stamping of the article to be gilt or silvered, viz. the brazing or

consists in imparting to a piece of flat metal, by re- hammering, has yet to be noticed. If the white metal

peated blows between two dies or stamps, the exact were of a rigid and unyielding character, it would

device which those two stamps present, forcing the neither bear the stamping nor the brazing ; but it is

metal into cavities, and raising it up at the convex chosen with reference to these points as well as others;

parts of the pattern . and all such articles as dish-covers, and hollow vessels

The preparation of these two stamps is evidently an which are notcast in moulds, arebrought up into form

operation preliminary to the stamping itself, bearing by the aid of the hammer. The hammers used for this

to it some such relation as the modelling does to the purpose are made of some hard kind of wood, such as

casting in the processes just described . A model in box , and covered with buff leather . There are also

wax is prepared, representing the device to be pro- bosses or supports made of wood, on which the plate of

duced, and this is transferred to the hands of the die- metal is rested while being hammered. With these

sinkers.' These persons take a block of steel or of simple implements the process is conducted ; a process

iron, and by means of hammers and small hard steel calculated to excite some surprise in the mind of a

tools cut a 'mould or die corresponding to the model , looker on ; for the flat sheet of metal gradually loses

but of course reversed, having cavities instead of pro- its original form and assumes curvatures which one

tuberances, and vice versa . Two piecesare prepared would scarcely expect that the metal would bear. But

for each pattern: one, the die - formed of steel for fine this, like every other mechanical operation, requires

work, and of cast iron for coarse work - being intended that nicety and tact which long practice alone can give.

to give the exterior surface of the stamped article ; and The brazier, byminute changes inthe mode of hold

the other, the force - formed of lead, of copper, oriron , ing the sheet of metal, and in the direction and weight

according to circumstances - giving the hinder or of theblow, forces, or perhaps we may say entices, the

hidden surface. The operation of die-sinking is slow metal to assumethe desired curvature ofform.Some

and careful work, requiring considerable skill ; and times a vessel, instead of being brought at once from a

the dies thus prepared , when accumulated in con- flat sheet, is first soldered up into the form of a cylinder

siderable numbers, form a costly part of the working or a cone; and this cylinder or cone is transformed into

apparatus of the factory. a vase or some other vessel by means of the hammer,

We have now to see how these dies are employed. There is a collateral aid , of which the brazier avails

In one of the lower departments of the factory are a himself , to impart something like pattern to parts of

number of large stamping machines, by the aid of his work : this is by the use of swages. A swage is a

which the sheet of white metal is forcibly compressed double instrument, analogous (for the sake of familiar

between the die and the force of each pattern . A illustration) to a pair of scissors, having some kind of

pressure, simply as such , will not produce the desired device on each of its halves, the one a counterpart of

result ; a blow is needed , and the arrangement of the the other. A thin piece of metal being drawn between

machine is in conformity with this requirement. I these two closed halves, is forced to assume a form cor
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responding to them ; and thus mouldings, beadings, now employed is so hard ,and capable of bearing so

and raised edges aregiven to sheets of metal which are high a temperature, that solder of a very different kind

in other respects worked into form by the hammer. can be used ; a solder , indeed, so refractory that the

common process is inapplicable to it . Hence a pow

erful heat is required, and this heat is obtainedby a

method patented by M. Delbruck a few years ago, and

known as “ autogenous soldering," the use of which in

England is obtained by licence from the patentee. The

method consists in the application of a forcible jet

of mixed gases, in an ignited state , to the metal.

In one of the ranges of shops are several iron stands

or tables ranged in a row, each one contiguous

to a jet affixed to a flexible pipe. The gases are

forced along this pipe with great violence , by steam

power, from another part of the building ; and the

stream , when issuing from the pipe and ignited, gives

out a most intense heat. The articles to be soldered

are adjusted to each other, with a little of the bard

solder between them , and a little borax to act as a flux ;

and the pipe is held in the hand of the workman so as

[ Swaging .)

Let us now gather up the scattered details which

have hitherto occupied our attention, and see to what

point they lead us. The grand object in view is to

bring a mixed white metal into some one or other of

the countless ornamental forms which the shop of the

gold and silver smith presents to us ; and this is ef

fected by casting, by stamping, by pressing, by punch

ing, by hammering, and by swaging, according to

the circumstances of each particular case . It thus

arises, that the mechanical department of the factory

is very extensive, irrespective of the chemical and gal

Vanic arrangements yet to be noticed. The quadran

gular ranges of buildings exhibit tier after tier of

shops, in which many hundreds of men are thus en

gaged ; each class totally distinct from the others, and

carrying on in fact a different branch of manufacture.

One department, for instance, comprises the spoon and

fork manufacture ; in which by means of dies, presses,

and stamps the pieces of white metal are brought to

the well-known forms of those implements, prepara

tory to the surface processes.

It often happens, and generally does happen in a

large and complicated piece of ornamental plate, that [Soldering.]

its manufacture from one piece of metal is utterly im

practicable ; it consists of numerous component pieces, to direct the intensely heated jet down upon themetal.

some of which may be more fittingly prepared by cast- The apparatus is so perfectly manageable, that the heat

ing than by any other of the mechanical processes, can be directed to any particular point; and the solder

others by stamping, others by hammering , and so on ; becoming melted , the two pieces of inetal become

and an important object then is to solder all these pieces joined together with a firmness which never could be

together into one complex whole. This brings us to attained under the older process. The hollow parts of

another remarkable department of the factory ; one some of the ornaments are filled up with hard metal

which exemplifies the recent striking advance made in by similar means, thereby forming a much more solid

this kind of work. So long as plated -ware was made foundation than the lead and tin used in earlier times.

on the old method , soft or fusible solder alone could be As the surface of the white metal , by these compli

used ; because hard solder, which melts only at a high cated processes of casting, stamping, hammering, sol

temperature, would endanger the melting of the metal dering, &c. , has become rather soiled and discoloured,

itself which is to be soldered. But the white metall it undergoes a thorough cleaning, grinding, and polish
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ing, which is effected by means of emery, sand , or rotten The mode of immersing the articles is curious :

stone, applied either bymeans of a grinding -wheel or metallic rods cross the tanksfrom side to side, and from

of brushes, according to the nature of the work . these the various articles are suspended by wires tem

At length weapproach the electro-chemical depart- porarily affixed to them . Spoons, forks, plates, salvers,

ments of the factory, those which form the most cups, candlesticks, candelabra, and a countless assem

striking feature of thewhole . It is not from their size, blage of other articles, are thus suspended side by side ,

for the rooms are but small; it is not from the complex but without being in contact ; the general arrangement

arrangement, for nothing can be more simple and of the tank, as to the pointing of the wires, &c., being

plain than their general appearance ; it is not from regulated according to the kind of articles to be coateu .

the number of persons employed, for two or three in- The galvanic current, conducted through the tanks

dividuals can coat with gold or silver all the articles thus occupied, and bronght into connexion with all tbe

which many scores of men have been employed to various parts by a sufficiency of conducting wires and

make. It is notfroin any of these causes, but from rods, decomposes the solution,liberates the silver from

the beautiful cxemplification which these rooms ex- the other component elements, and deposits it in :

hibit of the application of a scientific principle to pro- beautifully clear and equable layer on the articles

ductive industry, that we feel this to be the beartand hanging in the tank . By increasing or decreasing

centre of the whole factory. There is the copper- these four agents — theintensity of the galvanic current,

deposit room, the silver-deposit room , and the gold- the quantity of the current, the strength of the solution,

deposit room , all of which will call in turn for notice. and ile time of immersion - any desired thickness of

We have in an earlier paragraph explained, that silver may be deposited ; the determination of all these

if a galvanic current passes through a vessel con- points being a matter of experience on the partof those

taining a metallic solution, the metal becomes sepa- employed. As, from the peculiar natureof the process,

rated from the liquid , and deposited in a solid form . the quantity of silver deposited cannot be ascertained

But it is not every surface which is fitted for therecep . while the deposition is going on , it is determined by

tion of this deposit. In the earlier stages of this new weighing the article accurately before immersing it in

art, when it was regarded simply as a curiosity , the the solution, and after it is finished ; the former weight

metal deposited wasalways copper, and the surface on subtracted from thelatter, gives the weight of silver

which the deposition took place was also metallic. deposited . If the solution be acted on for a long

When, however, it was proposed to take electro-types time together, it would become exhausted of its silver,

or copies from articles in wax, plaster, or other mate and the process would stop for want of working mate

rials, à necessity arose for some means of imparting to rials ; to obviate which , sheets of pure silver aresus

these substances the power of receiving the deposit ; pended in the tanks at intervals, and the silver from

and black -lead applied in powder was ound to be to- ihese shects becomes dissolved as fast as deposition

Jerably well fitted for this object. In the further pro- takes place; so that the solution is constantly receiving

gress of the art towards the state of a manufacture for on the one hand an equivalent for what it is giving up

commercial purposes , a more complete and efficacious on the other. These sheets of silver are gradually

agent was sought, in lieu of black -lead ,where the sub- eaten away till they present nothing but a delicate web

stance on which the deposit takes place is not metallic. oflace-like fibres, extremely beautiful in appearance.

The use of a preparation of phosphorus for this pur The gold -deposit room, of smaller dimensions, pre

pose, patented , we believe, by Messrs. Elkington, has sents to view operations nearlyanalogous to those here

been themeansof coating with gold and silver various noticed. The quantity of work being generally smaller

beautiful organized substances, of which we shall speak in gold than in silver, a smaller working agency is

presently. required ; and the galvanic battery is hereplaced by

The silver-deposit room , of which a general sketch the side of the depositing tank. The solution is ana

is given in the frontispiece, contains a range of tanks logous in composition to that for the silver ; being a

or troughs, about a yard in width and the same in double salt, the cyanide of potassium and gold. In the

height, and three or four yards in length. Wires silver deposit, the solution is used quite cold ; but in

and rods are placed across and within these tanks, the gold deposit it is used at a temperature ofmore

so arranged as to bring the contents of the tanks than a hundred degrecs, a ring of gas-jets being 80

in connexion with a galvanic battery contained in an arranged beneath the tank as to heat the solution to

adjoining apartment . This battery consists of thirty the required temperature. Near the tank are other

or forty upright cylinders, about iwo feet high, with vessels containing aquafortis and other liquids, inio

such an arrangement of copper, zinc , and an inter- which the articles are dipped before being iminereed

vening liquid, as to give rise to a powerful and con- in the deposit-tank . If small articles of jewellery, or

tinuous galvanic current. Two wires,the positive and anything that can be strung upon a wire, are to be

the negative, extend from this apparatus to the tanks gilt ( and this is becoming an extensive department of

in the deposit-room , so that the contents of the tanks the operations), a wire -ful of such is dipped in the solu

may form part of the galvanic circuit; or, in other tion while the galvanic action is going on ; and by a

words, a current of galvanic clectricity is made to pass little agitation, all the articles are coated with pure

through the tanks. gold in a space of time hardly credible to those who

In these tanks contained a solution of a double witness it for the first time. We saw ten gross of coat

salt, the cyanide of potassium and silver. This choice buttons strung upon a wire and all perfectly gilt by an

of solution is the result of a vast number of experi. immersion of less than one minute ! Å strip of pure gold

ments, instituted with the view to deterinine what kind is bent round the interior of the tank , as a source of

of solution will most fittingly and readily yield metallic supply to renovate the exhausted solution.

silver when exposed to electric action ; the selection Remarkable as these processes are, yet perhaps the

being guided by numerous little points which can only most strikingly curious are those in which any small

be appreciated by those immediately engaged in the delicate natural productions are coated with silver or

manufacture. Into these tanks, thus supplied with a gold. In the show-rooms of the factory are many

silver solution , the white -metal articles are immersed ; | little slips of holly and other plants, coated somewith

but before being so they are brought to a perfectly pure gold, some with silver, and others with copper;

bright and clear surface by being boiled in caustic | all exhibiting the minute details of leaf and fibre with

potash, and afterwards dipped in a solution of aqua- cxquisite clearness, and every part, to the mere prickles
fortis.

on the edges of a leaf, being coated erenly and equally
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with pure metal. So complete is the method by which deposition of a thin layer of silver from the nitrate

this is nowdone, that a stranger may see a smallslip solution. Thisbeing effected,a preparation is afforded

from a shrub dipped in a solution of phosphorus, and for the subsequent deposit ; and the model is then

immediately afterwards in the deposit-tank, where it is immersed in the solution of sulphate of copper. The

instantly coated with the metal . There are also speci- galvanic current, acting in the manner before described,

mens of butterflies and other insects, coated with gold decomposes the metallic solution , and precipitates the

or silverinthesamemanner, andexhibitingmuchof liberated copper on the surfaceofthemodel (or rather,
the delicate înechanism of the surfa It is impos- on slight sil layer already covering it), coating

sible adequately to foretel the vast number of useful it with a layer of metallic copper more or less thick

applications which may one day result from this ex- according to the circuinstances under which the

tremely facile mode of imparting a coating of abso- operation is conducted.

lutely pure metal to almost any substance whatever. Here, then, we have a wax or composition model

But to return to the electro -plate. Many bighly coated on the exterior with an equable layer of fine

finished acticles present a silver exterior with a gilt pure copper. At the factory we saw a large dish of

interior. This is effected by the electro process thus : most elaborate workmanship in the tank, and in the

the article is first silvered in the way just described ; act of being coated with a glowing and richly -coloured

and the surface is then coated with some protective film of copper ; the dish was made of the wax compo

composition which will resist the deposition of gold . sition, and had been brought to that form by the pro

The article is next transferred to the gold -deposit cesses already enumerated ; it was in an intermediate

room , where a film of gold is deposited on the side or stage between the preparatory and final depositing pro

surface required, without attacking the opposite side. cesses, and exhibited the real colour of copper in a

This principle is carried still further, in some kinds of more uncontaminated state, perhaps, than any other

ornamental plate, by interspersing gold among the department of manufacture exhibits it .

silver in very tasteful array; the silver, in every such As the wax is only a mere foundation for the copper,

case, being protected from the subsequent action of the so is the copper only a step towards the ultimate gold

gold at every place where the latter metal is not or silver article,and both have to be destroyed in suc

required to be deposited. cession. In the first place, when the copper deposition

The reader will have observed , that in all the details is properly completed , the wax composition is melted

through which we have passed , the operations have had out, leaving a mere copper shell, the interior of which

relation to a substance or body of white metal coated is an exact mould of the exterior of the wax model .

with a layer of pure gold or silver. But before we This copper mould, after a further preparation, is im

trace these gilt and silvered articles through the finish- mersed in the gold or the silver solution , the interior

ing processes yet to be noticed, it is necessary to go being prepared for the reception of the deposited me

back a little, and glance at the manufacturing history of tal , but the exterior protected from it by a resisting

a class of articles which are perhaps the highest tri- composition. Then , by the agency before described,

umph of electro -metallurgy ; viz . those in which not the silver is deposited in the copper shell or mould, to

only the surface, but the actual substance of the article any thickness that may be required, the particles of

is wholly formed by electro -deposition. Tomanufac- metal ranging themselves equally over every part of the

ture a silver vase or salver from a liquid solution , seems interior. This being completed, the specimen is removed,

a strange thing to undertake ; yet it is scarcely an ex- and the copper is exposed to the action of an acid

aggeration of things actually done, as the following de- which gradually eats it away without injuring the sil
tails will show.

ver ; and the result is the production of a pure and

The interchange between mould and model, mould solid silver ornament or article of table plate, having

and model again , is greater for this department than not a single particle in or about it but what has been

for mere surface deposit. Supposing an elaborate de- deposited froin the liquid solution in the tank .

sign to be wrought in wax by the modeller of the in It thus appears that the changes of form by which

tended article of plate, this wax model is moulded in the article is ultimately produced, are, in many such

lead, from which again a brass pattern is cast, and this cases, singularly numerous : four such changes are

pattern is brought up to the required degree of finish. shown in the next cut, where a is the model ; 6, half

From this model or pattern a second mould is made ;

not in sand as for surface deposit, but in a very pe

culiarelastic composition, formed of glue, caoutchouc,

and other materials. The pattern is enclosed in a frame

or border, and the melted composition is poured upon

it. When cold this composition is removed from the

pattern in one piece, its elastic nature being such that it

may be loosened and removed from under-cutand deep

bollows in the device, such as would be quite unma

nageable in a rigid material. Then from this mould a

model or patiern is cast in a compositionof wax, suet,

and phosphorus, and the model thus produced forms a

surface on which electro -deposition is to take place .

The elastic mould is removed with facility from the

model, by reason of its peculiar yielding quality. The

composition model is next transferredto the copper

deposit room , where a large tank, vessels with the pre

paring liquid, and an adjacent battery, furnish the

incans for bringing about the deposition of copper on the

surface of the wax model . In the tank is a solution of d

sulphate of copper, and in an adjoining vessel is

another solution of nitrate of silver. The choice of

ingredients altogether has been the result of an elabo

rate series of inquiries, and is such that the phos

phorus contained in the composition, induces the

a
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of the elastic mould; c, the deposited copper when The hammering seems to have the effect of

taken therefrom ; and'd, the finished vessel of silver. bringing the metallic particles into more intimate

Here we leave the electro -deposit rooms, and turn

our attention briefly to the departinents of the factory

where the finishing processes are being carried on.

The silver and gold articles, whether of solid deposit

or superficial deposit, have a singularly dead appear

ance when removed from the solution ; the silver, in

particular, presenting a hue which, to a stranger,

does not appear to bear much analogy to that of silver.

To give a somewhat more metallic appearance to the

surface is the object of one of the first operations after

the deposition.

The silver is well rubbed with " scratch -brushes'

made ofbrass wire ; and is then burnished. To give

this burnish is the work of a large number of females,

who work in a part of the factory appropriated wholly

to them , and who earn a respectable living by this

employment. The burnishing is effected chiefly by

[Plauishing .)

union than they were before, and to give an elastic and

homogeneous texture, highly conducive to the dura.

bility of the article . The pieces of plate are placed on

a supporting boss or block, and are hammered with a

highly polished steel hammer in every part. Not

only is this done with flat articles which have been

electro -plated on white metal, but also on articles of

solid deposit themselves ; and the fine sonorous‘ ring?

which these emit when struck, shows that the atoms of

silver and gold, although thrown down from a liquid

solution , have assumed the aggregate form of a sound

continuous sheet of metal - a circumstance not among

the least curious which the range of processes ex

hibits.

Another class of finishing operations is that which

relates to the engraving, and which occupies the atten

tion of a different set of workmen from those yet

noticed . Many of the finer articles of plate bave orna

mental devices put upon them by the engraver, who

works with tools somewhat similar to those employed

by other engravers. Sometimes, where the engraving

is made on an article plated with silver or gold on a

cheaper metal, the costly metal is either deposited

more thickly than usual on the part to be engraved, to

give scope for the incisions of the graver without

reaching theinferior metal beneath, or an extra deposit

is precipitated on the engraved part after the engraving

( Burnishing.) is completed .

Here we close our rapid sketch of a factory which

pieces of blood -stone, a very peculiar kind of Derby- exhibits a greater number of distinct and often widely

shire stone, which, from its hardness and smoothness, different processes than almostany which we have had

is highly valuable in burnishing gold and silver to notice in the ·Magazine. There may be some in

work. The burnisher, which is fixed in a handle, which the artistic features are carried to a greater

and is held in such a manner as to give considerable height, some more mechanical, somemore chemical ;

power of pressure on the work , is first moistened to but for a combination of all these three - taste, me

prevent it becoming too hot, and is rubbed rather chanical operations, and chemistry, or rather electro

forcibly over every part of the article which is to be chemistry — there are probably scarcely any to equal

burnished,by which a surface of exquisite brilliancy it. Many of the processes, too, are altogether out of
is produced . the common run ofthings, and our thanks are all the

There is a process to which large metallic surfaces more due for the liberality which granted us access

are subjected, after the deposition, which exemplifies and facilities for observing the operations.

the close and intimate union which has taken place

between the deposited metal and the foundation metal

beneath it : this is planishing or hammering.
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JACKSON S.

( Frederic I. Barbarossa .)

THE RÖMER AT FRANKFORT.-No. II .
sperity and fame of our people, that we always name

him first when we recall the gloriousdays of Germany ;

FREDERIC I., the ‘ Barbarossa' of the Italians, the days which we ascribe to him with almost enthusiastic

• Defender of the Germans, is one of the favourite love . In every land where the German tongue is

national heroes of his countrymen, and, like our own spoken , no nanie is so commonly bestowed on their

Arthur, the popular legend relates of him, that, sur- sons, alike by the highest and the lowest, as this

rounded by bis heroes, he yet lies in an enchanted auspicious and hopeful name, which this emperor

slumber within some mountain -cavern , and that he first made famous in history, and which formsa peren

will reappear when the charm is dissolved, to unite nial monument such as is enjoyed perhaps by no other

the whole German people under one sway, and lead hero. *

them on a new career of happiness and glory. The endowments of his body and mind corresponded

Frederic I. was of the house of the Hohenstauffen, with the position that fate had assigned him. His

the son of Frederic, Duke of Suabia, and nephew to frame was powerful, and of full height ; his blue

the Emperor Conrad III . He was born in 1121 , dis- eyes shone serenely and firmly : his light hair curled

tinguished himself early by his talents and his bravery, above his proud arched and white forehead; around

and had accompanied his uncle Conrad in the unsuc. his ruddy cheeks and noble mouth grew the strong

cessful crusade which he made with Louis VII . of red beard from which the affrighted Italians gave

France. Conrad died soon after his return, and know- him the enduring name of Barbarossa. In hunting

ing the distracted state of the German empire, recom- and other bodily exercises none could excel him ;

mended Frederic as his successor, in preference to his in war he was not only the careful general, the

youthful son . The propriety of the preference was leader whose clear and powerful voice swayed widely

acknowledged by the unanimous voice of the Diet over the conflict, but in contempt of death and danger

assembled at Frankfort on the 9th of March, 1152, and he competed with the bravest.

four days later die was crowned at Aix-la-Chapelle. With all the dignity of a sovereign , which Frederic

He reigned till 1190, when he was drowned in crossing never forgot, he was friendly in intercourse , and not

the Calycadnus on horseback , while leading another disinclined to social mirth . Under the protection of

crusade. the peace which he gave, in contact with more polished

The events of his important and interesting reign people whom he had introduced, the rough manners of

belong to history ; we give his character, drawn by his ihe Germans became ameliorated, by means of the

own countryman, A. Schott, as illustrative of our
* Fried -reich ( the origin undoubtedly of the German Fried

engraving. rich ) is “ rich in peace:" has not the German writer over- esti

The memory of Frederic I.,says Mr. Schott, is so mated the influence of the individual in the frequentchoice of

completely united with everything relating to the pro- Ithe name ?

No. 808. VOL. XIII.-31
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notions of unspotted knizhthood, the tender reverence /whither he is to preccie his uncle, as civil war again

for woman, the ascendancy of elegantmanners, which threatens to commence its ravages. Thc handsome

tre call courtly, because in courts,and particularly in manly features betray deep earnestness, half angry

Frederic's, they have their abode. Ari and science, and half melancholy ; in their expression dwell

equally favoured, made rapid advances. To the deep clearness, strength ,and mildness, the characteristics

spiritual movement of his time we are indebted for by which he secured the future honour of his name,

that form of architecture which secures for Ger- by which he became Frederic the protector of his

many eternal fame in this department: bis were also people .”

the ó old times of noble song," in which princes dis

dained not to practise the art , and in which the great
IRISH GOLD -MINES.

poets were formed who associated the honour of Ger

man arms with the yet higher fameof spirituality and IRELAND furnishes an instructive instance of a point

nanly devotion. The High Schools, first established in commercial economy which often perplexes persons

in this century, he took under his particular protection . who think that gold and wealth are synonymous terms.

Among the sciences history had his preference: he Ireland contains gold in some of its mountains and

read its volumes diligently, and the example of its rivers, of such pure quality as to be worth exchanging

more splendid characters guided his steps. for standard gold, weight for weight; and yet it is

Frederic's boson contained the heart of a hero : hardly worth collecting, simply on accountofthe ratio

strong in love as in anger, great in resolution, rapid which the labour of collecting bears to the value of

in action, in beautiful harmony betwixt circumspec. the substance collected—a ratio which determines the

tion and rashness, he never appeared less than royal. value of all gold -mines,whetherof Peru or elsewhere ;

Master of himself, he was temperate in every enjoy- and which will explain how it arises that the American

ment ; of an understanding so calm and clear that he countries which contain mines of gold and silver are,

weighed quickly and justlythe relations ofthepresent . Thegold of Ireland is foundin the county of Wick

and the future in every action ; sparing, yet at proper low , and the history of its discovery and working is

times of princely liberality ; severely just; faithful rather curious. The mines, if mines they may be

and open ; in decision independent, but considerate and called , are situated in the Croghan mountains, which

open to good advice ; in prosperity,discreet, in adver- separate Wicklow from Wexford. The discovery is

sity dignified and firm ; in faith religious, rather from said to have been made by a schoolinaster nained

will than conviction, but full of the devotion which Dunaghoo, about the year 1770. According to ali

distinguished his age ; animated by reverence towards account, communicated to Sir Joseph Banks, this man

the visible church, its head, and its servants , even used frequently to talk about the richness of the valley

when fighting against them . His memory was so in gold ; that he used to go outat night, in search of

excellent that he would accost by name, after years of the treasure ; that the neighbours thought him de

absence, any one whom he had once seen ; and what ranged in his intellect ; and that the idea of the golden

deserves still higher praise, he never forgot his friends. store did at length turn his brain . Another account

Ile had not learnt to love his enemies, as a German states that the schoolmaster, after making theveritable

bishop once expressed it to an unfriendly pope, but lie discovery, kept his secret to himself for twenty years ;

was ever inclined to pardon the repentant,and was im . but, on marrying a young wife, he revealed the secret

placable only against traitors. The painter, therefore, to her ; and she, thinking he was mad, revealed it 10

might justitiably, in the modest village church of her friends, by whom it was speedily ascertained that

Hohenstauffen, ornament his picture with the honour the statement itself was true. The Irish peasantry,

able words— " the dread of the wicked, the beloved of with the love of legendary tales which distinguishes

the good ." them , have filled outall the details of a very marvellous

As a counterpoise to this patriotic culogy we add version of the discovery, in which perhaps the real

his character as sketched by a writer in the • Penny fact itself is buried in a whole cloud of wonders.

Cyclopædia .' It will be seen that he was indeed not Let the circumstances of the discovery have been

undeserving of the love and admiration of his coun- what they may, it was not till a few years afterwards

trymen : - “ Frederic was a brave and liberal prince, that gold 'wasfound in any considerable quantity. 11

equally firm in prosperity and adversity. These great 1796 a man , while crossing a brook in the valley, picked

qualities veiled the pride and ambition which were up a piece of nearly pure gold half an ounce in

unquestionably in part the motives by which he was weight. This circumstance was soon hinted abroad ;

actuated. He possessed an extraordinary memory, and and in a very short time persons of both sexes and of

a greater extent of knowledge of different kinds than all ages, very poor and moderately poor, hale an }

was common in that age. He esteemed learned men , decrepit, were seen groping among the earth and sand

especially historians, and wrote in Latin memoirs of of the valley, washing it in the brook, and trying to

some parts of his own life, which he left to Otho, detect the glitter of the little bits of gold . It was not

bishop of Freysingen , whom he appointed his histo- a chimera, like much gold-seeking that we hear of :

rian. " He was of a noble and majestic appearance, and , for in the course of two months, which intervened

notwithistanding his disputes with the popes, a friend to between the discovery of the half -ounce piece and the

religion .” interference of the government, the peasantry realized

The artist , C. F. Lessing, has chosen tne period wnen several thousand pounds by the gold which they found

Frederic was attending his uncle on his first crusade and sold . Mr. Fraser, in a statistical survey of the

as the mostappropriate and characteristic time for in- county of Wicklow , published in 1801 , said : — “ Mr.

dividualizing his portraiture. The figure is manly and Graham, a gen leman who resided close to the spot,

imposing, and the costume well selected. But we who was present all the time, and who purchased it

must allow M. Schott to tell us all that the artist has considerable quantity of gold, to the amount of above

attempted to represent. “ The cloudless, deep blue, seven hundred pounds,froin the country-people, toli

Oriental sky spreads itself above the simple-ininded me that according to the best calculation there was

German hero, whose cross and pilgrim's scrip, as well upwards of ten thousand pounds given for the go !

as the Holy City in the background, distinguish him as found and sold on the spot, the average paid for which

a crusader. Thoughtfully he gazes on the disiance ; was 31. 178. per ounce, which makes it that 2666 ounces

even on the Syrian soi) meditating on his native home, I were found in that short space of time ( froin 241
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of August to 15th of October ).” It was not an ore of coasts were once deemed of importance . Sir Robert

gold that was thus found ; it was inetallic gold , of an Reading, in a letter written in 1688, described the

extraordinary degree of purity. The assay -master at pearl-mussels which he had himself seen on the shores

the Mint found that, in two specimens submitted to of the county of Down. He says he saw the mussels

him for analysis, there were nearly twenty-two parts “lying in part opened, putting forth their white fins,

of absolutely pure gold in twenty-four of the total like a tongue out of the mouth, which directs the

weight ; and it is said that the Dublin goldsmiths gave eye of the fisher to them , being otherwise black as the

weight for weight, in standard gold for it . The stones in the river.” The insides of the shells were

gold was found in pieces of various sizes, from the small- described as having a pearly colour, and nearly the

est perceptible atomsto pieces weighing several ounces. consistence and texture of mother-of-pearl, while the

There was one piece found of the extraordinary weight pearls themselves were found at the smaller end of

of twenty-two ounces : it was of fattish form ,measur- ihe shells. He said , “ The shells containing the best

ing about four inches in length , three in breadth, and pearls are wrinkled , twisted , or branched , and not

from half an inch to an inch in thickness ; it was sold smooth and equal , as those that have none ; which the

for eighty guineas , and a gilt cast of it was deposited fishers so well know , that though they are carefully

in the museum of Trinity College, Dublin. watched, yet they will open such shells under the water,

We alluded above to the interference of government, and conceal the pearls. Those pearls, if once dark ,

In the month of October, 1796, two companies of the will never clear upon any alteration in the health or

Kildare militia took possession of the ground by order age of the mussel; and ifthe first seed be black,allthe

of government; and a suin of money was granted for coats superinduced will be clouded .” He adds, that

conducting the mining in a systematic and proper he used to see a large number of marketable pearls

manner , for the benefit of those to whom the mineral offered for sale every summer. One which he mentions

inight belong. But it was soon found that there was weighed thirty -six carats, and was sold for fifty shil

nothing which could be called a mine of gold . Com - lings, although it was afterwards valued at forty pounds.

missioners were appointed to explore the mountains A miller, onone occasion , founda pearl which hesold

with great care and minuteness ; and they reported, for five pounds ten shillings ; the purchaser sold it

that numerous trials were made by driving and sink - again for ten pounds, to a person who again sold it to

ing in the veins previously known and subsequently Lady Glenarchy for thirty pounds, and this lady after

discovered. The mineral substances obtained were wards refused eighty guineas for it from the Duchess

subjected to the operations both of fire and amalgama- of Gordon.

tion , but in no instance was a particle of gold elicited In the Survey of Down' the mode of fishing for

from them-either by the one or the other operation." the pearl-mussels, as practised in the river Bann , is

The persons employed by the government found only thus described :- “ The common method of fishing for

scattered pieces of gold here and there ; and the total these mussels in the Bann is very simple. In the

produce of two years' seeking was valued at less than warm months, while the river is low and clear, the

four thousand pounds. It became evident that, whal- poor people wade into the water, and some with their

ever might be ihe source of the gold , there was none toes, some with wooden tongues,and others with sharp

to be found, as an inherent ingredient, in the veins sticks thrust into the opening of the shells, take them

which traverse the mountains ; and in 1798 the govern . up . But these methods can be practised only in

ment abandoned the project altogether. It was shallow water ; whereas the large mussels and the

resumed again for a short time in 1800, but soon after - greater quantities are found in deep smooth water,

wards finally abandoned by the government as is experienced in the pearl - fisheries of the East and

For forty years after this period the country -people West Indies , where they fish by divers, sometimes

used occasionally to employ themselves in seeking for above sixty feet under water. If dredges or other

gold among the mountains. But the pieces found mechanical contrivances were used to fish the deep

were so exceeding small , and this so seldom , that even waters of the Bann, they might probably meet with

in so poor a country as Ireland they found it more better success in the size, and, it may be, in the colour

profitable to employ themselves in field -labour than of the pearls.''

to continue the search ; except in some few cases,

where a group might be seen raking among the sand

and dirt brought down from the mountains, or a soli
Dust - Storms of New South Wales.- I several times observed

tary person looking keenly along thebanks ofthe plainsofNew South Walesin dry weather, being a procession
at Bathurst a phenomenon by no means unusual on the large

streams. At length, about four or five years ago, a
across them of tall columus of dust - whirlwinds in fact , which

company, or joint-stock party, took a lease of the dis
preserve a nearly uniform diameter throughout their whole

trict, and set fifty or sixty persons to work, under length, the upper end seeming to vanish off or puff away like

the superintendence of a miner from Cornwall. The liglit smoke, and the lower apparently touching the earth. They

plan of proceeding was rather rude and primitive ; move in a perpendicular position, quietly and majestically gliding

for no attempt was made to trace the gold to its along one after another ; seeming,atthe distance I saw them ,to

source ; the arrangementsbeing limnited to obtaining be from seventy to a hundred feet high, and about twenty broad.

as much gold as they could for the clay that borders Thus viewed , they do not appear to travel particularly fast;

the stream . but Mr. Meredith tells me he has vainly endeavoured to keep

There seems reason to believe that, at some former pace with them for a short time, even when mounted on a fleet

period , Ireland must have yielded gold in greater tion of thedust is lost sight of, and a considerable agitation ilis
horse. When they are crossing a brook or river, the lower por

abundance than in modern times. Scarcely ayear turbs the water; butimmediately on landing the sameappear,

passes without some golden relic being dug up or dis
ance is resumed . As somevanish, others imperceptibly arise and

covered in ancient buildings and ruins , such as join the giant-waltz ; and when I first observed this most singular

corslets, bridles, chains, rings, bracelets, &c.; and display, I amused myself by fancying them a new species of

almost every private collection of antiquities in Ireland genii relaxing from their more laborious avocations and having

contains some or other of such specimens. That a a sedate and stately dance all to themselves. When the dance

country may contain gold , and yet be commercially ends, these dusty performers always appear to sit down among

poor, is, however, evidenced in Ireland as well as else- the neiglıbouring hills. — Mrs. Meredith's Nules and Sketches of

New South Ilales .
where.

Ireland, too , at one time, contained pearls; or at

least the pearls found in a species of mussel on the

31 2
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JACK SONS

( The Lady visiting the Knight in the Stucks.]

HUDIBRAS . – No. VIII .
That like a thin camelion boards

Herself on air, and eats her words :

The First Part of Hudibras was published in 1663, Upon her shoulders wings she wears

became extremelypopular, and several worthless imi
Like hanging sleeves, liu'd thro' with ears,

tations were rapidly produced. One of them, called And eyes, and tongues, as poets list,

the ‘ Second Part of Hudibras,' was published in the
Made good by deep mythologist.

same year, of which theonly notice taken by Butler
With these she through the welkin flies,

was in thethird Canto of the Second Part, where the
And sometimes carries truth , oft lies ;

Knight tells Whachum , the conjuror's assistant, who

With letters hung like eastern pigeons,

And Mercuries of farthest regions ;

pretends to some knowledge of his history , Diurnals writ for regulation

“ That paltry story is untrue, Of lying, to inform the nation ;

And made to cheat such gulls as you." And by their public use to bring down

Other imitations were the Dutch and Scotch Hudi
The rate of whetstones in the kingdom :

About her neck a packet- mail,

bras, Butler's Ghost,” “ The Occasional Hypocrite.' Fraught with advice, some fresh, some stale,

In 1674, however, Butler himself published the Se Of men that walk'd when they were dead,

cond Part , on which we are now about to enter. And cows of monsters brought to bed :

The First Canto of this part contains merely an ac Of hailstones big as pullets' eggs,

count of the interview of the Widow with the Knight, And puppies whelp'd with twice two legs ;

still in the stocks, beginning with a burlesque imita A blazing -star seen in the west,

tion of the Fourth Book of the Æneid, and the follow By six or seven men at the least.”

ing description of Fame, embodying a satirical charac This tattling gossip'having informed the Widow

ter of newspapers, that will apply almost as well now of his situation, she determines to see him , to ridicule

as then : him , and to liberate him .

“ There is a tall long-sided dame, “ This b'ing resolvid, she call'd for hood

( But wond'rous light) ycleped Fame,
And usher, implements abroad
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Which ladies wear, beside a slender

Young waiting damsel to attend her,

All which appearing, on she went,

To find the Knight in limbo pent.

And 't was not long before she found

Him and his stout squire in the pound ;

Both coupled in enchanted tether,

By farther leg behind together :

For as he satupon his rump,

His head, like one in doleful dump,

Between his knees, his hands apply'd

Unto his ears on either side ;

And by him, in another hole ,

Afflicted Ralpho, cheek by jowl :

She came upon him in his wooden

Magician's circle on the sudden,

As spirits do t'a conjurer,

When in their dreadful shapes th' appear."

The dialogue is full of wit , sometimes not of the

most strait-laced description, in which she insinu

ates the disgrace of his defeat, and he, with much

subtlety, maintains that his defeat involves no loss of

honour. A short specimen must suffice

“Quoth she, I grant it is in vain

For one that 's basted to feel pain ,

Because the pangs his bones endure

Contribute nothing to the cure ;

Yet honour hurt, is wont to rage

With pain no med'cine can assuage.

Quoth he, that honour ' s very squeamish,

That takes a basting for a blemish ;

For what 's more hon'rable than scars ,

Or skin to tatters rent in wars ?

Some have been beaten till they know

What wood a cudgel's of by th' blow :

Some kick'd until they can feel whether

A sboe be Spanish or neat's leather ;

And yet have met, after long running,

Withsome whom they havetaught that cunning.

The farthest way about, t o'ercome,

l'th ' end does prove the nearest home ;

By laws of learned duellists,

They that are bruis'd with wood or fists,

And think one beating may for once

Suffice, are cowards and poltroons :

But if they dare engage t a second ,

They ' re stout and gallant fellows reckon'd .

Th' old Romans freedom did bestow ,

Our princes worship , with a blow :

King Pyrrhus cur'd his splenetic

And testy courtiers with a kick ,

The Negus,* when some mighty lord

Or potentate ' s to be restord,

And pardon'd for some great offence,

With which he 's willing to dispense,

First bas him laid upon his belly,

Then beaten back and side t' a jelly ;

That done, he rises, humbly bows,

And gives thanks for the princely blows ;

Departs not meanly proud, and boasting

Of his magnificent rib -roasting,

The beaten soldier proves most manful,

That, like his sword , endures the anvil ;

And justly 's held more formidable,

The more his valour 's malleable :

But he that fears a bastinado,

Will run away from his own shadow :

And tho' I'm now in durance fast,

By our own party basely cast,

Ransom , exchange, parole, refus d ,

And worse than by the enemy us'd ;

In close catastat shut, past hope

Of wit, or valour, to elope :

As beards, the nearer that they tend

To th' earth , still grow more reverend ;

And cannons shoot the higher pitches,

The lower we let down their breeches ;

I'll make this low dejected state

Advance me to a greater height .

The Widow then urges the influence of wealth in the

* The Negus is the Emperor of Abyssinia.

† Catasta is Latin for the stocks.

" The Knight and Squire released from the Stocks.]
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formation of marriage, which Hudibras acknowledges Iu which your mastery of art

in a most ingenious dissertation upon its power
Doth show itself, and not your heart;

Nor will you raise in mine combustion ,

“ Quoth she, I grant you may be close By dint of high beroic fustiau :

In hiding what your aims propose : She that with poetry is won ,

Love-passions are like parables, Is but a desk to write upou ;

By which men still meau something else : And what men say of her , they mean
Tho' love be all the world's pretence,

No more than on the thing they lean .

Money 's the mythologic sense, Some with Arabian spices strive

The real substance of the shadow , To embalm her cruelly alive ;

Wbich all address and courtship is made to . Or season her, as French cooks use

Thought he, I understand your play,
Their haut -gouts, bouillon, or ragouts ;

Aucl how to quit you your own way ;
Use her so barbarously ill ,

He that will win his dame, must do
To grind her lips upon a mill,

As Love does, when he bends his bow,
Until the facet doublet doth

With oue hand thrust the lady from ,
Fit their rhymes rather thau her mouth ;

And with the other pull her home.
Her mouth compard tau oyster's, with

I grant, quoth he, wealth is a great
A row of pearl instead of teeth ;

Provocative to am'rous heat ;
Others make posies of her cheeks,

It is all philters, and high diet, Where red and whitest colours nix ;

That makes love rampant, and to fly out : lu which the lily, and the rose,

'Tis beauty always in the flower, For Indian lake, and ceruse goes.

That buds and blossoms at fourscore :
The sun and moon by her bright eyes

'Tis that by which the sun and moon Eclips'd , anıl darken d in the skies,

At their own weapous are outdone : Are but black patches that she wears,
That makes knights-errant fall in trances, Cut into suns, and moons, and stars :

And lay about 'em in romances :
By which astrologers, as well

' Tis virtue, wit, and worth , and all
As those in heav'nı above, can tell

That men divine and sacred call ;
What strange events they do fureshow

For what is worth in any thing, Uuto ber under-world below.

But so much money as ' t will bring ?
Her voice, the music of the spheres,

Or what hut riches is there known
So loud , it cleafeus mortals' ears;

Which man can solely call his own ;
As wise philosophers have thought,

In which no creature goes his hall, Aud that's the cause we hear it not. "

Unless it be to squiut and laugh

I do confess, with goods and land
The debate continues through some hundreds of lite's

I'd have a wife at second hand .” and is ended by her stipulating that, to prove bis iulli

But though the Knight thus boldly avows the influ - lie shall submit to a whipping : telling him

“ It is an easier way to make
ence of riches, he is by no means ignorant of the

Love by, than that which many take .
poetry of love, though his mistress declares that his

Who would not rather sutler whipping,

enthusiasın is merely rhetorical . He tells her Thau swallow toasis of bits of ribbon **

“ Love in your heart as idly burns Make wicked verses, treats, and farces,

As fire in antique Roman urus, Aud spell names over with beer-glasses ?

To warm the dead, and vainly light
Be under vows to hang and die

Those only that see nothing by 't. " * Love's sacrifice, and all a lie ? "

And when she pretends to doubt his constancy, he The Knight readily consents, and thus concilides t ? ..

toils licr Canto : ---

“ The sun and day shall sooner part, “ Quoth he, I do proſess and swear,

Than love, or you, shake off my heart ; And will perform what you enjoin ,

The sun that shall no more dispense Or may I never see you mive .

His own, but your bright influence : Amen , ( quoth she) then turu d about,

I 'll carve your name on barks of trees, And bid her squire let bim out.

With true love -kuots and flourishes ; But ere an artist could be found

That shall infuse eternal spriug, T' undo the charms another bound,

And everlasting flourishing; The sun grew low , and let the skies,

Drink ev'ry letter on ' t in stum, Put down (somewrite) by ladies ' eyes

And make it brisk champaign become: The moon pull'd off her veil of light,

Where'er you tread , your foot shall set That hides her face by day from sight,

The primrose and the violet ; (Mysterious veil , of brightuess made,

All spices, perfumes, and sweet powders, That 's both her lustre and her shude)

Shall borrow from your breath their odours ; And in the lanthor of the night,

Nature her charter shall renew, With shining horns hung out her light;

And take all lives of things from you ; For darkness is the proper sphere,

The world depend upon your eye, Where all false glories use i' appear.

And when you frown upon it, clie . The twiukling stars began to muster,

Only our loves shall still survive, And glitter with their borrow'd lustre :

New worlds and natures to outlive ; While sleep the weary'd world relier'd ,

And like to heralds' moons, remain By counterfeiting death reviv d .

All crescents, without change or wane. " Our vot ry thought it best to adjoum

Which she ridicules in the following adıniralıle satire
His whipping penance till the morn,

And not to carry on a work
on the exaggerated panegyrics of poe.ical lovers :

Of such importance in the dark ,

“ Sir Knight, you take your aim amiss : With erring haste, but rather stay ,

For you will find it a hard chapter Aud do ' t in th ' open face of day ;

To catch me with poetic rapture , And in the mean time , go in quest

Of next retreat to take his rest."
* This alludes to the belief in the secret of a perpetual lamp,

which was burned in tombs, supposed to have been possessed by * It was one of the freaks which has been recorded of the

the ancients andthe Rosierusians,and of which there is an accou : t gallants of the age, to swallow bits of rilbou koru li fleir

in the ' Spectator,' No. 379. mistresses
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THE WINE-DISTRICTS OF PORTUGAL of making them bear the voyage better, came into

AND MADEIRA .
vogue, and increased to a great degree. The English

factors of Oporto addressed in 1754 a letter to their

THERE are circumstances connected with the wine- agents in the Alto Douro , complaining that “ thic

districts of Portugal which have given a peculiar fea- grower, at the time of the vintage, is in the habit of

ture to the intercourse between that country and Eng- checking the fermentation of the wines too soon, by

land . If the natural course of commerce had been putting brandy into them whilst fermenting.” This

followed, and English wine-drinkers had consulted complaint, and others about the same time, probably

their own taste alone in their purchases, a result would led to the formation of the Company : for the quality

have been broughtaboutvery different from that which of the wine became by adulteration so bad , that the

has been witnessed. demand for it lessened , the market-price lowered, and

The Portuguese wine is principally the well known the cultivators began to experience distress. Upon

Port, a kind perhaps better known in thiscountry than this, certain individuals at Oporto, in conjunction with

any other. It is shipped from Oporto, and we may the proprietors of the vineyards, succeeded in per

hence derive its name either from the country or from suading the Portuguese government to sanction the

the city. Wewill first notice, from Dr. Henderson's formation of a joint-stock company for the protection

work, the chief points in the cultivation of the district, of the wine-trade of the district. The professed object

and then glance at the regulations which have given of these persons were— " to encourage the culture of

such an artificial tone to the port-wine trade. the vineyards; to secure the reputation of the wines,

The wine country or district of the Cina de Douro, and the support of both the one and the other by fixed

or Upper Douro, commences about fifty miles from prices ; to promote in consequence inland and foreign

the harbour of Oporto, and presents a succession of commerce ; and finally to ensure the preservation of

hills on both sides of the river, which afford the choicest the health of his inajesty's subjects ."

exposures, and such loose and crumbling soils as have By royal letters patent, granted by the government

been shown to be most propitious to the culture of the of Portugal, these persons were authorized to form a

vine. The whole of this district is under the superin- company, with a capital of one million eight hundred

tendence of a chartered company, called the General thousand crowns. Among the better points of their

Company for the Cultivation of the Vineyards of the charter were the following :-) . That the districi cal

Alto Douro. The vintages are usually divided into culated for the growth of the export wincs should be

two principal classes : - viz ., Factory wines (vinhos da marked out,and the mixture of these wines with others

Feitoria) and secondary wines (vinhos de ramo). The from without the boundary prohibited. 2. That no

factory wines are again divided into vinhos de em one should be permitted to cover the vines with litter;

barqué, or assorted wines, for exportation to England ; as that operation, though it considerably augmented the

vinhos separados, or assorted wines for exportation to produce , tended to deteriorate thequality of the wine.

the Portuguese colonies or other foreign countries, or 3. That, in the manufacture of the wine, no one should

for home consumption. The vinhos de ramo are used use elder-berries ; which not only gave it a false and

partly for distillation, and partly for the supply of the evanescent colour, but also changed its natural flavour

taverns in Oporto, &c. (the planting of the elder being at the sametime for

In the territory of the Cima de Douro, the vines are bidden within the line of demarcation, and orders given

in general kept low, and trained on poles. Many dif- to extirpate the plants that already existed ) . 4. That ,

ferent species are cultivated, some of which are for after each vintage, a list should be made outof the

producing a wine of strong and full body, while others number of pipes in every cellar within the district;

are destined for a milder and sweeter wine. As soon and that the wine-tasters of the Company, and others

as the grapes begin to shrivel, they are gathered and to be nominated by the farmers, should prove them ,

introduced into broad and shallow vats, where they are and arrange them in classes, distinguishing such as

trodden along with the stalks ; and this operation is re were fit for exportation, and delivering to the pro

peated several tiines during the fermentation, which , prietors a corresponding ticket . ” .

in the case of the superior wines, continues about These were the more favourable points connected

seventy-two hours. When the liquor has ceased to with the Company's privileges ; but the unfavourable

ferment, it is removed into large tuns, containing from ones cameinto play gradually, and wrought great mis

cight to twenty pipes each . After the fair of the chief in many ways. The powers were intended to

Douro, whichcommonly takes place in the beginning guard the quality and fitness of the Douro wines gene

of February, the wine is racked into pipes, for the pur- rally; but the Company continued to interpret these

puse of being conveyed down the river into the stores powers to their own advantage, despite the injurious

of the Factory or of the wine-merchants at Oporto . effect which resulted in other quarters. One of the

To that which is reserved for exportation a quantity of evils is thus commented on by Dr. Henderson : - “ It

brandy is added when deposited in armazens or stores ; must be evident to every one possessed of common un

and a second portion is thrown in before it is shipped, derstanding, that no greater absurdity could have been

which is generally about twelve months after the imagined , than to mark out a district of several leagues

vintage. in extent, exhibiting a great variety of soils and ex

The establishment of the Wine Company at Oporto posures, as the only territory capable of producing

arose out of the adulteration which soine of themer- wines for exportation ; especially when it was known

chants effected on the wine, by adding to it a larger that many of the growths within the line of demarca

quantity of brandy than is ever put in any other sort tion were of inferior quality, while others without that

of wine. But this establishment, good in its origin , boundary were of first-rate excellence. One obvious

soon produced very pernicious effects. In the begin- effect of this senseless enactment has been to encou

ning of the last century a commercial treaty was made rage smuggling on the borders ; for those farmers

between England and Portugal, by which England of- whose lands produce only light wines must naturally

fered to the wineof Portugal a decided advantage in our be tempted to improve them , and render them fit for

markets, on condition that Portugal took ourwoollens ; purchase, by an admixture with the common ramo

and this led to a great export of Portugal wines to ivines, which they can always procure at a low price,

England. Down to about the year 1720, no brandy and import without much risk of detection .” The

was added to the Oporto wincs ; but after that time Company also possessed the power of fixing a maximum

the practice of so adulterating them , under the . plea price for the wines of the district ; a power which thus
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affected the agriculturist : - “ If on favourable soils, and engine in the engine-house, where the temperature is

in propitious seasons , any superior wines were pro- always high and the motion continual , and in a year

duced, it did not accord with the views of the Company, it could not be known from the choicest East India ."

that these wines should be sent to its customers in their Malmsey is a very rich kind of wine made in Ma

original purity ; as it was more advantageous to con- deira, and is produced from a grape which will only

ceal the existence of them , and to use them for mixing flourish in one small spot in the island .

with the inferior sorts. The cultivator, therefore, of

such fortunate growths, not being remunerated for his
KING LOUIS-PHILIPPE'S VISIT TO ETON

greater outlay, or for the superior skill and industry COLLEGE .

which he might have displayed in the management of
his vineyard, could have no inducementto continuehis The misconceptions of ourselves and our institutions,

exertions, but would thenceforth content himself with which are adopted occasionally by foreigners,and more

raising, at the least possible expense,the greatest possi- especiallybyour nearest neighbours,the French,are

ble quantity of a middling quality, or such as he could occasionally of a most extraordinary character ,and

most readily dispose of under the name of export wines ."
may lead to a cautious doubt as to whether our own

Theother kindsof Portuguese wine,suchas that of knowledge offoreign countriesmay be soexactaswe

Lisbon, known by that name, and Bucellas, produced usually give ourselvescredit for. Sometimes,of course,

a few miles from Lisbon, are of comparatively small national prejudiceon either side will so pervert the

sale and importance ; but thewine ofMadeira, which judgment astolead to very opposite opinions; buthow

may be regarded as apartofPortugal,has a few pecu- to give ? -in whichalmost every statement is utterly
shall we account for such an instance as we are about

liarities about it worthy of notice.

The vine was cultivated in Madeira with a view to motive for misrepresentation, and the facts would have
opposed to the truth , though there is no conceivable

vintage four centuries ago ; but till the latter end of
the seventeenth centuryits wine was not much known served the writer's purpose as well , or better than the

outofthe island. In 1989 a writer describes the hills fiction ; and could not have beendifficult to attain ,

as being covered with vines, from which wine was even in France.

made,and that thiswine was brought to the towns in in givinganaccount of the king's visit to Windsor :

In ‘ La Presse' of the 15th of October ,1844, it is stated ,

hog -skins upon asses' backs. At the present day nume

rous varieties of grapes are grown on the island, someof
“ After the cerememony of the investiture, the King of the French

which willbear forsixty years. The vines are planted their address to hisMajesty. Then the kingwent to visit the
received the corporation of the city of London , who presented

in lines in the vineyards in front of the houses, upon college of Eaton [ Eton ),as he had promised . This college, one

trellis -work seven feet high ; the branches are con- of

ductedover the tops, so as to be exposed horizontally of Oxford, is situated in the vicinity of Windsor. Built not

most ancient in England, and a dependence of the Carrersity

to the sun's action ; thus affording a canopy to those far from the Thames,andonthe old road which led from Wind

who walk under them , and yielding a shade very accept- sor to London, its old walls are seated half-wayup the hill, on the

able in a hot climate. On the north side of the island summit ofwhich stand the slender turrets of Royal Residence.

the vines are trained up chestnut trees, to shelter them The visit was, therefore, only a short and agreeable walk for

from the violence of the wind . Some of these vines their Majesties and their attendants, for Eaton is contiguous to

are grown on elevations nearly three thousand feet the park ofthe Castle.

high , and wine is made at an elevation of two thousand. “ Their Majesties were received by the Honourable Dean , wbo

The mode ofmaking the wine is usually this. For did the honours of his college, celebrated, among those ofGreat

the best qualities,thefruit isgathered at different Britain,for thenumerous and brilliantassemblage of youths who

times, and carefully picked ; theunripe and damaged and immunitieswhich the pupils enjoy atthe periods of the ex
congregate thither to study , as well as for certain privileges

portion being set apart for the manufacture of an in
aminations. It is at the college of Eaton that almost all the

ferior wine. The operation of treading is performed young men who belong to opulent families of England are in

in a trough formed of strong planks, or excavated in structed . It is also in this college that some of the sons of noble

a lava rock, and the juice thus obtained is called vinho but poor families are gratuitously admitled.

da flor. The bruised grapes are then placed within “ In order to meet the expenses incurred for the maintenance

the coils of a thick rope, made of the twisted shoots of of these indigent youths, a custom of a singular pature has been

the vine, and subjected to the action of the press, which introduced. At certain periods all the scholars of the college

gives the second quality of must. This is usually take a bag and go to the neighbouring highways to beg of the pas

mixed with the former, and the whole is fermented sengers and travellers, who always answer the demands gra

in casks containing one pipe each. A few pounds of ciously and generously,and thus supply the necessary meansfor

bakedgypsumare thrown in, as soonastheferment- collected by this affecting (touchante) custom ,and new exhibitions
the support of the college. Every year, it is said, large sums are

ation commences ; and while it lasts, the liquor is (bourses) thus founded for the advantage of those youths without

stirred once a day with a large flat stick , in order to fortune who bear honourable names.

accelerate the process. On account of the mountainous “ As to the privileges ( immunités) of the scholars of the col

nature of the country, the grapes are sometimes pressed lege of Eaton, they extend widely at the time of the examinations.

in one place and fermented in another, to which they Thus, for instance, at that happy period , they may abandon their

are conveyed on men's backs either in goat-skins or in selves, in the city of London, to all the eccentric vagaries of youth ,

small barrels. The fruit is ripe by the first week in without any fear ofthe constable's forming an obstacle. They may

September ; and by the second week of Noveinber the break furniture and smash windows without the police interfering.

vine is expected to be clear.
Ifa police ugent happens to come in the middle of this haroc

The meaning of the names “ East India ” and “West (dégál), the Eaton scholar has but to show his curd, and imme

India ” Madeira, will begatheredfrom thefollowing diately the constable drops his staff respectfully, which he had raised

to interpose between the rioters."

remarks by Mr. Redding : - “ Madeira wine must

attain age on the island, if it be not sent a voyage to a And this is given to the French people as serious

warmer climate, to gain its utmost excellence through and sober information. We have marked by Italic cha

a perfect decoin position of the saccharine principle. racters the more startling statements, beyond which

The expense of a voyage to the East Indies for this we deem no attempt at correction necessary. The

purpose is superfluous, as motion and heat will do it in perverted account, however, of the custom of collecting

any climate , and complete the decomposition of the salt ” at the Montem , and of the prostration of the

principle which tends to fermentation. A pipe of London police before the Eton boys, is most exces

Madeira has been attached to the beam of a steain sively ridiculous.
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( Cathedral of St. David . ]

THE CATHEDRAL OF ST. DAVID. engage in the undertaking ; and, saysGiraldus, “ When

all the fathers assembled enjoined St. David to preachi,

This Cathedral, we hardly need say, derives its name he commanded a child which attended him , and had

from the tutelary saint of Wales and Welshmen ; but lately been restored to life by him , to spread a napkin

that is the least part of its connexion with the holy under his feet; and, standing upon it, he began to ex

man,as we shall see by a brief notice of his life. He pound the Gospel and the law to the auditory. All

was the son of a Prince of Cardigan (whose name we the while that his oration continued, a snow-white dove,

need not transcribe, considering that it requires some descending from heaven , sat upon his shoulders ; and,

seven words—and those Welsh ones—to do so), and moreover, the earth on which he stood raised itself

was born about the middle of the fifth century. After under him till it became a hill , from whence his voice,

a long period of study, first of general knowledge and like a trumpet, was clearly heard and understood by

literature, and secondly of divinity , he settled in a se- all , both near and far off. " If any doubt the truth of

cluded place called the Valley of Roses, established a these somewhat marvellous statements, let them go to

religious house, and brought around him a considerable the spot,and there to this day they will assuredly find

number of scholars. The discipline he caused to be a little hill, and a church ( Llanddewi-Brefi) built upon

observed was unusually strict and severc . All were it in commemoration of the event above mentioned .

bound to labour with their own hands for the common To return, however, to St. David : it appears the As

welfare, all gifts or possessions offered by unjustmen sembly were so delighted with his eloquence and zeal

were to be refused, and a hatred of wealth was to be in opposing the obnoxious doctrines, that they unani

cherished . “ They never conversed together by talk- mously called upon him to accept the archbishopric of

ing but when necessity required, but each performed Caerleon, oneof the three archiepiscopal seats(York

the labourenjoined him , joining thereto prayer or holy and London being the others) into which England

meditations on divine things ; and having finished was then divided. David accepted the honours and

their country work , they returned to their monastery, duties, but on the condition of removing the sce to Me

where they spentthe remainder of the day till the nevia , the establishmenthe had founded in the Valley

evening in reading or writing. In the evening, at the of Roses. The period of these interesting, events was

sounding of a bell, they all left their work , and imme- the reign of that most interesting of sovereigns — King

diately repaired to the church , where they remained Arthur. Five and twenty archbishops in succession

till the stars appeared, and then went altogether to filled the archiepiscopal seat, and then the last of the

their refection, eating sparingly and not to satiety . number withdrew with all his clergy to Britanny, and

Their food was bread with roots or herbs seasoned with after the lapse of some time the see became subjcet to

salt, and their thirst they quenched with a mixture of Canterbury. Such was the origin and history of the

water and milk. Supper being ended, they continued present bishopric of St. David's .

about three hours in watching, prayers, and genuflec The Cathedral stands near the sea -shore, amidst the

tions. As long as they were in the church it was not wreck of variousreligious edifices, and in a city, which

permitted to any to slumber, or sneeze , &c. After this itself is but a wreck of what it was, when pilgrims

ihey went to rest, and at cock -crowing they rose, and thronged from all parts of Britain to pay their respects

continued at prayer till day appeared. All their in- to St. David's shrine, which is still preserved in the

ward sensations and thoughts they discovered to their Cathedral, and exhibits four recesses for the receipt of

superior, and from him they demanded permission in offerings. Pope Calixtus ordained that two pilgrim

all things.. . . Their clothing was skins of beasts.” ages to this place should be reckoned equivalent to

( * Acta Sanctorum Martyrum .') Rapidly did the place, one to Rome. Among the monarchswho are known

and still more so its founder, rise into repute. When to havecome hither may be mentioned the Conqueror,

the Pelagian heresy, as it was called, re -appeared in Henry II . , and Edward'l., and Eleanor. Giraldus re

Wales, a Synod was called, about 519, to endeavour to lates a pleasant anecdote in connexion with the visit of

check its progress. Moved by repeated entreaties, the second Henry. Across the river Alan, which runs

David at last consected to repair thither and personally I through the Cathedral precincts, there was in very an

No. 809.
Vol . XIII.-- 3 K
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cient times a beautiful marble bridge, consisting of a way. Some of the vines were very old, and appeared

single slab, measuring ten feet in length, by six in to be in bad condition . Others, which were only six

breadth and one in depth. “ Henry II., on his return years old , were very vigorous ; and as the grapes had

from Ireland, is said to have passed over this stone be- not been gathered from a part of them , the branches

fore he entered the church. Proceeding towards the were found to average eight or nine on each ; the

shrine of St. David , habited like a pilgrim , and leaning whole fruit of cach plant averaging fourteen or sixteen

on a staff, he metat the White Gate a procession of the pounds. In forming the young vines, as well as in

canons, coming forth to receive him with due honour pruning them afterwards, attention is generally directed

and reverence. Asthe procession moved along, a Welsh to havethe branches in such a direction that they will

woman threw herself at the king's feet, and made a balance cach other upon the stock , the latter being

complaint against the bishop of the place , which was from twelve to eighteen inches from the ground before

explained to the king by an interpreter; the woman, they spring out.

immediate attention not being paid to her petition, with The mode of culture involves the following points :

violentgesticulations, and a loud and impertinent voice, -Immediately that the grapes are plucked from one

exclaimed repeatedly, Vindicate us this day, Lech- vintage, a small pit is dug around each separate plant,

lavan ! Revenge usand the nation in this man ?' allud to enable the rain to penetrate to the roots. InJa

ing to a vulgar fiction and proverb of Merlin, that a nuary the whole plant is pruned ; and the pits are then

king of England and conqueror of Ireland should be closed , in order that the moisture which has been re

wounded in that country by a man with a red hand, and ceived may be retained. The soil is soon aſterwards

die upon Lechlavan on his return through Menevia. loosened and freed from grass and weeds, which is ge

The king, who hail hcard the prophecy, approaching nerally effected by the middle of March . The soil is

the stone, stopped for a short time at the foot of it , and, carefully sinoothed twice, with an interval of three

looking earnestly at it, boldly passed over ; then turn- weeks ; the vicious sprouts are cut off at the roots of

ing round and looking towards the stone, thus indig- the plants; the soil is pulverized very finely ; and

nantly inveighed against the prophet : Who will stakes are driven in to support the coming crop. In

hereafter give credit to the lying Merlin ?' One of the the meantime there are numberless minor points re

bystanders then called out in a loud voice, Thou art quiring the attention of the husbandman, especially

not that king by whom Ireland is to be conquered, or the search for insects ; so that the demand on his care

of whom Merlin prophesied !"" and labour are unceasing. But, on the other hand,

The Cathedral, which was erected by Peter, the forty- the vintage is less uncertain than in some other coun

ninth bishop, is partly in the Norman, partly in the tries ; so that although the cultivator workshard, lic

pointed style, three hundred and seven feet long, with feels pretty sure of an adequate return for his exertions.

a lofty square tower at the west end, and a lofty choir. The grapes are allowed to hang till perfectly ripe,

The bishop's throne is of exquisite workınanship, and which generally occurs rather before the iniddle of Sep

the rood - loft-screen and roof are greatly admired. tember. After the pluckiug, those growers who are

Giraldus Cambrensis, from whose writings we have most attentive to their wines, place their grapes in

borrowed the preceding anecdotes, lies buried here, baskets, and expose them to the sun for forty-eight

obtaining in death that position among the bishops of hours , turning and sorting them all the while . When

the see which he failed to obtain in his lifetime; but to the wine is to be made, the grapes are carried to the

which his virtues and the twice recorded suffrages of pressing -room . The presses generally used in Spain

the Chapter of St. David's so well entitled him . are simply large wooden troughs, about eight foet

square by twelve or fourteen inches deep ; and each

THE SHERRY DISTRICT OF SPAIN.
will contain , at one time, as many grapes as will yield

a butt of wine. A coarse wooden screw stands in the

SHERRY is so much the most important of the wines centre of the trough , and is worked by a lever. A

made in Spain, that the wine-trade of that country bas large quantity of grapes being heaped up in one part

relation almost wholly to this variety . We will avail of the trough , the labourers commence by strewing

ourselves of the description of Mr. Busby and other upon them as much powdered gypsum as a man can

travellers, to give a short notice of the chief charac- take up with both hands. Some of the grapes are then

teristics which mark this notable branch of Spanish spread over the bottom of the remainder of the trough ,

industry and commerce - one of thevery few thatmain- upon which the men jump with great violence, having

tain their importance in that ill-regulated country. heavy wooden shoes on their feet. After the greater

The nameofSherry is derived from Xeres, a town part of the grapes are pretty well broken, they are piled

in the centre of the wine-district. This is a small up round the screw ; and a flat band, made of a kind

town near Gibraltar, but deemed one of the richest in of grass, is wound round the pile, commencing at the

Spain in relation to its population, owing to the vast bottom : the broken grapes being heaped and pressed

trade there carried on in wine. A few years ago, when in as the band is wrapped higher and higher, till they

Mr. Busby wrote, there was a Scotch firm at Xeres who are all compressed into it . The men then commence

dealt largely in wine, and whose cellars at that place working the screw ,and the must or juice flows in great

were enormous, the extreme length of the largest being abundance. The bottom of each trough is clevated

more than three hundred feet, and the breadth twohun-| two or three feet above the floor of the cellar, with iro

dred . Their ordinary stock kept on hand was stated or three spouis so arranged as to allow the must to

at four thousand butts, kept in casksof various sizes, fall into vessels beneath . The must is poured into

holding from one to four butts each . Many other butts; and the skins and husks,after having had water

firms possess ranges of wine cellars nearly or quite as added to them , arc again pressed, to yield an inferior

large ; and indeed the cellars constitute the principal quality ofmust.

buildings in Xeres. The subsequent processes of fermentation, &c. are

One of the sherry vineyards visited by Mr. Busby pretty nearly analogous to those observable in other

contained about forty acres, producing from sixty to wine -countries; but there is a difference between

scventy butts of wine annually. The soil was of the the kinds of sherry, which depends in a peculiar de

description called in Spain albariza, consisting mainly gree on the subsequent management of the fermented

of carbonate of lime, and which was said by the culti- must. The difference between light sherry and brown

rators to be the best kind for the sherry grape. The sherry is stated by Mr. Inglis to be broughtabout in the

distance of the plants apart was about five fect each fo lowingway :-If a butt of bro :yn sherry be ranted,
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a butt of light sherry is boiled down to one-fifth part | wines, which, from their excessive low price, no one

of its bulk , till it acquire a deep brown colour; and can expect to be genuine wines, and which are proba

one -half of this quantity is added to a butt of the best bly mixed with Cape. But the class of wines which

pale sherry, of course removing from this latter as pass under the denomination of " low -priced sherries"

inuch as will make room for the boiled wine. The are not aduiterated at London , but at Xeres, by the

wine here called “light sherry is not an inferior quality ; grower, not by the exporter. These wines are mixed

it is the produce of the Xeres grape, planted upon a with the wines of Mogucr,and with a larger propor

lighter soil near the mouth of the Guadelquiver,and tion of brandy ; and the exporter, in purchasing them

produces a wine of rather lighter tint than thatof other from the grower, is quite well aware of their quality ;

parts of the same district. This addition of the con- but, being ordered to send a large cargo of low -priced

densed light sherry to the brown sherry does not render wines, he is forced to purchase and export these. It

the latter more expensive; because the former is pro- may be laid down as a fact, that genuine sherry, ore

duced from a more abundant and cheaper grapethan year old, cannot be imported under thirty shillings per

the latter. By adding more or less of this boiled wine dozen ; and if to this be added the profit of themer

to other sherries, any desired tint may be given to them ; chant and the accumulation of interest upon capital

and all the gradations of colour, which are by many in older wine, it is obvious that genuine sherry, four

supposed to have connexion with particular growths years old, cannot be purchased in England under forty

or vintages of sherry, depend mostly if not entirely on five shillings.” The saine writer observes, while re

the quantity of boiled wine mixed with the unboiled. ferring to the artificial manner in which colour is

The casks in which the wine is stored in the cellars imparted to the darker sherries, and to the doubtful

at Xeres are arranged in regular rows, in some parts quality of most of that which reaches England ;

of the cellar to the height of four tiers. They are · Before visiting Xeres, we cannot have any idea of the

called soleras, and always remain in the cellars; they variety in flavour, and the various gradations of excel

contain wine of all ages, from one year to half a cen lence in sherry ; and,after tasting ihe primest samples

tury. The wine-merchants of Xeres never exhaust of cach kind, from the palest straw up to the deep

their stock of finest and oldest wine. According to brown, it is impossible to say which is the finest. I

the price at which wine cxpedited to the market is in- need scarcely repeat again , ihat it is entirely by the

tended to be sold, it contains a larger or smaller pro- aroma and by the tastc - not at all by the colour, that

portion of old wine ; but it is only in wines of a very sherries are io be judged. The wide differences in

high price, thateven a small portion of their finest wines colour depend entirely upon the proportion of boiled

is mixed. What is withdrawn from the oldest and wine ; while those slighter shades, perceptible among

finest casks is made up from the casks which approach the pale and light golden wines, are owing to some

them nearest in age and quality, and these are again small difference in the ripeness of the fruit."

replenished from the next in quality to them . Thus a Around the town of Malaga is a district which con

cask of wine, said to be fifty years old , may contain a tains many vineyards, some for the preparation of wine,

portion of the vintages of thirty or forty seasons. The but the majority for thepreparation of the well known

principal wine-merchants of Xeres do not ship wine for raisins, or dried fruit. The Malaga wine is chiefly a

England (the best , or nearly the best of their custom- dry wine, something similar to sherry, but much in

ers ), till it has attained the age of two years ; that is , ferior in flavour, and sold chiefly to the Americans.

till ihe bulk of the wine has attained that age ; but the It is a sweet-lasted wine, and having no great alcoholic

differences in quality and price are made up chiefly by strength it has been used in America more extensively

the greater or less quantity of the choice wine mixed since the use of ardent spirits has lessened. The vine

with it. The higher qualities of sherry are those of growers in the neighbourhood of the town do not, like

which the bulk is four or five years old , and which is those of Xercs, hold their wine twelve months before

also mixed with some of the choice reserve . Thus, selling it to the merchants. They have earthen vats of

every kind of sherry which reaches this country is a the shape of an oven, and sometimes large enough to

mixture of many different vintages : it may liave been, contain two or three butts. Into these vats the must

perhaps, “ seven years in bottle ;". but before being flows as the grapes are pressed ; and as they become

bottled , and before leaving Spain, it was compounded filled, the wine, in order to make room for more, is

from different sources. conveyed from them , more or less fermented according

The lowest-priced sherries are often bronght from to circumstances, to the stores of the merchant. Their

Malaga, which produces a wine, not, in fact, sherry at means of conveyance are mules and asses ; the wine

all ; but they are sent to Xeres, and there doctored " being carried in sheep -skins, which, froin being con

so as to pass for the wine of that district. All such stantly used, do not impart any unpleasant taste to the

wines have brandy added to them , to increase the wine. Mr. Busby states that “ A great portion of

strength. There is even a still further system of com- the wines exported to England under the naine of

pounding different liquors together to make up the sherry are the growth of Malaga, and are brought

saleable sherry; for there is a very dry kind of sherry, round and transhipped at Cadiz. Most of thesherries

called montillado, or amontillado, which has a very light sold by retail in England, under forty shillings per

colour, and which is used to reduce the colour of sher- dozen, are either of this kind , or of the commonest

ries when too high ; in the same manner as boiled qualities of the San Lucas and Port St. Mary's vine

wine is rised to lieighten the colour when too pale. yards.”

The montillado is made sometimes accidentally and

at other times designedly : if it be intended to produce

montillado, the fruit is plucked a fortnight sooner than
Luther's Convent.-- Webreak fasted this morning at Erfurt , and

for sherry ; but so uncertain are the results of a vintage, made duteous pilgrimage to the Augustine Couvent, which
Luther inhabited as a monk . In the church lie said his

that if a hundred butts of wine be procured from a
first mass : and it remains in the same state, with a rule old

Xeresvineyard, and treated in precisely the sameway, pulpit in which Luther preached ,and carved wooden galleries.

several of them will , in all probability , turn outto be His cell is preserved as when he lived in it . It is like conven

Montillado, without the grower or the merchant being tual cells all over the world, a small square high chamber. Here

able to assign any reason for it . is the Bible that he first found in the library of the courent ; and

Mr. Inglis says that— " Sherries, when adulterated, studying with his powerful mind, began to perceive the errors of

are not usually adulterated by the London wine iner- the church to which he belonged . The convent is now used as

chant, with the exception of thosc extremely inferior an orphan -bouse.-- Mrs. Shelley's Rambles.

6
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[Portrait of Raphael, with the Marriage of Joseph and Mary .)

ESSAYS ON THE LIVES OF REMARKABLE | less defined , to that familiar name : but it is necessary

PAINTERS . — No. XXXI . to have studied profoundly the history of art and tohave

RAPHAEL Sanz1o D'URBINO : b. 1483 ; d . 1520.
an intimate acquaintance with the productions of con

temporary and succeeding artists, to form any just idea

We have mentioned two among the great men who of the wide and lasting influence exercised by ibis har

influenced the progress of art in the beginning of the monious and powerful genius. His works have been

sixteenth century - Lionardo da Vinci and Michael an inexhaustible storehouse of ideas to painters and to

Angelo. The third and greatest name was that of poets. Everywhere in artwe find his traces. Every

RAPHAEL . where we recognise his forins and lines, borrowed or

In speaking of this wonderful man we shall be more stolen , reproduced, varied , imitated , never improved.

diffuse and enter more into detail than usual. How Some critic once said, “ Show me any sentiment or feel

can we treat in a small compass of beim whose fame has ing in any poet, ancient or modern, and I will showyou

filled the universe ? In the history of Italian art he the same thing either as well or better expressed in

stands alone, like Shakspere in the history of our Shakspere ;" in the samemanner onemightsay, “ Show

literature , and he takes the same kind of rank, a supe- me in any painter, ancient or modern, any especial

riority not merely of degree, but of quality . Every- beauty of form , expression, or sentiment, and in some

body has heard of Raphael, every one has attached picture, drawing, or print after Raphael, I will show

some associations of excellence and beauty, more or you the same thing as well or betier done, and that
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accomplished which others have only sought or at- | held a respectable rank in his native city and was

lempted.” To complete our idea of this rare union of much esteemed by the Dukes Frederigo and Guido

greatness and versatility as an artist with all that could baldo of Urbino, both of whom played a very important

grace and dignify the man , we must add such personal part in the history of Italy between 1474 and 1494.

qualities as very seldom meet in the same individual - The name of Raphael's mother was Magia, and the

a bright, generous, genial, gentle spirit ; the most at- house in which he was born is still standing, and re

tractive manners, the most winning modesty , garded by the citizens of Urbino with just veneration.

He was only eight years old when he lost his mother,
“ His heavenly face the mirror of his miud ;

but his father's second wife, Bernardina, well supplied
His mind a temple for all lovely things

her place, and loved him and tended him as if he had
To flock to, and inhabit ;"

been her own son . His father was his first instructor,

and we shall have a picture in our fancy more resem- and very soon the young pupil was not only able to

bling that of an antique divinity, a young Apollo, than assist him in his works, but showed such extraordinary

a real human being. There was a vulgar idea at one talent that Giovanni deemed it right to give him the

time prevalent that Raphael was a man of vicious and advantage of better teaching than his own. Perugino

dissipated habits, and even died a victim to his ex was the most celebrated master of that time, and Gio

cesses; this slander has been silenced for ever by in- vanni travelled to Perugia to make arrangements for

disputable evidence to the contrary, and now wemay placing Raphael under his care, but before these ar

refiect with pleasure that nothing rests on surer evi- rangements were completed this good father died, in

dence than the adınirable qualities of Raphael ; that no August, 1494. His wishes were however carried into

earthly renown was ever so unsullied by reproach, so execution by his widow and by his wife's brother, Simone

justified by mcrit, so confirmed by concurrent opinion , Ciarla, and Raphaelwas sent to study under Perugino,

so established by time. The short life of Raphael was in 1495, being then twelve years old .

one of incessant and persevering study : he spent one He remained in this school till he was nearly twenty,

half of it in acquiring that practical knowledge, that and was chiefly employed in assisting his master. A

inechanical dexterity of hand, which were necessary few pictures painted between his sixteenth and

before he could embody in forms and colours the rich twentieth year have been authenticated by careful

creations of his wonderful mind ; and when he died at research, and are very interesting from being essen

the age of thirty -seven , he left behind him 287 pictures tially characteristic. There is, of course , the manner

and 576 drawings and studies. If we reflect for one of his master Perugino, but mingled with some of

moment we must be convinced that such a man could those qualities which were particularly his own , and

not have been idle and dissipated : for we must always which his after life developed into excellence ; and

take into consideration that an excelling painter must nothing in these early pictures is so remarkable as the

be not only a poet in mind, but a ready and perfect arti- gradual improvement of his style and his young predi

ficer ; that nature may bestow the " genius and the lection for his favourite subject,the Madonna and Child.

faculty divine,” but only time, practice, assiduous in- The most celebrated of all his pictures painted in the

Justry, can give the exact and cunning hand. “ An school of Perugino was one representing the Marriage

author," as Richardson observes, “ must think, but it is of the Virgin Mary to Joseph ;-a subject which is very

no matter what character he writes ; he has no care common in Italian art, and called ' Lo Sposalizio ' (' the

about that, ifwhat he writes be legible. A curious me- Espousals ' ) . This beautiful picture is preserved in

chanic's band must be exquisite ; but his thoughts may the Gallery at Milan. There is a large and fine en

be at liberty." The painter must think and invent with graving of it by Longhi, which can be seen in any

bis fancy, and what his fancy invents his hand must goud print-shop. In the same year that he painted

acquire the power to execute, or vain is his power of this picture (1804 ), Raphael visited Florence for the

creative thought. It has been observed - though Ra- first time. He carried with him a letter of recom

phael was unhappily an exception—that painters are mendation from Giovanna,Duchess of Sora and sister

generally long lived and healthy, and that, of all the of the Duke ofUrbino, to Soderini, who had succeeded

professors of science and art, they are the least liable the exiled Medici in the government of Florence.

io alienation of mind or morbid effects of the brain . In this letter the duchess styles him “ a discreet and

One reason may be, that through the union of the oppo- amiable youthi," to whom she was attached for his

site faculties of the excursive fancy and niechanic skill, father's sake and for his own good qualities, and she

-bead and hand balancing each other — a sort of har- requests that Soderini will favour and aid him in his

mony in their alternate or coefficient exercise is pre- pursuits. Raphael did not remain long at Florence in

served habitually, which reacts on the whole moral and this first visit, but he made the acquaintance of Fra

physical being . As Raphael carried to the highest Bartolomeo and Ridolfo Ghirlandajo, and saw some

perfection the union of those faculties of head and cartoons by Lionardo da Vinci and Michael Angelo,

hand which constitute the complete artist, so this har- which filled his mind with new and bold ideas both

mony pervaded his whole being, and nothing deformed of form and composition. In the following year he
or discordant could enter there. In all the portraits was employed in executing several large pictures for

which exist of him , from infancy to manhood, there is various churches at Perugia . One of these , a large

a divine sweetness and repose ; the little cherub altar -piece, painted for the church of the Servite, is

face of three years old is not more serene and angelic now atBlenheim ; it is full of beauty and dignity ; be

than the same features at thirty. The child whom neath it was a little picture of St. John preaching in

father and mother, tutor and stepmother, caressed and the Wilderness, which is in the possession of Lord

idolized in his loving innocence, was the same being Lansdowne. About the same time he painted for him

whom we see in the primeof manhood subduing and self a lovely little miniature called “ the Dream of the

reigning over all hearts, so that, to borrow the wordsof Young Knight,"' in which he represents a youth armed,

a contemporary, “ not only all men, but the very brutes who sees in a vision ivo female figures, one alluring

loved hini :" the only very distinguished man of whom him to pleasure, the other, with a book and sword , invit

we read , who lived and died without an enemy or a ing him to study and to strive for excellence. This is

detractor ! now in England, in the possession of Lady Sykes.

Raphael Sanzio or Santi was born in the city of When he had finished these and other works he

Urbino, on Good Friday in the year 1483. His father, returned to Florence, and remained there till 1508.

Giovanni Santi, was a painter of no mean talent, who | Some of the most exquisite of his works may be re
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ferred to this period of liis life, that is, before he was Mr. Forbes speaks in the highest terms of the quali

five and twenty : fications which Saussure brought to bear on this task.

One of these is tlie Madonna sitting under the Palm- lle says :- “ The writings of De Saussure have been

tree, while Joseph presents flowers to the Infant Christ. the subject of perpetual reference - notonly at home,

This may be seen in the Bridgewater Gallery. A but among the very scenes which he has described ,

second is the Madonna in the possession of Earl and where it is easy to retrace the exactness of his

Cowper, and now at Panshanger. Another is the assertions, and the faithful yet sober colouring of liis

famous Madonna in the Florentine Gallery, called the descriptions. Himself a man of independence and

• Madonna del Cardellino ' ( the Virgin of the Gold . station at Geneva, early imbued with a taste for explor

finch ) because the little St. John is presenting a gold- ing mountain scenery ; well instructed in the iben

finch, to the Infant Christ. Another, as famous, now in existing state of natural loistory and the allied branches

the Louvre, called ' La Belle Jardinière , because the of physics — he was exactly in the proper position for

Madonna is seated in a garden amid flowers , with advancing a knowledge of his own country, and of

Christ standing at her knee. The St. Catherine in those natural laws which may best be studied amongst

our National Gallery was also painted about the same its mountains. His journeys were not ' tours de force,'

period , and the little picture of St. George and the miracles of rapidity and boldness, from which , if any.

Dragon, wlich Guidobaldo , Duke of Urbino, sent as a thing were gained, it must have been by a sort of

present to Henry VII., and which is now at St. Peters- intuition . On the contrary, even his more adven

burg. In this picture St. George is armed with a lance, turous expeditions werecoinmenced with a calm fore

and has the Garier round his knee, with the inscription sight, peculiar to himself , of the ends to be guined,

Iloni soit qui mal y pense.” There is another little St. and the best methods of attaining them . He did not

George in the Louvre, in which the saint is about to court dangers ; he did not affect to despise even incon

slay the dragon with a stvord. And there are besides veniences. His fortune permitted him to travel and

two or threc large altar -pieces and some beautiful por- observe in a manner which is as rare at the present

traits, in all about thirty pictures painted during the day as formerly. He was frequently accompanied by

tlıree years he spent at Florence. ten or twelve men, and four or six mules carrying

baggage, provisions, instruments, beds, and a tent ; and

SAUSSURE AND HIS SUCCESSORS.
perhaps to this precaution may be partly attributed the

long period of life through which he was able to extend

In a former Number (747) we gave a few details his laborious researches, trying to most constitutions,

respecting the residence of M. Agassiz among the and from which he states that even he did not fail to

Alpine glaciers. Since then Professor Forbes has suffer at last .”

published a very full account of his researches in the As early as 1760, Saussure announced publicly to

same region, further illustrating the curious mode of the guides living at Chamouni, near Mont Blanc, ihat

life, and the “ hair-breadth 'scapes” to which such he would give a considerable sum to any one who

explorers are exposed. When we find a mere tourist, would find a practicable route to the summit of that

from motives of curiosity, plunging himself into all mountain. Two attempts were made at the time, but

sorts of dangers which he might casily avoid , we both failed . Fifteen years afterwards, four guides

may marvel withont admiring ; but when a man of made the attempt together, but gave it up in despair

science leaves his books and his lecture-room , and after making great exertions. In 1783 ihree oiber

wanders away with the express purpose of solving guides tried, but were conquered ; as was M. Buurrit

some important scientific question, and does the same and some guides who next made ile attempt.

thing year after year, we can hardly fail to recognise At length , in 1786, Saussure resolved to make the

one of the best motives which can influence a traveller, attempt himself. As it was necessary to arrange for

and to admire the spirit which conducts him through slecping one night high up on the mountain, two

his self-imposed task . The Alpine glaciers have wit men were despatched previously, to build a temporary

nessed many such enterpriseswithin the last few years. but of dry stones. A party, consisting of seventeen

Agassiz, Forbes, Hugi, and other men of science have persons, set out, and ascended gradually, now passing

visited these spots with the purpose of detecting the along the edge of a ravine, now crossing a glacier, now

causes which regulate the phenomena of glaciers. meeting with a rugged stony ridge. After five or sis

Saussure was one of the first to display this ardour hours' walking they reached their hut, which was four

in the pursuit of science . Indeed, later travellers on thousand feet above the inn from whence they set out.

the Alps have only carried out the bold method of Saussure then adjusied his instruments, and made all

exploration which he adopted ; and wemust,to appre- possible observations on temperature, moisture, elec

ciate what he did, bear in mind the knowledge pos . trical state, &c . , of the air. Their little but measured

sessed at that time respecting glaciers. eight feet by seven , and was four feet high, formed of

It is perhaps by this time pretty generally known , stones piled rudely one on another; a little aperture

that a glacier is a vast mass of ice occupying a valley served them for an entrance, andan open umbrella

between two mountains, or inclining against the slope served as a door to that entrance. Saussure lay on his

of a mountain , and is of vast thickness; but all beyond bed , and looked out upon the moonlight reflected from

this has been matter for laborious investigation. Does the snow and rocks ; but soon fell into a sound sleep .

the glacier seem like solid ice, as if a lake had been At six o'clock the next morning they resumed their

frozen ; or does it more resemble frozen snow ? Does journey . They knew that they had yet to ascend four

it slide downwards; and , if so , is this movement con- ihousand feet on rocks, and two thousand ou snow ,

tinuous or periodical ? Does it increase or diminish before they could reach the summit ; and they prepared

in size year by year ? What are the causes of a veined themselves accordingly. The farther they went, the

structure observable in the ice ; of fissures observing a steeper the ascent became. On one ridge not only was

certain general direction ; of a convexity in the middle this steepness very great, but the rock of which it was

of the inass ; of long rows of blocks of 'stone and rock formed rolled into fragınents beneath their feet.

observable on the surface ;of isolated blocks perched ' Sometimes,” says Saussure, pieces cameaway in our

up in pyramids of ice? - these are some of the ques- hands when we laid hold of them ; often, not knowing

tions which are now undergoing examination , and where to lay hold, I was obliged to catch at the leg of

which Saussure was the first to investigate by the bold the guide next before me. The ascent in some places

plan of going to live for many days on the ice itself. was so steep that sometimes his leg was level with my
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head.” At length, after three hours' continued ascent | very remarkable enterprise lie astonished every one by

up this awfulridge, the steepness became so great, and the bold energy with which he pursued his scientific

the coating of snow so thick , that the party were com- object . He passed seventeen days on the pinnacle of

pelled, much against their own inclination, to give up a lofty mountain , or in a little temporary liut just below

the exploit as hopeless. They had reached a height of the pinnacle, making observations with various instru

eleven thousand feet, and consoled themselves with the ments, and instilling into his hardy guides a bold de

reflection that, although they had not fully succeeded , termination which even to them was new. This spot

they had yet attained a greater height than any previous was called the Col de Géant; it is eleven thousand fect

explorers in any part of Europe .
above the level of the sea . Saussure, his son , and sc .

In the following year Jacques Balmat, one of the veral guides and porters, toiled up to this spot in July,

guides, found a way of reaching the summit of this 1788 , there they built a cabin six feet square, accoin

celebrated mountain ; and in 1787 Saussure again pre- panied by two tents, which was just visible to the pea

pared for the attempt. After a toilsome ascent to a santry in the plains of Piedmont below . The utmost

great height, his party slept in a bed of snow, greatly astonishment was felt by the peasants at such a seeming

distressed by the rarefied state of the air at that great causeless exposure to cold and danger ; and there were

altitude. The following is a picture of one part of the not wantingrumours that sorcery must be at work aloft

subsequent ascent.— “ The declivity became continually in the mountain. Saussure pursued his object steadily .

more sloping, and on our left bordered by a frightful He made observations on the few plants and animals

precipice'; it was necessary to get over a pretty large found in that region ; he observed thenatureand

opening the passage of which was incommoded by a superposition of the rocks ; the prevailing direction of

rock of ice, which forced us to the border of the de- the wind ; the varying height of the barometer; the

clivity. The foremost guides had cut steps here and range of temperature, and the relation between it and

there on the hard snow as they went on ; but as they had the height of the station ; the solar radiation, the tem

left the spaces too long, it was necessary to take such perature of the interior of masses of snow ; the elec

long steps thatweran ihe risk of missing one's footing, tricity of the atmosphere ; the moisture of the air ; the

and sliding without remedy to the bottom . At last, colour of the sky ; the magnetism of the earth ,-and in

towards the top , the thawed surface became thinner; short there was scarcely a department of science which

then it broke under our feet, and underneath it eight he did not enrich with valuable observations of some

or nine inches of crumbled snow , which rested on a kind or other ; and this, too, at a spot where personal

second crust of hard snow , into which we sank to the discomforts surrounded him on all sides. His guides

calves of our legs; after which we slid down the side became thoroughly wearied and exhausted ; and it

of the precipice, to which we were only held by the required some address to keep them firm to his service.
upper crust of snow . If this crust, thus loaded with

the greatest part of our weight, had broken , we should

infallibly have slid to the bottom . I did not think of the BILLINGSGATE MARKET.

danger ; my resolution was taken ; I was determined to If the stranger visits Billingsgate in summer, many

go on as long as my strength would enable me, and I objects will engage his attention, but in a winter's

had no other thought than that of advancing with a morning the market alone. How solitary are the

firm step .” streets ! and yet London is never entirely buried in

In passing along dangerous spots, Saussure adopted sleep. At the most untimely hours the avocations of

the following plan. He had a light but strong stick , some classes of its busy population call upon them 10

eight or ten feet long; and this was held horizontally be astir. The pause seems deepest from two to three

by two guides, one at each end, and one behind the o'clock . Riot, Profligacy, Want, and Misery have re

other ; so that it formed a kind of railing or barrier tired , and Labour is scarcely risen . As we approach

w benever they were traversing a precipice. Saussure Billingsgate the profound silence of the night is now

walked between the two guides, and held by the middle and then broken by the wheels of the fishmonger's

of this stick .
light-cart, who is proceeding to the same destination .

The last part of the ascent was the most painful of The whole area of the market, brilliantly lighted with

all . The rarity of the air at that elevation was so great streaming fames of gas, comes into view . One might

as to take away almost every power of exertion . He fancy that the place was arranged for a feast of rude

was obliged to stop every sixteen or twenty steps pleniy. The tables of the salesmen, which are ranged

to take breath ; his legs failed him , his head became from one side of the covered area to the other, afford

dizzy, and his temper seems to have been affected by ample space for clustering throngs of buyers around ,

his state of physical exhaustion. The remark he makes each. Each range appears to forin one table , but the

as to his first sensation when he reached the suminit is portion assigned to each salesman is nine feet by six .

characteristic of the motives which from the first had Each salesman sits with his back to another, and be

prompted him . Ile says, “ The moment I had got 10 tween them is a wooden board, so that they are ap

the highest point of the snow with which this summit parently enclosed in a recess ; but by this arrangement

is crowned , I trod upon itwith a sort of vexation rather their pockets escape the pick pocket, which was not

than with a sentimentof pleasure ; for my object was not the case when they were not separated from the crowd.

solely the getting to the top ; I wanted there to make There are about sixty fish -salesmen in London, and

observations and experiments which would render this probably filty have stalls in this inarket, for which they

undertaking valuable ; and I was very much afraid I pay a comparatively trifling rent. Proceeding to thic

could make but a very small part of what I had pro- bottom of the market, we perceive the masts of the

posed ; for I had already found, even on the platform fishing-boats rising out of the fog which casts its gloom

where we slept, that all experiments requiring care upon the river. The boats lie considerably below the

caused fatigue in this rarefied air, because the breath level of the market, and the descent is by several lad

must be held in making careful observations- a thing ders to a floating wharf, which rises and falls with the

that can hardly be done where the difficulty of respira- tide, and is therefore always on the same level as the

tion is so great." boats. About twenty are moored alongside each other.

In these attempts, both unsuccessful and successful, | The oyster-boats are berthed by themselves. The buyer

to ascend Mont Blanc, Saussure had in view the col- goes on board the latter to make his purchase , as

lection of any and every detailwhich could illustrate oysters are not sold in the ordinary market-place.

the geology and natural history of the Alps ; but in one The fishermen and porters are busily engaged in ar
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ranging their cargoes for quick delivery as soon as the stickle for higher ones. If the buyers were to give

market commences . Two or three minutes before five too high a price one day, their sales would fall off, they

the salesmen take their seats in their enclosed recesses. would buy less the next, and prices nould fall. Simple

At the lower end of the market, nearest the boats, as is the mode of sale , it does not follow that judgment

porters stand with baskets of fish on their heads. Not and skill , and a ready wit, are not needed . The sales

one of them is allowed to have the advantage over his man who possesses these qualities in the highest

fellows by an unfair start, or to overstep a line marked degree will clear his stalls much more rapidly , and at

out by the clerk of the market. The instant the clock the same time more advantageously, than one who

strikes the race commences, and each porter rushes at possesses a smaller share of these gitis. There is not

his utmost speed to the respective salesman to whom one of the markets of London which is so little exposed

his burthen is consigned. The largest cod are brought to the chances of collusion or any underhand conduct

in basketswhich contain four ; those somewhat smaller as that of Billingsgate. The proceedings of the retail

are brought in sixes ; and smaller sizes in dozens, and dealers in their respective localities, where they are

in still larger numbers, but always in baskets . All fish removed from the influences of the open market, may

are sold by the tale except salmon, which is sold by have nothing whatever to do with the principle on

weight, and oysters and shell-fish by measure . The which it is certain the wholesale part of the trade is

baskets are instantly emptied on the tables, and the regulated . In one district the retail dealer gives long

porters hasten for a fresh supply. It is the fisherman's credit, often incurs losses, and he must therefore

interest to bring his whole cargo into the market as charge a high price. In another there may happen to

soon as possible, for, if the quantity brought to market be little competition, or, what is usually the same

be large, prices will fall the more quickly, anıl, if they thing, a small demand, and price will here again be

are high, buyers purchase less freely, and he may miss high, thatis, comparing it with that which prevails at

the sale. The following case has often been quoted : Billingsgate. The uncertainty of the price is probably

In May, 1807, the first Brighton boat-load ofmackerel one very powerful reason why fish is purchased sú

sold at Billingsgate for forty guineas per hundred- seldom by many housekeepers. They cannot tell the

seven shillings cach , reckoning six score to a hundred ; price beforehand, as for beef and mutton . But in

while the next boat-load produced but thirteen guineas these discussions we are forgetting our real object,

per hundred . Another reason for dispatch is that sup- which is to attempt to give the reader some idea of the

pilies conveyed inland often arrive after the opening of market. Does the visitor expect to witness scenes of

ilie market, and for some kinds of fish especially, a coarseness and brutality ? Nothing of the kind will

sudden fluctuation in price may be occasioned by a meet his eyes. Why should they ? When the niarhet

van from Hastings or Dover, or some other part of opens, the majority of the persons present are either

the coast. So the porters keep up an incessant run the dealers themselves or their trustwortlıy servants.

between the boats and the salesmen's stalls until they Soon after six there is a greater inixture of classes.

have brought forth their whole stock. Some oftheheaps The hawkers come to make their purchases, and

of fish would enchant a Dutch painter. The soles , just Billingsgate has something of the appearance ubich it

taken from the well-boat, gasp in their last agony on ! had previously assumed in our imagination, but there

the stall, and in the next moment are purchased and is nothing to disgust either in language or behaviour.

burried off to the dealer's cart. The rich turbot, with The manners of Billingsgate have improsed , and yet

its blushing fins , which in a few hours will be the cause the standard phrase for abuse either of the tongue or

of a thousand amenities, is treated with no more cere pen will probably never be altered, so that after

mony or respect than a maid or a plaice. It is chiefly generations may forget that here once flourished that

the west-end fishmongers who buy up turbot, but in this racy eloquence which was characterised by its warmth

market any person who chooses may buy just in the of style, ils nude force , and coarse but telling points.

saine way as the dealers theinselves. All ile sales Ned Ward in his · London Spy,' published at the close

are by Dutch auction, a mode which allows little time of the seventeenth century, describes the vulgar bu

for either flourishing or disparaging phrases. The mours of Billingsgate, and it is only necessary to read

seller , according to this plan , puts up the cominodity them to feel convinced how much the place is im

at his own price, choosing, one may be sure , a sum proved . Ward mentions a place called the Dark

sufficiently high to begin with, and if he does not House (not a house for insane persons),the frequenters

sell he soon mentions a lower sum . The buyer also of which seem to have combined the peculiarities of

offers his price, and if a bargain be closed, it is usually Wapping and Billingsgate. The site on which it

by meeting each other, i. e . the buyer advancing and stood is now called Dark House Lane. One feature

the seller coming down in price. Other purchasers of Billingsgate has been destroyed by the introduction

surround the stall --- perhaps they think they may do of steam -boats. Before they existed, passengers em

better elsewhere, and move off to some othersalesman, barked here for Gravesend and other places on the

and by making the round of the market the range of river, and there was a great mixture of sailors with

prices is soon tolerably well ascertained. The buyers the dealers in fishi , perhaps not much to the improve

are as good judges as the salesinen . Price alone en- inent of manners. The boats sailed only when the tide

grosses attention . This system ought to give those served , and the necessity of being ready at the most

Who witness its daily operation a good lesson or two in untimely hours rendered many taverns necessary for

political economy. Here, in the open market, com- the accommodation of passengers . The opening of

petition places the buyer and seller on equalterms. the market formerly at so early an hour as three

No combination exists to obstruct these advantages. o'clock was demoralizing and exhausting. Two hours

Such an artificial basis would speedily be demolished are now gained, and the lours of rest are not uri

in the bustle and animation which characterise the naturally broken in upon . The refreshment now

proceedings. The buyers shift rapidly from one sales chiefly taken by persons who attend the market is

man to another, demanding only one thing - price ; coffee instead of spirits, and this circumstance alone

and this running about the market is striking to the has had a most favourable influence. The wholesale

eye, and interesting from its object, which is sure of market is over aboutnine o'clock , and the only dealers

being obtained. The money in the outstretched hand who remain after that hour are a few retailers wbo

of one dealer, with a dozen other dealers around , have stalls, who are called in the market “ bomarees."

quickly indicates to the salesman the price at which a word whose etymology we do not profess to have

sales can be effected , and that it would be useless to discorcred.- Loridon .
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Hunting the Ostrich . ]

LOCOMOTION OF ANIMALS.-No. X. ening of one arm of the beam of a weighing-machine

would produce ; that is, the force increases in propor

BIRDS.-As birds are constituted for three kinds of tion to the increased length , and vice versâ. The ver

locomotion, that is, in air, in water, and on dry land , it tebræ of birds are firmly joined together, and do not

is obvious that they must haveorgans adapted for these move on each other as they do in man and in quadru

several kinds of progression. Their arms, which form peds, so that the animal cannot twist and turn its body

the wings, are not organized to be employed for pre - on itself to adjust the trunk on its legs, and it is only at

hension , as in man, or for moving on them in the man- the extremities of thetrunk that the parts are moveable.

ner of quadrupeds. Birds are essentially bipeds when the tail when spread out like a fan furnishes a large

moving on solid surfaces ; and as the feet of birds are surface to strike the air, and in this manner its action is

so constituted that the toes only reachthe ground, they important to somebirds when walking ;as is very con

may be denominated digitigrade bipeds. spicuous in the moorhen and others. The head, neck ,

The head, neck, and body of the bird are poised and tail, then, are the parts employed in keeping the

upon its legs in such a manner that the head may be trunk of the bird poised on its legs in such a manner

elevated or depressed without danger of its falling that it can stand very steadily, and walk and run with

Those portions of the body situated in front of the out falling ; thus we observe that, whilst the animal

legs tend to depress the head towards the ground , and moves, the head , neck, and tail are in constant motion .

those situated behind the legs tend to raise the head in The length of the legs varies considerably in differ

the opposite direction ; the weight of these parts be- ent kinds of birds, and controls the velocity of their

ing equal , keeps the body balanced on the heads of the movements very sensibly, as does also the mode in

thigh bones, which arenot only the points of support which the legs are employed . Cranes and herons

of the body, but likewise the axis of motion on which whilst walking swing one leg partly round the other ;

the body turns. that is, one leg in swinging describes a portion of a

We observe in most birds which move entirely on circle around the other which is resting on the ground .

the land, such as the turkey,pheasant, partridge, and The grallatores are furnished with long legs, which

numerous others, that the axis of the body is inclined being destitute of feathers are well calculated for

to the horizon, the head being the most elevated por- walking in water, and for making long strides in search

tion of the whole animal. As a line passing through of food . There are many other birds which move one

the heads of the thigh bones is the axis on which leg at a time, whilst the other supports the body, the

the bodymoves, and is supported, the centre of gra- two legs interchanging their offices alternately, as in

vity of the body must pass through that axis, or the human progression . Thus, when the bird walks slowly,

body of the animal would rotate on it. We know , by the body is supported during a short period by both

daily experience, that the beam of a weighing-machine legs, and during a longer period by one. But if the

is made to turn on a pivot; and that if unequal weights bird adopts a very rapid pace, the body is supportedby

be attached at the extremities, as loaded scales, for in- one leg only at a time, as one leg rises the instant the

stance, the arm will be depressed in the direction of other reaches the ground ; but at no period of walking

the greatest weight, and the arm on the opposite side are both legs raised at the same moment from the

of the beam will be elevated ; but if the weights be ground, as that would constitute running or hopping.

equal, thebeam will remain stationary. Now the body Many birds,such as blackbirds, sparrows, the various

of the bird is poised similarly to the beam and weights; kinds of finches, and others, do not move the legs alter

and it is curious to observe the methods by which the nately, but simultaneously, performing a succession of

equilibrium of the body on the legs is maintained. small leaps. This mode of progression is common to

The head of the bird, being placedat the extremity birds which are furnished with very short legs, a cir

of the neck, which in many species is very long and cumstance which would make the step , excessively

mobile, acts as a weightplaced attheend ofa long lever, short ifperformed by moving the legs alternatelyin
whose length is the distance of the head from the axis the ordinary manner. Even this method, however,

already mentioned, about which the body of the animal does not enable them to advance with much celerity,

turns. Now, as the distance of the head is varied by and on the least alarm they adopt the more ready and

every change in the direction of the neck, the mes effectual mode of escape by taking wing.
chanical effect is the same as the shortening or length In the parrot, cuckoo, and woodpecker the internal

No. 810.
VOL. XIII .-3 L
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toes and thumb are turned backwards (Fig. 1), a struc In fast walking, the hinder leg ,having been extended

ture which enables these birds to grasp objects in the to its greatest length , is raisedthe instant the head of

the thigh bone in the forward leg comes vertically

over the foot, and the position of the two legs at the

moment the hind leg is about to be raised is such that

they form with the length of the step a right-angled

triangle ; so that the height of the head of the ihigh bone

fromthe ground and the length of the extended leg

being given, the length of the step may be found. In
( Foot of Woodpocker, Fig . 1.]

veryquick running the forward leg ,which supports

manner ofa hand. By this means, also, they have the the body, is much bent, and the centreof gravity ofthe

power of climbing trees with great facility ,duringwhich body brought nearer to the ground. This is necessaryin

action the tail is frequently employed to aid in keeping order to accomplish the greatest length of step in the

the axis of the body in a vertical position, as in Fig. 2. least portion of time; the time of each step is also

diminished in running by the hind leg being raised be

fore the forward onereaches the ground, so that the

hind leg performs a portion of its arc of oscillation

whilst the bodymoves through the air, unsupportedby

either leg, and the bird is thus alternately supported

by one leg during a short period and left altogether

unsupported by either leg during a longer period, as

in man .*

As we find that the ostrich excels in speed the horse,

and the cassowary the greyhound, which are reckoned

among the swiftest of quadrupeds, weatonce perceive

that these birds do not require the aid of their wings

to raise them in the air, in order to escape from their

enemies ; and if the intelligence of the ostrich were in

proportion to its speed, themounted Arab would never

be able to overtake it in the chace, but as it directs its

Aight in a circular instead of a straight course , as in

Fig. 3, at the head of the article, its pursuer takes ad

vantage of its ignorance of one of the most simple

geometrical facts, namely, that the nearest path between

two distant points is a straight line. Hence it appears

that though its safety absolutely depends on the know

ledge of the course it should take in flight, it has nerer

solved this important problem ; and notwithstanding

its greater bulk of brain, it is far inferior in point of

(Green Woodpecker, Fig. 2.] sagacity to the diminutive bee, and many other insects

Some birds, such as the ostrich, emu, or cassowary, are which display considerable skill in the geometrical con

not endowed with the power of Aight, the weight of struction of their habitations, and are known (by care

the body, compared with the size of the wings, being ful observation) to take the shortest road in their flight

too great to enable them to sustain themselves the from one place to another.

air ; but in walking and running they far surpass all

other birds. Their legs are of enormous length, a con

struction which enables them to take steps of great
SAUSSURE AND HIS SUCCESSORS.

magnitude with considerable rapidity. The ostrich (Concluded from page 439.)

runs with amazingspeed, and can outstrip the fleetest SAUSSURE's researches in the Alps had relation to scien

Arabian horse. The following account is taken from tific observations generally; but recent enterprises

the 'Menagerie of the Zoological Gardens :'

“Thechaceof these birds is accounted one of the of glaciers. Professor Forbes hasbeen one of the

have been connected more especially with the subject

most skilful and difficult exercises, both for the Arab most active of these mountain ramblers; and we will

and his horse, requiring at once themost unwearied shortly notice a few of the difficultieswhich attend

patience and the most reckless impetuosity . The such researches.

former is absolutely necessary in order to keep them

within sight, and to watch their motions as they wheel crossed theprincipal chainof the Alps twenty-seven
Mr. Forbes, in the course of a series of years, bas

round in a circleof greater or less extent; and the times, generally on foot,by twenty-three different

latter, to seize the favourable opportunity of dashing passes ; ofwhichsome, such as Great St. Bernard,

downupon them in their course, and disabling them , Mont Cenis, the Simplon, St. Gothard, the Splügen,

which is generally effected by means of a stick thrown and the Stelvio,are now pretty well known, while

with dexterity between their legs. A chace of this many others are but little known. In most of these

kind will frequently last from eight to ten,hours. M. journeyshe had only oneor two guides ; while in others

Adanson, who had several timeswitnessed the spectacle hewasaccompanied bymen of science having similar

in Senegal , declares that even when mounted by two objects with his own.

men they outstripped in speed an excellent English One of Mr. Forbes's excursions was to the Mer de

horse. In running they always expand their wings.'

By varying the inclination of their wings to the wind, teinber, 1842. Hethere metwith an American travel
Glace, one of the glaciers near Mont Blanc, in Sep

they preserve the equilibrium of the body in flight,and ler, who, in passing a particular spoton the previous

are thusrendered much more secure from falling.

Next in size and speed to the ostrich are the casso- froin destruction by his clothes being caught in some
day, had slipped over a prccipice, and was only saved

waries. Of those in New Holland, the speed exceeds bushes. Hefell on alittle ledge not more than a foot

that of the swiftest greyhound ; and the length of their

legs is very considerable. * See No. 772, p. 140.
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in width, and on this dreadful prison he had to pass on the sloping surface of the ice, gathering strength

the night. He was twenty feet below the edge of the as they fall , and forming at length a dry avalanche

precipice, and had beneath him another precipice two which threatens to overwhelm everything in its

hundred fect deep ; the ledge was only a few feet long, progress.

and it was physically impossible for him to have The travellers wanted to get down to the Mer de

climbed up, down, or around, his rocky resting -place. Glace beneath ; but on every side they found gaping

The guides who attended Mr. Forbes fortunately hap- chasms which deterred them . At last they were forced

pened to hear his appeals for succour on the following to descend some of the crevices themselves, then leap

inorning ; and at great peril to their own lives, they over to any projecting ledge, and then climbup on the

hauled him up. He was nearly deranged, from the other side, under circumstances where a slip of the

mental agony he had suffered for so manyhours. This foot would have been certain death. “ Many a time,”

incident has no particular reference to the scientific says Mr. Forbes , “ we were obliged to return , and inany

object of Mr. Forbes's visit, but it is interesting as a weary circuit was to be made in order to recommence

illustrating the dangers attending these ramblings. again ; but we seldom failed ultimately to recover the

In the further progress of this same journey Mr. chamois track, which is the safest guide in such situ

Forbes and bis guideslept two nights on the slope of ations. The excitement was highly pleasing. The ex

a mountain. Their object was to make observations trication from our dilemma was like playing a compli

on a more elevated part of the mountain ; and the dis- cated game, and the difficulty of the steps was forgotten

tance from there to a habitable spot below was too great in the interest of observing whether any progress had

to be accomplished in one day. They made a fire of been gained ; for now we were obliged to descend into

juniper-bushes on the ice, and slept each in a kind of the bosom of the glacier, and to select its most jagged

bag made of a strong blanket, laid upon a chamois- and pulverized parts, in order to cross the “ crevasses "

skin. But they were afterwards driven from their where they had become choked by the decay and sub

little camp by a terrific thunderstorm , which is de- sidence of their walls. Thus hampered by our icy

scribed as having been oneof the most sublime exhibi- prison , we only emerged occasionally so as to catch a

tions that can be conceived . glimpse of what lay beyond , and to estimate our slow

On another occasion , this traveller and two guides and devious progress. At length , by great skill on the

ascended to the Col du Géant from Courmayeur, in a part of Couttet, and patience on the part of us all (for

manner which gives one some idea of the fatiguing ex we remained inseparably tied together all this time ),

ertion sometimes considerednecessary in these excur- by clambering down one side ofachasm , up another,

sious. There was a particular spot,at which it was and round a third, hewing our steps, and holding on

deemed desirable to make the halt for the night ; and one by one with the rope, we gradually extricated our

this was at so great a distance, that in order to gain selves from a chaos which at first sight appeared abso

time the traveller began their day one hour after mid- lutely impenetrable. ” They restedon the solid part of

night, with the moon shining full on them . Mr. Forbes the glacier about one o'clock ; then started again , and

carried a barometer, a geological hammer, a compass, reached their place of destination about four in the

and a telescope ; one of the guides carried a knapsack, afternoon, having been walking and climbing almost

and the other carried provisions. The lower part of the incessantly for fifteen hours.

route was well known to the guides, and the party con In August, 1842, M. Studer and Mr. Forbes agreed

tinued a steady progress for two hours ; after a few to traverse the neighbourhood of Mont Rosa together.

observations had been made on surrounding objects, They took with them three guides, who were heavily

the party rested on a plateau or terrace on the moun- laden with baggage, instruments, and a provision of

tain side. They had walked three hours, and now sat rice, bread, and meat for three days. In one part of

down to a breakfast of “ hard eggs and cold tea ,” with this journey they had to descend from one glacier to

the temperature rather below the freezing-point. They another, or from a higher platform of ice to a lower

suon renewed their journey, and exchanged grassy glacier ; and this was effected in a manner likely to

slopes for steep rugged rocks, up which they had to shake any but the firmest nerves. They skirted along

climb amidst loose masses of stone. They allowed no- the edge of the precipice, endeavouring to find some

thing to stop them , but proceeded steadily forward to- spot where the snow would form a descending incline

wards a point thatthey had previously marked out for somewhat less perilous than a vertical icy wall. At

themselves. This was the point where Saussure had length they succeeded in finding a place where a very

passed his seventeen days, half a century before. They steep mass of snow connected the higher with the

reached it after seven hours' walking and climbing, lower, with the exception of a " bergschrund," or

during which they had ascended no less than seven yawning gap, which they had to avoid in the best way

thousand feet._While a breakfast of cold fowl was pre- they could . " We were now separated by perhaps but

paring, Mr. Forbes viewed the magnificent scene two hundred feet from the glacier beneath . The slope

around , a scene rarely if ever observed at so early an was chiefly of soft deepsnow, lying at a high angle .

hour as eight in the morning. There was no difficulty in securing our footing in it,

The travellers made but a very small stay here, as but the danger was of producing an avalanche by our

they had a long descending journey to make that same weight. This, it may be thought, was a small matter,

day. They very soon had to enter upon a glacier, on if we were to alight on the glacier below ; but such a

whose surface they were to walk several hours. They surface of snow upon rock rarely , connects with a

tied themselves together with two strong cords. Mr. glacier without a break, and we all knew very well

Forbes having one of the guides before him and the that the formidable bergschrund” was open to receive

other behind him ; this arrangement being adopted to the avalanche and its charge, if it should take place.

enable each one to help either of the others in time of We had no ladder, but a pretty long rope. Pralong

need. They had not gone far before the first guide one of the guides) was tied to it. We all held fast

sunk up to his middle in a hole ; and this was one of on the rope, having planted ourselves as well as we

the many instances which showed the ropes to be of could on the slope of snow, and let him down by de

good service. They came by degrees to a spot where grees to ascertain the nature and breadth of the

the glacier was so full of fissures and crevices that the crevasse, of which the upper edge usually overhangs

utmost precaution was necessary in taking every step . like the roof of a cave, dropping icicles. " Were that

Besides the dangers of traversing the ice itself, there covering to fail, he might be plunged , and drag us,

was that which results from the falling of masses of rock | into a chasm beneath . He however, effected the

3 L 2
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passage with a coolness which I have never seen sur- Forbes had made a few observations on the structure

passed, and shouted the intelligence that the chasm and slow movement of the glacier.

had been choked by previous avalanches, and that we We have given these few notices, not so much to

might pass without danger. He then (having loosed explain the nature of the scientific observations made

himself from the rope ) proceeded to explore the on Glaciers, or the conclusions to which these have

footing on the glacier, leaving me and the other two led, as to show what hazards and inconveniences men

guides to extricate ourselves. I descended first by of science will incur in the prosecution of these in

the rope, then Biona, and lastly Fairraz, who, being quiries. The general character of M. Agassiz's

unsupported, did not at all like the slide, the ter- theory of glaciers has been given in No. 756 ; and

mination of which it was quite impossible to see from it will suffice hereto say that Mr. Forbes considers

above." a glacier to be a mass of semifluid ice ; that is, ice

On another occasion in the same year, Mr. Forbes, and water and snow so mixed together as to form

with David Couttet and Auguste Balmat (two guides a plastic mass, like mortar or stiff mud, capable of

of whose judgment and carriage he speaks very highly), moving slowly down an inclined plane, such as

had to cross the Mer de Glace at a timewhen it was most mountain -valleys are. The addition of snow

corered with snow . The greater part of the glacier every winter, the melting of a portion every sum

was covered with snow to the depth of a foot and a mer, and the subsequent freezing of a portion of

half , thereby concealing many holes in the ice. The the melted snow into ice, give to the whole mass

snow too was falling very thíckly. It required their the mixed character which distinguishes it ; and,

utmost caution and knowledge of the route to prevent by consideringthe differing velocity which different

falling into the pits and crevices; and after some time parts of a viscid inass would move downan incline,

the snow blew in their faces so fiercely that they were owing to friction and other causes, Mr. Forbes con

glad to shelter themselves behind agreat stone, and siders thathe can explain certain systems of veins and

have soine breakfast. At length they were fairly crevices which traverse the ice, as also the slow down

beaten back by the snow -storm ; but not till Mr. I ward motion observable in all glaciers.

PL CUADKESO

[Group from the Ileliodorus.)

ESSAYS ON THE LIVES OF REMARKABLE son all the glory that must ensue from such magnifi

PAINTERS.-No. XXXII .
cent works, he listened to no obstacles, he would en

RAPHAEL AT ROME.
dure no delays, he spared no expense in his under

takings: Bramante, the greatest architect, and Michael

In his twenty-fifth year, when Fra Bartolomeo, Lio- Angelo, the greatest sculptor in Italy, were already in

nardo da Vinci, and Michael Angelo were all at the his service. Lionardo da Vinci was then employed

height of their fame, and many years older than himself, in public works at Florence,andcould not be engaged,

the Young Raphaelhad already becomecelebrated from and hetherefore sent for Raphael to undertakethe

one end of Italy to the other. At this time Julius II . decoration of those halls in the Vatican which Pope

was pope. Of his extraordinary and energetic charac. Nicholas V. and Sixtus IV. had begun and left un

ter we have already spoken at length in the life of finished . The invitation, or rather order, of the pope

Michael Angelo. At the age of seventy he was revolv- was as usual so urgentand so peremptory, that Raphael

ing plans for the aggrandizement of his power and the hurried from Florence, leaving his friends Bartolomeo

embellishment of the Vatican , which it would have and Ghirlandajo to complete his unfinished pictures,

taken a long life to realise ; conscious that the time and immediately on his arrival atRomehe commenced

before him was to be measured by months rather than the greatest of his works, the Chambers ( Camere) of

by years, and ambitious to concentrate in his own per- the Vatican.
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In general , when Raphael undertook any greatwork , books, some lost in thought, some engaged " in colloquy

illustrative of sacred or profane history, he did not sublime.” And on each side, a little lower, groupsof

hesitate to ask advice of his learned and literary friends disciples and listeners, every headand figure astudy of

on points of costumeor chronology, but when he began character and expression, all different, all full of nature,

his paintings in the Vatican he was wholly unassisted, animation, and significance; and thus the two parts

and the plan which he laid before the pope, and which of this magnificent composition, the heavenly beatitude

was immediately approved and adopted , shows that the above, the mystery of faith below, combine into one

grasp and cultivation of his mind equalled his powers comprehensive whole. This picture contains about

as a painter. He dedicated this first saloon , called in fifty full-length figures.

Italian the ' Camera della Segnatura,' to the glory of Under POETRYwe have Mount Parnassus. Apollo

those high intellectual pursuits which may be said to and the Muses are seen on the summit . On one side,

embrace in some form or other all human culture, near them , the epic and tragic poets Homer, Virgil,

he represented Theology, Poetry , Philosophy, and Law Dante. (Ariosto had not written his poem at this

(or Jurisprudence) . time, and Milton and Tasso were yet unborn . ) Below ,

And first on the ceiling he painted in four circles on each side,are the lyrical poets Petrarch, Sappho,

four allegorical female figures with characteristic sym - Corinna, Pindar, Horace. The arrangement, group

bols, throned amid clouds, and attended by beautiful ing, and character are most admirable and graceful;

genii. Of these the figure of Poetry is distinguished but Raphael's original design for this composition, as

by superior grandeur and inspiration. Beneath these we have it engraved by Marc Antonio, is finer than the

figures and on the four sides of the room he painted fresco, in which there are many alterations which

four great pictures, each about fifteen feet high by cannot be considered as improvements.

twenty or twenty-five feet wide, in subject illustrating Under Philosophy he has placed The School of

historically the four allegorical figures above. Under Athens.' It represents a grand hall, or portico, in

Theology he placed the composition called • la Disputa,' which a flight of steps separates the foreground from

i . e . the argumentconcerning the holy sacrament. In the background. Conspicuous, and above the rest,

the upperpart is the heavenly. glory, the Redeemer are the elder intellectual philosophers Plato, Aristotle,

in the centre, beside him the Virgin -mother. On the Socrates : Plato characteristically pointing upwards to

right and left, arranged in a semicircle, patriarchs, heaven ; Aristotle pointing to the earth ; Socrates

apostles, and saints, all seated ; all full of character, impressively discoursing to the listeners near him .

dignity, and a kind of celestial repase befitting their Then , on a lower plan , we have the Sciences and

beatitude. Angels are hovering round : four of them , Arts, represented by Pythagoras and Archimedes ;

surrounding the emblematic Dove, hold the Gospels. Zoroaster, andPtolemy the geographer ; while alone, as

In the lower half of the picture are assembled the if avoiding and avoided by all, sits Diogenes the Cynic.

celebrated doctors and teachers of the Church, grand, Raphael has represented the art of painting by the

solemn, meditative figures ; some searching their figure of his master Perugino, and has introduced a

WL

CLASSE

[ Pope Julius 11.]
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portrait of himself humbly following him . The group | delivered from Prison . Of these the · Heliodorus' is

of Archimedes (whose head is a portrait of Bramante one of thegrandest and most poetical of all Kaphael's

the architect) surrounded by his scholars, who are creations : the group of the celestial warrior trampling

attentively watching him as he draws a geometrical on the prostrate Heliodorus,with theavengingangels

figure, is one of the finest things which Raphael ever floating, air-borne, to scourge the despoiler, is wonder

conceived, and thewhole composition has in its regu- ful forits supernaturalpower — it is a visionof beauty

larity and grandeur a variety and dramatic vivacity and terror .

which relieve it from all formality. This picture also Before this chamber was finished, Julius II . died,

contains not less than fifty figures. and was succeeded by Leo X. in 1513,

Law, or JURISPRUDENCE, from the particular con

struction of the wall on which the subject is painted, is
THE WINE -DISTRICTS OF THE RHINE.

represented with less completeness, and is broken up

into divisions. Prudence, Fortitude, and Temperance The Rhine has long been celebrated for its vintages,

areabove ; below , on one side, is Pope Gregory deliver- adding one to the many beauties which the shores of

ing the ecclesiasticallaw ; and on the other, Justinian that river exhibit. Mr. Redding describes their gene

promulgating his famous code of civil law. The ral appearance in these words : - “ Whoever has visited

whole decoration of this chamber forms a grand the noble Rhine must have felt sensible of the beauty

allegory of the domain of human intellect, shadowed of its vineyards, covering steep and shore, interlaced

forth in creations of surpassing beauty and dignity. with the most romantic ruins, towns ancient and vene

This description is necessarily brief and imperfect. rable, smiling villages, and the rapid broad German

We advise our readers to consult the engravings of river reflecting therich scenery on its banks. From

these frescoes, and with the explanation just given Mentz even to Bonn the vineyards of the Rhine are

theywill probably be intelligible ; at all events, the observed togreater advantage than any similar culti

wonderfully prolific genius of the painter will be ap- vation in other countries : Erbach,'enthroned on

preciated, in the number of the personages introduced its vines ; the Rheingau, its Johannisberg on a cres

and the appropriate characters of each . cent hill of red soil , adorned with cheering vegetation ;

About this time Raphael painted that portrait of Mittelheim , Geisenheim , and Rüdsheim , with its strong,

Julius II. of which a duplicate is in our National fine -bodied wine, the grapes from which bask on

Gallery. No one who has studied the history of this their promontory of rock in the summer sun, and im

extraordinary old man, and his relations with Michael bibe its generous heat from dawn to setting ; then

Angelo and Raphael, can look upon it without interest. again, on the other side, Bingen, delightful, sober,

Another fine duplicate is in the gallery of Mr. Miles, at majestic, with its terraces of vines, topped by the chi

Leigh Court near Bristol . The original is in the Pitti teau ofKlopp. Theriver and its riches, thecorn and
Palace at Florence.

fruit which the vicinity produces, all remind the stran

Also at this time Raphael painted the portrait of ger of a second Canaan." The Bingerloch, the ruins,

himself which is preserved in the Gallery of Painters and the never-failing vines scattered among them, like

at Florence : it represents him as a very handsome verdant youth revelling amid age and decay, give a

young man with luxuriant hair and dark eyes, full.lips, picture nowhere else exhibited, uniting to the joyous

and a pensive yet benign countenance .* To this time ness of wine the sober tinge of meditative feeling

also we may refer a number of beautiful Madonnas : Although a considerable extent of the banks exhibits

Lord Garvagh's, called the Aldobrandini Madonna ; this rich clothing of vines, yet the choicest vintages are

the Virgin of the Bridgewater Gallery ; the Vierge au limited to a small districtcalled the Rheingau, extend

Diadème in the Louvre; and the yet more famous ing from about Mentz to Rüdsheim, and including a

Madonna di Foligno,now at Rome in the Vatican. space nine miles long by four broad. There is, hox

While employed for Pope Julius in executing the ever, one other district, near Hochheim , which pro

frescoes already described ,Raphael found a munificent duces wine nearly equal to that of theRheingau. The

friend and patron in Agostino Chigi, a rich banker kind of vine generally cultivated here is called the

and merchant who was then living at Rome in great riessling, bearing a small white grape, but requiring a

splendour. He painted several pictures for him the warm exposure. The vintage is performed in a very

four Sibyls in the chapel of the Chigi family, in the careful manner, and at as late a period as the climale

church of Santa Maria della Pace, sublime figures, and circumstances will permit. For the white wines,

full of grandeur and inspiration ; and, on the wallof which constitute by far the greatest portion of those

a chamber in his palace, that elegant fresco, “ The made in Germany , thegrapes are separated from the

Triumph of Galatea ,' well known from the nunierous stalks and fermented in casks, by which means the

engravings. aroma is fully preserved. The lees are separated from

Aboutthe year 1510 Raphael began the decoration the wine by successive rackings; and when sufficiently

of the second chamber of the Vatican. In this series clarified, the wine is poured into tuns, wbere it is

of compositions he represented thepower and glory of allowed to mellow, and continues to improveduring a

the Church and her miraculous deliverances from her long terın of years. These tuns hold from five hogs

secular enemies: all these being an indirect honour heads upwards. At one time the great proprietors

paid to, or rather claimed by, Julius II . , who made it vied with each other in the magnitude of the vessels in

à subject of pride that he had not only expelled all which they collected and preserved the produce of

enemies fromthe Papal territories, but also enlarged their vines; and as the better kinds are valued in pro

their boundaries–by no scrupulous means. On the portion to their age, the stock of wines in the cellars

ceiling of this room are four beautiful pictures - the belonging to the larger proprietors was often enormous.

promises of God to the four Patriarchs, Noah, Abraham , One of these, the greattun of Heidelberg, is known by

Jacob, and Moses. On the four side walls , the Ex - name to most readers. There were at one time three

pulsion of Heliodorus from the Temple at Jerusalem : of these enormous tuns, known in Germany by the

ihe Miracle of Bolsena, by which, as it was said, heretics names of the towns which contained them : one was

were silenced ; Attila, King of the Huns, terrified by the Tübingen tun, measuring twenty -four feet long by

the apparition of St. Peter and St. Paul ; and St. Peter sixteen in diameter ; another, the Grüningen tun,was

* There is an engraving ly Pontius. The head, engraved by thirty feet long by eighteen in diameter; while the

RaphaelMorghen as the portrait of Raphael, is nowconsidered Heidelberg tunwas thirty-one feet longby twenty-one
to be the portrait of Biudo Altoviti. It is at Munich, in diameter . These huge vessels were always kept
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full, by the addition of new wine when any was with- soil can be retained around their roots. The vineyards

drawn ; and great care was shown in having the are a succession of terraces or steps, extending frori

quality of the added wine as nearly resembling as could the top to the bottom of the hills , some of which are
be that of the old wine. nearly a thousand feet in height. In some places

One of the most celebrated of the vineyards pro- more thantwenty terraces may becounted , rising one

ducing these wines is that of Johannisberg: This above another ; they are supported by walls of masonry

vineyard was planted on the side of a hill a little below from five to ten feethigh ; and the breadth of some of

Meniz, by the monks of the abbey of Johannisberg, the ledges on which the vines grow is not more than

nearly eight hundred years ago . In the beginning of twice the height of the walls. To reach many of these

the present century the vineyard came into the pos- narrow plots, the vine-dressers, female as well as male,

session of the Prince of Orange ; after he had held it must scale the precipices, and hang as it were from

three years, Napoleon laid violent hands on it , and the face of the rocks; while a great deal of the soil

presented it to Marshal Kellerman ; and at the close itself, and every particle of manure, must be carried

of the war, in 1816 , the Emperor of Austria gave it to up on their shoulders. An ideamay hence be formed

Prince Metternich, in whose possession it still remains. of the labour and expense entailed in the cultivation ,

The best grapes grow close under the castle, which is and of the great value which must be placed upon

occasionally inhabited by the owner, and every circum- every inch of ground in such a situation . A recent

stance connected with their culture and management tourist, while describing this vineyard, remarks :

is attended to with the most sedulous care. The grapes “ The life of thc Rheinland vine-dresser indeed pre

are allowed to remain on the vines as long as they can sents a rare example of industry and perseverance.

hold together, and the vintage usually begins a fort. Though by no means rich , they are generally the pro

night later than anywhere else. The cultivators are prietors of the vineyards they cultivate; and though

not satisfied with mere ripeness ; the grapemustverge their appearance does not altogether verify that which

to rottenness before it is deemed in its prime for the painters draw and poets describe, they at least exhibit

object in view; and although much is lost in quantity an aspect of cheerfulness and intelligence. Independ

by this delay in gathering, it is considered that the ently of the hardness ofthe labour of cultivating the

wine gains thereby in strength and body. So precious vine-which is not confined to any one season, but

are the grapes, that those which fall are picked up must be carried on perseveringly through the whole

from the ground with a kind of fork made for the year, and ismostsevere during the heat of summer -- the

purpose. The extent of the vineyard is about sixty- vine is a delicate plant ; frost, rain, or hail may in a

two acres. few hours annihilate the produce upon which the cul

Another celebrated vineyard is that of Steinberg, tivator depends solely for his subsistence. One or two

which once belonged to the monastery of Eberbach, successive seasons of failure will ruin even an opulent

but is now in the possession of the Duke of Nassau. family ; but when the vintage is good, few of the small

It produces the strongest of all the Rhine wine, and, proprietors are rich enough to be able to wait until

in favourable years, has much sweetness and delicacy they can obtain a favourable market, but must part

of flavour. The Johannisberg and the Steinberg wines with thewine soon after it is made to the rich specu

are sometimes sold at prices which would surprise lators, who buy up the whole produce of a district,and

those who are not aware of the avidity with which wines take the chance of its turning out good or bad ."

of peculiar flavour are sought after by connoisseurs. The name of Hock is very frequently applied in this

Steinberg wine, in like manner, is soughtafter eagerly country to different kinds of Rhine wine ; yet if the

in respect to certain vintages; wine of 1811 sold after- meaning of the name is strictly attended to, it ought

wards on the spot at half-a -guinea a bottle ; and in to be used in a more limited and somewhat different

1836, wine fourteen years old sold for a still higher acceptation. “ Hock," says Dr. Henderson, “ is the con

sum . In the spring of the year just named , half of the traction of Hockamore, which, again , is evidently a

finest wines in the cellar of the Duke of Nassau were corruption of Hochheimer ,according to English accent

sold. The cask which was considered the best or finest and pronunciation.” This Hochheimer ( or Hock

(called by the Germans the “ braut,” or bride of the heimer, as it is sometimes spelled) derives its name

cellar) was purchased by Prince Emile of Hesse for from the little town of Hochheim ,situated on the banks

the enormous sum of six thousand one hundred florins, of the river Mayne, a little eastwardof the spot where

equal to about five hundred pounds English . ' It con- this river enters the Rhine; so that in strictness,

tained about six hundred bottles of the vintage of 1822 ; Hochheimer is rather a Mayne wine than a Rhine

so that the price thus paid, in the cask and at first wine. Hochheim , which was once the property of

hand , was equivalent to more than sixteen shillings a Marshal Kellerman , stands upon an elevated spot of

bottle ! ground , where the full blaze of the sun can fall upon

A third very celebrated kind of Rhine wine is that it. No trees are seen to obstruct the genial heat from

of Rüdsheimer, made from vines which grow on a hill the sky, which the Germans deem so needful to de

opposite Bingen . The vines grow on terraces over- velop the qualities of their grapes. The Hochheim

hanging the river. There is a tradition that Charle- vineyard which produces fruit of the finest growth is

magne, remarking from his residence at Ingelheim about eight acres in extent, and is situated in a spot

that the snow disappeared from these heights sooner well sheltered from the north winds. The wine of ihe

than elsewhere, and perceiving how favourable such a vintages of 1766 and 1775 have in recent years brought

situation would prove for vineyards, ordered vines to a guinea and a half per gallon.

be brought hither from Burgundy and Orleans. The Somuch do the wines of one district vary in price,

grapes are still called Orleans. Close behind the houses on account of slight shades of difference in age and

of Rüdsireim is produced a very good wine, called , other respects , that there is one small district where,

from the position of the vineyard, Hinterhäuser. while the worst of the new wine can be had for seven

Although the finest vineyards of the district pro- pence per quart, the most aged of the best wine

duce white wines, yet some of the red Rhine wines are fetches ' twelve or fifteen shillings per bottle. In fact,

of very fine quality. The village of Assmanshausen, old wines are like old pictures ; their increasing value

for example, opposite Rheinstein, has a high reputa- with increase of age often defies explanation.

tion for its red wine. The hills behind and around The Necker, the Moselle, and other rivers which

this village are so very steep that it is only by artificial flow into the Rhine not far from the district knownas

nieans , often by planting the vines in baskets, that any the Rheingau, produce rich and valuable wines, which
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are often included in the same enumeration as Rhine hills, sharp at the top, and clothed to the summit with

wines properly so called. One kind obtains the de- dark forests, with their sides varied by hedge-rows,

signation of “ Liebfrauenmilch ; ” but in general the villas, orchards, and gardens. Deep precipitous ra

wines are named after the towns or vineyards where vines occasionally descended on this side into the sea,

they grow. overshadowed by huge overgrown oaks, the branches

With respect to the general character of allthese of which dipped into the water. Farther on still , on

wines, Dr. Hendersonmakes the following remarks : the Asiatic side, an advanced headland projected into

" The wines of the Rhine may be regarded as consti- the waves, covered with white houses it was Scutari,

tuting a distinct order by themselves. Some of the with its vast white barracks, its resplendent mosques,

higher sorts, indeed , resemble very much the vins de its animated quays, forming a vast city . Farther still,

Graves; but in general they are drier than the French the Bosphorus, like a deeply imbedded river, opened

white wines, and are characierized by a delicate flavour between opposing mountains — the advancing promon

and aroma, called in the country gäre, which is quite tories and receding bays of which, clothed to the water's

peculiar to them , and of which it would therefore edge with forests, exhibited a confused assemblage of

appear to be in vain to attempt the description. A masts of vessels, shady groves, noble palaces, hanging

notion prevails that they are naturally acid ; and the gardens, and tranquil havens.

inferior kinds, no doubt, are so ; but this is not the The harbour of Constantinople is not, properly speak

constant character of the Rhine wines, which , in good ing, a port. It is rather a great river like the Thames.

years, have not any perceptible acidity to the taste- shut in on either side by hills covered wiih houses, and

at least not more than is common to themwith the covered by innumerable lines of ships lying at anchor

growths of warmer regions. But their chief distinc- along the quays. Vessels of every description are to

tion is their extreme durability , in which they are not be seen there, from the Arabian bark, the prow of

surpassed by any other species of wine. which is raised , and darts along like the ancient gal

leys, to theship of the line, with three decks, and its

sides studded with brazen mouths. Multitudes of

Turkish barks circulate through that forest of masts,
CONSTANTINOPLE.

serving the purpose of carriages in that maritime city,

and disturb, in their swift progress through the waves,
It was five in the morning, I was standing on deck ; clouds of alabastros, which , like beautiful white pi

we made sail towards themouth of the Bosphorus, geons, rise from the sea on their approach, to descend

skirting the walls of Constantinople . After half an and repose again on the unruffled surface. It is im

hour's navigation through ships at anchor,we touched possible to count the vessels which lie on the water

the wallsof the Seraglio, which prolongs those of the from the Seraglio point to the suburb of Eyoub and thie

city,and forin , at the extremity ofthe hill which sup- delicious valleyof the Sweet Waters. The Thames at

ports the proud Stamboul , the angle which separates London exhibitsnothing comparable to it . . ; .

the sea of Marmora from the canal of the Bosphorus Beautiful as the European side of the Bosphorus is,

and the harbour of the Golden Horn. It is there that the Asiatic is infinitelymore striking. It owes nothing

God and man , nature and art, have combined to form toman, but everything to nature. There is neither a

the mostmarvellous spectacle which the human eye Buyukdéré nor a Therapia, nor palaces of ambassadors,

can behold . I uttered an involuntary cry when the nor an Armenian nor Frank city; there is nothing but

magnificent panoramaopenedupon mysight; I forgot mountains with glens which separate them ;little val
for ever the bay of Naples and allits enchantments ; leys enamelled with green , which lie at the foot of

to compare any thing to that marvellousand graceful overhanging rocks ; torrentswhich enliven the scene

combination would be an injury to the fairest work of with their foam ; forestswhich darken it by their

creation .

shade, or dip their boughs in the waves ; a variety of
Thewalls which support the circular terraces of the forms, of tints, and of foliage, which thepencil of the

immense gardens of the Seraglio were on our left,with painter is alike unable to represent or the pen of the

their base perpetually washed by the waters of the poet to describe. A few cottages perched on the sum

Bosphorus, blue and limpid as the RhoneatGeneva ; mit of projecting rocks, or sheltered in the bosom ofa

the terraces which rise one above another to the palace deeply indented bay, alone tell you of the presence of

of the Sultana, the gilded cupolas of which rose above
man . The evergreen oaks hang in such masses over

the giganticsummits of the plane-tree and the cypress, thewaves, that the boatmen glide under their branches,

were themselves clothed with enormous trees, the trunks and often sleep cradled in their arms. Such is the

ofwhich overhang the walls, while their branches, over - character of the coast on the Asiatic side as far as the

spreading the gardens, spread a deep shadow even far castle of Mahomet II ., which seems to shut it in as

into the sea, beneath the protection of which the pant- closely as any Swisslake. Beyond that, the character

ing rowers repose from their toil. These stately groups changes; the hills are less rugged, and descend in

of trees are from time to time interrupted by palaces, gentler slopes to the water's edge ; charming little

pavilions, kiosks, gilded and sculptured domes, or bat- | plains, checkered with fruit -trees and shaded by

teries of cannon. These maritime palaces form part planes, frequently open ; and the delicious Sweet Wa

of the Seraglio. You see occasionally through the iers of Asia exbibit a scene of enchantment equal to

muslin curtains the gilded roofs and sumptuous cor- any described in the Arabian Nights. Women, chil.

nices of those abodes ofbeauty. At every step, elegant dren, and black slaves, in every variety of costume and

Moorish fountains fall from the higher parts of the colour ; veiled ladies from Constantinople ; cattle and

gardens, and murmur in marble basins, from whence, buffaloes ruminating in the pastures ; Arab horses

before reaching the sea, they are conducted in little clothed in the most sumptuous trappings of velvet and

cascades to refresh the passengers. As the vessel gold ;caïques filled with Armenian and Circassian

coastedthe walls, the prospect expanded — the coast young women, seated under the shad or playing with

of Asia appeared, and the mouth of the Bosphorus, their children ,someof themostravishing beauty - form

properly so called, began to open between hills, on one
a scene of variety and interest probably unique in the

side of dark green , on the other of smiling verdure, world.- From 1. Lamartine's Travels, as translated

which seemed variegated by all the colours of the in Blackwood's Magazine.

rainbow. The smiling shores of Asia, distant about

a mile, stretched out to our right , surmounted by lufty
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JACKTONS

[ Frederic II. )

THE RÖMER AT FRANKFORT. - No. III .
previously received under the Hohenstauffen race. As

in Frederic's time the towns and cities of Germany re

In the picture of this emperor, of which the above is echoed with their native poetry, so froin Palermo yet

a copy, the artist, Philip Veit, has represented him , sound to us numerous ballads in th Sicilian dialect,

according to M.Schott, as a man in whom theGerman amongst which are several of the emperor's own . With

was beautifully united with the Italian and the Oriental . the tokens of the huntsman and the poet, we see also

Palms, cypresses, and olives betoken the enchanting royal dignity in his slender figure, with lightness of

south, where grace and intellectuality predominate, motion the expression of lofty serenity : they tell us

while the blue eyes and light hair mark the son of the that he understood how to unite the pleasures of life

Hohenstauffens. In the backgroundis seen Palermo, with a noble earnestness.

his favourite residence, the "happy city, ” as it is com For a character like Frederic II . , however some

monly called in his official documents, the meeting of his pursuits may appearto justify it, we cannot

point between the Italian an l the Greek , the German consider the choice of the artist as happy. The figure,

and the Arabian peculiarities. Here scholars, poets, in which the leopard is omitted in the engraving, gives

and artists, assembled by him , emulated each other. an idea of effeminacy which was certainly no part of

Here shone the noblest dames of his widely extended Frederic's character.' He was the grandson Fre .

realm ; from hence the Western world received his deric Barbarossa, but two emperors intervened in

laws in all that related to beauty, wit, and manners. the succession of the empire. În 1210 , at the age of

Together with these the pleasures of the chace were fourteen, he was elected , but it was not till after the

ardently pursued . In reference to this Frederic is death of Otto IV. that he obtained peaceable possession

represented as about to fly a falcon, and waits like it of his supremacy, and in 1215 he was crowned at Aix

attentively for the moment when its prey is within la-Chapelle. “ No prince in the middle ages," says the

reach. How clearly to the intellectual man even writer in the ' Penny Cyclopædia,' “ Charlemagne per

minor realms of knowledge developed themselves, is haps excepted, has made so distinguished a figure; the

shown by his writings on the art of hawking and the most remarkable period of those ages is connected with

management of hawks, which have ever been admired his name and his long reign. It was the timein which

as models of acuteness, industry, and taste. On the Innocent III., Gregory IX ., and Innocent IV . carried

ground lies one of those tamed leopards which, taught Gregory VII.'s policy to an extent that had been con

like dogs and ready for a spring, were carried in sidered as impossible ; when the origin of the orders

hunting behind the rider. The laurel crown on his of knighthood, the foundation of theMendicant orders,

right arm reminds us of the poetical endowments of the and the Inquisition became formidable pillars and sup

emperor. What Dante did for the Italian language porters of the spiritual edifice; when the nations of

only became possible through the development which it | Europe were for the first time impressed by the Cru

No. 811 .
VOL . XIII . - 3 M
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sades with one general idea , represented by the symbol | crosses Burgundy from north- east to south -west, and

of the cross, and drawn closer together ; when, after constitutes the heart of the wine -district. The road

many single voices had died away unheeded or for- from Dijon to Chalon -sur-Saône skirts along this dis

gotten , a Protestantism of the mieldle ages was pro- trict, and affords a fine view of its luxurious growth.

claimed by the Waldenses and the Albigenses ; when Wherever an advantageous slope towards the south or

chivalry attained a more elevated position, ennobled south -east presents itself, the country is entirely laid

by religion and a regular organization ; when the class out in vines, which give it a rich though not perhaps a

of free citizens gradually rose in estimation and im- picturesque appearance. The Côte d'Or comniences

portance, andfavoured in Germany by Frederic against about a mile from Dijon, and continues to range at a

the aristocracy,and opposed by hiin in Upper Italy as distance of about a milefrom the carriage-road ;the

instrumentsof the popes, acquired, by means ofgreat hills attaining a height of seven or eight hundred fect.

confederations of inany cities , and by the institution It is aptly described as a wall of hills, covered with

of corporate bodies, 'respect abroad and internal vineyards, which form terraces on the sunny side, and

strength ; when , in opposition to the club-law, a law then spread along the table-land on the suminit. The

for ensuring public peace and security was first pro- name of ‘ Côte d'Or may be interpreted as the 'Golden

claimed in the German language; when the Secret Slope ,' and may either refer tothe richness of the

Tribunal began to act in its first scarcely perceptible produce, or to a yellowish-red colour of the soil seen

commenceinent; when the first universities excited a through the tufty vines. Here, as in Champagne, two

spirit of inquiry and research ; and when the poetry adjoining vineyards, with no differences of situation

of the Troubadours found a home in Germany and that can be exactly appreciated, will produce qualities

Italy , and was honoured and cultivated by emperors of wine widely different; showing that a great number

and kings. of minute circumstances bear a part in producing the

Frederic, though not tall , was well made ; he had final result. The soil in which the Burgundy grape is

a line open forehead, and a mild and pleasing expres- produced consists in general of a light black or red

sion of the eye and mouth . The heir of all the best loam, mixed with the debris of the calcareous rocks

qualities of all the members of his distinguished race, rocks upon which they repose. The principal vine

enterprising, brave, liberal , with excellent natural yards of the Côte d'Or are all situated between Dyon

talents, full ofknowledge ; he understood all the lan- and Chaguy , and describean arc of a circle exposed to

guages of his subjects, Greek, Latin, Italian, German , the sun towards thesouth -east, and protected on the

French, and Arabic ; he was austere, passionate, mild, north -west by the hills behind them . The vines are planted

and generous, as the occasion prompted, cheerful, in trenches, at the distance of about two feet apart, and

magnificent, and fond of pleasure.And as his body are trained on poles to the height of thirty or forty
bad gained strength and elasticity by skill in all inches. In the best vineyards they are extremely old;

chivalrous exercises, so his mind and character, early and when old vines are replaced by others, a larger crop

formed in the school of adversity and trial, had ac- is obtained, but it is of an inferior quality,

quired a degree of flexibility which those who are There is one Burgundy vintage at Côte d'Or very

born to power but seldom know, and an energy celebrated for the quality of its wine. It is called the

which strengthened and raised him in times of dif- | Clos de Vougeot. This vineyard was once the property

ficulty. But such a body and such a mind were neces- of the monks of the neighbouring Abbey ofCiteaux,

sary for a man who was to combat in Germany, already who carried the culture of the grape to the highest per

divided into parties, a preponderating, aristocracy; in fection -- never selling any of the wine, but giving away

Upper Italy a powerful democracy; in Central Italy that which they did not consumethemselves. Since

an arrogant bierarchy; and in his own southern here- then it has changed hands more than once ; and Mr.

ditary dominions, to reconcile, and unite by internal Busby gives the following account of the mode of pro

ties, the hostile elements of six nations ; who, opposed ceeding adopted at the present day :

by temporal and spiritual arms, by rival kings, by ex The vineyard contains about a hundred and twelve

communication and interdict, persevered, conquering acres, and produces annually about two hundred hogs

and conquered, for forty years - survived the rebellion heads of wine. The soil near thetop of the hill consists

of a son , the treachery and poison of his most valued of small. fragments of whitish limestone, mixed with

friend, the loss of his favourite child — and did not shells, of which the hill is composed : in the lowest part

resign the sceptre, which he had held so firmly , till the of the vineyard itmerges into a nearly pure clay ; the

lastmoment of his life.”
vines nearest the top, in the dry soil, produce the best

After an eventful and important life, Frederic died wine, while those in the lower situations produce the

in Italy in the year 1250, in the fifty -sixth year of his worst. The vintage is in general soon over, the pro

age and the forty -first of his reign . prietor enployingfour or five hundred vintagers at the

same time. For the red wine, the grapes, as they are

THE CLARET AND BURGUNDY DISTRICTS brought in, are thrown into large cases or troughs,and

there trodden by a number of men with large wooden

OF FRANCE .
shoes, till the grapes are nearly all broken . They are

The wines of Burgundy bear a tolerably closc resem then taken up in baskets, with interstices wide enougli

blance, in the general circumstances attending their to allow the grapes to pass through ; when a portion of

production , to those of Chain pagne, although there is the stalks, generally about two-thirds, are taken oui.

a difference of flavour sufficiently marked to those who The whole is then put into a vat, into which the musi,

are accustomed to drink both . as it ran from the treading, bad been previously put.

The province of Burgundy adjoins that of Cham- A space of about twelve inches is left unfilled at llie top

pagne on the south , and is in fact pretty nearly a con- of ihe vat, and a sliding lid is then put over, which

tinuation of the same wine - district. As Burgundy, floats upon the surface .

however, is farther south than Champagne, it may have As soon as the fermentation becomes violent, the

rather a warmer climate , and this may affect the fruit swelling of the mass lifts the lid to the height of six

grown there. When Burgundy, under its dukes, was inches above the mouth of the vat, by the accumulation

an independent state, the vineyards formed an impor- of the skins and stalks at the surface of the liquor .
tant part of its riches, and have never ceased to be so | The fermentation continues from a day and a half to a

under ihe kings of France. fortnight, according to the state of the weather, the best

There is a riliige of hills, called the Côte d'Or, which | wine being produced by the most rapid fermentation .
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When the fermentation slackens, the liquor begins to The characteristic of claret is not strength in alco

subside, and the wine is then drawn off into large vats holic quality, but the possession of a peculiar aroma

containingseven hundred gallonseach . At intervals of or ' bouquet;and the clarets are somewhat modified

three or four months it is pumped into another vat of for the English market by having a small addition of

the same dimensions. The Burgundy of Clos-Vougeot a wine of different quality, prepared at the Rhone

receives no other preparation but this, which is repeated vineyards. The total produce of the Médoc district,

several times, until the desired condition is attained. in average years, is about a hundred and fifty thousand

The age at which the wine is sold is from three to hogsheads. The price of a hogshead of the first

twelve years, the highest price being charged for that growth, in the cellars of the merchants at Bordeaux,

which has been kept longest. The quality of different is seldom under fifty pounds, which is raised to eighty

vintages varies considerably : thus, the wine of 1824 by the time carriage and duty are paid. Sometimes

was of suchlow value that it was given to the labourers the whole produce of the vineyard known as the Cha

as their ordinary drink ; while that of 1825 was kept for teau Margaux has been sold on the spot at a thousand

many years as a choice vintage, and sold at a high price . francs the hogshead.

TheClaret district of France is at a considerable dis. Miss Costeļlo, in her ' Summer among the Bocages

tance from the provinces where Champagne and Bur- and the Vineyards,' gives a few lively sketches of a

gundy are produced. The district of Medoc, rather wine-district northward of that which we have just

northward of Bordeaux, and between the Gironde and noticed - being on the banks of the Loire. In passing

the Bay of Biscay, is the heart of the Claret vineyards. along the bank of the river from Saumur towards

Along the left bank of the river is a strip of land , a mile Tours, the coteaur or hill-sides are seen to be clothed

or two in width , thickly planted with vineyards,and with luxuriousvines. “ Here,” says this lady traveller,

constituting one of the most valuable wine-districts in " are the coteaux of Champigny, Savigny, and a host

France. The soil is a light gravel ; and it may seem of others, whose wines are highly esteemed and seldom

curious that the vine growswhere hardly anything else allowed to leave the country. All along this luxuriant

will grow ; the gravelly soil being fitted to retain the range of hills every inch of ground is golden, and our

sun's heat abont the roots of the plant after sunset , so driver expatiated with great goût on the perfection of

that the elaboration of the juice seemsto go on as well their delicious produce. Here,' he said , in the great

by night as by day. The vine is here trained exclu- year, never to be forgotten in a wine country, 1834,

sively on the espalier fashion, fastened to horizontal these vineyards were one mass of the richest grapes: 80

lathis attached to upright posts, at a height not exceed excellent was their quality and so over-abundant their

ing one or two feet from the ground, running in an vintage, that the lowest-priced wine for the poorest

uninterrupted line from one end of the vineyard to the people was equal to that charged a franc a bottle in

other. Manure is scarcely used in the culture, only other years ; unfortunately many abused this advan

a little fresh mould being laid over the roots from time tage, and much sickness was the consequence : to be

to time ; but the plough is driven between the vines sure it was difficult to avoid being affected by the

four times every season, alternately laying open and wine even though every one drank as usual, for a very

covering the roots, a process which is performed by different result ensued, one glass being as strong as id

oxen , who traverse the rows without treading on the dozen of ordinary. ' This man, who was extremely

plants. The vine begins to produce at five years of intelligent, told us some curious particulars of the cus

age, and continues productive sometimes when two toms and manners of the vignerons, who are a class

hundred years old , provided its roots have found a quite apart from others ; they are rich, industrious,

congenial soil to penetrate with the fibres, which sober, and respectable ; keeping strictly to their own

sometimes extend to a distance of forty or fifty feet. habits , marrying amongst themselves, and being alto

The claret wines are classed into growths' accord- gether distinguished from their neighbours.".

ing to their excellence, each particular vineyard pro A master vigneron, in this district, after his vintage

ducing a peculiar kind of wine . The Bordeaux wines, is completed, and the husks of the grapes alone left,

or clarets (the latter being the nameby which they has boiling water poured upon them ; the mixture

are inore generally known in England), of the finest thus produced is put into a cask , and allowed to fer

qualities are those produced at the vineyard of Château ment, until a drink is procured which is the strongest

Margaux, Château Lafitte, Château Latour, and Haut that either he or his men ever indulge in ; for they

Brion. These are the names by which these kinds of rarely, if ever, cxcecd the bounds of temperance. All

claret are known among the merchants; and the the family, even to the lowest servants, dine at the

average quantity produced in each season varies from saine board, with a divided part for the master ; aud

about sixty to a ' bundred and sixty tuns in each vine- all partake of the same very homely food. Before

yard ; the tun containing four hogsheads. Then there thcy separate, the master and mistress drink belwcen

are about ten others of ' second growth , or interior them one small glass of real wine, as a kind of grace

quality ; and lower than these are the third , fourth , cup to the rest, who then disperse to their occupations.

and fifth growths, decreasing in the scale of excel The vignerons are not long-lived ; their work is

lence. Sometimes a “ fifth growth ' vineyard will be bard, and the doubled -up attitude in which they liave

next adjoining to one of firstgrowth ,' and yet no one 10 attend to the vines, distorts the figure strangely. A

can explain clearly why they differ so greatly in qua- French writer says of them :-" There is no culture so

lity. Sometimes a good season will bring up the bard as that of the vine ; no fruit more uncertain, nor

• second growths'nearly to a level with the first, while which the carth yields with more regret, as if she

a bad season will so lower the quality of the ' first wished to conceal the effect of her own fruitfulness.

growths' as to render the wine unfit for the English It is singular how men condemn themselves to an

merchants (who are the most fastidious among the existence which, if forced on them , would be con

purchasers of claret). When the wine is not good sidered an intolerable hardship. All these ridges

enough for England, it is consigned to Holland ; and planted with vine-plants are cultivated by men neces

if too poor for that country it is retained in France. sarily bent to the earth : at the age of sixty they can

England takes more than half of the first growths,'| only walk quite bent double ." The vine -knife, or

but very little of the others ; Russia takes a good deal 'marre,' has a short handle, and it has often bcen a

of the best ; Holland is the great mart for the second matter of surprise why the vignerons should not

quality ; while the lower growths are consumed chiefly relieve their painful attitude by having longer handles

in France. to those instruments. The word 'tintamarre ,' implying

3 M 2
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a noise, riot, or confusion, is said to have been derived conscription , when the peasantry of France were forced

from one of the customs of these vine-dressers. After into the vast armies of Napoleon, the vignerons had a

the hours allotted to repose amongst the workmen, custom of warning each other from vineyard to vine.

when the time is come to resume their duties, the vine- yard at the approach of soldiers, by sounding their

dressers call their companions together by striking ' tintamarre ;' and the reply extended itself rapidly

on their vine-knifes— tinter-à-la -marre.' ' In many along the line. The moment the troops were seen on

instance bells do this more effectually ; but even this is the horizon, this warning told all the men to disappear

called ringing the tintamarre. In the time of the in time.

mu
s

[Ringed Soake. -Vertical motion .)

LOCOMOTION OF ANIMALS.- No. XI . | perturbation. I sprang up, jumped upon his back,

turning halfround as I vaulted , so that I gained my

The lizards and crocodiles present diversified organs | seat in the right position. I immediately seized his

of motion. Amongst the former, the gecko is supplied fore legs, and by main force twisted them on his

with a peculiar pneumatic apparatus in-the feet by back : thus they served me for a bridle. He now

means of which it has the power of exhausting the air seemed to have recovered fromhis surprise, and pro

beneath the toes, and is thus enabled to climb verti- bably fancying himself in hostile company, began to

cally the smooth surfaces of walls, and to walk in an plunge furiously, and lashed the sand with his power

inverted position along the ceilings of rooms. This ful tail . I was outof the reach of the strokes of it, by

provision is advantageous to the animal when pursuing being near his head . He continued to plunge and

ihe ivsects on which it preys. In many of the lizards, strike, and made my seat very uncomfortable. It

such as the chameleon, the tail is in like manner used would have been a fine sight for an unoccupied spec

to secure them more steadily on the branches of trees : tator ."- Mr. Waterton concludes the description of this

the hand is furnished with two thumbs opposite to exhibition by saying— “ Should it be asked how I

three fingers, and the foot with three thumbs opposed managed to keep my seat, I would answer, I hunted

to two fingers. By this arrangement the animal is some years with Lord'Darlington's hounds !” — The cro

endowed with considerable facility in taking hold of codiles are not calculated for running on land with

the branches, being thus provided, as it were, with much speed, as neither the legs nor the structure of

four hands.
their body are well adapted for the purpose ; but in

The Crocodiles are furnished with four legs, and can water they display great agility .

walk and run on solids like mammiferous quadrupeds . The Tortoises are slower than the crocodilean rep

The bones of the neck and back are, however, so locked tiles. Like the latter, they cannot twist the body on

together that they cannot turn or twist the body side- itself ; and the ponderous case within which they are

ways, except in an exceedingly limited degree. They

are consequently obliged whenmoving rapidly to keep

in nearly a straight line, and from this cause may be

easily avoided by man , should he be pursued by one of

these amphibious monsters.

Mr. Waterton ' gives an amusing account of the

capture of a cayman , in the accomplishment of wnich

he embraced the opportunity of riding on its back.

He thus describes this extraordinary feat :- " The men

pulled the cayman to the surface” (or the water) : “ he

plunged furiously as soon as he arrived at the upper

regions, and immediately went below again on their

slackening the rope. I saw enough of him not to fall

in love at first sight. I told them we would run all

risks, and have him out immediately . They pulled

again, and out he came. This was an interesting mo

ment. I keptmy position firmly, with my eye stead .

fastly fixedon him . By the time the cayman was with

in two yards of me I saw he was in a state of fear and Amboyna Box - Tortoise .]
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enclosed , and which they drag along with the body, / and by the alternate elongation and contraction of the

resists the freedom of motionof the legs atthose points body,itglides along with great celerity. Thereare

where they pass out of the solid case at a and b in the several ways in which serpents move, but the most

preceding figure. This renders their pace exceedingly common are the vertical and the lateral modes, seen

slow. Their carapace or shield serves, however, to in the figures at the head and at the end of this ar

protect them from injuries arising from the tread of ticle. Further illustrations may be found in detail in

heavy quadrupeds, and is essentially useful to them the Cyclopædia of Anatomyand Physiology.'

during their occupation of burrowing. They move The Frog, like the crocodile and tortoise , has not the

on the principles of mammiferous quadrupeds. power of twisting its body ; it moves by a succession

Serpents. We have seen that the crocodiles and of leaps. It is said that the bull-frogs, which are

tortoises possess little or no power to turn their bodies abundant near the great lakes of North America,

to the right or to the left ; and also that it occupies can leap six feet at a bound , and repeat these leaps

the last-named animals a long time to change their so rapidly, that they cannot be captured without

course from one direction to another. Serpents, on great difficulty . They will leap over walls five feet

the contrary, have a very great range of lateralmotion ; in height. The hyla, or tree-frog, has each of its toes

and indeed , destitute as they are of legs, were the furnished with a concave disc, which acts as a sucker ;

bones of the back as immoveable as those of the tor- and by this means the animal has the power of laying

toise, they would be deprived of the power of locomo- hold of the branches of trees with considerable force,

tion ; butbeing endowedwith very great mobility of the and can leap from branch to branch with great agility .

vertébræ, they are enabled , notwithstanding the want It is by means of the hind legs, which are much longer

of legs, to climb trees, to run with considerable speed than the anterior, that the body is projected ; the

on the ground , and to swim rapidly in rivers and lakes. movements are performed on the same principle as

The scales, which are seen on the belly of the animal, those of the kangaroo and jerboa.

enable it to lay hold of fixed objects on the ground,

[ Ringod Snake - Lateral motion . )

THE SAXON WITЕNAGEMOTE .
(even if it did not take an active part in their delibera

tions)by means of its responsible officers, its reeves,

The word Witenagemote means literally an “ assembly and of the persons who did service for it at the county

of wise men ," from the Anglo -Saxon " gemoth ," an court : there is however, we believe, no evidence that

" assembly ," and " witan," " to know ,” which has the there was a systematic representation of the people at

same root, " wit,” or “ wis," as the words wit, witness, the witenagemote by persons elected for that specific

wise, and the legal phrase still in use “ to wit.” purpose .

Although the chief rulers of the Anglo -Saxon states, Nor did the functions of these national councils

nearly down to the time of the Conquest, bore the title cease with the election of a king : their meetings, if

of king, and in their charters and letters attached to not periodical, were frequent, and were held usually at

them many of the sonorous epithets in which, especially the great festivals of the year, Whitsuntide, Christmas,

among semi-barbarous nations, kings indulge, yet in and especially Easter; they formed the highest court

fact they were little raised in power above the other of judicature in the kingdom ; theywere summoned by

chiefs of their nation, who either had themselves shared, the king in the case of any political emergency ; their

together with their own particular followers, or were concurrence is always mentioned in the preamble to

descended from ancestors who had so shared , the risk the laws, and was necessary to their validity, as well

of the first invasion which seated the tribe in Britain. probably as to that of royal grants and charters; and

To election by these chiefs the king owed his office ; the chief persons who attended them frequently ex

and if the sceptre descended in his race, it was, if not pressed their approbation of such royal acts by their

by force of renewed election , certainly by means of the signatures under that of the king:

formal recognition of the new king by the nobles in an When the Saxon stateswereunited under the domi

assembly convened for the purpose. Of this assembly nion of one king, whether as bretwalda (whatever

the chief ecclesiastics in the kingdom , archbishops, office that name implied ), or by the union of smaller

bishops, and , abbots, the judges (if such there were) , states into one kingdom, the national council retained

and the largest landholders, formed part. It is said, its powers. It was called by the king, in his grants

upon the faith of a single instance, that five hydes andlaws, bis witan, his witеnagemote, his mycel synoch

of land were an indispensable qualification . Whether (great synod), michel getheaht (great deliberation ),

the main body of the people had a voice in this great his eadigan (worthy) ; and in Latin hy similar names,

council is doubtful; judging by the analogy of the e.g. magnum concilium sapientum , universæ gentis

shire-motes, and of all the political and judicial institu- Angliæ concilium ; or by names indicating the rank

tions of our Anglo-Saxon ancestors, it is probable that andproperty of the members, such as optimates, and

each district appeared at these national assemblies | very frequently proceres . A knowledge of the compo
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sition of this council must be gathered from the words and fairs, and to customs on imported goods; but in

in which its members are mentioned, and (aswe have those emergencies when a pecuniary contribution was

said ) from its analogy to other smaller political assem to be made by the nation, the witan were called on to

blies. accede to the tax .

Mr. Sharon Turner enumerates, from various extant If the domestic affairs of the nation were thus consi .

charters, the designations given by the king to his dered and confirmed by the witan , treaties with foreign

great council in the preamblesofthose instruments, or states were equally submitted to their approval. Thus

added by the meinbers themselves to their signatures ; the treaty between Alfred and Guthrun the Danish

and Sir Francis Palgrave, in his “ Rise andProgress of leader, whereby the eastern counties were abandoned

the English Commonwealth , ' more fully sets out many to the Danes, is made with the approbation of the

of these documents ( Proofs and Ill., p. ccxviii.). After witan.

the signatures, or more frequently crosses, are found The duties of the witenagemote were therefore partly

the titles of bishop, abbot, deacon, prince, dux, comes, legislative, partly, and indeed for the most part, judi

calderinan, minister, miles ; and of the great house- cial . It was to the whole nation what the shire-mote

hold offices of the palace, pincerna, disc thegn, chief. was to its own district — the court where thc king's laws

carver, &c . The names especially of ecclesiastics ofien and his most important acts were promulgated, his

have some verb after them , which is fantastically rights ultimately enforced, and justice administered if

varied, as adfui, comprobavi, favi, laudavi, confirmaví, denied elsewhere : and in enumerating these offices

subscripsi, to which the petty kings and archbishops one is necessarily led to observe the analogy which sub

often added consensi, and the king himself frequently sists between that ancient aristocratic assembly and the

adopted in his signature the form “ Consentio et signo House of Lords of recent times.

crucis munio . ” To some charters the names or crosses When the Norman Conquest had destroyed all the

of princesses of the royalfamily and of abbesses appear. rights of the English people, it did not obliterate from

In one case the title electus follows a name .
their minds the memory of their institutions; so again

A witеnagemote in the reign of Ethelwolf (855) on the one hand the king, as the emergency arose,

granted to the church a tenth , with the assent of the availed himselfof those institutions to strengthen his

kings, thanes, barons , and people. The eighth law of title or assist his projects ; and on the other and the

Edward the Confessor names the people ; and the thirty- Norman nobles found in them the means of uniting to

fifth law recites that it passed by thecommon advice and themselves the great body of the people, in order to

assent of all bishops, princes, chiefs (procerum), carls, check the oppression or to limit the power of the

and of all the wise men and elders, and of the people crown . The circumstances of the Nortnan invasion ,

(populorum ) of the whole kingdom . Sergt. Ruffhead, and the fact that the nobles who accompanied William

in his preface to the Statutes, conjectures, confessing in that enterprise were rather fellow-adventurers than

at the same time his ignorance, that the folcmote re- subjects, led necessarily to the calling together by

sembled our House of Commons, the calra- witenage- himself and his successors of a general council of his

mote our House of Lords, and the witenagemote our chiefs, sometimes expressly to consult upon state

privy council. Undoubtedly some of the functions affairs, often only for the avowed purpose of celc

which in far more recent times the privy council has brating with him , and at bis cost, the great religious

performed did devolve upon the witan ; for instance, festivals of the year. Thierry ("Conquête d'Angle

their approval was required for certain acts of the terre,' tome i., p . 319) quotes from the Cronique de

king ; and generally their office was less to devise Normandie,' that before William undertook the expe

measures than to consider and to sanction those which dition to England, his immediate counsellors, whose

were submitted to them . concurrence he had obtained, warned him “ that he

In concurring in royal charters and grants, thewite- must also ask aid and counsel of the people generally ;

nagemote performed the double office of consenting to for it is just that he who pays should be called to

and of attesting these gifts or privileges ; and here assent;" and that the duke then convened the principal

their office was analogous to that of the shire-mote, chiefs, ecclesiastics, and merchants. Sir F. Palgrave

which in those rude days distributed justice rather ac- observes, that the great council of William the Con

cording to the notoriety of the facts than to any syste- queror differed little from the witenagemote, and that

matic rules of investigating the truth , and qualified it the Saxon thanes were mingled in it with the Norman

self for this office by requiring that the main transac- barons. Certainly his muster at Salisbury or Win.

tions touching the rights and property of individuals chester of his Norman companions or their sons at the

within its district should pass in its presence. head of their followers, in 1086, the year before his

In those cases where the administration of justice death , savoured little of a national and constitutional

was impossible in the county courts, owing either to council, although the members of the assembly re

their want of jurisdiction , or to the power of one of the newed their oath of allegiance to him , and he pro

parties, the authority of the witan was appealed to ; mulgated his ordinances, among which was one re

and the nation pledged itself to support the executive quiring themaintenance of the law ( legem ) of King

power of the king ly giving to his arrangements the Edward. Ordericus Vitalis says that sixty thousand

force of a law. Thus the great family of Godwin , Earl were then assembled. Henry I. , who affecied to con .

of Kent, was outlawed in 1043, and restored in 1052 by ciliate his native subjects, summoned a national council

the authority of the witan ; in another case the title of by the ancient nameof witcnagemote.

a great land holder to estates of which the muniments By degrees the English recovered some political

had been destroyed was acknowledged, and a new deed rights : their Norman rulers yielded, at least in words,

setting out the bounds was granted. to their demand for the restitution of their ancient

During the Anglo -Saxon times the possessions of customs, or, as the people called them , the laws of

the king,and the ordinary paymentsmade to the crown Edward the Confessor : the machinery already esta

by every landholder, together with the duties paid by blished of townships, hundreds, and shires, with their

townships, were sufficient for the ordinary wants of the motes, assemblies, and officers, was maintained, as

government, especially as the triple duty (trinoda ne useful for the collection of the crown revenue, and as

cessitas) of repairing roads and bridges (brycg -bote), tending to the maintenance of civil order, by the re

maintaining the walls of the burgs (burh -bote), and sponsibility which each district incurred for the acts of

resisting invasion (the fyrd), was invariable. The king iis inhabitants. Hence, although the ancient popular

too was entitled to tolls on goods sold in most markets officer, the recve, was displaced for the Norman count,
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viscount, and bailiff, who derived their authority “ That by no means can they abide, ne dwell,

iminediately from the crown, yet the popular assembly,
Within their houses, but out they need must go ;

the schire -mote, and the habit of representation at
More wildly wandering than either buck or dve,

Some with their harps, another with their lute,
that assembly of the burghs and hundreds in the

county, remained .
Another with his bagpipe, or a foolish flute.”

The power of the aristocratic element (unquestion . But he is especially wrath against the winter min

ably the main ingredient) in the witenagemute was strels :

therefore never suspended, although in its conflicts “ But yet moreover these fools are so unwise,
with the crown it might be greater or less. Its in That in cold winter they use the same madness ;

fluence was most efficiently slown when, in 1215 , the When all the houses are lade with snow and ice,

nobles wrested Magna Charta from King John. The 0, madmen amased, unstable and witless !

popular element in the witenagemote assumed a dis What pleasure take you in this your foolishness !

tinct forın when , in the succeeding reign ( 1265), Simon What joy have ye to wander thus by night ?

de Montfort, Earl of Leicester, high-steward of the
Save that ill doers alway hate the light ?"

realm , issued in the king's name writs to the sheriffs The “ fools” had the uncommon folly to do all this for

of all counties, commanding them to return to the par- nothing. But in a century the aspect of things was

Jiament two knights for the county, and two burgesses changed. The “ madmen ” divided themsclves into

from every borough, to consult concerning the affairs sects-those who paid ,and those whoreceived pay ;
of the nation . and the more sensible class came to be called Waits

literally, Watchers. If we may judge from the fol

THE WAITS.
lowing passage in Beaumont and Fletcher ( “ The Cap.

( From Knight's Weekly Volume, ' A Volume of Varieties .') tain ,' Act. ii ., Sc. 2 ), the performances of the unpaid

were not entirely welcome to delicate ears :

We have seen “ the latter end of a sea -coal fire "-Dame

Quickly's notion of the perfection of enjoyment. The
“ Fab . The touch is excellent; let's be attentive.

Jac. Hark ! are the Waits abroad ?
snow lies hard upon the ground - icy. The noise of

Fab . Be softer, prithee ;

the streets is almost hushed, save that the cabman's
"T is private music.

whip is occasionally heard urging his jaded horse over Jac. What a din it makes !

the slippery causeway . We creep to bed , and, looking I'd rather hear a Jew's trump than these lutes ;

out into the cold, as if to give us a greater feeling of They cry like school-boys."

comfort in the warmth within, see the gas-lights shining

uponthe bright pavement, and , perhaps, give one sigh dwellingsinthe land of play -houses and bear -gardens,

The Waits, according the same authority, had their

for poor wretched humanity, as some shivering wan and other nuisances of the sober citizens ; and they were

derer creeps along to no home, or some one of the not more remarkable than the “ privatemusie” for the

most wretched nestles in a sheltering doorway, to be charms of their serenadings:

questioned or disturbed by the inflexible police watcher.

It is long past midnight. We are soon in our first
“Citizen . Ay, Ned, but this is scurvy music ! I think he has

sleep ; and the dream comeswhich is to throw its veii got me the Waits of Southwark.”

over the realities of the day-struggle throughwhich The Wuits had, however, been long before a part of

wehave passed. The dream gradually slides into a city pageantry; But as the age grew more literal

vague sense of delight. We lie in a pleasant sunshine, and mechanical,-as music went out with poetry,when

by somegushing spring ; or the never ceasing murmur the cultivation ofwhat was somewhat too emphatically

of leafy woods is around us ; or there is a harmony of called the useful became the fashion ,—the Waits lost

birds in the air, a chorus, and not a song ; or some their metropolitan honours and abiding -place; and

sound of instrumental melody is in the distance, some came at last to be only heard at Christmas. They re

faintly remembered air of our childhood that comes un tired into the country. The last trace we can find of

bidden into the mind , more lovely in its indistinctness. them , as folks for all weathers, is at Nottingham , in

Gradually the plash of dripping waters, and the whis- 1710. The Tatler' (No. 222) thus writes :

pering of the breeze among the leaves, and the song of " Whereas, by letters fromNottingham , we have ad

birds, and the hum of many instruments, blend into vice that the young ladies of that place complain for

one more definite Jarmony, and we recognise the tune, want of sleep , by reason of certain riotous lovers, who

which is familiar to us,-for we are waking. And then for this last summer have very much infested the

we hear real music, soft and distant ; and we listen , streets of that eminent city with violins and bass-viols,

and the notes can be followed ; and presently the sound between the hours of twelve and four in the morning ."

is almost under our window ; and we fancy we never Isaac Bickerstaff adds, that the same evil has been

heard sweeter strains; and we recollect, during these complained of “ in most of the polite towns of this

tender, and, perhaps, solemn chords, the honied words, island .” The cause of the nuisance he ascribes to the

themselves music, - influence of the tender passion. “ For as the custom

prevails at present, there is scarce a young man of any“Soft stillness and the night

Become the touches of sweet harmony."
fashion in a corporation who does not make love with

the Town Music. The Waits often help him through

But anon interposes some discordant jig ; and then we his courtship. ” The censor concludes, “ that a man

know that we have been awakened by the WAITS. might as well serenade in Greenland as in our region .”

In the times when minstrelsy was not quite so much But he gives a more sensible reason for the actual de

a matter of sixpences as in these days, there were en-cay of serenading, and its unsuitableness to England.

thusiastic people who made the watches of the night In Italy,” he says, “ nothing is more frequent than

melodious, even though snow was upon the ground ; to hear a cobbler working to an opera tune ; but,on the

and there were good prosaic people who abused them contrary, our honest countrymen have so little an in

then asmuch as the poor Waits sometimes get abused clination to music, that they seldom begin to sing till

now . These were the days of serenaders, and England, they are drunk." It is strange that a century should

despite of its climate, was once a serenading country. have made such a difference in the mannern of Eng

Old Alexander Barclay, in his Ship of Fools,' pub- land . In Elizabeth's reign we were a musical people ;

lished in 1508, describes to us “ the vagabonds” whose in Anne's, a drunken people. Moralists and legisla

enormity is so great, tors had chased away the lute, but they left ihe gin ;
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and so madrigals were thrust out by tipsy derry -downs, now and then imported with his guitar ; and his know

and the serenader became a midnight bully . ledge of harmony compensated for his somewhat

In the days of Elizabeth , and of James and Charles, cracked voice. All at once glee-singers started up ;

the people were surrounded with music, and imbued and they are now common . Then a " noise " or two

with musical associations . The cittern was heard in of really tolerable instrumental performers were to be

every barber's shop ; and even up to the publication of found in Portland Place and other streets of the west ;

the .Tatler ’ it was the same : “ Go into a barber's any- and even those who were familiar with Rossini might

where, no matter in what district, and it is ten to one stop to listen. We are still advancing.

you will hear the sounds either of a fiddleor a guitar, The Waits are a relic of the old musical times of

or see the instruments hanging up somewhere." The England ; and let us cherish them , as the frosted bud

barbers or their apprentices were the performers: " If of a beautiful flower that has yet life in it.

idle, they pass their time in life- delighting music.”

Thus writes a pamphleteer of 1597. Doctor King,

about the beginning of the last century, found the bar
Austrahan Squatters.-- Unlike the squatter in America, the

bers degenerating in their accomplishments, and he squatter in Australia is a person who, like Abraham , Isaac, and

assigns the cause : “ Turning themselves to periwig; yondthe settled districts, and fixing on a suitable station previ
Jacob, follows his flocks and herds into the vast wilderness be

making, they have forgot their cittern and their music."

The ciitern twangedtheninthe barbers’ shops in the ously unoccupied , and generally of twenty or thirtysquare miles

fresh mornings especially; and then came forth the depasturing licence,together with a tax on each lead of large or

carman to bear his loads through thenarrow thorough- small cattle he possesses),erects a bark but, and a stock -yard,

fares . He also was musical. We all know how Fal and , like Alexander Selkirk, is afterwards, for the time at least,

staff describes Justice Shallow : “ He cameever in the monarch of all he surveys.” According to the government

rear - ward of the fashion, and sung those tunes to the returns, up to the 30th September, 1813, the squatters of New

over -scutched housewives that he heard the carmen South Wales possessed not fewer than 16,401 horses, 592,333

whistle.” The carmen had a large stock of tunes. In horned cattle, 3011 pigs, 3,208,429 sheep ; while the direct

Ben Jonson's ' Bartholomew Fair,' one of the charac
taxes they paid to government for the preceding year amounted

ters exclaims, “ If he meet buta carman in the street, to 39,6321.6s.

and I find him not loth to keep him off of him , he will

whistle him and all his tunes over at night in his French Notions of English Cookery . — The voluble vulgar

sleep. " Half a century later even , “ barbers, cobblers, woman I have alluded to before, undertook to give, one evening,

and plowmen ” were enumerated as “ the heirs of partly to me and partly to the rest of the world ' a description

music.” Who does not perceive that when Izaak Wal- 1 of English eating, which certainly had the effect of making me

ton's milk-maid sings laugh heartily . " Eh ! the English do live well ! " she began;

“ the commandant at Toulouse was a prisoner in England, and

“ Cume live with me and be my love, " he has told me ; he saw them, and he says he got to like it.

she is doing nothing remarkable ? These charming | dame took the that of her hand to represent the toast, drawing
First , for breakfast they take a great round of toast, (and ma.

words were the common possession of all. The people the other a little way above it to represent also the action ,) and

were the heirs of poetry as well as of music. They they spread it over with a quantity of butter ; then they put of

had their own delicious madrigals to sing, in which that slices of ham and sausages, aud - What do you call that

music was “ married to immortal verse," --and they other thing the English are so foud of,madame? " “ Ale , " said

could sing them . Morley, writing in 1597, says , “ Sup- !, at a guess. “ Yes ; oil - they put oil on that, and then they

per being ended, and music-books, according to cus
take another round of toast covered with butter, and lay it on the

tom , being brought to the table, the mistress of the top, and they eat that, and they drink tea au lait, at the same

house presented me with aparí, earnestly request time they eat and they drink,and theydrink and they eat, and

ing me to sing ; but when, after many excuses, I pro
that is an English breakfast - Eh ! they live these English !

A little note of admiration went round ; and madame enlightened

tested unfeignedly that I could not, every one began to us further respecting English eating. “ Then for dinner they

wonder - yca, some whispered to others, demanding take great cotellettes of beef,” (and here the hands were distended

how I was broughtup.” A little band was called “ a noise about three-quarters of a yard apart, to designate the size of each

of musicians ;" it was to be found everywhere ; and rib of beef which formed the - cotellette,') " and they only just

attended upon the guests in taverns and ordinaries, warm them at the fire ; and eat them with great potatoes, boiled,

and at “ good men's feasts ” in private houses. In just as they are dug out ofthe earth — all entire ; and they liever

Ben Jonson's " Silent Woman ,' it is said , " the smell of have but one plate, and they eat the great whole potatoes, and

the venison, going through the streets, will invite one
the cotellette of beef tout sanglant — both together .” Another little

noise of fiddlers or other ;" and again, “ They have in
murmur of wonder, and a sullocated laugh, encouraged the dame

telligence of all feasts ; there's good correspondence
to show her further knowledge of English life and eating.

betwixt them and the London cooks." Feasts were
“ Then ,” turning to me, " you have what you call plomb puddin ;

then not mere occasions for gluttony and drunkenness, tenez ! They take a great cauldron , and put it over the fire the

and do you know how they make that ? Ah ! I know all that

as they became in the next generation. As the drunk
first thing in the morning ; and into that they pour a great quan

enness went on increasing, the taste for music went tity of milkand eau-de-vie ; and then take a vast deal of the fat

on diminishing. The street music was an indication of the beef,the pure fat, and put it in also ; and they thicken it

of the popular taste. The execrable sounds which the with tlour - and - and - What else do you put in your pilomb
lame and the blind produced were the mere arts of pudilin, madame?" “ Eggs," I replied, with much verity.

mendicancy. The principle of extorting money by * Ah ! yes, an enormous number of eggs, they put to all that,

hideous sounds was carried in London as far as it could and then - What else,madame, do you put in your plomb pudłın

“ Fruit."
go by a fellow of the name of Keiling, called Blind

“ Ah ! certainly ; yes, fruits of all kinds : they chop

them together, all kinds, and put them into the cauldron, and
Jack , who performed on the flageolet with his nose.
Every description of street exhibition was accompanied they stir allupwelltogether, andboil it from morning to even

with terrible noises. In the fashionable squares, to- ing,and then turn it out intoagreat basin , and they eat that at

dinner with their great raw cotellettes (or ribs) of beef and their
wards the close of the last century, matters were a

whole potatoes ; and they never have but one plate - Eh ! they

little mended. After the peace our thoroughfares live well, these English ? The commandant learned all their

gradually resounded with the somewhat improved me customs when he was prisoner in England, and he told me him .

Jody of the street-singers of Paris ; and a lady with a self he would be glad to have had their plomb puddin every

neat coiffure accompanied the organ with the monoto- morning for his breakfast: they live so well, these English !"" --
nous chant of “ Le gaiTroubadour. " An Italian was Rides in the Pyrenees.
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Bu lautmargoak qantā zen WilbenErgentue

QueobýtHurbie nenho angalii Zimo domin

mlimo.see mesisate muietdeus simen .

[ Inlaid Brass Monument of

Eleanor Bohun, wife to

Thomas of Woodstock ,
Duke of Gloucester.

Died 1399. )

OLD ENGLISH TOMBS, EFFIGIES, AND
as before, out of the covering slab, of which they con

MONUMENTAL BRASSES.
sequently form a part.

During the reigns of the first seven kings of the

The most ancient of the sculptured memorials of the Norman race,the thoughts of the laity must have been

dead now remaining in England are the covering too much occupied with the cares and dangers of the

stones of tombs, which are sometimes formed with a unquiet days which were passing over them to pay much

roof-like ridge,such as that of William Rufus in Win- regard to the memory of the dead. The clergy were

chester Cathedral; sometimes with a rude effigyin low more secure, and to the bishops and abbots we are

relief, such as those of three of the old abbots of the mainly indebted for such sepulchral memorialsof

dates of 1106, 1114 , and 1176,in the cloisters of West- those times as yet remain. Till the reign ofHenry III.

minster Abbey ; Roger, Bishop of Sarum , 1193, in however, they are few , and those chiefly of bishops

Salisbury Cathedral , and Andrew, Bishop of Peter- and abbots, and the highest of the nobility . Of those

borough, 1199, in Peterborough Cathedral. In those first seven kings the tombs of only two now exist in

early Norman times the stone coffins of persons of England. William I. wasburied at Rouen ; William

distinction were not buried, but only sunk in the II . in the choir of Winchester Cathedral, where his

ground to the level of the pavement, the covering slab stone coffin of grey marble vet remains ; Henry I. in

thus forming the tombstone ; occasionally the stone Reading Abbey ; Stephen in Faversham Abbey ; Henry

coffin was placed on the pavement, and had an inscrip- II. and Richard I. in the abbey of Fontevrault, in

tion round the edge, or crosses or other emblematic France, where their tombs remain, with stone effigies

sculptures on the sides. Of theSaxon times there is of themselves and their queens, Eleanor and Beren

probably not a single sepulchral memorial known to garia ; King John in Worcester Cathedral, where his

be in existence, the tombs and shrines of Saxon kings tomb and effigy still exist, but the effigy is said to be

and other memorials which have been supposed to be of later date than the tomb. Most of the early effigies

Saxon , having, it is presumed, been offered as grateful represent bishops and abbots, in which there is much

tributes to the memory of founders or benefactors of uniformity in the mode of representation. The figure

religious houses long after the death of the persons to is often treading on a dragon (the evil principle), and

whom they have been dedicated . crushing it with the crosier or pastoral-staff, which is

The stone effigy was at first in low relief, buta bolder held in one hand while the other holds a book or is

style soon became prevalent, and most of those of the raised in the act of benediction . During the same

twelfth century are in half relief, sculptured however, I period canopies began to be sculptured over the head

No. 812. Vol. XIII . - 3 N
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of the effigy, generally consisting of a cusped or trefoil |gables, and other embellishments corresponding witi

archi, sometimes supported by pillars at the sides , some the advance of architectural art, but rather preceding

times unsupported. Such an arch , resting on pillars , than following it. Some of the most magnificent

is carved over the head of the effigy ofAndrew, abbot canopies however belong to detached table-tombs , the

of Peterborough, already mentioned. (See Knight's figure thus stretched out beneath its canopy appearing

‘ Old England ,' vol . i. p. 129. ) These architectural as if lying in state, to be gazed upon by, successive

ornaments were in those days peculiarly appropriate generations. Of the varied and beautiful forms of

to bishops and abbots, who were the great improvers architectural detail , the canopied table-tombsof Walter

of architecture, and to whom we are chiefly indebted Gray, Archbishop of York, in York Cathedral, 1225),
for the grandeur and beauty of our old cathedrals and Aymer de Valence in Westminster Abbey, 1334, and

abbeys. Almost every man of rank, not an ecclesiastic, Hugh Despencer, in Tewkesbury ,Abbey, 1339 , are
was at that time engaged in the Crusades, either beautiful examples. ( See Knight's Old England ,

directly as a warrior or indirectly as a supporter of vol. i. p. 285.)
the sacred cause. The order of Knights Templars The full recumbent effigy was formed of wood, stone,

was instituted in 1118 , and they were probably the or brass. Previous to the seventeenth century, effigies
first persons who were represented in their effigies of wood and stone were painted in imitation of the

(as indeed their bodies were placed in their cotlins) personal appearance and usual costume of the deceased;

with their legs crossed , a form emblematic of the and armorial bearings, canopies, and other ornamental

sacred banner under which they fought. Speci- accompaniments were not only painted but gilt . If

meus of such cross-legged effigies are to be seen in time had spared the colours, how much the interest

the Temple Church, London , which have been re would have been enhanced with which we contemplate

cently renewed in exact imitation of the originals. these resemblances of the long-departed dead. In a

None of the persons here represented were Templars, few instances the colours partially remain, and in others

out they were no doubt “ associates,' of whom there they have been renewed. Thus Shakspere's effigy in

were great numbers among the noble and wealthy, Stratford Church had been more than once repainted ,

who, in exchange for their pious gifts, were admitted and this process of renovation would probably have

to a sort of imaginary participation of the spiritual continued to be repeated, had not Malone, in his ad

blessings which the Templars, by their lives of mortifi- miration of the classic beauty of uncoloured marble,

cation and holy warfare, were supposed to be entitled covered thewhole tomb, effigy and all, with white

10. Nor were Templars and their associates the only paint, and thus rendered a renewal of the original

persons who were thus represented. Others who had colours impossible.

been crusaders but were not associates, and many who Monumental brasses were probably introduced in

had never been atall engaged in the holy wars, are the early part of the thirteenth century. A. brass,'

represented with their legs crossed, which continued as it is commonly called , is a plate of that metal, which

to be a sort of fashion ull 1312, when the order was was imbedded in a stone slab so as to be level with

aboli -led . The Knights Templars then began to be the surface of the slab,and was fastened down by being

regarded with abhorrence, and cross-legged effigies laid in melted pitch, and riveted through the stone.

afterwards became of rare occurrence. An effigy of the deceased is usually engraved on the

In the twelfth century the fiat grave-stone appears brass plate, frequently with a canopy, and generally

to have come into use. Like the stone effigy in relief, with armorial bearings, and with angels, saints, and

it was mostly laid on the ground or made a part of the other ornaments, together with inscriptions, some

pavement above the grave, and generally had a simple times round the border of the slab, but commonly

inscription deeply cut and often filled with melied below the feet of the figure. These separate paris

load, of name, date, and 'Orate pro anima , ' • Pray for were in almost all cases engraved on detached plates,

the soul,'or something to the same effect, addressed to each embedded in a distinct cavity, the dark -coloured

the passenger. stone slab thus forming an appropriate background,

The table-tomb or altar-tomb, raised three or four which gave distinctness and relief to the engraved

feet from the ground , was hardly in use before the brass .

thirteenth century ; and the full effigy, or statue-effigy, As the recumbent effigies of wood and stone were

recumbent on the slab, was introduced about the same painted and gilt, thus affording a more complete and

time. The sides of the table -tomb were often pan- life -like resemblance of the individual , as well as

nelled, and filled with shields of arms and other orna- adding richness of decoration to the sacred building,

mental records of the deceased . Sometimes there was so the brasses were not originally in the simple state

an inscription on the slab, and no effigy. The effigy in which they now appear: the brass was burnished

on the table -tomb of King John, in Worcester Cathe. and sometimes gilt, and the incised parts were filled

dral , though probably later than 1216, when he died , with black or coloured resinous substances, which gave

is yet the earliest statue -eifigy known to exist in additional distinctness to the engraving, as well as

England, though those of Henry II . and Richard I. , added to the beauty of the figure and its ornamental

with their queens, at Fontevrault, are full effigies and accompaniments.

on table -tombs, and, there is no reason to doubt, are It is obvious, from the varieties and peculiarities of

anterior to that of John. Another of the earliest of feature exhibited, that from the earliest times the

these table-tombs and effigies is that of William Long- effigy in relief, the statue- effigy, and the effigy on the

spee, Earl of Salisbury, in Salisbury Cathedral; le monumental brass were intended as likenesses of the

died in 1226. Both tomb and effigy are of wood, deceased, and, from the mode of representation, itmay

painted and gilt . The effigy of William de Valence be inferred that a model of somekind was made of the

in Westminster Abbey is of wood, and was originally personal appearance of the individual when lying in

covered with copper gilt : he died in 1296, and his state or stretched out in the coffin . Brasses seem to

effigy is recumbent on a chest of wood, which rests on have been occasionally made during the life of the

a table -tonub of freestone. person represented. The brass, for instance, of Abbot

Many of the table -tombs are placed in a recess of de la Mare in St. Alban's Abbey, is known to have

the wall, in which case there is generally a canopy in been made during his life-time, about 1360, and no

front over the whole length of the recuinbent figure, doubt under his own inspection .

usually consisting of two, three, or more cusped or The brass plates are all of foreign manulacture, of

foliated arches, with crocketed finials, ornamented the hard kind of brass formerly called laion or latien .
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ness .

steam .

The art of making brass was not introduced into enlightened by the sun, but the other half will be in total dark

England till 1639 . To the Lunarians the earth seems the largest orb in the

Slabs with brasses are sometimes, but rarely, on table- universe; for it appears to them more than three times the size

tombs ; they are commonly laid in the pavement of the
of the sun , and thirteen times greater than the moon does to us,

church, where they offer no impediment to the tread -exhibiting similar phases to herself , but in a reverse order :

of the congregation.
for when the moon is full the earth is invisible to them ; and

The origin of sepulchral brasses has been ascribed, the moon appears to us permanent,but to them the earth pre
when the moon is new, they will see the earth full . The face of

with some degree of probability, to the enamelled sents very different appearances: the Pacific and Atlantic

works in brass which were executed in considerable Oceans, in the course of each twenty -four hours , will succes

abundance, chiefly at Limoges, in France , during the sively rivet their attention ; and the velocity of motion must

eleventh and twelfth centuries. That the art of en- excite both surprise and conjecture. Though, as aforesaid , cer

graving the plates,as well as the plates themselves, was tain of those gentlemen only behold the earth for halt a mouth

introduced from France and Flanders into England, at a time, those near the border see it only occasionally, and

will hardly admit of a doubt, when we know that a those on the side opposite the earth never see it at all.- Cycle of

similar art had previously been practised in those Celestial Objects, by Captain W. H. Smyth, R.N.

countries, and that early brasses still exist in England

which were executed by French and Flemish artists .
Silk -worms in Jamaica . - About 36 miles from Spanish Town

One of the two effigies above represented is a reduced
are the works of the Jamaica Silk Compauy. This company

copy from a heel-ball rubbing, made from the original

brass in the church of Hever in Kent. The female, of chased 378 acres, on which they have erected two iron buildings
was incorporated by a localact, dated July, 1841. They pur

whom the original effigy is three feet high, is attired in and two wooden houses, and planted upwards of two hundred

a kirule and mantle, with a veil thrown back from her acres with mulberry-trees. The place is called Metcalfe Ville,

face. The lap-dog at the feet and the angels supporting after their late much -esteemed governor, Sir C. Metcalfe. The

the cushion on which the head rests, are frequent soil is a red marl, impregnated with iron, and suits the mulberry

accompaniments of effigies on monumental brasses. trees extremely well, and the climate in that part of the island

The figure and drapery are very elegant, and the exe is most congenial, the thermometer ranging from 560 to 75º Falır.

cution , though not of high excellence, is yetmuch In this climate the mulberriesare evergreen ,and are sufficiently

superior to that of mostofthe brasses of the following temperate zones the trees generally take fiveyears to come to the
advanced in 12 months to produce food for the worms; in the

centuries. The inscription under her ſeet is : - “ Hic

iacet Margarita, quondam uxor William Chevne, quæ but are cutdown after attaining a certain bright, and then spring
same perfection . They are not allowed to grow iuto large trees,

obiit xix . die mensis Augusti, Anno Domini Millesimo up afresh from many stems. One of the iron buildings is 2:25

crccxix.. cuius animæ propicietur Deus. Amen .” feet long by 68 feet wide, and 35 feet high. It is furnished

(Here lies Margarita, formerly wife of William with railways and carriages for the conveyance of the food to the

Cheyne, who died on the 19th day of August, Ad. height of the shelves where the insects are placed ; this is the

1419, to whose soul may God be favourable. Amen .) Cocoonery. Another of the iron buildings, called the Filature,

The other brass is acopy of that of Eleanor Bohun, is 110 feet by 50, in which is thereeling apparatus,worked by

wife of the Duke of Gloucester, who died in 1399. As silk -worms' eggs require from six to eightmonths to

The brass is in Westminster Abbey, and we have in
mature before they hatch, it has been found necessary in this cli

troduced it not only as a specimen of beautiful work , i dwindle and die. This artificial winter isobtained by the eggsmate to give the eggs an artificial winter, otherwise they would

but for the purpose of showing the canopy , with coats being put into jars, and these into charcoal, and placeri in an

of arms on the pillars, and the brass border which in- ice -house. The worms can thus be taken out accoruing to the

closes the whole, and which contains the inscription . time the animal requires for maturity, and the food is always

[ To be continued .] ready for its support. But Mr. S. Whitmarsh, ihe founder and

manager of the company, writes that he has succeeded in - Cre

olizing " the silk -worins , as he calls it ; and as this is of rare

Attack of Hornets. I have seen six companies of infantry occurrence, we give the account in his own words :- “ On the

with a train of artillery and a squadron of horse all put to the morning of 29th April, 1843, as I was examininig a cloth of eggs

route by a single nest of hornets, and driven off some miles with just about to be laid away till the next season , I discovered that

all their horses and bullocks. The officers generally save them the eggs of ove miller' bau batched , -- the others remain dur

selves by keeping within their tents, and creeping under their mant to this day, now nearly a year. I fed the live ones care

led- clothes or their carpets ; and servants ofteni escape by cover- fully, but out of 450 cocoons, obtained only one pair of “millers'

ing themselves up in their blankets, and lying perfectly still . to reproduce in ten days ; these again , though fed carefully,

Horses are often stung to a state ofmadness, in which they throw dwindled away till all but one pair died , evidenily from weak

theniselves over precipices, and break their limbs or kill them I persevered , however, watching the whole with great

slves. The grooms, in trying to save their horses, are generally interest. For the third time, I procured but one pair from 450,
the people who suffer most in a camp attacked by such an but this pair was decidedly stronger than the former ones. The

enemy. I have seen some so stung as to recover with difficulty ; fourth time seven pairs were saved ; and from that time they

and I believe there have been instances of people not recovering have been gradually improving, till now the eighth generation

at all . In such a frightful scene I have seen a bullock sitting are the tivest and best worms I have ever seen ; the cocoons

and chewing the cud as calmly as if the whole thing had been cannot be equalled. I bave by crossing obtained the didereut

got up for bis amusement ! The horrets seldom touch any varieties, all but one producing cocoons of the most brilliant

animal that remains perfectly still.-- Lieut. - Col. Sleeman's Ram- whiteness. India and China have teu -day varieties, but they

bles and Recollections. are so small, and yield so little silk , that they are not worth

notice; but those of mine are superior to auy of the annual vari

eties, and will no doubt improve by careful cultivation .” A few
Light of the Moon.— As themoon'saxis is nearly perpendicular samples of the silk spus at this place were brought to London

to the plane of the ecliptic, she can scarcely have any change of by Nr. Whitmarsh, and submitted to some of the best judges of

But what is still more remarkable, one half of the
the article ; and before it was known from whence it was

moou has wo darkness at all, while the other half bas two weeks brought, they pronounced it to be first -rate silk , and then wortii

of light and two of darkness alternately : the inhabitants, if any , in the inarket from 22s. to 32s. per pound . These samples were

of the first half bask constantly in earth -shine without seeing the wound by hand, and before the steam machinery was erected.

sun, whilst those of the latter never see the earth at all . For, as
The black and coloured work - people seem to like the occupation

just stated , the earth reflects the light of the sun to the moon in
very well; and the company have distributed to all that wished

the same nammer as the moon does to the earth ; therefore, at the them , mulberry cuttings, to encourage the peasantry themselves

time of conjunction or new moon , her further side must be en
tu cultivate the worm , -Osborne's Guide to the West Indies.

Bightened by the sun and the nearer half by the earth ; and at

tie time of opposition or full moon , one half of her will be

ness .

seasons .

3 N 2
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(Group of Joseph relating his Dream.- From Raphael's ' Bible.')

ESSAYS ON THE LIVES OF REMARKABLE | invitation of Leo, attended by a train of scholars, and

PAINTERS . - No. XXXIII. lived on good terms with Raphael, who treated the

venerable old man with becoming deference. Fra
RAPHAEL AT ROME.

Bartolomeo also visited Rome about 1513, to the great

Though the character of Pope Leo X. was in all re- joy of his friend. We find Raphael at this time on

spects different from that of Julius, he was not less a terms of the tenderest friendship with Francia, and

patron of Raphael than his predecessor had been,and in correspondence with Albert Durer, for whom be

certainly the number of learned and accomplished men entertained the highest admiration.

whom Leo attracted to his court, and the enthusiasm Under Leo X., Raphael continued his great works

for classical learning which prevailed among them , in the Vatican. He began the third hall or ' camera

strongly influenced those productions of Raphael which in 1515. The ceilingof this chamber had been painted

date from the accession of Leo. They became more by his master Perugino for Sixtus IV .; and Raphael,

and more allied to the antique, and less and less em- from a feeling of respect for his old master,would not

bued with that pure religious spirit which we find in remove or paint over his work. On the sides of the

his earlier works. room he represented the principalevents in the lives

Cardinal Bembo, Cardinal Bibiena, Count Casti- of Pope Leo III . and Pope Leo IV ., shadowing forth

glione, the poets Ariosto and Sanazzaro, ranked at this under their names the glory of his patron Leo X. of

time among Raphael's intimate friends. With his these pictures, the most remarkable is that which is

celebrity, his riches increased ; he built himself a fine called 'in Italian · L'Incendio del Borgo ,' the Fire in

house in that part of Rome called the Borgo, between the Borgo . The story says that this populous part of

St. Peter's and the castle of St. Angelo ; he had Rome was on fire in the time of Leo IV ., and that the

numerous scholars from all parts of Italy, who at- conflagration was extinguished by a miracle. In the

tended on him with a love and reverence and duty hurry, confusion, and tumult of the scene ; in the men

far beyond the lip and knee homage which waits on escaping half naked ; in the terrified groups assembled

princes ; and such was the influence of his benign and in the foreground ; in the women carrying water ; wę

genial temper, that all these young men lived in the find every variety of attitude and emotion, expressed

most entire union and friendship with him and with with a perfect knowledge of form ;and some of the

each other, and his school was never disturbed by figures exhibit the influence ofMichaelAngelo's ceiling

those animosities and jealousies which before and of the Sistine Chapel already described. This fresco,

since have disgraced the schools of art of Italy. All though so fine in point of drawing, is the worst coloured

the other painters of that time were the friends rather of the whole series ; the best in point of colour are

than the rivals of the supreme and gentle Raphael, the Heliodorus and the Miracle of Bolsena.

with the single exception of Michael Angelo.
The last of the chambers in the Vatican is the Hall

About the period at which we are now arrived , the of Constantine, painted with scenes from the life of

beginning of the pontificate of Leo X., Michael Angelo that emperor . The whole of these frescoes having

had left Rome for Florence, as it has been related been executed by the scholars of Raphael, from his

in his life. Lionardo da Vinci came to Rome, by the designs and cartoons, we shall not dwell on them here,
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only observing that an excellent reduced copy of the There was still another great work for the Vatican

finest of all, the Battle of Constantine and Maxentius, intrusted to Raphael. The interior of the Sistine

maybe seen at Hampton Court. Chapel was to be hung round the lower walls with

While Raphael , assisted by his scholars, was design- tapestries, andthe subjects and drawings were to be

ing and executing the large frescoes in the Vatican, he preparedby him , to be copied in the looms of Flan

was also engaged in many other works. His fertile ders. Thus originated the famous “ CARTOONS OF

mind and ready hand were never idle, and the number Raphael.” Theywere originally ten in number, eight

of original creations of this wonderful man and the large and two small ones ; three are lost, the Stoning

rapidity with which they succeeded each other, are of Stephen, the Conversion of St. Paul, and St. Paul

quite unexampled . Among his most celebrated and in his Dungeon at Philippi ; and seven remain, which

popular compositions is the series of subjects from the England is so happy as to possess, and whichare now

Old Testament, called . Raphael's Bible ; these were preserved at Hampton Court : 1. the Miraculous

comparatively small pictures adorning the thirteen Draught of Fishes ; 2. Charge to St. Peter; 3. the

cupolas of the “ Loggie' ofthe Vatican. These " Loggie " BeautifulGate ; 4.the Death of Ananias ; 5. Elymas

are open galleries running round three sidesof an open struck Blind ; 6. St. Paul and Barnabas at Lystra ; 7.

court ; and the gallery on the secondstory is the one St. Paul preaching at Athens.*

painted under Raphael's direction . Up the sides and Raphael finished these cartoons in 1516. They are

round the windows are arabesque ornaments, festoons all from fourteen to eighteen feet in length , and about

of fruit, flowers, animals, all combined and grouped twelve feet high ; the figures above life size , drawn

together with the most exquisite and playful fancy : with chalk upon strong paper, and coloured in dis

they have been much_injured by time, by the barba- temper. He received for his designs four hundred and

rous treatment of the French soldiery when Romewas thirty-four gold ducats, (about 6501.)which were paid

sacked in 1527 , and by unskilful attempts at restora- to him , three hundred on the 15th of June, 1515, and

tion . The pictures in the cupolas being out of reach, one hundred and thirty-four in December, 1516. The

are better preserved. Sacred subjects were neverre- rich tapestries worked from these cartoons, in wool, silk

presented in so beautiful, so poetical, and so intelligible and gold , were completed at Arras, and sent to Rome,

a manner as by Raphael, but as the copies and en in 1519. For these the Pope paid to the manufacturer

gravings of these works are innumerable, and easily at Arras fifty thousand gold ducats. Raphael had the

met with, we shall not enter into a particular de satisfaction , before he died, of seeing them hung in

scription of them ; very good copies of several may their places, and of witnessing the wonder and ap:

be seen at the National School of Design at Somerset plause they excited through the whole city. Several

House . * sets of tapestries were worked from the cartoons: one

* A set of excellent engravings from the series, in a fine free death of Charles I. sold into Spain ; another, or the
set was sent as a present to Henry VIII ., and after the

style , and of a large size, and all executed at Rome after the

original frescoes,is now publishing by Parker in the Strand ,at andhassince been sold to the King of Prussia.

same set was exhibited in London about a year ago,

the extraordinary low price of six engravings for nine shillings.

The subjects, the size, and the fine tasteof the execution , render * As a particular account of the Cartoons is given in a former

them admirable ornaments for the walls of a school-room or volume of the ' Penny Magazine,' it has been thought unnecessary

study. to repeat it here. See Vols. I. and II.

:

( Three Angels appearing to Abram .-From Raphael's ' Bible.')
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While all Rome was indulging in ecstasies over the , of Italy are a blight upon her manufactures no less

rich and dearly-paid tapestries, which were not then, than upon her civilization . Many of these are shut up

and are still less now , worth one of the cartoons, these to themselves as regards their productions, and cannot

precious productions of the artist's own mind were interchange with the neighbouring states without a

lying in the warehouse of the weaver at Arras, neglected great disadvantage,owing to pernicious duties, bigh

and forgotten. Some were torn into fragments, and beyond all reasonable limit, compared to the value of

parts of them exist in various collections. Seven still the article . It is not, therefore, because England

remained in some garret or cellar, when Rubens, just imports no wine from Italy, the opinion is to be enier

a century afterwards, mentioned their existence to tained that there is no good wine grown there ; nor,

Charles I. , and advised him to purchase them for the because the Venetians imported Cyprus wine in consi

nise of a tapestry manufactory which King James I. derable quantities, are we to conclude there is none in

had established at Mortlake . The purchase was Italy . That the growths of Italy are not what they

made. They had been cut into long slips about iwo ought to be, or what they might be made, no one can

feet wide, for the convenience of the workmen, and deny. A vast deal of wine-fruit is grown in a moue

in this state they arrived in England. On Charles's subsidiary to other produce. Wine is made in a defer

death , Cromwell bought them at the sale of the tive manner ; but it satisäes the home consumer : and

royal effects for 3001. Wehad very nearly lost then this being the only object of the farmer, he is careless

again in the reign of Charles II . , ' for Louis XIV . of improvement.”

having intimated through his ambassador, Barillon, a There are two modes adopted of training vines,

wish to possess them at any price, the needy, careless which are distinctly inarked in different countries.

Charles was on the point of yielding them , and would These are the high and the low training. The former

have done so but for the representations of the Lord is where the vines are trained along palisades, or from

Treasurer Danby, to whom , in fact,we owe it that they tree to tree : they are planted, for instance, near a

were not ceded to France. They remained, however , maple, a cherry -tree, or an elm ; they are suffered to

neglected in one of the lumber -rooms at Whitehall interlace themselves with the branches of the tree . If

till the reign of William III . , and narrowly escaped the trees which thus support the vines are irregularlı

being destroyed by fire when Whitehall was burned planted , some of the fruit may have too much sun and

in 1698. It must have been shortly after that King exposure, while others have too little . In some cases

Williain ordered them to be repaired, the fragments a kind of ladder-work is substituted for the trees, about

pasted together and stretched upon linen ; and being eight or nine feet in height,and placed about the same

just at that time occupied with the alterations and distance asunder : the vines are then led in festoons

improvements at Hampton Court, Sir Christopher from one to the other. The low -training ( tige-bus ')

Wren had his commands to plan and erect a room ex- | is adopted where the plant is either naturally of low

pressly to receive them , -- the room in which they now growth, or where it is kept low by the vine-dresser.

hang. It is the high -training system which is generally

In the Vatican there is a second set of twelve ta- adopted in the Italian vineyards; but other circum

pestries, for which Raphael gave the original designs, stances, independent of the actual training itself. lessen

but he did not execute the cartoons, and the style of the efficacy of the system employed. In many districts

drawing in those fragments which remain is not his . corn or vegetables are grown between the vines ; in

A very fine fragment of one of these cartoons, • The others, the vines are planted upon soils not congenial

Alussacre of the Innocents,' is in our National Gallery. to their growth ; in others, the vines are suffered to

It is very different in the style of execution from the run up to any height, and are not pruned at all: some

cartoons at Hampton Court, and has been painted over exhibit every quality of vine growing together, without

in oil, when or by whom is not known, but certainly assortment of any kind; in many cases the vine is

before 1730. To all these tapestries were rich borders, allowed to expend its luxuriance of growth rather

composed of beautiful arabesques, and groups of boys, upon the leaves and branches than upon the fruit. One

and subjects on a small scale from the life of Leo X., of ihe authorities whom we before quoted remarks :

astonishing for the endless fertility of fancy, the large · But if the Italians neither prune their vines , nor con

and noble style of treatment, and the exquisite grace sult the proper soil for their culture, nor refrain from

and propriety which distinguished Raphael in bis making them secondary to the other productions of

smallest as well as in bis largest and most important the earth, tiiey are still more censurable in their mede

productions. of conducting the process of the vintage . Neither

slenderness of capital , nor the iron grasp of foreign or

THE WINE-DISTRICTS OF ITALY.
domestic tyranny, can bear any portion of the blame

in this respect. The grapes, after being trodden , are

The vine -produce of Italy is placed under singular all thrown together in themost slovenly manner ; ripe

disadvantage, in respect to the encouragement which and unripe, sound and unsound , are comm
amonly inier

commerce would afford to it . If a large demand ex- mingled , and Aung into vais that remain uncleaned

isted in England for Italian wines, an incentive to from the last year's vintage, the press being rarely

improvement would be given , whereby the character used . The process of fermentation is conducted in the

of ihe produce might be greatly improved. But the most careless manner. The must is not suffered to

fiscal arrangements between other countries have had remain without fresh additions until the vintage is
much influence in this respect. On this point Mr. over, Whilst in France they will only suffer the pres.

Redding says :—“ The wines of modern Italy are all sure of one day's gathering to ferment together, the

made for home consumption . The interests of com- Italians will throw in fresh must in the height of the

merce, which lead to competition, have not yet inter- process. That wine so made, whatever may be the

fered to improve them . England, amidst her traffic defects in cultivating the vine, could ever be of ile

with all the world , drew from Italy raw silk and oil, rable quality, is not to be expected . There are some

but held out no premium for the improvement of landowners, however, who possess excellent wilie,

Italian wines by a demand for them . .... That Italy which they have been at considerable pains to manu

does produce good wine is undeniable, as well as that facture ; but then it is not to be drunk beyond their

she grows a vast deal of what is very bad . There are own families, and has no connexion with what is come

bany causes which contribute to this,besides the wantſ monly sold in the country in respect to quality . If the

of a stimulus from commerce. The petty sovereignties vintage were as well conducted, and the saine paius

1
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taken with the must as in France, very superior wines trouble, that we are scarcely in a condition to appre

would be the result ; for the climate is matchless." ciate at its true value the benefits of the system which

Among the better kinds of Italian wines are some of has gradually grown up among us ; since we do not

those which Naples produces. The highly -prized · La- know the inconveniences which the absence of these

crima Christi’ – better known in this country for its facilities would occasion.

startling and rather irreverent name than for its real But in many foreign countries, and especially in

quality - is one of these. This is a sweet and luscious early times, the prevailing mode has been to construct

wine, of which very little is made even in the most a massive straight aqueduct, course, or channel , de

favourable years, and that little is deposited chiefly in scending very gently from the reservoir or spring to

the royal cellars . Another Neapolitan wine is the the point where it is to be used . In Turkey, in the

"Vino Greco,' produced from a grape of that name, vicinity of Constantinople, two systems have been

said to have been brought from Greece. A third kind adopted : the aqueducts of the earlier, or Greek em

is a muscadine wine, of fine colour and rich perfume : pire ; and the hydraulic pillars of the present day.

this is made near Vesuvius ; indeed the volcanic nature The general features of these we will describe, chiefly

of the soil in many parts of the Neapolitan territory from the works of Dr. Walsh and Miss Pardoe .

seems to be very favourable to the production of rich There are three curious features in these Turkish

and sweet wines.
arrangements : viz . , the beudts or reservoirs, the aque

The Roman States produce, among others,an aroma- ducts orchannels, and the enormous cisterns within

tic and intoxicating wine called “Monte Fiascone.' | the city itself . Some of these are not now used by the

But the wines of Tuscany are, on the whole, deemed Turks; but all forin part of the general system which

better than those of any other Italian district, chiefly we wish to illustrate. A beudt is a reservoir among

because the process of wine -making is better under the hills at a distance from Constantinople. The shores

stood. The Grand Dukes, one after another, have of the Black Sea are exposed to very copions showers

taken considerable pains to improve their vineyards, of rain , the water from which finds its way into natural

by importing the best species of vines from France, recesses , or hollows, between the mountains, where it

Spain, the Canaries, and other countries ; and the forms reservoirs. Wherever such rills flowed down

wines made at their villas shew that their labours have the sides of the hills towards one spot, the Greeks of a

been attended with considerable success. The nobles former age, the then inhabitants of the districts, stopped

are said to sell their wine by retail , at Florence, from their course by throwing a mound across the valleys,

their palace-cellars. The mode of bottling adopted at and in this manner formed numerous triangular lakes

Florence has given rise to the term flask of wine ;' at an elevation above the summit-level of the city.

for it is really in flasks, similar to those in which oil is These reservoirs, called hydralia, were highly prized by

imported, that the wine is sold . These flasks are of theGreek emperors . The embankments were faced

large size , holding three quarts each . When filled with marble , adorned with sculpture, and digniſied by

with wine a few drops of oil are introduced into the the name of the sovereign who formed them . They

flask , as a means of protecting the wine from the were deelned so sacred , and of such vital importance

action of the air ; and when the wine is about to be to the city, that severe edicts were enacted to preserve

11:ed, a bit of tow is introduced into the flask to absorb them ; some regulating the planting of trees , some the

the oil, previous to the contents being poured out abstraction ofwater, one even exacting a penalty of an

The Tuscans of all classes drink wine liberally, but ounce of gold for every ounce of water stolen ! As

without excess ; and seem to relish the opinion ex water is more precious to the Turks than it was to the

pressed by one of their poets, that Greeks, they watch these reservoirs with still greater

“ Il buon vino fa buon sangue"
care and precaution. The namenow applied to thein

is Beudts, and their number has been considerably in

"good wine makes good blood." creased since the time of the Greek emperors. One

Each of the other Italian States has a reputation for of the largest and most magnificent is called Valudi

some small quantity of its wine, generally an exception Beudt, from the mother of one of the sultans, at whose

to the larger bulk as to quality. Thus, a pleasant, expense it was erected .

slarp wine, called Asprino , made in the Campagna. These, then, are the reservoirs, some of them fifteen

Orvieto produces a sweet wine with a good flavour miles from the city, whereby Constantinople derives a

and perfume. In Bologna most of their wines are supply of water for its busy population . We have next

boiled: they are effervescent, like champagne, in their to notice the channels through which this water is

natural state, or as ' vino crudo ;' and on being boiled conducted from the reservoirs to the city. The Greeks

they become vino cotto.' . In someofthe districts of used aqueducts : the Turks employ Souterrais or Suy

South Italy the soil is too rich to favour the perfecting terrasi" (for both modes of spelling are adopted by

of grapes ; for this fruit requires a hot and dry rather different writers ).

than a rich kind of mould . It is said that the vine The aqueducts are massive arched structures , some

yards bordering on the southern slopes of the Alps what analogous in principle to the viaducts of modern

were in former times so much pestered with bears, railways, but often much more extensive. Many aque

which devoured the fruit, that the cultivators were ducts, or portions of aqueducts, remain in the vicinity

obliged to erect small straw huts upon the top of a of Constantinople, testifying the combined strength

post, just large enough for a man , from whence he and beauty which characterized their original construc

might shoot the animals without being perceived. tion . Miss Pardoe, after alluding to the changes intro

duced by the Turks in the mode of conveying the water ,

and to the comparative neglect of the aqueducts conse

ON THE SUPPLY OF WATER IN TURKEY. quent on the introduction of the souterrais, proceeds

to remark : - “ But they were not allowed, never

The modes of supplying large cities with water are theless, to supersede them altogether -- a fact which

among the most important arrangements of civil must gratify every lover of the picturesque, as he

economy, and have involved singularly diverse appli- gazes on the majestic aqueduct of Validè, which is

cation of scientific or mechanical principles. We are fung across the fair valley of Buyuk -dèrè, terminating

in England, and especially in London , so accustomed to the vista as seenfrom the Bosphorus, and linking the

find an abundant supply of water at hand, and procur. heights with a range of snowy arches. Another, of

able with a wonderfully small expenditure of time and more vast but perhaps less graceful proportions, and
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certainly less happily situated, is that of Solyman, near sumption of the whole city more than fifty days. It is

Pyrgo ; it dominates a valley one thousand six hundred now , however, perfectly dry, and filled with earth to

feet in width , is formed by a double range of fifty one-third the height of the columns; no longer used

arches, and is of very imposing appearance, and con- for the purpose to which it was designed, it is occu

structed with great solidity. The aqueduct of Valens pied in a strange manner, being tenanted by a few

is one of the most striking objects that meets the eye miserable silk -throwsters, who here ply their labours

of the stranger, as he gazesenraptured on the far-famed in a damp, earthy, and unwholesome atmosphere.

city of the Bosphorus. Dark, and hoar, and massy, it There is a tradition which states that the water-courses

links two of the seven hills, and spans the peopled were diverted from this cistern by order of one of the

valley with a giant grasp ; in strong contrast to the emperors, who, when digging the foundations of St.

gaiety and glitter of the marble mosques and party- Sophia, caused all the soil to be flung into the cistern,

coloured houses. Festoons of the graceful wild-vine rather than submit to the delay necessary to its trans

and the scented honeysuckle drapery its mouldering port beyond the walls of the city . The channel worn in

masonry ; masses of the caper-plant, with its beautiful the stone by the water that once flowed into it is dis

blossoms, conceal the ravages of time ; lichens trail tinguishable on three different sides of the reservoir,

among its arches ; and a variety of stone-plants , fed which is lighted by narrow grated windows level with

by the moisture which is continually oozing through the street.

the interstices of the building, flourish in picturesque A smaller cistern called the Roudroum , or “ Subter

luxuriance, and lend a glory to its decay . " ranean," is situated near the former. Though smaller

Instead of using solid constructions of masonry, such in size, it is much handsomer, the columns being at

as these, for conveying the water from the elevated least three times the circumference of those in the

reservoirs to the city , the Turks now use the less other cisterns, and composed each of a single block .

costly arrangement of the souterrais. The water is Two only of the pillars are imperfect, and the general

conducted by pipes formed of cylindrical tiles jointed appearance is said to be veryimposing.

together, and extending the whole distance of fifteen But there is one cistern far exceeding in magnitude

miles. 'The ravines that break the intervening coun and in terrible grandeur either of the otbers ; a gran

try are crossed by aqueducts, some of vast dimensions, deur increased by the mystery attending both the

striding the valleys and towering above the forests. history and the extent of the cistern. It is sometimes

Thus far the aqueduct system is alone employed. called the Hallof Waters, andin Turkish, by the name

But in other cases, the souterrais, which are insulated of Yère-Batan -Seraï, or " swallowed -up palace." The

hydraulic pillars, are placed in long rows, like slender roof of this immense cistern , like that of Ben-Veber

watch -towers. The water ascends one side of each, is Direg, is supported by marble columns, distant about

received into a small square reservoir on the summit, ten feet from each other, each formed from a single

and from thence descendstheother ; it climbs the next block, with elaborately wrought capitals, and in some

in a similar manner ; and by this contrivance (for which instances, entirely covered throughout thewhole length

the Turks are said to have been indebted to the Arabs) of the shaft with sculptured ornaments in high relief

the vast expense of aqueducts is saved, and the water to the level of the water, which varies in depth , ac

is conveyed over undulating ground towards the city. cording to the season, from five to fifteen feet. Dr.

The principle on which they act is this : whatever be Walsh says of this unparalleled cistern ( for such it

the undulation of the surface of the ground, the hy- may well be deemed ), “ when the Turks took pos

draulic pillars are built of such heights that the summit session of the city, this magnificent work of Grecian

of each one is six inches lower than that of the one art escaped their notice, andremained unexplored and

preceding it, with respect , not to the surface on which unknown till the time of Gillius, who was in Con

they are built, but to actual water- level. If ,therefore, stantinople in 1550. He appears to be the first who

a pipe be laid from the top of one to the top of the discovered and described this curious subterranean

next one, whether the intervening portion extend in a edifice ; and so ignorant were the Turks then of jisex

straight line or bend along the surface of the ground, istence, that the houses in the streets above drew water

the water will be conveyed to the summit of the lower from it and knew not whence it came. From that

pillar, because that summit is a little lower than the time, the memory of it was again lost, and travellers,

level of the water in the other pillar. In fact, the taking Gillius fór their guide in exploring the city ,

beudt and souterrais system of modern Turkey is an searched for this curiosity in vain ; and some pro

ingenious combination of the aqueduct principle of nounced that it had no existence, or was confounded

early times with the syphon action of modern water- with some other. In this state it remained for two

works. centuries more, till Andreossi, the French ambassador,

When the water, either by aqueducts or souterrais, discovered and described it . Again it was lost sight

has been brought from the beudts to the city, it is there of, owing to the singular apathy and absence of curi

stored in vast cisterns for the use of the inhabitants. osity which distinguish the Turks ; until a few years

Some of these cisterns are merely large tanks, or wells, ago, when , part of the wall of a house having fallen in ,

excavated beneath the houses, intended principally to the astonished proprietor discovered innumerable mar

act as reservoirs for rain- water. But besides these, ble columns, of various orders of architecture, rising out

there are four vast subterraneous cisterus yet in of a vast lake of water, and supporting a lofty arched

existence , which were the work of theGreek emperors, roof on which his house stood 1 it was the Hall of

and which were formerly supplied by aqueducts with Waters, ” the memory of which seems strangely to

the waters of the beudts . One of them , called by the have gone wholly out of the minds of the people,

Turks, Ben -Veber-Direg, is supported by three hun- and the only known entrance to which is through this

dred and thirty-six pillars of rough marble ; and is particular house. Many attempts bave been made

known as the " Thousand and one, because the sepa- to explore the recesses of this vast cistern in a boat;

rate blocks in forming the columns are said to have and many accidents have happened in the attempt ;

amounted to that number ; but in the time of the but no exact account seems yet to have been given of

Romans, this cistern was designated the " Stranger's the extent of the cistern , or the mode in which water !

friend ,” being a public reservoir at which every comer gains entrance to it from the aqueducts or some other

might claim his share. The cistern was computed to source.

contain one million two hundred and thirty- eight thou

sand cubic feet of water, and to suffice for the con
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A DAY AT THE BIRMINGHAM FACTORIES.

1

( Stamping, Pressing, and Punching Buttons. - Elliott's Factory .]

T

It has been a sort of bye-word, that “ Birmingham is manufactures rapidly augmented , it became almost

the toy-shop of Europe.” This phrase seems to have impossible for the customer to wait on the numerous

sprung up aboutthe time when cheap gilt jewellery fabricators. This led first to the employment of agents,

became extensively manufactured in that town ;a spe- who made purchases for the country traders, takinga

cies of goods which well merits admiration, when con- commission for their trouble. Theseagents afterwards

sidered in reference to the skill whereby such economi- grew into a separate trade, becoming home-merchants,

cal produce has been rendered attainable; but wbich or factors, as they are termed. These factors travel

has to a certain extent acquired a bad odour from being through every part of the country, collecting orders,

palmed off, by itinerant hawkers and unscrupulous which they execute on their own account; carrying

dealers,assolid gold productions, or at least as possessed with them specimens of the different articles, if practi

of excellences which are really attainable only at a much cable ; or pictured representations, where too bulky or

higher price. But modify the phrase as we may, it too numerous. Their portable show-rooms were long

goes but little way in characterising the manufactures enclosed within the swollen receptacles of a pair of

of Birmingham ; since it may be safely affirmed ) there leathern saddle-bags, which were slung across a horse,

is scarcely a house in the kingdom in which there is and on which the traveller, or rider (as he was then

not, at almost every hour in the day, some usefularticle technically called ), took his seat. But now a tolerably

or other employed of Birmingham manufacture. The complete set of patterns will weigh 5 cwt., and, with

useful and the ornamental have progressed by parallel their exhibitor, forms a full and ample load for a one

steps; and the general arrangements of the town have horse carriage.”

advanced with them both. Mr. Hawkes Smith, in his The subdivision of trades at Birmingham is so appa

account of Birmingham ,has alluded to the latter point rently exhaustless, that to examine a small portion of

in the following terms: - “ The mode of conducting them is all that a writer or a visitor can effect. There

business in Birmingham has suffered a complete revo- are very few large factories, properly so called , in

lution since about 1760, at which period manufactures which an article goes through the entire range of

had multiplied and increased. Previously to that manufacturing processes; but there is a vast number

period, the Birmingham blacksmith' had been accus- of workshops,more or less extensive, in each of which

tomed, from time immemorial, to keep his station at portions of the work are done. One manufactured

home,where he was visited by ironmongers and other article, whichis sold retail for a penny, may go through

dealers, who resorted to this town twice in the year twenty workshops before it is finished ; some having

from all parts of the country, to make their purchases. forty or fifty workmen, some four or five , wbile some

This was obviously , to the community at large, the are simply the garrets of workmen who ply their trade

most expensive as well as the least eligible mode of by theirown fire-side. With the exception of the

effecting the desired purpose ; and as the variety of metropolis, there is perhaps no town in England where

No. 813. VOL. XIII .-30
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there are so many persons combining in themselves ; and involve a system remarkable rather for the nii

the characters of master and workman ,as Birmingham , nuieness of its 'subdivisions than for its unity as a

and non- in which there is more observable a chain of whole.

links connecting one with another. A large part of the ingenuity of Birmingham has

The Supplement for October contained a general been displayed in finding ineans to give a goldensur

notice of the gold and silver plate manufacture, in- face at a small price. No other artisans can make a

cluding the new art of electro -metallurgy. In this and given weight of gold go so far in gilding trinkets as

the next following Supplements, we shall endeavour those of Birmingham ; and it thus arises that cheapness

to group together a few brief notices of other departs of price has nowhere else reached to such an extraor.

ments of the town's manufacture, such as may serve dinary extent. • All is not gold that glitters, " may te

to give some idea of the variety which they exhibit. said of gilt jewellery generally ; but it must in fairness

be said ,that the surface of these articles is really gold,

Small work in Gold and Silver.
for lowever thin the film may be, yet in the cheapest

Whoever looks into the glittering window of a jewel work it is continuous and unbroken, differing from the

ler's and silversmith's shop, will see to what class of arti- coating given to better work only in the degree of

cles wehere allude. The interminable formsand appear- thinness - except indeed that some of the gold may le

ance of the pencil-cases, pen -holders, thimbles, bodkins, more or less fine” than others. The substance of

toothpicks, tweezers, brooches, finger -rings, ear- rings, which the trinket is made may be copper or brass, or

chains,bracelets, buckles, clasps, &c. , point to the exist one of the numerous modern varieties of “ white

ence of a large and important subdivision of trades at melal;” but all alike are susceptible of receiving a

Birminghain. Someof these small trinkets are made of superficial coating of gold . The method of gilding is

solid gold, some of silver, while some have only a thin generally analogous to that which we shall presently

superficial coating of one or other of these precious speak of'in respect of buttons ; but the electro -process,

meials; but in any or all of these cases, the manufac- described in our last Supplement, is becoming exten

turing arrangements are pretty much alike. There are sively applied to this purpose .

warehouses, the proprietors of which forin a medium

between the small manufacturers and the buyers .
Buttons.

They give out their small ingots of silver, or a given Buttons are among the most remarkable manufac

weight of gold in sheets, to workmen who, einployed tures of Birmingham , and one of the few which are

at their own homes perhaps, or working three or four conducted on what may fittingly be termed the factory

for some intermediate master, perform a certain por- system , since there are establishments in which some

tion of the process of manufacture. A dozen different | hundreds of persons ( five or six hundred in one in

men or sets ofmen may be employed at the same time, stance) are employed in one building, all making

in a dozen different places, in making certain parts of buttons. It is indeed surprising to see the extent to

the same trinket, or some may succeed others in the which so trifling an article influences manufactures,

order of processes ; bui al ) alike come at intervals to when once it has become a ruling item of fashion .

the warehouse, to render an account of the material they When ' florentine' or ' silk' buttons, some few years ago,

have used, to give in the trinket or part of a trinket began to lessen the use of gilt buttons, the trade suf

which they have made, and to receive payment for fered somewhat of a shock ; but things have adjusied

their labour; and there are, in every particular branch, themselves to the taste of the day, and the button

persons whose business it is to put together the various makers are now among the best-einployed artisans of

pieces of which the article may be made. the town. Half a century ago Hutton spoke of the

A jewellery or trinket-factory, properly so called , is button -trade at Birmingham in the following quaint

perhaps hardly to be found in Birmingham , since terms : - “ This beautiful ornamentappearswith infinite

almost every workman, and almost every small master, variation ; and though the original date is rather uir

confines his attention to some one subdivision of pro- certain , yet we well remember the long coats of our

cesses . But if we were to follow the articles through grandfathers covered with half a gross of high-topis

the various workshops, we should find that the pro- and the cloaks of our grandmothers ornamented with

cesses of manufacture are generally manipulative, or a horn button nearly the size of a crown-piece, a waich,

very little dependent on machinery. For pencil-cases, or John-apple, curiously wrought, as having passed

and other articles having a barrelled or cylindrical through the Birmingham press. Though the common

forin, the sheet metal (silver or whatever else it may round button keeps in with the steady pace of the day,

be ) is tube drawn into shape, something in the same yet we sometimes see the oval, the square, the pea, and

manner as wire ; and, by punching, stamping, turning, ihe pyramid flash into existence. In some branches of

soldering , and other mechanical processes, is worked traffic the wearer calls loudly for new fashions; but in

up into the finished state . If the barrel be figured this the fashions tread upon each other and crowd upon

or ornamented, as is generally the case, the device is the wearer. The consumption of this article is asto

given by passing the sheet-metal between two steel nishing, and the value from threepence a gross to one

rollers figured with a similar ornament, before being hundred and forty guineas. There seem to be hidden

drawn into a tube. In the ever-pointed pencils there treasures couched within this magic circie, known only

are many little bits of apparatus to be made separately, to a few , who extract prodigious fortunes out of

such as the tapering point, the wire pusher, the screw, this useful toy, whilst a far greater number submit

the reserve cell , & c. ; but all this is small bench -work, to the statute of bankruptcy. Trade is like a restive

in which lathes, vices, hammers, files, draw -plates, horse - can rarely be managed ; for where one is car

soldering apparatus, &c . are used, on a scale which ried to the end of a successful journey,many are thrown

renders it essentially a handicraft employment. Thim- off by the way . " Buttons, it must be owned , are not

iles are brought to shape principally by ineans of now such splendid affairs as they were in Hutton's

stamps or punching-presses, so arranged as to bend up time, but the trade has probably vastly increased in

thin sheets of metal into the required form . If wewere

to extend our range throughout the list of trinkets and The materials of which buttons are made are very

cheap jewellery, we should find that, in respect to the various, and this variety gives rise to a subdivision

actual manufacture, such tools as we have inentioned, somewhat akin to that which we have already noticei,

and such work as a man could carry on in a small although not so marked . Besides the well known it

room , are in inost cases adequate to the object in view, i butions, plain and figured, there are plated, silk ,

extent.
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fiorentine, and other covered buttons , pearl, horn , shell, The blanks, as they come from the punching -press,

bone, wood, glass, and porcelain buttons, and proba- have a kind of rawness of edge, which requires to be

bly many others. The two latter-named varieties are smoothed to fit them for their after appearance. This

made at the works where either glass or porcelain is done by turning each one slightly in a laibe to give

articles are manufactured ; but the rest are produced regularity of surface. In order to bring the two parts

chiefly at Birmingham , the different manufacturers of a “ shell ” button together, they are exposed to the

producing their respectivevarieties . action of a die and punch so peculiarly adjusted, tiat

The establishments of Mr. Elliott and of Messrs. the edge of the “ shell ” becomes bent over and lapped

Hammond and Turner, two of those in which buttons down upon the “ bottom ," securing the two together

are made to a vast amount, are among the most inter- in a way at once firm and neat, without the employ

esting in Birmingham . The former of these factories ment of any solder, rivet, or other mode of fastening.

consists of a number of distinct buildings encom The body of the button, thus formed by any of these

passing an open area or court, and each devoted to a means, is frequently decorated on the surface with a

particular kind of button -making, or a particular de- device, such as the crest on a livery button, the device

partment of the general manufacture. The number on a naval or military button, the few words which are

of females to which the process gives employment is generally stamped on the back of a button, &c. These

very large, and the nimbleness with which most of the are always produced after the general form is given to

processes are carried on by them is truly remarkable. the button, and the dies necessary for this purpose

We may first select a common gilt button , and fol- comprise an important part of the stock of themanu

low it through its processes of manufacture. The facturer. These dies are made of steel, and have

material of which these are made is sheet copper, or engraved on their surfaces the exact reverse of the

a mixed metal of which copper is a component part. device to be given. There is in almost all such cases

From these sheets, “ blanks or circular pieces are a double pattern, one on the lower die, on which the

cut out, a trifling degree larger than the intended size button is placed, and one on the upper die, or " force ,”

of the button . This is done by means of small presses, which descends to give a powerful blow to the button .

of which there is a very large number in various rooms The presses used by the females, for pụnching and

of the factory, devoted to one or other of the different shaping the blanks of the buttons, have not power

kinds of button. The press for cutting the “ blanks” enough to stamp these devices ; and the workmen

has a circular cutter orpunch,worked by a lever or han therefore use a kind of stamping-press such as is here

dle ; and a female holding a sheet of metal in one hand

and the lever of the press in the other, cuts the blanks

with surprising rapidity, shifting the copper after each

cut in order to expose a new part of the surface, and

causing the punch to descend after each adjustment.

Whateverbe the form or nature of the button, this

preliminary punching of the blank is almost always

observed ; but beyond this , many varieties occur. The

common flat gilt buttons for coats are flat on both

sides, and consist of but one thickness ofmetal, which

is punched out in the form of a blank . But there are

inany kinds of livery buttons, small globular buttons

for boys' dresses , and other kinds, which are convex

on the outer surface ; and this convexity has to be

given to them after the blank is cut. Again , of those

which are convex, some are of one thickness only, pre

senting atthe back the concave side of the same piece

of metal which is convex in front; while others (called

" shell” buttons) are hollow , and made of two pieces

of metal, one for the front and the other for the back.

In this latter case, there are two blanks or circular

picces punched out separately, one called the “ shell ”

and the other the bottom .” The shell, as well as

convex buttons generally, is pressed to a convex shape

by a machine similar in principle to the punching

press, but having a curved polished surface to act upon

the metal , instead of a punch . In this occupation,

again, the celerity with which the workwomen stamp

each of the little bits of copper consecutively is per

fectly wonderful, twelve gross being frequently thus

stamped in an hour by one female , or nearly thirty

per minute ! As each little blank, when made convex,

remains in the die , the removal of it by the fingers

would consume longer time than the actual stamping ;

and the work woman therefore adopts a dextrous mode

of jerking out the finished piece in the very act of

placing a new one, in the same way that a banker's

clerk does when weighing light sovereigns,” but

with far more tact and quickness . When it is con

sidered that each little piece of metal is put into the
rStamping - Press for Buttons.)

die separately, stamped by a press moved with the shown. The man places the button on the lower die,

hand, and removed from the die before another is raises a heavy weight to the lower part of which the

placed, and that all this is repeated thirty times in a upper die is attached, and allows it to fall with great

minute, the celerity with which the hand and fingers force, by which the button becomes indented with the

must move may be appreciated. device engraved on the die.

3 0 2
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These processes of punching, pressing , and stamping seated at small benches, who proceed to attach a shank

are variously modified according to the kind of button to each button with astonishing rapidity. The button

about to be produced. For instance, a common brace- is placed down flat, with its back uppermost ; the

button has, as is well known, iour small holes instead woman takes up a shank ,and places it in the proper

of a shank. The blank is first cut out ; then the position on the button ; she at the same time takes up

concavity is given to it by a separate punch or press, a little piece of bent iron, capable of acting asa spring

and the four holes are pierced by a sharp -pointed clasp, and clasps the shank tightly to the button ; she

punch ; and these holes are afterwards " countersunk , ” | next touches the foot of the shank, at the junction

or rendered smooth at the edges to prevent cutting with the button, with a little solder ; and when many

the thread , by applying each hole separately to a steel dozens or hundreds are thus adjusted, the whole are

piercer. placed upon an iron plate, and exposed in an oven to

The shank of a button is in some respects more a heat sufficient to melt the solder and unite the shank

remarkable even than the blank, partly on account of firmly to the button. This clasping of the shank to

its manufacturing arrangements-- strange as they will the button, singly and by hand, is one of the many

appear to most persons. It might well be supposed processes in button -making partaking, almost of the

that in large factories where five or six hundred per- marvellous, for the celerity with which it is accom

sons are employed in making buttons, the production plished .

of the bit of twisted wire which forms the shank would We have not professed to follow the exact order in

at least form one of the departments. Yet this is which the processes are conducted, because this order

not the case : the button -makers are not shank -makers; varies somewhat according to the nature and quality

the latter branch being carried on by a wholly distinct of the button ; but we have indicated most of those

class of manufacturers, of whom there are three or which actually take place, up to the time when the

four in Birmingham. The reason seems to be, that gilding or silvering is to be effected.

the machinery employed is so costly and intricate, and Many kinds of brace -buttons, livery buttons, and

the value of each shank when made so extremely soldiers' buttons, have a silvery white appearance,

ininute, that nothing less than making for a great many which is imparted to them in a simple but efficient

button -makers could pay for the maintenance of a manner. The buttons, after being thoroughly cleansed

regular establishment; so that the button-makers, as in an acidsolution ,are put into an earthen pan con

a body, can buy the shanks cheaper than makethem.- taining a dry or nearly dry mixture of silver, common

Thus does the commerce of manufactures adjust and salt, cream of tartar, and one or twoother ingredients.

regulate itself when left to seek its natural channels. The buttons are well worked up with this mixture by

The shanks are made of brass wire, and vary from means of a brush , and in the course of a minute or two

eight to forty gross per pound weight. In the beau- the whole of them are coated with a clear and equable

tiful machine now employed for their manufacture, a surface of silver.

coil of wire is so placedthat one end gradually advances The gilding is a more elaborate process. The gilt

towardsa point where a pairof shears cuts off ashort buttonsare,in the odd but concise languageof the

piece; a stud then presses against the middle of the workmen, called " all-overs” or “ tops,” according as

piece, and forces it between the two jaws of a kind of they are gilt all over, or only on the outer, exposed

vice in a staple-like form ; the jaws then compress it surface. There is also a distinction between the

so as to form the eye of the shank ; a little hammer “ yellow ” and the “ orange " gilding, the former being

next strikes the end to make it level; and lastly, affected in colour by the previous use of a mixture

another movement enables the shank to drop into a called “ similor ” (“ gold -resembling," as it seems to

box quite ready foruse. It was said a few years ago signify ), madeof zinc and mercury. We will there

that three firms in Birmingham make between them fore select an orange all-over” and an "orange top

six hundred millions of button -shanks every year. as examples of the processes adopted ..

The blank or body of the buttons being ready to For the first of these the buttons, when properly

receive the shank, they are handed over to workwomen cleaned , are put into an earthen pan, together with

some " quick-water ” and gold -amalgam , the chemical

action of which on each other, and on the button, is

very curious. The gold is neither a liquid nor a leaf,

but is mixed up into a kind of paste with mercury :

this paste, however, will not act upon the button unless

a thin film of mercury be previously deposited on the

surface ; and to produce this deposition is the object

of the " quick -water," or "gilders' aquafortis,” which

is a solution of nitrate of mercury. The buttons, the

quick-water, and the amalgam are worked up together

in the pan by means of a brush ; a chemical ( or per

haps galvanic) action takes place between the copper

of the button and the mereury of the quick -water,

whereby a thin film of mercury becomes precipitated

on the button ; and in this statethe buttonis prepared

to receivea second thin film of the amalgam .

For gilding the “ tops," as the object is ( for cheap

ness) to use gold onlyon the outer surfaces, the but

tons are arranged side by side on boards having little

holes to receive the shanks. Quick -water is brushed

over the surfaces ; and after this the amalgam paste is

worked on them , to which it adheres onlyon the parts

which have received the thin film of mercury from the

quick -water.

In both these cases, then, we have the buttons coated

with mercury and gold at their surfaces; and to get rid

[ Soldering Button Shanks.1 of this mercury is the object of the next process, one
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which has always been deemed very deleterious, but

which is now conducted on a better plan than for

Herly. The buttons are put into the “ gilding-cage,"

an iron wire -gauze cylinder, nine or ten inches in dia

meter, provided with an iron door and a long handle.

This is inserted in a cylindrical oven, so nearly closed

14

7

[Burnishing Buttons.]

The mode, in which all the pieces are fixed together

is very remarkable. There is no glue or cement, no

riveting, no sewing, plaiting, twisting, or other modes

( Cage and Oven , for Button -Gilding .)
of fastening ; all being adjusted and fixed simply by

as only to allow the handle to protrude through the stamping or pressure . Within the outer cloth cover

front. The heat within soon causes the mercury to is an iron casing called the " shell,” within this is a

evaporate from the surface,and a very careful arrange- disc of paper, then a disc of cloth, and at the back of

ment of Alues is adopted, to carry off these fumes to all a disc of iron having a hole in the centre, through

separate condensing-chambers, where the mercury which someof the canvas is forced as a means for

resumes its metallic form . A woman sits in front of sewing the button on to the coat or garment. All

the oven, and keeps the cage of buttons constantly these are placed, in their proper order, in a kind of

rotating, by means ofa winch-handle, to allow all the die or cell , and a descending punch, worked by a

buttons to be equally acted on by the heat. press, first fixes the cover to the shell , and then these

There are about this time other subsidiary arrange- iwo to the other three bits, curling up the edges of

ments for cleansing the surface of the button ,heighten the two discs of iron in such a peculiar way as to

ing the colour of the gold, & c.; butthese we may pass enable them to clasp all the five bits firmly, and to

over, and proceed to notice the “ burnishing;” This hide all raggedness andimperfections of edge. The

process is effected at small lathes, provided with simple internal mechanism of the presses, to effect this, is

apparatus for retaining each button temporarily while beautiful and ingenious.

it revolves ; and a workman, with a burnisher of Some of the silk buttons have the iron “ shell” blacked

hæmatite, or blood -stone, burnishes the surface of with japan before being used ; some are convex ,while

each button brilliantly in the course of a very few others are flat; some have a woven device in the

seconds. centre of each, obtained by having the silk or other

Letus next say a few wordsaboutflorentine and silk material wove expressly for the purpose, and by having

buttons, the manufacture of which occupies a large and each little disc marked out carefully by a separate

important department of the factory. It would be worth apparatus to ensure accurate punching ; some have

a penny to buy a coat-button for the purpose of dis- braided edges , produced by an additional number of

secting it piecemeal, were it only to see how complex pieces, and an additional complication of the stamping

and ingenious are its arrangements. Weshould there process ; and indeed there are numerous modifications

find in most specimens) two circular bits of iron, a of the covered button which it would be difficult to

piece of thick pasteboard, a piece of thick canvas, and particularize here ; but the punching out of separate

the outer silk or florentine covering. All these are little discs, and the fixing of these by stamping or

cut out by stamping or punching presses, such as we pressure, are the prevailing features of the manufac

before had to notice. The sheet of iron, of paper, of ture among all.

canvas, or of florentine, is shifted gradually till it is White linen buttons, of a remarkably neat appear

nearly all cut up into little discs ; and these operations ance, are among the novelties of recent times. They

give to many of the shops the same bustling and busy consist of a tin or white metal ring, over which a disc

appearance which our frontispiece represents, nearly of linen is stretched like the parchment of a tam

all this department of the work being carried on by bourine ; and the beautiful manner in which the two

females. are fixed together by a single action of the press is
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very striking. The buttons made of bone, of horn , of | fectly attain by the process just described . A mandril

wood, of mother-of-pearl, and of other materials, are or rod is passed through ihe tube, and the latter is

generally the produce of other manufacturers, who rain forcibly through a circular hole somewhat

work out their results by the aid of the circular saw, smaller than the external diameter of the tube, beitis

the lathe, the press, and a few other pieces of ap- at the same time pressed closely in every part to the

paratus. mandril; by which action both the internal and ex

A finishing department of the factory is devoted to ternal surface become regular, cylindrical, and smooth .

the papering and packing of the buttons, a w.atter in When once a rod or a tube of brass is made, ihr

which almost as much neatness and dexterity are forms into which itmay be brought are almost endless.

shown as in the making of the buttons themselves. by the turning-lathe, the file, the drill , and other

The buttons are sewn on to cards or papers, by girls, mechanical agents ; the operations in this respect dir

with astonishing rapidity ; and these cards are packed ſering but very little from those relating to other hard

in pasieboard boxes made with much elegance .
metals.

We may finish these few details by remarking, as an By far the most important manufactures in brass

example of the vast amountof capital, of skill, and of and bronze are, however, those which depend mainly

persevering ingenuity involved in the invention of an on casting or founding. Messrs. Messenger's esia

article apparently so insignificant as these, that we blishment at Birmingliam is one of those which ex

were shown at this factory a new button , scarcely yet einplify favourably this kind of manufacture . In the

introduced for sale, on which several thousand pounds recentexposition of ornamental castings in London,

have been expended, and many months' labour be having relation to the decoration of the new Hous -s of

stowed, before it could be brought to the desired per- Parliament, some beautiful specimens, sent in by this

fection . It is a peculiar composite material,designed firm , met with especial admiration from the chasieness

to combine the advantages of many others, such as of design and fineness of execution.

hardness, lightness, strength, and a beautiful silkiness The kind of ornaments thus produced may be for

of appearance. purposes either of strength or elegance ; for while on

Brass and Bronze Work.
the one hand large gates or balustrades for buildings

are often made in this way, so on the other are copies

The manufactures in brass , in bronze,in ormolu , and from statues and busts. The gates under the marble

in inixed metals which have an intermediate character arch in front of Buckingham Palace are an example of

between the cheapness of iron and the costliness of the former, while specimens of the latter are famular

gold or silver , is carried on very extensively at Bir: to most persons.

mingham , chiefly for ornamental purposes. Gates and The arrangements for casting in brass or bronze are

railings, vases and tripods , chandeliers, lamps, and very similar to those preparatory to the silver-plaje

pedestals , small busts and groups —— these are among manufacture, noticed in our last Supplement. There

the subjects to which the manufacture relates . must first be prepared a model, representing the fonu

Some readers probably think brass to me, like cop- and size of the object to be produced ; which model

per or tin , a simple metal; but it is not so ; it is a depends for its beauty on the taste of the draughtsman

mixture of copper and zinc, pretty nearly in the pro- wlio prepared the original design . Sometimes the

portion of two of the former to one of the latter. A models are of clay, sometimes of wax, and in the in

gold -coloured alloy called “ Prince Rupert's metal" stance of a magnificent set of gates and balustrades

consists of about equal weights of copper and of zinc. which we saw under process of manufacture at Messrs .

Bronze, for various purposes of casting, consists es- Messenger's, the models of all the different parts were

sentially of copper and tin , to which a little zinc or turned and carved in mahogany. These models or

lead, or both , are sometimes added ; but in every case patterns are sometimes used at once to impress the

the copper amounts to eight or nine tenths of the en moulds : but in other instances a permanent metal

tire weight. For various ornamental purposes, other pattern is produced exactly like the original model,

mixtures of these ingredients are sometimes adopted ; and from this pattern the articles are afterwards made.

but as a general standard, it will suffice to say, that The moulding or casting is effected in sand of a very

brass consists of copper and zinc, while bronze consists peculiar quality, which has a reverse or cavity de

almost wholly of copper, variously but slightly modi- pressed in it by the pattern , such as to constitute an

fied by other metals. The inixed metal , of whatever exact mould of the object. The brass, bronze, or mixed

kind it may be, is produced by melting together the metal is brought to a liquid state in adjoining furnaces.

component metals into an ingot or other convenient and is poured into these sandmoulds,where it solidifies

forin . on cooling. The casting is, in fact, exactly analogous

The formation of manufactured articles from brass or
to that exhibited in an iron -foundry, but with the im.

bronze involves mechanical operations depending on portant addition that a very much higher degree of

the kind of article to be made. One very large and care is required in every part of the operation, both

fine establishment in Birmingham is devoted to the in the fusion of the metal and in the preparation ci

manufacture of commodities in which brass tubing is the mould .

principally employed, such as brass bedsteads, curtain There are various ways of imparting to articles made

rods, gas-fittings, telescope-tubing, and numerous other of brass or of bronze an externalbeauty of finish whi:

articles. Othermanufaciurers, on the contrary, devote the metal in its original state would not present.

their attention principally to such goods as require Some articles of bronze have an artificial ' verde an

castings in brass or bronze. tique or old green tint imparted to them , by a com

Brass tubing is made from sheet metal, by cutting position applied to the surface after casting. Some

up the sheet into oblong strips, and bending these have a warmer or browner tint ; while some are

round a central core, or mandril, whose thickness touched on the projecting parts with a gold -coloured

equals the intended internal diameterofthe pipe. The powder, which gives a peculiar metallic appearance ;

two opposite edges of the brass are made to lap one but this latter expedient is adopted chiefly where

over the other,and are in that state soldered together. figures or ornaments of plaster are coloured to look

When soldered, the tube is cleansed and brightened like bronze.

by mearis of dilute acid , and is then ready for draw Brass-work is brought to a brilliant yellow appear

ins. This drawing has for its object the imparting ance by the process of lacquering, a process now con

to the tube a cylindrical form which it could not per- | ducted so skilfully that the lacquered article presents
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a very close resemblance to those which have been I inserted in this cavity, and the hammerman dexterously

gilt. When any of the countless articles of brass which beats up the iron round tliis mandril, so as to forin it

Birmingham produces has been formed, by casting , into a tube. The mandril is withdrawn, the iron is

drawing, stamping, chasing, or other mechanical opera- again heated to a welding temperature, and hammered

tions, they are cleansed from grease by being heated , until the two meeting edges become united firmly.

then laid to steep or pickle in dilute acid, and The whole length of the skelp is gradually and suü

brushed well with a wire or other hard brush . Each cessively treated in the sameway.

article is then dipped separately into aquafortis, by A twisted barrel is brought to the tubular form in a

which means it speedily acquires a clear bright yellow very curious way . The iron is cut or rolled to the form

colour, wholly free from specks and stains ; indeed it of very long narrow strips ; and one end of a strip

is the remarkably neat and clear-coloured appearance being fastened to a rotating mandril or rod, the whole

of the small brass goods which has given Biriningham is turned round the mandril in a spiral form , exactly

so much celebrity for them . The cleansed and bright like a spiral spring, or like the worm of a still . This

ened article is then washed in water, dried in hot saw- spiral is taken off the mandril, heated, and hammered

dust, and then burnished on some or all parts of its in such a way that all the edges weld and close together,

surface, according to the pattern and object. The forming a continuous tube from end to end.

burnishers are made of blood -stone, such as is used for But although a tube is produced by either of these

burnishing buttons, and the mode of proceeding is means, it is very coarse and rough both within and

exactly analogous to other metal-burnishing, the article without; and to impart the necessary evenness and

being held in the hand, or down upon a bench , or in a regularity is now an important matter . The barrel is

lathe, according to its shape and size . brought straight by a few blows on an anvil ; and is

The brightened and burnished article of brass re next bored internally by a boring-mill, an instrument

ceives finally a depth and richness of tint by the pro- so adjusted that the interior of the barrel is scooped or

cess of lacquering. Lacquer is a liquid composed of scraped from end to end, until it is perfectly cylin

spirit of wine, gum -lac, turmeric, saffron , and one or drical and smooth . The exterior is then ground by

two other ingredients. The brass-work is made clean means of very large rough grindstones, to the surface

and hot, and is in that state coated with a layer of the of which the barrel is applied ; in some instance it

lacquer, either by dipping or brushing. A subsequent is turned by cutting tools as in other kind of turning.

drying finishes the process. After one or two further processes, the barrel is sent

It will be very readily conceived that bronze statues, to the proof-house,'a remarkable feature in the Bir

bells, cannon, lamps and candelabra, ornamental rail- minghain arrangements. During the war, a charter or

ings, handles, rosettes and scrolls, and the countless act was granted by which the Birmingham gun

other articles made of brass or of bronze, however makers were empowered to establish a proof-houre,

different they may be as works of high art , are all pro- governed by a warden and other officers. This proof

duced by modifications, more or less marked, of the house was to afford the means for testing the strength

processes which we have here indicated' ; and these of the musket -barrels made at Birmingham ; in order,

few may therefore be taken as types of all the rest. on the one hand , that the government might ensure

Guns.
the efficiency of the barrels, and, on the other, that the

reputation of the Birmingham manufacturers might

The manufacture ofmuskets is one of the most im- not suffer from any of their number selling ill-mavo

portant branches of Birmingham industry, and one barrels . Every maker is bound under a heavy penaliy

which illustrates as well as almost any other the sub- to send every barrel he may make to be tested at the

division to which employments in that town have been proof-house ; and he pays a few pence per barrel as a

subjected . Fowling -pieces, being much less exten- means of maintaining the expenses of the establish

sively employed, and commanding a higher price, are
The gun -makers themselves are the chief

made to a considerable extent in the metropolis ; but officers of the establishment, elected from time to time,

the infantry muskets, which are counted by tens of so that a very close connexion exists among all the

thousands at a time, owe their production in this fraternity.

country almost exclusively to Birmingham . A few The proof: house is a large building in the south - east

years ago, the French government hada hundred and part of Birmingham . In one of the buildingsmen are

forty thousand muskets made here in seven months; employed in receiving the barrels as sent in from the

and during the last war it was estimated that Birming- different manufacturers, and loading them , the charge

ham produced at the rate of a musket per minute being four or five times as great as the muskei will

throughout the year. have to carry in actual use. The barrels , as loaded ,

There is no such trade as a gun-maker , properly are handed over to other men , who range them side

so called, in Birmingham ; or, at least , there is no by side on a low stage in a different building. This

guin -factory ; all the establishments, however large building, a dismal-looking place , has a range of open)

they may be, being devoted to the production of parts windowsor hinged doors on one side , and a large lieap

only of a gun. The same gun iravels about from of sand on the other, the muzzles of the barrels being

faciory to factory, from shop to shop, before it assumes directed towards the sand . The barrels are so arranged

its finished form ; and the only person who could con- that the touch-holes shall rest upon a little trough

sistently be called a gun -maker is he who has the gun filled with a train of gunpowder ; and when about a

finished by putting the several pieces together. hundred barrels are so ranged side by side, the men

The first and most important part of a musket is the come out of the building, close the doors and openings,

barrel, and the manufacture of this involves larger and set light to the train , which is brought through to

arangements than any other part. These barrels are the outside for this purpose. The whole number arc

of two kinds, plain and twisied, the latter being the fired off at once, producing a deafening report ; the con

best and the most expensive. For the plain barrels tents of the barrels are fired into the heap of sand op

very tough and good iron is brought to the form of a posite, and are thus prevented from doing mischief.

thick sheet, and is cut to a long strip sufficient for one 'The doors are then opened , the barrels are removed

barrel. This strip , called a ' skelp, is heated at the and examined one by one , and if any have yielded to

thicker end in a tire, placed upon a hollow cavicy in an the explosive force, a inan marks with cliak the de

anvil, and hammered so as to turn up the two edges, fective spot, to indicate to the bariel-maher wliere be

thereby giving to it a concave form . A nandrij is must reforge his work . The worlime!, who are paid

ment.
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by the piece, are required to mend the defects in their means of flint and steel , and directing the spark into

own work free of extra payment. the touch - hole. But now, the use of percussion or

The barrels, after proving, are cleaned and finished , detonating caps has considerably altered the formation

and provided with numerous little appendages con- of the lock . These caps are tiny boxes or cells of

tingent on their after use. The stocker' next takes copper, not so large as a pea, containing á morsel of

his part of the routine. He makes the stock or wood- fulminating mercury, or chlorate of potash, or some
work, generally of walnut-wood, which is cut to the other detonating compound. One of these caps is

required form by saws, planes, chisels, spoke-shaves, so placed on the lock that a blow causes the mixture to

and other tools. The channel to receive the barrel, explode, and ignite the powder through the touch -hole.

the cavity for the lock, and all the other peculiarities There is one very curious arrangement sometimes

of shape, are cut out, and the barrel is fixed into adopted in guns, called rifling, or making rifle-barrels,

the stock by screws and other fastenings. The bronz- the object of which may be thus explained :-If a bullet

ing of the barrels (which is sometiines done to save be rammed down into a barrel , and the gun fired off,

the soldier from the fatiguing duty of cleaning it) , the the bullet will be projected straight forward, provided

staining and polishing of the stock , the insertion of it passes equably through the barrel; but if, as is some

ornamental pieces of brass or any other appendage of times the case , it rubs more against one side of the

a decorative kind, and many minor processes, occupy barrel than theother, it will be diverted from its right

a considerable number of persons, who work entirely course, and curve round while passing through the

distinct from each other, not only as respects the in- air ; so that the marksman misses bis aim . To rectify

dividual workmen, but also in respect to the factories this, the barrels of rifles are grooved spirally on the

and workshops ; for the stocker and the ' putter- | inside, in order that the bullet, by winding along these

together and the finisher ' all ply their respective grooves in its progress, may acquire a rotatory motion

avocations at their own shops, away from the master- round its own axis, which afterwards prevents it from

manufacturer, who takes the general designation of swerving either to one side or to the other. This
gun -maker. rifling is effected by a spiral-cutting instrument, fixed

It may appear rather singular that the locks for the on the end of a rod, to which a peculiarmovement is

muskets are made almost wholly at or near Wolver- given. The number of grooves in this spiral, the

hampton ; but this is only another exemplication of the number of turns which each groove makes in its course

subdivision - principle, those artisans being able to through the barrel , and the depth of the grooves, are

make their wares best and cheapest who devote their all points determined on differently, according to the

whole attention to the matter. Gun-locks being made opinions of practical men ; but the principle is the

of small pieces of iron and steel , their manufacture same in all , viz ., that if the bullet can be made to spin

depends on the use of the hammer, the filc, and such round or rotate on its axis while passing through the

like working implements ; and indeed their manufac- barrel, it will continue to worm its way through the

ture resolves itself into a' finer kind of smiths'-work. air with more straightness of path than otherwise will

The mode of firing off a gun has had a good deal of be attained ,

influence on the construction of the lock. In former It may in conclusion be remarked, that the musket

times the soldier fired his match -lock or arquebuss by (or rather, the rifle ) is the most advanced form of

means of a fire-match, and in that state the weapon hand -guns, the variety of which in former times was

could hardly be said to have had any lock at all. After much greater than is generally supposed. The an

that (and indeed until very recent times) the lock nexed cut will give some idea of the extreme sim

afforded very ingenious means for striking a light by plicity of some of the contrivances formerly used : it

6

is taken from a MS . dated about 1468 , and exhibits a buts, calivers, carabines, fusils,musketoons, petronels,

soldier applying a match to what is in fact nothing fire-locks, and many others. The musket itself is said

more than a small cannon fixed to the end of a to have been a Spanish invention, and to have made its

handle. As improvements became gradually intro- first appearance at the battle of Pavia, where it con

duced , so were new names applied ; and thus we find tributed in an especial manner to decide the fortune of

various kinds of hand -guns called arquebusses, haque- | the day.
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( Chichester Cathedral.)

THE CATHEDRAL OF CHICHESTER,
arches ; the arches in the third tier are of the tall

lancet shape. The central tower was begun by Bishop

There is little in the architecture of Chichester Neville in the year 1222 ; the spire was raised about

Cathedral, and not much in its history, that needs the year 1337 — it is nearly three hundred feet high,

a lengthened notice. The original Cathedral was and bears a considerable resemblance to that of

founded and the building completed towards the Salisbury Cathedral, though much less graceful. In
close of the eleventh century. In the year 1114 it the interior of the Cathedral may be seen some of

was greatly injured by fire, and, though soon restored, the earliest applications of the Sussex, or Petworth ,

it was entirely destroyed by a second fire in the year marble, so much used in our ecclesiastical edifices of

1186. Bishop . Seffrid, who had been appointed to the " early English” period. We cannot say much for

the see about this time, immediately commenced the the appearance of Chichester Cathedral ; it is indis

renovation of the Cathedral. According to some of putably the least handsome of our Cathedrals. The

the historians, he built the church from its founda- outside is unadorned ; and there is nothing in the

tions; while others say that he “ engrafted upon the general form to redeem the inelegance of the details.

reinaining walls a new work, adapting it to the style During the great Revolution it suffered much from

and architectural ornaments peculiar to the age in the Commonwealth soldiers, and part of its present

which he lived.” Be that as it may, it is agreed that uncomely appearance may be laid to the charge of

his building is the nucleus of the existing Cathedral; their fanaticism and the want of taste displayed in

it consisted of the “ present nave with its single aisles, the subsequent restorations. The northern tower,

the centre arcade with its low tower and transept, for instance, was so much injured in the siege of 1642,

and of the choir. ” It was consecrated by Seffrid on the that it fell a few years afterwards, and the present

13th of September, 1199 ; but he had not quite com- unsightly tower was substituted for it in the year 1791.

pleted it at his death in the year 1214. There is little The ugly western window too is modern , Cromwell's

remarkable about it, except that it presents one of soldiers having entirely destroyed the old cne. Nor

the earliest specimens of a stone groined roof : the is the Cathedral fortunate in its site, which is low ;

Cathedral having been twice burnt already, owing and it is surrounded by houses. The entire length of

chiefly to its wooden roof, Seffrid resolved in his the Cathedral is four hundred and seven feet ; of the

church to prevent, if he could , a similar disaster. transepts, one hundred and fifty feet ; the nave and

Great additions and alterations were made to Seffrid's aisles are seventy-eight feet wide. The interior is

structure during the next three centuries, and its plain. At a short distance from the north -west angle

architecture consequently shows the marks of many of the Cathedral stands a campanile, or bell-tower,

periods. The lateral towers belong, at least up to the one hundred and twenty feet high. It has four de

second tier, to theoriginal church ; that facing the tached turrets at its summit, exactly similar to those

south exhibits four elegant examples of early Norman at the base of the spire, whence it is thought that it

No. 814 .
Vol. XIII.--3P
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was built at the same tiine, to receive the bells from

the old tower . THE CHÂLETS AND PASTURAGES OF THE

The only noticeable circumstance in the history of ALPS.

Chichester Cathedral is its treatment by the parlia

mentary soldiers, to which wehave just alíuded. When The bold and venturous men of science who make

the city was taken by Waller, in 1612, some of the long journeyings and even residences among the

troops were quartered in the church, and the devasta- glaciers of the Alps, have frequent opportunities of

tion they committed was terrible. They threw down sceing the mode of life and the general arrangements

the organ and destroyed the screen, stripped the tombs adopted by the Alpine herdsmen . These are so re

of their brassc's and defaced the sculptures, broke down markable, and so characteristic of the people, that

thic pulpits, pews,and tabernacle.work, and tore into they deserve to be noticed.

fragments the Bibles and service- books, scattering An Alp is properly a pasture-ground among the

their leaves over the church ; in addition to which mountains : and thus we at once get a clue to the

they defaced the carvings both of the interior and meaning of that naine which is now known far and

exterior of the church ,and broke the stained windows. wide. As the mountainous and cold nature of the

Yet a few years afterwards another party was sent, district is rather inimical to agriculture, except in the

under the command of Sir Arthur Haslerig, to finish valleys, the greater part of the surface which is not

the work of destruction , which it was alleged had been bare rock is pasture-land. The wealth of the people,

Jeft incomplete ; and they did finish it . As we have like that of the early inhabitants of Asia, lies to a con

said, the restorations subsequently madewere without siderable extent in their cattle, and hence the pas

the lcast regard to propriety ; but in 1829 the interior toral life is a marked feature among these mountains.

was restored to much of its original character. When The pasturages are the property either of individuals

we were at Chichester a few years back , there was or of thecommune ; to a certain extent they are com

so !ue talk of bringing the exterior to something more mon laud, in which the inhabitants of the neighbour

of consistency, but we believe nothing has been done ing town or village have the right of pasturing a

yet in that end. certain number of head of cattle. The system adopted

On the walls of the south transept are some remains at these pasturages, in respect to the season of the

of two singular pictures painted about the year 1519, year, is thus described by Mr. Latrobe : — “ In the

for Bishop Sherburne, by Theodore Bernardi,an artist spring, as soon as the snow has disappeared,and the

Jie had invited froin Italy for the purpose. They were young grass sprouts up, the cattle are sent from the

designed to represent two “ principal cpochs " in the villages up to the first and lower pastures. Should a

bistory of the Cathedral of Chichester--the foundation certain portion of these be exhausted, they change

of the sec of Selsey by Caedwalla, and the establish their quarters to another part of the mountain . Here

ment of hisown four prebends - ratherunequalepochs, they stay till about the tenth or twelfth of June,

it should seem . These pictures were defaced after the when the cattle are driven to the middle ranges of

siege , and repaired without much skill after the Re- pastures. The herds intended for a suminer cam

storation : there is little artistic merit in them ; what- paign on the liighest Alps remain here till the be

cver value they may possess is antiquarian. There is ginning of July , and on the fourth of that month

another by the samehand, which contains a seriesof generally ascend to them ; return to the middle range

portraits of the Bishops of Chichester, and of the of pastures about seven or eight weeks afterwards;

Kings of England, from the Conqueror to Henry VII. remain there from two to three weeks to eat the after

These have been since brought down to George III. grass , and finally return into the valley about the

When the interior was repaired some years back, four tenth or cleventh of October, where they remain ia

stone coffins, supposed to be those of bishops, were dis- the vicinity of the villages till driven by the snow

covered, in one of which was the skeleton , it is thought, and tempests of winter into the stables. " The calik ,

of Stigand , with episcopal robes and insignia, and a large on the other hand, which is not destined to piss

and curious thumb-ring, an agate set in gold. One the summer on the higher Alps, and are necessary

was the black marble coffin of Bishop Ralph, having for the supply of the village with milk and butter,

his naine engraved on it-being one of the oldest with descend from the middle pastures on the fourth of

a name existing in England. There are some interest- July into the valley , and consume the grass upon the

ing monuments in theCathedral. Among others the pasturage belonging to the commune, till the winter

splendid chantry of St. Richard ; the tomb of William drives them under shelter. The very highest Alpine

Chillingworth, the learned and able defender of Pro- pasturages are never occupied more than three or four

testantism ; Flaxman's monument to the poet Collins, weeks at the furthest."

which has been described and represented in No. 459 Sometimes the herdsmen alone go to the pastures

of one of our previous volumes, and some others. with the cattle; but in other instances the owner and

The Lady-Chapel is appropriated to the monuments the whole of his family migrate for the summer, su

of the family of the Duke of Richmond ; a large perintending the herdsmen, and manufacturing butter

vault was constructed under it in the year 1750. Over and cheese on the spot. In some of the pasturages

the entrance to this vault is a stone with the in- the best cows yield from twenty to forty pounds of

scription “ Domus Ultima ,” on which Dr. Clarke, milk per day, and two hundredweight of cheese by

one of the Residentiaries, wrote an epigram that has the end of the season of four months. The vacher, or

been classed among the first in our language. It has cow -herd, has rather an arduous office ; for he has to

so much point, that though often printed, we may collect eighty or a hundred cows twice a dayto be

quote it as a little relief to our dull details : . inilked, to look after stragglers, and to help in the

cheese -making processes and in the cleaning of the
“ Did he who thus inscribed this wall

dairy utensils . The collecting of the cows has given
Not read, or not believe, Saint Paul,

rise to a custom which has furnished a theme for many
Who says there is , where'er it stands,

Another house, not built with bandy ;
a ballad, story , or bit of romance : the herdsman uses

Or may we gather from these words, an · Alp -horn,' or 'kuh -horn ,' the loud and shrill

That house is not a - House of Lord , ? " sound of which attracts the cows towards the place of

inilking and of shelter. In some places the cows are

brought in to be milked ; while in others a very pretty

custos exists of ranging the cows on green -sward
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terraces, lundreds in a row , and there milking them . I thousand little comforts which with us are deemed so

This has given rise to the Ranz des l'aches' (" ranging indispensable, and which to a certain extent might be

o the cows'), the name of a song or tune peculiarly procured without any great increase of expense . But

(lear to all the Alpine herdsmen, and introduced by there is one great and absorbing subject for these

inore than one composer as a piquant bit in modern men's thoughts, which seems to drown every idea of

operas, domestic comfort. Morning, noon , and night, the

Asthese herdsmen live with or near their cows on inhabitants think but of milk ; it is their first, last , and

the clevated pasturages, residences must be provided only carc ; they eat exclusively preparations of it;

for ihem ; and these residences afford many pic- their only companions are the catile which yield it :

turesque spots in the green expanse where the cattle money can procure for them here no luxuries ; they

are seen . ' The general name of châlet is applied to count their wealth by cheeses."

these mountain -huts: for they are no better than huts Thereare, however, many fine pointsabout the clia

either within or without, except where the owner goes racter of this primitive people . Mr. Forbes's testimony

himself to the pasturage. In one of the valleys there in their favour is valuable, and should not be over

is said to be ten thousand of these châlets. The looked . “ I have always received,” says this writer,

herd men shift their habitation from the lower to the both in Switzerland and Savoy, a gentle and kind and

upper pasturages, or vice versâ, as their cattle ascend disinterestedly hospitable reception in the châlets, on

and descend the Alps at different seasons ; and they the very bounds of civilization ,where a night's lodging,

sometimes have two or three places of temporary however rudc, is an inestimable boon to a traveller.

a bude. Some of the pasturages are cren higher up These simple people differ very much ( it has struck

than the glaciers. In one case the cows, for a short me) from ihe other inhabitants of the same valleys

time in the summer season , are pastured in such a spot their own relatives, who, living in villages during the

that it excites astonishment in every traveller how busy trafficking season of summer, have more worldly

they can get there at all. They are transported over ways, more excitement, wider interests, and greater

a glacier by the following means:-By the aid of selfishness. The true pâtre (pastor or herdsman ) of the

haichets and planks, a sort of rude pathway is con- | Alps is one of the simplest and perhaps one of the

structed the day before the ascent or descent of the most honest and trustworthy of human beings. I have

cattle is to be performed; and then about thirty pea- often inet with touches of character amongst them

sants assemble to pass as many cows, and by the aid which have affected me , as I may elsewhere notice ;

of ropes succeed , usually without any loss, in compel- but generally there is an indescribable unity and mo

ling the poor animals to traverse the rude gangways notony of idea which fills the minds of these men, who

which have been prepared. live during all the finest and stirring part of the year

Each châlet consists usually of two buildings, quite in the fastnesses of their sublimest inountains, seeing

distinct, the day and the night apartment; but both of scarcely any strange faces, and but few familiar ones.

these would somewhat disturb English notions of com- and these always ihe same ; living on friendly terms

fort. The day-room is more properly a manufactory with their dumb herds, so accustomed to privation as

of cheese and butter than a place of ordinary accom- to dream of no luxury, and utterly careless of the fate

modation. The fire is kept up for the purpose of heat- of empires or the change of dynasties. Instead of the

ing the milk ,which is done in copper cauldrons, whose busy curiosity about a traveller's motives and objects

size, weight,and bright polish contrast strongly within undertaking strange journeys, which is more ex

the want of every ordinary convenience of life . " A re - perienced in villages the more remote they be, these

petition of copperand other vessels for holding milk simple shepherds never evince surprise, and scarcely

and raising cream occupy most of the spare room in seem to have curiosity to gratify. Yet far are they

the apartment. The floor is of earth and uncven, but from brutish or uncouth ; they show a natural shyness

not generally dirty. The fire -place is a hole in the of intermeddling with theconcerns of strangers, and

ground ; the fuel is juniper, or scraps of larch -wood a respect for them is testified by their unofficious care

where these can be had; and a sort of movcable in providing and arranging what conveniences they

wooden crane, froin which the copper pot is hung, is can produce. Their hospitality is neither that ofos

one of the most artificial accommodations. There is tentation nor of necessity. They give readily what

no chimney,and therefore the fire is usually made near they have, and do not encumberyou with apologies

the door ; nor are there windows of any description. for what they have not.

For light a little fat is used, burned with a wick in a In one of the châlets which Mr. Forbes was glad to

small vessel ; butvery often the substitute for a lamp avail himself of in the course of his hazardous rambles,

or candle is simply a splinter of resinous pine-wood. he and his guides had some difficulty in giving to their

There is no such thing as a table, unless the top of a bedroon any approach to the appearance of a human

chance barrel be admitted as the representative of resting-place. It was a small shed about six feet

one ; nor are there any chairs except the one-legged square and four high, attached to their principal laut,

milking -stools, and these are rather a tottering sub- entered by a doorway through which they could with

stitute. difficulty creep, and which was covered with a piece of

The absolute want of culinary utensils is no small cloth as a substitute for a door. Yet even in this situ

embarrassment to cold and hungry guests . The only ation means were afforded for observing the earnest

cooking -vessel is sometimes that employed for heating simplicity and religious feeling of the herdsmen .

milk , and is besidesmade of copper ; at other times we lay down,” saysMr. Forbes, " I was struck by the

there is an additionalone of iron ; but except certain conduct of Pralong, whoknelt down on the hay, and

wooden skimming-spoons, nearly square, and five or said his prayers shortly and without form or pretension

six inches widein the mouth, there is often no other of any kind ; and we had not been long composed to
kind or description of dish, vessel, platter, spoon, or rest before we heard a solemn and not unmusical voice

ladle . Where matters are a little better managed , proceeding from the neighbouring apartment. On

there are a few écueils, or wooden bowls. inquiry of Pralong , I found that thepractice of evening

The sleeping apartment is generally a separate hut, prayer is kept up amongst the assembled shepherds; a

withoutwindow ,fire, or chimney; built of loose stones rare but touching solemnity amongst men of the com

or of logs, with a door about three feet high, and the mon ranks ( for no women live in the higher chalets ),

floor being covered with grass . In short the herds- separated during so large a part of the year from the

men seem to display an almost total indifference to the means of public worship .”

“ As

3 P 2
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monasteries were suppressed in the reign of Henry

VIII.; many have been torn up and sold as oldmetal;

but by far the greatest destruction of them took place

during the predominance of the gloomy and fanatical

Puritans . Some idea may be formed of the extent of

this destruction by the following instance of a single

church, that of Alhallows, Sudbury. The Journal of

William Dowsing, a parliamentary visitor appointed

under warrant from the Earl of Manchester to demo

lish superstitious pictures and monuments in Suffolk

duringthe years 1643 and 1644, states : - “ Jan. 9. We

brake abouttwenty superstitious pictures, and took up

thirty brazen superstitious inscriptions, ora pro nobis,

pray for the soul, & c . ”

It is remarkable that the later brasses are generally

much inferior both in design and execution to the

earlier, and as these, with few exceptions, are obviously

different in style andworkmanship from any speci

mens known to be by foreign artists, it may beinferred

that the art of engraving sepulchral brasses had been

practised in England previous to the date of any of

those which are now known. One or two are supposed

to be French work, and a few are by Flemish artists.

To one Flemish artist, several of whose brasses still

remain in the churches of Bruges, are ascribed the

brass of Adam de Walsokne, 1349, and of Robert

Braunche, 1364, both in Lynn church, Norfolk , of

Thomas de la Mare, abbot of St. Albans, about 1360 ,

in the abbey of St. Albans, and of Adam Fleming at

Newark ; all of which are not only remarkable for

their large size, but for the variety and spirit of the

designs and the elaborate finish of the execution. With

these exceptions and a very few others,all the sepul

chral brasses now remaining in England appear to be

by English artists.

The canopies and other engraved architectural em

bellishments of monumental brasses are frequently

HERE-LIETH -SZTHOMAS-BULLEN extremely elegant, and the shields of arms, devices,

KNIGHTOFTHE-ORDEROFTHECAER
and peculiarities of costume, appropriate each brass to

ERLEOF -WILSCHERADERLE-OF-ORM "
its period in a remarkable manner. Armorial bear

VNDE WICHEDECESSED THE-12
ings are placed on the pillars and spandrils of the cano

DAI.OF.MARCHE IN THE IERE

OF OV R.LORDF - 15380
pies, at thecorners and sides of the slabs, and on the

dresses. When a female has arms both on her kirtle and

OLD ENGLISH TOMBS, EFFIGIES, AND mantle, those on the kirtle belong to her own family,

MONUMENTAL BRASSES. those on the mantle to her husband's. Supporters do

not occur before the reign of Richard II . , who was the

(Concluded from p . 459. )
first to use them . Coronets round the brows of peers

It is impossible to determine when monumental are not found before the reign of Edward III. : Jobn

brasses were first introduced into England, most of de Valence, his youngest son, who died in 1304,

the oldest specimens having doubtless been destroyed ; has only a simple fillet; while John of Eltham , his

but it wasprobably during the early part of the reign second son , who died in 1334, has a coronet formed

ofHenry III. Jocelyn , Bishop of Wells, who diedin of leaves,the earliest that has been met with. Each

1242, had a brass in Wells Cathedral; William de period has also a form of alphabetic character almost

Berkyng, Abbot of Westminster, who died in 1246 , | peculiar to itself, which, in the more early brasses,

had a brass in the Abbey ;Robert Grostete, Bishop of is adhered to with singular uniformity. Some of

Lincoln , who died in 1253, had a brass in Lincoln the more ancient inscriptions in the square-shaped

Cathedral ; and Dean Langton, who died in 1279, had Gothic letters are very handsome, and with a little

a brass in York Cathedral; but these brasses have all practice not difficult to read. Roman letters are

been destroyed. Probably the earliest brass now re- rarely used on monumental brasses before the reign

maining in England is that of Sir Roger de Trum- of Henry VIII. , and are generally inelegant enough.

pington, at Trumpington in the county of Cambridge: The Gothic forms continued to be used occasionally

he died in 1289. to a late period. The inscriptions are in Latin,

During the fourteenth century monumental brasses French , and English. Most ofthecarly inscriptions

became gradually more and more numerous. In the are in Latin . French inscriptions occur generally

fifteenth century they were in still greater abundance ; from about 1350 to 1400, but rarely before, and still

but towards the close of the sixteenth century the more rarely afterwards. In the inscriptions after

nuinber began to diminish, and in the reign of JamesI. that period English became more common, but Latin

the use of them was almost extinct. One of the latest continued to be much in use , giving way slowly, nor

specimens is an exceedingly fine brass, with full-sized has it yet been entirely superseded by the vernacular

effigy of Harsnett, Archbishop of York, who died in language.

1631 : it is at Chigwell in Essex. The effigies on monumental brasses, as well as those

The number of brasses which now remain in Eng- on table-tombs, are generally represented recumbenton

land, though still considerable, is very small compared the back, with the handson the breast placed palm to

to what it has been . Many were destroyed when the palm in the attitude of prayer, and this form applies
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equally tomen and women ; but deviations occasionally , Sir John Cullum , Craven Ord, and the Rev. Thomas

occur. The head usually rests on a cushion, which is Cole. These copies were made, not by rubbing in the

sometimes supported by an angel on each side. Mili- manner just described , but by a rude process some

tary noblemen are generally in full armour ; ecclesias- what resembling copperplate-printing, which was

tics in the vestments peculiar to their orders. Ladies afterwards worked over by the pen, and wasaltogether
have frequently a small dog lying at the feet; men a work of much time and labour. The collection was

often tread on lions, leopards, or some monstrous sold to the late Francis Doucefor 431., and by him

heraldic animal.
was bequeathed to the British Museum, where it is

The Grecian , Roman, and Italian forms of archi- now in the Print-Room .

tecture, which had been introduced in the latter part The brass represented at the head of this article , as

of the reign of Henry VIII . , became more and more well as the one below , are reduced copies from heel

prevalent during the reigns of Edward VI. , Elizabeth, ball rubbings obtained from the originals in the church

and James I. The columns, capitals, architraves, and of Hever, in Kent.

other characteristics of classic architecture, are often The brass of the schoolmaster of Charles Waldegrave

strangely and monstrously intermixed in the monu- is of small size, one foot high exclusive of the inscrip

ments of those times with the Gothic, the glories of tion , and of rude workmanship. The inscription is

which are thenceforward seen no more ; and themarble * Here lyeth William_Todde, Jate scholemaster

statue, standing, sitting, or reclining, superseded the to Charles Waldegrave , Esquire, who deceased the

recumbent effigy.
eleventh day of March, An. Dom. 1585, in whose per

Monumental brasses are comparatively rare in the petual memorye this monument was erected by his

north of England : in Wales, one ofthe most interest- loving friend William Napper of Ponckenoll, in the

ing from its association is that of Richard Middleton countie of Dorsetshire.” Hever Castle and the estates

and his family, at Whitchurch ; he was the father of belonging to it were purchased by Sir Edward Walde

Sir Hugh Middleton . None have hitherto been found grave , lord chamberlain of the household to Queen

in Scotland ; and only two in Ireland, which are of late Mary, on the death of Anne of Cleves, who held them

date, in Dublin Cathedral. Brasses, as well as brass previously. On the accession of Elizabeth , Sir Ed

effigies, were formerly numerous in France ; butnearly ward Waldegrave was divested of all his employments,

all of them were destroyed during the Revolution, and committed to the Tower, where he died in 1561.

when they were converted into coin or cannon . Charles Waldegrave, above mentioned , was probably

There aremany fine brasses still remaining in the his son.

churches of Flanders.

The brass of Sir Thomas Bullen is imbedded in the

Specimens of monumental brassesareeasily obtained slab of his stately tomb of dark -coloured marble. The

by the process called rubbing. Paper of moderate effigy is four feet high,exclusiveof the inscription . Sir

thickness, tenacity, and softness, is laid upon the brass, Thomas is represented in the robes and collar of the order

and rubbed with a black or coloured material, which of the Garter, with his head resting on a helmet, and his

adlieres to the paper where the brass is solid , leaving feet on one of the monsters of heraldry. Sir Thomas

the paper,wherethe brass has been cut away, in its Bullen was the father of AnneBoleyn, wife of Henry

original state, in consequence of its sinking into the VIII. and mother of Queen Elizabeth .

incisions, and thus offering no resistance to the rub Sir Geoffrey Bullen , a rich mercer of London and

ber. By carefully confining the rubbing to the brass, Lord Mayor in the 37th of Henry VI ., 1459, married

a perfect fac-simile may thus be obtained . Lead is Anne, eldest sister of Thomas Lord Hoo and Hastings,

somewhat too hard to work well as a rubber, as well and by that marriage became grandfather to Sir

as too light- coloured . A solid piece of black lead Thomas Bullen and great-grandfather to Queen Anne

answers very well, but the rubbing is liable to injury Boleyn , Sir Geoffrey purchased the entire estate and

by slight friction, if not washed over with some gluti- manor belonging to Hever Castle,and it continued in

nous liquid , such as beer or milk. Shoemakers' heel- the family till the death of Sir Thomas Bullen, two

ball is the material which has hitherto been found years after the execution of his unfortunate daughter,

most convenient; it is a composition of tallow , wax , when Henry VIII. seized the estates in right of his

and lamp-black. The operation is easy and clean ; by late wife, and afterwards enlarged it by purchases

a little care and management, the most delicate lines from others of the family. The next possessor was

inay be represented ; and the rubbing, when com- Anne of Cleves, on whom, after her divorce, Henry

pleted, will bear any moderate degree of friction with

out injury. The incised lines of the brass sometimes

require to be cleaned out, which in most cases may be

done with a stiff brush, or with a blunt etching-needle.

Paper of suitable quality, and of the full size of the

whole slab, is manufactured on purpose, as well as

heel- balls of different degrees of hardness.

A new material for making rubbings has recently

been invented, whichis composed of a yellow metallic

powder mixed with the adhesive substance of which

the rubber is composed, in the same manner as the

lamp-black is mixed with the wax and tallow. When

the rubbing is made on a dark-coloured paper, a fac

simile is obtained which is not easily distinguishable

from the original ; the figure appears to be the brass

itself, and the paper which remains unacted on by the

rubber appears to be the stone slab in which the brass
bere Iyeth Williamsbodde late fcholmaſtere

is embedded .
to Charleg to alegreueFlywire ,lbbo Becealed

If a rubbing of a portion of a brass is wanted, as of
the eleueathe dape ofgarcheadam 1585

an armorial bearing for instance, it may be made with
In Whole perpetralt merepeye this wonne

lithographic crayons on lithographic transfer paper, mente tregerected by big loungerudUnlim

and then transferred to stone or zinc. Rapper of poackencii in visoke ofarebient

The first collection of copies of brasses was made by
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settled this and other adjoining manors for life. Sometimes the grapes will not yield any of this

Hever Castle was her principal place of residence, Essentz, and they are in this case subjected next 10

anil she died there in the reign of Queen Mary ; the the process for producing the Ausbruch . This wine

estates were then sold by Commissioners , and pur- seems to have been named from the word “ ausbrechen ,

chiased, as before stated, by Sir Edward Waldegrave. to break -out,' in allusion to the mode in wbich ile

The manor has since belonged to several families. juice leaves the grape. The fruit is placed in a vat ,

(Sce Penny Magazine , 1838, p. 284.) and gently pressed with the hand or with the naked

feet ; a small quantity of good must, or of new wine

obtained in the ordinary manner, being poured over

THE TOKAY DISTRICTS OF HUNGARY.
them to increase the quantity and facilitate its flow.

LIUNGARY, a country so far situated out of the gene- This produce is the Tokay Ausbruch, which is allowed

ral track of commerce as to be very little known to us to stand twenty-four hours, and then ferment. The

except through the medium of casual tourists , pro- fermentation having continued two or three days, and

duces a wine known far and wide for rich and valued the matters which rise to the surface liaving been

! qualities. This is Tokay. Although Hungary is only skimmed off, the wine is strained into casks. Lastly

a dependency of the Austrian empire, yetthe wine of comes the produce of the Maslás, or inferior wine : a

the former is much better known in England and fo- large quantity of less choice wine being poured over

reign countries generally than that of the latter . the grapes which have undergone one or both of the

The name of Tokay is derived from that of a small previous processes, and then pressure in the usual

town, insignificant in itself, except as connected with way being applied . From the different modes in

the wine-trade. The town is inhabited by a strangely which the three kinds are produced, they differ in the

mixed population- Jews, Armenians, and Greeks, bc- proportion of real trockenbeeren juice which they con

sides various classes of the Hungarians properly so tain : the Essentz being pure ; and the Ausbrush and

called . Most of these derive their support in some Máslás having a portion of this essence combined with

way or other from the wine-trade. There is a range a portion of commoner wine ; the ratio being sixty

of 'mountains called Hegyalla, extending from Tokay one of essence in eighty-four of Ausbruch ; and sisiva

to a distance of twenty iniles along the banks of the one of essence in a hundred and sixty -nine of Másti .

the river Bodrog ; and on this district the grapes for The fine wine which is generally known as Tukay

the Tokay-wine are grown. The hills are composed is the Ausbruch, the Essentz being extremely small in

of basalt and conglomerate, covered with a deep sandy quantity, and the Maislas inferior in quality. Mr.

soil. Although these vineyards are noticed by a writer Paget says : - “ The Essentz can only be obtained in

who flourished towards the close of the fifteenth cen the very best years ; and indeed it is only in favourable

tury, yet they had acquired no peculiar fame ; and it years that Ausbruch of a good quality is produced.

was not till about the year 1650 that Tokay wines came The wineought to have a fine lighi topaz colour. The

into vogue, in consequence of the improved method Essentz is sweet and luscious to the highest degree,

of preparing them from picked and half- dried grapes, and is esteemed rather as a curiosity than as pleasing

which appears to have been then practised for the first to the palate ; but it is the Ausbruch on which the re

time.
putation of Tokay depends. It is a sweet, rich , but

Several species of grape, mostly white, are culti- not cloying winc : strong, full-bodied , but mild, bright,

vated , and are such as ripen early and yield much sac- and clear ; and has a peculiar flavour ofmost exquisito

charine juice. That species called furmint or formiant delicacy. I have never tasted it in perfection but at

is deemed the best. When first planted , they are cut private tables, and that only twice ; I could then have

down at a knot, within a span from the ground, and willingly confessed it the finest wine in the world .

the superfluous young shoots are pruned at the same The Maslás is a much thinner wine, rather sweet, with

place every spring. In consequence of this repeated a preponderating flavour of the dried grape.”.

pruning, the root swells and often becomes very large ; The whole of the district around lokay is said to

and the plants are distinguished by the appellation of produce about two hundred and fifty thousand eimers

knob-wines. In order that the fruit may attain its of wine in a favourable season , an eimer containing

fullest ripeness, the vintage is delayed as long as pos- about as much as sixteen ordinary wine-bottles;*

sible, seldom commencing till the endof October or making in the whole therefore about four million

the beginning of November ; hy which time, in favour- bottles ; but of this quantity not more than one-fourth

able seasons, a considerable number of the grapes have is Ausbruch. In the country where it is produced, the

become shrivelled and half-dried : these are called Ausbruch is sold at from four to ten shillings per

trocken -beeren, or dry grapes, being chiefly supplied bottle ; and the duty and expenses of transporting it

by the above-mentioned species of wine. to England are said to be about two shillingsmore. At

Mr. Paget states that there are three kinds of wine Vienna, however, the very finest kind is said to com

made at Tokay— the Essentz or Essence, the Ausbruch , mand the high price of a guinea a bottle . Some

and the Máslás ; all three names being derived from writers state that the Tokay vineyards belong 10

the modes of producing the wine. From the length * The ' ohm ' of wine in north Germany and the eimer in

of time the grapes hang, a great number of them lose suth Germany are probably the same name in their origin ;

part of their juice, begin to wither, and become ex- and soine such confusion seems to exist as to their measure as

ceedingly sweet. These grapes, when gathered, are used to exist in the bushel in England . For instance, Mr. Paget

placed in wooden trays, and sorted one by one with speaks of an “ eimer,' as above, of about sixteen bottles ; wiule

the greatest care, the finest only being selected ; those Mr. Redding gives the produce of the whole of Hungary in

which are too much withered, and those which are un .eimers' of ten gallons each. Before the imperialmeasures were

ripe,being alike rejected. When it is wished to obtain introduced in England, a hogshead of ule or beer in the country,

the Essentz, these selected grapes are placed in a bar
a hogshead of ale in London, a hogshead of beer in Londots,

rel with holes atthe bottom , through which all the juice and a hogshead of wine,were all different quantities , and all

that flows, without any other pressure beingapplied four differed in quantity from a hogsliead of water in hıyılraulic

than their own weight, is allowed topassoff. "This engineering. These discrepancies, and those still larger in re

constitutes the Essentz or essence of Tokay : it is like confusion in other countries. In money, too, the same is ob
spect to the bushel, may prepare us to expect similar sources of

the syrups of the south of France, and is set aside by servable ; for the ' rouble' in Russia, and the 'groschen' in Ger

itsell'; the quantity inade is small and very thick, and many, are not definite sums unless some other distinctive name

is considered most precious.
be applied to them .
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the Emperor ; but this applies only to a portion of balls and fêtes for nearly a fortnight. When the vin

them . tage (which takes place at the latter end of October

Although Tokay abounds in saccharine matter, yet , and the beginning of November) is over, the vine cut

undergoing but an incomplete fermentation, it is some tings are taken away, the poles removed, and in some

times aptto fret and spoil, especially when the produce places the vines laid in and covered with earth, all

of wet seasons, and of grapes that have contracted any being prepared before the first snow falls upon the

degree of mouldiness. In this way several casks of ground.

Ausbruch , of the vintages of 1789 and 1792 , when the

autumns proved very rainy, are said to have become PROTECTIVE AND SANATORY PROVISIONS

cornpletely acid in the course of two or three years, in

the emperor's cellars. Such results, however, are rare,
FOR POPULATED DISTRICTS.

and in generalTokay is reckoned a very durable wine. The Metropolitan Buildings Act of last Session may

Mr. Paget states that the safe exportation of this wine be regarded as an important legislative step for im

to England depends a good deal on the honesty of the proving the condition of towns. Hitherto large masses

agent employed. “ Two cases,” he remarks, “ which of people have been allowed to congregate within the

we intrusted to a merchant of Pesth, arrived in Eng- close streets and alleys of our ancient towns and cities,

land in a state of fermentation , with more than half without any regard being paid, by the governing body,

the bottles broken , and the rest quite spoiled . We to the consequences which such aggregations must
have every reason to believe that this arose from a por- produce upon the condition of the persons who form

tion of our wine being taken out, and the bottles filled them in particular, and generally upon society at large.

up with new wine ; and though the evidence is not At times, indeed, such persons have broken bounds,

sufficiently strong to justify mein publishing the name to seek habitations beyond the limits indicated, butonly

of this person , it is more than enough to inake me to exchange fever for ague ; for the musiness of the

caution any future traveller to be quite sure of his pent-up close they find the mildew of the undrained

man before he ventures on giving such a commission . suburb. The beauty of the neighbourhood of a town

A society for 'making known Hungarian wines' has is destroyed by suburban excrescences, whilst the con

lately been formed at Pesth ,and in its cellars genuine dition of the inhabitants remains unimproved.

wines, supplied by the growers themselves, may be London has had its Building Act, in some form or
obtained . "

other, ever since the reign of Queen Anne ; but these

There are other Hungarian wines, besides Tokay, of Acts were of a very limnited character, being confined to

good reputation, though none equal to it . The wine some crude and often oppressive regulations for the

of Buda is red, and was once a favourite wine in Eng- prevention, or rather to check the spreading, of fire,
land. Another kind called Sexard resembles Bor- and to the removal of ruinous buildings. The last

deaux. Grosswardein and Warwitz are two districts Building Act ( Sir Robert Taylor's) was passed about

producing esteemed wine ; and there are many other seventy years ago, and , although an improvement on

parts of the country where wine is produced ; some the earlier Acts, it departed little, if at all, from the

for transport to Vienna or other parts, and some for crudeness with which they are all chargeable. It ap

home consumption , for the Hungarians are rather fond pointed some certain andmany uncertain rules for the

of wine, and generally carry a flask with them when construction of buildings: and what effect these have

on a journey. produced may be seen in the perforated brick walls, and

Though the Hungarian peasants, as a body, are rather slated evasions of walls, which make up the mass of

deficient in care and system , they conduct the wine London houses, and render London streets compounds

manufacture with great cleanness. The wine -presses ofmeanness and insecurity . The administration of the

and vats are well cleaned with boiling water in which Act was confided to District Surveyors, each Surveyor

vine-leaves have been steeped. The fruit is collected having independent authority within his own district;

in wooden vessels , which are carried by the labourers, if that could be called authority which depended upon

and overseers attend to see that no grapes are left on the nearest Police Magistrate, who might disallow or

the vines. The different gatherings are collected in enforce, according to his own judgment, what the

vats having a double bottom , the uppermost of which District Surveyor had deemed it to be within his duty

is pierced with holes for the juice to pass through, to require. The result has been found, in practice,

while the grapes are being beaten and bruised with a adverse alike to private interest and to the public good ;

stick. When the upper vessel is full its contents are the requirements of the law, being opposed to common

taken to the press. The grapes are generally divided sense, were constantly sought to be evaded alike by

for the red and the white wines, but the bad ones are architectand by builder ; and the evasions were almost

not rejected : all are pressed together ; and the inust of necessity acquiesced in , with more or less of scru

is thrown into a large vat to ferment. When the pulousness or liberality (whichever term may best

grapes are tco abundant for the operation of pressing: apply), by the officers appointed to superintend the

they are put into sacks and trodden ; the contents of execution of the law.

the sack being afterwards put by for distillation . The recent Act provides for the due administration

With respect to the ownership of the wine-districts, of its technical rules, independently of the police court ;

the vineyards are permitted to be purchased by the and it makes provision for modifying these rules, só

peasantry, who are obliged to pay a tenth to the lord that they may not stand in the way ofimprovementnor

of the soil : this is considered a heavytax upon their be at variance with the real objects of the Act .

industry. The tenure of the better vineyards is of a The immediate superintendence of buildings in pro

different kind . The vineyards of the Ausbruch or gress is still confided to the District Surveyor, whowill

Tokay districts pay no tenths to the lord of the soil ; refer, in all cases of dispute, difference, or difficulty, 10

the tenure of the peasant being in general only the superior officers appointed under the Act by the Secre

good -will of the lord. Many of the estates are but tary of State and by the Commissioners of Woods and

temporarily occupied about a month before the vin Works ; and to whom , also , is confided the duty of

tage ; the proprietor at other times leaving his house considering and preparing any required modification of

and vineyard io the care of a peasant, for which his the technical rules. " It is understood, also, that these

vages are increased . The vintage is quite a season of officers are to be engaged in assisting the Government

festivities at Tokay ; for all the nobility of the neigh in the preparation of measuresofan analogous character

bourhood mcet together, and keep up the holiday with which it may be dcemed advisable to adopt in conse
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quence of the investigations which have been some occupied as such, nor to let , hire , occupy, or suffer

time in progress by the Health of Towns Commission. to be occupied any such room or cellar built under

Besides prescribing rules for building generally,with ground for any purpose (except for a wareroon or

a view to the protection of the public from the conse- storeroom ) ; and that if any person wilfully let or suffer

quences of insecure or easily conbustible dwelling to be occupied in manner aforesaid anyunderground

houses, and of the public health, in the drainage and cellar or room , contrary to the provisions of this Act,

ventilation of dwellings, the Act provides also for the then , on conviction thereof before two justices of the

special supervision of such buildings as are intended peace, such person shall be liable to forfeit for every

to be used for public congregation, to secure sufficiency day during which such cellar or room shall be so

of strength in the parts of structure, having regard to occupied a sum not exceeding 20s.; and one half of

their uses. Painful evidence of the necessity of such such penalty shall go to the person who shall sue for

supervision , and, indeed, for carrying it beyond what the saine, and the other balf io the poor of the parish

are designated public buildings, presents itself in the in which such unlawfully occupied cellar or room shall

recent fatal catastrophe at Oldham (on November 2. be situate ; and that on or before January 1 , 1845, it

1844 ) ; and, from the investigationsconnected with , and shall be the duty of the overseers of the pior, and they

report upon which , it is too clear that the best-meaning are hereby required, to report to the official referees

persons are not to be irlisted to direct the application the number and situation of the dwellings within their

of their own capital, in such matters as buildings,with respective parishes of which any underground room

out some control or restraint. In addition, too , to the or cellar shall be so occupied, and that thereupon it

provisions for rendering new buildings more secure shall be the duty of the official referees and they are

and more wholesome in themselves, the Metropolitan hereby empowered to direct such notice to be given to

Buildings Act provides, moreover, that streets and the owners and occupiers of such dwellings as shallap

alleys shall not be made of less than certain sufficient pear to such official referees best calculated to give

widihs, for convenience and for light and air to the io such owners or occupiers full knowledge of the

houses, and that they shall be otherwise so arranged as existence, nature, and consequences of this enactinent ;

to secure more perfect general ventilation , whilst the and that it shall be the duty of the district surveyors

soil-drainage of houses is made imperative , and it is and they are hereby required to give full effect to the

also required , imperatively, that no dwelling -house directions of such official referees in this behalf."

shall be built in such a situation that the scavengers' Sections 54 and 57 of the Metropolitan Buildings

cart cannot be brought up to one or other of its fronts. Act provide for the restraint and eventual removal

The provision of most immediate operation, however, from populated neighbourhoods of trades or businesses

as it regards the sanatory condition of the poor, is found which are dangerous, noxious, or offensive ; and grant,

in section 53, to the effect that close, undrained, and moreover, to the inhabitants of any locality infested or

unventilated roomsshall not be used as dwellings after infected by anysuch trade or business the important

the 1st of July, 1816 ; and with a view to render power of enforcing their removal from or abandonment

this provision ' really and beneficially operative, the within such locality by purchase at public cost : whilst

official Referees and the Registrar of Metropolitan the law effectually provides for preventing the new

Buildings (the superior officers appointed to admin establishment of dangerous, noxious, or offensive trades

ister the Act) have already issued forms to the Over- or businesses in any already populated locality.

seers of the Poor of all the parishes throughout the The removal of sources of danger and of disease, and

metropolitan district, in order to assist the parochial the improvement of the dwellings themselves of the

authorities in making a return of all rooms within poor, cannot fail to be beneficial; and the more espe

their respective parishes which are deemed by the cially , as it is confidently believed that the latter

Legislature to be unfit for dwellings, but which are effect can be produced, not only without increasing

occupied as such . Such returns will be made use of the expense, but really at less cost to the people

to produce an improvement of the existing habitations themselves.

of the poorest classes, and to show to those persons roadway, either to it or to the enclosure about it, of such width

who may be induced to make better provision for the as will admit to ove of its fronts of the access of a scaveuger's cart.
accommodation of the poor the demand which the

With regard to the lowermost rooms of houses, being roomsof

relinquishment of many incurably-bad places must which the surface of the floor is more than three feet below the

establish for humble but wholesome dwellings, within surface of the footway , and to cellars of buildings hereafter to be

a very short time. This clause, with its schedule, is so built or rebuilt , if any such room or cellar be used as a separate

important that we give the substance of both : -It dwelling, then the floor thereof must not be below the surface or

provides, that from and after the 1st July, 1846 , level of the ground immediately adjoining thereto, unless it have

it shall not be lawful to let separately to hire as a an area, fireplace, and window,and unless it be properly drained .

dwelling any such room or cellar not constructed And to every such lowermost room or cellar there must be an

according to the rules specified in the Schedule (K)* area not less than three feet wide in every part, from six inches

to this Act annexed, nor to occupy or sufferit to be below the floor of such room orcellar to the surface or level of the

ground asijoining to the front, back, or external side thereof, and

* The Schedule enacts that with regard to back yards oropen extending the full length of such side ; such area . to the exten

spaces attached to dwelling -houses, every house hereafter built or of at least five feet long and two feet six inches wide, must be in

rebuilt must have an enclosed back yard or open space of at the front of the window , and must be open, or covered only with open

Jeast one square [ a square is defined by the Act to be 100 syuare iron gratings. And for every such room or cellar there must be

feet ), exclusive of any building thereon , unless all the rooms of an open fireplace, with proper flue therefrom , with a window .

such house can be lighted and ventilated from the street, or from opening of atthe least nine superficial feet in area, which wiudow .

an area of the extent of at the least three - quarters of a square above opening must be fitted with glazed sashes, of which atthe least four

the level of the second story , into which the owner of the house and a half superficial feet must be made to open for ventilation.

to be rebuilt is entitled to open windows for every room adjoin With regard to rooms in the roof of any building hereafter built

ing thereto . And if any house already built be hereafter re or rebuilt , there must not be more than one floor of such rooms, and

built, then , unless all therooms of such house can be lighted and such rooms must not be of a less height than seven feet, except

ventilated from the street, or from an area of the extent of at the the sloping part, if any, of such roof, which sloping part must not

least three quarters of a square, into which the owner of the house begin at less than three feet six inches above the floor, nor ex

to be rebuilt is entitled to open windows for every room adjoining tend more than three feet six inches on the ceiling of such room

thereto , there must be above the level of the floor of the third With regard to roomsin other parts of the building, every room

story an open space of at the least three- quarters of a square . used as a separate dwelling mustbeof at the least the height of

And to every building of the first class must be built some seven feet from the floor to the ceiling.
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(Maximilian the First .)

THE RÖMER AT FRANKFURT. - No. IV .
the reversion of Hungary and Bohemia to hisposterity

by a double marriage of the Archduchess Maria, his

MAXIMILIAN the First was the son of the Emperor grand -daughter, with Ludovic, son of Ladislaus, and of

Frederic III . , and was born at Neustadt , near Vienna, Anna, sister of Ludovic, with his grandson Ferdinand.

on Maundy Thursday (March 22nd), in the year 1459. His own son Philip was married to Joanna, heiress of

Though his father Frederic reigned for half a century, Castile and of Aragon . Maximilian died in 1519, and

his reign was not a glorious one, and his most success was succeeded onthe imperial throne by his grandson

ful effort was the procuring of the marriage of his son Charles V., under whom the House of Habsburg

with Mary, daughter of Charles the Rash, and heiress attained the climax of its glory.

to the vast dominions of theducal house of Burgundy, The personal traits of character in Maximilian were

by which means Franche Comté, Alsace , the Nether- marked, and made him popular. He was a bold and

lands, Artois, in short all her father's territories with adventurous hunter ; one of his adventures in the moun .

the exception of Burgundy Proper, which was annexed tains ofthe Tyrolis thus told in Murray's ·Hand-book of

to France, were united to the estates of the House of Southern Germany :' — “ The Emperor Maximilian, led

Austria. It was on the occasion of this marriage, A.D. away on one occasion in pursuit of a chamois amongthe

1447, that Frederic bestowed on his son Maximilian the rocks above [ the shelf now known as the Martins

title of Archduke of Austria, which his successors have wand] , by ili-luck missed his footing, and rolling

borne ever since. Frederic died in 1493, and Maxi- headlong to the verge of the precipice,was just able to

milian succeeded him in the Austrian dominions as arrest himself, when on the brink of destruction, by

well as on the imperial throne, having been elected clinging with his head downwards to a ledge of rock,

King of the Romans in his father's life -time. Indeed, in a spot where he could neither move up nor downl,

from this time down to the dissolution of the German and where to allappearance no one could approach

empire in our own days the imperial dignity may be him . He was perceived from below in this perilous

said to have become hereditary in the House of Aus- position , and as his death was deemed inevitable,

tria. The reign of Maximilian was an important one prayers were offered up at the foot of the rock by the

both to Germany and to the Austrian dominions. He Abbot of Witlau, as though for a person in articulo

consolidated both the power of his house and that of mortis. The Emperor, finding his strength failing him ,

the empire. He was the reformer of the public law of had given himself up for lost, and recommended this

Germany, and the creator of German military disci- soul to Heaven , when a loud halloo near at hand ar

pline, being the first to establish a standing army, rested his attention . A bold and intrepid hunter

with infantry, cavalry, and artillery, divided into regi- named Zips, who had been driven to the mountains

ments and subdivided into companies. He secured to avoid imprisonment for poaching, had, without

No. 815 . Vol . XIII .-3 Q
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knowing what had happened, also been drawn to the

spot, in clambering after a chamois.
THE WINE DISTRICTS OF THE LEVANT.

Surprised to

find a human being thus suspended between earth and The peninsula of Greece, and the islands contiguous

sky, he uttered the cry which attracted Maximilian's to it, have a beauty of climate which fits them for the

attention . Finding the perilous nature of the case, growth of the grape ; and we accordingly find that

he was in a few minutes at the Emperor's side, and from the earliest times to the present wine has been

binding on his feet his own crampons, andextending made there ; though the means scarcely exist for deter

to him his sinewy arm , he succeeded with difficulty in mining whether the system of operations then adopted

guiding him up the face of the precipice along ledges was analogous to that of modern times.

where to appearance even the chamoiscould not have The island of Cyprus is one of themostdistinguished

found footing, and thus rescued him from a situation spots in the Levant for its wines. The vines are there

of such hopeless peril that the common people even cultivated on hills covered with stones or fints, and

now attribute his escape to the miraculous interpo- with a blackish earth mixed with ochreous veins. The

sition of an angel . The spot where this occurred , now vines , according to Mr. Redding's account, are planted

hollowed out into a cave in the face of the rock , is in equidistant rows in the rainy season , or about

marked by a crucifix, which, though eighteen feet November. Young vines are in some spots planted

high , is so far above the high road that it is barely in trenches three feet deep, in which thyme-plants

visible from thence . It is now rendered accessible grow, or have been planted to shelter them in the wet

by a steep and rather difficult path ,and may be season, and to preserve the earth about them . The

reached in about half an hour's walk from "Zirl. plants are put into the ground with a ladder-shaped

The cave is seven hundred and fifty feet above instrument of two staves, to receive the foot that forces

the river, and the precipice is so vertical that a it down . The plant is sunk to the depth of about

plumb-line might be dropped from it into the high eighteen inches ; a little water is poured in on the

road below. It is traditionally stated that Maximilian root, and the opening is filled up. In some instances

rewarded the huntsman with the title of Count Hol- no trench is made except a hollow round the plant,

looer von Hohenfelsen , in token of his gratitude, and excavated to prevent the grapes from touching the

in reference to the exclamation uttered by him which ground and rotting, and which is further beneficial by

had sounded so welcome to the emperor's ears as an- retaining water or moisture. No trees are allowed

nouncing that relief was at hand. By the Emperor's near the vines, and the surface is well weeded . The

pension list, still in existence, it appearsthat a sum of vines grow thick in the stem, but are not more than

sixteen florins was annually paid to one Zyps of Zirl.” three feet high. They are pruned in February and

He was also a chivalrous knight, and a lover and March ; two shoots are left in each plant, and two buds

patroniser of the arts and literature. One of the most on each shoot; or if three shoots are left,only one bud

extensive works of Albert Durer is the • Triumphs of is reserved on each . No props are used, but the vines

Maximilian ;' it is devoted to the events of his life, and are allowed to hang down , in order that they may re

his appellation of “ theuerdank,” one who thinks high ceive the heat reflected from the surface of the ground,

things, shows the estimation in which he was held , - as well as the direct heat of the sun . A few grapes

perhaps better than a more laboured memorial. only are borne on each plant, but these are plump and

In form he was tall and slender, butwell-knit and fine ; they hang by long stems, and are of a rich purple

healthy, and possessing great muscular strength ; colour, with a reddish green pulp.

beautiful yellow hair fell about his face, the marked The gathering of these grapes, and the preparation

features of which were softened by an expression of of them for the wine-manufacture, are carefully con

serenity and kindness. During the celebraied Diet of ducted. The vintage lasts six weeks, commencing

Worms in 1495, a French knight, named Claude du about the third week in August ; the grapes for the

Barre, made his appearance, and challenged the Ger- inferior kinds of wine being gathered first. When

mans to single combat. As no one would venture to collected, the grapes are placed on covered floors

accept the challenge on accountof his widely -celebrated called punsi, and spread out with care to the depth of

strength, Maximilian himself, concealing his name, en- eighteen inches, where they remain till the seeds begin

tered the lists , vanquished the Frenchman after an to drop from them . Theyare then taken up in shovels

arduous conflict, and thus saved the honour of the and carried into rooms paved with marble or covered

German knighthood . It is immediately after this vic- with a cement equally hard and durable, inclined a

tory that the artist, Alfred Rethel, has painted the little to one side. They are there bruised with a flat

portrait represented above. In joyous pride Maxi- mallet, and squeezed three or four times under small

milian traniples upon the broken spear and the lily- presses called patitiri; the thick expressed juice flow

decorated shield of his adversary ; the crown of victory ing into a vessel placed at the lower side of the floor,

in his hand, his cheeks yet glowing from the fatigue of which, as it fills, is emptied into small vases, and con

his exertions. The proud and lofty bearing, the veyed into baked earthen vessels shaped something

decided features, happily express the 'noble, warlike like the amphoræ of the ancients.

nature of this emperor. An earnest seriousness is Then commences the process of converting this ex

depicted in them ; a cheerful serenity joined with a pressed juice into wine. The conical vessels are half

just doubt as to the success of bis bold undertakings. buried in the earth ; and the wine is left to ferment in

In the background of the picture the extent of his them about six weeks. At the expiration of this

dominions, or rather of his pretensions, is shown by period, the vessels are shut up close with covers of

the heraldic bearings with which the cloth covering Laked earth, and the wine is observed to be much

the lists of the tournament is decorated . The eagle of lighter in colour than before. These fermenting

Austria is associated with the lion of Habsburg ; the vessels are of curious formation. As soon as they

cross of Hungary with the cross-beams of Flanders ; come from the potter's furnace the vessels are coated

and the shields are united by the chain of the order of internally, either with pitch, or with a boiling liquid

the Golden Fleece, the syinbol of the proud Burgun - composed of turpentine and pitch, mixed with vive

dian dukedom . By a poetical licence a little bit of ashes, goats:-hair,and fine sand : this coating effectually

Tyrolean landscape, perhaps the Martinswand, is also closes the pores of the earthenware and neutralizes its

seen beyond the lists of Worms in the painting, which bibulous qualities.

is not shown in our engraving . There is a district in Cyprus which once belonged

to the Commendaria or Commandery of the Knights
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Templars and the Knights of Malta, and which pro- the Greek islands is described to be as follows:-The

duces wine of high excellence ; and though the system vines are cut near the root and allowed to extend their

is swept away which gave rise to the name, yet the branches laterally ; and the general managementofthe

wine of this district is still called the wine of the Com- growth is such as might ensure a good vintage. But

mandery. These Commandery wines are made in the vintage processes are far in arrear as respects care

August and September, from grapes of a red colour. and cleanliness. The grapes for the most part are

As soon as it is made, it is put into earthen vessels gathered indiscriminately and thrown into an open

such as have just been described ; and after being kept cistern, where they are exposed to the fullinfluence

in these for a year,its hue is found to be changed from of the atmosphere ; and, as they are often half-dried

red to yellowish. It fines itself by age, so that at before they are trodden , a quantity of water is added

eight or ten years old it is nearly of the same hue to them, in order to facilitate the fermentation. Salt,

as the sweet wines of southern Europe. The dregs baked gypsum ,and lime are used, to correct the sweet

deposited by it are very thick, and are supposed to ness of the liquid ; and a portion of resin is commonly

facilitate the fining. When the wine is brought from introduced , to imitate the pungency of old wine. In

the country into the towns it is placed in casks con some places the product of the fermentation is col

taining dregs, where it remains another year. lected in skins smeared with tar, which impart a dis

Mr. Redding states that one very remarkable cir- agreeable flavour, and render it unfit for use until it

cumstance attached to the wine of Cyprus is the value has been mellowed by long keeping; but the poverty

of the lees, they are always exported with the wine if of the farmers will seldom allow them to adopt the

possible. Before bottling, a month or two of rest proper means for preserving their wines. Hence it

must be given to the cask, that they may subside. happens that the lighter growths often turn entirely

They settle with greaterdifficulty abroad than in their acid in the course of a few months after the vintage';

native island . The cask must be pierced above the and only the stronger kinds will keep beyond the year.

dregs, and the wine will come off limpid, but this In those situations, however, which have been favoured

should only be done for bottling. The wine deposits no by commerce, and where subterraneous cellars have

tartaron the cask, but the dregs or lees are sometimes been formed, wines of considerable age may be occa

a mixture in colour of black, red ,and yellow , of the sionally met with .

consistence of paste, but generally of thehue ofSpanish The arrangements for the vintage among the pea

snuff. The wine being poured upon them , they rise, santsof the islands, in the time of Tournefort, are thus

clarify it, and subside. Casks with the lees sell for described by that traveller : - “ Every private man has

four times the price of those without, and hence in his vineyard a sort of cistern , of what dimensions

wines that are adulterated by colouring, or with he thinks fit; it is made square, well walled, and

any other object, do not produce lees, and lose their cemented with brick - nortar, open at top. In this

strength . they stamp the grapes, after letting them lie two or

The wine of Cyprus is sold at the vineyards by the three days to dry ; as fast as the must runs out at a

load , consisting of sixteen jars, holding about five certain hole of communication into a basin placed

Florence bottles each. There is a curious regulation below the cistern, they pour it into leathern budgets

whereby the vender must warrant the wine until the and carry it to tun , where they empty it into casks of

middle of August next following the vintage, whether wood , or large earthern jars, buried up to the neck in

it remains in his own possession or in that of the the ground. In these vessels the new wine works as it

buyer : if not found good at the end of this time, it is may: they throw into it three or four handfuls of white

returned ; if the contrary, it is deemed a satisfactory lime-plaster, with the addition , now and then, of a

proof of its goodness. fourth part of fresh or salt water . After the lime has

The Commandery wines are said to average about sufficiently work they stop up the vessels with plas

ten thousand jars each vintage. The Venetians have ter . ” He describes the wine-making system of Scio,

for a long time been large purchasers of this wine ; one of these islands, as commencing with the drying of

and it is also exported to other parts of Italy, and to the grapes in the sun for seven or eight days.
i After

Holland and France. The exported wines are gene- this they press them , and then let them stand in tubs

rally less than ten years old ; and those retained for to work , the cellar being all the while close shut.

home consumption are seldom kept to the age of When they would make thebest wine, they mix among

twenty years . The wines of an inferior quality pro- the black grapes a sort of white one, which smells like

duced in the island are generally drunk by the inha- a peach -kernel ; but in preparing nectar, so called

bitants. The best of them bear some resemblance to even to this day, they make useof another kind of

Provence wine, and they grow yellow by age ; but , grape, somewhat styptic , which renders it difficult to

from the way in which they are prepared, they imbibe swallow. ”

a very unpleasant pitchy flavour.
There is a very

sweetwine also made in the island, which is at first into estales ofvillages. Thevillage communities are composed
Estates in India . — The whole face of India is parcelled out

nearly white, but acquires a redness and body by age.The arrangements in theother islands of theArchi- of those who holdand cultivate the land, the established village

servants, priest , blacksmith, carpenter, accountant, washerman,
pelago are more or less analogous to those observable basket-maker (whosewiſe iser officiothe midwife of the little

in Cyprus. Dr. Henderson remarks, “ Throughout village community ), potter, watchman, barber, shoemaker, & c.

nearly the whole of Greece the soil is highly favour- To these maybe added the little banker, or agricultural
able to the vine. On the Continent the extensive capitalist, the shopkeeper , the brazier, the confectioner, the iro:

ranges of mountains which intersect the country are monger, the weaver, the dyer, the astronomer or astrologer, who

chiefly calcareous. In those islands which have been points out to thepeople the lucky day for every earthly under
celebrated for their general fertility and the supe- taking and the prescribed time for all religious ceremonies and

riority of their wines, as Scio, Tenedos, Candia, Zante, observances. In some villages the whole of the lands are par

&c., similar strata occur; in others, where the growthis celled out among cultivatingproprietors, and are liable to eter
are of equal repute, as Lesbos, Naxos, and Santorini nal subdivision by the law of inheritance which gives to each

son the same share. In others, the whole of the lands are par

(the Thera of the ancients), the rocks are of volcanic celled out among cultivators , who hold them on aspecific lease

origin. The variety of climate and choice exposures, for limited periods, from a proprietor who holds' the whole col

which the elevated grounds present, serves to diversify lectively under government, at a rate of rent fixed either per

to an infinite degrce the quality of the wines obtained." manently or for limited periods. – Recollectionsof India by Lt.

The general character of the processes adopted in Col. Sleeman.

3 Q 2
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[ Procession of the Skimmington .]

HUDIBRAS . - No. IX. though the Squire appears willing to assist his master

The Second Canto of the Second Part most strikingly in devising tricks to break his oata, the reasons of the

andingeniously satirises the practice, of which all two are most ingeniously varied. They are in fact

parties at the period of the Poem accused each other , both disputants against the generally received opinions

and indeed with too much reason, of equivocation ,and of the world. And the poet observes, in beginning

which Butler most unsparingly attributes alike to the the Canto

Presbyterians and the Independents ; while they, as is “ ' Tis strange how some men's tempers suit

well known , recriminated - accusing, if not convicting, ( Like bawd and brandy ) with dispute,

even the Sovereign of adopting the convenient doctrine That for their own opinions stand fast

of Hudibras, that Only to have them claw'd and canvast;

“ He that imposes an oath makes it,
That keep their consciences in cases,

Not he that for convenience takes it,”
As fidlers do their crowds and bases ;

Ne'er to be us'd but when they 're bent

as exemplified in his negotiations with them ; and To play a fit for argument :

churchmen and dissenters alike agreeing in condemn Make true and false, unjust and just,

ing the Roman Catholics, particularly the Jesuits, Of no use but to be discust ;

for its constant practice. Dispute and set a paradox,

The thoughts ofthe promised infliction of the whip
Like a strait boot upon the stocks,

ping had scarcely suffered the Knight to sleep ; but at
And stretch it more unmercifully

length, when
Then Helmont, Montaigne, White, or Lully.

“ The sun had long since in the lap
So th ' ancient Stoics in their porch,

Of Thetis taken out bis nap,
With fierce dispute maintain'd their church,

When , like a lobster boil'd, the morn
Beat out their brains in fight and study,

From black to red began to turn ,"
To prove that virtue is a body;

That Bonum is an animal

Hudibras rubs his eyes, leaves his couch , and com Made good with stout polemic brawl:

mences a long discussion with the Squire as to the In which, some hundreds on the place

means of satisfactorily evading the castigation . Al Were slain outright, and many a face
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Retrench'd of nose, and eyes, and beard ,
The dispute of the Knight and the Squireextends to

To maintain what their sect averr'd . nearly fivehundred lines,the conclusion which is come
All which the Knight and Squire in wrath

to being that a lie or a substitute may be justifiably
Had like t' have suffer'd for their faith,

used . But when, in imitation of Don Quixote and

Each striving to make good his own,
Sancho, Hudibras desires Ralpho to be the substitute,

As by the sequel shall be shown . "
he flatly refuses, and as the Knight threatens to com

In his Characters,' where he was not, as in his Poem, pel him , the Squire commences to draw his sword,

led to give any tone of party feeling, Butler has given when they are alarmed by a sudden noise, which causes

a more general description of the Disputant,' which it them to pause awhile :

may not be uninteresting to compare :

“ A disputant is a holder of arguments, andwagers too, when “ And now the cause of all their fear

he cannotmake them good. He takes naturally to controversy, By slow degreesapproach'dso near,

like fishes in India that are said to have worms in their heads, They mightdistinguish diff'rent noise

and swim always against the stream . The greatest mastery of Of horns, and pans, and dogs, and boys,

his art consists in turning and winding the state of the question, And kettle-drums, whose sullen dub

by which means he can easily defeat whatsoever has been said Sounds like the hooping of a tub.

by his adversary, though excellently to the purpose, like a But when the sight appear'd in view ,

bowler that knocks away the jack when he sees another man's They found it was an antique show ;

bowl lie nearer to it than his own. Another of his faculties is A triumph, that for pomp and state

with a multitude ofwords to render what he says so difficult to Did proudest Romans emulate :

be recollected , that his adversary may not easily know what he For as the aldermen of Rome

means, and consequently not understand what to answer, to Their foes at training overcome,

whichhe secretly reserves an advantage to reply by interpreting
And not enlarging territory,

what he said before otherwise than he at first intended it, ac (As some mistaken write in story )

cording as he finds it serve his purpose to evade whatsoever shall Being mounted in their best array,

be objected . Next to this , to pretend not to understand, or mis Upona car, and who but they ?

interprets, what his antagonist says, though plain enough, only to And follow'd with a world of tall - lads,

divert him from the purpose,and to tako occasion from his expo That merry ditties trolld, and ballads,

sition of what he said to start new cavilson the bye, and run quite Did ride with many a Good -morrow ,

away from the question : but when he finds himselfpressed home Crying, Hey for our town, through the horough ;

andbeaten from all his guards, to amuse the foe with some sense Sowhen this triumph drew so nigli,

less distinction, like a falsified blow , that never hits where 'tis They might particulars descry ,

aimed, but while it is minded makes way forsome other trick that They never saw two things so pat,

may pass. But that which renders him invincible is abundance In all respects, as this and that.

of confidence and words, which are his offensive and defensive First, he that led the cavalcade,

arms ; for a brazen face is a natural helmet or beaver, and he Wore a sow -gelder's flageolet,

that has store of words needs not surrender for want of ammuni On which heblew as strong a levet,

tion — no matter for reason and sense, thatgo for no more in dis As well-feed lawyer on his breviate ;

putations thanthe justice of a cause doesinwar, which is under When over one another's heads

stood but by few , and commonly regarded by none. For the They charge (three ranks atonce ) like Siveeds.

custom of disputants is not so much to destroy one another's Next pans, and kettles of all keys,

reason , as to cavil at the manner of expressing it ,right or wrong ; From trebles down to double base.

for they believe Dolus an Virtus, &c. ought to be allowed in And after them , upon a nag,

controversy as war , and he that gets the victory on any terms That might pass for a forehand stag,

whatsoever, deserves it, and gets it honourably . He and his op A cornet rode, and on his staff

ponent are like two false lute-strings, that will never stand in A smock display'd did proudly wave :

tune to one another; or like two tennis- players, whose greatest Then bagpipes of the loudest drones,

skill consists in avoiding one another's strokes . " With snuffling broken-winded tones,

[ 1 rape of Hudibras aud Ralpho. ).
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Whose blasts of air in pockets shut, Thro' which they quickly broke their way,

Sound filthier than from the gut, And brought them off from further fray.

And made a viler noise than swine' And though disorder'd in retreat,

In windy weather when they whine. Each of them stoutly kept his seat :

Next one upon a pair of panniers, For quitting both their swords and reins,

Full fraught with that which for good manners They grasp'd with all their strength the manes,

Shall here be nameless, mixt with grains, And to avoid the foe's pursuit,

Which he dispens d amongst the swains, With spurring put their cattle to ' t ;

And busily upon the crowd And till all four were out of wind,

At random round about bestow'd . , And danger too, ne'er look'd behind."

Then mounted on a horned horse,

One bore a gauntlet and gilt spurs,
On recovering their breath they do not resume their

quarrel , but Hudibras wrests the occurrence into a :

Ty'd to the pummel of a long sword

He held reverst, the point turu'd downward .
omen of good fortune, and concludes

Next after, on a raw -bond steed,
“ Vespasian being daub'd with dirt,

The conqu’ror's standard -bearer rid , Was destin'd to the empire for it ;

And bore aloft before the champion And from a scavenger did come

A petticoat display'd, and rampant ; To be a mighty prince in Rome :

Near whom the Amazou triumphant And why may not this foul address
Bestrid the beast, and on the rump on't Presage in love the same success ?
Sat face to tail , and bum to bum , Then let us straight, to cleanse our wounds,

The warrior wbilom overcome ; Advance in quest of nearest ponds ;

Arm’d with a spindle and a distafl, And after ( as we first design'd )

Which as he rode she made him twist off : Swear I've perform d what she enjoin'd .”
And when he loiter’d, o'er her shoulder

Chastis d the reformado soldier.

CHANGES IN THE OCCUPATIONS OF THE
Before the dame, and round about,

March'd whifflers, and staffiers on foot, PEOPLE.

With lackeys, grooms, valets and pages,
Inno one respect is the contrast as to what may be

In fit and proper equipages;
called the external circumstances of the people so

Of whom , some torches bore, some links,

Before the proud virago -minx,
great between past and present times as in the variety

That was both Madam and a Don, of the modes pursued in each in order to obtain the

Like Nero's Sporus, or Pope Joan ;
means of subsistence. Some facts in illustration of

And at fit periods the whole rout this point may not be uninteresting, and the causes

Set up their throats with clam 'rous shout. which have led to the great increase in the number of

The Knight transported , and the Squire,
Occupations may at the same time be briefly indi

Put up their weapons and their ire ; cated .

And Hudibras, who us'd to ponder, The population of England at the Conquest is sup
On such sights, with judicious wonder,

posed to have been about two millions, and this would
Could hold no longer to impart

give about six persons to one hundred acres of land,
His animadversions, for his heart. ”

or thirty-eight to each square mile, which is about the

As in the case of the bear-baiting, Hudibras declares proportion that now prevails in the state of Pennsyl

the procession to be heathenish, antichristian , ethnick, vania. England was then, however, comparatively an

idolatrous, and derogatory to the femate sex, and deter- old country. A thousand years had elapsed since the

inines, notwithstanding the exhortations and explana- Romans had first landed on its shores ; but large tracts

tions of Ralph, to put it down. Trusting, as usual, more of country were still in a state of nature and required

to his eloquence than his arms, he proceeds, as then, to be drained and cleared; and for several centuries to

to address the assemblage, -- and dilating particularly come the strong hand and the stout arm of an increas

on the partisan services of the women in the civil wars, ing agricultural population were needed to accomplish

with similar success to that which attended his former this great task .

efforts . Another part of the ceremony, adopted as a Coming down to a period five centuries after the

Lynch -law punishment for dominating wives, consisted Conquest, we have a tolerably exact estimate of the

in sweeping before the doors of those who were sus- population of England, which , in 1570, nearly the

pected of being in the same category, and is alluded to middleof the reign of Elizabeth, may be set down at

by Sir W. Scott in his · Fortunes of Nigel.' Our artist 3,737,000. This gives about eleven persons 10 every

has admirably represented both the mock solemnity of one hundred acres of land . England, with its cities

the procession and the accompaniments of the escape. and towns, and its thousands of hamlets, had at this

“ At that an egg let fly
time exactly the same proportion of population per

Hit him directly o'er the eye, square mile (74 ) as Westmoreland, the most thinly

peopled of all our counties at the present day.And running down his cheek, besmear'd

With orange -tawny slime his beard ; Two centuries later, in 1750, the population had in

But beard and slime being of one hue, creased to 6,000,000 , being 120 to a square mile, or

The wound the less appeard in view.. about eighteen persons to every one hundred acres.

Then he that on the panniers rode In 1750 the whole of England had about the same

Let fly on the other side a load ; proportion of population per square mile as we now

And quickly charg'd again ,gave fully find in Cumberland, which , next to Westmoreland, is
In Ralpho's face another volley.

the most thinly populated of our counties. Lincoln
The knight was startled with the smell, shire, which contains a larger proportion of persons

And for his sword began to feel :

And Ralpho, smother'd with the stink ,
engaged in agriculture than any other county, has 139

Grasp'd his ; when one that bore a link ,
persons to a square mile. This purely agricultural

O'th' sudden clapp'd his flaming cudgel,
district would probably have had no larger a popula

Like linstock, to the horse's touch -hole ; tion than it contained three centuries ago, if the indus

And straight another with his flambeaux try of its inhabitants had not been stimulated by the

Gave Ralpho's o'er the eyes a damn'd blow. constant and increasingdemand for its productions in

The beasts began to kick and thing, the markets of Lancashire, Yorkshire, and London .
And forc'd the rout to make u ring ;

So long as a great proportion of the people produced
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chiefly for their own consumption , and there was con- supporting a larger number of non-agricultural con

sequently little exchange of productions, the popula- sumers, and again the increase of their number still

tion continued scanty . further aids the progress of agriculture , and fresh land

In 1841 the population of England was 14,995,138. is brought under the plough . When these mutually

This is very nearly an addition of nine millions beneficial agencies once obtain their full play, the

( 8,929,097 ) since 1750 ; and of above eleven millions nation rapidly advances in prosperity:

( 11,257,297) since 1570. For the first five hundred The next stage in this progressive course is the

years after the Conquest the increase of population result of greater freedom of industry, the improve

was less than two millions; and forthe one hundred ment of roads, the construction of canals, the facilities

and eighty years preceding 1750 the addition to its afforded by banks for the employment of capital, and

numbers was about 2,230,000, or less than the increase improved 'machinery . But it is when a vast export

from 1821 to 1841, which was 2,733,699 . The density trade is opened in addition to the supply of the home

of population has increased successively from about market that the character of the national industry con

38 per square mile at the period of the Norman Con- trasts most strikingly with its condition when manu

ghest to 74 per square mile in 1570 ; and from 120 in factures were in their cradle . The system of ex

1750 to 298 in 1841. In the great manufacturing changes is now complete, and men no longer produce

county of Lancaster the population in 1841 was944 for their own consumption, but supply their wants by

per square mile, and in the West Riding of Yorkshire the exchange of industry for industry. In England at

448 ; being 147 persons to every one hundred acres in the present time, as Mr. Laing remarks, in his ' Notes

Lancashire, and 70 in theWest Riding. Including all of a Traveller,' everything that man uses sets a-going

the waste lands, the number of persons to each hun- three industries. “Every pound weight of wool or

dred acres in England is 63. cotton twist, every yard of cloth , sets in motion, first,

This remarkable progress in the density of the popu an industry or capital to grow it or bring it home

lation has been accompanied by changes of still higher from the grower; secondly , an industry or capital to

interest in connection with the circumstances and con manufacture it for use and to bring it to marke , for

dition of the people, more particularly as respects the sale ; and thirdly, an industry or capital to earn the

nature of their occupations. First we have a period means, by producing and selling its own products, to

in which the country possessed no articles.of exportex- buy it for wearing apparel.” This state of things is

cept its natural productions and raw materials — its tin, not without its accompanying evil. When a great part

lead , wool, hides, and grain. A trade of this kind does of the population is detached from the soil and is no

not admit of any greatdivision of labour. The nature of longer in the self-producing and self-consuming state ,

the home market was more likely to encourage diversity its welfare depends upon the power of exchanging the

of occupations ; but then the number of persons en products of its industry. If this exchange cannot be

gaged in each could not well be numerous while the effected, destitution is the consequence .

producers were also to a considerable extent the con The movement of the national industry towards its

sumers ofthe products which called forth their indus- present condition seems emphatically to have coni

try. The flax which a man grew on his own land was menced about the middle of the sixteenth century, that

spun and woven into clothing by his own family for is, three hundred years ago. At that period the cor

household use rather than for sale . The produce of porate towns vainly attempted to preserve their old

his flock was in like manner converted into good rough privileges, and to repress the industry of the villages

warm clothing by household industry for family use ; and hamlets in their vicinity. Vainly also did the legis

and this was the position of the population generally. lature at the same timeexert themselves to prevent

If the factories of Manchester or Leeds could have the breaking up of the old social system under which

sprung up by magic they could not have produced a the population mainly lived by agriculture. It has

fabric so cheap as that which employed only time that taken three centuries to establish the preponderance

would otherwise have been spent idly and unproduc- in numbers of the classes engaged in trade,commerce,

tively. A half -agricultural half-manufacturing popu- and manufactures. Whether the relative proportion

Jation cannot venture to abandon before its proper of this class to those employed in agriculture will go

time the spinning and weaving of linen and woollen on still augmenting, depends in a great degree upon

for household use, and it would be no less hazard- the extension of foreign trade.

ous for a household to apply its whole energies to the If we had a census of the occupations of the people

spinning-wheel and the loom. The facilities for readily of England three or four centuries ago, with the num

exchanging the products of the soil for linens and ber of persons engaged in each, it would be not a little

woollens are as yet too limited to encouragethe separa- curious to contrast it with that taken in 1841. The

tion of the two branches of employment. It is a slow number of different trades inexistence was, we know,

and gradual change by which a whole people can be very small. About the middle of the fourteenth cen

made to exchange as well as to produce andconsume, tury the trades exercised in Colchester, then con

and so long as the family union of agricultural and ma- sidered the tenth town in England in point of num

nufacturing industry exists there can be no great home bers, were the following :- Baker, barber, blacksmith ,

market, and traffic is necessarily carried on on a con- bowyer, brewer, butcher, carpenter,caster, cobbler,

fined scale. Separate the two industries, and its ac- cook, dyer, fisherman, fuller, furrier, girdler, glass

tivity is necessarily increased. The occupier of land seller, glover, linen -draper, mercer and spice-seller,

must then enter themarket as a buyer of cloth, and the miller, mustard and vinegar seller, old clothes seller ,

weaver must do the same in order to obtain corn or saddler, tailor, tanner, tiler , weaver, wood -cutter, and

flour. The principle of exchange, the essential ele- wool - comber. In 1841 the number of occupations

ment of commerce, when once brought into pretty full returned in the sameborough,though no longer retain

operation, will more or less rapidly produce charges of ing its relative rank but by the increase of other places

the greatest importance. The necessity of going to having become a fourth -rate town, was one hundred

market and of a man selling all that he produces in and forty-one instead of thirty. In 1377 Edward III.

order to buy all that he uses, is a stimulus which is increased the number of trades which had the right of

felt in the improvement both of agriculture and manu- electing members ofthe common council of the city of

factures, and raises them from the rudestate in which London from thirty-two to forty -eight, and though this

they had previously existed. The land is better culti- might not include all the occupations then carried on ,

tivated, and its increased productiveness is capable of those which were excluded were not of much import
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course .

ance . The number ofdifferentoccupations in London, | bad built their towns, and their churches or temples. Comma

in 1841, was 751, and in Great Britain 877. In the nications were kept up by means of boats, carricks, and skerries,

reign of Elizabeththe number of working persons of and of flat-bottomed boats which could fluat in shallow water;

both sexes and all ages would be about onemillion and, save in the beds of the rivers, and in some of the meres,

and a half, and they were unaided bythe wonderful the waters werebut shallow even inthe season of rains. But if

creations and combinations of mechanical and natural it was a miry, it was not altogether a hungry land . When the

science which are enjoyed by the seven millionsof waters subsided, the greenest and richest pasture sprung upin

working persons returned in 1841 as being engaged herds."
The alluvial soil was almost everywhere rich and pro

many parts of the plain, and gave sustenance to innumerable

in one or other sort of industry.
ductive ; and the patches which had been drained and securel

rewarded the industry and ingenuity of the inbabitants with

OLD ENGLAND NOVELETS.
abundant crops. The Roman conquerors , with amazing diffi

The design of this series of little novels, which are culty, had driven one of their military roads through the heart of

to form a part of “Knight's Weekly Volume for all the country ; but this noble causeway was an undeviating

Readers, isthus explained by the Editor :- " The it; anditwas so flanked in nearly its whole extent by meres,
straight line, without any branches or cross -roads springing from

writers of the Old England Novelets' will be content pools, rivers, rivulets, swamps,and willow forests,that amove

with the endeavour to bring out, illustrate, and render inent to the one side or the other was almost impracticable,

interesting the facts which make up · The History of unless the Romans, or those who succeeded the conquerors in

the People. In this spirit, one author may atteinpt the use of the causeway, embarked in boats and travelled like

the working out of some plain occurrence of common the natives of the country. In all times it had been a land of

life, so as to show the dependence even of the hum- refuge against invaders. In the days of Rome the ancient

blest upon the course of public events, and far more Britons rallied here, and made a good stand after all the rest of

upon the upholding of just principles of social inter- England had been subdued . Again, when Rome was falling

Another may select themore inviting task of fast to ruin, and the legions of the empire had left the Britons

seizing upon the romantic incidents and feelings of to take care of themselves, that people assembled hereingreat

numbers to resist the fierce Saxon invaders. Again , when the
past tinies

Saxons were assailed by the Danes and Norwegians, and the
• Dreams that the soul of youth engage

whole host of Scandinavian rovers and pirates, the indwellers of
Ere fancy has been quelled ;

the isle of Ely, after enjoying a long exemption from the lavoc
Old Legends of the monkish page ,

of war and invasion, defied the bloody Dane, and maintained a
Traditions of the saint and sage,

long contest with him ; and now, as at earlier periods, and as at
Tales that have the rime of age,

a later date, the isle of Ely became a place of Refuge to many
And Chronicles of eld .'- LONGFELLOW .

of the people of the upland country , and of other and more open

But in whatever path the author walks, they will have parts of England, where it had not been found possible to resist

one purpose-to advance the love of our country, and the Danish battle-axes. The traditions of the ancient Britons

to assert the principles of benevolence and toleration, had passed away with thatunhappy and extinct race ; but the

binding all ranks together in one feeling of common whole fenny countrywas full of Saxon traditions, and stories

kindness and courtesy, which are more than ever
of the days of trouble when war raged over the isle, and the

essential to uphold and preserve Old England." " fierce Danes found their way up the rivers, which opened

The first noveletisentitled * The Camp of Refuge,'and and martyrs of the district were chieflybrave Saxons,who
into the very heart of the country. The saints

the period of the story commences four years after the had foughtthe Danes in manybattles, and who had fallen at

battle of Hastings . The writer has assumed, to a cer last under the swords of the unconverted heathen . The miracles

tain extent, the character of one writing a legendary that were wrought in the land of many waters were for the

narrative about a century after the Norman conquest.' most part wrought at the tombs of these Saxon warriors. The

The Camp of Refuge is in the isle of Ely, which legends of patriotism were blended with the legends and rites of

was then surrounded by fens and marshes. Hither religion . Every church had its patriot saint and martyr ; in

resorted the Saxons who were most impatient of the every religious house the monks related the prowess, and chanted

Norman yoke, or who had been ousted from their daily requiems, and said frequent masses to the soulof some

lands by the followers of the Conqueror. The state of great Saxou warrior who had fallen in battle; or to some fair

this part of the country is thus described :
Saxon maid or matron, who had preferred torture and death to

a union with a pagan ; or to some Saxon queen or princess,

“ We, the mouks of Ely that now live (Henrico Secundo rego wbo, long before the coming of the Danes, and at the first

nante) , have witnessed sundry great changes in the Fen Country, preaching of the gospel among the Saxons by Saint Augustine

and inore changes be now contemplated; in sort that, in some and his blessed followers, had renounced a throne and all the

future age men may find it hard to conceive, fromthat which grandeursand pleasures of the world,and all her riches ( relictis

they see in their day, the manner of country the Fen-country fortunis omnibus !), to devote herself to the service of heaven ,to

was when the Normans first came among us. Then , I wis, the
found a monastery, and to be herself the first lady abbess of the

isle of Ely was to all intents an inland island, being surrounded monastery she founded ."

on every side by lakes , meres, and broad rivers, which became

still broader in the season of rain, there being few artificial em
The Saxon hero of the tale is Hereward of Brunn,

bankments to confine them, and few or no droves or cuts to
and he has a noble follower in Elfric his sword-bearer .

carry off the increase of water towards the Wash and the sea.

Theisle had its name from Helig or Elig, a British name for the
Long years after Hereward had “ made his peace "

willow, which grew in great abundance in every part of it, and
with the Conqueror, Hereward thus addresses Elfrie :

which formed in many parts low but almost impenetrable forests, “ Elfric,” said Lord Hereward, “ the great stream of

with marshes and quagmires under them , or within them. our old Saxon blood is fast absorbing the less stream

Within the compass of the waters, which marked the limits of of Norman blood , and so will it continue to do. The

the country, and isolated it from the neighbouring countries, children of Normans, being born in England and

which also from south to north, for the length of well nigh one suckled by Saxon nurses, will cease to be Normans.

lundred miles, and from east to west, for the breadth of well All men love to keep that which they have gotten ;

wigh forty miles, were a succession of inland islands, formed and as our old Saxon laws are far morefree than those

like Ely' itself — were numerous meres, marshes, rivers, and of France, and give more security for life and goods,

brooks. The whole isle was almost a dead flat, with hereand

There an inconsiderable eminence standing up from it . These
and oppose a stronger barrier to the tyranny of princes,

heights were often surrounded by water ; and when the autumnal
the Normans thatnow live among us, or their sons

or the spring rains swelled the meres and streams, and covered
that shall succeed them , will, for their own sakes,

the flats, they formed so many detached islets. Thoughsur- cling to our old laws, and help the chiefs and the

rounded and isolated, they were never covered by water ; there- great body of the English people to make the spirit

fore it was upon these heights and knolls that men in all times of them to be enduring in the land . ”
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[ luterior of the Valhalla .]

THE VALHALLA. All the details, including antifixæ and acroteria, are

most carefully studied and beautifully finished ; and

In our previous volumes, Nos. 274 and 692, we have yet there is one species of decoration peculiar to the

given an account of this noble building, and in No. order which has been omitted, there being no sculp

274 a representation which shows its form and eleva- ture in the metopes of the frieze. The reason for such

tion . We now give a view of the interior,andcomplete omission however is sufficiently apparent, because,

the account by a detail of the artistical decoration, owing to the situation of the building, sculpture would

which in fact forms the real object of the building, havebeenentirely lost, exceptas giving ageneral ex

a monument to the fame of Germany. pression of richness ; for seen from below it would not

The Valhalla forms externally a magnificent Doric have been distinguishable, and viewed near would liave

octastyle peripteral temple, with its principal front been seen so very near and so immediately from be

facing the south . It is entirely constructed of white neath, and would have been so greatly foreshortened, as

marble, and is of nearly the same dimensions as the to be unintelligible. Still there is a most magnificent

Parthenon, being one hundred and four by two hun- display of sculpture, and in a truly classical taste, in

dred and twenty -five feet; the columns and entablature the two pediments, after designs by Rauch ,remodelled

forty - five feet high, and the pediment twelve :making; and executed by Schwanthaler. That of the south pe

with the substructure, a total height of one hundred diment consists of fifteen figures in full relief, the one

and ninety - five feet. In beauty of material and exe- in the centre, of colossal size and seated, representing

cution it may fairly be allowed to rival its original, and Germania, and theothers symbolical of the different

it gives a complete idea of what the Parthenon itself |Germanic states. The sculpture ofthe other pediment,

must have appeared in its perfect state ; for it exhibits which is entirely the work of Schwanthaler, consists of

not merely the semblance of Grecian architecture, but the same number of figures, representing the victory

its characteristic grandeur of construction , the blocks obtained by the Cherusci over the Romans.

of marble being of extraordinary dimensions,and those The interior of the Valhalla is of most striking

forming the architraves about eighteen feet in length . splendour - most sumptuous in point of decoration

No.816.
VOL . XIII. - 3 R
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and highly original in its design,which exhibits great | six on each side and two over the columns at the far

happiness of invention. Here Klenze shows liimself ther end, were executed by Schwanthaler, and are of

not an iinitator of the ancients, but their rival -- their marble, but slightly polychromed, after the chryso

pupil, but also a master in his art. It consists chiefly elephantine fashion of theancients, in imitation of the

of a single hall (one hundred and fifty by fifty-seven natural colours, or, as the heralds would say, ' proper.'

fect), with a space at its north end, but separated This order, which may also in some degree be termed

from it only by a screen of Ionic columns, which Ionic , inasmuch as the figures bear voluted capltals on

order is continued throughout in the antæ at the their heads, is raised upon a podiun of greyish marble

ingles of the massive piers which divide the hall into and the frieze of its entablature is ornamented with

three compartments. The entire length of the interior wreaths of gilded bronze upon an azure ground.

therefore becomes one hundred and seventy -five feet, Imperfect as it is, this description of the architec

and though there was nothing to prevent the whole tural decorations has detained us so long, that we may

being laid into one uninterrupted space , the division seem to have overlooked the principal objects of all —

serves to give the idea of greater extent, and greatly the very works for which the structure was erected as

enhances the perspective effect. The same may be a repository, namely, the effigies of the illustrious per

said with regard to the piers, whose boldly projecting sons here commemorated. In regard to mere busts

masses break up what would else have been the too being adopted, instead of statues, as would seem more

great monotony of the plan, and produce a pleasing befitting so sumptuous a Pantheon, it may be observed

succession of parts. Besides being of essential service that, besides the impossibility of having anything like

in supporting the roof, these projections act in some thesame number of statues in the same space, one

measure as screens, and prevent the disagrecable for great inconvenience has been thereby got rid of,

mality that would attend the ranges of so many bustsnamely, that which would have attended ihe strange

all of the same size , on each side, if they were all ex- variety of costume: for while that of the older periods

posed to view at the same tine. We have described would have been moreor less imaginary, that of more

ihe construction of the roof in No.692. The ceiling is recent times would frequently have been found utterly

of dazzling splendour,being almost entirely lined with unsuitable for sculpture, and would have formed a

plates of gilt bronzes , and with gold stars, and other most grotesque contrast with the edifice itself ; whereas

ornaments on an azure ground in its coffers . Through the busts all partake of the same classical character,

this the light is admitted from a skylight or opening and are in perfect keeping with the architecture.

over each compartmentof the plan,which follows the They are also skilfully arranged, so as to show that

form of the roof, and is filled with sheets of plate -glass they are not mere decorations, and at the same time

framed in bronze. Thus the whole is most effectively they do not appear too much crowded, being confined

and beautifully lighted within, without either windows to two rows, the lower one of which is placed upon a
in the walls or lanteris on the roof. continued pedestal of beautiful yellow marble, the

With whathas thus far been described all the other others on consoles ; and, as presiding over the respec

decorations of the interior are in a corresponding style tive groups of busts, there is within each of the six

of magnificence, and all of the most costly workman- recesses a smaller winged Valkyria, or genius; also

ship and material -white and coloured inarbles, antique marble seats and marble candelabra.

bronze, gilding, polychromy, and sculpture. The floor The memorials are partly tablets and partly busts,

is inlaid with coloured inarbles from 'Tegernsee, distri- and many blanks are yet left to be filled up by pos

buted into three larger compartments answering to terity . Some of the names, as claimed by the Ger

those of the plan. The shafts of the antæ and columns mans, will excite the surprise of Englishmen ; such

are of a brownish red marble, resembling the antique are the Venerable Bede and Alcuin : and some of the

African , and their bases and capitals of white marble, omissions, such as Huss, Luther, and Zwinglius, will

picked out with colours and gilding; while thewalls not give a highidea of theological liberality, though

are lined with the same material , and of nearly the Ulrich von Hutten, a reformer, finds a place, as do also

same hue as the columns. In the entablature the ar- the Swiss patriots. The list is curious, though long.

chitrave and cornice are white, relieved by gold and The dates are those of the death, but do not always

colours on their mouldings; but the frieze, which is agree with our chronology. Beginning over the en

of unusual depth , is entirely of white marble, and trance, the following Tablets run in two rows right

forms, except where interrupted by the piers, and round the hall in chronological order :

where that part is decorated with small pannels of

sculpture, a continuous bas -relief, representing the Hermann, the conqueror of the Romans, 21 ,

progress of civilization in Germany, from the earliest Marobod , chief of the Marcomanni, 40.

times to the introduction of Christianity by St. Boni.
Velleda, propheters, 65.

facius. This piece of sculpture, which extends alto
Claudius Civilis, General of the Batavians, 100.

gether to two hundred and thirty feet, was composed
Hermannrich, King of the Ostrogoths, 375.

by Wagner and executed by Pettrich and Schöpf. The
Ulphilas, Bishop, before 380.

Friediger, leader of the Visigoths, 380.

three pediments seen on entering are ornamented with
Alaric, King of the Visigoths, 410.

subjects taken from the earliest Scandinavian mytho Ataulpb, diito, 415.

logy, composed by the painter Lindenschmidt and Pro Theodoric, ditto, 451 .

fessor Stiglmair, and executed in metal, partly gilt and Horsa, conqueror of Britain , 451 ,

partly plain . Genseric, King of the Vandals, 477.

Besides this principal Ionic order, which is twenty Hengist, conqueror of Britain , 480.

eightfeet and a half high , there is a second one (seven Odoacer, King of the Herulida and Gepidæ , 497.

teen feet and a half high ) of colossal caryatides, repre Klodwig (Lodovic), King of France, 511 .

senting Valkyriæ , the female genii in Scandinavian
Theodoric the Great, King of the Ostrogoths, 526 .

inythology, whose office it was to welcome the souls of
Totila, ditto, 552.

the blessed into the halls of Odin and the Valballa.
Alboin, King of the Longobards, 573.

Theutelinde, Queen of ditto, 626.

Of these figures there are two over cach pier, which is Emeran, the Saint, 680. [ Palace of Neustria, 714.

not carried up solid higher than the first order, so that Pepin von Heristall, Duke of Austrasia, Mayor of the

they stand detached from the walls, and thereby give Bede, the Venerable, Abbot and historian, 735.

an air of lightness to the upper part of the inicrior. Wilibrod, the Saint, first Bishop of Utrecht , 739.

These statues, of which there are altogether fourteen , Charles Martel, Duke and Prince oi France, 741 .
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Boniface, the Saint, Archbishop of Mainz, 755. Jul . Echter von Mespelbrunn, Bishop of Wurzburg, 1617.

Pepin the Short, King of France, 768. Maurice, Prince of Orange, 1625 .

Witikind, Leader of the Saxons, Sco , John Kepler, astronomer, 1630.

Paul Warnefried, historian , 800. Albert von Wallenstein , Duke of Friedland, 1634.

Alcuin, Abbot and scholar, 801. Bernard , Duke of Saxe-Weimar, 1639.

Egbert, first King of England, 810. Peter Paul Rubens, painter, 1640.

Charles the Great, Emperor, 814 . Anthony van Dyk , painter, 1644 .

Eginhard, historian , 839. Hugo Grotius, scholar and statesman , 1645.

Rhabanus Maurus, Bishop and scholar, 856. Maximilian, Count of Trautmannsdorf, statesman , 1650

Arnulph, Emperor, 900. Maximilian I., Elector of Bavaria, 1651 .

Alfred the Great, King of England, 900. Amalia, Landgravine of Hesse, 1652 .

Otto the Illustrious , Duke of Saxony, 912. M. Harpertson Tromp, admiral of Holland, 1653.
Arnulph I., Duke of Bavaria, 937.

Paris Lodron, Archbishop of Salzburg. 1633 .

Mächthildis, the Saint,Queen of Germany, 968. Francis Snyders, animal painter, 1657.

Roswitha, poetess, 1000. Charles X., King of Sweden, 1660.

Berward, the Saint, Bishop of Hildesheim, 1022 . J. P. von Schönborn, Elector of Mainz, 1673.

Herewarıl, the Saint, Archbishop of Cologne, 1028. Ernest the Pious , Duke of Saxe -Gotha, 1675.

Henry III. , Emperor, 1056. M. H. Ruyter, admiral of Holland, 1676.

Lambrecht von Aschaffenburg, historian, 1077 . Otto von Guerike, inventor of the air-pump, 1681.

Otto, theSaint, Bishop of Bamberg, 1139. Frederic William, the great Elector of Brandenburg, 1688.

Otto, Bishop of Freysing , historian, 1158 . Charles V., Duke of Lorraine, 1690,

Hildegard , the Saint, Abbess, 1179. William III . , King of Great Britain , 1702.

Otto the Great, of Wittelsbach, 1183. Ludwig,Margrave of Baden -Baden, Field -marshal, 1707.

Engelbert, the Saint, Archbishop of Cologne, 1225. G. W. F. von Leibnitz, philosopher and statesman , 1716 .

The poet of the Nibelungen Lied . Hermann Boerhaave, physician, 1732.

Walter von der Vogelweide, minnesinger ( poet), 1230. Count Maurice von Saxe,Marshal of France, 1750.

Elizabeth, the Saint, Landgrarine of Thuringia, 1:231. G. F. Handel, musician , 1753.

Leopold VII ., the Glorious, Duke of Austria, 1231 . Couut von Zinzendorf, founder of Moravians, 1760.

H. von Salza, Grand Master of the Teutonic Order, 1240. Count von Münich, Russian Field -marshal, 1767 .

Wolfram von Eschenbach , minnesinger, 1521 . J. Winckelmann, antiquarian, 1768 .

The architect of Cologne Cathedral. Count of Schaumburg- Lippe, General in Portugal, 1777.

Amold von Thurn , founder of the Rhenish union , 1264. A. von Haller, physician and poet, 1777.

Albertus Magnus, Bishop of Ratisbon , 1280. A. R. Mengs, painter, 1779.

Walter Furst, Werner Stauffacher, Amold von Melchthal, Maria Theresa, Empress, 1780.

the three men of the Rutli . G. G. Lessing, scholar and poet, 1781 .

Frederic the Handsome, of Austria, 1330. Frederic I.,King of Prussia, 1786 .

Bruno von Warendorp, Hanseatic leader, 1369. C. R. von Gluck , musician, 1787 .

Arnold von Winkelried of Unterwalden , 1386. G. E. F. von Loudon, Austrian Field -marshal, 1790 .

William of Cologne, painter, 1388. J. C. W. A. Mozart, musician, 1791 .

Hadrian von Bubenberg, defeuder of Murtens, 1479. Ferdinand, Duke of Brunswick ; General , 1792.

Peter Henlein, inventor of watches, 1540. Justus Möser, advocatus patriæ, 1791.

G. A. Burger, poet , 1791 .

The Busts are the following :
Catherine II., Empress of Russia, 1796 .

F. G. Klopstock, religious poet, 1803.

William Heinse, scholar, 1803 .
Henry the Fowler, King of Germany, 936.

J. G. von Herder, scholar, 1803 .
Otto the Great, Emperor, 973 .

Immanuel Kant, philosopher, 1804.
Conrad the Salic, Emperor, 1039 .

F. von Schiller, poet, 1805 .
Frederic I., Barbarossa, 1190.

Henry the Lion, Duke of Saxony and Bavaria, 1195.
J. Haydn, musician, 1809.

J. von Müller, historian, 1809 .
Frederic II ., Emperor, 1250 .

C. M. Wieland , poet, 1813.

Rudolph von Habsburg, Emperor of Germany, 1291 .
G. D) . von Schwarrenhorst, Prussian Field -marsbal, 1818.

Edwin von Steinbach , architect, 1318.
G. L. von Blücher, ditto, 1919.

John Guttenberg , inventor of printing, 1467-8.

John van Eyk, painter, 1745 .
Charles, Prince of Schwartzenberg, Field -marshal, 1820.

Wm . Herschel , astronomer, 1822.

Frederic the Victorious, Elector of the Palatinate, 1476 .

John Miller ( Regiomontanus), scholar, 1476.
Count Diebitsch Sabalkansky, Russian Field -marsbal, 1831 .

Nicholas von der Flue, hermit, 1487.
H. F. K. von Stein , Prussian minister, 1831 .

Eberhard the Bearded , Duke of Wurtemberg , 1455.
A.W.Count von Gneisenau, Prussian Field-marshal, 1831 .

Hans Hemling, painter, 1500.
J. W. von Göthe, poet, 1832.

John ran Dalberg, Bishop of Worms, 1503.

Hans von Hallwyl, conqueror of Burgundy, 1504 ,
The whole arrangement is eminently tasteful; full

Berthold von Henneburg, Elector of Maiuz, 1504.
of contrast and variety, without the slightest confusion .

Maximilian I., Emperor, 1519.
Equal study has been bestowed on every part and

John von Reuchlin , scholar, 1522 .
every circumstance : so far too is the Walhalla from

Francis von Sikingen , Knight, 1523. being a mere restoration or copy of the Parthenon , or

Ulrich von Hutten, post and scholar, 1523. designed merely according to ancient precedent, ihat

Albert Durer, artist, 1528. the interior is a perfectly fresh architectural concep

George von Freundsberg, Field -marshal, 1528. tion , faithful to the spirit of Grecian art, and giving us

Peter Vischer the elder, founder in bronze, 1530. ' not merely its forms, but its essence and its poetry.

Walter von Plettenberg, Grand Master of Livonia, 1535 . No other edifice of modern times is so intensely

Erasmus von Rotterdam , scholar, 1536 .

Theophrastus von Hohenheim , physician , 1541 .
Grecian, or so highly elaborated as a monument of art.

Nicholas Copernicus, astronomer, 1543.
A truly monumental fabric it certainly is, being so

constructed that it may be pronounced imperishable :

J. Turmayr ( Aventinus), historian, 1554.

Hans Holbein the younger, painter, 1554.
as such therefore it will hand down the memory of its

Charles V., Emperor, 1558. founder and architect to a distant posterity, which,

Christopher, Duke of Wurtemberg, 1568. with the names of Pericles and Phidias, will place

Ægidius Tschudi, historian , 1572. [public, 1581. those of Ludwig of Bavaria and Leo von Klenze.

William , Prince of Orange, founder of the Netherland Re

Augustus J., Elector of Saxony, 1586 .

3 R2
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expressed his satisfaction in a right royal and graceful

fashion, and rewarded the artist munificently . Raphael,

considering himself overpaid, and not to beoutdone in

generosity, sent to the king his famous Holy Family

( called “ The large Holy Family,' because the figures

are life -size ), in which the infant Christ is seen in

act to spring from the cradle into his mother's arms,

while angels scatter flowers from above. Engravings

and copies without number exist of this famous

picture: the original is inthe gallery of the Louvre.

Raphael sent also his St. Margaret overcoming the

Dragon , a compliment apparently to the king's favourite

sister, Margaret, queen of Navarre : all these are in the

Louvre. When they were placed before Francis I.

he ordered his treasurer to count out 24,000 livres

(about 30001. according to the present value of money)

and sent it to the painter with the strongest expres

sions of his approbation. At a later period he pur

chased the beautifulportraitofJoanna of Arragon, vice

queen of Naples, which is also in the Louvre .

About the same period ( that is, between 1517 and

1520) Raphael painted for the convent of St. Sixtus at

Piacenza one of the grandest and most celebrated of

all bis works, called , from its original destination, the

Madonna di San Sisto. It represents the Virgin stand

ing in a majestic attitude ; the infant Saviour enthroned

in her arms ; and around her head a glory of innu

merable cherubs melting into light. Kneeling before

herwe see on one side St. Sixtus, on the other St. Barbara,

and beneath her feet two heavenly cherubs gaze up in

adoration. In execution, as in design, this is probably

the most perfect picture in the world. It is painted

throughout by Raphael's own hand , and as nosketch

or study of any part of it was even known to exist, and

as the execution must have been , from the thinness

and delicacy of the colours, wonderfully rapid, it is

supposed that he painted it at once on the canvas - a

creation rather than a picture. In the beginning of the

last century the Elector of Saxony, Augustus III . , pur

[ St. Michael overcoming the Dragon .] chased this picture from the monks of the convent for

the sum of 60,000 florins (about 60001.), and it now

ESSAYS ON THE LIVES OF REMARKABLE forms the chief boast and ornament of the Dresden

PAINTERS.- No. XXXIV. Gallery. The finest engraving is that of Frederic

Müller, good impressions of which are worth twenty
RAPHAEL — continued.

or thirty guineas ; but there is also a very beautiful and

The fame of Raphael had by this time spread to other faithful lithograph by Hofstängel, which may be pur
countries. Horace Walpole, in the • Anecdotes of chased for half as many shillings.

Painting ,' assures us that Henry VIII . , who on coming For his patron Agostino Chigi hepainted in fresco

to the throne was desirous of emulating Francis I. the history of Cupid and Psyche. The palace which

as apatron of art, invited Raphael tohis court ; but belonged to the Chigi family is now the Villa Farne

he does not say on what authority he states this as a sina, on the walls ofwhich this famous fresco may still

fact. At all events, the young king was obliged to be seen in very good preservation . In Grüner's ad

content himself with the little St. George sent to him mirable workon the Decoration of the Palaces and

by the Duke of Urbino, as a specimen of Raphael's Churches in Italy' there is a perspective view of the

talent; and with Holbein , whom he soon after engaged corridor of the Farnesina, showing how this beautiful

in his service, as his court painter, -- perhaps the best series of compositions is arranged on the ceiling and
substitute for Raphael in point of original genius walls.

then to be obtained by offers of gold or patronage. During the last ten years of his life the fame of

Francis I. was also most anxious to attract Raphael Raphael wasvery much extended by means ofthe en

to his court, and not succeeding, he desired to have graver Marc Antonio Raimondi, who , after studying

a picture by his hand, leaving him the choice of design in theschool of Francia at Bologna, betook

subject. As Raphaelhad chosen St.George as the himself to Rome, and gained the admiration and good

fittest subject for the King of England, he now , with will of Raphae ! by the perfect engravings he made

equalproprietyandtaste, chose St. Michael, the patron from someofhisbeautifulworks. Marc Antonio lived

saint ofthe most celebrated military order in France, for some time in Raphael's own house, and engraved

as likely to be the most acceptable subject for the for him and under his direction most of those pre

Frenchking,andrepresented the archangel as victori- cious and exquisite compositions, the mostwonderful

ous over the Spirit of Evil . The figures are as large as creations of themind'of Raphael, of which there exist

life : St.Michael, beaming with angelic beauty and no finished pictures,and in somecases nodrawings

power,stands with one foot on the Evil One and raises nor memoranda:-among these may be mentioned a

his lance to thrust him downto thedeep. Satan isso few which areto be foundin the Print-room of the

represented that very little of his hideous and prostrate British Museum :-1. The Lucretia, a single figure,

form is visible, the grand victorious spirit fillingthe wonderfully beautiful. 2. The Massacre of theInno

whole canvas and the eye of the spectator. The king I cents . 3. Éve presenting to Adam the forbidden fruit.
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1. The Last Supper. 5. The Mater Dolorosa, the fully, “ Michael Angelo has graciously favoured me, in

Virgin lamenting over the dead body of our Saviour, that he hasdeemed me worthy to compete with himself

6. Another of the same subject, containing several and not with Sebastian !" But he did not live to enjoy

figures. These are only a few of the most precious, the triumph of his acknowledged superiority, dying

for within the present limits it is impossible to go into before he had finished his picture, which received the

detail. Some time after the death of Raphael, Marc last touches from the hand of Giulio Romano.

Antonio was very deservedly banished from Rome by During the last years of his life, and while engaged

Clement VII. Tempted by gold , he had lent his un- in painting the Transfiguration, Raphael's active mind

rivalled skill to shameful purposes. According to was employed on many other things. He had been

Malvasia, he was afterwards assassinated at Bologna. appointed by the pope to superintend thebuilding of St.

The last greatpicture which Raphael undertook, and Peter's, and he prepared the architectural plans for that

which atthe timeof his death was notquite completed, vast undertaking. He was most active and zealousin

was the Transfiguration of our Saviour on Mount carrying out the pope's project for disinterring and pre

Tabor. This picture is divided into two parts. The serving the remains of art which lay buried beneath the

lower part contains a crowd of figures, and is full of ruins of ancient Rome. A letter is yet extant addressed

passion, energy, action. In the centre is the demoniac by Raphael to Pope Leo X., in which he lays down

boy, convulsed and struggling in the arms of his father. a systematic, well-considered plan for excavating by

Two women, kneeling, implore assistance ; othersare degrees the whole of the ancientcity; and a writer of

seen crying aloud and stretching out their arms for aid that time has left a Latin epigram to this purpose;

In the disciples of Jesus we see exhibited in various that Raphael had sought and found in Rome “ another

shades of expression, astonishment, horror, sympathy, Rome:" " To seek it,” adds the poet, was worthy of

profound thought. One among them , with a benign a great man-to reveal it, worthy ofa god .” He made

and youthful countenance, looks compassionately on several drawings,and models for sculpture, particu

the father, plainly intimating that he can give no help. larly for a statue of Jonah, now in the church of Santa

The upper partofthe picture represents MountTabor: Maria del Popolo. Nor was this all ;-with a princely

the three apostles lie prostrate, dazzled, on the earth ; | magnificence lie had sent artists at his own cost to

above them , transfigured in glory, floats the divine various parts of Italy and into Greece to make draw

form of the Saviour with Moses and Elias on either ings from those remains of antiquity which his nume

side.. “ The twofold action contained in this picture, rous and important avocations prevented him from

to which shallow crities have taken exception, is ex- visiting himself. He was in close intimacy and cor

plained historically and satisfactorily merely by the respondence with most of the celebrated men of his

fact that the incident of the possessed boy occurred in time; interested himself in all that was going for.

the absence of Christ, but it explains itself in a still ward, ---mingled in society, lived in splendour, and was

higher sense, when we consider the deeper universal always ready to assist generously his own family, and

meaning of the picture. For this purpose it is not the pupils who had gathered round him . The Cardinal

even necessary to consult the books of the New Testa- Bibbiena offered him his niece in marriage, with a

meat for the explanation of the particular incidents : dowry of 3000 gold crowns, but the early death of

the lower portion represents the calainities and Maria diBibbiena prevented this union, for which it

miseries of human life, the rule of demoniac power, appears that Raphael himself had no great inclination.

the weakness even of the faithful when unassisted,

and directs them to look on high for aid and strength

in adversity. Above, in the brightness of divine bliss,

undisturbed by the sufferings of the lower world, we

behold the source of consolation and redemption from

evil.”

At this time the lovers of painting at Romewere

divided in opinion as to the relative merits of Michael

Angelo and Raphael, and formed two great parties,

that of Raphael being by far the most numerous .

Michael Angelo, with characteristic haughtiness,

disdained any open rivalry with Raphael, and put

forward the Venetian, Sebastian del Piombo, as no

unworthy competitor of the great Roman painter.

Raphael bowed before Michael Angelo, and with the

modesty and candour which belonged to his character,

was heard to thank heaven that he had been born in

the same age and enabled to profit by the grand crea

tions of that sublime genius : but he was by no means

inclined to yield any supremacy to Sebastian ; he knew

his own strength too well. To decide the controversy

the Cardinal Giulio de' Medici, afterwards Pope Cle

ment VII., commissioned Raphael to paint this pic

ture of the Transfiguration, and at the same time

commanded from Sebastian del Piombo the Raising

of Lazarus, which is now in our National Gallery

(No. 1 ) : both pictures were intended by the cardinal

for his cathedral at Narbonne, he having lately been

created Archbishop of Narbonne by Francis I. Michael

Angelo, well aware that Sebastian was a far better

colourist than designer, furnished him with the car

toon for his picture, and, it is said, drew some of the

figures (that of Lazarus for example) with his own

hand on the panel ; but hewas so far from doing this

secretly, that Raphael heard of it and exclaimed joy ( Charity .)
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In possession of all that ambition could desire — for him | Altoviti, supposed for a long time to be his own por

the cup of life was still running over with love, hope, trait, now at Munich ; the beautifulJoanna of Arra

power, glory - when, in the very primeof manhood and gon , in the Louvre ; the portrait called the Fornarina,

in the inidst of vast undertakings, he was seized with a supposed to represent a young girl to whom Raphael

violent fever, caught, it is said, in superintending some had attached himself soon after his arrival in Rome,

subterranean excavations, and expired after an illness but this appears very doubtful; Passavant supposes

of fourteen days. His death took place on Good Friday it to represent Beatrice Pio, a celebrated improvisa

(his birthday ), 1520,having completed his thirty-seventh trice of that time. Besides these we have seventeen

year. Greatwas the grief of all classes ; unspeakable architectural designs for buildings, public and private,

ihat of his friends andscholars. The pope had sent every and several designs for sculpture, ornaments, & c. It is

day to inquire after his health , adding the most kind not any single production of his hand, howeverrarely

and cheering messages, and when told that the beloved | beautiful, nor his superiority in any particular depart

and admired painter was no more, he broke out into ment of art, it is the number and the variety of bis

lamentations on his own and the world's loss . The creations, the union of inexhaustible fertility of ima.

body was laid on a bed of state , and above it was sus- gination with excellence of every kind— faculties never

pended the last work of that divine hand, the glorious combined in the same degree in any artist before or

Transfiguration . From his own house near St. Peter's since, which have placed Raphael at the head of his

a multitude of all ranks followed the bier in sad proces profession, and have rendered him the wonder and de

sion, and his remains were laid in the church of the light of all ages.

Pantheon, near those of his betrothed bride, Maria In our next essay we shall give an account of some

de Bibbiena, in a spot chosen by himself during his of Raphael's most famous scholars.

lifetime.

Twelve years ago, in the year 1833, there arose
BOTTLE-PAPERS AT SEA.

among the antiquarians of Rome a keen dispute con

cerning a human skull which, on no evidence whatever, There is a very curious bit of bye-play, if sve may use

except a long-received tradition, had been preserved such a term, sometimes adopted by sea-faring men for

and exhibited in the Academy of St. Luke asthe skull detecting the force of winds and currents when unable

of Raphael. Some even expressed a doubt as to the to make direct observations. Every one know that a

exact place of his sepulchre, though upon this point bottle , if empty and well corked , will swim in water ;

the contemporary testimony seemed to leave no room and that any light article may be put into it without

for uncertainty . To ascertain the fact, permission was unaking it so heavy as to sink. Naval officers, when

obtained from the papal government, and from the out at sea, avail themselvesof this fact to make indirect

canons of the church of the Rotunda ( i . e. of the Pan- observations ; the empty bottle becomes in their bands

theon ), to make some researches; and on the 14th of a scientific instrument. They write on a piece of

September in the same year, after five days spent in paper a few particulars,such as the name of the ship,

removing the pavement in several places, the remains the date of the month and year , the latitude and longi

of Raphael were discovered in a vault behind thehigh tude of the spot where the ship may happen to be at

altar , and certified as his by indisputable proofs. After the time, and sometimes the name of some person into

being examined, and a cast made from the skull and whose bands they may wish the paper to be placed,

from the right hand, the skeleton wasexhibited publicly if ever the means of doing so should arrive. This

in a glass case, and multitudes thronged tothe church paper is put into an empty bottle, the bottle is sealed,

to look upon it . On the 18th of October, 1833, a second and this curious messenger is cast into the sea, there

funeral ceremony took place. The remains were de- to be left to the mercy of the winds and currents.

posited in a pine-wood coffin ,then in a marble sarco- The ship proceeds on her way, and the bottle floats

polagus,presented by the pope (Gregory XVI. ) , and along, urged by one or other of three forces -- winds,

reverently consigned to their former resting -place, in currents,and tides. It may chance that another ship

presence of more than three thousand spectators, in- or boat may pass so near to the floating bottle as 10

cluding almost all the artists, the officers of govern- enable the seamen to pick it up ; but in most cases the

ment, and other persons of the highest rank in Rome. bottle floats onward until it reaches some shore, where

it terminates its journey. It may get into the hands of

Besides his grand compositionsfrom the Old and New | ignorant or careless people, who cannot appreciate

Testament and his frescoes and arabesques in the Vati- the motive which led to its being cast into the sea ; it

can, Raphael has left about one hundred and twenty may reach those who lave no means of forwarding it

pictures of the Virgin and Child , all various - only or promulgating its contents in a public manner ; but

resembling cach other in the peculiar type of chaste if it reaches the hands of navalmen, who can asces

and maternal loveliness which he has given to the tain exactly the spot where it was picked up , there are

Virgin , and the infantinc beauty of the Child. The then the means for determining the general course

most celebrated of his Madonnas, in the order in which which the bottle had pursued on its travels, and the

they were painted, are :-1. The Madonna di Foligno, length of time which the journey had lasted. Of course

in the Vatican . 2. The Madonna of the Fish , at Ma- there are many casualties to which such a floating mes.

drid. 3. The Madonna del Cardellino, at Florence. senger is subject, which would render caution neces

4. The Madonna di San Sisto, at Dresden . 5. The sary in drawing any general inferences from indi

Madonna called the Pearl, at Madrid. Eight of his vidual cases ; but if a great many be thus collected ,

Madonna pictures are in England, in private galleries. valuable information may, and indeed must result.

Thereare but few pictures taken from mythology and It is said to have been about the commencement of

profane history, the Cupid and Psyche and the Galatea the present century that this system was adopted , more

being the most important, but a vast number of draw- from individual curiosity than from combined observa

ings and compositions, some of them of consummate tion ; indeed , it has not yetbecomea system, properly so

beauty. called , for there are only here and there instances in

He painted about eighty portraits, of which the whichnaval officers have thought it worth their trouble

most famous are Julius II.; Leo X. (theoriginals of to act upon it. Accounts meet the eye in some one or

both these are at Florence): Cardinal Bibbiena ; Car- othe: of the public journals from time to time, of

dinal Bembo ; and Count Castiglione ( the last at bottles having been “picked up, ” containing informa

Paris) : the Youth with his Violin, at Rome; Bindo tion respecting the position and course of a particular

.
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vessel at a particular time; but as these are wholly been imniersed ; but more frequently two or three

accidental , and as there is no authorised record for months passed over; in many cases two, three, or four

such documents, the whole stock of information on the years ; in three instances, more than ten yeais ; in

matter is very vague. In 1843, however, the Nautical another, fourteen ; and in another, a bottle cast from

Magazine' cominenced an arrangement which, if car- the Blonde on the 23rd of September. 1826, about

ried out by the united agreement of naval men, would midway between England and New York , was picked

give something like an appreciable value to these bottle. up off the coast of France on the 15th of June, 1812,

prapers. In the volume for that year is given a " bottle- an interval of nearly sixteen years. In the last inen

chart” of the Atlantic Ocean, containing a chart of this tioned case it is reasonable to infer that the boitle had

ocean laid down on Mercator's Projections, with the lain for years unnoticed on the coast .

courses followed by all the floating-bottles of which The publication ofthis chart in the ' Nautical Maga

correct information had been obtained . This chart is zine' gave rise to a very lively correspondence, and to

a very curious and interesting production, laid down the placing upon record of a constant accession to the

by Commander Becher . There is one spot to indicate number of " bottle-papers." One surgeon ,a passenger

where the bottle was thrown into the sea , another to in a ship to India, stated that he threw one sealed

show where it was picked up, and a line joining the bottle overboard every day, cach bottle containing the

two spots. This line is simply to assist the eye in con- requisite particulars as to the position of the ship, the

necting the two points, and does not profess to be the date, &c. Sometimes the boitles pass through a good

course followed by the bottle ; for of that course there many hands before their contents become available for

is no visible evidence : indeed, the straight line join- the object in view . Thus the cominander of the

ing the two points often goes completely across a large Chanticleer threw a bottle overboard on May 3, 1831 ;

island or peninsula, thereby showing that the bottle it was picked up by a peasant on the coast of Spain

must have followed a tortuous course.
on September 12 ; he did not know what it meant,

On the chart are give the arrival and departure points, and kept it for two months, till it came to the hands

or the points of immersion and emersion, or the begin- of a more intelligent Spaniard, who sent it to the Eng

ning and the end of the journey, of one hundred and lish consul at Corunna, by whom it was forwarded 10

nineteen bottles, the information respecting which had the Secretary of the Admiralty . In another instance

been collected from various quarters and at various the officers of H.M.S. Benbow threw a bottle over

tiines . Being thus recorded , they will remain positive board in May, 18-12, which was picked up on tlie

and ascertained facts, like the passage of a comet at a French coast in July following, then transinitted 10

particular time, to be used at some future time as Admiral Duperré, the Minister of Marine, and by his

materials whence to draw conclusions more or less orders sent to the Board of Admirally in London.

valuable respecting the currents of the ocean. It Some of the letters enter into various particulars, while

may be, and no doubt often is so , that the bottle lies on others are brief enough -- such as the following : " This

the shore of an exposed coast unheeded for a long was thrown overboard with the view of ascertaining

time after its settlement there, and therefore any con- the current. Moderate breez s from northward ; fine

jectures as to the time it might have been out at sea weather. All well up to the present.” — “ Wliverer

could be of little value ; but it inight not be of less fuds this will be so good as to put an announcement

value in respect to the indication given by it of the into the English newspapers to that effect. The pas

direction of a prevailing current. sengers on board are all well.” Such brief sentences

The distance traversed by tlie bottle is sometimes as these are superadded to the names, dates , positions,

enormous, and the course wliich it must have followed & c. There is a friendly feeling between the officers

is often curiously tortuous. On the chart there is one of different countries in respect to these trausmissions

which was cast in the sea on the western coast of of the migratory document. A botile was thrown into

Africa, and was picked up near Boulogne. Another, the sea by Mr. Charles Blundy, while on a voyage to

from near the same spot , was found at Trinidad in the St. Michael's ; it contained the following note : Mon

West Indies. A considerable number, thrown into the day, 2nd of February, 1830, at 3 P.M., on board the

sea near the Cape de Verd Islands, were picked up on Lady Louisa, Captain Pallant, bound to St. Michael's :

the shores of one or other of the West India Islands, longitude 13° 45' west meridian of London ; latitude

thereby indicating a general tendency of currents in 45 ° north. All wellon board. N.B. It is particularly

that direction ; while, as a proof that some disturbing requested that the following information may be tra!1s

cause must have interfered with this general course, miited to Mr. Robert Biundy, Woolwich, Kent, viz.

one of the bottles was found nearly due north of its the exacttime and place where this bottle was picked

place of departure. A very large number of bottles, up . ” The bottle was found on the coast of France,

ihrown into the sea in the line of passage between near Bayonne, on the 14th of October following : and
England and the United States, have been picked up on the Minister of Marine ordered that the desired in

the shores of Cornwall and Devonshire, and still more formation should be sent as notified in the leiter .

on the western coast of Ireland. Some of the bottles In the succession of papers to which the chart and

travel several thousand miles before they reach a table in the ‘ Nautical Magazine' gave rise , different

resting-place ; for example, one which was thrown opinions were expressed as to the ultimate value of

into the sea near Jamaicawas picked up nearWexford such memorials. Sir John Ross communicated a few

in Ireland ; another from Cuba reached nearly to Co- details, with the intention of showing that great caution

runna ; one from Greenland reached the Orkney ought to be used in drawing inferences as to the course

Islands; and two others from near the same country and strength of currents from the course which the

were picked up on the north -west coast of Ireland. bottles seem to take. He says : “ When I commanded

The chart is accompanied by a table, giving the chief H.M.S. Briseis, in winter 1813, I anchored two miles

particulars of cach case ; such as the name of the ship, off Dover at the beginning of a flood to stop tide,

ihe signature of the person who cast the bottle into being bound to my station of Dungeness ; the wind,

the sea, the date, the latitude and longitude, the place which was south -west, increased to a gale, which

where and the timewhen the bottle was picked up, obliged me to veer to two cables : determined to ride

and the interval which has elapsed between the im- out the gale until the strong spring -tide of ebb made,

mersion and the finding of the bottle . This interval | which would enable me to weigh and turn to windward

is , as may be supposed, very varying in length. In under close -reefed topsails, when the ship was tending

one case a bottle was picked up five days after it had to the weather tide, I threw a bottle overboard, ex peci
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ing of course that it would float to windward with the representation is more simple ; the “ Wasp Dance" is a favourite

current. But the sea or swell having increased with ballet of the latter class : the actress is standing musing in a

the weather tide , I saw the bottle on every wave pensive posture,when a wasp is supposedl to Ay into her bosor

rolling tu leeward, and taking the direction of the her girdle - all about her ;the music becomes rapid ; she flies

Downs, denoted that of the wind instead of the tide, about in terror, darting her band in pursuit of the insect, till

which was going twoknots by the log. This accidental she findsit wasall a mistake ; then, smiling,she expresses her

circumstance, and subsequent reports of bottleshaving pleasure and herrelief in a dance. The Crescent and the Cross ,

been thrown overboard toascertain the direction of by Elot Warburton.

currents in the ocean, induced me to make experi :

ments on the actual drift of a bottle thrown into the Respect paid to Women and Children in Hindostan . - Our tents

sea , under various circumstances. I shaped a flat piece were pitched upon a green -sward on one bank of a small stream

of wood , exactly the length and diameter of a bottle , running into the Nerbudda close by, while the multitude occu

through the centre of which was a cross-piece oneinch pied the other bank . At night all the tents and booths are illa

thick, andalso the diameter of the bottle ; this being by day : but what strikes a European most is the entireabsence

loaded withlead ( so that the neck part only was visible of all tumult and disorder at such places. Henotonly sees no

when immersed ), wasthrown overboard in 1915, from disturbance,but feels assured that there will be none ; and leaves

the Actæon , which I then commanded, and at the lis wife and children in the midst ofa crowd of a hundred thou

same time a bottle, in a gale of westerly wind . .. sand persons all strangers to them , and all speaking a language

When it was immediately manifest that the bottle was and following a religion different from theirs, while he goes off

drifting with the wind , while the immersed wood of the the whole day hunting and shooting in the distant jungles, with

same dimensions remained comparatively fixed.” out the slightest feeling of apprehension for their safety or con

The technical terms used in the above description fort . It is a singular fact,which I know to be true, that during

render it rather difficult for a landsman to understand ; the great mutinyof our Native troops at Barrackpore in 1824,

but the object is to show that a floating bottle is in the cliiet leaders bound themselves by a solemn oath not 10 suffer

fluenced in its movements by winds as well as by cur

any European lady or child to be injured or molested , happen

what might to them in the collision with their officers and the

rents . But this has never been disputed , and it is not

asserted by any one that the motion of the bottle Stali, used to allow his children, five in number, to go into the

Government. My friend Captain Reid, one of the General

indicates exactly and directly the course of a current. lines and play with the soldiers of the mutinous regiments up to

All that is expected is this, that as there are two moving the very day when the artillery opened upon them ; aid of

causes, and as the motion of the bottle is the practical above thirty European ladies then atthe station, not one thonglit

result of both, it may furnish an approximation to of leaving the place till they heard the guns. Mrs. Colorel

something like the value of each one separately ; and Faithful, with her daughter and another young ladle who hail

most of the naval officers who have written on the both just arrived from England, went lately all the way from

fiibject seem to think that a large collection of such Calcutta to Lodheana on the banks of the Hyphasis. a distance

observations will lead ultimately to such results. Mr. of more than twelve hundred miles, in their palankeets with

Walker, in a letter to the Nautical Magazine,' re

relays of bearers, and without even a servant to attend them ,

marked, “ Let therefore the bottle experiments go on ; the slightest apprehension of injury orof insult. Cases of ladies

They were travelling night and day for fourteen days without

for if they only show the general direction of thewind, travelling in the same manner by dâk immediately after their

we should gain something,let the author of the bottle arrival from England to all parts of the country oceurevery

chart continue to print off the track of new arrivals, to day, and I know of wo instance of injury or insult sustained by

obtain a sufficient number of cases for the purpose of them .-- Lieut.- Col. Sleeman's Rambles anil Recollections.

finally showing the curve which in all probability each

bottle took, between the point where it was thrown

overboard and the place where it was picked up, and
Preservation of Food .-- Whilst, in former times, during lorg

we may then reason upon the possibility of these curvi- voyages, mariners were confiued to salt und smoked meats,which,

linear voyages being made without the aid of oceanic of human beings lost their lives for thewant of fresh aliments,

in the long run , always proved injurious to health , and thousands

currents .' which were even more essential in sickness, these dangers and

Captain Fishbourne bias suggested that the bottles discomforts becomemore and more rare at the present day. This

should be made white by the introduction of oxide of is certainly one of the most important contributions to the prac

arsenic into the liquid glass of which they are made, tical benefit of mankind ever made by science, and for this we

in order that they may more readily be seen out at are indebted to Gay-Lussac. At Leith, in the neighbourhood of

sea ; and he also suggests that when a bottle is picked Edinburgh, at Aberdeen, at Bordeaux, Marseilles, and in many

up at sea , it should be opened and the paper read , and parts of Germany, establishments of enormous magnitude exist,

another paper inserted with it, stating the particulars in which soup, vegetables, animal substances, and viands of

of the finding; after which the bottle is to be again every description are preparedand sent to the greatest distances

sealed and thrown into the sea at once . If this were
The prepared alimentsare enclosed in canisters of tinued irol,

done three or four times,three or four points in the plate, the covers are soldered air-tight, and the canisters exposed

track of the bottle would be known , anda rough ap - has penetrated to the centre of the contents, which it requires

to the temperature of boiling water. When this degree of beat

proximation to its curve of movement laid down. about three or four hours to accomplisis, the aliments have

acquired a stability which one may almost say is eternal. When

thecanister is opened after the lapse of several years, the contents

The Arabian Wasp -Dance.~When about to commence the appear just as if they were recently enclosed. The colour , taste,

Oriental ballet, the Alme exchanges this for a yet lighter dress, and smell of the meat are completely unaltered . This valuable

throws off her slippers, and advances to the centre of the room method of preparing foodhas been adopted by many persons in

with a slow step and undulating form , that keep accurate time my neighbourhood and other parts of Germany, and has enabled

to the music of the reed-pipe and the castanets on which she is our housewives to adorn their tables with green vegetables in the

accompanied by her attendants ; she then , after a glance round | midst of winter, and with dishes at all times which otherwise

upon her audience, throws herself at once and entirely into the could be obtained only at particular seasons. This method of

part she intends to act, be it pensi gay, or tragic , she seems preserving food will become of the greatest importance in provi

to know no feeling but that of the passion she represents. In sioning fortresses, since the loss incurred in selling off old stores,

some cases, a whole romance is acted ; an Arab girl, for in- and replacing them by new, especially with respect to meat,

stance : she listens at the door of her tent for the sound of her bam, &c . , is far more considerable than the value of the tin

lover's horse, she chides his delay ; he comes, she expresses her canisters, which, moreover, may be repeatedly employed , after

delight; he sinks to sleep, she watches over and dances round being carefully cleansed .--- Liebig's Letter on Chemistry ( Second

bim ; he departs, she is overwhelmed with grief. Generally the Series).
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[ Royal Exchange.]

PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS, 1844 . progressing, with the addition to the plan of another

tower, of a totally different character to the original

The Royal Exchange is the most important edifice one, the Victoria tower, which will form a striking

which has beencompleted in London during the pre- feature of the edificewhen completed. Nor can more

sent year. We have noticed its progress and plan in be said of the British Museum ; though much work has

previous volumes, and may now say that, taken in its been done, the design is not yet sufficiently developed

ensemble, it is an honour to the city - one of the noblest either to enable us to describe or to judge of its merit.

monuments' in the metropolis, and one that places The Conservative Club-house, in St. James's-street,

Mr. Tite, its architect, among the highest in his pro- is one of the most strikingand richest pieces ofarchi

fession. The portico is now the finest thing of the lecture that has for some time been executed in the

kind in the metropolis — the most dignified as to its metropolis. Owing to the situation, no more is seen

scale, and the most commanding in effect. Indeed, of theexterior than the east side or façade, for although

as far as that feature of the building is concerned , it is there is a street on the north, it is little more than a

a more fortunate circumstance than not that the westlane, and hardly used at all as a public thoroughfare,

front is narrower than the east one , because now , in- on which account architectural design and regularity

stead of looking planted against a line of façade behind are not attended to on that side of the building, except

it, the portico forins, together with the mass which for a ' return' of about forty -five feet as far as the break

serves as a background to it, a beautiful composition. shown in the plan ; whereby, instead of the design

The sculpture in the pediment is certainly not without being abruptly broken off, a suitable degree of con

its valuein the general design, inasmuch as it contri- tinuousness is kept up when the north -east angleof

butes to richness, and so far to keeping ; but besides the building is looked at. Although upon too small a

that the figures look somewhat diminutive, there is not scale to exhibit the more delicate beauties of detail ,

that degree of bold relief which marks some ofthe orna- the wood-cut elevation gives a distinct idea of the

mental sculptures of the other façades. In regard to the composition and character of the façade, which is

inner quadrangle, or Merchants' Area, there has been treated more after the Palladian manner than those of

a decided improvement upon the first design , in the the Pall-Mall club-houses, inasmuch as it consists of an

substitution of arcades with attached columns against order raised upon a ground -floor basement. The base

their piers, in lieu of open colonnades beneath an upper ment, however, inust be allowed to possess two deci

story ( of the Ionic order) that would have appeared too dedly novel features, viz. — the recessed compartment

ponderous in comparison with what supported it . at each end, that to the north forming the entrance

With regard to the profuse decoration in encaustic loggia or porch, the other containing a curved bay

painting (executed by Sang, a Gerinan artist,and his window , as will be understood by referring to the

assistants), within the ambulatories, it is splendid ground- floor plan. These portions of the basement

novelty in this country, a species of embellishment are distinguished by Doric columns and entablatures,

utterly unknown to any other of our public buildings, which are not only confined to, but proportioned to,

and confers upon this a degree of artistic sumptuous- them alone, without reference to the upper order :

ness very far exceeding what was at first thought of, owing to which thecolumus look small in comparison

or proposed for it. With regard to the rest of the with the pilasters of the upper floor, more especially as

interior, it may be said generally, that the rooms and the latter are grouped together so as to form massive

offices are adapted with much skill to the purposes for piers, wherein strength and solidity are combined with

which they are intended. In the area to the west of picturesque richness. But although not favourable to

the Exchange a fine equestrian statue of the Duke of the effect of the smaller columns below, those grouped

Wellington, designedby Chantrey, has been erected. pilasters - notwithstanding that some will deem them

Of the other great public buildings , the Palace of an architectural license - are eminently favourable to

Westminster, little more can be said than that it is the general effect of the order they belong to. The

No. 817.
VOL . XIII .-3 S
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mode in which they are applied sufficiently justifies briefly stated. The space at Charing Cross, called

what in other cases might be improper, because here Trafalgar-square, has been thrown open to the public

these compound pilasters give more than ordinary It has, wemust confess, disappointed us, since it falls

importance and decided expression to the end com- short of what previous description led us to expect.

partmentsof the design , whose angles they fortify, and One thing there is particularlyoffensive to our eyes as

io which they serve as a bold and broad architectural greatly impairing architectural effect, which is, that

fraining. The whole of this upper part of the eleva- the parapei or boundary walls along the sides, instead

tion and its order is admirably well adjusted and well of being carried horizontally, and parallel to the level

proportioned that is , the parts are well proportioned pavement of the enclosed area, follow the slope of the

to each other, so as to preserve their respective and external ground, just as a hedge would do. The nex

relative value. We have no other example of the office of the Amicable Assurance Society is an archi.

kind , in which the character of a colonnaded front is tectural improvement to Fleet-street - one that may

kept up in anything like the same degree. The inter- probably lead to others in the same neighbourhood.

columniation is liardly more open than what is some- Though but of moderate size, it forms upon the whole

times deemed admissible where insulated columns are a handsome stone façade of five windows in breadth

employed, the intercolumns being rather more than two (divided into three for the centre and one in each of

squares and a half, or, measured from the bottom of the slightly projecting breaks at the ends), but the

the pedestals, three squares in height. Owing to this, cornice looks, if not too rich, too heavy for the rest of

and to there being only a single range of windows, the building. The Gresham Club-house, in King Wil.

there is a considerable space left above the windows, liam -street, is a fair piece of Italian design, and would

which, while it gives breadth and repose of surface, have been an ornament to the street, had it not been

instead of being left a mere blank, is made to contri- thrust into a mere corner.—The new buildings in

bute to the general decoration. In this façade we | Threadneedle-strect form a handsome range of street

behold not only a Corinthian order, but Corinthian architecture, somewhat plain as to style , but by no

quality ; and the beauty of its material (Caen stone) means of an impoverished character.—How far the

and workmanship enhances its other merits and its lines of new streets which are now in the course of

truly palatial look . The interior is planned with great formation from Oxford -street into Holborn , and from

skilland effect. The hall, vestibule,and staircase are Leicester-square, through Long Acre and Holborn, to

to be decorated in encaustic painting by Mr. Sang, and Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury, will conduce to

the apartments, both on the ground and upper floor, architectural beauty in that quarter of the town,

are imposing for their spaciousness, and also have an remains to be seen, scarcely any beginning having

air of sumptuousness, arising from their architectural been as yet made with actual building ; but werefer

decorations, rich cornices and ceilings, and columns with much satisfaction to a recently -erected range of

and pilasters, as well as from costly fittings-up and houses in that part of Maddox-streetwhich runs be

furniture. tween Bond-street and George-street, Hanover-square.

The remaining metropolitan improvements may be l It isby farthe best specimen of the kindweknow of

SELLEL LLLLL LLLLLLL TERITIA MITTELADALESTI

DIDROSHO PODHODARILA Тоддалардан TICIDERIT

D
I
A

( Conservative Club House, St. James's Street.)

in the metropolis. Except the windows and the even in regard to the proportions and disposition of

general cornice (which finishes the elevation), decora- the apertures, which consist of wide windows and nar

tion there is none ; but the parts are so well adjusted , row doors placed alternately, and not in the same ver

as to the relative proportion of wall - surface to aperture, tical line as theupper windows. Among the subjects

that the whole acquires an appearance of greater touched upon in this miscellaneous survey, may be

solidity than usual , and of unwonted nobleness. The introduced one well worthy of being pointed out for its

ground-floor does not correspond with the upper part, I intrinsic merit as a piece of interior decoration and
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design : we mean the new show -room or saloon at of the interior are : Law Court, Court of Requests,

Messrs. Williams and Sowerby's, Oxford -street. Even two Courts of Bankruptcy, and Grand Jury Room .

in the West End Club houses ihere are few apartments The architect of this structure is Mr. R. S. Pope, of

more striking in character and for the peculiarity of Bristol, for whom it cannot fail to earn deserved dis

arrangementand effect ihan is this room , in which the tinction . Another Bristol building,the Counterslip

architect, Mr. D. Mocatta, has shown much contriv- sabbath and day schools, is of the Corinthian order,

ance as well as fancy. but not in a very pure style. Queen Elizabeth's Hos

Vast undertakings are in progress, or in contem- pital School, an extensive building, having a front of

plation, at Liverpool and Birkenhead, but not yet fourhundred feet, bas also been commenced in a field

sufficiently advanced to be noticed here. At Preston on the side of Brandon Hill, near Bristol ; the order

a handsome building has been erected by Mr. Welsh, here also is to be Corinthian.

in the laterTudor style, comprising three distinct por The lofty Gothic cross designed as a monument to

tions, the Corporation Schools, the Public Library (to Sir W. Scott at Edinburgh , has been completed, all but

receive the bequest of the late Dr. Shepherd to the the statue, which it is expected will be ready to

town), and a Literary and Philosophical Institute. occupy its destined station on the 15th ofAugust next,

Though designed at different periods in succession, the being the poet's birthday. The architect of the monu

whole has been made to harmonize with great skill . ment, G. M. Kemp, died on the 6th of last March, a

The Mechanics' Institute in the same town is also by few months before its completion. At Glasgow a

Mr. Welsh, but in a quite different style, namely, Gre- bronze equestrian statue of the Duke of Wellington,

cian . Though of moderate size, being only sixty feet by the Baron Marochetti, was inaugurated on the 27th

in width, it is, if of simple character, very happy in of September last. The memorial to the late Earl of

some respects, and shows more than ordinary feeling Durham is an imitation of a Greek Doric temple, but

for the style, which is kept up far better than usual. there is neither statue nor sculpture to express the

In the centre is a loggia or recessed porch, a distyle in purpose or record thc individual whom it is intended

antis with fluted columns whose foliaged capitals to commemorate.

resemble those of the Tower of the Winds, ' and this Although churches constitute the most numerous

order is that of the entire front, the entablature being class of new buildings, they do not afford a correspond

continued throughout, and there being coupled antæ ing proportion of subjects for notice here, because,

at the angles. To this Joggia, which is crowned by a while there are too many of them to allow of their

pediment, are attached, after the manner of wings to it, being spoken of individually, it is exceedingly diffi

two windows (the only ones in this front), each divided cult to ascertainwhich among them are most deserv

into three compartments by a smaller order of antæ, ing of attention for their architectural merits. Taking

over which on the blocking-courses above their entab- them generally there has been manifest improvement

lature are four ornamental vases . These windows, of late years. From the last report of the Commis

which form bays internally, constitute together with sioners for Building New Churches we learn that ten

the loggia a projecting mass of varied outline to which churches have been completed since the preceding re

the rest serves as a background. port ; that twenty-eight, to which the Commissioners

In Bristol, one or two buildings now going on pro- have contributed pecuniary aid , are now in the course

miseto be important architectural features in that city of building ; and plans for eighteen other churches

In the Law Courts, or Guildhall, of that city ,we per- have been approved of.

ceive considerable congeniality of character between The Commissioners' Reports by no means include

this building and that by Mr. Barry at Westminster, all edifices of the kind, which is the case with re

not displayed in rivalry or imitation, but evincing the gard to the following subject, whose peculiarities as

influence of that example; which is just as it should well as its merits of design point it out as a more

be ; and it leads us to hope that, in like manner as the than usually interesting one of its kind, viz. the new

taste previously shown in many of our public build- church at Lever Bridge, in the township of Haugh,

ings extended itself to the provinces, to the discredit near Bolton-le -Moors. It is a highly enriched structure,

of our national architecture, it may now do so to the in the style of Decorated English of the fourteenth

great improvement of it . The engraving at the end century. In one respect it may be called unique for

of this paper gives a general idea of the details and this country, since it exhibits the first instance here of

enrichments of the design, and it will be perceived a spire consisting entirely of open -work tracery, after

that not only is the general style the same as that the manner of that of Freiburg in the Breisgau, although

of the New Houses' but it is treated with the upon a lesser scale. And not only that remarkable

same sort of liberality. Although sculpture has feaiure, but all the rest of the structure, its walls, as

not been begrudged, it is not applied to what in itself well as all the ornamental details, both internally and

contradicts the idea of an unusual degree of embel- externally, are executed in terra cotta , formed of com

lishment: the richness of one part does not reproach monfire-clay, and shaped in moulds expresslymodelled

the unbecoming poverty of another . Passing over for the purpose, under the immediate inspection of the

those features of the façade (which is in Broad -street) architect (Mr. E. Sharp of Lancaster), after his own

that require no explanation , it will be sufficient to say drawings. As another specimen of ecclesiastical archi

that the six niches between the first- floor windows tecture, we proceed to notice the Chapels, Nunhead

will be filled by statues executed by Mr. Thomas, an Cemetery, Peckham . The principal or consecrated

artist who is a native of Bristol, and who has been chapel measures in its extreme dimensions eighty-three

employed upon the principal sculpture in the new feet in length by thirty-nine in width. The dimensions

Houses of Parliament. These figures will represent of the smaller or dissenters' chapel are fifty -two by

Edward III., the granter of the corporation charter ; thirty feet. The ancient polygonal chapter-house

Queen Victoria; Dunning and Sir Michael Foster, has here furnished the leading idea for the main

both past Recorders of the city ; and Colsonand Whit- body of the edifice, or octagonal chapel, in which the

son, benefactors. The shields in the coupled quatre- service is read. This chapel, which is thirty - five feet

foil panels over windows of that floor will be sculp- in diameter , and forty high to the summit of its groin

turedwith the armorial bearings of those who have ing. (resembling that of York chapter-house, and

been Lord High Stewards ; and the other shields with baving rich bosses), and which is fitted up with seats

those of Cabot, Penn, Camden, Southey, and other after the manner of stalls, is preceded by an antc

eminent men of Bristol . The principal apartments chapel or vestibule, expanding in a cross direction

3S2
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like a small transept. The other or dissenters' chapel | rood and crucifix rise from the screen to theheight of

is not only smaller — about thirty - five by twenty - twenty- eight feet; it haslikewise figures of the Virgin

five feet within - but is much more simple both in and St. John the Evangelist, standards for lights , & c.

form and style. The ceiling, which rises to the height Within the chancel there isa range on each sideof

of thirty -one feet, is of wood, and in section formsa elaborately carved oaken stalls. Beyond these stalls,

polygonal curve of seven sides, and is divided into on the south side of the high altar ,are three carved

panels by moulded ribs whose intersections are marked oak sedilia for the officiating high priest, deacon, and

by ornamental bosses. sub-deacon . The high altar is especially splendid, and

TheRomanCatholic Cathedral at Nottingham , consists of a singleslabof stone,supportedbyeight

designed by A. Welby Pugin, is of the early English shafts of Petworth marble. Beyond the high altar is

style, and is, professedly, a return to the ancient the Lady-chapel, and at the sides are the chapels of

arrangements of a Christian temple. The sacristies, St. Alkmund, St. Thomas ofCanterbury, the Venerable

chapels, and body of the church are so arranged as to Bede, St. Peter, and the Blessed Sacrament.

produce a picturesque group of buildings, the parts of St. Bernard's Monastery, at Charnwood, Leicester

which admirably relieve each other. The west front shire, is , we presume, by the same architect. The

is divided by buttresses into three compartments, the style is Early English , with massive walls, buttresses,

centre one containing the principal entrance ; over high gables and roofs, Jong and narrow windows,

this door there are three deeply splayed lancet- deeply recessed doorways,and the other characteristics

windows . At the intersection of the nave and tran- of that kind of architecture which surpasses every

septs there is a tower surmounted by an elegant spire other for solemnity and grandeur of effect. The chapel

rising to the height of one hundred and sixty -four feet. is cruciform in plan, and when finished will consist of

At the base of the spire, over the angles of the tower, a nave and choir with aisles and transepts, with a

are sculptured emblemsof the four Evangelists. The tower and spire at the intersection . The arches of the

interior of the edifice is remarkable for its splendour, nave springfrom pillars nine feet in circumference,

not only as regards the architecture, but also the acces- with foliated capitals. The framing of the roof, which

sories. It consists of nave, choir, aisles, transepis, is decorated with painting, is open to the view , and

chapels, and sacristies, and is uniform in plan, one springs from stone corbels level with the base of the

hundred and eighty feet in length, and eighty feet in clerestory windows . The high altar will be at the east

width at the transepts. The principal rafters, the tie- end against a reredos of arched panel-work below the

beams, and other framing are dressed and chamfered . triple lancets of the gable. On the eastern walls of the

The surfaces between the rafters are coloured blue, transepts are two altars - one to the Virgin , and the

enriched , in unison with the spandrils, arches, and other io St. Joseph . As the chapter-house adjoins the

walls, with painting and diapering. There are no south wall of the transept, a rose-window will be

galleries. The windows have been executed by an erected in the gable, and three large lancets at the

artist from Newcastle, and consist entirely of stained opposite end ; the sacristy is on the south side, and

glass, which imparts a great degree of richness and forms in the plan a continuation of the transept gable

solemnity to the whole interior. The stone pulpit wall nearly as far eastward as the termination of the

is encircled with foliage and tabernacle -work, and chapel. The stalls for the monks will be continued a

is placed unobtrusively in conjunction with one of considerable portion of the way down the nave. The

the great pillars between the nave and south tran- choir is bounded westward by a large and handsome

sept. Thechoir is separated from the nave by a screen stone rood -loft, occupying one bay ofthe nave. It is

of open -work, called the rood-screen, which is divided supported by three open arches (the side ones contain

into three compartments, the centre one forming ing altars), and surmounted with appropriate painting

a doorway, which is closed by folding gates. The and other enrichments.

lolitan

10000

.(New Guildhall , Bristol.]
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A SECOND DAY AT THE BIRMINGHAM FACTORIES.

( Ilire.diawing Machines . – Birmingham Wire -Works .)

In the last Supplement we had occasion to speak of employed. The other apparatus will come for notice

several branches of Birmingham manufacture in which as we proceed.

brass or copper, or some alloy intermediate between the As nearly all wire is made pretty much in the same

two, is thematerial on which the skill of the operator is manner, it will suffice to confine our attention to that

displayed. There are many more such, differing only in made of iron. The iron is brought to the Works in

minor details of working from these ; but we may pass coils of rods, wrought to the state of what may perhaps

over them, and say a few words on other matters. be termed thick wire. In the Supplement for Febru

ary, while describing the operations at a large Iron
Wire.

Work, we explained how iron is brought into the form

Wire-drawing, or the manufacture of wire from rods of rods and bars, by being drawn betweentwo heavy

of iron, steel, or other metal, is extensively carried on revolving rollers while in a white-hot state. For wire

at Birmingham , and is a process illustrating in a re- work this drawing is conducted to a greater extent

markable degree the ductility of metals . Unless a than for most other purposes, until the lengthened rod

person has actually witnessed the operations, there is is thin enough to be twisted up into a coil , and in that

some difficulty in conceiving how the transformation state to be transferred to the wire-factories.

takes place — how the diameter of the rod lessens and The iron is covered with scale (the hard oxide pro

the length increases. There is no hammering or duced by the heat necessary to roll the rods) when it

pressing or stamping, no cutting or dividing, no comes to the Works ; and to remove this scale the

moulding or casting ; and perhaps this is almost the coils are put into large revolving cylinders contain

only operation in the mechanical arts in which altera- ing gravel and water, the friction against which

tion of shape is produced without any one of the above effects the desired object. From these vessels the

agencies . coils are taken to a large shop or room where the

At the Wire -Works of Messrs. Carpenter and Co., to whole apparatus is contained for reducing the thick

which we were favoured with access,the outline of the ness of the metal. Previously to describing these, it

arrangements is such as may be here briefly described . may be well to notice the successive steps whereby the

The factory is situated in the western part of Birming- present system has been brought about,

ham , and consists of several buildings, of which some Narrow filaments of metal have probably been em

are occupied by wire-drawers, and the rest in a way ployed for various purposes from very early times ;

afterwards to be noticed. There is considerable power but Beckmann supposes that, in the first instance, the

required in the transformation of the iron rods into metal was beaten with a hammer into thin plates or
wire, and to provide this force there is a steam -engine" leaves, that these leaves were afterwards divided into

Vol . XIII .-3T
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small slips by a pair of sliears or soine similar instrument, | inch . There is , however, some little diversity in this

and that the slips were hammered and filed to a tole- matter in different factories, even to the exient of

rably round form . Respecting the subsequent change beginning with No. 1 at the smallest diameter, and

in the mode of operation Beckmann says, " As long as going upwards to the largest. It would seem as if

the work was prepared by the hammer, the artists at some designation which would give the actual dia

Nuremberg were called wire-smiths ; but after the meter, such as the number of hundredths of an inch,

invention of the drawing -iron they were called wire would remove all ambiguity ; but doubtless those con

drawers and wire-millers ( Drahtzieher and Draht- cerned have a sufficient reason for their systems.

mühler). Both these appellations occur in the history The mere act of drawing the wire through the holes

of Augsburg so early as the year 1331, and in that of does not comprise all that is to be done ; for the metal

Nuremberg in 1369'; so that, according to the best in- becomes so hardened by the compression , that if it

formation I have been able to obtain, I must class the were not annealed from time to time it would be too

invention of the drawing -iron, or proper wire-draw- hard for working. It also requires to be roughened by

ing, among those of the fourteenth century.". As the application of sulphuric acid to facilitate the process

respectsour own country, it is supposed that all wire of drawing. There is a kind of iron called charcoal -

was made by the hammer till about 1565, when some iron ( in which charcoal has been used instead of coal in

German wire -drawers introduced an improved me- the smelting) calculated to bear more drawing without

thod. Even after the improved plan of drawing the annealing than common iron ; and the number of an

wire was adopted, the preparatory processes were still nealings therefore depends partly on the thickness of

very defective, for the iron rods were brought to the the wire and partly on the quality of the metal . The

requisite thickness by means of the hammer. To this arrangements for annealing are curious : in one of the

succeeded a plan by which the rods were drawn buildings of the factory are annealing-kilns,cylindrical

through a hole by sudden jerks, thereby reducing the in form , three or four feet in diameter, and eight or

thickness and increasing the length . Lastly came the ten in depth ; they are inade of iron , encased exter

improvement of passing the red-hot rods between nally with brick .' The coils of wire, as taken from

grooved rollers, until such a thickness is attained as the drums, are laid fat one on another in these kilns ;

to be fit for the wire-drawer's operations; and in this the small coils being placed within the larger ones, so
state the art remains at present. as to lose as littlespace as possible. After every aper

In the room of the factory to which our attention ture is closed, a fire is kindled , and the hot air cir

is now directed, and of which a sketch is given in culates round the vessel , keeping the wire - amount

the frontispiece, there is a double range of benches, on ing to twenty or thirty cwt. at once- at a red heat for

which are a number of wheels or drums rotating on twenty-four hours ; or rather, the heating and the slow
vertical axes . All these axes are placed in connexion cooling together occupy this space of time. In the

with the machinery of the steam -engine, and are so reduction of the metal to the state of very fine wire,

adjusted that the drums may be made to rotate or to this annealing, is repeated several times, sometimes

remain stationary at pleasure. Near each drum is announting to six or eight.
placed a ' drawing -plate, pierced with holes for the According to the hardness or softness of the metal,

reception of the wire. The plates are made of very or the tenuity required to be attained, some or other

hard steel, and have holes punched carefully through of these arrangements are more or less modified ; but

them. These holes have all intermediate diameters, the general principle is the same in all. Dr. Wollaston

between those corresponding with the thickest and the devised a mode of making exquisitely fine wire for

thinnest kinds of wire ; and, as the plates are casily micrometrical purposes by the following ingenious

removed from the stand in which they rest, there are contrivance : he made some platinum wire, so small

the means for employing draw-plates of any required as 1-300th of an inch diameter, by a draw-plate of his

kind . own invention ; then made a tiny cylinder or mould,

The principle of wire-drawing consists in forcing down the centre of which he placed the wire ; then

the rod of metal to pass through a hole rather poured melted silver into this mould, so as to form a sort

smaller than itself. This could not be done unless the of little ingot enveloping the platinum ; then drew this

metal possessed a yielding quality, for a portion of the ingot into the state of a wire nearly or quite as fine as

diameter must be squeezed out of its place, and made the platinum had been ; then immersed the wire thus

to elongate the piece. The draw -plates, then , have the produced into hot nitric acid , by which all the silver

holes through which the metal is to be forced , and the was dissolved , leaving a central fibre of platinum

drums give the necessary drawing - power. One end smaller perhaps than human eye had ever before ( or

of a coil of wire is hammered or fled thinner, and since) seen : so fine, indeed, that in some instances he

inserted into one of the holes of a draw -plate, and produced platinum wire less than one ten -thousandth

after being pulled through it is held tight by an in- part of an inch in diameter ! For some fine and deli

strument attached to the drum ; the drum is made cate purposes, in which the wearing away of the draw

to rotate rapidly, and in so doing draws the metal holes would be a detriment, it was proposed some

through the hole , and causes it to wind round the years ago to use diamonds, sapphires, or rubies as the

drum itself, the diameter of the wire being a little inaterial for draw -plates,on account of their excessive

decreased by this agency. It is then passed similarly hardness ; but this costly project is somewhat 100

through a second hole somewhat smaller than the first, startling for manufacturers in general.

by exactly similar means, whereby a second stage of
Screws.

attenuation is brought about. Step by step does this

continue, different draw-plates and different drums The same factory which has here engaged our atten

being employed, until the iron is brought to any re- tion also furnishes the means for observing the Screw

quired degree of fineness. It is by very small degrees manufacture, an extensive department of Birmingham

that these changes are produced ; for if an attempt industry.

were made to draw the wire through a hole much A screw is, as most persons may surmise, a piece of

smaller than itself, it would break. There is a gauge wire ( generally iron) , with certain appliances at its two

employed, to determine the size of the wire ; and the ends to make it serve a particular purpose. The thread

size só determined is indicated by numbers : for in- or worm twisted round it prevents it from being driven

stance, wire No. 1 is about three-tenths of an inch in into wood so readily as a nail, but, on the other hand,

diameter, while No. 26 is not above one-fiftieth of an it retains its hold more firmly on account of the circu
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Jar motion necessary for its extraction . The head of Another set of workwomen make the thread or spiral

the screw answers much the same purpose as that ofcut round the stem of the screw. The screw is

a nail ; but the notch or cut in the head is necessary attached to a lathe which has a kind of shifting or reci

for the peculiar means whereby the screw is worked. procating movement given to it ; and while the screw

There are five operations here involved—the cutting is thus rotating and shifting, a woman applies to its

of the wire to the right length, the forging of thehead, surface the endof a sharp-cutting tool , shaped in ac

the turning of the head and the upper part of the shank, cordance with the kind of thread required to be cut .

the cutting of the notch, and the cutting of the thread ; The double movement to which the screw is subjected

and these give employment to a large number ofpersons, causes the cut to assume a spiral instead of a mere

chiefly females, at this factory. Several machines of circular form . There is a good deal of tact required

rather intricate construction are used, the result of at- in this work, for two or three cutting tools are em

tempts to combine two or more of the processes in one. ployed at once, one to give the requisite depth to the

In one of these machines a coil of wire, ihe proper thick

ness for the screws about to be made, is hung on a kind

of handle, and the end of the wire is inserted in a narrow

opening ; the machine, worked by a steam -engine, is

then left to perform its own work : it draws in the wire,

cuts off a small piece, presses one end in such a manner

as to form the protuberant head of a screw , loosens its

hold, and allows the half-made screw to fall into a box

beneath . In other machines, nothing is done but cutting

off the piece of wire ;and each piece, thus cut, is taken

up by a boy, who holds it or places it in a separate ma

chine where one end is pressed to form a head.

2

(Cutting the Thread or Worm of Screw's ]

cut, and another to impart the proper shape to its

sloping sides. The tools have likewise to be constantly

weited with water to prevent them from becoming

too rapidly heated ; so that the work women have many

little points to attend to with every screw .

A third set of females are employed in turning the

head of the screws in a lathe, to give them a circular

and sinooth appearance. When all these various pro

cesses are finished , the screws are cleansed and bright

ened by being washed in alkaline water , and then dried.

The cutting of the thread to a screw, like that of the

teeth to a file , is a mechanical process which has been

made the subject of many attempts at improvement ;

but it will suffice to havegiven the general outline of

the plan usually followed .

Nails.

[Making the Heads of Screws.]
Nails form another curious branch of manufactures

After these preparatory stages, the pieces of wire in this district ; a branch differing from that ofwire or

are handed up to women , who,working at easy ranges of screws in this particular, that it partakes both of the

of benches, bring the screws to a finished forin . One handicraft and of the factory character. Neither wie

operation is to make the notch in the head of the screw . nor screws can be profitably made without certain ine

To effect this, a woman opens with her right hand a chanical arrangements somewhat beyond the means of

kind of clasp or vice attached to the bench, adjusts the a humble workman ; but millions of nailsare so made.

screw with her left hand, in such a mannerthat the There is one system adopted in Birmingham , and

head shall be uppermost and elevates the screw by another adopted in numerous country towns and vil

means of a lever till it comes in contact with a small | lages distant a few miles from it . In the factory ar

circular disc or cutter, by which a notch or groove is rangement in the town itself, the nails produced are

instantly cut in the head of the screw ; she then generally such as are termed cut nails : while in the

loosens 'the hold , lets the screw fall into a receptacle, villages the kind known as wrought nails are made.

and adjusts another, to be treated in a similar manner . In the former system the nails are made from sheets

3 T2
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of iron ; in the latter they are made from smallqua- | the machinesare planned . In one kind of machine,
drangular rods. In the former a steam-engine is re for small brads, the cutter or blade vibrates up and

quired to drive the machines which make the nails ; down, cutting off a piece of iron from the strip ateach

in the latter the lusty arm of the workman is the only descent; and it has also a swinging motion horizon

machine. The general system followed by the village tally, so as to make the cuts at an acute angle with

nailers' was described in No. 606 ; and it will there each other. The consequence of this is, that the cuts,

fore suffice now to notice the factory arrangements for being alternately obliqne in different directions, give a

cut nails. wedge -shape to the pieces of iron cut off , and these

In the north-east part of Birmingham there isa pieces thereupon constitute the nails . Inanother

large factory, known as the “ Britannia Works,” where form of machine the blade has not a swinging move

an entire range of extensive buildings is wholly ment ; but after cach cut, the strip of iron is turned

devoted to this purpose. These stories or ranges of over, so as to present the other side uppermost for

rooms, one over another, are filled with nail-making the next cut ; an arrangementwhich brings about the

machines, nearly a hundred in number, all of com same wedge-shape to the cut nail, but by different

plicated construction, and all set in motion by one

steam -engine. So large and so busy do the arrange The strips are held by men or boys while being cut ,

ments appear, and so stunning the noise produced by

all these machines, that it is difficult to bring the mind

to think that the whole object in view is nothing more

than the making of mere nails. But this is one of the

points where numbers give importance, irrespective of

everything else.

The general principle involved in the manufacture,

is to cut up large sheets of iron into strips, and to cut

up these stripsinto nails ; subject toa few variations

afterwards tobe noticed . The iron is brought to the

form of sheets at the rolling -mills, in the usual way.

When about to be cut into strips, a man takes up one

of the sheels, and holds it horizontally in or against a

machine iu sich a manner that a descending blade in

means .

1

[Making Cut Brads.]

and are driven onward into the machine as fast as the

nails are cut off. In some of the machines, more com

plicated than the other, the piece of iron , after being

cut off from the strip, is caught by a kind of clasp, and

exposed to a pressure which gives a head to it, some

what in the manner of heading screws. A large kind

of nail called spike nails is inade in a different man

ner, being produced from small quadrangular rods

instead of sheets. One end of a rod beinginserted in

the machine, a piece long enough for a nail is cut off ;
( Cutting Sheets of Iron for Nails .?

and this piece is exposed to such powerful pressure as

stantly severs a strip from it, the width of which is to squeeze it into the form of a nail,the tapering of

equal to the intended length of the nail . For the form being produced neither by cutting nor by per

largest kinds of nails, this process of cutting the strips cussion. The power required for this is so great, that

requires very forcible means. the rods require to be made red-hot before being cut,

When the strips are collected in sufficient quantity, to make them more yielding.

they are cut up into the form of nails , by one or other All the nails, made by eighty or a hundred machines

of ihree kinds of machines. If we look at a common in this way, are annealed before being fitted for use ;

cut nail, such as those called ' brads,' we shall find that and this annealing gives employment to a distinct de

the thickness is equal from end to end, but that the partment of the Works. The nails are put into iron

width diminishes so regularly, that if several be boxes, covered over, and placed in ovens, where they

arranged alternately with the heads in opposite direc- undergo the annealing process. This done, they are

tions, the whole will form one continuous piece. This emptied into iron barrows, and wheeled to the pack

is likewise the case whether the nail have a head , or ing- room , where they are packed in strong hempen

have merely a blunt extremity at the thicker end. bags, or in packages, or in casks, according to their

Now it is to effect this cutting without any waste that destination .
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The packing-room illustrates the vast extent to which its successive garments of paper. The paper employed

the use of cut nails has attained ; for it has sometimes is a greyish, thick , granulated kind, made for the pur

contained four hundred tons of iron in the form of pose. It is cut up to the required size and shape by

nails . When the machines are all in work, they cut women seated at tables ; and the pieces thus cut are

up from thirty to forty tons of iron per week ; and as handed to the pasters . Every sheet or piece is laid

there are supposed to be, one taken with another, about down on a bench, and pasted thoroughly on both sides

a million nails to a ton, this gives forty millions of with a brush. Another woman takes up the pasted

nails per week , or two thousand millions in a year, as sheet, and lays it on the mould , adjusting it to its

the produce of this one establishment ! Supposing place ; a second piece, similarly pasted on both sides,

these nails to average one inch in length, they would is laid on the first ; and a third on the second . These

extend more than thirty thousand miles in a straight three thicknesses, are then rubbed and smoothed down

line, or ten times the distance from England to New well with a cloth , till they follow exactly the contour

York . This is an item in thearithmetic of manufac- of the mould ; and the mould with its covering is

tures which brings the matter home to general readers placed in a heated stove-room , where it remains till

better than when we speak of tons and hundred perfectly dry. Three more thicknesses are applied in

weights. a similar way ; then a second stove-drying ; then three

Iron Tea - Trays.
more layers ; and so on, until a mass of pasteboard has

been produced thick enough for the object in view .

This is a department of manufacture which was esta- An average number of thicknesses is about thirty or

blished about a century ago in Birmingham . John forty : but for some purposes there are as many as a

Baskerville, who was first a stone-cutter and then a hundred and twenty, requiring about forty stove-dry

schoolmaster, introduced the art of making japanned ' ings in the course of the manufacture, and necessarily

iron trays ; and the production became so highly ap- ' involving a large amount of manual employment.

proved that he made a handsome fortune, and laid the When the whole substance is laid on and hardened ,

foundation for a large department of Birminghain in the next step is to remove it from the mould or pattern

dustry .
on which it is laid. The edges are cut with a sharp

The making of the trays is principally a species of knife, so as to loosen contact at those parts; and as

stamping. Supposing an oblong iron tray with the the mould had been greased before the paper was

corners rounded to be required ; a sheet of the metal applied , the removal of the latter is easy . When re

is cut to the required size, and is then exposed to moved , it is trimmed and smoothed by various means,

repeated blows from the die or force of a stamping- and then presents the exact form of the article to be

press, by which the edge is gradually curled up so as made. Where it is of a more ornamental character,

to form a riun . The number ofblows and the kind of and made by casting, a simple process of drying and

die depend on the depth and pattern of the tray ; and of trimming brings it to the proper state .

after the tray is formed, its flat portion is planished or Theu ensues the onamental departinent of the

hammered to give it a closeness and firmness of tex- work, in which taste is constantly called forth . The

ture . black polished surface, which is the groundwork of

The iron trays thus produced are almost invariably nearly all trays , is given by a black japan varnishi,

japanned ; but we can better notice this process in con- applied by women with a brush. A highly smoothi

nexion with the manufacture of surface is produced by rubbing with powdered pumice

stone and afterwards with finer powders, finishing with
Papier -maché Trays.

the bare hand as a rubber.

One of the finest and most interesting factories in The painting is a distinct department, and is carried

Birmingham is that of Messrs. Jennens and Bettridge, on with much skill . As in most other branches of

where japanned papier-maché work is brought to a art, there are manufacturers who serve the cheap as

high degree of beauty. It is said to have been about well as those which provide the good ; and for three

half a century ago that the mode of making trays from pence or fourpence the centre of a large tray is bedi

paper was introduced, and from that time successive zened with fine staring flowers or ornaments by a pro

improvements have been gradually made, both in the cess midway between painting and stencilling . But in

paper foundation itself and in the finish given to the the kind of work which we have here under notice,

surface .
the painters are really artists, competent to the pro

The show -room of the establishment under notice is duction of landscapes, portraits, and other specimens

crowded with specimens, which show how high the art of the pictorial art, the minuteness and high finish of

of japanning has now reached. Almost every variety which are made to depend on the costliness of the

of household furniture, and trinkets without number, article produced.

are here displayed , exhibiting the intermixture of Many bighly curious kinds of inlaying are employed

japanning with painting and with inlaying. This art in japan -work. Formerly an imitation of tortoise -shell

is independent of the material beneath , for whether was much in vogue, and was thus produced ::-When

this be of iron , wood, or paper, the subsequent pro- the tray was properly prepared, a thin transparent

cesses still continue pretty much the same. The fac- varnish was laid on , and leaf silver was laid upon this ;

tory, however, embraces the two departments of paper- the two were hardened together in a stove, and a thick

work and japan-work , and these may be noticed in body of varnish was added , capable of concealing the

succession .
silver ; a piece of pumice-stone was applied at spots

There are two modes of manufacturing in paper or here and there to remove so much of the varnish as

* papier-maché' (literally chewed paper,' but implying should admit the silver to show slightly through ,

paper reduced to fragments and softened ). In one of thereby giving a kind of imitative tortoise -shell ap

these thepaper is reduced to a pulpy mass,and pressed pearance. For a commoner sort vermilion was used

into moulds; in the other, sheets of paper are pasted | instead of silver.

together until the required thickness is attained .' It is Some of the finer kinds of japan-work are inlaid

in this latter mode that tea -trays are made. with mother-of-pearl in a curious manner. Pieces of

In the first place, a cast-iron mould is prepared from this delicate substance are cut to the exact form re

a model, the upper surface of the mould corresponding quired, and laid down upon the wet japan in their

with the interior of the tray to be made. This mould is proper position ; and the whole surface is then var

greased on the surface, and is then prepared to receive nished and pumiced, varnished and pumiced, so many
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1

times, that the whole comes to a uniformn'level, and a sharp point ; he then applies them to the edge of a

the pearl seems to be inlaid like buhl-work. Another rotating gritstone, by which the points become smooib.

method, for more elaborate patterns, is the following : This operation, like needle-grinding and fork -grinding,

The pearl is applied to the surface in a large plain is very deleterious, from the particles of metal and

piece, the full size of the device ; on this is sketched of grit which float about in the air ; and the same

the exact pattern which the pearl is to present, with a means have been contrived in various quarters to ame

paint which will resist the action of aquafortis ; the liorate the one as the others, subject nevertheless to

other parts of the pearl are caten away by this aciả , that strange apathy which too often leads workmen io

and thus the required pattern is developed. For com- neglect the most ordinary precautions against disease.

moner kinds of work coloured metallic foil is used The wires being pointed at both ends, they are cut

instead of pearl, often producing a variegated and up into pins. A bundle of them is arranged eren and

pretty appearance. Sometimes japanned articles are parallel, and a heavy cutting blade is made to sever

gilt all over, previous to the application of these paint them all at a particular part of their length, sufficient

ing or inlaying processes ; and by varying the combi- for one pin ; the group is again adjusted, and again

nations of these methods,there is great scope for the cut; and so on until all the pieces have been severed

exercise of taste . into pin -lengths. The middle pieces, which were not

Taken altogether, this may be deemed a very pleasing poinied in the original process, are now ranged in

branch of art, and one capable of being applied ( if order between the fingers and thumbs, and applied to

fashion should lead the way) to a number ofpurposes the wheels, where they are all pointed at one end.

not yet within its range. The name of “japan seems Preparations are now made for putting on the

to point to the Eastern origin of this art; and if we heads' to the pins. The wire used for this purpose is

referto themode of making japanned ware in the thinner than that for the shaft of the pin, and is wound

Burmese Empire, described in No.629, we shall see into a close spiral round a central wire the same thick

how far there are points of difference in the Eastern ness as the pins, by means of a small spinning-wheel .

and the English modes of procedure. It may be well | When this coil is finished , it is slipped off the central

to state that the distinctive character of japan -work wire; and six or eight of these being taken up between

lies inthe use of gum and spirit with the colouring the fingers of a workman, he cuts ihem up by means

agent ; instead of oil and turpentine, as in common of a fixed chisel or cutter into pieces of cither two or

house-painting and floor-cloth printing ; or size and three curls each, according to the sort of pin . This

water, as in paper -staining and distemper -painting. operation is one wherein the eye and the fingers of the

workman gradually acquire a precision and quickness
Pins.

quite incomprehensible to other persons. A man will

Where do all the pins go to ?" -- This question has cut up eighteen or twenty thousand of these heads in

been asked, but it would be somewhat difficult to give a day, without making a mistake as to the number of

a correct answer. Of the millions which are made every curls or turns of the spiral in each head.

year most of them by degrees become · lost , ' and are When these lieads have been anncaled, they are fixed

ihonglit ofno more. However, it is lucky for the pin- on the pins by women and children, a processwhich has

makers that such is the case ; and it may be well here been effected atdifferenttimes in different ways. Bythe

to show briefly how the supply is kept up. old method, one of the little coils or lieads was taken

The pin-manufacture is not so inuch localised es upon the end of a shank ,placed in a smallsteel die sunk

most other branches of manufactures in metal. There to half the size of the head, and struck by another simi

are large factories in London, in Birmingham , in War- lar die let fall upon it ; by which mcans the coil became

rington, and in Gloucestershire; and there seems no firmly closed upon the pin and formed its head . The

reason why such should not be the case elsewhere. falling die was worked by a lever moved by the foot of

This curious and apparently insignificant branch of the workwoman, and the pin was held horizontally. A

industry is, like inany others, carried on under two better mode has been introduced , by which a smooth

different forms; the one by hand labour almost exclu- and more equable head is produced. In this method

sively ; and the other wholly, or nearly so, by ma- the pin is placed vertically in a hole, and the upper dic

chinery. The nature of the operations by the hand falls upon it in such a manner as not only to form and

method gives a more intelligible idea of the object to fasten the head, but also to give it a smooth and round

be attaiycd , than the intricate and complex arrange- surface at the top ; and when the heading is done, to

ments of a machine : we will therefore follow the steps obviate the loss of time in moving the pin out of the

of the former . hole, there is a spring beneath which jerks it up so

In the first place the brass wire (for brass it is, as to render it easily seized by the fingers. One pin

however silvery it may look whenfinished ) must be header can fix from twelve tó fifteen thousand in a

straightened from the coils in which it is brought to day.

the works. This is done by fixing a number of pins This being done, the change of colour is wrought.

in a board, so arranged that if wire be drawn between a great •quantity of pins is put into a barrel or cylin

then it will be forced to assume a straight direction . drical vessel, together with cream of tartar and warm

The wire is cut off into lengths of thirty feet each, and water ; and by the rotation of the barrel, and the

these lengths are further cut into pieces long enough friction one against another, they become perfectly

for about half- a -dozen pins. One man used to this clean. They are next laid in a copper pan ; above

employment can straighten twenty thousand dozen of them a layer of grain tin , then another layer of pins,

pin-lengths in a day. and so on alternately till the vessel is full; a little

Next ensues the pointing. This is effected by ap- water and cream of tartar are also introduced , and

plying one end of each wire in the proper position to the whole is allowed to boil for an hour. This pro

the edge of a rapidly rotating wheel. A workman cess is repeated two or three times, by which the sur

takes up twenty or thirty lengths of wire between his face of the pins become completely coated with a thin

fingers and thumbs, ranges them in a row, brings all layer of metallic tin . The pins are washed in water,

the ends parallel, and applies the points obliquely to separated from the grains of tin by straining, dried

the edge of a steel wheel covered with fine teeth on in hot bran, and cleansed from the hot bran by win

its surface; he gives a rotatory movement to each wire, nowing.

by a peculiar action of his fingers, so that in an incon Lastly, comes the papering ,' a process which ( rather

ceivably short srace of time all the ends are brought to I unnecessarily, it would appear) divides the pins into
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pennyworthis or smaller quantities. The pieces of | arrangements of the whole. A small workshop will

paper have grooves or channels impressed on them , suffice for the making of a guinea pen ; but a large

by means ofa sort of crimping-irons, and the pins factory is required forthe production of those sold at

being taken up by a kind of comb which places all ten or twenty for a penny. It was not until the general

the points in one direction, are pushed quickly through introduction of steel as the material employed, that the

or into the paper, a small lever being employed to matter assumed a commercial importance.

facilitate this process. The children by whom this As this manufacture progressed, steel of less and

is done acquire so much expertness in the art, as to less thickness becameemployed , so as to give an elas

be able to paper thirty or forty thousand in a day. ticity as much as possible resembling that of quill pens ;

It will thus be seen that the number of distinct and the temper of the steel became an object of especial

operations is very great ; and yet so much has the sub- attention . Whoever has noticed the almost infinite

division of labour effected , that three or four thousand variety in the forms of pens, will perceive that the

pins can be sold for a shilling . It is not at all incon- slits and apertures above the nib are so many con .

sistent with experience in other subjects that the desire trivances to give elasticity to the pen ; and indeed

to concentrate the manufacture under mechanical most of the patents have liad reference to the arrange

agency should have led to the invention of machines ment of these incisions.

having this object in view. So far back as twenty A description of one of the modes of making common

years ago a machine was patented by which the whole steel pens will illustrate the general character of the

chain of operations was carried on without the aid of manufacture everywhere. A punch is first made of

manual labour ; the wire was drawn off a reel by a pair hardened steel, the exact size and shape of the pen to

of pincers, straightened in its passage between a row be made. Very fine sheet steel , from the one-hundredth

of pins, cut off to the proper length by a sharp tool, to the two-hundredth of an inch in thickness, is cut up

pointed at one wheel and smoothed at another, and into strips two inches and a half in width ; and from

lastly headed . Another large establishment, slightly these strips small pieces are cut of the proper size for

noticed in No. 113, has been devoted to the production the pens. These blanks are annealed, to remove the

of solid-headed pins, in which the head is formed out hardness which the rolling of the sheets had imparted ,

of a portion of the shank itself, pressed into a globular and are then well cleansed on the surface. Stainping

form . presses are then used to impress the maker's name on

Ten or a dozen years ago it wasstated that twenty each blank , and to cut out the aperture, if any. A very

millions of pins are required for the consumption of fine cutting tool worked by a press is then used to cut

the kingdom every day ! the slit in the piece of metal — not entirely through,

but leaving it to be finished in an after stage of the
Steel Pens.

operation . The hollow or dished form is given to the

Steel pens, like pins, are articles so small in size that blank by placing it on a concave die, and allowing a

it is somewhat difficult to bring the mind to estimate convex punch to press forcibly upon it, by which it is

them by the ton weight : yet such must be done in made to conform to the concavity of the dic. The pens

viewing them as a branch of manufacture. London has thus made are hardened, by being heated and then sud

the credit of producing the best pens, or at any rate denly cooled ; and the slit is finally perfected, or carried

the highest price is charged for them ; but Biriningham entirely through the thickness of the metal, by pinching

is the main seat of the manufacture in respect to quan- the nibs in a kind of clasps or pincers .

tity. Its manufacturers talk of the millions of dozens These are the outlines of the mode employed, sub

which they produce every year ; and there can be no ject to variations in different factories. The punching

doubt, from the large extent of some of the factories, press is the chief working agent, for by its aid the

the number inade must be enormous . cutting out of the blank, the lettering and stamping,

Every firm has its own peculiar mode of making the forming of the aperture and slit, the dishing , and

these little steel inplements, differing from that of other parts of the process are done. There is a cu

others in a degree which, though inappreciable by rious means employed for cleaning the pens when

most persons, is important in the eyes of those engaged finished or nearly finished. There is a machine em

in the manufacture. Long before the introduction of ployed consisting of a tin cylinder about a yard in

steel pens as a general article of sale , metallic pens of length by eight or nine inches in diameter, having a

some kind or other were often made ; sometimes silver , hole in the middle of its length , furnished with a cover

when intended for presents ; sometimes brass, when or door : the cylinder is hung on joints at each end to

intended to accompany cheap brass inkstands that used cranks formed one on each of two axles . The door is

to be made some years ago . One of the first attempts opened, several thousand pens are put into the cylinder,

to combine theelasticity of steel pens with an increased andthe latter is made to revolve in such a manner that

degree of durability, consisted in arming the points it shifts backwards and forwards, up and down, so as

with metallic nibs; but the improvement was not to shakethe pens among each other completely, there

adequate to the increased cost. Another class of im- by cleaning them by their mutual friction .

provements, or suggested improvements, was the
Swords.

introduction of pens whose nibs should be formed of

precious stones, or some other substance of great hard It may seem strange that while Sheffield is the bead

One kind, patented twenty years ago, consisted quarters of the cutlery trade generally, Birmingham

of a tortoiseshell tube or barrel , with small pieces of should have been the chief seat of the sword -manufac

diamond or ruby imbedded in the nibs. Another kind ture in this country ; yet such seemsto be the fact.

contained a nib of ruby set in fine gold ; and such Perhaps it may be explained from this circumstance,

pens have been said to last six years without injury . that as Birmingham supplies during war-time an im

A third kind is formed of rhodium nibs set in fine mense number of muskets for the use of the army, an

gold. Other varieties have been occasionally brought extension of the same agency brought the sword-trade

forward ; and at the present day thereare small pens also within reach of the town.

to be seen in some of the Londonshop-windows, marked The sword -trade of many different countries has

a guinea each . been an object of great importance and solicitude .

But it is the great commercial elementof cheapness The possession of a good sword, especially in times and

which gives a character to the manufacture. The in countries where the arts of war are more cherished

emillions, and not the units, determine the general than those of peace, is deemed a matter of high import ;

ness.
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and hence the art of the maker has been exercised to chased under that patent to the value of 20,0001 . per

find the best mode of imparting the requisite character annum of the forfeited estates in Ireland . The Irish

to these instruments of destruction . Spain was at one parliament, however, knowing this estate to have been

time especially famous for her manufacture of swords: purchased at a very low rate, would not permit the

the “ Toledo blade” being mentioned with high com - company in its corporate capacity to take conveyance

mendation in many a history and romance. On the of lands , lest theymight have proved too powerful a

right bank of the Tagus, not far from the city of Toledo, body in that kingdom. This obliged them to sell-off

is still existing a royal sword -manufactory, of which their Irish estates , which put an end to the corpo

the author of A Year in Spain ' thus speaks: - “ Here ration.

are made all the swords,halberds, and lances required It is not very clearly known at what time Birming

for the royal armies. The establishment is on an ad ham became the centre of the sword -trade, but the

mirable footing, and the weapons now made in it are manufacture has for many years been one of impor

said to be nowise inferior to those famous Toledunos tance at that place. It is conducted in the following

which, in more chivalrous times, were the indispen- manner : -- The steel is broughtto the form of whatare

sable weapons of every well-appointed cavalier.To- called sword -moulds, either at Sheffield or at Birming,

ledo was not only celebrated in the time of the Moors, ham , these sword -moulds being bars fitted in size and

but even under the Romans, for the admirable temper shape for swords. The bars are heated and are forged

of its swords,which is chiefly attributed to some fa- into shape by two men , the maker’and the striker,

vourable quality in the water of the Tagus used in much in the sameway as cutlery. When the sword is

tempering the steel . As a proof that this is the case, required to be hollowed at the surfaces, it is hammered

one of the workmen toldme that in the earlier period between steelbosses or swages. Then ensue the pro

of the French invasion the manufactory was removed cesses of hardening and tempering, on which so much

to Seville, where the national junta then was ; but the of the excellence of the sword depends , the hardening

swordsmanufactured on the banksof the Guadalquiver being effected by a sudden cooling after heating, and

were found to be very inferior to those which the the tempering by a gradual cooling. As the blade has

workmen had made in Toledo.” If this be really so, become somewhąt distorted in form by these processes,

and if Toledo blades be better than others, it would it is twisted straight and regular by confining it at

seemn to be worth while to test this river -water, and see certain points, and forcibly bending it in the proper

whether a similar quality could be artificially given to direction. Thewhole surface is then ground upon a

the tempering -liquid elserishere. large stone, and an edge given to it . As it loses some

Milan was also at one time celebrated for its sword of its temper by this process, it is again tempered and

blades, but Damascus was the most famous place of all. afterwards polished. Themaking of the handles is a

Many are the marvels which have been told of the Da- separate departinent of the manufacture, depending

mascus blades . There were three cities, Damascus, for its character on the costliness of the materials em

Cairo, and Ispahan, where highly esteemed swords ployed.

were made in past times, but where none seem to be An important stage in the manufacture of every

niade now ; so that any at present seen are relics of sword is ihe proof ' to which it is subjected, a proof

past times, and are very highly valued . A keenness of consisting of a series of tests much more violent than

edge and a flexibility of substance are the chief cha- the sword is likely ever to undergo in practice. Mr.

racteristics of these blades. Storieshave been told of Inglis, while speaking of the Toledo blades, says : --

Damascus blades being wound round within a turban, “ The flexibility and excellent temper of the blades are

so greatwas their elasticity ; but it is believed that surprising . There are two trials which every blade

much exaggeration exists in the reputed wonders of must undergo before it is pronounced sound, the trial

these blades. Mr. Holland states that a gentleman of flexibility and the trial of temper. In the former

who had purchased a Damascus blade in the East it is thrust against a plate in the wall, and bent into

Indies for a thousand piastres, told him that although an arc at least three parts of a circle ; in the second it

the instrument was very flexible , and bore a very fine is struck edgeways upon a leaden table with the whole

keen edge, it could not with safety be bent to more force which can be given by a powerful man holding

than 45º from the straight shape. The skill and dex. it with both hands.”

terity of the swordsman appear to have had asmuch In the English method , for a stout cavalry sabre, its

to do with the effects produced as the excellence of the point is placed against a pin in a board, and bent

sword itself. The Damascus blades are distinguished round a curve formed by six or eight other pins placed

for a peculiar variegated pattern on the surface, the equidistant in the board, the degree of flexure being

opinions concerning the mode of producing which are such that the middle of the sword deviates six or seven

noticed in No. 451.
inches from a straight line drawn from heel to point.

In respect to the English manufacture, M.Pherson It is then pressed down with its point on a board, and

states that on the breaking out of King William's war bent round or back to a prescribed distance. It is

against France, a company of sword -cutlers was formed lastly struck , with all the force a man can use , against

for making sword - blades in the county of Cumberland a stout wooden block , the edge, the back , and both

and the adjacent districts ; but though they were en sides being struck in succession. When thesword has

abled to purchase lands tó erect mills, and to receive borne all these severe tests, it is declared fit for ser

and employ great numbers of German artificers, yet vice, to cut and chop our fellow-men on the field of

they did not succeed. They sold their patent to a com battle.

pany of merchants in London, who thereupon pur

END OF VOLUME THE THIRTEENTH.

♡

1The Office of the Society for the Difusion of Useful knowledge is at 42, Bedford Square,

LONDON ; CHARLES KNIGUT & CO ., 99, LLDGATE STREET.
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